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PREFACE

All the praise is for Allah who has enabled me to complete the preparation of this

Word for Word Meaning of the Qur'dn. The method and purpose of the work have

been explained in the preface to the first part of this work which was published in

1998. That preface is reproduced hereafter for convenience of reference.

I started the project casually while working at the Madina Islamic University,

translating the first few 'ayahs of sural al-Baqarqah on 5. 11. 91 sitting in the

Prophet's Mosque after the maghrib prayer. Since that date I regularly translated a

few 'ayahs each day, mostly at the Prophet's Mosque between the maghrib and

'ishd' prayers. In this way the first draft of the work was completed on 8. 10. 1996, a

few months after my retirement from Madina. During this first phase of the work I

made only the translation, making it follow as closely as possible the sequence of the

Arabic text in respect of syntax and order of words and phrases in the 'ayah. Thus

completing the first draft I modified and expanded the plan and started revising the

translation, adding word meanings and explanatory notes, wherever necessary, and

grammatical hints, typesetting these on the computer. In this second phase it was a

sustained and full-time work, devoting on an average six to seven hours a day

continually for a little over six years since 1996. As already mentioned, the first part

of this work consisting of surahs al-Fdtifaah and al-Baqarah was published in early

1998. Four other parts appeared in succession till March 2001. By the mercy of Allah

the completed work is now ready for publication.

Throughout this long and sustained work my wife, Rosy, and sons, Monu (Abu

Muntasir), Ma'ruf and Mansur, have constantly helped and encouraged me. A
number of friends and readers have also helped and encouraged me in various ways. I

am grateful to all of them. Above all, it is Allah's help and support that has enabled

me to continue and complete this work despite my serious ailment and ill health. May
He accept this humble effort; and peace and blessings of Allah be on His Prophet

Muhammad, his family and followers.

M. M. Ali

London, 5 February 2003



PREFACE to the First Part

There are a number of English meanings of the Qur'an in circulation. The method

followed in these works is generally that the text of the 'ayah is placed in one column

and its meaning is placed side by side in another column. This arrangement of course

enables the reader to know the meaning of the 'ayah as a whole; but a non-Arab

reader not having some knowledge of Arabic is unable to identify which English

words or phrases represent the meaning of which words in the Arabic text. The

present work aims at removing this difficulty. It places one or a couple of words of

the 'ayah in one line of a column and gives their meanings side by side in another

column, taking care to see that the flow and intelligibility of the English meanings

are not thereby lost. This method has the additional advantage of keeping the

meaning strictly to the wording of the text and it militates against omitting the

meaning of any word of the text or importing in the meaning any word or expression

that has no correspondence with anything in the text.

To further facilitate the understanding of the text, the meanings of almost all

important words in the text have been given separately. To do this a number has

been placed on the English word which represents the meaning of the particular word

in the text and then the meanings of that word have been given under that number in

another column by the side of the general meaning of the text. The numbering has

been kept individual for each page. Also grammatical notes, particularly verb forms

and verbal nouns, have been given as far as practicable. As the words recur at

different pages, so their meanings and grammatical notes also have been repeated,

giving cross reference to at least one previous occurrence of the word, indicating the

page on which and the number under which the word has been explained before.

Such repetition has been deemed helpful for habituating the reader with the particular

word and its meanings. As is the case with other languages, many words in Arabic

language also each bears a number of meanings. An attempt has been made to

indicate such different meanings for a particular word. Similarly, a number of

English meanings have been given for a word so that a reader may well understand

the different shades of meaning of the particular term in an 'ayah. The aim has been

to enable a non-Arab reader to understand the Qur'an as well as to improve his

knowledge of Arabic, particularly the Qur'anic Arabic. Along with word meanings

explanatory notes also have been given wherever necessary; but these have been kept

to the minimum and have been based on classical and authoritative commentaries to

which reference has been made at the appropriate places.



VII

Many words in the Qur'an bear special meanings. In explaining these words help

has been taken, besides the standard dictionaries, lexicons, and commentaries paying

special attention to word meanings, of the following works dealing specifically with

the Qur'anic vocabulary:

1. Al-DamaghanT, Al-Husayn ibn Muhammad (5th century H.?), Qdmus al-Qur'dn

'aw 'Isldh al-Wujuh wa al-Nazd'ir Fi al-Qur'dn al-Karim (ed. 'Abd al-'Aziz Sayyid

al-'Ahl), Beirut, fifth print, April, 1985

2. Al-Firuzabadi, Majd al-DTn Muhammad ibn Ya'qub (d. 817 H.), Ba$d'ir Dhawi
al-Tamytz Fi Latd'if al-Kitdb al-'Aziz (ed. Muhammad 'All al-Najjar), 6 vols.,

Beirut, n.d.

3. Al-Isfaham, 'Abu al-Qasim al-Husayn ibn Muhammad, al-Raghib (d. 502 H.),

Al-Mufraddt Fi Gharib al-Qur'dn al-Karim (ed. Muhammad Sayyid Kaylani),

Beirut, n.d.

4. Al-Taymi, 'Abu 'Ubaydah Ma'mar ibn al-Muthanna (d. 210 H.), Majdz

al-Qur'dn (ed. Muhammad Fuwad Sizkin), 2 vols., second print, Beirut, 1401/1981.

5. Al-YazTdi, 'Abu 'Abd al-Rahman 'Abd Allah ibn Yahya ibn al-Mubarak (d. 237

H.), Gharib al-Qur'dn wa Tafstruhu (ed. Muhammad SalTm al-Hajj), first print,

Beirut, 1405/1985

6. Al-Zajjaj, 'Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn al-Sarri, Ma'ant al-Qur'dn wa 'I'rdbuhu (ed.

'Abd al-Jalil *Abduhu Shalbi), 5 vols., first print, Beirut, 1408/1988

7. Ibn al-Jawzi, Jamal al-DTn 'Abu al-Faraj 'Abd al-Rahman (d. 597 H.), Nuzhat

al-'A'yun al-Nawazir Ft
(

ilm al-Wujuh wa al-Nazd'ir (ed. Muhammad 4Abd

al-Kanm Kazim al-Radi), second print, Beirut, 1405 H. /1985

8. Muhammad Fuwad 'Abd al-Baqi, Mu'jam Gharib al-Qurdn Mustakhrajan min

Sahih al-Bukhdri, second print, Beirut, n.d.

9. Mu'jam 'Alfdz, al-Qur'dn al-Karim, prepared by Mujamma' al-Lughat

al-'Arabiyyah of Cairo, Cairo, n.d. (ISBN 977).

May Allah accept this humble effort and enable us to do what pleases Him and

meets with His approval. And peace and blessings of Allah be on His Prophet

Muhammad, his family and those who follow him.

M. M. Ali

London, 21 Shawwal 1418 H.

(18. 2. 1998)



VIII

Acc.

Act.

Al-Bahr.

Al-Bayddwi =

Al-Tabari =

Al-Tafsir al-Kabir -

Al-Zamakhshari =

Bahr.

Basa Hr =

Bukhari =

f.

Fat}} al-Qadir =

Gen.

111.

Ibn KathTr

impfct.

m.

List Of Abbreviations

Accusative

Active

'Abu Hayyan al-Andalus!, Muhammad ibn Yusuf (654 - 754 H. ), Al-Bahr

al-Muhit Fi al-Tafsir (ed. Sadqi Muhammad Jamil and others), new print,

Al-Maktabat al-Tijariyyah, Makka, n.d., 10+1 vols.

Al-Baydawi, Nasir al-DTn 'Abu Sa'id 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar ibn

Muhammad al-ShTraji, al-Qadi (d. 791 H.), Tafsir al-Bayddwi

al-Musammd Anwar al-Tanzil wa 'Asrdr al-Ta'wil, 2 vols., Dar al-Kutub

al-'Ilmiyyah, first print, Beirut, 1408 H./ 1988.

Al-Jabrari, 'Abu Ja'far Muhammad ibn JarTr (d. 310 H.), JamV al-Baydn

'an Ta'wil 'Ay al-Qur'an, 15 Vols., Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 1408 H./1988.

= Muhammad Al-RazT, Fakhr al-Din ibn al-'Allamah Diya' al-Din 'Umar,

al-Iniam (544-604 H.), Tafstr al-Fakhr al-Rdzi al-Mushtahar bi al-Tafsir

al-Kabir wa Mafdtih al-Ghayb (ed. Khalil Muhyi al-Din al-Mays), 17 vols,

(the pagination is by parts), Dar al-Fikr, first print, Beirut, 1414 H. / 1993.

: Al-Zamakhshari, al-Khawarizmi, 'Abu al-Qasim Jar Allah Mahmud ibn

'Umar (467-538 H.), Al-Kashshdf 'an Haqd'iq al-Tanzil wa 'Uyun

al-'Aqdwil Fi Wujuh al-Ta'wil, 2 vols., Maktabat al-Ma'arif, Riyadh and

Dar al-Ma'rifah, Beirut, n.d.

= Al-SamarqandT, 'Abu al-Layth Nasr ibn Muhammad ibn 'Ahmad ibn

Ibrahim (d. 375 H.), Tafsir al-Samarqandi al-Musammd Bafyr al-'Ulum

(ed. 'All Muhammad Mu'awwid and others), 3 vols., first print, Dar

al-Kutub al-'llmiyyah, Beirut, 1413 H. /1993.

Al-FirGzabadT, Majd al-DTn Muhammad ibn Ya'qub, Basd'ir Dhawi

al-Tamyiz Fi Lata'if Kitdb aVAziz (ed. Muhammad 'All al-Najjar), 6 vols.,

Beirut, n.d.

Al-Bukhari, 'Abfl 'Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Isma'il, Sahih al-Bukhdri,

the number refers to the number of hadith as in Fath al-Bdrt

feminine

Al-Shawkam, Muhammad ibn 'All ibn Muhammad (d. 1250 H.) , Fath

al-Qadir al-JdmV Bayn Fannoy al-Riwdyah wa al-Dirdyah min
l

llm

al-Tafsir, 5 vols., Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 1409 H./1989.

= Genitive

= first person

= second person

= third person

= Ibn Kathir, al-Hafiz ( 700-774 H.) Tafsir al-Qur'dn al-'Azim (ed. 'Abd

al-'Aziz Ghunaym and others), 7 vols., Dar al-Sha'b, Cairo, n.d.

= imperfect

- masculine



Mufraddt = Isfahan?, 'Abu al-Qasim al-Husayn ibn Muhammad, al-Raghib ( d. 502),

Al-Mufraddt Fi Gharib al-Qur'dn (ed. Muhammad Sayyid KaylanT), Dar

al-Ma'rifah, Beirut, n.d.

Muslim = 'Abu al-Husayn Muslim ibn al-Hajjaj al-Qushayn al-NaysabGri, Sahih

Muslim, the number refers to the number of hadith as numbered by

Muhammad Fuwad 'Abd al-Baqi in the Istanbul edition.

n. - Note

pi. = plural

s. = singular

Safwat = IJusayn Muhammad MakhlGf, Safwat al-Baydn li Ma 'ant al-Qur'dn, third

print, Kuwait, 1407 H./1 987.

Tafsir al-Mdwardi = Al-Mawardi, 'Abu al-IJasan 'AIT ibn Muhammad, al-Basn (364-450),

Al-Nukat wa al-'Uyun Tafsir al-Mdwardi, (ed. Al-Sayyid ibn 'Abd

al-MaqsGd ibn 'Abd al-Rayim), 6 vols., Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah and

Mu'assasat al-Kutub al-Thaqafiyyah, first print, Beirut, 1412 H./1992.

v. = verb

KEY TO VERB FORMS
Form II J*i =fa ' 'ala (J-* tafil)

" m
i
y\j=fa

t

ala(^^mufa'alah)

" IV Jul = 'af'ala (Jua 'Ifat)

" V >b- = tafa ' 'ala (>& tafa '

(

ut)

" VI = tafa'ala tafa'ul)

" VII = infa'ala (Ju*i infi'at)

" VIII J^ii = ifta 'ala (Ju»i i/M 'at)

" IX = ifalia (J**i i/'z/aO

" X j^\ = istafala(J\^\istifal)

There are a few more verb forms, but they of rare occurrence.

TRANSLITERATION

* = ' (hamzah) ^ = S/S j =W/w
T = A/a (as long vowel) ^ = D/d j = u (as long vowel)

J. = T/t

i = Z/z ^ = I/i (as long vowel)

i = Dh/dh t =
'

j = Z/z I = Gh/gh
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36. SOratYA-SIn

Makkan: 83 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which deals with the fundamentals of the faith, namely, tawhtd

(monotheism), the truth of wahy and the Prophethood of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on

him, Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment. It starts with an oath by the Qur'an that

Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, is indeed a Messenger of Allah and that the Qur'an

is indeed sent down by the All-Mighty, the All-Wise. It then refers to the unbelief and opposition of the

Makkans and in this context mention is made of the inhabitants of a township (qaryah) who disbelieved

the Messengers sent to them. Attention is then drawn to Allah's creation of the universe and the various

aspects of nature like the sky, the stars, the sun, the fortnightly course of the moon, the night and day

each succeeding and merging into the other and the running of ships on the seas by way of illustrating

the Power {qudrah) of Allah and His Absolute Oneness. Emphasis is then laid on the truth of

Resurrection, Judgement, punishment and reward.

The surah is named Yd-Sin after the disjointed letters with which it starts and which is one of the

miracles of the Qur'an. This surah is regarded as the "heart" (qalb) of the Qur'an and it is

recommended that every Muslim should get it by heart.

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2: 1, p.

4, n. 1.

2. i. e., full of wise guidance, rules and

injunctions. hakim (s.; pi. hukama') =

All-Wise, judicious, full of wisdom (active

participle in the scale of fa'il from hakama

[hukm], to pass judgement. See at 35:2, p. 1390,

n. 4).

2. By the Qur'an,

full of wisdom.
2 3. Allah swears by the Qur'an, full of wisdom,

that Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be

on him, is His Messenger.
t
^-Uy mursalin

(accusative /genitive of mursalun, sing, mursal) =

messengers, those sent out, despatched, delegated

(passive participle from 'arsala , form IV of rasila

[rasal], to be long and flowing. See at 26:160, p.

1190, n. 2).

3. You indeed are of

4. -1*1 sir&t = way, path, road. See at 34:6, p.

1369, n. 8.

correct, right, proper (active participle from

istaqama, form X of qama [qawmah/qiyam], to

stand up, to get up). See at 26:182, p. 1 193, n. 9).

6. Allah also swears that this Qur'an is sent down

by Him. Ji>J tanztt = sending down, bringing

down, something sent down (verbal noun in form

II of nazala [nuzul], to come down. See at 32:2,

p. 1324, n. 2.

5. j»JL~>« mustaqim = straight, upright, erect,

straight and right.
5

5. A sent-down
6

of the All-Mighty,

1409



1410 Surah 36: Ya-Sin [ Part (Juz') 22
]

the Most Merciful.

JjjJj 6. That you may warn 1

Cj a people

jX\ B no warning was given

^jbjtC to their fathers,

so they are heedless.
2

V. Due indeed has become 3

the word4
on most of them

$4^J?^i so they do not believe.

\&r\ 8. Verily We have put
5

^t|^i^3 in their necks
6
fetters

7

u^VT^j^i and these are upto their chins,
8

> ^ •> >"
<o^i-^ so they are forced-up of heads.

9. And We have put

'^c-4^Lt m front °f them a barrier
1

iju-JL^Jd^J and in their rear a barrier

and have put a cover
1

'over

$S^Xy^i them so they cannot see.
12

1. jXj tundhira(u) = you warn, caution (v. ii. m. s.

impfct. from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate, to vow. The final

letter takes fathah because of a hidden 'an in the

// (of motivation) coming before the verb. See at

19:97, p. 975, n. 7.

2. i. e., heedless about Allah. 0>UU- ghafilun =

negligent, unmindful, heedless, inattentive,

ignorant, unaware (act. participle from ghafala

[ghaflah/ ghuful ], to neglect, to ignore. See at

30:7, p. 1291, n. 9.

3. i. e., because of their unbelief, intransigence

and wrong-doing, j** haqqa = he or it became

true, correct, due, right, incumbent (v. iii. m. s.

past from haqq. See at 32: 13, p. 1328, n. 2).

4. i. e., sentence of punishment,

5. This is an illustration of the state of the

unbelievers . They are like those in whose necks

fetters have been put so that their heads are

forced upwards and they cannot see what is in

front of ihem (See Ibn Kathir, Tafstr, VI, p. 549).

Uuur ja'alnd = we made, set, put, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala \ja'l], to make,

to set. See at 34: 1 8, p. 1 374, n. 9).

6. J^f 'a'naq (pi.; s. j^- 'unuq) = necks. See at

34:33, p. 1380, n. 11.

7. 'aghldl (pi.; s. ghult) = fetters, shackles,

manacles. See at 34:33, p. 1 380, n. 10.

8. Oliif 'adhq&n (pi.; s. dhaqn/dhiqn) - chins. See

at 17:107, p. 908, n. 8.

9. 0>>—jL* muqmahUn (pi.; s. muqmah) - those

whose heads are forced up so that they cannot see

in front of them ( pass, participle from 'aqmaha,

form IV of qamaha [qumuh], to raise the head).

JO. sadd (s. ;
pi. sudud/asdad) = barrier,

obstruction, obstacle, mound, dam, barrage,

hurdle. See saddayn at 18:94, p. 944, n. 7.

1 1 . U-ii-T 'aghshaynd - we covered, put a cover,

overcame, overwhelmed, cast the shade (v. i. pi. s.

past from 'aghsha, form IV of gnashiya [ghashy/

ghishdwah], to cover. See yughsha at 33:19, p.

1342, n. 1).

12. Oj^aw yubsirtina = they see, realize,

comprehend (v. iii. m. pi. impfct from 'absara,

form IV of basura/basira bajar], to look, to

see. See at 7:195, p. 541, n. 8).
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10. And it is the same
1

on them

^Jjcfc whether you warn2 them

^j4i;1 or you do not warn them,

they will not believe.

1 1 . You can but warn

such as follow
3
the reminded

and fear
5
the Most Merciful

in the unseen.

So give him the glad tidings
6

of forgiveness

and a reward very generous.

12. Verily it is We Who

^Jl^ give life
7
to the dead

and write down

all that they send forward*

and their vestiges;
9

and everything

We compute
10

j£ y^C^tj in a record
11

quite clear.

Section (Ruku ') 2

P^^u^j 13. And strike for them

>>> "

1. sawd' = straight, even, equal, same,

alike. See at 30:28, p. 1298, n. 13.

2. ojJtf 'andharta = you warned, cautioned (v.

iii. m. s. past from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr Mudhur], to dedicate, to vow. In its form

IV {'indhar) the verb means to warn with a

mention of the consequences of disregarding the

warning. See lundhira at 36:6, p. 1410, n. 1).

3. ittaba'a = he followed, pursued (v. iii. m.

s. past in form VIII of tabi'a [taba'Z tabd'ah), to

follow. See at 30:29, p. 1299, n. 6).

4. i. e., the Qur'an. The Qur'an is repeatedly

referred to as ddhikr. See for instance 15:6, 15:9,

16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87,

41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52, 81:27. fi dhikr =

citation, recollection, remembrance, mention,

reminder; also scripture . See at 20:124, p. 1007,

n. 4.

5. lJ
^>- khashiya = he feared, was afraid of,

apprehended (v. iii. m. s. past from khashy

/khashyah, to fear. See at 4:25, p. 25 1 , n. 12).

6. j±> bashshir - give glad tidings, announce

good news (v. ii. m. s. imperative from bashshara,

form II of bashara fbashira [bishr /bushr], to

rejoice, be happy. See at 33:47, p. 1354, n. 7).

7. (Ji*J nuhyi- we give life, animate, enliven (v.

i. pi. impfct. from 'ahya, form IV of hayiya

[hayah], to live. See at 15:22, p. 812, n. 5).

8. i. e., of deeds, l^o* qaddamU - they sent

ahead, forwarded, advanced (v. iii. m. pi. past

from qaddama, form II of qadama / qadima [

qadm /qudum /qidmdn /maqdam] to precede, to

arrive. See qadamat at 28:47, p. 1248, n. 12).

9. Such as continuing charity {sadaqah jdriyah).

JX 'dthdr (pi.; s. / 'athar) - tracks, traces,

vestiges, antiquities, marks, remnants, effects,

results. See at 18:64, p. 935, n. 12.

10. <ap-f 'ahsaynd = we computed, calculated,

counted, reckoned, took into account (v. i. pi.

past from 'ahsd, form IV from the root

hasy/hasan. See 'ah$ at 18:49, p. 929, n. 7).

11. imam (pi. a'immah) = leader, guide,

model, highway, guide ( in the sense of book of

guidance/deeds, record), record. See at 25:74, p.

1160, n. 9.
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i

an instance,

of the inmates
2
of the town,

3

when there came to it

the Messengers.

14. When We sent

to them two3

^ > > i

and they disbelieved
6
them;

then We reinforced
7

with a third

and they said: "Indeed we are

unto you Messngers.

15. They said: "Your are not

but human beings
8
like us;

nor has there sent down9

the Most Merciful anything.

« r -I t Itlf)

You are not but lying.

16. They said: "Our Lord

knows 11
that we are unto you

indeed Messengers."

1. i. e., the instance of unbelief and intransigence.

Ji* mathal (pi. Ju.1 'amthdl) = simile, likeness,

example, parable, instance, model, ideal. See at

30:58, p. 1309, n. 10.

2. ^\^J> 'as-Mb (pi.; sing. ^u. sahib) =

inmates, dwellers, companions, associates,

followers, owners. See at 35:6, p. 1391, n. 8).

3. i. e., the town to which messengers were sent

to call them to the faith but they refused to accept

the call and were in consequence destroyed by

Allah. The town is generally identified with

Antioch but it is not certain. %j qaryah (s.; pi.

qurari) = habitation, town, village, hamlet. See

at 34:34, p. 1381, n. 2.

4. OjL*j* mursalUn (pi.; s. mur.sat) = those sent

out, messengers (passive participle from 'arsala,

from IV of rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing.

See at 27: 10, p 1205, n.3.

5. i. e., two messengers.

6. \y.J^ kadhdhabu = they cried lies to, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 30:16, p.

1294, n.7).

7. 'azzaznd = we reinforced, strengthened,

made respected/dear (v. i. pi. past from 'azz.aza,

form II of 'azza ['izz/ 'izzxih/ 'azazah], to be

strong/ respected/ dear/ rare. See tu'izzu at 3:26,

p. 165, n. 4).

8. bashor = man, human being, mankind.

See at 30:20, p. 1296, n. I.

9. Jyl 'anzala = he sent down, brought down (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV ['inzdl] of nazala [nuzul],

to come down, get down. See at 33:26, p. 1345,

n. 1).

10. o^J&J takdhibtina - you lie, tell an untruth,

are untrue (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See n.

6 above).

11. This is very significant; for the coming of

wahy to a Messnger of Allah is an intimate affair

between him and Allah and no ousider can

witness or testify that. Allah Alone is the witness

for His Messenger. pl*iya'lama(u) = he knows, is

aware of, is cognizant of (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

{rom'alima ['Urn], to know. See at 14:9, p. 789, n.

I).
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jl&^j 17. "And no duty is on us

^u'VI except to convey

^^lOT openly and clearly."
2

18. They said: "Indeed We

^£*J2 see an evil omen 3
in you.

y^JjugJ If you desist
4
not

we shall surely stone
5
you

-Ijlj and there shall afflict
6 you

ilj^lll from us a punishment

JLlI most painful."

\)i 19. They said:

"Your evil omen7
is with you,

Jj£~~\^ Is it that you are reminded?
8

pS^jjfJJ' Nay, you are a people

^^Jir^> exceeding all bounds."
9

ly^Lj 20. And there came from the

&xl\C3 remotest part
10
of the town

i>~> 3i> a man running.

^Ji^tJli He said: "O my people

i^jr follow

$<^n£^~ ^e Messengers."

1. baldgh (pi. balaghat) = communication,

proclamation, announcement, communique,

information, notification, to convey. See at 29:18,

p. 1271, n. 4.

2. ^ mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear. See at 34:24, p. 1377, n. 5.

3. u tatayyarncL = we saw an evil omen,

augured ill ( v. i. pi. past from tatayyara, form V
of tara [tayr/ tayrari], to fly [The verb is derived

from the pre-Islamic practice of determining the

propriety of a deed by the omen of birds flying

right or left ]. See yattayyaru at 7: 1 3 1 , p. 5 13, n.

5).

4. 1^4^* tantak&(na) = you (all) cease, refrain,

desist, terminate (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from intaha,

form VIII of naha [nahy/nuhw], to forbid,

prohibit. The terminal nun is dropped for the verb

is in a conditional clause and also preceded by the

particle lam. See at 8:19, p. 553, n. 5).

5. i. e., kill you by stoning. j^-^J

la+narjumanna = we shall surely stone, damn (v.

i. pi. impfct. emphatic from rajama [rajm], to

stone {someone}. See la+'arjumanna at 19:46, p.

962, n. 8).

6. *J la-yamassanna - he or it will surely

afflict, touch , hit (v. iii. m. s. emphatic impfct.

from massa [mass /masts], to touch. See at 5:73,

p. 366, n. 8).

7. td'ir is used here metaphoricaJly to mean evil

omen . See n. 3 above). Jti> td'ir = flying, bird.

See at 17:13, p. 877,2.

8. i. e., do you call it bad omen because you are

reminded of the truth communicated by Allah

through His Messengers? ^ dhukkirtum = you

are reminded (v. iii. m. pi. past passive from

dhakkara, form II of dhakara [dhikr/tadhkdr], to

remember. See dhakkir at 14:5, p. 787, n. 5).

9. musrifun (pi; s. musrif) = those who

commit excesses, exceed all bounds, extravagant,

prodigal, wasteful. Active participle from 'asrafa,

form IV of sarafa/sarifa [sarf/ saraj], to corrode,

to spoil, to neglect. See at 7:81, p. 497, n. 7).

10. ^y-aSt 'aqsd = farther, remoter, more distant,

farthest, remotest part (elative of ua$iy). See at

28:20, p. 1238, n. 3.
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^I^Jf 21. "Follow
1 those who

-£3z£A ask
2
of you not

J^J any remuneration
3

^Ojjc^^jbj and they are guided aright.
n4

Part(/e/z') 23

3£J 22. "And what reason have I

jLxJV that I should not worship

tj^Li cSJJI Him Who has created
5 me

aJJj and to Him

$W you shall all be taken back?"
6

^ujJ^t 23. "Shall I take
7
besides Him

i^JI»; deities?

oi If the Most Merciful intends

J-iu to me any harm

v^^^V there shall not avail
9 me

\l^^^cJil their intercession aught

nor shall they rescue
10
me."

24. "Surely I shall then be

JiU»jJ in an error

^uui quite clear."

1. ij«jt ittabi'u = you (all) follow, obey (v. ii. m.

pi. imperative from iutaba'a, form VIII of toi/'a

[taba'Z tabd'ah], to follow. See at 2:170, p. 80, n.

2).

2. jL-i yas'alu = he asks, enquires, demands,

claims (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from sa'ala [ su'dl/

mas'alah/tas'dl ], to ask. See at 4:153, p. 312, n.

5).

3. j*\ 'ajr (pi. jyJ 'ujur) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 35:7, p. 1391, n. 14).

4. OjO^. muhtadfin (sing, muhtadin) = those in

receipt of guidance, those on the right track, those

guided aright, led on the right way (active

participle from ihtadd, form Vlll of hudd

[hiddyah/hudan/hady], to lead, to guide. See at

7:30, p. 475, n. 7).

5. Jai fatara = he created, originated, brought

into being, initiated (v. iii. m. s. past from fatr, to

split, to create. See at 30:30, p. 1299, n. 12).

*

6. i. e., after Resurrection for Judgement, reward

and punishment, oy^-y turja'tina = you (all) are

returned, sent back (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from raja
1

a [ruju'], to return. See at 32:11, p.

1327, n. 4).

7. Jbijf 'attakhidhu = 1 take, take for myself,

adopt, assume (v. i. s. impfct. from ittakhadha,

form Vlll of 'akhadha [akhdh], to take. See at

6:14, p. 396, n. 7).

8. >ji yurid (yuridu)= he intends, desires, has in

mind (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ardda, form IV of

rdda [rawd] r
to walk about. The final letter is

vowelless and so the medial yd' is dropped

because the verb is in a conditional clause

preceded by 'in . See at 10:107, p. 675, n. 6).

9. c/" tughni(T) = she or it suffices, makes free

from want, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya [ghinan

/ ghand' ], to be free from want, to be rich. The

final yd' is vowelless and hence dropped because

the verb is conclusion of a conditional clause. See

at 9:25, p. 587, n. 1).

10. yunqidh&ni (originally yunqidhuna+nf).

jjii^ yunqidhUna = they rescue, save, salvage

recover, deliver (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

'anqadha, form IV of naqadha [naqdh], to save,

to rescue. See 'anqadha at 3: 103, p. 196, n. 12).
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25. "I do indeed believe

in your Lord.

So listen
1

to me."

26. It was said:
2

"Enter
3
the garden."

He said: "Ah, would that

CtJX^^jy my people knew.!"

27. "That

my Lord has forgiven
4 me

and has made5 me

of the honoured ones!"
6

LJjiltJ* 28. And We sent down7
not

j^^a^Jp against his people after him

any army from the heaven

1$o^& \aj nor are We to send down. 9

Vjjiil&l 29. It was naught but

a single thunderous blast
10

(v*>3^ and lo, they were

dead and still.
11

1. i. e., listen to my advice and believe in Allah

and His Messengers, isma'uni (originally

isma'u+ni). 1^**—
I isma'fi - you (all) listen, give

ear, pay attention (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

sami'a [sam'/sama'/masma'], to hear. See at

5:108, p. 384, n. 5).

2. The unbelievers killed him and it was said to

him after his death.

3. J^of udkhul- enter, go in (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from dakhala [dukhul], to enter. See

udkhuli at 27:44, p. 1215, n. 6).

4. >p ghafara = he forgave, pardoned (v. iii. m.

s. past from gha.fr /maghfirah ghufrdn, to forgive.

See yaghfira 26:82, p. 1 177, n. 6).

5. J«r ja'ala = he made / set / put / placed /

appointed (v. iii. s. past from ja'l, to make, to put.

See at 35: 38, p. 1404, n. 2).

6.^£j* mukramin (pi.; acc./gen. of makramun;

s. mukram) - those honoured (passive participle

from 'akrama, form IV of karuma [karam/

karamah/ karamah), to be noble, generous. See

karim at 34:4, p. 1369, n. I).

7. Ujii 'anzalnd = we sent down (v. i. pi. past

from 'anzala, form IV of nazala [nuzul], to come
down. See at 29:47, p. 1282, n. 2).

8. jlj^t jund (s.; pi. junud/ajnad )

soldiers. See at 19:75, p. 970, n. 13.

army,

9. o*^* munzilin (pi.; acc./gen. of munzilun; s.

munzil) = those who send down, make (someone/

something) descend, receive guests, hosts (act.

participle from 'anzala, form IV of nazala

[nuzul], to come down. See at 12:59, p. 744, n.

6).

10. sayhah (s.; pi. sayhat) = outcry,

piercing sound, thunderous blast. See at 29:40, p.

1279, n. 5).

11. jj-uU kh&midtin (pi.; s. khamid) - those

who are dead and still, quiet, calm, dying,

extinguished (act. participle from khamada

[khamd/khumud], to go out, to die. See khdmidm

at 21:15, p. 1016, n. 7).
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30. Oh, what a pity
1

jLJIjo on the servants.

>-+^£ There comes not to them

Jrjjf any Messenger
• >
l^b V] but they use to

^V^H mock at him.

i^Tjjf 31 . Do they not see

l^Jjbt^T how many We destroyed
3

[*4-U before them

f*^ of the generations that they

^^y^yy^Sl to them wil1 not return?
5

SlXi 32. And surely all,

£frllj yet all together shall

before Us be brought along.

Section (Ruku 0 3

33. And a sign
7
for them

^\fcVf is the lifeless
8
land,

l^.r^l We give it life
9

i^l^l^dj and produce
10
out of it corn;

1

1

dj£==Xyc^* then of it they eat.
12

1. ij~>- hasrah (pi. hasaral) - regret,

lamentation, grief, sorrow, distress, pity. See at

19:39, p. 960, n. 7).

2. oyj&~i yastahzV&na = they scoff, deride,

mock, ridicule (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

istahza'a, from X of haza'a [haz7 huz'/ huzu'/

huzu'/mahza'ah], to mock, to make fun. See at

26:6, p. 1163,n.l0).

3. L&aI 'ahlaknd = we destroyed, annihilated (v.

i. pi. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of halaka [hulk/

hulk/ haldk /tahtukah], to perish. See at 32:26, p.

1332, n. 1).

4. of the unbelieving and sinful generations, the

ruins of many of whom are visible in the Arabian

peninsula. djj quriln (pi.; s. qarn) -

generations, centuries, horns. See at 32:26, p.

1332, n. 2.

5. i. e., those destroyed nations will never return to

the earth. oy*rj. yarji'&na = they return, come

back, revert (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from raja'a

j ruju '] to come back, return. See at 32:21, p.

1330, n. 9).

6. i. e., after Resurrection for judgement. Jj^i*^

muh4artin (pi.; s. muhdar) those presented, put

up, brought face to face, brought along, fetched

(passive participle from 'ahdara, form IV of

kafara [hudur], to be present. See at 34:38, p.

1382, n. 1*0)".

7. i. e., for the Power and Sovereignty of Allah.

*it 'dyah (pi. oy( 'ayat) = sign, revelation,

miracle, evidence. See at 29:44, p. 1280, n. 10.

8. i. e., barren and dry. maytah = corpse,

carcass, dead, lifeless. See at 16:1 15, p. 867, n. 6.

9. i. e., make lively by sending down rains and by

vegetation. 'ahyaynd ~ we brought to life,

gave life (v. i. pi. past from 'ahyd, form IV of

hayiya [hayuh]
t
to live. See at 35:9, p. 1392, n.

12).

10. Li*- 'akhrajnd = we produced, brought out

(v. i. pi. past from 'akhraja, form IV of kharaja

[khurQj], to go out. See at 20:53, p. 987, n. 3).

1 1. o> habb (s.; pi. fiubub) = grain, corn, seed,

cereal. See at 6:95, p. 43 1 , n. 2.

12. djiS\ ya'kuliina = they eat, consume, devour

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'akala ['ukl/ma'kat], to

eat. See at 9:35, p. 591, n. 1).
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34. And We make 1

therein

S^J^cA^. gardens
2
of date palms

3

and vines
4

x?Jir**J and cause to flow therein

of springs.
6

35. That they may eat

of its produce.
7

And their hands do that not.

Will they not then be grateful?
8

36. Sancrosanct
9
is He Who

created the pairs
10
all of them,

of what the earth produces
11

and of themselves

qpJuVli-J and of what they know not.

"V>-J

37. And a sign for them

is the night.

We strip
12
off it the day;

and lo they then

fall in darkness.
13

1. Li«r ja'alna = we made, set, put, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala \ja'l] t to make,

to set. See at 36:8, p. 1410, n. 5).

2. ob> janndt (sing, jannah), orchards, gardens,

paradise. See at 26:147, p. 1187, n. 11.

3. J-*J nakhil = palm, date palm. See at 23:18,

p. 1079, n. 6.

4. 'a'ndb (pi.; sing, 'inab) = grapes, vines.

See at 23:18, p. 1079, n. 7.

5. fajjarnd = we burst, caused to break up,

caused to flow, exploded (v. i. pi. past from

fajjara, form II of fajara [fajr], to cleave, break

up. See at 18:33, p. 924, n. 1).

6. 'uyiin (pi.; s. 'ayn) = springs, fountains,

eyes. See at 26:147, p. 1 187, n. 12).

7. j»Z thamar = fruit, fruits, yield, produce, crops,

gain, result. See at 1 8:42, p. 926, n. 9.

8. dj^^i yashkuruna = they express gratitude,

give thanks (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from shakara

[shukr/ shukran], to thank. See at 27:72, p. 1224,

n. 8).

9. o^*v- Subhan is derived from sabbaha, form

II of sabaha [sabh/sibdhah], to swim. In its form

II the verb means to praise, to sing the glory.

Subhan is generally rendered as "Glory be to

Him"; but "Sacrosanct " conveys the meaning

better. See at 34:41, p. 1383, n. 7.

10. 'azwdj (sing, EJ j zawj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, partners, pairs, kinds, zawj is used

in Arabic for one of a pair and is applied to either

husband or wife. See at 35: 1 1, p. 1393, n. 12.

11. c-fT tunbitu = she or it causes to sprout,

makes grow, germinates, produces (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from 'anbata, form IV of nabata [nabt],

to grow, to sprout. See at 2:6 J , p. 28, n. 1 4).

12. i. e., gradually take away, withdraw. J

naslakhu = we strip, strip off, flay ( v. i. pi.

impfct. form salakha [salkh], to strip off, to flay.

See insalakhu at 7:175, p. 534, n. 2).

13. O^JJi* muzlimun (pi.; s. muzlim) - (JLlL.

muzlim = those that grow dark, fall in darkness,

those darkening (act. participle from 'azjama,

form IV of zalima [zalm], to be dark. See muzlim

at J0:27,p.647, n. 14).
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(J^J^ll\j 38. And the sun runs on
1

l^JlLlil to a resting place
2
for it.

j^J^S That is the ordaining
3
of

y$ the All-Mighty,

the All-Knowing.

39. And the moon

<^i>-£ We have ordained for it

Si ^jjlli stages
4

till it reverts
5

Q*£\t like the date-leaf stalk
6

grown old.

jCiTjlLilN 40. Neither is it necessary
7

4^(Jli for the sun to overtake
8
the

J^l Vj^lsff moon nor is the night

jffi&il, to outstrip
9
the day.

*V in
An£l all in an orbit

are floating.
11

p>%Cj 41 . And a sign for them is

QZffi that We carried

their progeny

in the Ark laden.
12

1 . (jj*j tajrt = she runs, flows, streams, proceeds

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jard [jury], to flow. See at

29:58, p. 1286, n. 2).

2. i. e., for a specified time and destination.

mustaqarr = time or place to settle, appointed

time, resting place, abode (adverb of place/time

from istaqarra, form X of qarra f qardr], to

settle down, to abide. See at 25:76, p. J 161, n. 3).

3. ji^a taqdir = ordaining, determining,

estimation, appraisal, decree. Verbal noun in form

II of qadara [qadr/ qadar qudrahJ maqdurah], to

decree, to have power. See at 6:96, p. 431, n. 11).

4. Jjli* manazil (pi.; s. manzil) ~ stopping

places, way stations, stages, houses (adverb of

place from nazala [nuzul], to come down. See at

10:5, p. 637, n. 8).

5. jVp 'dda = he reverted, returned, relapsed (v. iii.

m. s. past from 'awd/'awdah, to return. See at

5:95, p. 177, n. 10).

6. Of* 'urjUn (s.; pi. 'ardjtn) = date-leaf stalk.

7. yanbaghi = he or it behoves, is

appropriate, is meet, is seemly, is necessary (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from inbagha, form Vll of baghd

[bughd'], to seek, to desire. See at 26:211, p.

1198, n. 7).

8. ilj-i; tudrika(u) - she catches up, overtakes,

attains, reaches (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from 'adraka,

form IV of daraka [darak/dark], to attain. The

final letter takes fathah for the particle 'an

coming before the verb. See tudriku at 6:103, p.

434, n. 8).

9. jiL. sabiq ( s.; pi. sabiqun) = preceding one,

he who gets ahead/ outstrips (act. participle from

sabaqa [sabq], to be or get ahead or before). See

at 35:32, p. 1401, n. 9.

10. fciiii falak (s.; pi. 'aflak) = celestial sphere,

orbit, star. See at 21:33, p. 1021, n. 5).

11. dyr-i yasbahdna - they swim, float (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from sabaha [sabh/ sibdhah] to

swim, to float. See yusabbihuna at 21:20, p.

1017, n. 6).

12. i. e., the Ark of Nuh, peace be on him. o_j>»-i^

mash-hurt = laden, freighted, consigned (passive

participle from shahana, shahn], to load, lade,

freight. See at 26:1 19, p. 1 183,*n. 7).
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42. And We have created for

them its like
1

which they embark on.
2

43. And if We will

We may drown
3 them

and no crying
4
will avail them

nor will they be rescued.
5

44. Except as mercy from Us

and an enjoyment
6
till a time.

»T " " -'

45.And when it is said to them:

"Beware
7
of

what is in tront ot you

and what is behind
9
you,

so that you may

nave mercy on you.

46. And there comes not to

them any sign

* " *'\'~*
of the signs of their Lord

but they use to

1. i. e., ships like the Ark of Nun, peace be on

him.

2. Ojf yarkab&na = they ride, board, embark

on, mount (v. iii. m. pi. impfct from rakiba

[rukub], to ride, mount. See rakibu at 29:65, p.

1288, n. 5).

3. J s*i nughriq(u) =we drown, sink (v. i. pi.

impfct. from 'aghraqa, form IV of ghariqa

[gharaq], to be drowned. The final letter is

vowelless because the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause. See 'aghraqna at 29:40, p.

1279, n. 7).

4. fHr* sarikh- crying, yelling, screaming. See

yastarikhuna at 35:37, 1403, n.5.

5. i. e., rescued by anyone else. jjJuLj

yunqadh&na = they are rescued, saved, salvaged,

recovered, delivered (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from 'anqadha, form IV of naqadha [naqdh], to

save, to rescue. See yunqidhuna at 36:23, p.

1414, n. 10).

6. i. e., a grant of enjoyment of life. matd'

{pL'amti'ah) - goods, wares, baggage,

equipment, gear, necessities of life, chattel, needs,

utensils, enjoyment. See at 33:53, p. 1359, n. 2.

7. iji'i ittaqtL - you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form VI II of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 33:70, p. 1365, n. I).

8. i. e., in front of you of the instances of how the

previously unbelieving and sinful people were

punished and destroyed. ^ bayna 'aydikum =

[lit. between your hands] is an idiom meaning

"before or in front of you". See bayna yadayhi at

34:31, p. 1379, n. 3.

9. i. e., of the judgement and punishment in the

hereafter. ^Ju>- khalf - rear, rear part, behind,

successors, those behind. See at 34:9, p. 1370, n,

10. turhamuna ~ you (all) are bestowed

mercy (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from rahima

[rahmah / murhamah], to have mercy. See at

6:155, p. 459, n.'ll).
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^ c^fj^^l turn away 1 from it.

47. And if it is said to them:

"Spend
2
out of what

Allah has provided for you",

there say those who disbelieve

to those who believe:

"Shall we feed
3
those whom,

if Allah wished,

He would have fed?
4

You are not but in

an error
5
quite obvious."

6

48. And they say:

"When will this promise
7
be,

if you are truthful?"
8

49. They await
9
not but

a single thunderous blast
10

that will get hold
11

of them

^J^fjr^ while they are disputing!
12

ZyJ£j& 50. So they shall not be able
13

1. cj^y mu'ridin (acc./gen. of mu'ridun; sing.

mu'rid ) = those turning away, averting, falling

back (active participle from 'a'rada, form IV

oVaruda
[ jef'ard], to be broad, wide, to appear.

See at 26:5, p. 1163, n. 7).

2. Ijiiil 'anfiqu - you (all) spend, expend,

disburse, lay out (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'anfaqa, form IV of nafaqa/nafiqa [nafaq], to be

used up, be spent. See at 9:53, p. 600, n. I).

3. f*±»J nut'imu = we feed, give food, provide

sustenance (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'at'ama, form

IV of ta'ima [ta'm], to eat, to taste. See yut'imu at

26:79,*p. 1176,' n. 10).

4. 'al'ama - he fed, gave food (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of ta'ima. See n. 3 above.

5. J^Us daldl = error, straying from the right path,

going astray. See at 34:24, p. 1377, n. 4.

6. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear. See at 36: 1 7, p. 1413, n. 2.

7. i. e., when will the promise of Resurrection

come true? <**j wa'd (s.; pi. wu'ud) = promise.

See at 35:5, p. 1391, n. 1.

8. jj-sU* sddiqin (pi.; acc./gen. of sddiqun; s.

$adiq) = truthful, those who speak the truth

(active participle from $adaqa [sadq/ $idq], to

speak the truth. See at 33:35, p. 1349, n. 3).

9. Ojjki yanzurUna - they look, look

expectantly, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from nazara [nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at.

See at 35:43, p. 1406, n. 10).

10. *>^> sayhah (s.; pi. sayhai) = outcry,

thunderous blast. See at 36:29, p. 1415, n. 10).

11. jbifc ta'khudhu = she or it takes, seizes,

grabs, takes hold of, grips (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See ta'khudhu at

2:255, p. 131, n. 1).

12. 0^*Si yakhipsimuna (originally

yakhtasimuna) = they quarrel, dispute, argue, (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from ikhtasama, form VIII of

kha$ama [ khasm/ khisdm/khusumah], to defeat in

argument. See at 26:96, p. 1 179, n. 7).

13. dj*Ja^~> yastalVtina - they are able to, are

capable of (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istata'a,

form X of tua [[aw'], to obey. See at 26:21 1, p.

1198, n. 8).'
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to making a will
1

nor to their families

shall they return.
2

Section (Ruku')4

51. And blown will be
3

the trumpet
4

and lo, they will

from the graves
5

to their Lord

be issuing forth.
6

52.They will say:"Woe to us!

Who has raised
7
us

from our sleeping beds?"
8

"This is what there had

promised
9
the Most Merciful

and had said truly
10

the Messengers."
11

53. There will be naught

but a single thunderous blast
12

and lo, they will all together

1. \~*y tawsiyah (s.; pi. tawsiyat/tawasin)+ =

recommendation, suggestion, instruction,

commission, mandate, to make bequests, to make
will, to entrust (verbal noun in form II of wasd

[wasy], to diminish, to regain weight).

2. Oj*»ji yarji'Una = they return, come back,

revert (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from raja'a j

rujii'] to come back, return. See at 36:31, p. 1416,

n. 5).

3. That will be the second blowing of the Trumpet

for Resurrection. £ii nufikha = it was blown,

inflated, breathed (v. iii. rn. s. past passive from

nafakha [najkh], to blow. See at 23: 101 , p. 1099,

n. 10).

4. jy* s&r = horn, bugle, trumpet. See at 27:87,

p. 1228, n. 4.

5. 'ajdaih (pi.; s.jadath) = graves, tombs.

6. 0jL^i yansilfina ~ they issue forth, fall out,

procreate (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from nasala

[nusut], to fall out. See at 21:96, 1039, n. 4).

7. cLjh ba'atha = he sent, dispatched, raised,

raised up (v. iii. m. s. past from bath, to send, to

raise. See at 25:41, p. 1 150, n. 9).

8. Ji^ marqad (s.; pi. maraqid) = bed, couch,

resting place, sleeping bed (name of place from

raqada [raqd/ruqud/ruqdd], to sleep, to rest, to

subside. See ruqud, at 18: 18, p. 916, n. 5).

9. wa'ada = he promised, pledged, gave word

(v. iii. m. s. past from wa'd, to make a promise.

See at 33:22, p. 1343, n. 7).

10. Jju» sadaqa - he said the truth, was truthful,

proved to be true (v. iii. m. s. past from sadq/sidq,

to speak the truth. See at 33:22, p. 1343, n. 8).

11. djL*j>> mursalun (pi.; s. mursal) — those sent

out, messengers (passive participle from 'arsala,

from IV of rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing.

See at 36:13, p 1412, n. 4.

12. i**~x> sayhah (s.; pi. sayhdt) — outcry,

piercing sound, thunderous blast. See at 36:49, p.

1420, n. 10).
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^Cj^^LJjJ be before Us brought along.

54. So today

jiiiSv no injustice will be done
2

Jli to any person
3
in anything

nor shall you be requited
4

UV! except for what you had been

3<jJIl^ doing.

55. Verily the inmates
6

f^'^il of the paradise toady

($<S>^jil<j will be busy
7
enjoying.

8

56. They and their consorts'

jiUj will be in shades
10

^!3^f1j^ on canopied couches
11

^uj^l^ reclining.
12

l^i^i 57. They will have therein

fruit

l^tj and they will have

^oy>X\s whatever they ask for.
13

1. djjJx*** muhdarun (pi.; s. muhdar) those

presented, put up, brought face to face, brought

along, fetched (passive participle from 'ahdara,

form IV of hadara [hudur\ t to be present. See at

36:32, p. 1416,' n. 6).'

2. filtt tuzlamu = she is wronged, done injustice,

transgressed, suppressed (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

passive from zalama [zalm/zulm], to do wrong.

See tuzlamuna at 17:71,"p. 896, n. 8).

3.
f_ra nafs (s.; pi. nufus/'anfus)= living being,

person, individual, nature, self. See at 31:28, p.

1320, n. 12.

4. Oj^j tujzawna = you are recompensed,

requited, rewarded, repaid (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from jazd \jazd'), to recompense. See at

27:90, p. 1229, n. 7).

5. O^JujJ ta'maluna = you alt do, act, perform ( v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'amila [Vuna/], to do. See

at 10:61, p. 659, n. 6).

6. <->\**~»\ 'as-hdb (pi.; sing, v^l* safyib) =

inmates, dwellers, companions, associates,

followers, owners. See at 36: J 3, p. 1412, n. 2).

7. Ji-i shugul - to be busy/ preoccupied, activity,

work.

8. o^Tli fakihtin (pi.; s. fdkih) = those

enjoying, cheerful, merry (act. participle from

fakiha [fakah/fakdhah], to be cheerful, merry,

sportive).

9. j-ljjf 'azwdj (sing, -j; zawj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, partners, pairs, kinds, zawj is used

in Arabic for one of a pair and is applied to either

husband or wife. See at 36:36, p. 1417, n. 10.

10. i. e., shades of gardens. zilal (pi.; s. pit)

= shadows, shades. See at 16:81, p. 854, n. 8.

11. dliljt 'ara'ik (pi.; s. 'arikuh) = raised

thrones, canopied couches, sofas. See at 18:31, p.

923, n. 7.

12. Ojj^ muitakVUn (pi.; s. muttaki') = those

reclining, supporting, resting (act. participle from

ittaka'a, form VIII of waka'a. See muttaki'm at

18:31, p. 923, n. 6).

13. OjpJj yadda'una = they ask for, claim,

maintain, allege (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

idda'd, for VIII of da'd [du'd'], to call, to

summon. See yad'una at 29:42, p. 1280, n. 4).
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58. '"Peace" will be

an address
1 from a Lord

Most Mercirul.

59. "And isolate yourselves
2

today,

0 you the sinful."
3

S~ f\ 1 1
T—*v " IT j • 4

60. Did I not enjoin on you,

0 children of Adam,

that you never worship

Satan?"

Verily he is for you

an enemy open and clear.

61.And that you worship Me.

This is a way 8

straight and right.
9

62. But he indeed led astray
10

from among you

creatures many."

Did you not then use to

understand?
12

1. Allah will address the inmates of paradise with

saaldm; and that will be the highest bliss.

2. i. e., isolate yourselves from the righteous.

imt&zU = isolate yourselves, separate

yourselves, distinguish yourselves, mark

yourselves out (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

imtdza, form VIII of mdza [ mayz], to separate, to

distinguish. See yamim at 8:36, p. 559, n. 10).

3. Oyj*** mujrimUn (pi.; s. mujrim) = sinful,

culprits, evildoers (act. participle from 'ajrama,

form IV ofjarama \jarm\, to commit a crime. See

at 32: 12, p. 1327, n. 3).

4. 'a'had(u) ['ild)]= 1 assign, commit to,

entrust to, enjoin on (v. i. pi. impfct from 'ahida

['ahd], to delegate, to entrust, to commit. The

final letter is vowelless because the verb is

preceded by the particle lam. See 'ahidna at

20:1 15, p. 1004, n. 10).

5. IjJuj ^ Id ta'budu - you (all) worship not,

never worship (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition} from 'abada ['ibddah /'ubudah /

'ubudiyah], to worship, to serve. See u'budu at

29:56, p. 1285, n. 8).

6. j-xp 'aduw (s.; pi. *u*f 'a'dd') = foe, enemy,

adversary. See at 35:6, p. 1 39 1 , n. 4.

7.^ mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'abdna, form IV of bdna

[baydn], to be clear, evident. See at 36:47, p.

J 420, n. 6).

8. J»ljx> sir&t = way, path, road. See at 36:4, p.

1409, n. 4.

9. » mustaqim = straight, upright, erect,

correct, right, proper (active participle from

istaqdma, form X of qdma [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up, to get up). See at 36:4, p. 1409, n. 5).

10. J~bi 'alalia = he led astray, misled (v. iii. m.

s. past in from IV of [daldl/ daldlah], to go

astray. See at 30:29, p. 1299^ n. 9).'

11. jibill (pi.; s. jibilluh ) = creatures,

generations, nature. See jibilluh at 26: 1 84, p.

1 194, n. 3.

12. O^li*; ta'qiluna = you (all) understand,

realize, be reasonable, comprehend (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'aqala ['aql], to be endowed with

reason. See at 26:60, p. 1253, n. 12),
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Dj. i ills la ine nen

which you had been

threatened
1

with.

04. enter it toaay

>
because you had been

disbelieving.
3

65 Todav T shall nut a seal
4

Ull LilCll HHJUlllo

and there will speak
6
to Us

their handsLI 11/ 11 lltillUo

and their feet will testify
7

to what they had been

acquiring.
8

oo. /\na ir we wmea

Wp wnnlH hfivp pfffippH^

rhpir pvpcLilCll CjCo

ariH rhpn thpv w/r*nlH oronp'^Clllll LI1C11 LllCjf WVJU1U glU^JC

lur Liic way

but how could they see?
11

^3

1. OjJLpy tu'adUna = you are promised, assured,

threatened, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

wa'ada {also from 'aw'ada, form IV of wa'ada)

[wa'd], to make a promise. See at 21:109, p.

1042, n. 10).

2. IjL»i islaw = you (all) burn, broil, enter into

fire (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from said [salan/

suliy/ $ila), to roast, to burn, to be exposed to the

blaze. See tastaluna at 28:29, p. 1242, n. 5).

3. takfurtina = you (all) disbelieve, deny

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from kafara, [kufr], to

disbelieve. See at 4:89, p. 280, n. 1
1 ).

4. <*s*i nakhtimu = we put a seal, seal, close (v.

i. pi. impfct. from khatama [khatm/khitdm], to

seal. See khatama at 2:7, p. 6, n. 4).

5. 'afwdh (pi.; sing. *>y fuhah) = mouths,

vents. See at 33:4, p. 1335, n. 10.

6. tukallimu = she speaks, talks, addresses

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from kallama, form II of

kalama (kalm), to wound. See tukallimu at 27:82,

p. 1226, n. 13).

7. jl^- tash-hadu - she testifies, bears witness,

witnesses (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from shahida

[shuhuaV shahddah], to witness, to testify. See

tash-hada at 24:24, p. 1 1 14, n. 1).

8. Allah will seal the mouths and will enable the

hands and feet to speak and testify about what

man acquired of merits or sins by his deeds.

dj~£*i yaksibUna = they (all) acquire, earn, gain,

attain, achieve (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from kasaba

[kasb], to gain, to acquire. See at 15:84, p. 824, n.

8).

9. J» tamasna = we obliterated, effaced,

erased, wiped off, eradicated (v. i. pi. past from

tamasa [tami/tumus], to be effaced, to efface. See

natmisa at 4:47, p. 262, n. 6 ).

10. i^i-i istabaqti = they vie with one another,

try to get ahead of one another, compete, race for

[here, grope] (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istabaqa,

form VIII of sabaqa [sabq], to get before, to

precede, to go ahead. See istabaqa at 12:25, p.

730, n. 11).

11. djj^, yubsirdna - they see, realize,

comprehend (v. iii. m. pi. impfct from 'absara,

form IV of basura/basira basar], to look, to

see. See at 36:9, p. 1410, n. 12).
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67. And if We willed

^ We could have transmuted

JL0\&=C^ them in their places

jyM^f so they would not be able to
2

move forward
3

^ ^J**rj% nor could they come back.
4

Section (Ruku ') 5

o^j 68. And whoever

we prolong in life
5

<*~%=cj> We retract him

i^'tj in the constitution.
7

bj^j&\ Will they not then understand?
8

il&G; 69. And We have not taught

^Lllf him poetry
9

rtijufcj nor * s ^ meet '° f°r him.

V^il It is naught but

O ltAL^ a reminder
1

1

and a Qur'an

open and explicit.

JjcJ 70 That he may warn
12

Lliol^ him who is alive
13

1. U*.—- masakhnd - we transformed, transmuted,

converted, distorted (v. i. pi. past from masakha

[maskh], to transform, transmute).

2. ty>li*L-) istatd'u - they were able to, were

capable of (v. iii. m. pi. past from istatd'a, form X
of td'a [taw'] f to obey. See at 18:97, p. 945, n.6).

3. Lr^- mudiy = to move forward, leave, depart.

See 'amdx at 1 8:60, p. 934, n. 8,

4. u_>**-> yarji'una - they return, come back,

revert (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from raja'a [{_y?j

ruju
1

] to return. See at 36:50, p. 1421, n. 2).

5. nu'ammir(u) = we let live, prolong life,

grant long life, give life span, populate, construct

(v. i. pi. impfct. from 'ammara, form II of 'amara

[ 'umr/'umr], to live long. The final letter is

vowelless because the verb is in a conditional

clause. See at 26:35, p. 37, p. 1403, n. 8).

6. ^jS** nunakkis(u) = we invert, reverse, retract,

tilt, bend (v. i. pi. impfct. from nakkasa, form II

of nakasa [naks], to invert, to turn over. The final

letter is vowelless because the verb is conclusion

of a conditional clause. See nakisu at 32:12, p.

1327, n. 6).

7. jJl* khalq = creation, origination, making,

creatures, constitution. See at 23:14, p. 1078, n. 5.

8. ya'qildna = they realize, understand,

comprehend, exercise reason (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'aqala ['aql], to understand, to have

intelligence. See at 30:28, p. 1299, n. 5).

9. j*± shi'r (s.; pi. 'ash'dr) = poetry, poems.

10. fj^i yanbaghi = he or it behoves, is

appropriate, is meet, is seemly, is necessary (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from inbaghd, form VII of baghd

[bughd'], to seek, to desire. See at 36:40, p.

1198, n. 7).

11. Note that the word "Qur'an" is in apposition

to dhikr, dhikr = citation, recollection,

remembrance, mention, reminder, also scripture.

See at 36:11, p. 141 1, n. 4.

12. jj^ yundhira(u) - he warns, cautions (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr /nudh&r], to dedicate, to vow. The final

letter takes fathah for a hidden 'an in li {of

motivation} coming before the verb. See at 18:2,

p. 910, n. 6).

13. i. e., whose heart is alive to the truth,
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Im.

and that due may become 1

the word
2

on the unbelievers.

7 1 . Do they not see that We

have created for them,

out of what Our hands did,
3

the cattle
4

so they are of these

the owners?
5

72. And We have tamed6
these

for them so some of them

are their mount7

and of them they eat.
8

73. And they have in them

benefits
9 and drinks.

10

Will they not then

express gratitude?
11

74. And they take

f^oy>ot besides Allah

12

1. j»w = yahiqqa(u) = he or il becomes true,

correct, due, right, incumbent (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from haqqa . The final letter takes fatfyah because

of an implied 'an in li (of motivation) coming

before the verb. See haqqa at 36:7, p. 1410, n.

3).

2. i. e., sentence of punishment.

3. i. e., it is exclusively Our creation; there is no

partner in it.

4. fUit 'an'dm (pi.; s. ^ na'am) = grazing

livestock (sheep, cattle, camels, goats), animals.

See at 32:27, p. 1332, n. 10.

5. i. e., you possess and use them as you like.

0>£JU mdlikHn (pi.; s. malik) = ownres,

possessors (act. participle from malaka

[malk/mulk/milk], to take in possession. See

yamlikuna at 35:13, p. 1395, n. 7).

6. UJi dhallalnd = we humiliated, made low,

subdued tamed (v. i. pi. past from dhallala, form

II of dhalla [dhallf dhulll dhalalah I dhillahi

madhallah ], to be low, humble. See nadhilla at

20:134, p. 1011, n. 3).

7. raktib = mount, riding animal. See

yarkabuna at 36:42, p. 1419, n. 2.

8. i. e., of their meat. djiS\ ya'kulfina - they

eat, consume, devour (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

'akala ['akl/ma'kat], to eat. See at 36:72, p. 1426,

n. 8).

9. i. e., other uses of their wool, hyde, bones, etc.

mandjV (sing, manfa'ah) = uses, benefits.

See at 23:21, p. 1080, n. 3

10. i. e., of their milk, w masharib (pi.; s.

mashrab ) = drinks, drinking places. See shardb

at 16:69, p. 841, n. 1).

1 1. yashkurtina = they express gratitude,

give thanks (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from shakara

[shukr/ shukrdn], to thank. See at 36:35, p. 1417,

n. 8).

12. i. e., in spite of these graces and clear

evidences about Allah they take gods besides

Him. IjJLsiJl iUakhadhH = they took, took up,

took to themselves, assumed ( v. iii. m. pi. past

from ittakhadha, form VIII of 'akhadha
[
'akhdh],

to take. See at 29:41, p. 1279, n. 10).
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gods' that they may

i i_ i i 2
be helped.

75. They are not capable or

helping them;

and they will be for them

a host brought up.

76. So let there not grieve
6
you

their saying.

Verily We know

what they conceal
8

and what they disclose.

77. Does not man see

that We created him

from a drop?
10

And lo, he is a disputant
11

open and clear!

78. And he strikes for Us

an instance

and forgets
12

his creation:

1. i. e., a number of gods. ^l* 'dlihah (pi.; s.

'ildh) = gods, deities, objects of worship. See at

25:42, p. 1150. n. 11.

2. i. e., in their affairs and needs. ^jy^n

yunsar&na = they are helped, assisted (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. passive from nasara [na$r /nustir], to

help. See at 28:41, p. 1246, n. 10).

3. Cijnjn:..* yastatVtina ~ they are able to, are

capable of (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istata'a,

form X of td'a [taw'\, to obey. See at 36:50, p.

1420, n. 13).

4. jund (s.; pi. junud/ajnad ) = army,

soldiers, host. See at 36:28, p. 1415, n. 8.

5. i. e., on the Day of Judgement for punishment.

0 JjrJx*L* muhdarUn (pi.; s. muhg'ur) those

presented, put up, brought face to face, brought

along, fetched (passive participle from 'ahdara,

form IV of hadara [hudur], to be present. See at

36:54, p. 1422,'n. 1).*

6. Id yahzun - let him or it not make sad,

grieve (v. iii. m. s. imperative [prohibition) from

hazana [huzn/hazan], to make sad. See at 31:23,

p. 1719, ii. 1).

'

7. i. e., the words of unbelief, criticism and

mocking.

8. 0Jjr-j yusirr&na - they (all) hide, conceal,

keep secret (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'asarra,

form IV of sarra [surur/tasirrah/masarruh], to

gladden, to delight. See at 1 1 :5, p. 679, n. 1).

9. yu'linUna = they (all) declare, disclose

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'a'lana, form IV of

'alana/'aluna ['aldniyyah], to be or become

known, evident. See at 36:76, p. 1427, n. 9).

10. i. e., of the parents. -UUi nut/ah (s.; pi.

nutaf) = drop, sperm. See at 35:11, p. 1393, n. 11.

11. i. e., he doubts and denies the resurrection

and judgement, forgetting his origin of how Allah

brought him into being and made him grow.

kfiasim (s.; pi. khu$ama'/ khusmun)=

advocate, defender, one who controverts and

argues, disputant (active participle in the scale of

fail from khasama. to defeat in argument, to

discount. See at 16:4, p. 828, n. 10.

12. ^ nasiya = he forgot, became oblivious (v.

iii. m. s. past from nasy/nisyan, to forget. See at

20:88, p. 997, n. 11).
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,^ *A •>

He says: "Who will give life
1

to the bones
2 when they are

decayed and rotten?"
3

79. Say: "There will give life

to them the One Who

produced
4 them

for the first time;
5

and He is of every creation

All-Knowing."

80. "He Who makes6
for you

out of the green
7
vegetation

8

fire;
9

and lo, you then do out of it

set fire!"
10

8 1 . Is not then the One Who

created the heavens

and the earth

All-Capable
11

of creating

the like of them?
12

J.
(j*i yuhyi = he gives life, revivifies, brings to

life, enlivens, animates, vitalizes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ahya, form IV of hayiya [hayah], to

live. See at 30:50, p. 1307, n. 2).'

2. (Uip 'izam (pi.; sing, 'azm) = bones. See at

23:82, p. 1095, n. 8.

3. i. e., when not only the skins and muscles but

also the hardest parts of the corpses, the bones,

will be rotten and reduced to dust. ^j ramim =

rotten, decayed.

4. LjT 'ansha'a = he produced, brought into

being, caused to rise (v. iii. s. past in form IV of

nasha'a [ nash'/ nushu'/ nush'ah], to rise, to

emerge. See at 6: 1 4 1 , p. 45 1 , n. 5).

5. *f marrah (s.; pi. marrdt/mirar) = time, turn,

once. See at 20:37, p. 982, n. 8.

6. J** ja'ala = he made / set / put / placed /

appointed (v. iii. s. past from ja'l, to make, to put.

See at 36:27, p. 1415, n. 5).

7. j^-I 'akhdar (s.; pi. khudr) = green.

8. shajar (s.; pi. ashj&r) = trees, plants,

vegetation. See shajarah al :35, p. 19, n. 4.

9. Not only do trees and plants serve as fuel for

fire even when green, it is through the green trees

and vegetation that Allah provides oxygen without

which no fire can be kindled.

10. Ojoiy iuqiduna = you kindle, set fire (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'awqada, form IV of waqada

[waqd./waqad/wuqud], to take fire, to burn. See

yuqiduna at 13:17, p. 771, n. 10).

I 1 . j^U qadir = capable, one who has power,

All-Capable (act. participle from qadara

[qadr/qadar], to ordain, to measure, to have

power. See at 17:99, p. 905, n. 12).

12. i. e., to resurrect them by creating them

again.
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j6<& o ves
>
anc* ^e *s

the Supreme Creator,
1

$>jLUf the All-Knowing.
2

T^iiLIl 82. It is but His Command3

l^jjjfel when He intends
4
anything

IjjbJ that He says for it 'Be'

and it comes into being.
5

iS$^^ 83. So Sacrosanct
6
is He

<.«-u in Whose Hand is

+&<yd>j>3s the dominion
7
of everything;

dlj and to Him

you all will be returned.
8

1. Khalldq - Creator, Supreme Maker (act.

participle in the intensive form of fa"dl from

khalaqa [khalq], to create. See khalaqnd at 15:86,

p. 825, n. 1.

2. fip 'alirn (s.; pi. 'ulama') = well informed,

erudite, learned, more knowing, All-Knowing,

Omniscient. See at 34:26, p. 1377, n. 12.

3. See 35:41. y>\ 'amr (s.; pi. /ijl 'awtimir / Jr 1

'umur) = order, command, decree/ matter, issue,

affair. See at 30:25, p. 1297, n. 12.

4. iijl 'ardda - he intended, desired, had in

mind, willed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of rdda

[rawd], to walk about. See at 18:82, p. 941, n. 2).

5. 0j£j yakUnu = he or it becomes, comes into

being, happens, takes place (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from kdna [kawn/kiydn/kaynunah], to be, to

exist).

6. Subhdn is derived from sabbaha, form II

of sabaha [sabh/sibdhah], to swim. In its form II

the verb means to praise, to sing the glory. Subhdn

is generally rendered as "Glory be to Him"; but

"Sacrosanct " conveys the meaning better. See at

36:36, p. 1417, n. 9.

7. o^JL. malakut = empire, realm, kingdom,

dominion. See at 23:88, p. 1096, n. 4.

8. i. e., after Resurrection for judgement, reward

and punishment, dy&j turja'&na = you (all) are

returned, sent back (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from raja'a [ruju'], to return. See at 32:11, p.

1327, n. 4).



37: Sural al-Saffat (Those Standing in Rows)
Makkan : 182

9

ayahs

This is also an early Makkan surah which, like the other Makkan surahs, deals with tawhid

(monotheism), wahy, Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment. It starts with an oath by the

angels who line up in prayers and in obeying Allah's commands. Reference is next made to the rebellious

Satan and the unbelievers' doubts about the Resurrection and their persistence in polytheism. Mention is

then made of the punishment and despicable life of the unbelievers in the hereafter and, in contrast, the

reward and honourable life of the believers. Emphasis is then made on the fact that Allah has sent

Messengers from time to time to guide mankind to the truth and the worship of Allah Alone; and

mention is made in this connection of Prophets Nuh, Ibrahim and his sacrificing his son Isma'il in

obedience to Allah's command, Ishaq, Musa and Harun, Ilyas, LQt and YQnus, peace be on them all. It

ends with an emphasis again on tawhid and the polytheists' persistence in setting partners with Allah and

their mistaken notion ofjinn being Allah's daughters.

The surah is named after the oath by the angels who line up (al-sqffat) with which it starts.

WTwsm rags]

1. By those lining up
1

in rows;

2. And those driving away2

in a drive;

3. And those reciting
3

m a reminder.
4

4. Verily your God is

the One 5—

5. Lord of the heavens

1. Allah makes an oath by the angels, one of His

wonderful creations, who line up in prayer and to

obey His command, in order to emphaize His

Greatness and Glory. oliU* saff&t (f. pi.; s.

sdffah, m. stiff) = those standing in a row, ranging

in ranks (act. participle from saffa [stiff], to set up

in a row, to line up. range, classify, compose).

2. This is a description of another duty assigned

by Allah to the angels, that of driving away and

pushing the clouds or men from bad deeds or

Satans from their evil manoeuvres {Al-Baydawi,

II, p. 289). oi^lj zAjir&t (f. pi.; s. zdjirah; m.

zdjir) = those giving a push, driving away (act.

participle from zajara [zajr], to drive away, push,

hold back, restrain).

3. This is another function assigned lo the angels,

namely, to recite the Book sent down by Allah lo

His Messenger. oUU tdliydt (f. pi.; s. tdliyah;, m.

ttlliri) = those reciting, reading aloud (act,

participle from laid [tildwah], to recite. See yutld

ai 33:34, p. 1348, n. 8).

4. i. e., the Book sent down by Allah, the Qur'an.

dhikr = citation, recollection, remembrance,

mention, reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. The

Qur'an is repeatedly referred to as ddhikr. See for

instance 15:6, 15:9, 16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29,

26:5, 38:49, 38:87, 41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52, 81:27.

Seeal 36:69, p. 1425, n. 10.

5. This is the conclusion of the oath contained in

the preceding three 'ayahs and a reminding by

Allah that there is no god Except He.

J430
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lij<j£>V§ and the earth and all that is

Ll^I between the two;

^>jj and Lord of

$o^liJI the points of sun-rise.
1

6. Verily We have adorned'

Galfjpf the nearest
3
sky

£jm

with an adornment
4—

d)v@3f the stars.
5

UiLj 7. And as protection
6

o^$x against every Satan

^ jjU turning rebellious.
7

dji'^y 8. They cannot overhear
8

j&T^Tjj the Higher Council;
9

oyJiiij for they are hurled at

Oyi^cfe? from every side.

9. Being driven away;
11

*ij and they shall have

£>\% a punishment in perpetuity.

1. Jjliv mashariq (pi.; s. mashriq) = the points

of sun-rise ( noun of place from sharaqa

[sharq/shuruq], to rise, to radiate. See mushriqin

at 26:60, p. 1 173, n. 11).

2. U^j zayyannfi = we adorned, embellished,

decorated, ornamented, beautified, made

charming (v. i. pi. past from zayyana, form 11 of

zana [zayn], to decorate, adorn. See at 27:4, p.

1203, n. 4).

3. The sun and all the stars are set by Allah in the

sky nearest to the earth. Beyond this there is a

vast dark zone. W-> dunycL (f.; m. 'adna ) =

nearer, nearest, lower, lowest, this world, earth.

See 'adna at 33:59, p. 1361, n. 13.

4. <ij zinah - adornment, embellishment,

ornament, finery, grandeur, decoration, beauty.

See at 33:28, p. 1346, n. 2.

5. v^1^ kawdkib (pi.; s. kawkab) = stars. See

kawkab at 24:36, p. 1 120, n. 6.

6. i. e., of the sky.

7. ^jl* mdrid (s.; pi. maradah/murrad) = rebel,

one who turns rebellious, refractory, recalcitrant,

defiant (act. participle from marada [murud], to

be refractory, to rebel. See mumarrad at 27:44, p.

1215, n. 11).

8. Oy^-i yassamma'una (originally

yatasamma'una) = they lend their ear, listen

secretly, overhear (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

tasamma'a, form V of sami'a [samY samd'/

masma'], to hear. See isma'u at 36:25, p. 1415, n.

I).

9. i. e., the angels in the high heaven. mala'

- crowd, host, grandees, council of elders, chiefs,

nobles. See at 28:38, p. 1245, n. 8).

10. i. e., by shooting stars and meteors. Oy-ii

yuqdhafuna - they are hurled, hurled at,

launched, thrown, flung, cast, tossed down, sent

down ( v. iii. m pi. impfct. passive from qadhqfa

[qadhj], to throw, to cast. See yaqdhifuna at

34:53, p. 1388, n. 1).

H i. e., in the hereafter, duh&r = to drive

away, rout, expel (verbal noun). See mad-hur at

17:39, 885, n. 6.

12. <~~*\) wasib - permanent, lasting, perpetual,

for ever (act. participle from wasaba [wusub], to

last. See at 16:52, p. 844, n. 5).
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10. Except such as grabs
1

a grab but there pursues
2 him

(^sUlf^l^ a blaze
3
very piercing.

4

^iiJi 1 1. So ask their opinion.
5

li^oif^l Are they harder in creation or

LiU^^ those
6
that We have created.

(t^UULjl Verily We have created them

fy^yyp&o* of clay
8
quite sticky.

9

c^rlc^J^f 12. Nay, you are surprised,
10

but they deride.
1

1

i^pli^ 13. And if they are reminded
12

$3jj>xy they remeber not.

14. And if they see a sign,
13

$ they burst out in ridicule.
14

Ql£ 15. And they say:

VlQiji "This is naught but

i^uu-^ sorcery quite obvious."

1. i. e., listens sfeaifhiJy a liffJe. <^ik* khatifa =

he grabbed, snatched, seized, wrested away (v. iii.

m. s. past from khatf, to snatch. See

yutakhattafQna at 29:67, p. 1289, n. 3).

2. £jl 'atba'a - he subordinated, made to

follow, followed, pursued (v. iii. m. s. past in form

IV of labi a [laba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See at

20:78, p. 994, n. 6).

3. s-A^-i shihdb (s.; pi. shuhub)= blaze, burning,

luminous meteor, shooting star, flame. See at

27:7, p. 1204. n. 2.

4. t-iU thdqib = piercing, penetrating, sharp (act.

participle from thaqaba [thaqb], to bore, to drill,

5. i. e., the opinion of those who deny

Resurrection, c^-l istafti = ask the opinion/legal

opinion, consult (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

islafta'a, form X of fatiya \fata'], to be youthful.

See la tastafti at 18:22, p. 919, n. 5).

6. i. e., the earth, the heavens, the stars, the sun,

the moon, etc,

7. i. e., mankind, including those that disbelieve.

8. j^ttn^ clay, soil. See at 32:7, p. 1326, n. 4.

9. Idzib = sticky, adhering, firmly fixed (act.

participle from lazaba [luzub], to cling, adhere).

10. i. e., at their disbelief and denial of the

Resurrection. 'ajibta = you wondered, were

surprised, astonished (v. ii. m. s. past from 'ajiba

[
'ajab], to wonder, to be astonished. See ta'jab at

13:5, p. 765, n. 9).

1 1. Oj>a—j yaskharuna = they deride, ridicule,

laugh at, mock, scoff at, jeer (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from sakhira [sukhr/maskfuir], to ridicule, deride.

See at 9:79, p. 61 J, n. 13).

12. \jjfj> dhukkiru - they were reminded (v. iii.

m. pi. past passive from dhakkara, form II of

dhakara [dhikr/tadhkar], to remember. See at

32:15, p. 1328, n. 9).

13. i. e., any sign or miracle proving the truth of

your Messengership.

14. Oj>^-^-j yaslaskhiruna = they burst out in

ridicule, turn to scoffing at (v. iii. m. pi. impfct,

from istaskhara, form X of sakhira. See n. 1

1

above).

15. j*-* sihr (pi. ashar) = sorcery, magic. See at

34:43, p. 1384, n. 12.
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llilij 1 6. "Is it that when we are dead

£\j>(£ and become dust
1

and

bones,
2

W shall we be

O^v^ indeed resurrected?"
3

©fct 17. "And also our fathers

fyopti of old?"
4

(Sfcpji 18- Say: "Yes, and you will

$ ^>-j be humiliated."
5

19. It will be but

^j'oj>-j a single blast;

and lo, they will be gazing.
7

20. And they will say:

"Woe to us, this is

(§outf(£ the day of Judgement."
8

lii 21. This is

jjfrjj^jljj the Day of decision
9
which

C^j&^JJf you had been disbelieving.
10

' '<$

1. i. e., decomposed and reduced to dust. <^»\j

turdb (s.; pi. atribah/ tirban) = soil, dust, dirt,

earth. See at 35:11, p. 1393, n. 10.

2. fUa* 'izam (pi.; sing, 'azm) = bones. See at

36:78, p. 1428, n. 2.

3. 0^*y mab'UthUn - (pi.; s. mab'dth) = those

resurrected, raised, raised up, sent out (passive

participle from ba'atha [ba'th], to send, to raise).

See at 23:82, p. 1095, n. 9).

4. i. e., our fathers and ancestors who died long

before us? In Arabic the term "fathers" means

fathers, grandfathers and ancestors.

5. oj^ii ddkhirdn (pi.; s. ddkhir) - those who

become small, humble, lowly, humiliated (act.

participle from dakhara [dkhar/dukhur], to be

small, humble).

6. i. e., the second blowing of the trumpet by the

angel Israfil whereupon all will be resurrected.

ijx-j zajrah = blast, piercing sound. See zajirat

at 37:2, p. 1430, n. 2.

7. i. e., they will be resurrected and will be

looking one to another in astonishment and

bewilderment. Ojja^yanzur&na = they look, look

expectantly, gaze, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from nazara [nazr/munzar], to see, view,

look at. See at 36:49, p. 1420, n.' 9).

8. ^ din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 31:32, p. 1322, n. 8.

9. i. e., decision regarding the deeds of all. J-*ai

fa$l (s.; pi. fustil) - detachment, division,

partition, decision, chapter, class.

10. o^i& tukadhdhibuna = you (all) cry lies to,

disbelieve, think untrue (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 34:43, p. 1384,

n. 5).
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Section (Ruku ')2

vffi£&4f 22. Assemble
1

those who

\J& committed wrong2

G fajjj and their sorts
3 and what

$&j!Z)pt they used to worship

M oJ>ct 23. Besides Allah.

c&^iiS And direct
4 them to

{$p^J»>? the way 5
of hell.

24. And halt
6
them;

^Joj^Ii^j indeed they shall be asked.
7

J3li 25.What is the matter with you,

(^^ilJV you help not one another?
8

fj$j$.
26. Nay, they are today

tfydy&iX in complete surrender.
9

27. And there will turn
10

jft^i one to another

E^o>klli mutually making queries.

1. i. e., it will be ordered, ijj-i*^ uhshurU - you

(all) assemble, gather, collect, muster, rally (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from hashara [hashr], to gather.

See nahshuru at 34:40, p. 1383, n. 4).

2. lj*JLb zalarnU - they did wrong/injustice,

transgressed, committed shirk [note that at 31:13

shirk ( setting partners with Allah ) is called a

grave zulm.] (v. iii. m. pi. past from zuiama

[zalm/zulm], to do wrong. See at 34:19, p. 1375,

n. 3).

"

3. i. e., their likes and partners. ^IjjT 'azwdj (sing.

^jj ZjCiwj) = husbands, wives, spouses, partners,

pairs, kinds, sorts. See at 36:36, p. 1417, n. 10.

4. 1jJl*i ihdU = you (all) show the way, guide,

lead, direct ( v. ii. m. pi. imperative from hadd

[hady / hudan / hidayah ], to guide, to show. See

yahduna at 32:24, p. 1 33 1 , n. 7).

5. -kl^ sirdt = way, path, road. See at 36:61, p.

1423, n. 8.

6. i. e., before they reach hell. V* qifd - you (all)

halt, stop, make stand, detain (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from waqafa [waqf/wuquf], to come

to a stop, to stand still. See mawqufun at 34:31,

p. 1379, p. n. 5).

7. i. e., about their deeds. O^jj— mas'ulun (pi.;

s. nuis'ul) = those who are questioneoV asked/

enquired, responsible, accountable, answerable

(passive participle from sa'ala [su'dl/ mas'alah],

lo ask, to enquire, to implore. See nuis'ul 33:15, p.

1340, n. 10).

8. i. e., it will be said to them, why do you not

help one another as you used to help one another

in the worldly life? Oj^Lj tandsaruna (originally

tatandsaruna ) = you (all) render mutual help,

help one another (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

tandsara, from IV of nasara [nasr /nusur], to

help. Sccyansuru at 30:5, p. 1291, n. 4).

9. mustaslimun (pi. s. mustaslim) =

those who make submission, surrender, capitulate,

yield, give themselves up (act. participle from

istaslama, form X of salima [salamah/salam], to

be safe. See yuslim 3 1 :22, p. 1 3 1 8, n. 8).

10. JJf 'aqbala = he turned to, approached,

advanced (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of qabila

[qabul/qubul), to accept. See 'aqbalu at 12:71, p.

748, n. 14).
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28. They will say:
1

m "Indeed you had been

coming to us by the right."
2

29. They will say:
3
"Nay,

you had not been

believing."

30. "Nor had we over you

any authority.
4

Nay, you had been a people

0^ transgressing."
5

3 1 . "So due
6
has become on

us the word
7
of our Lord.

We indeed are going to taste."
8

32. "For we led you astray.
9

Indeed we had gone astray."
10

33. So surely they
11
shall

that day in the punishment

0$&2 be partners.
12

1 . i. e., those who had followed the unbelieving

leaders will say to the leaders.

2. i. e., with power and authority; and aJso in the

name of the established religion and custom, j-s

yamin (s.; pi. 'aymari) = right, right hand.

3. i. e., the leaders will say in reply.

4. oUaJL- sult&n = authority, power, mandate, rule,

sanction. See at 34:20, p. 1375, n. 12.

5. taghin (pi.; acc./gen. of tdghun, s.

tdghin) - transgressors, oppressors, tyrants, those

exceeding the bounds (act. participle from taghd

[taghan/ tughydn], to exceed all bounds. See

taghd ai 20:43, 984, n. 10).

6. j*- haqqa = he or it became true, correct, due,

right, incumbent (v. iii. m. s. past from haqq. See

at 36:17, p. 1410, n. 3).

7. i. e., sentence of punishment.

8. i. e., going to taste the punishment. O^iJb

dhd'iqun (pi.; s. dhd'iq) = those who taste, are

going to taste (act. participle from dhdqa [dhdqa

[dhawq/ madhdq], to taste. See dhd'iqah at

29:57, p. 1285, n. 10).

9. Lj>T 'aghwaynd = we led astray, misled, lured

(v. i. pi. past from 'aghwd, form IV of ghawd

[ghayy /ghawdyah], to go astray. See at 28:63, p.

1254, n. 11).

10- OO 1* ghdwin (pi.; acc./gen. of ghdwun, s.

ghdwin) = those who go astray, misguided ones,

seducers, tempters (act. participle from ghawd
[ghayy/ ghawdyah], to go astray. See n. 9 above

and at 26:91, p. 1 178, n. 1 1).

1 1 . i. e., the leaders and the followers.

12. OjS'yA* mushtariktin (pi.; s. mushtarik) =

those sharing, taking part, being partners,

cooperating, participating (act. participle from

ishtaraka, form VIII of sharika [shirk/ shirkahJ

sharikah], to share, to take part. See mushrikin at

30:31, p. 1300, n. 4).
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34. Verily suchwise We deal

with the sinful.
1

35. Indeed they had been,

when it was said to them

"There is no God but Allah",

turning arrogant.
2

^ >^
36. And they said:

"Are we indeed to abandon
3

^ Q ^ our gods

for the sake of a poet
4

gone off his head.?"
5

37. Nay, he has come

If with the truth and he

CVJlll 11 lllo lilt' i.YXl^OiM^llgl'l 3

.

0
38. You shall surely

be tasting
8
the punishment

most painful.

39. And you will not be requited
9

1. mujrimtn (pi.; acc./gen. of mujrimun;

s. mujrim) = those who commit sins, sinners,

culprits, sinful (act. participle from ajrama, form

IV of jarama \jarm\ f to commit a crime. See at

34:32, p. 1380, n. 2).

2. 0jj£^~> yastakbirtina = they turn arrogant/

proud/haughty, are puffed up ( v. iii. m. s. impfct,

from istakbara, form X of kabura [kubr/ kibdr/

kabdrah] to become big, large, great. See at

32:15, p. 1328, n. 13).

3. ijTjl; tdrikd(n)[ pi. ; s. tdrik) = those who

abandon, give up, forsake, leave (act. participle

from taraka [tark], to leave. The terminal nun is

dropped because of the genitive construction. See

tarikidX 11:53, p. 697, n. 2).

4. The allusion is to the Prophet Muhammad,
peace and blessings of Allah be on him. The

polytheists of Makka used to allege that he had

turned a poet and that he had gone off his head

because of his giving out the passages of the

Qur'an and asking them to abandon their gods

and goddesses and worship Allah Alone. ^
shd'ir (s. ; pi. shu 'ard

'

) = poet.

5. See also 34:46, p. 1386. 0y*~ majnun (s.; pi.

majdnin) = possessed, insane, mad, one gone off

his head (pass, participle from janna [junun], to

cover, to hide. See at 26:27, p. 1 167, n. 10).

6. Jju» saddaqa = he proved true, verified,

substantiated, confirmed (v. iii. m. s. past in form

II of sadaqa [sadq/sidq], to speak the truth. See at

34.20, p. 1375, n. 9).

7. i. e., the previous Messengers of Allah. This is

an emphais on the fact that all the Messengers of

Allah delivered the same religion, Islam and that

the Qur'an completes and finalizes it.

8. i. e., you, who set partners with Allah and do

the deeds forbidden by Him. I>ii13 dhd'iqti. (n) [pi.;

s. dhd'iq] = those who taste, are going to taste

(act. participle from dhdqa [dhdqa [dhawq/

madhdq], to taste. The terminal nun is dropped

because of the genitive construction. See

dha'iqun at 37:31, p. 1435, n. 8).

9. Ojj^ tujzawna - you are recompensed,

requited, rewarded, repaid (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from jaza {jazd'], to recompense. See at

36:54, p. 1422, n. 4).
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except for what you had been

doing.

40. Except the servants of

Allah, the select ones.
1

41. Such ones shall have

provision specified.

42. Fruits;
4

and they will be honoured.
5

43. In the gardens of bliss.

44. On couches
7

facing one another.

45. Passed round
9
them will be

a cup
10 from

• „ ii

a running spring.

46. Crystal white,
12

a delight
13

to the drinkers.

1 . i.e., they will not taste the punishment. j^Jb^.

mukhlastn (pi.; acc./ genitive of mukhla$un,\ s.

mukhlas) = rendered unblemished, pure-hearted,

select ones (pass, participle from 'akhlasa, form

IV of khalasa [khul&s\, to be pure, unmixed,

unadulterated. See at 15:40, p. 815, n. 11).

2. i. e., in paradise, given morning and evening,

as stated in 19:62, p. 967. Jjj rizq (pi. Jljji

arzaq) = sustenance, subsistence, livelihood,

means of livelihood, provision, boon. See at 1 1:6,

p. 679, n. 5.

3. f^** ma'litm - known, determined, fixed,

specified (pass, participle from 'alima ['Urn], to

know. See at 26:155, p. 1189, n. 3.

4. i. e., all types of good and delicious fruits, ^ly

fawdkih (pi.; s.fdkihah) = fruits. See at 23:19, p.

1079, n. 8.

5. mukramun (pi.; s. mukram) = those

honoured (passive participle from 'akrama, form

IV of karuma [kuram/ karamah/ kardmah], to be

noble, generous. See karim at 34:4, p. 1369, n. 1).

6. na'im = bliss, felicity, comfort, happiness,

delight. See at 31:8, p. 1313, n. 3

7. jj^ surur (pi.; s. xt* sartr) - bedsteads,

thrones, couches. See at 15:47, p. 817, n. 5.

8. os^^ mutaqdbilin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mutaqdbilun; s. mutaqabil) ~ facing one another,

confronting one another, meeting one another (act.

participle from taqdbala, form VI of qabila

[qabul/qubfil], to accept, to receive. See at 15:47,

p. 817, n. 6).

9. *-3Uaj yu{afu = he or it is taken/passed round,

circumambulated, taken on a circuit ( v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from tdfa [ tawdf/tawf/tawfdn], to

go about, run around. See yattawwafa at 2:158, p.

74, n. 8).

10. ^ ka's (s.; pi. ku'us/ki'ds/ka'sdt) = cup,

tumbler, drinking glass.

1 1. ma'in - spring, running spring, source of

water. See 'ayn at 23:50, p. 1088, n. 3.

12. tUjy baydd' (f.; m. 'abyad) = white, crystal

white, bright, clean. See at 28:32, p. 1243, n. 17.

13. SJU ladhdhah (s. ; pi. ladhdhat) = delight,

pleasure, bliss, joy.
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l^W 47. Neither is therein

any intoxication.
1

nor will they be due to it

t^J^J&e exhausted.
2

fjcfj 48. And beside them will be

J^Ql maidens restraining
3
of glance,

4

{#5oc£ attractively wide-eyed.
5

irlf 49. As if they were

t^Zj&jJ^ eggs well-kept.
6

50. So there will turn
7

jaZ fe^£> some to others

t^ojAl* asking one another.
8

(irj^Jli ^ 1 . Someone of them will say:

5 ary<4o^4! "I indeed had an associate."
9

iSQJA' 52. "He used to say:" Are you

^cSvij^liy really of those believing?"
30

lliljJ 53. "Is it that when we are dead

1. Jj* gkawl (s.; pi. 'aghwdl) = intoxication,

fatality, malignity.

2. Ojtyt yunwffina = they are exhausted,

debilitated (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

nazafa [nazf], to drain, to exhaust).

3. ol^tf qdsirdt (f. pi.; s. qdsirah) = restricted,

confined, reserved, restraining (act. participle

from qasura/ qasara [ qisar/qasr/qasarah/qusur)

become short, to fall short. See yuqsiruna at

7:202, p. 543, n 12).

4. i. e., chaste women not looking at anyone else

except their husbands. tarf = glance, look,

eye. See at 27:40, p. 12014, n. 2,

5. ^ (f pl» s - 'tiynd') = attractively wide

eyed.

6. 0>£* malcnfin = covered, sheltered, hidden,

well-kept (passive participle from kanna

[kann/kun&n], to conceal, cover. See 'aknantutn at

2:235, p. 1 18, n. 7).

7. JJf 'aqbala = he turned to, approached,

advanced (v. iii. m. s. past in from form IV of

qabiia [qabul/qubul), to accept. See at 37:27, p.

1434, n. 10).

8. OjJftl—i yatas&'altina = they ask one another,

enquire of one another, make queries, make

claims, demand (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

tasd'ala, form VI of sa'ala [ su'dl], to ask. See at

23:101, p. 1099, n. 13 ).

9 Oi? qartn (s.; pi. qurand') = associate,

comrade, consort, connected, joined ( act.

participle in the scale of fall from qarana

[qarn], to connect, to associate. See muqarranin

at 25:13, p. 1141,n.9).

10. i. e., believing in Resurrection and life in the

hereafter, j^*** musaddiqtn (pi.; acc./gen. of

masaddiqun; s. musaddiq) = those who confirm,

verify, attest, giving credence, believing (active

participle from saddaqa, form 11 of sadaqa

[sadq/sidq], to speak the truth. See musaddiq at

35:31, p. 1401, n. 1).
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\l£zj£\J$£ and became dust
1

and bones/

liJ shall we be really requited?
3

^itjiju 54. He4
will say: "Are you

0d£i& going to look out?"
5

£LtE 55. So he will look out

*»\£j and will see him

JiL
:
jlS 56. He will say: "By Allah,

you were indeed about to

ruin me!"
7

SfjSj 57. "And were it not for

Jjlli> the grace of my Lord

o£3 I would surely have been

0U^^^ot of those brought along."
8

£cLj1 58. "Are we then not

®oc£ to die?"
9

&Vf Uy^'i 59. "Except our first death
10

1 . vV* tur&b (s.; pi. atribahJ tirbdn) = soil, dust,

dirt, earth. See at 37: 16, p. 1433, n. 1

.

2. fUa* 'iz&m (pi.; sing, 'azm) = bones. See at

37:16, p. 1433, n. 2.

3. i. e., resurrected and requited. dyj,x* madtn&n

(pi.; s. madin) = those judged and requited (pass,

participle from ddna (dayn) to borrow, to take a

loan. See iadayantum at 2:282, p. 147, n. 3).

4. i. e., the person spoken to will say to the

speaker.

5. i. e. f
are you going to look out for the state of

that associate of yours? o_>*lk* muttali'Hn (pi.; s.

muttali') - those who look out, look into, inspect,

become acquainted (act. participle from inula'a,

form VIII of tula 'a [tulu '/matin'], to rise. See

ittala'at at 18:18, p. 916, n. 10).

6. kidta - you were about to, on the point

of, almost (v. ii. m. s. past from kdda [kawd]), to

be on the point of. See at [7:74, p. 897, n. 9).

7. i. e., by misguiding me into unbelief, turdini

(originally turdi+nt) : c^iy turdi - you ruin,

destroy, bring about the fall of (v. ii. m. s. impfct.

from 'arda, form IV of radiya [<s*j rudan], to

perish, be destroyed. See yurdu at 6: 137, p. 449,

n. 6).

8. i. e., for trial and punishment, jij-^**

muhdarin (pi.; acc./gen. of mukdarun; s.

muhdar) = those presented, put up, brought face

to face, brought along, fetched (passive participle

from 'afjdara, form IV of hadara [hudur], to be

present. See at 28:61, p. 1254, n. 5).

9. The person in paradise will ask himself this

question out of wonder and satisfaction.

10. i. e., the death after the wordly life.
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tS^JuL^liJ nor shall we be punished?"
1

\j&c>\ 60. "This indeed is

($^T£j$ the success
2
most grand."

3

cijiJ 6 1 . For the like of this
4

O^L^fjJJDi let there act those acting.
5

jL^B, 62. Is this the better

as entertainment
6
or

the Tree of Zaqqum. 7

li^lfl 63. Verily We have set
8

it as

0 caJ^'jSJa a trial
9
for the transgressors.

10

L^l^l^l 64. Verily it is a tree

that grows
11

in

thebase
12
of the hellfire.

13

$$X$L 65. Its fruits
14

are as if

'^fM^J-j the heads of satans.
15

l^iji 66. And indeed they shall

I. j~>jw mu'adhdhabin (pi.; acc/genitive of

mu'adhdhabun; s. mu'adhdhab) = those who are

chastised, punished (passive participle from

'adhdhaba, form 11 [ta dhib] of 'adhaba ['adhb],

to obstruct. See at 34:35, p. 1 38
1

, n. 8).

2- jy /flH'z = success, triumph, victory,

achievement. See at 10:64, p. 660, n. 8.

3. 'azfm - great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave. See at 33:71, p. 1365, n. 7).

4. This success in attaining Allah's pleasure and

jannah.

5. 0^1* 'dmil&n (pi.; s. 'dmil) - workers,

collectors, practising ones, those who do/act (act.

participle from 'amila ['anuil], to do. See 'amilin

at 29:58, p. 1286, n. 6).

6. J> nuzul (s.; pi. 'anzdl = that which is

prepared for a guest, entertainment, hospitality.

See at 32:19, p. 1329, n. 12.

7. A specially vicious tree in hell, as described in

ayah 65 below.

8. U*j>r ja'alnd = we made, set, put, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala [ja'l], to make,

to set. See at 36:34, p. 1417, n. 1).

9. <si fitnah (pi. fitan) - trial, temptation,

enticement, discord, sedition, plea (on trial). See

at 33:14, p. 1340, n. 4.

10. i. e., the polytheists (note that at 3 1 : 1 3 shirk

or setting partners with Allah is called a grave

zulm). z&limtn (acc/gen. of zdlimun, sing.

zalim) - transgressors, wrong-doers ( active

participle from zalatna [zulm], to transgress, do

wrong. See at 28:50, p. 1250, n. 4).

I I . c^J tanbutu = she grows, sprouts (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from nabata [nabt], to grow, to sprout.

See at 23:20, p. 1079, n. 10).

12. J~of 'a$l (s.; pi. 'usul) - root, origin, source,

basis, base. See 'asil at 33:42, p. 1353, n. 3.

13. jahim = hellfire, hell. See at 22:51, p.

1063, n. II.

14. taV - spadix or inflorescence of the palm

tree, pollen, spathe, fruits. See at 26:148, p. 1 188,

n. 2.

15. i. e., very vicious and ugly.
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be eating of these

and shall be filling
1

of these

®6jti\ the bellies.
2

67. Then they shall have

over these a sure blend
3

of boiling water.
4

^4*^6]^ 68. Then verily their return

§f*$di will be to the hellfire.

ffifil
69. Verily they had found*

^<^t^*fy; their fathers gone astray.
7

So they were on their

$4^>c footsteps
8
rushed along.

9

SSj^j 71. And there had strayed

ji4u before them

50jV#^ most of those of old.
10

0
£&3

m

JjSj 72.And We had indeed sent
11

0 Cpjci ft* among them warners

.

1

2

J. OyJU m&W&n (pi.; s. mdli') = those who fill,

fillers (act. participle from mala'a [malV mal'ah

/mil'ah], to fill, to fill up. See la 'amla'anna at

32:13, p. 1328, n. 4).

2. djbu butfin (pi.; sing. J* batn ) = stomachs,

bellies, abdomens, wombs, inner parts. See at

23:21, p. 1080, n. 2.

3. shawb = mixture, blend, blemish, flaw.

4. i. e., as their drink. hamim = boiling

water, close friend, intimate friend, (act. participle

in the scale offa 'tl from hamma [hamm], to heat,

make hot. See at 26:101, p. 1180, n. 5.

5. ^rj* marjV (s.; pi. mardji') = return,

place of return, resort, authority to which

reference is made (verbal noun/adverb of place

from raja'a. See at 31:23, p. 1319, n. 2).

6. l^ilt 'alfaw = they found (v. iii. m. pi. past from

'alfd, form IV of lafd [lafw], to find. See 'alfaynd

at 2:170, p. 80, n. 5.

7. jJU ddllin (pi.; acc./gen. of ddllun) = those

gone astray, those who go astray by abandoning

monotheism and the "straight path" (active

participle from dalla [daldl/daldlah], to go astray,

to stray, to err. See at 2:198, p. 96, n. 12).

8. >V 'dthdr (pi.; s. }\ 'athar) - tracks, traces,

footsteps, vestiges, antiquities, marks, remnants,

effects, results. See at 36:12, p. 141 1, n. 9.

9. i. e., they did not use their reason nor did they

listen to admonition but practised polytheism and

the false religion simply on the ground that it was

the religion of their fathers. O^p^ yuhra'&na =

they were rushed, rushed along, hastened (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. passive from 'ahra'a, form IV of

hara'a [fuira'], to rush, hasten).

10. oyy 'awwal&n (pi.; s. 'awwal) = first ones,

those of old, ancients. See at 27:68, p. 1223, n. 10.

1 1. LL-jl 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent, despatched,

discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal\, to be long and flowing. See at

35:24, p. 1398, n. 4).

12. i. e., Messengers, caj^-* mundhirin (pi.;

accusative/ gen. of mundhir&n, sing, mundhir) -

warners, those giving warning (act. participle

from 'andhara, to warn, form IV of nadhara,

[nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate, to make a vow. See

at 27:92, p. 1230, n. 4).
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p£YJ^£& 73. So see
1 how was

U^^V^j^ the end
2
of those warned.

3

^\^CcSi\ 74. Except the servants of

($} <^1aJ&S\ Allah, the select ones.
4

Section (Ruku ') 3

^l^builj 75. And Nuh had called
3
Us,

jCIii and Excellent indeed

($I<Si^ilf are the Answerers.
6

76. And We rescued
7 him

and his people

SrT^3f<^ from the distress
8

$p)kiS\ most stupendous.
9

^illfc^ 77. And made his progeny

0<Sjiply> the ones surviving.
10

78. And We left
11
on him

(^Jd^^fti among the later generations.

gA^iL; 79. Peace be on Nuh,

$£ubdkj among all beings.

1. Jai\ unzur = you see, look at, observe (v. ii. m.

s. imperative from nazara [nazar/ manzar], to see.

See unzuru at 30:42, p. 1304, n. 13).

2. 'dqibah (s.; pi. yiy 'awdqib) = end,

ultimate outcome, upshot, consequence, effect,

result. See at 35:44, p. 1407, n. 2.

3. The emphasis is on that they were not punished

before giving adequate warning. jij^

mundharin (pi.; accusative/ gen. of mundkarun,

sing, mundhar) = those who are warned, (pass,

participle from 'andhara, to warn, form IV of

nadhara, [nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate, to make a

vow. See at 26: 173, p. 1 192, n. 4).

4. i. e., they were not punished. mukhlasin

(pi.; acc./ genitive of mukhlasQn,; s. mukhlas) =

rendered unblemished, pure-hearted, select ones

(pass, participle from 'akhlasa, form IV of

khala$a [khulus], to be pure, unmixed,

unadulterated. See at 37:40, p. 1437, n. 1).

5. i. e., called for help. nddd = he called

out, called, summoned, cried out, (v. iii. m. s. past

in form 111 of nadd [nadw], to call. See at 26:10, p.

1164, n. 2).

6. The plural form is used to indicate Allah's

Majesty, mujibun (pi.; s. mujib) - those who

respond, answerers, the responsive (act. participle

from 'ajdba, form IV of jdba [jawb], to travel, to

explore. See mujib at 1 1:61, p. 700, n. 5).

7. najjaynd - we rescued, saved, delivered

(v. i. pi. past from ncijjd, form 11 of najd [najw

/najd' /najah], to make for safety, to be saved.

See at 26:170, p. 1191,n.9).

8. i. e., the Deluge, lj/ karb (s.; pi.

kurub)= distress, worry, concern, apprehension,

anxiety, trouble. See at 21:76, p. 1302, n. 13.

9. p-lip 'azlm - great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave. See at 37:60, p. 1440, n. 3).

10. b&qin (pi.; acc./gen. of bdqun; s. bdqin )

= the rest, remaining ones, survivors (act.

participle from baqiya [baqd'], to remain, to

continue to be. See at 26:120, p. 1 183, n. 9).

11. i. e., left the good memories and praise (see

lbn Kathlr, VII, pp. 19-20). \fJ taraknd = we

left, abandoned, gave up, forsook (v. i. pi. past

from taraka [lark], to leave. See at 29:35, p.

1277, n. 6.
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80. Verily suchwise

WC ICVVdlU LI1C IlglllCUUd.

81. Indeed he was of

Our believing servants.
3

82. Then We drowned4

the others.
5

.^CjLi u^c£»L5^ 83. And verily of his sect
6

was Ibrahim.

84. When he came to his Lord

with a heart unblemished.
7

85. When he said

to his father and his people:

"What is that you worship?"
8

86. "Is it a falsehood
9—

gods besides Allah
10—

that you have in mind?"
11

1 . tjy*i najzi = we reward, recompense, requite,

repay, punish ( v. i. pi. impfct. from jaz.d \Jaza'],

to recompense. See at 35:36, p. 1403, n. 4).

2. muhsinin = (pi.; acc. /gen. of

muhsinun; sing, muhsin) - those who do right

things, righteous, charitable, generous (active

participle hom'ahsana, form IV of hasuna

[husnl to be good. See at 3 1 :3, p. 13 1 1 , n. 5).

3. iLp 'ib&d (sing, i^'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

25:63, p. 1157, n. 5).

4. i. e., by the Deluge, lii^f 'aghraqnd = we

drowned, sunk (v. i. pi. past from 'aghraqa, form

IV of ghariqa [gharciq], to be drowned. See at

29:40, p. L279,n. 7).

5. i. e., the unbelievers who refused to accept the

message delivered by Nun, peace be on him.

6. i. e., of the Messengers and believers,

shVah (s.; pi. shiya') = sect, party, faction,

followers, adherents. See at 28:15, p. 1236, n. 3.

7. i. e., neither impaired by unbelief and sin, nor

by any physical weakness. pJL* salim (s.; pi.

sulamd') = unblemished, faultless, unimpaired,

sound, safe and sound, free from defect (act.

participle in the scale of fail from salima

[saldmah/saldm], to be sound, free from blemish.

See at 26:89, p. 1 178, n. 7).

8. Oj-uj ta'budfma = you (aJl) worship, serve (v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'abada ['ibddah /'ubudah

Z'ubudiyah], to worship. See at 26:92, p. 1 179, n.

1).

9. SiMfk (s.; pi. 'afd'ik) - calumny, slander,

libel, falsehood, lie. See at 34:43, p. 1384, n. 10.

10. Polytheism, i. e., setting of partners with Allah

and worshipping many gods and goddesses, is a

falsehood fabricated by misguided minds.

11. tij^.j turidttna - you (all) intend, wish,

desire, want, have in mind (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'ardda, form IV of rada [rawd], to walk

about. See at 8:67, p. 572, n. 3).
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87.Then what is your view
1

J^id^C^ about the Lord of all beings?

pi^i3 88. Then he cast a glance
2

SJ/^Jlci at the stars.'

SJ^jlJlS 89.And he said: "I am sick.
i(4

90. Then they withdrew
5

Doy-Iii^ from him, turning back.
6

£p 91. Then he furtively went
7

3&p?4il;31 to ^eir gods and said:

"Will you not eat?"
8

^JU 92. "What is the matter with

SojilJV you that you speak not?"
9

rt^t? 93. Then he turned on them

{^a^i tji> striking with the right hand.

^Jii^Liti 94. So they came 10
to him,

making haste.
11

1. ^ (s.; pi. z.unun) = conjecture, surmise,

supposition, assumption, view, idea, opinion,

belief. See at 4: 157, p. 315, n. 6).

2. nazara - he glanced, looked, viewed, saw

(v. iii. m. s. past from nazar. See at 9: 127, p. 633,

n. 9),

3. i. e., in reflection about their worship of the

stars and the images representing them (see Ibn

Kathir, VIII, p. 21). (>*J nujum (pi.; s. ruijm ) =

starts. See at 22: 18, p. 1051, n. 7.

4. i. e., he was either sick of their worship of idols

and the stars or he intended to avoid

accompanying them to their polytheistic feast.

pJL* saqim - sick, ill (act. participle in the scale

of fall from saqimaf saquma [saqam/ suqm/

saqam], to be ill.

5. (awallaw = they turned away, withdrew,

desisted, refrained (v. iii. m. pi. past from tawalla,

form V of waliya, to be near. See at 24:54, p.

1128, n. 8).

6. j>j>x* mudbirin (pJ.; acc./gen. of mudbirun; s.

tnudbir) = those who turn their backs, flee, run

away, retreat (act. participle from 'udbura, form

IV of dabara [dubur], to turn one's back. See at

30:52, p. 1307, n. 13).

7.
£Jj

rdgha = he furtively went, swerved, turned

away (v. iii. m. s. past from rawgh/rawghan, to

swerve, to turn away furtively).

8. i. e., the foods, fruits, etc. offered to them by

their worshippers. djiSh ta'kuluna = you (all)

eat, consume (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'akala
[

akl/ma'kal), to eat. See at 3:49, p. 175, n. 8).

9. This 'ayah and the last clause of the previous

'ayah emphasize the fact that the images the

polytheists worship are lifeless objects incapable

of speaking or taking food. jjikJ tantiquna =

you (all) speak, talk, pronounce, articulate (v. ii.

m. pi. impfct. from na\aqa [nutq/nutuq/mantjq],

to talk, speak, articulate. See yaniiquna at 27:85,

p. 1227, n. 10).

10. l^Lii 'aqbalu ~ Ihey turned to, turned

forward, approached, came (v. iii. m. pi. past from

'aqbala, form IV of qabila [qabul/qubul], to

accept, to receive. See at 12:71, p. 748, n. 14).

1 1 . oyji yaziffuna = they hurry, make haste (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from zttffa [z.ujf/zufuf], to hurry,

make haste.
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ojJL^tjU 95. He said:"Do you worship

what you sculpture?
1

JSjE-i&Tj 96. But Allah created you

^ 0^112 lij and what you work out?
2

97.They said: "Build
3
for him

i£iU a structure
4
and throw

5 him

$^ifj in the blazing fire."
6

*4jiylf,Ii 98. So they designed
7
for him

a plot
8
but We made them

0 cr&&\ the most degraded.
9

£*^4l<J^ 99. And he said: "I am going

Jj&l to my Lord;
10

(vp<^p He will guide me."
11

.jjiyj 100. "My Lord grant
12 me

of the righteous ones."
13

101 . So We gave him the

good tidings
14

1. oy^tanhituna = you carve, hew, sculpture (v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from nahaia [naht], to carve, to

hew. See at 7:74, p. 495, n. 6).

2. i. e., your deeds as well as those you make
images of.

3. lyj) ibnu = build, construct, erect, set up (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from band [bind'/bunydn], to

build, to erect. See at 18:21, p. 918, n. 6.

4. i. e., a fireplace, as is clear from the concluding

clause of the 'ayah. OLj buny&n - building,

structure, edifice, construction. See n. 3 above and

at 9: 109, p. 624, n. 13.

5. i^iJt 'alqu = you (all) throw, cast, fling, deliver,

submit (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'alqd, form

IV of laqiya [liqd' /luqydn /luqy /luqyah/luqan],

to meet. See at 26:43, p. 1 170, n. 4).

6. jafyim - hellfire, hell, blazing fire. See

at 37:64, p. 1440, n. 13.

7. ijjijf 'arddU = they intended, desired, had in

mind, wanted, designed (v. iii, m. pi. past from

'ardda form IV of rdda [rawd], to walk about.

See at 32:20, p. 1330, n. 11).

8. jS kayd - scheme, plot, plan, stratagem, trick.

See at 22: 15, p. 1050, n. 12.

9. See 21:69. ^li^ 'asfalin (pi.; acc./gen. of

'asfalun; s. 'asfaf) - lowest, most degraded, at

the bottom, deepest; also (as preposition) below,

under. Elative of sdfil (low/base/mean). See 'asfal

at 4: 145, p. 309, n. 9.

10. i. e., migrating to the land He asked me to do.

1 1 . yahdini (originally yahdi+nt) : (fMi yahdi -

he guides, shows the way (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from hadd [hady/ hudanJ hiddyah], to guide, to

lead. See at 34:6, p. 1369, n. 7).

12. hob = you bestow, give, grant, donate (v.

ii. m. s. imperative from wahaba [wahb], to grant.

See at 26:83, p. 1177, n. 9).

13. i. e , of children, ^il^ sdlihin (pi.; acc./gen.

of sdlihun; s. sdlih) = righteous, virtuous, good

ones, right and fit ones (act. participle from

salaha [salah/ suluh/ maslahah], to be good,

right", proper. See" at 29:26, p. 1274, n. 1 1).

14. bashsharna = we gave good tidings (v.

i. pi. past from bashshara , form 11 of basharaJ

bashira [bishr/bushr], to be happy. See at 1 1:71,

p. 703, n. 11).
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of a son,
1

most forbearing.
2

££££ 102. Then when he attained
3

with him running ability
4

he said : "O my sonny,

I have seen in a dream
5

that I am sacrificing
6
you.

So pon<\idpr ^what von think
"

cits jlj He said: "O my father,

Ho what von are hidden 8

-* ^ You shall find me,

Allah willing,

of the patient ones."

10^ So when thev submitted^

and he threw him down 10

by the forehead;
11

104. And We called out
12

to

him: "O Ibrahim,

CJJL^> JLJ 105. "You have just proved

true to the dream.

1. i. e.
} Isma'fl, the first-born son of Prophet

Ibrahim, peace be on him.
f***-

ghuldm (pi.

ghilmdn/ghilmah) = boy, lad, son, youth, slave.

See at 19:7, p. 952, n. 12.

2. halim - forbearing, Most Forbearing, most

clement. See at 22:59, p. 1066, n. 12.

3. £|b balagha - he or it reached, came to,

attained (v. iii. m. s. past from bulugh, to reach.

See at 28:14, p. 1435, n. 6).

4. i. e., he grew up as a boy.
Lf
«-' sa'y - to move

speedily, to run, to proceed hurriedly, to strive/

endeavour. See at 18: 1 0, p. 947, n. 8).

5. Saw in sleep, i. e., in dream. fl> mandm =

sleep, place to sleep . The dream of a Prophet is a

type of wahy. See at 30:23, p. 1296, n. 12.

6. 'adhbahu = I sacrifice, slaughter (v. i. s.

impfct. emphatic from dhabaha [dhabh], to

slaughter. See dhabahu at 2:71, p. 34, n. 3).

7. Jx\ unzur = you see, look at, consider (v. ii. m.

s. imperative from nazara [nazar/ manzar], to see.

See at 37:73, p. 1442,' n. 1).

8. f$ tu'mant = you are commanded, ordered,

enjoined, bidden (v. ii. m. s. impfct. passive from

'amara ['amr], order, command. See at 15:94, p.

826, n. 3).

9. i. e., both father and son submitted to the

command of Allah, 'aslamd - they (two)

submitted, surrendered, gave themselves up (v. iii.

m. dual, past from 'aslama, form IV of salima

[salamah/salam], to be safe, secure. See 'aslama

at 6: 14, p. 396, n. 12).

10. i. e., laid him on the ground for the purpose of

sacrificing. J; talla = he threw down, felled (v. iii.

m. s. past from tall, to throw, to fall.

O** (s.; pi- jubun/'ajbinah/'ajburi) =

forehead, brow, front, face.

12. LjjU nddaynd = we addressed, called out,

summoned, announced (v. i. s. past from nddd,

form IU of nadd [nadw], to caJl. See at 28:46, p.

1248, n. 3).

13. i. e., you have indeed carried out what you

have been commanded. oJju> saddaqia - you

proved true, confirmed, verified, substantiated (v,

11. m. s. past in form II of sadaqa [sadq/sidq], to

speak the truth. See at 34:20, p. 1375, n. 9).

J 4. Ijjj ru'yd (s.
;
pi. ru'an) = dream, vision.
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Verily We thus reward
1

0<Sy^iii the righteous."
2

^ii^l 106. Indeed this is

3*!?^!>itf the trial
3
quite clear.

4

1 07. And We ransomed
5 him

0.jJ2*giX with a scarifice
6
very great.

7

108. And We left
8
on him

$ <4 among the later generations.
9

0^j^££: 109. Peace be on Ibrahim.

of^ittSr 1 10. Thus do We reward

0, the righteous.

1 1 1 . He indeed was of

<^oJli\L
rj^ Our believing servants.

10

i^Sj 1 1 2. And We gave him the

£^.L good tidings'
1

of Ishaq,

s-^i^' uto a Prophet, of the righteous.

1. tsy** najzi - we reward, recompense, requite,

repay, punish ( v. i. pi. impfct. from jazd \jazd'],

to recompense. See at 37:80, p. 1443, n. 1).

2. cj?—^ muhsinin = (pi.; acc. /gen. of

muhsinun; sing, muhsin) = those who do righl

things, righteous, charitable, generous (active

participle from 'ahsana, form IV of hasuna

[husn], to be good See at 37:80, p. 1443, n. 2).

3. i. e., this sacrificing of your son is a clear trial.

t
1^ bald' = trial, test, tribulation [This word is

used in respect of both good and bad things]. See

at 14:6, p. 788, n. 1).

4. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'abdna, form IV of bona

[baydn], to be clear. See at 36:60, p. 1423, n. 7).

5. b-ii fadayna = we ransomed, redeemed,

sacrificed (v. i. pi. past from fadd [fidan/fidd'], to

redeem, to ransom. See iftadaw at 13:17, p. 722,

n. 6).

6. i. e., rescued him by substituting for him a

lamb. £p dhibh = sacrificial animal, sacrifice,

slaughtered one. See 'adhbahu at 37:102, p.

1446, n. 6.

7. 'azim = great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave. See at 37:76, p. 1442, n. 9).

8. i. e., left good memories and praise on him.

\Sj tarakna = we left, abandoned, gave up,

forsook (v. i. pi. past from taraka [tark], to

leave. See at 37:78, p. 1442, n. 1 1.

9. jij*-^ 'dkhirin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'dkhirun; s.

'dkhir) = last ones, those coming later, later

generations, others.

10. ->Lp 'ibdd (sing. x^'obd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

37:81, p. 1443, n. 3).

11. After Prophet Ibrahim, peace be on him, had

passed the test of the command to sacrifice his

first and eldest son Isma'TI, peace be on him,

Allah rewarded him with another son, Ishaq,

peace be on him. ^ bashsharnd ~ we gave

good tidings (v. i. pi. past from bushshara from

bashshara, form II of basharu/bashira

[bishr/bushr], to be happy. See at 37:101, p.

1415, n. 14).
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1 13.And We gave blessings'

«3^J#j^ on him and on Ishaq.

And of their progeny
2

are some righteous
3

and some commit wrong
4

to themselves quite clearly.
» >

Section (Ruku')4

1 14. And We had indeed

bestowed favour
5 on Musa

and Harun.

C^Mj 115. And We rescued
6 them

and their people

from the distress
7
most grave.

^J5^2j 1 16. And We helped
8 them

£+\j>& so they were the ones

!^5uUli\ victorious.
9

u£5l:J 117. And We gave the two

ZtSj%\CJ&\ the Book most explicit.
10

i. UTjO bdraknd = we blessed, gave blessings (v.

1. pi. past from bdraka, form III of baraka, to

kneel down. See at 34: 18, p. 1374, n. 12).

2. liji dhurriyah (pi. dhurriydt/ dhardrty) =

offspring, progeny, children, descendants. See at

29:26, p. 1274, n. 9).

3. ij-^ muhsin (s. pi. muhsinun) = those who

do right things, righteous, charitable, generous

(active participle from 'ahsana, form IV of

hasuna [Husn], to be good See muhsinin at

37:105, p. 1447, n. 2).

4. i. e., by unbelieving and setting partners with

Allah (note that at 31: 13 shirk (setting partners

with Allah) is called a grave zulm). p-JU» zalim

(s.; pi. zdlimun) ~ unjust person, transgressor,

wrong-doer (act. participle from zalama [zcilm/

zulm], to do wrong. See at 25:27, p. 1 146, n. 3).

5. i. e., by selecting them as Prophets and

Messengers and by helping them. manannd =

we bestowed grace, graced, favoured, (v. i. pi.

past from manna [nutnn], to be kind, gracious.

See namunna at 28:5, p. 1232, n. 8).

6. najjaynd = we rescued, saved, delivered

(v. i. pi. past from najjd, form II of naja [najw

/ruijd' /najdh], to make for safety, to be saved.

See at 37:76, p. 1442, n. 7).

7. i. e., from the bondage and persecution of the

Pharaoh and from being drowned when escaping

from Egypt.. ^$ karb (s.; pi. Vj/ kurub)-

distress, worry, concern, apprehension, anxiety,

agony, trouble. See at 37:76, p. 1442, n. 8.

8. 0^ nasarnd - we helped, assisted (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from nasara [nasr Musur], to help.

See yunsaruna at 36:74, p. 1427, n. 2).

9. j-JU- ghdlibtn (acc./gen. of ghalibun ) =

winners, those winning, victors, victorious,

conquerors, dominant (active participle from

ghalaba [ghalb/ghalbah], to subdue, to conquer.

See at 26:40, p. 1170, n. 1).

10. mustabin - that which becomes clear,

explicit, plain, evident, perceives, notices (act

participle from istabdna, form X of bdna

[baydri], to be clear, evident. See tasiabina at

6:55, p. 412, n. 10).
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[3Sj 1 1 8.And We guided
1 them to

iUlf the way 2
right and straight.

3

fi^ 119. And We left
4
on the two

among the later generations.

1 20. Peace be on

Musa and Harun.

121. Verily suchwise

We reward
5
the righteous.

6

122. Verily they were of

Our believing servants.
7

123. And verily Ilyas was

<!$ C^j£p*f£J of the Messengers.
8

124. When he said

to his people :

"Will you not fear Allah?"
9

125/T>oyouinvoke l0
Ba'l

1. ^ju hadaynd = we showed, guided, gave

guidance (v. i. pi. past from hadd [hady/hiduyah],

to guide. See at 19:58, p. 965, n. 6).

2. sirdi = way, path, road. See at 37:23, p.

1434, n. 5.

3. i. e., Islam. ^ .i : .-* mustaqim = straight,

upright, erect, correct, right, proper (active

participle from istaqama, form X of </<5ma

[^wma^i)/(3m], to stand up, to get up). See at

36:61, p. 1423, n. 3).

4. i. e., left good memories and praise. \S

j

taraknd = we left, abandoned, gave up, forsook

(v. i. pi. past from taraka [tark], to leave. See at

37:108, p. 1447, n. 8.

5. <sy*i najzl = we reward, recompense, requite,

repay, punish ( v. i. pi. impfct. from juzd [jazd'],

to recompense. See at 37:105, p. 1447, n. 1).

6. muhsintn - (pi.; acc. /gen. of

muhsinun; sing, muhsin) = those who do right

things, righteous, charitable, generous (active

participle from 'ahsanu, form IV of hasunu

[hum], to be good See at 37: 105, p. 1447, n. 2).

7. 'ibdd (sing. x*'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

37:1 11, p. 1447, n. 10).

8. y mursalin (accusative /genitive of

mursalun, sing, mursul) = messengers, those sent

out, despatched, delegated (passive participle from

arsala, form IV of rusilu [rusul], to be long and

flowing. See at 36:3, p. 1409, n. 3).

9. Ojis tattaquna = you are on your guard,

protect yourselves, fear Allah, fear (v. ii. m. pi.

iinpfct. from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[wuqy/wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

26: 1 77, p. 1192, n. 9).

10. i. e., worship. dy>JS iad'una - you (all) call,

call upon, invoke, invite (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

da 'u [du 'a "], to call. See at 35:40, p. 1404, n. II).

1 1 . Name of the image of their principal god,

among the many gods they worshipped.
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and abandon
1

J<^L\ ^ILl the Best of Creators,

jSj^jf 126. Allah, your Lord

^Lh^lJjj and the Lord of your fathers
2

$^£Vf of old?"
3

iyM 1 27. But they disbelieved
4

1^ him. So they shall surely

0&S£3 be brought along.
5

128. Except the servants
6

0C^yJ^\ of Allah, the select ones.
7

129. And We left
8 on him

^^^U among the later generations.
9

®h?til&ft> 130. Peace be on Ilyas.

131. Verily suchwise We

^0£t^\$j2 do reward
10
the righteous.

11

132. Verily he was of

1 . djj-x tadharftna = you (all) leave, leave alone,

abandon (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from wadhr. See at

26:166, p. 1190, n. 11).

2. tVj 'aba' (pi.; s. 'ab ) = fathers, ancestors,

forefathers. In Arabic "fathers" include

grandfathers and great-grandfathers, howsoever

upwards. See at 26:26, p. 1 167, n. 6.

3. ^JjT 'awwattn (pL; acc./gen. of 'awwa/u/i;

s.'awwal) = first ones, foremost, those of old,

ancients. See at 28:36. p. 1245, n. 1.

4. i^Jtf* kadhdhabu - they cried lies, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhaba [kidhb fkadhib

/luidhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 26:117, p.

1183. n. 1).

5. i. e., on the Day of Judgement for judgement

and punishment. oJjri»>*> muhdardn (pi.; s.

muhdar) those presented, put up, brought face to

face, brought along, fetched (passive participle

from 'ahdara, form IV of hadara [hudur], to be

present/See at 36:75, p. 1427, n. 5).

'

6. jL> 'ib&d (sing, j^'abd) - servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

37:122, p. 1449, n. 7).

7. j^ai^ mukhlasin (pi.; acc./ genitive of

mukhlasun; s. mukhlas) = rendered unblemished,

pure-hearted, select ones (pass, participle from

'akhlasa, form [V of khalasa [khulus,], to be pure,

unmixed, unadulterated. See at 37:74, p. 1442, n.

4).

8. i. e., left good memories and praise. US"^'

tarakna = we left, abandoned, gave up, forsook

(v. i. pi. past from taraka [tark], to leave. See at

37:1 19, p. 1449. n. 4.

9. jij^^t- 'akhirin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'akhirun; s.

'dkhir) = last ones, those coming later, later

generations, others. See at 37:108, p. 1447, n. 9.

10. tjj*i najzi = we reward, recompense, requite,

repay, punish ( v. i. pi. impfct. from jaza \jaza'),

to recompense. See at 37:80, p. 1443, n. ).

11. muhsinin = (pi.; acc. /gen. of

mufysinun; sing, muhsin) = those who do right

things, righteous, charitable, generous (active

participle from 'afysana, form IV of hasuna

[husn], to be good. See at 37:121, p. 1449, n. 6).
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0<^i^'%^e Our believing servanats.
1

lijiojj 133. And verily Lut was

Wv&$Cr$ of the Messengers.
2

1 34. Lo, We rescued
3 him

and his family
4
altogether;

135. Except an old woman 5

among those staying behind.
6

L>Sp 1 36. Then We destroyed
7

^J>J$\ the others.

137. And indeed you pass

by them by morning time
9

138. And by night.

Will you not then undertsand?
1

Section (Ruku<) 5

S^£t>\j 139. And indeed Yunus was

S^Jllf^J of the Messengers.

1. jLp 'i^orf (sing. Jrf-'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

37:128, p. 1450, n. 6).

2. Cj^y mursalin (accusative /genitive of

mursalun, sing, mursal) = messengers, those sent

out, despatched, delegated (passive participle from

'arsala , form IV of rasila [rasal], to be long and

flowing. See at 37: 1 23, p. 1449, n. 8).

3. l-*J najjaynd = we rescued, saved, delivered

(v. i. pi. past from najjd, form II of najd [najw

/najd' /najdh], to make for safety, to be saved.

See at 37:115, p. 1448, n. 6).

4. J*t 'ahl (s.; pi. o^uT 'ahlun/^ 'ahdlin) =

family, wife, relatives, kinsfolk, inhabitants,

followers, adherents, inmates, owner, author. See

at 35:43, p. 1406, n. 10.

5. i. e., his wife who was an unbeliever, jy**

'ajUz (s.; pi. 'aja'izj'ujuz) = old woman, old man,

advanced in years. See at 26: 1 7 1 , p. 1 1 9 1 , n. 10.

6- Oij^ ghabirin (pi.; acc./gen. of ghdbirun; s.

ghdbir) - those staying behind, the bygone ones

(active participle from ghabara [ghubur], to stay,

to remain, to pass away. See at 29:33, 1277, n. 1).

7. The whole land by the side of the Dead Sea

was turned upside down by Allah's Command,

accompanied by showers of sijjil (stones of

baked clay), as mentioned at 1 J :82, p. 707; 15:74,

p. 822 and 26:172-173, p. 1192. U^o dammarnd

= we devastated, annihilated, destroyed, ruined,

demolished (v. i. pi. past from dammara, form II

of damara to perish. See at 27:51, p. 1218, n. 1)

8. tazmurr&na - you pass by, pass , walk

past, elapse, run out (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

murra [marr/murur/mamarr]
r to pass, go by. See

yamurruna at 12: 105, p. 760, n. 7).

9. The Makkans and the other Arabs used to pass

regularly by the land of the people of Lut, peace

be on him, in the course of their trade journeys to

Syria and back, j^a* musbihin (pi.; acc./gen.

of musbihun; s. musbih) = those becoming/ rising

in the morning (act. participle from 'asbaha,

form IV of sabaha [sab}}], to be in the morning.

See at 1 5:83] p. 824, n. 6).

10. ia'qilftna - you (all) understand,

realize, be reasonable, comprehend (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'aqala ['aql], to be endowed with

reason. See at 36:62, p. 1423, n. 12).
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140. When he ran away 1

to

o^lJU&Tjl the ship fully laden.
2

pbL2 141 . Then he cast lots
3

5^aiT^o& and was of the defeated.
4

iliili 142.So there swallowed5 him

oJJJ the big fish,

and he was blameworthy.
6

."IjJ^jS 143. But had it not not been

U?^^&o£ that he was of the glorifiers;
7

iSj 144. He would have stayed*

in its belly till the day

they would be resurrected.

145. So We hurled
9 him

£2l at the bare tract
10

and he was sick.

146. And We caused to grow

y^c^\P^<& over him a tree of gourd.

1. He was enraged on account of Ihe disbelief and

disobedience of his people and fled with his

followers without waiting for any directive from

Allah. In the meantime his people regretted and

asked forgiveness of Allah. So they were forgiven

and spared (see 21:87, p. 1036 and 10:98, p. 672).

jjf 'abaqa = he fled, ran away, escaped (v. iii. m.

s. past from 'ibq, to run away).

2. dy*<^ mash-h&n = laden, freighted,

consigned (passive participle from shahana

[shahn], to load, lade, freight. See at 26:119, p.

1183, n. 7).

3. i. e., to determine who should be cast off the

ship. s&hama = he cast lots, participated (v.

iii. m. s. past in form III of sahama [suhum], to

look grave).

4. So he was cast off the ship. mudhadin

(pi. acc./gen. of mudl}adikn\ s. mudhad ) = those

refuted, disproved, invalidated, defeated [in

argument] (pasive participle from 'ad-hada, form

IV of dahada [dahad], to refute, disprove,

invalidate. See yudhidu at 18:56, p. 932, n. 8).

5. (iJUJl iltaqama = he swallowed, devoured (v. iii.

m. s. past in form VIII of laqima [laqm], to

swallow, to devour).

6. (^JU mulim = one deserving blame,

balmeworthy, one who is to blame (pass,

participle from 'aldma, form IV of lama [lawm/

malum/ maldmah], to blame, to censure. See

to'im at 5:54, p. 357, n. 9).

7. i. e., he used to glorify Allah while in the belly

of the fish (see 21:87, p. 1036). t>^r^

musabbihin (pi.; acc./gen. of musabbihun; s.

musabbih = those who glorify Allah, declare the

sanctity of Allah (act. participle from sabbaha,

form 11 of sabaha [sabh/ sibahah] to swim, to

float. See yusabbihtina at 21 :20, p. 1017, n. 6).

8. labitha =. he stayed, remained, lingered,

(v. iii. m. s. past, from labth/ lubth/ lubdth, to

remain. See labithia at 29: 14, p. 1269, n. 10).

9. Ui-J nabadhna - we threw, hurled, rejected (v.

i. pi. past from nabadha \nabdh], to hurl. See at

28:40, p. 1246, n. 16).

10. 'ara' = bare tract , open space, nakedness.
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147. And We sent
1 him to

(jfet, a hundred thousand
2

j* "

^ or they were more.
3

iy*i£ 148. And they believed;

so We gave them to enjoy
4

^xij till a time.

J^aLz^ 149. So ask their opinion:
5

(4yf Are there for your Lord

iO'l the daughters

^^t£J5j and for them the sons?

U£'
r
1 150. Or did We create

llijU ^—^i&T the angels as females
6

"^ and they were witnessing?
7

151. Beware, verily they are

(^P&i^ out of their falsehood
8

$<^3J3 speaking out:

iSf jj; 152. "Allah procreates";
9

^ 6^j§3j^J and they indeed are liars.
10

1. U-jT 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent, despatched,

discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. See at

37:72, p. 1441, n. 11).

2. i. e., of his people at Nineveh, near Mosul,

from whom he had fled.

3. OjJOji yazidfina = they increase, augment, add

to, be more ( v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from zdda

[zayd/ziyddah], to be more. See yazidu at 35:39,

p. 1404, n. 6).

4. matta'nd = we made (someone) enjoy,,

granted enjoyment, gave them to enjoy, furnished

(v. i. pi. past from matta'a, form II of mata'a

[mat'/ mut'ah], to take away. See at 28:61,

p. 1254, n.4).

5. i. e., the opinion of the polytheists, particularly

of Makka. They used to say thai the angels were

Allah's daughters. c-ju~.I istafti = ask the

opinion/legal opinion, consult (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from istafta'a, form X of fatiya

\fatd'}, to be youthful. See at 37:11, p. 1432, n.

5).

6. «i»UI 'inath (pi.; s. 'untha) - females. See at

4:117, p. 296, n. 6.

7. Oj-uU shahidtin (pi.; s. shahid ) = those

witnessing, witnesses, bearers of witness (active

participle from shahida [shuhud], to witness. See

shahidtn at 28: 44, p. 1247, n. 8).

8. viJUl iflc (s.; pi. 'afd'ik) = calumny, slander,

libel, falsehood, lie. See at 37:86, p. 1443, n. 9.

9. jJj walada = he procreated, begot, gave birth

[to] (v. iii. m. s. past from wilddah, lidah/mawlid,

to beget, to give birth to. See wulida at 19:15, p.

954, n. 1).

10. Ojjitf" ktidhibun (pi.; sing. ^ luldhib) ~

those that lie, liars, untruthful (active participle

from kadhaba [kidhb/ kadhib/ kadhbah/ kidhbah],

to lie. See at 29: 12, p. 1 269, n. 4).
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153. Has He chosen
1

daughters

over sons?

154. What is the matter with

you; how do you judge?
2

155.Will you not take heed?
3

156. Or have you

any authority
4
quite clear?

5

157. Then bring your book

if you are truthful.

i jo. /\na mey sei ueiween

Him and the jinn a kinship;
6

but the jinn indeed know that

($J<j^Ui)^ they shaJJ be brought along.
7

159. Sacrosanct
8
is Allah

from what they describe.
9

1 60. Except the servants of

Allah, the select ones.
10

1. 'astafd (originally 'a+ istafad) : iJ&~0\ typfd

= he chose, selected, picked out, singled out (v.

iii. m. s. past in form VI]] of safa

[safw/sufuw/^afd'], to be clear. See at 27:59, p.

1*219, n. 10).

2. o iahkumuna = you (all) judge, adjudge,

pass judgement, give decision (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from hakama [tyukm], to pass judgement. See at

29:4, p. 1226, n. 8).

3. tadhakkarHna (originally

tatadhakkuruna) = you bear in mind, remember,

receive admonition, take heed (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from tadhukkara, form V of dhakuru [dhikr/

tadhkdr], to remember. See at 27:62, p. 1221, n.

9).

4. oliiL- sultdn = authority, power, mandate, rule,

sanction. See at 37:30, p. 1435, n. 4.

5. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'ubunu, form IV of buna

[baydn], to be clear. See at 36:60, p. 1423, n. 7).

6. —: nasab (s.; pi. 'ansub) - relationship by

blood, pedigree, lineage, descent, kinship,

affinity. See at 25:54, p. 1 154, n. 10.

7. i. e., they know that they are created beings

and they shall be brought along for judgement on

the Day of Judgement, djj^^ muhdarun (pi.;

s. mulular) those presented, put up, brought face

to face, brought along, fetched (passive participle

from 'ahtjura, form IV of hazard [hudur], to be

present. See at 37: 127, p. 1450, n. 5).'

8. OUv- Subhdn is derived from sabbahu, form

II of sabaha [sabh/sibdhah], to swim. In its form

II the verb means to praise, to sing the glory.

Subhdn is generally rendered as "Glory be to

Him"; but "Sacrosanct " conveys the meaning

better. See at 36:83, p. 1429, n. 6.

9. i. e., describe about Allah, o^uaj yasifuna =

they describe, depict, ascribe, attribute, praise (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from wa$af [wcisf], to describe,

to praise. See at 23:91, p. 1097, n. 7).

10. i. e., they do not so describe Allah.
t
>-<al^

mukhlasin (pi.; acc./ genitive of mukhlasun,: s.

mukhlas) = rendered unblemished, pure-hearted,

select ones (pass, participle from 'akhiasa, form

IV of khalasa [khulus}, to be pure, unmixed,

unadulterated. See at 37:74, p. 1442, n. 4).
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161. So indeed you

and what you worship;
1

162. You cannot on it

be able to seduce.
2

163. Except the one who

is going to enter
3
the hellfire.

164."And none is there from

us
4
except he has for him

a place
5
specified."

6

165. "And surely we

do stand in rows."
7

166. "And indeed we

do declare His sanctity."
8

167. And indeed they
9
used

to say:

168. "Had there been with us

1. i. e., all that you worship of gods and

goddesses besides Allah. ta'buduna = you

(all) worship, serve (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

'abada ['ibddah /'ubudah /'ubudiyah],

worship. See at 37:85, p. 1443, n. 8).

to

2. i. e., seduce from the right way. fdtintn

(pi.; acc./gen. of fatinun; s. fatin) = those who
seduce, allure, beguile, tempt, try (act. participle

from fatana [fatn/futun], to try, to tempt. See

yuftanuna at 29:2, p. 1265, n. 4).

3. i. e., those who are destined to go to hell. Ju>

sdlin (s., pi. sdluri) = one who becomes exposed

to the blaze, enters hellfire, is broiled (act.

participle from said [salan/ sulty/ sila'), to roast,

to bum, to be exposed to the blaze. See islaw at

36:64, p. 1424, n. 2).

4. i. e., the angels will say this,

acknowledging their servitude to Allah.

thus

5. fli* maqam (s. ; pi. maqamdt) ~ place,

position, satnding, station, location, spot (noun

of place/time from qdma [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up, to get up, to rise. See at 27:39, p. 1213,

n. 9).

6. fjU* ma'Ium = known, determined, fixed,

specified (pass, participle from 'alima [7/m], to

know. See at 37:41, p. 1437, n. 3).

7. i. e., in prayer and in attendance to Allah's

commands. OyU> s&ffun (pi.; s. stiff) = those

standing in a row, ranging in ranks (act. participle

from saffa [sajf], to set up in a row, to line up.

range, classify, compose. See sdffdt at 37:1, p.

1430, n. 1).

8. qj>*~~j> musabbih&n (pi.; s. musabbih) = those

who glorify Allah, declare the sanctity of Allah

(act. participle from sabbaha, form II of sabaha

\sabhf sibdhah] to swim, to float. See musabbihtn

at 37:143, p. 1452, n. 7).

9. i. e., the unbelievers of Makka used to say. See

6:57 (p. 460) and 35:42. (pp. 1405-1406).
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a scripture
1

of those of old,
2

lO". VV C WUU1U SUICiy IJaVC

been the servants
3
of Allah,

the select ones."
4

170. But they disbelieve
5
in it;

so they will know.
6

171 And there indeed has

yi vui vv uiu

for Our servants,

the Messengers.

172. That they will indeed be

the ones given victory.
8

173. And that verily Our host,
9

they shall be the victorious.
10

174. So turn away 13

from

them till a time.

1. dhikr = citation, recollection,

remembrance, mention, reminder, also scripture,

the Qur'an. The Qur'an is repeatedly referred to as

ddhikr. See for instance 15:6, 15:9, 16:44, 21:50,

23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87, 41:41, 54:25,

68:51-52, 81:27. See at 37:3, p. 1430, n. 4.

2. i. e., a scripture like that of those of old.

'awwalin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'awwalun; s.'awwal)

= first ones, foremost, those of old, ancients. See

at 37:71, p. 1441, n. 9.

3. iLp >ib&d (sing. ±*'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

37:132, p. 1451, n. 1).

4. i. e., believing and worshipping Allah sincerely

with pure heart. jr*^ mukhlasin (pi.; acc./

genitive of mukhlastin,; s. mukhlas) = rendered

unblemished, pure-hearted, select ones (pass,

participle from 'akhlaxa, form IV of khalasa

[khulus], to be pure, unmixed, unadulterated. See

at 37:74, p. 1442, n. 4).

5. But when in fact a Book has come to them, they

disbelieve in it. kafaru = they disbelieved,

became ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past

from kafara [kufr], to cover. See at 35:7, p. 1391,

n. 10).

6. i. e., they will know the consequences of their

unbelief.

7. cJL- sabaqat - she or it preceded, happened

before (v. iii. f. s. past from sabaqa [sabq], to be

or act before. See at 21:101, p. 1040, n. 5).

8. This is a clear prophecy about the ultimate

success and victory of Prophet Muhammad, peace

and blessings of Allah be on. djjfv mansArUn

(pi.; s. mansur) = those given help, given victory

(pass, participle from nasara [nasr /nusur], to

help. See tanasaruna at 37:25, p. 1434, n. 8).

9. -x^rjund (s.; pi. junud/ajnad ) - army, soldiers,

host. See at 36:75, p. 1627, n. 4.

10. OjJU ghalibdn (pi.; s. ghcilib) - victorious,

conquerors, dominant (active participle from

ghalaba [ghalb/ghalbah], to subdue, to conquer.

See at 5:23, p. 340, n. 10).

1 1 . i. e., let them alone for sometime. Jy tawalla

= you turn away (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

tatawalld, form V of waliya, to be near. See at

27:28, p. 1210, n. 10).
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175. And watch them;
1

for soon they shall see.
2

£]Ju3 176. Is it Our punishment

they seek to hasten.
3

jjlili 177.So when it will descend
4

fap£*
on their compound,

5

£j bad6
will be the morning of

0SjiilT those warned.
7

178. And turn away
8 from them

till a time.

179. And watch,

and soon they will see.

0
&jI£ZL 180.Sacrosanct

9
is your Lord,

t^^j Lord of Might and Prestige,
10

0 ^jlJ& from what they describe.
11

181. And peace be on

0<3^JiJ! the Messengers.

1. 'abfir = look, see, watch (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from 'absara, form IV of basura/

basira [ fowa/-], to look, to see. See n. 2

below.

2. i. e, they will see what befalls them.

yubsirdna = they see, realize, comprehend (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct from 'absara, form IV of

basura/basira [j^h basar], to look, to see. See at

36:66, p. 1424, n. 11).

3. oy*-^-j yasta'jiluna = they seek to hasten,

expedite, hurry (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

ista'jala, form X of 'ajila ['ajal/'ajalah], to

hasten. See at 29:53, p. 1284, n. 5).

4. J> nazala = he came down, descended (v. iii.

m. s. past from nuzul, to come down, to descend.

See 'anzalnd at 36:28, p. 1415, n. 7).

5. i. e., when it will befall them. sahah (s.;

pi. sahat/sah = courtyard, compound, arena,

forum, field.

6. t.L- sd'a ~ he or it became foul, bad, evil (v. iii.

m. s. past from su'/saw', to be bad. See at 27:58,

p. 1219, n. 8).

7. i. e., they have been duly warnincd. jij-^

mundharin (pi.; accusative/ gen. of tnundharun,

sing, mundhar) = those who are warned, (pass,

participle from 'andhara, to warn, form IV of

nadhara, [nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate, to make a

vow. See at 37:73, p. 1442, n. 3).

8. i. e., let them alone for sometime. Jy tawalla =

you turn away (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

tatawalld, form V of waliya, to be near. See at

37:174, p. 1456, n. 11).

9. jUv* Subfy&n is derived from sabbaha, form

II of sabaha [sabh/xibdhah], to swim. In its form

II the verb means to praise, to sing the glory.

Subhdn is generally rendered as "Glory be to

Him"; but "Sacrosanct " conveys the meaning

better. See at 37:159, p. 1454, n. 8.

10. S^p 'izzah = might, power, respect,

self-respect, prestige, honour, fame. See at 35:10,

p. 1393, n. 2.

1 1. i. e., describe about Allah. oyu*i ya$ifuna =

they describe, depict, ascribe, attribute, praise (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from wasafa [watf], to describe,

to praise. See at 37: 159, p. 1454, n. 9).
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^ju£5 182. And all the praise is for

Allah, Lord of all beings.
1

1. 'alamin (acc./gen. of o^Ju 'alamun;

sing, (ju 'd/am, i.e., any being or object that points

to its Creator; sing, 'alum) = all beings, creatures.

See at 32:2, p. 1324, n. 4).



38. Surat Sad
Makkan: 88 'ayahs

This is also an early Makkan surah which, like the other Makkan surahs, deals with the

fundamentals of the faith — tawhid (montheism), the truth of the Qur'an and the Prophethood of

Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, Resurrection, Judgement and life in the hereafter.

It starts by emphazing that the Qur'an is truly a Book sent down by Allah and then refers to the

amazement of the unbelievers of Makka at the coming of a Messenger of Allah from among them and at

the concept of One Only God instead of a multilicity of deities to which they had been used to. It then

makes mention, by way of warning the unbelievers, of what befell the previously unbelieving nations of

Allah's retribution. In this context it mentions the stories of some of previous Messengers of Allah, like

Daud, Sulayman, Ayyub, Ishaq, Ya'qub, Isma'il and Dhu al-Kifl, peace be on them, and the trials and

tribulations they had to undergo, by way of consoling the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on

him. Along with these the surah points to some of the wonderful aspects of this unverse by way of

bringing home the theme of the Absolute Oneness of Allah.

The surah is named Sad after the disjointed letter with which it starts and which is one of the

miracles of the Qur'an.

C

J^> 1 . Sad,
1

by the Qur'an

jjutai full of reminding.'

l^ouly* 2. Nay, those who disbelieve

^otiij^i are in pride
3
and discord.

4

3. How many We destroyed
5

^J&tf&ut before them of a generation

\j& and they cried out;

but it was too late to escape!
7

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2:
1 , p.

4, n. 1

.

2. i.e., reminding men of their indifference to the

life in the hereafter and of their rights and duties.

dhikr = citation, recollection, remembrance,

mention, reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an.

See at 37: 168, p. 1456, n. I.

3. 'izzah = might, power, respect,

self-respect, prestige, honour, fame, pride. See at

37:180, p. 1457, n. 10.

4. i. e., they turn away from it in pride and are in

discord about it. Jtii shiq&q = discord,

dissension, schism, rift, breach, split. See at

22:53, p. 1064, n. 11).

5. u£ul 'ahlaknd - we destroyed, annihilated (v.

i. pi. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of halaka \halkj

hulk/ halak /tahlukah], to perish. See at 36:30, p.

1416, n. 3).

6. i. e., because of their unbelief and persistent

sinning, oJ qarn (s.; pi. qurtiri) = generation,

century, horn. See at 23:31, p. 1083, n. 7.

7. mantis = escape, way out, avoidance

(verbal noun of ndsa [naws/mands], to evade, to

escape), l&ta htna mands is an idiom meaning

"there was no time left for escape."

1459
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4. And they wonder 1

^itol that there has come to them

prjjj^ a warner2 from among them.

S^iO<3lC And the unbelievers say:

>*£u£ "This is a sorcerer,
3

$v^Taliar."4

5. "Does he make the deities

U?^WL one god?

^Uiol, This is indeed a thing

extremely strange."

JQifj 6. And there burst out
6

frt !Of the chiefs
7
of them

that you go on
8
and persevere

9

>^JI;jJp on your deities.

t$\j&c>\ "Indeed this is a thing

designed."
10

7. "Never did we hear of it

^'\^J\j in the religion
11
of late,

^yj^o^ This is naught but

d^ji^l something made-up."
12

1. = they wondered, were surprised/

astonished (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'ajiba [ 'ajab],

to wonder, to be astonished. See 'ajibta at 37:12,

p. 1432, n. 10).

2. i. e., a Messenger of Allah. jX* mundhir =

warner, one who warns (act. participle from

'andhara, to warn, form IV of nadhara, [nadhr

/nudhur], to dedicate, to make a vow. See

mundhirln at 37:72, p. 1441, n. 12).

3. >>-L- sdhir (s.; pi. safyarah/sufyh/ir) = sorcerer,

magician, enchanter (act. participle from Sahara

[sihr], to enchant. See at 26:34, p. 1 168, n. 13).

4. vl-tf" kadhdhdb = a liar, untruthful (act.

participle in the intensive scale of fa"al from

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See tukadhdhibuna at 37:21, p. 1433, n. 10).

5. v^^p 'ujab = extremely strange, astonishing,

wonderous, marvellous,

6 (jUaJ! in\alaqa - he or it departed, set out, was

free, hurried, proceeded, burst out [shouting] (v.

iii. m. s. past in form VI 1 of [alaqa/taluqa

[taldq/taltiqah] to be free/divorced, to be happy.

See yantaliqu at 26:13, p. 1 164, n. 8).

7. ^ mala' = crowd, host, grandees, council of

elders, chiefs, nobles. See at 37:8, p. 1 23 1 , n. 9).

8. i. e., go on worshipping the gods and

goddesses. I^\ imshu = you (all) go on, proceed,

move along, walk (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

masM [ Lf^* mashy], to go on foot, to walk. See

yamshuna at 32:26, p. 1332, n. 3).

9. ij^l isbirfi = (you all) be patient, have

patience, bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from sabara [sabr], to be patient, to

bind. See at 8:46, p. 564, n. 5).

10. i. e., designed for some selfish motive.iijj

yuradu - he or it is intended, desired, designed,

planned, aimed at (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive

from 'arada, form IV of rdda [rawd], to walk

about. See turiduna at 37:86, p. 1443, n. II).

11- aJ-— millah (s.; pi. milal) = religion, creed,

religious community, denomination. See at 22:78,

p. 1073, n. 14).

12. ikhtilaq = fabrication, invention,

contrivance, device, something made-up (verbal

noun in form VIII of khalaqa [kahlq], to create,

to make. See khalq at 36:69, p. 1425, n. 7.
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8. "Has there been sent down

j£lUl£ on him the dhikr
1

(Scripture)

^S? of all of us?"

4^<4fJ?
Nay, they are in doubt

about Our Scripture.

!^jj»UJi Nay, they have not yet tasted

$ yUc My retribution.
3

9. Or are there with them

the vaults
4
of the mercy of

vour Lord, the All-Mighty,
5

$<-4?f the All-Bounteous?
6

^4j;i 10. Or do they have

the dominion of the heavens

Cjjfj^j and the earth and all that

is between the two?

l^S Then let them go up7

5$ <T
4^'lL| in the means.

8

^fciUi^ 1 1 . A host
9
in there,

^>J^ vanquished,
10

$*J>Vi£; of the parties.
11

1. This is a clear instance of the word dhikr being

used to refer to the Qur'an; for the unbelievers of

Makka used this term to refer to the Qur'an which

was being given out to them. J"'* dhikr =

recollection, remembrance, mention, reminder,

scripture, the Qur'an. See at 37:168, p. 1456, n. 1.

2. lyjij yadhUqMna) = they taste (v. iii. m. pi,

impfct. from dh&qa [dhawq/dhawdq/madhaq], to

taste. See dhuqd at 3:181, p. 227, n. 5. The

terminal nQn is dropped for the particle lam

coming before the verb. See at 4:56, p. 265, n. 9.

3. i. e., if they had tasted they would not have so

disbelieved.

4. i. e., do the vaults of mercy lie with them so

that they can bestow Prophethood and other

graces on whom they like? khazd'in (pi.; s.

khizanah) = treasuries, vaults, coffers, stores. See

at 17: 100, p. 906, n. 2.

5. jijp 'aztz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful,

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 35:28, p. 1400, n. 1.

6. wahhdb = Very Generous Giver, he who

gives profusely, All-Bounteous (active participle

in the intensive form offa"dl from wahaba. See

at 3:8, p. 157,n. 6).

7. lyu^J li+yartaqd = let them ascend, go up,

mount, rise, climb (v. iii. m. pi.

imperative/empahtic impfct. from irtaqa, form

Vlll of raqiya [raqy /ruqty) = to ascend, to

climb. See tarqa at 17:93, p. 903, n. 4).

8. i. e., means taking them to the heavens. (See

Tafsir al-Jalalayn). ^L-I asbdb (sing, sabab) =

relations, ties, connections (between people),

means, reasons. See at 2: 166, p. 78, n. 9.

9. i. e., the Makkan unbelievers, x^- jund (s.; pi.

junud/ajndd ) = army, host. See at 37:173, p.

1456, n. 9.

10. i. e., they would be vanquished. This is a clear

prophecy that the Makkan unbelievers would be

defeated,
f

mahzum (s.; pi. mahzumun) -

defeated, vanquished, routed (passive partriciple

from hazama [liazrn], to put to flight. See hazamu
at 2:251, p. 128, n. I).

1 1 . i. e., of the sort of the parties of old who were

destroyed. *~>\y>~\ 'ahzdb (pi.
;

s. fyizJb) =

groups, bands, parties. See at 33:22, p. 1343, n. 6.
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cS£ 12. There did disbelieve
1

before them

the people of Nuh

$;jSVfji possessing stakes.

uyejjjjlcj and the 'Ad and the Pharaoh

fa
^ ^ <

is -

13. And the ThamOd

and the people of Lflt and

the dwelleres
3 of the Wood.4

Those were the parties.
5

14. Verily they all did naught

but disbelieve
6

the Messengers.

So due became7

My retribution.
8

Section {Ruku ') 2

15. And these await
9
not but

ilJ^i^l^ a single thunderous blast.
10

There shall not be for it

J$j£iA>2 any pause.
11

1 . c-jiS" kadhdhabat = she disbelieved, cried lies

to, regarded as false (v. iii. f. s. past in form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 26: 160, p. 1190,n. 1).

2. They were so-called either because of their tall

and gigantic buildings or because they used to

torture to death the disobedient ones by means of

slakes (see Al-Baydawt, II, 308). jIjjT 'awt&d (p\.;

s. watad) = pegs, poles, stakes.

3. v^**-*f 'as-fydb (pi.; sing. ^l. s&hib) -

inmates, dwellers, companions, associates,

followers, owners. See at 36:55, p. 1422, n. 6).

4. i. e., the people of Prophet Shu'ayb, peace be

on him. They were so-called because they lived in

a region full of trees and forest, most probably in

the region of Tabuk. i^T 'aykah = wood, forest,

thicket, jungle.

5. i. e., those were the peoples disbelieving and

opposing the Messengers. This 'ayah also

explains the "parties" mentioned at 'ayah 11.

vr>i;»-f 'afyzfib (pi. ; s. hizb) = groups, bands,

parties. See at 38:1 1, p. 1461, n. 1 1.

6. v-iS' kadhdhaba - he cried lies to, regarded as

false, disbelieved (v. iii. m. s. past in form 11 of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See n. 1 . above and at 29:68, p. 1285, n. 9).

7. haqqa - he or it became true, correct, due,

right, incumbent (v. iii. m. s. past from haqq. See

at 37:31, p. 1435, n. 6).

8. 'iqabi (originally 'iqabi ): Ute *iqdb =

infliction of punishment, punishment, penalty,

retribution. See at 13:32, p. 778, n. 9.

9. i. e., these unbelievers and polythesists await

not but a single thunderous blast. Ja* yanzuru =

he looks, sees, views, glances, looks expectantly,

awaits, waits for (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nazara

[nazara [nazr/manzar] t to see, view, look at. See

yanzuruna at 37: 19, p. 1433, n. 7).

10. i. e., the blowing in the trumpet by Israfil.

**yr* sayhah (s.; pi. sayhdt) = outcry, piercing

sound, thunderous blast. See at 36:53, p. 1421, n.

12).

11. Jly fawdq = time for the accumulation of

milk in the udder of the cow or camel between

two milkings or sucklings, return, pause,

delaying, gasping of a dying person.
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£^lsj 16. And they say: "Our Lord,

JjlIfebJjie hasten
1

for us our lot
2
before

jpyl^J-L^> the Day of Reckoning.

17. Have patience
3
over

d}JHC what they say

li-u^il^ and remember Our servant

jiVlfijJlj Daud, possessing strength.
4

jJJvbUiiJ He was indeed ever penitent.
5

18. Verily We subjected to

i(JS order
6
the mountains,

^ with him they glorifying
7

by the late evening
8

JJ^lri^S and at day-break.
9

19. And the birds

were brought together,
10

^tS^A'S all to h™ being obedient.

liixij 20. And We made strong

Z£Z\*j&& his kingdom and gave him

i^l^Jt wisdom

^^lUlj^J and right judgement.
11

1. J*** *ajjil - hasten, quicken, expedite, hurry,

rush, accelerate (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

'ajjala form II of 'ajila ['ajal/'ajalah], to harry.

See 'ajjalnd at 17:18, p. 878, n. 12).

2. The unbelievers of Makka said so disbelieving

and ridiculing the idea of Resurrection and

Judgement. JaS qifa (s.; pi. qitdt/qitatah/qitat) =

fate, lot, account book, book, male cat.

3. i. e., have patience over the unbelievers'

ridiculing . i$bir = be patient, have patience,

bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from sabara [sabr], to be patient, to bind. See at

30:60,' p. 1310, n. 7).

4. Jb! 'aydin (sing, yad) ~ hands, power, strength,

control, authority, influence. See at 2:79, p. 37, n.

4.

5. i-jl_jt 'awwdb (s.; pi. 'awwdb&n) -

oft-returning, oft-returning in penitence, ever

penitent, ever-obedient (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa"dl from 'aba ['awb/

awbah/ 'iydb], to return. See 'awwibi at 34:10,

p. 1371, n. 3).

6. U sakhkharnd - we brought to

submission, made subservient, subjected,

subjected to order, subdued, made serviceable (v.

i. pi. past from sakhkhara, form 11 of sakhira

[sukhr/maskhar], to ridicule, deride. See at

22:36, p. 1058, n.15).

7. i. e., the mountains also prayed when Da'ud

did so; so also did the birds. j>*~~j yusabbihna =

they (f.) declare the sanctity, glorify, declare

immunity from blemish (v. iii. f. pi. impfct. from

sabbaha, form II of sabaha [sabh/ sibdhah] to

swim, to float. See at 2 1 :79, p. 1 034, n. I ).

8. j^-ip 'ashty ~ evening, early night. See at

30:18, p. 1295, n. 4.

9. Ji 'ishrdq = day-break, sun-rise, radiation,

radiance (verbal noun in form IV of skaraqa

[sharq/shuruq] to rise, to shine. See mashdriq at

37:5, p. 143 I, n. 1.

10. ijyh^A mahshUrah (f. s.; pi. mahshurat; m.

mahshur) = gathered, collected, mustered, brought

together (pass, participle from hashara [hashr],

to gather. See nahshuru at 34:40, p. 1 383, n. 4).

11. J*ai fasl = parting, section, decision, fasj

al-khitdb - decisive say, right judgement.
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<It2tjij^ 21. And has there come to

jrv^ifi^j you the news ]

of the litigants
2

when they scaled the wall
3

t$C&J\ of the chamber?
4

22. When they entered

upon Daud

and he took fright
5
of them?

They said: "Be not afraid;

two litigants
6—

one of us has wronged7

the other.

So judge
8
between us

with justice and be not unjust
9

and guide us to

the straightaway.
11

23. Verily this my brother

has ninety-nine ewes 12

and I have one ewe;

but he says:

"Put her in my charge
13

and he prevailed on
14 me

1. Li naba' (s.; pl.'anba') = news, tidings. See at

28:3, p. 1231, n. 6.

2. |w>> khasm (s.; pi. khasimunJ

khusum/'akhsdm) = litigant, litigants, adversaries,

opponents in a law-suit. See khasmdn at 22:19, p.

1052, n. 1.

3. Ijj^-j" tasawwarit = they scaled the wall (v. iii,

m. pi. past from lasawwara, form V of sdra

(sawr/ sawrah), to leap, to jump, to raise a wall.

4. ^ mihrdb (pi. v-^l— maharib) = prayer

niche, private chamber. See at 19:1 1, p. 953, n. 2.

5. £yi fazi'a = he was terrified/ scared/ alarmed/

panic-stricken/ afraid, took fright (v. iii. m. s.

past from faz', to be scared. See at 27:87, p.

1228, n. 6).

6. OU-^ khasmdn (dual; s. khasm) - two

litigants. See n. 2 above.

7. (ji* baghd = he committed outrage, oppressed,

wronged (v. iii. m. s. past from baghy, to wrong,

oppress. See at 28:76, p. 1259, n. 1).

8. jt^-i uhkum = give verdict, judge, decide (v.

ii. m. s. imperative from hakama [hukm], to pass

judgement. See at 2 1 : 1

1

2, p. 1 043, n. 7).

9. JakiJ ^ Id tush(it = do not be unjust, do not

cross the limit, do not go to the extreme (v. ii. m.

s. imperative (prohibition) from ashalla, form IV

of shatta [shatat/ shutuQ, to go to extremes, to

deviate.).

10. sawd f = straight, even, equal, same,

alike. See at 36:10, p.141 1, n. 1.

11. -kij*. sirdt = way, path, road. See at 37:1 18,

p. 1449, n. 2.

12. 3Uou na'jah (f. s.; pi. na'jdt/ni'dj) - female

sheep, ewe.

13. Jjtfl 'akfil = entrust, put in charge, appoint

as security (v. ii. m. s. imperative from 'akfala,

form IV of kafala [kafl/kuful/kafalah], to be

guarantee, to be responsible. See yakfuluna at

28:12, p. 1235, n. 1).

14. jp
l

azzfl = he became strong, prevailed on,

became dear/respected (v. iii. m. s. past from 'izz/

"uzahJ 'az/izah, to be strong, respected. See

'azziiznd at 36:14, p. 1412, n. 7).
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l^^LkLl^ in the speech."
1

Jli

' Of

24. He said:

"He has indeed wronged
2
you

by asking your ewe

to be added to his ewes.

And indeed many

of the partners
3
do wrong

4

one to another,

except those who believe

and do the good deeds;
5

and how very few they are!"

And DaGd thought
6

that We have but tried
7
him.

So he asked forgiveness
8

of his Lord

and fell down9
bowing

10

and turned in repentance.
11 *

25. So We forgave him that,

lu^iio^ And verily he has with Us

JJJj a close position
12

^l±^w/, and a good place of return.
13

[. ^Ua^ khitdb (s.; pi. khi\dbdlf'akhtibah ) =

speech, public address, oration, letter. See

khdtaba at 25:63, p. 1 157, n.8.

2.i. e., D5ud said. p& zalama = he transgressed,

did wrong, committed injustice (v. iii. m. s. past

from zalm/zulm, to do wrong. See at 27:11, p.

1205, n. 4).'

3. tlUl^ khulcud' (pi.; s. khalit ) = associates,

comrades, companions, partners (act. participle in

the scale of fall from khalata [khalt}, to mix,

mingle. See ikhtalata at 18:45, p. 927, n. 10).

4. ^ yabght = he commits outrage, oppresses,

wrongs (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from baghd [baghy],

to wrong. See baghd at 38:22, p. 1464, n. 7).

5. oUJU* sdlihdt (f.; sing, sdlihah; m. salih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'anand sunnah). See at 35:7, p. 1391, n. 12.

6. ^ zanna = he thought, supposed, believed,

presumed (v. iii. m. s. past from J* z,ann, to think,

to suppose. See at 24:12, p. 1 109, n. 9).

7. La fatannd = we tried, put on trial, tested (v. i.

pi. past from fatana [fatnjfutun], to turn away, to

put to trial. See at 29:3, p. 1265, n. 5).

8. jikL>\ istaghfara = he asked forgiveness,

prayed for pardon (v. iii. m. s. past in form X of

ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn], to forgive.

See tastaghfirGna at 27:46, p. 1216, n. 10).

9. kharra = he or it collapsed, fell down, fell,

dropped (v. iii. m. s. past from kharr/khurtir, to

fall, fall down. See at 34: 14, p. 1 373, n. 3).

10.
^f\j

raid' (s.; pi. rdki'un/rukka') he who

bows in submission (active participle from raka'a

(ruku') t to bow, bend the body, especially in

prayer. See rukka' at 22:27, p. 1054, n. 12.

1 1 . *->\$ 'andba = he turned in repentance,

deputed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of ndba

[nawb/mandb/niydbah] to represent, to return

from time to time. See at 3 1 : 1 5, p. 1 3 1 5, n. 11).

* One should prostrate oneself on reading this

'dyah.

12. zulfd = proximity, nearness and position.

See at 34:37, p. 1382, n. 2.

13. <~r>^ ma'db- place to which one returns,

return (as verbal noun). See at 13:36, p. 780, n.

12.
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26. O Daud,

indeed We have made 1

you

a successor
2
in the earth;

so adjudicate
3
between men

with justice

and follow not
4
the desire

5

lest it should lead you astray
6

from the way of Allah.

Verily those who go astray

from the way of Allah,

they shall have a punishment

very severe
7
for they forget

8

the Day of Reckoning.
9

Section (Ruku 0 3

G&tfJ 27. And We have not created

<&\jC£L}\ the heaven and the earth

and all that is between them

y^> in vain.

Such is the surmise
1 ]

of those

i^T who disbelieve.
12

^iy'jS* So woe to those who disbelieve

J$}j!)i^ on account of the fire.

1. UL**. ja'alnd = we made, set, put, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala [ja'f], to make,

to set. See at 37:63, p. 1440, n. 8).

2. i. e., successor to the kingdom and authority.

khaltfah (s.; pi. khulafa') = khulafa' (pi.;

s. khaltfah) = successor. See khulafa' at 27:62, p.

1221, n. 8.

3. uhkum- give verdict, judge, decide (v.

ii. m. s. imperative from fyakama [huktn], to pass

judgement. See at 38:22, p. 1464, n. 8).

4. Id tattabi* = do not follow, obey, pursue

(v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition} from

ittaba'a, form VU1 of tabi'a [laba'/tabd'ah], to

follow. Seeat 7:142, p. 517, n. 10).

5. i. e., the desire of yourself. hawan (s.; pi.

'ahwa') = affection, desire, craving, whims. See at

25:43, p. 1151, n. 5.

6. i. e., your doing so might lead you astray. Jj*

yu4Ma(u) = he makes go astray, misguides,

deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adalla, form IV

of dalla [dalaU dalalah], to go astray. The last

letter takes fathah for a hidden 'an in the causal

fa' coming before the verb. See at 31:6, p. 1312,

n. 5).

7. OjJJ shadid (pi. *u^I 'ashidda'h^ shidad) =

most severe, stern, rigorous, hard, harsh, strong.

See at 35:7, p. 1391, n. II).

8. Ij—> nas& = they forgot, became oblivious (v.

iii. m. pi. past from nasiya [nasy/nisyan], to

forget. See at 25:18, p. 1 143, n. 5).

9. i. e , the reckoning of one's good and bad

deeds on the Day of Judgement. *_A->- hisdb (pi.

oiii

—

j- hisdbdt)= calculation, reckoning,

accounting, taking of account. See at 26:113, p.

1182,n. 3.

10. i. e., aimlessly and without purpose and use.

JUf batil = vain, futile, untruth, that which is

untrue, false, falsehood, baseless, void. See at

16:72, p. 850, n. II.

11. j£> zann = conjecture, surmise, supposition,

assumption. See at 34:20, p. 1375, n. 10.

12. kafarti - they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 37:170, p. 1456, n. 5).
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28. Or shall We make 1

those who believe

c-^Irf an<i do the good deeds

Ou-JifeT like the mischief-makers
2

^Vlc? in the earth;

tS]^TJ*^J or shall We make the righteous"
1

^ j&tf? like the immoral ones?
4

29. A Book,
5

We have sent it down to you,

5> full of blessings,

GSlS that they may reflect
6
on

MX* its signs and

J^£X> that there may take heed
7
the

jpydVf ijjl owners of understanding.
8

SjCdCiiJ 30. And We gifted
9
to Daud

E

^ilil Sulayman.

il^f^ How excellent was the servant!

0 ifjtji^ He was indeed ever penitent.

3 1 . When displayed
10
were

^Ia^ to him by the evening

1. J**j naj'alu = we lay, make, set, put, place,

appoint, assign (v. i. pi. impfct. from ja'ala [ja'l],

to make. See at 28:83, p. 1262, n. 5).

2. ji-L-** mufsidin (acc. /gen. of mufsidun, sing.

mufsid) = mischief-makers, trouble-makers ( act.

participle from 'afsada, form IV offasada \fasdd/

fustid], to be bad. See at 29:30, p. 1275, n. 9).

3. jJc* muttaqin (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqin) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VIII of waqa

[waqy/ wiqayah], to guard, to protect. See at

28:83, p. 1262, n. 10).

4. i. e., Allah will never place the believers and

the righteous at par with the unbelieving and

sinful ones. jUj fujjar (pi.; s. fdjir) - immoral

ones, depraved, libertine, licentious (act.

participle from fajara \fujur\, to act immorally,

to commit adultery, sin).

5. i. e., the Qur'an.

6. ij^-o yaddabbaruind) {originally

yatadabbaruna, la' and ddl having been

amalgamated} = they reflect, contemplate, ponder,

meditate, consider (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

tadabbara, form V of dabara [dubur], to turn

one's back, to elapse. The terminal nun is dropped

for a hidden 'an in // (of motivation) coming

before the verb. See at 23:68, p. 1091, n. 11).

7. f^yatadhakkara{u) = he takes heed, bears in

mind, remembers, receives admonition (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from tadhakkara, form V of dhakara

[dhikr/ ladhkdr], to remember. The finaJ letter

takes fathah because of a hidden 'an in // (of

motivation) coming before the verb. See

yatadhakkara at 35:37, p. 1403, n. 9).

8. ^Ui 'albtib (pi.; sing. U lubb) = heart,

acumen, understanding. See at 14:52, p. 806, n.

2).

9. wahabnd = we gifted, bestowed,

presented (v. i. pi. past from wahaba [wahb], to

give, to donate. See at 29:26, p. 1274, n. 6).

10. Jpjf- 'urida = he or it was displayed,

exhibited, set forth, laid, laid before,

demonstrated (v. iii. m. s. past passive from 'ard,

to show, to be visible. See 'aradnd at 33:72, p.

1365, n. 8.
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^ the well-bred steeds
1

of the highest speed.
2

32. So he said:

Jl "-^ -

"Indeed I have preferred
3

the love of wealth
4

to remembering my Lord

till she disappeared
5

behind the veil."
6

33."Bring them back7
to me."

And he started
8
stroking

9

&
by the legs

10
and necks.

11

34. And We indeed put to

test
12
Sulayman

and cast
13
on his throne

a body,
14

then he turned in repentance.

35 He said* "Mv Lord

forgive me

dna Desiow on me d Kinguom

1 . c^UiLo sdfin&t (pi.; s. sdfin) = well-bred steeds,

horses standing on three legs and the extremity

of the hoop of the fourth leg.

2. jLx- jiydd (pi.; s. jawdd ) = of the highest

speed, extremely speedy, race horse.

3. 'ahbabtu = 1 liked, loved, preferred (v. i,

s. past from 'ahabba, form IV of fjabba [hubb],

to love. See at 4:148, p. 310, n. 8).

4. jj- khayr - good ^ette^/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 34:39, p. J 383, n. 2.

5. i. e., the sun set and he missed the time of

'asr prayer (see Tafsir al-Jaldlayn). ojly
tawdrat = she disappeared, went out of sight, hid

herself (v. iii. f. s. past from tawdrd, from VI of

ward [ wary], to hide, to conceal, to kindle. See

yatawdrd at 16:59, p. 846, n. 2),

6. v^w- hijab (s.; pi. hujub/ahjibah) = screen,

curtain, partition, cover, barrier, veil. See at 33:53,

p. 1359, n. 3.

7. Sulayman., peace be on him, ordered the horses

to be brought back to him and sacrificed them for

Allah since they had engrossed his attention away

from His remembrance. jJj ruddfi - you (all)

return, bring back, send back, revert (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from radda [radd], to put back.. See

at 4:59, p. 267, n. 1).

8. jib tafiqa = he set out (to do something

suddenly), began, started (v. iii. m. s past from

tafaq, to set out, to begin. See tafiqa at 20:121, p.

1006, n. 8).

9. i. e., slaughtered. £—* mash = to stroke with

the hand, to wipe off. See imsahu at 6:6, p. 331,

n.6.

10. Jj-- stiq (pi.; s. sdq) = thighs, legs, trunks,

stems.

11. JUpT 'a'ndq (pi.; s. 'unuq) = necks. See at

36:8, p. 1410, n. 6.

12. L» fatannd - we tried, put on trial, tested (v.

i. pi. past from fatana [fatn/futuri], to turn away,

to put to trial. See at 38:24, p. 1465, n. 7).

13. V~iJt 'alqaynd = we cast, flung, plunged,

posed, set forth, offered (v. i. pi. past, in from IV

of laqiya [liqd' /luqydn /iuqy /luqyah /luqan], to

meet. See at 15:19, p. 81 1, n. 5).

14. i. e., a lifeless body.
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that behoves
1

not anyone

after me. Verily You are

the All-Bounteous.

jo. jo we suDjecteu 10 nim

©I 1 the wind,

running at his command

*fr>« gently
4

'ft whithersoever he struck.
5

37. And the devils,
6

every builder
7
and diver.

8

38. And others tied together
9

in tetters.

39. "This is Our gift;
11

so give away 12
or retain,

without reckoning."

40. And indeed he has

with Us a close position

and a good place of return.

1. yanbaghi = he or it behoves, is

appropriate, is meet, is seemly, is necessary (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from inbaghd, form VM of baghd

[bughd'], to seek, to desire. See at 36:69, p.

1425, n. 10).

2. s^Uj wahhdb - Very Generous Giver, he who

gives profusely, All-Bounteous (active participle

in the intensive scale of fa ' 'al from wahaba. See

at 38:9, p. 1461, n. 6).

3. U sdkhkharnd = we brought to

submission, made subservient, subjected,

subjected to order, subdued, made serviceable (v.

i. pi. past from sakhkhara, form 11 of sakhira

[sukhr/maskhar], to ridicule, deride. See at

38:18, p. 1463, n. 6).

4. frbtj rukhd' - gentle breeze.

5. i. e., intended. <^\*#\ 'asdba = he or it afflicted,

befell, hit, struck, reached, made (something) fall,

bestowed, allotted, (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

saba . See at 22:35, p. 1058, n. 3).

6. i. e. the devils of jinn were made to work for

him as builders and divers in the sea to collect

pearls and corals.

7. frUj banna y
(s.; pi. bannd'un) = builder, mason

(act. participle in the scale of fa"dl from band

[bind'/bunydn], to build. See bunydn at 16:26, p.

834, n. 12).

8. ghawwdf (s.; pi. ghawwdsun) = diver

(act. participle in the scale of fa"dl from ghdsa

[ghaws/maghds/ghiyds/ghiydsah], to dive, to

plunge. See yaghu$una at 21:82, p. 1034, n. 14).

9. i. e., the others who were disobedient were tied

together, j-iJsu> muqarranin (pi.; acc./genitive of

muqarranun\ s. muqarran) = coupled, bound

together, joined together, yoked together (passive

participle from qarrana, from 11 of qarana

[qarn], to link, to combine, to join, to couple. See

at 25:13, p. 1 141, n. 9).

10. iU^T 'asfad (pi.; s. safad) = fetters,

shackles. See at 14:49, p. 805, n. 4.

11. frUiP 'aid' (s.; pi. 'a'tiyah) = gift, present,

offer. See at 1 1:108, p. 716, n. 4.

12. ^ umnun - bestow, give away, show

kindness (v. ii. m. s. imperative from manna

[mann], to be kind. See manna at 28:83, p.

1262, n. 1).
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Section (Ruku')4

41. And remember

Cffiju* Our servant 'Ayyub.

i4ji£&
T

*l
When he cried out

1

to his Lord:

ty^\jt^3 "Indeed Satan has afflicted
2

me with distress
3 and torment."

Jgt 42. "Strike the ground
4

d^r/ with your foot.
5

*JI£m&Z> This is a bath
6
quite cool

7

and a drink."

rill^jj 43. And We bestowed8
on

,iuf him his family
9

and a like of them

'^2 along with them,

llliLa^ as mercy from Us

CsJ&j and as a reminder
10

2VfJ^V for people of understanding.
1

1

ILu,lij 44."And take with your hand

£^ a bundle of twigs
12

**<~>j£ and strike therewith

1. cfiU nadd = he called out, called, summoned,

cried out, (v. iii. m. s. past in form III of nadd

[nadwl to call. See at 37:75, p. 1442, n. 5).

2. ^ massa = he touched, affected, hit, afflicted

(v. iii. m. s. past from mass/ masts, to feel, to

touch. See at 30:33, p. 1300, n. 9).

3. v-^ nusb (pi.; s. nasab) - distress, hardship,

fatigue, weariness, exhaustion. See nasab at

35:35, p. 1402, n. 12.

4. i. e. Allah said to him. urkud = strike the

ground with foot, run away, gallop, race (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from rakada [rakcf], to race, to run

way).

5. J*j rijl (s.; pi. arjul) = foot, leg. See 'arjul at

29:55, p. 1285, n. 4.

6. i. e., he struck the ground as directed and there

gushed forth a cool spring from the ground for

taking bath and for drinking which removed all

his ailments (Al-TabarT , pt. XX11I, pp. 166 -168;

Ibn Kathir, VII, pp. 66-67). J—±* mughtasal ~

bath, washroom (noun of place from ightasala,

form VIII of ghasala [ghusl], to wash). See ighsilu

at 5:6, p. 330, n. 6).

7. bdrid = cool, cold, chilly (act. participle

from baradalbaruda, to be cold, to cool. See

baradat 24:43, p. 1124, n. 9.

8. L-*j wahabnft - we gifted, bestowed,

presented (v. i. pi. past from wahaba [wahb], to

give, to donate. See at 38:30, p. 1467, n. 9).

9. i. e, restored to him his family. J*l
yahl (s.; pi.

0^1*1 'ahlun/J^ 'ahdlin) = family, wife, relatives,

kinsfolk, inhabitants, followers, inmates, owner,

author. See at 37: 1 34, p. 145 1 , n. 4.

10. i. e., a reminder of the blessings of patience

and dependence on Allah. dhUcrd =

recollection, remembrance, memory, reminder.

See at 26:209, p. 1198, n. 4.

11. 'albSb (pi.; sing. U lubb) = heart,

acumen, understanding. See at 38:29, p. 1467, n.

8).

12. And Allah further asked him to take a bundle

of grass or light twigs and to strike therewith his

wife in fulfilment of his vow (Al-Tabari, Pt.

XX111, p. 169). *l*j> dighth (s. pi. adghath) =

bunch, bundle, mixed, muddled, confused. See

'adghath at 12:44, p. 738, n. 14.
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1% and do not break the oath.

yiijujGl Verily We found him patient.
2

ipf^ How excellent was the servant!

JjfiSI Verily he was ever penitent.
3

45. And call to mind

Our servants
4
Ibrahim

j and Ishaq and Ya'qub,

tf-CVyj! possessors of power
5

VfJ and insight.
6

^^iBi 46. Verily We selected
7
them

f^k with a pure characteristic,
8

gf JoJI <^i^=»j the remembrance of the abode.
9

iu^pr^ 47, And indeed they are to

Us of the chosen
10

(^Q&f and the best ones."

I 48. And call to mind Isma'il

jXjTlij^^ and Al-Yasa' and Dhfi al-Kifl;

fe^CLVi^^; and all were of the best.

1 . i.e., strike your wife as you had vowed and do

not break it. d-^»o V Id tahnath - do not break

the oath, vow (v. ii. m. s. imperative

{prohibition} from hanitha [hinth], to break

one's oath).

2. i. e., throughout his sufferings and distress.

jA~*> s&bir (s.; pi. sdbirun) = patient, persevering

steadfast, enduring (act. participle from sabara

[sabr], to be patient, to forbear. See sdbirun at

28:80, p. 1261, n. 5).

3. v^jf 'aww&b (s.; pi. 'awwdbun) =

oft-returning, oft-returning in penitence, ever

penitent, ever-obedient (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa"dl from 'aba ['awb/

'awbah/ 'iydb], to return. See at 38:17, p. 1463, n.

5).

4. iLp 'ibdd (sing, j^'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

37:169, p. 1456, n. 3).

5. JL>1 'aydin (sing, yad) = hands, power, strength,

control, authority, influence. See at 38:17, p.

1463, n. 4.

6. jUuT 'absdr (sing. ^ basar) - visions, sights,

eyes, insight, discernment, perception. See at

32:9, p. 1326, n. 13).

7. boaJL^f 'akhlasnd = we made pure, selected,

exclusively devoted, dedicated, were sincere (v. i.

pi. past from 'akhlasa, form IV of khalasa

[khulus], to be pure, unadulterated. See mukhlasin

at 37:74, p. 1 442, n. 4).

8. i^oJl>- khdlisah (f.; m. khdlis) = pure,

unadulterated, sincere (act. participle from

khalasa [khulus], to be pure. See n. 7 above.

9. i. e., the abode of the hereafter, jb d&r (s.;

pl.jlp diydr) = abode, home, house, edifice,

habitation, land, country. See at 29:64, p. 1288, n.

2.

10. jJ^ia mustafin (pi. acc./gen. of mustafQn ;

s. mus{afd) - chosen ones, selected ones (passive

participle from istafd, form VIII of safd

[safw/sufuw/safd'}, to be clear. See istafd at

37:153, p. 1454, n. 1).

11. jW^T 'akhydr (pi.; s. khayr) = best ones,

excellent ones, outstanding ones. See khayr at

38:32, p. 1468, n. 4.
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49. This is a reminder.
1

And indeed for the righteous
2

is a good place of return.
3

50. Gardens of eternity,
4

opened
5
for them will be

the gates.
6

51. They will be reclining
7

therein and asking
8
therein

for fruits in abundance

and drink.

52. And beside them will be

maidens restraining
9
of glance,

10

equal in age.
11

53. This is what

you are promised
12

for the Day of Reckoning.

54. Verily this will be

fiiit" ni"A \ / 1 c iAn

1. dhikr - citation, recollection,

remembrance, mention, reminder, also scripture,

the Qur'an. See at 38:8, p. 1461, n. 1.

2. {jJca muttaqtn (acc./gen. of muttaq&n\ sing.

muttaqin) - those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdytih], to guard, to protect. See at

38:28, p. 1467, n. 3).

3. ma'&b= place to which one returns,

return. See at 38:25, p. 1465, n. 13.

4. Oop 4adn = Eden, eternity, paradise. ^L*-

jannat 'adn is explained by lbn Kathir as janndt

where the inmates will abide for ever (lbn Kathir,

IV, 372). See at 35:33, p. 1401, n. 12.

5. *^J^ mufaitahah (f.; s.; pi. mufattahai) - that

which is opened ( passive participle from fattaha,

form II of fataha \falh], to open. See tufattahu at

7:40, p. 480, n. 3).

6. <-^f 'abwdb (sing, bdb) - doors, gates,

sections. See at 2:189, p. 91, n. 8.

7. i. e., they will be reclining on couches therein

(see 18:31; 36:56 and 76:13). mutlaki'in

(pi.; acc./gen. of muttaki'un ; s. muttaki') = those

reclining, supporting, resting (act. participle from

ittaku'a, form VHI of waka'a. See at 18:31, p.

923, n. 6).

8. yad'una - they invoke, call, call upon,

invite, summon, pray, ask (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from da'd [du'd'], to call, to summon. See at

29:42, p. 1280, n.4).

9. ^\j^M qd$irdt (f. pi.; s. qdsirah) = restricted,

confined, restraining (act. participle from qasura/

qasara [ qisar/qasr/qasdrah/qusur] become short,

to fall short. See at 37:48, p. 1438, n. 3).

10. i. e., chaste women not looking at anyone else

except their husbands. j> tarf = glance, look,

eye. See at 37:48, p. 1438, n. 4.

11. 'airdb (pi.; s. Urn) = persons of the

same age.

12. Ojopy lu'aduna - you are promised, assured,

threatened, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

wa'ada {also from 'aw'ada, form IV of wa'ada)

[wa'd], to make a promise. See at 36:63, p. 1424,

n. 1).
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There shall not be of it

on\; ninninfr mit '

ally lUIllllllg UUl.

55. This; and indeed

for the transgressors
2
will be

the worst
3
place of return.

4

56. Hell;

they will broil
5
therein.

ana oaa win De tne oea.

57. This; so let them taste
8

it,

boiling water
9
and pus.

10

58. And another

of the same sort,
11

iiidiciiing pdirb.

59. This is a band,
13

plunging
14
along with you.

No welcome will be for them.

Indeed they will be

broiling in the fire.

1 . nafdd = to run out, to be exhausted, used

up, depleted (verbal noun of nafida. See nafidat

at 3 1:27, p. 1320, n. 8.

2. i. e., those who disregard and violate the

injunctions of the Qur'an and sunnah.

tdghin (pi.; acc./gen. of tdghun; s. tdghin) =

transgressors, oppressors, tyrants, those exceeding

the bounds (act. participle from tagha [taghan/

tughyan], to exceed all bounds. See at 37:30,

'l435, n. 5).

3. ^ sharr (pi. ashrar) = bad, worse, worst,

evil, wicked. See at 25:34, p. 1 148, n. 4.

4. ma'db- place to which one returns,

return . See at 38:49, p. 1472, n. 3.

5. OjL**! yaslawna = they burn, broil, be exposed

to fire (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from said [salan/

suliy/ sild'), to roast, to burn, to be exposed to the

blaze. See at 14:29, p. 798, n. 2).

6. ^-ij bi's = evil, wretched, bad. See at 24:57, p.

1130,n. 6.

7. mihdd = bed, place of rest, fold that holds

something. See at 13:18, p. 772, n. 10.

8. lyjJul li yadhiiqti(na) = let them taste, they

must taste, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. emphatic/

imperative from dhdqa [dhawq/ dhawdq/madhdq],

to taste. See at 38:8, p. 1461, n. 2.

9. p***- hamtm = boiling water, close friend,

intimate friend, (act. participle in the scale offa'il

from hamma [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at

37:67, p. 1442, n. 4.

10. Jl—* ghassaq = secretion of the body, pus.

11. j£i shakl (s.; pi. 'ashkdl) = similarity,

likeness, form, shape, type, pattern, sort. See

shdkilah at 17:84, p. 900, n. 9.

12. ^ijjl 'azw&j (sing, j-jj zawj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, partners, pairs, kinds, sorts. See

at 37:22, p. 1434, n. 13.

13. fawj (s.; pi. ^iyl 'afwdj) = band, troop,

group, detachment, regiment. See at 27:83, p.

1227, n. 3.

14. ^cIa muqtahim = he who plunges, rushes in,

burst into, breaks in, storms, intrudes, defies (act.

participle from iqtatyama, form VIII of qahama
[qahm/ quhum] to throw oneself, to come near).
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60. They will say: "Nay, you;

^fc^ii no welcome 1

is for you.

You had forwarded
2

it for us.

^ijlu So bad is the abode!"
3

61. They will say: "Our Lord,

^Q^Ii^ who forwarded it for us,

increase
4
for him

a punishment in double
5

in the fire."

f^lg 62. And they will say:

U L "What is the matter with us,

^Cj^/i we see
6
not the men

^^2" we used to count
7 them

of the bad ones?"
8

Pais I

c

63. "We took
9
them

as objects of ridicule,
10

or have there deviated
11
from

^ji^Vf them the eyes?"

64. Such indeed will be true,

the mutual recrimination
12

of the inmates of hell.

1. i. e., the followers of the transgressing leaders

will say to the latter. L>-y marhaban = welcome.

2. i. e., you have made us suffer hellfire by

misleading us. qaddamtum = you (all)

advanced, laid in advance, sent ahead, forwarded

(v. ii. m. pi. past from qaddama, form II of

qadama / qadima [ qadm /qudum /qidmdn

/maqdam] to precede, to arrive. See at 12:48, p.

740, n. 4).

3. j\j qar&r - stability, steadiness, firmness,

solidity, to settle down, to rest, place of rest,

abode. See at 27:61, p. 1220, n. 13.

4. jj zid = increase, augment, enlarge, make

more (v. ii. pi. m. s. imperative from zQda [zayd/

ziyddah], to increase. See yaziduna 37:147, p.

1453, n. 3).

5. di'f (s.; pi. 'aq"df) = double, a multiple.

See at 34.37, p. 1382, n. 4.

6. i. e., the punished leaders will say about the

believers whom they used to ridicule and look

down on in the worldly life. <sj> nard = we see,

consider, are of the view (v. i. pi. impfct. from

ra'a [ra'y, ru'yah], to see. See at 12:78, p. 751, n.

4).

7. -1*1 na'uddu = we count, number, reckon (v. i.

pi. impfct. from 'adda ['add], to count, to

number. See at 19:84, p. 972, n. 9.

8. j\jt.\ 'askrdr (pi.; s. sharr) = the

bad/worse/worst ones, evil, wicked. See sharr at

38:55, p. 1473, n. 3.

9. UJwJ ittakhadhnd = we took, took up, took to

ourselves, assumed ( v. i. pi. past from

ittakhadha, form VIII of 'akhadha ['akhdh], to

take. See ittakhadhu at 36:74, p. 1426, n. 12).

10. (Ss**-* sikhriy - object of ridicule,

laughingstock. See at 23: 1 10, p. 1 102, n. 10.

11. cJ>tj zdghat = she or it deviated, stared,

wandered, strayed, turned away (v. iii. f. s. past

from zagha [zaygh], to turn aside, to swerve. See

at 33:10, p. 1338, n. 8).

12. takhasum - mutual recrimination,

arguing, disputing, litigation (verbal noun in form

VI of khasama, to defeat, to deduct. See

yakhissim&na at 36:49, p. 1420, n. 12).
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Section (Ruku ') 5

5^t3T2lji 65. Say: "I am but a warner;
1

an(i no telly is there

jLjjKiVJ except Allah, the One,

(J}jiJ3f the All-Subduer.
2

UCy 66. Lord of the heavens

tjjpRj and the earth and all that is

1^5. between the two,

the All-Mighty,
3

the Most Forgiving.
4

fejiji 67. Say: "It is an intelligence
;

most momentous.
..6

Zci$ 68. "You are from it

2f&y£ turning away
..7

^i^o^t 69. "I have no knowledge

ffi'pb of the Highest Council
8

when they debate."
9

2££4 70."Naught is communicated

1. i. e., a Messenger of AUah, giving warning

against Allah's displeasure and His punishment in

the hereafter for setting partners with Him and

worshipping other gods and goddesses besides

Him. mundhir - warner, one who warns (act.

participle from 'andhara, to warn, form IV of

nadhara, [nadhr /nudhdr], to dedicate, to make a

vow. See at 38:4, p. 1460, n. 2).

2. qahhar = the All-Subduer, the

All-Mighty (act. participle in the intensive scale of

fa "al from qahara [qahr], to overpower,

subjugate, vanquish. See at 14:48, p. 805, p. n. 1).

3. jijp- 'azSz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful,

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 38:9, p. 1461, n. 5.

4. jlii- ghaff&r = Most Forgiving, the Intensely

Forgiving (act. participle in the intensive scale of

fa ' 'al from ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah /ghufran],

to forgive. See istaghfara at 38:24, p. 1465, n, 8).

5. i. e., the Qur'an. L naba' (s.; pl.'anbd') =

news, tidings, information, intelligence, dispatch.

See at 38:21, p. 1464, n. 1.

6. |vj^ 'ajim = great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave, most momentous. See at

37:76, p. 1442, n. 9).

7. Oy^>y mu'ridun (sing, mu'rid ) = those who

turn away/ avert/ evade/ fall back (active

participle from 'a'ra^a, form IV of 'aruda ['ard],

to be broad, wide, to appear, to show. See at

24:48, p. 1126,n.7).

8. i. e., of the angels. % mala* = crowd, host,

grandees, council of elders, chiefs, nobles. See at

38:6, p. 1460, n. 7).

9. The allusion is to the debate of the angels

about Allah's creation of Adam, which the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

could have no knowledge of except what was

communicated to him by Allah (see Al-Tabari, pt.

XX11I, pp. 183-184). o^^. yakhtasimuna =

they quarrel, dispute, argue, debate, contest one

another (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ikhtasama,

form VI II of kha$ama [ khasmJ khisamJ

khu$umah], to defeat in argument. See at 26:96, p.

1179, n. 7).
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ftTSt^yj t0 me except that I am

a warner
1

open and clear:

71. When your Lord said

gMAX^u to the angels: "Indeed I am

going to create man

tfy&d of clay.'
n3

72. "So when I have made

him up
4
and blown5

in him

dr-jtj^A of My life-giving spirit,

you all fall down 7
to him

^Sj^ prostrating yourselves."
8

73. So there prostrated

Sf^jfb'f themselves the angels,

^y^1ji4i^» all of them together.

74. Except Iblis.

J&LlS He turned arrogant
9

and became of

{^O^iSCn those disbelieving.
10

1. j^ii nadhtr (pi. nudhur) - warner (active

participle in the scale of fa'il from nadhara

[nadkr/ nudhur], to vow, to pledge). See at 35:37,

p. 1403, n. 10.

2. jj-* mubin - all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'abdna, form IV of bona

[baydn], to be clear. See at 37: 1 56, p. 1454, n. 5).

3. ^/m = clay, soil. See at 37:1 1, p. 1432, n. 8.

4. ojj- sawwaytu -
I made up, smoothed,

levelled, equalized, made regular (v. i. s. past from

sawwd, form II of sawiya , to be equal.

nafakhtu = 1 blew, breathed, inflated,

filled with air (v. i. s. past from nafakha [najkh],

to blow. See at 15:28, p. 813, n. 7).

6. rfih (s.; pi. 'arwdh) = breath of life, soul,

spirit, life-giving spirit, wahy, Jibril. See at 32:9,

p. 1326, n. 11.

7. Ij*5 qa'ti - you (all) fall down (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from taqa'una, waaa'a [wuqu'\, to

fall. See at 15:28, p. 813, n. 8).

8. ji^rL-' sajidin (pi.; acc./gen. of sdjidun\ s.

sdjid) = those who prostrate themselves, prostrate

(act. participle from sajada [sujud], to prostrate

oneself, to make obeisance. See at 26:219, p.

1199, n. 12).

9. jS^\ istakbara = he turned arrogant, became

proud/ haughty, was puffed up ( v. iii. m. s. past

in form X of kabura [kubr/ kibdr/ kabdrah] to

become big, large, great. See yastakbiruna at

37:35, p. 1436, n. 2).

10. jij& k&firin (pi.; acc/genitive of kdfirun; s.

kdfir) = unbelievers, infidels, those disbelieving,

ungrateful (active participle from kafara [kufr

Aufrdn / kufur], to disbelieve, to cover. See at

27:43, p. 1215, n. 5).
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cAJjg Jli 75. He said: "Olblis,

what prevented
1

you from

.wJ prostrating yourself
2

cJ3IllJ to what I have created
3

Jrol with My Two Hands?

o^SU Have you turned arrogant
4

®Z$$C£l£$ or are you of the high ones?
5

S^ttjb 76. He said: "I am better than

ylf^^U-ii him. You created me of fire

and created him of clay."

g£ttfli 77. He said: "Then get out
6

«Ss]il£ of there; for you indeed are

0^ damned."
7

iH&o^ 78. "And verily upon you is

My curse
8

4?4l tilJ the Day of Judgement."
9

jt 79. He said: "My Lord,

give me a respite
10

till the day

{^oJ&J they will be resurrected."
11

1 mana*a = he prevented, forbade, barred,

held back (v. iii. m. s. past from man', to prevent.

See at 20:92, p. 998, n. 8).

2. -UwJ tasjuda(u) = you prostrate yourself, bow

respectfully, pay obeisance (v. ii. m. s. impfct.

from sajada [sujud], to prostrate oneself. The

final letter takes fathah because of the particle 'an

coming before the verb. See yasjuduna at 27:24,

p. 1209, n. 9).

3. khalaqtu = I created, originated, made

(v. i. s. past from khaiaqa [khalq], to create. See

at 19:9, p. 1952, n. 7).

4. 'astakbarta (originally 'a+istakbarta): oj^^^
istakbarta - you became proud, turned arrogant,

haughty (v. ii. m. s. past from istakbara, form X
of kabura [kubr/ kibdr/ kabdrah] to become big,

large, great. See istakbara at 38:74, p. 1476, n.

9).

5. jjJU- 'dlin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'dliyun , s. 'dlin) =

those who are high, lofty, exalted, self-exalting,

supercilious. See at 23:46, p. 1087, n. 3.

6. £ ukhruj = come out, leave, move out, get

out (v. ii. m. s. imperative from kharaja [khuruj],

to go out. See at 28:20, p. 1238, n. 7).

7. rajtm - accursed, damned, stoned (pass.

participle in the scale offa 'il from rajama [rajm],

to stone, to curse. See at 16:98, p. 861, n. 4).

8. la'nah (s.; pi. la'ndt) = curse, banishment

from mercy, imprecation. See at 28:42, p. 1246, n.

12.

9. jjj din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 37:20, p. 1433, n. 8.

10. JoA 'anzir = give a respite (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from 'anzara, form IV of nazara

[nazar/manzar], to see. See at 15:36, p. 815, n. 2).

11. oyvi yub'athfina = they are resurrected,

raised, raised up, revived, sent out (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. passive from ba'atha [ba'th], to send out,

to raise. See at 27:65, p. 1222, n. 13).
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dEUJli 80. He said: "You indeed are

f£}CyjZ2\ ^ of those given respite."
1

81. "Till the day

^^Tci^f of the time specified."
2

JU 82.He said: "By Your Glory,
3

p£j>y I shall surely lead them astray,
4

t&Z^I all of them."

83. "Except Your servants
5

from among them,

!&<^&t& the select ones."
6

^ISjti 84. He said: "Then the truth,

and the truth I say:"

fvr&ctt 85. "I shall surely fill
7

hell

o^J*^ with you and with those who

ciui follow
8 you of them,

5$?^ all together."

jCkfcji 86. Say: " I ask
y
of you not

1. (jijlii* munzatin (pi.; acc./gen. of munzar&n,

s. munzar) - those given respite (passive

participle from 'anzara \nazar/manzaf\, to see.

See at 15:36, p. 815, n. 4).

2. f^*- maHUm = known, determined, fixed,

specified (pass, participle from 'alima I'ilm], to

know. See at 37:164, p. 1455, n. 6).

3. ijf- 'izzah = might, power, respect, self-respect,

prestige, honour, fame, pride, glory. See at 38:2,

p. 1459, n. 3.

4 - uij^ to 'ughwiyanna - I shall surely lead

astray, beguile, lure, mislead (v. i. s. impfct.

emphatic from 'aghwd, form IV of ghawd [ghayy/

ghawdyah), to go astray. See 'aghwayta at 7:16,

p. 469, n. 7).

5. jUp 'ibdd (sing. ±*'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

38:45, p. 1471, n. 4).

6. mukhlasin (pi.; acc./ genitive of

mukhlas&n,; s. mukhlas) = rendered unblemished,

pure-hearted, select ones (pass, participle from

'akhlasa, form IV of khalasa [khulus], to be pure,

unmixed, unadulterated. See at 37:160, p. 1454, n.

10).

7. la-'amla'anna = 1 shall surely fill (v. i.

s. impfct. emphatic from mala'a [mal7 mal'ah

/mil'ahl to fill, to fill up. See at 32:13, p. 1328,

n.4).

8. £j tabi'a - he followed, pursued (v. iii. m. s.

past from taba'/tabd'ah, to follow. See 'atba'a at

37:10, p. 1432, n. 2).

9. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. jL-f 'as'alu = I ask,

beg, enquire ( v. i. m. s. impfct. from sa'ala [

su'dl/ mas'alah/tas'dl]], to ask. See at 6:90, p.

427, n. 6).
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on it
1

any remuneration;
2

nor am I of the imposters."
3

4\y»ci 87. 'It is naught but

^(Su^^l a reminder
4
for all beings.

..5

<>JkJJ 88. "And surely you will know

^yj^SZtXS its news after a while."

1 . i. e., for my calling you to the right way.

2. j>A 'ajr (pi. jy,\ 'uj&r) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 36:21, p. 1414, n. 3).

3. jsii^ mutakalliftn (pi.; acc./gen. of

mutakallifun; s. mutakallif ) = those burdening

themselves, ceremonious, false ones, pretenders,

imposters (act. participle from tafcallafa, from V
of kalifa [kalaj], to be brownish, to be fond of/

keen. See nukallifu at 23:62, p. 1090, n. 6).

4. i. e., the Qur'an which is given out to you. J'i

dhikr = citation, recollection, remembrance,

mention, reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. The

Qur'an is repeatedly referred to as ddhikr. See for

instance 15:6, 15:9, 16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29,

26:5, 38:49, 38:87, 41 :4 1 , 54:25, 68:5 1 -52, 81:27.

See at 38:49, p. 1472, n. J.

5. tj—JLf 'alamin (acc./gen. of o^Ji* 'dlamun;

sing. ,Ju 'alam, i.e., any being or object that points

to its Creator; sing, 'alam) = all beings, creatures.

See at 37: 182, p. 1458, n. I).

6. i. e., the truth about the Qur'an. L naba' (s.;

pl.'anbd') - news, tidings, information,

intelligence, dispatch. See at 38:67, p. 1475, n. 5.



39. Surat al-Zumar ( the Groups)

Makkan: 75 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which, like the other Makkan surahs, deals with the fundamentals of the

faith, particularly the truth of the Qur'an and the Prophethood of Muhammad, peace and blessings of

Allah be on him, monotheism, Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment. It starts with an

emphasis on the fact that Allah has sent down the Qur'an and that He is exclusively entitled to worship

and devotion. Attention is then drawn to His creation of the heavens and the earth, the subjection of the

sun and the moon to order, the making of night and day and, above all, the creation and development of

man in the mother's womb and the provisions for his sustenance, all of which point to Allah's Absolute

Lordship (rububtyah and exclusive entitlement to worship ('uluhiyah). Yet man becomes ungrateful and

sets partners with Allah. The sin of setting partners with Allah (shirk) is pointed out and it is

emphasized that it has been communicated through all the Prophets that if you set partners with Allah all

your deeds will be in vain and you will certainly be among the losers in the hereafter ('ayah 65). But it is

never too late to repent and to seek Allah's forgiveness and mercy. Never be despaired of Allah's

forgiveness and mercy ('ayah 53). In this context the facts of Resurrection, Judgement, reward and

punishment are mentioned. The surah ends by pointing out how the unbelievers and sinful will be led in

groups (zumar) to hell and how the believers and the righteous will be led in groups to paradise and

welcomed there. The surah is named al-zumar (The Groups) after these concluding 'ayahs.

1. Jj>j tanztl = sending down, bringing down,

something sent down (verbal noun in form 11 of

naw\a [nuz&l], to come down. See at 36:5, p.

1409, n. 6.

2. i. e., the Qur'an. This and the next 'ayah

clearly and emphatically assert that Allah sent

down the Qur'an on the Prophet Muhammad,
peace and blessings of Allah be on him. It was no

composition of his.

3. i. e., containing true guidance and right and just

injunctions and prohibitions.

4. i. e., worship Allah Alone and none else. This is

an injunction of monotheism. The implication is

made further clear in the next clause of the 'ayah.

xpi u'bud = worship (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

'abada ['ibddah /'ubudah / 'ubudiyah], to

worship, to serve. See at 19:65, p. 967, n. 8).

5. mukhlisin (pi.; acc./gen. of mukhlisun;

sing, mukhlis) = those who make (something)

exclusive and pure, sincere, loyal, faithful (act.

participle from 'akhlasa, form IV of khalasa

[khuluf], to be pure. See at 31:32, p. 1322, n. 6).

6. din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

c-^SOfJ-^: 1 • The sending down 1

of the

-ui^ Book2
is from Allah,

&^J&yj$ the All-Mighty, the All-Wise.

U/Usl 2. Verily We have sent down

£4=Ji itfl to you the Book

i^JL with the truth.
3

SaLu^i So worship
4
Allah,

il tij2 making exclusive
5
for Him

•Surf the worship.
6

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 38:78, p. 1477. n. 9.

1480
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•*{ 1^

3. O yes, to Allah is due the

worship pure and exclusive!

And those who take
2

in lieu of Him

guardian-patrons
3

:

"We worship them not but for

that they may take us close
4

to Allah in proximity."
5

Verily Allah will judge

between them about what

they are in disagreement.
6

Verily Allah guides not

any that is a liar,
7

an arch-unbeliever.
8

4. Were Allah to intend

to take a son

He could have chosen
9

out of what He created

whatever He willed.

Sacrosanct
10

is He.

He is Allah the One,

the All-Subduer.
n

1. i. e., free from any shade of shirk, ^y^t- kh&tis

pure, exclusive, unadulterated, sincere (act,

participle from khalasa [khulus], to be pure. See

mukhlisin at 39:2, p. 1480, n. 5."

2. Ij-wji iUakhadhU = they took, took up, took to

themselves, assumed ( v. iii. m. pi. past from

ittakhadha, form VIII of 'akhadha ['akhdh], to

take. See at 36:74, p. 1426, n. 12).

3. i. e., gods and goddesses. «.Ujt 'awliyd' (pi.;

sing, waliy) = helpers, friends, allies, patrons,

protectors, legal guardians. See at 33:6, p. 1337,

n. 3.

4. i. e., they offer this wrong plea for their worship

of the gods and goddesses. yuqarribti(na) =

they bring near/close, approximate, offer, present

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from qarraba, form II of

qariba [qurb/maqrabah), to get close, to come
near. The terminal nun is dropped because of a

hidden 'an in // (of motivation) coming before the

verb. See tuqarribu at 34:37, p. 1382, n. 1).

5. zulfd = proximity, nearness, close position.

See at 38:25, p. 1465, n. 12.

6. oyl^j yakhtaliftina = they disagree, differ

(from one another), are at variance, are in

disagreement, dispute, quarrel (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from ikhtalafa, form VIII of khalafa

[khalf ] to follow, to succeed. See at 32:25, p.

1331, n. 12).

7. i. e., liar against Allah saying that He has

associates and sons and daughters.

8j^ kaffdr = arch-unbeliever, extremely

ungrateful, ingrate ( active participle in the

intensive from of fa"al from kafara [kufr], to

disbelieve, to be ungrateful, to cover. See at 2:276,

p, 145, n. 4).

9. {Ĵ ^ istflfo - he chose, selected (v. iii. m. s.

past in form VIII of safd [safw/sufuw/safd'], to be

clear, pure. See at 3:33, p. 168, n.4).

10. Subh&n is derived from sabbaha, form

II of sabaha [sabh/sibdhah], to swim. In its form

II the verb means to praise, to sing the glory.

Subhdn is generally rendered as "Glory be to

Him"; but "Sacrosanct " conveys the meaning

better. See at 37:180, p. 1457, n. 9.

11. jU* qahhdr = the All-Subduer, the

All-Mighty (act. participle in the scale of fa"dl
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^ ^ ^

JOT;

5. He created the heavens

and the earth for just cause.
1

He rolls the night
2

over the day

and rolls the day

over the night;

and He subjected
3
to order

the sun and the moon,

each going on4

for a period
5
specified.

6

Oh yes, He is the All-Mighty,

the Most Forgiving.
7

6. He created you

from a single individual;
8

then made from that

his consort;
9

and He sent down for you

of the grazing livestock
10

eight units of pairs.
11

He creates you

in the wombs 12
of

your mothers,

1. i. e., for a just cause and purpose and not

aimlessly and for nothing, js- haqq - right, truth,

liability, justice, just cause. See at 34:26, p. 1377,

n. 10.

2. The expression yukawwiru used here in

connection with the rotation of the night and day

clearly indicates the roundness of the earth. j£i

yukawwiru = he rolls, coils, rolls into a ball,

makes round, rounds (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

kawwara, form II of kara [kawr], to hurry ).

3. sakhkhara = he brought to submission,

made subservient, subjected, subdued, subjected

to service/order (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

sakhira [sukhr/maskhar], to ridicule, deride. See

at 35:13, p. 1395, n.l).

4. tjj*J tajrt = she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jard [jury], to

flow. See at 36:38, p. 1418, n. 1).

5. J»i 'ajal (pi. 'djdl) = appointed time, period,

term, date, deadline. See at 35:13, p. 1395, n. 3.

6. > musamman (s.; pi. musammaydt)=

specified, stipulated, named, designated, defined

(passive participle (m. s.
J from sammd {to

name}, form II of soma [sumuw/ sama'}, to be

high. See at 35:45, p. 1407, n. 1 1).

7. jUp ghaffar = Most Forgiving, the Intensely

Forgiving (act. participle in the intensive scale of

fa "dl from ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdri],

to forgive. See at 38:66, p. 1475, n. 4).

8. i. e., from 'Adam.
l_r% nafs (s.; pi.

nufus/'anfus) = living being, person, individual,

nature, self, life, soul. See at 36:54, p. 1422, n. 3.

9. £jj zawj (pi. -ijjl 'azwdj) = wife, husband,

spouse, one of a pair, consort, kind, sort, zawj is

used in Arabic for one of a pair and is applied to

either husband or wife. See at 31:10, p. 1313, n.

13.

10. fUif 'an'dm (pi.; s. ^ na'am) = grazing

livestock (sheep, cattle, camels, goats), animals.

See at 36:71, p. 1426, n. 4.

1 1. i. e., males and females each of sheep, cattle,

camel and goat.

12. Ojin buttin (pi.; sing. J* batn ) ~ stomachs,

bellies, abdomens, wombs, inner parts. See at

37:66, p. 1441, n. 2.
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in creation after creation,
1

in darkness
2
three.

Such is Allah, your Lord.

His is the dominion.

There is no deity but He.

How then are you deluded?
3

7. If you disbelieve,
4

then indeed Allah is

±. / .
Above Want5

of you;

and He likes
6
not

in His servants unbelief;

and if you be grateful

He is pleased with you.

And there will carry
7
not

<uJb any bearer
8

the burden
9
of another;

then to Your Lord will be

your return
10

and He will inform
11
you

of what you use to do.

Verily He is All-Knowing

of the secrets of hearts.

1. i. e., in successive stages of creation and

development.

2. Modern science acknowledges that human
foetus develops in the mother's womb successively

through three dark chambers. oAJk zulumat (pi.;

s. zulmah) = darkness, layers of darkness. See at

35:20, p. 1397,n. 10.

3. i. e., from the right course of monotheism to

the error of polytheism. 0

y

^ tusrafUna = you

are deluded, diverted, turned away (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. passive from sarafa [sarf], to turn, to turn

away. See at 10:32, p.' 649, n. 10).

4. takfuru(na) - you (all) disbelieve, deny

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from kafara, [kufr], to

disbelieve, to cover. The terminal nun is dropped

because the verb is in a conditional clause

preceded by In. See takfuruna at 36:64, p. 1424,

n.3).

5. Allah is not in need of man's belief and

worship; he is ever in need of Allah. ^* ghanty

(s.; pi. 'aghniyd') = above want, free from want,

rich. See at 35: 1 5, p. 1 396, n. 2.

6. <jJ>ji yarda = he is happy, is satisfied, is

pleased, agrees, approves, likes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from radiya [ridan /ri4wdn /marddh), to

agree, to be satisfied. See tardawna at 2:282, p.

148, n. 6).

7. Everyone will be individually responsible for

one's deeds and none will come to one's help. See

also 17:15, p. 877. jy taziru = she carries, bears

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from wazara [wizr], to carry.

See at 35:18, p. 1396, n. 7).

8. ijjij wazirah (f.; m. wdz.ir) = bearer, carrier,

one burdened (act. participle from wazara). See

n. 8 above.

9. i. e., the load of sins, jjj wizr (s.; pi. 'awzdr) =

burden, load, encumbrance, sin. See at 20:100, p.

1001, n. 4. See also ns. 7 and 8 above.

10. i. e., after Resurrection on the Day of

Judgement. y marjV (s.; pi. ,«%v maraji') ~

return, place of return, resort, authority to which

reference is made (verbal noun/adverb of place

from raja'a. See at 37:68, p. 1441, n. 5).

II- *<j~i yunabbVu = he apprises, informs,

notifies, advises, makes known (v. iii. s. impfct.

from nabba'a, form II of nabu'a [nab'/nubu'], to

be prominent. See at 35:14, p. 1395, n. 11).
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^^fJiilS^#8. And if there afflicts
1 man

jji any distress,
2

he calls
3
his Lord

^iCi~* turning in repentance
4
to Him,

10

,^yS$f then when He confers
5
on him

i^lli a grace from Him,

ofc^ he forgets
6 what he had been

Sf&^j*3* calling to before

£\ j&LSjjlij and sets for Allah equals
7

jji in order to lead astray
8

-j4^6^ from His way.

4^^J* Say: "Enjoy
9
your infidelity

yd* a little.

Ji-dCi You shall indeed be of

K }J^^^l the inmates
n
of the fire."

y$ 9. Or is the one who is

$&\*<L£ submissive
12
by night hours

\jJu prostrating himslef

LAjj and standing,
13

IJ^Sf f JJLai fearing
14
the hereafter

and hoping for

the mercy of his Lord?

1. ^ massa = he touched, affected, hit, afflicted

(v. iii. m. s. past from mass/ masts, to feel, to

touch. See at 38:41, p. 1470, n. 2).

2. Such as disease, physical danger, material and

mental distress and the like. ji> durr = harm,

damage, detriment, disadvantage, deprivation,

distress. See at 23:75, p. 1093, n. 9.

3. Lto da'd - he called, invoked, prayed, claimed,

propagated, implored (v. iii. m. s. past from du'd\

to call, to summon. See da'aw at 30:33, p. 1300,

n. 11).

4. munib = one who turns in repentance,

penitent (act. participle from 'andba, form IV of

naba [nawb/niydbah], to return, to come near, to

represent. See at 34:9, p. 1370, n. 13).

5. Jj^ khawwala ~ he bestowed, conferred,

granted (v. i. pi. past in form II of kMala [khawl],

to manage, to suffice. See khawwalnd at 6:94, p.

430, n. 6).

6. jj-J nasiya = he forgot, became oblivious (v.

iii. m. s. past from nasy/nisydn, to forget. See at

36:78, p. 1427, n. 12).

7. ^iJLiT and&d (sing, nidd) - equals, compeers,

partners, rivals. See at 34:33, p. 1380, n. 7.

8. i. e., lead astray others.

9. £uJ tamatta' - you enjoy (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from tamatta' a, form V of mata'a

[mat'/mut'ah], to carry away. See tamatta'u at

30:34, p. 1301, n. 5).

10. yiTJfcu/r = unbelief, disbelief, ungratefulness,

infidelity. See at 3:52, p. 176, n.6).

11. ^j[^>\ 'as-hdb (pi.; sing, sahib) ~

inmates, dwellers, companions, associates,

followers, owners. See at 38:13, p. 1462, n. 3).

12. i. e., is the infidel better or the one who is

submissive to Allah. oJli qdnit (s.; pi. qdnitun)

= constant in obedience, devoutly dutiful,

submissive, humble (active participle from qanata

[qunut], to be obedient). See at J 6: J 20, p. 869,

n.2).

13. i. e., in prayer.

14. ji^i yahdharu - he fears, apprehends, is

wary, warns, is on his guard (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from hadhara [hidhr/hadhar], to be cautious, to

be on one's guard. See at 9:64, p. 604, n.5).
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lO^Jm* Say: " Do there equalize
1

those who know

and those who do not know?"

_j5j£j2l There but take heed
2
the

$ yd^fj^Ji possessors of intelligence.
3

Section (Ruku')2

10. Say: "O My servants

who believe,

beware
4
of your Lord.

For those who do good5

in this world

will be a good thing;
6

and Allah's earth is vast.
7

Fully will but be given
8

the persevering ones

their reward

without calculation.

1 1. Say: "Indeed I have been

commanded

iljilit that I worship Allah

idl^i* making exclusive
9
for Him

jjj^jj! the worship."
10

1 . \S$~-i yastawi - he becomes equal, equalizes,

becomes even/ straight/ regular/ upright (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from istawa, form VIII of sawiya

[siwan], to be equal. See at 35: 19, p. 1397, n. 7).

2. jTJLi yatadhakkaru - he takes heed, bears in

mind, remembers, receives admonition (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from tadhakkara, form V of dhakara

[dhikr/ tadhkdr], to remember. See at 35:37, p.

1403, n. 9).

3. 'alb&b (pi.; sing. lubb) ~ heart,

acumen, intelligence, understanding. See at 38:43,

p. 1470, n. 11).

4. \yft ittaqu - you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 36:45, p. 1419, n. 7).

5. i. e., who believe and act according to the

QCir'an and sunnah. 'ahsanti = they did

good, performed well, acted rightly (v. iii. m. pi.

past from 'ahsana, form IV of hasuna [husn], to

be good, handsome. See at 16:30, p. 836, n. 9)

.

6. i. e., merit and reward in the hereafter.

hasanah (f. s.; pi. ol* hason&t; m. hasan) -

nice, excellent, exquisite, good thing, merit, good

deed (deed enjoined and approved by the Qur'an

and sunnah), benefaction. See at 28:84, p. 1262,

n. 11.

7. So you may migrate to another place if you are

prevented from worshipping Allah Alone and

obeying His commandments. wdsi'ah (f.;

m. wdsi') - wide, vast, extensive, far-reaching,

all-reaching, abounding (active participle from

wasi'a /wasu'a [wasd'ah], to be wide. See at

29:56, p. 1285, n. 7).

8. ^y. yuwaffd = he is given in full, repaid fully

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive form waffd, form II of

wafd [wafd'] to redeem, fulfil, live up to. See

yuwaffa at 8:60, p. 569, n. 7).

9. ^1*+ mukhlis (s.; pi. mukhlisun ) = one who

makes (something) exclusive and pure, sincere,

loyal, faithful (act. participle from 'akhlasa, form

IV of khaiasa [khulus], to be pure. See mukhlisin

at 39:2, p. 1480, n. 5).

10. ^ din - religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 39:2, p. 1480, n. 6.
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12. "And I have been bidden
1

$c$ck that 1 be the first
2
of

$liuplif those making submission
m3

^£%Ji 13. Say: "Indeed I dread,
4

ojiil^ci if I disobeyed
5 my Lord,

^yC&> the punishment of a day

($1 gk* very grave."
6

x&SfJi 14. Say: "Allah I do worship,

,i5liUi£ making exclusive
7
for Him

my worship."

l^oiS 15. "So worship whatever

t^/jj*^h, you wish
8
besides Him."

c$^t$ Say: "Verily losers
9
will be

ji^tfJ^L^jjf those who lose
10
themselves

^piil^ and their families
11

on the Day of Resurrection.

ipSKjivS^Wf O yes, that will be the loss

most obvious."
12

rJ*^o^ 16. They shall have above them

T 'umirtu - I was bidden, commanded,

ordered, (v. i. s. past passive from 'amara ['amr],

to command. See at 27:191, p. 1 229, n. 8).

2. i. e., of my people,

3. j*~l~>* Muslimin (pi.; acc./gen. of Muslimun;

sing. Muslim) = a Muslim is one who surrenders

himself completely and exclusively to Allah,

(active participle from 'askirna, form IV of salima

[saldmah/suldm], to be safe, safe and sound,

secure, faultless. See at 10:84, p. 667, n. 7).

4. *JUl >akhafu = I fear, am afraid, dread,

apprehend, (v. i. s. impfct. from khdfa [khuwf], to

fear. See at 26: 1 35, p. 1 185, n. 11).

5. c . .n P 'asaytu = 1 disobeyed, rebelled, defied

(v. i. s. past from 'asa [ 'isyan/ ma'siyah], to

disobey, to defy. See at I 1
:63," p. 701 , n.'l).

6. p-iip *azim = great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave. See at 38:67, p. 1475, n. 5).

7. uaL>^ mukhlis (s.; pi. mukhlisun ) = one who

makes (something) exclusive and pure, sincere,

loyal, faithful (act. participle from 'akhlasa, form

IV of khalasa [khulus], to be pure. See at 39: 1 1, p.

1485, n. 9).'

8. This is by way of threatening the polytheists,

pointing out in the next clause the consequences

of their polytheism. psis> shi'tum = you (all)

wished, wanted (v. ii. m. pi. past from shd'a

[mashVah], to wish. See at 2:58, p. 27, n. 4).

9. i. e., the real and ultimate losers, o^r-^
khdsirin (acc/gen. of khtisirun, sing, khasir) =

losers, those in loss (active participle from

khasara [khusr /khasar /khasarah /khusran] to

lose. See at 11:97, p. 695, n. 1).

10. ijy-^ khasirH = they lost, suffered damage

(v. iii. m. pi. past from khasira [khusr /khasar/

khasdrah/ khusran], to lose. See at 23:102, p,

1100, n. 5).

1 1. JUt 'ahlt(n) [pi.; acc/gen. of 'ahlun; s. 'ahl)

= families, wives, relatives, kinsfolk, inhabitants,

followers, inmates, owners, authors. The terminal

nun is dropped because of the genitive

construction. See 'ahl at 38:43, p. 1470, n. 9.

12. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'abtina, form IV of bdna

[bayan], to be clear. See at 38:170, p. 1476, n. 2).
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jUJI^jjlU canopies of the fire

ffi^f-csy and below
2
them canopies,

ilk This is

wherewith Allah alarms
3

iili His servants.

JCjL "O My servants,

{^J jjufc therefore beware
4
of Me."

17. And those who abstain
5

from the false god
6

by not worshipping that,

and turn in repentance
7

to Allah,

theirs is the good news.
8

So give the good tidings
9

to My servants,

ZM'wM 18. Who pay attention
10

<3jS5f to the word 11

and

L^o^Jji then follow
12
the best of it.

13

^JlJiijji Those are they whom

luflj£J»ii Allah has shown the way

^JHjIj and those are they

!$! v^Vti^S'i Possess intelligence.
14

1. JJl^ uilal (sing, zullah) = shades, canopies,

tents. See at 3 1 :32, p. 1 322, n. 5.

2. c-*^ fa/rt = under, below, beneath, underneath.

See at 33:10, p. 1338, n. 7.

3. vJ^j yukhawwifu = he holds out threat,

threatens, frightens, scares, alarms (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from khawwafa, form II of khdfa [khawf

/makhdfah /khtfah], to be afraid. See at 3:175, p.

224, n. 5).

4. ittaqUni{ originally ittaqu+ni) : Utaqti. -

you (all) beware, be on your guard, fear, be afraid

of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from ittaqa, form VIII

of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah), to guard, safeguard.

See at 39:10, p. 1485, n. 4).

5. ijtanabfi = they shunned, avoided, kept

away, refrained, abstained from (v. iii. m. pi. past

from ijtanaba, form VIII of janaba \janb\, to

avert. See ijtanibu at 22:30, p. 1056, n. 5).

6. o^U* tdghut (s.; pi. o^i^ [awdghit ) - false

god, evil one, Satan. See at 16:36, p. 839, n. 8).

7. Ij^jt 'andbfi = they turned in repentance,

deputed (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'andba, form IV

of ndba [nawb/mandb/niydbah] to represent, to

return from time to time. See 'andba at 38:24, p.

1465, n. 11).

8. i. e., of success and happiness in this world,

and Allah's forgiveness, pleasure and reward in

the hereafter, bushrd - glad tidings, good

news. See at 29:31, p. 1275, n. 1 1.

9. bashshir - give glad tidings, announce

good news (v. ii. m. s. imperative from bashshara,

form II of bashara /bashira [bishr /bushr], to

rejoice, be happy. See at 36: 1 1 , p. 1 4 1 1 , n. 6).

10. dj**j~-i yastami'&na = they listen, hear, pay

attention (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istama'a, form

VIII of sami'a [sam' /samd' /samd'ah /masma'],

to hear. See at 10:42, p. 653, n. 1).

1 1 . i. e., whatever is said to them .

12. 0>A^ yattabi'Una = they follow, obey, pursue

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ittab'a, form VIII of

tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See at 20: 108, p.

1002, n. 11).

13. i. e., the injunctions of the Qur'an and sunnah.

See 'dyah 23 below.

14. i-AJf 'albab (pi.; sing. lubb) = heart,

acumen, intelligence, understanding. See at 39:9,

p. 1485, n. 3).
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,j^3i iy. is men me one

^Ofjf^- on wnom nas Decome Que

jXJflXthe word of punishment
2—

Are you to rescue

the one who is in the fire?

20. But those who

fear
4
their Lord,

they shall have lofty rooms5

above which are lofty rooms

built up,
6

flowing
7
beneath them

the rivers,

a promise by Allah.

Allah breaks
8
not

the promise.
9

21. Do you not see that Allah

sends down from the sky

water and channels
10

it

as springs
11

in the earth,

then produces therewith

plantation
12
diverse

13
in hue,

1. i. e., because of his persistence in unbelief, and

sinning, j*- haqqa - he or it became true, correct,

due, right, incumbent (v. iii. m. s. past from haqq.

See at 38:14, p. 1462, n. 7).

2. The reply to the question is implied in the next

clause of the 'ayah, i. e., you cannot guide him.

3. iii tunqidhu = you rescue, save, salvage

recover (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from 'anqadha, form

IV of naqadha [naqdh], to save, to rescue. See

yunqadhuna at 36:43, p. 1419, n. 5).

4. Iyu\ ittaqaw = they feared, were on their guard,

feared Allah, were righteous (v. iii. m. pi. past

from ittaqa, form VIII of waqa [waqy/wiqayah],

to guard, to preserve. See at 19: 72, p. 969, n. 8).

5 i. e., in paradise. <~* ghuraf (pi.; s. ghirfah) =

lofty chambers, upstairs rooms, compartments,

wards. See at 29:58, p. 1286, n. 1.

6. i-v mabniyyah (f.; m. mabnty) - built, set up,

erected, founded, based, established ( passive

participle from band [bind'/bunydn], to build, to

erect. See ibnu at 37:97, p. 1415, n. 3.

7. <_fy*j tajri = she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jam \jary], to

flow. See at 39:5, p. 1482, n. 4).

8. «_*Us> yukhlifu = he leaves (offspring),

compensates, replaces, he breaks, fails to keep,

goes back on his word (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'akhlafa, from IV of khalafa [khalf/khuluf\ to lag

behind, to come after, to succeed, to change, to

become bad. See at 34:41 , p. 1383, n. I).

9. jIjcj. mV&d (pi. jL*y mawd'id) - promise, time

agreed on. See at 34:30, p. 1 378, n. 9.

10. dU- salaka = he channelled, threaded,

passed, inserted (v. iii. m. s. past from salk/suluk

to insert. See at 20:53, p. 987, n. 1).

1 1. g?Sk yandbV (pi.; s. yanbu') = springs, wells,

sources. Set yanbu ' at 17:90, p. 902, n. 3.

12. ^jj zar {
(s.; pi. zuru' ) = seed, green crop,

plantation, cultivation, corn-field. See at 32:27, p.

1332, n. 9.

13. >Jd^j> mukhtaUj- diverse, different, varying,

divergent (act. participle from ikhtalafa, form

VIII of khalafa [khulf ] to follow, to succeed. See

at 35:27, p. 1399, n. 7).
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gr+Y then it withers
1

and you see

it turned yellow,
2

% then He makes it a debris.
3

^jM^I>1 Verily therein is

£$S$ a reminder
4

3 VlJjV for the possessors of acumen.

Section 3

22. Is then the one

Allah has opened5
his heart

6

to Islam

so he is on a light
7

from his Lord?

So woe to

those whose hearts
8
are hard

to the remembrance
9
of Allah.

Such ones are in an error
10

quite manifest.
11

'Sj%\ 23. Allah has sent down

the best of speech
12

£ as a Book, analogous,
13

^[*; oft-repeated.
14

1. ^ ya/iyu = he or it withers, dries up, is

agitated, stirred (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from haja

[hayj/ haujdn/ hiydj], to be agiated, stirred up).

2. yww musfarr - yellow, turned yellow (pass.

participle from asfarra, form IX of safara/safira

[safir/safar], to whistle, to be empty).

3. fU*>- hut&m = broken pieces, crumbled, debris.

See yahtimanna at 27:12, p. 1207, n. 1 1.

4. lS dhikrd = recollection, remembrance,

memory, reminder. See at 38:43, p. 1470, n. 10.

5. ^j2> sharafja = he opened, laid bare, exposed,

expounded, explained, elucidated, cut to slices (v,

iii. m. s. past from shark, to cut, to open. See

yashrah at 16:106, p. 863, n. 11).

6. jJU» sadr (s.; pi. sudur) = breast, chest, bosom,

heart, front. See at 16:106, p. 864, n. 1.

7. i. e., in receipt of insight and understanding .

8. V-^ qdsiyah (f.; m. qasin) = hard, harsh,

stern, relentless, inexorable (act. participle from

qasd [qaswah/ qasdwah], to be harsh, stern. See

at 22:53, p. 1064, n. 9).

9. dhikr = citation, recollection,

remembrance, mention, reminder, also scripture,

the Qur'Sn. The Qur'an is repeatedly referred to as

ddhikr. See for instance 15:6, 15:9, 16:44, 21:50,

23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87, 41:41, 54:25,

68:51-52,81:27. See at 38:87, p. 1479, n. 4.

10. dalal = error, straying from the right

path, going astray. See at 34:24, p. 1377, n. 4.

1 1 . mubin ~ all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bdna [bayan], to be

clear, evident. See at 36:60, p. 1423, n. 7).

12. See 'ayah 18 of the siirah. ^jl- hadtth (s.;

pi. ^juI 'ahddtth) - speech, talk, narrative,

report, account. See at 31:6, p. 1312, n. 14.

13. i. e. f many of its 'dyahs are similar in wording

and meaning. «oL^> mutashabih - similar to one

another, resembling one another, alike, analogous

(active participle from tasfidbahu, form VI from

shibh / shabah, resemblance, likeness. See at

6:141, p. 451, n. 9).

14. i. e., the teachings are repeatedly presented,

^li. mathdnt = oft-repeated. See at 15:87, p. 825,

n. 3.
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There shiver
1

at it

the skins
2
of those who

fear
3
their Lord;

•\>\> >
then soft becomes

4
their skins

and their hearts

to the remembrance of Allah.

That is Allah's guidance.
5

He guides
6
therewith

J-1 f*.^ ,'v« whomsoever He will.

And whoever

Allah lets stray
7

he shall not have any guide.
8

24. Is then he who protects

- ^ .

'

himself
9
with his face from

the evil of the punishment

on the Day of Judgement ?
10

And it will be said

to the transgressors:
11

"Taste
12
what you had been

acquiring."

^>'£
r\ c* mi 1*1 1* 1 1*

25. There did disbelieve

1. i. e., out of awe./^i" taqsha 'irru = she

shivers, trembles, shudders, shakes (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from iqsha'arra, form IV of qash'ara),

2. >jU julud (pi.; s. -u~ jild) - skins, hides. See

at 22:20, p. 1052, n. 9.

3. Oyt^i yakhshawna - they fear, are afraid of,

apprehend, dread (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

khashiya [khashy/khashyah], to fear, to dread).

See at 35:18, p. 1397, n. 3).

4. i. e., because of the effect of understanding

the Qur'an. jAitalinu = she becomes soft, tender,

mild, pliable, supple, yields (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

from Idna [lin/laydn], to become soft, mild. See

linta at 3:159, p. 218, n. 4).

5. i. e., this Qur'an is Allah's guidance.

6. tfi+i yahdt = he guides, shows the way (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from hadd [hady/ hudan/ hiddyah],

to guide, to lead. See at 37:99, p. 1415, n. 1 1).

7. i. e., because of his unbelief and rejection of

the truth. JU^ yudlil (yudillu) = he lets stray,

makes go astray, deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'adalla, form IV of dalla [dalal/daldlah], to go

astray. The last letter is vowelless for the verb is in

a conditional clause preceded by man. See at

17:97, p. 904, n. 8).

8. h&din ( is^*- hddi) = a guide, one who

shows the way, leader (act. participle from hadd

[hady/ hudan/ hiddyah], to guide, to lead. See at

25:31, p. 1147, n. 6).

9. yjsi yattaqi\ he is on his guard, protects

himself, fears Allah, fears (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd [waqy/wiqdyah],

to guard, to protect. See taitaquna at 37:124, p.

1449, n. 9).

10. The conclusion of the interrogation is kept

silent, which is, is he who is thrown in hell better

or the one who is admitted into paradise?

11. i.e., the polytheists (note that at 3 1 : 1 3 shirk

or setting partners with Allah is caJled a grave

zulm). o^U* z&limin (acc./gen. of zMmun, sing.

zdlim) = transgressors, wrong-doers ( active

participle from zalama [zulm], to transgress, do

wrong. See at 37:63, p. 1440, n. 10).

12. lyji dhuqu = you (all) taste, have the taste (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from dhdqa [dhawq/

madhdq], to taste. See at 35:37, p. 1403, n. II).
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?^o}!y$ those before them.

So the punishment came to

i^&t them from where

^Sj^Iiy they could not be aware.
1

ii^ljl* 26. So Allah made them taste
2

the disgrace
3

Cjfo_>3J4 m ^e wordly life; and indeed

4»i^j me punishment of the hereafter

^Tl will be more enormous,
4

%^J&)y&$ if they are wont to know. 5

X^^Sj!^ 27.And We have indeed struck'

gl^ifljiti^-l.Iiifor men in this Qur'an

J^jfe? every type of instance,
7

'oJp&J$& maybe that they bear in mind.
s

%C&*j> 28. A Qur'an in Arabic,
9

g>e<^>^ without any crookedness,
10

% Sj&p4$ maybe that they fear Allah.
1

1

^*&C£Z> 29. Allah strikes the instance

i^yL 4^5^ of a man in whom are sharers
12

1. djjx^j yash'uruna = they realize, notice,

perceive, feel, sense, come to know, are aware (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from sha'ara [shu'ur], to

realize, to know. See at 29:53, p. 1284, n. 9).

2. Jlil 'adh&qa = he made (someone) taste (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of dhaqa [dhawq/ madhaq],

to taste. See at 30:33, p. 1 301 , n. 1 ).

3. tjj*- khizy = disgrace, ignominy, humiliation,

degradation, abasement. See at 22:9, p. 1048, n. 5.

4. jS\ akbar = bigger, greater, graver, more

serious, more enormous. Also, the Greatest,

Sublime (elative of kabir
,

big, great. See at

2:217, p. 105, n. 6).

5. i.e., if they care to know what happened to the

previous peoples who disbelieved and persisted in

their unbelief and sins. dy^*i ya'lam&na = they

know (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'alima['ilm], to

know, be aware of. See at 29:64, p. 1288, n. 4).

6. \^.j^> darabnd - we struck, hit, beat (v. i. pi.

past from daraba [ darb\, to beat, at 30:58, p.

1309, n. 9.

'

7. i. e., every kind of evidence and argument to

elucidate and bring home the truth. Ji* mathal (pi.

Jii-1 'amthal) = simile, likeness, example, parable,

instance, model, ideal. See at 36:13, p. 1412, n. 1.

8. dj/'Szyatadhakkar&na = they take heed, bear

in mind, remember, receive admonition ( v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from tadhakkara, form V of dhakara

[dhikr/tadhkar], to remember. See at 28:51, p.

1250, n.7).

9. i. e., We have sent down this Qur'an in Arabic.

10. i. e., there is no ambiguity or inconsistency,

jr y- 'iwaj = crookedness, twist, bend, curvature.

See at 20:107, p. 2002, n. 10.

1 1. i. e., they fear Allah and be on their guard by

understanding the Qur'an and following its

injunctions, dye* yattaqfina = they are on their

guard, protect themselves, fear Allah (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from ittaqa, form VIII of wood

[waqy/wiq&yah], to guard, to protect. See at

10:63, p. 660, n. 2).

12. i. e., he belongs to a number of masters.

t\fj± shuraka' (pi.; s. shank) partners, sharers,

associates. See at 35:40, p. 1404, n. 10.
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falling out one with another,
1

and of a man

solely
2
for one man.

Do the two equalize
3

in instance?

All the praise is for Allah;

but most of them

do not know.

30. Verily you will die;
4

and verily they will die.

31 . Then verily you will

on the Day of Judgement

before your Lord

be quarrelling.
5

Part {Juz
9
) 24

32. Then who is a worse

transgressor
6
than the one

i-/ / ^ < c who lies
7
against Allah

and disbelieves
7
the truth

9

when it comes to him?

1. mutashakistin (pi.; s. mutashdkis) -

quarrelling with one another, falling out with one

another, quarrelsome (act. participle from

tashilkasa, form VI of shaluisa [shakasah], to be

malicious, quarrelsome).

2. i. e., he is not divided in his allegiance and not

at pains to please a number of quarrelling masters

but belongs solely and with peace of mind to one

master whose likes and dislikes he easily

understands and whom he can serve with

satisfaction and peace of mind. The comparison is

between a polytheist and a monotheist. UJ-

salaman ~ belonging solely and indisputably to

someone.

3. <J\jj~i yastawiyani = they (two) become

equal, even, straight, upright, equalize (v. iii. m.

dual impfct. from istawd, form VIII of sawiya

[siwan], to be equal. See at 1 1 :24, p. 686, n. 9).

4. mayyit (s.; pi. 'amwatlmayyitun) - dead,

lifeless, deceased, inanimate. See 'amwdt at

3:169, p. 222, n. 6 and mayyitun at 23:15, p.

1078, n. 6.

5. i. e. quarrelling with one another about who

misled whom and about your conduct in the

worldly life. Oj~^J takhtasimuna = you

quarrel, dispute, argue, debate, contest one

another (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from ikhtasama, form

VIII of khasama [ khasm/ fchisdm/ khusumah], to

defeat in argument. See yakhtasimuna at 38:69,

p. 1475, n. 9).

6. (J^i 'azlamu = more unjust, more iniquitous,

more tyrannical, viler, gloomier, darker, worse

transgressor (elative of zdlim. See at 32:22, p.

1330, n. 10).

7. i. e., by attributing partners with Him and by

saying He has sons and dauhters or by saying that

it has been sent down by Allah while in reality it

has not been so. kadhaba - he lied, told a

falsehood (v. iii. m. s. past from II kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah, to lie).

8. kadhdhaba = he cried lies to, regarded as

false, disbelieved (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah), to

lie. See n. 7 above and at 38: 14, p. 1462, n. 6).

9. i. e., the truth sent down to Muhammad, peace

and blessings of Allah be on him. JJl-s sidq =

truth, truthfulness, veracity. See at 10:93, p. 670,

n. 6.
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j^i*-jS$ Is not m he" an

abode
1

for the unbelievers?

33. And he who

jXilLit has brought the truth

^jjl£>j and believed
2
in it,

<Ibjjt such people,

>^S>iIif
(

ti they are the godfearing.
3

j4 34. They shall have

<^yj&\Z all that they want
4

pro-c^ with their Lord.

That is the reward
5

Soc-JiJl of the righteous.
6

i^r^=<J 35. That Allah may remit
7

for them

y^c^Jlt^Ll the worst
8
of what they did

and reward
9
them their due

(S^\
1
jl2X for the best of what

0>fcJoi>lS=» they use to do.

o&iiiTjijt 36. Is not Allah Sufficient
to

1. tSy* mathwan (s.; pi. mathawiri) = abode,

dwelling place, resting place. See at 29:68, p.

1289, n. 10.

2. Jjuo saddaqa = he proved true, verified,

substantiated, confirmed, accepted as true,

believed (v. iii. m. s. past in form 11 of sadaqa

[sadq/sidq], to speak the truth. See at 37:37, p.

1*436, n. 6).

3. oyo muttaqtin (sing, muttaqin) = godfearing,

those who are on their guard, righteous (active

participle from ittaqa {to be on one's guard}, form

VIII of waqa [waqyAviqdyah], to guard, to

protect). See at 25:15, p. 1 142, n. 3.

4. yashd'fina = they wish, desire, want (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from sha'a [mashi'ah], to wish.

See at 25: 16, p. 1 142, n. 6).

5. tSy* jazd' = retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 18:106, p.

948, n. 1).

6. jt^-*** muffsintn = (pi.; acc. /gen. of

muhsinun\ sing, muhsin) = those who do right

things, righteous, charitable, generous (active

participle from 'afjsana, form IV of hasuna

[husn], to be good. See at 37:131, p. 1450, n. 11).

7. j&i yukaffira(u) = he forgives, he pardons,

grants remission, remits, covers, effaces, hides,

makes infidel (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from kaffara,

form II of kafara [kufr], to cover, to hide. The

final letter takes fathah because of a hidden 'an in

li (of motivation) coming before the verb. See

yukaffir at 8:29, p. 556, n. 8).

8. I^-i 'aswa' = worse, worst (elative of sayyi').

See sayyi' at 9: 102, p. 642, n. 4.

9. <jy*i yajziya(zi) = he rewards, recompenses,

requites, repays (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from jaza

[.> jaza'], to reward. The final letter takes fathah

because the verb is conjunctive to a previous verb

iyukaffira) governed by a hidden 'an in li (of

motivation) coming before it. See at 34:4, p.

1368, n.8).

10. u& kSfin (s.; pi. SUT kufah) = sufficeient,

enough, adequate, one who suffices (act.

participle from kufd [kifdyah], to be enough. See

to/a at 33:39, p. 1352, n. 7).
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ijj^ for His servant?

^b^^ But they threaten' you

^^0^<^eylL with those
2
besides Him.

o^j And whoever

-ft! JA-^j Allah makes go astray
3

jlri^illli he shall not have any guide.
4

'0

37. And whoever Allah guides

,i5(5 there can never be for him

J^o* anyone to lead astray.

viidft 31 Is not Allay All-Mighty,
6

> » •

(rjj ^j&\<J} Lord of Retribution?
7

^4^fccjJj 38. And if you ask them:

^Ll^ "Who created the heavens

and the earth",

3fl<l£Sj they will indeed say 'Allah".

\S Say: "Do you then see
8
what

$ojio? dj>S5 you invoke
9
besides Allah?

If Allah intends
10

to do me

c/*t$*j&> anY harm,
11

are they

^r-t-.V^ i able to remove 12
His harm?

<j£>\}$ Or if He intends for me

1. Cijiyi* yukhawwifuna - they threaten, frigten,

alarm, scare (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from khawwafa,

form 11 of khdfa [khawf /makhdfah /khifah], to be

afraid. See yukhawwifu at 39. J 6, p. J487, n. 3).

2. i. e., the gods and goddesses the polytheists

worship besides Allah.

3. i. e., because of his unbelief and rejection of

the truth. JLo* yudlil (yudillu) = he lets stray,

makes go astray, deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'adalla, form IV of dalla [daldl/daldlah], to go

astray. The last letter is vowelless for the verb is in

a conditional clause preceded by num. See at

39:23, p. 1490, n. 7).

4. hadin ( ^jU hddi) = a guide, one who

shows the way, leader (act. participle from hadd

[hady/ hudan/ hiddyah], to guide, to lead. See at

39:23, p. 1490, n. 8).

5. J^a> mudill (s.; pi. mudillun) = one who

misleads, misguides, leads astray (act. participle

from 'adalla, form IV of dalla [daldl/ daldlah], to

go astray. See at 28:16, p. 1236, n. 8).

6. ji)* 'aziz - All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful,

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 38:66, p. 1475, n. 3.

7. fUil intiq&m = revenge, retribution, vengeance.

Verbal noun in form VI II of naqama/naqima

[naqm/naqam], to take revenge. See at 14:47, p.

804, n. 9.

8. i. e., do you not reflect and consider that what

you worship of the gods and goddesses do not

have any power to do harm or good.

9. i. e., worship, dy-x tad'&na = you (all) call,

call upon, invoke, invite (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

da'a [du'd'l to call. See at 37:125, p. 1449, n.

10).

10. 'ardda = he intended, desired, willed (v.

iii. m. s. past, in form IV of rdda [rawd], to walk

about. See at 33:50, p. 1356, n. 5).

11. jJ» durr = harm, damage, detriment,

disadvantage, deprivation, distress. See at 39:8, p.

1484, n. 2.

12. oLLilT kdshifat (f.; pi.; s. kdshifah; m.

kdshij) = those who remove, discoverers,

investigators ( active participle from kashafa

[kashj], to remove, to throw open). See kdshif at

10:107, p. 675, n. 5.
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ilXj any mercy,

^fjuJi are they

i^i^l^i able to wihthold'His mercy?"

ST ^<?^>-ji Say:"Sufficient
2
for me is Allah.

J^===^aiic On Him must rely
1

t$ the rely inS ones.
n4

39. Say: "O my people, act

according to your position;
5

I am going to act,

and soon you will know"

40. "To whom comes

a punishment

that will disgrace
6 him

and will descend
7
on him

a punishment that lasts."
8

bij^Ul 4 1 . Verily We have sent down

C^TiCS on you the Book 10

4^J^L2J] for mankind with the truth.
11

-SjC^T^li So whoever receives guidance
12

Is it is for himself;
13

1. mumsikdt (f.; pL; s. mumsikah; m.

mumsik) ~ those who hold, withhold, grasp, retain

(act. participle from 'amsakti, form IV of masaka

[mask], to grasp. See mumsik at 35:2, p. 1389, n.

9).

2.
(_jr

->- = He or it suffices me, is enough

for me. See fyasbund at 9:59, p. 602, n. 5.

3 /i yatawakkal = let him/he must rely,

depend, put his trust in, appoint as representative

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. emphatic/imperative from

tawakkala, form V of wakala [wakl/wukut], to

entrust). See at 14:1 1 1, p. 791, n.

4. djlfj^ mutawakkilun (pi.; s. mutawakkil) =

relying ones ( active participle from tawakkala.

See n.3 above. See also at 14:1 1, p. 791, n. 7).

5. i. e., the position with which you are in your

polytheism, makdnah (s.; pi. makdnai) =

position, standing, rank, situation, location. See at

11:121, p. 721, n. 2.

6. (Sy^ yukhzi = he disgraces, humiliates,

debases (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'akhzd, form IV

of khaziya [khizy/khazan], to be base, ashamed.

See at 16:27, p. 835, n. 4).

7. yahillu - he or it alights, comes down,

descends, settles down, befalls (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from halla [hulul], to alight, to settle down. See

yahilla at 20:81, p. 995, n. 4.

8. f»Ju tnuqim = one or that which lasts, abiding,

lasting, persistent, enduring, permanent, resident,

he who sets up, performer (active participle from

aqdma, form IV of qdma [qiydm/qawmah], to get

up. See at 14:40, p. 802, n. 3).

9. U^t 'anzalna - we sent down (v. i. pi. past

from 'anoxia, form IV of nazala [nuzul], to come

down. See at 36:28, p. 1415, n. 7).

10. i. e. the Qur'an.

11. i. e, with the right guidance, j>- faqq = right,

truth, liability, justice, just cause. See at 39:5, p.

1482, n. I.

1 2. <jjca\ ihtadd = he received guidance, was on

the right way (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIM of

hada [hiddyah/hudan/hady], to lead, to guide. See

at 27:92, p. 1230, n. 2).

13. i. e., for his benefit and good.
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JSj^J and whoevergoes astray,
J

J-^DlJ then he but goes astray

l^jfc against himself.

p^cJEj And you are not over them

$5 J^^-i a guardian.
3

Section (Ruku 0 5

42. Allah takes
4
the lives'

5

at the time of their death

and those that do not die

in their sleep;
6

then He withholds
7
those that

He decrees
8
death upon,

and despatches the others

till a time
9
specified.

10

Verily therein are

signs for a people

that reflect."

43. Or do they take in

&^Jx\oJ> lieu of Allah intercessors?
12

ji Say: "Even if they use to

li^oj^i^ nave no Power over anything

^<^JuZ^j nor have intelligence?'
nil 3

// J-J* </&//a - fiegot fast, fast way went astray,

'strayedfrom (v. in. m. s. past from da/dl/da/d/aA,

to loose one's way. See at 33:36, p. 1350, n. 8).

2. i. e., to his own detriment and loss.

3. JsS"j wakil (s.; pi. wukala') = an authorized

agent, deputy, care-taker, trustee, guardian,

custodian (act. participle in the scale of fa'il from

wakala [wakl /wukuf], to entrust. See al 33:3, p.

1335, n. 4).

4. ^i^. yatawaffa = he takes fully, receives in

full, causes to die (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

iawaffd, from V of wafd [wafd'Avafy], to be

perfect, to fulfil. See at 32:1 1, p. 1327, n. 2).

5. anfus (sing, nafs) - lives, persons, living

beings, individuals. See at 4:95, p. 285, n. 8.

6. (L* mandm = sleep, place to sleep . See at

37:102, p. 1446, n. 5.

7. <1)—m yumsiku = he retains, holds, withholds,

grasps (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'amsaka, form

IV of masaka [mask], to hold, to grab. See at

35:41, p. 1405, n. 7).

8. tS
^ai qadd = he decreed, decided, judged,

executed, fulfilled, terminated, concluded (v. iii.

m. s. past from qadd', to conclude. See at 33:37,

p. 1351, n. 4).

9. J*-!
'ajal (pi. 'djdl) - appointed time, period,

term, date, deadline. See at 39:5, p. 1482, n. 5.

10. ,_,<—-* musamman (s.; pi. musammayat)-

specified, stipulated, named, designated, defined

(passive participle {m. s. } from sammd {to

name}, form 11 of sumd [sumuw/ samd'], to be

high. See at 39:5, p. 1482, n. 6).

J ] . o^^Jci yatafakkaruna = they reflect,

meditate, ponder, muse, speculate (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from tafakkara, form V of fakara [fakr],

to reflect. See at 30:21 , p. 1296, n. 7).

12. cijuLi- shufa'd' (pi.; s. ^ shaft
1

) =

intercessors, advocates (active participle in the

scale of fa'il from sluifa'a (shaf), to subjoin, to

attach. See at 30:13, p. 1294, n. 2).

13. O^Liw ya'qiluna - they realize, understand,

comprehend, exercise reason, have intelligence (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'aqala ['aql\, to

understand, to have intelligence. See at 36:68, p.

1425, n. 8).
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^j5 44. Say: "To Allah belongs

ii^liiltf intercession
1

altogether.

His is the dominion
2
of

^jV^oylllf the heavens and the earth.

<cll JLS Moreover, to Him

^y*$ y°u sriaH aU be taken back/

#$5 45. And when mention is made

of Allah Alone,
4

disgusted become5
the hearts

of those who do not believe

in the hereafter;

and when mention is made

of those besides Him,

lo, they rejoice!
6

46. Say: "O Allah,

Originator
7
of the heavens

^lpJ^'\j and the earth, All-Knowing

of the unseen
8
and the seen,

9

You will judge
10

between Your servants
11

regarding what they use to

.be in disagreement about.
12

1 . i. e.. His is the absolute right and authority in

the matter of intercession. None can intercede

without His leave. ipU-i shafd'ah = intercession,

advocacy, pleading. See at 19:87, p. 973, n. 5.

2. i. e., His is the sovereignty and absolute

possession and authority over everything. iU>

mulk = dominion, kingship, monarchy, right of

possession, ownership. See at 35:13, p. 1395, n.5.

3. i. e., after Resurrection for judgement, reward

and punishment. Oj**J turja'ilna = you (all) are

returned, sent back (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from raja 'a [ruju']
7
to return. See at 36:83, p.

1429, n. 8).

4. i. e., Allah being the One and Only God to the

exclusion of the imaginary gods and goddesses .

5. ojL-il ishma'azzat - she becomes disgusted,

recoils, detests, feels repugnance/aversion (v. hi. f.

past from ishma'azza, form XI of shamaza

[shamz], to feel aversion ).

6. yastabshir&na - they rejoice,

welcome, be happy (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

istabshara, form X of bashara /bashiru [bishr/

bushr], to be happy. See at 30:48, p. 1306, n. 12).

7. Je>\* fdtir = Creator, Maker, Originator,

Initiator, one who splits, one who brings into

being (active participle from fatara [fat/], to

split, to create). See at 35:1, p. 1389, n. I.

8. ghayb (s.; pi. ghuyQb) = unseen, invisible,

hidden, divine secret. See at 27:65, p. 1222, nil.
9. i. e., the seen and unseen, among other things,

of the deeds and intentions of the created beings.

shahadah = testimony, evidence, witness,

visible, that which is open to the senses/ is seen.

See at 32:6, p. 1325, n. 12.

10. p£>J tahkumu = you adjudicate, judge,

decide (v. ii. m. s. from fyakuma [hukm], to pass

judgement. See tahkumuna at 37:154, p. 1454, n.

2.

1 1. .>Ue *ibad (sing, x^'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

38:83, p. 1478, n. 5).

12. i. e., in the matter of tawhid.

yakhtalifuna = they disagree, differ (from one

another), are at variance, are in disagreement,

dispute, quarrel (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

ikhtalafa, form VIII of khalafa [khalf] to follow,

to succeed. See at 39:3, p. 1481, n. 6).
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47. And had it been that

those who transgress
1

had

all that is in the earth entirely

and its equivalent
2
with it

they would ransom themselves
3

therewith from

the evil of the punishment

on the Day of Judgement.

And obvious will be
4
to them

from Allah

what they had not been

taking into account.
5

48. And clear to them will be

the evils
6
of what

they acquired;
7
and

0QJ

^Jj!C-j there will surround
8
them

\j>)t\5 what they had been

\ mocking9
at.

J^\% 49. And when there afflicts
1

3^0^V*" man any harm 11

G£ hecalls
12
Us.

1 . i.e., committed shirk. \jJb zalamti - they did

wrong/injustice, transgressed, committed shirk

[note thai at 31:13 shirk or setting partners with

Allah is called a grave zutm] (v. iii. m. pi. past

from zalama [zatm/zulm], to do wrong. See at

34:42,'p. 1384, n. 3).'

2. Ji* mithl (s.; pl.J^l 'amthdt) = like, similar,

equivalent. See at 28:79, p. 1260, n. 12.

3. ijJ£»t iftadaw = they ransomed themselves,

redeemed themselves, freed themselves,

sacrificed (v. iii. m. pi. past from iftada, form

VI1J of fadd [fidan/fidd'], to redeem, ransom. See

iftada! at 13:17, p. 722, n. 7).

4. Uj badd = he or it came to view, became

clear/obvious, came to light, became bare (v. iii.

m. s. past from buduww/ bad/ft', to appear, to

come to light. See at 6:28, p. 401, n. 9).

5. i. e., Allah's judgement and punishment which

Ihey had not been believing. yahtasibtina

- they anticipate, take into account, take into

consideration (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ihtasaba,

form Vlll of tyasiba [hisbdn/ mahsabahJ

mahsibah], to consider, to deem. See tahsabu at

25:44, p. 1151, n. 7).

6. sayyi'ttt (pi.; s. sayyi'ah) = evils, evil

deeds, sins. See at 35: 10, p. 1393, n. 8.

7. i. e., sins. \^~S kasabu = they earned,

acquired, gained (v. iii. m. pi. past from kasaba

[kasb], to gain. See at 35:45, p. 1407, n. 6).

8. JL«- hdqa - he or it surrounded, enclosed,

hemmed in, encircled (v. iii. m. s. past from hawq,

to surround. See at 21:41, p. 1023, n. 10).

9. i. e., the punishment of which they had been

warned but which they used to mock at. 0

yastahzi'tina - they scoff, deride, mock, ridicule

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istahza'a, from X of

haza'a [hazV huz'/ huzu'/ huzuVmahza'ah], to

mock, to make fun. See at 36:30, p. 1416, n. 2).

10.^ massa ~ he touched, affected, hit, afflicted

(v. iii. m. s. past from mass/ masts, to feel, to

touch. See at 39:8, p. 1484, n. 8).

11. j~e durr = harm, damage, detriment, distress.

See at 39:38, p. 1494, n. 11.

12. i. e., prays for help and relief. Uo da {d - he

called, invoked, implored (v. iii. m. s. past from

du'a", to call, to summon. See da'aw at 30:33, p.

1300, n. 11).
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^f^Sf Then when We confer
1

on

ill111, him a favour
2
from Us

jlUjlJlS he says: " It has but been

%fe given me on knowledge."
3

*M?^J? Nay, it is a trial,
4

3>3J but most of them

fQ&J&tf do not know.

Hi* 50. There indeed said that
5

those before them;

but it availed
6 them not

7

what they used to acquire.
8

ft
51. So there befell

9 them

the evils
10
of

what they acquired.

And those who transgress
11

from among these people,
12

there will befall them

the evils of what they acquire,

og>J^JL£J and they cannot frustrate.
13

otl^JJ^^jl 52. Do they not know that

1. khawwaind = we bestowed, conferred,

granted (v. i. pi. past from khawwala [khawl], to

take care, manage. See at 6:94, p. 430, n. 6).

2. i. e., relief and removal of the distress.

ni'mah (s.; pi. ni'am) = blessing, grace, favour,

benefaction. See at 26:22, p. 1 166, n. 10.

3. i. e., on Allah's knowledge that I deserve it.

Such attitude is the height of ingratitude.

4. i. e., trial for man's belief and gratitude, i^i

fitnah (pi. fitan) - trial, temptation, enticement,

discord, sedition, plea (on trial). See at 37:63, p.

1440, n. 9.

5. i. e. f
such words of ingratitude and unbelief.

6.^ 'aghna = he or it availed, became of use,

enriched, sufficed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

ghaniya [ghinan / ghana" ], to be free from want,

to be rich. See at 26:207, p. 1 197, n. 8).

7. i. e., against Allah's retribution.

8. i. e., of wealth and manpower, o^—

^

yaksibtina = they (all) acquire, earn, gain, attain,

achieve (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from kasaba [kasb],

to gain, to acquire. See at 36:65, p. 1424, n. 8).

9. ^Uf 'asdba = he or it afflicted, befell, hit,

struck, reached, made (something) fall, bestowed,

allotted, (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of sdba . See

at 38:36, p. 1469, n. 5).

10. i. e., the evil effects in disgrace and

punishment. sayyi'&t (pi.; s. *v sayyi'ah)

- evils, evil deeds, sins. See at 39:48, p. 1498, n.

6.

11. i. e., committed shirk. \j*&> zalamu - they

did wrong/injustice, transgressed, committed shirk

[note that at 31:13 shirk or setting partners with

Allah is called a grave zulm] (v. iii. m. pi. past

from zalamu [zalm/zulm], to do wrong. See at

39:47,'p- 1498, n. 1).*

12. i. e., the people to whom the Qur'an is being

delivered.

13. i. e., the plans of Allah, escaping His

retribution. mu'jizin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mu'jizun; s. mu'jiz) = those who incapacitate,

invalidate, disable, frustrate, weaken, paralyze,

cripple (active participle from 'a'jaza, from IV of

'ajaza/'ajiza [ 'ajz], to be weak, incapable. See at

29:22, p. 1272, n. 4).
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K.T^T Allah spreads' the provision
1

Vc^^i for whom He will

JjU^ and measures out.

^£^40! Verily therein are

signs
4
for a people

4£?? wno believe.

Section (Ruku')6

53. Say: "O My servants

who have trangressed
5

against themselves,

be not in despair
6

of the mercy of Allah.

Verily Allah forgives
7

the sins altogether.

Verily He is the Most

Forgiving,the Most Merciful.

54. And turn in repentance
8

to your Lord

and surrender
9
to Him

before that there comes to you

the punishment;

then you will not be helped.
10

1. J»~-j yabsutu = he stretches, stretches out,

unfolds, spreads, spreads out, extends, expands

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from basa(a [bast], to spread.

See at 34:36, p. 1381, n. 9).

2. (3jj rizq (pi. (i'jj 1 cirzdq) = sustenance,

subsistence, livelihood, means of livelihood,

provision, boon. See at 37:41, p. 1437, n. 2.

3. i. e., gives in limited measures, j-^yaqdiru =

he measures out, ordains, is able to (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from qadara [ qadr/qadar], to ordain, to

measure, to have power. See at 34:39, p. 1382, n.

II).

4. oLi 'dydt (sing, 'ayah) - signs, miracles,

revelations, evidences. See at 28:2, p. 1231, n. 2.

5. Ij*jJ> 'asrafd - they committed an excess,

were extravagant/wasteful, transgressed (v. iii. m.

pi. past from 'asrafa, form IV of sarafa/ sarifa

[sarf/ saraj], to corrode, to spoil, to neglect. See

yusrifu at 25:67, p. I 158, n. 5)

6. IjkO; V l& taqnaiu = you (all) do not despair,

be not in despair, do not give up hope, do not

become disheartened/ hopeless/disappointed (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative {prohibition} from qanitaf

qanata/ qanuta [qanat/ qunutj qandtah], to

despair. See yaqnu[una at 30:36, p. 1301, n. 12).

7. i. e., on your sicercly turning to Him in

repentance. jO* yaghfiru - he forgives, pardons

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from ghafara [ghafr

/maghfirah ghufrdn], to forgive. See yaghfira at

26:82, p. 1 177, n. 6).

8. 'anibli - you (all) turn in repentance,

return penitently, depute (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from 'andba, form IV of ndba

[nawb/mandb/niydbah] to represent, to return

from time to time. See 'andbfi at 39:17, p. 1487,

n. 7).

9. lj*L.f 'aslimu = you (all) surrender, submit,

resign yourselves (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'aslama, form IV of salima [saldmah/saldm], to

be safe, secure. See at 22:34, p. 1057, n.12 ).

] 0. ojjroj* tunsarima - you are helped, assisted,

aided, given victory (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from na$ara [nasr /nusur], to help. See at 23:65,

p. 1091, n. 4).
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55. And follow
1

the best of what

has been sent down2
to you

f*^===vJt>* from your Lord

before that

there comes 3
on you

the punishment suddenly
4

and you realize
5
not.

JLiij^jj 56. Lest a person should say:

Alas to me

cJf^C^ on what I neglected
6

in respect
7

Allah;

and indeed I had been of

those ridiculing.
8

^4

J^fjfl 57. Or he should say:

if<<3j! "If only that Allah

l^jJu had guided
9 me

i^=*J I would surely have been

of the righteous."
10

J^jjf 58. Or he should say

1. UtabVU - you (all) follow, pursue, be on

the track (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from ittaba'a,

form VIII of tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See

at 31 :21,p. 1318, n.3).

2. i. e., the Qur'fin. J^i 'unzila = he or it was

sent down, brought down (v. iii. m. s. past passive

from 'anzala, form IV ['inzdl] of nazala [nuzul],

to come down, get down. See at 25:21, p. 1 144, n.

7).

3. J^ya'tiya (//) = he comes, arrives (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ata [itya/i/aty/ma'tah], to come.

The final letter takes fathah because of the

particle 'an coming before the verb. See 'ata at

28:46, p. 1248, n. 6).

4. iski baghtatan (baghtah surprise) = all of a

sudden, by surprise. See at 29:53, p. 1284, n. 8.

5. OjyciJ lash'urtina = you (all) realize, perceive,

are aware of (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from sha'ara

[shu'&r], to know, to realize. See at 26:113, p.

1182,n. 4).

6. cJ»y farraUu = I failed, missed, neglected,

forsook (v. i. s. past from farrata, form II of

farala [ fart/furuQ, to rush, to escape. See

farra{tum at 12:80, p. 752, n. 2).

7. i. e., in respect of the duty and obedience to

Allah, i-^*- janb (s.; pi. junub) = side, beside,

next to, in relation to, in respect of.

8. i. e., ridiculing the Prophet, the Qur'an and its

teachings, {/.j*^ sdkhirin (pi.; acc./gen. of

.sdkhirun; s. sdkhir) = those who ridicule/ mock

/jeer at/ deride/ laugh at (act. participle from

sakhira [sakhar/ sakhr/ sukhur/ sukhr/ sukhrah

/maskhar], to ridicule, deride. See at 9:79, p. 61 1,

n. 13).

9. <jJi* kadd ~ he guided, gave guidance, showed

the way (v. iii. m. s. past from hady/ hudanf

hiddyah, to guide, to lead. See at 16:9, p. 830, n.

9).

10. muttaqin (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqiri) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnafi), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

38:49, p. 1472, n. 2).
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CX^\J^Cj^ when he sees the punishment:

»J^4<£>!jJ "If I had a going back,
1

C-SJIli I would have become

{$) Cfe^fc? of the doers of good."
2

JifitJS^ 59. O yes, there had come to

you My signs
3

I^cJj&S but you disbelieved
4 them

oJS3u^ and turned arrogant
5

^S^<l4j and were of

I^^lSji the ungrateful ones.
6

aJlj^j 60. And on the Day of

r^jjf^j Judgement you will see those

MffijdZ who lie
7
against Allah,

^j^p44^ tne *r faces turned black.
8

J^tjX 4JIiJl Is not in hell

yS^.iJy^ an abode
9
for the arrogant.

61
*
And Allah wil1 save

10
those

\^\&J& who are on their guard
11

JL^\jlLj because of their success.
12

"V There will not touch them

1 . i. e., a return to the worldly life. I£ karrah (s.;

pi. karrdi)- return, comeback, going back,

recurrence, once, attack.

2. muhsinin = (pi.; acc. /gen. of

muhsinun; sing, muhsin) = those who do good/

right things, righteous, charitable, generous

(active participle from 'ahsana, form IV of

hasuna [husn], to be good. See at 39:34, p. 1493,

n. 6).

3. *zAi\
Jdydt (sing, 'ayah) - signs, miracles,

revelations. See at 34:34, p. 1382, n. 8.

4. u^Jtf* kadhdhabla = you disbelieved, cried lies

to (v. ii. m. s. past passive from kadhdhaba, form

II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah],

to lie. See kadhdhaba at 37: 127, p. 1450, n. 4).

5. *i> islakbarta = you became proud, turned

arrogant, haughty (v. ii. m. s. past from istakbara,

form X of kabura [kubr/ kibdr/ kabdrah] to

become big, great. See at 38:75, p. 1477, n. 4).

6. jijtf k&firin ( pi.; acc./genitive of kafirun; s.

kafir) = unbelievers, infidels, those disbelieving,

ungrateful (active participle from kafara [kufr

/kufrdn / kuftir], to disbelieve, to cover. See at

38:74, p. 1476, n. 10).

7. i. e., by speaking against Him that which does

not befit Him, such as saying He has partners or

sons or daughters.

8. 5^j—> muswaddah - turned black, blackened

(pass, participle from iswadda, form IX of sawida

[sawd], to be black. See sud at 35:28, p. 1399, n.

15).

9. mathwan (s.; pi. j^* ma(hawin) - abode,

dwelling place, resting place (noun of place from

thawiya [thuwd'], to stay, abide). See at 39:32, p.

1493, n. I.

10. yunjt - he saves, rescues, brings to

safety, delivers (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'anjd,

form IV of nujad [najw/ najd'/ najdh], to be

saved. See 'anjaynd at 29:15, p. 1269, n. 12).

11. \j£\ iltaqaw - they feared, were on their

guard, feared Allah, were righteous (v. iii. m. pi.

past from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/wiqdyah] t to guard, to preserve. See at 39:

19, p. 1488, n. 4).

12. ojU. mafdzah = success, escape, to run away,

to slip away. See at 3: 1 88, p. 230, n. 7.
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the evil
1

^J&fi^j nor grieve.
2

62. Allah is the Creator
3

of everything;

and He is over everything

the Guardian-Disposer.
4

illii 63To Him belongs the reins
5

of the heavens

and the earth.

sMj And those who disbelieve
6

^So£S\i in the signs of Allah,

,£i il^jl they will be the ones

^ loss.
7

Section (Ruku')l

64. Say;

"Is then other than Allah
8
you

enjoin
9 me that I worship,

10

O you the ignorant ones"?
11

65. But it has indeed been

1. i. e., punishment of hell. t.j~> su' (s.; pi.

'aswd') = evil, ill, badness, malignity, offence,

bad deed, injury, harm, calamity, misfortune,

distress. See at 33:17, p. 1341, n. 2).

2. oyy^i yahzan&na = they grieve, become sad

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from hazina [huzn/hazan], to

grieve. See at 10:62, p. 659, n. 16).

3. jJU khaliq = Creator, Maker (act. participle

from khalaqa [khalq], to create. See khalaqa at

31:25, p. 1319, n. 9).

4. ^$ j wakil (s.; pi. wukalu') = an authorized

agent, deputy, care-taker, trustee, guardian,

custodian (act. participle in the scale of fa'il from

wakala [wakl /wukul], to entrust. See at 39:41, p.

1496, n. 3).

5. i. e. t sovereignty. jJLi* maqdlid (pi.; s.

miqlad) = keys, reins, powers.

6. kafarii = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufrl to cover. See at 38:27, p. 1466, n. 12).

7. i. e., in this worldly life and in the hereafter.

jJjr-V>. kh&sirun (pi.; s. khasir) = losers, those in

loss, those doomed to loss (active participle from

khasara [khusr /khasdr /khasdrah /khusrdn] to

lose. See at 29:52, p. 1284, n. 4).

8. i. e., gods and goddesses other than Allah.

9. ta'murtinni (originally ta'muruna+nt) = Oj^L"

ta'murUna = you (all) enjoin, command, give

orders, advise (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'amara

['amr], to order. See at 34:33, p. 1380, n. 6).

10. jlpI 'a'buda («) = I worship, serve, adore (v.

i. s. impfct. from 'abada ['ibddah /'ubudah

Z'ubudiyah], to worship, serve. The final letter

takes faihah because of the particle 'an coming

before the verb. See at 27:91, p. 1229, n. 9).

11. ojLfcU- jahiltin (pi.; sing, jdhil) = ignorant

ones, fools (active participle from jahala \jaht], to

be ignorant. See at 12:89, p. 755, n. 9).
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jjjibll^yl communicated 1

to you and to

^AU^^jl those before you
2

JL^il <y that if you set partners/

t>EXj certainly futile will be
4

%p£jZju- your deed and you will

($1 c&r^Cri indeed be of the losers.
5

J&fc 4&S>. 66. Nay, Allah you worship
6

<^J^ and be of

J^O^lirf those expressing gratitude.

67. And they esteem
7
not Allah

the estimation due to Him.

And the earth will be entirely

in His grasp
8

on the Day of Resurrection,

and the heavens will be

folded up
9

in His Right Hand.

Sacrosanct is He,

and All-Exalted is He from

what they set as partners.

ls*"/ 'fthiya = he or it was communicated, (v.

iii. m. s. past passive from 'awhd, form IV of

wahd [wahy], to communicate. See at 29:45, p.

1281, n. 2). Technically wahy means Allah's

communication to His Prophets and Messengers

by various means. Some of these means are

mentioned at 2:92, 16:2, 16:102, 26:193 and

42:51. See also Bukhdri, nos. 2-4).

2. All the Prophets were given the same message

of tawhid (monotheism) and all of them warned

their respective peoples against the sin of setting

partners with Allah.

3. i. e., with Allah. ji>\ 'ashrakta = you set

partners, gave a share (v. ii. m. s. past from

'ashraka, form IV of sharika [ shirk/ sharikah], to

share. See 'ashraktum at 14:22, p. 795, n. 8).

4. J^>^ la yahbitanna= he or it will certainly fall

through, go in vain, be futile/frustrated/foiled (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. emphatic from habata/habita

[hubut], to come to nothing. See 'ahbata at 33:19,

p. 1342, n. 6).

5. jis*^ khasirin (acc./gen. of khdsirun, sing.

khdsir) = losers, those in loss (active participle

from khusara [khusr /khasdr /khasdrah /khusrdn]

to lose. See at 39:15, p. 1486, n. 9).

6. This is an unequivocal command to worship

Allah Alone to the exclusion of all imaginary gods

and goddesses. ^ u'bud = worship (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from 'abada ['ibddah /'ubudah /

ubudiyah], to worship, to serve. See at 39:2, p.

1480, n.4).

7 'jj-** qadarti. - they measured, valued,

appraised, esteemed, ordained, were able to (v. iii.

m. s. past from qadara [ qadr/qadar], to ordain,

to measure, to have power. See yaqdiru at 39:52,

p. 1500, n. 3).

8. i. e., the polytheists do not properly appreciate

the Power and Glory of Allah in setting partners

with Him, while His is the Absolute Power and

soverignty so much so that the entire world will

be in His grip and the heavens will be folded up

at His command on the Day of Resurrection.

qabdah (s.; pi. qabcufdt) = seizure, grasp, grip,

handful. See at 25:46, p. 1 152, n. 4.

9. oL^k* ma^wiyy&t (f. pi.; s. matwiyyah; m.

mutyviy) = folded, rolled up (pass, participle from

tawd [[tayy], to fold up, roll up. See nalwi at

21:104, p. 1041, n.4),
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'Mb-

68.And a blow will be given
1

in the trumpet
2

whereon will fall unconscious
3

all those in the heavens

and all those in the earth

except those that Allah will.

Then a blow will be given in

it a second time,

and lo, they will be standing
4

up, looking on.
5

69.And the earth will radiate
6

with the Light of its Lord;

and placed
7
will be the Book8

and brought up will be

the Prophets and witnesses;
9

and decision will be given
10

between them with justice

and they will not be wronged.
11

70. And fully paid
12

will

be every person

for what he did.

1 . £Ju nufikha = it was blown, inflated, breathed

(v. iii. m. s. past passive from nafakha [nafkh],

to blow. See at 36:51, p. 1421, n. 3).

2. jj~*> stir = horn, bugle, trumpet. See at 36:5
1 , p.

1421, n. 4.

3. i. e., will die. sa'iqa = he fell unconscious,

became dumbfounded/thunderstruck (v. iii. m. s.

past from sa'aq/sa'qah], to be thunderstruck, lose

consciousness. See sa'iq at 7:143, p. 518, n. 5.

4. qiy&m = subsistence, means of support,

standing, rising, existence. See at 4:5, p. 238, n. 8.

5. i. e., in bewilderment and expectation of what

is to come for them, djjan yanzur&na = they

look, look expectantly, gaze, wait for, await (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from rwzara [nazr/manzar\, to see,

view, look at. See at 37:19, p. 1433, n. 7).

6. i^ijl\ 'ashraqat = she or it radiated, glowed,

shone (v. iii. f. s. past from 'asraqa, form IV of

sharaqa [sharq/ shuruq] to rise, to shine. See

'ishraqat 38:18, p. 1463, n. 9.

7. wudi'a = it was set up, erected, laid, laid

down, placed (v. iii. m. s. past passive from

wac{a'a [wad'], to lay. See at 18:48, p. 929, n. 2).

8. i. e., the Book of Deeds of everyone. The

righteous will have his book placed in his right

hand, and the sinful will have it in his left hand or

on his back (see 69:19 &25 and 84:7-12). ^UT

kitdb = writing, writ, prescript, book, document,

contract. See at 34:3, p. 1368, n. 6.

9. i. e., of angels who record the deeds of the

servants of Allah (Ibn Kathir, VII, p. 108).

cUfr-i shuhadd' (pi; s. shahid) = witnesses,

martyrs. See at 24:4, p. 1107,n. 1.

10. qudiya = it is settled, adjudicated,

decreed, passed, spent, concluded, decided (v. iii.

m. s. past passive from qada [qada'], to settle, to

decide. See at 19:39, p. 969, n. 8).

11. See also 4:40, p. 258 and 21:47, p. 1025.

dj*i^i yuzlamtina - they are wronged, done

injustice, oppressed (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from zalama [zalm/zulm], to do wrong. See at

23:62," p. 1090, n. 10).

12. d-ij wuffiyat = she was paid fully, given in

full (v. iii. f. s. past passive from wafffi, form II of

wafd [wafd'/wqfy], to fulfil, to be perfect. See at

3:25, p. 164, n. 8).
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And He is Best Aware

of what they do.

Section (/?w£«')8

71. And conducted
1

will be

those who disbelieve

towards hell in groups
2

till when they come to it

opened will be
3

its gates
4
and

its keepers
5
will say to them:

"Did there not come to you

Messengeres from among you,

reciting
6
unto you

the signs
7
of your Lord

and warning
8 you of the

meeting
9
of this day of yours?"

They will say: "Yes,

but due became 10

the sentence
11
of punishment

on the unbelievers."

i^ljj 72. It will be said: "Enter'
:

'jl^CJy\ the gates of hell,

t^<Suk£ abiding forever
13

therein."

I . siqa - he or it is conducted, led on, driven

(v. iii. m. s. past passive from sdqa [suwq/

siyaqah/ masdq], to drive, to urge on. See nasuqu

32:27, p. 1332, n. 6).

2 yj jumar (pi.; s. vO jumrah) = groups,

troops, parties.

3. futihat - she was opened, released,

unleashed, conquered (v. iii. f. past from fataha

\fath], to open. See 21:96, p. 1039, n. 1).

4. <~>\y\ 'abwdb (sing, bob) = doors, gates,

sections. See at 38:50, p. 1472, n. 6.

5. %>yf- khazanah (pi.; s. khazin) = treasurers,

stewards, keepers (act. participle from khaz.ana

[khazn], to store, to stock. See khaza'in at 38:9,

p. 1461, n. 4).

6. o^zjyatl&na = they read aloud, recite (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from tula [tiMwah], to recite. See at

35:29, p. 1400, n. 2).

7. i. e., His scriptures that were sent down to the

Messengers. otjf 'ctyat (sing, 'ayah) = signs,

miracles, revelations, evidences. See at 39:52, p.

1500, n. 4.

8. Ojji^ yundhirtina, they warn, caution, (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'andhara, form IV of

nadhara [nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate, to vow. See

at 6:130, p. 446, n. 4).

9. fr^J liqd' = meeting, encounter. See at 32 23, p.

1331, n. 4.

10. i. e., because of their unbelief and rejection

of the truth. oi>- haqqat - she or it became due,

proved true/correct/right/ incumbent (v. iii. f. s.

past from haqqa. See at 16:36, p. 839, n. 10).

II.
m

*jJf kalimah (pi. kalimat) - word, speech,

saying, maxim, formula, brief statement,

sentence. See at 3:64, p. 1 80, n. 3.

12. udkhulti - you (all) enter, go in, join (v.

11. m. pi. imperative from dakhala [dukhul], to

enter. See at 16:29, p. 836, n. 3).

13. jjJJI^ kh&lidin (pi; acc./gen. of khalidun, s.

khdlid) = living for ever, abiding for ever,

everlasting, eternal, immortals (active participle

from khalada [khulud], to live for ever. See at

33:65, p. 1363, n. 10.
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c^Sjlii So bad
1

will be the abode'

of the arrogant.
3

73. And conducted
4
will be

those who fear
5
their Lord

to the Garden in groups
6

till when they come to it and

opened will be its gates and

its keepers
7
will say to them:

"Peace be on you,

you have done well,
8

so enter it

for ever."

I'Vi

74. And they will say:

<SiJu^jf "All the praise is for Allah

&l^iSj\\ Who has proved true
9
to us

His promise and has

made us inherit
10
the land."

We may settle
12
in the Garden

wherever we wish."

Hence excellent
13

will be the

reward of the practising ones.

i£3Ax

1. ^ bi's = evil, wretched, bad. See at 38:56, p.

1473, n. 6.

2. cf_ji> mathwan (s.; pi. jt> mathdwin) - abode,

dwelling place, resting place (noun of place from

thuwiya [thawd'], to stay, abide). See al 39:60, p.

1502, n. 9.

3. ty-s^* mutakabbirin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mutakabbirun) - proud, haughty, arrogant (act.

participle from takabbara, from V of kabural

kabara [kubr/ kibar/ kubfirah/kabr], to become

great, to be older. See at 16:29, p. 836, n. 7).

4. slqa = he or it is conducted, led on, driven

(v. iii. m. s. past passive from sdqa [sawq/

siydqahJ masaq], to drive, to urge on. See at

39:71, p. 1506, n. 1).

5. \yti\ Utaqaw = they feared, were on their

guard, feared Allah, were righteous (v. iii. m. pi.

past from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/wiqdyah], to guard, to preserve. See at 39:

61, p. 1502, n. II).

6. j*j jumar (pi.; s. jumrah) = groups,

troops, parties. See at 39:71, p. 1506, n. 2.

7. *iy* khazanah (pi.; s. khaziri) - treasurers,

stewards, keepers (act. participle from khazana

[khazn], to store, to stock. See at 39:71, p. 1506,

n. 5).

8. ^ tibtum - you became good, did well, were

pleased (v. ii. m. pi. past from tdba [tib/tibah], to

be good. See tdba at 4:3, p. 237, n. 8).

9. sadaqa = he said the truth, was truthful,

proved to be true (v. iii. m. s. past from sadq/sidq,

to speak the truth. See at 36:52, p. 1321, n. 10).

10. b'jji 'awrathana - we made over, make

(someone) inherit, bequeathed, gave as

inheritance, made heir (v. i. pi. past from

'awratha, form IV of waritha ['irth/ 'irthahl

wirdthahl riihahJ turdth], to be heir, to inherit.

See at 35:52, p. 1401, n. 5).

H i. e., the land of paradise.

12. ^ natabawwa'u = we provide, settle down

(v. i. pi. impfct. from tabawwa'a, form V of bd'a

[baw']
t
to return, to be back. See yatabawwa'u

12:56, p. 743, n. 2).

13. nVma - excellent or how excellent it is

(an irregular verb of praise). See at 16:30, p. 837,

n. 1.
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75. And you will see

the angels
1

thronging
2

around
3
the Throne,

4

declaring the sanctity
5

with the praise of their Lord.

And decision will be given
6

between them with justice

and it will be said:

"All the praise is for Allah,

Lord of all beings."
7

1. mald'ikah (sing, malak) = angels. See at

34:40, p. 1383, n. 5.

2. h&ffin (pi.; acc./gen. of hdffun\ s. huff)

= those thronge round, surround, border, endose,

encompass (act. participle from haffa [huff], to

surround).

3. J>>- howl - around, about, roughly; also year,

might, power, change. See 26:25, p. 1 167, n. 3.

4 - J-/- <arsh = throne. See at 27:42, p. J 215, n.

5. df*~~i yusabbihuna = they sing the glory,

proclaim the sanctity, declare immunity from

blemish (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sabbafja form

11 of wbaha [sabij/ sibahah) to swim, to float. See

at 21:20, p. 1017, n. 6).

6. trbi qudiya - it is settled, adjudicated, decreed,

passed, spent, concluded, decided (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from qadd [qada\ to settle, to decide.

See at 39:69, p. 1505, n.'lO).

7. 'dlamin (acc./gen. of o^Ju 'dlamun;

sing. ,Ji* 'dlam, i.e., any being or object that points

to its Creator; sing, 'dlam) = all beings, creatures.

See at 38:87, p. 1479, n. 5).



40. Sural GhdfirlAl-Mu 'min (The forgiver/the Believer)

Makkan: 85 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It deals with the fundamentals of the faith, namely, the truth of the Qur'an,

tawfaid (monotheism), Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment. It starts with an emphasis that

this Qur'an has been sent down by Allah the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing and the Forgiver of sins. It

then points out that none but the unbelievers dispute about the truth sent down by Allah and that the

previous nations similarly disbelieved the truth delivered by their respective Messengers . In this context

the story of Fir'aun's [ the Pharaoh's] rejection of the message delivered by Musa, peace be on him, is

related with particular reference to a believer among Fir'aun's people who tried to persuade them to

accept the truth and was in consequence the target of the Pharaoh's plot and persecution; but Allah

protected him and caused the destruction of Fir'aun and his unbelieving followers. The surah also refers

to some of the scenes of the Day of Judgement and concludes by drawing attention to Allah's making

provision for His creation in various ways.

The surah is named Ghdfir (Forgiver) by which Allah refers to Himself at its beginning. It is also

called al-hiu'min (the Believer) with reference to the story of the believer among Fir'aun's family which

the surah describes.

Or- l.Ha-Mtm. 1

2. The sending down2
of

the Book3
is from Allah,

the All-Mighty,

the All-Knowing;

3. The Forgiver
4
of sin,

the Accepter
5
of penitence,

6

Severe
7
in retribution,

8

Full of Munificence.
9

There is no deity except He.

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2:1, p.

4, n. I.

2. Jj>s tanzil - sending down, bringing down,

something sent down (verbal noun in form II of

nazcila [nuzul], to come down. See at 39:1, p.

1480, n. 1.

3 i. e., the Qur'an. This is an emphatic assertion

that the Qur'an is sent down by Allah.

4. /U- ghdfir = forgiver, one who pardons (act.

participle from ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah

ghufran], to forgive. See yaghfiru at 39:53, p.

1500, n. 7).

5. JjU qdbil - accpeter, receiver, approver (act.

particple from qabila [qabul/qubul], to accept, to

recieve. See Id taqbalu at 24:4, p. 1 107, n. 3).

6. vji tawb = to repent, to be penintent (verbal

noun of tdba).

7. -L-Li shadid (pi. .lxtl 'ashidda'h^ shiddd) =

severe, stern, rigorous, hard, harsh, strong. See at

38:26, p. 1466, n. 7).

8. yli* 'iqdb = infliction of punishment,

punishment, penalty, retribution. See at 38:14, p.

1462, n. 8.

9. Jji* fowl = material means, affluence, power,

munificence. See at 4:4, p. 250, n. 15.
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0 To Him is the destination.
1

OXjcXa 4. There disputes not anyone

^ujicaIjUjJ aoout tne signs or /\nan

bJ&oOiWl except those who disbelieve.

So let there not deceive
4
you

their moving about

in the countries.

5. Disbelieved
6

before them

the people of Nub

and the parties
7

i-

after them.

And there designed
8

every people

about their Messenger

to get hold
9
of him;

and they contested
10

jidt by means of the falsehood

to disprove" therewith

Jit the truth.

So I seized them.

1. i. e., after resurrection. So you shall then be

called to account and requited accordingly.

ma$ir = destination, place at which one arrives,

destiny. See at 31:18, p. 1397, n. 6).

2. J-iU^. yuj&dilu = he argues, debates,

controverts, disputes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

jadala, form III of jadala [J.i~ jadl], to tighten.

See at 31:20, p. 1318, n. 1).

3. i. e., about the Qur'an.

4.j>j ^ilayaghrur = let he or it not deceive, he or

it must not deceive/beguile/delude (v. iii. m. s.

imperative! prohibition} from gharra [ghurur], to

deceive. See id taghurrana at 35:5, p. 1391, n. 2).

5. i. e., in connection with their trade.

taqallub = moving/turning about, fluctuation (

verbal noun in form V of qalaba [qalb], to turn

round. See at 26:219, p. 1 199, n. 1 1 ).

6. This is a by way of consoling the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and the

Muslims. o-jjS' kadhdhabat = she disbelieved,

cried lies to, regarded as false (v. iii. f. s. past

from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb

/kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 38:12,

p. 1462, n. I).

7. i. e., other unbelieving peoples like the 'Ad, the

ThamGd and the people of LOt. See 38:11,13 al

pp. 1461-62. 'ahzdb (pi. ; s. frizb) =

groups, bands, parties. See at 38:13, p. 1462, n. 5.

8. hammat = she designed, she thought of

doing, desired, was concerned, worried (v. iii. f. s.

past from hamma [hamrn], to worry, to be

important. See at 12:24, p. 730, n. 6).

9. i. e., to kill him. Ij-^li yakhudhu (na) - they

take, seize, get hold (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. The terminal nun is

dropped because of a hidden 'an in // (of

motivation) coming before the verb. See

ittakhadhu at 39:3, p. 1481, n. 2).

10. IjbU- jddatfi - they quarrelled, disputed,

wrangled, argued, debated (v. iii. m. pi. past from

jddala, form III of jadala [J^ jadl], to tighten.

See at 22:68, p. 1069, n. 12. See also n. 2 above).

1 1. yudhid&{nd) - they refute, disprove,

invalidate (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'ad-hada,

form IV of dahada [dahad], to refute. The

terminal nun is dropped for the reason stated at n.

9 above. See at 18:56, p. 932, n. 8.
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Then how was My retribution?
1

6. And thus becomes due
2

the sentence
3
of your Lord

U^oyll & on those who disbelieve

that they will be the inmates
4

\J& of the fire.

7. Those who bear
5
the Throne

6

and those who are around it

proclaim the sanctity
7

with the praise of their Lord

and believe in Him;

and they seek forgiveness
8

for those who believe:

"Our Lord, You encompass
9

everything

in mercy and knowledge.

So forgive those who repent
10

and follow
11

Your way,

and save
12
them

from the punishment

of the blazing fire."

U^ a.it
'

L...^

1. 'iqdbi (originally 'iqdbi ): v^*- 'iq&b =

infliction of punishment, punishment, penalty,

retribution. See at 40:3, p. 1509, n. 8.

2. i.e., because of such persistent disbelief as was

on the part of the previously punished nations,

oi- haqqat - she or it became due, proved

true/correct/right/ incumbent (v. iii. f. s. past from

haqqa. See at 39:71, p. 1506, n. 10).

3. kalimah (pi. kalimdi) - word, speech,

saying, maxim, formula, brief statement,

sentence. See at 39:71, p. 1506, n. 1 1.

4. <-j\***x>\ 'as-hdb (pi.; sing. s-^u. sahib) =

inmates, dwellers, companions, associates,

followers, owners. See at 39:8, p. 1484, n. 11).

5. i. e., those angels who bear. 0jU>i yahmiluna

= they carry, bear, take the load (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from hamala [haml], to carry. See at 6:3 1

,

p. 403, n. 2).

'

6. Jj* 'arsh = throne. See at 59:75, p. 1508, n. 4.

7. 0y*~~> yusabbihuna = they sing the glory,

proclaim the sanctity, declare immunity from

blemish (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sabbaha form

II of sabaha [sabh/ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See

at 39:75, p. 1508,'n. 5).

*

8. yastaghfirtina = they seek

forgiveness, ask for pardon (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from istaghfara, form X of ghafara [ghafr

/maghfirah /ghufran], to forgive. See at 8:33, p.

558, n. 7).

9. c-j«^j wasVta = you encompassed, enclosed,

held, accommodated, contained, (v. ii. m. s. past

from wasi'a [ wasa'h/sa'h], to be wide. See

wasi'a at 7:89, p. 501, n. 2).

10. ijjU t&bti. = they returned, turned in

repentance (v. iii. m. pi. past from taba [ tawb/

tawbah / matdb\. Technically tawbah means, for

man, to turn to Allah in penitence and for Allah,

to turn in forgiveness. See at 24:5, p. 1 107, n. 6).

11. Utaba'u = they pursued, went after,

followed, obeyed (v. iii. m. pi. past from ittaba'a,

form VIII of labi'a [taba'/taba'ah], to follow. See

at 9:1 17, p. 629, n. 1).

12. J qi = (you) save, protect, guard (v. ii. m. s.

imperative form waqd [waqy/wiqayah], to protect.

See at 3.101, p. 231, n. 13).
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8."Our Lord,and admit
1 them

in the Gardens of Eternity
2

which You have promised them,

and those who were

righteous
3

of their fathers

and their consorts
4

and their progeny.
5

Verily You are the

All-Mighty, the All-Wise."

9."And save
6 them the evils;

7

and any whom You save

the evils on that day,

him You indeed do grace.

And that is the

{^jLJiitjyift success
8 most magnificent."

9

E

Section (Ruku<)2

\Jj£<^U$\ t\ 10. Those who disbelieve

^jX^t will be addressed:
10

i£S2 "Indeed the aversion
11
of

Allah was more enormous
12

than the aversion of yours

1 . J^-il 'adkhil = enter (in the transitive sense),

admit (v. ii. m. s. imperative from 'adkhala, form

IV of dakhala [dukhul], to enter. See at 27:19, p.

1208, n. 6).

2. o-lp Wn = Eden, eternity, paradise, o-lp ol>

janndt 'adn is explained by Ibn Kathir as janndt

where the inmates will abide for ever (Ibn Kathir,

IV, 372). See at 38:50, p. 1432, n. 4.

3. solatia = he or it became right, was good,

proper, righteous (v. iii. m. s. past from

saldh/suluh/maslahjah. See at 13:23, p. 774, n. 8.

4. j-ijjt 'azwdj (sing. CJ j ztiwj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, consorts, partners, pairs, kinds,

sorts. See at 38:58, p. 1473, n. 12.

5. oA.ji dhurriydt (pi.; s. dhurriyah)- progeny,

descendants, offspring, children. See at 13:23, p.

774, n. 9.

6. J qi - (you) save, protect, guard (v. ii. m. s.

imperative form waqd [waqy/wiqdyah], to

protect. See at 40:7, p. 1511, n. 12).

7. i. e., the punisment for their bad deeds. oli«.

sayyi'dt (pi.; s. <v- sayyi'ah) = evils, evil deeds,

sins. See at 39:51, p. 1499, n. 10.

8. i. e., to be saved from the punishment and to

get Allah's mercy is the success, jy fawz =

success, triumph, victory, achievement. See at

37:60, p. 1440, n. 2.

9. pJip 'azim = great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave. See at 39:13, p. 1486, n. 6).

10. Oj-sUi yunddawna = they are addressed, called,

summoned (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

nddd, form III of nadd [nadw], to call. See nddd at

37:75, p. 1442, n. 5).

11. ^Ju> maqt - abomination, hateful, aversion,

detestation, odious. See at 35:39, p. 1404, n. 7.

12. When faced with the reality of punishment for

their unbelief the unbelievres will be full of

abersion towards themselves and their deeds in the

world. Hence they will be addressed and told that

Allah's aversion was more enormous at their

rejection of the truth when it was presented to

them in the world. jS\ akbar = bigger, greater,

graver, more serious, more enormous. Also, the

Greatest, Sublime (elative of kabir, big, great. See

at 39:26, p. 1491, n. 4).
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~^==C!j& towards yourselves,

when you were called

cAif^l to the faith

\JjJ]&± but you disbelieved."
2

l^li 11. They will say:

S "Our Lord,

tr^lLil You put us to death' twice

OuJblLj^J, and gave us life twice;

ISyx}cX/£>% and we confess
7
our sins.

8

£l£t^iJi* So is there to an exit
9

0 sh^^ any way?'
in 10

fyr^Lp^J* 12. "This
11

is because when

oj^iuiT (jpj Allah was invoked
12
Alone 13

^iy^=» you did disbelieve;

^Sojj and if partners
14
were set

iy^L^j with Him, you believed.

But the Decree belongs to

ffi k Allah, the All-Exalted,
15

\\ the All-Great."

tS$\j* 13. He it is Who

1. Ojp-u tud'awna = you (all) are called/ called

upon/ invoked/ invited (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from da'a [du'a'], to call. See yud'awna

at 3:23, p. 163, n. 10).

2. djj& takfuruna = you (all) disbelieve, deny

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from kafara, [kufr], to

disbelieve. See at 36:64, p. 1424, n. 3).

3. 'amatta = you put to death, made die (v. ii.

m. s. past from 'amdta, form IV of mdia [maw!],

to die. See yumitu at 30:40, p. 1304, n. 3).

4. i. e., once in the mother's womb before the

blowing in of the spirit of life and again at the end

of the worldly life.

5. 'ahyahta - you gave life, brought to life

(v.ii. m. s. past from 'ahyd, form IV of hayiya

[hayah], to live. See 'ahyaynd at 36:33, p. 1416,

n*. 9).

6. i. e., at birth in the world and at resurrection.

7. Li/pl i'tarafnd = we admitted, confessed,

acknowledged, avowed, recognized (v. i. pi. past

from i'tarafa, form VIII of 'arafa [ma'rifah/

'irfan], to know, to recognize. See i'tarafu at

9:102, p.621,n. 14).

8. <~>y* dhuntib (pi.; sing, dhanb) = sins,

offences, crimes. See at 33:71, p. 1365, n. 4.

9. khurtij = exit, to go out (verbal noun of

kharaja. See 'akhrajnd at 36:33, p. 1416, n. 10.).

10. i. e., they prayed for their return to worldly

life again so they could do righteous deeds.

sabil (pi. subul/asbilah) = way, path, road, means,

course. See at 33:67, p. 1364, n. 7.

11. i. e., this punishment is given.

12. du'iya = he was invoked, called, invited,

summoned, implored (v. iii. m. s. past passive

from da'a [ du'd'], to call, to summon. See da'a

at 39:8, p. 1484, n. 3).

13. i. e., without setting any partners with Him.

14. ^Jj-ij yushrak(u) = he is associated, set as a

partner, given share to (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive

from 'ashraka, form IV of sharika [ shirk/

sharikah], to share. The final letter is vowelless

because the verb is in a conditional clause

preceded by 'in. See yushriku at 18:26, p. 920, n.

8).

15. J* 'aliy = high, exalted, lofty, elevated,

sublime, All-Exalted. See at 34:23, p. 1376. n.

12.
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^^^pL>X shows 1

you His signs
2

p>3 jLijij and sends down3
for you

lii^llii^ from the sky provision;
4

^£==» but none takes heed
5
except

*— he that turns in repentance.

^ill^Ili 14. So invoke Allah

ii^A^tf making exclusive
7
for Him

Oulf the worship,

even if there detest
8

the unbelievers.

15. Exalted
9
in State,

10

(jijifj3 Lord of the Throne.

Q?\JjR He casts
11

the spirit
12

^'o* of His command

itS on whomsoever He wills

-"fei* °f His servants

JoJ that he may warn

about the Day of the Meeting.
13

pi£> 1 6. The day they shall be

l^p exposed.
14

1. ify. yuri = he shows, makes see (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ard, form IV of ra'a [ra'y/ru'yah],

to see. See at 30:24, p. 1297, n. 2.

2. i. e., of His Power of creation and sustenance.

3. dyi yunazzilu = he sends down, causes to

descend (v. iii. m. s. past from nazzala, form II of

nazala [nuzul], to come down. See at 3 1 :34, p.

1323, n. 7).

4. i. e., by means of sending down rains and

causing thereby the growth of plants and crops.

5. yatadhakkaru = he takes heed, bears in

mind, receives admonition (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from tadhakkara, form V of dhakuru [dhikr/

ladhkdr], to remember. See at 39:9, p. 1485, n. 2).

6. i—-^ yunibu = he turns in repentance, deputes

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'andba, form IV of ndba

[nawb/mandb/niydbah] to represent, to return

often. See 'andbQ at 39:17, p. 1487, n. 7).

7. jr-*^ mukhlisin (pi.; acc./gen. of mukhlisun;

sing, mukhlis) ~ those who make (something)

exclusive and pure, sincere, loyal, faithful (act.

participle from 'akhlasa, form IV of khalasa

[khulus], to be pure. See at 39:2, p. 1480, n. 5).

8. o$ kariha = he detested, disliked, abhorred,

loathed, felt disgust (v. iii. m. s. past from karhJ

kurhJ kardhahJ' kardhiyah, to detest. See at 10:82,

p. 666, n. 12).

9. £>j raft' = high, exalted, lofty, sublime (act.

participle in the scale of fa 'H from raja'a [raf],

to raise. See rafa'nd at 19:56, p. 965, n. 2).

10. cjU-jj darajdt (sing. jj darajah) - ranks,

positions, grades, degrees, state, stairs, flight of

steps. See at 20:75, p. 993, n. 4).

1 1. ijiL yulqi = he throws, casts, flings (v. iii. m,

s. impfct. from 'alqd, form IV of laqiya [liqd'/

luqydn/ luqy fluqyahJ luqan] to meet. See yulqd

at 28:86, p. 1263, n. 7).

12. i. e., wahy. £jj rtih (s.; pi. 'arwdh) = breath

of life, soul, spirit, life-giving spirit, wahy, Jibril.

See at 38:32, p. 1476, n. 6.

13. (JtrtJ taldqin = meeting, encounter.

14. Ojjjl* bdrizfin (pi.; s. bdriz) = those that are

distinct, prominent, coming to view, emerging,

exposed (act. participle from baraza [buruz], to

come into view. See bdhzah at 18:47, p. 928, n.

6).
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There shall not hide
1

^^^Tj^ from Allah anything of them.

fj^<4&(>J Whose is the dominion
2
today?

Ji^TjS It is Allah's, the One,

1§j$2\ the All-Subduer.
3

17. Today requited will be
4

^ every person

jjSJ^===>\ls f°r wnat ne acquired.
5

^jj^ No injustice will be there

E

£3f today,

^jf dSj Verily Allah is

^LlXfg^ Prompt6
in taking account.

^Jiit^ 18. And warn7 them

i^llltjj when the hearts will be

^E£5i£5 by the throats
9

drui^ choking.
10

QjJJi^* The transgressors shall not

oi have any close friend
1

1

jg+rfj nor any intercessor

to be heeded.
12

1. lS^yakhfd = he or it hides, remains unseen or

concealed (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from khafiya

[khafd' /khifyah /khufyah], to be hidden. See at

3:4, p. 155, n. 6).

2. i. e.. sovereignty and absolute possession and

authority, till* mulk = dominion, kingship,

monarchy, right of possession, ownership. See at

39:44, p. 1497, n.2.

3. jU* qahhar = the All-Subduer, the All-Mighty

(act. participle in the scale of fa ' 'dl from qahara

\qahr\
y to overpower, subjugate, vanquish. See at

39:4, p. 1481, n. 11).

4. i£j>»z tujzd - she is requited, rewarded,

recompensed, rewarded, repaid (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

passive from jazd \jazd'], to recompense. See at

20:15, p. 979, n. 4).

5. i. e., of good deeds and sins and misdeeds.

kasabat = she or it earned, acquired,

gained (v. iii. f. s. past from kasaba [kasb], to

gain. See at 30:42, p. 1303, n. 1 1).

6. sari' = prompt, expeditious, quick,

speedy, rapid, swift. See at 24:39, p. 1 122, n. 11.

7. jiii 'andhir = warn, caution (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr/nudh&r], to dedicate, to make a vow. See

at 26:214, p. 1199, n. 1).

8. i. e., the Day of Resurrection and Judgement.

'dzifah = that which is very near, imminent

(act. participle from 'ajifa ['azaf/'uzuf], to come,

to draw near, to approach).

9. i. e., because of panic and consternation. >*-L>-

han&jir (pi.; s. fjanjarah ) = throats, larynxes. See

at 33:10, p. 1338, n. 10

10.
{
jt*^>^' k&zimtn (acc./gen. of kdzimun, sing.

kdzim - those who keep calm ( in anger), are in

control (of anger), suppressing, choking (active

participle from kazama [kazm/kuzum], to conceal

or suppress. See at 3:134, p. 207, n. 13).

11. hamtm - boiling water, close friend,

intimate friend (act. participle in the scale offail

from hamma [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at

37:67, p. 1442, n. 4.

12. ^Uaj yutd'u = he is obeyed, followed, heeded

to (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from 'atd'a, form

IV of taa [taw'], to obey. See yutd'a at 4:64, p.

269, n. 3).
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19. He knows

the betrayer
1

of eyes
2
and

all that the hearts conceal.
3

^AjJifj 20. And Allah decrees
4

with justice.

And those whom they invoke
5

besides Him

decree
6
not anything.

Verily Allah, He is the

Js^f£^JLll All-Hearing, the All-Seeing.

^^^^

Section (Ruku')3

21. Do they not travel
7

in the earth and see
8

how was the end
9
of

those that had been

before them?

They had been those stronger
10

than them in power

and in vestiges
11

in the land.

But Allah seized them

because of their sins.

1. i. e., the eyes that betray and stealthily glance

at that which is forbidden to look at.

khd'inah (f.; s. ; m. khd'in; pi. khawwdn) =

traitor, treacherous, betrayer, perfidious (act.

participle from khana [kahwn/khiydnah], to be

disloyal, to betray. See khawwdn at 22:38, p.

1059, n. 10).

2. jsf-t 'a'yun (f.
;
pi.; s. 'ayn) - eyes. See 'uyun

at 36:34, p. 1417, n. 6).

3. [J
a*z tukhjl = she conceals, secretes, hides (v.

ii. f. s. impfct. from 'akhfd, form IV of khafiya

[khafdV khtfah/ khufyah], to be hidden. See at

33:37, p. 1351, n. 1).

4. yaqdi - he spends, settles, concludes,

decides, decrees (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from qada

[qada'), to settle, to decide. See at 27:78, p. 1225,

n. 7).

5. i. e., of the imaginary gods and goddesses.

dj*Ju yad'tina = they invoke, call, call upon,

invite, summon, pray, ask (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from dad [du'd'], to call, to summon. See at

38:51, p. 1472, n. 8).

6. o^ah yaqduna = they spend, settle, conclude,

decide, decree (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from qada

[qada'], to settle, to decide. See n. 4 above).

7. Ijjf-j yasirfi(na) = they travel, go about,

journey (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sdra [sayr

/sayrurah /masir /masirah Aasydr] to move, to

travel. The terminal nun is dropped for the particle

lam coming before the verb. See at 35:44,

p. 1407, n. 1).

8. ^Ja^> yanzuru{na) = they see, look expectantly,

gaze, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

nazara [nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at. The

terminal nun is dropped because of an implied 'an

in the causal fa' coming before the verb. See

yanzuruna at 39:68, p. 1505, n. 5).

9. M^- 'dqibah (s.; pi. 'awdqib) - end,

ultimate outcome, upshot, consequence, effect,

result. See at 37:73, p. 1442, n. 2.

10. ^ ashadd = more/most intense, stronger/

strongest, severer /severest, fiercer/ fiercest,

sterner/sternest, tougher/toughest, (elative of

shadid). See at 35:44, p. 1407, n. 3.

1 1. jtit 'dthdr (pi.; s. Ji 'athur) = tracks, traces,

footsteps, vestiges, antiquities, marks, remnants,

effects, results. See at 37:70, p. 1441, n. 8.
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[45ol&j And they could not have for

them against Allah

!$t 31?a? any protector.
1

22. That was so

because they were such as

there used to come to them

their Messengers
2

with the clear evidences
3

but they disbelieved.
4

1

So Allah seized
5
them.

Verily He is All-Powerful,

Severe
6
in retribution.

7

e
23. And indeed We had sent

Musa with Our signs
9

and an authority
10

®^ quite clear,
11

^£>A 24.ToFir'aun

£&y&£> andHamanandQarun. 12

But they said: "A sorcerer,
13

a liar."
14

1 . Jtj wdqin = protector, guard, preserver (act.

participle from wqd [waqy/wiqdyah), to guard, to

protect. See at 13:37, p. 781, n. 5.

2. J-j rusul (pi.; s. J^j rasul ) = messengers,

envoys, emissaries, delegates. See at 35:1, p.

1389, n. 3.

3. i. e., miracles and other evidences proving the

truth of their mission and of the message they

delivered. c^U-j bayyinat (pi.; sing, bayyinah) =

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 30:47,

p.!305,n. 11).

4. kafarH - they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 39:63, p. 1503, n. 6).

5. i. e., punished them. J^T 'akhadha = he took,

caught, got hold of, seized (v. iii. m. s. past from

•akhdh. See at 26:189, p. 1 194, n. 13).

6. JOJii shadid (pi. .uJ 'ashidda'h^ shiddd) =

most severe, stern, rigorous, hard, harsh, strong.

See at 40:3, p. 1509, n. 7).

7. 'iqdb = infliction of punishment,

punishment, penalty, retribution. See at 40:5, p.

1511, n. 1.

8. ULiJ 'arsalnd - we sent out, sent, despatched,

discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. See at

37:147, p. 1453, n. J).

9. i. e., miracles and other evidences. o^f 'dydt

(sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles, revelations. See at

39:59, p. 1502, n. 3.

10. JLkL* sultdn = authority, power, mandate,

rule, sanction. See at 37: 156, p. 1454, n. 4.

1 1. j~a mubtn = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bona [baydn], to be

clear, evident. See at 39:22, p. 1489, n. 1 1).

12. They were respectively the minister and

treasurer of Fir'aun.

1 3. sdhir (s.; pi. saharah/suhhdr) = sorcerer,

magician, enchanter (act. participle from sahara

[sihr], to enchant. See at 38:4, p. 1460, n. 3).

'

14. <->\jf kadhdhdh = a liar, untruthful (act.

participle in the intensive scale of fa "dl from

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 38:4, p. 1460, n. 4).
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0

25. So when he came to them

with the truth from Us

they said: "Kill
1

the sons
2
of

those who believe with him

and keep alive
3

their womenfolk;"
4

but the scheme
5
of

the unbelievers was nought

but in vain.
6

26. And Fir'aun said:

"Leave
7
me, I shall kill Musa,

and let him call
8
his Lord.

I indeed apprehend
9
that

he will change
10
your religion

or that he will make prevail
1

1

in the land all the mischief.

27. And Musa said:

"I take refuge
12
in my Lord

and the Lord of you all

against everyone arrogant
13

that believes not

in the Day of Reckoning."

1. uqtulu = you (all) kill, slay (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from qatala [qatl] , to kill, slay. See

at 4:89, p. 281, n. 3).

2. i^^-' istahyu = you (all) keep alive (v. ii. m.

pi. imperative from istahyd, form X of

hayiya/hayya [haydh], to live. See yastahyt 33:53,

p. 1358," n. 12).'

3. tU-J nisd' (sing, imra'ah) = women, wives.

See at 33:55, p. 1360, n. 3.

4. jlT kayd = scheme, plot, plan, stratagem, trick.

See at 37:98, p. 1415, n. 8.

5. Jt)U» daldl - error, straying from the right path.

fidalal = in vain. See at 39:22, p. 1489, n. 10.

6. i. e., he said to his chiefs and nobles, ijji

dharu = you (all) shun, give up, abandon,

renounce, forsake, leave, let alone, cease (v. ii. m.

pi. imperative from yadharu [wadhr]. See at

11:64, p. 701, n. 6).

7. ^xJ li yad*u («) = let him call/ pray, invoke,

invite (v. iii. m. s. imperative from da'd [du'd'],

to call. See yad'u at 23: 1 17, p. 1 103, n. 8).

8. «->U-t 'akhdju = I fear, am afraid, dread,

apprehend, (v. i. s. impfct. from khdfa [khawj], to

fear. See at 39:13, p. I486, n. 4).

9. J-W yubaddila(u) = he exchanges, changes,

alters, replaces, substitutes (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from baddaia, form 11 of badala [badal], to

replace. The final letter takes fathah because of

the particle 'an coming before the verb. See

yubaddilu at 25:70, p. 1 159, n. 5 ).

10. j4^i yuzhira(u) = he makes prevail, grants

victory, manifests, makes visible, exposes,

demonstrates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'azhara,

form IV of zaharalzuh&r], to be visible. The final

letter takes fathah for the reason mentioned in the

previous note. See at 9:33, p. 590, n. 10.

1 1 .
^JLc 'udhtu = I took refuge, sought protection

(v. i. s. past from 'ddha ['awdh/ 'iyddh/ ma'ddh],

to take refuge, to seek protection. See 'a 'udhu at

23:97, p. 1098, n. 10).

12. mutakabbir (s.; pi. mutakabbirun) -

proud, haughty, arrogant (act. participle from

takabbara, from V of kabural kabara [kubr/

kibar/ kabarah/kabr], to become great, to be

older. See at 16:29, p. 836, n. 7).
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.off
-Oil ^_i^>

Section (tfwfcw')4

28. And there said a believing

man of Fir'aun's family

who concealed
1

his faith:

"Will you kill
2
a man

because he says:

My Lord is Allah,

and he has brought you

the clear evidences
3

from the Lord of you all?

And if he is a liar
4

on him will be his lie;
5

but if he is truthful
6

there will befall
7
you

some of that which

he threatens
8 you with.

Verily Allah guides not the

one who is a transgressor,
9

{$t3uf a liar."
10

jj4 29. "O my people,

yours is the dominion
1

'today,

Cjjfk you being triumphant
11

1. yaktumu - he conceals, hides, secretes (v.

iii. m. s. impfct from katama\katm / hitman], to

hide. See taktumuna at 24:29, p. H 16, n. 3).

2. OjkiJ taqtuluna = they kill, slay, murder,

assassinate (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from qatala [qatl],

to kill. See yaqtuluna at 26: 1 4, p. 1 164, n. 2).

3. bayyin&t (pi.; sing, buyyinah) - clear

proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 40:2,

p.1517, n. 3).

4. ^j'^S hadhib (s.; pi. kddhiburi) = one who tells

lies, liar, untruthful ( act. participle from hadhaba

[hidhb/ hadhib/ hadhbahJ hidhbah], to lie. See at

1 1:93, p. 711, n. 11).

5. i. e., the consequences of his lie.

6. JjU» sddiq (s.; pi. sddiqun ) = truthful, he who

speaks the truth, is true to his word (act.

participle from sadaqa [sadq/ $idq], to speak the

truth. See at 19:54, p. 964, n. 6).

7. v-^. yusib(sibu) = he or it hits, reaches,

afflicts, befalls (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'asdba.

See n. 2 above. The final letter is vowelless

because the verb is conclusion of a conditional

clause preceded by 'in. See tusib at 30:36, p. 130,

n. 1 1).

8. i. e., of Allah's retribution with which he

threatens you. J* ya'idu = he promises, assures,

threatens, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from w'ada [wa'd],

to make a promise. See at 35:40, p. 1405, n. 4).

9. musrif (s.; pi. musrifun) = he who

commits excesses, exceeds all bounds,

transgressor, extravagant, prodigal, wasteful (

active participle from 'asrafa, form IV of

sarafa/sarifa [sarf/ saraf], to corrode, to spoil, to

neglect. See musrifun at 36: 1 9, p. 14 13, n. 9).

10. •JiS' kadhdhdb = a liar, untruthful (act.

participle in the intensive scale of fa
,l
dl from

kadhaba [hidhb /hadhib /kadhbah / hidhbah], to

lie. See at 40:24, p. 1517, n. 14).

11. kiLL. mulk - dominion, kingship, monarchy,

right of possession, ownership. See at 40:16, p.

1515, n.2.

12. cij*^ zdhirin (pi.; acc./gen. of zdhirQn;

s.zdhir ) = manifest, visible, patent, obvious,

conspicuous, apparent, triumphant, victorious

(act. participle from zahara [zuhur], to be visible,

to triumph. See zdhirat 30:7, p. 1291, n. 8).
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fete

But who will help
1

us

against Allah's punishment
2

if it comes on us?"

Fir'aun said:

"I show
3
you not

but what I see;
4

and I guide
5 you not but

to the way6
of good sense."

7

30. And there said

the one who believed:

"O my people,

Indeed I fear
8
against you the

like of the day of the hosts."
9

3 1 . "Like the practice
10

in

respect of the people of Nuh

and the 'Ad and the Thamud

and those after them.

And Allah is not to intend
11

any wrong to the servants."
12

/J&j 32. And O my people,

1 . yan$uru = he helps, gives victory (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from nasara [nasr Musur], to help.

See at 30:5, p. 1291, n.' 4).

2. ^-L ba's = might, strength, courage,

intrepidity, prowess, fighting, punishment ( also,

as verbal noun of ba'sa, hurt, harm, violence). See

at 33:18, p. 1341, n. 8.

3. (jj 'uri = I show, make see (v. i. s. impfct.

from 'ard, form IV of ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah], to see.

See yuri at 40: 13, p. 1514, n. 1).

4. i. e., what I consider right and proper.

5. cfJ>i 'ahdi = I guide, show the way, lead (v. i.

s. impfct. from hadd [hady/ hudan/ hiddyah], to

guide, to lead. See yahdi at 39:23, p. 1490, n. 6).

6. J~— sabil (pi. subuUasbilah) = way, path, road,

means, course. See at 40: 1 1 , p. 151 3, n. 1 0.

7. jLij rashdd = good sense, integrity of conduct,

reason, maturity.

8. 'akhafu - 1 fear, am afraid, dread,

apprehend, (v. i. s. impfct. from khdfa [khawf], to

fear. See at 40:26, p. 1518, n. 8).

9. i. e., other unbelieving peoples like the 'Ad, the

Thamud and the people of Nuh and Lut. See the

next 'dyah and 38:11,13 at pp. 1461-62. *-Ay\

'ahz&b (pi. ; s. ^v- hizb) = groups, bands, parties.

See at 40:5, p. 1510, n. 7.

10. <->\> da'b - habit, wont, usual practice,

persistence, eagerness. See at 8:54, p. 567, n. 6.

11. -kji yuridu = he intends, desires (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. form 'ardda, form IV of rdda [rawd], to

walk about. See at 35: 1 0, p. 1 393, n. I ).

12. i. e. Allah does not punish without just cause.

ils- 7ibad (sing, j^-'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

39:46, p. 1497, n. 1 1).
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J^oUJ^l indeed I fear
1

against you

^JjLiiy^ the day of mutual calling.

<jJy{Jt 33. "The day you will flee

S^Ji away3
turning your back.

4

^Jii You shall not have

X^lyt^ik against Allah any defender/

J*j And whoever

iS[)JUiJ Allah makes go astray,
6

^jlib^itL^ he cannot have any guide."

34, And there had indeed

come to you

YGsuf before

with the clear evidences,
7

but you ceased
8
not to be in

doubt
9
about what

he had brought to you,
10

till when he died
11

you said:

"Allah will not send out
12

after him any Messenger."

Thus

1. «-iL>-I 'akhdfu = I fear, am afraid, dread,

apprehend (v. i. s. impfct. from khdfa [khawf], to

fear. See at 40:30, p. 1520, n. 8).

2. i. e, the Day of Resurrection when everyone

will call the other out of panic and anxiety. &s

tanddin = mutual calling, meeting one another,

getting together (verbal noun in form VI of nadd [

nadw], to call, to convene. See yunudawna at

40:10, p. 1512, n. 10).

3. i. e., you will try to flee, djlj tuwalluna - you

turn, turn away, go away, avoid, flee (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from walla, form II of waliya, to follow,

to lie next, to be near. See yuwalluna at 33:15, p.

1340, n. 8).

4. jij*-*-* mudbirin (pi.; acc./gen. of mudbirtin; s.

mudbir) = those who turn their backs, flee, run

away (act. participle from 'adbara, form IV of

dabara [dubur], to turn one's back. See at 37:90,

p. 1444, n. 6).

5. *&sim = protector, defender ( act.

participle from 'asama [ 'asm], to restrain, to

defend, to hold back. See at 1 1:43, p. 693, n. 4).

6. i. e., because of his unbelief and rejection of

the truth. JJU^ yudlil (yudillu) = he lets stray,

makes go astray, deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'alalia, form IV of 4«//£i [daldl/faldlah], to go

astray. The last letter is vowelless for the verb is in

a conditional clause preceded by man. See at

39:23, p. 1490, n. 7).

7. c-L bayyinat (pi.; sing, bayyinah) = clear

proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 40:28,

p.l5I9,n. 3).

8. pJj ziltum = you ceased, discontinued to be

(v. ii. m. pi. past from zdla [zawdl], to go away,

disappear. See ma zdlat at 2 1 : 1 5, p. 1 0 1 6, n. 3).

9. vlU shakk (s.; pi. shukuk) = doubt, uncertainty,

suspicion, misgiving. See at 34:54, p. 1388, n. 6.

10. i. e., about his mission and message.

1 1 . iiU* halaka = he died, perished, was

destroyed (v. iii. m. s. past from hulk/ hulk/ haldk/

tahlukah. See at 4:176, p. 324, n. 3).

12. J^xs! yab*atha{u) = he raises, raises up,

resurrects, revives, sends out (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from ba'tha [ba'th], to send out, to raise. The

final letter takesfathah because of the particle lan

coming before the verb. See at 28:59, p. 1253, n.

4).
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Allah makes go astray
1

the

one who is a transgressor,
2

a skeptic.
3

35. Those who dispute
4

about the signs of Allah

without any authority
5

having come to them,

grave it is in detestation
6

to Allah and to

those who believe.

Thus Allah puts a seal
7

on the heart of everyone

arrogant,
8
tyrant.

9

36. And Fir'aun said:

"O Haman, build
10

for me

a tower
11

that I may

reach the ways"
12—

37. "The ways of the heavens

and then look into
13

the god of Mflsa;

1. i. e., because of his transgression and unbelief.

J^j ywfiUu - he makes go astray, misguides,

deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'alalia, form IV

of dalla [dalal/ (faldlah], to go astray. See at 35:8,

1392, n. 2).

2. <-*s~* musrif (s.; pi. musriffin) = he who

commits excesses, transgressor, extravagant,

prodigal, wasteful ( act. participle from 'asrafa,

form IV of sarafa/sarifa [sarf/ saraf], to corrode,

to spoil, to neglect. See at 40:28, p. 1519, n. 9).

3. ^jV;^ murtdb = one who doubts, skeptic (act.

participle from irtdba, form VIII of rdba [rayb],

to doubt. See irtdbu at 24:50, p. 1 127, n. 2).

4. OjbUj yujadiBna - they dispute, quarrel,

controvert, argue, debate, wrangle (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from jadala, form III of jadala [J-** jadl\,

to tighten. See at 13: 1 3, p. 769, n. 4).

5. oUaL. sult&n - authority, power, mandate, rule,

sanction. See at 40:23, p. 1517, n. 10.

6. c^L. maqt = abomination, hateful, aversion,

detestation, odious. See at 40: 1 0, p. 1 5 1 2, n. 11.

7. i. e., makes impervious to the truth,

yafia'u = he puts a seal, imprints, impresses (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from taba'a { tab'], to impress, to

set a seal. See at 7:101, p. 505,'n. 6).

8. mutakabbir (s.; pi. mutakabbirun) -

proud, haughty, arrogant (act. participle from

takabbara, from V of kabural kabara [kubr/

kibar/ kabdrah/kabr], to become great, to be

older. See at 40:27, p. 1518, n. 12).

9. jLjt- jabbdr (s.; pi. jabbarun/ jabdbir/

jababirah) = of overwhelming power, tyrant,

oppressor. See at 28:19, p. 1237, n. 12).

10. <y ibni - build, construct, erect, set up (v. ii.

m. s. imperative from bana [bind'/bunydn], to

build, to erect. See ibnu at 37:97, p. 1445, n. 3.

11. £ j*> sarh (s.; pi. surufi) = palace, edifice,

lofty structure, castle, tower. See at 28:38, p.

1245, n. 11.

12. asbdb (sing, sabab) = ties, connections

(between people), means, reasons, ways. See at

38:10, p. 1461, n. 8.

13. 'altali'u = I look into, am acquainted

with, come to know , have access to, ascend (v. i.

s. impfct. from inula
1

a, form VIII of tala'a

[tulu'), to rise. See Ittala'a at 19:78, p. 971,'n. 3).
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and indeed I consider
1 him

a liar."
2

And thus

6y^o£ was embellished
3
to Fir'un

the evil
4
of his deed;

and he was barred
5

from the way.
6

And the plot
7
of

Fir'aun did naught

^ yC^VI but end in ruin.
8

£ > s

Section (Ruku 0 5

38. And there said the one

who believed: "O my people,

follow
9
me,

I shall guide
10
you to

the way of good sense."
11

39. "O my people,

verily this

worldly life is but

an enjoyment

while indeed the hereafter

is the abode of stability."
13

1. 'azunnu- I think, suppose, conjecture;

also, firmly believe, deem, consider (v. i. s.

impfct. from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See at 28:38, p. 1245, n. 13).

2. kddhib (s.; pi. kddhibun) = one who tells

lies, liar, untruthful ( act. participle from kadhaba

[kidhb/ kadhib/ kadhbah/ kidfibah], to lie. See at

40:28, p. 1519, n. 4).

3. jij zuyyina = he or it was embellished,

beautified, ornamented, adorned, decorated (v. iii.

m. s. past passive from zayyana, form 11 of zana

[zayn], to adorn. See at 35:8, p. 1392, n. 1).

4. tj- sti' (s.; pi. 'aswd') = evil, ill, badness,

offence, bad deed, injury, harm, calamity,

misfortune, distress. See at 39:61, p. 1503, n. 1).

5. ju* sudda = he was prevented, hindered, barred,

repulsed, obstructed, resisted (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from sadda [ sadd/sudud], to turn away,

debar. Sec sadda at 27:24, p. 1209, n. 10).

6. i. e., the way of the truth. sabil (pi.

subul/asbilah) - way, path, road, means, course.

See at 40:29, p. 1520, n. 6.

7. ±£ kayd = scheme, plot, plan, stratagem, trick.

See at 40:25, p. 1418, n. 4.

8. v'LJ tabab = to perish, be ruined, be destroyed,

(verbal noun of tabba).

9. \y^\Utabi'u = you (all) follow, obey (v. ii. m.

pi. imperative from itttaba'a, form VI] I of tabi'a

[taba
1

/ taba'ah], to follow. See at 39:55, p. 1501,

n. 1).

10. -Ukf 'ahdi (f) = 1 guide, show the way, lead (v.

i. s. impfct. from hadd [hady/ hudan/ hidayah],

to guide, to lead. The final yd' is dropped because

the verb is conclusion of a conditional clause. See

'ahdi at 40:29, p. 1520, n. 5).

11. iiij rashad = good sense, integrity of

conduct, maturity. See at 40:29, p. 1520, n. 7.

12. matd' (p\.'amti'ah) = goods, wares,

baggage, equipment, gear, necessities of life,

chattel, needs, utensils, enjoyment. See at 36:44,

p. 1419, n. 6.

13. i. e., the place to settle down and stay for

ever, jlJ qardr = stability, steadiness, firmness,

solidity, to settle down, to rest, place of rest,

abode. See at 38:60, p. 1474, n. 3.
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40. "Whoever does a bad deed
1

will not be requited
2

except its equivalent;
3 and

whoever does a good deed,
4

of male
5
or female

6

and he is a believer,

such ones

will enter
7
the garden,

8

wherein they will be given

provision
9
without calculation."

41. "And O my people,

how is it that I call
10
you

towards salvation
11

Jlo^J^S while you call me to the fire?"

<j^yui 42. "You call me

$$&s£j that I be ungrateful
12
to Allah

and associate
13
with Him

that of which I have no

knowledge;

but I call you

53 Jiift

to the All-Mighty,

the Most Forgiving."
14

1 . sayyi'ah (pi. oi*-. sayyi'£/)= sin, offence,

bad deed, evil. See at 28:54, p. 1 25 1 , n. 5.

2. cfyiw. yujzd = he is recompensed, rewarded,

requited, repaid (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

jazd \jazd'], to repay, to reward. See at 6:160, p.

462, n. 4).

3. Ji* mithl (s.; pl.Jii-' 'amthdl) = like, similar,

equivalent. See at 39:47, p. 1498, n. 2.

4. i. e., deed approved by the Qur'an and sunnah.

£«JU> s&tih - good, right, proper (act. participle

from salaha/saluha [saldh/ suluh/ mtislahah], to

be good, right. See at "35:37, p. 1403, n. 7).

5. dhakar (s.; pi. dhukur/dhukurah/dhukrdn)

- male. See at 16:97, p. 860, n. 9.

6. ^ 'unthfi (s.; pi. 'indth/'anatha) - female,

feminine. See at 16:97, p. 860, n. 10.

7. Ojl^Ju yadkhul&na = they enter, go in (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from dakhala [dukhut], to enter.

See at 16:32, p. 837, n. 4).

8. i^- jannah (s.; pi. janndt) = orchard, garden,

paradise. See janndt at 36:34, p. 1417, n. 2.

9. 0yjji yurzaq&na = they are given provision,

provided (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

razaqa [rizq], to give the means of subsistence.

See at 3:169, p. 222, n. 8).

10. lyo' 'ad'u = I pray, call, invoke, beseech,

invite (v. i. s. impfct. from da'd [du'd'], to call, to

summon. See 'ad'u at 19:48, p. 963, n. 1).

11. «U»i najcth = escape, deliverance, salvation.

See najjaynd at 37: 134, p. 1451, n. 3.

12. yiTi 'akfura(u) = I become ungrateful, cover,

disbelieve (v. i. s. impfct. from kafara [kufr], to

cover. The final letter takes fathah because of an

implied 'an in li (of motivation) coming before

the verb. See 'akfuru at 27:40, p. 1214, n. 6).

13. .11^ 'ushrika(u) - 1 set a partner, associate,

give a share (v. i. s. impfct. from 'ashraka, form

IV of sharika [shirk / sharikah], to share. The

final letter takes fathah because the verb is

conjunctive to the previous verb governed by an

implied 'an. Sec at 13:35, p. 780, n. 11).

14. j'Hs-ghaffdr = Most Forgiving, the Intensely

Forgiving (act. participle in the intensive scale of

fa"dl from ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn],

to forgive. See at 39:5, p. 1482, n. 7).
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2#

if > ^

43. "No doubt,
1

that to which you call
2 me

deserves no invocation
3

in the world

nor in the hereafter,

and that our return
4
shall be

to Allah

and that the transgressors
5

shall be the ones

to be inmates
6
of the fire."

44."And soon you will recall
7

what I say to you.

And I entrust
8 my affair

9

to Allah. Verily Allah is

All-Seeing of His servants."

&t£i> 45. So Allah saved
10 him

olki, from the evils
11
of

\x£=£& what they schemed;
12

3£j and there encircled
13

4&?<J% people of Fir'aun

the evil of punishment.

1. fj* M Id jarama = no doubt, surely, certainly,

of course. See at 16:109, p. 864, n. 10.

2. i. e, the imaginary gods and goddesses to

whom you call me. Ojaju tad'Una = you (all) call,

call upon, invoke, invite (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

da'Q [du'a'] 7 to call. See at 39:38, p. 1494, n. 9).

3. Syo da'wah - call, invitation, summons,

summoning, claim, demand, invocation,

supplication, propagation.

4. i. e., after death and resurrection for final

judgement and requital, maradd - place of

return, return, repulsion, resistance. See at 30:43,

p. 1304, n. 8.

5. i. e., those who transgress the limits set by

Allah and violate His injunctions, 0**/-^ musrijin

(pi; acc./gen. of musrifun; s. musrif) = those who

commit excesses, exceed all bounds, extravagant,

prodigal, wasteful, transgressors (active participle

from 'asrafa, form IV of sarafa/sarifa [surf/

saraf], to corrode, to spoil, to neglect. See at

26:151, p. 1188, n. 9).

6. 'as-hdb (pi.; sing, v^u* sahib) =

inmates, dwellers, companions, associates,

followers, owners. See at 40:6, p. 151 1, n. 4).

7. Oj^o: tadhkurdna- you remember, recall,

mention, talk about (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr], to remember, to

mention. See at 2:235, p. 118, n. 8).

8. Jejft 'ufawwiflu = I entrust, commit, consign

(v. i. s. impfct. from fawwada, form 11 from the

root fawd).

9. y\
yamr (s.; pi. yA

3 \ 'awamir I jyA 'umur) =

order, command, decree / matter, issue, affair.

See at 33:36, p. 1350, n. 5.

10. <j*j waqa - he saved, protected, guarded (v.

iii. m. s. past from wuqy/wiqayah, to guard, to

preserve. See ittaqu at 39: 73, p. 1507, n. 5).

1 1. sayyi'dt (pi.; s. *Ar- sayyi'ah) = evils,

evil deeds, sins. See at 40:9, p. 1512, n. 7.

12. makard = they schemed, plotted,

planned, had recourse to a ruse, devised (v. iii. m.

pi. past from makara [makr], to deceive, to

delude. See at 27:50, p. 1217, n. 1 1).

13. JU- haqa = he or it surrounded, enclosed,

hemmed in, encircled (v. iii. m. s. past from hawq,

to surround. See at 39:48, p. 1498, n. 8).
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jlSf 46. The fire,

they shall be laid
1

on it

[L^j\jj^ by morning2
and evening.

3

££J And the day

the Hour shall take place:

iSy^iJi; TjLsl "Enter
4
the people of Fir'aun

s->lij(Ht in the severest
5
of punishment."

47. And lo, they will quarrel
6

in the fire.

The weak ones
7
will say

to those who

had turned arrogant:
8

"Indeed we had been of you

the followers.
9

So will you be

relieving
10
us

of a portion
11

of the fire?"

48. There will say those

who had turned arrogant:

"Indeed we all are in it.

'd\<£>\ Verily Allah has decided
12

between the servants."

1. yu'radtina = they are displayed,

exposed, submitted, placed/set before, laid (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. passive from 'arada/'aruda ['ard],

to become visible, to be wide. See at 11:18, p.

684, n. 8).

2. j-^ ghuddw = morning, coming /running in

the morning. See at 34:12, p. 1371, n. 10.

3. crip 'ashiy = evening, early night. See at

38:18, p. 1463, n. 8.

4. i. e., it will said. Ijlasol 'adkhil(i= you (all)

enter (in the transitive sense), insert, put in, admit

(v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'adkhala, form IV of

dakhala [dukhiil], to enter. See 'adkhil at 40:18

p. 1512, n. 1).

5. J-if ashadd = more/most intense, stronger/

strongest, severer /severest, fiercer/ fiercest,

stemer/stemest, tougher/toughest, (elative of

shadtd). See at 40:2 1, p. 1516, n. 10.

6. 'i>yr\j^i yatahdjj&na = they quarrel, dispute,

argue, debate (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from tahajja,

from V[ of hajja [hijj/hajjj], to aim at, to

overcome. See tuMjjuna at 6:79, p. 423, n. 7).

7. (.u^ du'afd' (pi.; s. da'if) = the weak, frail,

feeble, debilitated, deficient (act. participle in the

scale oifa'U from da'ufa [du'f/da'j], to be weak.

See at 14:21, p. 794, n. 3.

'

8. i. e., the leaders who had misguided them.

istakbarU - they boasted, became proud,

turned arrogant, haughty (v. iii. m. pi. past from

istakbara, form X of kaburalkabara [kubr/ kibar/

kabarah/kabrj, to become great, to be older. See

at 25:21, p. 1144, n. 9).

9. £>" taba* = followers, following, dependency,

succession. See at 14:21, p. 794, n. 5,

10. oyiu> mughntin (pi., s. j^-l mughnin ) =

those who avail, make free from want, enrich,

suffice, relieve, be of use (act. participle from

'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya [ghinan / ghand' ],

to be free from want, to be rich. See 'aghnat at

14:21, p. 794, n. 6).

11. i.^oi nastb (s.; pi. nusub /ansibd' /ansibah)

= share, portion, luck, chance, fate, dividend. See

at 28:77, p. 1259, n. 10.

12. p£>- ffakama = he decided, adjudged, passed

judgement (v. iii. m. s. past from hukm, to pass

judgement. See tahkumu at 39:46, p. 1497, n. 10).
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49. And those in the fire will

" -i --'-^ ^^-^ , i 1 r* i_ 1

1

say to the keepers of hell:

"Pray
2
your Lord

that He lighten
3
for us

1
< ^ if-* , l^*^ i r* . t • i ill

a day of the punishment.

<4P

50. They will say:

"Did there not use to

come to you

your Messengers

with the clear evidences?"
5

They will say: Yes.

They will say: Then pray.

But the prayer

of the unbelievers will not be

but in vain.
6

Section (Ruku') 6

51. Verily We will help
7

Our Messengers

and those who believe

in the worldly life

MP and on the day

the witnesses
8
will come up.

1. fcj* khazanah (pi.; s. khdzin) ~ treasurers,

stewards, keepers (act. participle from khaz.ana

[kfuizn], to store, to stock. See at 39:73, p. 1507,

n. 7).

2. lyol ud'ti = you (all) pray, call, invoke,

beseech (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from da'd

[dua'], to call. See at 34: 22, p. 1376, n. 1).

3. <JJ&h yukhaffif(u) = he makes light, lightens,

eases, softens (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from khaffafa,

form II of khaffa [khiffah], to be light. See

yukhqffifa at 4:28, p. 252, n. 12).

4. J—j rusul (pi.; s. J^j rasul ) = messengers,

envoys, emissaries, delegates. See at 40:22, p.

1517, n. 2.

5. i. e., miracles and other evidences proving the

truth of their mission and of the message they

delivered, bayyinat (pi.; sing, bayyinah) =

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 40:22,

p.1517, n. 3).

6. No believing and praying will avail when faced

with the punishment (see the last 'ayah of this

surah). J'SU* $al&l = error, straying from the right

path. fi daldl = in vain. See at 39:22, p. 1489, n.

10.

7. nansuru - we help, assist, give victory

(v. i. pi. impfct. from nasara [nasr /nusur], to

help. See nasarnd at 37: 1 16, p. 1448, n. 8).

8. i. e., on the Day of Judgement when the

angels, the Messewngeres and the believers will

testify against the nations that disbelieved their

respective Messengers and to the effect that the

Messengers had duly delivered the message to

their respective peoples, -i^f 'ashdd (pi.; s.

shahid) - witnesses. See at 1 1 : 18, p. 684, n. 9.
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jS 52. That day

there will avail
1

not

O\J0 the transgressors
2

l^rJ-Ui their excuse;
3

iLiA!\ji4^ and they will have the curse
4

(i4lS and they will have

®^ty* the evil
5
of the abode.

6

^J*GCj^j 53. And We had given Musa

the guidance

Qj$j and gave as inheritance
7
to

the Children of Isra' Tl

if the Book,

^li 54. As guidance and

c!^==>jj reminder
8

g) *-*£lVTjjV to those having intelligence.
9

55. So have patience.
10

^(IfjCSj Verily Allah's promise
11

is true.

jillJj And seek forgiveness

c^CljjJ of your sin;

12

1. ^ yanfa'u = he (or it) benefits, is of use,

avails (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nafa'a [naf], to

be useful, be of use. See at 32:29, p. 1332, n. 1 3).

2. i. e., the polytheists (note that at 3 1 : 1 3 shirk or

setting partners with Allah is called a grave zulm

).
t
j-JUi z&limin (acc./gen. of zalimun, sing.

zalim) - transgressors, wrong-doers, unjust

persons, polytheists ( active participle from

zalama [zulm], to transgress, do wrong. See at

35:40, p. 'l405, n. 5).

3. Sj.w ma'dhirah (s.; pi. ma'ddhir) = excuse,

pardon, forgiveness. See at 30:57, p. 1309, n. 7.

4. la'nah (s.; pi. la
1

wit) = curse, banishment

from mercy, imprecation. See at 38:78, p. 1477, n.

8.

5. ty* sit* (s.; pi. 'aswd') = evil, ill, badness,

offence, bad deed, injury, harm, calamity,

misfortune, distress. See at 40:37, p. 1523, n. 4).

6. i. e., the abode of the hereafter, jb ddr (s.;

pi .jLo diyar) = abode, home, house, edifice,

habitation, land, country. See at 38:47, p. 1471, n.

9.

7. Lj'jjT 'awrathna - we made over, make

(someone) inherit, bequeathed, gave as

inheritance, made heir (v. i. pi. past from

'awratha, form IV of waritha ['irth/ 'irthah/

wirdthahJ rithah/ turdth], to be heir, to inherit.

See at 39:74, p. 1507, n. 10).

8. is/'i dhikrd = recollection, remembrance,

memory, reminder. See at 39:21, p. 1489, n. 4.

9. 'albdb (pi.; sing. lubb) - heart,

acumen, intelligence, understanding. See at 39:1 8,

p. 1487, n. 14).

10. i. e. f have patience over the unbelievers'

opposition and ridiculing . j~<>\ isbir = be patient,

have patience, bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from sabara [sabr], to be patient, to

bind. See at 38:17, p. J 463, n. 3).

11. jlpj wa'd (s.; pi. wu'ud) - promise. See at

36:48, p. 1420, n. 7.

12. istaghfir = ask forgiveness, pray for

pardon (v. ii. m. s. imperative from istaghfara,

form X of ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn],

to forgive. See at 24:62, p. 1 135, n. 1).
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feZmj And proclaim the sanctity
1

(iJIJjui with the praise
2
of your Lord

by the evening
3

^J^==^u^\j and the morning.
4

1. sabbih

d^^o[ 56. Verily those who

C^^Pk dispute
5

o£SlXt| about the signs of Allah

<^&Iij£L without any sanction
6

^3 having come to them,

p£^ii»Ljol there is naught in their hearts
7

"M=z?i\ except arrogance.
8

^IS^^jblS They shall not attain
9

it.

AiL JuLLli So seek refuge
10
with Allah.

i.^S\y>,Zj>\ Verily He is the All-Hearing,

the All-Seeing.

57. Surely the creation
11

of

u^Vv^oylitf the heavens and the earth

is greater than

u^LjJt^Ii- the creation of man;

5*3; but

,_^ff<LJ most men

do not know. 12

proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbaha, form II of sabaha

[sabh/ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See at 25:58, p.

1155,n. 8)."

2. -Uj- hamd - praise with reverence and love.

hamd for Allah, i. e., praising Him by a creature

means expressing gratitude to Him and

worshipping Him. It is used generally in respect of

Allah. See at 6:1, p. 391, n. 1.

3. tj^p 'ashty = evening, early night. See at

40:46, p. 1526, n. 3.

4. jl^jl 'ibkdr = morning (before sunrise). See

bukrah at 33:42, p. 1353, n. 2.

5. 0>bUu yujddilfina = they dispute, quarrel,

controvert, argue, debate, wrangle (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from jddala, form HI of jadala [Jju- jad[\,

to tighten. See at 40:35, p. 1522, n. 4).

6. OUaL* sultdn = authority, power, mandate, rule,

sanction. See at 40:35, p. 1522, n. 5.

7. jjJ-* sudCr (pi.; sing. >u» sadr) - breasts,

chests, bosoms, hearts, front, beginning. See at

35:38, p. 1404, n. 1.

8. i. e., arrogance which prevents them from

recognizing the truth and accepting the

Prophethood of Muhammad, peace and blessings

of Allah be on him. jS kibr = bigness, magnitude,

pride, arrogance, leading part, major role. See at

24:11, p. 1109,n. 7.

9. i. e., the unbelievers shall never attain that

position of special favour, Prophethood, which

Allah bestows only on His chosen one. ^iJ^

bdlighi{n) (pi.; acc./gen. of balighun ; s. Mligh)

= those who reach, attain (act. participle from

balagha [bulugh], to reach. The terminal nun is

dropped because of the genitive construction. See

at 16:7, p. 829, n. 9).

10. Joc^l ista'idh = seek protection, take refuge

(v. ii. m. s. imperative from ista'adha, form X of

'ddha [awdh/'iyddh / ma'Adh], to seek protection.

See at 16:98, p. 861, n. 3).

11. jl^ khalq = creation, origination, making,

creatures, constitution. See at 36:69, p. 1425, n. 7.

12. i. e., most men do not know that everything,

including their recreation and resurrection, is easy

for Allah.
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(jjjLlil^j 58. And there equalize
1

not

j\^l\j^J^i\ the blind
2
and the seeing one

3

\^CotMj anc* those who believe

\JJ>j and do the good deeds,
4

£^>~irfVj nor the one doing evil.
5

I35u£ Little is that

^j^TjcJ you bear in mind.
6

Vilify 59. Verily the Hour7

aJtI is sure to come.

l^-js^SV There is no doubt
8
in it.

But

\j*&\j^==>\ most men

$ <^jJ-Sy believe not.

(^=4j3iiJ 60. And your Lord says:

"Call
9 Me,

|3^£3 I shall respond
10

to you.

*jm\o[ Verily those

O^iSj^ who turn arrogantly
1

1

JjIS&o^ from worshipping Me

y^o^L-x^ shall enter hell

in disgrace.
12

I. <jy~-t yastawi = he becomes equal, equalizes,

becomes even/ straight/ regular/ upright (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from istawd, form VIII of suwiya

[siwan], to be equal. See at 39:9, p. 1485, n. 1).

2: 'a'md (s.; pi. 'umy) = blind. See at

35: 19, p. 1397, n. 8.

3. ba$ir = one who sees/observes, All-Seeing

(act. participle in the scale of fa'il from

basura/basiru [basar], to see). See at 35: 45, p.

1408, n. L

4. i^UJU* sdlihdt (f.; sing, sdlihah; m. sdlih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 38:24, p. 1465, n. 5.

5. • musV = one who does evil, evil-doer (act.

participle from 'asd'a , form IV of sd'a [saw], to

be bad/foul/evil. See 'asd'u at 30:10, p. 1293, n.

3).

6. OjjS'Jtf tatadhakkarfina = you bear in mind,

remember ( v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from tadhakkara,

form V of dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr], to remember.

See at 32:4, p. 1325, n. 6).

7. i. e., the hour of resurrection and judgement.

i*u sd'ah (s.; pi. sd'dt) - hour, time, clock, the

Hour of Resurrection. See at 30:14, p. 1293, n.

10.

8. so r&yb = doubt, suspicion, misgivings. See

at 32:2 p. 1324, n. 3.

9. lyol ud (H - you (all) pray, call, invoke,

beseech (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from da'd

[du'd'], to call. See at 40:49, p. 1527, n. 2).

10. vj*^ f
astajib(Jtbu) = 1 respond, answer (v. i.

s. impfct. from istajdba, form X of jdba \Jawb],

to travel. The final letter is vowelless (hence the

medial yd' is dropped) because the verb is

conclusion of a conditional clause. See yastajtbu

at 28:64, p. 1255, n. 5.

II. Oj^rt^—i yastdkbiriina = they turn arrogant/

proud/haughty, are puffed up ( v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from istakbara, form X of kabura [kubr/ kibdr/

kabdrah], to become big, large, great. See at

37:35, p. 1436, n. 2).

12. jtjfi-b ddkhirin (pi.; acc./gen. of ddkhirQn; s.

ddkhir) = those who become small, humble,

lowly, are humiliated, are in disgrace (act.

participle from dakhara [dkhar/dukhur], to be

small, humble. See at 27:87, p. 1228, n. 7).
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^1

Section (Ruku')l

61. Allah is He Who

has made 1

for you the night

that you may repose
2
therein,

and the day giving visibility.
3

Verily Allah is Full of Grace
4

on man, but

most men

do not express gratitude.
5

62. Such is Allah,

your Lord,

Creator
6
of everything.

There is no deity except He.

dj>5>$$ Then how are you deluded?
7

63. Thus were deluded

\p>&M those who had been

-uiioilL at the signs
9
of Allah

hurling rejection.
3

64. Allah is He Who

has made for you

1. J** ja'ala = he made / set / put / placed /

appointed (v. iii. s. past from ja'l, to make, to put.

See at 36: 80, p. 1428, n. 5).

2. 1y£~J taskun&(na) = you (all) repose, rest, be

tranquil, calm (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from sakana

[sukun], to be calm, still. The terminal nun is

dropped because of a hidden 'an in li ( of

motivation) coming before the verb. See at 30:31,

p. 1296, n. 4).

3. So you may work and earn livelihood,

mubsir (s.; pi. mubsirun) ~ one who sees

through/perceives/ discerns, gives visibility, (act.

participle from 'absara, form IV of basura/ basira

[basar], to see, to understand. See at 10:67, p.

661* n. 8).

4. J-i* fadl (pl.fudut) = grace, favour, kindness,

bounty; also surplus, excess, superiority, merit,

excellence. See at 34: 10, p. 1371, n. 1.

5. Ojj^-i; yashkurHna = they express gratitude,

give thanks (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from shakara

[shukr/ shukran), to thank. See at 36:73, p. 1426,

n. 11).

6. (jJl>- khdliq = Creator, Maker (act. participle

from khalaqa [khalq], to create. See khataqa at

39:62, p. 1523, n. 3).

7. i. e., into worshipping others who are only

created beings, in lieu of Allah. Oj&jj tu'fakuna

= you are deluded, deceived, beguiled, turned

away (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from 'afaka

['ift/'afk/'afak/'uf&k], to lie, to deceive. See at

35:3, p. 1390, n. 9).

8. i. e., just as many of you do not heed the signs

of Allah and express gratitude for His graces and

thus be deluded, likewise others before you were

deluded. <lX*}i yu'faku = he is deluded, beguiled,

deceived, turned away (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive

from 'afaka. See n. 7 above).

9. ol^l 'dy&t (s\ng. 'dyah) = signs, miracles,

revelations. See at 40:23, p. 1517, n. 9.

10. jjo*^ yajhadUna = they reject, negate,

deny, disavow, repudiate, refuse, refuse to

acknowledge, renounce (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

jahada [ jahd/juh&d\, to reject, to deny. See at

7:51, p. 4S5,n. 7).*
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i r i I

the earth as a resting place

and the sky as a setup;

and He has shaped
3
you

and has perfected
4

[*••

•

—vty* your makes;

s y //
and He has provided

6
for you

of the good things.
7

O 1 • ill i_

Such is Allah,

your Lord.

So Blessed
8

is Allah,

Lord of all beings.
9

^JJ\£ 65. He is the Ever-Living,

y^l^r? There is no deity except He.

iJ>'J^> So invoke
10 Him,

%oyf& making exclusive
1

1

for Him

^/JJi the worship.

All the praise is for Allah,

^ h^^cJj Lord of all beings.

jS^ 66. Say: "Indeed I have been

£^ forbidden
12

C^Jfj&lit t0 worship those whom

1. jlji ?ar<Jr = stability, steadiness, firmness,

solidity, to settle down, to rest, place of rest,

abode. See at 40:39, p. 1 523, n. 1 3.

2. ftb bind' (s.; pi. banna'uri) = building, setup,

structure, edifice also verbal noun of band, to

build . See at 2:21, p. ll,n. 8)

3. jj+*> sawwara - he shaped, gave form, formed,

moulded, fashioned (v. iii. m. s. past in, form 11

from the root surah, shape. See sawwarnd at

7:11, p. 468, n. 3).

4. 'ahsana = he made good, perfected, did

favours, acted rightly, was charitable (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of hasuna [husn], to be good. See

at 32:7, p. 1326 v n.'l).

5. suwar (pl.„ s. surah) = shapes, makes,

forms, figures, pictures, statues, copies.

6. i. e., with the means of subsistence,

nourishment and wellbeing. 6jj razaqa = he

provided with the means of subsistence,

bestowed, gave provision, endowed, blessed (v.

iii. m. s. past from razq, to provide, bestow. See

at 16:1 14, p. 866, n. 13).

7. oU» tayyibdt (f.; pi.; sing, {ayyibah, m.

(ayyib) = good women, good things, agreeable

things, pleasant things (things lawful and

salutary). See at 24:26, p. 1 1 14, n. 9.

8. £ju iabdraka - he became blessed, praised,

exalted (v. iii. m. s. past in form VJ of baraku, to

kneel down. See at 25: 61, p. [ 156, n. 6).

9. j-J^p idlamin (acc./gen. of 'dlamun, sing.

(Ju 'dlam, i.e., any being or object that points to

its Creator; sing, 'dlam) = all beings, creatures.

See at 39:75, p. 1508, n. 7).

10. ly^l ud'ti = you (all) pray, call, invoke,

beseech (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from da'd

[du'd'], to call. See at 40:60, p. 1530, n. 9).

11. i. e., without associating anyone with Him.

mukhlisin (pi.; acc./gen. of mukhlisun;

sing, mukhlis) = those who make (something)

exclusive and pure, sincere, loyal, (act. participle

from 'akhlas,a, form IV of khalasa [kJiulus
t
], to be

pure. See at 40: 1 4, p. 1 5 1 4, n. 7).

12. nuhitu ~ I was forbidden, prohibited,

banned, interdicted (v. i. s. past passive from

naha [nahy], to forbid).
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y°u invoke
1

besides Allah,

t^tU since there has come to me

cjVffi the clear evidences
2

Jj^ from my Lord

i^lj and I have been commanded3

pLL\$ that I surrender

^l^T^/Ij to the Lord of all beings.

<3$\y> 67. He it is Who

y|jo*p^==i3£ created you of dust;
5

^en out of a drop,
6

4j&l/f
then of a sticking clot,

7

j^pi ^ then He produces
8 you

>LLU as a baby;
9

1^13^ then that you may attain

pi^IH your maturity,
11

jy^oJ^ithen that you become old;

J^pK^j and among you are those

J£2 that are made to die
12

earlier;

and that you may reach

j^;>UJ a term specified
13

^_^Tn1j and in order that you may

10

- undertsand.

1. i. e., worship, dy-x iad'Una = you (all) call,

call upon, invoke, invite (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

da'a [du'A'l to call. See at 40:42, p. 1525, n. 2).

2. i^Lu* bayyin&t (pi.; sing, bayyinah) = clear

proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 40:50,

p.l527,n. 5).

3. <±>s>\ 'umirtu = I was bidden, commanded,

ordered, (v. i. s. past passive from 'amara ['amr],

to command. See at 39: 1 2, p. 1 486, n. 1 ).

4. i. e., completely and with undivided loyalty,

shunning all imaginary gods and goddesses. |JL*t

'uslima(u) - 1 surrender, submit, commit myself,

resign myself (v. i. s. impfct. from 'aslama, from

IV of salima [saldmah/saltlm], to be safe, secure.

See 'aslamtu at 27:44, p. 1215, n. 13).

5. turdb (s.; pi. atribahJ tirbdn) = soil, dust,

dirt, earth. See at 37:54, p. 1439, n. 1.

6. i. e., of the parents. nutfah (s ; pi. nutaf)

- drop, sperm. See at 36:77, p. 1427, n. 10.

7. i. e., as the next stage in the development.

'alaqah = sticking clot. See at 23:14, p. 1077, n.

12.

8. yukhriju ~ he brings out, produces,

expels, drives out (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from'akhraja, form IV of kharaja [khuruj], to go

out, to leave. See at 30:19, p. 1295, n. 6).

9. tifl (s.; pi. 'atfal) = infant, baby, child.

See at 24:31, p. 1117, n. 13.

10. Then Allah makes you grow. lylJ tablughti

(na) = you (all) attain, reach, arrive at (v. ii. m.

pi. impfct. from balagha [bulugh], to reach, to

attain. The terminal nun is dropped because of a

hidden 'an in // (of motivation) coming before the

verb. See at 22:5, p. 1046, n. 11).

11. A-il 'ashudd = physical maturity, virility,

majority. See at 28: 14, p. 1235, n. 7.

'2. ijjk yutawaffd = he is taken fully, received

in full, caused to die (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive

from tawaffd, from V of wafd [wafd'/wajy], to be

perfect, to fulfil. See at 22:5, p. 1046, n. 13).

13.^^—^ musamman (s.; pi. musammaydt)=

specified, stipulated, named, designated, defined

(passive participle {m. s. ) from samma {to

name}, form 11 of soma [sumuw/ samd'], to be

high. See at 39:42, p. 1496, n. 10).
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*J/*isMy> 68. He it is Who gives life
1

and causes to die.

£^2^ ^ S° when He decrees
3
a matter

<£ilJ^l2^ He but say for it "Be"

J$)u|3 and it comes into being.

Section (Ruku')S

69. Do you not see those

OjUii who dispute
4

about the signs of Allah

?

!

$ How are they deluded?
6

0

70. Those who disbelieve
7

in the Book8
and in that with

which We have sent out
9

Our Messengers—
but soon the will know.

10

71. When the fetters
11

will be

at their necks,
12

and the chains,

they will be dragged
13

1. <j*iyuhyi = he gives life, revivifies, brings to

life, enlivens, animates, vitalizes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ahya, form IV of hayiya [hayah], to

live. See at 36:78, p. 1428, n. 1).

2. o-s yumttu = he causes to die, puts to death

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'amdta, form IV of mata

[mawt], to die. See at 30:40, p. 1304, n. 3).

3. Lrai qadd - he decreed, decided, judged,

executed, fulfilled, terminated, concluded (v. iii.

m. s. past from qada\ to conclude. See at 39:42,

p. 1496, n. 8).

4. o^U< yuj&dil&na = they dispute, quarrel,

controvert, argue, debate, wrangle (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from jddala, form III of jadala [Jju jadl],

to tighten. See at 40:56, p. 1529, n. 5).

5. It is a question of surprise, i. e., how do they

dispute about the signs of Allah while they are so

obvious?

6. i. e., from the right course of monotheism to the

error of polytheism, j yusrafQna = they are

deluded, diverted, turned away (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. passive from sarafa [sarf], to turn, to turn

away. See tusrafuna at 39:6, p. 1483, n. 3).

7. i^oS' kadhdhabU = they cried lies, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kudhib

fkadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 37:127, p.

1450, n. 4).

8. i. e., the Qur'5n.

9. Allah sent the same message through all the

previous Prophets. So a Muslim must believe in

all the previous Prophets and the message they

delivered. UL-J 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent,

despatched, discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala,

form IV of rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing.

See at 37: 147, p. 1453, n. 1).

10. i. e., the consequences of their unbelief and

polytheism.

11. J**t 'aghlal (pi.; s. ghull) = fetters, shackles,

manacles. See at 36:8, p. 1410, n. 7.

12. i. e., on the Day of Judgement, jl*! 'a'ndq

(pi.; s. 'unuq) = necks. See at 38:33, p. 1468,

n. 11.

13. yushabUna = they are dragged, drawn,

pulled, withdrawn (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from sahaba [sahb], to drag, to trail on the

ground).
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j^iJItj 72. Into the boiling water;
1

jlIrfjjL; then in the fire

$ <££i~» they will be burned.
2

I^J^f 73. Then it will be said to

C them: "Where are those that

0^A^^ you used to set as partners
3

74. "Besides Allah?"

'A

915 They will say:

L^-!>Li "They have strayed from us.

jj<> Nay, we did not use to

invoke
5
afore anything."

SlJ^iiljS^ Thus Allah makes go astray
6

the unbelievers.
7

75. That is so because

<l>y^ you had been rejoicing
8

Jfj3\i\ in the earth

(^Lf^i without justification
9

pcSHjJ and because you used to

$J5^2 be exultant.
10

1. hamtm - boiling water, close friend,

intimate friend, (act. participle in the scale offa'tl

from kamma [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at

40:18, p. 1515, n. 11.

2. jj/*—i yusjaruna = they are burned, fired up,

heated (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sajara , to fire

up).

3. i. e., in your worship. o^jiJ tushriktina =

you (all) associate, set partners (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'ashraka, form IV of sharika [ shirk/

sharikah], to share. See at 1 1 :54, p. 697, n. 6).

4. l^Li» dallu = they went astray, strayed, lost way,

erred (v. iii. m. pi. past from dalla

[daldl/daldlah], to loose one's way. See at 20:92,

p. 998, n. 9).

5. ly^J nad'ua('u )= we call, invoke, invite (v. i.

pi. impfct. from da'd [du'd'], to call, to summon.

See at 17:71, p. 896, n. 6).

6. i. e., because of their unbelief and setting

partners with Allah. yudillu - he makes go

astray, misguides, deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from 'adalla, form IV of dalla [daldl/ daldlah], to

go astray. See yudilla at 38:26, p. 1466, n. 6).

7. kafirin ( pi.; acc./genitive of kafirun\ s.

kafir) = unbelievers, infidels, those disbelieving,

ungrateful (active participle from kafara [kufr

/kufrdn / kufur], to disbelieve, to cover. See at

39:59, p. 1502, n. 6).

8. i. e., at what you did of sins and misdeeds.

dy-jZ tafrahuna - rejoice, become happy, are

delighted (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from fariha [farah],

to be glad. See at 27:36, p. 1212, n. 13).

9. J*- haqq - right, truth, liability, justice, just

cause. See at 39:41, p. 1495, n. II.

10. i. e., at your unbelief and disobedience to

Allah. 0^-j*J tamrahuna = you be exultant/

merry/ hilarious (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from mariha

[marah], to he merry, exultant. See marah at

31:18, p. 1317, n. 4).
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<4,

> >

76. Enter you all
1

the gates
2
of hell

abiding for ever
3
therein.

So bad is
4

the abode5
of the arrogant.

6

77. So be patient.
7

Verily Allah's promise

is true.

So whether We show 8
you

some of what

We have promised
9 them

or We make you die,
10

to Us they will be returned.
11

78. And indeed We had sent

Messengers before you.

Of them are those that

We have narrated
12
to you

and of them are those that

We have not narrated to you.

And it lies not with a Mes-

senger that he brings a sign

1. i. c, it will be said to them. I^bo! udkhulU =

you (all) enter, go in, join (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from dakhala [dukhul], to enter. See at 39:72, p.

1506, n. 12).

2. v 1^ 'abwdb (sing, bdb) = doors, gates,

sections. See at 39:71, p. 1506, n. 4.

3. khalidin (pi.; acc./gen. of khdlidun, s.

khdlid) = living for ever, abiding for ever,

everlasting, eternal, immortals (active participle

from khalada [khulud], to live for ever. See at

39:72, p. 1506, n. 13.

4. ^ bVs ~ evil, wretched, bad. See at 39:72, p.

1507, n. 1.

5. iSji* mathwan (s.; pi. jli* mathdwin) =

abode, dwelling place, resting place (noun of

place from thawiya [lhawd'], to stay, abide). See

at 39:72, p. 1507, n. 2.

6. jis&* mutakabbitin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mutakabbirun) = proud, haughty, arrogant (act.

participle from takabbara, from V of kabural

kabara [kubr/ kibar/ kabdrah/kabr], to become

great, to be older. See at 39:72, p. 1507, n. 3).

7. i. e., have patience over the unbelievers'

opposition and ridiculing . ^ isbir = be patient,

have patience, bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from $abara [sabr], to be patient, to

bind. See at 40:55, p. 1528, n. 10).

8- jiy nuriyanna = we show, make (someone)

see (v. i. pi. emphatic impfct. in form IV of ra'd

[ra'y/ru'yah], to see at 13:40, p. 782, n. I).

9. i. e., of disgrace and punishment. na'idu =

we promise, assure, threaten, (v. i. s. impfct. from

w'ada [wa'd], to promise. See at 23:95, p. J 098,

n. 6).

10. natawaffayanna = we take fully, cause

to die (v. i. pi. emphatic impfct. from tawaffd,

from V of wafd [waf&'Avafy], to be perfect, to

fulfil. See at 13:40, p. 782, n. 3).

11. i. e., after death and resurrection for final

judgement and requital, dy^r^ yurja'dna = they

(all) are returned, taken back, sent back (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. passive from raja'a [ruju'], to return.

See at 28:39, p. 1246, n. 4).

1 2. t^wiS qasa$nd - we related, narrated, gave an

account, told (v. i. pi. past from qassa [qasas], to

relate, narrate. See at 16:118, p. 868, n. 6).
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except by the leave
1

of Allah.

So when there comes

the command2
of Allah

decree will be given

with justice

and thereat will suffer loss
4

the followers of falsehood.
5

Section (Ruku <) 9

79. Allah is He Who

has made for you

the grazing livestock
6
that

you may ride on some of them

and of some of them you eat.

tufts 80. And you have in them

uses;

and that you may reach

i i • in
on them an object

»> .

you have in your hearts;

and on them

and on the ships

you are carried.
12

1. The Messengers have no power to perform a

miracle. It is Allah Who causes miracles to

happen at their hands. Oil 'idhn (pi. jjil 'udhun

/oUjit 'udh&ndt) - leave, permission. See at 34:12,

p. 1372, n. 1).

2. i. e., for the punishment of the disbelievers. ^
*amr (s.; pi. 'awdmir I jy*S 'umur) = order,

command, decree / matter, issue, affair. See at

40:44, p. 1525, n. 9.

3. qudiya = it is settled, adjudicated, decreed,

passed, spent, concluded, decided (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from qada [qada'], to settle, to decide.

See at 39:75, p. 1508, n.*6).

4. khasira = he suffered loss, lost, incurred

damage (v. iii. m. s. past from khusr /khasdr

/khasdrah /khusrdn. See at 22:1 1, p. 1049, n. 4).

5. 0jU*r* mubtUHn (pi.; s. mubtil) - lying ones,

followers of falsehood, prattlers (act. participle

from 'abtala, form IV of batala [bull Ibatlari],

to be null/ false. See at 30:58, p. 13 10, n. 3).

6. 'an'dm (pi.; s. ^ na'am) = grazing

livestock (sheep, cattle, camels, goats), animals.

See at 39:6, p. 1482 n. 10.

7. 1jS
'j tarkabH(na) = you ride, embark, mount,

board (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from rakiba [rukub], to

ride, mount. The terminal nun is dropped because

of a hidden 'an in li (of motivation) coming

before the verb, See at 16:8, p. 829, n. 1 1).

8. i. e., other uses, such as of their wool, hyde,

bones, etc. man&fi* (sing, manfa'ah) - uses,

benefits. See at 36:73, p. 1426, n. 9.

9. \yte iablugM (na) = you (all) attain, reach,

arrive at (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from balagha

[bultigh], to reach, to attain. The terminal ndn is

dropped for the reason stated at n. 8 above. See at

40:67, p. 1533, n. 10).

10. i. e., of carrying something to a distant

destination. hdjah (s.; pi. hdjdt/hawd'ij) =

need, object, desire, wish, concern. See at 12:68,

p. 747, n. 7.

11. iUi fulk (mas. and fern.; sing, and pi.) =

ships, (Noah's) Ark. See at 35:12, p. 1394, n. 12.

12. oy**o iuhmalUna - you (all) are carried,

borne (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from hamala

[haml], to carry. See at 23:21, p. 1080, n. 6).
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(3C£j 8 1 . And He shows 1

you

His signs.

Then which of Allah's signs

6^j^kIj do you deny?
2

(J)

82. Do they not travel
3

in the earth

and see
4 how was

the end
5
of those

before them?
6

They had been

more numerous than they

and stronger
7
in power

and vestiges
8
in the land;

but there availed
9 them not

what they used to acquire.
10

83. Then when there came to

them their Messengers

with the clear evidences

they rejoiced
11
at what

they had with them

of knowledge;
12

1 . t^jj yurx = he shows, makes see (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ard, form IV of ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah],

to see. See at 40:13, p. 1514, n. 1.

2. dj^s tunkirUna - you disavow, deny, pretend

not to know (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'ankara,

form IV of nakira [nakar/ nukr/ nukur/ naktr], not

(o know. See yunkirdna at 16:83, p. 855, n. 4).

3. i. e., in connection with their trade journeys.

yasirH(na) - they travel, go about, journey

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sdra [sayr /sayr&rah

/masir /masirah /tasydr] to move, to travel. The

terminal nQn is dropped for the particle lam being

before the verb. See at 40:2 1 , p. 1 5 1 6, n. 7).

4. \jja^yan$urti(na) = they see, look expectantly,

gaze, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

nazara [nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at. The

terminal n&n is dropped because of an implied 'an

in the causal fa' coming before the verb. See at

40:21, p. 1516, n. 8).

5. LA* 'dqibah <s.; pi. 'awdqib) = end,

ultimate outcome, upshot, consequence, effect,

result. See at 40:2 1 , p. 1516, n. 9.

6. i. e., of the disbelieving nations, such as the

'Ad, Thamfid, the people of Lut, etc.

7. Juit ashadd - more/most intense, stronger/

strongest, severer /severest, fiercer/ fiercest,

stemer/sternest, tougher/toughest, (elative of

shadtd). See at 40:67, p. 1533, n. 1 1.

8. jttt 'dthar (pi.; s. ;( 'athar) ~ tracks, traces,

footsteps, vestiges, antiquities, marks, remnants,

effects, results. See at 40:21, p. 1516, n. II.

9. i. e., at the time of Allah's retribution.

^'aghnd = he or it availed, became of use,

enriched, sufficed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

ghaniya [ghinan / ghand' ], to be free from want,

to be rich. See at 39:50, p. 1499, n. 6).

10. i. e., of wealth, power and grandeur. dj~-£t

yaksibUna = they (all) acquire, eam, gain, attain,

achieve (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from kasaba [kasb],

to gain, to acquire. See at 39:50, p. 1499, n. 8).

11. fariha = they became happy, rejoiced,

were glad, were delighted, were elated with joy (v.

iii. m. pi. past from fariha [farh], to be glad. See

30:36, p. 1301, n. 10).

12. i. e., the knowledge of theirs regarding the

conduct of life running counter to the message

delivered to them.
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rft^jCj and there encircled
1 them

that at which which they had

been mocking.
2

ll£ 84. So when they saw

$££111 Our punishment
3
they said:

"We believe in Allah Alone

1^lS=s»j and we disbelieve
4

l^CL» in all that we had been

jftjorff^^j with Him setting partners."
5

4ju 85. But there was not to

benefit
6 them their believing

when they had seen

Our punishment—
the practice

7
of Allah

which had already passed
8

regarding His servants.
9

And thereat suffered loss
10

the disbelievers.

1. <Jl*- hdqa = he or it surrounded, enclosed,

hemmed in, encircled (v. iii. m. s. past from hawq,

to surround. See at 40:45, p. 1525, n. 13).

2. i. e. t
the punishment of which they had been

warned but which they used to mock at. OjJ^u^

yastahzi'iina - they scoff, deride, mock, ridicule

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istahza'a, from X of

haz/i'a [haz'Z huz'/ huzu'/ huzu'/mahza'ah], to

mock, to make fun. See at 39:48, p. 1498, n. 9).

3. ^ ba's = might, strength, courage,

intrepidity, prowess, fighting, punishment ( also,

as verbal noun of ba'sa, hurt, harm, violence). See

at 40:29, p. 1520, n. 2.

4. ^j£ kafarnd = we disbelieved, denied,

became ungrateful, covered ( v. i. pi. past from

kafara [kufr], to cover. See at 14:9, p. 789, n. 5),

5. 'jJt^ mushrikin (m. pi.; accusative /genitive

of mushrikun, sing, mushrik) = polytheists, those

who set partners with Allah (active participle from

'ashraka, form IV of sharika [shirk/ shirkah/

sharikah], to share. See at 33:73, p. 1366, n. 4).

6. yanfa'u = he (or it) benefits, is of use,

avails (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nafa'a [naf], to

be useful, be of use. See at 40:52, p. 1528, n. 1).

7. i. e., such is the practice of Allah. ^ sunnah

(s.; pi. sunan) - way of dealing, usage, practice,

norm. See at 35:43, p. 1406, n. 11).

8. c-JU khalat = she passed, passed away,

became empty, became alone, went privately (v.

iii. f. s. past from khald [khulu'/khald']. See at

35:24, p. 1398, n. 7).

9. i. e., the past disbelieving peoples. ^ 'ibad

(sing. x*'abd) - servants (of Allah), human

beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at 40:31, p.

1520, n. 12).

10. j~*- khasira = he suffered loss, lost, incurred

damage (v. iii. m. s. past from khusr /khasar

/khasarah/khusrdn. See at 40:78, p. 1537, n. 5).



41. Surat Fussilat (Elucidated)

[Also called Ha-Mim al-Sajdah]

Makkan: 54 'ayahs

This is another Makkan surah which, like the other Makkan surahs deals with the fundamentals of

the faith — tawhid (monotheism), Prophethood of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

the truth of the Qur'an, Resurrection, reward and punishment. It starts with an emphasis that the Qur'an

has been sent down by Allah and that its 'ayahs are elucidated and set out in detail. It then refers to the

attitude of the unbelievers and draws attention to Allah's creation of the heavens and the earth by way of

bringing home the theme of monotheism ; and to the fate of the Thamud and 'Ad peoples who, despite

their being the most powerful nations of the time, met with destruction and ruin because of their unbelief

and rejection of the truth. It then points out that on the Day of Judgement the eyes, ears and skins of the

sinful will bear testimony against them because Allah will enable these to speak out. This is followed by

an indication of the fate and position that await the righteous and the believers . The surah ends by

pointing out that Allah will show men His signs in the universe and in themselves and will prove that

the Qur'an is the truth {'ayah 53).

The surah is named Fussilat (Elucidated) after its second 'ayah which states that the 'ayahs of the

Qur'an have been elucidated and set out in detail. It is also called Ha-Mim al-Sajdah because it starts

with the disjointed letters Ha-Mim, the expression al-Sajdah being added to distinguish it from the other

surahs that have the same disjointed letters at their respective beginnings.

^

1. Ha-Mim}

cyt%j^ 2. A sent-down
2
from

Ji?J\ the Most Compsassionate,

^ the Most Merciful.

3. A Book,
3

elucidated
4
have been

mX. its 'ayahs,
5

\L^$C£ ^ a Qur'an in Arabic

^dJ^Jo^yi for people that know. 6

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2:

1

, p.

4, n. 1.

2. This is a reiteration that the Qur'an was sent

down by Allah. It is no composition of the

Prophet's, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

nor of anyone else. Jj tanztl - sending down,

bringing down, something sent down, a sent-down

(verbal noun in form II of nazala [nuzul], to come

down. See at 32:2, p. 1324, n. 2.

3. i. e., theQur'an.

4. i. e., its instructions are made clear and

distinct; and many a statement or expression is

repeated and explained at different places. oJUi

fussilat = she or it was set out in detail,

elaborated, elucidated, explained (v. iii. f. s. past

from fassala, form II offasala \fasl], to separate,

set apart. See yufassilu at 10:5, p. 637, n. 11).

5. i. e., the statements and texts of the Qur'an. oIjJ

'dydt (sing, 'dyah) = signs, miracles, revelations,

evidences. See at 39:71, p. 1506, n. 7.

6. i. e. ( those who have understanding and also

knowledge of the Arabic language.

1540
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4. Conveying good tidings
1

and giving warning;
2

but most of them turn away,
3

so they listen not.
4

5. And they say:

"Our hearts are in coverings
5

against what you call us to,

yjfc&itjj and in our ears is deafness;
6

and between us and you

is a screen."
7

So you act;
8

we indeed are going to act.

6. Say: "I am but

a human being
8
like you.

It is communicated9
to me

that your god is but

One God.

So be upright
10
to Him

and seek His forgiveness.
11

And woe

^o^CiiO to the polytheists.

1. i. e., for the righteous, of bliss and rewards in

the hereafter. ^ bashshir = give glad tidings,

announce good news (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

bashshara, form II of bashara /bashira [bishr

/bushr], to rejoice, be happy. See at 39:17, p.

1487, n. 9).

2. i. e., of Allah's displeasure and retribution. ^JO

nadhir (pi. nudhur) = warner, one or that which

gives warning (active participle in the scale of

fall from nadkara [nadhr/ nudhur], to vow, to

pledge). See at 38:70, p. 1476, n. J

.

3. i. e., most of men. J»jfA 'a'rada - he turned

away, averted, evaded (v. ii. m. pi. past in form

IV of 'aruda ['ard]
t to be broad, wide, to appear,

to show. See at 32:22, p. 1330, n. 1 1).

4. i. e., do not pay heed to. o^*—* yasma 'Una =

they listen, hear, pay attention (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from sami'a [sam' /sama' / soma'ah

/masma'], to hear. See at 32:26, p. 1332, n. 5).

5. i^l 'akinnah (pi.; s. ^ kann/kinnah) -

covers, coverings, shelters, nests, veils. See at

18:57, p. 933, n. 4.

6. jij waqr = deafness, heaviness, hollowness. See

at 18:57, p. 933, n. 6.

7. ^U> hij&b (s.; pi. hujub/ahjibah) - screen,

curtain, partition, cover, barrier, veil. See at 38:32,

p. 1468, n. 6.

8. This is an instruction to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. ^ bashar = man,

human being. See at 36:15, p. 1412, n. 8.

9- ij^y. y&hd = it is communicated (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from 'awhd, form IV of wahd
[wahy], to communicate. See at 33:2, p. 1334, n.

6.Technically wahy means Allah's communication

to His Prophets by various means. Some of these

means are mentioned in 2:92, 16:2, 16: 102, 26: 193

and 42:51. See also Bulchart, nos. 2-4).

10. i. e, worship Him Alone and obey His

injunctions. \j*Jc^>\ istaqtmH - be steadfast,

upright, straight, proper (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from istaqama, form X of qdma [qawmah/qiyam],

to stand up. See istaqim at 1 1 : 1 12, p. 7 1 7, n. 11).

11. 1 istaghfirU = you all ask for

forgiveness, seek forgiveness (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from istaghfara, form X of ghafara

[ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn], to forgive. See at

11:61, p. 700, n.2).
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oj#>o# 7 - Those who pay
1

not

(*ijt^==»jlt the zakah,
2
and they are

jb-V$fL in the hereafter

v >Oj£i^U the ones disbelieving.
3

i^C^Jjioi 8. Verily those who believe

^l^lijLxj and do the good deeds
4

J*.1 i«J they shall have a reward
5

^ o^V^ without cessation.
6

0

Section (Ruku')2

9. Say: "Do you then really

disbelieve in Him Who

created the earth

in two days

and set
7
for Him equals?

8

That is the Lord of all beings.
9

10. And He set therein

firm and high mountains
10

above it
11

and gave blessings in it,

and assigned
12
therein

1. Oyji yu'tfina = they give, pay, bestow, grant

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'dtd, form IV of 'atd

[itydn/ atyf ma'tdh], to come. See at 23:60, p.

1090, n. 1).

2. ijfj zakdh = purity, growth. Technically it

means the prescribed charitable contributions for

specified purposes, of a certain percentage of

surplus wealth held for a full year. It is so called

because it purifies wealth and makes for its proper

growth. See at 27:3, p. 1203, n. 2.

3. i. e., they neither believe in resurrection nor in

reward and punishment. OjjM' k&fir&n =

unbelievers, disbelievers, infidels, ungrateful

(active participle from kafara [kufr /kufran /

kujUr], to disbelieve, to cover. See at 30:8, p.

1292, n. 6).

4. ol>JU<» fdtihdt (f.; sing, sdlihah; m. §alih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 40:58, p. 1530, n. 4.

5. 'ajr (pi. jyJ ujur) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 38:87, p. 1479, n. 2).

6. i. e., it will neither be exhausted nor stopped.

mamn&n = cut off, ceased, obliged, grateful,

weak (pass, participle from manna [mann], to be

kind, to bestow favour, to cut off, to be weak. See

manannd at 37: 1 1 4, p. 1 448, n. 5).

7. 0>U*J taj'al&na - you set, make, place, put,

appoint (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from ja'ala [ja'l] to

make, to put. See at 6:91, p. 428, n. 1).

8. i. e., by worshipping others as gods and

goddesses. and&d (sing, nidd) = equals,

compeers, partners, rivals. See at 34:33, p. 1380,

n.7.

9. i. e., that Creator is the Lord of all beings.

'dlamin (acc./gen. of o^i* 'dlamftn; sing,

(ju- 'dlam, i.e., any being or object that points to

its Creator; sing, 'dlam) = all beings, creatures.

See at 39:75, p. 1508, n. 7).

10. i. e., to stabilize the earth's crust. rawasin

(pi.; s. rdsin/rdsiyah ) = firm, anchored, fixed,

towering mountains. See at 27:61, p. 1220, n. 10.

1 1 . i. e., on its surface.

12. j-i* qaddara - he determined, decreed,

assessed, estimated, evaluated, enabled, assigned,

(v. iii. m. s. past in form II of qadara [qadr], to

estimate, to decree, to have power. See at 25:2, p.

1138, n. 2).
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its nutriments
1

in four days.

This is for those that ask.
2

1 1 . Moreover He turned His

attention
3
to the sky

and it was then smoke,
4

and said to it and the earth:

"You two come on

willingly
5
or unwillingly."

6

They said:

"We come willingly."
7

12. Then He decreed
8 them

into seven skies

in two days;

and ordered
9
in every sky

its affair.
10

And We adorned
11

the nearest sky

with lights
12
and as protection.

That is the ordaining
13

of the All-Mighty,

the All-Knowing.

1. olyf 'aqwdt (pi. ; s. qQt) = foods, nutriments,

means of subsistence.

2. sd'ilin (accusative/genitive of sd'ilun,

sing, sd'il; active participle from sa'ala [ su'dU

mas'alah/tas'dl], to ask) = beggars, petitioners,

questioners, enquirers, those that ask. See at 12:7,

p. 724, n. 6.

3. tS>^' istawd = he became even (i. e., took

position), well balanced, straight, equal, regular,

upright; followed by 'ild this form of the verb

means "to intend, to turn attention to" (v. iii. m. s.

past in form VIII of sawiya [siwan], to be equal.

See at 32:4, p. 1325, n. 2).

4. 0l>o dukhdn{s.\ pi. 'adkhinah) = smoke,

fume, vapour.

5. taw'an = willingly, obediently (from taw
1

,

to obey, be obedient. See at 1 3: 15, p. 770, n. 3).

6. L»jS" karhan ~ against will, unwillingly,

grudgingly (from karh, to feel disgust, to hate, to

abhor). See at 13:15, p. 770, n. 4.

7. -^S^td'i'in (pi.; acc./gen. of ta'i'un; s. ta'i')

~ obedient, submissive, willing (act. participle

from td'a [law'}, to obey. See n. 5 above. Also

secyastali'una at 36:75, p. 1427, n. 3).

8. qadd - he decreed, decided, judged,

executed, fulfilled, terminated, concluded,

consummated (v. iii. m. s. past from qa4d\ to

conclude. See at 40:68, p. 1534, n. 3).

9. 'awhd - he communicated, ordered,

signalled (v. iii. m. s. past, in form IV of wahd

[wa/ry], to communicate. See at 19:11, p. 953, n.

3).

10. 'amr (s.; pi. 'awdmir I Jy*\ 'umur) =

order, command, decree / matter, issue, affair.

See at 40:78, p. 1537, n. 2.

11. ^ij zayyannd = wc adorned, embellished,

decorated, ornamented, beautified (v. i. pi. past

from zayyana, form II of zdna [zayn], to

decorate, adorn. See at 37:6, p. 143], n. 2).

12. i. e., stars, masabih (pi.; s. misbdh) = lamps,

lights. See misbdh at 24:35, p. 1 120, n. 4.

13. ji^JC laqdtr = ordaining, determining,

estimation, appraisal, decree ( verbal noun in form

II of qadara [qadr/ qadar qudrahf maqdurah], to

decree, to have power. See at 36:38, p. 1418, n.

3).
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r
try .',

13. So if they turn away 1

then say: "I have warned2
you

of a thunderbolt
3

like the thunderbolt

of the 'Ad and the Thamud."

14. When there came to them

the Messengers

from their front
4

and from their rear
5

that you worship not
6

but Allah,

they said: "If our Lord willed

He would have sent down7

angels.
8

So we indeed are in what

you have been sent
9
with

disbelievers."
10

15. Then as regards the 'Ad,

they turned arrogant
11

<^ >̂d*ji\ ^ in the land unjustly

and said:

1. \j*>je' 'a'ratfti = they turned away, averted,

evaded (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'a 'raq'a, form IV

of 'aru^a [ 'ara*], to be broad, wide, to appear, to

show. See at 34:16, p. 1373, n. 10).

2. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. ojJul 'andhartu =

I warned, cautioned (v. i. s. past from 'andhara,

form IV of nadhara [nadhr /nudhfir], to dedicate,

to vow. In its form IV ('indh&r) the verb means to

warn with a mention of the consequences of

disregarding the warning. See 'andharta at 36: 10,

p. 141 l,n. 2).

3. i. e., a terrible and devastating punishment.

tit-l* s&'iqah (s.; pi. sawa'iq) - thunderbolt, bolt

of lightning. See at 2:55, p. 26, n. 4.

4. f4iJ*\ jo, bayna 'aydihim [lit. between their

hands] is an idiom meaning "before or in front of

them". See at 22:76, p. 1073, n. 1.

5. i. e., from all sides and attempting to guide

them to the right way in all possible ways. JA*

khalf = rear, rear part, behind, successors, those

behind. See at 36:45, p. 1419, n. 9.

6. ^ la ta'budik - you (all) worship not,

never worship (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

(prohibition} from 'abada ['ib&dah /'ubudah /

'ubudiyah], to worship, to serve. See at 36:60, p.

1423, n. 5).

7. J>I 'anzala = he sent down (v. iii. m. s. past in

form IV ['inzdl] of nazala [nuziil], to come down,

get down. See at 35:27, p. 1399, n. 3).

8. This they said because of their peculiar notion

that no human being could be a Messenger of

Allah. l&k> maWikah (sing, malak) = angels.

See at 39:75, p. 1508, n. 1.

9. (3-J 'ursiltum = you were sent, despatched

(v. ii. m. pi. past passive from 'arsala, from IV of

rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. See

'arsalna at 40:70, p. 1534, n. 9).

10. Ojytf' kdfirun = unbelievers, disbelievers,

infidels, ungrateful (active participle from kafara

[kufr /kufrdn /kufur], to disbelieve, to cover. See

at 4 1:7, p. 1542, n. 3).

11. istakbarti = they boasted, became

proud, turned arrogant, haughty (v. iii. m. pi. past

from istakbara, form X of kaburalkabara [kubr/

kibar/ kabarah/kabr], to become great, to be

older. See at 40:27, p. 1526, n. 8).
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"Who are the stronger
1

than us in might?"

afdStl^jl Did they not see that Allah

Who created them,

He is the Stronger than they

in might?

And they had been at Our

signs
2
hurling rejection.

3

16. So We sent
4
on them a

wind5
quite cold and furious

6

during days very disastrous,
7

that We might make them taste
8

the punishment of disgrace
9

in the worldly life;

but the punishment

of the hereafter will be

more disgraceful;
10

and they will not be helped.
11

—' ^

17. And as for the ThamGd,

we had given them guidance

but they preferred
12
blindness

13

1. Ail ashadd - more/most intense, stronger/

strongest, severer /severest, Fiercer/ fiercest,

sterner/sternest, tougher/toughest, (elative of

shadid). See at 40:82, p. 1538, n. 7.

2. oLl 'dydt (sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles,

revelations. See at 40:63, p. 1531, n. 9.

3. OjJl^m yqjhad&na = they reject, negate,

deny, disavow, repudiate, refuse, refuse to

acknowledge, renounce (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

jahada [ jahd/juhud], to reject, to deny. See at

7:51, p. 485, n. 7).'

4. UL-j\ 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent, despatched,

discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. See at

40: 170, p. 1534, n. 9).

5. £o rih (s.; pi. riyah/arwdk/aryah/) = wind,

smell, spirit. See at 34: 1 2, p. 1 37 1 , n. 9).

6. See 69:6. j^>j^> sarsar = shrill, piercing sound,

violently noisy, extremely cold.^^ rih

sarsar = icy gale, extremely cold and furious

stormy wind.

7. &1~>j nahisdt (pi., s. nahis) ~ ominous,

luckless, calamitous, disastrous.

8. (>i^ nudhiqa(u) = we make (someone) taste

(v. i. pi. impfct. from 'adhdqa, form IV of dhaqa

[dhawq/ madhdq], to taste.The final letter takes

fathah because of an implied 'an in U (of

motivation) coming before the verb. See nudhiqu

at 22:9, p. 1045, n. 6).

9. (Sj* khizy = disgrace, ignominy, humiliation,

degradation, abasement. See at 39:26, p. 1491, n.

3.

10. (jy>^ 'akhzd - more disgraceful/ humiliating/

degrading/ abasing.

11. i. e, none will be able to help them. Oj^^

yunsarfina = they are helped, assisted (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. passive from na$ara [na$r Mu\dr\, to

help. See at 28:41, p. 1246, n. 10).

12. istahabbti ~ they preferred, liked,

deemed desirable (v. iii. m. pi. past from

isiahabba, form X of habba [hubb], to love. See

at 16:107, p. 864, n. 4)."

13. i. e., blindness to the truth and unwilling to

see it. iS** 'aman = blindness. See at 27:80, p.

1226, n. 6).
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Csj1\ to guidance.

^SJi So there siezed
1 them

the thunderbolt
2
of

^ifylJull the punishment of ignominy
3

& because of what

they had been acquiring.

165
18. And We saved

1

]Q+cj$\ those who believed and

l§ used to be on their guard.

Section (Ruku 0 3

p?J 19. And on the day
7

herded will be
8

4x\i\j£ the enemies
9
of Allah

jB\jl towards the fire,

$4>^(H^ then they will be restrained.
10

l^GliJjjC 20. Till when they come to it

j^i there will testify
11
against them

p^C^j^Z^ their ears
12 and their eyes

13

jti^IiS an(* tne ir skins
14

tQi)j^y£& about what they used to do.

1 . oJUT 'akhadhat = she took, caught, got hold

of, seized (v. iii. f. s. past from 'akhdh, to take.

See at 7:78, p. 496, n. 5).

2. i. e. T the devastation. UpL* s&Hqah (s.; pi.

sawa'iq) = thunderbolt, bolt of lightning. See at

41:13, p. 1544, n. 3.

3. 0y> hun - disgrace, degradation, abasement,

ignominy. See at 16:59, p. 846, n. 4.

4. i. e., of sins and displeasure of Allah. Cr^r-i^

yaksibtina = they (all) acquire, earn, gain, attain,

achieve (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from kasaba [kasb],

to gain, to acquire. See at 40:82, p. 1538, n. 10).

5. I-**; najjaynd = we rescued, saved, delivered

(v. i. pi. past from najjd, form II of najd [najw

/najd' /najdh], to make for safety, to be saved.

See at 37:1 15, p. 1448, n. 6).

6. i. e., by fearing Allah and following His

guidance and injunctions, dy* yatfaqfina = they

are on their guard, protect themselves, fear Allah

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ittaqd, form VIII of

waqd [waqyAviqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

39:28, p. 1491, n. 11).

7. i. e., on the Day of Judgement.

8. yuhsharu - he is gathered, rallied,

mustered, collected, assembled, herded (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. passive from hashara [hashr], to gather.

See yuhshara at 20:59,*p. 988, n. 9).

9. i. e., the sinful disbelievers and polytheists.

c\j&\ 'a'da' (pi.; s. }±* 'ad&w) = enemies, foes,

adversaries. See at 7: 1 50, p. 522, n. 1

.

10. 0jf-jjt y&za'fina - they are set in battle array,

restrained (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

waza'a [waz'], to restrain). See at 27:83, p. 1227,

n. 5).

1 1 . shahtda = he bore witness, testified,

witnessed (v. iii. m. s. past from shuhud, to

witness. See at 12: 26, p. 731, n. 4).

12. £~ sam f = hearing, to listen, sense of

hearing, ears. See at 32:9, p. 1326, n. 12.

13. jUajf 'abs&r (sing. ^ basar) = visions, sights,

eyes, insight, discernment, perception. See at

38:45, p.l471,n. 6).

14. iji^r julfid (pi.; s. jo* jild) = skins, hides. See

at 39:23, p. 1490, n. 2.
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zi . Ano iney win say

to uiejr sKins.

wny uiu you lesuiy

against us?"

iney win say.

"There made us speak
2
Allah

Who gives speech

to everything;

and He created
3 you

for the first time;
4
and to Him

you were to be taken back."
5

22. "And you did not use to

cover yourselves
6

"Y \
that there will not testify

7

against you your ears,
8

nor your eyes
9

nor your skins;
10

but you thought
11

that Allah knew not

much of what you did."

$
5K 23. "And that is

1. ,M*J^-i shahidlum = you bore witness,

witnessed, attested, testified (v. ii. m. pi. past from

shahida, [shuhud], to witness. See shahida at

41:20, p. 1546, n. II.

2. jiail 'an{aqa = he made (someone) speak,

caused to speak, gave the power of speech (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of nataqa [nutq /nutuq

/mantiq], to talk, speak, articulate. See tantiquna

at 37:92, p. 1444, n. 9).

3. jl* khalaqa = he created, made, originated (v.

iii. m. s. past from khalq, to create. See at 32:4, p.

1325, n. I).

4. IjAtnarrah (s.; pi. marr&t/miraf) = time, turn,

once. See at 36:79, p. 1428, n. 5.

5. oy^-j! turja'&na = you (all) are returned, sent

back (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from raja'a

[ruju'], to return. See at 39:44, p. 1497, n. 3).

6. i. e., from your limbs and skins thinking that

they cannot speak out and therefore will not

testify. djjZ~J laslatirtina - you cover/hide

yourselves, be covered/ veiled (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from istatara, form V of satara [satr], to cover,

to hide. See mastur at 17:45, p. 887, n. 5).

7. x^. yash-hada(u) = he bears witness,

witnesses, attests, testifies (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from shahida, [shuhud], to witness. The final

letter takes fathah because of the particle 'an

coming before the verb. See n. 1 above and

yashhadu at 9: 107, p. 624, n. 5).

8. sum' = hearing, to listen, sense of hearing,

ears. See at 41:20, p. 1546, n. 12.

9. jUJ 'absdr (sing. ^ basar) = visions, sights,

eyes, insight, discernment, perception. See at

40:20, p.l546,n. 13).

10. i>r julfid (pi.; s. jo* jild) = skins, hides.

See at 41:20, p. 1546, n. 14.

11. zanantum = you thought, assumed,

conjectured, supposed, firmly believed (v. ii. m.

pi. past from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See 'azunnu at 40:37, p. 1523, n. 1).
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the surmise of yours which

you thought about your Lord

ruined
1

you;

so you have become2
of

those in loss.
3

— *i" (jj^
> t

24. So if they bear calmly,
4

the fire will be an abode
5

for them;

and if they seek to appease,
6

they shall not be of those

allowed to appease.
7

U

—

s^SJ <ty
25. And We destined

8
for

them close associates
9

and they decorated
10
for them

what was in front of them

id ftU U» and what was behind them.

And due became against

them the word 11

as in regard to the nations

that had passed before them

ofjinn and men.

1. <j*} 'ardd = he ruined, destroyed, brought

about the fall (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

radiya [u>j radan], to perish, be destroyed. See

turduat 37:56, p. 1439, n. 7).

2. 'asbahturn — you (all) became, became

in the morning (v. ii. m. pi. past from 'asbaha,

form IV of sabaha [sabh], to be in the morning.

See at 3: 103,' p. 196, n. 9)'

3. yjij^ kh&sirin (acc/gen. of khdsirQn, sing.

khasir) = losers, those in loss (active participle

from khasara [khusr /khasdr /khasdrah /khusrdn]

to lose. See at 39:65, p. 1504, n. 5).

4. hjr^i yasbird (no) = they be patient,

persevere, bear calmly (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

$abara [sabr], to be patient, to bind. The terminal

nun is dropped because the verb is in a

conditional clause preceded by 'in. See i$bir at

at 40:77, p. 1536, n. 7).

5. <jji* mathwan (s.; pi. mathawin) = abode,

dwelling place, resting place (noun of place from

ihawiya [thawd'] t to stay, abide). See at 40:76, p.

1536, n. 5.

6. i. e., by being allowd to go back to the worldly

life for doing good deeds. yasta'tibfi(na) -

they seek to please (after being censured), they

seek to make amends, seek to propitiate, seek to

appease (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ista'taba, form

X of 'ataba [ 'atb/ma'tab], to blame, censure. See

yusta'tabuna at 30:57, p. 1309, n. 8).

7. j-x. mu'tabin (pi.; acc/gen. of mu'tabun; s.

mu'tab) - those allowed to appease/ propitiate/

please (pass, participle from 'a'taba, form IV of

'ataba. See n. 6 above).

8. LjaJ qayyadnd - we foreordained, destined (v.

i. pi. past from qayyada, form II of qdda [qayd],

to break, to crack).

9. tMJ qurand' (pi.; s. qartn) - associates,

comrades, consorts, connected, joined ( act.

participle in the scale of fall from qarana

[qarn], to connect, to associate. See qarin at

37:51, p. 1438, n. 9).

10. iyo zayyanti = they adorned, embellished,

decorated, ornamented, beautified (v. iii. m. pi.

past from zayyana, form 11 of z&na [zayn], to

decorate, adorn. See zayyannd at 41:12, p. 1543,

n. 11).

1 1 . the word of punishment,
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U*r£]y* JLjSj Indeed they will be losers.
1

Section (Ruku<)4

aM^ij 26. And there say those who

y^Vi^iT disbelieve : "Do not lend ear
2

b£j&\% to this Qur'an

4s*jp35 and make noise
3
in its midst

(^iS^^jfcl so that you may subdue."
4

oixfi 27. So We shall surely give a

taste
5
to those who disbelieve

\%xL of a punishment very severe

pt^Jj and shall surely requite
6 them

isMjd for the worst
7
of what

®dJZ>#i they use to do.

fl^d^i 28. That is the requital for the

j&f^Ulil enemies
8
of Allah: the fire.

fyfi They shall have therein

jS-ljlj the abode
9
of eternity;

2>L as a requital,

iylft for they use to

deny
11 Our signs.

10

1. jis*^ khdsirfn (acc./gen. of khdsirdn, sing.

khdsir) = losers, those in loss (active participle

from Ichasara [khusr /khasdr /khasdrah /khusrdn]

to lose. See at 41:23, p. 1548, n. 3).

2. The 'ayah refers especially to the attitude of the

Makkan unbelievers. Ij**—; *il Id tasma'u = do not

hear/ lend ear/ listen/ pay attention (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative {prohibition} from sami'a [sam'

/samd' / samd'ah /masma'], to hear. See

yasma 'una at 4 1 :4, p. 1 54 1 , n. 4).

3. The Makkan unbelieving leaders used to ask

their followers to create noise in the midst of the

recitation of the Qur'an to prevent its being heard

and undertsood by the audience. l>Jl ilghaw -

make noise, talk nonsense, talk at random (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from laghiya [laghan/

Idghiyah/ malghah], to talk nonsense. See laghw

at 28:55, p. 1251, n. 9).

4. i. e., subdue the recitation and make yourselves

prevail. djJx taghlibuna = you (all) defeat,

overcome, overpower, subdue, conquer, vanquish

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from ghalaba [ghalb/

ghalbah), to conquer, to defeat. See ghalabu at

18:21, p. 418, n. 8).

5. jk-ti la nudhtqanna = we shall surely make

(someone) taste, give a taste (v. i. pi. impfct.

emphatic from 'adhdqa, form IV of dhdqa

[dhawq/ madhdq], to taste. See at 32:21, p. 1330,

n. 7).

6. tfj*^ 1° najziyanna = we shall surely

award/reward
, recompense, requite, repay, punish

( v. i. pi. emphatic impfct. from jazd \jazd'], to

recompense. See at 29:7, p. 1267, n. 3).

7. fj-f 'aswa' = worse, worst (elative of sayyi').

See sayyi' at 39:35, p. 1493, n. 8.

8. tUpt 'a'dd' (pi.; s.j^ 'aduww) = enemies, foes,

adversaries. See at 4 1 : 19, p. 1 546, n. 9.

9. d&r (s.; pl.jLo diydr) = abode, home, house,

edifice, habitation, land, country. See at 40:52, p.

1528, n. 6.

10. khuld = eternity, endless duration,

perpetuity. See at 32:14, p. 1328, n. 8.

11. 0jJL«h yajhaduna = they reject, negate,

deny, disavow, repudiate, refuse, renounce (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from jahada [ jahd/juhud], to

reject, to deny. See at 41:15, p. 1545, n. 3).
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• > "it**

29. And there will say those

who disbelieve: "Our Lord,

show 1

us those who

led us astray
2

of jinn and men,

we shall put them

under
3
our feet

4

so that they be

of the most degraded ones.
5

30. Verily those who say:

"Our Lord is Allah"

and then remain upright,
6

there will descend
7
on to

them the angels,

that you fear not
8

nor grieve
9

and get the good tidings
10

of the garden which

you had been promised."
11

3 1 ."We are your friends

in the worldly life

1. UjT >ari + nd = show + us (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah], to see, notice.

See at 4:153, p. 312, n. 7).

2. yj>\ 'adaM they (two) led astray, misguided,

misled, made go astray (v. iii. m. dual, past from

'adalla, from IV of tfalla [daldU tfaldlah], to go

astray. See 'atfallQ at 33:67, p. 1364, n. 5).

3. *i**s taht = under, below, beneath, underneath.

See at 39:16, p. 1487, n. 2.

4. 'aqddm (pi.; sing, qadam) = feet, steps.

See at 3:147, p. 212, n. 12.

5. ^^-LL^f 'asfalfn (pi.; acc./gen. of asfalun; s.

'asfal) = lowest, most degraded, at the bottom,

deepest; also (as preposition) below, under.

Elative of sdfil (low/base/mean). See at 37:98, p.

1415, n. 9.

6. i. e., in their faith and deeds \y\J^\ istaqdmfi

= they straightened up, stood upright, became

straight, were right/proper (v. iii. m. pi. past from

istaqama, form X of qdma [qawmah/qiyam], to

get up, to stand up. See at 9:7, p. 579, n. 8).

7. i. e., at the time of death. J>£ tatanazzalu =

she decsends, gets down, lowers herself, gives up

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from tanazzala, form V of

nazala [nuzul], to come down, get down. See

tanazzalat at 26:210, p. 1 198, n. 6).

8. i. e., saying that you fear not, etc. (y^J ^ Id

takhdfH = you (all) do not fear/ be afraid of/ be

frightened of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition} from takhafuna, khdfa [khawf], to

fear. See at 3:175, p. 224, n. 7).

9. \yy>J V Id tahzanti = (you all) do not grieve,

be not sad (v. ii. m. pi. imperative [prohibition]

from hazina [huzn/ hazan], to grieve. See at

29:33,*p. J276,"n. 12).'

10. Ij^t 'abshirti = (you all) get the good

tidings, rejoice, be delighted (v. ii. m. pi.

imperartive from 'abshara, form IV of basharaJ

bashira [bishr /bushr], to rejoice, be happy. See

bashshir M 41:4, p. 154], n. 1).

1 1 . djJ*y tti 'adilna - you are promised, assured,

threatened, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

wa'ada {also from 'aw'ada, form IV of wa'ada)

[wa'd], to make a promise. See at 38:53, p. 1472,

n. 12).
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i^eofltjj and in the hereafter.

L^i^CiJ And you shall have therein

'^SiL^^jJ^Cwhatever your selves desire;

l4^p^3^ and you shall have therein

oyujit- whatever you ask for.'

32. "As hospitality' from

jja^. the One Most Forgiving,

(J^^oJ Most Merciful."

Section (Ruku<) 5

&^>y 33. And who is the better
4

o^-5^3 in speech than the one who

calls towards Allah

li^J^iJ and acts rightly
6

c?<jt?\ J^j and says: "Verily I am of

^owLIlff the Muslims."
7

iSj^ij 34. And there equalize
8
not

thegood
9
andthebad.

10

(jJLiilf Repel
11
with that which is

jb the better;

L$Jfli£ then lo, the one

iJ tashtahi = she desires, wishes, covets,

craves, longs for (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from ishtahd,

form VI II of shahti/ shahiya [shahw/ shahy/

shahwah], to desire, to wish. See yashtahuna at

34:54, p. 1388, n. 5).

2. djf"£ tadda'Una = you (all) ask for, claim,

maintain, allege (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from idda'd,

for VIII of da'd [du'd']
y to call, to summon. See

yadda'una at 36:57, p. 1422, n. 13).

3. J^i nuzul = hospitality, food and lodge

prepared for guest.. See at 3: 198, p. 234, n. 4.

4. 'ahsan = better, fairer/fairest, more/most

handsome, more/most befitting, best. Elative of

hasan, good, beautiful. See at 29:7, p. 1267, n. 4.

5. Uo da'd - he called, invoked, prayed,

claimed, propagated, implored (v. iii. m. s. past

from du'd', to call, to summon. See at 39:8, p.

1484, n. 3).

6. i. e., does deeds approved by the Qur'an and

sunnah. ^JL» salih - good, right, proper (act.

participle from salaha/salufya [saldlf/ sultih/

ma^lahah], to be good, right. See at 40:40, p.

1524, n. 4).

7. tj-*!— Muslimin (pi.; acc./gen. of Muslimun;

sing. Muslim) = a Muslim is one who surrenders

himself completely and exclusively to Allah,

(active participle from 'aslama, form IV of salima

[saldmah/saldm], to be safe, safe and sound,

secure, faultless. See at 39:12, p. 1486, n. 3).

8. tastawi = she becomes equal, equalizes,

becomes even/ straight/ regular/ upright (v. iii. f

s. impfct. from istawd, form VI 11 of sawiya

[siwan], to be equal. See yastawi at 40:50, p.

1530, n. 8).

9. fc— fyasanah (f. s.; pi. ol* hasandt; m.

hasan) = nice, excellent, exquisite, good thing,

merit, good deed (deed enjoined and approved by

the Qur'an and sunnah), benefaction. See at

39:10, p. 1485, n. 6.

10. lij^ sayyi'ah (pi. oiv sayyi'di)- sin, offence,

bad deed, evil. See at 40:40, p. 1524, n. 1.

11. i. e., the evil and wrong. ^ idfa* = ward

off, repel, defend, push back, drive away, repel;

also pay, deliver, make over (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from dafa'a [daf], to push, push

away. See at 23:96, p. 1098, n. 8).
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,^Zj<j}cZ between whom and you is

Sfctyji* enmity^as become as if he is

$ X^-tij a friend
2 most intimate.

3

s"ZS S S S s

35. And none is granted
4

it

save those who bear calmly
5

and none is granted it save

the one having a great luck.
6

36.And if ever there urges
7
on

you from Satan any prompting,
8

seek refuge
9
with Allah.

Verily He is the All-Hearing,

the All-Knowing.

37. And of His signs
10
are

the day and the night,

and the sun and the moon.

Do not prostrate yourselves
11

to the sun nor to the moon;

but prostrate yourselves

to Allah Who created them,

if it is Him you use to

worship.

1. iji-i*- 'addwah = enmity, hostility, animosity,

antagonism. See at 5:90, p. 374, n. 14.

2. waliy (s.; pJ. (yy 'awliyd') = guardian,

legal guardian, friend, patron friend, sponsor,

protector, Lord-Protector, relative, next-of-kin.

See at 34:41, p. 1383, n. 8.

3. i. e., if you return a bad deed or behaviour on

the part of another with good behaviour and kind

consideration he will turn your close friend, p-o-

hamtm = boiling water, close friend, intimate

friend, (act. participle in the scale of fa'tl from

hamma [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at 40:72,

p. 1535, n. 1.

4. i. e., none is granted such good outcome. ^
yulaqqd - he or it is caused to meet/receive,

granted, allotted (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

laqqd, form II of laqiya [liqdV luqydn/ luqy

fluqyahf luqan] to meet. See at 25:8, p. 1 140, n.

1).

5. sabarii - they bore calmly, had patience,

persevered, endured (v. iii. m. pi. past from

sabara [sabr], to be patient. See at 32:24, p.

1331, n. 9).

6. Jb- hazz (s.; pi. huzuz) = portion, share, lot,

good luck, good thing, fortune. See at 28:79,

p. 1260, n.I3.

7- o*s* yanzaghanna = he urges, prompts,

incites evil or discord (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

emphatic from nazagha [nazgh], to incite evil /

discord. See at 7:200, p. 543, n. 1).

8. '{_y nazgh = incitement to evil, evil prompting.

See at 7:200, p. 543, n. 2.

9. ista'idh = seek protection, take refuge

(v. ii. m. s. imperative from ista'adha, form X of

'ddha [awdh/'iyddh /ma'ddh], to seek protection.

See at 40:56, p. 1519, n. 10).

10. oIj! 'dydt (sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles,

revelations, evidences. See at 39:71, p. 1506, n.

7.

1 1 . This is directed specially to the worshippers

of Nature, of the sun, the moon and the stars in

general. ijJU^-J ^ Id tasjudu = do not prostrate

yourselves, do not bow respectfully/ pay

obeisance (v. iii. m. pi. imperative {prohibition)

from sajada [sujud], to prostrate oneself. See

tasjuda at 38:75, p. 1477, n. 2).
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\x£====^\q\* 38. So if they turn arrogant
1

0}j& then those who are

<fe near your Lord
2

proclaim His sanctity
3

by night and day

$SJ^y^-*j anc* triev ^ee^ not bored.
4*

za£\1^ 39. And of His signs are

3°ji\iiyJ3\ that you see the earth

dry and barren;
5

U^ITSji but when We send down6

on it water
7

^jJo>aI it pulsates
8
and grows.

9

i^feify Verily He Who sives lifel
°
t0 il

^P'f^^J can surely make alive the dead.

Verily He is over everything

{$)JyS Omnipotent.

tij^y$o[ 40.Verily those who distort
11

fojJ*tj Our signs

ll£<SJii:^ cannot hide
12 from Us.

L^i <yl Is the one who is thrown

Jtikfflj into the fire better

1. lJjr£^l istakbaru = they boasted, became

proud, turned arrogant, haughty (v. iii. m. pi. past

from istakbaru, form X of kaburaJkabara [kubr/

kibar/ kabdrah/kabr], to become great, to be

older. See at 41:14, p. 1544, n. 11).

2. i. e., the angels.

3. 0>-v-i yusabbihuna = they sing the glory,

proclaim the sanctity, declare immunity from

blemish (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sabbafia form

II of sabatya \sabhJ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See
'

at 40:7, p. 1511, n. 7).

4. dy^i yas'amfina = they detest, loathe,

dislike, be weary of, be fed up, be bored (v. iii. m.

pj. impfct. form sa'ima [sa'm /sa'dmah], to be

weary, to dislike. See la tas'amu at 2:282, p. 148,

n. 10).

One should prostrate oneself on reading this

*&yah

5. \*^\*- kh&shi'ah = submissive, humble, dry

and barren (active participle from khashu'a

[khushu
1

], to be submissive, humble, dry and

barren. See khdshi'in at 33:35, p. 1349, n. 7).

6. U^t 'anzalnd = we sent down (v. i. pi. past

from 'anzala, form IV of nazala [nuzul], to come
down. See at 39:41, p. 1495, n. 9).

7. i. e., rains.

8. ihtazzat = she or it shook up, was

agitated/ animated/enlivened, pulsated (v. iii. f. s.

past from ihiazza, form VIII of huzza [hazz]> to

shake, to rock. See at 22:5, p. 1047, n. 2).

9. i. e., it produces plants and crops. rabai =

she or it grew, swelled, increased (v. iii. f. s. past

from rabd [rabd'/rubuw], to increase, to grow.

See at 22:5. p. 1047, n. 3).

10. L>-T 'ahyd = he gave life, revivified, saved

life, (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of hayiya

[hayah], to live. See at 29:63, p. 1387, n. 6).

1 1 . Oj-l^ yulhidfina = blaspheme, deviate,

digress, pervert, twist, distort, profane, unjustly

hint, insinuate (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'alhada,

form IV of lahada, [JbJ lafyd], to dig a grave, to

deviate, to apostatize. See at 16:103, p. 862, n. 8.).

12. oy^j yukhfawna = they hide, be concealed,

disappear (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from khafiya

[khafd'/khifahAhufyah], to be hidden. See yakhfd

at 40: 16, p. 1515, n. 1).
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lil^t^l or the one who comes safe
1

^li)y^ on the Day of Judgement?

^liiUi^l Do whatever you wish.
2

dJ^Z\li&l Verily He is of what you do

Qj±J> All-Seeing.
3

i^2ot»JJIj| 41 .Verily those who disbelieve

in the Reminder
4

jUilXlS when it has come to them—
4^3^ and indeed it is a Book

most distinguised.
5

ijQi 42. There cannot approach it

jjapf falsehood
6

from the front of it

sS^yJ nor from behind
7

it.

3>Jp_/3 It is a sent-down
8
from the

0J-f^C. All-Wise, All-Praiseworthy.

iIujliLi 43. Nothing is said to you
9

save what had been said to

*4J~*u£J^/L t'ie Messengers before you.

<^pt[ Verily your Lord is

1. i. e., safe from punishment, ^l* 'dmin (s. t p\.

'dminun) = peaceful, safe and secure (act.

participle from 'dmana, form IV of 'amino

['amn/'amdn/'amdnah], to be safe. See at 14:35,

p. 800, n. 6).

2. This is a threat to the unbelievers, shi'tum

= you (all) wished, wanted (v. ii. m. pi. past from

shd'a [mashi'ah], to wish. See at 39:15, p. 1486,

n. 8).

3. i. e., of all deeds and events, open or secret.

j~a* bastr - one who sees/observes, All-Seeing

(act. participle in the scale of fa'il from

bajura/basira [basar], to see). See at 35: 45, p.

1408, n. 1.

4. i. e. f the Qur'an. The sense is made further

clear in the next clause where it is stated that it is

indeed a Book. The Qur'an is repeatedly referred

to as ddhikr. See for instance 15:6, 15:9, 16:44,

21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87, 54:25,

68:51-52 and 81:27. f> dhikr ~ citation,

recollection, remembrance, mention, reminder,

also scripture, the Qur'an. See at 39:22, p. 1489,

n. 9.

5. jij* 'aztz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful,

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 39:37, p. 1494, n. 6.

6. Jl»l< bdfil - vain, futile, untruth, thai which is

untrue, false, falsehood, baseless, void. See at

38:27, p. 1466, n. 10.

7. i. e. (
from any direction and in any way.

8. This is a reiteration that the Qur'an was sent

down by Allah. It is no composition of the

Prophet's, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

nor of anyone else. J>^j* tanzil = sending down,

bringing down, something sent down, a sent-down

(verbal noun in form II of nazala [nuzuf], to come

down. See at 32:2, p. 1324, n. 2.

9. This is addressed to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him, consoling him that

what the unbelievers said about him and his

mission was the same as the unbelievers of the

past had said about their respective Messengers.
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Jii^Jd the Owner of Forgiveness

uIacjjJ and the Owner of retribution
1

J^^jf most painful.
2

44. And had We made 3
it

a Qur'an non-Arabic
4

they
5 would surely have said:

"Why are not explained
6

its 'ayahs?
1

Is it non-Arabic

and an Arab?"
8

Say: "It is for those who

believe

a guidance
9
and a remedy.

10

And those who

do not believe,

in their ears is deafness;
11

and it is on them blindness.
12

Such ones are called
13

from a place far away."
14

Section (Ruku') 6

QCjJiJ 45. And We indeed had given

1. «-*Up Hqdb = infliction of punishment,

punishment, penalty, retribution. See at 40:22, p.

1517, n. 7.

2. fJt *allm - agonizing, anguishing,

excruciating, most painful (act. participle in the

intensive scale offall from 'alima ['alam], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 34:5, p. 1369, n. 5).

3. Ubwr ja'alna - we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala \ja'l], to make,

to set. See at 27:86, p. 1228, n. I).

4. 'a'jami = non- Arabic, non-Arab,

foreigner.

5. i. e., the Arabs among whom the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him, was sent.

6. cJLoi fussilat - she or it was set out in detail,

elaborated, elucidated, explained (v. iii. f. s. past

passive from fassala, form 11 of fasala \fasl], to

separate, set apart. See yufassilu at 10:5, p. 637, n.

11).

7. i. e., the texts of the Qur'an. oil 'dydt (sing.

'ayah) = signs, miracles, revelations. See at

41:15, p. 1545, n. 2.

8. i. e., they would have expressed their surprise

that how could a non-Arabic Qur'an be given to a

Prophet who was an Arab.

9. hudan = guidance, right way, true

religion. See at 34:24, p. 1377, n. 3.

10. i. e., for both physical and spiritual ailment.

tUi shifd' = remedy, cure, healing. See at 17:82,

p. 900, n. 2.

11. i. e., they are unwilling to listen to the truth.

waqr - deafness, heaviness, hollowness. See at

18:57, p. 933, n. 6.

12. i. e., the Qur'an is for them blindness, for they

shut their eyes at it. tS** 'aman = blindness. See

at 41:17, p. 1545, n. 13).

13. i. e., they are like those who are called from a

distant place so cannot hear the call. Oj^

yunadawna - they are addressed, called,

summoned (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

n&da, form 111 of nada [nadw], to call. See at

40:10, p. 1512, n. 10).

14. ba'td - (s.; pi. bu'ada' /bu'ud /bu'dan

fbi'ad) - far, far away, far-reaching, distant,

remote, unlikely. See at 34:52, p. 1387, n. 11).
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^0&J* Musa the Book;

Ca£J3i but disagreement arose
1

about it.

<J^=>yjjij And had not a word2

preceded
3
from your Lord

decided would have been'

pt'Z between them.

p-ityj And they were indeed

•^^Jd in doubt about it,

^^Ja arousing suspicion.
6

Cx^^J-^ 46. Whoever acts rightly,
7

^JlU it is for himslef;
8

;Lll^J and whoever does evil
9

L^CS it is against himself.
10

idyl^ And your Lord is not

Vjy o=^:?
jJaj unjust to the servants.

Part Ut/z025
47. To Him is referred

12

^LUffCL the knowledge of the Hour.
13

& sf*^ ^nc* t'iere come outI4 not °^

l4^feo>i fruits from their covers
15

(jA^is^J nor there carry
16
of females,

1. ukhtulifa = he or it was differed in, was

disagreed about, disputed (v. iii. m. s. past passive

from ikhtalafa, form VIII of khalafa [khalf], to

come after. See at 1 1 : 1 1 0, p. 7 1 7, n. 2).

2. i. e., forgiving them respite till a time.

3. o-L-> sabaqat = she or it preceded, happened

before (v. iii. f. s. past from sabaqa [sabq], to be

or act before. See at 37:171, p. 1456, n. 7),

4. qudiya = it is settled, adjudicated, decreed,

passed, spent, concluded, adjudged, decided (v.

iii. m. s. past passive from qada [qadd'], to settle,

to decide. See at 40:78, p. 1537, n. 3).

5. iLi shakk (s.; pi. shukuk) - doubt, uncertainty,

suspicion, misgiving. See at 40:34, p. 1521, n. 9.

6. This expression is used to emphasize the fact

and intensity of their doubt. murib = that

which arouses suspicion, suspicious (act.

participle from 'araba, form IV of raba [rayb], to

doubt, disquiet. See at 34:54, p. 1388, n. 7).

7. i. e., does deeds approved by the Qur'an and

sunnah. sdlih = good, right, proper (act.

participle from salatya/saluha [salah/ suluh/

maslahah], to be good, right. See at 41:33, p.

1551, n. 6).

8. i. e., its good effects will be for his benefit.

9. ftL-i 'asd'a = he did evil, committed foulness (v.

iii. m. s. past from in form IV of sua [saw], to

I be bad/foul/evil. See 'asa'u at 30.10, p. 1293, n.

3).

10. i. e., its effects will be to his detriment.

1 1. zaltam- unjust, oppressor (act. participle

in the scale o(fa"al from zxilama [zalm/zulm], to

do wrong. See at 22:10, p. 1048, n. 9).

12. i. e., Allah Alone has the knowledge of the

hour of Resurrection, yuraddu - he or it is

repulsed, returned, reverted, referred (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from radda [radd], to send back.

See at 18:87, p. 942, n. 10).

13. i. e., the Hour of Resurrection.

14. ^ takhruju = she comes out, goes out,

leaves (v. iii. m. f. impfct. from kharaja [khuruj],

to go out, to leave. See at 23:20, p. 1089, n. 9).

15. 'akmdm (pi.; s. kumm) = covers.

16. J*~* tahmilu = she carries, bears, transports

mounts (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from fjamala [hand],

to carry. See at 35:1 1, p. 1393, n. 13).
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nor do they give birth to

l

^Am^I\ except with His knowledge.

y^j And the day

He will call out
2
to them:

J$ "Where are My partners?

tjSli They will say:

<Z&>\* "We declare
4
to You,

there is none among us

(^-u^^ any witness."
5

n3

J^J 48. And there shall get lost
6

to them all that they used

S?b*oy-j* to invoke before,

|yL£j and they will realize
8

0 &h4u*{d& they have no escape.
9

^^pZ?$ 49. Man is not weary
10

J^\ife£& of asking for well-being;

L* but if there afflicts him

Jitf the adversity

he becomes despaired,
11

$%J3 despondent.
12

1. tada'u = she lays down, gives birth to,

unburdens, gets rid of, places, puts down (v. iii. f.

s. impfct. from wada'a [wad'], to place, to put

down. See at 35:1 I, p. 1393, n. 14).

2. ts&t yunadi - he calls, calls out, summons (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from ndda, form III of nadd

[nadw], to call. See at 28:74, p. 1258, n. 4).

3. i. e., the partners you used to set with Me. t\fj£

shurakd' (pi.; s. shank) partners, sharers,

associates. See at 35:40, p. 1404, n. 10.

4. UiU 'ddhannd = we made known, announced,

declared, notified (v. i. pi. past from 'ddhana,

form IV of 'adhina ['idhn], to allow, to permit, to

listen. See 'ddhantu at 21:109, p. 1042, n. 8).

5. i. e., none of us now testifies that there is any

partner with You. shahid (s.; pi. shuhadd') -

All-Witnessing, on-looker, spectator, witness,

martyr, (act. participle in the scale of fall from

shahida [shuh&d], to see, to witness. See at

29:53, p. 1283, n. 10).

6. i. e., they will not appear to them. Jj» dalla =

he got lost, lost way, went astray, strayed (v. iii.

m. s. past from daldl/dalalah, to loose one's way.

See at 39:41, p. 1495, n. 1).

7. i. e., of imaginary gods and goddesses they

used to invoke, dy^i yad'Una = they invoke,

call, call upon, invite, summon, pray, ask (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from da'd [du d'], to call, to

summon. See at 40:20, p. 1516, n. 5).

8. \y&zannti = they thought, thought for certain,

supposed, believed, presumed, realized (v. iii. m.

pi. past from zanna [jt zona ], to think, to

suppose. See at 28:39, p. 1246, n. 3).

9. u+i~ mahis - escape, flight, place of retreat,

sanctuary (verbal noun, also noun of place, of

hasa, [hays/ haysahJmahts], to escape, to flee).

10. p£~iyas'amu - he detests, loathes, dislikes, is

weary of, is fed up, is bored (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

form sa'ima [sa'm /sa'dmah], to be weary, to

dislike. Seeys'amuna at 41:38, p. 1553, n. 4).

I'- LfJM yo'Cs - despondent, despairing,

hopeless. See at 17:84, p. 900, n. 8.

12. J»>i qand( - despondent, disheartened,

discouraged, desdpairing. See Id taqnatu at

39:53, p. 1500, n. 6.
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as?

>

0

50. And ifWe give him a

taste
1

of mercy from Us

after an adversity
2

that afflicted
3
him,

he indeed says:

" This is my due;

and I do not think
4
the Hour5

shall take place.

And if indeed

I am taken back
6
to My Lord

I shall have for me with Him

indeed the best thing."
7

But We shall certainly inform
8

those who disbelieve

of what they do and shall

surely make them taste
9

some punishment very tough.
10

51. And ifWe bestow grace"

on man he turns away 12

and leans aloof
13
on his side;

but if the evil afflicts him

he is full of supplication

continuing for long.
14

1 . Liif 'adhaqnd = we made (someone) taste, gave

taste (v. i. pi. past from 'adhdqa, form IV of

dhdqa [dhawq / madhaq], to taste. See at 17:75,

p. 897, n. 11).

2. darrft' = affliction, suffering, illness,

distress. See at 1 1 : 10, p. 68 1 , n. 2.

3. • massat = she or it touched, afflicted,

affected (v. iii. f. s. past from massa [mass/masis],

to feel, to touch. See at 21:46, p. 1025, n. 6).

4. J»\ 'azunnu- I think, suppose, conjecture;

also, firmly believe, deem, consider (v. i. s.

impfct. from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See al 40:37, p. 1523, n. 1).

5. i. e., the Hour of Resurrection and Judgement.

6. ruji'tu = I was returned, taken back (v. i.

s. past passive from raja*a [ruju'], to return. See

turja 'una at 4 1 :2 1 , p. 1 547, n. 5).

7. i. e., paradise.
(
_^-»- husnd (f.; m. 'ahsan) the

best, most beautiful. See at 20:8, p. 977, n. 9.

8. <y~J la nunabbi'anna = we will surely inform,

notify, make know (v. i. pi. impfct. emphatic

from nabba'a, form II of naba'a [nab'/nubu'], to

be prominent. See la tunabbi'ann at 12:15, p.

726, n. 11).

9. (jirfiJ la nudhtqanna - we shall surely make

(someone) taste, give a taste (v. i. pi. impfct.

emphatic from 'adhaqa, form IV of dhaqa

[dhawq/madhdq], to taste. See n. 1 above).

10. JoJj-ghaRz (s.; pi. ghildz)- sacred, inviolable,

solid, tough, harsh, severe, dire. See at 33:7, p.

1337, n. 7.

1 1 . Loot 'an 'amnd = we bestowed grace, graced,

blessed (v. i. pi. past from 'an 'ama, form IV of

na'ama/na'ima [ na'mah/man'am], to be happy,

to be in ease. See at 17:83, p. 900, n. 5).

12. 'a'rada = he turned away, averted,

evaded (v. ii. m. pi. past from 'a'rada, form IV

oi'aruda ['ard], to be broad, wide, to appear, to

show. See at 41:4, p. 1541, n. 3).

13. tjk na'd = he moved away, remained aloof (v.

iii. m. s. past from <jl na'y, to keep away. See at

17:83, p. 900, n. 7).

14. 'arid = extensive, prolonged, continuing

for long (act. participle in the scale of fall from

'arada/aruda ['ard], to be visible, to be broad.

See n. 12 above.
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J* 52. Say: "Do you see

ol^=o] if it is

$£^Lt from Allah

aj ^ then you disbelieve
1

in it,

j^*o^ who is more astray

cJbi^ than the one who is in

^ j-_^l3L^ discord
3
far away?'

tn4

53. We shall show 5 them

Our signs in the horizons
6

and in themselves

till evident becomes
7
to them

that it
8

is the truth.

Does it not suffice
9

with your Lord that He is

over everything

All-Witnessing?
10

54. O yes, they indeed are

ju^-J in doubt
11

\£j about meeting
12

their Lord.

O yes, He indeed is

t&Si of everything

!L_J All-Encompassing.
13

0L

1. fijif kafartum = you disbelieved, turned

ungrateful, denied, covered (v. ii. m. pi. past from

kafara [kufr], to disbelieve, to cover. See at 14:7,

p.788, n. 6).

2. J~*T 'adallu = further astray, worst astray, more

misguided (elative of Ju» dall). See at 25:34, p.

1 148, n. 6.

3. i. e., with the truth. JUi shiq&q = discord,

dissension, schism, rift, breach, split. See at

22:53, p. 1064, n. 11).

4. -Lju ba'id = (s.; pi. bu'add' /bu'ud /bu'ddn

/bi'dd) - far, far away, far-reaching, distant,

remote, unlikely. See at 41:44, p. 1555, n. 14).

5. isj nuri = we show (v. i. pi. impfct. in form IV

of ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah], to see at 6:75, p. 421, n.

10).

6. i. e., in the universe, 'dfdq (pi.; s. 'ufuq) =

horizons, distant lands, remote regions.

7. yatabayyanaiu) = he or it becomes clear,

manifest, open, evident, obvious (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from tabayyana, form V of bdna

[bayn/baydn], to be clear, evident. The final letter

takes fathah because of a hidden 'an in hattd

coming before the verb. See at 9:43, p. 596, n. 9).

8. i. e.
7
this Qur'an.

9. <j£jyakfi(i) = he or it suffices, is enough (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from kafd [ kifdyah], to be

enough. The final yd' is dropped because of the

partide lam coming before the verb. See at 29:5 1

,

p. 1283, n. 6).

10. JLfi shahtd (s.; pi. shuhadd') =

All-Witnessing, on-looker, spectator, witness,

martyr, (act. participle in the scale of fa'tl from

shahida [shuhud], to see, to witness. See at

41:47, p. 1557, n. 5).

11. *iy>miryah = doubt, misgivings. See at 32:23,

p. 1331, n. 3.

12. *UJ tiqd* = meeting, encounter. See at 39:71,

p. 1506, n. 9.

13. i. e., in knowledge and power. So none can

escape His judgement and requital. Ja->^ muhlt =

one who or that which closes in on, surrounds,

encompasses, comprehensive, All-Encompassing

(active participle from 'ahdta, form IV of hdia

[hawt/hitah/hiydtah], to encircle, enclose, guard.

See at 11:84,' p. 708, n. 6).



42. SOratal-ShOra (Consultation)

Makkan: 53 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which deals with the fundamentals of the faith, namely, monotheism, the

truth of wahy and risdlah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him)

Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment. It starts with an emphasis that Allah sent wafiy to the

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, as He had sent wafay to the previous

Prophets and that it is the same message of monotheism and Islam which had been delivered through all

the Prophets. It then draws attention to the Absolute Oneness and Uniqueness of Allah - "There is not

the like of Him anything "( 'ayah II) and that to Him belongs the keys of the heavens and the earth. This

theme of monotheism is further illustrated with reference to His favours and graces upon His creation

and His signs visible throughout the universe. The facts of Resurrection, Judgement, reward and

punishment are reiterated and man is called upon to respond to Allah's message before the coming of the

day when there will be neither any defence against it nor any refuge from it. The surah ends by

indicating the nature of Allah's communication to His Prophets and Messengers: "It is not for any human

being that Allah should speak to him except by wahy, or from behind a veil or by sending a messenger

(an angel) who communicates by His leave what He wills." ('ayah 51).

The surah is called al-shura (consultation) with reference to its 'ayah 38 wherein Muslims are

required to conduct their affairs by mutual consultation.

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2: 1, p.

4, n. 1.

2. This is an emphasis on the fact that Allah had

sent Messengers from time to time and that the

coming of wahy to Prophet Muhammad, peace

and blessings of Allah be on him, was nothing

unprecedented, yiihf = he prompts,

communicates, inspires (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'awha, form IV of wahti [wahy], to communicate.

[Technically wahy means Allah's communication

to His Prophets and Messengers by various means.

Some of these means are mentioned at 2:92, 16:2,

16:102, 26:193 and 42:51. See also Bukhari, nos.

2-4]. See at 34:50, p. 1387, n. 3).

3. i. e., of Prophets and Messengers.

4. jjjp 'aziz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 39:37, p. 1494, n. 6.

5. i. e., in His creation, commandments and

decrees. pS*- hakim (s.; pi. hukama') = All-Wise,

judicious, full of wisdom (active participle in the

scale of fa'il from hakama [hukm], to pass

judgement. See at 36:2, p. 1409, n. 2).

6. i. e., His is the absolute ownership, possession,

dominion and Lordship and sovereignty.

1 . Hd-Mim.0-
0^1 2. 'Ayn-Sin-Qaf.

£^iu& 3. Thus does communicate'

•j^U^tiUi to you and to those before

j^JliSf you
3
Allah, the All-Mighty/

the All-Wise.
5

4. To Him belongs

all that is in the heavens

and all that is in the earth;*

1560
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>J and He is the All-Exalted,

QfcgX the AJJ-Great.
2

5. The skies are about to
3

be rent asunder
4

from above them;

and the angels

proclaim the sanctity
5

with the praise of their Lord

and seek forgiveness
6

for those in the earth.
7

O yes, verily Allah,

He is the Most Forgiving,

the Most Merciful.

lA^tajfc 6. And those who take
8

&$*£>*oi besides Him protectors,
9

Allah is guard over
10
them;

jv^ojttj and you are not over them

0 cM?^ a guardian.
11

d^x^ 7. And suchwise

We have communicated to you

1. J* Wfy = high, lofty, elevated, sublime,

AU-Exalted. See at 40:12, p. 1513, n. 15.

2. f^-J*^ 'apm — great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave, All-Great. See at 39:13, p.

I486, n. 6).

3. takddu = she or it is close to, about to (v,

iii. f. s. impfct. from kada [kawd] to be about to.

See at 19:90, p. 973, n. 9).

4. i. e., due to His Glory and on account of the

enormity of what the unbelievers and polytheists

say about Allah's having sons and daughters (see

19:88-90, at p. 973). 0>ii yatafattarna = they

(fern.) are rent asunder, split, broken into pieces

(v. iii. f. pi. impfct. from tafattara, form V of

fatara \fatr), to split, to create. See at 19:90, p.

973, n. 10).

5. Cij*L~-i yusabbihtina = they sing the glory,

proclaim the sanctity, declare immunity from

blemish (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sabbafya, form

II of sabafya [sabhJ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See

at 41:38, p. 1553,'n. 2).

*

6. Ojyuo-i yastaghfiriina - they seek

forgiveness, ask for pardon (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from istaghfara, form X of ghafara [ghafr

/maghfirah /ghufrdn], to forgive. See at 40:7, p.

1511, n. 8).

7. i. e., those who are believers in the Oneness of

Allah and who act according His commandments.

8. ijJbiji Utakhadhti, - they took, took up, took to

themselves, assumed ( v. iii. m. pi. past from

ittakhadha, form VIII of 'akhadha ['akhdh\, to

take. See at 39:3, p. 1481, n. 2).

9. i. e., gods and goddesses. tUji 'awliyd' (pi.;

sing. J) waliy) = friends, allies, patrons, legal

guardians, protectors, . See at 39:3, p. 1481, n. 3.

10. i. e., He keeps watch over them and causes

their deeds to be recorded. Ji-w- hafiz = attentive,

mindful, preserving, guarding, guard, (act.

participle in the scale of fall from hafiza [hifz],

to preserve, to guard. See at 12:55, p. 742, n. 10.

11- Ji^j wakU (s.; pi. wukald') = an authorized

agent, deputy, care-taker, trustee, guardian,

custodian (act. participle in the scale of fa'il from

wakala [wakl /wuku[], to entrust. See at 39:62, p.

1503, n. 4).
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a Qur'an in Arabic

that you may warn
1

the Mother of Habitations
2

and those around
3

it,

and may warn about

the Day of Gathering
4

in which there is no doubt.
5

A group6
will be in the garden

and a group will be

in the blazing furnace.
7

8. And were Allah to will

He would have made them8

a single community,
9

but He admits
10

whom He wills to His mercy.

And the transgressors

fa shall not have

any protector
11
nor any helper.

12

0
9. Or do they take

13

in lieu of Him protectors.

But Allah is the Protector

1. jJb" tundhira(u) = you warn, caution (v. ii. m. s.

impfct. from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate, to vow. The final

letter takes fathah because of a hidden 'an in the

// (of motivation) coming before the verb. See at

36:6, p. 1410, n. 1.

2. i. e., Makka. (jj quran (pi.; s. qaryah) =

villages, towns, habitations. See at 34:18, p.

1374, n. 11.

3. i. e., the people of all other peoples. J^- hawl -

around, about, roughly; also year, might, power,

change. See 39:75, p. 1508, n. 3.

4. i. e., the Day of Resurrection and Judgement.

jam* - amassment, accumulation, gathering,

collection, aggregation. See at 28:78, p. 1260, n.

5.

5. wtyb = doubt, suspicion, misgivings. See

at 40:59 p. 1530, n. 8.

6. i. e., the believers and righteous, jij fartq (s.;

pi. Jj> furdq, **>t afriqah) = section, group,

faction, party, band. See at 33:26, p. 1345, n. 7).

7. i. e., hell. sa'tr = burning blaze, blazing

furnace, inferno. See at 35:6, p. 1391, n. 9.

8. i. e., all the creatures.

9. i. e., in guidance and righteousness.

'ummah (pi. ^ 'umam) - community, people,

group, nation, generation, species, category, faith,

religion, model, model leader, period of time. See

at 35:24, p. 1398, n. 6.

10. J^oj yudkhilu = he admits, makes enter,

enters, puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'adkhala, form IV of dakhala {dukhuC), to enter,

to go in. See at 22:23, p. 1053, n. 1).

11. waliy (s.; pi. *U,I 'awliyd') = guardian,

legal guardian, friend, patron friend, sponsor,

protector, Lord- Protector, relative, next-of-kin.

See at 4 1:34, p. 1552, n. 2.

12. j~<*> nasir = (s.; pi. nu$ard') - helper,

defender, supporter, ally, protector, patron (act.

participle in the scale of fa'il from nasara [nasr

/nusur], to help. See at 33:65, p. 1363, n. 12).

13. ijJWJt ittakhadhti = they took, took up, took

to themselves, assumed ( v. iii. m. pi. past from

ittakhadha, form Vfll of 'akhadha ['akhdh], to

take. See at 42:6, p. 1561, n. 8).
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4P\£y*J and He gives life
1

to the dead

and He is over everything

Omnipotent.

10. And whatever you differ
2

in of anything,

its decision
3
is

to Allah.

Such is Allah, my Lord.

On Him I rely
4

and to Him

I turn in penitence.
5

Section (Ruku<)2

1 1 . The Creator
6
of the heavens

and the earth,

He has made7
for you

from amongst yourselves

spouses,
8

and of the grazing livestock
9

pairs.

He multiplies
10
you thereby.

There is not the like
n
of Him

anything;

1 . yuhyt = he gives life, revivifies, brings to

life, enlivens, animates, vitalizes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ahyd, form IV of hayiya [hayah], to

live. See at 40:68, p. 1534, n. 1)*

2. i. e., in the matter of the din.

ikhtalafium = you differed, disagreed, failed (v.

ii. m. pi. past from ikhtalafa, form VI II of

khalafa [khalf/khildfah], to come after, to follow,

to succeed. See at 8:42, p. 562, n. 6).

3. i. e., to be referred to the Book of Allah and the

sunnah of His Messenger. hukm (pi.
r
iSUI

'ahkdm) - judgement, order, decree, command,

authority, rule, law, decision. See at 28:88, p.

1264, n. 6.

4. cJSTy tawakkaltu ~ 1 put my trust, depended,

relied, appointed as representative (v. i. s. past

from tawakkala, form V of wakala [wakl/wukul],

to entrust. See at 13:30, p. 777, n. 3).

5. t—i1'! 'unibu = I turn, turn in repentance/

penitence (v. i. s. impfct. from 'andba, form IV of

naba [nawb/ niydbah], to return, to come near, to

represent. See at 1 1 :88, p. 7 1 0, n. 2).

6. Jdfir = Creator, Maker, Originator,

Initiator, one who splits, one who brings into

being (active participle from fatara [fatr], to

split, to create). See at 39:46, p. 1497, n. 7.

*

7. J**- ja'ala = he made / set / put / placed /

appointed (v. iii. s. past from ja'l, to make, to put.

See at 40: 61, p. 1531, n. 1).

8- ^'jjf 'azwdj (sing. CJ j zawj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, consorts, partners, pairs, kinds,

sorts. See at 40:8, p. 1512, n. 4.

9. ft*jf 'an 'dm (pi.; s. ^ na'am) ~ grazing

livestock (sheep, cattle, camels, goats), animals.

See at 40:79, p. 1537, n. 6.

10- h^i yadhra'u = he creates, scatters, grows

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from dhara'a [dnar'], to

create, scatter, grow. See dhara'a at 23:79, p.

1094, n. 12).

1 1 . i. e., no created being can be like Him, neither

in self, nor in attributes, names and deeds. Jt.

mithl (s.; pi. Jts.1 'amth&l) = like, similar,

equivalent. See at 40:40, p. [524, n. 3.
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£^tf>*> and He is the All-Hearing,

the All-Seeing.

j^lIUl 12. To Him belong the keys'

I£Vjj>oyll]l of the heavens and the earth.

&Q\J££Z He spreads
2
the provision

3

for whomsoever He will

and measures out.
4

j^cr^i He indeed is of everything

All-Knowing.

13. He has enacted
5
for you

of the religion

what he had commissioned6

Nuh with,

and that which

We have communicated
7
to you

and what We had committed

to Ibrahim and Musa

and 'Isa—
that you establish

8
the religion

and be not divided
9

about it.

I . i. e., He possesses the powers of regulating and

disposing of the affairs and treasures of the

heavens and the earth -UlL. maqdlid (pi.; s.

miqlad) = keys, reins, powers. See at 39:63, p.

1503, n. 6.

2. i. e., He gives in profusion and without

measure, -la—n yabsutu = he stretches, stretches

out, unfolds, spreads, spreads out, extends,

expands (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from basata [bast],

to spread. See at 39:52, p. 1500, n. 1).

3. Jjj rizq (pi. Jljj' arzdq) = sustenance,

subsistence, livelihood, means of livelihood,

provision, boon. See at 39:52, p. 1500, n. 2.

4. i. e., gives in limited measures, j^yaqdiru =

he measures out, ordains, is able to (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from qadara
[
qadr/qadar], to ordain, to

measure, to have power. See at 39:52, p. 1500, n.

3).

5. shara'a = he introduced, enacted,

prescribed, ordained (v. iii. m. s. past from shar',

to enact [laws], to introduce).

6. Here is an emphasis on the fact that Allah

communicated the same religion of tawhid and

Islam through all His Messengers, wassd =

he enjoined, made a behest, directed, made

incumbent, committed, commissioned (v. iii. m. s.

past in form 11 of wasa [wasy], to be joined,

lightened, degraded. See at 6: 151, p. 457, n. 9).

7. Ujs-jf 'awhaynd = we communicated, prompted,

inspired (v. i. pi. past, from 'awha, form IV of

wafyd [wahy], to communicate. [Technically wahy

means Allah's communication to His Prophets and

Messengers by various means. Some of these

means are mentioned at 2:92, 16:2, 16:102,

26:193 and 42:51. See also Bukhdrt, nos. 2-4].

See at 35:31, p. 1400, n. 12).

8. 'aqtmti = you (all) properly perform, set,

set up, establish (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'aqama, form IV of qdma, [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up. See at 30:31, p. 1300, n. 3).

9. i. e., do not be divided into different sects and

factions. V Id tatafarraqti = you (all) be

not divided, separated from one another (v. ii. m.

pi. imperative {prohibition} from tafarraqa, form

V of faraqa [farqffurqan], to separate. See la

tafarraqu at 3:103, p. 196 , n. 6).
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Grave 1

is on the polytheists

what you call
2 them to.

4\Zs& *M A1,ah selects3 for Him'

it£j<y whom He will

?4\j£+rj and guides towards Him

($J ^4-*c4cy* any that turns in penitence.
5

E

14. And they were not divided
6

but after that there had come

to them the knowledge,
7

out of transgression
8

amongst themselves.

And had not a word

preceded
9
from your Lord

up to a time
10

specified,
11

adjudged would have been

between them.

And verily those who

were given inheritance
12

of the Book

after them

are in doubt about it

arousing suspicion.
13

I . jS kabura = he or it became big, grave, heavy

(v. iii. m. s. past from kubr/kibdr/kabdrah, to be

big. See at 10.71, p. 669, n. 1)

2. i. e, monotheism and the abandonment of the

imaginary gods and goddesses to which they are

called is a grave matter for the polytheists. y-ti

tad'ti = you (all) call, call upon, invoke, invite (v.

ii. m. s. impfct. from da'd [du'd'], to call, to

summon. See at 23:73, p. 1093, n. 4).

3. Lf~**i yajtabi = he selects, picks, chooses (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from ijtabd, form VIII of jabd

\jibdyah], to collect. See at 12:6, p. 723, n. 10).

4. i. e., for monotheism itawhid).

5. v-^ yunibu - he turns in repentance, deputes

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'andba, form IV of ndba

[nawb/rnan&b/niydbah] to represent, to return

often. See at 40: 1 3, p. J 5 1 4, n. 6).

6. i. e., divided into followers of different

religions. tafarraqti = they became divided,

separated (v. iii. m. pi. past from tafarraqa, form

V of faraqa [farq/furqdn], to divide, to separate.

See at 3: 105, p. 197, n. 9).

7. i. e., knowledge of the true din — Islam and

monotheism, through their respective Prophets.

8. ^ baghy - oppression, injustice, outrage,

defiance, transgression. See at 16:90, p. 857, n.

14.

9. sabaqat = she or it preceded, happened

before (v. iii. f. s. past from sabaqa [sabq], to be

or act before. See at 41:45, p. 1556, n. 3).

10. i. e. respite up to a time. J*rt 'ajal (pi. 'djdl) =

appointed time, period, term, date, deadline. See

at 39:43, p. 1496, n. 9.

11. (^w^. musamman (s.; pi. musammaydt)-

specified, stipulated, named, designated, defined

(passive participle {m. s. } from sammd {to

name}, form 11 of sama [sumfiw/ samd'], to be

high. See at 40:67, p. 1433, n. 13).

12. i. e., the Jews and the Christians, ijijjf 'tirithti

= they were made to inherit, given inheritance ( v.

iii. m. pi. past passive from 'awratha, form IV of

waritha ['irth/ 'irthahJ wirdthahl rithah/ turdth],

to be heir, to inherit. See 'urithtum at 7:43, p.

481, n. 12).

13. my murib = that which arouses suspicion

(act. participle from 'ardba, form IV of rdba

[rayb], to doubt. See at 34:54, p. 1388, n. 7).
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15. So to this
1 make the call

2

and be steadfast
3

as you are commanded;4

and follow not
5
their whims6

and say: " I believe

in what Allah has sent down

of a Book;

and I have been bidden

that I do justice
7
between you.

Allah is our Lord

and your Lord.

For us are our deeds
8

and for you are your deeds.

There is no plea
9

between us and you.

Allah will get us together
10

\^\ \ and to Him is the destination.

4Ji

16. And those who dispute
12

about Allah
13

after that

He was responded
14
to,

their plea will be invalid
15

1. i. e., to this din of Islam and monotheism.

2. ud*u = you call, make the call, pray, invite

(v. ii. m. s. imperative from da'a [du'd'], to call,

to summon. See at 28:87, p. 1264, n. 2).

3. i. e., in your mission. istaqim = be

steadfast, upright (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

istaqama, form X of qama [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up. See at 1 1:1 12, p. 717, n. U).

4. c^t 'umirta = you were bidden, commanded,

ordered, (v. ii. s. past passive from 'amara [ 'amr),

to command. See 'umirtu at 40:66, p. 1533, n. 3).

5. ^"VM tattabi' = do not follow, obey, pursue

(v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition} from

ittaba'a, form VIII of tabi'a [taba'/taba'ah], to

follow. See at 38:26, p. 1466, n. 5).

6. 'ahwd' (sing, hawan) = desires,

fancies, caprices, whims. See at 30:29, p. 1299,

n. 8).

7. JjlpI 'a'dila(u) = I make equal, equalize,

equate, act justly, do justice (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'adala ['adl/'adalah], to be just/equal. The

final letter takes fathah because of a hidden 'an in

li (of motivation) coming before the verb. See

ya'diluna at 27:60, p. 1220, n. 11).

8. i. e., to our accounts will be our deeds and to

your account will be your deeds.

9. i. e., dispute. hujjah (s.; p hujaj) =

argument, pretext, pretence, proof, plea. See at

6:149, p. 456, n. I.

10. i. e., on the Day of Judgement, and will

decide between us.

1 1 . j-aa masir = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 40:3, p. 1510, n. 1).

12. yuhdjjfina = they dispute, debate,

argue, contest (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. form hajja,

form III of hajja [hajj/hijj], to defeat, to intend, to

aim at. Seeyuhajju at 3:73, p. 183, n. 10).

13. i. e., about the din of Allah, Islam.

14. i. e., people embraced Islam, v^-* 1 ustujiba

= he was respended to, answered (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from istajaba, form X of jaba [jawb], to

travel. See yastajibu at 28:64, p. 1255, n. 5).

15. Ui^b ddhidah (f. s.) = invalid, void,

disproved, refuted (act. participle from dahada, to

be invalid, to disprove, refute. See yud-hidu at

40:5, p. 1510, n. 11).
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fit~>£^ before their Lord,

^f&j and on them shall be wrath
1

and they shall have

a punishment most severe.
2

17. Allah is He Who

iviu^1 has sent down 3
the Book

j£X with the truth*

ays and the balance:

and what will make you know6

s^UiJJ that perhaps the Hour

is close by.

18. There seek to hasten
8

it

those who do not believe

in it;

but those who believe

are apprehensive
9
of it

and they know

that it is the truth.

Oh yes, verily those who

wrangle
10

about the Hour

I. i. e., wrath of AUah. gha4ab = wrath,

fury, anger, indignation. See at 24:9, p. 1 108, n. 8.

2. xjj. shadtd (pi. ,uif 'ashiddd'/^ shiddd) =

most severe, stern, rigorous, hard, harsh, strong.

See at 40:22, p. 1517, n. 6).

3. J>f 'anzala = he sent down, brought down (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV ['inzdl] of nazala [nuzdl],

to come down, get down. See at 36:15, p 1412
n. 9).

4. i. e., true guidance. ^ haqq = right, truth,

liability, justice, just cause. See at 40:75, p. 1535
n. 9.

'5. i. e., equity and justice. 0I>- mizdn (s.; pi.

rrmwuzin) - balance, scales, measure, weight

(noun of instrument from wazana [wazn/ztnah], to

balance, to weigh out. See at 1 1 :84, p. 708, n. 4).

6. ifj>k yudri ~ he or it makes (someone) realize,

informs, lets know, notifies (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from 'adrd, form IV of dard [ dirdyah], to know.

See at 63: 1 363, 642, n. 5).

7. s-o* qarib = near, proximate, not far away,

close by, Ever Near. See at 34:50, p. 1387, n. 5.

8. i. e., the unbelievers ask, by way of mocking

at it, for hastening the Day of Judgement. J**i^

yasta'jilu - he seeks to hasten, expedites (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from ista'jala, form X of 'ajila

['ajal/'ajalah], to hasten. See at 10:50, p. 655, n.

10).

9. dy^» mushfiqtin (pi.; s. mushfiq) - those

who are apprehensive, anxious, worried,

concerned (act. participle from 'ashfaqa, form IV

of shafaqa [shafaq], to fear, to pity. See at 23:57,

p. 1089, n. 10).

10. OjjLs yumdruna = they wrangle, argue,

dispute, resist (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from mdrd,

form III from mird').
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<j£Sj$ are indeed astray
1

(ftj-u^ faraway.
2

.IllJiif 19. Allah is Gracious
3

to His servants.

Sjy^ He gives provision
4
to

whomsoever He will;

N^iffpl; and He is the All-Powerful,
5

0 4^1 the All-Mighty.
6

Section (Ruku') 3

20. Whoever is wont to desire
7

the tilth
8
of the hereafter

*£>*-<4»il^ We increase for him in his tilth;

and whoever is wont to desire

the tilth of this world,

We give him thereof,

and he will not have

in the hereafter any share.
9

21 .Or do they have partners
10

that have enacted
11

for them

of the religion
12

1. J^U» daldl = error, straying from the right

path, fi daldl = in error, astray, in vain. See at

40:50, p* 1527, n. 6.

2. i. e., from the truth, ba'xd = (s.; pi.

bu 'add ' /bu 'ud /bu 'ddn /bi 'ad) = far, far away,

far-reaching, distant, remote, unlikely. See at

41:52, p. 1559, n. 4).

3. o4»J loftf = All-Graceful, All-Subtle, Kind,

Gracious, fine, delicate, refined (active participle

in the scale of fail from latafa/latufa

[lutf/latdfah], to be kind and friendly, to be fine,

delicate. See at 33:34, p. 1348, n il).

4. i. e., in profusion. 3jjtyarzuqu - he provides,

provides with the means of subsistence, bestows

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from razaqa[razq], to

provide, bestow. See at 24:38, p. 1 122, n. 4).

5. qawiy (s.; pi. aqwiyd') - strong, mighty,

powerful, potent, All-Powerful (act. participle

from qawiya [q&wa], to be strong, powerful).

6. jij* 'aziz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful,

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 42:3, p. 1560, n. 4.

7. ^ yuridu = he intends, desires (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. form 'ardda, form IV of rdda [rawd], to

walk about. See at 40:3 I , p. 1 520, n. 11).

8. i. e., merit and benefits. ^y- harth - tillage,

cultivation, tilth, crops. See at 21:78, p. 1033, n.

5.

9. i. e , of merit and benefits, nastb (s.; pi.

nusub /ansibd' /an$ibah) - share, portion, luck,

chance, fate, dividend. See at 40:47, p. 1226, n.

II.

10. i. e, partners in their misguidance, t&j±

shurakd' (pi.; s. shank) partners, sharers,

associates (act. participle in the scale offa'il from

shariaka [shirk], to share, to be a partner. See at

41:47, p. 1557, n. 3).

11. shara'il = they introduced, enacted,

prescribed, ordained (v. iii. m. pi. past from

shara'a [shar'], to enact [laws], to introduce. See

shara 'a at 42: 1 3, p. 1 564, n. 5).

12. ji* din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 39: 1 1, p. 1485, n. 10.
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^lUoib^li which Allah did not allow' of?

And had there not been

a word of decree,
2

adjudged
1

would have been

between them;

and verily the transgressors
4

shall have a punishment

very painful.
5

§1$

22. You will see
6
the trans-

gressors apprehensive
7

because of what they earn,
8

and it will befall
9 them;

and those who believe

and do the good deeds
10

will be in the meadows 11

of the gardens.
12

They will have whatever

they wish for
13

with their Lord.

That is the grace

most magnificent.

1. Oil* ya'dhan(u) = he gives leave, permits,

allows (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adhina [idhn],

to allow, to listen. The final letter is vowelless

because of the particle lam coming before the

verb. See ya'dhana at 12:80, p. 752, n. 4).

2. i. e., had not a word for giving respite till a time

been decreed.

2. J^ii fasl (s.; pi. fusuU = parting, discharge,

decision, final decision, decree, section, chapter.

3. qudiya = it is settled, adjudicated, decreed,

passed, spent, concluded, adjudged, decided (v.

iii. m. s. past passive from qadd [qadd'] r to settle,

to decide. See at 41 :45, p. 1556, n. 4).

4. i. e., the polytheists (note that at 3 1 : 1 3 shirk or

setting partners with Allah is called a grave zulm).

j*Jlk zffimin (acc/gen. of zalim&n, sing, zalim)

= transgressors, wrong-doers ( active participle

from zalama [zulm], to transgress, do wrong. See

at 39:24, p. 1490, n. 11).

5. f-Jf 'altm = agonizing, anguishing,

excruciating, most painful (act. participle in the

intensive scale offa 'il from 'alima [ 'alarn], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 41 :43, p. 1555, n. 2).

6. i. e., on the Day of Judgement.

7. os***^ mushjiqin (pi.; acc/gen. of mushfiq&n\

s. mushfiq) = those who are apprehensive,

anxious, worried, concerned (act. participle from

'ashfaqa from shafaqa [shafaq], to fear, to pity.

See at 18:49, p. 929, n. 5).

8. i. e., of sins. kasabu = they earned,

acquired, gained (v. iii. m. pi. past from kasaba

[kasb], to gain. See at 39:48, p. 1498, n. 7).

9. i. e., the punishment shall befall them, ^ilj

w&qi' = that which falls/befalls, is about to fall, is

going to occur (act. participle from waqa 'a [

wuqu '], to fall. See at 7: 17 1, p. 532, n. 1 1).

10. oUJU» saliMt (f.; sing, s&lihah; m. salih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 41:8, p. 1542, n. 4.

11. oU»jj rawddt (f. pi.; s. rawdah) = meadows,

gardens.

12. i. e., paradise.

13. yashd'Hna = they wish, desire, want

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from shd'a [mashi'ah], to

wish. See at 39:34, p. 1493, n. 4).
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23. That is whereof

Allah gives the good tidings
1

to His servants
2 who believe

and do the good deeds.

Say: "I ask
3
of you not

for it a remuneration
4

except the love
5

in respect of kinship."
6

And whoever acquires
7

a merit,

We increase
8
for him in it

handsomely.

Verily Allah is Most Forgiving,

Most Appreciative.

24. Or do they say:

"He has fabricated
9

against Allah a lie"?
10

But if Allah wills

>^ He may put a seal

7- on your heart.

And Allah effaces
11
falshood

and establishes the truth

1. jt^yubashshiru = he gives good tidings (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from bashshara, form II of

bashara/bashira [bishr/bushr], to rejoice, to be

happy. See at 3:39, p. 1 7 1 , n. 1 ).

2. jLp 'ibdd (sing. ±*'abd) - servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

41:46, p. 1556, n. 11).

3. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. jL»f 'as'alu ~ I ask,

beg, enquire ( v. i. m. s. impfct. from sa'ala [

su'dl/ mas'aUih/tas'dl]], to ask. See at 38:86, p.

1478, n. 9).

4. i. e., for this work of preaching and delivering

the Qur'an. 'ajr (pi. jyA 'ujur) = reward,

recompense, remuneration, due. See at 41:8, p.

1542, n. 5).

5. 'ay mawaddah = love, affection, friendship.

See at 30:21, p. 1296, n. 6.

6. Those of the Makkan leaders who opposed the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

were related to the Prophet by blood or by

marriage. They were asked to treat him with the

consideration due to kinship. ^y qurbd = near

relationship kinship. See 'ulf al-qurbd at 24:22, p.

1113, n. 4.

7. yaqtarifiu) - he commits, performs,

acquires (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from iqtarafa, form

VIII of qarafa/ qarifa [qarf/ qaraf], to peel, to

feel disgust. The final letter is vowelless because

the verb is in a conditional clause preceded by

man. See yaqtarifuna at 6: 120, p. 442, n. 1).

8. *y nazid (naztdu) = we increase, enhance, give

more (v. i. pi. impfct. from zada [ziyddah], to

grow, to increase. The final letter is vowelless

(and hence the medial yd' is dropped) because the

verb is conclusion of a conditional clause. See

naztdu at 7:161, p. 528, n. 5).

9. iftard = he fabricated, invented falsely,

trumped up, slandered, forged (v. iii. m. s. past, in

form VIII offard [fary], to cut lengthwise. See at

34:8, p. 1370, n. 3).

10. i. e., by saying that the Qur'an has been sent

down to him.

11. yamhu- he effaces, obliterates, erases,

blots out, wipes off, eliminates, eradicates (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from mahd [ mahw], to wipe off.

See mahawnd at 17:12, p. 876, n. 7).
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by His words.

Verily He is All-Knowing

oU of the secrets of hearts.

25. And He it is Who

accepts
2
repentance

3

s^ec^ of His servants

j\^\Jp\ytZ^ and forgives the sins;

fiZj and He knows

jJl^ZC all that you do.

26. And He responds
6
to

those who believe

and do the good deeds
7

and gives them more8

of His grace;
9

and the unbelievers

shall have a punishment

very severe.
10

iilXlijlj <$> 27. And were Allah to spread
1

the provision for His servants

j^J they would have outraged
12

l. jjJU* jzu/tfr (pi.; sing. j-u» nu/r) = breasts,

chests, bosoms, hearts, front, beginning, dh&t

al-sudur = that which possesses the hearts,

secrets of the hearts. See at 40:56, p. 1529, n. 7.

2. J-i yaqbalu = he accepts, receives (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from qabila [qabul/qubul], to accept.

See at 9:104, p. 622, n. 11).

3. ijy tawbah = repentance, penitence, to return

with repentance [Technically tawbah means, for

man, to turn to Allah in penitence and for Allah,

to turn in forgiveness]. See tabu at 40:7, p. 151 1,

n. 10).

4. \yuuya t

fU = he waives, excuses, effaces (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from 'a/a ['ajw/afd'],to be

effaced. See at 5: J 5, p. 336, n. 4).

5. oUl- sayyVQt (pi.; s. sayyi'ah) = evils, evil

deeds, sins. See at 40.45, p. 1525, nil.

6. i. e., to the prayers of. yastajibu = he

responds, answers complies with, accedes to (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from istajdba, from X of jdba

[jawb], to travel, to explore. See at 6:36. p. 405,

n. 1).

7. oV*Ju« sdlihdt (f.; sing, sdlihah; m. salih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 42:22, p. 1569, n. 10.

8. -liji yaztdu - he increases, augments, adds to,

gives more ( v. iii. m. s. impfct. from zdda

[zayd/ziyadah], to be more. See at 35:39, p. 1404,

n.6).

9. Jii fadl (p\.fudul) = grace, favour, kindness,

bounty; also surplus, excess, superiority, merit,

excellence. See at 40:61, p. 1531, n. 4.

10. OiJii shadid (pi. »uil 'ashidda'l^ shidad) -

most severe, stern, rigorous, hard, harsh, strong.

See at 42:16, p. 1567, n. 2).

11. i. e., for all in profusion and without

measure. yabsutu - he stretches, stretches

out, unfolds, spreads, spreads out, extends,

expands (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from basata [bast],

to spread. See at 42:12, p. 1564, n. 2).

12. \yu baghaw = they committed outrage,

oppressed, wronged (v. iii. m. pi. past from baghd

[ baghy ], to wrong, oppress. See baghd at 38:22,

p. 1464 n. 7).
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in the earth;

i/ic^3j but He sends down 1

in a measure
2
as He wills.

^C-Hb} Verily He is of His servants

All-Aware,
3
All-Seeing.

4

^$\% 28. And He it is Who

J> sends down the rain'

I^lllUjJ^ after that they give up hope
6

SclZj^J and spreads out
7
His mercy.

ti^yti Anc* He is the Lord-Protector,
8

($f-Lill the All Praisworthy.

.^l>\*^j 29. And of His signs are

oyliJf^ the creation of the heavens

and the earth

Yi and all that He spreads
9
in

t&o* them of a moving creature.
10

tf^<&j*j And He is on gathering them

whenever He wills

<$U*£ All-Competent.
11

Section (Ruku')4

iw^Uj 30. And whatever afflicts
12 you

of misfortune
13

1 . JjiJ yunazzilu = he sends down, causes to

descend (v. iii. m. s. past from nazzala, form II of

nazala [nuzul], to come down. See at 40:13, p.

1414, n. 3).

2. j-vi qadar - measure, quantity, destiny. See at

/ 15:21, p. 811, n. 12,

3. j~* khabtr - All-Aware, All-Conversant,

All-Acquainted (active participle in the scale of

fa'il from khabara [ khubr /khibrah] to be

acquainted). See at 35:31, p. 1401, n. 3.

4. i. e., of all deeds and events, open or secret.

jrrai basir = one who sees/observes, All-Seeing

(act. participle in the scale of fa'il from

PSee at 41: 41basura/bajira [basar], to see).

1554, n. 3.

5. C—p ghayth(s.; pi. ghuyuth)= rain, rain in

profusion. See at 31:34, p. 1323, n. 8,

6. IJaJ qanc^H - they despaired, gave up hope,

became disheartened, were hopeless, disappointed

(v. iii. m. pi. past from qanita/ qanata/ qanuta

[qanaf/ qunut/ qandtah], to despair. See Id

taqnatu at 39:53, p. 1500, n. 6.

7. j^jyanshuru = he spreads out, unfolds (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from nashara [nashr], to spread out.

See yanshurai 18:16, p. 915, n.3).

8. Jj waliy (s.; pi. *U_,I 'awliya) = guardian,

legal guardian, friend, patron friend, sponsor,

protector, Lord-Protector, relative, next-of-kin.

See at 42:8, p. J 562, n. 11.

9. haththa = he spread, scattered abroad,

disseminated (v. iii. m. s. past from bathth, to

scatter. See at 3 1 : 1 0, p. 1 3 1 3, n. 1 0).

10. d&bbah (pi. dawdbb) = animal, riding

beast, crawling/moving creature/worm. See at

35:45, p. 1407, n. 9.

1 J. ji-ti qadir = Omnipotent, All-Powerful. See at

35:1, p. 1389, n. 7.

12. *-»U»t 'asaba = he or it afflicted, befell, hit,

struck, reached, made (something) fall, bestowed,

allotted, (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of sdba . See

at 39:51, p. 1499, n. 9).

13. icrvo^ musibah (pi. v-11-** masd'ib) = calamity,

disaster, misfortune, affliction. See at 9:50, p.

599, n. 3.
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that is due to what

your hands acquire;
1

and He forgives
2
a lot.

3

31. And you cannot

frustrate
4
in the earth,

nor is there for you

besides Allah

any Guardian-Protector

nor any helper.
5

32. And of His signs are

the ships
6
in the sea

like mountains.
7

33. If He wills

He can make still
8
the wind

so they would become9

immobile
10
on its surface.

11

Verily therein are signs

for everyone persevering,

grateful.

1. i- e., of sins and misdeeds. c.,..,..5" kasabat -

she or it earned, acquired, gained (v. iii. f. s. past

from kasaba [kasb], to gain. See at 40:17, p.

1515, n. 5).

2. \Ji*i ya
i

f& = he waives, excuses, effaces (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from 'afd ['afw/qfd'], to be effaced.

See at 42:25, p. 1571, n. 4).

3. i. e., He forgives and does not take to task for

many sins.

4. i. e., the plans of Allah, escaping His

retribution, jiy**** mu'jiztn (pi.; acc./gen. of

mu'jizun; s. mu'jiz) = those who incapacitate,

invalidate, disable, frustrate, weaken, paralyze,

cripple (active participle from 'a 'jaza, from IV of

'ajaza/'ajiza [ 'ajz], to be weak, incapable. See at

39:51, p. 1499, n. 13).

5. i. e., against Allah's retribution, neither in this

world nor in the hereafter. j~a> nasir = (s.; pi.

nusard') = helper, defender, supporter, ally,

protector, patron (act. participle in the scale of

fa'tl from nasara [nasr /nusdr], to help. See at

42:8, p. 1562,' n. 12).

'

6. Jy jaw&r (f. pi.; s. jdriyah) = ships, those that

move on/flow (act. participle from jard \jary\, to

flow. A ship is called jdriyah because it flows on

the surface of the sea. See tajrt at 39:20, p. 1488,

n. 7).

7. fM\ 'a'lam (pi.; s. 'alam ) = signs, marks,

signposts, distinguishing features, outstanding

personalities, flags, mountains.

8. i yuskin («) = he makes still, lodges,

settles, makes (someone) inhabit (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'askana, form IV of sakana

[sukun], to be calm, still. The final letter is

vowelless because the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause. See 'askannd at 23:18, p.

1079, n. 3).

9. ^J&h yazlalna - they (fern.) become, continue

to be, remain, stay (v. iii. f. pi. impfct. from zxilla

[zall/zulul], to be, to continue. See zallu at 30:51,

p. 1307, n. 8).

10. rawdkid (f. pi.; s. rdkidah; m. rdkid) =

stationary, still, motionless, stagnant, immobile

(act. participle from rakada [rukud], to be still).

11. si*> zahr{s.\ pi. j>fk zuhur) - back, rear, rear

side, loin, spine, surface. See at 35:45, p. 1407, n.

8).
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Sjijjjl 34. Or He may destroy
1 them

l^l&j for what they acquire;
2

^y^^o^i^ but He forgives
3
a lot.

pfcTJ 35. And let there know

c^XjZ those who dispute
4

QiCti a^out Our signs

fit that they do not have

t^of^ct any place of escape.
5

36. So whatever you are given

of anything is an enjoyment
6

of the worldly life;

but what lies with Allah
7

is better
8
and more enduring

9

for those who believe

and do on their Lord rely.

37. And who abstain
10 from

the enormities
11
of sin

and the obscenities,
12

and if they get angry

they forgive.

1. i. e., destroy the sips. jj> yfibiqu= destroys,

ruins, annihilates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'awbaqa, form IV of wabaqa [wabaq/ wubub/

mawbiq], to perish, to go to ruin. See mawbiq at

18:52, p. 931, n. 5).

2. i. e, what the owners and inmates of the ships

acquire of sins, kasabfi = they earned,

acquired, gained (v. iii. m. pi. past from kasaba

[kasb], to gain. See at 42:22, p. 1569, n. 8).

3. <Juy ya'fuiu) = he waives, excuses, effaces (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from
l

afd ['afw/afd'], to be

effaced. The final waw is dropped because the

verb is conjunctive to conclusion of a conditional

clause. See ya'fu at 42:30, p. 1573, n. 2).

4. djbU* yujddilfina = they dispute, quarrel,

controvert, argue, debate, wrangle (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from jddala, form III of jadala [Jji* jadl],

to tighten. See at 40:69, p. 1534, n. 4).

5. i. e., from Allah's retribution, ^/v^* mahts =

escape, flight, place of refuge, retreat (verba]

noun; also noun of place from hdsa

[hays./haysah/mahis], to escape, to flee. See at

4:121, p. 297, n. 11.'

6. i. e., temporary enjoyment in this worldly life,

^li. maid' (pl.'amti'ah) = goods, wares, baggage,

equipment, gear, necessities of life, chattel, needs,

utensils, enjoyment. See at 40:39, p. 1523, n. 12.

7. i. e., of rewards and graces in the hereafter.

8. J* khayr = good /better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 38:32, p. 1468, n. 4.

9. 'abqd = more lasting, everlasting, more

enduring, more permanent (elative of bdqin, act.

participle from baqiya [baqd'], to remain, to

continue to be. See at 28:60, p. 1253, n. 11).

10. Oj^i yajtanibtina = they abstain, refrain,

shun, keep away (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

ijtanaba, form VIII of janaba \janb), to avert. See

ijtanaba at 39:17, p. 1487, n. 5).

11. J\S kabd'ir (pi.; s. kabirah) major sins,

atrocious crimes, enormities. See at 4:30, p. 253,

n. 12.

12. i. e., adulteries and fornication. J^-^j»

fawdhish (pi.; s. fdhishah) = vile deeds,

grave sins, monstrosities, atrocities, adulteries,

fornication. See at 7:33, p. 476, n. 6).



38. And who respond
1

j^p to their Lord

ij&\\£$J and duly perform the prayer,

and whose affair
2
is

mutual consultation
3

amongst them,

^jJlLj and out of what We provide

for them they spend.
4

Sig 39. And who,

j^Cfa when there afflicts
5 them

the oppression,
6

b&i&f they defend themselves.
7

40. And the retribution
8

for an evil is an evil like it;

but whoever forgives
9

and effects a reconciliation
10

his reward is on Allah.

Verily He likes
11

not

Qo±Jj&\ the transgressors.

PS
So"*
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1. i. e., believe in monotheism (lawhid) and obey

His injunctions. l^b*i>l istajabd = they

responded, answered, complied with, acceded to,

listened to (v. iii. m. pi. past from istajdba, form

X of jdba \jawb], to travel, to explore. See at

35:14. p. 1395, n. 10).

2. 'amr (s.; pi. ^ 'awamir I jy>\ 'umur) =

order, command, decree / matter, issue, affair.

See at 41:12, p. 1543, n. 10.

3. i. e., they run their affairs by mutual

consultation. shfird = consultation,

deliberation, taking counsel. See shdwir at 3:159,

p. 218, n. 9.

4. i. e., in paying zakcl and spending in approved

charities. O^ib yunfiq&na = they spend, expend

' (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'anfaqa y form IV of

nafaqa [nafaq], to be used up. See at 32:16, p.

1329, n. 5).

5. s-^f 'ajdba = he or it afflicted, befell, hit,

struck, reached, made (something) fall, bestowed,

allotted, (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of saba . See

at 42:30, p. 1572, n. 12).

6. ^Jh baghy = oppression, injustice, outrage,

defiance, transgression. See at 42:14, p. 1565, n.

8.

7. i. e., they do not submit to wrong and injustice

and defend themselves, djj-^j. yantasirdna = they

help themselves, be helped, defend themselves,

be victorious (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from intasara,

form Vll I of nasara [nasr /nusur], to help. See at

26:93, p. 1 179, n. 3).

8. It is reminded that retribution should not be

more than the wrong done. Jj* jaza' =

retribution, penalty, repayment, recompense,

requital, reward. See at 39:34, p. 1493, n. 5).

9. Up y
afcL - he effaced, wiped out, obliterated,

exempted, relieved, forgave, excused (v. iii. m. s.

past from 'afw/'afa'. See at 9:43, p. 596, n. 7).

1 0. 'aslaha ~ he reformed, made good, made

amends, settled, adjusted, reconciled (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of salaha/saluha [saldh/ suluh/

maslahah/ saldhiyah], to be good, right).

1 1 . ^ Id+yuhibbu - he does not like, does

not love (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ahabba, form

IV of habba [hubb], to Jove. See at 30:45, p.

1305, n. 4).

4 1 . And surely he who

defends himself
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after a wrong done to him,

Agfa such ones,

ffStC there lies not against them

ivjg^-^ any suit.

J-pfCl 42. The suit lies but

djliZ against those who do wrong'

ojSwj J^ljjt to people and commit outrage
3

^\J^j?jj\j, in the earth without right.
4

^<^X0 Such people shall have

tQ^)l>\% a punishment most painful.
5

^Sj 43. And indeed he who

J^AA-i bears calmly
6
and forgives,

7

i*J Jil'ijj surely is of the

$) definitive
8
of affairs.

9

Section (Ruku ') 5

jij 44. And whomsoever

iSit^XiJ Allah makes go astray
10

QjottAfc he shall have no guardian
11

4^o^ after Him.

Jjj And you will see

1 J«-- (pi. subul/asbilah) - way, path,

road, means, course, course of legal action, suit.

See at 33:4, p. 1335, n. 11.

2. QySbti yazlimtina = they transgress, do wrong,

treat unjustly, oppress (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

zalama [zalm/zulm], to do wrong. See at 30:10, p.

1292, n. 1).

3. dyui yabgh&na = they commit outrage,

oppress, wrong (v. iii. m. pi. past from baghd

[baghy ], to wrong, oppress. See baghaw at

42:27, p. 1571 n. 12).

4. j>- haqq = right, truth, liability, justice, just

cause. See at 42: ] 7, p. J 567, n. 4.

5. fJf 'alim = agonizing, anguishing,

excruciating, most painful (act. participle in the

intensive scaJe offa'il from 'alima ['alam\, to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 42:21 , p. 1569, n. 5).

6. sabara = he bore calmly, had patience,

persevered (v. iii. m. s. past from sabr, to be

patient. See yasbiru at 41 :24, p. 1548, n. 4).

7. ji* ghafara = he forgave, pardoned (v. iii. m.

s. past from ghafr /maghfiruh ghufrdn, to forgive.

See 36:27, p. 1415, n. 4).

8. (j* 'ajm = determination, resolution, decision,

firm will, resolute, definitive. See at 31:17, p.

1316, n. 13.

9. i. e., this is of matters definitively enjoined and

are desired to be abided by. jy\ 'umtir (pi.; s. y\

'amr) = affairs, matters, issues, concerns. See at

22:76, p. 1073, n. 4.

10. i. e., because of his unbelief and

wrong-doing. JLi* yudlil (yudillu) = he lets stray,

makes go astray, deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'adalla, form IV of dalla [daldl/daldlah], to go

astray. The last letter is vowelless for the verb is in

a conditional clause preceded by man. See at

40:33, p. 1521, n. 6).

11. ^Jj waliy (s.; pi. .Ujf 'awliya') - guardian,

legal guardian, friend, patron friend, sponsor,

protector, Lord- Protector, relative, next-of-kin.

See at 42:28, p. 1572, n. 8.
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1. i. e., return to the worldly life for doing good

deeds and making amends for past sins, v
maradd = place of return, return, repulsion,

resistance. See at 40:43, p. J 325, n. 4.

2. i. e., put on the fire of hell. 0 yu 'rad&na =

they are displayed, exposed, submitted, placed/set

before, laid (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

'arada/'aruda ['ard], to become visible, to be

wide. See at 40:46, p. 1526, n. 1).

3.
t
>*i^ khdshi'in (m. pi.; acc./ gen. of

khashi'un, sing, khdshi') = the submissive/

humble ones, humble (active participle from

khasha'a [Ichushu'], to be submissive, humble.

See at 33:35, p. 1349, n. 7).

4. Ji dhull = lowliness, humility, ignominy,

disgrace, humbleness, meekness. See at 17:111,

p. 909, nil.

5. djjkiyanzurtina - they look, look expectantly,

gaze, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

nazara [nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at. See at

39^68, p. 1505, n.5).

6. J>J* tarf = glance, look, eye. See at 38:53, p.

1472, n. 10.

7. i. e., out of fear and disgrace. khafiy =

secret, unseen, invisible, concealed. See at 19:3, p.

950, n. 5.

8. oo-^ kh&sirin (acc./gen. of khdsirun, sing.

khdsir) = losers, those in loss (active participle

from khasara [khusr /khasdr /khasdrah /khusrdn]

to lose. See at 4 1 :25, p. 1 549, n. 1 ).

9. ^js-* khasirH = they lost, suffered damage (v.

iii. m. pi. past from khasira [khusr /khasdr/

khasdrah/ khusrdn], to lose. See n. 8 above; and

aJso see at 23: 102, p. 1 1 00, n. 5).

10. p-i* muqtm = abiding, lasting, persistent,

enduring, lingering, permanent, resident, long

established, he who sets up, performer (active

participle from 'aqdma, form IV of qdma [q'tydm/

qawmah], to get up. See at 15:76, p. 823, n. 2).

1 1. *Ujl 'awliyA' (pi.; sing. waliy) = friends,

allies, patrons, legal guardians, protectors, . See at

42:6, p. 1561, n. 9.

12. djj^. yansur&na = they help, assist (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from nasara [nasr /nusQr], to help.

See at 28:81, p. 1261, n. 8).

13. i. e., against Allah's punishment.

the transgressors

when they saw the punishment

saying:

"Is there to a return
1

any way?"

45. And you will see them

laid
2 on it

humble 3
in disgrace

4

and looking
5

with a glance
6
concealed.

7

And those who believe will

say: "Verily the losers
8
are

they who lost
9
themselves

and their families

on the Day of Judgement.

Oh yes, the transgressors will

be in a punishment to last."
10

46. And they will not have

any guardian-friends
11

helping
12 them

against Allah.
13
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And whoever

Allah makes go astray,
1

he will not have any way. 2

47. Respond3
to your Lord

before that there comes a day

no repulsion
4
is there for it,

from Allah.

You shall have no refuge
5

that day nor shall you have

any way to disavow.
6

48. So if they turn away,
7

then We have sent you not

over them as a guard.
8

Your duty is naught

but to convey.
9

And indeed when We

make man taste
10

mercy from Us

he rejoices
11

at it;

but if there befalls them

> 5-
any evil because of what

1. i. e., because of his unbelief and wrong-doing.

JJuai yudlil iyudillu) - he lets stray, makes go

astray, deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from alalia,

form IV of dalla [daldl/dalalah], to go astray. The

last letter is vowelless for the verb is in a

conditional clause preceded by man. See at 42:44,

p. 1576, n. 10).

2. i. e., to the truth. J*-* sabtl (pi. subul/asbilah)

= way, path, road, means, course, course of legal

action, suit. See at 42:4 1 , p. 1 576, n. 1

.

3. i. e., by believing in His Oneness (tawhtd) and

abiding by His guidance. I^-**^! istajibu = you

(all) respond, answer (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

istajdba, form X of jdba [jawb], to travel. See at

8:24, p. 554, n. 10).

4. >j* maradd = place of return, return, repulsion,

resistance. See at 42:44, p. 1577, n. 1.

5. UJU malja* = refuge, shelter, retreat (adverb of

place from laja'a [laj'/luju'], to take refuge. See

at 9: 11 8, p. 629, n. 11.

6. j& naktr = denial, disapproval, disavowal,

disapprobation, rejection. See at 35:26, p. 1399, n.

2.

7. i. e., from the truth and the guidance, l^^t

WradH = they turned away, averted, evaded (v.

iii. m. pi. past from 'a'raaUi, form IV of 'aruda

['ard], to be broad, wide, to appear, to show. See

at 41:13, p. 1544, n. 1).

8. Ja-*>- hafiz = attentive, mindful, preserving,

guarding, guard, (act. participle in the scale of

fa'il from hafiza [hifz], to preserve, to guard. See

at 42:6, p. 1561, n. 'l0).

9. bal&gh (pi. baldghdt) = to convey,

communication, proclamation, announcement,

communique^ information, notification. See at

24:54, p. 1 128, n. 12.

10. Liif 'adhaqnd. = we made (someone) taste,

gave taste (v. i. pi. past from 'adhdqa, form IV of

dhdqa [dhawq / madhdq], to taste. See at 41:50,

p. 1558, n. 1).

1 1 . £ j> fariha = he became happy, rejoiced,

was glad, was delighted, was elated with joy (v.

iii. m. s. past from farh, to be glad. See at 9:81,

p. 612, n.7).

12. ^ sayyi'ah (pi. oi^ sayyi'dt) - sin, bad

deed, evil, distress. See at 41:34, p. 1551, n. 10.
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l^jjjlo^Ja their hands had advanced,
1

o^Xtybp then indeed man is

extremely ungrateful.
2

2*4 49. To Allah belongs

the dominion of the heavens

and the earth.

He creates
3

whatever He will.

He bestows
4

on whomsoever He wills

females
5 and bestows

on whomsoever He wills

the males.
6

{&jy$ 50 - °r He couples
7 them

\^ji\Ji males and females,

jj^j And He makes8

ll^-^iE^ whomsoever He wills barren.

Verily He is All-Knowing,

Qjj* Omnipotent.
10

51. And it is not

JiJ for a human being
10

1 . i. e., of sins. c*»ai qaddamat - she sent ahead,

forwarded, advanced (v. iii. f. s. past from

qaddama, form II of qadama / qadima [ qadm

/qudum /qidman /maqdam] to precede, to arrive.

See at 28:47, p. 1248, n. 11).

2. jjiT kaftir = extremely ungrateful, wantonly

unbelieving, arch infidel (act. participle in the

scale offa'ul from kafara [kufr], to cover, to be

an infidel. See at 35:36, p. 1403, n. 4).

3. yakhluqu = he creates, makes, brings into

being, originates, shapes (v. iiifm. s. impfct. from

khalaqa [khalq], to create. See at 7:191, p. 540, n.

5).

4. yahabu = he bestows, grants, gifts ( v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from wahaba [wahb], to give, to

donate. See wahabna at 38:43, p. 1470, n. 8).

5. 'inath (pi.; s. 'untha) = females. See at

37:150, p. 1453, n. 6.

6. jjTi dhukdr - (pi.; s. dhakar ) = males.

See at 6:139, p. 450, n. 7.

7. yuzawwiju= he couples, pairs, doubles,

gives in marriage (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

zawwaja, form II of zaja [zawj], to incite, to

instigate. See zawwajnd at 33:37, p. 1351, n. 6.

8. J**s yaj'alu - he sets, makes, places, puts,

appoints (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from ja'ala [ja'l] to

make, to put. See at 10: 100, p. 673, n. 2).

9. (t-ip 'aqim = unavailing, barren, sterile, futile,

unproductive, fruitless (active participle in the

scale of fa'il from 'aqama/uquma [ 'aqm/'uqm ],

to be barren, sterile. See at 22:55, p. 1065, n. 10).

10. ji-ii qadxr - Omnipotent, All-Powerful. See at

42:29, p. 1572, n. 11.

1 1 . i. e., it neither behoves a human being nor is it

necessary for him. bashar - man, human

being. See at 41:6, p. 1541, n. 8.
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iuiti^ool that Allah speak
1

to him

tZ^fi\ except by communication
2

y^t^o^ or from behind a veil
3

J^JJjt or He sends a messenger
4

^jlj and he communicates
5

-4JiL by His leave
6

Jt££ what He wills.

C$Ml Verily He is All-Exalted,

All-Wise.

52. And thus

We have communicated to you

l^'l^l^ a spirit of Our command.

db'lUZfc You did not use to know 8

ZjfflX* what the Book is

nor the faith;
9

but We have made it a light

wherewith We guide
11

whomsoever We will

of Our servants.

XS^&\j And you indeed do guide

^red[ to a way 13

by
10

12

iLU right and straight.
14

1. i. e., in a direct address face to face. jJ^j

yukallimaiu) = he speaks, talks, addresses (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from kallama, form II of kalama

ikalm), to wound. The final letter takes fathah

because of the particle 'an coming before the

verb. See tukallima at 19:10, p. 952, n. 10).

2. The word ^j wahy bears a variety of

meanings; but technically it means Allah's

communication to His Prophets by various means,

such as true dreams of the Prophets as was the

case with Prophet Ibrahim, peace be on him. Some
of these means are indicated in this 'ayah and at

2:92, 16:2, 16:102 and 26:193. See also BukhAri,

nos. 2-4.

3. As was the case with Allah's address to Mflsa,

peace be on him. w>\***- hijab (s.; pi,

hujub/ahjibah) = screen, curtain, partition, cover,

barrier, veil. See at 41 :5, p. 1 54 1 , n. 7.

4. i. e. an angel messenger, Jibril.

5. i. e., the angel messenger communicates by

Allah's leave and direction, ytihi = he

prompts, communicates, inspires (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'awhd, form IV of waha [wahy], to

communicate. See at 42:3, p. 1560, n. 2.

6. Oil 'idhn (pi. o >j' 'udhun 'udhundt) =

leave, permission. See at 40:78, p. 1537, n. 1).

7. i. e., the Qur'an. ^jj ruh (s.; pJ. 'arwah) =

breath of life, soui, spirit, life-giving spirit, wahy,

hbril. See at 40:46, p. 1514, n. 12.

8. i. e., previousiy to the receipt of the Qur'anic

wahy. isj-tf tadrt = you know, are aware (v. ii. m.

s. impfct. from dard [ dirdyah], to know. See

yudri at 42:7
', 1567, n. 6).

9. i. e., the rules of 'imdn and of sharVah in detail.

10. i. e., made the Qur'an a light of guidance.

1 1. (j-i+j nahdt - we guide, show the way (v. i.

pi. impfct. from hada [hady/ hudan/ hiddyah], to

guide, to lead. See yahdi at 39:23, p. 1490, n. 6).

12. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him, assuring him that he

guides by Allah's leave to the straight path, Islam.

13. i. e., [sJam. -ti^ sirdt = way, path, road. See

at 38:22, p. 1464, n. 11.

14.
f

-i: --' mustaqim = straight, upright, erect,

correct, right, proper (active participle from

istaqdma, form X of qdma [qawnuih/qiydm], to

stand up, to get up). See at 37:1 18, p. 1449, n. 3).
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$±>e 53. The way of Allah

,2li$jjf to Whom belongs

^y^l\\^C all that is the heavens

t^Vl^Cj and all that is in the earth.

4^^Jf^l Oh yes, to Allah will end up
1

&Jj&'\ all affairs.
2

1. taqiru = she becomes, gets to the point,

comes to, arrives at, ends up (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

from sara [sayr/sayr&rah/masir], to become, to

arrive. See martr at 40:3, p. 1510, n. 1).

2. i. e., all affairs and deeds of His creatures and

He will judge and requite them accordingly. jy\

7umHr (pi.; s. jA 'amr) = affairs, matters, issues,

concerns. See at 42:43, p. 1576, n. 9.



43: SOratal-Zukhruf (The Ornament)
Makkan: 89 'ayahs

This is another Makkan surah which, like the other Makkan surahs, deals with the fundamentals of

the faith — tawhid (monotheism), wahy and the truth of the Qur'an, risdlah (Messengership of

Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him), Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment.

It starts with an emphasis that Allah has sent down the Qur'an and it is preserved in the Mother of the

Book {al-Lawh al-mahfui). It is then pointed out that Allah created the heavens and the earth and all

things and beings that exist. It is He Who has created the pairs in all living beings and it is He Who
provides for all; and we all have to return to Him. Yet man sets partners with Him and attributes sons

and daughters to Him. The surah particularly dispels the wrong notion of the pre-Islamic Arabs that the

angels were Allah's daughters. Similarly polytheism and the worship of idols are disapproved and it is

emphasized that Prophet Ibrahim, whom the Arabs considered as their progenitor, preached against the

worship of idols and the objects of nature. It also gives a reply to the misgivings of the then Arabs as to

why the Qur'an was not sent down on someone wealthy and influential among them. It is pointed out

that worldly wealth, power and grandeur are not the criteria for greatness and righteousness in the sight

of Allah and that He selects for His special favour of Messengership whomsoever He wills. Also the

unreasonableness of the unbelievers' opposition to the truth of the Qur'an is illustrated by a reference to

the story of Fir'aun and Musa, peace be on him. The fallacy of worshipping 'Isa, peace be on him, as a

god is also mentioned and it is pointed out that he was only a chosen servant of Allah. Towards the end

of the surah mention is made of some aspects of the respective positions of the believers and the

unbelievers in the hereafter. The surah is named al-zukhruf (The ornament) with reference to its 'ayah

35 which points out that the ornament of this worldly life is only temporary while the life of the

hereafter is permanent for the godfearing (muttaqin).

1 . Hd-Mtm.
1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2: 1 , p.

4, n. 1.

2.By the Book most explicit.
2

2. i. e., this Qur'an which is clear and explicit

both in text and meaning. ^ mubtn = all too

clear, obvious, manifest, patent, explicit, open

and clear, that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of b&na [bayan], to be

clear. See at 39: 11 5, p. 1486, n. 12).3. Verily We have made3
it

a Qur'an in Arabic

that you may understand.
4

3. Ujot ja'alnd = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala [ja'l], to make,

to set. See at 4 1 :44 T p. 1 555, n. 3).

4. i. e,. you may understand, reflect and accept

the guidance contained therein. SjLuS ta'qiltina =

you (all) understand, realize, be reasonable,

comprehend (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'aqala

['aqt\, to be endowed with reason. See at 37:138,

p. 1451, n. 10).

0
4. And verily it is

1582
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LjJjJ with Us,

indeed exalted,
1

full of wisdom. 2

j^CSfc^JSf 5. Shall We then strike
3
off you

l tr^J^jjf the reminder
4
in a turning

l^yjLi^=Jt away5
because you are a people

y^i^^J committing excesses.

G^^Sj 6. And how many We sent

Isfbt of a Prophet

$ ojljVt 4 among the people of old

!

[>fit^j 7. And there came not to them

!*^i£^o* any Prophet but they used to

0 4>t>f^^ mock7
at him.

8. So We destroyed
8

those stronger
9
than they

lit; in might;
10

and there has passed

the instance
11
of those of old.

0

1. J* 'ally - high, lofty, elevated, sublime,

exalted, All-Exalted. See at 42:4, p. 1561, n. 1.

2. i. e., full of wise and right instructions and

guidance. ^S*- hakim (s.; pi. hukama') =

All-Wise, judicious, full of wisdom (active

participle in the scale of fa'il from hakama
[hukm], to pass judgement. See at 36:2, p. 1409,

n. 2).

3. ^s*> nadribu = we beat, strike, hit, (v. i. pi.

impfct. from daraba f darb], to beat. See

darabnd at 29:43* p. J 280, n. 16).

4. i. e., the Qur'an. The Qur'an is repeatedly

referred to as ddhikr. See for instance 15:6, 15:9,

16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87,

41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52 and 81:27. f> dhikr =

citation, recollection, remembrance, mention,

reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. See at

41:41, p. 1554, n. 4.

5. pafh = pardon, daraba 'anhu safhan is an

idiom meaning: to turn away from, ignore or pass

over him. See isfah at 15:85, p. 824, n. 12.

6. i. e., persisting in unbelief and evil deeds.

musrifin (pi; acc./gen. of musrifun; s.

musrif) = those who commit excesses, exceed all

bounds, extravagant, prodigal, wasteful,

transgressors (active participle from 'asrafa, form

IV of sarafa/sarifa [sarf/ saraf], to corrode, to

spoil, to neglect. See at 40:43, p. 1525, n. 5).

7. dyj4^> yastahzi'&na = they scoff, deride,

mock, ridicule (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

istahza'a, from X of haza'a [haz'Z huz'f huzu'/

huzu'/mahza'ah], to mock, to make fun. See at

40:83, p. 1539, n. 2).

8. 'ahlakna = we destroyed, annihilated (v.

i. pi. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of halaka [halk/

hulk/ halak /tahlukah], to perish. See at 38:3, p.

1459, n. 5).

9. i. e., stronger than the Makkan unbelievers. ^\

ashadd = more/most intense, stronger/ strongest,

severer /severest, fiercer/ fiercest, sterner/sternest,

tougher/ toughest, (elative of shadtd). See at

41:15, p. 1545, n. 1.

10. J^h batsh - power, might, strength, force,

valour. See yabtisha at 28:19, p. 1237, n. 1 1.

11. i. e., the instance of retribution inflicted on

those of old because of their disbelief and

intransigence.
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9. And indeed if you ask them

who created the heavens

and the earth they will say:

J4*k* "There created these the

O^T^p" All-Mighty,
1

the All-Knowing.
2

^=^5^(S^\ 10. He Who has made for you

^^cfcVf the earth a cradle
3

(fj^SZ*6 and has made for you therein

^C^^iii routes
4
that you may

®^>jcJ£> find way.
5

X >

1 1 . And He Who sends down6

from the sky water
7

in a measure.
8

Thus We bring to life
9
therewith

a dead land.
10

Likewise you will be brought out.
11

12. And He Who has created

the kinds
12

all of them

and has made for you

of the ships
13
and the livestock

I- y.^- 'aziz = All-Mighty. Invincibly

Powerful before Whom everyone else is

powerJess, a/so respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult,

hard. See at 42: J 9, p. J 568, n. 6.

2. pJ* 'aftm (s.; pi. 'ulama') = weJJ

informed, erudite, learned, more knowing,

All-Knowing, Omniscient. See at 20:53, p.

1429, n. 2.

3. i. e., suitable for residing and resting, jl^

mahd (pi. ^ muhud) - cradle. See at

20:53, p. 986, n. 10.

4. subul (pi.; s. sabtl) - ways, routes,

roads, means. See at 21:31, p. 1020, n. 9.

5. i.e., for getting to different destinations.

OjOi^' tahtadtina = you (all) receive

guidance, are on the right track, find way (v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from ihtadd, form VIII of

hada [hidAyah/ hudan/ hady], to lead, to

guide. See at 16: 1 5, p. 832, n. 4).

6. dy nazzala = he sent down (v. iii. m. s.

past in form II of nazala {nuzul), to come
down. See at 29:63, p. 1287, n. 7).

7. i. e., rain.

8. i.. e., the measure needed by the creatures,

j-ii qadar = measure, quantity, destiny. See

at 42:27, p. 1572. n. 2.

9. i^T 'ansharnd = we spread out,

unfolded, published, resurrected (v. i. pi.

past from 'anshara, form IV of nashara

[nashr/ nush&r], to spread out, to resurrect.

See yanshuru at 42:28, p. 1572, n. 7).

10. i. e., a barren and unproductive land.

i-Uj baldah = town, city, village, land,

community. See at 34: 1 5, p. 1 373, n. 9.

11. i. e , on the Day of Resurrection. Oj*-^

tukhrajuna = you are brought out, produced

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from 'akhraja,

form IV of kharaja
[
khuruuj] to go out.

See at 30: 19, p. 1295, n. 10).

12. <rljji 'azwdj (sing. ZJi zjuwj) =

husbands, wives, spouses, consorts, partners,

pairs, kinds. See at 40:8, p. 1512, n. 4.

13. vlU* fulk (mas. and fern.; sing, and pi.)

= ships, (Noah's) Ark. See at 40:80, p.

1537, n. 11.
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what you ride on.
1

!&2

ft

13. That you may take position
2

on the backs
3
thereof

and then remember4

the grace of your Lord

when you have taken position

on them and say:

"Sacrosanct
5
is He Who has

brought this to service
6
for us

and we are not for this

the ones to put under yoke.

14. "And indeed we are to our

Lord going to be turned over."
8

SSjZ^y 15. And they set for him

^^Cj* from among His servants

a portion.
9

v^-^V'^l Indeed man is

very ungrateful, blatantly.

— in-

sertion (Ruku')2

I 16. Or has He taken

[. Oj^V tarkabtina ~

mount, board (v.

you ride, embark,

ii. m. pi. impfct. from

rakiba [rukub], to ride, mount. See tarkabQ

at 40:79, p. 1537, n. 7).

2. Ijj^* tastawu (na) - you equalize, are at

par, take position (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

istawd, form VIII of sawiya [siwan], to be

equal. The terminal nun is dropped because

of a hidden 'an in // (of motivation) coming

before the verb. See yastaw&na 32:18, p.

1329, n. 9).

3. zuk&T (sing. ^ zahr) = backs,

rears, rear sides, loins, spines. See at 21:39,

p. 1023, n. 2).

4. Ij^-^" tadhkurH(na)= you remember,

recall, mention, talk about (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr], to

remember, to mention. The terminal n&n is

dropped because the verb is conjunctive to a

previous verb governed by a hidden 'an. See

tadhkurHna at See at 40:44, p. 1525, n. 7).

5. oU^-. Subh&n is derived from sabbaha,

form II of sabaha [sabh/sibdhah], to swim.

In its form II the verb means: to declare

sanctity, to praise, to sing the glory. Subhan

is generally rendered as "Glory be to Him";

but "Sacrosanct " conveys the meaning

better. See at 39:4, p. 1481, n. 10.

6. jsts sakhkhara = he brought to

submission, subjected, subdued, brought to

service/order (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

sakhira [sukhr/ maskhar], to ridicule,

deride. See at 39:5, p. 1482, n. 3).

7. ^jaa muqrinln (pi.; acc./gen. of

muqrinun; s. muqrin) - those combining,

linking, putting under yoke (act. participle

from 'aurana, form IV of qarana [ qarn],

to connect, link, yoke. See muqarranin at

38:38, p. 1469, n. 9).

8. i. e., after resurrection. o<

munqalibfin (pi.; s. munqalib) = those

turned over, turned about, upturned,

capsized, overturned (act. participle from

inqalaba, to be turned round, form VII of

qaiaba [qalb], to turn round. See at 26:150,

p. 1172,n. 4).

9. i. e., they set sons and daughters for

Allah.
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out of what He has created

daughters

and has singled you out
1

to have sons?

17. And if news is given
2
to

one of them of that which he

strikes
3
for the Most Merciful

a simile,
4

his face becomes5
blackened

6

and he is depressed.
7

18. Is then the one brought up
8

in adornment,
9

and he is in disputation
10

unclear?

19. And they set the angels,

who are the servants of the

Most Merciful, females?
11

Did they witness
12

their creation?

Written down will be

J . This and the following 'dyah expose the folly of

those polytheists who loved to have only sons and

alleged that the angels were Allah's daughters.

lJ
**T (

asf& - he selected, chose, singled out (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of safd [safw/

sufuw/safd'], to be clear, pure. See at 17:40, p.

885, n*7).

2. j^i bushshira - he was given glad tidings, was

given news, was informed (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from bashshara, form II of bashara

/bashira [bishr /bushr], to rejoice, be happy. See

bashshir at 4\ A, p. 1541, n. 1).

3. daraba - he struck, hit, beat (v. iii. m. s.

past from darb, to beat. See at 30:28, p. 1298, n.

9).

4. i. e., their saying that He has daughters.

mathal (pi. Ju-T 'amthdf) = simile, likeness,

example, parable, instance, model, ideal. See at

39:27, p. 1491, n. 7.

5. zalla = he or it became, continued,

remained, ceased not, (v. iii. m. s. past from yilV

zultil, to be, to continue. See yazlalna at 42:33, p.

1573, n. 9).

6. i. e., he becomes unhappy, a,— muswadd =

turned black, blackened (pass, participle from

iswadda, form IX of sawida [sawd], to be black.

See muswaddah at 39:60, p. 1502, n. 8).

7. fJaf kazlm - one who suppresses anger/grief,

depressed (act. participle in the scale offa 'U from

kazama [kazm/kuzum], to suppress, conceal. See

at 16:58, p. 846,n.'l).

8. i. e., do you then attribute to Allah the one who

is brought up in adornment, etc. yunashsha'u

= he is brought up, reared up, made to grow (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. passive from nashsha'a, form II of

nasha'a [ nosh'/ nush&7 nash'ah], to rise, to

emerge. See 'ansha'a at 36:79, p. 1428, n. 4).

9. U>- hilyah (s.; pi. hilan) = ornament,

decoration . See at 35: 1 2, p. 1394, n. 1 1

.

10. fU** khis&m = controversy, disputation, feud,

quarrel, altercation. See at 2:204, p. 99, n. 4.

1 1. 'indth (pi.; s. 'unthd) = females. See at

42:49, p. 1579, n. 5.

1 2. ij-A+i shahidU = they bore witness, witnessed,

testified (v. iii. m. pi. past from shahida,

[shuhM\ y to witness. See at 3: 86, p. 190, n. 1).
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their testimony
1

and they will be questioned.
2

20. And they say:

"If the Most Merciful willed,

we would not have worshipped
3

them." They do not have

of it any knowledge.

T
1^ r\ f\ nmirrVit V^lll* llj^f ^
i ne qo naugni dui ten lies.

21 . Or have We given them

a book before it

so they are to it

holding last r

22. Nay, they say:

-rr — if. • tT J J Tl 7 £ j6
Indeed We found

our iatners on a religion

and indeed we are

by their footsteps
8

guided aright."
9

23. And thus We sent
10
not

1. ai^-i shahddah = testimony, evidence,

witness, visible, that which is open to the senses/

is seen. See at 39:46, p. 1497, n. 9.

2. i. e., on the Day of Judgement. djft~-tyus'aluna

= the are asked, enquired, questioned (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from sa'ala [ su'al/ mas'alah/tas'al], to

ask. See layus'alunna at 29:13, p. 1269, n. 7).

3. This argument of the unbelievers is invalid; for

Allah has already warned against the grave sin of

setting partners with Him through all His Prophets

and Messengers. Ujlp 'abadnd - we worshipped

(v. i. pi. past from 'abada [^ibddah /'ub&dah /

'ubudiyah], to worship, to serve. See Id la'budu at

41 : 14, p. 1544, n. 6). at 39:2, p. 1480, n. 4).

4. 0j-*>>*i yakhrustina = they tell lies, surmise,

conjecture (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from kharasa

[khars], to guess, to tell an untruth. See at 10:66,

p. 66i,n. 5).

5. 0^£ . mustamsiktin (pi.; s. musiamsik) =

those who hold fast, grasp, grab, clutch, seize,

(act. participle from istamsaka, form X of

masaka [mask], to grab. See istamsaka at 31 :22,

p. 1318, n. 11).

6. Ij-u-j wajadnd = we found, got (v. i. pi. past

from wajada [wujud], to find. See at 31:21, p.

1318, n. 4).

7. <J 'ummah (pi. ^1 'unuun) - community,

people, group, nation, generation, species,

category, faith, religion, model, model leader,

period of time. See at 42:8, p. 1562, n. 9.

8. jU\ '&thdr (pi.; s. )\ 'athar) = tracks, traces,

footsteps, vestiges, antiquities, marks, remnants,

effects, results. See at 40:82, p. 1538, n. 8.

9. Adherence to the religion of the ancestors has

ever been an argument of the polytheists in

defence of their religion. OjJ^ muhtadfin (sing.

muhtadiri) = those in receipt of guidance, those on

the right track, those guided aright, led on the

right way (active participle from ihladd, form

VIII of hadd [hiddyah/hudan/hady], to lead, to

guide. See at 36:21, p. 1414, n. 4).

10. UUjT 'arsalna = we sent out, sent,

despatched, discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala,

form IV of rusila [rasal], to be long and flowing.

See at 41:16, p. 1545, n. 4).
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before you in a habitation
1

any warner
2
except

t*jt£J& there said its affluent ones:
3

"Indeed we found our fathers

L^jul^ on a religion and indeed we

f**^e£ are by their footsteps

guided."
4

jJjljsj* 24. He said: "Even if

^S^r I have come to you

(£ul with a better guide
5

f-wJlL than what you found
6

JSbC4& your fathers on?"

yli They said: "Indeed we are

-^I^Tfc in what you have beent sent

with disbelievers."
7

25 . So We inflicted retribution
8

on them.

Then see,
9 how was

the end
I0
of the disbelievers.

11

Section (Ruku f
) 3

26. And when Ibrahim said

1. itJ qaryah (s.; pi. <sj qurari) = habitation,

town, village, hamlet. See at 36:13, p. 1412, n. 3.

2. i. e., a Messenger or Prophet giving warning

against unbelief and Allah's retribution for that,

^ii nadhtr (pi. nudhur) = warner, one or that

which gives warning (active participle in the scale

offa'U from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur], to vow, to

pledge). See at 41:4, p. 1541, n. 2.

3. mutrafH(n): (pi.; s. mutraf [the terminal

nun is dropped because of the genitive

construction]; s. mutraf) = those made to live in

luxury, affluent ones, the opulent (pass, participle

from 'atrafa, form IV of tarafa, to live in luxury,

opulence). See at 34:34, p. 1381, n. 4).

4. Oj-uL. muqtadtin (pi.; s,. muqtadin) =

emulators, followers, those that are guided (act.

participle from iqtadd, form VI 11 of qada\ [qadw/

qadan/ qaddwah], to be tasty. See iqtadih at 6:90,

p. hS, n. 5).

5. ef-Lfcf 'ahdd = more in the right, better guided,

better guide (elative of hddin). See at 28:49, p.

1249, n. 6.

6.
fj'-^j

wajadtum = you (all) found, got (v. ii.

m. pi. past from wajada [wujud], to find. See at

9:5, p. 578, n. 7).

7. OjylS' kdfir&n - unbelievers, disbelievers,

infidels, ungrateful (active participle from kafara

[kufr /kufrdn / kufur], to disbelieve, to cover. See

at 41:14, p. 1544, n. 10).

8. tuii) intaqamnd = we revenged, took

vengeance, avenged ourselves, inflicted

retribution (v. i. pi. past from intaqama, form

VIII of naqama/ naqima [naqm/ naqam], to

revenge. See at 30:47, p. 1306, n. I).

9. ^1 unzur = you see, look at, consider (v. ii. m.

s. imperative from nazara [nazar/ manzar], to see.

See at 37:102. p. 1446, n. 7).

10. 'dqibah (s.; pi. 'awdqib) = end,

ultimate outcome, upshot, consequence, effect,

result. See at 40:82, p. 1538, n. 5.

11. The allusion is to the ruins of the previous

disbelieving nations. j~>&> mukadhdhibin

(acc./gen. of mukadhdhibun, sing, mukadhdhib) -

those who cry lies (to), disbelievers (active

participle from kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhiba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

6:1 I, p. 395, n. 8).
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to his father and his people:

"Indeed I am innocent
1

of

wnai you worsnip.

27. "Except Him Who

created
3
me.

4 1 * 1 T T 'II ' 1 4 IIAnd verily He will guide me.

28. And he made it a word

enduring
6

among his posterity
7

that they might return.
8

29.NayJ gave these to enjoy
9

and their fathers

till there has come to them

the truth
10
and a Messenger

11

making clear.
12

30. And when the truth came

to them they said:

"This is sorcery
13
and indeed

we are in it disbelievers."

1. bard* = exempt, free, innocent. See ban' at

26:216, p. 697, n. 5.

2. i. e., of all that you worship of gods and

goddesses besides Allah. OjJL* ta'bud&na = you

(all) worship, serve (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

'abada ['ibddah /'ubddah /'ub&diyah], to

worship. See at 37: 161, p. 1455, n. 1).

3. Ja» fotara = he created, originated, brought

into being, initiated (v. iii. m. s. past from fatr, to

split, to create. See at 36:22, p. 1414, n. 5).

4. yahdini (yahdi+t\T) : yahdi = he guides,

shows the way (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hadd

[hady/ hudan/ hiddyah], to guide, to lead. See at

37:99, p. 1415, n. 11).

5. i. e., the kalimah of tawhid (4Jl VI aJI V).

6. bdqiyyah (f. s.; pi. bdqiyyat; m. bdqin ) =

remaining, lasting, enduring, permanent (act.

participle from baqiya [baqd'], to stay. See

b&qiyy&tdX 18:46, p. 928, n. 2).

7. 'aqib (s.; pi. 'a'qdb) = heel, end, that

which follows subsequently, offspring, progeny,

posterity. See 'a'qdb at 23:66, p. 1091, n. 6.

8. i. e., from their wrong way to the truth of

tawhid (monotheism). Jj«r> yarji*(ina - they

return, come back, revert (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from raja'a ruju'] to return. See at 36:67,

p. 1425, n. 3).

9. i. e., gave the unbelievers to enjoy their worldly

life. matla'tu = I made (someone) enjoy,

gave to enjoy, furnished (v. i. s. past from

matta'a, form II of mala'a [mat'/ mut'ah], to take

away. See matta'nd at 37:148, p. 1453, n. 4).

10. i. e., the Qur'an containing the true guidance.

11. i. e., the Messenger Muhammad, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him.

12. i. e., making clear everything for guidance.

^ mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, he who or that

which makes clear (act. participle from 'abdna,

form IV of bdna [baydn], to be clear. See at 43:2,

p. 1582, n. 1).

13. The immediate reference is to what the

Makkan unbelievers said. >»w sihr (pi. ashdr) =

sorcery, magic. See at 37: 15, p. 1432, n. 15.
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Oj* M . ttj

G.

<4i

\)iS 31. And they say:

"Why was not sent down 1

oCyfltii this Qur'an on

JST^Jl^ijiJ a man of the two habitaions,
2

$L>^ a great one?"
3

32. Do they distribute
4

the mercy of your Lord?

We do distribute

amongst them

their livelihood
5

in the worldly life;

and we raise
6 some of them

above others in ranks
7

that some of them may take
8

others in service.
9

But the mercy 10
of your Lord

is better
11
than what

they accumulate.
12

J^jJj 33. And were it not that

J^&IoJkJ mankind would become

ljL_>->.iSt one community 13

ft*

1 . J> nuzzila = he or it was sent down, descended

(v. iii. m. s. past passive from nazzala, form II of

nazala [nuz(il] y to come down. See at 25:32, p.

1147, n. 8).

2. i. e., Makka and Ta'if. j&j qaryatayn (dual; s.

qaryah) = two habitations, towns, villages,

hamlets. See qaryah at 43:23, p. 1588, n. 1.

3. The Makkan unbelievers laboured under the

wrong notion that a Messenger of Allah should be

from among the wealthy and great leaders of

society. pji* *azlm = great, magnificent,

splendid, big, stupendous, most grand, huge,

immense, monstrous, grave, All-Great. See at

42:4, p. 1561, n. 2).

4. The unbelievers do not distribute the office of a

Messenger, which is a special mercy of Allah.

yaqsimUna = they distribute, deal out,

divide, partrition (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

qasama [qasm], to divide. See 'aqsamti at 35:42,

p. 1405, n. 10).

5. ma'ishah (s.; pi. ma'fiyish) = life, way of

living, subsistence, means of living, livelihood.

See ma 'ayish at 20: 1 24, p. 1 007, n. 1 0.

6. Uij rafa'nd = we raised, lifted up, elevated (v.

i. pi. past from rafa'a [raf], to raise, to lift up.

See at 19:56, p. 965, n. 2).

7. ^>Ujj daraj&t (sing. o*jj darajah) = ranks,

positions, grades, degrees, state, stairs, flight of

steps. See at 40: 15, p. 1514, n. 10).

8. Jb*^ yattakhidha(u) = he takes, he takes to

himself (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from ittakhadha,

form VIII of akhadha [akhdh], to take. The final

letter takesfathah because of a hidden 'an in li (of

motivation) coming before the verb. See at 25:57,

p. 1 155, n. 5).

9. (jj*^ sukhriy = service, labour, target of

ridicule. See sakhkhura at 43: 13, p. 1585, n. 6.

10. i. e., the special mercy of Prophethood as well

as rewrads in the hereafter.

1 1 . j?- khayr = good /better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 42:36, p. 1574, n. 8.

12. i. e., of worldly wealth and resources, which

are in fact only ephemeral. Ciy**** yajma'una =

they (all) accumulate, gather, collect, amass, bring

together (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from jama'a [jam'],

to gather, to collect. See at 10:58, p. 658, n. 3).

13. i. e., of unbelievers.
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LlLSj We would surely have set
1

•jfc&A, for those that disbelieve

$£J\ in the Most Merciful

feJQ at their houses
2

^ai^Uii roofs
3
of silver

4

IJ^^IIIJ and elevators
5
on which

O^L^-k* they would acsend.
6

34. And at their houses

doors
7
and couches

8
on

which they would recline.
9

C3f

35. And ornament of gold;
10

liftiU*j£=» jl^ and all these are naught but

enjoyment
11

of the wordly life.

And the herefater

with your Lord

is for the righteous.
12

Section (Ruku')4

36. And whoever

becomes night-blind
13

to the reminder
14

1. Li«r ja'alnd = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala \ja'l], to make,

to set. See at 43:3, p. 1582, n. 3).

2. Zwytff (pi.; s. fory/) = houses, homes. See

at 33:53, p. 1358, n. 3.

3. ^U-. suquf (p\.\ s. saqf) - roofs, ceilings. See

saqfal 21:32, p. 1021, n. 1.

4. 5Uiifiddah = silver. See at 3:14, p. 159, n. 14.

5. ma'Srij (pi.; s. mi'rdj) = ladders, stairs,

elevators (noun of instrument from 'araja [ 'urQj],

to ascend, to go up. See ya'ruju at 34:2, p. 1368,

n. 1).

6. 'jt*^ yazharuna- they become visible,

appear, overcome, ascend, mount (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from z/ihara [zuhur], to be visible, clear.

7. 'abwab (sing, bdb) = doors, gates,

sections. See at 40:76, p. 1536, n. 2.

8. surur (pi.; s. y.j~> sartr) = bedsteads,

thrones, couches. See at 37:44, p. 1437, n. 7.

9. OjjSo yattakVUna = they recline, rest (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from ittaku'a, form VIII of waka'a.

See muttaki'in at 38:51, p. 1472, n. 7).

10. *-> zukhruf (s.; pi. zakMrif) = ornament,

ornament of gold, decoration, embellishment,

finery, adornment. See at 17:93, p. 903, n. 3.

11. mata' (pl.'amti'ah) - goods, wares,

baggage, equipment, gear, necessities of life,

chattel, needs, utensils, enjoyment. See at 42:36,

p. 1574, n. 6.

12. muttaqin (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqin) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'fin and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form Vlll of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

39:57, p. 1501, n. 10).

13- ya'shu(u) = he becomes dim-sighted,

night-blind (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ashaV

'ashiya ['ashw/'ashn], to be dim-sighted,

night-blind).

14. i. e., the Qur'an. dhikr = citation,

recollection, remembrance, mention, reminder,

also scripture, the Qur'an. See at 43:5, p. 1583,

n. 4.
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of the Most Merciful

We destine
1

for him a Satan

so he becoms his comrade.
2

V 1 '
37. And indeed they

3

prevent
4 them 5

from the way,
6

and they think
7
that they are

guided aright.
8

Till when he comes to TJs

he says: "Would that there

was between me and you the

distance
9
of the two easts."

10

So evil is the comrade.

39.And it shall avail
1

'you not

tori vnn HiH wrnnowj\jL<\y uo vvju uiu wi\Jiig

that your are in the punishment

partners.
12

40. Can you then

maxe tne aear near

I. nuqayyid(u) = we destine, ordain (v. i.

pi. impfct. from qayyada, form II of qdda

[qayd\, to break, to cleave. The final waw is

dropped for the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause).

2- oo* gartn (s.; pi. *u> qurand') = connected,

linked, companion, associate, mate, fellow,

comrade, spouse. See at 4:38, p. 258, n. 1.

3. i. e., Satans.

4. OjJLoi yasuddtina = they prevent, deter, turn

away, reject, restrain, dissuade (v. Hi. m. pi.

impfct. from sadda [sadd/sudud], to turn away.

See at 22:25, p. 1053,'n. 14).

5. i. e., those who turn away from the Qur'an.

6. i. e., the way of the truth - tawhid and Islam.

J~- sabil (pi. subul/asbilah) - way, path, road,

means, course. See at 42:46, p. 1578, n. 2.

7. Oyr^i yafysabtina - they think, consider,

deem, suppose (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from hasiba

[hisbdn/ mahsabahJ mahsibah], to consider, to

deem. See at 33:20, p. 1342, n. 7).

8. OjJiif* muhiadUn (sing, muhtadin) = those in

receipt of guidance, those on the right track, those

guided aright, led on the right way (active

participle from ihtada, form Vlll of hudd

[hiddyah/hudan/hady], to lead, to guide. See at

43:22, p. 1587, n. 9).

9. bu*d (s.; pi. 'ab'dd) = distance,

remoteness. See at 23:44, p. 1086, n. 1 1.

10. i. e., the east and the west. The doubling of

the term (mashriq) is used to intensify the sense of

distance. See (Ibn KathTr, Vll, p. 215).

I I . yanfa'a («)= he (or it) benefits, is of use,

avails (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nafa'a [naf], to

be of use. The final letter takes fathah because of

the particle lan coming before the verb. See at

33:16, p. 1340, n. 11).

12. OjS'^i- mushiarikfin (pi.; s. mushtahk) =

those sharing, taking part, being partners, (act.

participle from ishtaraka, form VIII of sharika

[shirk/ shirknhJ sharikah], to share, to take part.

See at 37:33, p. 1435, n. 12).

13 tusmi'u - you make (someone) hear,

pay attention (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from 'asma'a,

form IV of sami'a [sam' /samd' /samd'ah

/masma'], to hear. See at 30:52, p. 1307, n. 9).
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tS^Wt^ anc* show way to the blind
1

dK^^J or the one who is in

$ s-i^tjjili an error
2
quite obvious?

3

^0>ijJi;ii 41 . So even ifWe take you

away4 We shall surely on

Q<l>Jj&£ them inflict retribution.
5

42. Or We shall surely show*

(jgjf you that which

ppSZj We have promised
7
them;

^:buu for We indeed are over them

All-capable.
8

JLSLlS 43. So hold fast
9

ufjl by that which

<Ii5[ cjp^l is communicated
10

to you.

^J^ci^^ You indeed are on a way

($Lu£l: right and straight.
1

1

44. And it is indeed

a reminder for you

and for your people.

^ >s t
^nc* ^ou s^a^ ^e Questi°ne^-

1 . i.e., the blind to the truth and unwilling to see

it. ^ 'umy (sing, 'a'mil) = blind. See at 30:52,

p. 1307, n. 14).

2. J^Ui rfflW/ = error, straying from the right path.

fi daldl = in error, astray, in vain. See at 42: 1 8,

p. 1568, n. 1.

3. jo* mubtn = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, he who or that

which makes clear (act. participle from 'abdna,

form IV of bdna [bayan], to be clear. See at

43:29, p. 1589, n. 11).

4. jj^i nadhhabanna- we surely go [followed

by the preposition bi the verb means to take

away ]
(v. i. pi. impfct. emphatic from dhahaba

[dhihab /madh-hab], to go. See la nadh-habanna

at 17:86, p. 901, n. 3).

5. j^»i^> muntaqimUn (pi.; s. muntaqim ) = those

who take revenge, inflict retribution (act.

participle from intaqama, from VIII of naqama/

naqima [naqm/ naqam], to revenge. See at 32:22,

p. 1331, n. 2).

6. cf-y nwiyanna - we show, make (someone)

see (v. i. pi. emphatic impfct. from 'ard, form IV

of ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah], to see at 40:77, p. 1536, n.

8).

7. i. e., of disgrace and punishment.

8. OjjJlJL. muqtadir&n (pi.; s. muqtadir) =

capable, All-Capable, All-Competent (act.

participle from iqtadara, form VIII of qadara [

qadr/ qadar/ qudrah/ mawdurah], to ordain, to

measure, to have power. See qadir at 42:50, p.

1579, n. 10).

9. viJL-^l istamsik = take/get hold of, hold fast,

grasp, seize, (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

istamsaka, form X of masaka [mask], to grab. See

istamsaka at 31:22, p. 1318, n. 1 1).

10. 'tihiya = he or it was communicated, (v,

iii. m. s. past passive from 'awhd, form IV of

wahd [wahy], to communicate. See at 39:65, p.

1504, n. 1).

11. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him.
^

mustaqim =

straight, upright, erect, correct, right, proper

(active participle from istaqdma, form X of qdma
[qawmah/qiydm], to stand up, to get up). See at

42:52, p. 1580, n. 14).
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jiZj 45. And ask
1

£&3o* those whom We had sent
2

Jj£io* before you

tiij^ of Our Messengers:
3

Did We appoint
4

o>^o>>o* besides the Most Merciul

^OjiJol^JC gods
5
to be worshipped?

6

Section (rtufcu') 5

Li^jfjSTj 46. And indeed We had sent

Musa with Our signs
7

<£S*>*£}1 to Fir'aun

Jl^j^4»^ij and his chiefs
8
and he said:

4>^>4l "Indeed I am the Messenger

t$Z$&£ of the Lord of all beings."
9

47. But when he brought to

Tite them Our signs

*rif»l lo, they were at them

{^SjSi*! laughing.
110

j+>j>£j 48. And We showed 11 them not

jbVjO^ of a sign but it was

1. jL-t is'al = ask, enquire, question (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from sa'ala [ su'dl/ mas'alahJ

tas'dl], to ask. See 'as'alu at 42:23, p. 1570, n.

3).

2. LL-J 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent, despatched,

discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala, form IV of

rasiUi [rasat], to be long and flowing. See at

43:23, p. 1587, n. 10).

3. i. e., the followers of those Messengers who

have a knowledge of their teachings.

4. Li**- ja'alnd = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala \ja'I\, to make,

to set See at 43:33, p. 1 59 1 , n. 1).

5. ^ 'dlihah (pi.; s. 'ilah) = gods, deities,

objects of worship. See at 36:74, p. 1427. n. 1.

6. Allah sent the same message of monotheism

through all His Messengers. None of them advised

the worship of gods other than Allah. Ojju;

tu'badfina = they (fern.) are worshipped, served

(v. iii. f. pi. impfct. passive from 'abada ['ibddah

/'ubudah Z'ubudiyah], to worship. See la'buduna

at 43:26, p. 1589, n. 2).

7. oU 'dy&t (sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles,

revelations, evidences. See at 41:37, p. 1552, n.

10.

8. mala' = crowd, host, grandees, council of

elders, chiefs, nobles. See at 38:69, p. 1475, n. 8).

9. 'dlamtn (acc./gen. of opi* 'dlamun\ sing.

'dlam, i.e., any being or object that points to

its Creator; sing, 'dlam) = all beings, creatures.

See at 4 1:9, p. 1542, n. 9).

10. O^SU^ yad-haktina = they laugh, smile (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from dahika [daffk/dihk/dahik],

to laugh. See tadlyikuna at 23:1 10, p. 1 102, n. 4).

11.

1 1 . iSy nuri = we show (v. i. pi. impfct. from

'ard, form IV of ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah], to see. See

nuriyanna at 43:42, p. 1593, n. 6).
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l+^&J^J greater than its cognate.
1

And We seized them

^UuJL with the punishment,

might be they would return.

49. And they said:

J*:llJl<Ck "O you the magician,
4

S£j S£jT pray
5
for us to your Lord

jL^LL by what He has committed6

&\Ajcs; to you. We shall indeed

receive guidance.'

50. But when We removed8

from them the punishment

lo, they were violating.
9

5 1 . And Fir'aun made a call
10

among his people.

He said: "O my people,

is it not mine

the dominion of Egypt,

and these rivers

flowing
11 below me?3* Ot^j*

1. i. e., the one shown previously. c-^f 'ukht (s. ;

pi. 'akhawdt) = sister, cognate, counterpart. See

'akhawdt at 33:55, p. 1360, n. 2.

2. UJbs-f 'akhadhnd = we took, received, seized

(v. i. pi. past from 'akhadha 'akhdh], to take.

See at 29:40, p. 1279, n. 2).

3. i. e., from their wrong way to the truth of

tawhid (monotheism). Ciy^y. yarji'&na - they

return, come back, revert (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from raja'a [{_y*j ruju'] to return. See at 43:28,

p. 1589, n. 7).

4. y-U sdhir (s.; pi. saharah/suhhctr) - sorcerer,

magician, enchanter (act. participle from Sahara

[sihr], to enchant. See at 38:4, p. 1460, n. 3).

5. Seized with punishment they asked Musa,

peace be on him, to pray to Allah for removing the

punishment. £ol ud'u = you call, make the call,

pray, invite (v. ii. m. s. imperative from da'd

[du'd'] y to call, to summon. See at 42:15, p. 1566,

n. 2).

6. i. e., by your position of being His Messenger

and His promise of responding to your prayer.

'ahida ('ild) = he assigned, committed,

commissioned, entrusted, charged, delegated (v.

iii. m. s. past from 'ahd, to delegate, to entrust, to

commit. See at 7:134, p. 514, n. 5).

7. 0j^4> muhtad&n (sing, muhtadin) - those in

receipt of guidance, those on the right track, those

guided aright, led on the right way (active

participle from ihtadd, form VIII of hadd

[hiddyah/hudan/hady], to lead, to guide. See at

43:37, p. 1592, n. 8).

8. bJjS kashafnd = we removed, lifted, disclosed,

exposed (v. i. pi. past from kashafa [kashf], to

remove. See at 23:75, p. 1093, n. 8).

9. i. e., they were violating their promise to be

guided. d^iyankuthUna = the violate, infringe,

break (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from nakatha [nakth],

to break, violate. See at 7: 135, p. 514, n. 10).

10. upU nadft = he called out, called, summoned,

cried out (v. iii. m. s. past in form III of nadd

[nadw], to call. See at 38:41, p. 1470, n. 1).

1 1 <Sj*J tajri - she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jard \Jary), to

flow. See at 39:20, p. 1488, n. 7).
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(£} ciirJi y$ Do you not then see?"
1

%0S^ 52. "Or am I not better

Ji^J^jio? man m is one who is

Sj^i despicable
2

and can hardly express clearly.

"J$H$* 53. "Then why are not cast
4

upon him

^^o^ojjl^ bracelets
5
of gold

iSZ jSZ$ or there come with him

^=^HJ| the angels

$J jJu as associates?"
6

J&Llg 54. Thus he carried away7

X*'j> his people

and they obeyed
8
him.

£y!y£fij^ Indeed they were a people

Jy^A defiantly sinful.
9

55. So when they angered
10

IIUjjT Us We inflicted retribution
11

j^^JiliJL^I* on them and drowned 12 them

A all together.

1 . i. e., my power and position? Ojjr*v" tubsirlina

= you see, see through, understand, (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'absara, form IV of basura/basira

[bajar], to see. See at 28:72, p. 1257, n. 8).

2. mahtn = despicable, weak, mean, paltry,

little. See at 32:8, p. 1326, n. 8.

3.^ yubinu = he makes clear, expresses clearly,

explains, clarifies (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'ubdna, form IV of bdna [ baydn], to be clear. See

mubin at 43:40, p. 1593, n. 3).

4. 'ulqiya = he was thrown, flung, cast ( v. iii.

m. s. past passive from alqd, from IV of laqiyu

[liqd' /luqyan /luqy /luqyah/luqati], to meet. See

at 27:29, p. 1211, n. 1).

5. i. e. f
why is he not made a rich man.

'aswirah (pi., s. siwdr) = bracelets, bangles,

armlets. See 'usawira at 35:33, p. 1402, n. 1.

6. jfr** muqtarintn (pi.; acc./gen. of

muqtarinun; s. muqtarin) = companions,

associates, entourage (act. participle from

iqtarana {to be connected}, form Vlll of qarana

[qarn, to join, link, connect, associate. See qarm

43:36, p. 1592, n. 2.

7. islakhaffa = he deemed light, took

lightly, disdained, carried away (v. iii. m. s. past

in form X of khaffa. to be light. See

yastakhifanna at 30:60, p. 1390, n. 9).

8. i^U»t 'ata'li = they obeyed, complied with (v.

iii. m. pi. past from 'a\d'a , form IV of td'a

[taw'], to obey. See 'atd'a at 4:80, p. 276, n. 11).

9. jj-i^li fdsiqtn (pi., acc/gen. of fdsiqun; sing.

fdsiq) = those that disobey, disobedient, defiant,

defiantly sinful, (active participle from fasaqa

\fisq), to stray from the right course, to renounce

obedience. See at 21:74, p. 1032, n. 7).

10. i. e., by defying the guidance and disobeying

thre Messenger. l^i-W 'dsafu = they angered,

enraged, (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'dsafa, form IV

of 'asifa [ 'asaj], to be sorry, regret).

11. U»iil intaqamna ~ we revenged, avenged

ourselves, inflicted retribution (v. i. pi. past from

intaqama, form VIII of naqama/ naqima [naqm/

naqam], to revenge. See at 43:25, p. 1588, n. 8).

12. ti/I 'aghraqnd - we drowned, sunk (v. i. pi.

past from 'aghraqa, form IV of ghariqa [gharaq],

to be drowned. See at 37:82, p. 1443, n. 4).
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p4^-*i* 56. And We made 1 them

^*j\j3lL a precedent
2
and an example3

0 ^=/*^G for subsequent generations.
4

Section (Ruku 0 6

CtA&j 57.And when struck
5 was the

y& son of Mary as an example6

y lo, your people do about him

raise a hue and cry.
7

5hS 58. And they say:

£ oat "Are our deities
8
better

of is he?"

(ill aj^vpCi They cite him not to you

but by way of disputation.
9

Nay, they are a people

absorbed in quarrelling.
10

59. He is naught

jl^J but a servant

We bestowed favour
11 on

and made him an example

^<6^lz$l for the Children of Isra'il.

1. LU ja'alnd = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala [ja'l], to make,

to set See at 43:45, p. 1594, n. 4).

2. salaf ( pi.; s. salif ) = predecessors,

forefathers, forebears, precedent (act. participle

from salafa [salaj], to precede, to be bygone. See

'aslafta at 10:30, p. 648, n. 12.

3. Ji« mathal (pi. Ji^! 'amthdt) = simile, likeness,

example, parable, instance, model, ideal. See at

43:17, p. 1586, n. 4.

4. (X^-W 'dkhirin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'dkhirun; s.

'dkhir) - last ones, those coming later, later

generations, others. See at 37:129, p. 1450, n. 9.

5. <-?s* duriba - he or it was struck, hit, beaten

(v. iii. m. s. past passive from dardba [darb], to

beat. See at 22:73, p. 1071, n. 12.

6. i. e., of how entities other than Allah were

being worshipped.

7. i. e., the Makkan polytheists raised a hue and

cry in support of their worship of the idols by

pointing out the practice of the Christian, the Jews

and others of worshipping 'Isa (peace be on him),

'Uzayr and of the angels. (Ibn Kathfr, VII, p.

220). djJ^i yafiddtina = they raise a hue and cry,

deter, turn away, reject, restrain, dissuade (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from sadda [sadd/sudud], to turn

away. Seeyasudduna at 43:37, p. 1592, n. 4).

8. i^JW 'ffihah (pi.; s. "Uah) = gods, deities,

objects of worship. See at 43:45, p. 1594. n. 5.

9. JlJbr jiddl = quarrel, quarrelling, dispute,

debate. See at 1 1:32, p. 689, n. 6.

10. khasim&n (pi.; s. khasim) =

quarrelling people, absorbed in quarrelling,

litigants, disputants. See yakhtasimuna at 39:31,

p. 1492, n. 5.

U. tu*;t *an'amn& - we bestowed grace,

favoured, blessed (v. i. pi. past from 'an'ama,

form IV of na'ama/na'ima [
na'mah/man'am], to

be happy, to be in ease. See at 41:51, p. 1558, n.

11).
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GE3.

' 0

^ *s s-s

60. And were We to will,

We would have made

in lieu of you angels

in the earth succeeding.
1

61 . And indeed he will be an

information
2
about the Hour.

3

So let you have no doubt
4

about it
5
and follow

6
me.

This is a way

right and straight.
7

^31^S?i 62. And let there not hinder
8

j'frjji you Satan.

JCU!j Verily he is for you

$ an enemy9
open and clear.

10

63. And when '!sa came

cL-Zli with the clear evidences
1

1

jSi^jj jtt he said: "I have come to you

iuSyi with the wisdom 12

(^O^JJ and that I may clarify
13

to you

<S^\J±Z some of that which

1. i. e., succeeding you on the earth; also

succeeding one generation the other. 0>»1*4

yakhluftina = they come after, follow, succeed,

take the place of (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

khalafa [khalf/khildfah], to come after, to follow,

to succeed. See khalafa at 19:59, p. 966, n. 1).

2. (J* 'Urn (s.; pi. 'ulum) = knowledge,

information, cognition. See ya'lamu at 34:2, p.

1368, n. 4.

3. i. e., his coming will be an indication of the

approach of the Hour of Resurrection.

4. o>uJ *i Id tamtarunna - let you not doubt, you

must not doubt (v. ii. m. s. imperative

(prohibition) from imtard, form VIII from miryah/

muryah, doubt, dispute. See yamtaruna at 19:34,

p. 959, n. 2).

5. i. e., about the coming of the Hour.

6. ijvt UtabVU - you (all) follow, obey (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from itttaba'a, form VIII of

tabi'a [taba7 tabd'ah], to follow. See at 40:38, p.

1523, n. 9).

7. mustaqtm = straight, upright, erect,

correct, right, proper (active participle from

istaqdma, form X of qdma [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up, to get up). See at 43:43, p. 1593, n. 11).

8. O^Ua* V M yu$addanna - let him not hinder/

prevent/ bar/ turn away/debar/restrain (v. iii. m. s.

emphatic imperative {prohibition} from $adda

[sadd/sudud], to turn away. See yasudd&na at

43:37,'p. 1592, n. 4).

9. jJtp (adUw (s.; pi. .u*.l 'add') - foe, enemy,

adversary. See at 36:60, p. 1423, n. 6.

10. mubin - all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'abdna, form IV of bona

[baydn], to be clear, evident. See at 43:40, p.

1593, n. 3).

11. bayyin&t (f. pi.; sing, bayyinah; m.

bayyin) = clear, evident, proofs, indisputable

evidences. See at 35:40, p. 1405, n. 3).

12. i. e., as a Prophet with the message of Allah.

^Sp- hikmah (pi. hikam) - wisdom, sagacity. See

at 33:34, p. 1348, n. 10).

13. 'ubayyina(u) = I make clear, explain,

elucidate (v. i. s. impfct. from bayyana, form II of

bdna [ baydn], to be clear. See yubinu at 43:52,

p. 1596, n. 3).
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%ijjy&£. you disagree
1

in.

So beware of Allah

{$) u^Lttj and obey
3
me.

yL^ol 64. Verily Allah, He is

J^^; my Lord and your Lord.

tjXsfc So you worship
4 Him.

Ij^lai This is a way

0 JLiLIi right and straight.

J££S 65. But there disagreed

£>v£i\ the parties
5

^fZ.C^ from among them.

^UM^y ^° woe6 10 those who

yjLt transgress
7

y'J^O^ on account of the punishment

of a day most painful.
8

&j£&S* 66
-
Do the^ wait9 for ausht

ZZ&tfl but the Hour

J that it should come on them

all of a sudden
10

1. i. e., matters of the din.

trfplj and they realize
11
not?

0

ihx takhtalifUna

= you (all) disagree, differ (from one another),

are at variance, dispute, quarrel (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from ikhtalafa, form VIII of khalafa

[khalf ] to follow, to succeed. See at 22:69, p.

1070, n. 2).

2. \y£\ ittaqti = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqa, form VIII of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 39:16, p. 1487, n. 4).

3. 'ati'tini ('ati'u+ni) : 'att'a = you (all)

obey, be obedient (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'atd'a, form IV of ta'a [taw'], to obey. See at

26:179, p. 1193,n. 3).

4.
4

lsa, peace be on him, never asked people to

worship him. He asked them to worship Allah

Alone, ij^-t u'budu - you (all) worship (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from 'abada ['ib&dah /'ubudah

/ 'ubudiyah], to worship, to serve. See at 29:56, p.

1285, n. 8).

5. i.e., they disagreed about the teachings of 'Is a,

peace be on him. 'ahzdb (pi. ; s. ^y- hizb)

= groups, bands, parties. See at 40:30, p. 1520, n.

9.

6. J^j wayl = woe, distress, the deepest depth of

ruin and degradation. See at 14:3, p. 786, n. 1.

7. i. e., set partners with Allah. zalamti. =

they did wrong/injustice, transgressed, committed

shirk [note that at 31:13 shirk or setting partners

with Allah is called a grave zulm] (v. iii. m. pi.

past from zalama [zalm/zulm], to do wrong. See at

39:5 1, p. 1499, n. 11).

8. p-Jt 'alim = most painful, agonizing,

anguishing, excruciating (act. participle in the

intensive scale offa'il from 'alima ['alam], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 42:42, p. 1576, n. 5).

9. Cijji^i yanzurtina = they look, gaze, look

expectantly, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from nazara [nazr/manzar] y to see, view, look at.

See at 37: 19, p. 1433, n. 7).

10. ttw baghtatan (baghtah surprise) = all of a

sudden, by surprise. See at 39:55, p. 1 501 , n. 4.

11. Ojyuij yash'urHna = they realize, notice,

perceive, feel, sense, come to know, are aware (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from sha'ara [shu'Qr], to

realize, to know. See at 39:25, p. 1491, n. I).
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fcf*L£§S 67. The friends' on that day

j^J+$Z> will be one to another

Jj£ an enemy,
2

t^<^A^U\^l except the righteous.
3

Section (Ruku ()1

ju*^) 68. "O My servants,
4

y£v%3i no fear is on you today

^yj^-j^^j nor shall you grieve
5—

teCuft 69. "Who believed

J»^=j in Our signs
6 and had been

($}ctuL1I Muslims."

*LJj(fjll;T 70. "Enter
7
the garden,

you and your consorts.
8

fy^jj^ You shall be made happy.
9

j^Jili 71. Passed round
10 them

yAi^yC^ will be platters
11
of gold

*1>(£\j and cups;
12
and therein will

0liVur
_^^U be all that the selves desire

13

^"fjiSJ and the eyes relish;
14

1. 'akhilld' (pi.; s. khalil) = friends, intimate

friends. See khalil at 25:28, p. J J 46, n. 6.

2. j-lp Wtfn- (s.; pi. 'a'dd') = foe, enemy,

adversary. See at 43:62, p. 1598, n. 9.

3. Ojii* muttaqtin (sing, muttaqin) = godfearing,

those who are on their guard, righteous (active

participle from ittaqd {to be on one's guard}, form

Vlll of waqd [waqy/wiqdyah], to guard, to

protect). See at 39:33, p. J 493, n. 3.

4. i. e„ the righteous will be addressed thus. jLp

'ibdd (sing, j^'abd) = servants (of Allah), human

beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at 42:23, p.

1570, n. 2).

5. 0>>*J tahzantina = you grieve, become sad

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from hazina [huzn/hazan], to

grieve. See yahzanuna at 39:61, p. 1503, n. 2).

6. oIjT 'Syfit (sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles,

revelations, evidences. See at 43:46, p. 1594, n. 7.

7. i^oi udkhulU = you (all) enter, go in, join (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from dakhala [dukhul], to

enter. See at 40:76, p. 1536, n. 1).

8. 'azwaj (sing. -jj zawj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, consorts, partners, pairs, kinds,

sorts . See at 43 : 1 2, p. 1 584, n. 1 2.

9. Ojv^" tuhbartina - you are made happy,

gladdened, delighted (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from habara [habr], to gladden, make happy. See

yuhbaruna at 30:15, p. 1294, n. 5).

10. <-*Uai yufdfu = he or it is taken round (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. passive from tdfa [ tawf/ tawdf/

tawfdn], to go about, to run around. See tawwdfun

at 24:58, p. 1131,n. 3).

1 1. i. e., with delicious foods on. «_>Uw> sihdf (p\.\

s. sahfah ) = dishes, bowls, platters.

12. i. e., full of suitable drinks, 'akwdb

(pi.; s. kub) = cups, drinking glass, tumblers.

13. urf^" tashtahi - she desires, wishes, covets,

craves, longs for (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from ishtahd,

form Vlll of shahdV shahiya [shahw/ shahy/

shahwah], to desire, to wish. See at 41:31, p.

1551, n. 1).

14. jSs taladhdhu = she relishes, finds delicious/

pleasant (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from ladhdha

[ladhddh/ ladhddhah], to be sweet, pleasant).
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and you wi]] be therein

abiding for ever.

72. And this is the paradise

which

you have been made to inherit
2

for what you used to do.
3

73. You will have therein

fruits
4
in profusion

5

of which you will eat.
6

74. Verily the sinful
7
will be

in the punishment of hell

abiding tor ever.

75.No mitigation will be made

in respect of them

and they will be therein

in despair.
9

76. We wronged 10 them not,

but they had been the ones

committing wrongs.
11

1. OjJUU khalidfin (sing, khdlid) ~ living or

remaining for ever, everlasting, eternal (active

participle from khalada [khulud], to live or

remain for ever. See at 23: 103, p. 1 100, n. 6).

2. pztjj 'firiih-tum = you were made to inherit (

v. ii. m. pi. past passive from 'awratha, form IV

of waritha ['irth/ 'irthahi wirdthah/ rithah/

tur&th], to be heir, to inherit. See at 7:43, p. 481,

n. 12).

3. o>L-jo ta'maltina = you all do, act, perform ( v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'amila ['amal], to do. See

at 36:54, p. 1422, n. 5).

4. fawdkih (pi.; s.fdkihah) = fruits. See at

37:42, p. 1437, n. 4.

5. i. e., all types of good and delicious fruits and

in great quantities. \j£ kathirah (f.; m. kathir)

- many, much, plentiful, abundant, in abundance,

amply, in profusion. See at 20:33, p. 982, n. 3.

6. ta'kultina = you (all) eat, consume (v. ii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'akala [ 'akl/ma'kat], to eat.

See at 37:91, p. 1444, n. 8).

7. mujrimin (pi.; acc./gen. of mujrimun;

s. mujrim) = those who commit sins, sinners,

culprits, sinful (act. participle from ajrama, form

IV of jarama \jarm), to commit a crime. See at

34:32, p. 1380, n. 2).

8. i. e., in the punishment. yufattaru = he or it

is mitigated, abated, subsided, eased (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from fattara, form II of fatara

[futur], to abate, subside. See yafturUna at 21:20,

p. 1017, n.7).

9. i. e., of getting any relief. mubUisin (pi.;

acc/gen. of mublisun; s. mublis) = those in

despair, despaired, disheartened, hopeless (act.

participle from 'ablasci, form IV of balasa. See

mublisin at 30:49, p. 1306, n. 13).

10. LUli zalamnd = we did wrong, transgressed

(v. i. pi. past from zalama [zalm/ zulm], to do

wrong. See at 11:101, p. 714, n. 1).

11. i. e., by associating partners with Allah and

by disobeying the guidance given them through

the Prophets. zdlimin (acc/gen. of zalimun,

sing, zdlim) = transgressors, wrong-doers, unjust

persons, those committing wrongs, polytheists (

active participle from zalama [zulm], to

transgress, do wrong. See at 40:52, p. 1528, n. 2).
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77. And they will call out:

is£Z> "O Malik,
2

let there do away with
3
us

li^J your Lord."

jo^li He will say: "You indeed are

going to stay on

JSLj la 78. We had indeed brought

<5H to you the truth;
5

f^t&J but most of you were

Jii of the truth

tfyc&J? disdainful.
6

'Xyjr^ 79. Or have they settled
7

<£ an affair?
8

Then We indeed are

going to settle.
9

80. Or do they think
10

that

We hear not their secret
11

l&yb and their confidential talk?
12

St O ves > an<i messengers
13

$44^5(^3 with them do write down.
14

1. IjjU «&ft2 = they summoned, called out, (v.

iii. m. pi. past from ndda, form III of nada

[nadw], to call. See yundddna at 41:44, p. 1555,

n. 13).

2. i. e., the angel in charge of hell.

3. jaJj ti yaqdi = let him decree, decide, judge,

execute, fulfill, terminate, conclude (v. iii. m. s.

imperative from qadd\ to conclude. Followed by

'aid the verb means: to do away with, finish off,

to put an end to. See qadd at 41:12, p. 1543, n. 8).

4. 0y£l* m&kUhUn (pi.; s. mdkith) = those who

stay on /abide/remain/live/reside. Active participle

from makatha [makth/mukuth], to remain, reside.

See mdkithin at 1 8:3, p. 9 1 1 , n. 4).

5. i. e , the truth of tawhid through the Prophets

and Messengers. haqq = right, truth, liability,

justice, just cause. See at 42: 1 7, p. 1567, n. 4.

6. OyfcjlS' k&rihtin (pi.; s. kdrih ) = unwilling,

reluctant, averse, hateful, disdainful (act.

participle from kariha [karh /kurh

/kardhah/kardhiyah], to detest, dislike). See at

1J:28, p. 688, n. 3.

7. 'abramti - they concluded, settled,

confirmed, ratified (v. iii. m. pi. past from

'abrama, form IV of barama [barm], to shape, to

settle, to twist).

8. i. e., have the enemies of the truth settled a

plan and concluded an intrigue against it? j*\

'amr (s.; pi. 'awdmir I jy\ 'umur) = order,

command, decree / matter, issue, affair. See at

42:38, p. 1575, n. 2.

9. i. e., foil their intrigue by Our plans, ^yj^

mubrimftn (pi.; s. mubrim ) = those who settle,

conclude, confirm, ratify (act. participle from

'abrama. See n. 7 above).

10. yahsabftna = they think, consider,

deem, suppose (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from hasiba

[hisbdn/ mahsabah/ mahsibah], to consider, to

deem. See at 43:37, p. 1592, n. 7).

11. sirr (s.; pi. y^-l 'asrdr) = secret, hidden

thing. See at 25:5, p. 1139, n. 8.

12. ijyi najwd (s.; pi. <jj^ najdwd) = secret

talk, confidential conversation, See at 21:2, p.

1013, n. 3.

13. i. e., the angels appointed for the purpose.

14. i. e., all that they do and plan to do.
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£&>JJt 81 . Say: "If there is for

the Most Merciful a son,

3jJt& then I shall be the first of

(Qis+fi\ the worshippers."
1

82. Sacrosanct
2
is the Lord

t^V^oyllJl of the heavens and the earth,

tPj^Ji^J the Lord of the Throne,
3

oiL^lIi from what they ascribe.
4

^ijai 83. So let them alone
5
to

!^j!>£jS£ be engrossed
6
and play

7

till they confront
8
their day

9

<s$ which

(^JijicjJ they have been promised.
10

84. And He it is Who is

^[tuUi^ in the heaven the God

Jjj ^^VfjJ and in the earth the God;
1

1

and He is the All-Wise,

($fi-£ff the All-Knowing.

^ifiJjg 85. And Blessed is He

1 . i.e., there is no son or daughter of Allah as the

polytheists presume. 'abidin (pi.; acc./gen.

of 'dbidun; s. 'dfc/tO = worshippers, adorers,

worshipful, subservient (act. participle from

'abada ['ib&dah /'ubudah / 'ubudiyah], to

worship, to serve. See at 23:47, p. 1087, n. 5).

2. oL>v- Subhdn is derived from sabbaha, form

11 of sabafya [sabh/sibdhah], to swim. In its form

11 the verb means to praise, to declare the sanctity,

to sing the glory. Subhdn is generally rendered as

"Glory be to Him"; but "Sacrosanct " conveys the

meaning better. See at 43:13, p. 1585, n. 5.

3. J>j* 'arsh = throne. See at 5?:75, p. 1508, n. 4.

See at 40:7, p. 151 1, n. 6.

4. i. e., of sons and daughters, o^ai yasifuna -

they describe, depict, ascribe, attribute, praise (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from wasaf [wasj], to describe,

to praise. See at 37:180, p. 1457, n. 11).

5. ji dhar = shun, leave, let alone (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from wadhara/yadharu, to leave. See

at 23:54, p. 1089, n. 1).

6. i. e., engrossed in their error. \j-i>y^i

yakhudfi(na) = they go into, wade into, deal with,

embark on, rush into, be absorbed in, be

engrossed in, take up (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

khd4a [khuwd/ khiydtf], to rush, dive into. The

terminal nun is dropped for a hidden 'an before

the verb. See at 4:140, p. 307, n. 1).

7. i. e. f in their worldly life. 1^ ycd'dbd ind) -

they play, are at play, make fun (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from la'iba [lu'b/ li'b/ la'ib tal'db], to

play, to have fun. The terminal nun is dropped for

the reason stated at n. 6 above. See yal'abuna at

7:98, p. 504, n. 4).

8. ly^ yulaqti (na) = they confront, meet one

another (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from Idqd, form III

of laqiya [liqd'/luqydn/luqy/luqyah/luqan], to

meet, to encounter. The terminal nun is dropped

because of an implied 'an in hand coming before

the verb. See muldqu at 1 1 :29, p. 688, n. 6).

9. i. e., the Day of Judgement.

10. OjJP^i yti'adfina = they are promised,

assured, threatened, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from w'ada [wa'd] t to make a promise. See at

26:206, p. 1 197, n. 7).

11. i. e., He Alone is deserving of worship

everywhere in the entire universe.
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to Whom belongs

c/£a\$* the dominion
1

of the heavens

and the earth

and all that is between them;

^-u^J and with Him is

^lilTjtlp the knowledge
2
of the Hour;

and to Him

(Qcl>j^j> you shall be returned.
3

86. And there possess
4
not

^^k^M those that they invoke
5

in lieu of Him

iiUji any power of intercession
6

iji
t>*Xl

except those that testify
7

JiJL to the truth
8

(£} o_A^*j and they know.
9

0Z*c& 87
*
And if y°u ask

10 them

:r"^ who created them

i£i^? they will surely say: "Allah".

Then how

(SlSiSg are they deluded?
11

1. lLUL* mu/ft = dominion, kingship, monarchy,

right of possession, ownership. See at 40:29, p.

I5J9, n.il.

2. i. e., He Alone has the knowledge of the time

when the Resurrection and Judgement will take

place, and He Alone will cause them to happen.

3. i. e., after resurrection, for judgement and

requital, oy**J turja'&na = you (all) are returned,

sent back (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from raja*

a

[ruja '}, to return. See at 4 1 :2 1 , p. 1 547, n. 5).

4. viAJLj yamliku = he possesses, holds,

dominates, owns, has power (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from malaka [malk/mulk/milk], to take in

possession. See at 34:42, p. 1383, n. 10).

5. i. e., of imaginary gods and goddesses. Oy^

yad'una = they invoke, call, call upon, invite,

summon, pray, ask (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

da'a [du'a'], to call, to summon. See at 41:48, p.

1557, n. 7).

6. ipUi shaf&'ah = intercession, advocacy,

pleading. See at 39:44, p. 1497, n. I.

7. i. e., except such one as testifies to the Oneness

of Allah and whom Allah gives leave to intercede.

shahida = he bore witness, testified,

witnessed (v. iii. m. s. past from shuhud, to

witness. See at 41 : 20, p. 1546, n. 11).

8. i. e., the truth of tawhid and of the

Prophethood of Muhammad, peace and blessings

of Allah be on him. j>* haqq - right, truth,

liability, justice, just cause. See at 43:78, p. 1602,

n. 5.

9. i. e., they are fully aware of what they testify.

dy*l*i ya'lamtina = they know, are aware (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'alima['ilm\, to know, be

aware of. See at 39:26, p. 1491, n. 5).

10. lJU sa'alta = you asked, enquired,

implored, abjured (v. ii. m. s. past from sa'ala

[su'atf mas'alah], to ask, to enquire, to implore.

See at 31:25, p. I3J9, n. 8).

1 1 . The polytheists recognize Allah as the

Creator-Lord (rububiyyah); but they set partners

with Him in worship and invocation and say that

these will intercede for them, o£>y. yu'faktina =

they are beguiled, deluded, deceived, turned away

(v. iii. m. pj. impfct. passive from 'afaka

['ifk/'afk/'afak/'ufuk], to lie, to deceive. See at

5:75, p. 367, n. 8).
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.j^jj 88. And his saying:
1

3&o)£>ji "O my Lord, indeed these are

a people

who do not believe."

[^jO^li 89. So forbear
2
with them

JSfcjij and say "Peace".

l$|q^I^4^* But soon they shall know.

J. i. e., the complaint of the Prophet Muhammad,
peace and blessings of Allah be on him, about his

unbelieving people to Allah.

2. i. e., pass over the ridicule and opposition of

the unbelievers. isfah = forbear, leave

alone, overlook, pass over (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from safaha [safh], to forbear, overlook, broaden,

flatten. See at 15:85, p. 824, n. 12).



44. Surat al-Dukhdn (The Smoke)
Makkan: 59 'ayahs

This is another Makkan Surah which deals with the fundamentals of the faith, namely, tawhid

(montheism), the truth of the Qur'an and risdlah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of

Allah be on him), Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment. It starts by emphasizing that Allah

sent down the Qur'an in a "Blessed Night" (i. e. laylat al-qadr) and that there is none worthy of worship

except He and that He gives life and causes death and He is the Lord of all, present and past generations

{'ayah 8). It then refers to the attitude of the polytheists and unbelievers to the Qur'an and its message.

In this context the story of the attitude of Fir'aun and his people to the truth delivered to them and their

ultimate punishment by Allah is related. Reference is then made specially to the Makkan unbelievers'

attitude to Resurrection and the life in the hereafter. The surah ends by reiterating that Resurrection and

the life in the hereafter are true and by pointing out the positions respectively of the sinful and the

righteous therein.

The surah is named al-dukhdn (the smoke) which is mentioned in its 'ayah 10 and which Allah sent

as a therat and punishment for the unbelievers of Makka.

0 l.Ha-Mim:

2. By the Book2

0 avpT most clear.
3

3. Verily We sent it down 4

j£j<4 in a night full of blessings.
5

0
We indeed have been

<Syj^ giving warnings.
6

ijijl^ 4. Therein is distinguished*

^^L^ltX every matter of wisdom.
7

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2: 1, p.

4, n. 1.

2. i. e., the Qur'an.

3. i. e., most clear in text, meaning and teachings.

4. i. e., sent down the Book, the Qur'an.

5. i. e., in the Night of al-qadr (see sfirah 97).

!5~jU mubdarakah ( f.; mas. mubarak) - blessed,

full of blessings (passive participle from baraka,

form III of baraka, to kneel down. See at 24:61,

p. 1134, n. 2).

6. i. e., by sending Messengers and Scriptures.

jij-^ mundhirin (pi.; accusative/ gen. of

mundhirun, sing, mundhir) = warners, those

giving warning (act. participle from 'andhara, to

warn, form IV of nadhara, [nadhr /nudh&r], to

dedicate, to make a vow. See at 37:72, p. 1441, n.

12).

7. i. e., in that night. Jjh yufraqu = he or it is

separated, distinguished (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

passive from faraqa \farq/furqdti\, to separate, to

distinguish. See tafarraqti at 42:14, p. 1565, n. 6).

8. i. e., every matter decreed by Divine Wisdom

for the creatures (see the next 'ayah). tyaktm

(s.; pi. iiukamd') - All-Wise, judicious, full of

wisdom, (active participle in the scale of fall

from liakarna [frukm], to pass judgement. See at

36:2, p. 1409, n. 2).

1606
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TLu^l^t 5. As a decree
1

from Us.

0<i^J-^i Indeed We use to send out.
2

^joi&j-j 6. As a mercy 3
from your Lord.

Verily He is the

$A^I^UT AU-Hearing,
4
the All-Knowing/

7. Lord of the heavens

and the earth

and all that is between them;

if you are firm believers.
6

8. There is no deity
7
but He.

He gives life
8

and causes to die
9—

Lord of you all and Lord of

your fathers of old.

9. Nay, they are in doubt,
10

making fun.
11

0

10. So be on the watch

ILlA^fZ for a day the sky will bring

1. j& 'amr (s.; pi. ^i/ 'awamir I jy \ 'umur) =

order, command, decree / matter, issue, affair.

See at 43:78, p. 1602, n. 8.

2. i. e., the Messengers and wahy for the guidance

of mankind . ^Jl*y mursiltn (accusative /genitive

of mursilun, sing, mursif) = those who send, send

out, senders (act. participle from 'arsala , form

IV of rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. See at

28:45, p. 1248, n. J).

3. i. e., the sending of Messengers and scriptures

is Allah's mercy to His created beings.

4. i. e., of all that is uttered or sounded, openly or

secretly. samV = one who hears,

All-Hearing (active participle in the scale offa'il

from sami'a [sam' /sarrui ' /sama'ah /masma'], to

hear. See at 31:28, p. 1320, n. 13.

5. i. e.„ of all events and deeds, open or secret.

^ 'alim (s.; pi. 'ulama') = well informed,

erudite, learned, more knowing, All-Knowing,

Omniscient. See at 43:9, p. 1584, n. 2.

6. cr^y tn&qintn (pi.; acc./gen. of muqinun, s.

muqiri)= those believing with certitude, firmly

convinced, firm believers, those who are sure (

active participle from 'ayqana, form IV of

yaqina [yaqn/yaqin], to be sure, be certain. See at

26:24, p. 1167, n.6).

7. i. e., there is none worthy of worship. *S\ 'ilah

(pi. 'dlihah) = deity, god, particularly one

deserving of worship . See at 4:87, p. 279, n. 1 1

.

8. yuhyt - he gives life, revivifies, brings to

life, enlivens, animates, vitalizes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ahyd, form IV of hayiya [hayah], to

live. See at 42:9, p. 1563, n. 1).

9. o-h yumitu - he causes to die, puts to death

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'amdta, form IV of

mata [mawt], to die. See at 40:68, p. 1534, n. 2).

10. i. e. (
about Resurrection and Judgement.

1 1. i. e. f
with the truth. dj*li yal'abtina = they

play, are at play, make fun (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from la'iba [lu'b/ li'b/ ia'ib tal'db], to play, to

have fun. See at 7:98, p. 504, n. 4).

12. v^Jjl irtaqib = you be on the watch,

anticipate, wait (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

irtaqaba, form VIII of raqaba [ruq&b/raqabah],

to watch. See irtaqibu at 1 1:93, p. 711, n. 12).
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a smoke 1

quite manifest.
2

1 1 Ti" 117 1 11 rAni /Via 1 *V"i^ tvt^n
1 1. it win overwneim men.

This will be a punishment

most anguishing.
4

1 9 "Our T nrH

remove5 from us

the punishment.

Indeed we are unbelievers."

£31 Al 1 ^ T-Tnw rr^nlH av^il thpm

trip rpcollfipHon ^
Lilt/ 1 vvUl 1 v^\^ 11 VVl 1

,

ana already mere nas come

to them a Messenger7

making clear.

14. men tney tumea away

from him and said:

"A tutored person,
9
mad!"

10

\&&\ 15. Verily We are going

to remove the punishment

1. The reference is to the punishment of draught

and smoke which was sent down on the

unbelieving Makkans for a time (see Ibn Kathir,

VII, pp. 232-233). ol>j dukh&n{s.\ pi.

'adkhinah) = smoke, fume, vapour. See at 4 1 : 1 1

,

p. 1543, n. 4.

2. j-y mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'abtina, form IV of bdna

[baydn], to be clear, evident. See at 43:62, p.

1598, n. 10).

3. yaghshd = he covers, overcomes,

overwhelms, casts the shade (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from ghashiya, [ghashy/ ghish&wah], to cover.

See at 29:55, p. 1285, n. 1).

4. pJf 'atim ~ most painful, agonizing,

anguishing, excruciating (act. participle in the

intensive scale offa 'il from 'alima [ 'alam], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 43:65, p. 1599, n. 8).

5. i. e., they will say, "Our Lord remove...". u>^S\

ikshif = remove, lift, disclose, expose (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from kashafa [kashf], to remove. See

kashafnd at 43:50, p. 1595, n. 8).

6. i. e, remembering the admonition. <j dhikrd

= recollection, remembrance, memory, reminder.

See at 40:54, p. 1528, n. 8.

7. i. e., Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him.

8. l^y tawcdlaw ~ they turned away, withdrew,

desisted, refrained (v. iii. m. pi. past from tawalla,

form V of waliya, to be near. See at 37:90, p.

1414, n. 5).

9. The Makkan unbelievers alleged that the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

had been tutored by some persons to produce the

Qur'an. (JU* mu'allam (s.; pi. mu'allamfin ) =

one who is taught, tutored, instructed (passive

participle from 'allama, form II of 'alima ['ilm],

to know. See 'allamnQ at 21:80, p. 1034, n. 4).

10. The Makkan unbelievers also alleged that the

Propohet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

had gone mad or was possessed by jinn. [See also

34:46, p. 1386 and 37:36, p. I436J.

majn&n (s.; pi. majdntn) = possessed, insane,

mad, one gone off his head (pass, participle from

janna \junQn], to cover, to hide. See at 37:36, p.

1436, n. 5).
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>U a little.

You will indeed relapse.
1

J3^j£ 16. The day We shall seize'

S^jfllJiT the greatest seizure —
ill Verily We shall

inflict retribution.
3

II3Ja[;+ 17.And indeed We had tried'

before them

the people of Fir'aun

f and there had come to them

a Messenger
5
most noble.

6

3lJJsto5 18 -

"
That y°u deliver

7
to me

MXs> the servants
8
of Allah.

I am indeed to you a

0 Messenger worthy of trust."
9

19. "And that you wax not

high
10

against Allah.

Jst^tJi Indeed I have come to you

^y^y&Ii with an authority
11

most clear."

1. i. e., into unbelief and disobedience. OjJJLp

'a'idtin (pi.; s. 'd'id) = those that return, revert,

relapse, fall back (act. participle from 'dda [

'awd Z'awdah], to return. See 'dda at 36:39, p.

1418, n. 5). at 5:95, p. 377, n. 10).

2. i. e., on the Day of Judgement. (jXU-i nabtishu

= we seize, grasp, take hold of, catch ( v. i. pi.

impfct. from batasha [batsh], to seize, to attack

with violence. See yabtisha at 28:19, p. 1237, n.

ID-

3. tiyjci* muntaqimtin (pi.; s. muntaqim ) =

those who take revenge, inflict retribution (act.

participle from intaqama, from Vlll of naqamaJ

naqima [naqm/ naqam], to revenge. See at 43:41,

p. 1593, n. 5).

4. Isi fatannd - we tried, put on trial, tested (v. i.

pi. past from fatana [fatn/fut&n], to turn away, to

put to trial. See at 38:34, p. 1468, n. 12).

5. i. e., Mflsa, peace be on him.

6. (h/" karim (s.; pi. kirdm/kuramd') - Most

Noble, noble, generous, liberal, munificent (act.

participle in the scale of fa'il from karuma [

karam/kardmah], to be noble/generous. See at

33:44, p. 1353, n. 12).

7. i. e., he said to them, lj.it 'addti = you (all)

deliver, pay up, fulfil, carry out (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'addd, form 11 [ta'diyah] of 'add

['uduww/'ady], to go, to proceed. See tu'addu at

4:50, p. 266, n. 6.

8. i. e., the Children of Isra'il who were being

oppressed by Fir'aun. jU* 'ib&d (sing, j^'abd) =

servants (of Allah), human beings, slaves, serfs,

worshippers. See at 43:68, p. 1600, n. 4).

9. 'amin = faithful, trustworthy, trusted,

trustee, loyal, honest (active participle in the scale

of fa'U from 'amuna ['amanah], to be faithful.

See at 28:26, p. 1240, n. 10).

10. i. e., be not arrogant. I^U; ^ Id ta'lti, - be not

high, do not rise / go up/ ascend/ wax high

[figuratively, turn arrogant and disobedient] (v.

11. m. pi. imperative {prohibition} from 'aid

['ulUw], to go up, rise. See 'aid at 28:4, p. 1231,

n. 8).

11. oUai- suli&n - authority, power, mandate,

rule, sanction. See at 40:35, p. 1522, n. 5.
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4i>
20. "And indeed I seek refuge

1

^jj^a with my Lord and your Lord

$£^*?o1 that you might stone me."
2

4^yo]J 2 1 . "And if you believe me not,

t&kj&fc then keep away from me."
3

22. Then he prayed
4

ftS^oWi^ to his Lord that these are

a people committing sins.
5

Jfo 23. "So set out
6

y^iSJC* with my servants by night.

iJj*^*
f»^=^l Indeed you will be pursued."

24. "And leave
8
the

l*ri££>J»«-rt sea quietly.
9
Indeed they are

QSj&xL a host
10
to be drowned.""

25. How many they left

$y^J9^0? of gardens and springs;

26. And corn-fields

1 . oip 'udhtu = I took refuge, sought protection

(v. i. s. past from 'Mha ['awdh/ 'iyddh/ nui'ddh],

to take refuge, to seek protection. See at 40:27, p.

1518, n. 11).

2. i. e., stone me to death, tarjumtini (

tarjumu+ni) : tarjumH{na) = you (all)

stone, damn (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from rajama

[rajm], to stone. The terminal nun is dropped

because of the particle 'an coming before the

verb. See la narjumanna at 36:18, p. 1413, n. 5).

3. i. e., leave me alone. i
4
tazUHni(i'tazilu+ni) :

)jJ>*l i'tazilfi = you (all) isolate yourselves,

seclude yourselves, keep away (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from Viazala, form VIII of 'azala

['azl], to set aside, to isolate. See at 2:222, p. 109,

n. 6).

4. i. e, when they disbelieved him he prayed to

his Lord for help. da*d - he called, invoked,

prayed, claimed, propagated, implored (v. iii. m. s.

past from du'd', to call, to summon. See at 41 :33,

p. 1551, n. 5).

5. Ciyyx^ mujrimtin (pi.; s. mujrim) = sinful,

those committing sins, culprits, evildoers (act.

participle from 'ajrama, form IV of jarama

\jarm], to commit a crime. See at 36:59, p. 1423,

n. 3).

6. i. e. Allah directed him. jJ> 'asri = you set

out, travel, depart by night (v. ii, m. s. imperative

from 'asrd, form IV of sara [suran/ saraydn/

masran], to travel/ set out by night. See at 26:52,

p. 1172, n. 10).

7. dj»*> muttaba'Hn - those who are followed,

pursued ones (passive participle from ittaba'a,

form VIII of tabi'a [taba' /tabd'ah], to follow.

See at 26:52, p. 1172,n. 12).

8. iij>\ utruk = leave, abandon, give up, forsake (v.

ii. m. s. imperative from taraka [tark], to leave.

See taraknd at 37:129, p. 1450, n. 9.

9. i. e., as it is. j*j rahw = quiet, still, calm,

tranquil.

10. J&r jund (s.; pi. jundd/ajnad ) ~ army, host.

See at 38:11, p. 1461, n. 9.

11. Ciyjw mughraqtin (pi.; s. mughraq) = those

who are drowned, immersed, sunk (passive

participle from 'aghraqa, form IV of ghariqa

[gharaq], to be drowned. See at 23:27, p. 1082,

n.9).
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t^^X^j and a station
1

quite noble.

£2; 27. And a life of ease
2

fyjffi wherein they had been

®<i^2 cheerful.
3

<S^i^» 3 1 . From Fir*aun.

Indeed he was outstanding
9

$ 5u^life of those transgressing.
10

1. i. e., habitat, fit* maqdm (s. ; pi. maqdmdt) =

place, position, standing, station, location, spot,

habitat (noun of place/time from qama

[qawmah/qiydm], to stand up, to get up, to rise.

See at 37:164, p. 1455, n. 14).

2. na'mah = comfort, ease, life of ease,

prosperity, amenity.

3. ^j-^U fdkihin(p\., acc./gen. of fdkihun; s.

fdkih) - those enjoying, cheerful, merry (act.

participle from fakiha [fakah/fakdhah], to be

cheerful, merry, sportive).

4. LijjT 'awrathnd = we made over, made

(someone) inherit, bequeathed, gave as

inheritance, made heir (v. i. pi. past from

'awratha, form IV of waritha ['irth/ 'irthahJ

wirdthahl rithah/ turdth], to be heir, to inherit.

See at 40:53, p. 1528, n. 17).

5. c-^ bakat = she wept, cried, shed tears (v. iii.

f. s. past from bakd [bukd'/bukan], to cry. See

yabkuna at 17:109, p. 909, n. 1).

6. jij*^ munzarin (pi.; acc/gen. of munzarun,

s. munzur) = those given respite (passive

participle from 'anzara, form IV of nazara

[nazar/manzar], to see, to look expectantly. See at

15:36, p. 815, n. 4).

7. najjaynd = we rescued, saved, delivered

(v. i. pi. past from najjd, form II of najd [najw

/najd' Majdh], to make for safety, to be saved.

See at 41:18, p. 1546,n. 5).

8. muhtn = humiliating, disgraceful,

debasing, ignominious, (active participle from

'ahdna, form IV of harm [hawn], to be of little

importance. See at 34:14, p. 1373, n. 6).

9. JU 'dtin = high, tall, outstanding, arrogant,

self-exalting (act. participle from 'aid ['uluw], to

go up, rise. See 'aim at 38:75, p. 1477, n. 5).

10. i. e., persisting in unbelief and evil deeds.

Cjt*s~* musrifin (pi; acc./gen. of musrifun; s.

musrif) = those who commit excesses, exceed all

bounds, extravagant, prodigal, wasteful,

transgressors (active participle from 'asrafa, form

IV of sarafa/sarifa [sarf/ saraj], to corrode, to

spoil, to neglect. See at 43:5, p. 1583, n. 6).

28. Such was it.

L^TjIJ And We made heirs
4
to these

(jri^^Uy another people.

c]£[2 29. And there shed not tears
5

over them

o^VfJiliLrf the sky and the earth

J) nor were they given respite.
6

Section (Ruku ') 2

j33J 30. And We indeed rescued
7

i^-it^. the Children of Isra'Tl

^i&'ot from the punishment

$0^7 most humiliating
8—
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32. And We had chosen
1 them2

on knowledge3

over all the beings.
4

33. And We had given them

of the signs
5
wherein was

a trial
6
quite manifest.

7

34. Verily these people
8

do say:

35. "There is naught but

mir first dpath*

and we are not

going to be resurrected."
9

JO. 1 I1CI1 UllUg

TV
our fathers,

- - ^ ->Y \

if von are truthful
1,11

r
37. Are they better

12

or the people of Tubba'
13

and those before them?

1. U ikhtarnd = we selected, chose, picked,

elected (v. i. pi. past from ikhtdra, form VI 11 of

khara [khayr], to chose, to prefer. See ikhtartu at

20:13, p. 978. n. 10).

2. i. e., the Children of lsrfi'Tl.

3. i. e., knowing about them and their condition.

4. i. e., of their time, j^te 'dlamtn (acc./gen. of

a^Ji* 'alamun\ sing. (Ji* alum, i.e., any being or

object that points to its Creator; sing, 'dlam) = all

beings, creatures. See at 41:9, p. 1 542, n. 9).

5. i. e.
(
miracles at the hand of Musa, peace be on

him. o^l 'dydt (sing, 'dyah) ~ signs, miracles,

revelations, evidences. See at 43:69, p. 1600, n. 6.

6. ^ bald' = trial, test, tribulation [This word is

used in respect of both good and bad things]. See

at 37:106, p. 1447, n. 3).

7. mubtn - all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'abdnti, form IV of bona

[baydn], to be clear. See at 44: 10, p. 1608, n. 2).

8. i. e. f the unbelievers; particularly of Makka to

whom the Qur'an was immediately addressed.

9. jij^ munsharin($\.\ acc./gen. of munsharun,

s. munshar ) = those resurrected, raised, brought

up, spread out (passive participle from 'anshara,

form IV of nashara [nashr/nushur], to spread out,

to resurrect. See 'ansharna at 43:11, p. 1584,

n.9).

10. i. e., bring back our dead fathers. \y£\ i'tfi =

you (all) come, give, (followed by bi) bring (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from 'atd [itydn/ aty/ ma'tdh],

to come. See yu 'tuna at 4 1 :7 p. 1 542, n. 1 ).

1 1. i. e., if your are truthful in saying that there

will be resurrection. jSil* sddiqtn (pi.; acc./gen.

of sddiqun; s. sddiq) ~ truthful, those who speak

the truth (active participle from sadaqa [sadq/

sidq]
y to speak the truth. See at 36:48, p. 1420, n.

8)-

12. khayr - good /better/ best, charity,

wealth, property, affluence. See at 43:32, p. 1590,

nil.
13. The name of an ancient people or a ruling

dynasty in Yaman.
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Jfe^JLit We did destroy
1

them.

Indeed they were sinful.
2

G2iC5 38.And We have created
3
not

(j^V^sPyliJf *e heavens and the earth

and all that is between them

(^^u*il making fun.
4

£ 39.We did not create them

t^JLVj^ except for just cause;
5

^XLJ\'J^j but most of them

do not know.
6

Jjtiitp^o^ 40. Verily the Day of Decision'

jffiS.,; is the appointed time
8
of

$ them, one and all .

9

(j^fi
4

1

•
t*1*1 day there sha11 avai1

'

4>*o* jj* not any friend
11

for a friend

whatsoever,

nor shall they be helped.
12

42. Except the one that

1. b£JU! 'ahlaknd = we destroyed, annihilated (v.

1. pi. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of halaka \halkJ

hulk/ haldk /tahlukah), to perish. See at 43:8, p.

1583, n. 8).

2. Cj^j*** fnujrimtn (pi.; acc./gen. of mujrimfin]

s. mujrim) = those who commit sins, sinners,

culprits, sinful (act. participle from ajrama, form

IV of jarama [/arm], to commit a crime. See at

43:74, p. 1601, n. 7).

3. biU khalaqnd = we created, made, originated

(v. i. pi. past from khalaqa [khalq], to create. See

at 23:1 15, p. 1103,n. 2).

4. j-pV Wiftf/i (pi.; acc./gen. of Id'ibun; s.

/a = players, those that make fun (act.

participle from la'iba [lu'b/ li'b/ la'ib /tal'db], to

play, to have fun. See at 21:55, p. 1027, n. 8).

5. t>>- haqq = right, truth, liability, justice, just

cause. See at 43:78, p. 1602, n. 5.

6. OjJUj ya'Iam&na = they know, are aware (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'alima [7/m], to know, be

aware of. See at 43:86, p. 1604, n. 9).

7. i. e., the Day of Judgement. J**» fast =

parting, section, decision. See at 38:20, p. 1463,

n. 11.

8. oil* mtqdt (sing.; pi. mawdqit ) — appointed

time/ term, meeting point, venue, deadline,

timetable. See at 26:38, p. 1 169, n. 9.

9. 'ajma'in (pi.; acc./gen. of 'ajnui'un ; s.

'ajma' ) = all, one and all, whole, entire. See at

32:13, p. 1328, n. 5.

10. ^ yughnt = he suffices, makes free from

want, enriches, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya

[ghinan / ghand' ), to be free from want, to be

rich. See at 24:32, p. 1 1 1 8, n. 7).

1 1 . mawld = Patron-Protector, Guardian-

Protector, Sovereign, friend, companion. See at

22:13, p. 1049, n. 12.

12. i. e., none shall be able to help them. 0}^^.

yunsaruna - they are helped, assisted (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. passive from nasara [nasr /nusur], to

help. See at 41:16, p. 1545, n. 11).
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iifji-jj Allah has mercy on.

Verily He is the All-Mighty,
]

©i^l* the All-Merciful.

Section (J?«Jt« 0 3

43. Indeed the tree of

&J&rf Zaqqum, 2

flit 44. Will be the food
3

(^J^JiVf of the sinful.
4

J^ilS" 45. Like molten brass
5

($) it will boil
6
in the bellies.

7

46. Like the boiling of

(§)^£Jf the hot water.
8

47. "Seize
9
him,

<5j£Lc-U then carry
10 him towards the

{£) midst of the blazing fire."
1

1

I££ ^ 48. "Then pour
12

^tjt^y over his head

^f^lyt some punishment

1. jtjf- 'azfc = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 43:9, p. 1584, n. 1

.

2. A specially vicious tree in hell, as described in

37:65, p. 1440.

3. ta'fim (s.; pi. *»J#f at'imah) = food, diet,

meal. See at 25:7, p. 1 139, n. 10.

4. p-Jf 'athim (s. ; pi. 'uthamd') = sinful, criminal,

evil (active participle in the form of fa'il from

'athima ['ithm/'atham / ma'tham], to sin. See at

26:222, p. 1200, n. 4).

5. muhl - molten metal, molten brass. See at

18:29, p. 922, n. 6.

6. yaghli - it boils, bubbles up (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from ghald [ghaly/ghaly&n], to boil).

7. OjJa* buffin (pi.; sing. J* batn ) = stomachs,

bellies, abdomens, wombs, inner parts. See at

39:6, p. 1482, n. 12.

8. hamim = hot water , close friend,

intimate friend, (act. participle in the scale offa'il

from hamma [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at

41:34,' p. 1552, n. 3.

9. i. e., it will be said to the angel sentinels. ijJb^

khudhti = you all take, receive, seize (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See

at 9:5, p. 578, n. 8).

10. I^ipI iUM = you (all) carry, port (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'atala [ 'all], to carry).

11. (f^f<- jahtm = hellfire, hell, blazing fire. See

at 37:97, p. 1445, n. 6.

12. subbti = you (all) pour, pour forth (v. ii.

m. . pi. imperative from sabba [sabb], to pour,

pour forth. See yusabbu at 22:19, p. 1052, n. 5).
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j£)^ijf of the boiling water."

Si 49. "Have the taste;
1

y^\3J^jJ6[ indeed you were mighty,
2

Qfy^=3 held in esteem."
3

liiol 50. "Verily this is

what you used to

0 Zuu& entertain doubt about."
4

SgXty 5 1 . Verily the righteous
3

^l^tj will be in a place
6

sa^e anc* secure -

?

j 52. Amidst gardens

0 ^jrfS and springs.
8

o££ 54. They will be wearing
9

o^^JLot of silk

^ScJ-Jj and brocade,

0 <^Ju£a2 facing one another.
10

A\Z£-r* 55. Such will it be.

1. Jj dhuq- taste, have the taste (v. ii. m. s.

impertaive from dhdqa [dhawq/ madhdq], to

taste. See dhQqu at 39:24, p. 1490, n. 12).

2. x>p 'azfe = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 44:42, p. 1614, n. 1.

3. karim = nobJe, kind, generous,

munificent, respectable, held in esteem, decent (

act. participle in the scale of fa 'il from karuma

[haram/ karamah/ kartimah], to be noble, to be

generous. See at 33:3
1 , p. 1 347, n. 5).

4. tijj^ tamtartina = you (all) harbour/

entertain doubts, be sceptical (v. ii. m. pi. impfct

from imtard, form VJ1J from miryah/ muryah,

doubt, dispute. See at 6:2, p. 392, n. 5).

5. muttaqln (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqin) - those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from itiaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

43:35, p. 1551, n. 12).

6. fli* maqam (s. ; pi. maqamat) - place,

position, standing, station, location, spot, habitat

(noun of place/time from qdma [qawmah/qiydm],

to stand up, to get up, to rise. See at 44:26, p.

1611, n. 1).

7. 'amtn = faithful, trustworthy, trusted,

trustee, loyal, honest, safe, secure (active

participle in the scale of fa'il from 'amuna

['amanah], to be faithful. See at 28:26, p. 1240, n.

10).

8. 'ifytfji (pi.; s. 'ayn) = springs, fountains,

eyes. See at 36:34, p. 1417, n. 6).

9. Oj-Jj yalbastina = they wear, put on (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from labisa [tubs], to wear. See at

18:31, p. 923, n. 3).

10. i. e., sitting on couches. ^S*^ mutaqdbittn

(pi.; acc/gen. of mulaqdbilun; s. mutaq&bil) =

facing one another, confronting one another,

meeting one another (act. participle from

taqdbala, form VI of qabila [qabul/qubul], to

accept, to receive. See at 37:44, p. 1437, n. 8).
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(*4£-Jt£ an<3 We shall pair' them with

^w^
2
attractively wide eyed.

3

L4^4£-^ 55. They will ask
4
therein

for every kind of fruit,

Jri 1 * being in peace and security.
6

(3)

^jjxA 56. They will taste
7
not

Ijp'u^i therein death,

^VfcjlIT^ except the first death;
8

and He will save
8 them

from the punishment of

f$4&# the blazing fire.
10

>L^ 57. As a grace
11

^Jo* from your Lord.

jydtytyl That is the success
12

JLkU'T most magificent.
13

l2| 58. So indeed

Ji^l We have but made it easy
14

%1L in your tongue

E^JLJ so that they may take heed.
15

0

1 . L*jj zawwajnd - we coupled, paired, doubled,

gave in marriage (v. i. pi. past from zttwwaja,

form II of zaja [zawj], to incite, to instigate. See at

33:37, p. 1351, n. 6.

2. jy- Mr (f. pi; s. huriyah) = exquisitely

beautiful damsels of paradise.

3. ^ 'in (f. pi;, s. 'ayna') = attractively wide

eyed. See at 37:48, p. 1438, n. 5.

4. Oy^i yad'&na = they invoke, call, call upon,

invite, summon, pray, ask (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from da'd [du'd'], to call, to summon. See at

43:86, p. 1604, n. 5).

5. fdkihah (s.; pi. fawdkih) = fruit.

6. 'dminln (pi.; acc./gen. of 'aminun\ s.

'amiri) = peaceful, safe and secure (act. participle

from 'amana, form IV of 'amina ['amn/ 'aman/

'amdnah], to be safe. See at 28:31, p. 1243, n. 3).

7. Oyjjj yadhuqfina - they taste (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from dhaqa [dhawq/ dhawaq/madhaq], to

taste. See dhuq at 44:49, p. 1615, n. 1.

8. i. e., death at the end of their worldly life.

9. (jij waqd = he saved, protected, guarded (v. iii.

m. s. past from waqy/wiqdyah, to guard, to

preserve. See at 40: 45, p. 1525, n. 10).

10. ^ jafylm - hellfire, hell, blazing fire. See

at 44:47, p. 1614, n. 11.

1 1. Jjai fadl (p\.fudul) = grace, favour, kindness,

bounty; also surplus, excess, superiority, merit,

excellence. See at 42:26, p. 1 57 1 , n. 9.

12. i. e., to be saved from the punishment and to

get Allah's mercy is the success, fawz -

success, triumph, victory, achievement. See at

40:9, p. 1512, n. 8.

13. fjip 'aztm = great, magnificent, splendid,

big, stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave. See at 43:31, p. 1590, n. 3).

14. i. e., made the Qur'an easy. yassarnd =

we eased, made easy, smoothened, facilitated (v.

i. pi. past from yassura, form II of yasira [yasar],

to be easy. See at 19:97, p. 975, n. 3).

15. djj'jci yatadhakkartina = they take heed,

bear in mind, remember, receive admonition ( v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from tadhakkara, form V of

dhakara [dhikr/tadhkdr], to remember. See at

39:27, p. 1491, n. 8).
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C£% 59. So wait and watch.
1

!$5 Indeed they are watching.
2

1. i. e., wait and watch for Allah's mercy and

help, vr*ji irtaqib = you be on the watch,

anticipate, wait (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

irtaqaba, form Vlll of raqaba [ruqQb/raqabah],

to watch. See at 44:10, p. 1607, n. 12).

2. i. e., waiting and watching for their turn to

overcome you. o^i> murtaqibtin (pi.; s.

murtaqib) - those who wait, anticipate, watch

(act. participle from irtaqaba. See n. 1 above).



45. SOratal-Jathiyah (The down on the knees)

Makkan: 37 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah (except its 'ayah 14 which is Madman). It deaJs mainly with belief in Allah

and His Absolute Oneness (tawbid) together with the themes of the truth of the Qur'an, the

Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him), Resurrection, Judgement,

reward and punishment. It starts by emphasizing that the sending down of the Qur'an is from Allah and

that the heavens, the earth, the creation of man and all other living and moving beings, the alternation of

day and night, the sending down of the rain and the enlivening of the earth thereby, the movement of the

air, and how Allah has reduced everything to service and to the benefit of His creatures, all point to their

Creator and Lord Allah and His Powers. It then refers to the attitude of the unbelievers to the Qur'an, its

message and the Messenger, particularly their disbelief in Resurrection and the life after death. It then

stresses that Resurrection is true and that everyone will be requited according to one's deeds. "Say, Allah

gives life to you and will cause you to die, then He will gather you towards the Day of Judgement in

which there is no doubt; but most men do not know... And you will see every nation bowing down on

the knees (i. e., submitting — jathiyah), and being called towards their record." ( 'ayahs 26-28). The

surah is named al-jathiyah with reference to these 'ayahs.

\.Ha-Mtm}

2. The sending down2

of the Book3
is from Allah,

the All-Mighty,
4
the

All-Wise.
5

3. Verily in the heavens

and the earth

are signs
6
for the believers.

4. And in your creation
7

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2:1, p.

4.,n. 1.

2. Jo* tanzil ~ sending down, bringing down,

something sent down (verbal noun in form 11 of

nazala [nuzfit], to come down. See at 40:2, p.

1509, n. 2.

3 i. e., the Qur'an. This is an emphatic assertion

that the Qur'an is sent down by Allah. It is no

composition of the Prophet's or of anyone else, as

the unbelievers allege.

4. jtj* 'aziz ~ All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 44:49, p. 1615, n. 2.

5. i. e., in His deeds and commandments.

hakim (s.; pi. hukamd') ~ All-Wise, judicious, full

of wisdom (active participle in the scale of fa 7/

from hakama [hukm], to pass judgement. See at

36:2, p. 1409, n'. 2).

6. The earth, the heavens, the entire creation and

the creatures point to the existence, Lordship and

Omnipotence of Allah, olj 'dycLt (sing, 'dyah) =

signs, miracles, revelations, statements of the

Qur'an, evidences. See at 43:69, p. 1600, n. 6.

7. jJl* khalq = creation, origination, making,

creatures, constitution. See at 36:69, p. 1425, n. 7.

1618
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and all that He scatters abroad
1

'&ot of moving creatures
2

Jjk cil* are signs for people

$OjUjj> that believe with certitude.
3

^llj 5. And in the alternation
4

of the night and the day

&U>fcj and what Allah sends down

<3J>Jo? ££11^ from the sky of provision
5

*L*S and gives life
6
therewith

to the earth after it is dead,
7

^}\^JJQ and in the dispatch
8
of winds

^JciJ* are signs for people

O^jfe* that understand.
9

6. These are the signs of

10
Allah that We recite

1

to you in truth.

Then in which speech
11

^CJ^tl ^ after Allah's and His signs

will they believe?

J>33?j 7. Woe to every arch-liar
12

$>JUlit enSrosse<l in sins
13—

1. vl-i yabuthihu - he spreads, scatters abroad,

disseminates (v. iii. m. s. past from baththa

[bath], to scatter. See bathtfia at 42:29, p. 1572,

n. 9).

2. i|b ddbbah (pi. dawabb) = animal, riding

beast, crawling/moving creature/worm. See at

42:29, p. 1572, n. 10.

3. 0>5jd ytiqintina - they believe with certitude,

have firm conviction, know for certain, are sure

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. form 'ayqana, form IV of

yaqina [yaqn/yaqin], to be sure, be certain. See at

32:24, p. 1331, n.10).

4. ikhtil&f = alternation, coming of one

after another, variation, disagreement, diversity

(verbal noun in form VIII of khalafa [khalf}, to

come after, to follow. See at 30:22, p. 1296, n. 8).

5. i. e., rain water. <3jj rizq (pl.Jijjl arzdq) ~

provision, means of livelihood, food, sustenance.

See at 20:131, p. 1010, n. 1).

6. i. e., makes it productive. L»-T 'ahyd = he gave

life, revivified, saved life, (v. iii. m. s. past in form

IV of hayiya [hayah], to Jive. See at 41:39, p.

1553,n. 10).

7. i. e., dry and barren.

8. j~a> tasrtf - to make flow, to turn about, to

circulate, to dispatch, to distribute; verbal noun in

form II of sarafa [surf], to turn, to divert. See at

2: 164, p. 77, n. 8).

'

9. OjLam ya'qiltina - they realize, understand,

comprehend, exercise reason (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'aqala ['aql], to understand, to have

intelligence. See at 36:68, p. 1425, n. 8).

10. nailti = we recite, read, read aloud (v. i.

pi. impfct. from tald [tildwah], to recite. See at

28:3, p. 1231, n. 5).

11. ^.Jb- hadtth (s.; pi. ^ab-i 'ahddith) =

speech, talk, narrative, report, account. See at

39:23, p. 1489, n. 12.

1 2. ^ilil 'affdk = arch liar, calumniator, fabricator

(act. participle in the intensive scale of fa "dl

from 'afaka ['ijk/ 'qfk/ 'afak/ 'ufUk], to lie, to

deceive. See at 26:222, p. 1200, n. 3).

13. f-I' 'athtm (s.
; pi. 'uthamd') = sinful,

criminal, evil (active participle in the form offa'il

from 'athima ['ithm/'atham / ma' lham], to sin.

See at 44:44, p. 1614, n. 4).
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<if 8. Who hears
1

Allah's signs
:

rcited to him,

iS^jj^ then persists
3
in arrogance

4

as if he heard them not.

irZ* So give him the good news

of a punishment very painful.0

9. And if he comes to know

llllliiC^. of Our signs anything

^ulit he takes
6

it in jest.
7

l&iiiJjl Such people will have

a punishment very debasing.'

10. Close on their heels
9

is hell;

and there will avail
10 them not

what they earn
11
whatsoever,

nor those that they take

in lieu of Allah

as guardian-friends;
12

and they will have

a punishment very grave.

1. yasma'u = he listens, hears, pays

attention (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from sami'a [sum'

/samd' / sama'ah /masma'], to hear. See at 21 :45,

p. 1025, n. 3).

2. i. e., texts of the Qur'an.

o^I 'dyat (sing, 'dyah) = signs, miracles,

revelations, statements of the Qur'an, evidences.

See at 45:3, p. 1618, n. 6.

3. s*iyusirru = he persists, insists (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'asarra, form IV of sarra

[sarr/sartr], to creak, to tie up. See yusirru at

3:135; p. 208, n. 8).

4. mustakbir - arrogant, haughty, proud,

one in arrogance (act. participle from istakbara,

form X of kabura [kubr/ kibdr/ kabdrah] to

become big. See at 31 :7, p. 1312, n. 1 1).

5. bashshir - give glad tidings, announce

good news (v. ii. m. s. imperative from bashshara,

form II of bashara /bashira [bishr /bushr], to

rejoice, be happy. See at 4 1 :4, p. 1 54 1 , n. 1 ).

6. JwJ ittakhadha = he took, took for him, took

up, assumed (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of

'akhadha ['akhdh] t to take. See at 25:43, p. 1151,

n. 4).

7. Ijy* huzuwan (j^* huzu') = in jest, in

mockery, in ridicule, as a laughing stock. See at

31:6, p. 1312, n. 8.

8. muhtn = humiliating, disgraceful,

debasing, ignominious, (active participle from

'ahana, form IV of h&na [hawn], to be of little

importance. See at 44:30, p. 161 1, n. 8).

9. frljj ward' = in the rear of, after, at the back

of, behind, close on (one's) heels, beyond. See al

23:100, p. 1099, n. 7.

10. yughni = he suffices, makes free from

want, enriches, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya

[ghinan / ghana J, to be free from want, to be

rich. See at 44:41, p. 1613, n. 10).

11. i. e., of wealth, power and influence.

kasabU = they earned, acquired, gained (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kasaba [leash], to gain. See at 42:34,

p. 1574, n. 2).

12. frUjf 'awliya' (pi.; sing. j 3 waliy) = friends,

allies, patrons, legal guardians, protectors, . See at

42:46, p. 1577, n. II.
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iSjj* 11. This is guidance.
1

\fJ&Mj And those who disbelieve
2

ffrj^t in the signs of their Lord,

2>&^ they shall have the torment

of a retribution
3

& "

0 Xs most agonizing.
4

Section (Ruku')2

12. Allah is He Who has

reduced to service
5
for you

iiUJl^^T^Jl the sea that ships may go on
(

therein by His command

and that you may seek
7

.4^ & of His bounty
8 and that you

J^S oj^^Cbj may express gratitude.
9

13. And He has reduced to

j3 service for you

c/J^S\^ all that is in the heavens

cfjVT tsCj and all that is in the earth,

*2l££ all from Him.

$J$C$*^t\ Verily therein are signs
10

<£Jlj&$ for people that reflect.
1

1

0

J. i. e., this Qur'an. cf-u hudan = guidance. See

at 20:123, p. 1007, n. 4.

2. kafaru = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 40:22, p. 1517, n. 4).

3. j*j rijz = retribution, punishment, scourge,

dirt, filth. See at 34:5, p. 1369, n. 4.

4. ,iJt 'altm = agonizing, anguishing, excruciating,

most painful (act. participle in the intensive scale

oifa'ti from 'alima ['a/am], to be in pain, to feel

pain). See at 44:1 1, p. 1608, n. 8).

5. sakhkhara - he brought to submission,

subjected, subdued, reduced to service/order (v.

iii. m. s. past in form II of sakhira [sukhr/

maskhar], to ridicule, deride. See at 43:13, p.

1585, n. 6).

6. tjj*<j tajrt = she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jard \jary]
t to

flow. See at 43:51, p. 1595, n. 1 1).

7. i. e., by carrying on sea-borne trade. \y£j

tabtaghA[na] - you (all) seek, desire, (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from ibtaghfi, form VIII of baghd

[bughd'], to seek, to desire. The terminal ndn is

dropped for a hidden 'an in // (of motivation)

coming before the verb; See at 35:12, p. 1394, n

14).

8. J^i fadl (pl /HoTi/) = grace, favour, kindness,

bounty; also surplus, excess, superiority, merit,

excellence. See at 44:57, p. 1616, n. 11.

9. i. e., by obeying and worshipping Him Alone.

Ojj&i; tashkuriina = you (all) express gratitude,

be thankful, be grateful (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

shakara [shukr/shukrdn], to thank, express

gratitude. See at 32: 9, p. 1326, n. 15).

10. i. e., signs pointing to the existence of Allah,

His Lordship, Power of sustaining and

maintaining, and His Omnipotence.

1 1 . yatafakkartina = they reflect,

meditate, ponder, muse, speculate (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from tafakkara, form V of fakara [fakr],

to reflect. See at 39:42, p. 1496, n. 11).
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14. Say to those who believe

that they forgive
1

those who

do not look forward to
2

the days of Allah,
3

that He may requite
4
a people

for what they use to acquire.
5

""
$

15. Whoever acts rightly,
6

it is for himself;

and whoever does an evil,
7

it is against himself.

Stfi? Then to your Lord

you shall all be returned.
8

16. And We had given

the Children of Isra' Tl

the Book and judgement

and Prophethood;

and gave them provision

of the good things
9

and favoured
10
them

over all the beings.
11

1 . i. e., the oppression and troubles given by the

unbelievers. This instruction was given before the

permission given for jihdd (fighting back).

yaghfirH (na) = they forgive, pardon (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah ghufrdn],

to forgive. The terminal nUn is dropped because of

a hidden 'an before the verb. See yaghfiru at

39:53, p. 1500, n. 7).

2. 0yrji yarjUna = they hope, expect, have hope

for, look forward to (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

raja [raja'/rajdh/marjdh], to hope, to expect. See

at 35:29, p. 1400, n. 8).

3. i. e., the Days of Resurrection, Judgement and

recompense.

4. tjy»H yajziya(zi) = he rewards, recompenses,

requites, repays (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from jazd

[fi^ jazd'] t
to reward. The final letter takes fathah

because of a hidden 'an in li (of motivation)

coming before the verb. See at 39:35, p. 1493, n.

9).

5. i. e., of sins and displeasure of Allah, as well as

of merits and His pleasure. <3>~-£j yaksibuna =

they (all) acquire, earn, gain, attain, achieve (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from kasaba [kasb], to gain, to

acquire. See at 40:82, p. 1538, n. 10).

6. i. e., does deeds approved by the Qur'an and

sunnah. j%JU> s&lih = good, right, proper (act.

participle from salaha/saluha [saltih/ suluh/

maslahah], to be good, right. See at 41:46, p.

1556, n. 7).

7. 'asd'a = he did evil, committed foulness

(v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of sua {saw], to be

bad/foul/evil. See at 41 :46, p. 1556, n. 9).

8. i. e., after resurrection, for judgement and

requital. C>f>*j turja'tina = you (all) are returned,

sent back (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from raja'a

[ruju'], to return. See at 43:85, p. 1604, n. 3).

9. oLi> tayyibdt (f.; pi.; sing, tayyibah, m.

tayyib) = good women, good things, agreeable

things, pleasant things (things lawful and

salutary). See at 40:64, p. 1 532, n. 7.

10. UUoi faddalnd = we gave precedence,

preferred, favoured {someone/something} over (v.

i. pi. past from faddala, form 11 of fadala [fadl

/fudut], to excel, surpass, to be in excess. See at

17:70, p. 896, n. 10).

1 1. i. e., of their time.
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1 7. And We gave them

dear proofs' of the matter;
2

and they disagreed
3
not but

after there had come to them

the knowledge,

out of transgression
4

among themselves.

dS; Si Verily your Lord

shall decide
5 between them

U _ ^ /ill* on the Oav of Judgement

regarding what they use to

disagree in.

Jbl^j 1 8. Therefater We have set*

y°u on a C0(^e °f ^aw?

J^'^Cr* about the matter.
8

1^3 So follow
9

it

j^^j and do not follow

the whims 10
of those who

^ oj^y do not know.

oJpr]. 19. Verily they shall not

^^^(£2 avail
11 you against Allah

whatsover;

I. o>Lrf bayyin&t (pi.; sing, bayyinah) - clear

proofs, indispufab/e evidences. See at 40:66,

p. 1533, n. 2).

2. i. e., of the </fn, in the Scripture (Tawrdh),

explaining the lawful and unlawful relating to all

matters.

3. i. e., they disagreed about the teachings of the

Tawrah. \yk>-\ ikhtalafU = they differed,

disagreed, were at variance, disputed (v. iii. m. pi.

past from ikhtalafa, form VIII of khalafa [khalf],

to come after. See at J6:64, p. 847, n. 9).

4. ^ baghy - oppression, injustice, outrage,

defiance, transgression. See at 42:14, p. 1565, n.

5. yaqdi = he spends, settles, concludes,

decides, decrees (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from qtufa

[qada'), to settle, to decide. See at 40:20, p. J516,

n. 4).

6. IJ** ja'alnd = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala [ja'l], to make,

to set See at 43:56, p. 1597, n. 1).

7. * shari'ah- law, code of Islamic law.

8. i. e., about the matter of the din. jA W (s.;

pi. ^ 'awamir i jr \ 'umur) - order, command,

decree / matter, issue, affair. See at 44:5, p. 1607,

n. 1.

9. £ii UtahV - follow, obey (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from itttaba'a, form VIII of tabi'a

[taba'Z taba'ah], to follow. See at 33:2, p. 1334,

n. 5).

10. dj>f 'ahwd' (sing. hawan) = desires,

fancies, caprices, whims. See at 30:29, p. 1299,

n. 8).

11. i. e., the unbelievers and polytheists will not

avail. Oyii yughnftna = they suffice, make free

from want, enrich, make rich, avail, help (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya

[ghinan / ghand' ], to be free from want, to be

rich. See yughni at 45:10, p. 1620, n. 10).
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SuiJSlo^ and indeed the transgressors
1

tDjl^i^ are one to another friends;
2

tlj^j and Allah is the Guardian-

s^uiJI Protector of the righteous.

jc^Cxh 20. This is enlightenment
4

for mankind,

i^jt^j-A) and guidance and mercy

for people

$ ^J^lt that believe with certitude.
5

21 . Or do there think
6
those

who commit7
the evil deeds*

that We shall set
9 them

like those who believe

and do the good deeds,

on a par
10

in their life

and in their death?

Z>J3^£ ifcl Bad is what they judge.
1

1

0
Section CRwJfcw') 3

22. And Allah created

j^Vljoyilii the heavens and the earth

1 . i. e., the polytheists [note that at 3 1 : 1 3 .v/hV* or

setting partners with Allah is called a grave zulm].

js-JU* zalimin (acc./gen. of zdlimun, sing. za//m) =

transgressors, wrong-doers, unjust persons, those

committing wrongs, polytheists ( active participle

from zalama [zulm], to transgress, do wrong. See

at 43:76, p. 1601, n. 11).

2. frUjI 'awliyd' (pi.; sing. Jj waliy) = friends,

aJlies, patrons, legal guardians, protectors. See at

45:10, p. 1620,n. 12.

3. jJcj> muttaqin (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqin) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

44:51, p. 1615, n. 5).

4. i. e., this Qur'an is enlightenment, yL-* basd'ir

( pi.; s. basirah) = enlightenment, insight,

perspicacity. See at 28:43, p. 1247, n. 3.

5. oy*>j y&qin&na = they believe with certitude,

have firm conviction, know for certain, are sure

(v. iii. m. pi., impfct. form 'ayqana, form IV of

yaqina [yaqn/yaqtn], to be sure, be certain. See at

45:4, p. 1619, n.3).

6. v

—

fyasiba = thought, deemed, regarded,

supposed (v. iii. m. s. past from fyasiba [hisbdn/

mahsabah], to deem, to regard. See at 29:4, p.

1266, n. 4).

7. ijtarahu - they committed [a crime/an

outrage] (v. iii. m. pi. past from ijtaraha, form

Vlll of jaraha [jarh], to wound, to injure. See

jarahtum at 6:61, p. 415, n. 3).

8. oli-* sayyi'dt (pi.; s. <v sayyi'ah) = evils,

evil deeds, sins. See at 42:25, p. 1571, n. 5.

9. JxxJ naj'ala{u) = we make, set, appoint (v. i.

pi. impfct. from ja'ala [ja'l], to make, to set. The

final letter takes fathah because of the particle 'an

coming before the verb. See at 19:21, p. 955, n.

9).

10. sawd' = straight, even, equal, same,

alike, on a par. See at 36:10, p. 141 1, n. 1.

1 1 . Oj-^xj yuhkumUna - they judge, adjudge,

pass judgement, give decision (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from hakama [hukm], to pass judgement.

See at 29:4, p. 1266, n. 8).



with the truth,
1

and that requited
2
might be

every individual

for what he acquires
3

(ft) o£i£Vjiij and they shall not be wronged

23. Do you then see the one

who takes
4
as his god

his whims, 5

and Allah makes him go astray

against knowledge

and puts a seal
7
on

his hearing
8 and his heart

and sets over his sight
9

a cover?
10

So who can guide him

after Allah?

Sul Will you not then take heed?
11
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1. i. e., for right causes and purposes and with

just considerations.

2. <sy*J tujzd - she is requited, rewarded,

recompensed, rewarded, repaid (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

passive from jazd \jazA'], to recompense. See at

40:17, p. 1515, n. 4).

3. i. e., of merits and demerits. kasabat =

she or it earned, acquired, gained (v. iii. f. s. past

from kasaba [kasb], to gain. See at 42:30, p.

1573, n. 5).

4. JL*Ji ittakhadha = he took , took for him, took

up, assumed (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of

'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See at 45:9, p. 1620,

n. 6).

5. i. e., he is guided by his desires and whims

(Al-Bahr, IX, p. 422). tij* hawan (s.; pi.

'ahwd') = affection, desire, craving, whims. See at

38:26, p. 1466, n. 5.

6. i. e., because of his following his desires in

disregard of the revealed knowledge and guidance.

J->t 'adalla - he led astray, misled, made go

astray (v. iii. m. s. past in from IV of dalla [daldU

daldlah], to go astray. See at 36:62, p. 1423, n.

io>.

7. i. e., makes impervious to the truth.

khatama = he sealed, put a seal, closes (v. iii. m,

s. past from khalm/khitdm, to seal. See at 2:7, p. 6,

n. 4).

8. sam ' = hearing, to listen, sense of hearing,

ears. See at 18:101, p. 946, n. 12.

9. J*** basar (s.; pi. 'ab$dr) = eye, sight, vision,

glance, look, insight. See at 16:77, p. 852, n. 1 1.

10. ijLip ghisMwah = covering, cover, veil (see

at 2:7, p. 6, n. 8). The putting of a seal on the

heart and hearing and a veil on the sight means

that on account of obstinate unbelief these are

rendered incapable of receiving the truth.

11. iJjj^' tadhakkarHna (originally

tatadhakkaruna) - you bear in mind, remember,

receive admonition, take heed (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from tadhakkara, form V of dhakara [dhikr/

tadhkdr], to remember. See at 37 : 155, p. 1454,

n. 3).

12. yuhliku = he destroys, annihilates,

ruins, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ahlaka, form IV

of halaka [halk/hulk/tahlukah\, to perish, to die.

See yuhliku at 1 1:1 17, p. 719, n. 10).

24. And they say: "There is

naught but our worldly life.

We die and live

and nothing destroys
12
us
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ill

f

except time.

And they do not have

of that any knowledge.

They do naught but presume.
2

25. And when recited
3
are to

them Our signs
4
most clear

5

their argument
6
is nothing

except that they say:

"Bring
7
our fathers

if you are truthful."

26.Say: Allah gives you life,*

then He will make you die,
9

then He will gather
10 you

to the Day of Judgement

in which there is no doubt;
11

but most men

do not know.
12

Section (Ruku *)4

-5J 27. And to Allah belongs

<g£sl\ the dominion
i3
of the heavens

and the earth.

Part (Juz') 25 ]

1. Because of their unbelief in Allah and in the

life in the hereafter, the unbelievers think they do

not have to bother about anything but the worldly

life and that they die only by the process of time.

dahr (s.; pi. duhur) = time, age, epoch.

2. 0>&e yazunn&na = they suppose, conjecture,

presume, think; also, they firmJy believe (v. iii.

m. p|. impfct. from zanna [zann], to firmly

believe, to suppose. See at 2:249, p. 127, n. 3).

3. <Jz tutld = it (fem.) is recited, read out, read

aloud (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive from laid

[tildwah], to recite. See at 23.105, p. 1 100, n. 1 1).

4. i. e., texts of the Qur'an relating to

Resurrection, oljl 'dydt (sing, 'dyah) = signs,

miracles, revelations, statements of the Qur'an,

evidences. See at 45:8, p. 1620, n. 2.

5. oL; bayyin&t (pi.; sing, bayyinah) - clear,

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 45:17,

p. 1623, n. 1).

6. kujjah (s.; p hujaj) - argument,

pretext, pretence, proof, plea. See at 42:15, p.

1566, n. 9.

7. i. e., bring back our dead fathers, lyil i'tti =

you (aJl) come, give, (followed by bi) bring (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from 'ata [ityaW aty/ ma'tah],

to come. See at 44:36 p. J 61 2, n. 10).

8. The fact is that Allah, Who gives life and

causes to die, can give life again. yuhyi = he

gives life, revivifies, brings to life, enlivens,

animates, vitalizes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

ahyd, form IV of hayiya [hayah], to live. See at

44:8, p. 1607, n. 8).

9. yumitu = he causes to die, puts to death

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'amata, form IV of

mata [mawt], to die. See at 44:8, p. 1607, n. 9).

10. yajma'u = he collects, gathers,

accumulates, amasses, brings together (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from jama'a [jam'], to gather, to collect.

Seeyajma'una at 43:32, p. 1590, n. 12).

J J . rayb = doubt, suspicion, misgivings. See

at 42:7 p. 1562, n. 5.

12. i. e., that Allah Alone gives life and causes to

die and can give life again to the one who is dead.

13. «iUU mulk - dominion, kingship, monarchy,

right of possession, ownership. See at 43:85, p.

1604, n.l.
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And the day

the Hour shall take place,
1

on that day will suffer loss
2

the followers of falsehood.
3

28. And you will see

every people
4

E.

down on their knees.
5

Every people will be called
6

to their book.
7

Today you will be requited
8

for what you used to do.

*S *> >/

29. This Book of Ours speaks
9

about you with the truth.

Indeed We had been

transcribing
10

all that you used to do.

30. So as to those who

believe

and do the good deeds,
11

their Lord will admit
12 them

1. taq&mu = she or it stands, gets up, takes

place (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from qdma [qiydm

/qawmah], to get up, to stand up, to be erect. See

taqQma at 30:25, p. 1297, n. 1 1.

2. khasira = he suffered loss, lost, incurred

damage (v. iii. m. s. past from khusr /khasdr

/khasdrah /khusran. See at 40:85, p. 1539, n. 10).

3. Ojli*^ mubtiltin (pi.; s. mubtit) = lying ones,

followers of falsehood, prattlers (act. participle

from 'abtala, form IV of batala [butl Ibatldn],

to be null/ false. See at 40:78, p. 1 537, n. 5).

4. *>t 'ummah (pi. ^1 'umam) = community,

people, group, nation, generation, species,

category, faith, religion, model, model leader,

period of time. See at 43:22, p. 1587, n. 7.

5. ij*r jathiyah (f.; m. jdthin ) = she that kneels,

falling on the knees, is down on the knees (act.

partciple from jathd [juthQw], to kneel, to bend on

the knees).

6. tud'd = she is called, summoned, invoked/

invited (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive from da'd

[du'd'], to call. See fu^'awna at 40: 10, p. 1513, n.

1).

7. i. e., the record of their deeds.

8. 0jjp«2 tujzawna = you are recompensed,

requited, rewarded, repaid (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from jazd [jazd'] 7 to recompense. See at

37:39, p. 1436, n. 9).

9. i. e., the Record of Deeds with Allah, jku.

yanfiqu = he speaks, talks, pronounces,

articulates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nataqa

[nutq/nutuq/mantiq], to talk, speak, articulate. See

at 23:62, p. 1090,n. 9).

10. i. e, had these written down. J

nastansikhu - we transcribe, copy (v. i. pi.

impfct. from istansakha, form X of nasakha

[naskh], to delete, to abolish, to abrogate. See

yansakhu at 22:52, p. 1064, n. 4).

1 1. oUJLo sdltffdt (f.; sing, sdlihah; m. sdlih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and xunnah). See at 42:26, p. 1571, n. 17.

12. J^-Aj yudkhilu = he admits, makes enter,

enters, puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

adkhala, form IV of dakhala (dukhut), to enter,

to go in. See at 42:8, p. 1562, n. 10).
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4 to His mercy.

j^y^s That will be the success

most conspicuous.

ou! I l!.r, 31. And as for those who

£2" disbelieved
3—

"Were not then My signs
4

recited
5
to you,

but you turned arrogant
6

&f£> and were a people

committing sins?"
7

few*

32. And when it was said:

"Verily Allah's promise is true;

and the Hour,
8

there is no doubt
9
about it",

you said: " We know 10
not

what is the Hour.

We do not consider
11

it aught

but a conjecture

nor are we

firmly convinced."
12

)j* fawz - success, triumph, victory,

achievement. See at 44:57, p. 1616, n. 12.

2. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, open and clear, conspicuous, that which

makes clear (act. participle from 'abdna, form IV

of bdna [baydn], to be clear. See at 44:33, p.

1612, n. 7).

3. kafarti = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 45:1 1, p. 1621, n. 2).

4. i. e., texts of the Qur'an . 'dydi (sing.

'ayah) = signs, miracles, revelations, statements of

the Qur'an, evidences. See at 45:25, p. 1626, n. 4.

5. Jbr tutld - it (fern.) is recited, read out, read

aloud (v. iii. f. s. impfcl. passive from laid

[tildwah], to recite. See at 45:25, p. 1626, n. 3).

6. {Jj^o-l istakbartum - you became proud,

turned arrogant, haughty (v. ii. m. pi. past from

istakbara, form X of kabura [kubr/ kibdr/

kabarah] to become big, great. See istakbarta at

39:59, p. 1502, n. 5).

7. j^j>^ mujrimin (pi.; acc./gen. of mujrimun;

s. mujrim) = those who commit sins, sinners,

culprits, sinful (act. participle from ajratna, form

IV of jarama \jarm], to commit a crime. See at

44:37, p. 1613, n. 2).

8. i. e., the Hour of Resurrection. IpL* sd'ah (s.;

pi. sd'dt) = hour, time, clock, the Hour of

Resurrection. See at 40:59, p. 1530, n. 7.

9. rayb = doubt, suspicion, misgivings. See at

45:26 p. 1626, nil.

10. Lfj-ii nadri = we know, are aware (v. i. pi.

impfct. from dara [ dirdyah], to know. See taddri

at 42:52, 1580, n. 7).

1 1. Jlai nazunnu - we think, believe, suppose,

consider (v. i. pi. impfct. from zanna [zann ], to

think, to suppose. See at 26:186, p. 1 194, n. 7).

12. j .

-

i.- mustayqinin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mustayqinu; s. mustayqun) = firmly convinced,

are sure (act. participle from istayqanu, form X
of yaqina \yaqn/yaqari\, to be sure, to know for

certain. See istayqanat at 27:14, p. 1206, n. 5).
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33.And clear will
1

be to them

the evils
2
of what they did;

and there will encircle
3 them

what they used to mock at.
4

34. And it will be said:

"Today We forget
5 you as

you did forget
6
the meeting

of this day of yours.

And your abode
7
is the fire,

and you shall not have

any helper."
8

$
J*

$$J& 35. This is so because you

J^^f^CjrjS to°k9
Allah's signs in jest

and there deceived
11
you

Qltiigl the worldly life.

£3E So this day

S^icV they shall not be brought out

(ZWjlJu from there nor will they be

($5>^jiZi allowed to make amends.
12

& 36. So, to Allah belongs

10

h U< 6ad!£ = he or it came to view, became

clear/obvious, came to light, became bare (v. iii.

m. s. past from buduw/ bada\ to appear, to come
to light. See at 39:47, p. 1498, n. 4).

2. cte-* sayyi'at (pi.; s.^ sayyi'ah) = evils, evil

deeds, sins. See at 45:21, p. 1624, n. 8.

3. JU- haqa - he or it surrounded, enclosed,

hemmed in, encircled (v. iii. m. s. past from hawq,

to surround. See at 40:83, p. 1539, n. 1).

4. i. e., the punishment of which they had been

warned but which they used to mock at. 0yj&~i

yastahzVUna - they scoff, deride, mock, ridicule

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istahza'a, from X of

haza'a [hazV huz'/ huzuV huzu'/mahza'ah], to

mock, to make fun. See at 43:7, p. 1583, n. 7).

5.^ nansd = we forget, become oblivious ( v. i.

pi. impfct. from nasiya[nasy/nisydn], to forget.

See at 7:51, p. 485, n. 4).

6. f~~J nasitum = you (all) forgot, became

oblivious (v. ii. m. pi. past from nasiya [nasy/

nisydn], to forget. See at 32:14, p. 1328, p. 7).

7. ma'wan (s.; pi. ma'dwin) = habitation,

abode, dwelling, shelter (adverb of place from

'awd ['amy], to seek shelter. See at 32:19, p.

1329, n. 7).

8. ,jis*k n&sirin (acc./gen. of ndsirun, sing.

ndsir) - helpers, protectors, assistants (active

participle from nasara [nasr/ nusur], to help. See

at 29:24, p. 1274, n. 2).

9. pital Utakhadhtum = you (all) took, took up,

assumed, adopted (v. ii. m. pi. past from

ittakhadha, form VIII of 'akhadha ['alchdh), to

take. See at 29:25, p. 1273, n. 6).

10. huzuwan huzu') ~ in jest, in

mockery, in ridicule, as a laughing stock. See at

45:9, p. 1620, n. 7.

11. o> gharrat ~ she or it deceived, deluded,

misled, beguiled (v. iii. f. s. past from gharra

[ghurur], to deceive, delude. See at 7:51, p. 485,

n. 3).

12. i. e., to please Allah by making amends and

doing good deeds. tij?jc~~> yusta 'tabuna = they

are allowed to please (after being censured), to

make amends (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

ista'taba, form X of 'ataba ['atb/ma'tab], to

blame, censure. See at 30:57, p. 1309, n. 8).
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xiT all the praise,

o^liilyj Lord of the heavens

Jpx^jj and Lord of the earth,

$J Uffi^fj Lord of all beings.
1

iE^SJf 5j; 37. And His is the Majesty
2

^Vvj^Jiill^ in the heavens and the earth;

^Jljij and He is the All-Mighty,
3

i the All-Wise.
4

1. (j-JU *dlamin (acc./gen. of dyjy* 'dlamun;

sing, jju '<3/a/n, i.e., any being or object that points

to its Creator; sing. 'Alam) = ail beings, creatures.

See at 44:32, p. 1612, n. 4).

2. tSijf kibriyd' = greatness, magnificence,

Majesty, pride, arrogance. See at 10:78, p. 665, n.

10.

3. jijf- 'aztz ~ All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; also

respected, distinguished, dear, beloved, strong,

mighty, difficult, hard. See at 45:2, p. 1618, n. 4.

4. i. e., in His deeds and commandments. ^S>-

haktm (s.; pi. hukama') = All-Wise, judicious, full

of wisdom (active participle in the scale of fa'il

from hakama [hukm], to pass judgement. See at

45:2, p. 1618, n'. 4).



46. SOratal-Ahqaf ( The Winding Sandy Tracts)

Makkan: 35 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which deals with tawfytd (monotheism), risalah (the Messengership of

Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him), Resurrection, Judgement and requital. It starts by

reiterating that the Qur'an is sent down by Allah and by denouncing the worship of imaginary gods and

goddesses in lieu of Allah. It then points out the attitude of the unbelievers to the Qur'an and the

Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and gives appropriate replies to their

assumptions. Along with these mention is made of the two types of human beings, one righteous and

obedient to parents and the other not righteous and disobedient. The consequence of unbelief and

rejection of the truth is then pointed by a mention of the punishment that awaits the unbelievers in the

hereafter and of the punishment that was inflicted on the unbelieving 'Ad people of Prophet Hud, peace

be on him, who inhabited al-Abqaf, i. e., the winding sandy tracts of the eastern region of Yaman. The
surah is named after this incident of the destruction of the 'Ad people.

0 \.Ha-Mim x

Jgu 2. The sending down 2

&\&iJ£l\ of the Book3
is from Allah,

0j*0$j&K the All-Mighty,the All-Wise.

l3ui 3. We have created
4
not

j$%c/£Zl\ heavens and the earth

Z£Z£j and all that is between them

jiWi except for the just cause
5

jLlij^j and a term
6
specified.

7

But those who disbelieve do

from what they are warned
8

0 tijrvJ^A turn away.
9

1631

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2:1, p.

4.,n. 1.

2. Jijs tanzil = sending down, bringing down,

something sent down (verbal noun in form II of

nazala [nuzul], to come down. See al 45:2, p.

1618, n. 2.

3. i. e., the Qur'an.

4. khalaqnd = we created, made,

originated (v. i. pi. past from khalaqa [khalq], to

create. See at 44:38, p. 1613, n. 3).

5. haqq = right, truth, liability, justice, just

cause. See at 44:38, p. 1613, n. 5.

6. i. e., for a term. J*-! 'ajal (pi. 'djal) - appointed

time, term, date. See at 42: 14, p. 1565, n. 10.

7. Lf~* musamman (s.; pi. musammuydt)-

specified, stipulated, named, designated, defined

(passive participle {m. s. } from sammd {to

name], form II of samd [sum&w/ soma'], to be

high. See at 42: 14, p. 1565, n. 11).

8. ijjJu! 'undhirti = they were warned, cautioned

(v. iii. m. pi. past from 'andahra, form IV of

nadhara [nadhr, nudhur], to dedicate, to make a

vow. See at 18:56, p. 932, n. 9)

9. oyi>yu> mu 'ridtirt (sing, mu 'rid ) = those who

turn away/ avert/ evade/ fall back (active

participle from 'a'rada, form IV of 'aruda ['ard],

to be broad, wide, to appear, to show. See at

24:48, p. 1126, n. 7).
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0*m

4. Say: "Do you see

what you invoke
1

besides Allah?

Show me what is that

they created
2
of the earth

or do they have any share
3

in the heavens?

Bring
4 me a book5

anterior to this

or any trace
6
of knowledge,

7

if you are truthful.
8

5. And who is worse astray
9

than the one who invokes

besides Allah

those that will respond
10
not

to him till the day of Judgement

and they are of their invocation

unaware? 11

Lyjy 6. And when gathered
12

will

be mankind, they will be

'X&'fi*
for them enemies

13

1. i. e., worship. OjpJtf tad'tina = you (all) call,

call upon, invoke, invite (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

da'a [du'd'l to call. See at 40:66, p. 1533, n. 1).

2. i^iU khalaqti = they created, made, originated

(v. iii. m. pi. past from khalaqa [khalq], to create.

See khalaqna at 46:3, p. 1631, n. 4).

3. i. e., in the creation and running of the affairs of

the heavens. shirk = to share, partnership,

polytheism, idolatry. See at 35:40, p. 1405, n. 1.

4. \yS\ i'tti. = you (all) come, give, (followed by

bi) bring (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'atd [ityan/

aty/ma'tah\, to come. See at 45:25 p. 1626, n. 7).

5. i. e., a book revealed by Allah that supports the

worship of other beings than Allah.

6. ijtf 'athdrah = track, trace, footstep, vestige,

mark, remnant, effect, result. See 'athdr at 40:82,

p. 1538, n. 8.

7. i. e., of revealed knowledge.

8. i. e., in saying that entities other than Allah

deserve worship. ^jU* s&diqin (pi.; acc./gen. of

sddiqun; s. sddiq) = truthful, those who speak the

truth (active participle from sadaqa [sadq/ sidq],

to speak the truth. See at 44:36, p. 1612, n. 7).

9. JJ»t 'adallu = further astray, worst astray, more

misguided (elative of Ju> d&ll). See at 41:52, p.

1559, n. 2.

10. i. e., to the prayers. ..^^ yastajfbu = he

responds, answers complies with, accedes to (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from istaj&ba, from X of jdba

\jawb], to travel, to explore. See at 42:26. p.

1571, n. 6).

11. 0y*U ghafilfin = negligent, unmindful,

heedless, inattentive, ignorant, unaware (act.

participle from ghafala [ghqflah/ ghuful J, to

neglect, to ignore. See at 36:6, p. 1410, n. 2).

12. i. e., after Resurrection on the Day of

Judgement, j^- hushira = he or it was

assembled, gathered, mustered, collected, rallied,

herded (v. iii. m. s. past passive from hashara

[hashr], to gather. See at 27:17, p. 1207, n. 5).

13. i. e., those imaginary gods whom they used to

worship will turn enemies for them. *Ul*I 'a*da'

(pi.; s. j-A* 'aduww) - enemies, foes, adversaries.

Seeat41:28, p. 1549, n. 8.
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and will

of the worship of them

Qlb^ be disbelieving.
1

j*t^<^ £)J
7. And if recited

2
are to them

c^0LC Our signs
3
quite clear,

4

oui)jl* those who disbelieve say

ZfA of the truth
5

'^XXl when it has come to them:

0<^>^ lii "This is sorcery
6
quite clear."

8. Or do they say:

u

"He has fabricated
7
it"?

.

Say: "If I have fabricated it,

then you have no power8
for me

against Allah whatsoever.

He knows best of what

you are spreading
9
about.

Sufficient
1^ He

as a witness
11

between me and you;

and He is the Most Forgiving,

the Most Merciful.

1. ttJ^ kdfirtn ( pi.; acc/genitive of kdfiriin; s.

kdfir) = unbelievers, infidels, those disbelieving,

ungrateful (active participle from kafara [kufr

/kufrdn / kufftr), to disbelieve, to cover. See at

40:74, p. 1535, n. 7).

2. JLj tutld = it (fem.) is recited, read out, read

aloud (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive from laid

[tildwah], to recite. See at 45:31, p. 1628, n. 5).

3. i. e., texts of the Qur'an . olj 'dydt (sing.

'ayah) = signs, miracles, revelations, statements of

the Qur'an, evidences. See at 45:31, p. 1628, n. 4.

4. oU( bayyindt (pi.; sing, bayyinah) = clear,

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 45:25,

p. 1626, n. 5).

5. i. e., the Qur'an and the truth contained in it.

6. The Makkan unbelievers considered the giving

out of the Qur'an by the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him, sorcery because its

text appeared to them unusual and magical and

its giving out was quite unthought of on his part.

sihr (pi. ashdr) = sorcery, magic. See at

43:30, p. 1589, n. 13.

7. iftard = he fabricated, invented falsely,

trumped up, slandered, forged (v. iii. m. s. past, in

form VIII offard \fary], to cut lengthwise. See at

42:24, p. 1570, n. 9).

8. i. e., you cannot be of avail to me against

Allah's displeasure and retribution. 0>&Lj

tamlik&na = you possess, hold, dominate, own,

have power (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from malaka

[malk/mulk/milk], to take in possession. See at

17:100, p. 906, n. 1).

9. i. e., of false rumours about the Qur'an and the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him.

d^aJu tufuftina - you (all) are engaged, take part,

undertake, spread, bruit abroad (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'afdda, form IV of fd<ja

[fayd/fayddn], to flow, overflow, inundate. See at

10:8, p. 659, n. 8).

10. (jiT kafd = he suffices, is sufficient, is

enough (v. iii. m. s. past from kifdyah, to be

enough. See at 33:39, p. 1352, n. 7).

11. JL^i shahtd (s.; pi. shuhadd') - on-looker,

spectator, witness, martyr, All-Witnessing (act.

participle in the scale of fa'U from shahida

[shuhfid], to see, to witness. See at 34:47, p.

1386, n. 8).
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0*

>-<i*J><>

9. Say: "I am no novelty
1

of the Messengers,
2

nor do I know3

what will be done with me

or with you.

I follow
4
naught but what

is communicated5
to me;

nor am I aught but

a warner
6
open and clear."

7

10. Say: "Do you see,

if it is from Allah,

and you bisbelieve
7
in it

while there testifies
8
a witness

of the Children of Isra' ii

to its likeness
9
and believes

while you turn arrogant?
10

Verily Allah guides
11
not

the people that transgress.
12

<L<<

Section (Ruku')l

bj&ffij 1 1 • And there say those who

[j£ii^=> disbelieve

of those who believe:

1 . {_Jn bid* = new, novel, novelty, unprecedented.

2. i. e., there had been Messengers before.

3. 'adri = I know, am aware (v. i. s. impfct.

from dard [ dirdyah], to know. See tadruna at

21:109, 1042, n. 9).

4. £j*f 'attabi'u = I follow, obey, succeed (v. i. s.

impfct. from itttaba 'a, form VIII of tabi 'a \iaba 7

tabd'ah], to follow. See at 18:66, p. 936, n. 2).

5- y&hfi = it is communicated (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from 'awhd, form IV of wahd

[wahy], to communicate. See at 41:6, p. 1641, n. 9.

Technically wahy means Allah's communication

to His Prophets by various means. Some of these

means are mentioned in 2:92, 16:2,16:102, 26:193

and 42:5 1. See also Bukhdri, nos. 2-4).

6. i. e., against Allah's displeasure and retribution.

jt^ nadhir (pi. nudhur) = warner, one or that

which gives warning (active participJe in the scaJe

offa'il from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur], to vow, to

pledge). See at 43:23, p. 1 588, n. 2).

7. i. e, do you see what will happen to you ?

kafartum - you disbelieved, turned ungrateful,

denied, covered (v. ii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to disbelieve, to cover. See at 41:52,

p.l559,n. I).

8. Afri shahida - he bore witness, testified,

witnessed (v. iii. m. s. past from shuhud, to

witness. See at 43: 86, p. 1604, n. 7).

9. i. e., its likeness to what is in the Tawrdh . Ji*

mithl (s.; pi. Ji^l 'amihdf) - like, similar,

equivalent. See at 42:1 1, p. 1563, n. 1 1.

10. ^ istakbartum = you became proud,

turned arrogant, haughty (v. ii. m. pi. past from

istakbara, form X of kabura [kubr/ kibdr/

kabdrah] to become big, great. See at 45:31, p.

1628, n. 6).

1 1 . yahdt - he guides, shows the way (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from hadd [hady/ hudanJ

hiddyah], to guide. See al 43:27, p. 1589, n. 4).

12. i. e., the polytheists [note that at 31:13 shirk

or setting partners with Allah is called a grave

zulm]. (>*JUi zalimin (acc./gen. of zalimun, sing.

zdlim) - transgressors, wrong-doers, unjust

persons, those committing wrongs, polytheists {

active participle from zalama [zulm], to

transgress, do wrong. See at 43:76, p. 1601, n.

11).
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"Were it a good thing,

they would not have got ahead
1

M of us to it.

And as they be not guided
2

> >
by it they will say:

This is a lie or old.

iz. Ana oerore inis was

the Book ot Musa
G

as a guide
4
and mercy;

ana tnis is a dook

contirming

in Arauic language,

that he may warn6

those who transgress;
7

and good news8

for the righteous.

13. Verily those who say:

uur Lx>ra is Allan

f ^
then remain upright,

no fear will be on them

nor will they grive.
10

0

1. l^i--* sabaqii = they got ahead, outstripped,

forestalled, preceded (v. iii. m. pi. past from

sabaqa [sabq], to go or act before. See at 8:59, p.

568, n. 11).

2. IjJc+> yahtadti (na) - they be guided, are in

receipt of guidance (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

ihtcidd, form VI 11 of hadd [ hady/ hudan

/hiddyah], to guide, to show the way. The terminal

nun is dropped for the particle lam coming before

the verb. See at 18:57, p. 933, n.7).

3. S*\ ifk (s.; pi. 'afd'ik) = calumny, slander,

libel, falsehood, lie. See at 37:151, p. 1453, n. 8.

4. i. e., before this Qur'an there was sent down
the Book of MQsa (Tawrdh) as a guide and mercy.

pW imdm (pi. a'immah) - leader, model,

highway, guide ( in the sense of book of

guidance/deeds, record), record. See at 36:12, p.

1411, n. 11.

5. i. .e, confirming the teachings of the previous

Books. Jjux. mu$addiq = one who or that which

confirms, verifies, attests (active participle from

saddaqa, form II of sadaqa [sadq/sidq], to speak

the truth. See at 35:31, p. 1401, n. 1).

6. jj^. yundhira(u) = he warns, cautions (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate, to vow. The final

letter takes fathah for a hidden 'an in // {of

motivation} coming before the verb. See at 36:70,

p. 1425, n. 12).

7. i. e., set partners with Allah. zalamti =

they did wrong/injustice, transgressed, committed

shirk [note that at 31:13 shirk ( setting partners

with Allah ) is called a grave zulm.] (v. iii. m. pi.

past from zalama [zalm/zulm], to do wrong. See at

37:122, p.*1434,n.'2).

8. i. e., of rewards and happy life in the hereafter.

(jj^j bushrd = glad tidings, good news. See at

39:17, p. 1487, n. 8.

9. i. e., in their faith and deeds l^Uu-i istaqamti

- they straightened up, stood upright, became

straight, were right/proper (v. iii. m. pi. past from

istaqdma, form X of qama [qawmah/qiydm], to

get up, to stand up. See at 41:30, p. 1550, n. 6).

10. i. e., in the hereafter, o

y

j>h yatyzan&na =

they grieve, become sad (v. iii. m. pi. impfet.

from hazina [huzn/hazari], to grieve. See at 39:61,

p. 1503, n. 2).'
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14. They will be

the inmates
1

of the garden

abiding for ever
2
therein,

as a reward
3
for what

they use to do.

15. And We have enjoined
4

on man about his parents

to be good and benevolent.
5

His mother carried
6 him

with hardship
7

and delivered
8 him

with hardship;

and carrying him

and weaning9 him
E

are thirty months;

L: ^ till when he attains
10

his maturity
11
and reaches

forty years he says:

"My Lord, give it to my lot
12

that I express gratitude
13
for

Your grace which

You have bestowed on me

1. <_A*u*t "as-hab (pi.; sing. s&hib) -

inmates, dwellers, companions, associates,

followers, owners. See at 40:43, p. 1525, n. 6).

2. ji-rt^* kh&Udin (pi.; acc./gen. of khalidtin, s.

khalid) = living for ever, abiding for ever,

everlasting, eternal, immortals (active participle

from khalada [khulud], to live for ever. See at

40:76, p. 1536, n. 2.

3. jazd' = retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 42:40, p.

1575, n. 8).

4. j wassaynd = we enjoined, made a behest,

directed, made incumbent (v. i. pi. past in form 11

of wasd [wasy], to be joined, lightened, degraded.

See at 31: 14,' p. 1315, n. 4).

5. 0L->-i
y
ihs&n - doing good things, being good,

charity, benevolence, righteousness. See at 17:23,

p. 880, n.5.

6. cJL**- hamalat = she carried, bore, took the

load of, became pregnant, conceived (v. iii. f. s.

past from hamala [haml], to carry. See at 31:14,

p. 1315, n.4).

7. *J" kurh = loathsome, loathing, disgust,

aversion, detestation, hatred, abhorrence,

repugnance, hardship. See at 2:216, p. 104, n. 8.

8. wada'at = she laid, laid down, delivered,

gave birth to (v. iii. f. s. past from wada'a [wad'],

to lay, to put down. See at 3:36, p. 169, n. 3).

9. JUai fisdl = weaning, to wean. See at 3 1 : 1 4, p.

1315, n. 6.

10. £b balagha = he or it reached, came to,

attained (v. iii. m. s. past from bulugh, to reach.

See at 37:102, p. 1446, n. 3).

1 1 . J-S.! 'ashudd = physical maturity, virility.

balagha 'ashuddahu: he came of age, attained

majority. See at 28:14, p. 1235, n. 7.

12. £jjt 'awzi' = allot, give it to the lot,

distribute, incite, inspire (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from 'awza'a, form IV of waza'a [waz'] f to

restrain. See at 27:19, p. 1208, n. 1).

13. 'ashkura(u) - 1 express gratitude, give

thanks, am grateful (v. i. s. impfct. from shakara

[shukr/shukrdn], to thank, express gratitude. The

final letter is vowelless because of the particle 'an

coming before the verb. See at 27:19, p. 1208, n.

2).
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and on my parents

^4^J^ot> and that I do good deeds

that You be pleased
1

with,

and make good2
for me

in my progeny.
3

Indeed I turn in repentance
4

to You and indeed I am

of the Muslims."

^ill^Jjl 16. Such are the ones

of whom We shall accept
5

t^Lpli
(
^Xl the best

6
of what they do

^li^o^iW^j and pass over
7
their sins.

8

w^lg They will be among the

£33 inmates of the garden—
l

fS^^3^\jLj a promise of truth which

0, &jj£y\ji£ they have been assured.
9

J^^jJli 17. But he who says

to his parents: " Fie on you.

^ill^l Do you threaten
10 me

jt that I shall be brought out
1

1

jjj while there have passed away

1 lt'V to*"^ = you like, are pleased, are

satisfied, agree, approve (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from

radiya [ridan/ridwdn/marddh], to be satisfied.

See at 27:19, p. 1208, n. 5).

2. ^L»i 'aslih = put right, put in order, make

good, reform (v. ii. m. s. imperative from 'aslaha,

form IV of salaha [ salah/ suluh/ maslahah], to

be good, proper. See at 7:142, p. 517, n. 9).

3. i. e., make my children good and righteous.

dhurriyah (pi. dhurriyat/ dhardriy) — offspring,

progeny, children, descendants. See at 37:1 13, p.

1448, n. 2).

4. c~J tubtu- 1 turned in repentance, turned,

repented (v. iii. m. s. past from tdba [tawb,

tawbah / matdb], to repent. See tdba at 5:39, p.

347, n. 7). Technically tdba means, in respect of

man, to turn to Allah in penitence and with

resolve to reform, and in respect of Allah, to turn

in forgiveness . See at 7: 143, p. 518, n. 7.

5. JJfc; nataqabbalu = we accept, receive, grant

(v. i. pi. impfct. from taqabbala, form V of qabila

[qabul/quMt\, to accept. See taqabbal at 14:40, p.

802, n. 4).

6. 'ahsan = better, fairer/fairest, more/most

handsome, more/most befitting, best. Elative of

hasan, good, beautiful. See at 41:33, p. 1551, n. 4.

7. jjU^J nalajdwazu = we pass over, leave

behind, exceed, surpass, overstep, disregard,

forgo (v. i. pi. impfct. from tajdwaza, from VI of

jdza [jawdz/majdz], to pass, to be allowed. See

jdwaznd at 18:62, p. 934, n. 12).

8. sayyi'&t (pi.; s. is-* sayyi'ah) = evils,

evil deeds, sins. See at 45:33, p. 1629, n. 2.

9. djJ&jiyti'adtina = they are promised, assured,

threatened, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

w'ada [wa'd], to make a promise. See at 43:83, p.

1603, n. 10).

10. OIJ^j" ta'iddni = you (two) promise, assure,

threaten (v. ii. m. dual, impfct. from w'ada

[wa'd], to make a promise. See ta'idu at 1 1:32, p.

689, n. 7. See also n. 9 above).

1 1. i. e., from the grave. £ 'ukhraj(u) - 1 am

ousted, dislodged, brought out, produced (v. i. s.

impfct. passive from 'akhraja, form IV of

kharaja [khuruj], to go out, to leave. See at 14:32,

p. 799, n.2).
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La,

the generations
1

before me?"

And the two

pray to Allah for help.
2

"Woe to you, believe.
3

Verily Allah's promise is true."

But he says:

"This is naught but

legends
4
of the ancients."

5

18. They are the ones

on whom becomes due6
the

word7
in the group of nations

8

that have passed away9
before

them ofjinn and men.

Indeed they will be

losers.
10

19. And for everyone

will be grades
11

according to what they did

and that He might repay fully
12

for their deeds;

and they will not be wronged.

1. Ojji qurtin (pi.; s. qarn) ~ generations,

centuries, horns. See at 36:30, p. 1416, n. 4

2. OU>t ...j yastaghtth&ni = they (two) seek relief,

pray for help (v. iii. m. dual, impfct. from

istaghdtha, form X from the root ghawth, help,

aid. See istaghdtha at 28:15, p. 1236, n. 5.

3. i. e., the parents ask their son to believe.

'dmin - you believe, have faith (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from 'amana, form IV of 'amino

[ 'amn/ 'amdn/ 'am&nah], to be safe, feel safe. See

'aminu at 4:47, p.262, n. 2).

4. 'asdttr (pi.; s. 'ust&rah) - legends, myths,

fables, tales. See at 27:68, p. 1223, n. 9.

5- 'awwaUn (pi.; acc./gen. of 'awwalun;

s.'awwaf) = first ones, foremost, those of old,

ancients. See at 37: 168, p. 1456, n. 2.

6. i. e., because of his persistence in unbelief, and

sinning. j»- haqqa - he or it became true, correct,

due, right, incumbent (v. iii. m. s. past from haqq.

See at 39:19, p. 1488, n. 1).

7. i. e., the sentence of punishment. Jy qawl (s.;

pi. 'aqwdl) = word, speech, saying, statement.

See at 28:51, p. 1250, n. 6.

8. i. e., the unbelieving and sinful nations. ^
'umam (pi.; s. U 'ummah) = communities,

nations, peoples, generations. See at 35:42, p.

1406, n. 3.

9. oi^ khalat - she passed, passed away,

became empty, became alone, went privately (v.

iii. f. s. past from khald [khut&'/khatd']. See at

40:85, p. 1539, n. 8).

10. jis*^ khdsirtn (acc/gen. of khasir&n, sing.

khdsir) = losers, those in loss (active participle

from khasara [khusr /khasdr /khasdrah /khusrdn]

to lose. See at 41:25, p. 1549, n. 1).

1 1. ujU-jJ daraj&t (sing. darajah) = ranks,

positions, grades, degrees, state, stairs, flight of

steps. See at 43:32, p. 1590, n. 7).

12. yuwaffiya (ft) - he gives in full, fulfils,

lives up to (v. iii. m. s. impfct. form waffd, form II

of wafd [wafd'] to redeem, fulfil, live up to. The

final letter takes fathah for an implied 'an in li

(of motivation) coming before the verb. See at

35:30, p. 1400, n. 10).
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20. And on the day

laid
1

will be those who

disbelieve on the fire.

"You took away2

your good things

in your worldly life

and enjoyed
3
it.

So today you are requited
4

with the torment of disgrace
5

for you used to turn arrogant
6

in the land

without right

and because you had been

sinning defiantly."
7

Section {Ruku ') 3

21. And recall

the Brother of
4

Ad.
8

When he warned9
his people

in the winding sand tracts,
10

and there had gone by

the warners
11
before him

and after him,

1 J*j*i yu'radu = he or it is exposed, displayed,

exhibited, set forth, laid, laid before,

demonstrated (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

'arada ['ard\ y to be visible. See 'urida at 38:31,

p. 1467, n. 10.

2. i. e., it will be said to them, ^-jo! 'adh-habtum

= you removed, caused to go away, took away,

eliminated (v. ii. m. pi. past from 'adh-haba, form

IV of dhahaba [dhihdb /madh-hab], to go. See

'adh-haba at 35:34, p. 1404, n. 5).

3. *i istamta'tum = you (all) enjoyed,

relished (v. ii. m. pi. past from istamta'a, form X
of mala'a [mat'/mut'ah], to take away. See at

4:24, p. 250, n. 10).

4. ojjxJ tujzawna = you are recompensed,

requited, rewarded, repaid (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from jazd \jazd'], to recompense. See at

45:28, p. 1627, n. 8).

5. Ojm h&n = disgrace, degradation, abasement,

ignominy. See at 4 1 : 1 8, p. 1 546, n. 3.

6. tastakbirHna - you pride yourself on,

turn arrogant, wax proud, become haughty, are

puffed up (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from istakbara,

form X of habura [kubr/ kibar/ Icabdrah] to

become big, large, great. See at 7:48, p. 484, n.

1).

7. dyL~£ tafsuq&na = you turn defiant, sin

defiantly, disobeyed, strayed from the right

course, rebelled (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from fasaqa

[fisq/fusuq], to stray from the right course, to

renounce obedience. See fasaqu at 32:20, p.

81330, n. 1).

8. i. e., Prophet Hud, peace be on him, who was

sent the 'Ad people. The Arabs use to refer to a

memeber of a tribe or clan as the brother or sister

of that particular tribe or clan.

9. 'andhara = he warned, cautioned (v. iii. m.

s. past in form IV of nadhara [nadhr/nudhur], to

dedicate, to make a vow. See 'andhartu at 41:13,

p. 1544, n. 2).

10. i-*li>-S/! al-Ahqaf = the winding sand tracts in

southern Arabia. It was the habitat of the 'Ad

people.

11. jii nudhur (p\., s. nadhir) - wamers (active

participle in the scale of fa'il from nadhara

[nadhr/ nudhGr], to vow, to pledge). See at

10: 101, p. 673, n. 7. See also n. 10 above).
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1
fji^vT that you worship

1 none

^fV| except Allah.

Indeed I fear
2
against you

the punishment of a day

very grave.
3

22. They said:

"Have you come to us

that you may divert
4
us

from our deities?

Then bring us

what you threaten
5
us with,

if you are

of the truthful.'*
6

23. He said: 'The knowledge
7

is but with Allan;

and i convey 10 you

what I have been sent
9
with,

but I see you are a people

ignoring."
10

24. Then when they saw it

a dense cloud
11

I. All the Prophets delivered the message of

monotheism, that of worshipping Allah Alone.

^ Id ta'budti. - you (all) worship not, never

worship (v. ii. m. pi. imperative {prohibition}

from 'abada [ 'ibddah /'ub&dah / 'ubudiyah], to

worship, to serve. See at 41:14, p. 1544, n. 6).

2. »L>tT 'akhdfu = I fear, am afraid, dread,

apprehend (v. i. s. impfct. from khafa [khawf[ t
to

fear. See at 40:32, p. 1521, n. 1).

3. fjip 'aztm = great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, gTave. See at 44:57, p. 1616, n. 13).

4. oJit; ta'fika{u) - you delude, deceive, beguile,

turn away, divert (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from 'afaka

['ifk/'afk/'afak/'ufuk], to lie, to deceive. The final

letter takes fat-hah because of an implied 'an in li

(of motivation) coming before the verb. See

yu'fakuna at 43:87, p. 1604, n. 11).

5. i. e., Alla's punishment with which you

threaten us. ta'idu = you promise, assure,

threaten (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from w'ada [wa'd],

to make a promise. See at 1 1:32, p. 689, n. 7).

6. (j-iiLf s&diqin (pi.; acc/gen. of sddiqQn; s.

s&diq) = truthful, those who speak the truth

(active participle from sadaqa [sadq/ sidq], to

speak the truth. See at 46:4, p. 1632, n. 8).

7. i. e., the knowledge of the time when

punishment will be given.

8. 'uballighu - I convey, communicate,

inform, notify (v. i. s. impfct. from ballagha,

form II of balagha \bulugh\, to reach. See at

7:68, p. 492, n. I).

9. li~L*jI 'ursiltu = I was sent, sent out,

despatched, (v. i. s. past passive from 'arsala,

from IV of rasila [rasal\, to be long and flowing.

See 'ursiltum at 41:14, p. 1544, n. 9).

10. i. e., ignoring the message and the truth.

djL^J tajhaltina ~ you ignore, do not know, are

foolish (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from jahala

\jahl/jahcLUih], to be ignorant. See at 7:138, p.

516, n. 3.

11. The 'Ad people were destroyed by a

devastating tempest. 'arid - that which

appears, becomes visible, dense cloud appearing

in the horizon, demonstrator, obstacle, anomalous

condition (act. participle from 'arada[ 'ard\ t to be

visible. See yu'radu at 46:20, p. 9, n. 1).
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(C^^ljJLl: approaching
1

their valleys
2

J^&j&y£ they said: "This is a cloud

that will rain on us."

^ Si Nay, it is what

you had sought to hasten,
4

L^gj a wind
5
wherein is

J^yjii^ a punishment most painful.

^ j^Ijj 25.lt will destroy
6
everything

tjL^ by ^e command of its Lord.

So they became7
such as

2cjiV nothing could be seen

except their dwellings.
8

d£l£$S' Thus do We requite
9
the

people committing sins.
10

26. And indeed We had

establised
11 them in that which

We have not establised you in

and had set for them ears

and sights
12
and hearts;

but there availed
13 them not

their ears

1. J-i^> mustaqbil = one or that which

approaches, welcomes, receives, faces (act.

participle from staqbala, form X of qabila

[qabul/qubul], to accept, to receive. See

naiaqabbalu at 46: 15, p. 1637, n. 5).

2. ipjl 'awdiyah (pi.; s. ->lj wadin) = ravines,

river beds, valleys. See at 1 3: 1 7, p. 77 1 , n. 5.

3. Ju** mumtir = that which rains, causes rain,

(act. participle from 'amtara, form IV of matara,

to rain. See 'amtarna at 27:58, p. 1219, n. 7).

4. (.tUht.-i ista'jaltum = you sought to hasten,

expedite, hurry (v. ii. m. pi. past from ista'jala,

form X of 'ajila ['ajal/'ajalah\, to hasten. See

yasta'jilQna at 37:176, p. 1457, n. 3).

5. £ij rth (s.; pJ. riyah/arwah/aryah/) = wind,

smell, spirit. See at 4 1 : 1 6, p. 1 545, n. 5).

6. j*x tudammiru - she or it destroys, devastates,

annihilates, demolishes ( v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

dammara, form II of damara, to perish. See

dammarna at 37: 136, p. 1451, n. 7).

7. 'asbahfi. - they became, became in the

morning (v. ii. m. pi. past in form IV of sabaha

[sabh], to be in the morning. See at 29:37, p.

1278, n. 4).

8. mas&kTn (pi.; s. maskan) = dwellings,

abodes, habitats. See at 27:18, p. 1207, n. 10.

9. iSy*j najzi = we reward, recompense, requite,

repay, punish ( v. i. pi. impfct. from jazd \Jazci'],

to recompense. See at 37:121, p. 1449, n. 5).

10. <>v*" mujrimln (pi.; acc./gen. of mujrimfin;

s. mujrim) = those who commit sins, sinners,

culprits, sinful (act. participle from ajrama, form

IV of jarama \jarm\ to commit a crime. See at

45:31, p. 1628, n. 7).

1 1 . makkannd = we put in a position,

established Firmly, strengthened (v. i. pi. past from

makkana, form II of makunu [makanah], to be

strong. See at 22:41, p. 1060, n. 10 ).

12. jUf 'absdr (sing. ^ basar) - visions, sights,

eyes, insight, discernment, perception. See at

41:22, p. 1547, n. 9).

13. ^ 'aghnd = he or it availed, became of

use, enriched, sufficed (v. iii. m. s. past in form

IV of ghaniya [ghinan / ghana' ], to be free from

want, to be rich. See at 40:82, p. 1538, n. 9).
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ft&ffij nor their sights

(4=j^»Wj nor their hearts
1

l^lTSl s&cj* whatsoever as they had been

^jJwL rejecting
2

the signs
3
of Allah;

pt:3£j and there encircled
4
them

^\jlt\S what they had been

$1 W*Jt~k mocking5
at.

Section {Ruku') 4

j&\ 27. And indeed

We have destroyed
6 what is

around you of habitations;
7

cjA\\2^j and We had spelt out* the signs

$ dj^/^i so that they might return.
9

28. Then why did there not

help them those whom

they took besides Allah

as approaching
10
gods?

Nay, they strayed from them.

And that was their lie
11

and that which they used

to fabricate.
12

1. iju&t 'afidah (pi.; s. fu'ad) = hearts. See at

32:9, p. 1326, n. 14.

2. OjJL*u*j yajhadtina = they reject, negate,

deny, disavow, repudiate, refuse, renounce (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from jahada
[
jahd/juhud], to

reject, to deny. See at 41:28, p. 1549, n. 11).

3. oLl 'Ay&t (sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles,

marks, revelations, texts of the Qur'an. See at

41:44, p. 1555, n. 7.

4. JU- hdqa = he or it surrounded, enclosed,

hemmed in, encircled (v. iii. m. s. past from hawq,

to surround. See at 45:33, p. 1629, n. 3).

5. i. e., the threatened punishment which they had

been mocking at. dy^-i yastahzi'&na - they

scoff, deride, mock, ridicule (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from istahza'a, from X of haza'a [haz'Z huz'/

huzu'/ huzu'/mahza'ah], to mock, to make fun.

See at 45:33, p. 1629, n. 4).

6. L&aI 'ahlaknd - we destroyed, annihilated (v.

i. pi. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of halaka [hoik/

hulk/ halak /tahlukah], to perish. See at 44:37, p.

1613, n. 1).

7. i. e., besides that of the 'Ad, those of Thamud,

the Inhabitants of 'Aykah, the people of Lflt, etc.

(jJ quran (pl.; s. qaryah) = villages, towns,

habitations. See at 42:7, p. 1562, n. 2.

8. Ui^ sarrafnd = we spelt out, set out in detail,

explained, elucidated, inflected, distributed,

circulated, caused to flow, disposed of (v. i. pl.

past, from sarrafa, form II of sarafa [saif], to

turn, to turn away. See at 25:49, p. 1 153, n. 4).

9. i. e., from their wrong way to the truth of

tawhid (monotheism), oyvrji yarji'tina = they

return, come back, revert (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from raja'a rujti'] to return. See at 43:48,

p. 1595, n. 3).

10. OWy qurbdn = to come near, to bring near, to

approach, communion, sacrifice (verbal noun of

qaruba, to come near. See yuqarribu at 39:3, p.

1481, n. 4).

11. xlXH iflc (s.; pl. 'afd'ik) - calumny, slander,

libel, falsehood, lie. See at 46:1 J, p. 1635, n. 3.

12. yaftar&na = they fabricate, make up,

invent falsely, calumniate (v. iii. m. pl. impfct.

from iftara, form VIII of jam fary], to cut

lengthwise. See at 29:13 p. 1269, n. 8 ).
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29. And when We despatched
1

to you a group
2
ofjinn

listening
3
to

the Qur'an.

So when they attended
4

it

they said: "Pay rapt attention."
5

Then when it was concluded
6

they returned
7
to their people

as warners.

30. They said: "O our people,

indeed we have heard a Book

sent down after Musa,

confirming
9

what was before it.

It guides to the truth

and to a way

right and straight."

3 1 . "O our people, respond
10

to the summoner 11
of Allah

and believe in him.

He will forgive you

1 . This 'ayah refers to the listening by a group of

jinn to the recitation of the Qur'an by the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and their

acceptance of Islam. Li sarrafnd = we spelt

out, set out in detail, explained, elucidated,

inflected, distributed, circulated, caused to flow,

despatched (v. i. pi. past, from sarrafa, form 11 of

sarafa [sarf], to turn, to turn away. See at 46:27,

p. 1642, n. 8).

2. yu nafar - band, party, troops, man-power. See

at 18:34, p. 924, n. 6.

3. Ojm- "j yastami'tina ~ they listen, hear, pay

attention (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istama'a, form

VIII of sami'a [sam' /sama' /samd'ah /masma'],

to hear. See at 39:18, p. 1487, n. 10).

4. \js*>- hadarii = the attended, appeared, were

present (v. iii. m. pi. past from hadara [ hudur],

to be present. See yahduru at 23:98, p. 1099, n.l).

5. 'ansitC = you (all) pay rapt attention,

hearken, give ear (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

ansata, form IV of nasata (na^t), to hearken. See

at 7:204, p. 544, n. 4).

"

6. lJ
Jai qwfiya = it is settled, decreed, passed,

spent, concluded, adjudged, decided (v. iii. m. s.

past passive from qadd [qadd'], to settle, to

decide. See at 42:2 1 , p. 1 569, n. 3).

7. l^Jj wallaw = they retreated, turned away,

turned back, returned (v. iii. m. pi. past from

walld, form 11 of watiya, to follow, to lie next, to

be near. See at 27:80, p. 1226, n. 4).

8. <y.j^ mundhirin (pi.; accusative/ gen. of

mundhirun, sing, mundhir) - warners (act.

participle from 'andhara, to warn, form IV of

nadhara, [nadhr /nudh&r], to dedicate, to make a

vow. See at 44:3, p. 1606, n. 6).

9. J-u~ musaddiq - one who or that which

confirms, verifies, attests (active participle from

saddaqa, form II of sadaqa [sadq/sidq], to speak

the truth. See at 46: 1 2, p. 1 635, n. 5).

10. i^ri 'ajtbil = you (all) respond, answer, give

reply (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'ajdba , form

IV of jdba [jawb], to travel, to explore. See

mujibun at 37:75, p. 1442, n. 6).

1 1. (j^b/ £b d&Hn (s.; pi. du'dh) = caller, inviter,

summoner (act. participle from da'd [du'a"]
t to

call, to summon. See at 33:46, p. 1354, n. 13).
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vour sins
1

T V-' V* 1- JillU

and will protect
2 you from

a punishment most painful."
3

32 And he who resnonds4 not

to the Qiimmonpr of AllahWJ lilt/ OUllllUUlJt'l Ul .fYllCll

1

cannot frustrate^V^LVll 11 V-r L A 1 L4 tj LI %XWj

in the earthAll L11V VU1 LI 1

and he shall not have

he^iHe^ 1-Tim nnv trnardifin^
^

LF^dlLlt'd 111111 dllY iiUClllUClllLj.

Such ones are in an error
7

most conspicuous.
8

33 Do thev not see

that Allah Who

created the heavens

and the earth

and did not get tired
9

by creating them

<* ^ >
is All-Capable

to eive life
10
to the dead7

O yes, He indeed is

over everything Omnipotent.

0

1. dhuntib (pi.; sing, dhanb) = sins,

offences, crimes. See a! 40:1 1, p. 1513, n. 8.

2. yujir (yujiru) = he gives protection,

protects, shelters, grants asylum (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ajara, form IV of jdra \jawr] , to

deviate, to oppress. The final letter is vowelless

(and hence the medial yd ' is dropped) because the

verb is conclusion of a conditional clause. See

yujiru at 23:88, p. 1096, n. 5).

3. fJt 'altm = agonizing, anguishing,

excruciating, most painful (act. participle in the

intensive scale offa 7/ from 'alima [ 'alam], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 45:1 1, p. 1621, n. 4).

4. yujib {yujibu) = he responds, answers,

replies (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ajaba, form IV

of jdba [jawb], to travel. The final letter is

vowelless (and hence the medial yd' is dropped)

because the verb is in a conditional clause.

Seeyujtbu at 27:62 p. 1221, n. 4).

5. i. e., cannot frustrate Allah's grasp and escape.

mu'jiz (s. pi. mu'jizun) = one who

incapacitates, invalidates, disables, frustrates,

weakens, paralyzes (active participle from 'a 'jaza,

from IV of 'ajaza/'ajiza [ 'ajz], to be weak,

incapable. See mu'jizin at 42:3 1, p. 1573, n. 4).

6. ftUjt 'awliyd' (pi.; sing. j3 waliy) = friends,

allies, patrons, legal guardians, protectors. See at

45: 19, p. 1624, n. 2.

7. Jt>U> daldl - error, straying from the right path.

ft dalal = in error, astray, in vain. See at 43:40,

p. 1593, n.2.

8. ^ mubin - all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abana, form IV of bana [baydn], to be

clear. See at 45:30, p. 1628, n. 2).

9 - ya'ya ( l*j) = he became tired, was

fatigued, lost the strength (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from 'ayya [^'iyy], to lack the strength. The

final 'alif is dropped because of the particle lam

coming before the verb).

10. yuhyia (yi) - he gives life, revivifies,

brings to life, enlivens, animates, vitalizes (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from 'ahyd, form IV of hayiya

[hayah], to live. The final letter takes fathah for

the particle 'an coming before the verb. See yuhyi

at 45:26, p. 1626, n. 8).
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34. And on the day laid
1

will

be those who disbelieve
2

on the fire.

"Is it not the truth?"

They will say:

"Yes, by our Lord."

He will say:

"Then taste
3
the punishment,

because you used to

disbelieve."

35. So persevere,
4

as did persevere the

possessors of determination
5

of the Messengers;

and seek not to hasten
6

for them.

It will seem to them

the day they see
7

what they are promised
8

that they had not lived
9

except an hour of a day.

A notification!
10

!• iSfiyu'ratfu = he or it is exposed, displayed,

exhibited, set forth, laid, laid before,

demonstrated (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

'arada ['ard], to be visible. See at 46:20, p.

1639, n. 1.

2. kafarti = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 45:31, p. 1628, n. 3).

3. lyji dhuqu = you (all) taste, have the taste (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from dhdqa [dhawq/

madhdq], to taste. See at 39:24, p. 1490, n. 12).

4. i. e., against the opposition and harassment of

the unbelievers and enemies of Islam. This is an

advice to the Prophet, peace and blessings of

Allah be on him. ^ isbir = be patient, have

patience, bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from sabara [sabr], to be patient, to

bind. See at 40:77, p. 1536, n. 7).

5. f/ 'ajm = determination, resolution, decision,

firm will, resolute, definitive. See at 42:43, p.

1576, n. 8.

6. i. e., hasten punishment for them.
J,
*.«- ,.. t V Id

tasta'jil = do not seek to hasten, expedite, hurry

(v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition} from

ista'jala, form X of 'ajila ['ajal/ 'ajalah], to

hasten. See la tasta'jilti. at 16:1, p. 827, n.3).

7. Ojjj yarawna = they see, observe with their

eyes, realize (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ra'd

[ra'y/ru'yah] t to see. See at 2:165, p. 78, n. 3).

8. i. e., of the punishment. OjJLpji yti'adfina =

they are promised, assured, threatened, (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. passive from w'ada [wa'd], to make a

promise. See at 46: 16, p. 1637, n. 9).

9. l^tli yalbathu {no) = they stayed, remained,

lingered, persisted, tarried (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from labitha [labth,lubthAubath], to remain. The

terminal nun is dropped for the particle lam

coming before the verb. See at 10:45, p. 653, n.

10).

10. This is a notification to all. £^ balagh (pi.

baldghat) = communication, proclamation,

announcement, communiqu6, information,

notification, to convey. See at 36:17, p. 1413, n.

I.
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<M+>S£ So will there be destroyed
1

any except the people

1^5 ZjuM defiantly sinful?
2

1. viii^ yuhlaku = he is destroyed, annihilated,

ruined (v. iii. s. impfct. passive from 'ahlaka,

form IV of halaka \halkJ hulk/ halak /tahlukah],

to perish. See at 6:47, p. 409, n. 6).

2. Oji-li fdsiqfin (pi.; sing, //zW</) = disobedient,

defiant, defiantly sinful, (active participle from

fasaqa \fisq], to stray from the right course, to

renounce obedience. See at 24:4, p. 1 107, n. 5).



47. SOratMuhammad
Madinan: 38 'ayahs

This is an early Madinan surah which, like other Madinan surahs, lays down important rules of

sharVah. Its main theme is fighting in defence of Islam and the Muslims, particularly against the

Makkan unbelievers who persecuted the Makkan Muslims and drove them and the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him, out of it. In this connection it lays down rules regarding jihad in the "Way

of Allah", war prisoners and booty, and refers to some unbelieving nations of the past who were

destroyed by Allah because of their persistent unbelief and disobedience. It also refers to the character

and conduct of the hypocrites (mundfiqun) who attempted to sabotage the nascent Muslim community

and state.

:hv',.-.-

1 . Those who disbelieve
1

and prevent
2

from the way
3
of Allah

331 He makes go in vain
4

their deeds.

j8£

2. And those who believe

and do the good deeds
5

and believe in what has been

sent down6
on Muhammad,

and it is the truth

from their Lord,

He will obliterate
7
from them

their sins and will set right
8

their condition.
9

1. kafarH = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 46:34, p. 1645, n. 2).

2. i. e., prevent others. Ij-U* saddil - they turned

away, diverted, deterred, dissuaded, repelled,

prevented, barred (v. iii. m. pi. past from sadda

[sadd], to turn away. See at 16:88, p. 856, n. 9).

3. J~~» sabil (pi. subul/asbilah) = way, path,

road, means, course. See at 43:37, p. 1592, n. 6.

4. J«i>I 'adalla - he led astray, misled, made go

astray, made go in vain (v. iii. m. s. past in from

IV of dalla [dalal/ datdlah], to go astray. See at

36:62, p. 1423, n. 10).

5. oUJL* sdlihdt (f.; sing, salihah; m. salih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 45:30, p. 1627, n. 11.

6. J> nuu.Ha = he or it was sent down,

descended (v. iii. m. s. past passive from nazzala,

form II of nauala [nuzUl], to come down. See at

43:31, p. 1590, n. 1).

kaffara = he forgave, he pardoned, remitted,

covered, effaced, obliterated, made infidel (v. iii.

m. s. past in form II of kafara [kufr], to cover, to

hide. See yukaffira at 39:35, p. 1493, n. 7).

8. 'aslaha = he reformed, made good, set

right, settled, adjusted, reconciled (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of sataha/saluha \salahf sulQh/

maslahah/ salahiyah], to be good, right. See at

42:40, p. 1575, n. 10).

9. JV» b&l - state, condition, mind, attention. See

at 20:51, 986, n. 5.

1647
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U^CAJ J 1 That is so because

those who disbelieve

follow
1

falsehood
2

and that those who believe

follow the truth

from their T >ord11 Will LI 11/11 LiulUt

jit iTj^i<iU'iS' Thus does Allah strike
3

for men their instances.
4

»**.
. Al I Vll 4. So when you encounter

5

those who disbelieve,

then to strike the necks
6

till when

you have exhausted
7 them

thpn tichtpn^ thp bond ^
Lll&ll LlgllL&ll LI IV~- \J\Jl\\X

.

1 11CI1 CILIICI LU M1UW gld.CC

afterwards or to take ransom,
11

till the war12
lays down 13

its loads
14

This is to be so*

and if Allah willpdcuiu. ii iv ilax i wiiiC'U-

He could have taken revenge
15

*>-
UI1 LI1C1I1,

1. ittaba'ti. = they pursued, went after,

followed, obeyed (v. iii. m. pi. past from ittaba'a,

form VIII of tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See

at 40:7, p. 151 l,n. 11).

2. JU< bdtil = vain, false, falsehood, unreal (act.

participle from batata [butl/ batldn], to be

invalid, false. See at 29:67, p. 1289, n. 5).

3. <~^j^h yadribu - he strikes, beats, hits (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from daraba [darb], to hit. See

yadribdna at 13:17, p. 772, n. 2).

4. J\i«I 'amthdJ (pi.; s. mathal/miihl) = likenesses,

similarities, instances. See at 29:43, p. 1480, n. 5).

5. i. e., encounter in the battlefield. laqttum =

you (all) met, came across, encounter (v. ii. m. pi.

past from laqiya [UqdV luqy&nAuqy Auqyah/

luqan] to meet. See at 8:45, p. 563, n. 10).

6. <JU*t 'a*ndq (pi.; s. 'unuq) = necks. See at

40:71, p. 1534, n. 12.

7. 'athkhantum = you carried havoc,

exhausted, weakened, wore out (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'athkhana, form IV of thakhuna

[thukhunah/ thakhanah], to be thick, intense. See

yuthkhina at 8:67, p. 572, n. 2).

8. Ijja shuddU = you (all) make firm, tighten,

fasten, harden (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

sahdda [shadd], to make firm, strengthen, tighten.

See nashuddu at 28:35, p. 1 244, n. 7).

9. i. e., take prisoners. Jtfj wath&q (s.; pi.

wuthuq) = tie, bond, fetter.

10. mann = to show grace, to be kind, favour,

benefaction. See at 2:262, p. 137, n. 4.

11. J-Ai Jidd' - to redeem, to ransom. See iftadaw

at 39:47, p. 1498, n. 3.

12. harb (s. ; pi. hur&b ) = war, fight,

battle, combat. See at 2:279, p. 146, n. 2.

13. i. e., comes to an end. tada'u = she lays

down, gives birth to, puts down (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from wada'a [wad'], to place, to put

down. See at 41:47, p. 1557, n. 1).

14. j^jjT 'awz&r (pi.; s., }}i wizr) = heavy loads,

burdens, sins, crimes. See at 20:87, p. 997, n. 2.

15. intasara = helped themselves, gained

victory, took revenge (v. iii. m. pi. past in form

VIII of nasara [nasr Musur], to help. See

yantasiruna at 42:39, p. 1575, n. 7).
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but in order to try
1

some of you by the others.

And those who are killed

in me way or /\nan,

He shall not make go in vain
3

their deeds.

5. He will guide them and

set right
4
their condition.

5

f\ And will admit** thpm into

the garden

He has specified
7
to them.

7. O you who believe,

>rr » '
,

if you help
8
Allah

He will help you

and make firm your feet.
10

J3B

8. And those who disbelieve,

theirs shall be ruin
11

and He will make go in vain

their deeds.

1 . i. e, try by means of the injunction about jihad.

jLn yabluwa(lu) = he tests, tries, (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from bald [balw / bald'], to test, to try.

The final letter takes falhah because of a hidden

'an in li {lam of motivation) coming before the

verb. See at 27:40, p. 1214, n. 4).

2. i. e., for the sake of the din. sabil (pi.

subul/asbilah) = way, path, road, means, course.

See at 47:1, p. 1647, n. 3.

3. J-aj yudilla(u) = he makes go astray, makes go

in vain, misguides, deludes (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from 'adalla, form IV of dalla [dalal/ daldlah], to

go astray. The last letter takes fathah for the

particle lan coming before the verb. See at 31:6,

p. 1312, n. 5).

4. gLai yuslihu = he makes good, reforms,

amends, sets right, rectifies (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from 'aslahu form IV of salaha [ saldh/suluh/

maslahah], to be good, proper. See at 10:81, p.

666, n. 8).

5. Jli bdl = state, condition, mind, attention. See

at 47:2, 1647, n. 9.

6. J^-aj yudkhilu = he admits, makes enter, enters,

puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adkhala,

form IV of dakhala (dukhul), to enter, to go in.

See at 45:30, p. 1627, n. 12).

7. Ojt- 'arrafa = he defined, specified, made

definite, determined, announced, informed,

appraised (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of 'arifa

[ma'rifah/'irfdn], to know. See i'tarafnd at 40: 1 1,

p. 1513, n. 7).

8. i. e., the cause of His dm. ^s*£ tansurA (na) =

you help, assist (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from nasara

[nasr Musur], to help. The terminal nun is

dropped because the verb is in a conditional

clause. See yunsaruna at 44:41, p. 1613, n. 12).

9. <s~& yuthabbit(u) = he makes firm, stabilizes,

fastens, establishes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

thabbata, form II of thabata [lhabat/ thubut], to

be firm, fixed. The final letter is vowelless

because the verb is conclusion of a conditional

clause. See yuthabbitu at 14:27, p. 797, n. 5).

10. i. e., your stand against your enemies in the

fighting. (Uit 'aqddm (pi.; sing, qadam) = feet,

steps. See at 3:147, p. 212, n. 12.

11. u~*z ta's = misery, wretchedness, ruin.
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]

4* 9. That will be so

because thev abhor 1

what Allah has sent down.
2

So He nullifies
3
their deeds.

0
10. Do they not travel

4

in the land

w „ jj—"? and see
5 how was

the end
6
of those who

were before them.

Allah wrought devastation
7

on them.

And for the disbelievers

will be the likes
8
thereof.

1 1 . That is so because Allah

is the Guardian-Protector
9

of those who believe

and that the disbelievers

have no guardian-protector.

Section (Ruku <)2

12 Verilv Allah will admit
10

J. • T W Jl J. J. T A. H1U1 J TT 111 lA^A %. M. l± L

1. \jkf karihti = they detested, disliked,

abhorred, loathed, felt disgust (v. iii. m. pi. past

from kariha [ karh/ kurh/ kardhah/ kardhiyah], to

detest. See at 9:81, p. 612, n. 9).

2. i. e., the Qur'an and the rules of conduct

contained therein — Islam. J>t 'anzala - he

sent down, brought down (v. iii. m. s. past in form

IV ['inzdl\ of nazala [nuzul], to come down, get

down. See at 42:17, p. 1567, n. 3).

3. i^f 'ahbata = he made go in vain, made fall

through, made futile, frustrated, nullified (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of habata/habita [hubuf], to

come to nothing. See habitat at 18: 105, p. 947, n.

13).

4. i. e., in connection with their trade journeys.

yastr&ina) = they travel, go about, joumey

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sdra [sayr /sayrurah

/masir /mastrah Aasydr] to move, to travel. The

terminal n&n is dropped for the particle lam

coming hwefore the verb. See at 40:82, p. 1538, n.

4.

5. ijjkf yanzurH(na) = they see, look expectantly,

gaze, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

nazara [nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at. The

terminal ntin is dropped because the verb is

conjunctive to the previous verb governed by the

particle lam. See at 40:82, p. 1538, n. 4).

6. *-JU 'dqWah (s.; pi. ^jy- 'awdqib) = end,

ultimate outcome, upshot, consequence, effect,

result. See at 43:25, p. 1588, n. 10.

7. dammara = he wrought devastation,

destroyed, demolished, annihilated, ruined (v. iii.

m. s. past in form II of damara to perish. See

dammarnd at 37:136, p. 1451, n. 7).

8. i. e., similar punishments. J^l 'amth&l (pi.; s.

mathal/mitht) = likenesses, similarities, instances.

See at 47:3, p. 1648, n. 4).

9. ,Jy mawld = Patron-Protector, Guardian-

Protector, Sovereign, friend, companion. See at

44:41, p. 1613, n. 11.

10. i. e., against Allah's retribution. J*^
yudkhUu = he admits, makes enter, enters, puts in,

inserts (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adkhala, form

IV of dakhala (dukh&l), to enter, to go in. See at

47:6, p. 1649, n. 6).
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f * " Mi* 1 1 i i i
*

those who believe

'
I ,ff *

and do the good deeds

in gardens

flowing below them

the rivers.

And those who disbelieve

do enjoy
4
and eat

as the animals
5
eat;

and the fire shall be

the abode
6
for them.

13. And how many a habitat

that was stronger
8
in might

^« than your township

which has driven you out
10

did We destroy
11

them,

and no helper
12
they had.

14. Is then the one who is

£££ on a clear evidence

from his Lord,

> like those

to whom embellished
14

is

1. oUJU. sdlihdi (f.; sing, sdlihah; m. salih) -

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 47:2, p. 1647, n. 5.

2. ^j»J tajrt = she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jard \jary], to

flow. See at 45: 1 2, p. 1 62 1 , n. 6).

3. tafyt = under, below, beneath, underneath.

See at 4 1:29, p. 1550, n. 3.

4. dycu^ yatamatta'tina - they enjoy, relish, (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from tamatta'a, form V of

mata'a [mat'/mut'ah], to carry away. See

yatamatt'u at 29:66, p. 1288, n. 12).

5. fUiT 'an 'dm (pi.; s. ^ na'am) - grazing

livestock (sheep, cattle, camels, goats), animals.

See at 42:11, p. 1563, n. 9.

6. iSy* mathwan (s.; pi. jLt* nuithdwin) - abode,

dwelling place, resting place (noun of place from

thawiya [thawd']
f to stay, abide). See at 41:24, p.

1548, n. 5.

7. itj qaryah (s.; pi. is/ qurari) = habitation,

town, village, hamlet. See at 43:23, p. 1588, n. 1.

8. JLii ashadd = more/most intense, stronger/

strongest, severer /severest, fiercer/ fiercest,

sterner/sternest, tougher/ toughest, (elative of

shadid). See at 43:8. p. 1583, n. 9.

9. i. e., the unbelieving leaders of your township,

Makka.

10. c-A-^f 'akhrajat = she drove out, expelled,

dislodged, brought out, ousted, produced (v. iii. f.

s. past from 'akhraja, form IV of kharaja

[khuruj], to go out, to leave. See 'akhraja at

20:88, p. 997, n.7).

1 1 . L<Ut 'ahlaknd = we destroyed, annihilated

(v. i. pi. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of halaka

[halk/ hulk/ haldk /tahlukah], to perish. See at

46:27, p. 1642, n. 6).

12. ndsir (s.; pi. ndsir&n ) = helper,

assistant, (act. participle from nasara [nasr/

nusur], to help. See ndsirin at 16:37, p. 840, n. 2).

13. ijLj bayyinah ( f. s.; pi. bayyindt\ = clear, clear

proof, clear evidence, obvious, manifest. See at

29:36, p. 1277, n. 8.

14- 00 zuyyina = he or it was embellished,

beautified, ornamented, adorned, decorated (v. iii.

m. s. past passive from zayyana, form II of zdna

[zciyn], to adorn. See at 40:37, p. 1523, n. 3).
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<.4&i'£* the evil of their deed

and they follow
1

their whims?2

15. The simile of the garden

which has been promised
3
to

the righteous
4

is:

therein are rivers of water

not brackish
5

and rivers of milk

that changes
6
not in taste,

7

and rivers of wine

a delight
8
to drinkers,

and rivers of honey9

clear and pure.
10

And they will have therein

of every fruits and

forgiveness of their Lord.

Is it like those who will

dwell for ever
11

in the fire

and be given to drink
12

boiling water

that will lacerate
13

their intestines?
14

-* -tf
*

if

1. ijV1 ittaba'ti = they pursued, went after,

followed, obeyed (v. iii. m. pi. past from ittaba'a,

form VIII of tabi'a [tabaVtabd'ah], to follow. See

at 47:3, p. 1648, n. 1).

2. frly*t 'ahwtl' (sing. ^ hawan) = desires,

fancies, caprices, whims. See at 30:29, p. 1299,

n. 8).

3. jlpj wu'ida = he or it was promised, pledged,

given word (v. iii. m. s. past passive from wa'd,

to make a promise. See at 25: 1 5, p. 1 142, n. 2).

4. oy^ muttaq&n (sing, muttaqin) = godfearing,

those who are on their guard, righteous (active

participle from ittaqd {to be on one's guard), form

VIII of waqd [waqyAviqdyah], to guard, to

protect). See at 43:67, p. 1600, n. 3.

5. 'dsin = brackish ( act. participle from

'asana/asina, to become brackish).

6. jjci yataghayyar(u) = he or it changes,

becomes different, varies, be modified (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from taghuyyara, form V of ghdra

[ghayrah], to be jealous. The final letter is

vowelless for the particle lam coming before the

verb. See yughyyiru at 1 3: 1 1 , p. 768, n. 3).

7. pjJf ta'm (s.; pi. fu'um) = taste, flavour. See

ta'dm at 44:44, p. 1614, n. 3.

8. iJJ ladhdhah (s.; pi. ladhdhdt) = delight,

pleasure, bliss. See taladhdhu at 43:71, p. 1600,

n. 14).

9. J—* 'asal (s.; pi. 'a'sdl/'usul) = honey.

10. musaffan = pure, purified, clarified

(pass, participle from saffa, form II of $afd [safw/

sufuw/ safd'), to become clear. See istafd at 39:4,

p. I48l] n. 9).

11. jJU khdlid (s.; pi. khdlidun) = eternal,

everlasting, abiding, living for ever (active

participle from khaiada [khulud], to live for ever.

See at 9:63, p. 604, n. 2.

12. \ja~> suqfi = they were given to drink (v. iii.

m. pi. past passive from saqd [saqy], to give a

drink. See yasquna at 28:23, p. 1239, n. 6).

13. ^Jai qatta'a = he cut, lacerated, ripped (v. iii.

m. s. past in form 11 of qata'a [qat'], to cut. See

qatta'na at 12:50, p. 741, n. 2).

14. t-\ju>\ 'am'd' (pi.; s. mi'an/ma'y/mi'd') -

intestines, bowels.
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16. And among them are

those who listen to you

till when they go out
2

from your presence they say

to those who have been given

U the knowledge:
3

"What is that he said

c

&\; just now?

Those are they,

Allah has put a seal
5

on their hearts

and they follow
6
their whims.

7

o4 17. And those who

receive guidance
8

He increases
9 them

in guidance
10

and gives them their piety.
11

18. So do they wait
12
for aught

but the Hour 13

that it should come on them

all of a sudden?
14

1. The allusion is to the hypocrites. g**-*

yastamVu - he listens, hears, lends ear (v. iii. m,

s. impfct. from istama'a, form VIII of sami'a

[sam' /samci' /samcl'ah /masma'], to hear. See at

6:25, p. 400, n. 3).

2. kharajU ~ they (all) went out, left,

emerged, set out (v. iii. m. pi. past from kharaja

[khuruj], to go out. See at 8:47, p. 564, n. 6).

3. i. e., the knowledge of the Book of Allah.

4. *JuU *dnif = preceding, just now, previous.

5. i. e., because of their unbelief Allah has

rendered their hearts incapable of realizing and

understanding the truth. tuba'a - he set a seal,

imprinted, impressed (v. iii. m. s. past from tab
1

,

to impress, to set a seal. See at 16:108, p. 864, n.

6).

6. 1ja-j1 Utaba*A - they pursued, went after,

followed, obeyed (v. iii. m. pi. past from ittaba'a,

form VIII of tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See

at 47:14, p. 1622, n. 1).

7. And thus fall into unbelief and error. JyA

'ahwa' (sing. hawan) = desires, fancies,

caprices, whims. See at 47:14, p. 1652, n. 2).

8. i ihtadaw - they received guidance, were

on the right way, were guided (v. iii. m. pi. past

from ihtadd, form VIII of hodd [ hady/ hudan

/hiddyah], to guide. See at 19:76, p. 970, n. 15).

9. itj zdda - he increased, grew, became more,

added, enlarged, (v. iii. m. s. past from zayd/

ziyddah, to be more. See at 35:42, p. 1406, n. 4).

10. i. e., strengthens their faith and helps them in

remaining on the right path.

11. (jyt taqwd = godliness, piety, righteousness,

fear of Allah (verbal noun in form V/VIII of waqd

( waqyAviqdyah), to guard, beware, be on one's

guard. See at 22:37, p. 1059, n. 4.

12. i. e., do the unbelievers wait? ojjait

yanzufUna = they look, gaze, look expectantly,

wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from nazara

[nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at. See at 43:66,

p. 1599, n.*9).

13. i. e., the Hour of Resurrection. IpU sti'ah (s.;

pi. sd'dt) = hour, time, clock, the Hour of

Resurrection. See at 40:59, p. 1530, n. 7.

14. baghtatan {baghtah surprise) = all of a

sudden, by surprise. See at 43:66, p. 1599, n. 10.
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But already there have come

its portents.
1

So how will it avail
2
them

when it has come to them

their remembering?3

19. Know therefore

that there is no deity
4

except Allah;

and ask forgiveness
5

for your sin,
6

and for the believing men

and for the believing women.

And Allah knows

your movement7

and your resting place.
8

Section (Ruku ')3

20. And there say those who

believe: "Why is there not

sent down9
a surahV

But when there is sent down

a surah clear and precise
10

and mention is made 11
therein

1 .
J»l^f 'ashrdt (pi.; s. sharat) = portents, signs.

2. 'annd = whence, wherefrom, how, when.

Cannd lahum: how will it avail them).See at 35:3,

p. 1390, n. 8).

3. i. their remembering the admonition and

believing after the Hour has come will not avail

them. iS dhikrd = recollection, remembering,

memory, reminder. See at 40:54, p. 1528, n. 8.

4. i.e., there is none worthy of worship. aJi *iUth

(pi. 'dlihah) = deity, god, particularly one

deserving of worship . See at 44:8, p. 1607, n. 7.

5. istaghfir = ask forgiveness, pray for

pardon (v. ii. m. s. imperative from istaghfara,

form X of ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn],

to forgive. See at 40:55, p. 1528, n. 12).

6. dhanb (s.; pi. dhunub) - sin, offence,

crime, wrong. See at 26: 14, p. 1 164, n. 9.

7. i. e., your conduct and deeds in this world.

k_JLL> mutaqallab ~ time or place of movement,

turning about (noun of place or time from

taqallub [fluctuation, variation, turning about,

moving about], verbal noun in form V of qalaba

[qalb], to turn, turn around. See taqallub at 40:4,

p. 1510, n. 5).

8. i. e., your final destination and state in the

hereafter, tjf+mathwan (s.; pi. mathawin) -

abode, dwelling place, resting place (noun of

place from thawiya [thawd'], to stay, abide). See

at 47:12, p. 1651, n. 6.

9. cJ^i nuzzilat - she or it was sent down,

descended (v. iii. f. s. past passive from nazzala,

form 11 of nazala [nuzuf], to come down. See

nuzzila at 47:2, p. 1647, n. 6).

10. muhakamah (f. s.; pi. muhkamat) =

clear, exact, precise, firm, made perfect (passive

participle from 'ahkama (to make firm, to do

properly), form IV of hakama [hukm], to pass

judgement. See muhkam&t at 3:7, p. 156, n. 3).

11. i. e., ordained. dhukira = he or it was

mentioned, talked about, remembered (v. iii. m. s.

past passive from dhakara [[dhikr/ tadhkdr], to

remember, to mention. See yatadhakkaruna at

44:58, p. 1616, n. 15).
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JlSsIt of fighting,
1

you see those

in whose hearts is a disease
2

JJii<*$^jLli£ looking at you with a glance
3
of

one on whom is the swoon4

of death.

® But it was better
5
for them

-

21. Obedience
6

and fair
7
words.

So when decided became8

the matter,
9

then if they were true
10

to

Allah it was better for them.

22. So would you then,

if you took charge,
11

that you would make mischief
12

in the land and cut off
13

your ties of kinship?
14

23. Those are they

whom Allah has cursed

1. Jtf qital = fighting, battle, fight, struggle. See

yuqdtiluna at 22:39, p. 1059, n. 12.

2. i. e., the disease of doubt and hypocrisy. J»

y

marad (pi. 'armad) - disease, sickness, ailment,

illness, malady. See at 33:60, p. 1362, n. 4.

3. *Jai nazrah (s.; pi. nazardt) - look, glance,

view. See yanzuruna at 43:66, p. 1599, n. 9.

4. ^jii* maghshiy - one on whom is swoon,

unconscious, fainted (pass, participle from

ghashiya [ghashy/ ghushy], to faint. See yaghsnd

at 44: 11, p. 1608, n. 3).

5. 'awla - closer, more entitled,, better suited,

more appropriate, worthier (elative of waliy, near,

close, patron friend. See at 33:6, p. 1336, n. 8).

6. i. e., obedience to Allah and His Messenger.

ifiU>td'ah = obedience. See at 4:81, p. 276, n. 14.

7. ^jy-* ma 'ruf = known, well-known,

recognized, conventional, appropriate, fairness,

equity, kindness, beneficence, approved by

sharVah (pass, participle from 'arafa/'arifa

[ma'rifah / 'irfdn], to know, to recognize. See at

33:6, p. 1337, n. 4).

8. 'azama = he took a decision, resolved,

determined, made up your mind, (v. iii. m. s. past

from 'azrn/'aztrnah, to resolve See 'azamta at

3:159, p.'218, n. 10).

9. i. e., when the command to fight came from

Allah.

10. i. e., in their belief and deed.

1 1 . p^Sy tawallaytum = you (all) turned

away/back; also took charge of, took possession

of (v. ii. m. pi. past from tawalla, form V of

waliya [waly], to be near, to lie next. See at

10:72, p. 663, n. 10).

12. IjJ-ju tufsidti. (na) = you (all) make mischief,

cause disorder, spoil (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

'afsada, form IV of fasada [fasdaV fusud], to be

bad. The terminal nun is dropped for the particle

'an coming before the verb. See yufsiduna at

27:48, p. 1217, n. 3).

13. \y<^ tuqafii'fl (na ) = you cut, sever (v. ii. m.

pi. impfct. from qatta'a, form II of qata'a
f
to cut.

Set qatta'a at 47:15, p. 1652, n. 13).

14. 'arhdm (pi.; sing, ft-j rahim/rihm) =

wombs, uterus, kinship, ties of kinship, blood

relationships. See at 33:6, p. 1336, n.1 1.
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and made them deaf
1

and has blinded
2
their eyes.

3

24. Do they not reflect
4
about

the Qur'an

or are on the hearts

the locks
5
thereof?

25. Verily those who

retreat
6 on their backs

7

after that clear had become 8

to them the guidance,

Satan enticed
9 them

and dictated
10

to them.

^V^i 26. That was so because

they said to those who

detested
11 what Allah had sent

down: "We shall obey 12
you

in some part of the matter".

But Allah knows their secrets.

\i\UL& 27. Then how will it be when

1. i. e., made them incapable of understanding

what they heard. ^ 'asamma = he made deaf,

deafened (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of samma

[samm/samam], to be deaf. See sammu at 5:71, p.

365, n. 8).

2. i. e., made them unable to see the truth. tJ
^\

'a'ma = he made blind, blinded (v. iii. m. s. past

in form IV of 'amiya ['amari\, to be blind. See

'amiyat at 28:66, p. 1256, n. 19).

3. jU^I 'absar (sing. ^ basar) = visions, sights,

eyes, insight, discernment, perception. See at

46:26, p. 1641, n. 12).

4. ojjtJ^. yatadabbarUna = they reflect,

contemplate, ponder, meditate, consider (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from tadabbara, form V of dabara

[dubur\ y to turn one's back, to elapse. See at 4:82,

p. 277, n. 8).

5. Just 'aqf&l (pi.; s. qufl) = locks, padlocks,

bolts.

6. i. e., relapse into unbelief. IjJUjI irtaddU = they

reverted, returned, relapsed, retreated, went back

(v. iii. m. pi. past from irtadda, form Vlll of

radda [radd], to send back. See irtadda at

12:96, p. 757, n. 6).

7. jW-if 'adbar (pi.; sing, j>> dubr/ dubur) =

backs, rear parts, rear. See at 33:15, p. 1340, n. 8.

8. tabayyana = he or it became clear /open/

evident/ manifest/plain/obvious (v. iii. m. s. past

in form V of bdna [bayn/bayan], to be clear,

evident. See at 29:38, p. 1278, n.8).

9. Jj-* sawwala = seduced, enticed (v. iii. m. s.

past in form II of sawila [sawl], to become loose,

soft. See sawwalat at 20:96, p. 999, n. 14).

10. i. e., their wrong course of conduct. JUl

'amid = he dictated, gave respite, rein to (v. i. s.

past, in form IV of mala [malw], to race, to walk

briskly. See at 22:44, p. 1061, n. 10).

11. i. e., the hypocrites said to the Jews who

detested what Allah had sent down, ly*/" kariM

= they detested, disliked, abhorred, loathed, felt

disgust (v. iii. m. pi. past from kariha [ karh/

kurh/ karahahJ karahiyah], to detest. See at 47:9,

p. 1650, n. 1).

12. ^Jai nutVu = we obey, comply with (v. i. pi.

impfct. from 'ata'a, form IV of td'a \taw\ to

obey. See 'atd'u at 43:54, p. 1596, n. 8).
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^3j» there will take them fully

sSCitlfi the angels

f- -i • 2

^jjir^i striking at

their faces
3

t$^$J and their backs?

>4^ 28. That is so because they

follow
4

'^XZjLfc what angers
5
Allah

and detest
6
His pleasure.

So He nullifies
7
their deeds.

Section (Ruku') 4

29. Or do there think
8
those

in whose hearts is a disease
9

that Allah will not expose
10

their rancour?
110^

;t2j[j 30. And were We to will,

We could have shown I2
them to you

and you would have known

>i% :.».j
them by their marks

;

1

3

but you will surely know them

SfA\o*3 J in the tone
14
of talk.

1. i. e., will put them to death, oiy tawaffat =

she took fully, causes to die, (v. iii. f. s. past from

tawaffd, form V of wafd [wafd'Avafy], to be

perfect, to fulfil. See tatawqffd at 16:33, p. 837, n.

10).

2. Ojij-aj ya4ribfina - they strike, beat, hit ( v.

iii. m. pi impfct. from aaraba [farb], to beat.

See nadribu at 43:5, p. 1583, n. 3.

3. »yj wujtih (sing. wajh) = faces,

countenances. See at 33:66, p. 1364, n. 1).

4. titaba'ti = they pursued, went after,

followed, obeyed (v. iii. m. pi. past from ittaba'a,

form VIII of tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See

at 47: 16, p. 1653, n. 7).

5. J**~l 'askhata = he angered, enraged,

embittered, exasperated, displeased (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of sakhita [sakha(\ t to be angry.

See yaskhatQna at 9:58, p' 602, n. 4.

6. karihti. - they detested, disliked,

abhorred, loathed, felt disgust (v. iii. m. pi. past

from kariha [ karh/ kurh/ kardhah/ kardhiyah], to

detest. See at 47:26, p. 1656, n. 11).

7. J*r»-t 'ahbata = he made go in vain, made fall

through, made futile, frustrated, nullified (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of habatafhabiia [hub&t], to

come to nothing. See at 47:9, p. 1650, n. 3).

8. v—* hasiba = thought, deemed, regarded,

supposed (v. iii. m. s. past from hasiba [hisbdn/

mahsabah], to deem, to regard. See at 45:21, p.

L624, n. 6).

9. i. e.
f of hypocrisy and doubt.

10. £^ yukhrija{u) = he expels, drives out,

brings out, ousts, produces, exposes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'akhraja, form IV of kharaja

[khurQj], to go out, to leave. The final letter takes

fathah because of the particle lan coming before

the verb. See at 33:43, p. 1353, n. 6).

1 1 . 'adgh&n (pi.; s. dighn) = rancour, spite,

malice, malevolence.

,

12. ^ij 'arayna- we showed, (v. i. pi. past from

ard form IV of ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah], see nuriyanna

at 43:42, p. 1593, n. 6).

13. simd (s.; pi. siyam) - mark, sign,

characteristic. See at 7:46, p. 483, n. 5.

14. j*} lahn (s.; pi. 'alhdn) = tone, melody.
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And Allah knows

your deeds.

^ 1 A nrl ciifp1\/ \A/f* clmll tr\/

^

Jl. /\I1U aUICiy VY C Mld.ll ny

\/nn till W/& Vnrtu/^y\ju mi vvc iviiuw

LI1C llglllCla alllUIlg yUU

and the persevering ones,
4

fi£ and We put to test

®&2I the facts about you.
5

JL, VC111V LMlfaC WlllJ

f 4 -"1 >^
UlaUCllCVC allU JJ1CVCI1L

frnm thp wav^ of* Allah

and oppose
8
the Messenger

aftpr that plpar ha<; hpprtnrip^(Ulvl LllclL V-' l\sC*l 1 1UO L/l^C-Willie

LU UlCIll LUC gUlUallCC,

tney win noi narm Allan

Eli whatsoever

and He will make go in vain
11

their deeds.

j£C^f$fc*33. O you who believe,

^tyLfel obey
12

Allah

1 . 0jLJ la nabtuwanna = we shall surely test, try,

put to test ((v. i. pi. impfct. emphatic from bald

[balw/bald'], to test, to try. See at 2: 154, p. 73, n.

6).

2. i. e., make known; for Allah knows everything

open or secret.

3. mujdhidin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mujahidun; s. muj&hid ) = fighters, warriors,

strugglers (act. participle from jahada, form III of

jahada \Jahd\, to endeavour, to strive. See j&hadti

at 3: 142, p. 210, n. 8).

4. i. e., against odds and difficulties. jijt^>

sabirin (pl.;acc./gen. of sdbirun\ s. sdbir) = the

patient, persevering, steadfast (active participle

from sabara [sabr], patience, forbearance. See at

33:35; p. 1349! n. 5).

5. 'akhbdr (pi.; s. khabar) = news,

information, stories, facts.

6. i. e., prevent others. l>u* saddti = they turned

away, diverted, deterred, dissuaded, repelled,

prevented, barred (v. iii. m. pi. past from sadda

[sadd], to turn away. See at 47: 1, p. 1647, n. 2).

7. i. e., His din - tawhid and Islam. sabil (pi.

subul/asbilah) = way, path, road, means, course.

See at 40:37, p. 1523, n. 6.

8. IjiLi shaqqd - the turned against, turned

hostile, opposed, broke away (v. iii. m. pi. past

from shaqqa, form III of shaqqa [shaqq/

mashaqqah], to be hard, also to split. See at 8:13,

p. 551,n. 5).

9. ^ tabayyana - he or it became clear /open/

evident/ manifest/plain/obvious (v. iii. m. s. past

in form V of bdna [bayn/baydn], to be clear,

evident. See at 47:25, p. 1656, n.8).

10. yadunH(na) - they harm, damage

injure, hurt (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from darra

[darr], to harm. The terminal nfin is dropped

because of the particle lan coming before the

verb. See tadurrQna at 1 1 : 57, p. 698, n.9).

1 1 . Ja^. yuhbitu- he makes go in vain, frustrates,

nullifies (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ahbata, form

IV of habata/habita [hubut], to come to nothing.

See 'ahbata at 47:28, p. 1657, n. 7).

12. \y&\ 'att'a = you (all) obey, be obedient (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from 'atd'a, form IV of td'a

[taw'], to obey. See at 43:63, p. 1599, n. 3).
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and obey the Messenger

and do not nullify
1

your deeds.

34. Verily those who

disbelieve and prevent
2

from the way of Allah,

then die
3
while they are

unbelievers,
4

Allah will not forgive
5
them.

35. So do not feel small
6

and ask
7
for peace

while you are the superiors
8

and Allah is with you,
9

and He shall not decrease
10
you

in your deeds.

36. The worldly life is but

a play
11
and a diversion;

12

and if you believe

and fear Allah
13

He will give you your rewards

1. e., by disobedience. ljUaJ V Id tuhtilU - you

(all) do not nullify, render void, annul, make
ineffective (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'abtala,

form IV of batala [butl/batldn], to be null, void,

invalid. See at 2:264, p. 137, n. 14).

2. i. e., prevent others. saddu = they turned

away, deterred, dissuaded, repelled, prevented,

barred (v. iii. m. pi. past from sadda [sadd], to

turn away. See at 47:32, p. 1658, n. 6).

3. matu = they died (v. iii. m. pi. past from

mdta [mawt], to die. See at 7:84, p. 614, n. 2).

4. jUT kuffdr (sing, kdfir) - unbelievers, infidels,

ungrateful ones (act. participle from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 2:109, p. 52, n. 1).

5. j&i yaghjlra(u) = he forgives, pardons (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah

ghufrdn], to forgive. The final letter takes fathah

for the particle lan coming before the verb. See at

26:82, p. 1177, n. 6).

6. i. e., in confronting those who Fight you. M

Id tahinii = do not feel small (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative [prohibition] from hana [hawn], to be

easy, be of little importance. See at 3:139, p. 209,

n. 10).

7. i. e., and do not ask for peace. i>*Jtf tad'tl(na)

= you (all) call, ask, invoke, invite (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative (prohibition, being conjunctive to the

previous prohibition) from da'd [du'd'] y to call, to

summon. See Id tad'u at 25:14, p. 1 141, n. 12).

8. djld 'a'lawna (pi.; sing, j^l 'a 'Id ) = higher

ones, superiors. See at 3:139, p. 209, n. 12.

9. i. e., Allah's mercy and help are with you.

10. jk yatira(u) = he decreases, depreciates,

harms, wrongs (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from watara

[watr], to wrong, to decrease).

1 1. to'ib (s.\ pi. 'al'ab) = play, game, sport,

fun, joke, jest. See at 29:64, p. 1288, n. 1.

12. lahw = fun, play, diversion, distraction,

pleasure, amusement. See at 3 1 :6, p. 131 2, n. 3.

13. l_>£J tattaq&ind) - you (all) beware, be on

your guard, act righteously, fear Allah (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from ittaqdy form VIII of waqd ( waqy

/wiqdyah), to guard. The terminal nun is dropped

because the verb is in a conditional clause, being

conjunctive to a previous verb preceded by 'in.

See at 8:28, p. 556, n. 6).
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^ClilSVJ and He will not ask of you

Jrj5 j&3>^ your wealth.

i^^ClIIioi 37. Were He to ask you of it

^=u^ and importune
1

you,

you will be stingy
2

q-^j and He will expose
3

t$£5SL3 your malevolence.
4

*
-J"

4tf

0

2£S

38. Lo, you are those who

are called upon 5
to spend

6

in the way of Allah;

yet among you are those

that act miserly;

and whoever is miserly

he but becomes miserly

about himself;

but Allah is Above want7

while you are the needy;
8

and if you turn away9

He will substitute
10
a people

other than you, then

they will not be

your likes.

1 . yuhfi(i) = he insists, presses, importunes

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ahfd, form IV of hafiya

[hafd'/hafy], to be familiar, to receive kindly. The

finaJ yd' is dropped because the verb is in a

conditional clause, being conjunctive to the

previous verb preceded by 'in. See hafly at

7:187, p. 538, n. 8).

2. ly^j" tabkhalUina) - you become miserly,

stingy, niggardly (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

bakhila [bakhal /bukhl], to be niggardly. The

terminal nun is dropped because the verb is

conclusion of a conditional clause. See bakhalu at

9:75, p. 610, n. 11).

3 - yukhrij(u)= he brings out, produces,

expels, drives out, exposes (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from 'akhraja, form IV of kharaja [khuruj], to go

out, to leave. See yukhriju at 40:67, p. 1533, n. 8),

4. 0UJ»( 'adghdn (pi.; s. dighn) = rancour, spite,

malice, malevolence. See at 47:29, p. 1657, n. 1 1

.

5. dy-x tud'awna = you (all) are called/ called

upon/ invoked/ invited (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from da'a [du'd '], to call. See at 40: 10, p.

1513, n. 1).

6. ijitJ tunfiqU{na) = you (all) spend, expend.

disburse, lay out (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

'anfaqa, form IV of nafaqa/nafiqa [nafaq], to be

used up. The terminal nun is dropped because of

an implied 'an in li (of motivation) coming

before the verb. See at 8:60, p. 569, n. 6).

7. Allah is not in need of man's charity and

worship; he is ever in need of Allah. ^ ghaniy

(s.; pi. 'aghniyd') = above want, free from want,

rich. See at 39:7, p. 1483, n. 5.

8. i. e., everyone is in need of Allah's grace and

help, tlyu fuqard' (pi.; s. faqir) = the poor,

indigent. See at 35:15, p. 1396, n. 1.

9. tatawallawina) = you (all) turn away,

desist, refrain (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from tawalld,

form V of waliya, to be near. See tawallaytum at

47:22, p. 1655, n. II).

10. i. e., substitute for you. J-^=-i yastabdU{u) =

he substitutes, replaces, exchanges (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from isiabdala, form X of badala, to

change, to replace. The final letter is vowelless

because the verb is conclusion of a conditional

clause preceded by 'in. See at 9:39, p. 594, n. 4).



48. StiRATal-Fath (The Victory)

Madinan: 29 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah which was revealed shortly after the conclusion of the Treaty of

al-Hudaybiyah in 6 Hijn between the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and the Makkan
leaders and which it calls "The Conspicuous Victory" (al-fath al-mubiri) because it led in fact to the

conquest of Makka and the acceptance of Islam by all its population. The surah is named with reference

to this treaty. It also refers to the jihad of the Muslims, particularly the Bay 'at al-Ridwan which took

place before the conclusion of the treaty, whereby the Muslims pledged themselves to fight till death in

the way of Allah. The surah refers also to the hypocrites and the Bedouin tribes who lagged behind and

did not go out for jihad and exposes their character. Further, it refers to the conquest of Khaybar, the

dream of the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, about the conquest of Makka and the

entry of the Muslims therein in happiness and safety. The surah ends with an eulogy for the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and his companions, may Allah be pleased with them.

1 . The allusion is to the Treaty of Hudaybiyah in 6

HijrT which led to the conquest of Makka.

fatahnd = we opened, disclosed, gave victory (v.

1. pi. past from fatafya \fath], to open. See at

23:77, p. 1094, n. 2).

2. mubtn = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bdna [baydn], to be

clear. See at 46:32, p. 1644, n. 8).

3. f-ii" taqaddama = he or it preceded, went

before, approached, moved forward (v. iii. m. s.

past in form V of qadama/qadima [ qadm

/qudum /qidman /maqdam] to precede, to arrive.

See qaddamat at 42:48, p. 1578, n. I).

4.jp& ta'akhkhara = he delayed, lagged behind,

came later, (v. iii. m. s. past in form V from the

root 'akhr. See at 2:203, p. 98, n. 7).

5. p^yutimma(u) = he completes, makes full ( v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from 'atamma, form IV of tamma
[tamam], to be completed. The last letter takes

fathah because the verb is conjunctive to a

previous verb governed by an implied 'an in // of

motivation. See at 9:32, p. 580, n. 6).

6. jty- 'aziz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 45:37, p. 1630, n. 3.

£3Gi 1 • Verily We have given

Ju victory
1

to you,

a victory quite conspicuous.
2

^fdtfjiidi 2. That Allah may forgive you

piifc of whatever has preceded
3

^lii^ of your sin and

j^SCj whatever may come later;
4

V and complete
5
His favour

on you and guide you to

^lioilii>£ a way right and straight.

iSU^ 3. And that Allah may help

$!>t>^ vou an overwhelming
6
help.

" mi
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E.

4. He it is Who

sent down tranquillity
1

in the hearts of the believers

that they may grow2
in faith

along with their faith.
3

And to Allah belong

the hosts
4
of the heavens

and the earth;

and Allah is All-Knowing5

All-Wise.
6

5. That He may admit
7

the believing men

and the believing women

into gardens flowing
8

beneath
9 them the rivers,

abiding for ever
10

therein;

and that He may obliterate
11

from them their sins.

And that is to Allah

a success
12
most magnificent.

6. And that He may punish

1. i. e., on the occasion of the Treaty of

Hudaybiyah. fc-SL* saktnah (pi. sate'in) - peace

of mind, tranquillity. See at 2:248, p. 125, n. 1 1.

2. tjjijji yazdddft(na) - they increase, grow,

compound (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from izd&da,

form VIII of zdda [ziyadah], to increase. The

terminal ndn is dropped because of an implied 'an

in // of motivation coming before the verb. See at

3:178, p. 225, n. 5).

3. i. e., they may increase in their faith and follow

the injunctions of Allah and His Messengers with

firm conviction.

4. i. e., of angels, jinn, thunder, lightning and all

the forces of nature are under His command
wherewith He may help whom He will and may

punish whom He will. junfid (pi.; sing, jund)

= troops, soldiers, army, hosts. See at 33:9, p.

1338, n. 2).

5. i. e., of the deeds, affairs and matters of

well-being of His creation.

6. i. e. ( in His creation, it management and in His

ordainments.

J*,J
< yudkhila (u) = he admits, makes enter,

enters, puts in, includes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'adkhala, form IV of dakhala (dukhul), to enter,

to go in. The last letter takes fathah for the reason

stated at n. 2 above. See at 5:84, p. 371. n. 10).

8. <jj*J tajrt - she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jara \jary], to

flow. See at 47: 12, p. 1651, n. 2).

9. taht = under, below, beneath, underneath.

See at 47: 12, p. 1651, n. 3.

10. ji-d^ khdlidin (pi.; acc./gen. of khdlidun, s.

khdlid) - living for ever, abiding for ever,

everlasting, eternal, immortals (active participle

from khalada [khulud], to live for ever. See at

46: 14, p. 1636, n. 2.

1 1 . yukaffira(u) = he forgives, he pardons,

grants remission, remits, covers, effaces,

obliterates, hides, makes infidel (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from kaffara, form II of kafara [kufr], to

cover, to hide. The final letter takes fathah

because the verb is conjunctive to a previous verb

governed by an implied 'an [see n. 7 above]. See

at 39:35, p. 1493, n. 7).

12. jj* fawz - success, triumph, victory,

achievement. See at 45:30, p. 1628, n. 1.
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the hypocrite men 1

and the hypocrite women,

and the polytheist men 2

and the polytheist women—
the conjecturers

3
about Allah

the conjecture of evil
4—

on them shall be

the circle
5
of evil;

6

and Allah's wrath
7
shall fall

on them;

and He has cursed
8 them

and has made ready
9
for

them hell; and

evil is
10

it as a destination.
11

5>i^J 7. And Allah's are the hosts

^Vijo^lili of the heavens and the earth;

l^SSftlg and Allah is All-Mighty,

All-Wise.

dcLo^>\ 8. Verily We have sent you

as a witness
12
and as

a conveyer of good tidings
13

1. ijJiL* mundfiqin (m. acc./gen. of mundfiqun, s.

mundfiq) = hypocrites, dissemblers, (active

participle from ndfaqa, form III of nafaqa [nafaq/

nufuq], to be used up, to perish. See at 33:73, p.

1366, n. 2).

2. {jfs*-* mushrikin (m. pi.; accusative /genitive

of mushrikfin, sing, mushrik) = polytheists, those

who set partners with Allah (active participle from

'ashraka, form IV of sharika [shirk/ shirkahJ

sharikah], to share. See at 40:84, p. 1539, n. 5).

3. zdnnin (pi. acc./gen. of zdnnun; s. zdnn))

= conjecturers, supposers, thinkers (act. participle

from zanna [ Js> zann], to think, to suppose. See

zannu at 41:48, p. 1557, n. 8).

4. i. e., they thought that Allah will not help the

Muslims, cj- saw' = to be bad, evil, foul,

wicked. See at 25:40, p. 1 150, n. 4.

5. SjJb dd'irah (s.; pi. dawd'ir) = round, circle,

circuit. See at 5:52, p. 356, n. 5.

6. i. e., the evil of Allah's punishment.

7. ghadiba = he was angry, wrathful, furious

(v. iii. m. s. past from ghadab, to be angry. See at

5:61, p. 360, n. 2).

8. jui la "ana = he condemned, damned, cursed,

banished from mercy (v. iii. m. s. past from la'n.

See at 33:64, p. 1363, n. 7).

9. jlpT 'a'adda = he prepared, made ready, got

ready (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of 'adda ['add],

to count. See at 33:63, p. 1363, n. 8).

10. otL> sd'at = she/it became foul, bad, evil (v.

iii. f. s. past from sa'a
[ su'/saw'], to be bad. See

at 18:29, p. 922, n. 9).

1 1 . j~** masir = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny..See at 40:3, p. 1510, n. 1).

12. i. e , of Allah's forgiveness and reward for the

righteous. mubashshir (s.; pi. mubshshirun)

= deliverer of good tidings, harbinger of good

news (active participle from bashshara, form II of

bashara/bashira [bishr/bushr], to rejoice, be

happy. See at 25:56, p. 1 155, n. 2.

13. i. e., against the 'umnuih that the message

has been delivered to them. Ju*Li shdhid (s.; pi.

shuhud/'ashhdd/shawahid) = witness ( active

participle from shahida [skukudJshahddah], to

witness, to testify). See at 33:45, p. 1354, n. 1.
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t) r^jjj and as a warner.
1

9. That you may believe

in Allah and His Messenger

and support
2 Him

and rerverence
3 Him

and declare His sanctity
4

morning and evening.

10. Verily those who

pledge allegiance
5
to you

do but pledge allegiance

to Allah,

the Hand of Allah is

on their hands.

So whoever violates
6

he but violates

against himself;

and whoever fulfils
7
that

on which he has made the

covenant
8
with Allah,

He will give him a

0 LLjilf^l reward
9 most magnificent.

10

-cUIJj

1. i. e., against AlJah's displeasure and

retribution. ^ nadhtr (pi. nudhur) - warner, one

or that which gives warning (active participle in

the scale of fa 'il from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhdr],

to vow, to pledge). See at 43:23, p. 1 588, n. 2).

2. i. e., by supporting and helping the cause of His

&n hjj™ tu'azzirti (na) = you suppport and help

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'azzara, form II of

'azara Voir], to censure, to prevent. The terminal

nun is dropped because the verb is conjunctive to

a previous verb governed by an implied 'an in //

of motivation coming before it).

3. tuwaqqirti {na) = you reverence, respect,

honour, sedate (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from waqqara,

form 11 of waqara [waqr], to break, to settle. The

terminal nun is dropped for the reason stated in n.

2 above. See waqr at 4 1:44, p. 1555, n. II).

4. Ij>»--j tusabbihu (na) = you sing the glory,

proclaim the sanctity, declare immunity from

blemish (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from sabbaha, form

U of sabaha [sabh/ sib&hah] to swim, to float.

The terminal nun is dropped for the reason stated

in n. 2 above. See yusabbihuna at 41:38, p. 1553,

n. 2).

5. The allusion is to the bay'at al-ridwdn at

Hudaybiyah. dy^i yub&yViina = they pledge

allegiance, take oath of fealty, pay homage (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from bdya'a, form 111 of b&'a

[bay'/mabf], to sell. See b&ya'tum at 9:111, p.

626, n. 6).

6. i. e., violates the pledge and does not act

according to it. <^S^ nakatha = he broke,

violated, infringed (v. iii. m. s. past from nakth,

to break, to violate. See nakathu at 9: 1 2, p. 58 1 , n.

4).

7. ^Ji 'awfa = he fulfilled, gave to the full (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of wafd [wafd'], to be

perfect, to live up to. See at 3:76, p. 185, n. 5).

8. JL*U 'dhada - he covenanted, made a treaty,

concluded a pact ( v. iii. m. s. past in form III of

'ahida ['ahd] to know, to commit]. See at 9:74,

p. 610, n. 8).

9- 'qjr (pi. j^f 'ujur) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 42:23, p. 1570, n. 4).

10. fjiip
{azim - great, magnificent, splendid,

big, stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave. See at 46:21, p. 1640, n. 3.
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Section 2

1 1 . There will say to you

those that lagged behind
1

of the bedouins:
2

"There preoccupied
3
us

our properties

and our families.

So ask forgiveness
4
for us."

They say with their tongues
5

what is not in their hearts.

Say: "Who can then avail
6
you

against Allah anything

if He intends
7
to you

any harm8
or intends to you

any benefit?"
9

Nay, but Allah is

of what you do All-Aware.
10

12. Nay, but you thought"

vl*':JU to at toere never will return
12

jjijlf the Messenger

and the believers

zJ[ to their people ever;

1. i. e., those hypocrite bedouin tribes who did

not accompany the Prophet on his campaign to

Hudaybiyah. oylao mukhaUaftin (pi.; s.

mukhallaf) = those left behind, lagging behind

(pass, participle from khallafa, form II of khalafa

[khalf/ khil&fah], to come after, to follow, to

succeed. See khalafa at 19:59, p. 966, n. 1).

2. v-M^f 'a'r&b (pi.; s. 'arabt) = bedouins, desert

Arabs. See at 33:20, p. 1342, n. 11.

3. cJUi shaghalat = she or it occupied,

preoccupied, kept busy (v. iii. f. s. past from

shaghala [shaghl/shughl], to occupy, to keep

busy. See shughul at 36:55, p. 1422, n. 7).

4. jJucl*\ istaghfir = ask forgiveness, pray for

pardon (v. ii. m. s. imperative from istaghfara,

form X of ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn],

to forgive. See at 47: 19, p. 1654, n. 5).

5. i^-fl 'alsinah (pi.; sing. ouJ lisan) = tongues,

languages. See at 33: 1 9, p. 1 342, n. 3.

6. JULs yamliku - he possesses, holds,

dominates, owns, has power [ has power for you

= i. e., can avail you] (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

malaka [malk/mulk/milk], to take in possession.

See at 43:86, p. 1604, n. 4).

7. j)J 'ar&da - he intended, desired, willed (v. iii.

m. s. past, in form IV of rdda [rawd], to walk

about. See at 39:38, p. 1494, n. 10).

8. darr = harm, damage, injury, distress. See

at 25:3, p. 1138,n.6.

9. go nap = benefit, use, usefulness, profit. See

at 34:42, p. 1384, n. 1.

10. j~?f- khabir = All-Aware, A II-Conversant,

All-Acquainted (active participle in the scale of

fa'il from khabara [ khubr /khibrah] to be

acquainted). See at 42:27, p. 1572, n. 3.

1 1 . zanantum = you thought, assumed,

conjectured, supposed, firmly believed (v. ii. m.

pi. past from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See at41:22,'p. 1547, n. 11).

12. i. e., you thought they will be destroyed by

their enemies. ^Ji^ yanqaliba (w)= he turns

round, turns about, returns (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from inqalaba, form VII of qalaba [qalb], to

turn around. The final letter takes fathah because

of the particle lan coming before the verb. See

yanqalib at 22: 1 1 , p. 1049, n. 2).
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and that was made charming 1

in your hearts
2

y.itkj and you assumed3

^CS^ a thought of evil;
4

C?jl£=>j and you are a people

^ doomed to ruin.
5

o&j3J*> ^n(* whoever believes not

m Allah and His Messenger,

£Ju£l then indeed We have got ready
6

o^Sol for the unbelievers

(wJV^aS a blazing furnace.
7

14. And to Allah belongs

the dominion
8
of the heavens

and the earth.

J-ji He forgives
9

itiiji whomsoever10 He will

4»I2S and punishes
11

id^j* whomsoever He will.

C^iSl^l^rr^And Allah is Most Forgiving,

($) CL>5 Most Merciful

1- o*j zuyyina = he or it was embellished,

beautified, ornamented, adorned, decorated, made

charming (v. iii. m. s. past passive from zayyana,

form 11 of zdna [zayn], to adorn. See at 47:14, p.

1651, n. 14).

2. qutfib (sing. qalb) = hearts, minds.

See at 30:59, p. 13 10, n. 5.

3. (i^t zanantum = you thought, assumed,

conjectured, supposed, firmly believed (v. ii. m.

pi. past from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See at 48:12, p. 1665, n. 11).

4. saw' = to be bad, evil, foul, wicked. See at

48:6, p. 1663, n. 4.

5. jy, bfir = wasteland, fallow, allowed to perish,

doomed to ruin. See at 25:15, p. 1 107, n. 7.

6. U-i^f 'a'tadna = we prepared, got ready (v. i.

pi. past in form IV of 'atada ['attid], to be ready.

See at 33:31, p. 1347, n. 4).

7. i. e., hell. sa'ir = burning blaze, blazing

furnace, inferno. See at 42:7, p. 1562, n. 7.

8. i. e., His is the absolute ownership, possession,

sovereignty and power of dispensation. dU* mulk

= dominion, kingship, monarchy, right of

possession, ownership. See at 45:27, p. 1626,

n.13.

9. yiiy yaghfiru = he forgives, pardons (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah

ghufrdn], to forgive. See at 39:53, p. 1500, n. 7).

10. i. e., of those who repentantly seek His

forgiveness.

11. v-W yu'adhdhibu = he punishes, chastises,

torments (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from adhdhaba,

form II [ta'dhib] of 'adhaba ['adhb], to impede,

to obstruct. See yu'adhdhiba at 33:73, p. 1366, n.

1).
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l2^ii£ you envy" us.

Nay, but they are wont

not to understand
9

except a little.

15. There will say

those that lagged behind
1

when you set out
2

towards the booties
3

in order to capture
4
them:

"Let
5
us follow

6
you."

They intend

to change
7
Allah's word.

Say: "You shall not follow us.

Thus has said

Allah before."

Then they will say: "Nay, but

8

m

16. Say to those that lagged

behind of the bedouins:

"You will be called
10

to a people possessing

intrepedity
n
very tough.

You will fight them

1. dy±** mukhallaftin (pi.; s. mukhallaf) = those

left behind, lagging behind (pass, participle from

khallafa, form 11 of khaiafa [khalf/ khildfah], to

come after, to follow, to succeed. See at 48:1 1, p.

1665, n. 1).

2. intalaqtum = departed, set out, was

free, hurried, proceeded, burst out [shouting] (v.

iii. m. s. past in form VII of talaqa/ taluqa [taidq/

tal&qah] to be free/divorced, to be happy. See

intalaqa at 38:6, p. 1460, n. 6).

3. i. e., the booties of Khaybar. pJli* magh&nim

(pi.; s. maghnam ) = booties, spoils, gains, profits.

4. ijJUl" ta'khudh&{na) = you (all) take, receive,

seige, capture (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'akhadha

['akhdh], to take. The terminal nQn is dropped for

an implied 'an in li of motivation coming before

the verb. See at 2:229, p. 112, n. 13).

5. tjji dharH = you (all) shun, give up, abandon,

renounce, forsake, leave, let, let alone, cease (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from yadharu [wadhr]. See

at 11:64, p. 701, n. 6).

6. iwttabi\u)= we follow, pursue (v. i. pi.

impfct. from ittaba 'a, form VIII of tabi 'a [taba 7

tabd'ah], to follow. The final letter is vowelless

because the verb is conclusion of a conditional

clause. See at 28:57, p. 1252, n. 2).

7. l^J-Lj yubaddHUina) - they change, alter,

modify, exchange, replace, substitute (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from baddala, form II of badala

[badal], to replace. The terminal nun is dropped

because of the particle 'an coming before the

verb. Seeyubaddila at 40:26, p. 1518, n. 9 ).

8. Oj-x^; tahsudtina = you (all) envy, grudge,

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from hasada [hasad], to

envy. See yahsudUna at 4:53, p. 264, n. 7),

9. O^iii yafqahtina = they understand,

comprehend (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from faqiha

\ftqh], to understand. See at 18:93, p. 944, n. 2.

10. Oyo; tud'awna = you (all) are called/ called

upon/ invoked/ invited (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from da 'a [du 'd']> to call. See at 47:38, p.

1660, n. 5).

11. ^ ba's = might, strength, courage,

intrepidity, prowess, fighting, punishment ( also,

as verbal noun of ba'sa, hurt, harm, violence). See

at 40:29, p. 1520, n. 2.
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^Jj0j\ or they will surrender.
1

\J>J&o$ So if y°u obey,
2

^f^>.
Allah will give you

\'^.^CS a reward
3
very handsome,

4

but if you turn back
5

S?o*f$J^ as you did turn back before,

He will punish you with

(^lljjCui a punishment most painful.
7

A

17. There is not

on the blind
8
any sin

9

nor on the lame
10

any sin

nor on the sick
11

any sin.

And whoever obeys Allah

and His Messenger

He will admit
12 him in gardens

flowing below them

the rivers;

and whoever turns back

He will punish him with

a punishment most painful.

1. O^JL-j yuslimUna ~ they surrender, submit

themselves, resign themselves (v. iii. pi. impfct.

from 'aslama, from IV of salima [saldmah

/saldm], to be safe, secure. See tuslimuna at

16:81, p. 854, n. 14).

2. ly^aj tuti'ti(na) = you (all) obey, comply with,

accede to (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'atd'a, form

IV of td'a [taw'], to obey. The terminal nun is

dropped because the verb is in a conditional

clause preceded by 'in. See at 3:149, p. 213, n. 1.

3 >J 'ajr (pi. 'uj&r) - reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 48:10, p. 1664, n. 9).

4. ^> hasan (s.; pi. hisdri) = beautiful,

handsome, lovely, pretty. See 'ahsana at 46: 16, p.

1637, n. 6.

5. I^>5 tatawallaw(na) = you (all) turn away,

desist, refrain (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from tawalld,

form V of waliya, to be near, the terminal nun is

dropped for the verb is in a conditional clause

preceded by 'in. See at 47:38, p. 1660, n. 9).

6. i->S*i yu'adhdhib(u) = he punishes, chastises,

torments (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adhdhaba,

form II [ta'dhib] of 'adhaba ['adhb], to impede,

to obstruct. The final letter is vowelless because

the verb is conclusion of a conditional clause . See

at 17:54, p. 890, n. 1).

7. 'alim = agonizing, anguishing,

excruciating, most painful (act. participle in the

intensive scale offa'tl from 'alima ['aUim], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 46:31, p. 1644, n. 3).

8.^ 'a'md (s.; pi. 'umy) = blind. See at 40:58,

p. 1530, n. 2.

9. £j>- haraj t= restriction, constriction, tightness,

difficulty, anguish, uneasiness, sin. See at 33:50,

p. 1356, n. 9.

10. 'a'raj (s.; pi. 'urj/'urjdn) = lame,

limping. See at 24:61, p. 1 132, n. 11.

H J^y nwrid (s. ; pi. mardd) = sick, ailing,

diseased, unwell, indisposed. See at 24:61, p.

U32,n. 12.

12. J*^ yudkhil(u) = he admits, enters (in the

transitive sense), puts in, inserts,(v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'adkhala, form IV of dakhala

[dukhul], to enter. The final letter is vowelless

because the verb is the conclusion of a conditional

clause. See at 4:13, p. 244, n. 6).
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Section (Ruku 0 3

^^S^JjLiS^ 18. Indeed Allah was pleased
1

i|<<Su4jlil ^ about the believers when

dXJuC they pledged allegiance
2
to

i^cJlc*s* you under the tree

^ and He knew

^pJ^jC what was in their hearts;
3

iLS^Ujfo so He sent down tranquillity
4

upon them and rewarded
5

(&J li^&Li them with a victory
6
close by.

7

i^df 'jAjSj 19. And spoils
8
in abundance

£jj£t that they will capture.
9

l^iSfolg And Allah is All-Mighty,

All-Wise.

20. Allah has promised
10
you

spoils in plenty

that you will capture

'v&SiZ* and has hastened
1

1

for you

iJ&j^'S* these and has restrained
12

(X^^Ql ill the hands
13
of men 14

from you

oj^ojj and in order that these
15 may be

• lt^j radiya - he was pleased, became happy

(v. iii. m. s. past [from ridan/ ridwdn/ mardah, to

be satisfied]. See at 20: 109, p. 1003, n. 4).

2. The reference is to the bay 'at al-ridwan at

Hudaybiyah. Oj^.U yubayVtina = they pledge

allegiance, take oath of fealty, pay homage (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from b&ya'a, form III of ba'a

[bay'/mabt'l to sell. See at 48:10, p. 1664, n. 5).

3. i. e., of faith and sincerity, qultib (sing.

v-Ji qalb) = hearts, minds. See at 48:12, p. 1666,

n. 2.

4. sakinah (pi. saka'iri) - peace of mind,

tranquillity. See at 48:4, p. 1662, n. 1

.

5. 'ath&ba = he requited, rewarded, repaid,

(v. iii. m. s. past, in form IV of thaba [thawb], to

come back. See at 5:85, p. 372, n. 1).

6. fath (s., pi. futtih/^^j* futuhat) -

decision, opening, victory, final decree. See at

32:28, p.1332, n. 11.

7. i. e., the victory of Khaybar. qartb = near,

proximate, not far away, close by, Ever Near. See

at 42: 17, p. 1567, n. 7.

8. magh&nim (pi.; s. maghnam ) = booties,

spoils, gains, profits. See at 48:15, p. 1667, n. 3.

9. OjJUtj yakhudh&na = they take, seize, capture

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'akhadha ['akhdh], to

take. See ya'khudhd at 40:5, p. 1510, n. 9).

10. J&j wa*ada ~ he promised, pledged, gave

word (v. iii. m. s. past from wa'd, to make a

promise. See at 36:52, p. 1421, n. 9).

11. J*»p 'qjjala = he hastened, hurried, expedited,

quickened, rushed, speeded up, accelerated (v. iii.

m. s. past in form II of 'ajila ['ajal/'ajalah], to

hurry. See at 18:58, p. 933. n. 10).

12. u& kaffa = he restrained, desisted, refrained,

prevented, checked, held back (v. iii. m. past from

fcaff, to desist. See at 5: 1 1, p. 333, n. 8).

13. J^T 'aydin (sing, yad) = hands, power,

strength, control, authority, influence. See at

38:45, p. 1471, n. 5.

14. i. e., the men of Khaybar who surrendered

without a fight, and the hypocrites at Madina who

could not do any harm to the Muslims.

15. i. e., the victory, the spoils and the inability of

the enemies to fight the Muslims.
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o ci rrn ' i~r\r tV\(* Kw^l i f^Vf*red olgll 1UI LI1C UCllCVCIa

and that He may guide you to

0
a way right

2
and straight.

3

21 And others
4

vou have not the nower5

UVC1 L11G1I1,

All^ih hac. pnpirplpH^ thpm"

and Allah is

over everything

Omnipotent.

99 AnH if thprp fitrht
7 vnn

thrice u/hrt HicHpIipvp rhpvU.1Ul»C W 11U UloUt/llt VC LllCjf

will surelv turn
8
their backs*

rhf*n thf*v chilli not finH^

any guardian-protector
10

nor any helper.
11

23 As the Dractice
12
of Allah

which ha<i alreadv nassedTTlllVll 1 1 CIO UilVUUJ L/Ul)iJVU

J*

before;

and you shall not find

1. i. e., a sign of Allah's help and Power, ijk. *&yah

(pi. 'dydt) = sign, revelation, miracle,

evidence. See at 36:33, p. 1416, n. 7.

2. Us* sir&t = way, path, road. See at 42:52, p.

1580, n. 13.

3. mustaqim = straight, upright, erect,

correct, right, proper (active participle from

istaqdma, form X of qdma [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up, to get up). See at 43:61, p. 1598, n. 7).

4. i. e. t Allah promises other victories and spoils.

5. taqdir&[na] = you (all) have power, gain

mastery, are able, are capable (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from qadara /qadira [qudrah/ maqdurah/

maqdarah/ qadar], to have power, to be master.

The terminal nQn is dropped because of the

particle lam coming before the verb. See at 5:34,

p. 345, n. 8).

6. i. e., in His Power. J»b-t 'ahdta = he or it

encompassed, surrounded, encircled, contained,

comprehended, closed in on from all sides (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of hdta [hawt/hi(ah/hiydtah],

to guard, to protect, to encircle. See at 18:29
T p.

922, n.2).

7. Jto qdtala = he fought, battled, waged war (v.

iii. m. s. past in form III of qatala [qatl], to kill.

See at 3:146, p. 212, n. 1).

8. i^Jj watlaw = they retreated, turned away,

turned back, returned (v. iii. m. pi. past from

walld, form II of waliya, to follow, to lie next, to

be near. See at 46:29, p. 1643, n. 7).

9. 0jJL*j yajid&na = they find, get, come across

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from wajada [wujud], to

find. See at 33: 17, p. 1341, n. 3).

10. ^Jj watty (s.; pi. .u,l 'awliyd') - guardian,

legal guardian, friend, patron friend, sponsor,

protector, Lord- Protector, relative, next-of-kin.

See at 42:44, p. 1576,n. 11.

1 1. j~*> na$fr = (s.; pi. .v* nusard') = helper,

defender, supporter, ally, protector, patron (act.

participle in the scale of fa'il from nasura [nasr

/nusjir], to help. See at 42:31, p. 1573, n. 5).

12. i. e., such has been the practice of Allah

regarding the opponents of the truth, sunnah

(s.; pi. sunan) = way of dealing, usage, practice,

norm. See at 40:85, p. 1539, n. 7).
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in the practice of Allah

any alteration.
1

24. And He it is Who

restrained
2
their hands

3

from you

and your hands from them

in the inner part
4
of Makka

after that

he had granted you victory
5

over them.

And Allah is

of what you do All-Seeing.
6

25. They are the ones who

disbelieved
7

and barred
8 you

from the Sacred Mosque9

while the sacrifical animals
10

were detained
1

'from reaching
12

the place of sacrifice
13

thereof.

And had there not been

believing men

1. J*xi tabdil = to vary, to change, exchange,

alteration, (verbal noun in form II of badala, to

replace. See at 35:43, p. 1406, n. 12).

2. US' kaffa = he restrained, desisted, refrained,

prevented, checked, held back (v. iii. m. past from

kaff, to desist. See at 48: 20, p. 1669, n. 12).

3. ^1 'aydin (sing, yad) - hands, power, strength,

control, authority, influence. See at 48:20, p.

1669, n. 13.

4. i. e., on the occasion of the conquest of

Makka. jki (s.; pi. butun) - belly, stomach,

abdomen, womb, inner part. See butQn at 24:45,

p. 1125, n. 9.

5. jib>\ 'a7fara= he granted victory, made

triumphant/victorious (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV

of zafira [zafar], to be victorious/successful).

6. i. e , of all deeds and events, open or secret.

jt^h bastr ~ one who sees/observes, All-Seeing

(act. participle in the scale of fall from

basura/basira [basar], to see). See at 42: 27, p.

1572, n.4.'

7. The reference is to the unbelievers of Makka

before their acceptance of Islam. ijyS" kafarU -

they disbelieved, became ungrateful, covered (v.

iii. m. pi. past from kafara [kufr], to cover. See at

47:1, p. 1647, n. 1).

8. i. e., particularly in the year of the treaty of

Hudaybiyah. saddu = they turned away,

deterred, dissuaded, repelled, prevented, barred (v.

iii. m. pi. past from sadda [sadd\, to turn away.

See at 47:34, p. 1659,*n. 2).

9. i.e., theKa'ba.

10. (S^j- hady - what is offered as sacrifice,

sacrifice, sacrificial animals. See at 5:97, p.378, n.

7.

U. <_jj£*> ma'kuf - detained, held back,

restrained, kept (pass, participle from 'akafa

['akf\, to hold back).

12. £L yablughaiu) - he or it reaches, matures,

brings to completion, comes of age, attains

puberty (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from balagha

[buldgh], to reach. The final letter tak&sfathah for

the particle 'an coming before the verb. See at

13:14, p. 769, n. 11).

13. J*— mahitt - the place of sacrifice. See at

22:33, p. 1057, n. 7.
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and believing women 1

whom you knew not, that

you would have trampled
2 them

so there would have afflicted
3

>
you on account of them

f a stigma
4

s >
without knowing—5

that Allah may admit

w '

to His mercy whom He will.

If they had got separated
6

We would have punished
7

those who disbelieved

of them with a punishment

most painful.
8

26. When there had set
9

those who disbelieved

in their hearts

the heat of rage,
10

the heat of ignorance,
11

then Allah had sent down

His tranquillity
12

on His Messenger

1. i. e., among the unbelievers of Makka,

concealing their faith for fear of oppression by the

latter.

2. lyJaJ t£U'ti(na) - you trample, tread underfoot

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from wati'a [ wat'], to

trample, to have sexual intercourse. The terminal

nun is dropped because of the particle 'an coming

before the verb. See yata'xLna at 9: 120, p 631,

n.l).

3. s-*** tustba(u) = she or it hits, reaches, afflicts,

befalls (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from 'asdba, form IV of

saba [sawb / saybubah], to hit the mark, to be

right. The final letter takes fatfyah because the

verb is conjunctive to a previous verb governed by

the particle 'an. See at 28:47, p. 1248, n. 10).

4. »j~ ma'arrah = stain, stigma, disgrace,

blemish.

5. The conclusion of the condition is kept silent,

which is: We would not have restrained your

hands from them while entering Makka.

6. l^bji tazayyalti = they got separated; were

distinguished (v. iii. m. pi. past from tazayyala,

form V of z&la [zayl/zawl], to disappear, to

vanish. See uayyalnd. at 10:28, p. 648, n. 6).

7. U{Jip 'adhdhabnd = we punished, chastised,

tormented (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'adhdhaba, form

II [ta'dhib] of 'adhaba [

l

adhb], to impede, to

obstruct. See yu'adhdhibu at 48:14, p. 1666, n.

8. j^Jt 'altm = agonizing, anguishing,

excruciating, most painful (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa'il from 'alima [ 'alam], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 48:16, p. 1668, n. 7).

9. i. e., at the time of writing the Treaty of

Hudaybiyah when they refused to have

"Messenger of Allah" written after the name of

the Prophet, pace and blessings of Allah be on

him. J**- ja'ala = he made / set / put / placed /

appointed (v. iii. s. past from ja'l, to make, to put.

See at 42: 11, p. 1563, n. 7).

10. i-^- hamiyyah = heat of excitement,

temperament, rage, fury.

1 1 . ii*U jdhiliyyah = state of ignorance,

pre-Islamic paganism. See at 33:33, p. 1348, n. 2.

12. fc-SL. sakinah (pi. sakd'in) - peace of mind,

tranquillity. See at 48:18, p. 1669, n. 4.
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and on the believers,

m ft J> *tf

and had made them adhere
1

to the word of piety,
2

and they were

the most deserving
3
of it

to and worthy
4
of it.

And Allah is

of everything All-Knowing.

0
Section (Ruku')4

27. Indeed Allah will prove

true
5
to His Messenger

the dream6
in fact.

Surely you will enter
7

the Sacred Mosque,

if Allah wills,

safe and secure,
8

shaving
9
your heads

and making the hair short,
10

having no fear.
11

For He knew

what you did not know,

and He set

1. fjJt 'ahama = he forced, compelled, imposed,

obligated, made to stick/adhere, attached (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of lazima [luzum], to cling,

to stick, to be incumbent. See 'alzamnd at 17:13,

p. 877, n. 1).

2. i. e., to the word of tawhid— VI *Ji V. ^
taqwd ~ godliness, piety, righteousness, fear of

Allah (verbal noun in form V/ VIII of waqd
(waqy/wiqdyah), to guard, beware, be on one's

guard. See at 47: 17, p. 1653, n. 1 1.

3. 'ahaqq = more/most entitled, more/most

deserving. See at 10:35, p. 650, n. 7.

4. J*T 'ahl (s.; pi. oy>l 'ahlun/J^ 'ahdlin) =

family, wife, relatives, kinsfolk, inhabitants,

followers, inmates, owner, author, worthy. See at

38:43, p. 1470, n. 9.

5. J-Ue sadaqa = he said the truth, was truthful,

proved to be true (v. iii. m. s. past from sadq/sidq,

to speak the truth. See at 39:74, p. 1507, n. 9).

6. The Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings

of Allah be on him, saw a dream that he was

entering the Ka'ba Mosque along with his

companions, ^jj ru'yd (s.
; pi. ru'an) = dream,

vision. See at 37:105, p. 1446, n. 14.

7. J^-d la tadkhukunna = you will surely enter,

go in (v. ii. m. s. impfct. emphatic from dakhala

[(dukhui), to enter, to go in. See la nudkhilanna

at 29:8, p. 1267, n. 12).

8. 'dminin (pi.; acc/gen. of 'dminun; s.

'dmin) - peaceful, safe and secure (act. participle

from 'anuirui, form IV of 'amina [ 'amn/ 'amanJ

amdnah], to be safe. See at 44:55, p. 1616, n. 6).

9. js*L**- muhalliqin (pi. acc/gen. of muhaliiqun\

s. muhalliq) - those having a shave [of head or

face] (act. participle from hallaqa, form II of

halaqa [halq], to shave. See Id tahliqu at 2: 196, p.

94, n. 6).'

10. jis*** muqassirin (pi. acc/gen. of

muqassirun; s. muqassir) = those that make
short, shorten, reduce [the hair, etc.] (act.

participle from qas^ara, form II of qasura/

qasara [ qisar/ qasrf qasdrah/ qusjtr] become

short, to fall short. See qdsjrdt at 38*52, p. 1472,

n. 9).

11.0ylrfJ takh&f&na - you (all) fear, are afraid of

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from khdfa [khawf/makhdfah

/khifah] , to fear. See at 30:28, p. 1299, n. 1).
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before
1

that

a victory
2
close by.

3

28. He it is Who has sent
4

His Messenger

with the guidance

and the religion of the truth,

in order to make it prevail
5

over all the faiths

And Sufficient
6
is Allah

as a Witness.
7

29. Muhammad is

the Messenger of Allah;

and those who are with him

are stern
8 upon the unbelievers,

kind
9 amongst themselves.

You see them bowing down 10

and prostrating themselves,

seeking
11
grace from Allah

and Pleasure.

(V^l^J Ml Their distinctive marks
12
are

-

in meir races

1. Oji duna - below, under, without, more than.

,y min duni = without, with the exclusion of,

instead of, besides, before, in advance of. See at

34:41, p. 1383, n. 9.

2. fath (s., pi. cyi futah/^p futuhat) =

decision, opening, victory, final decree. See at

48:18, p. 1669, n. 6.

3. i. e., the victory of Khaybar. ^njqarib = near,

proximate, not far away, close by, Ever Near. See

at 48: 18, p. 1669, n. 7.

4. J^jl 'arsala = he sent, sent out, despatched

discharged (v. iii. s. past in form IV of rasila

[rasal], to be long and flowing. See at 35:9, p.

1392, n. 7).

5. jfe. yuzhira(u) = he makes prevail, grants

victory, manifests, makes visible, exposes,

demonstrates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'azhara,

form IV of zahara[zuh&r\, to be visible. The final

letter takes fathah because of a hidden 'an in li of

motivation coming before the verb. See at 40:27,

p. 1518, n. 10).

6. kafa = he suffices, is sufficient, is enough

(v. iii. m. s. past from kifdyah, to be enough. See

at 46:9, p. 1633, n. 10).

7. i. e., that you are His Messenger. shahid

(s.; pi. shuhadd') ~ on-looker, spectator, witness,

martyr, All-Witnessing (act. participle in the scale

of fa'il from shahida [shuhtid], to see, to witness.

See at 41:53, p. 1559, n. 10).

8. tU-if 'ashiddd* (pi.; s. shadid) = most severe,

stern, rigorous, hard, harsh, strong. See shadid at

42:26, p. 1571, n. 10).

9. ruhamd' (pi.; s. rahim) = kind,

compassionate, merciful (act. participle in the

scale of fa'il from rahima [ [rahmah /

marhamah], to have mercy. See rdhimin at

23:1*18, p. 1104, n. 4).

10. rukka' (sing, rdki') = those bowing in

submission (active participle from raka'a (ruldi'),

to bow, bend the body, especially in prayer. See

at 22:27, p. 1054, n. 12.

1 1 . 0>ri yabtagh&na = they seek, desire , wish

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ibtagha, form VIII of

bagha [bughd'], to seek, desire. See at 24:33, p.

1118, n. 11).

12. simd - marks, distinctive marks.
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from the trace
1

of prostration.

This is their model2

in the Tawrah\

and their model

in the Injil is

like a seed
3
that produces

4

its spout
5
and strengthens

6
it,

then it becomes thick
7
and

stands erect
8 on its stem,

9

impressing
10
the farmers;

11

in order that He may enrage
12

by them the disbelievers.

Allah promises those who

believe

and do the good deeds
13

from among them

forgiveness and a reward

most magnificent.

1. 'athar (s.; pi. 'dthdr) = trace, mark, track,

vestiges, relics. See at 20:84, p. 995, n. 1 1

.

2. Ji* mathal (pi. 'amihaI) - simile, likeness,

example, parable, instance, model, ideal. See at

43:56, p. 1597, n. 3.

3. £jj zar* (s.; pi. zuru' ) = seed, green crop,

plantation, cultivation, com-fieid. See at 39:21, p.

1488, n. 12.

4. £ 'akhraja = he ousted, drove out,

expelled, dislodged, got out, produced (v. iii. m.

s. past in form IV of kharaja [khurtij], to go out,

to leave. See at 9:40, p. 594, n.6).

5. shop (s.; pi. 'ashtd') = spout, shoot.

6. jji*. 'azara = he strengthened, made strong (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of 'azara['azr], to

surround, to strengthen).

7. hU- .-l istaghlaza = he or it became thick/

rugged (v. iii. m. s. past in form X of ghaluza/

ghaiazalghildz/ghiizah/ghildzah], to become

thick. See ghaliz at 41 :50, p.* 1558, n. 10).

8. <jy-*\ istawd = he became even (i. e., took

position), well balanced, straight, equal, regular,

upright (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of sawiya

[siwari], to be equal. See at 4 1 : 1 1, p. 1543, n. 3).

9. 6y stiq (pi.; s. sdq) = thigh, leg, trunk, stem.

See at 38:33, p. 1468, n. 10.

10. vJM* yu'jibu - he impresses, amazes,

pleases, delights (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'a'jaba,

form IV of 'ajiba [ 'ajab], to wonder, to marvel.

See at 2:204, p. 99, n. 1).

11.
{Jjj

zurrd' (pi.; s. zdri') = sowers,

peasants, farmers, (act. participle from zara'a

[zar'], to sow, to spread. See zar' at n.3 above).

12. JaJ4 yaghiza(u) = he angers, enrages, vexes,

infuriates, exasperates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

gh&za [ghayz], to anger. The final letter takes

fathah because of a hidden 'an in li of motivation

coming before the verb. See yaghizu at 22: 15, p.

61050, n. 13).

13. oUJU* sdlihat (f.; sing. sdlif\ah; m. sdlih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 47:12, p. 1651, n. 1.



49. SOratal-Hujurat (The Chambers)

Madinan: 18 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. It is a short surah; but it is full of important rules of manners and

etiquette. It starts by directing that no decision should be made nor any opinion on any matter be

expressed in advance of Allah's and His Messenger's. Then it directs that Muslims should not carry on

conversations in raised voices in the presence of the Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him, and should address him with due respect and courtesy. Next it deals with a very important

matter of social harmony and peace, namely, not to lend ear to gossips and rumours and to ascertain the

truth before jumping to a conclusion on any information given by a person of doubtful integrity. It then

directs the Muslims to settle their differences and quarrels mutually and reminds that they are brethren.

Another equally important teaching given in the surah is that no group of people should ridicule another

group of people, males or females, nor defame one another. Further it is advised not to surmise or

entertain unnecessary suspicion about any matter, not to spy on or backbite anyone. It also emphasizes

that races, tribes and nations are made by Allah so that they may know one another and that real honour

and merit lie in righteousness and fear of Allah, not in birth, race or colour. The surah ends by indicating

the qualities of a true believer and by stressing that the act of believing is for one's own benefit not a

favour done to Allah and His Messenger.

The surah is called al-hujurdt (The Chambers) with reference to its fifth 'ayah wherein Muslims

were advised not to call the Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, from behind

his dwelling chambers but to wait for him till he came out.

1 . O you who believe,

do not push forward
1

in the presence of Allah

u
\

>"
and his Messenger,

&\\yi\j and beware2
of Allah.

Verily Allah is All-Hearing,

All-Knowing.
3

2. O you who believe,

P0$& do not raise
4
your voices

5

1. i. e., in word and deed, nor pass judgement on

any matter except in accordance with the

injunctions of the Qur'an and sunnah. I^XiJ *il Id

tuqaddimfi - you (all) do not advance/ send in

advance/ push forward (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

[prohibition] from qaddama, form II of qadama
[qudum], to precede. See tuqaddimu at 2: 1 10, p. 52,

n. 10).

2. \y& iitaqO. = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqti, form VIII of waqcl ( waqy/wiqdyah), to

guard, safeguard. See at 43:63, p. 1599, n. 2).

3. i. e., of your words, deeds and thoughts, open or

secret.

4. \y*J ^ Id tarfa'fi = you (all) do not raise/make

high/lift up (v. ii. m. pi. imperative [prohibition]

from raja*a [raf], to raise, to lift up. See rafa'na

43:32, p. 1590, n. 6).

5. i. e., while talking to or addressing the

Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him. This is an important instruction

regarding the manner and etiquette of speaking to

superiors and in assemblies. 'aswdi (pi.; s.

sawt) = voices, sounds. See at 31:19, p. 1317, n. 10.

1676
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above
1

the voice of the Prophet

nor shout
2
to him

in the talk

as the shouting of some of

you to the others;

lest futile should become3

your deeds

0 h^Si^j and you realize
4
not.

'1

3. Verily those who

lower
5
their voices

in the presence of

the Messenger of Allah,

they are the ones

Allah has tested
6
their hearts

for righteousness.
7

For them is forgiveness

and a reward
8
very great.

9

4. Verily those who call you
10

from behind
11
the chambers,

12

most of them

do not undertsand.
13

1. Ojtfawq - above, over, on top. See at 33:10,

p. 1338, n. 6.

2. ij^rfW V Id tajharU = do not shout/ make loud/

public (v. ii. m. pi. imperative {prohibition} from

jahara
[ jahr/jihdr], to declare publicly, to come

out. See Id tajhar at 17:110, p. 909, n. 5).

3. Ja~-" tahbata = she or it falls through,

miscarries, goes in vain, is futile, is of no avail (v.

iii. f. s. past from habata [hubut], to come to

nothing. The final letter takes fathah because of

the particle 'an coming before the verb. See

yuhbitu at 47:32, p. 1658, n. 11).

4. 0jj»JJ tash'ur&na = you (all) realize,

perceive, are aware of (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

sha'ara [shu'ur], to know, to realize. See at

39:55, p. 1501, n. 5).

5. yaghuddtina = they lower, cast down

(v. iii. m. pi. imperative from ghadda

[ghadd/ghad&dah], to lower, cast down. See

ughdu'd at 3[:\9, p. 1317, n. 8).

6. imtahana = he tried, tested, examined

(v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of mahana [mahn],

to try, to test).

7. <syt taqwd = godliness, piety, righteousness,

fear of Allah (verbal noun in form V/ VIII of

waqd (waqyAviqdyah), to guard, beware, be on

one's guard. See at 48:25, p. 1673, n. 2.

8. j*\ *ajr (pi. 'ujtir) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 48:10, p. 1664, n. 9).

9. 'azim = great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave. See at 48: 10, p. 1664, n. 10.

10. The allusion is to certain bedouin Arabs.

djili yundduna = they call out, call, address,

summon (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from nddd, form III

of nadd [nadw], to call. See nddd at 43:51, p.

1595, n. 10).

11. tljj ward* = in the rear of, after, at the back

of, behind, close on (one's) heels, beyond. See at

45: 10, p. 1620, n. 9.

12. 01^^*0- hujurdt (pi.; s. fyujrah) = rooms,

chambers, compartments.

13. ya'qiltina = they realize, understand,

comprehend, exercise reason (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'aqala ['aql\, to understand, to have

intelligence. See at 45:5, p. 1619, n. 9).
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tit'

Qui

5. And had they been patient
1

till you came out
2
to them

it would have been

better
3
for them.

And Allah is Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful.

6. O you who believe,

if there comes to you

a sinful person
4
with a news,

5

ascertain the fact
6

,

lest you should hit
7
a people

in ignorance

then become
8

on what you have done

repentant.
9

7. And know that amidst you

is the Messenger of Allah.

If he were to obey
10
you

in most of the matter,

you will be in distress;
11

but Allah

1 . sabarU - they were patient, persevered,

endured (v. iii. m. pi. past from $abara [sabr], to

be patient. See at 41 :35, p. 1552, n. 5).

2. £yw; takhruja(u) = you come out, go out,

Heave (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from A/iaro/a [Jchuruj],

to go out, to leave. The final letter takes faihah

because of an implied 'an in hattd coming

before the verb. See takhrujuna at 30:25, p. 1 297

n. 14).

3. j** khayr - good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 44:37, p. 1612, n. 12.

4. <>-li fdsiq (s.; pi. fdsiqun) = disobedient,

defiant, defiantly sinful, (active participle from

fasaqa \fisq], to stray from the right course, to

renounce obedience. See at 32:18, p. 1329, n. 8).

5. ti naba" (s.; pi. 'anba") - news, information,

intelligence. See at 38:88, p. 1479, n. 6.

6. ly-J tabayyanti = you (all) make sure, make

clear, ascertain the fact (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from tabayyana, form V of bdna [baydn], to be

evident. See at 4:94, p. 285, n. 2).

7. tustbU (na) = you (all) hit, reach, afflict,

befall (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'asdba, form IV

of sdba [sawb / saybubah), to hit the mark, to be

right. The terminal nun is dropped because of the

particle 'an coming before the verb. See tusiba at

48:25, p. 1672, n. 3).

8. tj-»y./TT tusbih&ina) = you (all) enter into the

morning, become in the morning, become (v. ii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'asbaha, form IV of sabaha

[sabh], to be in the morning. The terminal nun is

dropped because the verb is conjunctive to a

previous verb governed by the particle 'an. See

tusbihuna at 30:17, p. 1295, n. 3.

9. <>oU nddimtn (acc./gen. of nddimun; s.

nddim) - repentant, remorseful (active participle

from nadima (nadam/naddmah), to repent. See at

26:157, p. 1189, n. 9).

10. yutt*u = he obeys, complies with (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from 'aid
1

a, form IV of td'a (taw'),

to obey. See yuti' at 33:71, p. 1365, n. 5.

11. ^ 'anittum = you suffered adversely, were

in distress, grieved, (v. ii. m. pi. past from 'anita

['anat), to be in distress, to suffer adversely. See

at 9: 128, p. 634, n. 6).
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endeared to you

the faith

and adorned
2
it in your hearts,

and made repugnant
3
to you

11*/* . 4
unbelief, outrage

and disobedience.
5

Such are the ones

rightly guided.

8. As a grace
7
from Allah,

and as a favour.

And Allah is All-Knowing,

All-Wise.

9. And if two groups
8

of the believers

fight amongst themselves,
9

i
• in

make reconciliation

between the two.

So if one of them commits

outrage
11

on the other,

then fight
12
the one

that commits the outrage

1. v-r^ habbaba - he made dear/ attractive/

loveable, endeared (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

habba [hubb], to love. See istahabbu at 41:17, p.

1545, n." 12).

2. jo zayyana - he embellished, decorated,

ornamented, beautified, made charming, adorned

(v. iii. m. s. past in form II of zdna [zayn], to

decorate, adom. See at 29:38, p. 1278, n. 10).

3. «jS" karraha = he made repugnant/ detestable,

disliking /abhorrent (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

kariha [ karh/ kurh/ kardhah/ kardhiyah], to

detest. See kariha at 40:14, p. 1514, n. 8).

4. Jy-i fusUq = outrage, iniquity, foul play. See

at 2:282, p. 149, n. 11.

5. 0U*ap 'isydn = disobedience, insubordination,

rebellion. See 'asaytu at 39: 13, p. 1486, n. 5.

6. OjXilj rdshidfin (pi.; s. r&shid ) = those

rightly guided, following the right way,

reasonable, of full legal age (act. participle from

rashada [rushd], to be on the right way, to be

mature. See rushddi 21:51, p. 1026, n. 11).

7. i. e., the above mentioned qualities are given as

a grace from Allah. J^i fadl (p\.fudfil) = grace,

favour, kindness, bounty; also surplus, excess,

superiority, merit, excellence. See at 45:12, p.

1621, n. 8.

8. 0UtfU> td'ifatdn (dual; s. taifah, pi. tawd'if)

= two parts/ portions/ groups/ bands. See td'ifah

at 33:13, p. 1339, n. 5.

9. ijlrii iqtatalti = they fought amongst

themselves (v. iii. m. pi. past from iqtatala, form

VIII of qatala [qatl], to kill. See at 2:253p. 130,

n. 1).

10. \y>Xj> 'aslihti - you (all) set right, put in

order, make peace, make reconciliation, settle, (v.

11. m. pi. imperative from 'aslaha, form IV of

sala^saluha[saldysuluh/maslahah/ saldhiyah],

to be good, right. See sdlihdt at 48:29, p. 1675,

n. 13).

11. e-V* baghat = she committed outrage,

outraged, oppressed, wronged (v. iii. f. s. past

from baghd [ baghy], to wrong, oppress. See

baghaw at 42:27, p. 1571, n. 12).

12. ijJjti qdtilti - you (all) fight, wage war (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from qdtala, form III of qatala

[qatl], to kill, slay. See at 9:123, p. 632, n. 5).
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until it returns
1

^i^ZiL
t0 ^e command of Allah,

£sTj6]* Then if it returns,

\^Z\J^i make peace
2
between the two

JjbJt with justice
3

QJ>\j and deal equitably.
4

Verily Allah loves

0 ^rti^iifr just persons.
5

^jiftL^ 10. The believers are but

brethren.
6

LtiiJi So make peace

;$v>2c£ between your two brethren;

and beware
7
of Allah that

0<^>J^2 you may have mercy on you.
8

Section (Ruku')2

1 1 • O you who believe,

JXJ^V there must not mock9

sjJip one people at another.

J^lyjojt^ Maybe they are better
10

p£i than those;

^tliV^ nor must any women

1. fr^yi" to/Ta (u) = she returns, turns herself,

inclines (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from fa 'a [fay'] t to

return, to shift from west to east. The final letter

takes fathah because of an implied 'an in hatta

coming before the verb. See yatafayya'u at

16:48, p. 843, n. 4).

2. I^JL»I 'aslif}ti = you (all) set right, put in

order, make peace, make reconciliation, settle, (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from 'aslaha, form IV of

salaha/saluha [salaMsuluMmaslahah/salahiyah],

to be good, right. See at 49:9, p. 1679, n. 10).

3. Jjlp 'adl ~ impartiality, equity, justice,

fairness, equivalence, equivalent. See at 16:90, p.

857, n. 9).

4. Ijk-Jf 'aqsiiu = deal equitably/ impartially/

justly (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'aqsata, form

IV of qasata [qast/qist/qusut], to act justly. See

tuqsitH at 4:3, p. 237, n. 6).

5. i» muqsi{in - just, equitable, doers of

justice (active participle from 'aqsata, form IV

of qasa{a [qast/qist/qusut], to act justly. See at

5:42, p. 350, n.*3).

"

6.

5

'ikhwah (pJ. ; s. 'akh) = brothers, brethren.

See ikhwdn at 33:55, p. 1360, n. I.

7. ittaqft = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form VIII of waqa ( waqy/wiqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 49:1, p. 1646, n. 2).

8. <Jj+*-j turhamtina = you (all) are bestowed

mercy on (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

rahima [rahmah / marl\amah\, to have mercy.

See at 36:46, p. 1419, n. 10).

9. j*—i V Id yaskhar = he must not make fun, let

him not ridicule/ mock/ deride (v. iii. m. s.

imperative {prohibition} from sakhira [suk.hr/

maskhar], to ridicule, deride. See sdkhirtn at

39:56, p. 1501, n. 8).

10. khayr = good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 49:5, p. 1678, n. 3.
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at other women.
-tot

or*

Maybe that they are better

than those.

And defame 1

not one another,

nor insult
2
by nicknames.

3

How bad is the name4

"outrage"
5
after the believing!

And those that repent
6
not,

they are the ones

the transgressors.

12 * ° y°u who believe,

refrain
7
from

tM'i£&$ most surmising.
8

j^j^\j^^J\ Indeed some surmising is sin.

And do not spy,
9

nor backbite
10 some of you

E

the others.

l^C\i?\ Will one of you like

I^J^tol to eat the flesh

li^-LiJ of his brother when dead?

tJJLL]& But you hate
11

it.

And beware
12

of Allah.

1. 1j>Jj V Id talmizti = do not defame, vilify,

slander, libel (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition} from lamaza [Uwiz], to vilify,

slander. See yalmizuna at 9:79, p. 61 1, n. 9).

2. IjjA^ Id tan&bazU = do not insult by calling

names (v. ii. m. pi. imperative {prohibition} from

tandbaza, form VI of nabaza [nabz], to give

insulting names).

3.
yalqdb (pi.; s. laqab) = nicknames, titles.

4. ism (s.; pi. 'asma') = name, apellation.

5. i. e., how bad is the outrage of mocking at one

another, defaming and insulting by nicknames!

Jj-i fustiq ~ outrage, iniquity, foul play. See at

2:282, p. 149, n. 11.

6. yalub iyatdbu) = he forgives, he turns to,

turns in forgiveness, returns in repentance (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from tdba [tawb/ tawbah / matab],

to turn. The final letter is vowelless and hence

the medial waw is dropped because of the

particle lam coming before the verb. See tabu at

40:7, p. 151 1, n. 10).

7. 1^*1 ijtanibti = you (all) shun, avoid, keep

away, refrain, abstain (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ijtanaba, form Vlll of janaba \janb], to

avert. See at 22:30, p. 1056, n. 5).

8. ^ zann (s.; pi. zuntin) = conjecture, surmise,

supposition, assumption, view, idea, opinion,

belief. See at 37:87, p. 1444, n. 1).

9. i. e., on one another, ij— ^ Id tajassasU =

do not spy, pry on (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition} from tajassasa, form V of jassa

\jass/majassah] t to touch, probe, spy).

10. ^ Idyaghtab = he must not/ley him not

backbite, slander, calumniate (v. iii. m. s.

imperative from ightdba, form Vlll of ghaba

[ghayb/ghaybah/ghiydb/ghaybubah/maghib] , to

be absent. See ghayb at 39:46, p. 1497, n. 8).

11. fZ*/' karihtum = you (all) disliked, detested,

abhorred, hated (v. ii. m. pi. past from kariha

[karh/kurh/kardhiyah], to dislike, to detest. See at

4:19, p. 247, n. 8).

12. l^Jl Utaqti - you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form Vlll of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 49:10, p. 1680, n. 7).
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Verily is Allah Oft-Forgiving,

®^ Most Merciful.

13. 0 mankind,

>2uLb| indeed We have created
1

you

from a male
2
and a female

3

and have made4 you

peoples
5
and tribes

6
that

G.

i i 7
you may know one another.

Verily the most honourable
8

in the sight of Allah is

}&a the one most righteous
9
of you.

Verily Allah is All-Knowing,

All-Aware.
10

fee

14. The bedouins say:

"We believe."

Say: "You have not believed;

but sayr'We have surrendered';
11

and there has not yet entered

the faith in your hearts.

And if you obey
12
Allah

and His Messenger

1. Lii^ khalaqnd - we created, made,

originated (v. i. pi. past from khalaqa [khalq], to

create. See at 46:3, p. 1631, n. 4).

2. dhakar (s.; pi. dhuk&r/dhukurah/dhukran)

= male. See at 40:40, p. 1524, n. 5.

3. i. e., initially from Adam and Hawwa", and

then from father and mother. So all men are

basically equal. ^ 'unthd (s.; pi. 'indth/'andthd)

- female, feminine. See at 40:40, p. 1524, n. 6.

4. Ui«i- ja'alnd = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'aUi [ja'l], to make,

to set. See at 45: 18, p. 1623, n. 6).

5. shu'tib (pi.; s. sha'b) = peoples, folks,

nations, races.

6. JJU qabd'il (pi.; s. qabilah) - tribes.

7. \jij\jJta 'arafU (originally tata 'drafQna) = you

(all) know one another, become acquainted with

one another (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from ta'arafa,

form VI of 'arafa [ma'rifah/ 'irfdn], to know, to

recognize. The terminal nun is dropped for a

hidden 'an in // of motivation coming before the

verb. See yata'drafuna at 10:45, p. 653, n. 11).

8. (jSl 'akram = more/most honourable,

esteemed, noble, generous (elative of kartm, (

act. participle in the scale of fa'il from karuma

[karam/ karamah/ kardmah], to be noble, to be

generous. See karim at 44:49, p. 1615, n. 3).

9. i. e., honour and distinction is by

righteousness and moral quality, not by birth,

race or nationality. ^ 'atqd = more/most

righteous, godfearing, pious (elative of taqiy).

Seez"m^iiat49:12, p. 1681, n. 12.

10. j^- khabir = All-Aware, All-Conversant,

All-Acquainted (active participle in the scale of

fa'il from khabara [ khubr /khibrah] to be

acquainted). See at 48:1 1, p. 1665, n. 10).

1 1 . LJLJ 'aslamnd = we surrendered, submitted,

gave ourselves up (v. i. pi. past from 'aslama,

form IV of [saldmah/saldm], to be safe, secure.

See 'aslamd at 37:103, p. 1446, n. 9).

13. lyJaJ luff'fi(na) = you (all) obey, comply

with, accede to (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'atd'a,

form IV of td'a [taw'], to obey. The terminal nun

is dropped because the verb is in a conditional

clause preceded by 'in. See at 48:16, p. 1668, n.

2.
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j£0 He will not discount
1

ct-V: from your deeds anything.

3^ Verily Allah is

Most Forgiving,

!$ljc^ Most Merciful.

15. The believers are but

those who believe in Allah

and His Messenger

and thereafter do not doubt
2

and fight
3
with their wealth

4

and persons
5

in the way6
of Allah.

Such ones are

the truthful.
7

16. Say: "Do you inform
8

Allah about your religion,
9

while Allah knows

all that is in the heavens

and all that is in the earth?"

And Allah is of everything

All-Knowing.
10

1 . cJj yalit (yalitu) = he diminishes, discounts

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from Idta [layt], to diminish.

The final letter is vowelless [hence the medial yd'

is dropped] because the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause) .

2. i. e., do not vacillate in their faith.

yartdbU (na) - they entertain doubts, doubt, are

sceptical, are in doubt, suspect, have misgivings

(v. iii. m. pi. past from irtdba form VUI (^vy

irtiyab) of rdba (rayb), to doubt, to suspect. The

terminal nfin is dropped because of the particle

lam coming before the verb. See irtdbQ at 24:50,

p. 1127, n. 2).

3. ijJufcU- jdhadfi = they fought, struggled hard,

strove (v. iii. m. pi. past from jahada, form III of

jahada [jahd], to strive. See at 29:69, p. 1289, n.

11).

4. i. e., help the cause of fighting in the way of

Allah with their wealth. Jl^«I 'amwal (pi.; sing.

mdl) = riches, wealth, properties, goods. See at

34:35, p. 1381, n. 7.

5. i. e., by personally taking part in the jihdd in

the way of Allah. ^\ 'anfus (sing, nafs) = lives,

persons, living beings, individuals, selves. See at

39:42, p. 1496, n. 5.

6. J-*- sabil (pi. subul/asbilah) = way, path,

road, means, course. See at 47:32, p. 1658, n. 7.

7. i. e., in their belief. 0y.>U» s&diqUn = truthful,

those who speak the truth (act. participle from

sadaqa [sadq/ sidq], to speak the truth. See at

15:64, p. '820, n. 4).

8. The address is to the bedouin Arabs and such

others who outwardly professed the faith but

inwardly entertained doubts. 0jJ^ tu'allimtina =

you (all) teach, instruct, educate, inform (v. ii. m.

pi. impfct. ixom'allama, form II of 'alima ['/7m],

to know. See at 5:4, p. 328, n. 12).

9. jt* din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 42:21, p. 1568, n. 12.

10. i. e., of all events, words, deeds and thoughts

of His creatures, open or secret. p-U 'alim (s.; pi.

'ulamd') = well informed, erudite, learned, more

knowing, All-Knowing, Omniscient. See at 44:6,

p. 1607, n. 5.
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17.They think they do favour 1

to you

that they enbraced Islam.
2

Say: "You bestow no favour on

me by your embracing Islam.
3

Nay, Allah bestows favour

J&l*ot$3fr on you that He has guided
4

you to the faith,

if you are truthful.
5

XT*-"

' ' "* \f v<

18. Verily Allah knows

the unseen
6
of the heavens

and the earth.

And Allah is All-Seeing
7

of what you do.

1 . djUi yamunnuna - they bestow grace, grace,

favour, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from manna [manri],

to be kind, gracious. See yamunnu at 12:90, p.

755, n. 10).

2. ij—Jl— ( aslamti = they surrendered, submitted,

gave themselves up, embraced Islam (v. iii. m. pi.

past from 'aslama, form IV of salima [saldmah/

saldm], to be safe, secure. See 'aslamnd at 49:14,

p. 1672, n. 12).

3. For the benefit of your faith is for you.

4. tj^ hadd - he guided, gave guidance, showed

the way (v. iii. m. s. past from hadyf hudan/

hiddyah, to guide, to lead. See at 39:57, p. 1501,

n. 9).

5. i. e., in your profession of the faith. ^jLo

s&diqin (pi.; acc./gen. of sddiqun; s. sddiq) -

truthful, those who speak the truth (active

participle from sadaqa [sadq/ sidq], to speak the

truth. See at 46:22, p. 1640, n. 6).

6. ghayb (s.; pi. ghuyub) ~ unseen, invisible,

hidden, divine secret. See at 39:46, p. 1497, n. 8.

7. basir = one who sees/ observes,

All-Seeing (act. participle in the scale of fa'il

from basura/basira [basar], to see). See at 48:

24, p. J 671, n. A.



50. SOratQaf
Makkan: 45 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which, like the other Makkan surahs, deals with the fundamentals of the

faith, namely, tawfyid (monotheism), the Messengership (risdlah) of Muhammad, peace and blessings of

Allah be on him, Resurrection and the life after death. The main emphasis of the surah is, however, on

Resurrection and the attitude of the unbelievers to it. It brings home this theme by referring to Allah's

creation of the heavens and the earth and all that exists and also His providing for the creatures in

various ways. In this connection reference is also made to what happened to the unbelieving nations of

the past. It ends by mentioning some circumstances of death, Resurrection and the Day of Judgement.

The surah is named after the disjointed letter with which it starts.

Li 1.08/'

jl»3T^C^T5 By the Qur' an, most glorious.
2

'0

£fj? 2. Nay, they wonder3

piiWJ that there has come to them

M^tjjcS a warner
4
from among them.

o^Sjfjlii So the unbelievers say:

cLi?^Ui "This is a thing very strange."
5

{JXi,} 3. "Is it that when we are dead

and become dust?
6

^CP ^ That is a return
7
quite remote."

0
Qcjj 4. We already know

je^^JdC* what the earth diminishes

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2: 1, p.

4,n. 1.

2. jl*»> majtd = glorious, illustrious, splendid,

exalted, All-Glorious (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa'il from majada/majuda

[majd/majadah], to be glorious, illustrious. See at

11:73, p. 704, n. 5).

3. 'ajibd = they wondered, were surprised/

astonished (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'ajiba [ 'ajab],

to wonder, to be astonished. See at 38:4, p. 1460,

n. 1).

4. jJu* mundhir - warner, one who warns (act.

participle from 'andhara, to warn, form IV of

nadhara, [nadhr /nudhdr], to dedicate, to make a

vow. See at 38:4, p. 1460, n. 2).

5. i. e., the unbelievers expressed surprise at the

rise of a warner from among them and at the idea

of Resurrection and Judgement.

6. i. e., shall we be raised after we have become

dead and dust? «-*ljJ turdb (s.; pi. atribahJ tirbftn)

= soil, dust, dirt, earth. See at 37:54, p. 1439, n. 1.

7. raj* = return, coming back. See yarji'una

at 46:27, p. 1642, n.9.

8. jl^ ba'id = (s.; pi. bu'adci' /bu'Qd /bu'ddn

/bi'ad) = far, far away, far-reaching, distant,

remote, unlikely. See at 42:18, p. 1568, n. 2).

9. tanqusu = she or it diminishes, reduces,

lessens, decreases (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from naqasa

[naqsl nuqsdn], to decrease, diminish. See

yunqasu at 35:11, p. 1394, n. 1).

1685
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Ul LL1C1I1,

and with Us is a Book

preserving.
1

S Nav thev dishelieve^

the truth

7> .'I when it has come to them.

So they are in a state

0 ^ confused and disturbed.
3

6 Do thev not look at

thf* Qkv ahovp thpmLl I olv V aUuVk^ infill

I1UW W C Have &CL 11 UU

and adorned
4

it

and it has no breaches'?
5

7. And the earth,

Wp havp ^nrpaH^ it out

and have cast
7
therein

hieh and firm mountains 8
111 Ul' W11V* 111111 lllVVIllLUlllUi

and have grown9
therein of

every sort
10

quite delightful.
11

1. i. e., in which everything is recorded and

preserved. hajtz = attentive, mindful,

preserving, guarding, guard, (act. participle in the

scale of fa'il from tyafiza [hifz], to preserve, to

guard. See at 42:48, p. 1578, n. 18).

2. l^Jtf" kadhdhabti = they cried lies, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah), to lie. See at 40:70, p.

1534, n. 7).

3. mart} ~ confused and disturbed,

confounded (act. participle in the scale of fa'il

from maraja [marj/murftj], to rise, to let loose, to

mix. See maraja at 25:53, p. 1 154, n. 1).

4. zayyannd = we adorned, embellished,

decorated, ornamented, beautified (v. i. pi. past

from zayyana, form U of zana [zayn], to

decorate, adorn. See at 4 1:1 2, p. 1543, n. 11).

5- £j> fur&j (pi.; s. farj) = private parts,

openings, apertures, breaches. See at 33:35, p.

1349, n. 12.

6. The earth, though spherical, is made habitable

by being planed and spread out (See Al-Tafsir

al-Kabir, XIX, 179). li->x- madadnd = we spread

out, extended, laid out, stretched out, lengthened,

prolonged (v. i. pi. past from madda from madd,

to extend. See at 15:19, p. 811, n. 4).

7. UJtft 'alqaynd - we cast, flung, plunged, posed,

set forth, offered (v. i. pi. past, in from IV of

laqiya [liqd' /luqydn /luqy /luqyah Auqan], to

meet. See at 38:34, p. 1468, n. 13).

8. ^/-Ijj rawdsin (pi.; s. rasin/r&siyah ) = firm,

anchored, fixed, towering mountains. See at

41:10, p. 1542, n. 10.

9. b^il 'anbatnd = we caused to grow, produced,

sprouted, grew, germinated (v. i. pi. past from

'anbata, form IV of nabata [nabt], to grow, to

sprout. See at 31:10, p. 1313, n. 12).

10. £jj zawj (pi. £ ijjf 'azwdj) = wife, husband,

spouse, one of a pair, consort, kind, sort, zawj is

used in Arabic for one of a pair and is applied to

either husband or wife. See at 39:6, p. 1482, n. 9.

11. £-4* bahtj = delightful, joyful, splendid,

magnificent, beautiful (act. partciple in the scale

of fa'il from bahajaJbahuja, to be happy, to be

beautiful. See bahjah at 27:60, p. 1220, n.
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8. As an insight
1

and reminder
2

for every servant

turning in repentance.

9. And We send down

from the sky

water full of blessings,
4

then grow therewith gardens

and cereal
5
of harvest.

6

10. And date palm7
tall

8

i j • Q l 10
having spadix in layers.

r -

1 1 . As provision

for the servants.

And We give life
11
therewith

to a land dead and barren.

Likewise will be

the coming out.
12

12. Disbelieved before them

the people of NQh and

the inahabitants
13
of al-Rass

14

and the Thamud.

1. ij^j tabsirah = insight, enlightenment,

instruction. See basir at 49:18, p. 1684, n. 7.

2. i. e., reminder of the Power and Omnipotence

of the Creator, Allah, and of the inevitability of

return to Him. tj^'i dhikrd - recollection,

remembrance, memory, reminder. See at 40:54,

p. 1528, n. 8.

3. i. e., to Allah, for forgiveness and mercy,

munib = one who turns in repentance, penitent

(act. participle from 'andba, form IV of ndba

[nawb/niydbah], to return, to come near, to

represent. See at 34:9, p. 1370, n. 13).

4. iJjU mub&rak = blessed, full of blessings

(passive participle from baraka, form 111 of

baraka, to kneel down. See at 23:29, p. 1083, n.

2).

5. ffabb (s.; pi. hubub) = grain, corn, seed,

cereal. See at 36:33, p. 1416, n. 11.

6. hastd - mown, reaped, harvested,

harvest, crop (act. participle from hasada

[hasd/hasdd/hisdd], to harvest, to reap. See at

21:15, p. 1016, n. 6).

7. Jaj nakhl = date palm. See at 26:148, p.

1188, n. 1.

8. ^U^L bdsiqdt (f. pi.; s. b&siqah; m. bdsiq) =

tall, towering.

9. £-Ll» tal* = spadix or inflorescence of the palm

tree, pollen, spathe. See at 37:65, p. 1440, n. 14.

10. -A-^aJ nadtd = in layers, arranged one above

the other (pass, participle in the scale of fa'U

from nadada [naijd], to pile up. See mandud at

11:82, p. 707, n. 9).

11. i. e., make lively by vegetation. L-^-l

'ahyaynd = brought to life, gave life (v. i. pi.

past from 'afyyd, form IV of hayiya [hayah], to

live. See at 36:33, p. 1416, n. 9).

12. i. .e, of the dead on the Day of Resurrection.

13. 'as-hdb (pi.; sing. sahib) =

inmates, inhabitants, dwellers, companions,

associates, followers, owners. See at 40:43, p.

1525, n. 6).

14. A remnant of the Thamud people.
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/o^j^j 13. And 'Ad and Fir'awn

<$ J,jJ and the brethren
1

of Lut.

ft

$3$

14. And the inhabitants

of the Wood2

and the people of Tubba'.
3

Each disbelieved
4

the Messengers.

So there came true
5My threats.'

15. Are We then tired
7

with the creation

in the first instance?
8

Nay, they are in confusion
9

about the creation anew.
10

Section (Ruku ()2

16. And indeed We have

created man and We know

wherewith there tempts
11 him

his self;

and We are nearer
12
to him

0^^\p\>- than the jugular vein.
13

1 1. In Arabic the tribe of a particular person is

generally referred to as his brethren, and

vice-versa. o\y^\ 'ikhwdn (pi.; sing. ^ 'akh ) =

brothers, brethren. See at 33:55, p. 1360, n. 1.

2. i. e., the people of Prophet Shu'ayb, peace be

on him. They were so-called because they lived in

a region full of trees and forest, most probably in

the region of Tabuk. 'aykah = wood, forest,

thicket, jungle. See at 38:13, p. 1462, n. 4.

3. The name of an ancient people or a ruling

dynasty in Yaman. See at 44:37, p. 1 6 1 2, n. 13.

4. ^jS' kadhdhaba = he cried lies to, regarded as

false, disbelieved (v. iii. m. s. past in form 11 of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 34:45, p. 1385, n. 4).

5. haqqa = he or it became true, correct, due,

right, incumbent (v. iii. m. s. past from haqq. See

at 46:18, p. 1638, n. 6).

6. i. e., the punishment with which they had been

threatened was inflicted on them. wa'tdi

(originally wa'tdi) : jl^j wa'td = threats,

promises. See at 14: 14, p. 792, n. 5.

7. 'aytna = we became tired, was fatigued,

lost the strength (v. i. pi. past from 'ayya [^'f'yy],

to lack the strength. See ya'ya at 46:33, p. 1644,

n. 10).

8. i. e., do the unbelievers then think that We are

tired by creating in the first instance so that We
cannot create again?

9. j^J labs = confusion, perplexity, uncertainty,

tangle, muddle. See yalbasuna at 44:54, p. 1615,

n. 9.

10. i. e. f about the Resurrection. J*** jadid (s.;

pi. judud/judad) = new, novel. See at 35:16, p.

1396, n. 5.

1 1 . \j*¥*y tuwaswisu - she whispers, tempts with

wicked suggestions ( v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

waswasa at 20:120, p. 1006, n. 1).

12. <-r^I 'aqrab = closer, closest, nearer, nearest,

more/most likely (elative of qarib. See at 18:81,

p. 940, n. 12).

13. habl (pi. hibaV'ahbut/'ahbaVhubut) =

rope, cord, string, vein, sinew. habl

ul-warid = jugular vein. See habl at 3:103, p.

196, n. 5.
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jSZl\ 17. Lo, there receive
1

if}f'\
\ the two receivers

2

OuJi^ from the right
3

(wj jJ^^j and from the left,
4
sitting.

5

J^iufo; 18. He utters
6
not of a word

*jJ but there is by him

t^j^filjj an overseer
7
quite ready.

8

Sjfcj 19. And there shall come

t& the agony
9
of death

£££ in truth.

citi^S That is what you use to

0jJ*4L> turn away 10
from.

20.And blown shall be
11

the Trumpet.
12

That will be the

®^j$y_ Day of the Threats.
13

i>;tj 21 . And there shall come

^J-j^ every person;

£>fc£2 w^ ^e one driving
14

t&Xf£ anc* a witness.
15

1 . ,jiJbj yatalaqqd = he receives, accepte ( v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from talaqqd, form V of laqiya

[liqa Auqyan /luqan Auqy /luqyah] to meet with.

See talaqqd at 2:37, p. 19, n. 12).

2. i. e., two specially appointed angels. 0Ub»

muotloqqiy&n (dual; s. mtalaqqin; pi. matalqq&n

) = two receivers (act. participle from talaqqd.

See n. 1 above).

3. {j^yamin (s.; pi. 'ayman) = right, right hand.

See at 37:28, p. 1435, n. 2.

4. JUi shimdl - north, left hand, left side, left.

5. i. e., each sitting on one side, x** qa'td = one

who sits down, sitting, infirm (act. particple in the

scale of fa 'U from qa'ada [qu'ud], to sit down.

See qawd'idnt2:\21, p. 60, n. 10).

6. Jaiij yalfizu = he speaks, utters, articlulates,

pronounces, spits out (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

lafaza [lafz], to emit, to speak, to spit out).

7. v**j faqtb = Ever-WatchfuJ, vigilant, overseer,

supervisor (active participle in the scale of fall

from raqaba [ruqub/raqdbah], to watch, to

control. See at 33:52, p. 1358, n. 1).

8. i. e., ready to record. 'attd= ready,

prepared (pass, parte
i
pie from 'atada [ atdd], to

be ready. See 'a'tadnd at 48:13, p. 1666, n. 6).

9. •
j£-> sakrah (f. s., pi. sakarai) = intoxication,

agony. See sakarai 15:72, p. 822, n. 4.

10. jl^j" tahtdu = you deviate, depart, avoid, turn

away (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from hada [ haydj

huy&aV hayddn/ mahid], to deviate, to avoid).

1 1 . £ii nufikha = it was blown, inflated, breathed

(v. iii. m. s. past passive from nafakha [nafkh],

to blow. See at 39:68, p. 1505, n. 1).

12. i. e., for the Resurrection. This will be the

second blowing of the Trumpet . Jy* stir ~ horn,

bugle, trumpet. See at 39:68, p. 1505, n. 2.

13. i. e., the Day of Resurrection about which

threats are given. J-pj wa*td = threats, promises.

See at 50:14, p. 1688, n. 6.

14. i. e., an angel will be driving them to the

judgement arena. jJL- s&'iq = one who drives,

urges on, pilots (act. participle from sdqa [sawq/

siyaqah/ masdq], to drive, to urge on. See suq at

48:29, p. 1675, n. 9).

15. i. e., another angel as witness.
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C*» -LjoJ 22. "You had indeed been

in indifference
1

to this.

So We have removed2

from you your covering.
3

Hence your sight
4
today is

sharp."
5

23. And there will say

hie pr^TTiTM^ni c\x\

"This is what I have with me

ready."
7

24. "You two throw 8

in hell

everyone infidel,
9

stubbornly defiant."
10

25. "Preventer
11
of the good,

transgressor,
12
skeptic."

13

26. He who set with Allah

another god.

So you two throw him

1. ili*- ghaflah = negligence, indifference,

carelessness, inadvertence. See at 28:15, p. 1236,

n. 1.

2. Liif kashafnd = we removed, lifted,

disclosed, exposed (v. i. pi. past from kashafa

[kashf], to remove. See at 43:50, p. 1595, n. 8).

3. *U»* ghitd' (s.; pi. 'aghtiyah) = cover,

covering, wrap, wrapping, envelop, lid. See at

18:100, p. 946, n. 9.

4. j«ai basar (s.; pi. 'absdr) = eye, sight, vision,

glance, look, insight. See at 45:23, p. 1625, n. 9.

5. JjJL»- hadtd (s.; pi. hada'id/hid&d) - iron,

ironware, sharp. See at 17:50, p. 888, n. 11.

6. i. e., the angel accompanying as witness. jij

qarin (s.; pi. qurand') = associate, companion,

comrade, consort, connected, joined ( act.

participle in the scale of fall from qarana

[qarn], to connect, to associate. See muqarranin

at 25:13, p. 1141, n. 9).

7. i. e., the record of his deeds, o-a- 'add =

ready, prepared (pass, participle from 'atada

[
'atad], to be ready. See at 50:1 8, p. 1689, n. 7).

8. i. e., Allah will say to the two angels. LiJl

'alqiyd = you (two) throw, "fling, cast, deliver (v.

ii. m. dual imperative from 'alqd, form IV of

laqiya [liqd' /luqydn Auqy Auqyah/luqan], to

meet. See 'alqu at 37:97, p. 1415, n. 5).

9. jiiT kaffdr = infidel, unbeliever. See kuffdr at

47:34, p. 1659, n. 4.

10. o~p fanid = obstinate, stubborn, resisting

stubbornly, stubbornly defiant (act. participle in

the scale of fa'il from 'anada ['unud], to deviate,

to resist stubbornly. See at 14:515, p. 792, n. 9).

11. mannd* = one who prevents, forbids,

defends, resists, bars, blocks (act. participle in the

scale of fa"dl from mana'a [ man'], to prevent.

See mana 'a at 38:75, p. 1 477, n. 1 ).

12. ai« mu'tadin (s.; pi. mu'tadun) =

transgressor, aggressor, assailant (active participle

from i'tadd, form VIII of 'add ['adw], to speed,

to run. See mu 'tadin at 10:74, p. 664, n. 9).

13. s-i murib (s.; pi. muribtiri) = one who

arouses suspicion/misgivings, startler (act.

participle from 'ardba, form IV of rdba [rayb],

to disquiet, doubt. See murtdb at 40:35, p. 1522,

n. 3).
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>\S2\^ in the punishment

j^aii 1 most rigorous.

27. There will say

\^J^j his comrade: 2
"Our Lord,

'C-ittC I did not make him transgress,
3

f
<^Ljol£$J but he was astray

4

0^ faraway."
5

jli 28. He will say:

\J. ffi "Do not quarrel
6

Wl in My Presence; and

3$l c^%j& I had given you in advance
7

the threats."

29. "Altered
8
shall not be

Ulffi the sentence on My part,

J^S^j nor am I unjust
9

0 to the servants."
10

Section (Ruku ') 3

30. On the day We shall say

j^J to hell:

1. ajJLi shadid (pi. ,uif 'ashiddd'h^ shidad) -

most severe, stern, rigorous, hard, harsh, strong.

See at 42:26, p. 1567, n. 2).

2. i.e., his evil comrade in the worldly life, Satan.

^ij qarin (s.; pi. qurana') = associate,

companion, comrade, consort, connected, joined (

act. participle in the scale of fa'tl from qarana

[qarn], to connect, to associate. See muqarranin

at 25:13, p. 1141,n. 9).

3. c-j^f 'atghaytu = I made (someone)

transgress/exceed all bounds/rebel (v. i. s. past

from 'atgha, form IV of taghd [taghan/

tughyan], to exceed all bounds. See at 37:30,

1435, n. 5).

4. J^-> daldl = error, straying from the right

path./i daldl = in error, astray, in vain. See at

46:32, p. 1644, n. 7.

5. i. e., from the right course and the truth, -t^

ba'td = (s.; pi. bu'add' /bu'tid /bu'ddn /bi'dd) =

far, far away, far-reaching, distant, remote,

unlikely. See at 50:3, p. 1685, n. 8).

6. i. e., Allah will say to them, tj. ^i^j M Id

takhtafimti. = You (all) do not quarrel, dispute,

argue, debate, contest one another (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative {prohibition} from ikhta$ama
t
form

VIII of khasama [ khasm/ khifdm/ khu$umah), to

defeat in argument. See takhta$imQna at 39:31, p.

1492, n. 5).

7. c~-Jtf qaddamtu = I sent ahead, forwarded,

advanced, given in advance (v. i. s. past from

qaddama, form II of qaduma / qadima [ qadm

/qud&m /qidmdn /maqdam] to precede, to arrive.

See at 42:48, p. 1579, n. 1).

8. Jj-i yubaddalu- he or it is exchanged,

changed, altered, replaced, substituted (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from baddala, form II of badala

[badal], to replace. See yubaddilQ at 48:15, p.

1667, n. 7).

9. zalldm= unjust, oppressor, evildoer (act.

participle in the scale of fa"dl from zalama

[zalm/zulm], to do wrong. See at 41:46, p. 1556,

n. 11).'

10. J-jp 'abid (pi.; s. ^ 'abd) = serfs, servants,

slaves, bondsmen. See at 22: 1 0, p. 1 048, n. 1 0.
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"Have you become full?"
1

And she will say:

"Is there any more?"
2

31.And brought near
3
will be

paradise for the righteous,
4

not far away. 5

32. "This is what

you were promised
6—

for everyone oft-returning,
7

attentive."
8

33. "Who feared
9
the

iviosi jvierciiui in ine unseen,

s >
and came with a heart

turning in repentance."
10

34. "Enter you all in it

in peace."

This is the Day of Eternity.
11

A 35. They shall have

1. c/*>l imtala'ti- you (fern.) became full,

filled yourself (v. iii. f. s. past from imtala'a,

form VIII of mala'a [mal7 mal'ah /mil'ah], to

fill, to fill up. See la 'amla'anna at 38:85, p.

1478, n. 7).

2. My majtd = excess, more, additional (verbal

noun of jdda, also passive participle from zdda.

See zdda at 47:17, p. 1653, n. 9).

3. c^jjl 'uztifat = she or it was brought near,

advanced (v. iii. f. s. past passive from 'azlafa,

form IV of zalafa [zalf/zalaf/zalif], to go near,

approach, advance. See 'azlafnd at 26:90, p.

1178, n. 8).

4. jJc* muttaqin (acc./gen. of muttaqun, sing.

muttaqin) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

45:19, p. 1624, n. 3).

5. M** ba'td = (s.; pi. bu'add' /bu'ud /bu'ddn

/bi'dd) = far, far away, far-reaching, distant,

remote, unlikely. See at 50:27, p. 1691, n. 5).

6. OjOpy tti'ad&na = you are promised, assured,

threatened, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

wa'ada (also from 'aw'ada, form IV of wa'ada]

[wa 'd]
y
to promise. See at 4 1 :30, p. 1 550, n. 11).

7. 'awwdb (s.; pi. 'awwdbun) =

oft-retuming, oft-retuming in penitence, ever

penitent, ever-obedient (act. participle in the scale

of fa"dl from 'aba ['awb/ 'awbah/ 'iydb], to

return. See at 38:44, p. 1471, n. 3).

8. i. e., to the injunctions of the Qur'an and

sunnah. -M^ Hafiz = attentive, mindful,

preserving, guarding, guard, (act. participle in the

scale of fa'il from hafiza [hifz], to preserve, to

guard. See at 42:48, p. 1578, n. i8).

9. iS^- khashiya = he feared, was afraid of,

apprehended (v. iii. m. s. past from khashy

/khashyah, to fear. See at 36:1 1, p. 141 1, n. 5).

10. v~* munib = one who turns in repentance,

penitent (act. participle from 'andba, form IV of

ndba [nawb/niydbah], to return, to come near, to

represent. See at 50:8, p. 1687, n. 2).

11. khulM = to last for ever, to be

everlasting/ eternal (verbal noun of khalada. See

khdlidln at 48:5, p. 1662, n. 10.
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all that they desire
1

therein;

0L>C3j and with Us will be more.
2

j35 36. And how many

<

4£fc^l*1 We destroyed
3
before them

o/^* of a generation
4

^llt^ who were stronger
5 l

han they

li£ im might
6

and they had penetrated

^4' 4 into the land.

Was there

any palce of escape?
8

^>$A 37. Verily therein is

(X^=»Jl a reminder
9

vIU] 6^ f°r anyone that has a heart

Jtfijl or casts
1

1

ear to

and he is heedful.
12

10

JLiJj 38. And indeed We created

L^VlJoylll! the heavens and the earth

t»Vffij and all that is between them

in six days,

S^UJ and there touched
13 Us not

1. OjftL^ yash&'Una = they wish, desire, want (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from shd'a [masht'ah], to wish.

See at 42:22, p. 1569, n. 13).

2. Jb^. majid - excess, more, additional (verbal

noun of jada; also passive participle from zdda.

See at 50:35, p. 1693, n. 2).

3. u£M 'ahlaknd = we destroyed, annihilated (v.

i. pi. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of halaku [hulk/

hulk/ haldk /tahlukah], to perish. See at 47:13, p.

1651, n. 11).

4. i. e. f because of their unbelief and persistent

sinning, qarn (s.; pi. o,y qurun) = generation,

century, horn. See at 38:3, p. 1459, n. 6.

5. xif ashadd = more/most intense, stronger/

strongest, severer /severest, fiercer/ fiercest,

sterner/sternest, tougher/toughest, (elative of

shadid). See at 40:46, p. 1526, n. 5.

6. J^eu batsh = power, might, strength, force,

valour. See at 43:8, p. 1583, n. 10.

7. i. e., by travels, settlement and building.

naqqabu = they penetrated, drilled, examined

thoroughly, travelled (v. iii. m. pi. past from

naqqabu, form 11 of naqaba [naqb], to bore,

pierce. See naqb at 18:97, p. 945, n. 7).

8. i. e., from death and Allah's retribution?
i

yt^

mahts = escape, flight, place of retreat, sanctuary

(verbal noun of, also noun of place from hdsa,

[hays/ haysah/mahis], to escape, to flee.See at

41:48, p. 1557, n. 9 ).

9. i. e., reminder of Allah's Power and of the

inevitability of return to Him. tj^i dhikrci -

recollection, remembrance, memory, reminder.

See at 50:8, p. 1687, n. 2.

10. i. e., to understand and realize.

11. i. e., lends ear to the admonitions and listens

carefully.^ 'alqd - he cast, flung, threw, posed,

set forth, offered (v. iii. m. s. past, in from IV of

laqiya [liqd' /luqyan /luqy /luqyah/luqan], to

meet. See at 31:10, p. 1313, n. 7).

12. shahid (s.; pi. shuhadd') = on-looker,

spectator, witness, heedful, martyr, A 1 1-Witnessing

(act. participle in the scale of fa'tl from shahida

[shuhud], to see, to witness. See at 48:28, p.

1674, n. 17).

13. ^ massa - he touched, affected, hit,

afflicted (v. iii. m. s. past from mass/ masis, to

feel, to touch. See at 39:49, p. 1498, n. 10).
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any weariness.

39. So have patience
2

c£jjSi*£$ over what they say,
3

and declare sanctity
4

^j^i with the praise of your Lord

.^L1S\^^^ before the rise
5
of the sun

and before the sunset.
6

40. And in part of the night
7

iZCp* declare His sanctity,

and in the wake8

&J>X of prostrations.

{y_y^\j 41. And listen
9 on the day

there will call
10

the caller
11

t|£$ y^jyl^J^ from a place quite near.

Sj^fx 42. On the day they will hear

iZSZJX the thunderous blast
12

^JL in truth.

That will be the day of

OgS^J the coming out.
13

1. So, it is not at all difficult on Allah's part to

resurrect and create anew. <syS lughtib =

exhaustion, weariness. See at 35:35, p. 1402, n.

13.

2. The address is to the Prophet, pace and

blessings of Allah be on him, and through him to

the believers. isbir = be patient, have

patience, bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from sabara [sabr], to be patient, to

bind. See at 30:60, p. 1310, n. 7).

3. i. e., what the unbelievers say in respect of the

Qur'an and its message.

4. sabbih = proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbaha, form II of sabaha

[sabhj sibdhah] to swim, to float. See at 40:55, p.

1529, n. 1).'

5. i. e., at dawn (fajr). tiild' = to rise,

ascend. See at 20:130, p. 1009, n. 7.

6. i. e., the late afternoon ('asr) prayer.

ghurfib = setting, sunset. See at 18:17, p. 915, n.

8.

7. i. e. t
magrib, 'ishd' and tahajjud prayers.

8. i. e., after completing the prayers. j^I 'adbdr

(pi.; sing. j>* dubr/ dubur) = backs, rear parts,

rear, in the wake. See at 47:24, p. 1656, n. 7.

9. istami* = listen, hear, pay attention (v. ii.

m. s. imperative from istama'a, form VIII of

sami'a [jam' /soma' /soma 'ah /masma '], to hear.

Seeistami'u at 22:73, p. 1071, n. 13).

10. tj^ yun&di = he calls, calls out, summons (v.

iii, m. s, impfct. from ndda, form III of nadd

[nadw], to call. See at 4 1 :47, p. 1557, n. 2).

1 1 . i. e., the angel lsrafil, on the occasion of

Resurrection. (t*>>U munddin = summoner,

caller ( active participle from ndda, form III of

nadd, [nadw], to call. See at 3: 193, p. 232, n. 1).

12. i. e., the blowing in the trumpet by lsrafil.

sayhah (s.; pi. sayhdt) = outcry, piercing

sound, thunderous blast. See at 38:15, p. 1462, n.

10).

13. i. e., i. e., the coming into existence alive out

of the dead on the Day of Resurrection.

khurfij = going out, coming out, departure (verbal

noun of kharaja. See yukhriju at 47:37, p. 1660,

n. 3).
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oJ*. \1[ 43. Verily it is We Who

LJij^ give life
1

and cause to die;
2

and to Us is the destination.

j£ 44. On the Day

ill rent asunder
4
will be the earth

off them in haste."

yi^oU;! That will be the assembling
6

on Our part quite easy.
7

45. We do know best
8

ojyjlli what they say,

i^cjIEJ and you are not over them

a compeller.
9

So remind
10

gUjiJL by means of the Qur'an

^l*t> those that fear
1

1

My threats.
12

I . Lfi
>»J nw/iyi = we give life, animate, enliven (v.

1. pi. impfct. from 'ahyd, form IV of hayiya

[hayah], to live. See at 36:12, p. 1411, n. 7).

2. So, it is nothing unusuaJ for Him to resurrect

the dead. c-*J numttu = we cause to die, put to

death (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'amdta, form IV of

mdta [mawt], to die. See at 15:23, p. 812, n. 6).

3. mastr = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 48:7, p. 1663, n. 11).

4. jjlX tashaqqaqu (originally tataskaqqaqu) =

she gets split, is rent asunder, cleft, ripped, torn

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from tashaqqaqa, form V of

shaqqa [shaqq], to split, cleave. See at 25:25, p.

1145, n. 11).

5. So the dead will come out alive from the earth.

sird' (pi.; s. sari')= those in haste, sird'an = in

haste, quickly, in a hurry.

6. ji->- hashr = to gather, assemble, rally (verbal

noun of hashara. See hushira at 46:6, p. 1632, n.

12.

7. j~~iyasUr = easy, gentle, simple, insignificant.

See at 29:19, p. 1271, n. 8.

8. jJU-t 'a'lamu - better-knowing, best aware

(elative of 'dlim, active participle from 'alima

['ilm], to know. See at 29:32, p. 1276, n. 5).

9. jL*. jabb&r (s.; pi. jabbdrun/ jabdbir/

jabdbirah) = of overwhelming power, tyrant,

oppressor, compeller (act. participle in the scale of

fa"dl from jabara \jabr/jubur], to set, to restore,

to force. See at 28:19, p. 1237, n. 12).

10. /"i dhakkir = remind, call to attention (v. m.

s. imperative from dhakhura, form II of dhakara

[dhikr/tadhkdr], to remember. See at 14:5, p. 787,

n. 5).

I I. JlAj yakh&fu - he fears, dreads, is afraid (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from khdfa [khawf/ makhdfah/

khifah], to fear. See at 27:10, p. 1204, n. 2).

12. wa'idi (originally wa'idt) ~ JLpj wa'xd =

threats, promises. See at 50:20, p. 1689, n. 13.



5 1 . SOratAl-Dhariyat (The Scattering Winds)

Makkan: 60 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah. It deals with the fundamentals of the faith, mainly tawhid

(monotheism), Resurrection, Judgement and the life in the hereafter. It starts by emphasizing that the

Resurrection and Judgement shall take place. Next it refers to the unbelievers who disbelieve in the

Qur'an and the Resurrection and their condition in the hereafter. In contrast the condition of the

believers and the righteous is then mentioned. It then refers to the heavens and the earth and all that exist

as signs of Allah's Power of creation and His Lordship and Absolute Oneness. In this context reference

is made to some of the Messengers whom Allah had sent with the message of monotheism and worship

of Allah Alone and how the previous nations had been destroyed because of their unbelief and persistent

disobedience to Allah.

1 . By the scattering winds
1

®bj'-> blowing away;

^j^jS 2. And the carriers
2

0 (jj of heavy load;
3

3. And those that move on

at ease;
5

4. And the distributors
6

^ ~*

00 by command; 7

djLtejfa 5. Verily what you are

promised8
is true.

1 . ^bjli dhariydt (f. pi.; s. dhariyah) = scattering

winds, scatterers, dispersers, those that blow

away/carry off (act. participle from dhard

[dharw], lo scatter, to blow away. See ladhru at

18:45, p. 927, n. 13).

2. i. e., the clouds. hamilat (f. pJ; s.

hdmildr, m. hdmil) = those who carry, carriers,

bearers (act. participle from hamala. See hdmilin

at 29:12, p. 1269, n. 3).

3. jij wiqr - heavy load, burden.

4. i. e., the ships. ^LjU-jdriydt (f. pi.; s. jdriyah)

= those that move on/flow [ships] (act. participle

from jard [jury], to flow. A ship is called jdriyah

because it flows on the surface of the sea. See

jawarin at 42:32, p. 1573, n. 6).

5. j~h yusr = ease, facility. See at 18:88, p. 943,

n. 2.

6. i. e., the angels who distribute Allah's

assignments and graces among the creatures.

v^U—

.

aa muqassim&t (f. pi.; s. muqassimah) -

distributors, dividers, those that parcel out/break

up (act. participle from qassama, form II of

qusama [qasm], to divide. See yaqsimuna at

43:32, p. 1590, n. 4).

7. 'amr (s.; pi. 'awdmir f jjJ 'umdr) -

order, command, decree / matter, issue, affair.

See at 45: 18, p. 1623, n. 8.

8. i. e. , the Resurrection and Judgement. OjJ^y

tti'adtina = you are promised, assured, threatened,

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from wa'ada {also

from 'uw'ada, form IV of wa'ada) [wa'd], to

promise. See at 50:32, p. 1692, n. 6).

1696
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6. And verily the Judgement

shall take place.
2

7. By the sky

full of routes.
3

8. Indeed you are in a talk

quite divergent.
4

9. Deluded from it is

the one who is deluded.

10. Doomed are the liars.
6

,> ^ ^»

1

11. Those that are

in heedlessness
7
distracted.

8

0
12. 1 hey ask: When is

the day of Judgement?

13. The day they shall be

on the fire put to trial.
10

1. oi* din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 49:16, p. 1683, n. 9.

2. waqV = that which falls/befalls, is about to

fall, is going to occur/take place (act. participle

from waqa'a [ {_ wuqu'], to fall. See at 42:22,

p. 1569, n. 9).

3. viLp- hubuk (p.; s. habikah) = routes, ways,

paths, orbits of the celestial bodies.

4. i. e., you express divergent opinions and make
contradictory statements about the Qur'an and the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him.

Thus sometimes you say he is a poet, sometimes

you say he is possessed; again you say he has

fabricated the Qur'eln, then you say someone else

has composed it for him, and the like. o1^*a

mukhtalif - diverse, different, varying, divergent

(act. participle from ikhtalafa, form VIII of

khalafa [khalf ] to follow, to succeed. See at

39:21, p. 1488, n. 13).

5. i. e. t deluded from the Qur'an are by such talks

those who are deluded, ^ilij* yu'faku = he is

deluded, beguiled, deceived, turned away (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. passive from 'afaka. See at 40:63, p.

1531, n. 8 above).

6. kharrds&n (pi.; s. kharrds ) = liars,

surmisers, conjecturers (act. participle in the scale

offa"dl from kharasa [khars], to guess, to tell an

untruth. See yakhrusuna 43:20, p. 1587, n. 4).

7. ghamrah (s.; pi. ghumar) - perplexity,

bewilderment, confusion, error, heedlessness,

hardship, pangs. See at 23:54, p. 1089, n. 2.

8. OyfcU sdh&n (pi.; s. sdhiri) = unmindful,

heedless, inattentive, distracted, negligent (act.

participle from sahd [sahw/suhuw], to overlook,

to forget).

9. OWl 'ayydn- when, at what time. See at 16:21,

p. 833, n. 5.

10. Oyuj yuftan&na = they are tried, put to test

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from fatarui [fatn/

futun], to turn away, to put to trial. See at 29:2, p.

1265, n. 4).
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lA/i 14. "Taste
1

your trial.
2

'%p*<s$\&A This is what you had been

J^oju^ wishing to hasten."
3

Oa^SSi 15. Verily the righteous
4

c^-ei shall be amidst gardens

anc* springs.
5

16. Receiving
6

j&JfcE all that there will give
7 them

^ their Lord.

)P^rl Indeed they had been

SuJtfiu^J* before that doing good deeds.
8

" 0
17. The had been

$c£&S f°r very little of the night

that they slept.
9

£H\£ 1 8. And by the pre-dawn

^ hours
10
they had been

j£) ZJ$Z> praying for forgiveness.
1

1

$Jk$> 19. And in their properties

1. i. e., it will be said to them, ly^i dhtiqti - you

(all) taste, have the taste (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from dhdqa [dhawq/ mudhaq] , to taste. See at

46:34, p. 1646, n. 3).

2. fitnah (pi. fitari) ~ trial, temptation,

enticement, discord, sedition, plea (on trial). See

at 39:49, p. 1499, n. 4.

3. OjA*oa~; tasta'jilftna - you hasten, make

haste, hurry, wish to expedite (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from ista'jala, form X of 'ajila ['ajal/'ajalah], to

hasten. See at 27:72, p. 1224, n. 6).

4. jJz* muUaqln (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaq'm) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

50:31, p. 1692, n. 4).

5. 'uy&n (pi.; s. 'ayn) - springs, fountains,

eyes. See at 44:52, p. 1615, n. 8).

6. yM^ 'dkhidhtn (pi. acc./gen. of 'dkhidun;

s.'dkhidh) = those who take, seize, receive (act.

participle from 'akhadha ('akhdh], to take. See

'dkhidh 11:56, p. 698, n. 2).

7. (jJlc 'dtd = he or it came, gave, brought,

afforded (v. iii. m. s. past from itydn/aty/ma'tah,

to come, bring, give. See at 28:46, p. 1258, n. 6).

8. i>r~*** muhsintn = (pi.; acc. /gen. of

muhsinun, sing, muhsin) = those who do good/

right things, righteous, charitable, generous

(active participle from 'ahsana, form IV of

hasuna [husn], to be good. See at 39:58, p. 1502,

n. 2).

9. oyv«4i yahja'&na = they sleep peacefully (at

night, become quiet (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

haja'a [huju'], to sleep peacefully, to calm

down).

10. *as-hdr (sing.^*— sahar) = time before

daybreak, pre-dawn hours. See at 3:17, p. 161, n.

5).

11. i. e., tahajjud prayers. o^jUc^yastaghfirAna

= they pray for forgiveness, ask for pardon (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from istaghfara, form X of ghafara

[ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn], to forgive. See at

40:7, p. 151 l,n. 8).
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was a right
1

for the beggar
2

and the deprived.
3

cij^^fj^ 20.And in the earth are signs

for the firm believers.
4

>-J^i3j 2 1 . And in your selves.

Will you not then see?
5

J^t^J 22. And in the heaven

is your provision
6

and what you are promised.
7

23. So, by the Lord of

the heaven and the earth,

%1%>\ verily it is true,
8

j^Sfcjii like
9
that you

1$)oJlLJ do speak.
10

Section (Ruku')2

^ji 24. Has there come to you

<Lj^- the account
1

*of

the guests of Ibrahim,

the honoured ones?
12

1. i. e., they regularly paid zakdh and sadaqah.

j»- (wu?*? = right, truth, liability, justice, just

cause. See at 44:38, p. 1613, n. 5.

2. JJL- sd'il (s.; pi. s&'ilun) = beggar, petitioner,

questioner, enquirer ( active participle from sa'ala

[ su'al/ mas'alah/tas'dl], to ask. See sa'ilin at

41:10, p. 1543, n. 2).

3. mahrUm (s.; pi. mahrumtin) = deprived,

precluded, excluded, divested, bereaved (pass,

participle from harama [fyrm/hirmdn], to

deprive, to dispossess).

4. mUqinin (pi.; acc./gen. of m&qinun> s.

m&qin) = those believing with certitude, firmly

convinced, firm believers, those who are sure

(active participle from 'ayqana, form IV of

yaqina [yaqnfyaqin], to be sure, be certain. See at

44:7, p. 1607, n.6).

5. djj^j tubsir&na - you see, see through,

understand, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'absara,

form IV of basura/basira [basar], to see. See at

43:51, p. 1596, n. 1).

6. i. e., the means for your provision, such as

rain, sunshine, air, oxygen, etc. Jjj rizq (pl.J'jj'

arzaq) = provision, means of livelihood, food,

sustenance. See at 45:5, p. 1619, n. 5).

7. i. e., of rewards and punishment, recorded in

al-lawh al-mahfuz. Oj-ju-jJ tti'adtina - you are

promised, assured, threatened, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from wa'ada {also from 'aw'ada, form

IV of wa'ada) [wa'd], to promise. See at 51:5, p.

1696, n. 8).

8. i. e., the Resurrection, Judgement, rewards and

punishment are true.

9. Ji> mithl (s.; pi. Jn.1 'amthal) - like, similar,

equivalent. See at 46:10, p. 1634, n. 9.

10. O^Jik; tantiquna = you (all) speak, talk,

pronounce, articulate (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

nutaqa [nutq/nutuq/mantiq], to talk, speak,

articulate. See at 37:92, p. 1444, n. 19).

1 1 . ^Jj>- hadith (s.; pi. j^lJ 'ahddtth) — speech,

talk, narrative, report, account. See at 45:6, p.

1619, n. 11.

12. 0_^£L* mukram&n (pi.; s. mukram) = those

honoured (passive participle from 'akrama, form

IV of karuma [karam/ karamah/ kardmah], to be

noble, generous. See at 37:42, p. 1437, n. 5).
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25. When they entered
1

on

him and said: "Salam",

he said "Salam ...

a people unknown!"2

26. Then he slipped away 3

to his family and came

O^i^^i with a calf
4
fleshy and fatty.

5

27. Then he brought it near
6

to them saying:

"Will you not eat.?"
7

28. Then he got apprehensive
8

of them in fear.

They said: "Do not be afraid"

and gave him the good news9
of

a son well informed.

Sf-X 29. Then there came forward
10

his wife crying
11

and beat her
12
face

and said: "An old woman,

barren."
13

1. Iji^j dakhalu = they entered, went in. called

on (v. iii. m. pi. past from dakhala [dukh(tl\, to

enter. See at 15:52, p. 818, n. 2).

2. Ibrahim, peace be on him, could not recognize

them because they were angels in the form of

human beings. 0j^> munkar&n (pi.; s. munkaf)

- those not known, unrecognized, strangers,

unknown (pass, participle from 'ankara, form IV

of nakira [nakar/ nukr/ nukur/ nakir], not to

know. See at 15:61, p. 820, n. 1.

3. j>\j rdgha = he went away, furtively turned

away, slipped away (v. iii. m. s. past from rawgh,

to go away, to go out of the way).

4. i. e., a roasted calf. Hjl (s.; pi.

•ujuU'ijalah) = calf. See at 20:88, p. 997, n. 8.

5. samtn (s.; pi. simari) = fat, fleshy, obese.

See siman at 12:43, p. 718, n. 7).

6. <vy qarraba = he brought near, made

someone/ something close, approximated,

advanced (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of qaruba

[qurb/ maqrabah], to be near. See qarrabna at

19:52, p. 964, n. 3).

7. 0j&h ta'kulUna - you (all) eat, consume (v. ii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'akala [ 'akl/ma'kal], to eat.

See at 43:73, p. 1601, n. 6).

8. Because they did not partake of the food,

'awjasa = he became apprehensive, afraid (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of wajisa
[ wajs /wajasan],

to be afraid, worried, 'awjasa khifatan is an idiom

meaning " had a sense of fear, became

apprehensive". See at 20:67, p. 990, n. 10).

9. tj^ij bashsharfi = they gave good news (v. iii.

m. pi. past from bashshara, form II of basharaJ

bashira [bishr/bushr], to be happy. See

bashsharna at 37:1 12, p. 1447, n. 1 1).

10. cJu»T 'aqbalat = she came forward, turned to,

approached, advanced (v. iii. f. s. past in from IV

of qabila [qabul/qub&l), to accept. See 'aqbala at

37:50, p. 1438, n. 7).

1 1 . t>s* sarrah = yell, sharp cry.

12. oCi sakkat = she beat, struck, shut (v. iii. f.

s. past from sakka [sakk], to beat, to strike).

13. r-i* 'aqim = unavailing, barren, sterile, futile,

unproductive, fruitless (active participle in the

scale of fa'il from 'aqama/aquma [ 'aqm/'uqm ],

to be barren, sterile. See at 42:50, p. 1579, n. 9).
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30. They said: bven so,

says your Lord.

Verily He is the All-Wise,
1

.1 A 1 1 T.7~ * 111

the All-Knowing.

Part (Juz') 27

31. He said: "Then what is

the matter
3
with you,

0 you the Messengers?

32. They said: "Indeed we

have been sent
4
to a people

committing sins."
5

33. "That we discharge
6
on

tnem stones ot clay.

34. "Marked
9
with your Lord

for the transgressors."
10

35. So We brought out

whoever was therein

of the believers.

1. i. e., in His deeds, commandments and

dispensation. ^S*- hakim (s.; pi. hukam&') -

All-Wise, judicious, full of wisdom (active

participle in the scale of fa'il from hakama
[hukm], to pass judgement. See at 45:37, p. 1630,

n. 4).

2. i. e., of all events, words, deeds and thoughts of

His creatures, open or secret, and of what is good

and suitable for His creatures. ^ 'alim (s.; pi.

'ulama') - well informed, erudite, learned, more

knowing, All-Knowing, Omniscient. See at 49:16,

p. 1683, n. 10.

3. khatb (s.; pi. khutfib) = matter, affair,

conditions, circumstances, situation, concern. See

at 28:23, p. 1239, n. 8.

4. LL*J 'ursttna = we were sent out, sent,

despatched (v. i. pi. past passive from 'arsala,

form IV of rasila. See at 15:58, p. 819, n. 5).

5. i.e., the sinful people of Prophet Lut, peace be

on him. y** mujrimin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mujrimun; s. mujrim) = those who commit sins,

sinners, culprits, sinful (act. participle from

ajrama, form IV of jarama [/arm] , to commit a

crime. See at 46:25, p. 1641, n. 10).

6 d^s nursila{u) - we send, despatch,

discharge (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'arsala, form IV

of rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. The final

letter takes fathah because of a hidden 'an in li

of motivation coming before the verb. See nursilu

at 6:48, p. 409, n. 8).

7. i. e., of hardened clay. SjU> hijdrah (pi.; sing.

hajar) = stones. See at 17:50, p. 888, n. 10.

8. ^ (in = clay, soil. See at 38:71, p. 1476, n. 3.

9. Each stone was marked with the name of the

person it hit (Ibn Kathir, IV, 271).

musawwamah = beautiful, marked for goodness,

marked, branded, (passive participle from

sawxvama, form 11 of sama [sawm], to mark, to

brand. See at 11:83, p. 707, n. 10).

10. i. e., persisting in unbelief and evil deeds.

musrifin (pi; acc./gen. of musrifun; s.

musrif) = those who commit excesses, exceed all

bounds, extravagant, prodigal, wasteful,

transgressors (active participle from 'asrafa, form

IV of sarafa/sarifa [sarf/ saraf\, to corrode, to

spoil, to neglect. See at 44:31, p. 161 l,n. 10).
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36. But We found'not therein

except one household

of the Muslims.
2

37. And We left
3
therein

a sign for those who

fear
4
the punishment

most painful.
5

'X

38. And in Musa,

when We sent him to Fir'aun

with an authority
6
quite clear.

7

39. But he turned away8

with his force and said:

"A sorcerer
9
or an insane."

10

40. So We seized him

and his hosts
11

and hurled
12
them in the sea

13

and he was to blame.
14

Xjj 41. And in 'Ad,

1. U-u-j wajadnd = we found, got (v. i. pi. past

from wajada [wujQd], to find. See at 43:22, p.

1587, n. 6).

2. i. e., the household of Lflt, peace be on him.

3. i. e., in the ruins as a result of the punishment

inflicted. US'J taraknd = we left, abandoned, gave

up, forsook (v. i. pi. past from taraka [tark], to

leave. See at 37:129, p. 1450, n. 9.

4. oyi*^ yakhaftina - they fear, dread (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from khdfa [khawf/ makhafah/ khifah],

to fear. See at 24:50, p. 1 127, n. 3).

5. pJf 'alim = agonizing, anguishing,

excruciating, most painful (act. participle in the

intensive scale offa'il from 'alima ['atom), to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 48:25, p. 1672, n. 8).

6. oUaL- suti&n = authority, power, mandate, rule,

sanction. See at 44: 19, p. 1609, n. 1 1

.

7. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bdna [baydn], to be

clear. See at 46:32, p. 1644, n. 8).

8. tawalld = he took over, undertook, turned

away, takes for a friend (v. iii. m. s. past in form

V of waliya [wald'Avildyah], to be near, to be a

friend. See at 28:24, p. 1239, n. 11).

9. >>-L- sdhir (s.; pi. saharah/suhhdr) = sorcerer,

magician, enchanter (act. participle from safara

[sihrl to enchant. See at 40:24, p. 1517, n. 12).

10. uy*^ majn&n (s.; pi. majaniri) = possessed,

insane, mad, one gone off his head (pass,

participle from janna [junun], to cover, to hide.

See at 44:14, p. 1608, n. 10).

1 1. *y*junud (pi.; sing, jund) = troops, soldiers,

army, hosts. See at 48:4, p. 1662, n. 4).

12. i. e., drowned them. LiJLJ nabadhnd = we

threw, hurled (v. i. pi. past from nabadha

[nabdh], to hurl. See at 37: 145, p. 1452, n. 9).

13. pi yamm (s.; pi. yamfim) = open sea, river.

See at 28:40, p. 1246, n. 7.

14. fJL« mulim = one deserving blame,

balmeworlhy, one who is to blame (pass,

participle from 'aldma, form IV of Idma \lawm/

malum/ mulamah], to blame, to censure. See

la'im at 5:54, p. 357, n. 9).
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(C^llfcjfij when We sent
1

against them

0|Cf*" qjJH the wind 2 most barren.
3

42. It spared not anything

^!<c£oi1 that it came upon but

Q^J&£&^ made it as if decomposed.
5

>J2 43. And in Thamud,

p-MiH when it was said to them:

\£2 "Enjoy yourselves
6

(^orwji- till a time."

\jZ 44. But they hurled defiance
7

J\£ at the command

of their Lord,

(tijju-li So there seized
8 them

tf^f the thunderbolt
9

O^^piJ and they were gazing.
10

l^tv.VlU 45. And they were not able
11

fyjt to stand up
12

nor could they

(£lo^L^ help themselves.
13

I. UJL^jI 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent, despatched,

discharged (v. i. pJ. past from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. See at

43:25, p. 1594, n. 2).

2. jsj rth (s.; pi. riydh ) = wind, smell, odour.

See at 30:51, p. 1307, n. 6.

3. i. e., a dry and devastating wind. ^ 'aqim -

unavailing, barren, sterile, futile, unproductive,

fruitless (active participle in the scale of fall

from 'aqama/aquma [ 'aqm/'uqm ], to be barren,

sterile. See at 51:29, p. 1700, n. 13).

4. jjj ladharu = she or it leaves, lets alone,

abandons, forsakes (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

wadhara/ yadharu[wadhr] to leave. See at 7:127,

p. 51 1, n. 3).

5. ramim = rotten, decayed, decomposed.

See at 36:78, p. 1428, n. 3.

6. tamatta'fi = you (all) enjoy, enjoy

yourselves (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from tamatta'a,

form V of mata'a [mat'/mut'ah], to carry away.

See at 30:34, p. 1301, n. 5).

7. 'ataw = they turned insolent, turned

defiant, hurled defiance (v. iii. m. pi. past from

'aid [ 'uttiw/'utiy/'itiy], to be insolent).

8. cj-Ut 'akhadhat - she took, seized ( v. iii. f.

s. past from 'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See at

29:37, p. 1278, n. 2).

9. iipLo sd'iqah (s.; pi. sawa'iq) = thunderbolt,

bolt of lightning. See at 41: 18, p. 15^6, n. 2.

10. yanzuruna = they look gaze, look

expectantly, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from nazara [nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at.

See at 43:66, p. 1599, n" 9).

I I. istata 'u - they were able to, were

capable of (v. iii. m. pi. past from istatd'a, form X
of id'a [taw'], to obey. See at 36:67, p. 1425, n.

2).'

12. fLi qiydm = subsistence, means of support,

standing, standing up, rising, existence. See at

39:68, p. 1505, n. 4.

13. cf-r^ muntasirtn (pi.; acc./ gen. of

muntasirun;s. muntasir) = victorious, triumphant,

those who help themselves (act. participle from

intasara, form VIII of nazara [nasr/nusur], to

help, to assist See at 28:81, 1261, n. io).
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A*

46 And in the Deonle of Nuh

before.

tjfy^ffi Verily they were a people

'defiantly sinful.
1

Section (ffu*fi')3

47. And the heaven,

We have set
2

it up

with power;
3

and verily We are expanding.
4

48. And the earth,

We have spread
5

it;

and how excellent are

We to spread out!
6

49. And of everything

We have created pairs.
7

Maybe that you take heed.
8

50. So flee
9
to Allah.

Verily I am to you

from Him a warner
10

open and clear.

J. jai-ili fdsiqtn (pi, acc/gen. of fdsiqun; sing.

fdsiq) = those that disobey, disobedient, defiant,

defiantly sinful, (active participle from fasaqa

[fisq], to stray from the right course, to renounce

obedience. See at 43:54 p. 1596, n. 9).

2. banaynd = we built, set up, founded,

constructed (v. i. pi. past from band [bind'/

bunydn], to build. See ibni at 40:36, p. 1522, n.

10.

3. Jul 'aydin (sing, yad) - hands, power, strength,

control, authority. See at 38:45, p. 1471, n. 5.

4. This is a very significant 'ayah in view of the

modem scientific discovery that the sky is ever in

the process of expanding! y mtisi'tin (pi.; s.

musi') - those who expand, are in the process of

expanding/extending, rich (act. participle from

'awsa'a, form IV of wasi'a [wasd'h/ sa'h], to be

wide. See wasi'ta at 40:7, p. 151 1, n. 9).

5. Li>farashnd - we spread
, spread out, paved

(v. i. pi. past from farasha \farsh/firdsh], to

spread. Stefarsh at 6:142, p. 452, n. 3).

6. Oj-Jt*^ m&hidtin (pi.; s. mahid) - those who

spread out, prepare bed (act participle from

mahada [mahd], to prepare a cradle, bed. See

yamhaddna at 30:44, p. 1304, n. 12).

7. This is another very significant 'dyah which

modern science acknowledges, zawjayn

(acc/gen/ of zawjtin; s. zawj) = both of a pair, a

pair, male and female, zawj means one of a pair

and is applicable to either the husband or the wife.

See at 23:27, p. 1082, n. 5.

8. tijj'-x tadhakkartina (originally

tatadhakkaruna) = you bear in mind, receive

admonition, take heed (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

tadhakkara, form V of dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkar],

to remember. See at 45:23, p. 1625, n. 1 1 ).

9. i. e., from unbelief and disobedience and hence

the punishment of Allah to His Mercy. Ij> jirr&

= you (all) flee, run away (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from farra [firdr/mafarr], to flee, to run away.

See fararlum at 33:16, p. 1340, n. 12).

10. i. e., against Allah's displeasure and

retribution. ^ nadhir (pi. nudhur) = warner, one

or that which gives warning (active participle in

the scale of fall from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur],

to vow, to pledge). See at 48:8, p. 1664, n. 1).
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jfif£ IjfcHj 5 1 . And set not with Allah

J^*S^\ another god.

i^j34i Indeed I am to you from Him

0 a warner open and clear.

d$£ 52. Likewise

oo5i Jl£ there came not to those

^Jvci^i^ut before them any Messenger

but they said: "A sorcerer
1

0 ojk$ or an insane.'

53. Did they make a bequest

of that? Nay, they are

a people transgressing.
4

jvJIpJ^ 54. So turn away5
from them,

&}>^L ofcj and you are not to blame.
6

Jp>j 55. And remind,
7

tijSfoli for indeed the reminding

does benefit
8
the believers.

^.iciii- 56. And I created not the jmrc

and mankind but

1. y-L- j^tr (s.; pi. saharah/suhh&r) = sorcerer,

magician, enchanter (act. participle from sahara

[sihr], to enchant. See at 51:39, p. 1702, n. 9).

2. dy*** majntin (s.; pi. majaniri) = possessed,

insane, mad, one gone off his head (pass,

participle from janna [junun], to cover, to hide.

See at 51:39, p. 1702, n. 10).

3. i. e., did the previous generation of unbelievers

make a behest to the succeeding generation of

unbelievers to disbelieve and abuse the

Messengers? taw&saw - they made a

bequest/behest, enjoined (v. iii. m. pi. past from

tawdsd, form VI of wasd [wasy], to be joined,

lightened, degraded. See wassaynd at 46:15, p.

1636, n. 4).

4. oy-U* tdghQn (pi.; s. tdghin) = transgressors,

oppressors, tyrants, those exceeding the bounds

(act. participle from taghd [mghan/ tughydn], to

exceed all bounds. See tdghtn at 38:55, 1473, n.

2).

5. i. e., let them alone for sometime. tawalla =

you turn away (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

tatawalld, form V of waliya, to be near. See at

37:178, p. 1457, n. 8).

6. maltim - blamed, censured,

blameworthy, reproached, condemned (pass,

participle from Idma [lawm/maldm/maldmah], to

blame. See at 17:29, p. 885, n. 5).

7. jTi dhakkir - remind, call to attention (v. m. s.

imperative from dhakkara, form II of dhaknra

[dhikr/tadhkdr], to remember. See at 50:45, p.

1695, n. 10).

8. tanfa'u = she or it avails, benefits, is of

use (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from nafa'a [naf], to be

useful, be of use. See at 34:23, p. 1376, n. 8).
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1 1. -bj 'uridu = 1 desire, intend (v. i. s. impfct.

that they Should Worship Me.
j
form 'arddaf form IV from rMa [rawd], to walk

about. See at 28:28, p. 1241, n. 4).

p^ijte 57. 1 desire
1

not from them

£»o* any provision

JiJbJfcj nor do I wish that

they should give Me food.
2

ttih 58. Verily Allah is

the All-Provider,
3

iyi\J> the Owner of Power,

® cj^\ Most Firm.
4

06 59. So indeed there is

for those who transgress
5

^j*'$X% a portion
6
like the portion

of their comrades.
7

% So let them not

ask Me to hasten.
8

60 - Then woe t0 who

\jyk==> disbelieve

r+*j„ot on acc°unt of their Day9

$ Ojlijl^if which they are promised
10

2. yutHm&ni (originally yut'im&na+ni) : l>»*iaj

yutimti = they feed, give food (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'at
l

ama, form IV of \a'ima[ta'm],

to eat, to taste. The terminal nun is dropped

because of the particle 'an coming before the

verb. See 'at'ama at 36:47, p. 1420, n. 4).

3. Jljj razzdq = All-Provider, feeder, one who

provides/ gives food, means of subsistence (act,

participle in the scale of fa"dl from razaqa

[rizq\, to provide with the means of subsistence.

See razaqnd at 35:29, p. 1400, n. 5.

4. ^» matin = solid, firm, Most Firm (act.

participle in the scale of fa'il from matana

[matdnah], to be firm. See at 7:183, p. 537, n. 3).

5. i. e., set partners with Allah. I^*H» zalamti =

they did wrong/injustice, transgressed, committed

shirk [note that at 31:13 shirk ( setting partners

with Allah ) is called a grave zulm ] (v. iii. m. pi.

past from zalama [zalm/zulm], to do wrong. See at

46: 12, p. 1635, n. 7).

6. i. e., of punishment, <-\yi> dhandb = portion.

7. i. e., those like them of the preceding peoples.

k-»Uw»t 'as-hab (pi.; sing. sahib) = inmates,

inhabitants, dwellers, companions, comrades,

associates, followers, owners. See at 40:43, p.

1525, n. 6).

8. i. e., to hasten the punishment (as they used to

do by way of disbelief and challenge). Id

yasta'jiltitii (originally Id yasta'jil&ni) =

V Id yasta'jilti = let them not ask to hasten, they

must not seek to hasten (v. iii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition} from ista'jala, form X of 'ajila

['ajal/ 'ajalah], to hasten. See Id tasta'jil at

46:35, p. 1645, n.6).

9. i. e., the Day of Resurrection and Judgement.

10. Oj-ap^ yti 'aduna - they are promised,

assured, threatened, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from w'ada [wa'd], to make a promise. See at

46:35, p. 1645, n. 8).



52. SOratAl-TOr (The Mount)
Makkan: 49 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which deals with the fundamentals of the faith, namely, tawbid,

Resurrection, Judgement, rewards, punishment and the Messengership of Muhammad, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him.

It starts with an abjuration by five things emphasizing the inevitability of Resurrection and
Judgement. Then it refers to the condition of the unbelievers in the hereafter and the punishment that

awaits them. In contrast, the condition of the believers and the righteous, and the rewards that await

them, are then mentioned. Next it speaks about the Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings

of Allah be on him, and gives appropriate replies to the assumptions and allegations of the unbelievers

about it. The surah ends by denouncing the polytheists' worship of idols and imaginary gods and

goddesses , their intransigence and the severity of their punishment in the hereafter.

The surah is named Al-Tur (The Mount Sinai), which was the scene of the receipt of Allah's

' relation by Prophet Musa, peace be on him, and with an abjuration by which the surah starts.

1. i. e., the Mount Sinai on which MGsa, peace be

on him, received Allah's why. j> tHr = mountain,

Mount Sinai. See at 28:46, p. 1248, n. 2.

2. i. e., the Qur'an.

3. jjk— masttir = recorded, written down

(passive participle from satara [satr], to draw

lines, to write. See at 33:6, p. 1337, n. 5).

4. Jj raqq = thin hide to write on, parchment.

5. manshtir = spread out, unfolded,

unrolled, opened, published (pass, participle from

nashara [nashr], to spread out, to unroll. See at

17:13, p. 877, n. 6).

6. al-Bayt al-Ma'mfir (House Populated) is a

House in the heaven which is visited each day by

a new group of 70 thousand angels, j^*** ma'mfir

= inhabited, populated (pass, participle from

'amara ['amr/ 'umr/ 'amarah], to inhabit, to

populate, to build, to make prosperous).

7. i. e., the sky. Jii- saqf (s.; pi. suquf/ suquf/

'asquf) = roof, ceiling. See at 21:32, p. 1021, n. 1.

8. marfti* = raised, elevated, made high

(pass, participle from rafa'a [raf], to raise, to lift

up. See Id tarfa'u at 49:2, p. 1676, n. 4).

9. On the Day of Resurrection the seas will be

transformed into oceans of fire (see 81:6). j>*-~

masjur = flared up, fired up, ignited, heated (pass,

participle from sajara, to fire up. See yusjaruna

at 40:72, p. I535,n. 2.).

_

1. By the Mount.
1

0 Rv a T^nnk"^ writtpn Hnwn^
. jj y a jjuuiv williw 1 1 uuwn

3. In a parchment
4
unrolled.

5

'©
4. By the House Populated.

6

5. By the roof
7
elevated.

8

6. By the sea fired up.
9

7. Verily the punishment

1707
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of your Lord

shall surely take place.
1

8. There is not for it

anyone to ward off.
2

9.The day the sky will swing
3

to and fro.

10.And the mountain will flow
4

0fc in a motion.

1 1. So woe5
that day

l\J U1C- UldUCIJCVC'lo.

12. Who are in a venture
7

having fun.
8

13. That day

17^ -
they shall be thrust

9

to the fire of hell

in a violent push.

1. w&qV = that which falls/befalls, is about

to fall, is going to occur/take place (act.

participle from waqa'a [ ^yj wuqQ'], to fall.

See at 5 1:6, p. 1697, n. 2).

2. £*b d&fi* (s.; pi. ddfi'un) = one or that which

pushes, wards off, repels, defends, drives away,

repels; also one who pays, delivers, makes over

(act. participle from dafa'a [daf], to push, push

away. See idfa' at 41:34, p. 1551, n. 11).

3. tamuru = she swings, sways, moves to

and fro (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from m&ra [mawr], to

swing, to move to and fro, to move side to side).

4. On the Day of Resurrection the mountains will

be set in motion and will flow in speed (see

78:20 & 81:3). tastru= she travels, flows,

moves on, goes about (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

sfira [sayr /sayrurah /mastr /masirah /tasydr] to

move, to travel. See yasiru at 47:10, p. 1650, n.

4)-

5. Jij wayl = woe, distress, the deepest depth of

ruin and degradation. See at 43:65, p. 1599, n. 6.

jJlC mukadhdhibin of^.w* muKuuriuriiuiii (acc./gen.

mukadhdhibdn, sing, mukadhdhib) = those who
cry lies (to), disbelievers (active participle from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhiba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 43:25, p.

1588, n. 11).

7. i. e., in a venture of falsehood. Jty- khawd -

venture, plunge, rushing in. See at 6:91, p. 428, n.

7).

8. i. e., are indifferent to the truth which they take

in jest and ridicule. by*kyal'abfina = they play,

are at play, make fun (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

la'iba [lu'b/ li'b/ la'ib tal'ab], to play, to have

fun. See at 44:9, p. 1607, n. II).

9. oy-^i yuda"una - they are thrust, violently

pushed (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from da"a
[da"], to thrust, to push violently and

disdainfully).
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j\3\>j± 14. This is the fire

l^^-f<%1\ in which you used to

0 oju^3 disbelieve.
1

15. Is it then a sorcery
2

or that you see not?
3

16. Broil
4
in it;

then whether you be patient
5

or do not be patient,

it is the same6
on you.

You are but requited
7
for

what you used to do.

17. Verily the righteous
8

will be in gardens and bliss.
9

18. Enjoying
10

at all that

there will give them their Lord;

and there will protect them

their Lord

from the punishment

of the blazing fire.

1. i. e., it will be said to them that this is the hell

which you used to disbelieve. 0^i&

tukadhdhibuna = you (all) cry lies to, disbelieve,

think untrue (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 37:21, p.

1433, n. 10).

2. This will be said by way of reproach because

the unbelievers considered the Messengers, the

miracles and the Qur'an as sorcery. sihr (pi.

ashdr) = sorcery, magic. See at 46:8, p. 1633, n.

6.

3. Oj^r-aj tubsirtina - you see, see through,

understand, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'absara,

form IV of basura/basira [basar], to see. See at

51:21, p. 1699^ n. 5).

4. \jLe\ islaw = you (all) burn, broil, enter into

fire (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from said [salan/

sulty/ sild'), to roast, to bum, to be exposed to the

blaze. See at 36:64, p. 1424, n. 2).

5. ij^i isbirU = (you all) be patient, have

patience, bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from sabara [sabr], to be patient, to

bind. See at 38:6, p. 1460, n. 9).

6. i. e., the punishment will neither be mitigated

nor terminated. *\y sawd' ~ straight, even,

equal, same, alike, on a par. See at 45:21,

p. 1624, n. 10.

7. tujzawna = you are recompensed,

requited, rewarded, repaid (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from jaza [jaza'], to recompense. See at

46:20, p. 1639, n. 4).

8. mutiaqln (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqiri) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaq&, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqayah], to guard, to protect. See at

51:15, p. 1698, n. 4).

9. na'im = bliss, felicity, comfort,

happiness, delight. See at 37:43, p. 1437, n. 6.

10. j^^i fdkihtn(pl\ acc./gen. of fdkihun; s.

f&kih) - those enjoying, cheerful, merry (act.

participle from fakiha [fakah/fakahah], to be

cheerful, merry, sportive. See at 44:27, p. 1611,

n. 3).
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19 "Eat and drink

in ease and well-being
1

for what you used to do."

20. Reclining
2
on couches

3

-/ -J

arranged in rows.
4

And We will marry
5 them

to hur6

with eyes attractively wide.
7

21. And those who believe,

and there follow
8 them

their progeny
9
in faith,

re ^ We shall join
10
with them

1

1

their progeny

and shall not detract
12 from

them of their deed anything.

Every person is

for what he earns
13

responsible.
14

22. And We shall provide
15

them with fruit and meat

1. s^y* hanV - ease, well-being,. See at 4:4, p.

238, n. 5.

2. muttaki'tn (pi.; acc./gen. of muttakVUn

; s. muttaki') = those reclining, supporting,

resting (act. participle from ittaka'a, form VIII of

waka 'a. See at 38:5 1 , p. 1 472, n. 7).

3. Jjr- surur (pi.; s. y.^ sarir) = bedsteads,

thrones, couches. See at 43:34, p. 1591, n. 8.

4. tijJLa* masfUfah (f.) - arranged in rows, lined

up, set in ranks (pass, participle from saffa [saff],

to set up in a row, to line up, classify, compose.

See saffun at 37:165, p. 1455, n. 7).

5. zawwajnd = we coupled, paired,

doubled, gave in marriage (v. i. pi. past from

zawwaja, form II of zdja [zuwj], to incite, to

instigate. See at 44:54, p. 1616, n. I

.

6. jj>- hUr (f. pi.; s. huriyah) = beautiful

damsels of paradise. See at 44:54, p. 1616, n. 2.

7. j** 'in (f. pi;, s. 'aynd') - attractively wide

eyed. See at 44:54, p. 1616, n. 3.

8. ittaba'at = she followed, pursued (v. iii.

f. s. past from ittaba'a, form VIII of tabi'a

[tuba 7 taba 'ah], to follow. See ittaba 'u at 47:28,

p. 1657, n. 4).

9. ^ji dhurriyah (pi. dhurriyat/ dhararty) =

offspring, progeny, children, descendants. See at

46:15, p. 1637, n. 3).

10. 'attyaqnd = we attached, appended,

joined, united (v. i. pi. past from 'alhaqa, form

IV of lahiqa \lahq/lahaq], to catch up with, to

join. See 'alhaqtum at 34:27, p. 1378, n. 1).

1 1. i. e., in the jannah.

12. LJ( 'alatnd = we detracted, diminished,

decreased, reduced (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'aldta,

form IV of Iclta [layt], to diminish).

13. v—5* kasaba = he or it earned, acquired,

gained (v. iii. m. s. past from kasb, to gain. See

kasabat at 45:22, p. 1625, n. 3).

14. o?*J rahfa = held in pledge, mortgaged,

responsible (pass, participle in the scale of fa'il

from rahana [rahn], to pawn, to mortgage. See

rihan at 2:283, p. 150, n. 3).

15. 'amdadnd = we aided, helped, assisted,

supported, provided, (v. i. pi. past from 'amadda,

form IV of madda [madd], to extend. See

madadnd at 15:19, p. 811, n. 4).
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such as they long for.
1

23. They will take over from

defy one another
2
therein a cup

3

wherein is no talking nonsense
4

nor any cause for sinning.
5

24. And there will go round
6

1 . 1 c
them young servants for

them as if pearls
8
well-kept.

9

25. And they will turn
10

» ,>
***

one to another

making enquiries.
11

26. They will say:

"Indeed we had been before

amidst our families

full of apprehension."
12

27. "But Allah has graced
13

' \'
\'

r]. ,
ft • 4 r. *L-, on us and has saved us from

the punishment of heat storm.
14

0

1. orf^ yashtahftna = they desire, wish, covet,

crave, long for (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

ishtahd, form VIII of shahd/ shahiya [shahw/

shahy/ shahwah], to desire, to wish. See at 34:54,

p. 1388, n. 5).

2. Ojt-j^yatan&zja'&na = they dispute, wrangle,

contest, take over from one another (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from tandza'a, form VI of naza'a [naz'],

to remove. See at 18:21, p. 918, n. 5).

3. i. e., full if a special kind of drink.

4. i. e., will not intoxicate. >J laghw = loose

talk, thoughtless utterance, vanity, nonsense,

ineffectual. See at 28:55, p. 1 25
1 , n. 9.

5. p-fo ta'thim = to cause sin, offence, sin, crime.

6. <-*y>H yattifu = he goes round,

circumambulates, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from tafa

[ lawf/ tawdf/ tawfdri], to go about, to run around.

Seeyu(cifu at 43:71, p. 1600, n. 10).

7. OUJLp ghilmdn (pi.; s. ghuldm) - boys, youths,

servants, waiters. See ghuldm at 37:101, p. 1446,

n. I.

8. >JjJ lu' lu' (s.; pi. la'all' ) = pearls. See at

35:33, p. 1402, n. 2.

9. makntin - covered, sheltered, hidden,

well-kept (passive participle from kanna

[kann/kunun], to conceal, cover. See at 37:49, p.

1438, n. 6).

10. J-ii 'aqbala = he turned to, approached,

advanced (v. iii. m. s. past in from IV of qabila

[qabul/qubul), to accept. See at 37:50, p. 1438,

n.7).

11. 0jJ*l~j yatasct'aluna - they ask one another,

enquire of one another, make queries, make
claims, demand (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

tasd'ala, form VI of sa'ala [ su'dl], to ask. See

at 37:50, p. 1438, n. 8 ).

12. ^jaa
*« mushfiqin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mushfiqun\ s. mushfiq) = those who are

apprehensive, anxious, worried (act. participle

from 'ashfaqa, form IV of shafaqa [shafaq], to

fear, to pity. See at 42:22, p. 1569, n. 7).

13. ^ manna = he bestowed favour, graced,

showed kindness (v. iii. m. s. past from mann, to

be kind. See at 28:83, p. 1262, n. 1.

14. i. e., hell, fj*— samum = heat storm, hot

sand storm, hot wind.
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28. "Indeed we had been

afore invoking
1

Him.

Verily He is the Beneficent,
2

the Most Merciful.*

Section (Ruku*) 2

29. Therefore remind;
3

for you are not

by the grace of your Lord

any soothsayer
4

nor one possessed.
5

30. Or do they say: "A poet,

we await
6
for him

the vicissitude
7
of fate?"

8

31. Say: "Await,
9

indeed I am along with you

of those awaiting."
10

32. Or do there bid them

their insights
11

to this
12
or are

they a people transgressing?
13

1. Ijpju nad'ti = we call, invoke, invite (v. i. pi.

impfct. from da'd [du'a'], to call, to summon.

See at 17:71, p. 896, n. 6).

2. y. barr (s.; pi. 'abrar) = dutiful, upright, kind,

Most Kind, land. See at 30:42, n. 1303, n. 10.

3. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. f* dhakkir =

remind, call to attention (v. m. s. imperative from

dhakkara, form II of dhakara [dhikr/tadhkdr], to

remember. See at 51:55, p. 1705, n. 7).

4. The Makkan unbelievers used to allege that the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

was a soothsayer, one pssessed by jinn or a poet.

This and the following 'ayah gives a reply to

such allegations. ^IS' kahin (s.; pi. kuhhdnJ

kahanah) - soothsayer, diviner, fortuneteller (act.

participle from kahana [kahanah], to foretell).

5. oy^* majn&n (s.; pi. majdntn) = possessed

by jinn, insane, mad, one gone off his head (pass,

participle from janna \junun], to cover, to hide.

See at 5 1:52, p. 1705, n. 5).

6. ^atj* natarabbasu- we wait, lie in wait, wait

and watch, await (v. i. pi. impfct.from tarabbasa,

form V of rabasa [robs], to wait, to watch. See

tarabbasu at 23:25, p. 1081, n. 7).

7. »—jj rayb = doubt, suspicion, misgivings. See

at 45:32 p. 1628, n. 9.

8. o>> mantin - fate, destiny, death, rayb

al-manun is an idiom meaning: vicissitude of

fate.

9. \y*o>J tarabbasfi = you (all) wait, lie in wait,

wait and watch, await (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from tarabbasa. See n. 6 above).

10. (jr**r* mutarabbisin (pi. accYgen./ of

mutarabbisun, s. mutarabbis) = those awaiting,

lying in wait (act. participle from tarabbasa. See

n. 6 above).

11. 'ahlam (pi.; s. hilm) - reason,

intelligence, insight, gentleness, patience. See at

21:5, p. 1013, n. 8.

12. i. e., to saying that a person is mad, a

soothsayer and a poet at the same time!

13. tdghun (pi.; s. tdghin) = transgressors,

oppressors, tyrants, those exceeding the bounds

(act. participle from taghd [taghan/ tughydn], to

exceed all bounds. See at 51 :53, p. 1705, n. 4),
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33. Or do they say:

"He has fabricated
1

it"?

Nay; they believe not.

34. Then let them come up

with a discourse
2
like it,

if they are truthful.
3

35. Or were they created
4

out of nothing
5

or are they the creators?
6

36. Or did they create

the heavens and the earth?

Nay, they are not sure.
7

37. Or are there with them

the treasuries
8
of your Lord

or are they the controllers?
9

38. Or do they have a ladder
10

they hear
11

in it?

Then let there come up

1. J^i" taqawwala = he fabricated a lie,

bargained, made a deal, pretended, spread

rumours (v. iii. m. s. past in form V of quia

[qawl], to speak, to say. See qawl at 46:18, p.

1638, n. 7).

2. ^jJ^ hadtth (s.; pi. 'ahddtth) - speech,

talk, narrative, report, discourse, account. See at

51:24, p. 1699, n. 11.

3. i. e., if they are truthful in saying that the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

has fabricated it. j£>l*> qadiqin (pi.; acc./gen. of

sadiqun; s. s&diq) = truthful, those who speak the

truth (active participle from sadaqa [sadq/ sidq],

to speak the truth. See at 49:17, p. 1684, n. 5).

4. khuliqti = they were created, made,

originated (v. iii. m. pi. past passive from

khalaqa [khalq], to create. See khalaqna at

49:13, p. 1682, n. 1).

5. i. e., without any Creator.

6. i. e., did they create themselves?

7. 0>5ji yuqinuna = they believe with certitude,

have firm conviction, know for certain, are sure

(v. iii. m. pi., impfct. form 'ayqana, form IV of

yaqina \yaqnlyaqtn], to be sure, be certain. See at

45:20, p. I624,n.5).

8. i. e., of the graces and provisions, so that they

can bestow and distribute as they like. rf\y*-

khazd'in (pi.; s. khizdnuh) - treasuries, vaults,

coffers, stores. See at 38:9, p. 1461, n. 4.

9. Oj^k-A- musaytir&n (pi.; s. musaytir ) =

rulers, overlords, controllers, sovereigns (act.

participle from saytara , to dominate, to control).

10. (J— sullam (s.; pi. salcilim/salcllim) = ladder,

staircase, stairs, instrument to go up.

1 1 . i. e., wherewith they go up in the heaven and

hear the conversation of the angels and what is

communicated to them by Allah.

yastami'&na - they listen, hear, pay attention (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from istama'a, form VIII of

sami'a [sam /sama" /sam&'ah /masma'), to hear.

See at 46:29, p. 1643, n. 3).
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fc^Z their listener
1

^^(^LlLj with an authority
2
quite clear.

39. Or has He the daughters

(^S£Jtj§3j and you have the sons?

i^ifS 40. Or do you ask of them

|4S£I a remuneration
4
so they are

fjZtf, out of a liability
5

tQdj& weighed down?6

41 . Or is there with them

i^Jf the unseen,
7

$43* so they write down?8

2>>k# 42 - °r do theY intend*

?j3T a trick?
10

But those who disbelieve will

(£j Jji^JfjJ be the ones caught in the trick.
1 '

SljSLjS 43. Or do they have a god

other than Allah?

Sacrosanct
12

is Allah

1. mustamV (s.; pi. mustamVun) = one

who hears, listens, listener (act participle from

istama'a form VIII of sami'a [sam' /samd'

/soma ah /masmu '], to hear. See mustami'&n at

25:15, p. 1165, n.4).

2. i. e., in support of their beliefs in many gods

and goddesses. dU*l~- sultan = authority, power,

mandate, rule, sanction. See at 51:38, p. 1702, n.

6.

3. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bdna [baydn], to be

clear. See at 51 :38, p. 1702, n. 7).

4. i. e., for the work of calling them to the truth

and the din of Allah. 'ajr (pi. jyJ 'ujur) =

reward, recompense, remuneration, due. See at

49:3, p. 1677, n. 8).

5. c>* maghram (s.; pi.
f

magndrim) - fine,

loss, damage, financial obligation. See at 9:98, p.

619, n. 10.

6. j>Ui* muthqaltin (pi.; s. muthqal) =

burdened, weighed down, laden (pass, participle

from 'athqala {to burden} form IV of thaqula

{thiql/thaqdlah), to be heavy. See muthqalah at

35:18, p. 1396, n. 10).

7. i. e., the knowledge of the unseen. * ghayb

(s.; pi. ghuyub) = unseen, invisible, hidden,

divine secret. See at 49: 1 8, p. 1684, n. 6.

8. i. e., what is going to happen to men.

9. Oj-^iji yuridtina = they (all) want, intend,

desire, have in mind (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

'ardda, form IV of rdda [rawd], to walk about.

See at 33:13, p. 1339, n. 12).

10. o-f kayd - scheme, plot, plan, stratagem,

trick, contrivance. See at 40:37, p. 1523, n. 7.

11. 0jx£* makidtin (pi.; s. makict) = those

caught in a trick, entrapped, schemed against

(pass, participle from kdda [kayd], to contrive, to

set a strategy. See kidnd at 12:76, p. 750, n. 4).

12. 0U»~- Subhdn is derived from sabbaha,

form II of sabafya [sabh/sibdhah], to swim. In its

form II the verb means to praise, to declare the

sanctity, to sing the glory. Subhdn is generally

rendered as "Glory be to Him"; but "Sacrosanct

"

conveys the meaning better. See at 43:81, p.

1603, n. 2.
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from what they associate.
1

44. And if they see pieces
2

from the sky falling down3

thev will sav* "Clouds
4

piled up."
5

45. So let them alone
6

till they confront
7

the dav of theirs in whichLAA^^ UUT WA illV11U AAA »T 111V11

they will be thunderstruck.
8

46. The day there shall avail
9

them not their plotting

whatsoever

nor shall they be helped.
10

47. And verily there will be

for those who trasngress
11

a punishment besides that;

but most of them

do not know.

1. i. e., with Allah, d^j^i yushriktina = they set

partners, associate, give share to (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'ashraka, form IV of sharika
[

shirk/ sharikah], to share. See at 30:40, p. 1303,

n. 8).

2. kisf (pi.; s. kisfah) - fragments, pieces.

See at 34:9, p. 1370, n. 12.

3. i. e., as a punishment. sdqU= that which

falls, fallen (act. participle from saqata[ [suqdt/

masqat], to fall. See nusqita at 34:9, p. 1370, n.

11).

4. i. e., out of their intense disbelief and

disobedience. <-»u-. sahdb = clouds. See at 30:48,

p. 1306, n. 7.

5. fj^V marktim = piled up, heaped up (pass.

participle from rakama [rakm], to pile up. See

yarkuma at 8:37, p. 560, n. 1).

6. dhar = shun, leave, let alone (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from wadhara/yadharu, to leave. See

at 43:83, 1603, n. 5).

7. I yul&qti (na) = they confront, meet one

another (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from Idqd, form III

of laqiya [Uqd'AuqydnAuqyAuqyahAuqan], to

meet, to encounter. The terminal n&n is dropped

because of an implied 'an in hattd coming before

the verb. See at 43:83, p. 1603, n. 8).

8. i. e., on the Day of Resurrection and

Judgement, oy*** yus/aqUna - they are

thunderstruck, made unconscious (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. passive from sa'iqa [ sa'aq/sa'qah], to

be thunderstruck, lose consciousness. See sa'iqa

at 39:68, p. 1505, n. 3.

9. yughnt = he suffices, makes free from

want, enriches, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya

[ghinan / ghand' ], to be free from want, to be

rich. See at 45:10, p. 1620, n. 10).

10. i. e., against the punishment of Allah, djj^

yunsar&na = they are helped, assisted (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. passive from nasara [nasr /nusur], to

help. See at 44:41, p. 1613, n. 12).

11. i.e., set partners with Allah. zalamti

- they did wrong/injustice, transgressed,

committed shirk [note that at 31:13 shirk ( setting

partners with Allah ) is called a grave zulm.] (v.

iii. m. pi. past from zalama [zalm/zulm], to do

wrong. See at 51 :59, p. 1706, n. 5).
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48. And be patient
1

^X&l for the decree
2
of your Lord.

So indeed you are

before Our Eyes.
3

C^J And declare sanctity
4

^±4*1 with the praise of your Lord

($}f_>*^ when you get up.
5

49. And in part of the night

i^lj proclaim His sanctity
;

O^^Kij and at the retreat
6
of the stars.

7

1. i. e., against the allegations, opposition and

enmity of the unbelievers and enemies of Islam,

isbir = be patient, have patience, bear

calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

sabara [sabr], to be patient, to bind. See at

46:35, p. 1645, n. 4).

2. hukm (pi. r
i£-( 'ahktlm) = judgement,

order, decree, command, authority, rule, law,

decision. See at 42:10, p. 1562, n. 3.

3. i. e., under Our constant observation, attention

and care.^ *a
iyun (f. ;

pi.; s. 'ayn) = eyes. See

at 40:19, p. 1516, n. 2).

4. sabbih - proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbafyi, form 11 of sabaha

[sabh/ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See at 50:39, p.

1694, n. 4).

5. i. e., for prayer and from sleep. taqtimu

- you stand, get up, take place (v. ii. m. s. impfct.

from qama [qiydm /qawmah], to get up, to stand

up, to be erect. See at 45:27, p. 1627, n. 1

.

6. idbdr = retreat, turning one's back, to slip

away (verbal noun in form IV of dabara

[dubur], to tun one's back. See mudbirm at

40:33, p. 1521, n. 4).

7. i. e., early in the morning. {y*> nuJUm (pi.; s.

najm ) = starts. See at 37:88, p. 1444, n. 3.



53. SOratal-Najm (The Star)

Makkan: 62 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It deals with wafjy, risdlah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him), Resurrection, Judgement, rewards and punishment. It starts with an

emphasis on the truth of the risdlah and that what Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

gave out was no utterance out of his own imagination but wahy communicated to him by the angel Jibril.

It is further emphasized that the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, once saw this angel in

his actual form appearing in the horizon and again during the mi'raj near sidrat al-muntahd, which is

the farthest point in the heaven up to which anything or being can reach.

Next the surah refers to the mistake and folly of worshipping the false and imaginary gods and

goddesses and of the notion of Allah's having daughters or sons. It is stressed that Allah is the Creator of

everything and being and His is the absolute sovereignty and Lordship over the heavens, the earth and

all that exists. Mention is then made of the Resurrection and Judgement and that each person will be

individually responsible and accountable for his deeds.

The surah is named al-Najm (The Star) with reference to its first 'ayah in which an adjuration is

made by the star.

I. najm (s.
;

pt. nujum/anjum) - star,

celestial body, constellation. See at 16:16, p. 832,

n. 6.

1. By the star

when it sinks.
2

3. dalla = he got lost, lost way, went astray,

strayed from (v. iii. m. s. past from dal&l/dalalah,

to loose one's way. See at 17:67, p. 895, n. 1).

2. hawd = he or it sunk, dropped {v. iii. m.

s. past from huwiy, to drop).

2. There has strayed not 4. i. e., the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him. The Makkan unbelievers thought that

he had gone astray and that the Qur'anic wahy
was his talk out of his own mind. This and the

succeeding 'Qyahs give reply to those allegations.

5- (Sy-ghawci - he went astray, erred (v. iii. m. s.

past from ghayy/ghawdyah, to go astray. See at

20:121, p. 1006, n. 12).

your companion
4

3. Nor does he speak
6

out of fancy.

6. jki yantiqu = he speaks, talks, pronounces,

articulates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nataqa

[nutq/nut&q/mantiq], to talk, speak, articulate. See

at45:29,*p- 1627, n. 9).

4. It is naught hut wahy

communicated.
7

I j^jt y&hd = it is communicated (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from 'aw/0, form IV of wahd
[wahy], to communicate. See at 4 1:6, p. 1641, n. 9.

Technically wahy means Allah's communication

to His Prophets by various means. Some of these

means are mentioned in 2:92, 16:2,16:102, 26:193

and 42:51. See also Bukhdrt, nos. 2-4).

1717
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5. There instructed
1 him

the one strong in powers.

6. Possessing

s

mental and physical fitness.
3

QtiJ^Z Then he became upright.
4

7. And he was

in tne nignesi nonzon.

Lr 8. Then he came closer
6

and descended.
7

9. And was at

Q

a distance of two bow-lengths

or nearer.
9

10. So He communicated 10

to His servant

what He communicated.

11. There lied
11
not

the heart
12 what he saw.

1. i. e., recited and communicated to him. pip

'allama = he taught, instructed, informed (v. iii.

m. s. past in form II of 'alima ['ilm], to know. See

at 26:49, p. 1171, n. 11).

2. i. e., the angel Jibrfl, peace be on him.

3. mirrah - mental and physical fitness, sharp

and strong intellect.

4. i. e., in the horizon, as stated in the next 'dyah.

This and in the succeeding 'dyahs up to 'dyah 1

8

describe the Prophefs seeing the angel Jibril,

peace be on him, in his actual form once in the

horizon an again during the mi'rdj. istawd =

he became even (i. e., took position), straight,

equal, upright (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of

sawiya [wan], to be equal. See at 13:2, p. 763,

n.7).

5. jil 'ujuq (s.; pi. 'afaq) = horizon, range of

vision.

6. (jiJ dand. = he came closer, drew nearer (v. iii.

m. s. past from dunuw/dandwah, to come near, to

be close. See d&niyah at 6:99, p. 433, n. 4).

7. tadalld- he descended, became

lowered/suspended, dangled (v. iii. m. s. past in

form V from the root dalw. See 'adld at 12:19, p.

728, n. 3.

8. qdb - the distance between the middle and

end of a bow. <j~>y qawsayn (dual, acc/gen. of

qaws\ pi. 'aqwds) ~ bow. q&b qawsayn is an

idiom meaning: very near ).

9. ^ yadnd = nearer/nearest, closer/closest,

lower, more appropriate, better suited, nether,

viler, vilest. Elative of oij ddnin. See at 33:51, p.

1357, n. 5.

10. i. e., thus Allah had the wahy delivered to the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him.

j>-}\ 'awhd = he communicated, ordered (v. iii. m.

s. past, in form IV of wahd [wahy], to

communicate. See at 41:12, p. 1543, n. 9).

11. i. e., the seeing of Jibril, peace be on him, was

physically true and not just an illusion.

kadhaba = he lied, deceived, deluded (v. iii. m. s.

past from kidhb fkadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah, to

lie. See at 39:32, p. 1492, n.7.)

12. jiji fit'dd (s.; pi. 'af'idah) = heart. See

'afidah at 28:10, p. 1234, n. 4.
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12. Will you then argue
1

with

him over what he saw?

il^IoJJ 13. And indeed he saw him

at another descent.
2

j&L-ie 14. Near the Lot Tree
3

{Qyti-S at the utmost limit.
4

1*1$ 15. Near it is the

0&jSS%Z Garden of Abode.
5

J£J^ 1 6. When there covered
6

SjJtJf the Lot-Tree

what covered it.

17. The eye swereved
7
not

$<£ti*? nor did it transgress.
8

c^jiJ 18. He had indeed seen

of the signs
9
of his Lord

$aL$3f the greatest ones.
10

1 . OjjU; tumdrfina = you wrangle, dispute, argue

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from mdrd, form III of mara

[maran], to stroke the udder of the she camel. See

yumdrdna at 42:18, p. 1567, n. 10).

2. i. e., the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him, saw Jibril, peace be on him, in his real

form at his coming down again on the occasion of

the mi'rdj. aJ> najlah = descent, arrival, stopping.

3. IjXm sidrdh ~ lot tree, lotus tree. See sidr at

34:16, p. 1574, n. 5.

4. i. e., the utmost limit in the seventh heaven

which anything or being ascending from the earth

is allowed to reach. {Ji^ muntahan = terminated,

finished, highest degree, utmost limit (pass,

participle from intahd , form VIII of nahd

[nahy/nahw], to forbid. See nuhitu at 40:66, p.

1532, n. 12).

5. It is the name of a paradise. ^jt* ma'wan (s.;

pi. ma'dwin) = habitation, abode, dwelling, shelter

(adverb of place from 'awd ['awiy] y to seek

shelter. See at 45:34, p. 1629, n. 7).

6. i. e., Allah's NQr (see Ibn Kathir, VII, p. 428).

is^i yaghshd = he covers, overcomes,

overwhelms, casts the shade (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from ghashiya, [ghashy/ ghishdwah], to cover.

See at 44:11, p. 1608, n. 3).

7. i. e., he did not look right and left. £jj zdgha =

he swerved, deviated, turned aside (v. iii. m. s.

past from zawgh/zawghdn, to deviate, swerve.

8. i. e., nor did he look beyond the permitted limit

and object.
t
yJ* taghd = he transgressed, crossed

all limits, exceeded proper bounds (v. iii. m. s.

past from taghan/tughydn, to exceed all bounds.

See at20:24,981,'n. 1).

9. o^l 'dydt (sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles,

marks, revelations, texts of the Qur'Sn. See at

46:26, p. 1642, n. 3.

10. iSjf kubrd (f.; m. 'akbar) = greatest,

biggest, largest, most enormous (elative of kabir,

big, great. See 'akbar at 40:10, p. 1512, n. 12).
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19. Do you see

al-Lat
1

and al-'Uzza?

20. And Manat,

the third, the other one?

21. Are yours the males
3

and His the females?
4

22. That then is a division
5

most unfair!

*^ ^ * *

23. These are naught but

names you have designated,

jj>tJUJfst you and your fathers.

Allah has not sent
9 down

about them any authority.

They follow naught

but conjecture
12

and what the selves desire,
13

though indeed

there has come to them
14

from their Lord the guidance.

I 1. Ai-Lar, aJ-'Uzza and Manat are the names of

three goddesses that the Makkan and other Arab

unbelievers used to worship and think that they

were Allah's daughters, though they themselves

hated daughters. This and the succeeding four

'Ayahs point out their mistake and folly in

worshipping their imaginary gods and goddesses.

2. cfyfct 'ukhrd (f. s.; m. 'tUchar, pi.

'ukhmy&tfukhar) = other, the other one.

3. i. e., you love to have male children only and

yet you attribute daughters to Allah? dhakar

is.; pi. dhukUr/dhukurah/dhukr&n) - male. See at

49:13, p. 1682, n. 2.

4. ^sl yuntM (s.; pi. 'indth/'andthd) = female,

feminine. See at 49: 13, p. 1682, n. 3.

5. 1—J qismah - division, allotment,

apportionment. See at 4:8, p. 240, n. 2.

6. <jj~* dtzd = unjust, most unfair.

7. i. e., the imaginary gods and goddesses.

8. sammaytum = you designated, named,

called, nominated (v. ii. pi. past from samm&,

form 11 of soma [sum&w/samA'], to be high. See at

12:40, p. 736, n. 8).

9. J>t 'anzala = he sent down, brought down (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV ['inzdl] of nazala [nuzul],

to come down, get down. See at 47:9, p. 1650, n.

2).

10. OlW- sultdn = authority, power, mandate,

rule, sanction. See at 52:38, p. 1714, n. 2.

11. 0 yaitabVUna - they follow, obey, pursue

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ittab'a, form VIII of

tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See at 39:18, p.

1487, n. 12).

12. zann (s.; pi. zun&n) = conjecture, surmise,

supposition, assumption, view, idea, opinion,

belief. See at 49:12, p. 1681, n. 8).

13. i. e., what their selves like. iSj4» tahwd = she

or it desires, fancies (v. iii. f. s. impfct from

hawiya [hawan], to desire. See at 5:70, p. 365, n.

2).

14. i. e., through the Prophet Muhammad, peace

and blessings of Allah be on him.
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24. Or is there for man

jjj^2u what he wishes?
1

4& 25. But to Allah belong

OijVlJij^T the Last
2
and the First.

3

Section (Ruku ') 2

^oi§4^ 26. And how many an angel'

oyUlfj in the heavens

there avails not
5

lv * their intercession
6
whatsoever

Sltjtj^^l excePl after tnat Allah gives

leave
7
to whomsoever He will

0&i>5 and is pleased with.
8

27. Verily those who

*j$iZ>j4$ believe not in the hereafter

^ffiv^) do name9
the angels

($<&Vul2s the naming 10
of females.

jftUj 28. But they do not have

J^u* about it any knowledge.

They follow
11
naught

1. i. e., expects from the intercession of the gods

and goddesses they wrongly worship?

tamannd. - he wished, desired, yearned,

purposed, (v. iii. m. s. past in form V of mand

[manw/ many], to put to test, tempt. See at 22:52,

p. 1064, n. 1).

2. i. e., to Allah Alone belong all matters relating

to the life in the hereafter and in this world. There

is no partner of Him in any of the matters and

affairs, including the act of intercession on behalf

of anyone. S^Vl al-'dkhirah = the last, the end,

the hereafter, the afterlife. See at 16:30, p. 836, n.

10.

3. i. e., the worldly life. Jji\ cd-'m (f.; m,

'awwal) = the First, the foremost. See 'awwalun at

37:71, p. 1441, n. 9).

4. dUL» malak (s.; pi. mald'ikah) - angel. See

ffwM'i*a/iat41:14,p. 1544, n.7).

5. tughnt = she or it suffices, makes free from

want, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya [ghinan /

ghana ], to be free from want, to be rich. See at

10:101, p. 673, n. 6).

6. ipLii shafd'ah - intercession, advocacy,

pleading. See at 43:86, p. 1604, n. 6.

7. Oitj ya'dhana(u) = he gives leave, permits,

allows (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adhina [idhri],

to allow, to listen. The final letter takes fathah

because of a hidden 'an in hattd coming before

the verb. See at 53:26, p. 1721, n. 7).

8. yardd = he is happy, is satisfied, is

pleased, agrees, approves, likes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from radiya [ridan /ridwdn /marddh], to

agree, to be satisfied. See at 39:7, p. 1483, n. 6).

9. i yusamm&na - they designate, name,

call, nominate (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from samma,

form II of samd [sumuw/sama'], to be high. See

sammaytum at 53:23, p. 1720, n. 8).

10. ^

—

> tasmiyah - naming, to name, to

designate, to nominate (verbal noun in form II of

samd. See n. 9 above).

1 1 . dy~k yattabVUna = they follow, obey, pursue

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ittaba'a, form VIII of

tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See at 53:23, p.

1720, n. 1 1).
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{Jti^l but conjecture;
1

cJfio£ but indeed conjecture

otd&t avails not
2
against the truth

whatsoever.

j£J^ 29. Therefore refrain
3
from

anyone that turns away4

bji^ from Our Reminder5

^IjJ^J and desires
6
not but

($JCdli^Ji the worldly life.

^fittjs 30. That is their amount7

C

JJ\& of knowledge.

P^j^^ljU Your Lord is Best Aware

of the one who strays away8

£ from His way,
9

itljij and He is Best Aware

of the one

{^<£c*T who receives guidance.
10

31. And to Allah belongs

oyHlfjCi all that is in the heavens

o^Vf^ VUj and all that is in the earth;

1. J* zflnn (s.; pi. zun&n) - conjecture, surmise,

supposition, assumption, view, idea, opinion,

belief. See at 53:28, p. 1720, n. 12).

2. yughni = he suffices, makes free from

want, enriches, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya

[ghinan / ghand' ], to be free from want, to be

rich. See at 52:46, p. 1 71 5, n. 9).

3. J»j*\ 'a'rid = avert, avoid, discard, turn away,

refrain (v. ii. m. s. imperative from 'a'rada, form

IV of 'arada /'amtfa ['ard\, to be wide, to

become visible. See at 32: 30, p. 1333, n. 2).

4. Jy tawalld ~ he took over, undertook, turned

away, takes for a friend (v. iii. m. s. past in form

V of waliya [wald'/wildyah], to be near, to be a

friend. See at 51:39, p. 1702, n. 8).

5. i. e., from the Qur'an and its teachings. The

Qur'an is repeatedly referred to as ddhikr. See for

instance 15:6, 15:9, 16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29,

26:5, 38:49, 38:87, 41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52 and

81:27. dhUcr = citation, recollection,

remembrance, mention, reminder, also scripture,

the Qur'an. See at 43:36, p. 1591, n. 14.

6. yurid iyuridu) - he intends, desires, has in

mind (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ardday form IV

from rdda [rawd], to walk about. The final letter

is vowelless {and so the medial yd' is dropped}

because of the particle lam coming before the

verb. See at 22.25, p. 1054, n. 4).

7. mablagh = amount, extent, range, scope,

sum total.

8. J~» dalla = he got lost, lost way, went astray,

strayed from (v. iii. m. s. past from daldl/daldlah,

to loose one's way. See at 53:2, p. 1717, n. 3).

9. sabtl (pi. subul/asbilah) - way, path, road,

means, course. See at 49:15, p. 1683, n. 6.

10. cJ-uaI ihtadd = he received guidance, was on

the right way (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of

hadd [hiddyah/hudan/hady], to lead, to guide. See

at 39:41, p. 1495, n. 12).
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that He may requite
1

those

who do evil
2
for what they do

and reward those who

QO gOOQ uccuS

with the best.
4

32. Those who refrain
5
from

the enormities
6
of sin

and adulteries
7

except the trivilaities.
8

Verily your Lord is

All-Abounding9
in forgiveness.

He is Best Aware of you

when He created
10
you

from the earth and

when you were embryos
11

in the wombs of

your mothers.

So declare not purity
12
about

yourselves.

He is Best Aware of

anyone who is on his guard.
14

1 . iS yajziya{zT) - he rewards, recompenses,

requites, repays (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from jazd

jazd'], to reward. The final letter takes fathah

for a hidden 'an in li (of motivation) coming

before the verb. See at 45:14, p. 1622, n. 4).

2. ijjUf 'as&'ti = they did evil, committed

foulness (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'asd'a, form IV

of sd'a [saw], to be bad/foul/evil. See 'asa'tum at

30:10, p. 1293, n. 3).

3. 'ahsanti = they did good, performed

well, acted rightly (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'ahsana,

form IV of hasuna [husn], to be good, handsome.

See at 39:10, p. 1485, n. 5).

4. i. e., paradise. husnd (f.; m. 'ahsan) the

best, most beautiful. See at 41:50, p. 1558, n. 7.

5. yajtanibtina - they abstain, refrain,

shun, keep away (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

ijtanaba, form VIII of janaba [janb], to avert. See

at 53:32, p. 1723, n. 4).

6. J\S kabd'ir (pi.; s. kabirah) major sins,

atrocious crimes, enormities, monstrosities. See at

42:37, p. 1574, n. 11.

7. J^\yfawdhish (pi.; s. fdhishah) - vile

deeds, atrocious sins, adulteries, fornication. See

at 42:37, p. 1574, n. 12).

8. f-J lamam - trivilaities, minor sins .

9. wdsi 4 - wide, vast, extensive, far-reaching,

All-Reaching, All-Abounding (in mercy, grace);

active participle from wasi'aAvasu'a [wasd'ah],

to be wide. See at 24:32, p. 1 1 18, n. 8).

10. Lijt 'artsha 'a = he created, brought into being,

caused to rise (v. iii. s. past in form IV of nasna'a

[ nosh'/ nushUV nash'ah], to rise, to emerge. See

at 36:79, p. 1428, n. 4).

11. l^rt 'ajinnah (pi.; s. janin) = embryos,

foetuses.

12. ^ Id tuzakkU = do not declare purity,

justify (v. ii. m. pi. imperative {prohibition} from

zakkd, form II of zakd [zahd'] t to grow. See

tazakkd at 35:18, p. 1397, n. 5).

13. itiaqd - he was on his guard, protected

himself, feared Allah (v. iii. m. s. past in form

VIII of waqd [waqyAviqdyah], to guard. See at

7:35, p. 477, n. 4).
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Section (Ruku 0 3

33. Do you see

(^4y<£^ the one that turns away?

34. And gives
2
a little

$53^ and cuts off?
3

ixel 35. Does he have

Jjjtjlc the knowledge of the unseen
4

so he sees?
5

Eb^t 36. Or is he not informed
6

jJu of what is
7
in

0 &J*g££ the scriptures
8
of Musa?

37. And of Ibrahim

(jfg&fjSf who fulfilled?
9

£i\ 38. That there shall carry
10
not

any burdened
1

1

one

Q sSpMi the load
12
of another?

12

J^olS 39. And that there is not

1 . i. e., from the truth and from obeying Allah and

His Messenger, tawalld = he took over,

undertook, turned away, takes for a friend (v. iii.

m. s. past in form V of waliya [wald'Avildyah], to

be near, to be a friend. See at 53:29, p. 1722, n.

4).

2. i. e. gives a little of his wealth in charity. J*d

'a'fd = he gave, bestowed, granted (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV from the root 'atw, to give. See

yu't&at 9:59, p. 602, n. 3).

3. tf-tff 'akdft - he skimped, stinted, became

stingy, stops, cuts off (v.iii. m. s. past in form IV

of kada {kady), to give little, to skimp).

4. v-* ghayb (s.; pi. ghuyub) = unseen, invisible,

hidden, divine secret. See at 52:41, p. 1714, n. 7.

5. i. e., what will happen to him and his property?

6. yunabba' = he is informed, apprised,

notified, advised (v. iii. s. impfct. passive from

nabba'a, form II of nabd'a [nab'/nubu'], to be

prominent. See yunabbi'u at 39:7, p. 1483, n.

11).

7. i. e., about the commandments of Allah, about

individual accountability on the Day of

Judgement and that everyone shall be rquited for

what he acquires (see 'ayahs 38 and 39 below).

8. suhuf (pi.; s. sat}ifah) = pages, papers,

books, scriptures. See at 20: 133, p. 1010, n. 1 1

.

9. i. e., his mission and what he was commanded.

waffd - he paid in full, fulfilled (v. iii. n. s.

impfct. in form II of wafd [wafd'Avafy], 13 be

perfect, to fulfil. See nuwaffi at 1 1:15, p. 6£3, n.

1).

10. Everyone will be individually responsible for

one's deeds and none will come to one's help. See

also 17:15, p. 877 and 39:7, p. 1483. yj taziru =

she carries, bears (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from wazara

[wizr], to carry. See at 39:7, p. 1483, n. 7).

11. ijjlj wdzirah (f.; m. wdzir) = bearer, carrier,

one burdened (act. participle from wazara). See

n. 10 above, and at 39:7, p. 1483, n. 8.

12. i. e., the load of sins, jjj wizr (s.; pi. 'awzdr)

- burden, load, encumbrance, sin. See at 39:7, p.

1483, n. 9. See also ns. 10 and 1 1 above.

13. isjA 'ukhr& (f. s.; m. 'akhar\ pi.

'ukhraydtfukhar) = other, the other one, another.

See at 53:20, p. 1720, n. 2.
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fnr man aiio"ht hiiti \JL man du^iii L/UL

what he strives
1

for.

AO AnH that hie pffnrt

shall be looked into.
2

41 Thpn hp will hp rpnnitpH^tl. 1 lit- Will IV^UUlLl^li

for it the fullest
4
requital.

AO AnH that tn vrmr T orHl~T£*. r\i i\s nidi wj y\j\xi iafiu

is the final destination.
5

43. And that He it is Who

causes to lauph^

and causes to weep.
7

44 And that it is He Who

causes to die
8
and gives life.

9

45. And that He creates

both of a pair,
10

the male
11
and the female.

12

1. ^,11-- sa'A = he ran, hurried, speeded, moved

quickly, strove (v. iii. m. s. past from sa'y, to run,

to move quickly. See at 17: 19, p. 879, n. 4).

2. i. e., in the hereafter and then requited

accordingly. ^y. yurd = he or it is seen, looked

into (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from ra'd

[ra'y/ru'yah], to see. See yarawrm at 46:35, p.

1645. n. 7).

3. Lij*v yujzd = he is rewarded, recompensed,

requited, repaid (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

jazd [^yjazd'~\, to reward. See yajziya at 53:3 1,

p. 1723, n. 1).

4. 'awf& = fuller, fullest, more faithful, most

faithful ( elative of wdfin, act. participle from

wafd [wqfa'l to be perfect, to live up to. See at

9:1 11, p. 626, n. 3).

5. tJ4^ muntahan = terminated, finished, highest

degree, utmost limit, the point where everything

ends, final destination (pass, participle from

intahd, form VIII of naha [nahy/nahw]
r to

forbid. See at 53: 14, p. 1719, n. 4).

6. iiL*J>f 'ad-haka - he caused to laugh, made

someone laugh (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

dahika [dahk/ dityU dahilc], to laugh. See

yad-fyakQna at 43:47, p. 1594, n. 4). 10.

7. i. e., He creates and gives happiness and

sorrow, 'abkd = he caused to weep, made

someone cry (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of bakd

[bukd'/bukan], to cry. See bakat at 44:29, p. 161 1,

n. 5).

8. 'amata ~ he caused to die, put to death

(v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of mdla [mawt] t to

die. See numitu at 50:43, p. 1695, n. 2).

9. L»t 'ahyd - he gave life, revivified, saved life,

(v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of hayiya [hayah], to

live. See at 45:5, p. 1619, n. 6).

10. j-x-jj zawjayn (acc./gen/of zawjdn; s. zawj)

= both of a pair, a pair, male and female, zawj

means one of a pair and is applicable to either the

husband or the wife. See at 51:49, p. 1704, n. 7.

[[./> dhakar (s.; pi. dhukfir/dhukdrah/dhukrdn)

= male. See at 53:21, p. 1720, n. 3.

12. js[ 'unthd (s.; pi. 'indth/'andthd) = female,

feminine. See at 53:21, p. 1720, n. 4.
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i&o* 46. From a drop
1

Qcfify when it is emitted.
2

^fe 3j 47. And that upon Him is

0<*>^TstSf the other origination.
3

48. And that He it is Who

0<£»t^1 enriches
4
and makes happy.

j*Mif; 49. And that He it is Who

®«£aT4,j is the Lord of the Sirius.
6

<20£fc 50. And that He destroyed
7

$<3#H& the 'Ad the first.
8

f^J 51. AndtheThamud

Qjffi and did not spare.
9

g*p>jj 52. And the people of Nfih

^o* previously.

(Ufyl^J Verily they it is who were

pUiT the most unjust
10

and the most transgressing.

1. liU; nutfah (s.; pi. nuta/) = drop, sperm. See

at 40:67, p. 1533, n. 6.

2. ^juJ lumnd = she or it is emitted, ejaculated,

shed (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive from 'amna\ form

IV of mand. [manw/ many], to put to test, tempt.

See tamnnd at 53:24, p. 1721, n. 1).

3. i. e.. He will create again and resurrect as He

creates in the first instance, sti^ nosh 'ah =

growing up, rise, birth, formation, origination,

genesis (verbal noun of nasha'a [ nosh'/ nushu'/

nosh'ah], to rise, to emerge. See 'ansha'a at

53:32, p. 1723, n. 10).

4. <ypf 'aghnd = he or it availed, became of use,

enriched, sufficed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

ghaniya [ghinan / ghand' ], to be free from want,

to be rich. See at 40:82, p. 1538, n. 9).

5. j& 'aqnQ = he satisfies, makes happy, contents

(v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of qand [qanw/

qunuw/ qunwahJ qunwdn], to possess, to acquire).

6. The name of a star which the pagan Arabs used

to worship.

7. *iU*f 'ahlaka - he destroyed, annihilated (v. iii.

m. s. past in from IV of halaka \halkJ hulkJ haidk

/tahlukah], to perish. See at 28:78, p. 1260, n. 2).

8. i. e., of antiquity. Jjty al-'fild (f.; m. 'awwal)

= the first, the foremost. See 'awwal&n at 37:71,

p. 1441, n. 9).

9. ,^1 'abqd = he made (someone/something)

stay, retained, left over, spared (v. iii. m. s. past in

form IV of baqiya [baqd'], to remain, to continue

to be. See at 42:36, p. 1574, n. 9).

10. (JJ»I 'azlamu = more/most unjust, more

iniquitous, more tyrannical, viler, gloomier,

darker, worse transgressor (elative of zdlim. See at

39:32, p. 1492, n. 6).

1 1 .

t
yJ*f 'atghd - more/most transgressing,

oppressive, tyrannical (elative of tdghin, act.

participle of jJ» taghd [ taghan/ tughydn] to

exceed all bounds. See taghd at 53:17, p. 1719,

n. 8).
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AnH rhf* lintnrnpH lanHc'JJ, AHU LUC UL/LUlllCli IdllUd

He did overthrow.
2

S4 55n thprf* covered"* them

what did cover.
4

55 Then in which hounties
5

of your Lord you do doubt?
6

56 This is a warner
7

of the warners of old.
8

57 There has drawn near
9

the Approaching One.
10

58. There is not for it

besides Allah

anyone to remove.
11

59. Is it then at this discourse
12

you are astonished?
13

60. And laugh
14

at

1 . i. e., the land of Prophet Lut, peace be on him.

&sy mu'tafUcdt (pi.; s. mu'tafikah) = the lands

overturned, capsized (passive participle from

i'tafaka, form VIII of 'afaka/afika [ajk/ifk], to tell

a lie, to overturn. See at 9:70, p. 607, n. 9).

2. (sy^'ahwH - he overthrew, tumbled, dropped

(v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of hawd [huwiy], to

drop. See hawd at 53:1, p. 1717, n. 2).

3. ghashshd = he or it covered, wrapped,

enveloped (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of ghashiya

[ghashdwah], to cover. See ghashiya at 3 1 :32, p.

1322, n. 4).

4. i. e., of punishment and ruin.

5. 'aid' (pi.; s. ilan) - benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties.

6. <s tatam&rd ~ you doubt, have misgivings,

be sceptical (v. ii. m. s. impfct from tamdrd, form

VI from miryah/ muryah, doubt, dispute. See

tamtaruna at 44:50, p. 1615, n. 4).

7. i. e., the Prophet Muhammad, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. jtJt nadhir (pi.

nudhur) - warner, one or that which gives

warning (active participle in the scale offall from

nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur], to vow, to pledge). See

at 51:50, p. 1704, n. 10).

8. i. e., belonging to the class of previous

Messengers and Prophets, peace be on them.

9. c-ijf 'azifat = she came near, approached (v.

iii. f. s. past from 'azifa ['azaf/'uz&f], to come

near).

10. i. e. t the Day of Resurrection.

1 1. i. e., delay or avert it. liitf" k&shifah (f., m.

kdshif; pi. kdshifunl kashafah) - one who
removes, discoverer, investigator ( active

participle from kashafa [kashf], to remove, to

throw open). See kdshif at 10:107, p. 675, n. 5.

12. i. e., this Qur'an. 0-*Jb- hadtth (s.; pi.

'ahddith) - speech, talk, narrative, report,

discourse, account. See at 52:34, p. 1713, n. 2.

13. O^mu ia'jabtina - you are amazed,

astonished, express surprise, wonder (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'ajiba [ 'ajab] y to wonder, to be

astonished. See 'ajibu at 50:2, p. 1685, n. 3).

14. i. e., in sarcasm and derision.

tad-fyakfina = you laugh, smile (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from dahika [dahk/dihk/dahik], to laugh.

See at 23:1 10, p. 1102, n. 4).
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and do not weep? 1

61. While you are

proudly unmindful?
2

62. So prostrate yourselves
3

3)tl>jifjl to Allah and worship.
4**

1. Oj^l: tabktina - you weep, cry (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from bakd [buk&'/bukan], to cry. See

yabkdna at 17:109, p. 909, n. I).

2. 0jJL*U sdmidfin (pi.; s. s&mid ) = those who

raise their heads proudly, be negligent , unmindful

(act. participle from samada [sum&d], to raise

one's head proudly, to be unmindful).

3. ijJU^-i usjudU = (you all) prostrate

yourselves, bow respectfully, pay obeisance (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from sajada [suj&d], to prostrate

oneself. See at 25:60, p. 1 156, n. 2).

4. I^JUpt u'budti - you (all) worship (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'abada ['ibMah /'ub&dah /

'ubQdiyah], to worship, to serve. See at 43:64, p.

1599, n. 4)

aleak
one should prostrate oneself to Allah on

reading this 'Ayah.



54. SOratAl-Qamar (The Moon)

This is a Makkan surah which deals with the fundamentals of the faith, specially belief in the

Resurrection, Judgement, rewards and punishments. It starts with a reference to the miracle of the

splitting of the moon which Allah caused to happen as the unbelievers asked for a miracle. Then a

reference is made to the attitude of the unbelievers and the horrible situation on the Day of Resurrection.

It is then pointed out how many a nation of the past disbelieved and rejected the message of guidance

delivered to them and how Allah's wrath and punishment befell them. This is interspersed with a call to

be benefited by the teachings and guidance of the Qur'an.

The surah is named al-Qamar (The Moon) with reference to the miracle of the splitting of the moon

which is mentioned in its first 'ayah.

1. Close has come 1

the Hour

^-itfJiiTJ and split
2 was the moon.

0

i*j-iol> 2. And if they see a sign

they turn away and say:

" A sorcery persistent."
4

\jx£==>j 3. And they disbelieve

and follow
5
their whims;

^j^^j but every matter

0y£j£ will be settled.
6

4. And indeed there has come

to them of the tidings

t / ' *>
4_i£ wherein is a deterrent.

7

0

1. iqtarabat - she or it came near,

approached, came close (v. iii. f. s. past in form

VIII of qaruba [qurb/maqrabah], to be near. See

iqtaraba at 21:97, p. 1039, n. 5).

2. The Makkan unbelievers asked for a miracle.

So Allah caused the moon to be cleft asunder

into two parts for a while (See Bukhdri, nos.

3868-3871 and 4864-4868; Muslim, nos.

2800-2803). inshaqqa = he or it was split,

cleft asunder (v. iii. m. s. past in form VII of

shaqqa [ shaqq], to split, cleave. See tanshaqqu

at 19:90, p. 973, n. 11).

3. ij-i^ yu'tid&ina) = they turn away, avert,

evade (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'a'ratfa, form

IV of 'aruda ['ard\ f to be broad, wide, to appear,

to show. The terminal n&n is dropped because

the verb is conclusion of a conditional clause.

See 'a'rada at 42:48, p. 1578, n. 7).

4. mustamirr - persistent, continuing,

lasting, enduring, continuous, uninterrupted (act.

participle from istamarra, form X of marra

[marr/murur/mamarr], to pass. See tamurruna

at 37:137, p. 1451, n. 8).

5. \y& Utaba'fi - they pursued, went after,

past fromfollowed, obeyed (v. iii. m. pi.

ittaba'a, form VIII of tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to

follow. See at 47:28, p. 1657, n. 4).

6. i. e., on the Day of Judgement

mustaqirr = that which is settled, is firmly

established, stable, stationary (act. participle

from istaqarra, form X of qarra [ qardr], to

settle down. See at 27:40, p. 1214, n. 3).

7. muzdajar = deterrent, restraint, check

(passive participle from izdajara, form VIII of

zajara [zajr], to drive away, to restrain, to deter).

1729
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5. A wisdom 1 most perfect;
2

but there avail
3
not

the warners.
4

6. So turn away5 from them.

On the day the caller will call

to a thing most terrible.
6

0
7. Their eyes humbled,

7

they will come out

of the graves
8

as if they are locusts
9

0^ spreading abroad.
10

tSui^i 8. Running in haste
11

gjolljj towards the caller.

tj&ffi^jj* The unbelievers will say:

05&*$&
"
This is a day most hard."

12

(H^5 c-j?^ 9. Disbelieved before them

the people of Nflh.

So they cried lies to

Our servant and said:

1. i. e., this Qur'an contains the most perfect

wisdom and guidance. hikmah (pi. hikam) -

wisdom, sagacity. See at 43:63, p. 1598, n. 12).

2. UA< bfflighah = she or that which attains,

reaches, is major, intense, perfect, profound,

far-reaching (active participle from balagha

[bulUgh], to reach. See balligh at 5:67, p. 363, n.

4).

3. i. e., there avail not the unbelievers the

warnings of the warners. tfs tughnOJ) = she or it

suffices, makes free from want, makes rich, avails,

helps (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of

ghaniya [ghinan / ghand ' ], to be free from want,

to be rich. See at 36:23, p. 1414, n. 9).

4. jJO nudhur (pi.; s. nadhir) = warners (active

participle in the scale of fa'tl from nadhara

[nadhr/ nudhur], to vow, to pledge). See at 46:21,

p. 1639, n. 11).

5. i. e., let them alone for sometime. Jy tawalla ~

you turn away (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

tatawalld, form V of waliya, to be near. See at

51:54, p. 1705, n. 5).

6. i. e., on the Day of Judgement all will be called

to account for their deeds and it will be a terrible

situation. ^ nukur (s.; pi. 'ankdr) ~

disagreeable, detestable, terrible, not recognized

(i. e., unprecedented).

7. khushsha' (pi.; s. khdshi') = submissive,

humbled (act. participle from khasha'a

[khushu'], to be submissive, humble. See

khashi'ah at41:39, p. 1553, n. 5).

8. oiJbf! 'ajddth (pi.; s. jadath) - graves, tombs.

See at 36:51, p. 1421, n. 6.

9. yartW = locusts. See at 7:133, p. 513, n. 9.

10. j^-z* muntashir (s.; pi. muniashirun) - he or

that which spreads abroad, is scattered, dispersed

(act. participle from intashara, form VIII of

nashara [nashr], to spread out. See intashiru at

33:53, p. 1358, n. 9).

1 1. jji^Ja^ muhti'in ( pi.; acc./gen. of muhti'un;

s. muhti') - those who protrude their necks in

running, rushing, running in haste (act. participle

from 'ahta'a, to protrude or outstretch the neck.

See at 14:43, p. 803, n. 1).

12. y-p 'asir = hard, most hard, difficult, trying.

See 'asir at 25:26, p. 1 146, n. 1

.
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"One gone off his head",
1

and he was forcibly prevented.
2

CjA lO.Then he prayed His Lord:

£>&n$ "Indeed I am overpowered,
3

0^ so help."
4

1 1 . So We opened
5

£ljf^1 the gates of the heaven

$ with water

0 ^5 falling in torrential downpour.
6

J^VllTyj 12. And We burst
7
the earth

1^ with springs
8

and the water met9 on

0 a matter
10
already decreed.

1

1

1 3. And We carried
12 him on

a vessel of planks
13
and nails,

14

^\<Sj* 14. Moving under Our Eyes

c£'3y>- as a reward for the one

§J&c& who had been disbelieved.

1. dy**> majnUn (s.; pi. majdnin) = possessed

by jinn, insane, mad, one gone off his head (pass,

participle from janna [juniin], to cover, to hide.

See at 52:29, p. 1712, n. 5).

2. i. e., from preaching the turth.^jl uzdujira =

he was restrained, deterred, forcibly prevented

(v. iii. m. s. past passive from izdajara, form VIII

of zajara [zajr], to drive away, to restrain. See

muzdajar at 54:4, p. 1729, n. 7).

3. vji^ maghl&b (s.; pi. maghlubUn) -

overpowered, overwhelmed, defeated, vanquished,

subdued (pass, participle from ghalaba

[ghalb/ghalbah], to defeat, to subdue. See

taghlibfina at 41:26, p. 1549, n. 4).

4. intasir - help, give victory (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from intasara, form VIII of nasara

[nasr Musftr], to help. See intasara at 47:4, p.

1648, n. 15).

5. \s*c* fatahnA = we opened, disclosed, gave

victory (v. i. pi. past from fataha [fath], to open.

See at 48:1, p. 1661, n. 1).

6. munhamir = falling heavily, in torrential

downpour (act. participle from inhamara, form

VII ofhamara [namr], to pour out).

7. V;j*j fajjarnd = we burst, caused to break up,

caused to flow, exploded (v. i. pi. past from

fajjara, form II of fajara \fajr], to cleave, break

up. See at 36:34, p. 1417, n. 5).

8. Oj-p 'uytin (pi.; s. 'ayn) = springs, fountains,

eyes. See at 5 1 : 1 5, p. 1 698, n. 5).

9. i. e., the water from the sky and the earth met.

jiJl iltaqa = he met, encountered, confronted (v.

iii. m. s. past in form VIII of laqiya [liqd'

/luqydn /luqy /luqyah /luqan], to meet. See at

8:41, p. 561, n. 10).

10. i. e., on the destruction of the people of Nflh.

1 1 . jOi qudira - he or it was ordained, decreed,

decided (v. iii. m. s. past passive from qadara

[qadr], to decree, to ordain. See qaddara at

41:10, p. 1542, n. 12).

12. U**- hamalnd - we carried, bore, took the

load (v. i. pi. past from hamala [harnf], to carry.

See at 19:58, p. 965, n. 4)'.

13. c \jA 'alw&h (pi.; s. c^ lawh) - boards, tablets,

planks. See at 7:154, p. 523, n. 3.

14. dusur (pi.; s. dassdr) ~ nails.
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15. And indeed We have left

it as a sign.
1 So is there

fa <\*
anyone to take heed?

2

16. How then were

2-

My punishment

and My warnings?
3

17. And indeed

We have made easy
4
the

Qur'an for remembrance.
5

So is there

anyone to take heed?

18. Disbelieved
6
the 'Ad .

So how were My punishment

and My warnings?

19. Verily We sent on them

a wind8
furiously roaring

9

on a day

calamitous
10

in continuity.
11

1. *<t 'dyah (pi. 'ay&i) = sign, revelation,

miracle. See at 26: 190, p. 1 195, n. 3.

2. muddakir {mutadhakkir) = one who takes

heed, receives admonition, bears in mind,

remembers, (act. participle from tadhakkara, form

V of dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr], to remember. See

yatadhakkaru at 39:9, p. 1485, n. 2).

3. i. e., how terrible were my punishment and

warnings for those who disbleived and disobeyed!

jX> nudhur (pi.; s. nadhir) - warners, warnings

(active participle in the scale of fa'il from

nadhara [nadhr/ nudh&r], to vow, to pledge). See

at 46:21, p. 1639, n. 11).

4. ^>j~-i yassarnd = we eased, made easy,

smoothened, facilitated (v. i. pi. past from

yassara, form II of yasira [yasar], to be easy. See

at 44:58, p. 1616, n. 14).

5. i. e., to understand and remember. jS'i dhikr =

citation, recollection, remembrance, mention,

reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. See at

53:29, p. 1722, n. 5.

6. kadhdhabat = she disbelieved, cried lies

to, regarded as false (v. iii. f. s. past in form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 38:12, p. 1462, n. 1).

7. UL*jI 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent, despatched,

discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal\ y to be long and flowing. See at

51:41, p. 1703, n. 1).

8. £ij rih (s.; pi. riy&ty ) = wind, smell, odour.

See at 51:41, p. 1703, n. 3.

9. j>* sarsar - violently noisy and cold,

furiously roaring.

10.
l_r>»i nahs - calamitous, disastrous, ominous,

ill-fated. See nahisdt at 41:16, p. 1545, n. 7.

11 mustamirr persistent, continuing,

lasting, enduring, continuous, uninterrupted (act.

participle from istamarra, form X of marra

[marr/murUr/mamarr], to pass. See at 54:2, p.

1729, n. 4).
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20. Taking away 1 men

as if thev were stumns2 of

date palm3
uprooted.

4

21. How then were

My punishment

and My warnings?
5

22. And indeed

We have made easy
6
the

Qur'an for remembrance.
7

So is there

anyone to take heed?
8

Section (Ruku')2

23.Disbelieved
9
the ThamCid

in the warnings.

24. And they said:

"Is it a man 10 from among us,

a lone one,

whom we should follow?
11

We should then be

1. tanzi'u - she wrests, snatches, takes away,

removes, divests, deprives (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

naza'a [naz'] 7 to take away. See at 3:26, p. 165, n.

3).

2.jU»*-f *a'jdz (pi. s. 'ajuz ) = stumps, roots.

3. J*i nakhl = date palm. See at 50:10, p. 1687,

n. 7.

4. jut* munqa'ir = uprooted, eradicated, weeded

out, extracted, pulled up (act. participle from

inqa'ara, form VII of 'qa'ara [qa'drah], to be

deep).

5. i. e., how terrible were my punishment and

warnings for those who disbelieved and

disobeyed! j-x nudhur (pi.; s. nadhir) = warners,

warnings (active participle in the scale of fa'il

from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur\ y to vow, to

pledge). See at 54:15, p. 1732, n. 3).

6. yassarnd = we eased, made easy,

smoothened, facilitated (v. i. pi. past from

yassara, form II of yasira \yasar], to be easy. See

at 54:17, p. 1732, n. 4).

7. i. e., to understand and remember. dhikr -

citation, recollection, remembrance, mention,

reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. See at

54:17, p. 1732, n. 5.

8. jTjl* muddakir (mutadhakkir) = one who takes

heed, receives admonition, bears in mind,

remembers, (act. participle from tadhakkara, form

V of dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr], to remember. See

at 54:15, p. 1732, n. 2).

9. o^iT kadhdhabat - she disbelieved, cried lies

to, regarded as false (v. iii. f. s. past in form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 54:18, p. 1732, n. 6).

10. bashar - man, human being. See at

42:51, p. 1579, n. 11.

11. naitabi'u- we follow, pursue (v. i. pi.

impfct. from ittaba'a, form VIII of tabi'a [taba
1

/

tabct'ah], to follow. See nattabV at 48:15, p.

1667, n. 6).
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indeed in error
1

and madness.

25. Has there been cast
3

n the reminder
4

on him of all of us?

Nay, he is a har, an arrogant.

26. They shall know

tomorrow

who is the liar, the arrogant.

27. Verily We are going to

send
8
the she-camel

*A
1*" "W—

•

as a trial for them.

So watch
9 them

and persevere.
10

28. And inform them

that the water is

<w

an allotment
12 between them.

Each drinking is

by turn.
13

1. J*)U> daldl = error, straying from the right

path, ft doled - in error, astray, in vain. See at

50:27, p! 1691, n. 4.

2.yu- su'ur = madness, insanity, frenzy.

3. ^ 'ulqiya = he was thrown, flung, cast ( v.

iii. m. s. past passive from 'alqd, from IV of

laqiya [liqd' /luqydn /luqy Auqyah/luqan], to

meet. See at 43:53, p. 1596, n. 4).

4. i. e., the scripture.

5. vUS" kadhdhdb - a liar, untruthful (act.

participle in the intensive scale of fa"al from

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 40:28, p. 1519, n. 10).

6. jt\ 'ashirr = arrogant, insolent, exuberant.

7. i. e., on the day Allah's punishment befalls

them. J* ghad ~ tomorrow, the following day,

sometime in the future.

8. The Thamud people demanded of their

Prophet, §Slih, peace be on him, to produce a

she-camel out of the stone. So in response to his

prayer Allah produced a she-camel out of the

stone ( Al-Tabari, pt. VIII, 226-227; lbn Kathir,

111, 436; and VII, p. 454. See also 7:73, p. 494, n.

8). f^L-y» mursilfi (n) = those who send, are going

to send, senders (act. participle from 'arsala,

form IV of rasila [rasa/], to be long and flowing.

The terminal nun is dropped for the genitive

construction. Seemursilin 28:45, p. 1248, n. 1).

9. «—i'ji irtaqib = you be on the watch, anticipate,

wait (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from irtaqaba, form

VIII of raqaba [ruqhb/raqdbah], to watch. See at

44:59, p. 1617, n. 1).

10. j^>\ istpbir = persevere, be steadfast, endure,

be patient (v. ii. m. s. imperative from istabara,

form VIII of sabara [sabr], to be patient. See at

20:132, p. 1010,n. 5).

1 1 . nabbi' = you inform, tell, notify, make

known (v. ii. s. imperative from nabba'a, form II

of naba'a [nab'/nubW], to be prominent. See at

15:49, p. 817, n. 10).

12. U-J qismah - division, allotment,

apportionment. See at 53:22, p. 1720, n. 5.

13. j muhtadar = one or that which is

presented by turn (pass, participle from ihtadara,

form VIII of hadara [ hudur], to be present. See

muhadaran at 37:158, p. 1454, n. 7).
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29. But they called
1

their companion2

c^»Ci and he took over
3

and hamstrung.
4

30. How then were

My punishment

$L?^> and My warnings?
5

£Lj% 31. Verily We sent

iVSi^ on them a single thunderous

blast
6
and they became

like the dry-stalks
7

($>^k£fl" of the hedge-maker.
8

j2J 32. And indeed

We have made easy
9
the

J^IJ SCjalf Qur'an for remembrance.
10

So is there

0J&o* anyone to take heed?
11

clj? 33. Disbelieved

i^f? the people of LQt

^)jj!lL the warnings.

1. tjaU n&faw = they summoned, called, called

out, (v. iii. m. pi. past from ndda, form III of

nadd [ruidw], to call. See yundduna at 49:4, p.

1677, n. 10).

2. i. e., their slaughterer. sdhib (s.; pi.

'ashdb/ sahb/ saMbah/ suhbdn/ suhbah)=

companion, comrade, friend. See at 34:46, p.

1386, n. 1.

3. i. e., he took over the camel and a knife. JpUj

ta'fttd = he took, took over, assumed, undertook,

(v. iii. m. s. past in form VI from the root "t/fw, to

give. See 'a'td at 53:34, p. 1724, n. 2).

4. i. e., slaughtered her; although they were asked

not do any harm to her. So Allah punished them.

'aqara - he wounded, crippled by cutting the

tendons at the back of the knees, hamstrung,

{figuratively, slaughtered, for they used to

hamstring the camel for slaughtering it} (v. iii. m.

pi. past from 'uqr/'aqr/'aqdrah, to be barren. See

'aqaru at 26: 157, p. 1 189, n. 7).

5. i. e., how terrible were my punishment and

warnings for those who disbelieved and

disobeyed! jJu nudhur (pi.; s. nadhtr) = warners,

warnings (active participle in the scale of fa 'it

from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhQr], to vow, to

pledge). See at 54: 15, p. 1732, n. 3).

6. *»*r«» sayhah (s.; pi. sayfyfit) = outcry, piercing

sound, thunderous blast. See at 50:42, p. 1494, n.

12).

7. hashtm = frail, fragile, dry stalks, straw

(act. participle on the scale offall from hashama

[hashm], to destroy, to smash. See at 18:45, p.

927, n. 12).

8. Jo^a muhtazir ~ hedge-maker, fence-maker

(act.participle from ihtazara, form VIII of hazara

[hazr >*•], to fence in, to hedge, to prohibit. See

mahzur at 17:20, p. 879, n. 9).

9. yassarnd - we eased, made easy,

smoothened, facilitated (v. i. pi. past from

yassara, form II of yasira \yasar], to be easy. See

at 54:22, p. 1733, n. 6).

10. i. e., to understand and remember.

11. jTx* muddakir (mutadhakkir) = one who

takes heed, receives admonition, bears in mind,

remembers, (act. participle from tadhakkara, form

V of dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkHr], to remember. See

at 54:15, p. 1732, n. 2).
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QM\ 34. Verily We sent on them

a naii-storm,

except the family of Lut.

We saved
2 them

by the pre-dawn hour.
3

35. As a garce from Us.

Thus do We reward
4
the one

who expresses gratitude.
5

jo. tie naa inaeea warnea

them of Our seizure
7

but they entertained doubts
8

about the warnings.
9

37. And they had indeed

sought to lure
10 him

from his guests.

So We effaced
11

their eyes.

"Then taste
12 My punishment

and My warnings."

,4£>j2J 38. And indeed there befell
13

them

1. hdsib - hail-storm, violent tornado,

devastating cyclone. See at 29:40, p. 1279, n. 4.

2. Uj*^ najjaynd = we rescued, saved, delivered

(v. i. pi. past from najjd, form II of najd [najw

/najd' /najdh], to make for safety, to be saved.

See at 44:30, p. 1611, n. 7).

3. f> sahar (s.; pi. 'as-hdr) = pre-dawn hour.

4. {Sj^ najzt = we reward, recompense, requite,

repay, punish ( v. i. pi. impfct. from jazd \jazd'],

to recompense. See at 37:131, p. 1450, n. 10).

5.j£i shakara = he expressed gratitude, gave

thanks, thanked (v. iii. m. s. past from shukr/

shukrdn, to thank, express gratitude. See

tashkurdna at 45: 12, p. 1621, n. 9).

6. i. e., Lflt, peace be on him, had warned, jiil

'andhara = he warned, cautioned (v. iii. m. s. past

in form IV of nadhara [nadhr/ nudhfir] y to

dedicate. See at 46:21, p. 1639, n. 9).

7. i. e., severe punishment. i^J* batshah =

seizure, impact. See batsh at 50:36, p. 1693, n. 6.

8. IjjU: tam&raw = they entertained doubts, had

misgivings (v. iii. m. pi. past from tamdrd, form

VI from miryah/ muryah, doubt, dispute. See

tatamdrd at 53:55, p. 1727, n. 5).

9. j^j nudhur (pi.; s. nadhir) = warners, warnings

(active participle in the scale of fa'tl from

nadhara [nadhr/ nudh&r], to vow, to pledge). See

at 54:30, p. 1735, n. 5).

10. i. e., they attempted to make him surrender his

guests to them for homosexual enjoyment, ij^jij

rdwadti - they sought to lure, tempt, seduce,

entice, win (v. iii. m. pi. past from rdwada, form

HI of rdda [rawd], to walk about. See rdwadat at

12:26, p. 731, n. 3).

11. i. e., made them blind. U~J» tamasnd - we

obliterated, effaced, erased, wiped off, eradicated

(v. i. pi. past from (omasa [tams/tumQs], to be

effaced, to efface. See at 36:66^ p. 1424, n. 9).

12. i. e., it was said to them. dhtiqti - you

(all) taste, have the taste (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from dhtiqa [dhawq/ madhdq), to taste. See at

51:14, p. 1698, n. 1).

13. ry+ sabbaha - he or it came in the morning,

befell (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of sabaha

[sabh], to offer a morning draught. See lusbihu at

49:6," p. 1678, n. 8).
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ear'y *n t'ie mornning
1

$1 *y£lsZt>\£. a punishment to endure.
2

^-i^lyjji 39."Then taste My punishment

V$J>j^ and My warnings."

XbSj 40. And indeed

£2> We have made easy
4
the

J^oCjifi Qur' an for remembrance.
5

So is there

$ anyone to take heed?6

Section (Ruku0 3

41. And there indeed came

Sjy3t to the people of Fir'aun

(£ljxri the warnings.

!*jT 42. They disbelieved
7

Qffujjfii in Our signs
8
all of them.

So We seized
9 them the

yJ>xJ seizure of an All-Mighty,
10

{QjXiS All-Capable.
11

1. 5^ bukrah (s.; pi. bukar) - early morning,

tomorrow. See at 33:42, p. 1335, n. 2.

2. ^^-^ mustaqirr = that which is settled, is

firmly established, stable, stationary, abiding,

lasting, enduring (act. participle from istaqarra,

form X of qarra [ qardr], to settle down. See at

27:40, p. 1214, n. 3).

3. (nudhuri; originally nudhurT) : jX nudhur (pi.;

s. nadhir) - warners, warnings (active participle

in the scale of fa 'tl from nadhara [nadhr/

nudhur], to vow, to pledge). See at 54:336, p.

1736, n. 9).

4. y>s-i yassarnd = we eased, made easy,

smoothed, facilitated (v. i. pi. past from yassara,

form II of yasira \yasar], to be easy. See at 54:32,

p. 1735, n.9).

5. i. e., to understand and remember.

6. muddakir (mutadhakkir) = one who takes

heed, receives admonition, bears in mind,

remembers, (act. participle from tadfiakkara, form

V of dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr], to remember. See

at 54:32, p. 1735, n. 11).

7. i^iT kadhdhabU = they cried lies, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 50:5, p. 1686,

n. 2).

8. i. e., the miracles that Allah caused to happen

at thee hand of MOsii, peace be on him. ol/ 'dydi

(sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles, marks, revelations,

texts of the Qur'an. See at 53:18, p. 1719, n.9.

9. i. e., punished them by drowning them in the

sea. ViJUiT 'akhadhnd = we took, received,

seized (v. i. pi. past from 'akhudha [JUT 'akhdh],

to take. See at 43:48, p. 1595, n. 2).

10. jij* 'auz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 48:3, p. 1661, n. 6.

11. jJLJL. muqtadir (s.; pi. muqtadirun) =

capable, All-Capable, All-Competent (act.

participle from iqtadara, form VIII of qadara [

qadrf qadar/ qudrah/ maqdurah\
y

to ordain, to

measure, to have power. See muqtadirun at 43 :42,

p. 1593, n. 8).
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43. Are the unbelievers of you

better than those people
1

t;T^j>3;1 or have you an exoneration
2

in the scriptures?
3

ojy&l 44. Or do they say:

"We shall in a body

be victorious?"
4

^ 45. Routed shall be
5

^ii the multitude
6

($)
and they sha11 turn? the backs -

f

Sa^^ 46. Nay, the Hour9
is

p&$y> their appointed time;
10

ietltfj and the Hour is more

j^H\J& calamitious
1

1

and more bitter.
12

Sy^^o! 47. Indeed the sinful
13

are

$y^iJ^<4 *n error insanity.
14

£ 48. The day

oJXli they shall be dragged
15

j^Ajtj^ jlljfj into the fire on their faces.

1. i. e., the people punished previously.

2. bard'ah - discharge, absolution,

acquittal, exoneration. See at 9:1, p. 576, n. 1).

3. jj zubur (pi.; s, zabur) = scriptures, books.

See at 26:196, p. J 196, n. 4.

4. j«azj> muntasir ~ victorious, triumphant, one

who helps oneself (act. participle from intajara,

form VIII of nasara [nasr/nusur], to help. See at

18:43, p. 927, n.3).

5- fj* yuhzamu = he is routed, defeated,

vanquished, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

hazama [hazm], to put to flight. See mahz&m at

38:11, p. 1461, n. 10).

6. This is a prophesy about the defeat of the

Makkan unbelievers. £*> jam 4 = amassment,

accumulation, gathering, collection, aggregation,

multitude. See at 42:7, p. 1562, n. 4.

7. O^J^i yuwallUna - they turn, turn away (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from walld, form 11 of waliya, to lie

next. See at 33:15, p. 1340, n. 8).

8. dubur (s.; pi. 'adbdr) = back, rear,

backside, hindpart. See at 12:26, p. 731, n. 9.

9. i. e., the Hour of Resurrection . sd*ah (s.;

pi. sd'dt) = hour, time, clock, the Hour of

Resurrection. See at 47:18, p. 1653, n. 13.

10. maw'id (s.; pi. mawd'id) promise,

pledge, appointment, appointed time/ place. See

at 20:97, p. 1000, n. 2.

1 1 . ^yo! 'adhd - more calamitous, more grievous,

more disastrous (elative of ddhin, act. participle

of dahiya [dahd'], to be clever, to strike, befall].

1 2. 'amarr = more bitter, stronger (elative of

marir, act. participle in the scale of fa'U from

marra [mar&rah], to be bitter).

13. j*** mujrimin (pi.; acc./gen. of mujrimun;

s. mujrim) = those who commit sins, sinners,

culprits, sinful (act. participle from ajrama, form

IV of jarama \jarm] , to commit a crime. See at

51:32, p. 1702, n. 5).

14. j*-* su'ur ~ madness, insanity, frenzy. See at

54:24, p. 1734, n. 2.

15. 0j->*-s yushabtina - they are dragged,

drawn, pulled, withdrawn (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from safiaba [sahb], to drag, to trail on

the ground. See at 30:48, p. 1306, n. 7).
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"Taste
1

the touch
2
of saqar".

3

49. Verily everything

Su. We created
4

according to measure/

^ItiJ SO.And Our Command is not

%xjJj§\ but once,

Oy^kjg*-^ like the twinkling
6
of an eye.

7

JaJj 51. And indeed

L£jUl We had destroyed
8

(J^cCil the partisans
9
of yours.

J^j So is there

$} ^#=*^uj anyone to take heed?
10

tjJZpCf'^j 52. And everything they do

$ is in the books.
11

J^dfj 53. And everything small

^^I^jSj and big is written down. 12

'&M%\ 54. Verily the righteous
13

1. i. e., it was said to them, lyji dhfiqfi ~ you

(all) taste, have the taste (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from dh&qa [dhawq/ madh&q), to taste. See at

54:37, p. 1736, n. 12).

2. i. e., the torment. mass ~ touch, attack.

3. yu- saqar - name of a hell.

4. Ulat khalaqnd = we created, made, originated

(v. i. pi. past from khalaqa [khalq], to create. See

at 49:13, p. 1682, n. 1).

5. j-Ai qadar = measure, quantity, destiny. See at

15:21, p. 811, n. 12.

6. £«J lamh - quick glance, twinkling. See at

16:77, p. 852, n. 10.

7. i. e., when Allah intends to do or create

anything He commands only once and it happens

and comes into being at once, j^h basar (s.; pi.

'absdr) = eye, eye-sight, vision, glance, look,

insight. See at 50:22, p. 1690, n. 4.

8. V^JLaT 'ahlaknd - we destroyed, annihilated (v.

i. pi. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of halaka [halk/

hulk/haldk /tahlukah], to perish. See at 50:36, p.

1693, n.3).

9. i. e., your likes in disbelief and disobedience.

^Lil 'ashyd' (p.; s. shi'ah ) = adherents,

partisans, followers, sects. See at 34:54, p. 1388,

n. 6.

10. jS'x. muddakir (mutadhakkir) = one who

takes heed, receives admonition, bears in mind,

remembers, (act. participle from tadhakkara, form

V of dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr), to remember. See

at 54:40, p. 1737, n. 6).

11. i. e., the books of deeds, zubur (pi.; s,

zabur) = scriptures, books. See at 54:43, p. 1738,

n.3.

12. jJai~* mustatar = written down, recorded

(pass.participle from istatara, form VII of satara

[satr], to draw lines, to write. See mastUr at 52:2,

p. 1607, n. 3).

13. j-i> muttaqln (acc/gen. of muttaq&n, sing.

muttaqin) - those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VIII of waqa

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

52:17, p. 1709, n. 8).
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y^-cj will be in gardens
1

and rivers.
2

55. In a position
3
of

i^JLf truthfulness

^jiiu^Uijup near a King All-Competent/

1 . cL*- jann&t (sing. jannah)y orchards, gardens,

paradise. See at 36:34, p. 1417, n. 2.

2. i. e., in paradise, nahar (s.; pi. anhur/anhdr/

nuhur) = river, stream.

3. ju*, maq'ad (s.; pi. maqd'id) = position, seat,

place to settle down, sitting, staying (noun of

place in the scale of maf'al from qa'ada [qu'&d\,

to sit down. See at 9:81, p. 612, n. 8).

4. Jju* sidq - truth, truthfulness, veracity. See at

10:93, p. 670, n. 6. See at 39:32, p. 1492, n. 9.

5. jOaw muqtadir (s.; pi. muqladirUn) = capable,

All-Capable, All-Competent (act. participle from

iqtadara, form VIII of qadara [ qadr/ qadar/

qudrah/ maqdurah], to ordain, to measure, to

have power. See at 54:42, p. 1737, n. 1 1).



55. SOratAl-Rahman (The Most Compassionate)

Makkan: 78 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It deals with the fundamentals of the faith, especially wahy and the Qur'an,

Allah's innumerable favours upon man and all His creatures, the hereafter, Judgement, rewards and

punishment. It starts with an emphasis that Allah has sent down and taught the Qur'an, which is His

most important favour on man. It then draws attention to His creation and many other favours,

interspersed with the challenge: "Then which of the favours of your Lord you two (man and jinn) deny?".

This challenge is repeated 31 times in the surah. It is named al-Rafymdn after the first 'ayah which is

Allah's most distinguished attribute and which is the main theme of the surah.

1 . The Most Compassionate.
1

$oKjJJfj& 2. He has taught
2
the Qur'an.

S^V^S^- 3. He has created
3
man.

' 0
JjE 4. He has taught him

0ol3f speech.
4

5. The sun and the moon

09 are on computation.

6. And the stars
6 and the

oljiiiliyjtilTj trees prostrate themselves.
7

"0

1. o-**"^' ol-Rahm^n and ^}\ al-Rahim are

both derived from rahmah (mercy) and both the

forms indicate emphasis and intensity. According

to the commentators, however, the former has an

element of universality whereas the latter indicates

particularity. See 1:1, p. l.n. 1.

2. i. e., by communicating it and by making it

easy to understand and remember. Allah's most

important mercy and favour is the sending down
and teaching of the Qur'an for the guidance of

man and jinn. jjb 'allama ~ he taught, instructed,

informed (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of 'alima

['Urn], to know. See at 53:5, p. 1718, n. 1).

3. He is the Creator of man and everything and

being; there is no other creator. This in itself is a

great mercy; and many other items of mercy are

mentioned hereinafter, jl^ khalaqa - he created,

made, originated (v. iii. m. s. past from khalq, to

create. See at 41:21, p. 1547, n. 3).

4. This is another important grace of Allah

whereby man can express what comes into his

mind. baydn - speech, expression, statement,

declaration, communique. See at 3:138, p. 209, n.

5. i. e., they are created by Allah and their

functions are strictly in accordance with Allah's

setting and computation. They are therefore never

to be worshipped; but their Creator Alone is to be

worshipped. OL— husb&n = reckoning,

calculation computation, accounting,

thunderbolts. See at 18:40, p. 926, n. 1

.

6. ,»jkJ najm (s. ;
pi. nujUm/anjum) = star,

celestial body, constellation. See at 53:1, p. 1717,

n. 1.

7. i. e., they prostrate themselves to their Creator

and Lord, Allah. So they must not be worshipped.

1741
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&>ifclftj 7. And the sky He raised,
1

s^lS^t^Jj and He set
2
the balance.

3

0
\Ji£Zy\ 8. That you transgess

4
not

(JloixJ^ in the balance.

9. And establish
5
weighing

6

.Lu.jll with equity
7

\^r^^j and cause no loss
8

(^>ol>Ji in the balance.

j^/fj 10. And the earth

>L^l4^^ He has laid for the creatures.
9

' 0
4^03^ 1 1 . Therein are fruits

and date palms
10

®>l3ftfc6 having date-sheaths.
11

£25 12. And the corn

with stalks and leaves
12

$iL^J]rj and aromatic plants.
13

13. Then which bounties
14
of

1. i. e., He created and raised. £»j rafa'a - he

raised, took up, lifted up, elevated (v. iii. m. s.

past from raf\ to raise, to lift up. See at 13:2, p.

763, n. 5).

2. wada'a = he set, set up, set down, laid,

laid down, placed, erected, produced delivered,

gave birth to (v. iii. m. s. past from wa4', to lay, to

put down. See wada'at at 46:15, p. 1636, n. 8).

3. i. e., balance in everything and being— in their

body and constitution, in all objects of nature, in

the heavenly bodies and in their relations to one

another. <l)l^* nuz&n (s.; pi. mawaztn) - balance,

scales, measure, weight, justice, rule, method

(noun of instrument from wazana [wazn/ztnah], to

balance, to weigh out. See at 42:17, p. 1567, n. 5).

4. lyiu" iatghaw(na) = you (all) exceed the

limits, transgress (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from taghd

[tughydn], to exceed the limits. The terminal n&n

is dropped for the particle 'an coming before the

verb. See Ui tatghaw at 20:81 , p. 995, n. 3).

5. t^-it 'aqimfi - you (all) properly perform, set,

set up, establish (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'aqdma, form IV of qdma, [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up. See at 42:13, p. 1564, n. 8).

6. Ojj wazn- weighing, weight, balance,

balancing.

7. Ii~J qisf = justice, equity, fairness. See at

21:47, p. 1025, n. 10).

8. i. e., give not less in weight and measure,

ijj-oij Ul tukhsirU = cause no loss, do not

reduce, do not make deficient, (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative {prohibition} from 'akhsara, form IV

of khasira [khusr/ khasar /khasarah /khusrdn],

to suffer loss. See at 40:85, p. 1539, n. 10).

9. fUf 'andm = creatures.

10. J*^ nakhl = date palm. See at 54:20, p. 1733,

n. 3.

11. (USl 'akm&m (pi.; s. kumm) - covers,

sheaths, date-sheaths.

12. Juap 'ay/ = stalks and leaves of grain,

storming, blowing.

13. These are all created and given by Allah.

ol*sj rayh&n = aromatic plants.

14. 'aid' (pi.; s. ilan) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 53:55, p. 1727, n. 5.
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^ClSot^vJ your Lord you two 1

deny?2

0
S^Vl <^$L 14. He created man

Jj^C^ from clattering clay
3

QjJ^X' like the earthenware.
4

15. And He created jinn
5

gjfiot from the smokeless flame
6

Oy^o2 of fire.

^faiU 16.Then which bounties
7

(J) oC^L^jJ of your Lord you two deny?

<ij 17. Lord of

cS^HT the two rising places
8

toj and Lord of

®&J& the two setting places.
9

SCiti 18.Then in which bounties of

^} ^C^C&J your Lord you two disbelieve?

g 19. He has let loose
10
the

J^gl^cj^JT two seas
1

1

meeting each other.
1

2

1. i. e., you the two races of man and jinn.

2. Jlfj& tukadhdhibdni - you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadnbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

30:16, p. 1294, n. 7).

3. i. e., in the first instance. jUaL» salsdl = dry or

burnt clay that clatters, clattering clay. See at

15:32, p. 814, n. 3.

4. jUa fakhkhdr = burnt clay, earthenware,

pottery.

5. 0U- j&nn - jinn.

6. i. e., in the first instance. £jt» mdrij = rising

flame, smokeless flame (act. participle from

maraja [ marj/murUj], to let loose, to jumble. See

maraja at 25:53, p. 1 154, n. 1).

7.
yaW (pi.; s.Ji iTan) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:13, p. 1742, n. 14.

8. i. e., of the sun in summer and the winter; or

with reference to the sun and the moon, jai/^

mashriqayn (dual, acc/gen. of mashriq&n\ s.

mashriq; pi. masMriq)) - tow rising places, two

easts, the points of sun-rise ( noun of place from

sharaqa [sharql shurHq] y to rise, to radiate. See

masMriq at 26:60, p. 1 173, n. 1 1).

9. i. e., of the summer and the winter; or with

reference to the sun and the moon, jds*

maghribayn (dual, acc/gen. of maghriban; s.

maghrib; pi. maghdrib) = two setting places, two

wests (noun of place and time from gharaba

[ghurikb], to set. See maghrib at 18:86, p. 942, n.

2.

10. £y maraja - he let loose, jumbled (v. iii. m.

s. past from marj/muruj, to let loose, to jumble.

See at 25:53, p. 1154, n. 1).

11. Such as the two seas near Bahrayn. The

description applies also to the rivers meeting the

seas. See 25:53, p. 1154. bahrayn (dual;

acc/gen. of bahrdn; s. bahr; pi. bifidr/ abfydr/

buh&r/ abhur) = two seas. See at 27:61, p. 1221,

n. 1).

12. CAjidi yaltaqiydni - they (two) meet, meet

each other, get together, confront v. iii. m. dual

impfct. from iltaqd form VIII of laqiya [liqd'

Auqydn Auqy /luqyah Auqari], to meet. See iltaqd

at 54:12, p. 1731, n. 9).
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20. Between the two is a

barrier
1

they transgress
2
not.

21. Then which bounties
3
of

your Lord you two deny?4

22. From the two come out
5

pearls
6
and corals.

7

23. Then which bounties of

your Lord you two deny?

24. And His are the ships
8

raised
9
in the sea

like the mountains.
10

25. Then which bounties of

your Lord you two deny?

Section (Ruku ') 2

26. Everyone of those on it
11

shall persih.
12

27. And there abides ever
13

1. i. e., an invisible barrier. £jy barzakh (s.; pi.

bardzikh) = barrier, bar, gap, partition. See at

25:53. p. 1154,n. 6.

2. i. e., they do not get mingled— the sweet water

of the one and the salty water of the other remain

apart. l>U* yabghiydni - they (two) transgress,

commit outrage, oppress, wrong (v. iii. m. dual

impfct. from baghd [baghy], to wrong. See

baghd at 38:22, p. 1464, n. 7).

3. ^fc 'aW (pi.; s.J' ilan) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:16, p. 1743, n. 7.

4. tukadhdhibdni = you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

55:13, p. 1743, n. 2).

5- £^ yakhruju- he comes out, goes out,

leaves, departs (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from kharaja

[khur&j], to go out, to leave. See yukhrij at 47:37,

p. J660,n. 3).

6. W lu' (s.; pi. la'dlV ) - pearls. See at

52:24, p. 1711, n. 8.

7. 0Uj> marj&n = corals, small pearls.

8. Jyrjawdr (f. pi.; s.jdriyah) = ships, those that

move on/flow (act. participle from jard \jary], to

flow. A ship is called jdriyah because it flows on

the surface of the sea. See at 42:32, p. 1573, n. 6).

9. i. e., raised of sails high as mountains, olii^

munsha'&t (f. pi.; s. munsha'ah; m. munsha
'
) =

those that are installed, instituted, established, set

up, raised (pass, participle from 'ansha'a, form

IV of nasha'a [ nosh'/ nush&V nash'ah], to rise,

to emerge. See 'ansha'avA 53:32, p. 1723, n. 10).

10. 'a*ldm (pi.; s. 'alam ) = signs, marks,

signposts, distinguishing features, outstanding

personalities, flags, mountains. See at 42:32, p.

1573, n. 7.

11. i. e., on the earth.

12. d\i fSnin = that which passes away, ceases to

exist, perishes (act. participle from fond, [fand'],

to pass away, to perish.

13. yabqd = he remains, abides, continues to

exist (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from baqqiya [baqd'],

to remain, to stay. See 'abqd at 53:51, p. 1726,

n. 9).
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the Countenance of your Lord

Full of Glory
1

and Majesty.
2

#CiU 28. Then which bounties
3
of

t$oi&l£Sj your Lord you two deny?
4

3£S 29. There implores
5 Him

^ whoever is there in

dffijcJjZti the heavens and the earth.

Everyday He is in State.
6

*% 30. Then which bounties of

(^oC^ot^J your Lord you two deny?

3 1 . We shall attend
7
to you,

(^oSuiLul O you the two classes.
8

ili 32. Then which bounties of

(£) ^CiS2&J your Lord you two deny?

^LLS 33. O the assembly
9
of

yw/iandmen,

^lk:To» if you are able
10

l>li;Jt to pass through
1

1

1 . cbU- jalal = glory, splendour, sublimity. See

tajalla at 7:143, p. 518, n. 2.

2. fljTi ifcrdm = Honour, Majesty.

3. 'oM' (pi.; s. Jl /Tan) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:21, p. 1744, n. 3.

4. tukadhdhibdni - you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

55:21, p. 1744, n. 4).

5. Everyone is in need of His grace and mercy. He

Alone is Above want. Jl—* yas'alu = he asks,

enquires, implores, demands, claims (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from sa'ala [ su'di/ mas'alah/tas'al ], to

ask. See at 36:21, p. 1414, n. 2).

6. Oli sha'n (s.; pi. shu'&n) = situation,

condition, state, circumstances, affair, matter. See

at 24:62, p. 1134, n. 9.

7. i. e., to take account of your deeds and conduct.

nafrugu = we become empty, be

vacant/unoccupied (i. e., free to attend to

somebody/something), attend, apply ourselves (v.

i. pi. impfct. from faragha/ farigha \furugh/

fardgh], to be empty. See fdrigh at 28:10, p.

1224, n. 3).

8. i. e., man and jinn. O^iilt al-thaqaldn - the two

classes, the two groups, man and jinn.

9. ma'shar (s.; pi. ma'dshir) -

assemblage, assembly, company, community,

group. See at 6:128, p. 445, n. 4.

10 (tJaJai-i istata'tum = you were able to, capable

of, you could (v. ii. m. pi. past from istatd'a,

form X of td'a [taw'], to obey. See at 11:13, p.

682, n. 4).

'

1 1 . IjXL; tanfudhH (no) = you pierce, penetrate,

pass through, get through (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from nafadha [nafddh/nujMh], to pierce, to go or

pass through. The terminal ntin is dropped

because of the particle 'an coming before the

verb).
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> > s s

the zones
1

of the heavens and

the earth then pass through,
2

You cannot pass through

except with sanction.
3

34. Then which bounties
4
of

your Lord you two deny?
5

35. Discharged
6
on you

shall be a flame
7
of fire

and molten brass;
8

and you shall not be able

to defend yourselves.
9

36. Then which bounties of

{§) cjCi§3 C&J your Lord you two deny?

<. ' * s s

37. So when cleft asunder
10

is the sky and it becomes

rosy
11
like paint.

12

^C^U 38. Then which bounties of

your Lord you two deny?

1. jUail 'aqt&r (pi.; s. qutr) = region, quarters,

zones, diameters, boundaries, outskirts. See at

33:14, p. 1340, n. 2.

2. IjJuut unfudhti = penetrate, pass through (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from nafadha [nafddh/nufudh],

to pierce, to go or pass through. See tanfudhu at

55:33, p. 1745, n. 11).

3. i. e., by Allah. OUJL, sultan = authority, power,

mandate, rule, sanction. See at 52:38, p. 1714, n.

2.

4. *Y« 'aid' (pi.; s. ^ Hon) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:28, p. 1745, n. 3.

5. (A>& tukadhdhibdni = you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

55:28, p. 1745, n. 4).

6. yursalu = he or it is dispatched, sent,

released, discaharged, poured forth (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from 'arsala, form IV of rasila

[rasal], to be long and flowing. See 'arsalna at

54:19, p. 1732, n. 7.

7. .ki^i shuwdz = flame, fire.

8. nuh&s = brass, molten brass, copper.

9. Ol^puau" tantasirani = you (two) defend

yourselves, help yourselves, be helped, be

victorious (v. ii. m. dual impfct. from intasara,

form VIII of nasara [nasr Musur], to help. See

yantasiruna at 42:39, p. 1575, n. 7).

10. i. e., on the Day of Resurrection. c-JLUi

inshaqqat = she or it was split, was cleft asunder

(v. iii. m. f. past from inshaqqa, form VII of

shaqqa [ shaqq], to split, cleave. See inshaqqa at

54:1, p. 1729, n. 2).

11. «jj wardah - rosy, reddish, rose bush.

12. i. e., because of heat OUi dihan

painting, varnish, cosmetic cream.

paint,
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jj£ 39. So on that day

j&V interrogated
1

will not be

a^Jsj* about his sin
2

2>t^jjl^ any man orjinn.

40. Then which bounties
3
of

oC^3l^===oj your Lord you two deny?
4

J£J 41. Recognized
5
will be

^e sinful
6
by their marks

7

and will be seized
8

ffi\j<si£\ by the forelocks
9
and the feet.

10

#G <iU 42. Then which bounties of

your Lord you two deny?

^fpCi^ii 43. This is hell which

Ciyj^zL'M the sinful cried lies to.

£*S>^1* 44. They will run
11
between

t&if^Sr%j it and the hot water
12

boiling.
1:

Sfti 45. Then which bounties of

1. JL-, vws'a/w = he is asked, questioned,

interrogated (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

sa'ala [su'al/ mas'alah], to ask, to enquire, to

implore. See at 28:78, p. 1260, n. 6).

2. dhanb (s.; pi. dhunub) = sin, offence,

crime, wrong. See at 47: 19, p. 1654, n. 6.

3. 'a/c' (pi.; s. Jl //an) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:34, p. 1746, n. 4.

4. tukadhdhibani = you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba
[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

55:34, p. 1746, n. 4).

5. cjyy yu'rafu = he is recognized, known, (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. passive from 'arafa [ma'rifah/

'irfdn], to know, to recognize. See ta'arafu at

49:13, p. 1682, n. 7).

6. byj»* mujrimun (pi.; s. mujrim) = sinful,

those committing sins, culprits, evildoers (act.

participle from 'ajrama, form IV of jarama

\jarm], to commit a crime. See at 44:22, p. 1610,

n. 5).

7. The faces of the sinful will be black (see 3:106).

W- stmd = marks, distinguishing features, signs.

8. yu'khadhu = he or it is taken, received,

seized (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from 'akhadha

['akkdh], to take. See yu'khadh at 6:70, p. 419, n.

6).

9. ^>\y nawdst (pl.;s. nasiyah) - forelocks, fore

parts of heads, ['akhadha bi-nasiyatihi is an

idiom meaning "he tackles and deals properly with

it, has complete mastery and control over it"]. See

nasiyah at 1 1:56, p. 698, n. 3.

10. fiuif 'aqdam (pi.; sing, qadam) = feet, steps.

See at 47:7, p. 1649, n. 10.

11. 0»i yatufuna = they run, go round,

circumambulate, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from tdfa [

tawf/ tawdf/ tawfdn], to go about, to run around.

See yutafu at 52:24, p. 171 1, n. 6).

12. hamim = hot water, close friend,

intimate friend, (act. participle in the scale offa'il

from hamma [hatnm], to heat, make hot. See at

44:46, p. 1614, n. 8.

13. 01*
y
anin - boiling, fierce (act. participle

from 'ana find'], to be time for something].
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your Lord you two deny?
1

Section (Ruku ') 3

46. But for such as fears
2

the Position
3
of his Lord

will be two gardens.
4

47. Then which bounties
5
of

your Lord you two deny?

48. Posessing branches.
6

49. Then which bounties of

your Lord you two deny?

50. In the two will be

two springs
7
flowing.

8

51. Then which bounties of

your Lord you two deny?

52. In the two will be of

every fruit
9
in pairs.

10

0

1 . 0Lfi£; tukadhdhibdni = you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kudhib /kudhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

55:40, p. 1747, n. 4).

2. <-»l> khdfa = he feared, was afraid of (v. iii. m.

s. past from khawf. See at 1 1:103, p. 714, n.13).

3. i. e., the Court of his Lord, or standing before

Him on the Day of Judgement. ^ maq&m (s.
;

pi. maqamdt) = place, position, standing, station,

location, spot, habitat (noun of place/time from

qdma [qawmah/ qiydm], to stand up, to get up, to

rise. See at 44:26, p. 161 1, n. 1).

4. obr jannatan (dual; s. jannah; pi. janndt) =

tow gardens.

5. *VW >aW (pi.; s. J\ ilan) = benefits,

blessings, graces, bounties. See at 55:40, p. 1747,

n.3.

6. i. e., the trees of the gardens will have branches

giving shades and fruits, ^lif 'afndn (pi.; s.

fanri) = branches, varieties, diversities,

specialities.

7. d\±s> 'ayndn (dual; s. 'ayn; pi. 'uyun/ 'a'yuri)

= two springs, fountains, eyes. See 'uyun at

54:12, p. 1731, n. 8).

8. d^.jxJ tajriydni = they (two, f.) flow, move, go

on, stream, proceed (v. iii. f. dual impfct. from

jara [jary], to flow. See tajri at 48:5, p. 1662, n.

8).

. Ktfti fdkihah (s.; pi. fawdkih) = fruit. See at

44:55, p. 1616, n. 5.

10. oU-jj zawjan (dual of zawj; pi. 'azwdj) =

both of a pair, a pair, male and female, zawj

means one of a pair and is applicable to either the

husband or the wife. See zawjayn at 53:45, p.

1725, n. 10.
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JJ). 1 IlCII WHICH DUUHUCa Ul

your Lord you two deny?
2

54. Reclining
3
on couches

4

their linings
5
being

of silk brocade;
6

anil ine iruus 01 me iwu

gardens will be close by.
8

jj, i lien which L/wuiiiica ui

your Lord you two deny?

56. Therein will be

those restraining
9
of glance,

10

there having deflowered
11

th^m nnt onv man hpfVirf*Llldll 1HJI ally iiiaii uciuic

nor any jinn.

jf. i nen which Dounucs ui

your Lord you two deny?

58. As if they are rubies
12

and coral.
13

1 . 'aid* (pi.; s. Ji Han) ~ benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:47, p. 1748, n. 5.

2. Ol*i£j tukadhdhibdni = you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

55:45, p. 1748, n. 1).

3.
ljS^> muttakitn (pi.; acc/gen. of muttaki'Qn;

s. mutiaki') = those reclining, supporting, resting

(act. participle from ittaka'a, form VIII of waka'a.

See at 52:20, p. 1710, n. 2).

4. furush (pi.; s, firdsh) = couches, cushions,

mattresses, beds. See firdsh at 2:21, p. 1 1, n. 7.

5. J^eu batd'in (pi.; s. bitdnah ) = insides, inner

sides, linings. See bitdnah at 3:1 18, p. 202, n. 7.

6. J istabraq = brocade, silk brocade. See at

18:31, p. 923, n. 5.

7.^ janan - fruits, harvest.

8. Ob ddnin = near, close by, within easy reach,

low (active participle from dona [dunfiw/

dandwah], to be near, to be close. See ddniyah at

6:99, p. 433, n. 4.

9. i. e., wives, ol^tf qdsirdt (f. pi.; s. qdsirah)

= restricted, confined, those restraining (act.

participle from qasura/ qasara [ qisar/ qasr/

qasdrahJ qusftr] become short, to fall short. See at

38^52, p. 1472, n. 9).

10. i. e., chaste and devoted to their husbands, not

looking at others. «~>}> tarf = glance, look, eye.

See at 42:45, p. 1577, n. 6.

11. ti.<lnf yatmith(u) = he deflowers, strips

virginity (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from tamutha/

tamitha [tamth], to deflower ( a girl), to

menstruate. The final letter is vowelless because

of the particle lam coming before the verb).

12. i. e., in freshness, beauty and chastity, oy^

rubies.

13. OU-y marjdn = corals, small pearls. See at

55:22, p. 1744, n. 7.
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59. Then which bounties
1

of

j£) ijCSStSSj your Lord you two deny?
2

^vT-iTJ^j^ 60. Is the reward
3
for good

$£>^'Wl deeds
4
other than doing good?

5

^fi* 61. Then which bounties of
->

your Lord you two deny?

^rJ*cy6 62. And besides the two
6

0u\2>- will be two gardens.
7

63. Then which bounties of

oCjSl^ y°ur Lord you two deny?

0cjl2KJu 64. The two dark-green.
8

^fo^U 65. Then which bounties of

{^joCj^St^J your Lord you two deny?

ll^i 66. In the two will be

gli&ull^ two springs
9
gushing forth.

10

0

1. tNt 'aW (pi.; s. /Tan) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:53, p. 1749, n. 1.

2. 0^i& tukadhdhibdni = you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhuba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

55:53, p. 1749. n. 2).

3. J;*- jazd* = retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 46:14, p.

1636, n. 3).

4. i. e., the doing of good deeds in this worldly

life. OLo-l 'ihsdn = doing good things, being

good, charity, benevolence, righteousness (verbal

noun in form IV of hasuna[husn], to be

handsome, nice, good). See at 17:23, p. 880, n. 5.

5. i. e., the doing of good to them in the hereafter

in the form of rewarding them with an eternal life

in paradise.

6. i. e., besides the two gardens dscribed above

there will be two other gardens.

7. OU^rjannatdn (dual; s. jannah; pi. janndt) =

tow gardens. See at 55:46, p. 1748, n. 4.

8. i. e., these two other bgardens will be

dark-green. Ob.Ux. mudhdmmatdn (f. dual; s.

mudhammah; m. mudhanun ) - dark green, deep

green, black. ( passive participle from idhamma,

form XI of dahima [duhmah], to be black).

9. 'ayn&n (dual; s. 'ayn; pi. 'uyun/'a'yun)

- two springs, fountains, eyes. See at 55:50, p.

1748, n. 7).

10. Ob^U»J naddakhatdn (f. dual; s.

naddakhah; m. nadddkh) = two that gush forth,

bursting out (act. particil[le in the scale of fa"dl

from nadakha [nadkh], to gush forth, coming out

forcefully).
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J/CiU 67. Then which bounties
1

of

your Lord you two deny?
2

0
68. In the two will be fruits

3

and date palms
4

and pommegranates,
5

69. Then which bounties of

^JoCiSlljJ your Lord you two deny?

£Jji-lx* 70. Therein will be chaste

(^J oll»- dames6
of exquisite beauty.

7

#^Citi 7 1 . Then which bounties of

($al?^l2yj your Lord you two deny?

o^ii? 72. //wr
8
guarded

9

^I^lil^ in the pavillions.
10

73. Then which bounties of

your Lord you two deny?

74.There deflowered
1 lthem not

1. 'aid' (pi.; s. /Van) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:59, p. 1750, n. 1

.

2. 0^i& tukadhdhibani = you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah), to lie. See at

55:59, p. 1750, n. 2).

3. i^U fdkihah (s.; pi. fawdkih) = fruit. See at

55:52, p. 1748, n. 9,

4. J*: nakhl - date palm. See at 55:1 1, p. 1742,

n. 10.

5. 0L.j rummdn - pomegranates. See at 6:99, p.

433, n. 8.

6. i. e., chaste wives, khayr&t (pi.; sing.

\j~ khayrah) - good women, chaste dame, good

things / deeds. See at 35:32, p. 1401, n. 10.

7. 0L-o- hisan (f. pi.; s. hasnd' ) = beautiful

woman, dames of exquisite beauty, beautiful.

8. jy- Mr (f. pi.; s. Mriyah) = beautiful

damsels of paradise. See at 52:20, p. 1710, n. 6.

9. *zj\jj«aAA maqsurdi (f. pi.; s. maqsurah\ m.

maqs&r) = guarded, restricted, limited (pass,

participle from qasura [ qisar/qasr/qasdrah], to

be short. See qdsirdt at 55:56, p. 1749, n. 9).

10. fL^ khiydm (f. pi.; s. khimah) - tents,

pavilions.

11. ii~+]ai yatmith(u) - he deflowers , strips

virginity (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from tamatha/

tamitha [tamth], to deflower ( a girl), to

menstruate. The final letter is vowelless because

of the particle lam coming before the verb. See at

55:56, p. 1749, n. 11).
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any man before them

nor any jinn.

75. Then which bounties' of

your Lord you two deny?
2

76. Reclining
3
on

cushons green

and carpets
6
most beautiful.

7

77. Then which bounties of

T J J. J O
your Lord you two deny?

78. Blessed be
8

the Name of your Lord

Full of Glory
9

and Majesty.
10

1. ti\t. 'aid' (p!.; s. Jl Han) = benefits, blessings,

graces, bounties. See at 55:67, p. 1751, n. 1.

2. tukadhdhib&ni - you (two) disbelieve,

cry lies to, think untrue, disown, deny (v. iii. m.

pi. past from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

55:67, p. 1751, n. 2).

3. muttakVin (pi.; acc./gen. of muttaki'un;

s. mu(taki') = those reclining, supporting, resting

(act. participle from ittaka'a, form VIII of waka'a.

See at 55:54, p. 1749, n. 3).

4.*j}j rafraf (s.; pi. rafdrif) = cushion, pad.

5. j**- khudr (f. pi.; s. khudrah) = green, green

vegetation. See 'akhdar at 36:80, p. 1478, n. 6.

d.iSjLs- ^abqariy (s.; pi. 'abqariyun/ 'abaqirah

)= colourful carpet, multicoloured, genius.

7. oU*- his&n (f. pi.; s. hasnd' ) ~ beautiful

woman, dames of exquisite beauty, beautiful. See

at 55:70, p. 1751, n. 7.

8. iijU tabaraka - he became blessed, praised,

exalted (v. iii. m. s. past in form VI of baraka, to

kneel down. See at 40: 64, p. 1532, n. 8).

9. <J">U- jaldl - glory, splendour, sublimity. See

at 55:27, p. 1745, n. 1.

10. fi/\ ikrdm = Honour, Majesty. See at 55:27,

p. 1745, n. 2.



56. SOratal-Waqi'ah (The Inevitable Event)

Makkan: 96 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main theme is the inevitability of the end of the universe, the

Resurrection, Judgement, rewards and punishment. It starts with a reference to the terrible event of the

end of the word and the Day of Resurrection and Judgement and then points out that the servants of

Allah will on that Day be classified into three categories — those who will be given their records in their

right hands, those who will be given their records in their left hands and the foremost and earliest in

accepting Islam and in their faith and deeds. Mention is then made of the rewards and blissful life that

await respectively the first and the last groups of people. Next a mention is made of the punishment and

hard life in the hereafter of the second group, the unbelievers and the sinful. Then attention is drawn to

Allah's creation of the universe and everything therein and His provision of the means of livelihood for

His creatures, together with an emphasis on the fact that He Who created in the first instance can destroy

and recreate at any time at will. The surah ends by stressing that this Qur'an is sent down by Him and by

once again mentioning the three categories into which His servants will be classified on the Day of

Judgement.

The surah is named al-Waqi'ah (The Inevitable Event) with reference to its first 'ayah which

mentions this event.

1. waqa'at = she or it occurred, happened,

took place, came to pass, fell, fell down (v. iii. m.

f. past from wuqd', to fall. See waqa'a at 27:85,

p. 1227, n. 8).

1 . When there shall occur

2. i. e., the Resurrection. w&ql'ah (f. s., pi.

wdqi'at; m. wdqi') = occurrence, event,

happening, that which takes place/is going to take

place, i. e., inevitable (act. participle from

waqa'a. See n. 1. above. 1).

0& anyone to delude.
3

2. There shall not be

about its occurrence
3. i. e., when it shall happen no one will be able

to deny or disbelieve in it. ^SlS* k&dhibah (f. s.;

pi. kddhibdt; m. kadhib) - liar, untruthful,

deceptive, one or that which deludes ( act.

participle from kadhaba [kidhb/ kadhib/ kadhbah/

kidhbah], to lie. See at 40:28, p. 1519, n. 4).

0
4. When convulsed

6
shall be

3. Lowering,
4
exalting.

5
4. i. e., it will humiliate the disbelievers. l-iiU-

khdfidah (f. s.) = she or that lowers, lessens,

diminishes (act. participle from kahafada

[khafd\, to lower, to lessen. See ikhfid at 26:215,

p. 1199,n.4).

the earth in a convulsion.

5. i. e., exalting the position of the righteous.

r&fi'ah (f. s.) = one or that which raises,

exalts, lifts ((act. participle from rafa'a [raf], to

raise. See rdfi' at 3:55, p. 177, n. 4).

1753
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5. And crushed
1

will be

0. liijliJl the mountains
2
in particles.

3

i&c^ 6. So they will be dust
4

£25 scattered abroad.
5

7. And you shall be in sorts
6

three.

tii^li 8. So there will be "Companions7

of the Right."
8

ii^iC What are the "Companions

'QgZSl of the Right"?
9

9. And the "Companions of

i the Left".
10

What are the "Companions

of the Left"?

SjuzMj 10. And the Foremost
11

will be the Foremost.
12

ji^jl 1 1 . They will be the ones

1 . o~h bussat = she or it was pounded, grounded,

crushed into particles (v. iii. f. s. past passive from

bassa [bass] to ground, crush into particles).

2. Jlo<- jib&l (pi.; s. jabal) = mountains,

mountain-like clouds. See at 35:27, p. 1399, n. 9.

3. See 101:5 wherein it is stated that the

mountains will be made like fluffy wool.

4. tl> habd* (s.; pi. 'ahba') = fine dust particles

floating in the air, fine dust. See at 25:23, p.

1 145, n. 6.

5. munbathth = scattered, scattered abroad,

dispersed, disseminated (pass, participle from

inbaththa, form VII of baththa [bathth], to

spread, to scatter. See yabuththu at 45:4, p. 1619,

n. 1).

6. ^ijjl 'azwdj (sing. £Jj zawj) - husbands,

wives, spouses, consorts, partners, pairs, kinds,

sorts . See at 43:70, p. 1600, n. 8.

7. <~>\*+*4>\ 'as-hdb (pi.; sing, sahib) =

inmates, inhabitants, dwellers, companions,

comrades, associates, followers, owners. See at

51:59, p. 1706, n. 7).

8. i. e., those who will be given the records of

their deeds in their right hands (see 17:71 ; 69: 1 9;

84:7). maymanah (f. s.; pi. maydmin ) =

right side, right wing.

9. The interrogative is for emphasis.

10. i. e., those who will be given their records of

deeds in their left hands (see 'ayah 4 1 below and

69:35). i>L^ mash'amah- calamity, ill-luck,

misfortune, left hand.

11. I.e., those who were the earliest in embracing

Islam and who outdo others in the faith and good

deeds. sdbiqUn (pi.; s. sdbiq) = those

preceding, the previous ones, those getting ahead,

outstripped, forerunners, foremost ones (act.

participle from sabaqa [sabq], to be or get ahead

or before). See at 9: 100, p. 620, n. 7.

12. i. e., they will be the foremost in receiving

Allah's rewards and distinguished positions in the

hereafter. Their status is further described in the

succeeding 'ayahs up to 'dyah 26.
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5j*%if placed near.
1

12. In the gardens of bliss,

j$ 13. A band3
of

($ojljVt the first generations.
4

^JjSj 14. And a few of

(tfj the later generations.
5

& 15. On couches
6

inlaid with precious stones.

l^S^Si 16. Reclining
8
thereon,

{^J tlA~f'c* facing one another.
9

(^4^5 17. Going round
10 them

oulj will be youths
11

{^cyjjS rendered perpetual.
12

1 8. With cups and jugs
13

and a tumbler

yrv*;^ from a flowing spring.

1. i. e., near the Throne of Allah. Oy.jA*

muqarrabUn = those placed near, brought near

(pass, participle from qarraba, form 11 of qaruba

[qurb/maqrabah], to be near. See at 4:322, p. 173,

n. 2.

2. na'tm = bliss, felicity, comfort,

happiness, delight. See at 52:17, p. 1709, n. 9.

3. i. e., a select group, ati thullah (f. s.; pi. thulal)

= band, group, detachment.

4. i. e., of Muslims. O^Jjf 'awwalfin (pi.; s.

Viwwa/) = first ones, those of old, ancients, first

generations. See at 27:68, p. 1223, n. 10.

5. i. e., of Muslims, jo^t 'Akhirtn (pL; acc/gen.

of 'dkhirun; s. 'akhir) = last ones, those coming

later, later generations. See at 43:56, p. 1597, n. 4.

6. surur (pi.; s. .rarfr) = bedsteads,

thrones, couches. See at 52:20, p. 1710, n. 3.

7. Kyi>y mawdUnah = inlaid, inlaid with

gold/precious stones (pass, participle from

wadana[wadri], to inlay, insert, to place some

upon others).

8. muttaki'in (pi.; acc/gen. of muttaki'un,

s. muttakV) = those reclining, supporting, resting

(act. participle from ittaka'a, form VIII of waka'a.

See at 55:76, p. 1752, n. 3).

9. t^lAJu' mutaqdbilin (pi.; acc/gen. of

mutaqdbilun; s. mutaqdbil) - facing one another,

meeting one another (act. participle from

taqdbala, form VI of qabila [qabdi/qubul], to

accept, to receive. See at 44:54, p. 1615, n. 10).

10. ^-ijiaj yat&fu = he goes round,

circumambulates, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from tdfa [

tawf/ tawaf/ tawfdn], to go about, to run around.

See at 52:24, p. 171 l,n. 6).

11. OIjJj wilddn (pi.; s. walid) - newborns,

youths, young men, sons, boys. See walid at

26: 18, p. 1165, n. 8.

12. djA** mukhalladiin (pi.; s. mukhallad) -

those made eternal, rendered perpetual/everlasting

(pass, participle from khallada, form II of

khalada [khulud], to remain for ever. See

takhluddna at 26: 129, p. 1 185, n. 2).

13. Jo^f 'ab&rtq (pi.; s, ibrtq) =jugs.

14. i. e., with drink from a flowing spring.

ma'tn - spring, flowing spring, source of water.

See at 37:45, p. 1437, n. 11.
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19. No headache will be

f£ caused
1

to them from it

nor will they t>e intoxicated.
2

li^SSj 20. And with fruit such as

^Jj^t they choose.
3

^Lj 21 . And with the meat of

($44^U^> fowls
4
such as they desire.

5

j^j 22. And hur
6

(ftjo^ with attractively wide eyes.
7

jjU0&1? 23. As the likes of pearls
8

(^^Jf well-preserved
9

ll
r
;T>. 24. As a reward

10
for what

they used to do.

c£^si 25. They will hear
11
not

therein any vain talk
12

(^lliL- nor anything causing sin.
13

1. jy^ju^ yusadda'una - headache is caused to

them ( v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from §adda'a,

form II of sada'a [sofa"], to split, to cleave

asunder. See yassadda'una at 30:43, p. 1304, n.

10).

2. oy^. yunzifuna = they be exhausted,

debilitated, intoxicated (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

anzxtfa, form IV of nazafa [naif], to drain, to

exhaust. Seeyunzafuna at 37:47, p. 1438, n. 2).

3. tijjr** yatakhayyartina = they chose, select,

pick (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from takhayyara , form

V of khara [khayr], to choose, to prefer. See

yakhtaru at 28:69, p. 1256, n. 4).

4. J* tayr ( coll. n.; pi. tuyur) - bird, birds,

fowls. See at 24:41, p. 1123, n. 10.

5. O^iAi yashtahtina ~ they desire, wish, covet,

crave, long for (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ishtaha,

form VI II of shaha/ shahiya [shahw/ shahy/

shahwah], to desire, to wish. See at 52:22, p.

1711, n. 1).

6. i. e., there will be wives of hur. jy htir (f. pi.;

s. huriyah) = beautiful damsels of paradise. See

at 55:72, p. 1751, n. 8.

7. ^j£> 7/i (f. pi;, s. 'aynd') = those with

attractively wide eyes. See at 52:20, p. 1710, n. 7.

8. >JjJ \u' lu' (s.; pi. la'&lV ) = pearls. See at

55:22, p. 1744, n. 6.

9. 0y£^ makntin = covered, sheltered, hidden,

well-preserved (passive participle from kanna

[kann/kunun], to conceal, cover. See at 52:24, p.

171 l.n. 9).

10. *\j*rjazd' = retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 55:60, p.

1750, n. 3).

1 J. j yasma'tina = they listen, hear, pay

attention (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sami'a [sam'

/soma' /sam&'ah /masma'], to hear. See at 46:29,

p. 1643, n. 3).

12. >J laghw = loose talk, thoughtless utterance,

vanity, nonsense, ineffectual. See at 52:23, p.

1711, n. 3.

13. ta'thtm = to cause sin, offence, crime.

See at 52:23, p. 171 1, n. 5.
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26. Except the saying:
1

"Peace , Peace."
2

27. And the "Companions3

of the Right"
4

wnat are me companions

of the Right"?
5

Zo. iney win oe amiasi 101

trees
6
stripped of thorns;

7

piled one above another;
9

30. And shade
10
outstretched;

11

*J 1 A J 11 infat*j i . Ana water

in constant flow;
12

32. And fruit in abundance;

33. Neither cut-off
13

nor out of reach.
14

1 . JJ qtl = saying, address.

2. i. e., greetings of peace and words free of

faults and offence.

3. <-r>\j*~a\ 'as-h&b (pi.; sing. sdhib) =

inmates, inhabitants, dwellers, companions,

comrades, associates, followers, owners. See at

56:8, p. 1754, n. 7).

4. i. e., those who will be given the record of

their deeds in their right hands (see 1 7:7 1 ; 69: 1 9;

84:7). Their position is described in the

succeeding 'dyahs up to 'dyah 40. j^yamtn (s.;

pi. 'ayman) = right, right hand. See at 50:17, p.

1689, n. 3.

5. The interrogative is for emphasis.

6. i. e., in gardens of special type of lot trees

without thorns. jJ— sidr (s.; pi. siddr) = lot tree,

lotus tree. See at 34:16, p. P374, n. 5.

7. jj-a>— makhtftid - that of which the thorns are

cut off, stripped of thorns (pass, participle from

khadada [ kahdd], to cut of {thorns}, break off).

8. £p»talh (s.; pi. luldh) = banana, banana tree

9. i. e., with bananas piled one above another.

mand&d - arranged in layers, piled up,

stacked (passive participle from nadada [nadd], to

pile up. See at 1 1 ;82, p. 707, n. 9).

10. Jt zill (s.; pi. zilal/zulul/'azlal )= shade,

shadow, shelter. See at 35:21, p. 1397, n. 1 1.

1 1 . jjJL*^ mamdud = extended, outstretched,

extensive, prolonged (pass, participle from madda

[
madd], to extend. See madadnd at 50.7, p. 1686,

n. 9).

12. maskub - poured out, spilled, made

to flow, in constant flow (pass, participle from

sakaba [ sakb], to pour out).

13. i. e., cut off in supply. ip^W maqtu'ah (f.

s.; pi. maqtudt; m. maqtG') = cut, cut off, severed

(passive participle from qata'a [qat'], to cut off.

See yaqta'una at 13:25, p. 774, n. 14).

14. ss-y^ mamnd'ah (f. s., pi. mamnu'df, m.

mamnu' ) = that which is forbidden, prohibited,

prevented, held back, barred, out of reach (pass,

participle from mana'a [man'], to prevent. See at

20:92, p. 998, n. 8).
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Im^a 34. And couches
1

elevated.
2

35.Verily We created
3 them4

in a creation.

36. And made5 them virgins.
6

37.Beloving,
7
of equal age.

8

>
38. For the "Companions 9

Section (Ruku ')2

39. A band
11
of

the first generations.
12

40. And a band of

the later generations.
13

41. And the "Companions

J Ceil 1 of the Left".
14

WTiat are the "ComnfliorK

of the Left"?

1 . J-J furush (pi.; s, firdsh) = couches, cushions,

mattresses, beds. See at 55:54, p. 1749, n. 4.

2. **£s> marf&'ah (s. f.; m. marfu') = raised,

elevated, made high (pass, participle from rafa'a

[ruf'] y to raise, to lift up. See marfu' at 52:5, p.

1707, n. 8).

3. UajI 'ansha'nd = we produced, brought into

being, raised, created (v. i. pi. past from 'ansha'a.

form IV of nasha'a [ nosh'/ nushuV nash'ah], to

rise, to emerge. See at 28:45, p. 1247, n. 9).

4. i. e., the wives of the righteous in paradise.

5. U«r ja'alnd - we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala \}a'l\ y to make,

to set See at 49:13, p. 1682, n. 4).

6. 'abk&r (pi.; s. bikr) = virgins,

first-borns, new. See bikr at 2:68, p. 32, n. 9.

7. 'urub (pi. ; s. 'urub) = beloving

wives.

8. 'otrdb(p\.; s. turb) = females of equal

age with those of their husbands.

9. i. e., the above mentioned rewards will be

given to them. s-**w»t 'as-Mb (pi.; sing,

sahib) = inmates, inhabitants, dwellers,

companions, comrades, associates, followers,

owners. See at 56:27, p. 1757, n. 3).

10. i. e., those who will be given the records of

their deeds in their right hands (see 17:71 ; 69: 19;

84:7). j~*iyamin (s.; pi. 'aymdn) = right, right

hand. See at 56:27, p. 1757, n. 8.

11. i. e., such Companions of the Right will

consist of a select band from among the First

generations and a band of the later genertaions of

Muslims. Hi thullah (f. s.; pi. thulat) = band,

group, detachment. See at 56:13, p. 1755, n. 3.

12. i. e., of Muslims. 0jJjJ 'awwaltin (pi.; s.

'awwal) = first ones, those of old, ancients, first

generations. See at 56:13, p. 1755, n. 4.

13. i. e., of Muslims, 'dkhirin (pi.;

acc./gen. of 'dkhirun; s. 'dkhir) = last ones, those

coming later, later generations. See at 56:14, p.

1555, n. 5.

14. i. e., those who will be given their records of

deeds in their left hands . jL—i shimSi = north,

left hand, left side, left. See at 50:17, p. 1689, n.

4.
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42. In heat storm
1

and

hot water.
2

o?j4b 43. And in a shade
3
of

hot and black smoke.
4

44. Neither cool
5

nor kind.
6

ly^rrl
^5. Eerily *ey had been

j5 before that

^ living in luxury and affluence.
7

46. And had been persisting
8

p^f^lj& in the sin
9 most enormous.

10

;Jj*'$S 47. And they used to say:

llLljbl "Is it that when we die and

become dust
11
and bones,

12

|) oi^jll shall we be resurrected?"
13

bjtJCjl 48. "And also our fathers

4-
Sojjtfl of old?"

1. i. e., they will be in hell, samum - heat

storm, hot sand storm, hot wind. See at 52:27, p.

171 l,n. 14.

2. hamtm - hot water, close friend,

intimate friend, (act. participle in the scale oifa'il

from hamma [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at

55:44," p. 1747,*n. 12.

3. JJi till (s.; pi. zildl/zulul/'azldl )= shade,

shadow, shelter. See at 56:30, p. 1757, n. 10.

4. yahmum = hot and black smoke,

intensely hot, intensely black.

5. barid = cool, cold, chilly (act. participle

from baradalbaruda, to be cold, to cool. See at

38:42, p. 1740, n. 7.

6. i. e., relentless. ^>J^ kartm (s.; pi.

kirdm/kuramd') = Most Noble, noble, generous,

liberal, munificent, kind (act. participle in the

scale oifa'il from karuma [ karam/kardmah], to

be noble/generous. See at 33:44, p. 1353, n. 12).

7. i. e., they had been in their wordly life in luxury

and riches disregarding the warnings of the

Messengers of Allah. mutrafin (pi.;

acc./gen. of mutrafun ; s. mutraf) - those made to

live in luxury and affluence, affluent ones, the

opulent (pass, participle from 'atrafa, form IV of

tarafa, to live in luxury, opulence). See mutrafu at

43:23, p. 1588, n. 3).

8. OjfAiyusirrfina = they persist, insist, (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from 'asarra, form IV of sarra

[sarr/sarir], to creak, to tie up. See yusirru at

45:8, p. 1620, n. 3).

9. hinth (s. 'ahndth ) = sin. See la tahnath at

38:44, p. 1471, n. 1.

10. such as committing shirk, adultery,

fornication and the like. ^Jap 'azim - great,

magnificent, splendid, big, stupendous, most

grand, huge, immense, monstrous, enormous,

grave. See at 48:10, p. 1664, n. 10.

11. v'y" turdb (s.; pi. atribah/ tirban) = soil, dust,

dirt, earth. See at 50:3, p. 1685, n. 6.

12. 'izdm (pi.; sing, 'azm) = bones. See at

37:54, p. 1439, n. 2.

13. dyj*** mab'uthfin = (pi.; s. mab'uth) - those

resurrected, raised, raised up, sent out (passive

participle from ba'atha [ba'th], to send, to raise).

See at 73:16, p. 1433, n. 3).
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cj&W 49. Say: "Verily those of old

|) cy^Sj and those of later times."

50. "Shall all be gathered
1

ciLJi towards the meeting-point
2

0(^f^ on a Day Specified."
3

j33l^ 51. "Then indeed you,

oJuLlt^l O you the misguided4

disbelievers,
5

^ojk? 52. "Shall surely eat
6
of

a Tree of Zaqqum;"7

l£oj)0 53. "And then fill
8
therewith

(gjSjkff the bellies;"
9

3Jj£ 54. "And shaJJ drink
10

a£ on top of that

from the hot water";
1

1

55. "And you will drink like the

drinking of thirsty camels.'
iI2

1. djzy**** majmti'&n (pJ.; s. majmu ' ) = those

gathered, collected, assembled, herded, mustered

((pass, participle from jama'a [jam'], to gather.

See majmu' at 11:103, p. 714, n. 14.

2. oliL. miq&t (sing.; pi. mawaqtt ) = appointed

time/ term, meeting point, venue, deadline,

timetable. See at 44:40, p. 1613, n. 8.

3. i. e., the Day of Judgement. f_>L* ma'lfim =

known, determined, fixed, specified (pass,

participle from 'alima ['Urn], to know. See at

37:164, p. 1455, n. 6).

4. j>JU> d&lltin (sing. jl> <#!//)= those gone

astray, misguided ones, those who go astray by

abandoning monotheism and the "straight path"

enunciated by Allah (active participle from dalla

[dalaUdal&lah], to go astray, to stray, to err. See at

15:56, p. 819, n. 2).

5. O^J^L. mukadhdhib&n (pi.; sing, mukadhdhib)

= those who cry lies (to), disbelievers (active

participle from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhiba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See

mukadhdhibin at 52: 1 1, p. 1708, n. 6).

6. 0jK\ 'dkiltin (pi.; s. 'akil) - consumers,

eaters, devourers, those who are going to eat (act.

participle from 'akl ['akl/ma'kat], to eat. See

'akiltn at 23:20, p. 1079, n. 13).

7. A specially vicious tree in hell, as described in

37:65, p. 1440. See at 44:43, p. 1614, n. 2.

8. OylU malVun (pi.; s. malt') = those who fill,

fillers, are going to fill (act. participle from mala'

a

[mal7 mal'ah /mil'ah], to fill, to fill up. See at

37:66, p. 1441, n. 1).

9. butun (pi.; sing. J* bain ) = stomachs,

bellies, abdomens, wombs, inner parts. See at

44:45, p. 1614, n. 7.

10. O^jli sharibUn (pi.; s. sharib) = those who

drink, are going to drink, drinkers (act. participle

from shariba [shurb/mashrab], to drink. See

tashrabdna at 23:33, p. 1084, n. 6).

1 1. i. e., as their drink. hamim = hot water,

close friend, intimate friend, (act. participle in the

scale offa'tl from hamma [hamm], to heat, make

hot. See at 56:42, p. 1759, n. 2.

1 2. him (pi.; s. 'ahyam )- thirsty camels.
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56. Such will be

their entertainment
1

0^}y. on the Day of Judgement.
2

f̂
£iu

t̂
57. We did create you;

^ojxji Vjli so why do you believe
3
not?

^5/>1 58. Do you then see

j^Jojl^ what you ejaculate?
4

"KIT

59. Is it you who create it
5

or are We the Creators?

60. We have decreed
6

as between you 7
death and

We are not to be forestalled.

*

61 . In that We may alter

\
your images

10
and may create

1

1

^O^I^VUj you into what you know not.

*Jz& jjdj 62. And you already know the

JjVutHlt creation in the first instance;

1. J> nuzul = hospitality, food and lodge

prepared for guest, entertainment. See at 3:198, p.

234, n. 4.

2. din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 51:6, p. 1697, n. 1.

3. i. e., in My resurrecting you. OyJu^;

tusaddiq&na = you believe, confirm, accept as

true (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from saddaqa, form 11 of

sadaqa [sadq/ sidq], to speak the truth. See

saddaqta at 37: 105, p. 1446, n. 13).

4. i. e., of sperm. 0>^J tumnfina = you ejaculate,

emit, shed (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'amnd, form

IV of mana [many], to try, to tempt. See tumna

at 53:46, p. 1726, n. 2).

5. i. e., do you create the sperms or human beings

out of these?

6. kjJi qaddarnd = destined, decreed, estimated,

determined (v. i. pi. past from qaddara, form 11 of

qadara [qadr], to estimate, to decree, to have

power. See at 34:18, p. 1374, n. 14).

7. i. e., as commom to you all, irrespective of

rich and poor, high and low, man and jinn, and

others.

8. i. e., We are not be frustrated,

masbtiqln (pi.; acc./gen. of masbdqCin; s, masbdq)

= those outstripped, outdistanced, forestalled, left

behind (pass, participle from sabaqa [sabq] to be

or get ahead/before. See sabaqa! at 42:14, p.

1565, n. 9).

9. J-V nubaddila(u) = we alter, change,

exchange, substitute (v. i. pi. impfct. from

baddala, form 11 of badala [badal], to replace.

The final letter takes fat-fyah for the particle 'an

coming before the verb. See yubaddilu at 50:29,

p. 1651, n. 8).

10. Jli-I 'amthdl (pi.; s. mathaU mithl) =

likenesses, similarities, images, kinds, instances.

See at 47: 10, p. 1650,n. 8).

1 1 . nunshi'a («) = we create, produce,

raise, bring into being (v. i. pi. impfct. from

'ansha'a. form IV of nasha'a [ nosh'/ nushu'/

nash'ah], to rise, to emerge. The final letter takes

fauhah because the verb is conjunctive to the

previous verb governed by the particle 'an. See

'ansha'nd at 56:35, p. 1758, n. 3).
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X^i Then why do you not

®S#j3 take heed?
1

63. Do you see

($) £jyj& what you cultivate?
2

ri^j*^* 64. Is it you who grow 3
it

ty^yy^cAfi or are We the Growers?
4

53jJ 65. Were We to will,

iSiiij We could have made5
it

liii. broken pieces
6

ZAki so you would cease not
7

being bewildered.
8

66. "Indeed we are

(vp4£i^ thrown into debt."
9

(^^i*j/^J? 67. "Nay, we are deprived.

68. Do you then see

oji3^iutJl the water that you drink?
11

69. Is it you who

1. i. e., of Allah's Power of recreating and

resurrecting you. ^jj'x tadhakkaruna

(originally laiadhakkarfina) = you bear in mind,

receive admonition, take heed (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from tadhakkara, form V of dhakara [dhikr/

tadhkar], to remember. See at 51:49, p. 1704, n.

8).

2. i. e., cultivate the ground for sowing seeds.

dyj>c iahruthuna = you cultivate, till (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from haratha [harth], to cultivate, to till.

3. tiy^j'y tazra'Una = you sow, cultivate, plant,

grow, raise (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from zara'a

[zar'] t to sow, to grow, to spread. See at 12:47, p.

719, n. 9).

4. Oy^jlj zdri'£#i(pl.; s. zdri') - growers,

planters, sowers, spreaders (act. participle from

zxira'a. See. n. 3 above).

5. ULw ja'alnd = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ju'ala \ja'f], to make,

to set See at 56:36, p. 1758, n. 5).

6. flk- hut&m = broken pieces, crumbled, debris.

See at 39:21, p. 1489, n. 3.

7. (ijU* zaltum = you continued, remained, ceased

not, were, (v. ii. m. pi. past from zalla {zall/

zulul], to be, to continue. See yazlalna at 42:33, p.

1573, n. 9).

8. dj^Jn iafakkahUna (originally tatafakkahuna)

= you wonder, be amused, bewildered, regret (v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from tafakkaha, form V of

fakiha [fakahlfaknhah], to be merry, cheerful).

9. i. e., saying: "We are thrown into debt." tiys*

mughramUn - those thrown in debt, made to

suffer loss (pass, participle from 'aghrama, form

IV of gharima [ghurm/ghardmah/maghram], to

pay debt, to suffer loss. See maghram at 52:40, p.

1714, n. 5).

\0. dyjs** mahrumun (pi.; s. mahrum ) = those

deprived, precluded, excluded, divested, bereaved

(pass, participle from harama [hrim/hirmdn], to

deprive, to dispossess. See mahrum at 51:19, p.

1699, n. 3).

11. Oji^' tashrabtina = you (all) drink (v. ii.

m. pi. impfct. from shariba [shurb/mashrab], to

drink. See at 23:33, p. 1084, n. 6).
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tJZi^>\ send
1

it down

ft opT^ from the rain clouds
2
or are

{$'o)jtf\£ We Those Who send down?3

iGSj! 70. Were We to will

We could have made it

lid salty.
4

VjU Then why do you not

$ ^JX^ express gratitude?

Jlilf£V>1 VI . Do you see the fire

$oi^^T that you kindle?
5

£fc 72. Is it you who have

created
6
the tree

7
thereof

'^^SVjl^ or are We the Creators?
8

0
tffcj&i 73. We have made it

9

^y*%X a reminder
10
and an article of

$ iytj&l use
11
for the travellers.

12

74. Then decalre sanctity

QjjSX of the Name of your Lord

0^J^\ the Most Great.

1. 'anzaltum = you sent down, brought

down, caused to descend (v. ii. m. s. past from

'anzala, form IV of nazala [nuzul], to come down,

to descend. See 'anzalnd at 44:3, p. 1606, n. 4).

2. oy muzn (pi.; s. rmtzruih) = rain clouds.

3. 0^>> munzilun ~ those who send down, drop,

make (someone/ something) descend, receive

guests, hosts (act. participle from 'anzala, form

IV of nazala [nuzul], to come down. See at 29:34,

p. 1277, n. 2).

4. £-U-f 'ujdj - bitter, salty water. See at 35: J 2,

p. 1394, n. 8.

5. i. e., by obeying and worshipping Allah

Alone. 6. djjy turuna = you kindle, set fire (v. ii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'awrd, from JV of ward

[wary], to kindle. See tawdrat at 38:32, p. 1468,

n. 5).

6. jwLiji 'amha'turn = you created, brought into

being, raised, caused to grow, produced (v. ii. m.

pi. past from 'ansha'a, form IV of nasha'a
[

nosh'/ nushu'/ nash'ah], to rise, to emerge. See

'ansha'nd at 56:35, p. 1758, n. 3).

7. Trees not only provide fuel but are the only

source through which the balance of oxygen is

maintained which enable us to kindle fire. 5/**^

shajarah (pi. shajardt) - tree. See at 31:27, p.

1320, n. 4.

8. munshi'tin (pi.; s. munshi') = creators,

producers, originators (act. participle from

'ansha'a. See n. 7 above).

9. i. e., fire.

10. i. e., reminder of the fire of hell.

tadhkirah = reminder. See at 20:3, p. 976, n. 4.

11. maid' (pl.'amti'ah) = goods, wares,

baggage, equipment, gear, necessities of life,

chattel, needs, article of use, enjoyment. See at

43:35, p. 1591, n. 11.

12. jiy** muqwin{p\. acc./gen. of muqwun; s.

muqw ) = poor, deserted, travellers (act. participle

from 'aqwd, form IV of qawiya [quwah], to be

strong.

13. £—* sabbih = proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbafya, form 1J of sabaha

[sabh/ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See at 52:48, p.

1716, n. 4).*
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Section (Ruku 0 3

JL-Jtxi * 75. So indeed I swear
1

0^-^^>i by the positions
2
of the stars.

3

^ISJjAi^ 76. Verily it is an oath,

4^Cj5 if y°u knew,

JLJai very grave

!

4

SCj&J^ 77. Verily it is the Qur'an

(w)*/ Most Noble.
5

yiiTj 78. In a Book

(™Jp>S3 well-preserved.
6

jLlZy 79. There shall touch
7

it none

(^o^iiiivi but those who be clean.
8

o*3?-# 80. It is a sent-down
9 from

l^CA^oj the Lord of all beings.
10

^jXtlJc^l 81. Is it about this discourse

^o^Aji^l you be deceptive?
11

1 . Id here is meant for emphasis (see Al-Bayddwi,

[I, p. 467). Allah may swear by anything; but His

creatures can swear only by Him. p—»! 'uqsimu =

I swear, make an oath (v. i. s. impfct. from

'aqsama, form IV of qasama [qasam], to divide.

See 'aqsamU at 35:42, p. 1405, n. 10).

2. {i\y mawdqi' (pi.; s. mawqi 1

) = places where

something falls, positions, sites, localities, spots

(noun of place from waqa'a [wuqu'] t to fall. See

waqa 'at at 56: 1 , p. 1753, n. 2).

3. fyinuj&m (pi.; s. najm ) - stars. See at 52:49,

p. 1716, n. 7.

4. f-kp 'azfm = great, magnificent, splendid,

stupendous, grand, huge, immense, monstrous,

enormous, grave. See at 56:46, p. 1759, n. 10.

5. karim = Most Noble, noble, kind,

generous, munificent, respectable, held in esteem,

decent ( act. participle in the scale of fa 7/ from

karuma [karam/ karamah/ kardmah], to be noble,

to be generous. See at 44:49, p. 1615, n. 3).

6. i. e., in al-Lawh al-Mahfuz. 0y£« maknun =

covered, sheltered, hidden, well-preserved

(passive participle from kanna [kann/kunun], to

conceal, cover. See at 56:23, p. 1756, n. 9).

7. The sense here is that of prohibition (Tafstr

al-Jaldlayn; Tafsir al-QurtubT).
I_r+i yamassu =

he or it touches, feels (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

massa [mass/masts], to feel, to touch. See at

35:35, p. 1402, n. 11).

8. i. e., of ceremonial impurity, djj^

mutahharun (pi.; s. mutahhar) - those who are

purified, are made clean, pure ones (pass,

participle from tahhara, form II of lahar/tahura

[iuhr/iahdrah], to be clean. See yutahhira at

33:33i p. 1348, n. 7).

9. Jj>J tanzll - sending down, something sent

down (verbal noun in form II of nazala [nuzul], to

come down. See at 46:2, p. 1631, n. 2.

10.
l

>*Jl* 'dlamfn (acc./gen. of o>-Ji* 'dlamun;

sing. ,ju 'dlam, i.e., any being or object that points

to its Creator; sing, 'dlam) = all beings, creatures.

See at 43:46, p. 1594, n. 9).

11. i. e., disbelieve. Oy*-^ mudhintin (pi.; s.

mudhin ) = those who be deceptive, dissemble, be

pliant (act. participle from 'ad~hana, form IV of

dahana [dahn], to oil, to anoint).
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82.And make your provision
1

that you disbelieve?
2

83. Then why do you not,
3

when it reaches
4
the throat?

5

84. And you at that time

look on?
6

85. And We are nearer
7

to him than you are,

but you see
8
not.

86. Then why not,

if you are not obligated
9—

87. Return it,
10

if you are truthful?
11

88. So, if he be of

those to be placed near;
12

89.Then there will be repose
13

J. i. e., instead of expressing gratitude for the

provision Allah gives you, you disbelieve in Him.

Ojj rizq (pi. J'jj 1 cirzdq) = sustenance,

subsistence, livelihood, means of livelihood,

provision, boon. See at 42:12, p. 1564, n. 3.

2. 0>ji& tukadhdhibtina - you (all) cry lies to,

disbelieve, think untrue (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

kadhdhuba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 52:14, p. 1709,

n. I).

3. i. e., why do you not help?

4. i. e., when the breath of life of the dying person

reaches his throat. oJJL balaghat = she reached,

attained, arrived at (v. iii. f. s. past from

balagaha [bul&gh], to reach, to attain. See at

33:10, p. 1338, n. 9).

5. (jiU hulqtim (s.; pi. halaqim) - throat,

larynx.

6. And those of you who are present near the

dying person look on helplessly.

7. i. e., in knowledge.

8. Oj^-aJ tubsirdna = you see, see through,

understand, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'ab$ara,

form IV of basura/basira [basar], to see. See at

52: 15, p. 1709,'n. 3).

9. i. e., if you are not accountable for your

deeds, ^-t. madinin (pi. acc./gen. of nuidinun;

s. madin ) = those judged and requited, obligated,

indebted (pass, participle from addna, form IV of

dana (dayn) to borrow, to take a loan. See

madinun at 37:53, p. 1439, n. 3).

10. i. e., put life back to the dying person, dy*

J

tarjV&na = you return, resume, revert, go back (v.

11. m. pi. impfct. from raja'a [ruju'], to return. See

yarji'dna at 46:27, p. 1642, n. 9).

11. i. e., in your assertion that there will be no

resurrection.

12. i. e., of the first category mentioned in 'ayahs

10-11 above, cj^j^ muqarrabin (acc./gen. of

muqarrabftn, sing, muqarrab ) those placed or

posted near (passive participle from qarraba,

form II of qaruba [qurb/ maqrabah], to be near.

See muqarrabun at 56: 1 1, p. 1755, n. 1).

13. i. e., he will have repose and mercy on death.

raw/} = refreshment, repose, comfort,

goodness, mercy. See at 12:87, p. 754, n. 8.
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and a pleasing atmosphere
1

and the Garden of Bliss.
2

90. And if he be of the

"Companions 3
of the Right";

4

9 1 . Then, peace
5
to you of the

"Comapnions of the Right."

92 And if he be of the

Hi cVtp»1 ip»viti cr^ mi ccrniHpH ntiPC ^
UldUCllC Vlllg UlldglllUCU UIIC&,

0
93. Then the entertainment

8

with hot water;
9

%pr ^ -J
94. And braosting'°in hell-fire.

95. Verily this is the truth of

the certainty.
11

96. So declare sanctity
12

of the Name of your Lord

the Most Great.

1. Crt**>j rayh&n = aromatic plants, (i. e. a

pleasing atmosphere). See at 55:12, p. 1742, n.

13.

2. ^ na'im = bliss, felicity, comfort, happiness,

delight. See at 56:12, p. 1755, n. 2.

3. 'as-hab (pi.; sing, sahib) -

inmates, inhabitants, dwellers, companions,

comrades, associates, followers, owners. See at

56:38, p. 1758, n. 9).

4. i. e., those who will be given the record of

their deeds in their right hands (see 17:7 1 ; 69: 19;

84:7). yamin (s.; pi. 'ayman) = right, right

hand. See at 56:38, p. 1758, n. 10.

5. i. e., it will be said to him; and he will have a

peaceful life in the hereafter.

6. o*^" mukadhdhibtn (acc./gen. of

mukadhdhibdn; sing, mukadhdhib) = those who

cry lies (to), disbelievers (active participle from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhiba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 52: 1 1 , p. 1708,

n. 6).

7. dallin (pi.; acc./gen. of dallun) = those

gone astray, misguided ones, those who go astray

by abandoning monotheism and the "straight

path" (active participle from dalla

[daldl/daldlah], to go astray, to stray, to err. See at

37:69, p. 141 l,n. 7).

8. i. e., such ones will have the entertainment. Jjj

nuzul = hospitality, food and lodge prepared for

guest, entertainment. See at 56:156, p. 1761, n. 1.

9. i. e., as their drink. ^- hamim = hot water,

close friend, intimate friend, (act. participle in the

scale offail from hamma [hamm], to heat, make

hot. See at 56:54, p. 1760, n. 1 1.

10. i-LaJ tasliyah ~ broasting, broiling, exposure

to blazing fire.

1 1 • yog™ = certainty, certitude, conviction,

certain, sure. See at 27:22, p. 1209, n. 5.

12. sabbih = proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbaha, form II of sabaha

[sabh/ sibafyah] to swim, to float. See at 56:74, p.

1763, n. 14).



57. SOratal-HadId ( Iron )

Madinan: 29 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. It deals with three main themes, (a) It emphasizes that the whole universe is

Allah's creation. He is the Absolute Owner, Manager and Disposer of everything as He will, (b) It is the

duty of every believer to strengthen and hold high the din of Allah with his person and property, (c) It

clearly points out that this worldly life is only a fleeting enjoyment and perishable and that therefore

none should be deluded by it and thus fall into the error of disobeying Allah.

The surah starts by mentioning that everything in the heavens and the earth declares Allah's sanctity

and glorifies Him. His is the Sovereignty over the heavens and the earth and He is the All-Powerful, the

First without beginning and without any predecessor, and the Last and Everlasting without end, the

Evident (Zdhir) through His signs all over the universe, yet the All-Intrinsic (Batin) for none can see

Him in this life and He is beyond the senses of His creatures. It then speaks about the three themes

indicated above, together with a reference to the condition and characteristics of the believers and the

hypocrites.

The surah is named al-Hadid (Iron) with reference to its 'ayah 25 wherein mention is made of this

metal which is one of Allah's special gifts and which is of immense importance and use to man.

1. £r- sabbih = he proclaimed the sanctity,

glorified, declared immunity from blemish (v. iii.

m. s. past from sabh/ sibdhah, to swim, to float.

See sabbih at 56:96, p. 1766, n. 12).

2. jijf- 'aztz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 54:42, p. 1737, n. 10.

3. i. e., in His deeds, commandments and

dispensation. hakim (s.; pi. fyukama') -

All-Wise, judicious, full of wisdom (active

participle in the scale of fa'tl from hakama
[hukm], to pass judgement. See at 51:30, p. 1701,

n. 1).

4. i. e., His is the absolute ownership, possession,

sovereignty and power of dispensation. dUL« mulk

= dominion, kingship, monarchy, right of

possession, ownership. See at 48:14, p. 1666, n.8.

5. yuhyt = he gives life, revivifies, brings to

life, enlivens, animates, vitalizes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'ahyd, form IV of f\ayiya [hayah], to

live. See at 45:26, p. 1626, n. 8).

6. yumitu - he causes to die, puts to death

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'amdta, form IV of

mdta [mawt], to die. See at 45:26, p. 1626, n. 9).

1 .There proclaims the sanctity

*

of Allah

all that is in the heavens

and the earth.

t .-V!''- And He is the All-Mighty,
2

0^ the All-Wise.
3

$1$ 2. His is the dominion
4

feV^yStf of the heavens and the earth;

^ and He gives life
5

o-^S and causes to die;
6

t&Sfi&j and He is over everything

jr?S* Omnipotent.

1767
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3. He is the First

and the Last,

and the All-Manifest
3

and the All-Intrinsic;
4

and He is of everything

All-Knowing.
5

4. He it is Who created

the Heavens and the earth

r t - - .

in six days;

then He took position

on the Thone.

He knows whatever

goes into the earth and

whatever comes out
9
of it,

ii i 10
and whatever comes down

from the sky and

1/ . >>»^.^^
whatever ascends

11
into it;

1 TT * 1 17
and He is with you

wherever you be.

And Allah is of what you do

0^ All-Seeing.
13

1. i. e., He existed without beginning and before

everything. There was nothing before Him and He
brought everything into being.

2. i. e, He will last for ever after everything is

caused to die and come to an end.

3. i. e., through His creation and signs. y*U» zdhir

= manifest, distinct, visible, apparent, evident,

patent, obvious, conspicuous (act. participle from

zahara [zuhur], to be visible, perceptible. See at

30:7, p. 1291, n. 8).

4. i. e., beyond the senses of creatures. bdtin

= covert, hidden, secret, inner, intrinsic,

All-Intrinsic (act. participle from batana

[batn/butun], to be hidden. See at 6:120, p. 441,

n. 10.).

5. i. e., of all events, words, deeds and thoughts of

His creatures, open or secret, past, present or

future. p-U 'atim (s.; pi. 'ulamd') = well informed,

erudite, learned, more knowing, All-Knowing,

Omniscient. See at 49:16, p. 1683, n. 10.

6. i. e. f
in the manner appropriate to His Glory and

Majesty. t*y-l istawd = he became even (i. e.,

took position), straight, equal, upright (v. iii. m. s.

past in form VI II of sawiya [siwan], to be equal.

See at 53:6, p. 1718, n. 4).

7. J'jfi- 'arsh = throne. See at 43:82, p. 1603, n.

3.

8. yaliju = he or it enters, penetrates, goes in

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from walaja [lijah/wuluj], to

enter. See at 34:2, p. 1368, n. 5.

9. i. e., of plants, water, minerals, lava, etc. ^jt*

yakhruju - he or it comes out, goes out, emerges

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from kharaja [ichuruj], to

come out, to go out. See at 55:22, p. 1744, n. 5).

10. i. e., of rains, hails, meteors, angels, etc. <J>j

yanzilu - he comes down, descends (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from nazala [nwzu/], to come down. See

at 34:2, p. 1368, n. 7).

11. i. e., of angels and deeds of the created

beings, ^s^ya'ruju = he or it goes up, ascends,

rises, mounts (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'araja

I'uruj], to ascend. See at 34:2, p. 1368, n. 1).

12. i. e., in His knowledge.

13. j~*> bastr — one who sees/ observes,

All-Seeing (act. participle in the scale oifa'il from

ba$ura/basira [basar], to see). See at 49: 1 8, p.

1684, n.
7.'
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Pi"*'

0

5. His is the dominion
1

of

the heavens and the earth;

and to Allah are returned
2

all affairs.
3

6. He makes the night enter
4

into the day

and He makes the day enter

into the night;
5

and He is All-Knowing of

the secrets of hearts.
6

7. Believe
7
in Allah

and His Messenger;

and expend8
out of what

He has made9
you heirs

10
to.

So those who believe of you

and expend,

they shall have a reward"

most magnificent.

8. And what plea have you

that you believe not in Allah,

1. i. e., His is the absolute ownership, possession,

sovereignty and power of governance and

dispensation. iUU mulk = dominion, kingship,

monarchy, right of possession, ownership. See at

57:2, p. 1767, n.4.

2. turja'u = she is returned, sent back (v.

iii. f. s. impfct. passive from raja'a [rujii'] , to

return). See at 35:4, p. 1390, n. 1 1).

3. i. e., all affairs and deeds of His creatures are

referred to Him for judgement and requital. jy\

'umtir (pi.; s. J 'amf) - affairs, matters, issues,

concerns. See at 42:53, p. 1581, n. 2.

4. jJji ytiliju = he inserts, makes enter, thrusts,

interpolates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'awlaja,

form IV of walaja [lijahAvuluj], to enter,

penetrate. See at 35:13, p. 1394, n. 15).

5. i. e., the day and night are made gradually to

yield place to each other.

6. jj-u* sudUr (pi.; sing. jju. sadr) - breasts,

chests, bosoms, hearts, front, beginning, dhat

al-sudur - that which possesses the hearts,

secrets of the hearts. See at 42:24, p. 1 57 1 , n. 1

.

7. l>>ift 'dminti = you all believe, have faith (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from 'amana, form IV of

'amino ['amn/'amdn/'amdnah], to be safe, feel

safe. See at 4:47, p.262, n. 2).

8. l^Uit 'anfiqd = you (all) spend, expend,

disburse, lay out (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'anfaqa, form IV of nafaqa/naflqa [nafaq], to be

used up, be spent. See at 36:47, p. 1420, n. 2).

9. J**- ja'ala = he made / set / put / placed /

appointed (v. iii. s. past from ja'l, to make, to put.

See at 48: 26, p. 1672, n. 9).

10. i. e., of wealth and properties. ^»U-. .

mustakhlafin (pi.; acc./gen. of mustakhlafun\ s.

mustakhlaf) = those appointed heirs/ successors,

those made to succeed (pass, participle from

istakhlafa, form X of khalafa [khalf/khilafahl to

come after, to follow, to succeed. See

layastakhlifanna at 24:55, p. 1 129, n. 2).

1 1. j*\ 'ajr (pi. jyr\ 'ujur) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 52:40, p. 1740, n. 4).
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$JJj\j while the Messenger

\J$J>y>Z calls on
1

you that you believe

in your Lord,

j&j and He has already taken

your covenant,
2

O^j^jiQ if you are believers?

^cOJfyb 9. He it is Who sends down3

on His servant
4

signs
5
quite clear

6

^at he may bring you out
7

of the darkness
8
to the light;

9

and verily Allah is to you

^ Most Affectionate,

Most Merciful

jQUj 10. And what plea have you

f^Jvf that you expend
10
not

^[j^lj in the way of Allah,

while Allah's is the heritage
11

of the heavens and the earth?

^^iSjSsi There equalize
12
not of you

<3*t«>: those who expended

1. jf-j* yad*H = he calls, calls upon, invites,

invokes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from da'd [du'd'], to

call. See at 31:21, p. 1318, n. 6).

2. i. e. Allah has taken your covenant that you

shall take Him Alone as your Lord and shall

worship Him Alone. J^> mithdq (pi. j>y

mawathiq) - covenant, pact, treaty, ratification of

a contract. See at 1 3:25, p. 774, n. 1 3).

3. Jjk yunazzilu = he sends down, causes to

descend (v. iii. m. s. past from nazzala, form II of

nazala [nuzul], to come down. See at 42:27, p.

1572, n. 1).

4. i. e., Muahammad, peace and blessings of

Allah be on him. jlp 'abd (p\.'abiaV 'ubddn/

'ibddn/ "ibdd) - slave, serf, servant. See at 19:93,

p. 974, n. 4.

5. i.e., the 'dyahs of the Qur'an. ob.f >dydt (sing.

'dyah) = signs, miracles, marks, revelations, texts

of the Qur'an. See at 54:42, p. 1737, n. 8.

6. ^Lrf bayyindt (pi.; sing, bayyinah) = clear,

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 46:8,

p.l633,n.4).

7. yukhrija(u) = he expels, drives out,

brings out, ousts, produces, exposes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'akhraja, form IV of kharaja

[khuruj], to go out, to leave. The final letter takes

fat-hah because of an implied 'an in /(' (of

motivation) coming before the verb. See at 47:29,

p. 1657, n. 10).

8. i. e., the darkness of unbelief and paganism.

9. i. e., the light of belief and of Islam,

1 0. tunfiq&(na) = you (all) spend, expend.

disburse, lay out (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

'anfaqa, form IV of nafaqa/nafiqa [nafaq], to be

used up. The terminal nun is dropped because of

the particle 'an coming before the verb. See at

47:38, p. 1660, n. 6).

1 1 . i. e., Allah will inherit everything; for all

owners of all things will die. mtrdth (s.; pi.

mawdrtth) = heritage, inheritance, legacy. See at

3: 1 80, p. 226, n. 10.

1 2. (jj^i yastawi = he becomes equal, equalizes,

becomes even/ straight/ regular/ upright (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from istawd, form VIII of sawiya

[siwari], to be equal. See at 39:9, p. 1485, n. 1).
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0^

before the victory
1

and fought.
2

Such are greater
3
in rank

than those who expended
4

afterwards and fought.

But to all Allah has promised

the best.
5

And Allah is of what you do

All-Aware.

Section (Ruku')2

iS$\ lio^ 1 1 • Who is the one that

%\j,j£>_ will lend
6
to Allah

iv.l l>:*
a handsome

7
loan so

He will redouble
8

it for him,

y»\$j and he will have a reward
9

i^JLiJT quite generous?
1ilO

Jj'£ 12. On the day you will see

o^Jiii the believing men

c-iip'vj and the believing women,

r*>y<j^L their light running
1

1

r^jfe in front of them

and by their right hands.

1. i. e., the conquest of Makka. ^* fath (s., pi.

^ futfih/^^j* futuhdt) - decision, opening,

victory, final decree. See at 48:27, p. 1674, n. 2.

2. i. e., fought the unbelievers. jAi q&tala = he

fought, battled, waged war (v. iii. m. s. past in

form III of qatala [qatl] y to kill. See at 48:22, p.

1670, n.7).

3 (Jipf 'a'zamu - greater, greatest, bigger,

biggest, more/most splendid, grand, immense,

enormous, grave (elative of 'azim ). See 'aztm at

56:76, p. 1759, n. 4.

4. i^Liii 'anfaqU = they spent, disbursed,

expended (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'anfaqa, form FV

of nafaqa [nafaq], to be spent, used up. See at

35:29, p. 1400, n. 4).

5. i. e., paradise. Lf
i~^- husnd (f.; m. 'ahsan) the

best, most beautiful. See at 18:88, p. 943, n. 1.

6. Lending to Allah means to spend in "fighting

in the way of Allah" and for all approved

charitable purposes. Joy* yuqridu = he lends,

loans (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'aqrada, to lend,

form IV of qara4a [qard], to cut, to sever See at

2:245, p. 123, n. 4).

7. Technically qard hasan means a loan given

without expecting any worldly benefit from it and

without stipulating any date of repayment.

hasan = handsome, good, nice, beautiful. It is

handsome or good because it is given out of the

goodness of heart, see at 2:245, p. 1 23, n. 5.

8. i. e., in merits and rewards . ^pLo* yudd'if(u)

= he doubles, redoubles, compounds, multiplies

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from dd'afa, form III of

da'afa [ da'J] f to double. See yuda'afu at 33:30,

p. 1346, n. 11).

9.
4
ajr (pi. jfr\ 'ujur) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 57:7, p. 1769, n. 11).

10. j*j£ katim = Most Noble, noble, kind,

generous, munificent, respectable, held in esteem,

decent ( act. participle in the scale of fa 'U from

karuma [karamJ karamah/ karamah], to be noble,

to be generous. See at 56:77, p. 1764, n. 5).

1 1 . i. e., proceeding and showing the way.

yas'd - he runs, moves quickly, strives,

endeavours (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from sa'd [ sa'y],

to move quickly. See at 28:20, p. 1208, n. 4).
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"Good news 1

for you today

—

.-. »
Gardens flowing

2

below them the rivers,

abiding for ever
3
therein."

That is the success
4

most magnificent.
5

13. On the day there will say

the hypocrite men

and the hypocrite women

to those who believe:

"Wait
6
for us,

that we may borrow
7

some of your light."

It will be said:

" Go back
8
to your rear

9

and seek for
10
a light."

And there will be struck"

between them a wall
12

with a gate.

Its inner side,
13

therein will be mercy,

and its outside, by it

1. i. e., they will be given the good news of

paradise for them, (jj^i bushrd = glad tidings,

good news. See at 46:12, p. 1635, n. 8.

2. (jj*z tajrt = she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jard \jary], to

flow. See at 48:5, p. 1662, n. 8).

3. ji^^ khalidin (pi.; acc./gen. of khdlidun, s.

khalid) - living for ever, abiding for ever,

everlasting, eternal, immortals (active participle

from khalada [khulud], to live for ever. See at

48:5, p. 1662, n. 10.

4 - jy faw% = success, triumph, victory,

achievement. See at 48:5, p. 1662, n. 12.

5. *azim = great, magnificent, splendid,

stupendous, grand, huge, immense, monstrous,

enormous, grave. See at 56:76, p. 1764, n. 4.

6. ij^i unzurti = you (all) see, look at, observe,

wait (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from nazara [nazarf

manzar], to see. See at 30:42, p. 1304, n. 3).

7. naqtabis (») = we acquire, seek to

acquire, derive, adopt, take over, borrow (v. i. pi.

impfct. from iqtabasa, form VIII of qabasa [

qabs], to derive, to acquire. The final letter is

vowel less because the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause. See qabas at 27:7, p. 1204, n.

3).

8. ^ysrjUrji'fi = you (all) come/go back, return,

(v. ii. m. pi. imperative from raja'a {ruju'), to

return, go back. See at 33.213, p. 1339, n. 8).

9. eljj ward* = rear , after, back , behind, close

on (one's) heels. See at 49:4, p. 1677, n. 1 1

.

10. It will be said to them scornfully, tj—Ji

iltamisfi = you look for, search, seek, solicit (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from iliamasa, form VIII of

lamasa [lams], to touch, to feel. See lamasu at

6:7, p. 394, n. 2).

11. i. e., set up to separate them. ^ duriba =

he or it was struck, hit, beaten (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from daraba \darb\ to beat. See at

43:57, p. 1597, n. 5.

12. sur (s.; pi. aswdr) = wall, fence, railing.

13. bdtin = covert, hidden, secret, inner,

inner side, intrinsic, All-Intrinsic (act. participle

from batana [batn/butun], to be hidden. See at

57:3, p. i768, n. 4).
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will be the punishment.

14. They will call out
1

to them:

f&J2j$ "Had we not been with you?"

They will say: "O yes;

but you beguiled
2
yourselves

and awaited
3
and had doubts;

4

and there deluded
5
you

J^Vf the fond hopes
6

till

there came Allah's decree;
7

and there deceived you

t$5&R$
i

about Allah the deceiver."
8

15. So today there

shall not be taken from you

any redemption,
9
nor from

those who disbelieved.

Your abode 10
is the fire;

it is your friend-companion,
11

and evil is the destination.
12

16. Has not the time come 13

!llil*o»jj for those who believe

1 . i. e., the hypocrite men and women will call

out to the believers. Oj-jW yunddtina = they call

out, call, address, summon (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from n&da, form HI of nada [nadw], to call. See

nada at 49:4, p. 1677, n. 10).

2. fatantum = you tried, tested, tempted,

seduced, allured, beguiled (v. ii. m. pi. past

passive from fatana [fain /futtin), to put to trial, to

tempt. Sccfatannd at 44: 17, p. 1609, n. 4).

3. i. e., awaited for a bad turn for the Muslims.

tarabbastum - you waited, lay in wait,

waited and watched, awaited (v. i. pi. impfct. from

tarabbasa, form V of rabasa [robs], to wait, to

watch. See tarabbasu at 52:3 1 , p. 1 7 1 2, n. 9).

4. i. e., about Resurrection and Judgement,

irtabtum = you (all) doubted, were in doubt,

suspected, had misgivings (v. ii. m. pi. past from

irtdba irtiydb), form IV of rdba (rayb), to

doubt, to suspect. See at 5:106, p. 382, n. 11).

5. o^p gharrat = she or it deceived, deluded,

misled, beguiled (v. iii. f. s. past from gharra

[ghurfir], to deceive, delude. See at 45:35, p.

1629, n. 11).

6. (ji^f amdniy (sing, umniyyah), vain desires,

fond hopes, idle expectations. See at 2:1 1 1, p. 53,

n. 2.

7. i. e., death.

8. i. e., Satan. jj> gharHr = one or that which

deceives, deceptive, arch-deceiver (act. participle

in the intensive scale offa'Ql from gharra. See n.

5 above. See also at 35:5, p. 191, n. 3).

9. i. e., any atonement and excuse, fidyah (pi.

fidydt /ftdan) = redemption, ransom. See at 2:196,

p. 94, n. 10).

10. (jjL ma'wan (s.; pi. ma'dwin) = habitation,

abode, dwelling, shelter (adverb of place from

'awd ['awiy\, to seek shelter. See at 53:15, p.

1719, n. 5).

11. i. e., proper place. mawld =

Patron-Protector, Guardian-Protector, Sovereign,

friend, companion. See at 47: 1 1, p. 1650, n. 9.

1 2. ma$ir = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 50:43, p. 1695, n. 3).

13. ^ ya'ni = the time comes, it is the time, he

or it rests (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'and ['any], to

be time, to draw near.
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that submissive becomes 1

their hearts

to the reminder
2
of Allah and

to what has come down 3

of the truth,

and that they be not

like those who were given

the Book before
4

and long became5 on them

the span of time
6

so hard became7
their hearts?

And many of them are

defiantly sinful.
8

atytptT 17. Know that Allah

J^Tjc gives life to the earth

I^juT after its is dead.

£5».Ai We have indeed elucidated
9

cSBV^S for you the signs,

(^Ojta^j^Cu) maybe that you understand.
1

c£l£S\tl 1 8 . Verily the charitable men 1

1

and the charitable women

1. £±it* takhsha'a («) = she becomes humble.

submissive, drooped, low, faded (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from kahsha'a [ khushu'], to be

submissive, humble. The final letter takes fat-hah

for the particle 'an coming before the verb. See

khushd'M 17:109, p. 909, n. 3).

2. i. e., the Qur'an. The Qur'an is repeatedly

referred to as ddhikr. See for instance 15:6, 15:9,

16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87,

41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52 and 81:27. dhikr =

citation, recollection, remembrance, mention,

reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. See at

54:25, p. 1734, n. 4.

3. i. e., what has been sent down in the Qur'an of

the truth.

4. i. e., the Jews and the Christians.

5. JU? t&la = he or it became long, protracted,

lengthened (v. iii. m. s. past from tawl, to be long.

See at 21:44, p. 1024, n. 9).

6. i. e., after their receipt of the scriptures, x.1

'amad (pi. 'dmdd) = span or stretch of time,

terminus. See at 18:12, p. 913, n. 12.

7. i. e., they became neglectful of the teachings of

their scriptures and altered and tampered with

them, c—5 qasat - she or it became hard, harsh,

stern, relentless, inexorable (v. iii. f. s. past from

qasd [qtiswah/ qasdwah], to be harsh, stern. See

qdsiyah at 39:22, p. 1489, n. 8).

8. ^^a-U fasiqin (pi., acc/gen. of fdsiqtin; sing.

fasiq) = those that disobey, disobedient, defiant,

defiantly sinful, (active participle from fasaqa

\fisq], to stray from the right course, to renounce

obedience. See at 51:46 p. 1704, n. 1).

9. bayyannd - we made clear, elucidated (v. i.

pi. past from bayyana, form 11 of bdna [baydn], to

be evident. See at 2:159, p. 75, n. 5).

10. O^liu" ta'qiltina = you (all) understand,

realize, be reasonable, comprehend (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'aqala i'aql], to be endowed with

reason. See at 43:3, p. 1582, n. 4).

1 1 . j^*** mussaddiqin [originally ^.ix.*:*

mutasaddiqin] (pi.; acc /gen. of massaddiqun; s.

tnussaddiq) = charitable, generous, those who

make charitable gifts (act. participle from

tasaddaqa, form V. of sadaqa[sadq /sidq], to

speak the truth. See at 12:8, p. 755, n. 7).
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SJT \£% and they lend
1

Allah

LS> a handsome loan,

i«JJU^i it will be redoubled
3
for them

V^j&j and they shall have a reward

0 jL>J^ most generous.
4

l^S-jfrj 19. And those who believe

z^iijjAttl? in Allah and His Messenger,

0^44^*4^$ th^y are the arch believers;
5

%'f*\\j
and the martyrs

6

^Ji^ in the sight of their Lord,

j$ they shall have their reward

(UJJj and their light.
7

JtJ And those who disbelieve

Gill and cry lies
8
to Our signs,

9

iblji such ones will be the

inmates
10
of the blazing fire.

Section ') 3

20. Know that

Gil! ;^LTl21 the worldly life is but

%j£*4 a play
11
and a diversion,

12

and a grandeur
13

1. i. e., spend in "Fighting in the way of Allah"

and for all approved charitable purposes. \y*J&

'aqratfu - he lent, gave a loan (v. iii. m. pi. past

from 'aqrada, form IV of qarada [qard\, to cut,

to sever See yuqri4 at 57:11, p. 1771, n. 6).

2. i. e., a loan given without expecting any

worldly benefit from it and without stipulating

any date of repayment. j~>- Hasan - handsome,

good, nice, beautiful. It is handsome or good

because it is given out of the goodness of heart,

see at 57:1 1, p. 1771, n. 5.

3. i. e., in merits and rewards . ^s^yudd'afu

= he or it is doubled, redoubled, compounded,

multiplied (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

dd'afa, form 111 of q'a'afa [ da'f], to double. See

at 33:30, p. 1346, n. 11).

4. (HjS* karim = Most Noble, noble, kind,

generous, munificent, respectable, held in esteem,

decent ( act. participle in the scale of fall from

karuma [karam/ karamah/ kardmah], to be noble,

to be generous. See at 57: 1 1 , p. 1 77 1 , n. 8).

5. O^i-JL* $iddiqun{p\., s. siddiq ) = strictly

veracious, unquestioningly believing ones, arch

believers. See siddiqin at 4:69, p. 27 1 , n. 6.

6. ftlJLfi shuhadd' (pi.; s. shahtd) =

witnesses, martyrs. See at 39:69, p. 1505, n. 9.

7. i. e., in the hereafter; proceeding in front of

them and by their right (see 'ayah 12 above).

8. I#36" kadhdhabu = they cried lies to, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 36:14, p.

1412, n. 6).

9. i. e., the Qur'an.

10. ^>Uw»I 'as-hdb (pi.; sing, l^l* sahib) -

inmates, inhabitants, companions, associates,

comrades, followers, owners. See at 56:90, p.

1766, n. 3).

1 1. l_-*J la'ib (s.; pi. 'al'db) = play, game, sport,

fun, joke, jest. See at 47:36, p. 1659, n. 11.

12. ^ lahw - fun, play, diversion, distraction,

pleasure, amusement. See at 47:36, p. 1659, n. 12.

13. a^j zinah = adornment, embellishment,

ornament, finery, grandeur, decoration, beauty.

See at 37:6, p. 1431, n. 4.
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and mutual boasting
1 amongst

you and vying for more
2

in wealth and children,

s^L\*J& as the instance of a rain
- ST"

cr
4

that impresses the tiller

its vegetation
6

then it withers,
7

so you see it turned yellow,
8

then it becomes shreds.
9

And in the hereafter are

punishment very severe

and forgiveness of Allah

and Pleasure;

and the worldly life is naught

but an enjoyment
10

of delusion.
11

d\ 2 1 .Vie with one another
12
for

j&jj^)y>^ the forgiveness of your Lord

^r^^-j and a garden the width
13
of

d*?^ which is like the width of

$UL£J1 the heaven and the earth,

^l^jjioi&l prepared
14

for those who

1 . tafakhur = to mutually vie in glory, to be

proud, to boast (verbal noun in form III of

fakhara [fakhr/fukhar/fakhdr] , to glory, to be

proud. See fakh&r at 31:18, p. 1317, n. 6.

2. takdthur = to compete for more, to

outnumber, to vie in quantity (verbal noun in

form III of kathura [kathrah], to be much, to be

more. See kathurat at 8:19, p. 553, n. 9).

3. <±~? ghayth{s.\ pi. ghuyuth ) = rain, rain in

profusion. See at 42:28, p. 1572, n. 5.

4. ^jblpI 'a'jaba = he impressed, pleased,

delighted, fascinated (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV

of 'ajiba f 'ajab], to wonder, to be amazed. See at

33:52, p. 1357, n. 12).

5. jUT kuffdr (sing, kafir) = unbelievers, infidels,

ungrateful ones, tillers (act. participle from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 47:34, p. 1659, n. 4).

6. nabai - vegetation, plants, vegetable

organism . See at 18:45, p. 927, n. 1 1.

7. yahiju - he or it becomes stirred

up/agitated, withers (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

haja [hayj/hayaj/hayajan], to be stirred).

8. jL*a musfarr ~ yellow, turned yellow (pass.

participle from usfarra, form IX of safara/safira

[sajtr/safar], to whistle, to be empty. See at 39:21,

p. 1489, n. 2).

9. fU*»- hutdm = broken pieces, shreds, crumbled,

debris. See at 56:65, p. 1762, n. 6.

10. ^b. maid* (p\.'amti'ah) = goods, wares,

necessities of life, chattel, article of use,

enjoyment. See at 56:73, p. 1763, n. 12.

11 j)A ghurtir = delusion, deception, deceit,

conceit, vanities. See at 35:40, p. 1405, n. 6.

12. I^jL- stibiqu = you (all) race with one

another, try to go ahead of one another, vie with

one another (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from sdbaqa,

form 111 of sabaqa [sabq], to be ahead of, to

precede. See sabaqu at 46:1 1, p. 1635, n. 1).

13. 'ard - breadth, display, exhibition,

proposition. See at 18:1000, p. 946, n. 8.

14. ojlp! 'uHddat - prepared, made ready (v. iii.

f. s. past passive from 'a'adda, form IV of 'adda

['add], to count. See at 3:131, p. 207, n. 5).
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believe in Allah

and His Messengers.

That
1

is the bounty
2
of Allah

which He gives to

wnomsoever tie win.

And Allah is the1 111V1 J illfc*AA M.U LI 1W

Lord of immense3
bounty.

0
22. There befalls

4
not of

anv calamitv
5
in the earth141 1 J V *+J.*+l 1 X-i- 1* T 111 VI 1 VI &

nor to yourselves

- t'& but it is in a Book6

before that

We bring it into being.
7

That is on Allah's part

quite easy.
8

lilts :Hj 23.In order that you grieve
9
not

over what slips off
10 you

nor rejoice
11

at what comes to you.

AnH Allah liV^c nnt 12

everyone self-conceited,
13

arrogant.
14

1. i. e., to be favoured with jannah.

2. JJai fadl (pi. fudul) = grace, favour, kindness,

bounty; also surplus, excess, superiority, merit,

excellence. See at 49:8, p. 1679, n. 7.

3. pjip 'a^im = great, magnificent, splendid,

stupendous, grand, huge, immense, monstrous,

enormous, grave. See at 57:1 1, p. 1772, n. 5.

4. vL»f 'asdba = he or it afflicted, befell, hit,

struck, reached, made (something) fall, bestowed,

allotted, (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of sdba . See

at 42:39, p. 1575, n. 5).

5. i^A* musibah (pi. ^ju~ masa'ib) - calamity,

disaster, misfortune, affliction. See at 42:30, p.

1572, n. 5.

6. i. e., al-Lawh al-Mahfuz.

I. \j* nabra'a ('«)= We create, bring into being

(v. i. pi. impfct. from bara'a [bar'], to create.

The final letter takes fat-hah because of the

particle 'an coming before the verb).

8. j^yastr = easy, gentle, simple, insignificant.

See at 50:44, p. 1695, n. 7.

9. 1yfc ta'saw(na) = you grieve, be sad, distressed

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'asiya ['asan], to be

sad, grieved. The terminal nun is dropped

because of the particle kay coming before the

verb).

10. i. e., of the blessings of worldly life. cJ&f&ta

= he slipped away, escaped, eluded (v. iii. m. s.

past fromfawtlfawat, to pass away, slip away. See

at 3:153, p. 215, n. 4).

II. \y>~ tafrahd (na) = rejoice, become happy,

are delighted (v. ii. m. pJ. impfct. from fariha

[farah], to be glad. The terminal nun is dropped

because the verb is conjunctive to the previous

verb governed by the particle kay. See tafrahuna

at 40:75, p. 1535, n. 8).

12. ^ la+yuhibbu = he does not like, does

not love (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ahabba, form

IV of habba [hubb], to love. See at 42:40, p.

1575, n. II).

13. mukhtal - self-conceited, vainglorious,

egotistic (act. participle from ikhtala, form VIII of

khala [khayl], to imagine, to suppose. See at

31:18, p. 1317, n. 5).

14. jytJ fakhtir - arrogant, proud, boastful. See

at 31:18, p. 1317, n. 6.
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^P^UM 24, Those who be miserly
1

S>&\ 'q$Cj and enjoin
2
on men

c^JL to be miserly,

and who turns away,
3

4A»lot then Allah indeed is

fgity the One Above Want,
4

the AH -Praiseworthy.

OljlJuJ 25. Indeed We had sent
5

GLlj Our Messengers

c.iVjJl with the clear evidences
6

and had sent down with them

o\y^\j^£^J\ the Book and the balance
7

^lllt^iJ. that man may establish

y.;ll, justice.

Jo^CJj^J And We have sent down iron
9

Ji^L^X wherein is intense strength
10

o^l^s^j and uses
11

for mankind;

and that Allah may know

who helps
12 Him 13

and His Messengers

LliiL in the unseen.

Verily Allah is All-Powerful,

All-Mighty.

1 . i. e., in respect of spending in the way of Allah,

oy^-j yabkhaluna - they be miserly, stingy (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from bakhilu [bakhal /bukhl\, to

be niggardly. See at 4:37, p. 257, n. 10).

2. CijjAi ya'murfina = they enjoin, command,

give orders, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'amara

['amr], to order. See at 9:71, p. 608, n. 2).

3. i. e., from helping the cause of Allah and

spending in its support. J>^ yatawalla(a) = he

takes as friend-protector, he turns away, desists,

refrains (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from tawalld, form V
of waiiya [wald'/waly] to come near. The final

letter yd' is vowelless and hence dropped because

the verb is in a conditional clause [preceded by

man]. See at 9:23, p. 585, n. 12).

4. Allah is not in need of man's charity and

worship; he is ever in need of Allah. ^ ghanty

(s.; pi. 'aghniya') = above want, free from want,

rich. See at 47:38, p. 1660, n. 7.

5. LJL*jt 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent, despatched,

discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. See at

54:19, p. 1732, n. 7).

6. ob bayyin&t (pi.; sing, bayyinah) = clear,

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 57:9,

p. 1770, n. 6).

7. i. e., rules, rules of judging. 0i>» mizdn (s.; pi.

mawdzln) - balance, scales, measure, weight,

justice, rule, method (noun of instrument from

wazana [wazn/zinah], to balance, to weigh out.

See at 55:7, p. 1742, n. 3).

8. ia~i qis( = justice, equity, fairness. See at

55:9, p. 1742, n. 7).

9. hadid (s.; pi. hadd'id/hiddd) = iron,

ironware, sharp. See at 50:22, p. 1690, n. 5.

10. i. e., for warfare. ^ ba's - might, strength,

courage, intrepidity, prowess, fighting,

punishment ( also, as verbal noun of ba'sa. hurt,

harm, violence). See at 48: 1 6, p. 1 667, nil.

11. £*t> manafi' (sing, munfa'ah) = uses,

benefits. See at 40:80, p. 1537, n. 8.

1 2. j-^i yansuru = he helps, gives victory (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from nasara [nasr /nusur], to help.

See at 40:29, p. 1520, n. 1).

13. i. e., His din.
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I

>- <

6 OH

Section {Ruku^A

26. And indeed We had sent

NQh and Ibrahim
1

and set
2
in their progeny

3

prophethood
4
and the Book.

Then some of them

were in receipt of guidance
5

but many of them were

defiantly sinful.
6

27. Then We sent in

succession
7
on their tracks

8

Our Messengers and

We followed up by sending

'Isa, son of Maryam,

and gave him the Injil

and set in the hearts

of those who followed
9 him

compassion
10
and mercy;

but monasticism
11

they innovated
12

it.

We did not impose 13
it

on them, except the seeking
14

1 . i. e., as Messengers.

2. UU*- ja'alna = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala [ja'l], to make,

to set. See at 56:65, p. 1762, n. 5).

3. dhurriyah (pi. dhurriydt/ dhardriy) =

offspring, progeny, children, descendants. See at

52:21, p. 1710, n. 9).

4. ijj nubtiwwah = Prophethood, prophecy.

5. <jJ^ muhtadin (s.; pi. miihtadun) - rightly

guided, those on the right way, in receipt of

guidance (active participle from ihtada, form Vlll

of hada [hiddyah/hudan/hady], to lead, to guide.

See at 18:10, p. 1634, n. 11).

6. f&siqun (pi.; sing, fasiq) - disobedient,

defiant, defiantly sinful, (active participle from

fasaqa [fisq], to stray from the right course, to

renounce obedience. See at 46:35, p. 1646, n. 2).

7. L^i qaffaynd = we sent, sent in succession,

despatched, followed up (v. i. pi. past from qaffd,

form II of qafd [qafw] to follow someone's tracks.

See at 5:46, p. 352, n. 6).

8. >\ 'dthar (pi.; s. / 'athar) = tracks, traces,

footsteps, vestiges, antiquities, marks, remnants,

effects, results. See at 43:22, p. 1587, n. 8.

9. yji i(taba'H = they pursued, went after,

followed, obeyed (v. iii. m. pi. past from ittaba'a,

form VIII of tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See

at 34:20, p. 1375, n. II).

10. iilj ra'fah = compassion, mercy, pity,

kindliness. See at 24:20, p. 1 1 1 2, n. 2.

11. *-»L*j rahbdniyah - monasticism, monastic

order ( established by the Christian monks).

12. lyuai ibtada'ti. = they innovated, introduced,

invented, devised ( v. iii. m. pi. past from

ibtada'a, form VIII of bada'a [ bad'}, to

introduce, innovate. See bid' at 46:9, p. 1634, n.

I.

13. katabnd = we wrote, made incumbent,

imposed, ordained, prescribed (v. iii. m. s. past

from kaiaba [katb/kitdbah] t to write. See at 5:45,

p. 351, n. 10).

14. fcUi) ibtigha' = to seek, seeking, desire, for

the purpose of (verbal noun in form VIII of bagha

[bufihd'), to desire. See at 30:23, p. 1296, n. 13).
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3

of the Pleasure
1

of Allah.

But they did not observe
2

it

as it ought to be observed.
3

So We gave to those who

believed among them

their reward;
4

and many of them are

defiantly sinful.
5

28. O you who believe,

beware6
of Allah and

believe in His Messenger,

j&^£k He will give you two portions
7

of His Mercy

and will set
8
for you a light

you may proceed
9
by it;

and He will forgive you.

And Allah is Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful.

29. That there may 10 know

-J^4==&JJLt the People of the Book

&jjb§\ that they have no power 1

1

1. <j\j^>j ridwdn = pleasure, good will, favour,

approval. See at 9: 109, p. 625, n. 1

.

2. ly-j ra'aw = they observed, took care,

watched, guarded, heeded (v. iii. m. pi. past from

ra'd [ ra'y/ri'ayah/mar 'an ], to tend, to guard, to

take care. See rd'un at 23:8, p. 1076, n. 12.

3. i.e., they overdid and exceeded the bounds.

4 -

'aJr (pl jy* 'ujQr) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 57:1 1, p. 1771, n. 7).

5. o^U fdsiqun (pi.; sing./dw?) = disobedient,

defiant, defiantly sinful, (active participle from

fasaqa [fisq], to stray from the right course, to

renounce obedience. See at 57:26, p. 1779, n. 6).

6. ittaqU = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd ( waqyAviqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 39:10, p. 1485, n. 4).

7. i. e., twice the grace.
t
>U5' kijlayn (dual,

acc./gen. of kifldn; s. kijl ) = two shares/ portions/

parts/ equals. See kifl at 4:85, p. 279, n. 5.

8. Ja*j yqj'al(u) = he sets, makes, places, puts,

appoints (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from ja'ala \Ja'l] to

make, to put. The last letter is vowelless because

the verb is conclusion of a conditional clause. See

at 6:39, p. 416, n. 7).

9. i. e., may receive guidance by it. OjJ^J

tarnshuna = you go along, move along, walk,

proceed (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from mashd [
^-i*

mushy], to go on foot, to walk. See yamshuna

32:26, p. 1332, n. 3).

10. The expression 'an Id ('alld) is additional

here. See Al-Bayddwi, II, p. 472.

1 1. jjjXm yaqdir&na - they have power, are able

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from qadara
[
qadr/qadaf],

to ordain, to measure, to have power. See at 14:8,

p. 793, n. 7).
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over anything

of Allah's bounty;'

and that the bounty is

^ •*
in Allah's hand.

He gives it to

whomsoever He will.

And Allah is the

Lord of immense
2
bounty.

•

$

1. i. e., particularly the bounty of Prophethood,

which the People of the Book wrongly claimed as

their special prerogative. Jj»i fadl (pi. fudul) =

grace, favour, kindness, bounty; also surplus,

excess, superiority, merit, excellence. See at

57:21, p. 1777, n. 2.

2. ^iip 'aztm ~ great, magnificent, splendid,

stupendous, grand, huge, immense, monstrous,

enormous, grave. See at 57:21, p. 1777, n. 3.



58. SOrataL'Mujadilah (The Arguing Lady)
Madinan: 22 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah which lays down a number of rules of shari'ah . It starts by referring to the

jahili custom of divorcing a wife by zihdr, i. e., by the husband's saying to his wife: "You are to me like

the back (zahr) of my mother". The surah makes this bad custom unlawful and prescribes due

atonement for divorcing by zihdr. The immediate occasion was the case of Khawlah bint Tha'labah (r.

a.) whom her husband divorced by zihar. So she made a complaint against her husband to the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and as he made some argument with her she counter-argued

with him and directed her complaint to Allah. The surah was then revealed. It is named al-Mujddilah

(The Arguing Lady) with reference to its first 'ayah which alludes to this incident.

Next the surah speaks about the practice of secret scheming and consultations, which the hypocrites

and Jews used to indulge in for harming the Muslims. Then it refers to the practice of the Jews in*

addressing the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, in equivocal and derogatory terms. This

is followed by a disapproval of the conduct of the hypocrites' in taking the Jews and enemies of the

Muslims as friends and allies. The surah ends by emphasizing that a true believer will not befriend an

enemy of Allah and His Messenger, even if such persons were their fathers, sons or brothers.

mm. ®mm ^mm\

tec

1 . Allah has indeed heard
1

the saying of her
2 who

argues
3
with you

about her husband

and complains
4
to Allah.

And Allah hears

the discussion
5
of you two.

Verily Allah is All-Hearing,

All-Seeing.

bjj^jjjfa 2. Those who do zihdr
6

^1* from among you

1. i. e., responded to. £^ sami'a = he heard,

listened (v. iii. m. s. past from samV samd'/

samd'ah/masma' . See at 3: 181, p. 227, n. 1).

2. i. e., Khawlah bint ThaMabah (r. a.) whom her

husband divorced according to the jahili custom

of zihdr (saying: "you are to me like the back of

my mother") and she took her case to the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

complaining against her husband.

3. JiUw* tujddilu = she argues, debates,

controverts (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jddala, form

III of jadala jadt\, to tighten. See at 16: 1 1 ]

,

p. 865, n. 8).

4.
Lf
£iij tashtakt = she complains (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from ishtakd, form VIII of shakd

[shakw/shakwd/shakah/shikdyah/shaktyah], to

complain.

5. jjUj tah&wur - conversation, talk between

two or more persons, discussion, debate (verbal

noun in form V! of fydra [hawr], to return, to

recede. See yuhawiru at 18:37, p. 925, n. 2).

6. OjyMjii yuzahirtina = they do zihdr

(pre-Islamic form of divorce. See n. 2 above),

help, assist, support (v. iii. m. pi. impfcl. from

zdhara, form III of zahara [zuh£r], to be visible.

The word zihdr is derived from zahr meaning

back, rear).

1782
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of their wives,
1

they be not their mothers;

their mothers are none

except those

that gave them birth
2
to.

And indeed they utter

the disapproved
3
of saying

and a falsehood.
4

And verily Allah is Most

®jj^yd Excusing,
5 Most Forgiving.

6

3. And those who do zihdr
1

of their wives,

then go back
8
on

what they uttered,

then to set free
9
a slave

10

before that

the two touch each other.
11

This you are advised
12

of.

And Allah is of what you do

All-Aware.

^f3o*> 4 - But he that finds
13

not,

1. *L-; nis&
f
(sing, imra'ah) = women, wives.

See at 40:25, p. 1518, n. 3.

2. OjJj waladna = she gave birth, begot,

generated, procreated (v. iii. f. pi. past

(romwalada [wilddah /lidah/ mawlid], to give

birth, to beget).

3. £±* munkar (pi. ^^ munkardi) - detested,

disapproved, disavowed (passive participle from

'ankara, form IV of nakira [nakar/ nukr/ nukur/

naktr], not to know, to deny. See at 31:17,

p.l3J6, n. 12).

4. The 'Ayah thus disapproves and forbids the

pre- Islamic custom of divorcing a wife by zihdr.

jjj z£r = lie. falsehood, untruth. See at 25:72, p.

1159, n. 10.

5. 'af&w = Most Excusing (act. participle in

the scale of fa'til from 'afd ['afw/aj&'],to be

effaced, to excuse. See at 22:60, p. 1067, n. 5).

6. ghafUr = Most forgiving (act. participle

in the scale of fa'ul from ghafara [ ghafr

/maghfirah/ ghufrdn], to forgive. See ghaffar

40:42, p. 1524,n. 14).

7. See n. 4 above and n. 2 on the previous page.

8. i. e., withdraw and desire to take back their

wives. OjijN ya'tiduna = they go back, return,

revert ( v. iii. m. pi. impfct from 'ada

['awd/'awdah], to return. See ya'udu at 8:38, p.

560, n. 6).

9. i. e., as atonement, jlj** tahrtr = to set free, to

liberate, to manumit (verbal noun in form II of

harra [harr/ hardrah], to be hot. See at 5:89, p.

373, n.'l5).

10. *Jj raqabah{s.\ pi. riqdb) = neck, slave. See

riqdb at 9:60, p. 602, n. 1 1

.

I J . L*L*i yatamdssd(ni) - they two touch each

other, be in mutual contact (v. iii. m. dual impfct.

from tamdssa, form VI of massa [mass/masts], to

feel, to touch. The terminal nun is dropped

because of the particle 'an coming before the

verb. See yamassu at 56:79, p. 1764, n. 7).

12. i. e., enjoined. O^Jipy tti'azuna = you are

advised, counselled, admonished, exhorted (v. ii.

m. s. impfct. passive from wa'aza [wa'z/'iztih], to

admonish, to exhort. See yu'azfina at 4:66, p.

270, n. 8).

13. i. e., finds not a slave to set him free.
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thpn tn fa<it two months111C11 IU laol IWU UlVJlllllo

consecutively

- JT f:.. hpfrMV* tlifit

tne two toucn eacn oiner.

DUl lie WHO lb ilOl dDlc ID, Ulcil

to feed
3
sixtv

poor persons.
4
This is so

that von hplif*vf* in Allahnidi yvju uc-iit'VC' in .tajiu.ii

£
t and His Messenger*

——"^HJ allU LIlCoC alC

the injunctions
5
of Allah;

and for the unbelievers is

a Dunishment most oainful
6

S Vprilv thrwf* who onnncp^

Allah and His N/fessencrpr

ill' tlipv cViqII h^ Hicor^ppH^LUCy Mlall UC UldglaUCU

sic u/prp HicoT5ir'pHa.A WC-IC- llldgl Cll/Cll

those before them

AnH W/p hn\^p cpnt rln\n/n^.rtiiu tvc iiavc oCiii uvjwii

£ ''[''

signs
10
most clear.

11

And for the disbelievers is

a punishment most debasing.
12

1. o*"^ mutatdbi'ayn (dual acc./gen. of

mutatdbi'dn; s. mutatdbi') = two in succession,

one following the other, two consecutive (act.

participle from tatdba'a, form VI of tabi'a [taba'

/tabd'ah], to follow. See at 4:92, p. 283, n. II).

2. yastati' (originally yastafi'u) - he was

able (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from ista\d'a, form X of

td'a [taw'], to obey. The final letter is vowelless

because of the particle lam coming before the

verb. See at 4:25, p. 250, n. 14).

3. fUW 'it'Am = to feed, feeding, to give food

(verbal noun in form IV of ta'ima [ta'm], to eat,

to taste. See at 5:89, p. 373, n. 10).

4. miskin (pi. masdkin) = poor, indigent.

See at 1:177, p. 83, n. 8.

5. jjJb- hudM (pi.; sing, hadd) - edges,

boundaries, limits, Allah's rulings/ injunctions/

orders. See at 9:1 12, p. 627, n. 2.

6. fJT 'alim = agonizing, anguishing,

excruciating, most painful (act. participle in the

intensive scale offa 'il from 'alima [ 'alam], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 5 1 :37, p. 1702, n. 5).

7. OjjU^ yuh&ddtina = they oppose, counteract,

act contrary to (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hddda,

form HI of hadda [hadd], to sharpen, to delimit.

See yufyddid at 9:63, p. 604, n. 1).

8. o-T kubita = he was disgraced, humiliated,

put down, restrained (v. iii. m. s. past passive

from kabata [kabt], to put down, to disgrace).

9. UJ^t 'anzalnd = we sent down (v. i. pi. past

from 'anzala, form IV of nazala [nuztil], to come
down. See at 41 :39, p. 1 553, n. 6).

10. i. e., the 'ayahs of the Qur'Sn. 'dydt

(sing, 'ayah) - signs, miracles, marks, revelations,

texts of the Qur'an. See at 57:9, p. 1 770, n. 5.

1 1. oL) bayyindt (pi.; sing, bayyinah) = clear,

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 57:25,

p. 1778, n. 6).

12. ^-4> muhin = humiliating, disgraceful,

debasing, degrading, ignominious, (active

participle from 'ahdna, form IV of hana [hawn],

to be of little importance. See at 45:9, p. 1620, n.

8).
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6. On the day

Allah will resurrect
1

them all

and will apprise
2 them

of what they did.

Allah kept an account
3
of that

c

while they forgot
4
that.

And Allah is over everything

All-Witnessing.
5

Section {Ruku')2

7. Do you not see
6

that Allah knows

all that is in the heavens

and all that is in the earth.

There cannot be any

secret conversation
7
of three

but He is the fourth of them

nor of five

but He is the sixth of them;

nor of less
8
than that

nor of more

but He is with them

wherever they be.

1. <±~*4 yab'athu = he raises, raises up,

resurrects, revives, sends out (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from ba'tha [ba'th], to send out, to raise. See at

22:7. p. 1047, n. 10).

2. i. e., Allah will make them know their deeds

and will requite them accordingly, yunabbVu

= he apprises, informs, notifies, advises, makes

known (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nabba'a, form II

of naba'a [nab'/nubQ'], to be prominent. See at

39:7, p. 1483, n. 11).

3. i. e., in their books of deeds. , 'ahsd = he

calculated, counted, kept an account (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV from the root fya^y/fuisan (pebbles,

little stones). See at 19:94, p. 974, n. 5).

4. i^-J nasfi = they forgot, became oblivious (v.

iii. m. pi. past from nasiya [nasy/nisydn], to

forget. See at 38:26, p. 1466, n. 8).

5. o-<-t shahtd (s.; pi. shuhada) - on-looker,

spectator, witness, heedful, martyr, All-Witnessing

(act. participle in the scale of fa'tl from shahida

[shuhQd], to see, to witness. See at 50:38, p.

1693, n. 12).

6. i. e., realize.^ tara (i£j> tara) - you see, look

at, think of, consider, know, realize (v. ii. m. s.

impfct. from ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah], to see. The final

yd' is dropped because of the particle lam coming

before the verb. See at 2:243, p. 122, n. 5).

7. i£j*J najwd (s.; pi. isj^ najawa) ~ secret

talk, secret conferring, confidential conversation,

See at 43:80, p. 1602, n. 12.

8. ^ 'adnd = nearer/nearest, closer/closest,

lower, less, more appropriate, better suited, nether,

viler, vilest. EJative of ob ddnin. See at 53:9, p.

1718, n. 9.
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r

-"-if*'

<u>i

then He will apprise
1

them

of what they did,

on the Day of Resurrection.

Verily Allah is of everythig

All-Knowing.
2

8. Do you not see those

who were forbidden
3
from

secret conferring,
4

yet they revert
5
to what

they were prohibited from

and they secretly confer
6

about sinning
7 and enmity

8

and disobedience
9

to the Messenger?

And when they come to you

they greet
10 you with that which

AUah greets you not with.

And they say

within themselves:

"Why does Allah not punish
11

us for what we say?"

Sufficient
12

for them will be

1 . i. e., Allah will make them know their deeds

and will requite them accordingly, yunabbVu

- he apprises, informs, notifies, advises, makes

known (v. iii. s. impfct. from nabba'a, form II of

naba'a [nab'/nubu'], to be prominent. See at

58:6, p. 1785, n. 2).

2. i. e., of all events, words, deeds and thoughts of

His creatures, open or secret, past, present or

future. 'alim (s.; pi. 'ulamd') = well informed,

erudite, learned, more knowing, All-Knowing,

Omniscient. See at 57:3, p. 1768, n. 5.

3. The allusion is to the Jews of Madina.

nuhti = they were prohibited, forbidden banned,

interdicted (v. iii. m. pi. past passive from naha

[nahy], to forbid. See nuhttu 40:66, p. 1532, n.

12).

4. ijy^ najwd (s.; pi. <jj^ najdwd) = secret

talk, secret conferring, confidential conversation,

See at 58:7, p. 1785, n. 7.

5. o^y^ya'UdUna = they go back, return, revert

( v. iii. m. pi. impfct from 'dda ['awd/'awdah]
t to

return. See at 58:3, p. 1783, n. 8).

6. yaindjawna = they whisper to one

another, exchange secrets, secretly confer (v. iii,

m. pi. impfct. from tandjd, form VI of najd

[najw/najwan], to entrust a secret. See najwa at

n. 4 above).

7. ^ Uhm (pi. 'dthdm) ~ guilt, crime, offence,

sin, sinning. See at 33:58, p. 1361, n. 8.

8. jlj-u. 'udwan = hostility, hostile action,

aggression, enmity. See at 28:28, p. 1241, n. 9.

9. JL*3*> ma*siyah = disobedience,

|

insubordination, rebellion, revolt. See 'isydn at

49:7, p. 1679, n. 5).

10. hayyU = they greeted, saluted, hailed ( v.

iii. m. pi. past from hayyd, form II of hayiya

[haydh], to live. See huyyitum at 4:86, p. 279, n.

7).

1 1 . v-i*j yu*adhdhibu = he punishes, chastises,

torments (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adhdhaba,

form II [ta'dhtb] of 'adhaba ['adhb], to impede,

to obstruct. See at 48:14, p. 1666, n. II).

12. ^

—

>- hash = reckoning, calculation.

hasbuhum = it suffices them, it is sufficient for

them. See at 8:62, p. 570,n. 3.
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hell they shall broil
1

in; and

05u*2\Jil bad will be the destination.
2

Jul t££*

****

9. O you who believe,

if you confer secretly,
3

then confer not for sinning

and enmity and disobedience

to the Messenger

but confer

for obedience
4
and piety;

5

and beware
6
of Allah

to Whom

you shall all be rallied.
7

1°- Secret conferring
8

is but

j^y^Cst from Satan

that he may cause grief
9
to

ijLX^jf those who believe;

^jiSiJ^j but he cannot harm10 them

whatsoever

^ilulL^l except by the leave of Allah.

And on Allah

o^jiftjj^ should rely
1

1

the believers.

1. jjJLaj yaslawna = they burn, broil, be exposed

to fire (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from said [salon/

sully/ sila'), to roast, to bum, to be exposed to the

blaze. See at 38:56, p. 1473, n. 5).

2. ^ mastr = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 57:15, p. 1773, n. 12).

3. tandjaytum = you conferred secretly, had

secret conversation, whispered to one another (v.

ii. m. pi. past form tandjd, form VI of najd

[najw/ najwan], to entrust a secret. See

yatndjawna at 58:8, p. 1786, n. 6).

4. j> birr = piety, righteousness, reverence,

kindness, obedience, charitable gift. See 2:189, p.

91, n. 4.

5. <syt taqwa = godliness, devoutness, piety,

righteousness, fear of Allah (verbal noun in form

V/VIII of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah), to guard,

beware, be on one's guard. See at 20:132, p. 1010,

n. 8.

6. i^i'l ittaqti = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqti, form VIII of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 49:12, p. 1681 , n. 12).

7. i. e., on the Day of Resurrection and

Judgement. Ojj-i^J tuhsharfina = you are

gathered, collected, assembled, mustered, herded,

rallied (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from hashara

[hashr], to gather. See at 23:79, p. 1094, n." 13).

8. (jyiJ najwd (s.; pi. tfjUJ najdwd) = secret talk,

secret conferring, confidential conversation. See at

58:8, p. 1786, n. 4.

9. dj>*i yahzuna (h) = he makes sad,, causes

grief, grieves (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hazana

[huzn], to make sad. to grieve. The final letter

takes fat-hah because of a hidden an in li of

motivation coming before the verb. See yahzunu

at 21:103, p. 1040, n. 1 1).

10. JJ» tfdrr (s.; pi. ddrrUn) = one who does

harm, harmful, detrimental, injurious (act.

participle from darra [darr], to harm. See

yadurru at 25:55, p. 1 154, n. 14),

1 1 . JS'yjJ U yaiawakkal = let him/he must rely,

depend, put his trust in, appoint as representative

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. emphatic/imperative from

tawakkala, form V of wakala [wakl/wukut], to

entrust). See at 39:38, p. 1495, n. 3).
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1 1 . O you who believe,

when it is said to you:

"Make room 1

in the assemblies",
2

then make room,

Allah will widen for you.

And if it said: Rise up
,

then rise up.

Allah will exalt
4

those who believe of you and

those who were given

knowledge in ranks.
5

And Allah is of what you do

All-Aware.
6

12. O you who believe,

when you consult in private

the Messenger,

give in advance8
before

your private consultation

a charitable gift.
9

This is the better
10
for you

and purer.
11

1 . The 'ayah asks the believers to make room for

one another and to accommodate all in the

assemblage. \y*~Jt tafassahu = you all be wide,

roomy, spacious, make room (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from tafassaha, form V of fasaha

\fushah/fasahah\, to be wide, spacious).

2. ^JUw majdlis (pi.; s. majlis) = seat, assembly,

conference room, meeting place, gathering (noun

of place from jalasa ijulus), to sit down).

3. i. e, to get up from the assembly, or for any

other purpose. !j>^1 unshuzti = you (all) rise, rise

up, be elevated (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

nashaza[nashz], to be elevated, to rise).

4. ^ yarfa\u) = he raises, lifts, lifts up,

elevates, exalts, makes high (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from rafa'a [raf], to raise, to lift. The final letter

is vowelless because the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause. See yarfa'u at 35:10, p. 1393,

n. 6).

5. oU-jj daraj&t (sing, orji darajah) = ranks,

positions, grades, degrees, state, stairs, flight of

steps. See at 46: 19, p. 1638, n. 11).

6. j~>- khabir - All-Aware, All-Conversant,

All-Acquainted (active participle in the scale of

fail from khabara [ khubr /khibrah] to be

acquainted). See at 49:13, p. 1672, n. 10).

7. (t-v-Li najaytum - you took into confidence,

confidesd to, consulted privately (v. ii. m. pi. past

from naja, form 111 of naja [najw/najwan], to

entrust a secret. See tundjaytum at 58:9, p. 1787,

n. 3).

8. i^JLi qaddimu - you (all) send ahead, forward,

advance, give in advance (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from qaddama, form II of qadama / qadima [

qadm /qudum /qidman /maqdam] to precede, to

arrive. See qaddamtu at 50:28, p. 1691 , n. 7).

9. i. e., to the deserving person. -Uju> sadaqah

(pL.oli-u> $adaqai) - charitable gift, charity,

voluntary contribution, alms. See at 9:103, p. 622,

n. 7.

J 0. khayr - good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 49:10, p. 1680, n. 10.

11. i. e., for your hearts and minds. yat-har

= cleaner, purer, more unblemished (elative of

tahir). See at 33:53, p. 1357, n. 3.
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t > / < s

but if you find
1

not,

then indeed Allah is Most

r ^
Forgiving, Most Merciful.

\

13. Are you worried
2
that

%""""\ > you give in advance
3
before

your private consultation

charitable gifts?
4

So if you do not,

i

and Allah forgives
5
you,

then properly perform6
the

prayer and pay zakah,
1

and obey
8
Allah

E

and His Messenger.

And Allah is All-Aware

of what vou do

Section (Ruku ') 3

14. Do you not see those

who take for friends
9

a people

Allah is wrathful
10on them?

They are neither of you

1 . i.e., find not anything to make a charitable gift

of. juo tajid{u) = you find, get, obtain (v. ii. m. s.

impfct. from wajada [wujud], to find. The final

letter is vowelless because of the particle lam

coming before the verb. See tajidu at 17:75, p.

898, n. 1).

2. 'ashfaqtum = you were afraid,

concerned, apprehensive, anxious, worried, (v. ii.

m. pi. past from 'ashfaqa, form IV of shufaqa

[shafaq], to fear, to pity. See 'ashfaqna at 33:72,

p. 1365, n. 12).

3. \y>m tuqaddimti = you (all) advance/ give

or send in advance/ push forward (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from qaddama, form 11 of qadama
[qudum], to precede. See at 2: 1 10, p. 52, n. 10).

4. oUj-* sadaqdt (pi.; sing. sadaqah) -

charitable gifts, alms, voluntary contributions,

charities. See at 2:263, p. 137, n. 12.

5. t&ba = he returned, turned to, repented,

forgave (v. iii. m. s. past [ from tawb/ tawbah /

mattib}). Technically tawbah means, in respect of

man, to turn to Allah in penitence and with

resolve to reform, and in respect of Allah, to tum

in forgiveness. See at 28:67, p. 1236, n. 1).

6. Ij-jI 'aqimti. = you (all) properly perform, set,

set up, establish (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'aqdma, form IV of qdma, [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up. See at 55:9, p. 1742, n. 5).

7. ijSj zakah = purity, growth. Technically it

means the prescribed charitable contributions for

specified purposes, of a certain percentage of

surplus wealth held for a full year. It is so called

because it purifies wealth and makes for its proper

growth. See at 4 1:7, p. 1542, n. 2.

8. \yA>\ 'ati'ti = you (all) obey, be obedient (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from 'atd'a, form IV of td'a

[taw'}, to obey. See at 47:33, p. 1658, n. 12).

9. i^y iawallaw = they turned away, withdrew,

desisted, refrained, took over, took for friends (v.

iii. m. pi. past from tawalld, form V of waliya, to

be near. See at 44:14, p. 1608, n. 8).

10. ghadiba - he was angry, wrathful,

furious (v. iii. m. s. past from ghadab, to be angry.

See at 48:6, p. 1663, n. 7).
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nor of them;
1

_>i£jlj&oJ^J and they swear
2
to a lie

j^o^^ij while they know.
3

,#5^32 15. Allah has got ready
4
for

Ijjjitlji them a punishment very severe.

&J+>[ Bad5
indeed is

c$Z> \j>fc what they use to do.

II 1 6. They take
6
their oaths

7

ii£ as a shield,
8

then prevent
9

^(J^r-u^ from the way 10
of Allah.

Z>\% So for them is a punishment

^5y«i most humiliating.
11

j£j 17. There shall not avail
12

i^it^ them their properties

nor their children

bp 4^0* against Allah whatsoever.

Ji^jl They will be

^lllli^l the inmates
13
of the fire.

l^i^ They in there

{^Sjiki- shall abide for ever.
14

1. i. e., the hypocrites belong neither to the

Muslims nor to the Jews.

2. i. e., saying that they are Muslims.

yahlifuna ~ they swear, make an oath (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from halafa [half/hilf], to swear. See at

9:96, p. 619, n. 1).

3. i. e., they know that they are telling a lie.

4. jlpT 'a'adda - he prepared, made ready, got

ready (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of 'adda [ 'add],

to count. See at 48:6, p. 1663, n. 9).

5. tU sd'a = he or it became foul, bad, evil (v. iii.

m. s. past from su'/saw', to be bad. See at 37 : 177,

p. 1457, n. 6).

6. IjJwjI ittakhadhH = they took, took up, took to

themselves, assumed ( v. iii. m. pi. past from

ittakhadha, form VIII of 'akhadha ['akhdh], to

take. See at 42:9, p. 1562, n. 13).

7. OlJ 'aymdn (pi.; s.^ yamin) - right hands,

oaths. See at 35:42, p. 1405, n. 12.

8. i. e., against the wrath and retribution of the

Muslims. ix+ junnah (s.; pi. junan) = shield,

protection, shelter.

9. i. e., prevent others. ljJU» saddH - they turned

away, deterred, dissuaded, repelled, prevented,

barred (v. iii. m. pi. past from sadda [sadd], to

turn away. See at 48:25, p. 1671, n. 8).

10. i. e., from Islam, and from spending and

fighting in the cause of Islam. J~- sabil (pi.

subul/asbilah) ~ way, path, road, means, course.

See at 53:30, p. 1722, n. 9.

11.
L̂ 4- muhin = humiliating, disgraceful,

debasing, ignominious, (active participle from

'ahana, form IV of hdna [hawn], to be of little

importance. See at 58:5, p. 1784, n. 12).

12. <jx tughni = she or it suffices, makes free

from want, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya [ghinan

/ghana ], to be rich. See at 53:26, p. 1721, n. 5).

13. ^-A*w>f 'as-hdb (pi.; sing, sahib) =

inmates, inhabitants, companions, associates,

comrades, followers, owners. See at 57:19, p.

1775, n. 10).

14. OjoJU khalidtin (sing, khalid) - living or

remaining for ever, everlasting, eternal (active

participle from khalada [khulud], to live or

remain forever. See at 43:171, p. 1601, n. 14).
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jS 18. On the Day

tLPSuuf j^&T Allah will raise them up
1

all

and they will swear
2
to Him

^3o^UlJ as they swear to you;

4£^L> and ^ey will think
3

that they are on something.

rrl Vf O yes, they indeed are

the liars.
5

19.There has gained mastery

oiiD(i^£ over them Satan.

^liK So he has made them forget
7

the reminder
8
of Allah.

C0&£&&$ They are the party
9
of Satan.

J^il^J^ofvl O yes, the party of Satan,

0 i&jfr^ they will be the losers.
10

^J&Z$tl 20. Indeed those who oppose
11

Allah and His Messenger,

^ijl they will be

0 oJiVfti among the meanest.
12

^\Cikr~ 2 1 . Allah has decreed:

1. yab'athu = he raises, raises up,

resurrects, revives, sends out (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from ba'tha [ba'th], to send out, to raise. See at

58:6, p. 1785, n. I).

2. i. e., the hypocrites will swear that they were

Muslims. 0>1>^ yahlifilna =. they swear, make an

oath (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from halafa [half/hilf],

to swear. See at 58:14, p. 1790, n. 1).

3. 0^~~ yahsabuna - they think, consider,

deem, suppose (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from hasiba

[hisbdn/ mahsabah/ mahsibah], to consider, to

deem. See at 43:80, p. 1602, n. 10).

4. i. e., they will think that their false swearing

will be of some benefit to them.

5. O^iLT kddhibun (pi.; sing, ^mt kddhib) =

those that lie, liars, untruthful (active participle

from kadhaba [kidhb/ kadhib/ kadhbah/ kidhbah],

to lie. See at 37:152, p. 1453, n. 10).

6. j^cL-l istahwadha - he looked after, lorded

over, gained mastery, overpowered (v. iii. m. s.

past in form X of ffddha [hawdh], to urge on, to

spur on. See nastahwidh at 4: 14 1 , p. 307, n. 8).

7. 'ansa = he made (someone) forget (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of nasiya [ nosy/ nisydn], to

forget. See at 18:63, p. 935, n. 6).

8. i. e., the Qur'an and its teachings. The Qur'an

is repeatedly referred to as dhikr. See for instance

15:6, 15:9, 16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5,

38:49, 38:87, 41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52 and 81:27.

dhikr = citation, recollection, remembrance,

mention, reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an.

See at 53:29, p. 1722, n. 5.

9. ^>y>~ hizb (s.; pi. w.i>»I 'ahzdb) - party,

partisans, group, sect. See at 35:6, p. 1391, n. 7.

10. Ojj-l^- khdsirtin (pi.; s. khdsir) = losers,

those in loss, those doomed to loss (active

participle from khusara [khusr /khasdr /khusdrah

/khusrdn] to lose. See at 29:52, p. 1284, n. 4).

1 1 . OjjUv yuhdddUna = they oppose, counteract,

act contrary to (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hadda,

form III of hadda [hadd], to sharpen, to delimit.

See yuhddid at 9:63, p. 604, n. I ).

12. jjJit 'adhallin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'adhallun; s.

'adhall) - meanest, lowest, most despicable

(elative of dhaltl, act. participle from dhalla

[dhall/dhull/dhillalij, to be low. See dhallalnd at

36:72, p. 1426, n. 6.
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dZiffi "Surely I shall prevail,
1

^ijyO I and My Messengers."

Verily Allah is Ail-Powerful,
2

All-Mighty.
3

2 - *

22. You shall find not

any people who believe

in Allah and the Last Day

making friendship
4
with

those who oppose
5
Allah

and His Messenger,

even if they were

their fathers

or their sons

or their brothers

or their kinsfolk.
6

Such people, He has written

in their hearts
7
faith

and has strengthened
8 them

with a spirit
9
from Him;

and He will admit
10
them in

gardens
11
flowing

12
below

them the rivers;
13

1. la 'aghlibanna = T shall surely prevail,

be victorious, overcome, overpower, subdue,

conquer, vanquish (v. i. s impfct. emphatic from

ghalaba [ghalb/ ghalbah], to conquer, to defeat.

See taghlibuna at 4 1 :26, p. 1549, n. 4).

2. tfy qawly (s.; pi. aqwiyd') = strong, mighty,

powerful, potent, All-Powerful (act. participle

from qawiya [quwa], to be strong, powerful. See

at 42: J 9, p. 1568, n. 5).

3. j>j* 'aziz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 57:1, p. 1767, n. 2.

4. OjjIj; yuwddd&na = they make friendship,

become friends (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from wdddu,

form 111 of- wadda [wadd/ wudd/ widd/ waddd/

mawaddah], to love, to like. See yawaddu at

33:20, p. 1342, n. 9).

5. jU- hddda = he opposed, counteracted, acted

contrary to (v. iii. m. s. past in form 111 of hadda

[hadd], to sharpen, to delimit. See yuhadduna at

58:5, p. 1784, n. 7).

6. \jJ^> 'ashtrah (s.; pi. 'ashd'ir) = closest

relatives, near relations, kinsfolk, clan, tribe. See

at 26:214, p. 1199, n. 2.

7. vjii qulub (sing. <_Jj qalb) = hearts, minds.

See at 48:18, p. J 669, n. 3.

8. Jot 'ayyada = he aided, strengthened, assisted,

helped (v. iii. s. past in form II of 'dda [xf 'ayd],

to be strong. See at 9:40, p. 595, n. 2).

9. i. e., with His help and guidance. £jj ruh (s.;

pi. 'urwdh) = breath of life, soul, spirit, life-giving

spirit, wahy, Jibril. See at 42:51, p. 1580, n. 7.

10. J^-o yudkhilu - he admits, makes enter,

enters, puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'udkhala, form IV of dakhala (dukhul), to enter,

to go in. See at 47: 12, p. 1650, n. 10).

11. i. e., paradise, obr janndt (sing, jannah),

orchards, gardens, paradise. See at 54:54, p. 1740,

n. 1.

12. ij tajri = she runs, goes on, flows,

streams, proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jard

[jury], to flow. See at 57: 1 1, p. 1772, n. 2).

13. jl+if 'anhdr (sing, nahr) - rivers, streams.

See at 29:58, p. 1286, n.3.
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\^iyj^k abiding for ever
1

therein.

Allah is pleased
2
with them

ili- lA3 and they are pleased with Him.

$i^JjJ}}\ They are the party
3
of Allah,

^v^oivt O yes, the party of Allah,

£i they will be

0o£tlLli the ones successful.
4

1. ji-UU khdlidin (pi.; acc./gen. of kMlidun, s.

khdlid) = living for ever, abiding for ever,

everlasting, eternal, immortals (active participle

from khalada [khulud], to live for ever. See at

57:11, p. 1772, n. 3.

2. ^j ratfiya = he was pleased, became happy

(v. iii. m. s. past [from ridanJ ridwdn/ marddh, to

be satisfied]. See at 48: 1 8, p. 1669, n. I).

3. *-?>j>- hizb (s.; pi. ^i^I 'ahz&b) = party,

partisans, group, sect. See at 58:22, p. 1793, n. 3.

4. i. e., in the hereafter. 0^»*U- muflihtin ( sing.

muflih), successful ones, those who attain Allah's

pleasure and reward; act. participle from 'aflaha,

form IV of falaha [falh], to split, cleave. See at

31:5, p. 1312, n.'l).



59. Suratal-Hashr (The Gathering)

Madinan: 24 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. It starts with an emphasis that all that is in the heavens and the earth

declare the sanctity and glory of Allah. Its main theme is the expulsion of the Jewish tribe of Banfl

al -Nadir from Madina in 4 H. because of their treachery, breach of the treaty with them and their

conspiracy with the hypocrites and others for destroying the Muslims. They thought that their strong

fortresses, their military strength and their secret alliance with the hypocrites who promised them help

will protect them. But Allah frustrated all their calculations and machinations. In this connection the role

of the hypocrites is mentioned and rules are laid down for the administration of booty. Reference is then

made to the merits and distinctions of the "Emigarnts" (muhajirun) and the "Helpers" ('ansdr). The surah

then draws attention to the Day of Judgement and it ends by menitoning some of the beautiful Names

and Attibutes of Allah and by once again emphasizing that all that is in the heavens and the earth declare

the sanctity and glory of Allah.

The surah is named al-Hashr (The Gathering) with reference to its second 'ayah which mentions the

coming of the unbelieving Jews of Banu al-Nadir out of their fortresses at the first gathering of them for

their expulsion.

1. There declare the sanctity
1

of Allah

all that is in the heavens

and all that is in the earth;

>>iljij and He is the All-Mighty,
2

0i£Ll the All-Wise.
3

4J4

S S » J

2. He it is Who brought out
4

those who disbelieve of the

People of the Book

from their homes5

at the first of the rallying.
6

You thought
7
not

1794~

1. sabbih = he proclaimed the sanctity,

glorified, declared immunity from blemish (v. iii.

m. s. past from sabh/ sibdhah, to swim, to float.

See at 57:1, p. 1767, n. 1).

2. jtj* 'aztz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 58:21, p. 1792, n. 3.

3. i. e., in His deeds, commandments and

dispensation.

4. The reference is to the Jewish tribe of Banu

al-Nadir. ^^ 'akhrafa - he ousted, drove out,

expelled, dislodged, brought out, produced (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of kharaja [khuruj], to go

out, to leave. See at 48:29, p. 1675, n.4).

5. diy&r (sing, ddr) = houses, homes,

habitations, lands, regions, countries. See at

33:27, p. 1345, n. 9).

6. i. e., the rallying of them for expulsion, j-io-

kashr = to gather, assemble, rally (verbal noun of

hashara. See at 50:44, p. 1695, n. 6.

7. jijud* zanantum = you thought, assumed,

conjectured, supposed, firmly believed (v. ii. m.

pi. past from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See at 48:12, p. 1666, n. 3).
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Jar

that they would come out;
1

and they thought that

there would protect
2
them

their fortresses
3

wot against Allah!

But Allah came upon them

-5 - r
in such a way

they had not anticipated;
4

and He cast
5
in their hearts

panic,
6
so they destroyed

7

their houses
8
with their hands

and the hands of the believers.

1/ -IP ^o learn a lesson,

0
0 you who have sights.

3. And had it not been that

Allah had decreed
10
on them

exile
11 He would

surely have punished
12 them

in this world;

and they shall have

in the hereafter

the punishment of the fire.

1. The Muslims did not think that the Jews of

Banu al-Naalr would come out of their fortresses

and surrender. \yrj^ yakhrujUina) - they

go/come out, leave, depart (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

The terminal nun is dropped because of the

particle 'an coming before the verb. See at 32:20,

p. 1330, n. 3).

2. **A* mdni'ah (f.; m. mani') = she/or it that

prevents, protects, forbids, bars, holds back ( act.

participle from mana'a [ man'], to prevent. See

mana'a at 38:75 f p. 1477, n. 1).

3. Oj^w- hus&n (pi.; s. hisri) = fortresses, castles,

citadels, strongholds.

4. 1^— yahiasibu (na) = they anticipate, take

into account, take into consideration (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from ihtasaba, form VIII of hasiba

[hisban/ mahsabah/ mafysibah], to consider, to

deem. The terminal nun is dropped because of

the particle lam coming before the verb. See

yahtasibuna at 39:47, p. 1498, n. 5).

5. qadhafa - he launched, threw, flung,

cast, hurled ( v. iii. m. s. past from qadhf, to

throw, to cast. See at 33:26, p. 1345, n. 4).

6. jru'b = terror, panic, fright, alarm. See at

33:26, p. 1345, n. 5.

7. They themselves destroyed their houses before

surrendering. b#>*j yukhribAna = they destroy,

devastate, demolish, ruin, shatter (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'akhraba, form IV of kahraba

[kahrb], to destroy, to demolish).

8. buytit (pi.; s. bayt) = houses, homes. See

at 43:33, p. 1591, n. 2.

9. Ij^i i'tabirti = you (all) consider, take into

account, learn a lesson (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from i'tabara
y
form VII of 'abara ['abr/'ubur],

to cross, to transverse. See ta'buruna at 12:43. p.

738, n. 13).

10. hataba = he wrote, decreed, ordained,

made obligatory, imposed (v. iii. m. s. past from

katb /kitabah, to write. See at 6:12, p. 395, n. 9).

11. jaW - exile, evacuation, emigration,

departure, clarification.

12. 'adhdhaba = he punished, chastised,

tormented (v. iii. m. s. past in form II [ta'dhib] of

adhaba ['adhb] y to impede, to obstruct. See

yu'adhdhibu at 9:26, p. 587, n. 8).
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^1Jus 4. That is so because they

^l|ytS opposed
1

Allah

f&jj and His Messenger;

&\ Jti^j and whoever opposes Allah,

iSfjU then verily Allah is

0 vLi*H ioi severe in retribution.
2

>iiLa£ 5. What you cut down 3

£*-Jo* of date palms
4

&J^=^J}\ or left
5 them

liiAl^c IlJS standing on their roots,
6

AiluiL* that was by Allah's leave

(Vpij and that He might debase
7

the defiantly sinful.
8

£J 6. And all that

iST;lil Allah bestowed as booty
9

^AAtj^ on His Messenger from them,

jd^^^A^jtluj that you had not swept 10
on

S^Crt with cavalry
11

^-y&S^j nor with camelry;
12

MPl^c&j but Allah gives mastery
13

to His Messengers

1. ijSLi sh&qqu = the turned against, turned

hostile, opposed, broke away (v. iii. m. pi. past

from shaqqa, form III of shaqqa [shaqq/

mashaqqah], to be hard, also to split. See at

47:32, p. 1658, n. 8).

2. sA«* tiq6b = infliction of punishment, penalty,

retribution. See at 4 1:43, p. 1555, n. 1.

3. qata'tum - you cut, cut down, cut off,

severed, broke off (v. ii. m. pi. past from qata'a

[qat'], to cut off. See taqta'una at 29:29, p.

1275, n. 3).

4. i.e. of the besieged Jews of Banu al-Nadir.

finah (s.; pi. liyan) = all sorts of date palm.

5. f£y taraktum = you (all) left, relinquished,

abandoned (v. ii. m. pi. past from taraka [tark],

to leave. See at 6:94, p. 430, n. 5).

6. Jj-*f 'usUl (pi.; s. 'asl) - roots, origins,

sources. See 'asl at 37:65, p. 1440, n. 12).

7. (Sy^yukhziya (zi) = he disgraces, humiliates,

debases (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'akhza, form JV

of khaziya [khizy/ khazan], to be base, ashamed.

The final letter takes fat-hah because of a hidden

'an in // of motivation coming before the verb.

See yukhzi at 39:40, p. 1495, n. 6).

8. fdsiqtn (pi., acc/gen. of fdsiqun; sing.

fasiq) = those that disobey, disobedient, defiant,

defiantly sinful, (active participle from fasaqa

\fisq] y to stray from the right course, to renounce

obedience. See at 57:16 p. 1774, n. 8).

9. tUl 'af&'a = he gave as booty, afforded,

granted, bestowed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

fa a \j'ay'\, to return, to shift from west to east).

See at 33:50, p. 1355, n. 10).

10. *awjaftum = you drove hastily, swept,

moved hurriedly, made an expedition, agitated (v.

11. m. pi. past from 'awjafa, form IV of wajafa

[wajf/wujuflwajif], to be agitated).

11. Jc* khayl (s.; pi. khuyUl) = horses,

horsepower, cavalry. See at 17:64, p. 894, n. 2.

12. •^Sj rik&b (s.; pi. rukub) = riding camel,

camelry, mount.

13. JaJ—; yusallUu = he gives mastery/power,

establishes as ruler, imposes (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from sallata, form 11 if salita [salatah], to be

strong).
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over whomsoever He will;

and Allah is over everything

Omnipotent.
1

7. All that Allah bestowed as

booty
2
on His Messenger from

the people of the townships
3

that is for Allah

and the Messenger,

and for the near relations
4

and the orphans
5

and the poor
6

and the stranded traveller;
7

so that it might not be

a rotation
8 among

the rich of you.

And whatever there gives
9
you

the Messenger, take
10

it;

and whatever he prohibits
11

you from, give up;
12

and beware 13
of Allah.

Verily Allah is

severe
14

in retribution.
15

1 . jj-Xi qadir - Omnipotent, All-Powerful. See at

42:50, p. 1579, n. 10.

2. 'afa'a = he gave as booty, afforded,

granted, bestowed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

fd'a \fay'], to return, to shift from west to east).

See at 59:6, p. 1796, n. 9).

3. <jj quran (pi.; s. qaryah) = villages, towns,

townships, habitations. See at 46:27, p. 1642,

n.7.

4- ,j(y^' <J* dhi al-qurba = near relations, those

close by. See at 16:90, p. 857, n. 1 1.

5. (j*^ yatdmd (sing, yatitri) - orphans. See at

2:220, p. 107, n. 12.

6. —• masdkin (sing, miskin) - poor, humble,

miserable. See at 18:79, p. 939, n. 1.

7. Jir-Ji ibn al-sabil = wayfarer, traveller,

stranded traveller. See at 30:38, p. 1302, n. 7.

8. iJjJ dulah = rotation, in circulation, circuit,

currency. See nuddwilu at 3:140, p. 209, n. 16.

9. i. e., of properties or directives. ^"U 'dtd = he

gave, bestowed, granted (v. iii. m. s. past from

'did, form IV of 'atd [itydn/aty/ma 'tah]
7 to come.

See at 2:251, p. 128, n. 3).

10. i. e., accept and abide by. Ij-U khudhu = you

(all) take, receive, accept, get, seize (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See

at 4:79, p. 281, n. 2).

11. ^ nahd = he forbade, prohibited,

proscribed, prevented (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

nahd, [nahw/nahy], to forbid. See at 7:20, p. 47 1,

n. I).

12. inlah& = you (all) refrain, desist,

terminate, finish, give up, renounce (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from inland, form Vlll of nahd

[nahy/nahw], to forbid, prohibit. See at 4:171, p,

321, n. 6).

13. \yS\ UtaqU - you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form Vlll of waqd ( waqyAviqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 58:9, p. 1787, n. 1 3).

14. JbJLi shadid (pi. *ua! 'ashidda'h^ shiddd)

= severe, most severe, stern, rigorous, hard, harsh,

strong. See at 50:26, p. 1691, n. 1).

15. *iqdb = infliction of punishment,

penalty, retribution. See at 59:4, p. 1796, n. 3.
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8. For the poor
1

emigrants

who were driven out
2

from their homes3

and properties,

they seeking
4

the bounty
5
of Allah

and Pleasure;
6

and they help
7
Allah

and His Messenger.

These people,

they are the truthful.
8

9. And those who had settled
9

with the home and the faith

before them,

loving
10
those who

migrated
11
to them,

and they find not

in their hearts

any concern
12
for

what they
13

are given,

and give precedence
14

over themselves,

1. i. e., the booty is also for the poor of the

emigrants. fuqard' (pi.; s. faqir) = the

poor, indigent. See at 47:38, p. 1660, n. 8.

2. Ij»jt\ 'ukhrijti, ~ they were ousted, driven

out, expelled, dislodged (v. iii. m. pi. past passive

from 'akhraja, form IV of kharaja [khuruj], to go

out. See at 22:40, p. 1060, n. 1).

3. j^j diy&r (sing, ddr) = houses, homes,

habitations, lands, regions, countries. See at 59:2,

p. 1794, n. 5).

4. Oj*^ yabtaghuna - they seek, desire, aim at,

aspire after, strive for (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

ibtaghd, form VIII of bagha [bugha'Y to seek,

desire. See at 4:139, p. 306, n. 5.

5. J*ij fadl (p\.fudul) = grace, favour, kindness,

bounty; also surplus, excess, superiority, merit,

excel lence. See at 57 :29, p. 1 78
1 , n. 1

.

6. 01>J»j ridw&n = pleasure, good will, favour,

approval. See at 57:27, p. 1750, n. 1.

7. i.e. W'\s din. Ojj^i yunsurtina = they help,

assist (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from nasara [nasr

Musur], to help. See at 42:46, p. 1577, n. 12).

8. i. e., in their words and deeds. Ci s&diqtin

= truthful, those who speak the truth (act.

participle from sadaqa [sadq/ sjdq], to speak the

truth. See at 49:15, p. 1683, n. 7).

9. ijt^J tabawwa'fi = they provided, put up,

settled (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from tabawwa'a,

form V of ba'a [baw'], to return, to be back. See

natabawwa'u at 39:74, p. 1507, n. 12).

10. yufyibbtina = they love, adore, like (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from habba [hubb], to love, to

like. See at 24: 19, p. 1111, n. 6).'

1 1. lj>»rU hdjarfi = they migrated, emigrated (v.

iii. m. pi. past from hdjara, form III of hajara

[hijr/hijrdn], to emigrate. See at 22:58, p. 1066, n.

4).

12. hdjah (s.; pi. hdjdt/hawd ij) = need,

object, desire, concern. See at 40:40, p. 1537, n.

10.

13. i. e., the emigrants.

14. i. e., give them precedence. Ojy)t yu'thirtina

= they give precedence, prefer, choose, like (v. iii.

pi. impfct. from 'dthara, form IV of 'athara

['athr/'athdrah], to transmit, report, relate. See

nu'thira at 20:72, p. 992, n. 6.
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^vjj^j even if there is with them

I^L^i. indigence.
1

<Xt>J*j And whoever is saved
2

^J^^m of the greed
3
of his self,

P*JXt$ such people, they will be

§ <^J*\j£\ the ones successful.
4

iu. Ana tnose wno come

after them,

saying, uur JLora,

forgive
6
us

and our brethren
7 who

preceded
8
us in the faith,

and set not
9

in our hearts any malice
50

towards those who believe.

Our Lord, verily Your are

Most Affectionate,
11

Most Merciful."

Section (Ruku')2

jSuSi jOfify 11 . Do you not see those who

turn hypocrites
12

1. t^uf- khasasah = poverty, indigence,

destitution, privation, want.

2. dji ytiqa (qd) - he is saved, protected,

preserved (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to preserve. The final

yd' is vowel less and so dropped because the verb

is in a conditional clause preceded by man. See

waqa at 44: 56, p. 1 6 1 6, n. 9).

3. £-i shuhh - greed, avarice, stinginess,

covetousness. See at 4: 1 28, p. 301 , n. 5.

4. i. e.
t
in the hereafter. 0>kU* muflihUn ( sing.

mujlih), successful ones, those who attain Allah's

pleasure and reward ( act. participle from 'ajlaha,

form IV of falaha \falh], to split, cleave. See at

58:22, p. 1793, n. 4).

5. i. e., join the fold of Islam.

6. ighfir = you forgive, pardon (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from ghafara [ghafr /ghufrdn /

maghfirah], to forgive. See at 23:109, p. 1 101, n.

10).

7. ol^-l 'ifchwdn (pi.; sing. ^ 'akh ) = brothers,

brethren. See at 50:13, p. 1689, n. 1.

8. Iji-* sabaqU = they got ahead, outstripped,

forestalled, preceded (v. iii. m. pi. past from

sabaqa [sabq], to go or act before. See at 46: 1 1

,

p. 1635, n. 1).

9. J**J ^ Id taj'al = do not put/ set/ make (v. ii.

m. s. imperative {prohibition} from ja'ala [ja'l],

to make, to set. See at 23:94, p. 1098, n. 3).

10. Ji-ghill = malice, rancour, spite, hatred. See

at 15:47, p. 817, n. 3.

1 1. j ra'tif= most kind, most compassionate,

most affectionate (active participle in the scale of

fa'HI from ra'afa /ra'ufa [ra'fah/ ra'dfah], to

show mercy. See at 24:20, p. 1 1 12, n. 2).

12. l^iiU ndfaqti - they turned hypocrites,

dissembled, dissimulated (v. iii. m. pi. past from

ndfaqa, form III of nafaqa [nafaq/ nufHq], to be

used up, to perish. See mundfiqdtsx 33:73, p.

1366, n. 3).
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1
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saying to their brethren

who disbelieve
1

of the People of the Book:

"If you are ousted
2 we will

indeed come out with you

and will not obey
3
about you

anyone ever;

and if you are fought with,
4

we will certainly help
5
you."

And Allah testifies
6

that they are indeed liars.
7

12. If those are ousted, they

will not come out with them,

and if those are fought with,

they will not help them;

and even if they help those,

they shall turn
8
the backs,

9

then those will not be helped.

13. You surely are

severer
10

as a terror"

in their hearts

1 . The 'dyafi mentions how the hypocrites made

insincere promises to their allies, the Jews, ijytf"

kafarfi = they disbelieved, became ungrateful,

covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara [kufr], to

cover. See at 48:25, p. 1661, n. 7).

2. 'uhrijtum = you were ousted, driven

out, dislodged, expletted (v. ii. m. pi. past

passive from 'akhraja, form IV of kahraja

[khuruj], to go out. See 'ukhrijd at 27:56, p.

1219, n. 1.

3. nutt'u = we obey, comply with (v. i. pi.

impfct. from 'atd'a, form IV of \d'a [taw'], to

obey. See at 47:26, p. 1656, n. 12).

4. (3*jS qtitiltum - you were faught with, battled

against (v. ii. m. pi. past passive from qdtala,

form III of qatala [qatl], to kill. See yuqdtaluna

at 22:39, p. 1059, n. 12).

5. 0y*oiJ la nansuranna = we shall certainly help,

assist (v. i. pi. impfct. emphatic from nasara

nasara [nasr /nusur], to help. See yansuruna at

59:8, p. 1798, n. 7).

6. yash-hadu ~ he bears witness,

witnesses, attests, testifies (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from shahida, [shuhud], to witness. See at 9: 107,

p. 624, n. 5).

7. i. e., in their promises to their allies. Oyitf

kadhibdn (pi.; sing. var kadhib) = those that lie,

liars, untruthful (active participle from kadhaba

[kidhb/ kadhib/ kadhbah/ kidhbah], to lie. See at

58:18, p. 1591, n. 5).

8. la yuwallunna - they will certainly turn,

they shall turn, turn away (v. iii. m. pi. impfct,

passive from walla, form 11 of waliya, to lie

next. See yuwalluna at 54:45, p. 1738, n. 7).

9. i. e., they will retreat leaving their allies in the

lurch. 'adbdr (pi.; sing, dubr/ dubur) =

backs, rear parts, rear, in the wake. See at 50:40,

p. 1694, n. 8.

10. -Lit ashadd = more/most intense, stronger/

strongest, severer /severest, fiercer/ fiercest,

sterner/sternest, tougher/ toughest, (elative of

shadid). See at 43:8, p. 1583, n. 9.

1 1 . i. e„ you are more terrifying to the hypocrites.

rahbah = terror, panic, fright, alarm, awe.

See rahb at 28:32, p. 1243, n. 10.
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>4i

than Allah is.
1

That is so because they are

a people that understand
2
not.

14. They will not fight
3
you

in a body except being in

habitations
4
fortified

5

or from behind walls.
6

Their animosity
7 among

themselves is intense.

You consider
8
them united

but their hearts are divided.
9

That is so because they are

a people

that realize
10

not.

^fj3uT 15. Like the instance of

JL«Xio^ those who were before them

ti) shortly.
11

They tasted
12
the evil

<Kj consequences
13
of their deed.

And they shall have a

t>\% punishment most agonizing.
14

''US

1 . i. e., they are more afraid of you than they are

of Allah.

2. O^JuLii yafqahUna = they understand,

comprehend (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from faqiha

\fiqh], to understand. See at 48:15, p. 1667, n. 9.

3. i. e., the Jews of BanO al-Nadir will not fight.

O^lAii yuq&tiluna = they fight, wage war, battle

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from qdtala, form 111 of

qatala [qatl], to kill. See at 9:1 1, p. 626, n. 1).

4. <sJ q ran (pi.; s. qaryah) = villages, towns,

townships, habitations. See at 59:7, p. 1797, n.3.

5. i^&~> muhassanah (f. s.) = fortified,

entrenched, made inaccessible (passive participle

from hassana, form II of ha$una [tyas.anah], to

be inaccessible, fortified. See fiusQn at 59:2, p.

1725, n. 3).

6. jJbr judur (pi.; s. jidar) - walls, ramparts.

7. ba's = might, strength, courage,

intrepidity, prowess, fighting, enmity, animosity,

punishment ( also, as verbal noun of ba'sa, hurt,

harm, violence). See at 57:25, p. 1778, n. 10.

8. V"**1 tahsabu = you think, suppose,

consider (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from hasiba [hisban/

mahsabah/ mahsibah], to consider, to deem. See

at 25:44, p. 1 15*1, n. 7).

9. shatta (pi.; s. shath) = diverse, different,

manifold, various, in variety, divided. See at

20:54, p. 987, n. 5.

10. O^Luy ya'qiltina = they realize, understand,

comprehend, exercise reason (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'aqala ['aql]
y to understand, to have

intelligence. See at 49:4, p. 1677, n. 13).

1 1. i. e., the Jews of Banfl QaynuqS'. ^-t^qarib

= near, proximate, not far away, close by, shortly,

Ever Near. See at 48:27, p. 1674, n. 3.

12. ijili dhdqti = they tasted (v. iii. m. pi. past

from dh&qa [dhawq/ dhawaq/ madhaq], to taste.

See at 6:148, p. 455, n. 8).

13. JIjj wabM = evil consequence, unhealthiness,

evil. See at 5:96, p. 377, n. 8.

14. pJT 'alim = most painful, very agonizing,

anguishing, excruciating (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa'il from 'alima ['aldm], to

be in pain, to feel pain). See at 58:4, p. 1784, n.

6).
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16. Like the instance of Satan

when he says to man:

"Disbelieve".
1

Then when he disbelieves

he says: "I am exempt2

from you; I fear^Allah.

Lord of all beings."
4

17. So the end
5
of the two6

"111 .1 A A 1 '111
will be that they will be

in the fire,

E

abiding for ever
7
therein.

And that is the requital
8

of the wrong-doers.
9

Section (Ruku 0 3

18. O you who believe,

beware
10
of Allah,

I 1

1

and let every person await

what he has advanced 12

for tomorrow.

Ami <>4-)<j
A nn r^f^\i/Qf"/» f\T A lion*/\I1U UCWdIC Ul /\llall,

Verily Allah is All-Aware

of what you do.

1. yiS"i ukfur - you disbelieve, be ungrateful,

cover (v. ii. m. s. imperative from kafara[kufr),

to disbelieve, to cover. See kafaru at 59:11, p,

1800, n. 1).

2. *iSjt bari' (s.; pi. abriyd'/ bum'/ bird') =

innocent, guiltless, free, exempt, absolved. See at

26:216, p. 1199, n. 8.

3. uiul 'alchdfu = 1 fear, am afraid, dread,

apprehend (v. i. s. impfct. from khdfa [khawf], to

fear. See at 46:21, p. 1640, n. 2).

4. 'dlamin (acc./gen. of o^Ju 'dlamun;

sing. (Ju 'dlam, i.e., any being or object that

points to its Creator; sing, 'dlam) = all beings,

creatures. See at 45:36, p. 1630, n. 1).

5. iJU 'aqibah (s.; pi. ^y- 'awdqib) = end,

ultimate outcome, upshot, consequence, effect,

result. See at 47:10, p. 1650, n. 6.

6. i. e., Satan and his follower.

7. j*JdU kh&lidin (pi.; acc./gen. of khdlidun, s.

khdlid) = living for ever, abiding for ever,

everlasting, eternal, immortals (active participle

from khalada [khul&d], to live for ever. See at

58:22, p. 1792, n. 1.

8. jazd' = retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 56:24, p.

1756, n. 10).

9. zdlimtn (acc./gen. of zdlimun, sing.

zalim) = transgressors, wrong-doers, unjust

persons, polytheists ( active participle from

zalama [zulm], to transgress, do wrong. See at

46:10, p.1634, n. 12).

10. iji'l UtaqU = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 59:7, p. 1 797, n. 1 3).

1 1 . jkJ li tanzur = let her wait, wait and see,

await, see, look, look expectantly (v. iii. f. s.

imperative from nazara [nazr/manzar], to see,

view, look at. See yanzuruna at 5 1 :44, p. 1 703, n.

10).

12. c^oi qaddamat = she sent ahead,

forwarded, advanced (v. iii. f. s. past from

qaddama, form II of qadama / qadima [ qadm

/qudum /qidman /maqdam] to precede, to arrive.

See at 42:48, p. 1579, n. 1).
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19. And be not like those

who forgot
1

Allah

so He made them forget
2

j^liil themselves.
3

pi They are the ones

defiantly sinful.
4

20. There equalize
5
not

j&\4j£\ the inmates
6
of the fire and

Jj£H the inmates of the garden.

The inmates of the garden

$oj^ljJf^i are the ones successful.
7

21. Had We sent down8
this

Qur'an on a mountain
9

you would have surely seen it

stooping in humility,
10

cleft asunder
1

1

out of the dread
12
of Allah.

And these instances

We strike for men.

Maybe that they reflect.
13

0

1 . nasu = they forgot, became oblivious (v.

iii. m. pi. past from nasiya [nasy/nisydn], to

forget. See at 58:6, p. 1785, n. 1).

2. 'ansd = he made (someone) forget (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of nasiya [ nosy/ nisyan],

to forget. See at 58:19, p. 1791, n. 7).

3. i. e., to neglect doing that which would

benefit them in this worldly life and in the

hereafter.

4. dyt^M f&siqun (pi.; sing, fasiq) = disobedient,

defiant, defiantly sinful, (active participle from

fasaqa [fisq], to stray from the right course, to

renounce obedience. See at 57:27, p. 1780, n. 5).

5. (jy^-i yastawt = he becomes equal, equalizes,

becomes even, straight, regular, upright (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from istawd, form VIII of sawiya

[siwan], to be equal. See at 13:16, p. 770, n. 13).

6. 'as-hdb (pi.; sing. ^-u> sahib) -

inmates, inhabitants, companions, associates,

comrades, followers, owners. See at 58:17, p.

1790, n. 13).

7. O^jJU fd'izun (pi.; s.faiz) = the successful

ones, the victorious, the winners (active participle

from faza \fawz], to be successful. See at 24:52,

p. 1128,n. 2).

8. Ujjf 'anzalnd = we sent down (v. i. pi. past

from 'anzala, form IV of nazala [nuz&l], to come
down. See at 58:5, p. 1784, n. 9).

9. J-* jabal (s.; pi. jibdt) = mountain, mountain

range. See jibdl at 56:5, p. 1754, n. 2.

10. £tU khdshi' (s.; pi. khdshi'Qn ) = the

submissive one, humble, stooping in humility

(active participle from khasha'a [khushu'], to be

submissive. See khdshi'un at 23:2, p. 1075, n. 3).

1 1. £JUaj> mutasaddi* - that which gets split, is

broken into pieces, gets cleft, cracked, torn

asunder (act. participle from tasadda 'a, form V
of sada' [sad'], to split, cleave. See

yussadda'una at 56: 19, p. 1756, n. I).

12. a-i* khashyah = fear, dread. See at 23:57, p.

1089, n. 9.

13. Ojj^ yalafakkaruna = they reflect,

meditate, ponder, muse, speculate (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from tafakkara, form V of fakara [fakr],

to reflect. See at 45:13, p.l621.n. 11).
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ks&V2$$> 22. He is Allah Who,

j»Vl*JJ> there is no deity except He;

the All-Knowing of

the unseen and the seen;
1

u^Jfji He is the All-Compassionate,

(^l-i-^l the Most Merciful.

23. He is Allah Who;

there is no deity except He,

the King, the All- Holy,
2

the All-Perfect,
3

the Giver of Security,
4

the All-Supervising,
5

the All-Mighty,
6

the All-Compeller,
7

the All-Sublime.
8

Sacrosnact
9
is Allah

from what they associate.
10

0
l3^J Vilify* 24. He is Allah the Creator,

the Originator,
11

the

Giver of shape and form.
12

His are the Names

I. olfi shahddah - testimony, evidence,

witness, visible, that which is open to the senses/

is seen. See at 43:19, p. 1587, n. I.

2 ?»^ = tne All-Holy, Most Holy.

3. sal&m - peace, security, soundness,

perfection, perfect. al-Saldm - the All-Perfect.

4. j*y mu'min = believer, one who makes

safe, gives security (act participle from 'amana

[Tmdn], from IV of amina ['amn/'amdn], to be

safe. See nu 'mina at34::3l,p. 1379, n. 2).

5. muhaymin - one who supervises,

superintendent, controller, guardian (act.

participle from haymana, to guard, to supervise).

6. jij* 'aziz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless;

mighty, overwhelming; also respected,

distinguished, dear, beloved, strong, mighty,

difficult, hard. See at 59:1, p. 1794, n. 2.

7. jL* jabbdr (s.; pi. jabb&run/ jabdbir/

jabdbirah) - of overwhelming power, tyrant,

oppressor, compeller, the All-Compeller (act.

participle in the scale of fa "al from jabara

[jabr/jubQr], to set, to restore, to force. See at

50:45, p. 1695, n. 9).

mutakabbir (s.; pi. mutakabbirun) =

proud, haughty, arrogant, one who becomes

great/sublime, the All-Sublime (act. participle

from takabbara, from V of kaburaJ kabara

[kubr/ kibar/ kabdrah/kabrj, to become great, to

be older. See at 39:72, p. 1507, n. 3).

9. Subhdn means Free from and High

above all kinds imperfection and blemish. It is

generally rendered as "Glory be to Him"; but

"Sacrosanct " conveys the meaning better. See at

28:68, p. 1256, n. 5.

10. O^j^i yushrikfina= they set partners,

associate, give share to (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

'ashraka, form IV of sharika [ shirk/ sharikah],

to share. See at 52:43, p. 1715, n. 1).

II. hSj^ bari' = originator, creator (act.

participle from bara'a [bar'], to create. See

nabra'a at 57:22, p. 1777, n. 7).

12. jy** musawwir = one who gives shape and

form, shaper, formulator, maker (act. participle

from sawwara, form II from the root surah,

shape. See sawwara at 40:64, p. 1 532, n. 3).
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Most Beautiful.
1

Li"
- There declare His sanctity

2

all that is in the heavens

anri thf* pflrtfv&11U lilt' tclllllj

and He is the All-Mighty,

the All-Wise.
3

1. husnd (f.; m. 'ahsan) the best, most

beautiful. See at 53:31, p. 1723, n. 4.

2. ^r-j yusabbihu = he proclaims the sanctity,

glorifies, praises (v. iii. m. s. impfct from

sabbaha, form II of sabaha [sabh/sibAhah], to

swim. In its form II the verb means to praise, to

sing the glory, to proclaim the sanctity. See at

24:41, p. 1123, n. 8).

3. i. e., in His deeds, commandments and

dispensation. ^S*- hakim (s.; pi. hukama') =

All-Wise, judicious, full of wisdom (active

participle in the scale of fa'il from hukama

[hukm], to pass judgement. See at 57:1, p. 1768,

n. 3).



60. SORATAL-MUMTAHANAH (THE WOMAN TO BE EXAMINED)

Madinan: 13 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah which, like the other Madinan surahs, lays down important rules of

shari'ah. Its main theme is that love, friendship or hatred should be only for the sake of Allah and His

din and that no friendship and alliance should be made with the enemies of Allah and His din. In this

connection it is reminded that on the Day of Judgement neither worldly friendship nor blood

relationships will be of any avail to man. It is also pointed out that the best model is Prophet Ibrahim,

peace be on him, and his believing followers who completely severed their connection with their

polytheist kinsmen and relatives for the sake of the din. The surah is named aUMumtahanah (The

woman to be examined) with reference to its 'ayahs 10-12 wherein it is asked to test the faith of the

women who migrated from Makka to Madina shortly before its conquest, to take their oaths of allegiace

and not to force them to return to their unbelieving husbands at Makka. The problems arising out of the

new situation are dealt with and rules are laid down to deal with them.

jgg$0$* ^
1 . O you who believe,

do not take
1 My enemy2

and your enemy as friends
3

flinging
4
towards them love

5

while they have disbelieved
6

in what has come to you

of the truth,

1 ><,
\i< > 'S

driving out
7
the Messenger

and yourselves,

because you believe in Allah

your Lord,

if you have come out

to fight in My way

and to seek
8 My Pleasure.

1. tjJb^j ^ Id UUtakhidM = you (all) do not

take/ adopt (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

[prohibition] from iiiakhadha, form VIII of

'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See at 16:94, p.

859, n. 7).

2. i. .e, enemy of Allah's din and guidance.

^ 'adtiw (s.; pi. 'a'dd') = foe, enemy,

adversary. See at 43:67, p. 1600, n. 2.

3. *U>t 'awliyd' (pi.; sing. walty) =

friends, allies, patrons, legal guardians,

protectors. See at 46:32, p. 1644, n. 6.

4. O^iL" tulqtina = you throw, fling, offer, cast

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'alqd, form IV of

laqiya [liqd' /luqydn Auqy /luqyah Auqan], to

meet. See 'alqayna at 50:7, p. 1686, n. 7).

5. mawaddah ~ love, affection,

friendship. See at 42:23, p. 1570, n. 5.

6. kafarH = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kafara [kufr], to cover. See at 59: 11, p. 1800,

n. 1).

7. The allusion is to the Makkan unbelievers.

oyj*h yukhrijtina - they drive out, dislodge,

expel, produce (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

'akhraja, form IV of kharaja [khuruj], to go

out. See 'ukhrijtum at 59:1 1, p. 1 800, n. 2.

8. *U^i ibtighd' - to seek, desire, for the

purpose of (verbal noun in form VI II of bagha

[bughd'], to desire. See at 57:27, p. 1779, n.

8).

1806
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'"ft '\\' * *

You confide
1

to them love

though I am Best Aware

of what you conceal
2

and what you disclose.
3

And whoever does that of you

nas inueeu gone astray

from the right way.

2. If they get hold
5
of you

they will be your enemies
6

and will stretch
7
to you

their hands and tongues

with the evil;

ana tney wisn

if you would disbelieve.

3. There shall profit
9 you not

your blood relations
10

nor your children

on the Day of Resurrection.

He will separate
11

between you.

And Allah is of what you do

$5-5 All-Seeing.

1. jj^r-J iusirrUna = you conceal, secrete, hide,

confide (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'asarra, form

IV of sarra [surur/tasirrah/masarrah], to

gladden, to delight. See at 16:18, p. 832, n. 10.

2. f^-f 'akhfaytum = you concealed, secreted,

hid (v. ii. m. pi. past from 'akhfd, form IV of

khafiya [khafdV khifah/khufyah], to be hidden.

See tukhfQna at 27:25, p. 1210, n. 3).

3. pdj-t 'a'lantum = you made known, declared,

disclosed (v. ii. m. pi. past from 'a'lana, form IV

of 'alana/'aluna ['alaniyyah], to be known,

evident. See yu'lindna at 36:76, p. 1427, n. 9).

4. JJ» dalla - he got lost, lost way, went astray,

strayed from (v. iii. m. s. past from daldl/q'aldlah,

to loose one's way. See at 53:30, p. 1722, n. 8).

5. i. e., if they gain the upper hand over you.

yathqafti (na) = they get, get hold of, find, meet

with (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from thaqifa [thaqf\,

to meet, be skilful). The terminal nQn is dropped

for the verb is in a conditional clause preceded by

'in. See thuqifu at 33:61, p. 1362, n. 10).

6. frl-^T 'a'dd' (pi.; s. yj* 'aduw) = enemies, foes,

adversaries. See at 46:6, p. 1632, n. 13.

7. Ijia—rf yab$ut£(na) - they stretch, spread,

spread out , expand, extend (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from basata [bast], to spread. The terminal nun is

dropped because the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause. See at 5:1 1, p. 333, n. 7).

8. IjJj waddti = they wished, desired, loved, liked

(v. iii. m. pi. past from wadda [wadd /wudd

Avidd], to love, like. See at 4:89, p. 280, n. 10).

9. £b yanfa'a («)= he (or it) benefits, is of use,

avails (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nafa'a [nnf], to

be of use. The final letter takes fat-hah because of

the particle lan coming before the verb. See at

43:39, p. 1592, n. 12).

10. (Ujl 'arh&m (pi.; sing, rahim/rihm) =

wombs, uterus, kinship, blood relationships,

kinsfolk. See at 13:8, p. 767, n. 3.

1 1 . J~*Ai yafsiht - he separates, disconnects,

disjoins, detaches, divides, segregates, isolates,

parts, sets apart, decide (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

fa^ala [/ixy/], to separate, to divide. See fasl at

42:21, p. 1569,n. 2).
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inuecu uicic is> iui yuu

an ideal^ most excellent

' C'\

111 lUIdlllUl

anu mose wiin nim

u;hpn thf^v cfiiH f r» thf^ir nprtnlf**wiicii nicy daiu iu iiicii pcupic.

"We are exemnt2 from vnu

\^\* '
(J ., m) \ 1 a « £11111 11U1I1 Wlldl VUU WUlolllU

Vw^ciHpc AllahUvdlU^o /^.llclll.

wc icnuuiicc yuu

and there ha<; eome nr>^CLl 1 v_l LI 1 v^l lido Wlllt/ UU

f*^™rj U-Ju Uviwccil ua aim yuu

enmitv6 and aversion
7

^ kT for ever
8
until

you believe in Allah Alone";

except the saying of Ibrahim

to his father,
9

"I shall surely ask forgiveness
10

for you, and I have no power
11

fY~\r \/r\n Qcrciinct Allcih1U1 yuu dgdlUM /Ail all

. over anything"—
"/^ni" T s\*-s\ rvn 'V^/'Mi lira raK;^kjut L(Oro, on i ou we reiy

and to You

we turn in repentance
13

and to You is the destination.
14

1. i^-f 'uswah = model, ideal, pattern, example.

See at 33:21, p. 1343, n. 1.

2. t.\j> burd' (pi.; s. bari') - exempt, free,

innocent. See bari' at 43:26, p. 1589, n. 1.

3. i. e„ of all that you worship of gods and

goddesses besides Allah. OjJLju ta'budfina = you

(all) worship, serve (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

'abada ['ibddah /'uMdah /'ub&diyah], to

worship. See at 43:26, p. 1589, n. 2).

4. Lijig kafarnd = we disbelieved, denied,

became ungrateful, covered, renounced ( v. i. pi.

past from kafara [kufr], to cover. See at 40:31, p.

1439, n. 4).

5. badd = he or it came to view, became

clear/obvious, came to light, came up, appeared

(v. iii. m. s. past from buduw/ badd' , to appear, to

come to light. See at 45:33, p. 1620, n. 1).

6. SjU* 'addwah = enmity, hostility, animosity,

antagonism. See at 41:34, p. 1552, n. 1.

7. tUiij baghdd' = extreme hatred, detestation,

animosity, antipathy, aversion. See at 5:13, p.

335, n. 14.

8. -of abad = ever, forever, always, eternity. See

at 2:95, p. 45, n. 6.

9. i. e., before it became clear to Ibrahim that his

father was an enemy of Allah.

10. oyii^Sl la 'astaghfiranna = I shall surely seek

forgiveness, pray for pardon (v. i. s. impfct.

emphatic from istaghfara, form X of ghafara

[ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn], to forgive. See

yastaghfiruna at 51:18, p. 1698, n. 11).

1 1 . dLL.i 'amliku = I own, possess, have power

over (v. i. s. impfct. from malaka [malk /mulk

/milk], to take in possession. See at 10:49, p. 655,

n. 2).

12. UTy tawakkalnd - we relied, depended, put

our trust, appointed as representative (v. i. pi. past

from tawakkala, form V of wakula [wakl/

wukul], to entrust. See at 7:89, p. 501, n. 3).

13. ut 'anabnd = we turned in repentance,

deputed (v. i. pi. past from 'antiba, form IV of

ndba [nawb/mandb/niydbah] to represent, to

return from time to time. See 'andbQ at 39:17, p.

1487, n. 7).

14. mafir = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 58:8, p. 1787, n. 2).
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Uu£^ 5. "Our Lord, make 1

us not

£ji a trial
2

Ltr«(^Jii for those who disbelieve;

£y Gjie-fJ and forgive us, our Lord,

citify Verily you are the

^tt^aT All-Mighty,
3
the All-Wise.

4

j^jJ^o&iJ 6. Indeed you have in them

an model
5
most excellent,

for those that use to

look forward to
6
Allah

and the Last Day.

And whoever turns away,
7

then indeed Allah,

He is the One Above Want,

the All—Praiseworthy.

!»

Section (Ruku')2

J^rJiil^^ 7. Maybe Allah will make

^M^j'^Z between you and those of them

whom you treat as enemy9

friendship
10

And Allah is Omnipotent;
11

1. J««" ^/ tqj'al - do not put, place, set, make

( v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition} from ja'aia

\Ja'l] to make, to put. See at 7:47, p. 483, n. 9).

2. i. e., by punishing us or by making the

unbelievers prevail over us. iui fitnah (pl.fitan)

= trial, temptation, enticement, discord, sedition,

plea (on trial). See at 51:14, p. 1698, n. 2.

3. jijf- 'aztz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 59:23, p. 1804, n. 6.

4. i. e., in His deeds, commandments and

dispensation. ^S*- hakim (s.; pi. hukama') =

All-Wise, judicious, full of wisdom (active

participle in the scale of fa 7/ from hakama

[hukm], to pass judgement. See at 59:24, p. 1805,

n! 3).

5. ij-I 'uswah = model, ideal, pattern, example.

See at 60:4, p. 1808, n. 1.

6. \yrjt yarjil = he hopes, expects, looks forward

to (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from rajd [raja"/ rajah/

marjdh], to hope, to expect. See at 33:21, p. 1343,

n. 3).

7. i. e., from His din and guidance. J>i

yatawalla(&) ~ he takes as friend-protector, turns

away, desists, refrains (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

tawaiid, form V of waliya [wald'/waly] to come
near. The final yd' is vowelless and hence

dropped because the verb is in a conditional

clause preceded by man. See at 57:24, p. 1778,

n. 3).

8. Allah is not in need of man's charity and

worship; he is ever in need of Allah. ^ ghaniy

(s.; pi. 'aghniyd') = above want, free from want,

rich. See at 57:24, p. 1778, n. 4.

9. (t^l* 'a&daytum - you treated as enemy, were

at war with, acted in opposition (v. ii. m. pi. past

from 'add, form III of 'add [ 'adw/ 'ud&w/

'add'/ 'udwdn], to engage in hostility, to be

aggressive, to assail. See 'udwdn at 58:8, p. 1786,

n. 8).

10. mawaddah = love, affection, friendship.

See at 60:1, p. 1806, n. 5.

1 1 . jt-ii qadir = Omnipotent, All-Powerful. See at

59:6, p. 1797, n. 1.
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and Allah is Most Forgiving,

Q £*-5 Most Merciful.

aft

8. Allah prohibits
1

you not

about those that fought
2
you not

in the matter of the din,
3

nor did they drive you out
4

of your homes,
5

from being kind
6
to them and

acting justly
7
towards them.

Verily Allah loves

the just.
8

9. Allah but prohibits you

about those that fought you

in the matter of the din

and drove you out

of your homes,

and assisted
9

in driving you out,

from taking them as friends.
10

And whoever

takes them for friends,

then such people,

they are the wrong-doers.

xj&t yanhd = he forbids, prohibits, interdicts,

proscribes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from nahd

[nahy/nahw], to forbid. See at 5:62, p. 360, n. 1 1.

2. ijliU* yuqdtilti (na) = they fight, wage war,

battle (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from qatala, form III of

qatala [qatl], to kill. The terminal nun is dropped

because of the particle lam coming before the

verb. See at 9: 1 1 , p. 626, n. 1 ).

3. i. e., tawhid and Islam. din = religion,

creed, faith, code, law, worship, judgement,

awarding of reward and punishment, requital. See

at 56:56, p. 1761, n. 2.

4. \y*s*H yukhriJH(na) = they expel, drive out,

dislodge (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'akhraja,

form IV of kharaja [khurfij], to go out. The

terminal nun is dropped because of the particle

lam coming before the verb. See at 17:76, p. 898,

n. 4).

5. diydr (sing, ddr) = houses, homes,

habitations, lands, regions, countries. See at 59:8,

p. 1798, n. 3).

6. IjjJ tabarrd (na) = you (all) be dutiful,

devoted, kind (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from barra

[birr], to be dutiful. The terminal nun is dropped

because of the particle 'an coming before the

verb. See at 2:224, p. 1 10, n. 1 1).

7. Ijk-Ju tuqsitU(na) = you (all) do justice, treat

equally, act justly (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

'aqsata, form IV of qasata [qist], to be fair, to act

justly. See qist at 3:21, p. 163, n. 4). The terminal

nun is dropped because of the particle 'an

coming before the verb. See at 4:3, p. 237, n. 6).

8.
t
>iW-^ muqsittn = just, equitable, doers of

justice (active participle from 'aqsata, form IV of

qasata [qast/qist/qusut], to act justly. See n. 7

above and at 49:9, p. 1680, n. 5).

9. ijj*^ z&harii = they helped, assisted, aided,

supported (v. iii. m. pi. past, from zahara, form

HI of zahara [zuhur], to be visible. See at 33:26,

p. 1345, n. 2).

'

10. l^Jy tawallaw ( originally tatawallawna, one

t&' and the terminal nfin being dropped) = you

turn away, desist, refrain, take as frinds/allies (v.

11. m. pi. impfct. from tawalld, form V of waliya,

to be near. The terminal nun is dropped because of

the particle 'an coming before the verb. See at

11:3, p. 678, n. 6).
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10. O you who believe,

if there come to you

believing women

as emigrants,
1

put them to test.
2

Allah is Best Aware
a*

* ^
i of their faith.

Then if you know them

to be believing women

* > > ^,

.

do not send them back
3

to the unbelievers.

Neither are these women

lawful
4
for them

nor do those men be lawful
5

Si for these women.

And give those men

what they had spent;
6

and no sin
7
is on you that

you marry
8
these women if

you pay them their dowries.
9

An do not hold on
10

to

the marital bonds
11

with the unbelieving women,
12

1. olyrl^ muh&jirat (f. pi; s. muhdjirah; m.

muhdjir) - female emigrants (act. participle from

hdjara form III of hajara [hijr / hijrdn], to

emigrate. See muhdjir at 29:25, p. p. 1274, n. 4.

2. !>>^>l imtafyinU = put to test, examine, try (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from imtahana, form Vlll of

mahana [mahn], to try, to test. See imtahana at

49:3, p. 1677 [ n. 2).

3. ij«r> ^ Id tarji'fi = do not send back, return,

revert (v. ii. m. pi. imperative {prohibition} from

raja'a [ruju'], to return. See tarji'una at 56:87,

p. 1765, n. 10).

4. J*- hill = lawful, permissible, free. See at 5:5,

p. 329, n.7.

5. yaf\illuna = they be lawful, permissible

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from halla [hall/hill], to be

allowed. See yahillu at 33:52, p. 1357, n. 9).

6. i. e., they had given as mahr to such women,

lyiii 'anfaqu = they spent, disbursed, expended

(v. iii. m. pi. past from 'anfaqa, form IV of nafaqa

[nafaq], to be spent, used up. See at 57:10, p.

1771, n. 4).

7. jundfy = sin, misdemeanour,

impropriety. See at 33:51, p. 1357, n. 4.

8. \j>Sx: tankih&(na) = you marry, get married

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from nakaha [nikdfj], to

marry, to get married. The terminal nun is

dropped because of the particle 'an coming before

the verb. See at 33:56, p. 1459, n. 6.

9. i. e., mahr. jyA 'ujur (pi.; s. ^ 'ajr) = rewards,

remunerations, dowries, bridal sums. See at 33:50,

p. 1355, n. 9.

10. N la tumsiku = you (all) do not detain,

retain, hold, hold on, withhold (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative {prohibition} from 'amsaka, form IV

of masaka [mask], to grasp. See at 2:231, p. 114,

n. 13).

11. pap *isam (pi.; s. "ismah) - chastity,

protection, purity, marital bonds. See 'dsim at

40:33, p. 1521, n. 5.

12. kawdfir (f. pi. ; s. kafirah; m. kafir) =

unbelieving women, women infidels (act.

participle from kafara [kufr], to cover. See

kafaru at 60: 1 , p. 1 806, n. 6).
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)

and ask 1

for whatCU1U CUA 1W I 'TllUl

jf * Mil you have expended,
2

and let them 3
ask for

what they have expended.
4

This is Allah's decree;
5

He decides
6 between you;

and Allah is All-Knowing,

All-Wise.

1 1 And if there has sliDDed
7

away from you any of your

wives to the unbelievers

r
•

and you have retaliated,
8

then pay to those

whose wives
9 have gone

the equivalent
10
of what

i A_/t Ail they have spent."

And beware
12
of Allah

in Whom you are

believers.

12. O Prophet,

if there come to you

1. i. e., ask from the unbelievers. l^Jl-l is'atti =

you (aJl) ask, question, interrogate (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from sa'ala [su'dU mas'alah], to ask,

to enquire, to implore. See at 21 :63, p. 1029, n. 6).

2. i. e., in respect of mahr. 'anfaqtum = you

(all) spent, expended, laid out, disbursed (v. ii. m.

pi. past from 'anfaqa, form IV of nafaqa [nafaq],

to be spent, be used up. See at 34:39, p. 1382, n.

12)

3. i. e., the unbelievers.

4. i. e., i. e., in respect of mahr.

5. p£>- hukm (pi. 'ahk&m) - judgement,

order, decree, command, authority, rule. See at

12:40, p. 737, n. 3.

6. yafykumu = he or it adjudicates, judges,

passes judgement, gives verdict, decides (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from fyakama [hukm], to pass

judgement. See at 22:69, p. 1070, n. 1).

5. i. e., after renouncing Islam and refused to

return the mahr paid to her. oli/<2/a = he slipped

away, escaped, eluded (v. iii. m. s. past from

fawtifawdt, to pass away, slip away. See at 57:23,

p. 1777, n. 10).

8. i. e., you have defeated them and taken booty

from them. p-iU 'dqabtum = you retaliated,

punished, took turns, (v. ii. m. pi. past from

'dqaba, form III of 'aqaba ['aqb], to follow, to

succeed. See mu'aqqib at 13:41, p. 782, n. 8).

9. i. e., those of the Muslims whose wives have

gone over to the unbelievers.

10. Ji* mithl (s.; pi. Jii.1 'atruhdl) = like, similar,

equivalent. See at 51:23, p. 1699, n. 9.

11. i. e., in respect of mahr paid to their

wives. 'anfaqti = they spent, disbursed,

expended (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'anfaqa, form IV

of nafaqa [nafaq], to be spent, used up. See n. 2

above and at 60: 1 0, p. 1811, n. 6).

12. ittaqti, = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. p!. imperative

from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 59:18, p. 1802, n. 10).
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the believing women

pledging allegiance
1

to you

that they shall not associate
2

with Allah anything

nor shall commit theft
3

nor shall commit adultery
4

nor shall kill their children

nor shall come up

with a slander
5
they forge

6

before their hands

and their feet

nor shall disobey
7
you

in any lawful matter,
8

then accept their pledge
9
and

seek forgiveness for them.

Verily Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful.

13. O you who believe,

take not for friends
10
a people

on whom is Allah's wrath.
11

They are despaired
12

of

the hereafter as

are despaired the unbelievers

of the inmates of the graves.

1. yubd'*na = they pledge allegiance, take

oath of fealty, pay homage (v. iii. f. pl. impfct.

from bdya'a, form III of bd'a [bay'/mabt'], to

sell. Seeyubdyi'una at 48:18, p. 1669, n. 2).

2. j^h yushrikna = they associate, set

partners, give share (v. iii. f. pl. impfct.

irorcx'ashraka form IV of sharika [ shirk/

sharikah], to share. See yushrikuna at 59:23, p.

1804, n. 10).

3. tji^-i yasriqna = they commit theft, steal (v.

iii. f. pl. impfct. from sariqa [saraq/ sariq/

saraqah/ sariqah/surqdn], to steal. See yasriq at

12:76, p. 750, n. 9).

4- os'Ji yazntna = they commit adultery/

fornication (v. iii. f. pl. impfct. from zand

[zinan/zind'] y to commit adultery/fornication. See

yaznuna at 25:68, p. 1 158, n. 12).

5. oU^t buhtan = slander, defamation, libel,

calumny. See at 33:58, p. 1361, n. 7.

6. jij^i yaftartna = they forge, fabricate, falsely

make up (v. iii. f. pl. impfct. from iftara, form

VIII of fard [fary], to cut lengthwise. See iftard

at 46:9, p. 1633, n. 7).

7. j^wu ya'stna = they disobey, rebel, defy (v.

iii. f. pi. impfct. from 'asd,
[

'isydn/ ma'siyah],

to disobey, defy. See 'asdytu at 39:13, p. 1486, n.

5).

8. ma'rtif - known, well-known,

recognized, conventional, appropriate, fairness,

equity, kindness, beneficence, approved by

sharl'ah, lawful (pass, participle from 'arafa

/'arifa [ma'rifah / 'irfdn], to know, to recognize.

See at 47:21, p. 1655, n. 7).

9. bdyi* = take oath of fealty, accept pledge of

allegiance (v. ii. m. s. imperative from bdya'a,

form 111 of bd'a. See n. 1 above).

10. I^J>5 ^ W tatawallaw = do not turn away,

desist, refrain, take for friends (v. ii. m. pl.

imperative {prohibition} from tawalld, form V of

waliya, to be near. See at 1 1:52, p. 696, n. 10).

11. ghadiba = he was angry, wrathful,

furious (v. iii. m. s. past from ghadab, to be angry.

See at 58: 14, p. 1789, n. 10).

12. ya'isfl = they despaired, gave up hope

(v. iii. m. pl. past from ya'isa [ya's/ya'dsah], to

despair, to renounce. See at 29:23, p. 1272, n. 8).



61 . SOratal-Saff (The Row)
Madinan: 14 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. Its main theme is jihad and fighting for the cause and defence of Allah's

din and making sacrifices for its sake. The surah starts by emphasizing that all that is in the heavens and

the earth declare the sanctity and glory of Allah. It then warns the believers against breach of promises.

Next its is stated in 'ayah 4 that Allah loves those who wage jihad in His cause in a row (sajf) as if they

are a solid structure. The surah is named al-saff (The Row) with reference to this 'ayah. In this context

reference is made to the dealings of the Jews with Prophets Musa and 'fsa, peace be on them; and it is

specifically mentioned that their scriptures contained the prophecy about the coming of the Prophet

Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him. The surah ends by one once again pointing out that

to take part in jihad in the cause of Allah is the most profitable trade that a believer can make.

1. ^ sabbih - he proclaimed the sanctity,

glorified, declared immunity from blemish (v. iii.

m. s. past from sabh/ sibahah, to swim, to float.

See at 59:1, p. 1794, n. 1).

2. jtj* 'aztz - All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 60:5, p. 1809, n. 3.

3. i. e., in His deeds, commandments and

dispensation. hakim (s.; pi. hukam/i') =

All-Wise, judicious, full of wisdom (active

participle in the scale of fa'U from hakama

[hukm], to pass judgement. See at 60:5, p. 1809,

n'. 4).

4. i. e., why do you not keep your promise or act

according to what you say.

5. j£ kabura = he or it became big, grave, heavy

(v. iii. m. s. past from kubr/kib&r/kabarah, to be

big. See at 42: 13, p. 1565, n. 1).

6. eJL* maqt = abomination, hateful, aversion,

detestation, odious. See at 40:35, p. 1522, n. 6.

7. yuhibbu = he loves, likes, wishes (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from habba [hubb], to love. See at

3:32, p. 168, n. 3).

1. There declare the sanctity

of Allah

o^iUl^U all that is in the heavens

J?yi\<j)*j and all that is in the earth;

yfljto and He is the All-Mighty,
2

0 10$ the All-Wise.
3

I^CS^l^ts 2. O you who believe,

*CZ>JJz^\. why do you say

0£jfcju"tfU what you do not do?
4

3. Gravely
5
odious

6
is

\JyCo\^\3c£: to Allah that you say

0s^j£u*3& what you do not do.

U 4. Verily Allah loves
7

1814
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*v *-

1

those who fight
1

in His way2
in rows3

as if they are a structure
4

solidified.
5

5. And when Mflsa said

to his people: "O my people,

why do you persecute
6 me

while you indeed know

that I am the Messenger of

Allah to you?"

So when they turned aside
7

Allah diverted
8
their hearts.

And Allah guides not

the people defiantly sinful.
9

6. And when there said

'Isa, son of Mryam:

"O Children oflsra'il,

I am indeed the Messenger

of Allah to you, confirming

what was before me

of the Tawrdh

10

1 . dj&Juyuq&iltina = they fight, wage war, battle

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from qdtala, form III of

qatala [qatl], to kill. See at 59:14, p. 1801, n. 3).

2. i. e., in defence of His din, Islam. Jt~* sabil

(pi. subul/asbilah) = way, path, road, means,

course. See at 58: 16, p. 1790, n. 10.

3. saff (s.; pi. sufuf) = row, rank, line, file.

See sdffUn at 37: 165, p. 1455, n. 7).

4. 0U< buny&n = building, structure, edifice. See

at 16:26, p. 834, n. 12.

5. ^y-oj* mars&s = solidified, compressed,

pressed together (pass, participle from rassa

[rass], to press together, to make solid).

6. <y^i>* tu'dhfina = you hurt, give trouble,

annoy, make suffer, persecute (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'ddhd, form IV of 'adhiya ['adhan], to be

harmed, to suffer. See tu'dhu at 33:53, p. 1338, n.

II.

7. i. e., from the truth and the guidance given

them, iy^ij zdghti - they swerved, deviated, turned

aside (v. iii. m. pi. past from zdgha [ zawgh/

zawgMri], to deviate, swerve. See zdgha at 53: 17,

p. 1719, n. 7).

'az&gha he diverted, made

deviate/swerve (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

zdgha. See n. 7 above).

9. o**^ fdsiqtn (pi., acc/gen. of fdsiqun; sing.

fdsiq) = those that disobey, disobedient, defiant,

defiantly sinful, (active participle from fasaqa

\fisq], to stray from the right course, to renounce

obedience. See at 59:5, p. 1796, n. 8).

10. J-Ua* musaddiq - one who or that which

confirms, verifies, attests (active participle from

saddaqa, form II of sadaqa [sadq/sidq], to speak

the truth. See at 46:30, p. 1643, n. 9).
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and giving the good news 1

of a Messenger

^U^X who shall come after me,

ju^i^i his name being Ahmad.

piiC- Cj£ But when he came to them

c£j3L with the clear evidences
2

Jc?\Jh>\J\i they said: "This is a sorcery
3

quite obvious."
4

7. And who is

a worse transgressor
5

sisj^^iA, than the one who forges
6

l^Uijp against Allah the lie
7

^^Ui^j*j anc* he is called
8
to Islam?

s^iiij And Allah guides not the

people committing wrong.

i^i^oji^J 8. They intend to extinguish
10

the light of Allah
11

jH^yt with their mouths;

^JiSfi but Allah will make full
12

$j<jjj His light even though

Q^&J\*s^=> there detest
13

the unbelievers.

1. mubashshir (s.; pi. mubshshirQn) ~

deliverer of good tidings, he who gives good news

(active participle from bashshara, form II of

bashara/bashiru [bishr/bushr], to rejoice, be

happy. See at 48:8, p. 1663, n. 12.

2. ob bayyindi (pi.; sing, bayyinah) = clear,

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 58:5,

p. 1784, n. 11).

3. The allusion is to what the Makkan unbelievers

said. J**** sifyr (pi. ashdr) = sorcery, magic. See at

43:30, p. 1589, n. 13.

4. j~» mubtn = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bona [baydn], to be

clear. See at 52:38, p. 1714, n. 3).

5. ,Jl»f *azlamu - more/most unjust, more

iniquitous, more tyrannical, viler, gloomier,

darker, worse transgressor (elative of zalim. See at

53:52, p. 1726, n. 10).

6. iftard = he fabricated, invented falsely,

trumped up, slandered, forged (v. iii. m. s. past, in

form VIII offard [fary], to cut lengthwise. See at

46:9, p. 1633, n. 7).

7. i. e., saying that He has partners, kadhib

= lie, falsehood, untruth, deceit. See at 29:68, p.

1281, n. 8.

8. ^ijyud'd - he is called, summoned, invoked/

invited (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from da'a

[du '<2'], to call. See tud'd at 45:25, p. 1627, n. 5).

9. i. e., the polytheists [ see 31:13].

10. lyiiii yutfi'A(na) = they put out, extinguish,

blow out (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'atfa'a, form

IV of tafi'a [ty^ tufu'), to be extinguished, to die

down. The terminal nUn is dropped because of a

hidden 'an in li (of motivation) coming before the

verb. See at 9:32, p. 590, n. 4).

1 1. i. e., Islam.

12. ,»j> mutimm (s.; pi. mutimmun) - one who

completes, makes full, give perfection (act.

participle from 'mamma, form IV of iamma,

[tamdm], to be completed. See yutimma at 48:2,

p. 1661, n. 5) , n. 2).

13. kariha - he detested, disliked, abhorred

(v. iii. m. s. past from karh/ kurh/ kardhah/

kardhiyah, to detest. See at 10:82, p. 666, n. 12).
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JijfejStyl 9. He it is Who sent
1

His Messenger

with the guidance
2

$ct.p and the religion of the truth
3

to make it prevail
4

over a" ^e religi°ns
'

•J3j even though there detest

0oj£ilfi the polytheists.
5

Section (Ruku *)2

10. O you who believe,

shall I point out
6

to a trade that will save you7

from a punishment

most painful?
8

1 1 • That you believe in Allah

*AjZJ) and His Messenger

^yU^j anc* fight
9
in the way of Allah

10

jhiyh with your properties
1

1

and your lives.
12

That is the best
13
for you

0Zjfep*dL ^ y°u are wont t0 know.

1. J-ijf 'arsala ~ he sent, sent out, despatched

discharged (v. iii. s. past in form IV of rasila

[rasal], to be long and flowing. See at 48:29, p.

1674, n. 4).

2. lS±> hudan - guidance, right way, true

religion. See at 41 :44, p. 1555, n. 9.

3. i. e., Islam.

4. yflit yuzhira(u) = he makes prevail, grants

victory, manifests, makes visible, exposes,

demonstrates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'azhara,

form IV of zahara[zuhur], to be visible. The final

letter takes fat-hah because of a hidden 'an in //

of motivation coming before the verb. See at

48:2$, p. 1674, n. 5).

5. 0^5* mushriktin (pi.; s. mushrik) -

polytheists, those who set partners with Allah

(active participle from 'ashraka, form IV of

sharika [shirk/ shirkah/ sharikah], to share. See at

16:100, p. 861, n. 8).

6. JjI 'aduilu = 1 show, lead, point out (v. i. s.

impfct. from dalla [dalalah ], to show, to lead.

See at 20:40, p. 983, n. 11).

7.
t
j*£ tunji = she saves, rescues, brings to

safety, delivers (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from 'anjd,

form IV of najad [najw/ najd'/ najdh], to be

saved. Seeywy'f at 39:61, p. 1502, n. 10).

8. fJf 'alim - most painful, very agonizing,

anguishing, excruciating (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa 'it from 'alima [ 'alam], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 59:15, p. 1801, n. 14).

9. OjOaUJ tujdhidtina = you fight, battle,

struggle hard (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from jdhada,

form III ofjahada \jahd], to strive. See jahadu

at 49:15, p. 1683, n. 3).

10. i. e., for the defence, support and advancement

of His din.

11. i. e., help the cause of fighting in the way of

Allah with their wealth. Jl>>I 'amwal (pi.; sing.

mat) = riches, wealth, properties, goods. See at

49:15, p. 1683, n. 4.

12. i. e., by personally taking part in the jihad in

the way of Allah. iJJu\ anfus (sing, nafs) = lives,

persons, living beings, individuals, selves. See at

49:15, p. 1683, n. 5.

13. khayr = good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 58:12, p. 1788, n. 10.
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12. He will forgive you

your sins
1

and

will admit
2 you in gardens

flowing
3 below them

the rivers,

and in dwellings
4
very good

5

in the Gardens of Eternity.
6

That is the success
7

most magnificent.

£>Jj 13. And another
8

l^JJ you will love
9—

^£ help from Allah

C^^b and a victory quite near.

^SJ And give glad tidings
12

J^^jift to the believers.

\p£$$k 14 - ° y°u who believe,

^CCit jjjf be the helpers
13
of Allah,

fis<j)J^JStfZ as son °f Maryam said

l£jj>& to the disciples:
14

?jC4S* "Who will be my helpers

5»8l towards Allah?"
15

1. dhuntib (pi.; sing, dhanb) = sins,

offences, crimes. See at 46:31, p. 1644, n. 1.

2. J^JO yudkhil(u) = he admits, enters (in the

transitive sense), puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'udkhala, form IV of dakhala

[dukhdl\, to enter. The final letter is vowelless

because the verb is conclusion of a conditional

sentence. See at 48:17, p. 1668, n. 12).

3. ijj*J tajrt ~ she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jard \jary\, to

flow. See at 58:22, p. 1792, n. 12).

4. ^—« mas&kin (pi.; s. tnaskan) - dwellings,

abodes, habitats. See at 46:25, p. 1641, n. 8.

5. tayyibah (pi. tayyibat; mas. tayyib) -

good, noble, virtuous, pleasant. See at 24:61, p.

1134,n.3).

6. Oop 'adn = Eden, eternity, paradise, o-** ol>

janndt 'adn is explained by Ibn Kathir as jannat

where the inmates wilt abide for ever (Ibn Kathtr,

IV, 372). See at 40:8, p. 1512, n. 2.

7. fawz = success, triumph, victory,

achievement. See at 57:1 1, p. 1772, n. 4.

8. i. e., another favour.

9. O^xJ tuhibbtina = you (all) love (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from habba [hubb], to love. See at 7:79, p.

497, n. 1).

10. fath (s.^l cpfutUh/^yifutahdt) =

decision, opening, victory, final decree. See at

48:27, p. 1674, n. 2.

1 1 . qarib = near, proximate, not far away,

close by, shortly, Ever Near. See at 59:15, p.

1801, n. 11.

12. i. e., of Allah's help and victory in this world

and of jannah in the hereafter. ^ bashshir =

give glad tidings, announce good news (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from bashshara, form 11 of bashara

/bashira [bishr /bushr], to rejoice, be happy. See

at 45:8, p. 1620, n. 5).

13. jUail 'ans&r (pi.; s. ndjir) = helpers, partisans,

friends. See n&sir at 47:3, p. 1651, n. 12.

14. 0^j1>>- hawdriyyUn (pi.; s. hawdriy) =

disciples, followers.

15. i. e., towards attaining the nearness and

pleasure of Allah.
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The disciples said: "We are

the helpers of Allah."

Then there believed
1

a group
2

of the Children of Isra'tl

and disbelieved
3
a group.

So We gave support
4
to those

who believed

against their enemy.
5

So they became6
victorious.

7

1. o-^i* '(tmanat - she believed, had faith (v.

iii.f. s. past from 'dmana, form IV of 'amino

['amn/'amdn/'amebian], to be safe, feel safe. See

'aminu at 57:7, p.1769, n. 7).

2. UJU* tan/ah (f. s.; pi. tawa'if) = part, portion,

parry, group, band, number. See at 33:13, p.

1339, n.5.

3. cjjif kafarat - she turned ungrateful,

disbelieved, denied (v. iii. f. s. past from kafara

[kufr], to disbelieve, to cover. See at 16:112,

p.866, n. 3).

4. UjJ 'dyyadnd - we aided, supported, backed,

confirmed, corroborated, strengthened (v. i. pi.

past from 'ayyada, form II from 'dda ['ayd], to be

strong. See at 2.253, p. 129, n. 6).

5. j-u- 'adftw (s.; pi. *u*i 'a'da") = foe, enemy,

adversary. See at 60:1, p. 1806, n. 2.

6. l^»w>f 'asbahti - they became, became in the

morning (v. ii. m. pi. past in form IV of sabaha

[sabfy], to be in the morning. See at 46:25, p.

1*614, n. 7).

7. jij*^ zdhirtn (pi.; acc./gen. of zahirQn; s.

zahir) - manifest, visible, patent, obvious,

conspicuous, apparent, triumphant, victorious

(act. participle from zahara [zuh&r], to be visible,

to triumph. See at 40:29, p. 1519, n. 12).



62. Suratal-Jvmu
(

ah( Friday)

Madinan: 11 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. Its main theme is the Friday congregational prayer. It starts by stating that

all that is in the heavens and the earth declare the sanctity and glory of Allah, Next it mentions the

risalah of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, for teaching men the Qur'an and the

rules of shanah (hikmah). Reference is then made to the Jews who, though they were given a scripture

which they carry, do not benefit from it by rightly following its teachings but think themselves to be the

favoured ones of Allah. It is stressed that they shall be taken back to Allah and asked to account for their

conduct and deeds. Finally in its 'ayahs 9-1 1 the believers are called upon to hasten to the Friday

congregational prayer as soon as the call to it is made, and all types of business and worldly transactions

are prohibited after that till the completion of the prayer. The surah is named after these concluding

'ayahs.

£^4 1. There declare the sanctity
1

4ji of Allah

oylUf^U all that is in the heavens

ufjj'^&j and all that is in the earth—
ofjjJi\^i\ the King,

2
the All-Holy,

3

j$\ the All-Mighty, the All-Wise.

"^u?if^ 2 - He il is Who raised
4

among the unlettered ones
5

t^ZvjjLj a Messenger from among them,

A^Jij^p reciting
6
to them His signs

7

and purifying
8 them

CJ^^Xcj and teaching them the Book

and the wisdom.

1. yusabbUju = he proclaims the sanctity,

glorifies, praises (v. iii. m. s. impfct from

sabbaha, form 11 of sabafya [sabh/sibAhah], to

swim. In its form II the verb means to praise, to

sing the glory, to proclaim the sanctity. See at

59:24, p. 1805, n. 2).

2. vilL. malik (s.; pi. muluk) = king, monarch,

sovereign.

3- uf-j^ quddtis = the All-Holy, Most Holy. See

at 59:23, p. 1804, n. 2.

4. ba'atha = he sent, dispatched, raised,

raised up (v. iii. m. s. past from ba
l

th y to send, to

raise. See at 36:52, p. 1421, n. 6).

5. 'ummiyytn (acc./gen. of 'ummiyyun, pi. of

'ummy) = unscriptured people, illiterate. See at

3:76, p. 185, n. 1). The reference here is to the

Arabs who had not yet received any scripture.

6. Iji^t yatlu = he recites, reads (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from tola [tiltiwah], to recite, read. See at

2:151, p. 72, n. 3).

7. oLt 'dydl (sing, 'ayah) = signs, miracles,

revelations, evidences. See at 3:108, p. 198, n. 4.

8. i. e., from the filth of shirk and sins.

yuzakkt = he purifies, clears, declares just,

increases (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from zakka, form 11

of zaka [zaka'], to grow, be pure, just. See at

2:174, p. 82, n. 4).

9. hikmah (pi. ^ hikam) - wisdom,

sagacity. Here it means sunnah and the

understanding of the Qur'an and its injunctions

and prohibitions. See at 2:269, p. 141, n. 5).

1820
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iyKj^ And indeed they had been

^^j^Sfoi previously in error
1

$CaJ quite obvious.
2

fat/J&j 3. And to others than they
3

c

^\J&Qc$ who have not yet joined
4
them.

And He is the All-Mighty,
5

i the All-Wise.
6

jjSJfyS 4. That is the grace
7
of Allah

ijjjS which He gives

to whom He will.

jj *jufj And Allah is the Lord of

JilljJair grace most magnificent.
8

5. The instance of those

[jLi who were given charge
9

4i^jjf of the Tawrdh

lijL2 ^ then they carried
10

it not,

Jj2T is like the instance

j^ijll^Jl of the donkey
1

1

carrying

tliif books.
12

J-KA Bad is the instance

1 . JtJU* (fa/a/ = error, straying from the right path.

fi faldl = in error, astray, in vain. See at 54:24,

p. 1734, n. 1.

2. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bdna [baydn], to be

clear. See at 6 1 :6, p. 1 8 1 6, n. 4).

3. i. e., the Messenger has been sent for others

than the unlettered Arabs.

4. \ji**liyalfyaqfi(na) = they join, catch up with,

adhere, cling (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from lahiqa

[lahq/lahaq], to join. The terminal nQn is dropped

for the particle tarn coming before the verb. See at

3:170, p. 222, n. 11.

5. jijp 'aztz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 61:1, p. 1814, n. 2.

6. i. e., in His acts and dispensation. hakim

(s.; pi. hukama") = All-Wise, judicious, full of

wisdom (active participle in the scale offa'il from

hakama [hukm], to pass judgement. See at 61:1,

p. 1814, n. 3).

7. i. e., the grace of Prophethood and scripture,

Jjai fadl (pi. fuijul) = grace, favour, kindness,

bounty; also surplus, excess, superiority, merit,

excellence. See at 59:8, p. 1798, n. 5.

8. f-kp 'azim = great, magnificent, splendid,

stupendous, grand, huge, immense, monstrous,

enormous, grave. See at 57:29, p. 1781, n. 2.

9. 1 hummilti = they were burdened, made to

caryy, given the charge (v. iii. m. pi. past passive

from fyammala, form II of hamala [haml\, to

carry. See fjummilnd at 20:87, p. 997, n. 1).

10. i. e., did not act according it.

yahmilH(na) = they carry, bear, take the load (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from hamala [Ijaml], to carry.

The terminal nun is dropped because of the

particle lam coming before the verb. See at 16:25,

p. 834, n. 7).

1 1. jU*- himar (s.; pi. hamir/humur) = donkey,

ass. See fyamir at 31 :9, p. 829, n. 10.

12. jt-i-l 'asfdr (pi.; s. sifr) = books, scriptures.
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6uJ I ^JslC °f the people who

^c^lLljJiT cry lies^o the signs
2
of Allah.

tf-^^iSfj And Allah guides not the

06u^f^ilT people committing wrongs.

<£$^Z>$ 6. Say:
M0 you who

[Jili profess Judaism,
3

p^lj^I^oi ^ y°u think
4
that you are

friends
5
of Allah

(j^lllfo/j in lieu °f other men,

«S>fi then wish
6
for death

O&^jS&L if you are truthful."
7

7. And they shall not wish
8

liljcjl for it ever because of what

^-Cti^ji their hands have advanced.
9

pJpSafj And Allah is All-Knowing

(^OuLlklt of the transgressors.

op'f oiji 8
-
Say ; "VeriIy the death

li^^jyj^jjf which you flee
10
from,

4&mj£ that shall indeed meet 11
you;

Ojv^j then you shall be sent back
12

1. kadhdhabd = they cried lies, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 54:42, p.

1737,11.7).

2. i. e., the texts of the Qur'an. ^ 'dydt (sing.

'dyah) = signs, miracles, revelations, statements of

the Qur'an, evidences. See at 46:8, p. 1633, n. 3.

3. IjjU hddH - they became Jews (v. iii. m. pi.

past from hdda, to embrace yahddiyyah

(Judaism), to seek forgiveness. See at 16:118, p.

868, n. 5.

4. za'amtum = you claimed, presumed,

supposed, thought (v. ii. m. pi. past from za'ama

[za'm], to claim, to pretend. See at 34:22, p. 1376,

n. 2).

5. tUjf 'awliyd' (pi.; sing. ^Jj waliy) = friends,

allies, patrons, legal guardians, protectors. See at

60:1, p. 1806, n. 3.

6. tamannawfi = you (all) long for, desire,

wish, yearn (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

tamanna, form V of mand [ many], to put to test,

tempt, try. See at 2:94, p. 45, n. 3).

7. jibU« sddiqtn (pi.; acc/gen. of sadiqun; s.

sddiq) = truthful, those who speak the truth

(active participle from $adaqa [$adq/ $idq], to

speak the truth. See at 52:34, p. 1 7 1 3, n. 3).

8. dy^i yatamannawna = they wish, desire, long

for, yearn (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from tamarind.

See n. 7 above and at 2:95, p. 45, n. 5).

9. i. e., of wrongs and sins, o^oi qaddamat - she

sent ahead, forwarded, advanced (v. iii. f. s. past

from qaddatna, form II of qadama / qadima [

qadm /qudfim /qidmdn /maqdam] to precede, to

arrive. See at 22: 1 0, p. 1 048, n. 8).

10. (afirrtina = you flee, run away (v. ii. m.

pi. impfct. form farra [firAr/mafarr], to flee, to

run away. See farartum at 33:16, p. 1340, n. 12).

1 1. &h> muldqin (s.; pi. muldquri) = one who

meets, is going to meet (active participle from

Idqd, form III of laqiya [UqdV luqydn/ luqy/

luqyah/ luqan], to meet, to encounter. See mulaqu

at 11:29, p. 688, n. 6).

12. OjjJ turadd&na ~ you are returned, sent back

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from radda [radd], to

send back. See at 9:105, p. 623, n. 2).
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j& jj to the One All-Knowing

of the unseen and the seen;
1

then He will apprise
2 you

08j^pfo> of what you use to do.

Section 2

9. O you who believe,

when the call is made 3

for the prayer
4

on Friday,

hurry
5
to

the remembrance of the Allah

and leave
6
the trading.

7

That is the best for you,

if you are wont to know.

0
- - " *.

>

10. So when concluded
8

is the prayer,

dfji\S)/j-Z^ disperse
9
in the land

and seek
10

4^1S***at °f bounty
1

1

of Allah,

i&^xp&j an<3 remember Allah much;

maybe that you will succeed.
12< > > ^

0

J. S^L^ shahadah - testimony, evidence,

witness, visible, that which is open to the senses/

is seen. See at 59:22, p. 1804, n. 1.

2. i. e., Allah will make them know their deeds

and will requite them accordingly, yunabbi'u

~ he apprises, informs, notifies, advises, makes

known (v. iii. s. impfct. from nabba'a, form II of

naba'a [nab'/nubu'], to be prominent. See at

58:7, p. 1786, n. I).

3. i£*y nudiya = he was addressed, called,

summoned, announced (v. iii. m. s. past passive

from ndda y form III of nadd [nadw], to call. See at

28:30, p. 1242, n. 6).

4. *jL* sal&h (s.; pi. salawdt) = Islamic prayer

(with all its formalities), benediction, blessings

(from Allah). See salawdt at 2:157, p. 74, n. 2).

5. 1 is*aw ~ you all hurry, go quickly, run,

strive, endeavour (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

sa'd [ sa'y], to move quickly. See yas'd at 28:20,

p. 1238, n. 4).

6. Ijji dharH = you (all) shun, give up, abandon,

renounce, forsake, leave, let, let alone, cease (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from yadharu [wadhr]. See

at 48: 15, p. 1667, n. 5).

7. £j bay' (pi. buyu'/buyu'at) = selling or buying,

trading, bargain. See at 24:37, p. 1121, n. 10.

8. • rrtS qufiyat = she or it is settled, decreed,

passed, spent, concluded, adjudged, decided (v,

iii. m. s. past passive from qadd [qadd'}, to settle,

to decide. See qudiya at 46:29, p. 1643, n. 6).

9. ijj-i^Ji intushiru= you (all) disperse, spread

out (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from intashara, form

VIII of nashara [nashr], to spread out. See at

33:53, p. 1358, n. 9).

10. \jicj\ ibtaghfi = you (all) seek, desire, aspire

after, strive for (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

ibtaghd, form VIII of baghd [bughd'] y to seek.

See at 29: 17, p. 1270, n. 10).

11. J^ai fadl (pi. fudul) = grace, favour,

kindness, bounty; also surplus, excess, superiority,

merit, excellence. See at 62:4, p. 1821, n. 7.

12. 0jsJLu tuflihfina - you (all) succeed, prosper

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from'aflaha, form IV of

jalaha (falh), to split. See at 24:3 1, p. 1 1 18, n. 1).
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1. i. e., some Muslims.

11. And when they
1

see

a business
2
or an amusement3

they disperse towards it

and leave you standing.

Say: " What is with Allah

is better
6
than the amusement

and the business.

And Allah is

the Best of Providers."
7

2. tijdrah = trade, commerce, business,

merchandise.

3. lahw = fun, play, diversion, distraction,

pleasure, amusement. See at 57:20, p. 1775, n. 12.

4. i^ajul infaddU ~ they dispersed, scattered,

broke up, disbanded (v. iii. m. pi. past from

infadda, form VII of fadda \fadd\, to break, to

scatter. See at 3:159, p. 218, n. 7).

5. \$j tarakd = they left, abandoned, gave up,

forsook (v. iii. pi. past from taraka [tark], to

leave. See tarakna at 51:37, p. 1702, n. 3.

6. j*- khayr = good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. Seeat61:ll, p. 1817, n. 13.

7. 05*j'-> r&ziqin (m. pi. acc./gen. of raziqun; s.

r&ziq) - providers (act. participle from razaqa, to

provide with the means of subsistence. See at

34:39, p. 1383, n. 3).



63. SOratal-MunafiqOn (The Hypocrites)
Madinan: 11 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. As its name indicates, it deals, with the character and conduct of the

hypocrites (Mundfiquri) who outwardly professed Islam but in their heart of hearts were opposed to it

and secretly conspired to destroy Islam and the Muslims. They used their profession of Islam as a shield

and then did all that they could to prevent people from accepting Islam, discouraged financial help to the

Muslims and conspired to oust the Muslims and the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

from Madina. Their plans and manoeuvres are clearly exposed in the surah. It ends by reminding the

Muslims not to be lured by wealth and children from the remembrance of Allah and to spend in the way

of Allah before death overtakes them.

1. When the hypocrites' come

jLLiil Jli to vou thev sav "We testifv
2

I
that you indeed are

the Messenger of Allah
"

Ano Allan Knows mat you

indeed are His Messenger;

dUU Alld.Il ICSLUICS, 1HUCCU

the hypocrites are liars.
3

"0

2. They take
4
their oaths

5

as a shield;
6

then they prevent
7

from the way8
of Allah.

Indeed bad is

what they use to do.

1. dfiili* mundfiqUn (pi.; s. munafiq) = hypocrites,

dissemblers (active participle from nafaqa, form III

of nafaqa [nafaq/nuftiq], to be used up, to perish).

See at 33:60, p. 1362, n. 3.

2. JL4-U nash-hadu = we testify, bear witness,

witness (v. i. pi. impfct. from shahida [shuhuaV

shahddah], to witness, to testify. See tash-hadu at

36:65, p. 1424, n. 7).

3. i. e., they say what is not in their minds and

hearts. fysAf k&dhibtin (pi.; sing. ^mT kddhib) ~

those that lie, liars, untruthful (active participle

from kadhaba [kidhb/ kadhib/ kadhbah/ kidhbah],

to lie. See at 59: 1 1 , p. 1 800, n. 7).

4. Ij-UjI ittakhadhti = they took, took up, took to

themselves, assumed ( v. iii. m. pi. past from

ittakhadha, form VIII of 'akhadha ['akhdh], to

take. See at 58:16, p. 1790, n. 6).

5. OUjI faym&n (pi.; s.^ yamtn) = right hands,

oaths. See at 58:16, p. 1790, n. 7.

6. i. e., against the wrath and retribution of the

Muslims, fc*- junnah (s.; pi. junan) = shield,

protection, shelter. See at 58:16, p. 1790, n. 8.

7. i. e., prevent others. saddfi = they turned

away, deterred, dissuaded, repelled, prevented,

barred (v. iii. m. pi. past from sadda [sadd], to turn

away. See at 58:16, p. 1790, n.*9).

8. i. e., from Islam, and from spending and fighting

in the cause of Islam. sabtl (pi. subul/asbilah)

= way, path, road, means, course. See at 61:4, p.

1815, n. 2.

1825
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3. That is so because they

believed, then disbelieved.
1

So a seal has been set
2

on their hearts.

So they do not understand.
3

4. And when you see them

there impress
4
you

their appearances
5

and if they speak

you listen
6
to their words.

As if they are dry wood pieces
7

propped up;
8

they think
9
every shout

10

is against them.
11

They are the enemy;

so beware
12
of them.

May Allah disgrace them.

How are they eluded?
13

5. And if it is said to them:

"Come on, there will seek

forgiveness for you

the Messenger of Allah",

1. i. e., they express their belief but they

disbelieve in their hearts.

2. i. e., made impervious to understanding.

tubi'a * he or it is sealed, imprinted, impressed, a

seal was set (v. iii. m. s. past passive from lpb \ to

impress, to set a seal. See at 9:87, p. 615, n. 3).

3. O^iA*; yafqahdna = they understand,

comprehend (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from faqiha

\fiqh], to understand. See at 59: 1 3, p. 1 801 , n. 1

.

4. ^_-*oJ tu'jibu= she or it impresses, amazes,

delights, pleases (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from 'a'jaba,

form IV of 'ajiba ['ajab], to wonder, to be

amazed. See tu'jib at 9:85, p. 614, n. 4).

5. fL-*f 'ajsdm (pi.; s. jism ) = bodies, forms,

shapes, figures, appearances. See jism at 2:247, p.

125, n. 6.

6. i. e., for thier good manner of speech

tasma'{u) - you hear, listen, pay attention (v. ii.

m. s. impfct. from sami'a [sam' /samd' /samd'ah

/masma'], to hear. The final letter is vowlless

because the verb is conclusion of a conditional

clause. See istami' at 50:41, p. 1694, n. 9).

7. i. e., they are lifeless objects. khushub

(pi.; s. khashab) - dry pieces of wood, timbers,

lumbars.

8. iJ±~* musannadah (f; m. musannad) =

propped, up, supported, backed up (pass,

participle from sannada, form II. of sanada

[sunud], to support, to rest).

9. Oj-—**i yahsabUna = they think, consider,

deem, suppose (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from hasiba

[hisbdn/ mahsabahJ mahsibah], to consider, to

deem. See at 18:104, p. 947, n. 9).

10. sayhah (s.; pi. sayhdt) = shout, outcry,

piercing sound, thunderous blast. See at 54:31, p.

1735, n. 6).

11. i. e., because of their cowardice and

consciousness of guilt.

12. j-ij-l ihdhar - beware, be on the alert, be

cautious (v. ii. m. s. imperative from fyadhira

[hidhr/hadfuir], to be cautious. See ihdharu at

5:91, p. 375, n. 4).

13. i. e., from the truth to the untruth. Oj&ji

yu'fak&na = they are beguiled, deluded, deceived,

turned away (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from

'afaka ['ijk/'qfk/'afak/'ufftk], to lie, to deceive.

See at 30:55, p. 1308, n. 12).
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f^Jv^3 they shake
1

their heads;

Oji^^:t/J and you see them turn away'

oXf^pjy being arrogant.
3

4b

6. It is the same on them

whether you ask forgiveness
4

for them or do not

ask forgiveness for them.

Allah will not forgive
5
them.

Verily Allah guides not

the people defiantly sinful.
6

7. They are the ones who say:

"Spend not
7
on

those who are with

the Messenger of Allah

till they disperse."
8

But to Allah belong

the treasuries
9
of the heavens

and the earth;

but the hypocrites

do not understand.
10

1. Ij^J lawwaw = they shake, bend, turn, twist,

contort, curve (v. iii. m. pi. past from lawwa,

form 11 of lawa [layy/luwiy/layydn/lawan], to flex,

to curve, to twist. See talwQ at 4:135, p. 304, n.

4).

2. ycqudd&na = they prevent, deter, turn

away, reject, restrain, dissuade (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from sadda [sadd/sudud], to turn away.

See at 43:37, p. 1592,'n. 4)."

3. mustakbirtin (pi.; s., mustakbir) =

arrogant, proud, haughty, boastful (act. participle

from istakbara, form X of kaburafkabara [kubr/

kibar/ kabdrah/kabr], to become great, to be

older. See at 16:22, p. 833, n. 10).

4. ojiii-l istaghfarta - you asked forgiveness,

prayed for pardon (v. ii. m. s. past from

istaghfara, form X of ghafara [ [ghafr

/maghfirah /ghufrdn], to forgive. See astaghfiru at

19:47, p. 962, n il).

5. jti* yaghfir(u) = he forgives, pardons (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from ghafara. The final latter is

vowelless because of the particle lan coming

before the verb. See n. 4 above.

6. fdsiqtn (pi., acc/gen. of fdsiqun; sing.

fdsiq) = those that disobey, disobedient, defiant,

defiantly sinful, (active participle from fasaqa

\fisq], to stray from the right course, to renounce

obedience. See at 61:5, p. 1815, n. 2).

7. i. e., do not give any financial support. The

allusion is specially to the emigrants. V Id

tunfiqti, = you (all) do not spend, expend (v. ii. m.

pi. imperative {prohibition } from anfaqa, form

IV of nafaqa/nafiqa [nafaq], to be used up. See

'anfaqu at 60:1 1, p. 1 812, n. 9).

8. l^JajLj yanfaddfi{na) = they disperse, scatter, go

away (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from infadda, form VI]

offadda [fadd], to break, to scatter. The terminal

ndn is dropped because of a hidden 'an in hand

coming before the verb. See infaddu at 62:1 1, p.

1824, n. 4).

9. J>\j*- khazd'in (pi.; s. khizdnah) = treasuries,

vaults, coffers, stores. See at 52:37, p. 1713, n. 8,

10. 0_^iiif yafqah&na = they understand,

comprehend (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from faqiha

\fiqh], to understand. See at 63:3, p. 1826, n. 3).
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Es
r > -

8. They say: "If we return
1

to Madina

there shall surely drive out
2

the more honourable ones
3

from there the meaner ones."
4

But to Allah belong

honour and power,
5

and to His Messenger

and to the Believers;

but the hyporites

do not know.

9. O you who believe,

let there beguile
6
you not

your properties
7

nor your children
8
from

the remembrance
9
of Allah.

And those who do that,
10

such people, they will be

ones doomed to loss.
11

10. And sepnd
12
out of what

We have bestowed on you

1. The allusion is to what the chief of the

hypocrites of Madina, Abd Allah ibn 'Ubayy, said

during the campaign against Band al-Mustaliq.

Ljwj raja'nd - we returned, came back (v. i. pi.

past from raja 'a j ruju '] to come back,

return. See turja'u at 57:5, p. 1769, n. 2).

2. la yukrijanna - they will surely drive

out, expel, dislodge, bring out, produce (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. emphatic from 'akhraja, form IV of

[khur&j], to go out. See at 20: 1 17, p. 1005, n. 4).

3. Meaning the hypocrites themselves, 'a'azz

= mightier, stronger, more powerful, more

esteemed, more honourable, more beloved

(elative of 'aziz). See at 18:34, p. 924, n. 5.

4. Jit 'adhallu = meaner, meanest, lower, lowest,

more/most despicable (elative of dhaltl, act.

participle from dhalla [dhaWdhuWdhillah], to be

low. See 'adhallm at 58:20, p. 1791, n. 12.

5. «jp Hzzah - might, power, respect,

self-respect, prestige, honour, fame, pride, glory.

See at 38:82, p. 1478, n. 3.

6. *J; ^ la tulhi = let not/there must not beguile,

divert, distracts, deflect (v. iii. f. s. imperative

{prohibition} from 'alhd, form IV of laha [lahw],

to amuse, to trifle away. See tulhi at 24:37, p.

1121, n. 9).

7. Jl^l 'amwdl (pi.; sing, mal) = riches, wealth,

properties, goods. See at 6 1 : 1 1 , p. 1 8 1 7, n. 11.

8. 'awldd (sing, walad) - children, offspring,

descendants. See at 2:233, p. 116, n. 5.

9. i. e., the Qur'an and its teachings. The Qur'an

is repeatedly referred to as ddhikr. See for instance

15:6, 15:9, 16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5,

38:49, 38:87, 41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52 and 81:27.

dhikr - citation, recollection, remembrance,

mention, reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an.

See at 58:19, p. 1791, n. 8.

10. i. e., he who is so beguiled.

11. Ojj-U kh&sirfin (pi.; s. khasir) = losers,

those in loss, those doomed to loss (active

participle from khasara [khusr /khasar fkhas&rah

/khusran] to lose. See at 58:19, p. 1791, n. JO).

12. 'anfiqu = you (all) spend, expend,

disburse, lay out (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'anfaqa, form IV of nafaqa/nafiqa [nafaq], to be

used up, be spent. See at 57:7, p. 1769, n. 8).
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^tol^p^ before that there comes

i^i^jll to anyone of you death

anc* ^en ^e say s: Lord,

^>faj) "Why not defer
1 me

y-Jj^di till a date
2
very near,

3

^jjJiX so I can give in charity
4

and be

^o^^\Ja 0f the righteous'

JJ 11- But Allah will not defer
6

d£6j£Ju anyone when there comes

l^D his appointed time.

^uLiSfj And Allah is All-Aware
7

^5juita of what you do.
8

1. c^t 'akhkharta - you delayed, deferred, put

off, postponed (v. ii. m. s. past from 'akhkhara,

form II from the root 'akhr. See at 4:76, p. 275,

n. 2).

2. J*-!
'ajal (pi. 'd/a/) = appointed time, term,

date. See at 46:3, p. 1631, n. 6.

3. i. e., for a short time. <w-i> qartb = near,

proximate, not far away, close by, shortly. Ever

Near. See at 61:13, p. 1818, n. 11.

4. JJU»f 'assaddaqa(u) (originally J-Uiif

'atasaddaqa ) = 1 give in charity, make charitable

I gifts,(v. i. s. impfct from tasaddaqa, form V. of

sadaqa[sadq /sidq], to speak the truth. The final

letter takes fat-hah because of the causal fa'

coming before the verb. See mussaddiqin at

57:18, p. 1774, n. 11),

5. j^^f scllihin (pi.; acc./gen. of falihun; s.

salih) = righteous, virtuous, good ones, right and

fit ones (act. participle from salaf}a [saldfy/ sulubJ

maflatyah], to be good, right, proper. See at

37:100, p. 1445, n. 13).

6. yu'akhkhira (u) = he delays, postpones,

puts off, defers (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'akhkhara, form 11 from the root 'akhr. The final

letter takes fat-hah because of the particle lan

coming before the verb. See n. 1 above; and at

14:10, p. 790, n. 5.

7. j~* khabir = All-Aware, All -Conversant,

All-Acquainted (active participle in the scale of

fa 7/ from khabara [ khubr Ahibrah] to be

acquainted). See at 58:1 1, p. 1788, n. 6).

8. 0jLju ta'mal&na = you all do, act, perform ( v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'amila ['amal], to do. See

at 43:72, p. 1601, n. 3).



64. SOratal-Taghabun (Mutual Gain and Loss)

Madinan: 18 'ayahs

This is an early Madinan surah which deals with the fundamentals of the faith, particularly risdlah,

i. e., Allah's having sent His Messnegers for the guidance of man, and Resurrection and the Day of

Judgment. It draws attention to the fate of the previous peoples who disbelieved and were in

consequence punished. It calls upon man to believe in Allah and to obey Him and His Messenger, and

emphasies that those who believe and do the good deeds shall have their rewards on the Day of

Judgement and those who disbleive and disobey Allah's commandments will have due punishment. It

further calls upon the bleievers to spend in the way of Allah and not to be diverted by families and

children from the remebrance of Allah. The surah is named al-Taghabun (Mutual gain and loss) with

reference to its 'aayah 9 which speaks about the day of Resrrection and which is called yawm
al-taghdbun (the day of mutual gain and loss) because some people will gain and some people will lose

on that day.

0

1.There declares the sanctity
1

of Allah

all that is in the heavens

and all that is in the earth.

His is the dominion
2

and His is all the praise;
3

and He is over everything

Omnipotent.
4

j^^ifji 2 - He li is Who created
5
you;

j^J then some of you are

unbelievers and some of you
E

oty are believers.

5^l5t^iifJ And Allah is of what you do

Qj±J> All-Seeing
6

1. yusabbihu = he proclaims the sanctity,

glorifies, praises (v. iii. m. s. impfci from

sabbaha, form II of sabaffa [sabh/sibdhai}], to

swim. In its form II the verb means to praise, to

sing the glory, to proclaim the sanctity. See at

62:1, p. 1821, n. 2).

2. i. e., His is the absolute ownership, possession,

sovereignty and power of governance and

dispensation. **JUU mulk = dominion, kingship,

monarchy, right of possession, ownership. See at

57:5, p. 1769, n. 1.

3. hamd = praise with reverence and love.

hamd for Allah, i. e. t praising Him by a creature

means expressing gratitude to Him and

worshipping Him. It is used generally in respect of

Allah. See at 40:55, p. 1529, n. 2.

4. jj-Ai qadtr = Omnipotent, All-Powerful . See at

60:7, p. 1809, n. 11.

5. He is the Creator of man and everything and

being; there is no other creator. So to Him Alone

is due all worship, ji^ khalaqa = he created,

made, originated (v. iii. m. s. past from khalq, to

create. See at 55:3, p. 1 74 1, n. 3).

6. baslr = one who sees/ observes, All-Seeing

(act. participle in the scale of fa 'U from

basura/basira [basar], to see). See at 57: 4, p.

1768, n. 13.

1830
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3. He has created the heavens

and the earth with the truth,
1

and has shaped
2
you and

has perfected
3
your figures.

4

And to Him is the destination.
5

4. He knows all that is in

the heavens and the earth;

and He knows

all that you conceal
6
and

all that you disclose.
7

And Allah is All-Knowing

of the secrets of the hearts.
8

5. Has there not come to you

the information
9
of those

S-jovifi who disbleived afore,

!#» so they tasted
10

the evil

consequences
11
of their deed?

And they will have

a punishment most painful.
12

6. That was so because

1. i. e., for a just purpose and cause. j»- haqq =

right, truth, liability, justice, just cause. j»Jl< bi

al-haqq= truly, in truth, actually, rightly,

properly, with the truth. See at 51:19, p. 1699, n.

1.

2. jj* qawwara = he shaped, gave form, formed,

moulded, fashioned (v. iii. m. s. past in form II

from the root surah, shape. See sawwarnd at

40:64, p. 1532, n. 3).

3. 'ahsana = he made good, perfected, did

favours, acted rightly, was charitable (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of hasuna [hum], to be good. See

at 46:16, p. [337, n* 6).

4. jy** suwar (pi., s. surah) = shapes, makes,

forms, figures, pictures, images, copies. See at

40:64, p. 1532, n. 5.

5. masir = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 60:4, p. 1808, n. 14).

6. tusirruna = you conceal, secrete, hide,

confide (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'asarra, form

IV of sarra [surur/tasirrah/masarrah], to

gladden, to delight. See at 60:1, p. 1807, n. 1.

7. djd*2 tu'linHna = you (all) declare, disclose,

make known (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'a'lana,

form IV of 'alana/'aluna ['alaniyyah], to be or

become known, evident. See at 28:69, p. 1256, n.

10).

8. jjJU* sudtir (pi.; sing. j-u> sadr) - breasts,

chests, bosoms, hearts, front, beginning, dhat

al-sud&r = that which possesses the hearts,

secrets of the hearts. See at 57:6, p. 1769, n. 6.

9. L» naba' (s.; p\.'anbd') - news, information,

intelligence. See at 49:6, p. 1678, n. 5.

10. lyli dhdqft - they tasted (v. iii. m. pi. past

from dhdqa [dhawq/dhawdq/madhaq], to taste.

See at 59:15, p. 1801, n. 12).

1 1. J^j wabdl = evil consequence, unhealthiness,

evil. See at 59:15, p. 1801, n. 13.

12. i. e., in the hereafter. ^Jl 'attm = most

painful, very agonizing, anguishing, excruciating

(act. participle in the intensive scale of fa'il from

'alima ['alam], to be in pain, to feel pain). See at

61:10, p. 1817, n. 8).
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ff^cilT there used to come to them

their Messengers

with the clear evidences
1

but they said:

"Is it human beings
2

that will guide
3
us?"

So they disbelieved
4

and turned away.
5

But Allah is in no need;
6

and Allah is Above Want,7

All-Praiseworthy.
8

7. There suppose
9
those

who disbelieve that

they shall not be resurrected.
10

Say: "O yes, by My Lord;

you shall surely be resurrected

then shall indeed be apprised
11

of what you did.

And this is on Allah's part

12
easy.

8. So believe in Allah

1. oL bayyindt (pi.; sing, bayyinah) = clear,

clear proofs, indisputable evidences. See at 61:6,

p.1816, n. 2).

2. j±* bashar - man, human being. See at 54:24,

p. 1733, n. 10.

3. yahdHna - they guide, show the way ( v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from hada [hady / hudan /

hidayah ], to guide, to show. See at 32:24, p.

1331, n. 7).

4. \jjJf kafarft - they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 60: 1 , p. 1 806, n. 6).

5. i. e., from the truth and the guidance. \Jj>

tawallaw = they turned away, withdrew, desisted,

refrained, took over, took for friends (v. iii. m. pi.

past from tawalla, form V of waliya, to be near.

See at 58:14, p. 1789, n. 9).

6. ,y*=~** istaghnd = he became in no need, had no

need, was able to spare, was able to do without (v.

iii. m. s. past in form X of ghaniya

[ghinan/ghand'], to be free from want. See yughnt

at 53:28, p. 1722, n.2).

7. Allah is not in need of man's charity and

worship; he is ever in need of Allah. ^ ghaniy

(s.; pi. 'aghniyft') = above want, free from want,

rich. See at 60:6, p. 1809, n. 8.

8. hamid - praiseworthy, laudable,

All-Praiseworthy, All-Laudable. See at 35:15, p.

1396, n. 3.

9. p-e-j za'ama - he thought, supposed, claimed,

presumed, believed (v. iii. m. s. past from za'm,

to claim, to suppose. See za'amtum at 62:6, p.

1822, n. 5).

10. ty*^ yub'athil (no) = they are resurrected,

raised, raised up, revived, sent out (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. passive from ba'atha [ba'th], to send out,

to raise. The terminal nQn is dropped because of

the particle lan coming before the verb. See at

27:65, p. 1222, n. 13).

1 1.0j~=J la tunabba'unna = you shall surely be

apprised, informed,, advised, notified (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. passive emphatic from nabba'a, form 11

of naba'a [nab'/nubti'], to be prominent. See

yunabbi'u at 62:8, p. 1 823, n. 2).

12. j^yastr = easy, gentle, simple, insignificant.

See at 57:22, p. 1777, n. 8.
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an(3 His Messenger,

^MjJ^j and the light
1

which

We have sent down,

ojt^lijijj^ And Allah is of what you do

All-Aware.
3

hp* 9. The day He will gather
4
you

for the Day of Gathering.

That will be the day

of mutual gain and loss.
5

And whoever believes in Allah

and acts rightly
6

He will efface
7
from him

his sins
8
and

will admit
9 him in gardens

flowing below them

the rivers,

abiding
10
therein for ever.

That is the success
11

most magnificent.

^jjfj 10. And those who

disbelieve

1. i. e., the Qur'an and the guidance contained in

it. jji nikr (s.; pi. 'anwdr) = light, illumination.

See at 5:44, p. 350. n. 8.

2. Ujif 'anzalnd = we sent down (v. i. pi. past

from 'anzala, form IV of nazala [nuzul], to come
down. See at 59:21, p. 1803, n. 8).

3. khabtr - All-Aware, All-Conversant,

All-Acquainted (active participle in the scale of

fa'il from kkabara [ khubr /khibrah) to be

acquainted). See at 63:1 1, p. 1829, n. 7).

4. yajma'u = he collects, gathers,

accumulates, amasses, brings together (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from jama'a [jam'], to gather, to collect.

See at 45:26, p. 1626, n. 10).

5. This is so called because on that day some

persons who had everthing in the world will be

total losers, while some others, who had nothing

in the world, will gain everything. taghdbun

= mutual gain and loss, mutual duping or

overreaching (verbal noun in form VI of ghabana

[ghabn], to dupe, to overreach),

6. i. e., does deeds approved by the Qur'an and

sunnah. j«JU» sdtih = good, right, proper (act.

participle from salatia/saluha [saldfj/ suluty

maslahah], to be good, right. See at 45:15, p.

1622, n. 6).

7. j&i yukqffir(u) = he forgives, he pardons,

grants remission, covers, effaces, hides, makes

infidel (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from kaffara, form II

of kafara [kufr], to cover, to hide. The final letter

is vowelless because the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause. See at 8:29, p. 556, n. 8).

8. oUl- sayyi'dt (pi.; s. sayyi'ah) = evils, evil

deeds, sins. See at 46:16, p. 1637, n. 8.

9. J^Jb yudkhil{u) = he admits, enters (in the

transitive sense), puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'adkhala, form IV of dakhala

[dukhiil], to enter. The final letter is vowelless for

the reason stated at n. 7 above. See at 61:12, p.

1818, n. 2).

10. ^jJU kh&idin (pi.; acc./gen. of kh&lidun, s.

khalid) = living for ever, abiding, abiding for

ever, everlasting, eternal, immortals (active

participle from khalada [khulud], to live for ever.

See at 59:17, p. 1802, n. 7.

11. fawz = success, triumph, victory,

achievement. See at 61:1 2, p. 1818, n. 7.
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l^lilju^j and cry lies
1

to Our signs,
2

they will be

the inmates
3
of the fire,

abiding for ever in there;

and bad is the destination.
4

Section (/fuJfcM 0 2

11. There befalls
5
not

any calamity
6

y^W^l except by the leave
7
of Allah;

and whoever believes

in Allah He guides his heart.

And Allah is of everything

All-Knowing.

fflJJ& 12. And obey
8
Allah

S^J\\J^Xj and obey the Messenger;

^0 but if you turn away,
9

QJ^j&CSfe then upon Our Messenger is

0 oj-ili^tff but to convey
10
openly.

1

1

^fftul 13. Allah, there is no deity
12

yA\ except He.

1. i^iS' kadhdhabti. = they cried lies, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 62:5, p. 1822,

n. 1).

2. i. e., the texts of the Qur'an . 'dy&t (sing.

'dyah) = signs, miracles, revelations, statements of

the Qur'an, evidences. See at 62:5, p. 1622, n. 2.

3. ^\s^>\ 'as-hdb (pi.; sing. tffyib) =

inmates, inhabitants, companions, associates,

comrades, followers, owners. See at 59:20, p.

1803, n. 6).

4. j~a+ mastr - destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 64:3, p. 1831, n. 5).

5. 'as&ba = he or it afflicted, befell, hit,

struck, reached, made (something) fall, bestowed,

allotted, (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of s&ba . See

at 57:22, p. 1777, n. 4).

6. i~+A musibah (pi. ^ju^ mas&'ib) - calamity,

disaster, misfortune, affliction. See at 57:22, p.

1777, n. 5.

7. Oil 'idhn (pi. Ojit 'udh&n /^u^\ 'udhundt) =

leave, permission. See at 40:78, p. 1537, n. 1).

8. I>J»f 'atf'ii = you (all) obey, be obedient (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from 'ald'a, form IV of ta'a

[taw'}, to obey. See at 58:8, p. 1789, n. 8).

9. f^Jy tawallaytum = you (all) turned

away/back; also took charge of, took possession

of (v. ii. m. pi. past from lawalla, form V of

waliya [waly], to be near, to lie next. See at

47:22, p. 1655, n. 11).

10. {y*baldgh (pi. bal&ghaf) = communication,

proclamation, announcement, communique,

information, notification, to convey. See at 46:35,

p. 1645, n. 10.

11. j-* mubtn = all too clear, obvious,

manifest, patent, explicit, open and clear,

conspicuous, he who or that which makes clear

(act. participle from 'abdna, form IV of bona

[baydn], to be clear. See at 62:2, p. 1821, n. 2).

12. i. e., none worthy to be worshipped. d\ 'tl&h

(pi. 'dlihah) = deity, god, particularly one

deserving of worship . See at 47: 19, p. 1654, n. 4.
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And uPon Allah

S^=>'JJ& should rely
1

the believers.

ij^C^ilL^li 14. O you who believe,

P^3ot^i ver^y among y°ur spouses
2

^=>^j\j and your children

ji^==iJ £j£ are enemies
3
of yours.

^Xv^S So beware
4
of them;

but if you excuse
5

b>^jtj^ljij and forbear
6
and forgive

7

then verily Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful.

^CJyiT2[ 15. Verily your properties

^iiljlj and your children are but

alfj a trial;
8

r^l^i\j and Allah, with Him is

a reward most magificent.

4uTt£2ti 1 6. So beware9
of Allah

as much as you are able to;
10

and listen and obey;

1. JS'yJ H yatawakkal = let him/he must rely,

depend, put his trust in, appoint as representative

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. emphatic/imperative from

tawakkala, form V of wakala [wakl/wukul], to

entrust). See at 58:10, p. 1787, n. 11).

2. ^Ijjf 'azwaj (sing, ^jj zawj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, consorts, partners, pairs, kinds,

sorts . See at 56:7, p. 1754, n. 6.

3. j-Xfi 'aduw (s.; pi. .u*I 'a'dd') = foe, enemy,

adversary. See at 61 : 1 4, p. 1819, n. 5.

4. i. e., be cautious against disobeying Allah and

His Messenger for their sake. IjjJu-i ihdharfi =

you (all) beware, be on the alert, be cautious (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from hadhira [hidhr/hadhar],

to be cautious. See at 5:91, p. 375, n. 4).

5. i. e., their faults and wrongs. ta'ffi(na) =

you (all) waive, excuse, efface (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'afd ['aJw/afd']Ao be effaced. The

terminal nun is dropped because the verb is in a

conditional clause preceded by 'in. See at 4:149,

p. 311, n. 3).

6. tasfafi&(na) - you forbear, leave alone,

overlook, pass over (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

safaha [sa/h], to forbear, overlook, broaden,

flatten. The terminal nUn is dropped because the

verb is conjunctive to the previous verb which is

in a conditional clause. See isfah at 43:89, p.

1605, n. 2).

7. taghfirU{na) = you forgive, pardon (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from ghafara [ghafr/ maghfirah

/ghufrdn], to forgive. The terminal nun is dropped

for the reason stated in n.6 above. See yaghfir at

63:6, p. 1827,n. 5.

8. i. e., in respect of whether you place obedience

to Allah and His Messenger above your love for

children and properties and observe the rights of

others in the latter. c» fitnah (pi. fitan) = trial,

temptation, enticement, discord, sedition, plea

(on trial). See at 60:5, p. 1809, n. 2.

9. UtaqU - you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form VI 11 of waqd ( waqyAviqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 60:11, p. 1812, n. 10).

10. piak^l istata'tum = you were able to, capable

of, you could (v. ii. m. pi. past from istatd'a,

form X of \d'a [taw'], to obey. See at 55:33, p.

1745, n. 10).
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anH QnpnH^ for rhp cnnH

—, v.V vi yuur&civca.

/-Villi WIlUCVCI lo adVCU

of the greed
3
of his self,

they will be the ones

^llPCPS^flll
^

jUWLvjjI Ul>

j III ^7 - 1 17 Tf von lend
5 Allah1 / . LL y\JU /VI J £11

1

a IlallUdUlllC lUall

T-Tf* will rpHmiHIp^ it fnr vnnnc Will l&UAJUUlV^ 11 1VJI )UU

* ~"
and will forgive you; and

Allah is Most Appreciative,
7

TVAner PnrKpjiriTicr ^
IVlUol 1 VJl Utdl lllg,,

1R The All-Knnwina nflO. lilt- / V.1 1 Ivl IVJW 1 1 1£± \JL

the unseen and the seen,
9

the All-Mighty,

0ip the All-Wise.
10

1. i. e., in the way of Allah. 'anfiqti - you

(all) spend, expend, disburse, lay out (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'unfciqa, form IV of

nafaqaJnafxqa [nafaq], to be used up, be spent.

See at 63: 10, p. 1828, n. 12).

2. 3ji yuqa (qd) - he is saved, protected,

preserved (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to preserve. The final

yd' is dropped because the verb is in a conditional

clause preceded by man. See at 59: 9, p. 1799 n.

2).

3. shuhh = greed, avarice, stinginess,

covetousness. See at 59:9, p. 1799, n. 3.

4. i. e., in the hereafter. 0j*JuL. muflih&n ( sing.

muflih), successful ones, those who attain Allah's

pleasure and reward; act. participle from 'aflaha,

form IV of falaha \falh\, to split, cleave. See at

59:9, p. 1799, n. 4).

5. Giving loans to Allah means to spend in His

way. titqrid&(na) = you lend, give loans (v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'aqrat/a, to lend, form IV

of qarada [qar$\, to cut, to sever. The terminal

n&n is dropped because the verb is in a

conditional clause. See yuqriq'u at 57:211, p.

1771, n. 6).

6. i. e., in merits and rewards . w*f-Ux» yudd'if(u)

= he doubles, redoubles, compounds, multiples

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from da'afa, form III of

da'afa [ qa'fl> to double. The final letter is

vowelless because the verb is conclusion of a

conditional clause. See yudd'afuat 33:30, p.

1346, n. 11).

7. i. e., of the good deeds of His servants.

shaktiur = thankful, deeply grateful, greatly

thankful, Most Appreciative (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa'ul from shakara [shukr/

shukrdn], to thank. See at 35:34, p. 1402, n. 7).

8. p-U halim - forbearing, Most Forbearing,

most clement. See at 37:101, p. 1446, n. 2.

9. s-il*^ shah&dah - testimony, evidence,

witness, visible, that which is open to the senses/

is seen. See at 62:8, p. 1 823, n. 1

.

10. i. e., in His acts and dispensation. hakim

(s.; pi. hukamd') = All-Wise, judicious, full of

wisdom (active participle in the scale offa 7/ from

hakama [hukm], to pass judgement. See at 62:3,

p. 1821, n. 6).



65. SOratal-Talaq (Divorce)

Madinan: 12 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. As its name indicates, it lays down the rules regarding permissible and

equitable method of divorce and deals with the questions of the waiting period (Uddah) for the divorced

wife, her residence and cost of maintenance during that period, the suckling and maintenance of babies

and other related matters. The surah warns against transgressing the rulings of Allah and ends by

reminding the believers to be afraid of Allah in all circumstances.

^l£ts 1.0 Prophet,

£S\2slK] if you divorce
1

the wives,

^i^lLi divorce them

^Sr-Lj for their prescribed period
2

SjuJT and count
3
the period;

&V\£lV* and beware
4
of Allah,

your Lord.

Oust them not
5

from their houses

nor shall the go away

£rjjW VI except in case they commit
"""" *" i1

'i4jL>&> a scandal
6
quite obvious.

7

6*%

v&-<ji£ And these are the rulings
1

it of Allah;

and whoever transgresses
9

the rulings of Allah

jij he indeed wrongs himslef.

c

1 . |^iU» tallaqium = you (all) divorced, let loose,

released, set free (v. ii. m. pi. past from tallaqa,

form II of talaqa [tuluq/taldq], to be free. See at

33:49, p. 1355, n. I).

2. i. e., before of the onset of monthly period. So*

'iddah = number; legally prescribed waiting

period. See at 33:49, p. 1355, n. 3.

3.
yahsU = you all count, keep an account

(v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'ahsd, form IV from

the root hasy/ha$an (pebbles, little stones). See

'ahsa at 58:6, p. 1785, n. 3).

4. I^i'l ittaqft = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqa, form VIII of waqd ( waqyAviqdyah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 64:16, p. 1835, n. 9).

5. *i l& tukhriju = do not oust, drive out,

dislodge, bring out (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition}, from 'akhraja, form IV of kharaja

[[khitr&j], to go out. See yukhrijuna 60:1, p.

1806, n. 7).

6. fShishah s.; (pi. j^iy fawdhish) = vile

deed, monstrosity, atrocity, scandal, adultery,

fornication. See at 33:30, p. 1346, n. 9.

7. mubayyinah (f. s.; pi. mubayyindt; m.

mubayyiri) = that which makes clear, evident,

manifest, obvious (act. participle from bayyana,

form 11 of bona [ baydn], to be clear. See at

33:30, p. 1346, n. 9.

8. jyb- hudud (pi.; sing, hadd) = edges,

boundaries, bounds, limits, Allah's rulings/

injunctions/ orders. See at 58:4, p. 1784, n. 5.

9. yata ladda{a) = he transgresses, oversteps,

acts outrageously (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

ta'addd, form V of 'add ['adw] t to run, to speed.

The Final yd' is vowelless and hence dropped for

the verb is in a conditional clause.

1837
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lO-oV You do not know,

iit maybe Allah will bring about
;

after that an event.
3

4iil

2. Then when they reach
4

their appointed term,

retain
5 them

in a good manner6

or part
7
with them

in a good manner;

and take as witnesses
8

two impartial men9
of you

and tender the testimony

for the sake of Allah.

That is

wherewith is exhorted
10

he that is wont to believe

in Allah and the Last Day.

And whoever fears" Allah

He will make for him

120C^- a way out.

AjSJ 3. And will give him provision

1. <jjX tadri = you know, are aware (v. ii. m. s.

impfct. from dard [ dirdyah], to know. See at

42:52, p. 1580, n. 8).

2. ^>J^*i yuhdithu = he or it causes to happen,

generates, arouses, initiates, brings about (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from afydatha, form IV of tpadatha

[huduth], to happen, to occur. See at 20:113, p.

1004, n. 6).

3. i. e., a reconciliation and reunion.

4. i. e., about to finish. ^ balaghna = they

(fem.) mature, bring to completion, attain

majority, reach (v. iii. f. pi. past from balagha

[bulGgh], to reach. See at 2:232, p. 1 15, n. 8).

5. lj£~*t 'amsikti - you (all) hold, keep, retain

(v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'amsaka, form IV of

masaka [mask], to grasp. See at 4:15, p. 245, n.

5).

6. ^-jjv** ma'rtif = known, well-known,

recognized, conventional, appropriate, fairness,

equity, kindness, beneficence, good manner,

approved by shari'ah, lawful (pass, participle

from 'arafa/ 'arifa [ma'rifah / 'irfdn], to know,

to recognize. See at 60: 1 2, p. 1 8 1 3, n. 8).

7. lyjU f&riqti = be separated, part with, leave,

quit ( v. ii. m. pi. imperative from fdraqa, form

III of faraqa [farq /furqdn], to separate, divide,

distinguish. Seefarraqti at 30:32, p. 1300, n. 5).

8. IjJLt-if 'ash-hidfi = you (all) bear witness, call

someone to witness, take as wirnesses (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'ash~hada, form IV of shahida

[shuhud], to witness. See at 4:6, p. 239, n. 9).

9. Jo* 'adl = impartiality, equity, justice, fairness,

equivalence, dhawd/dhaway 'adl = two impartial

men. See at 49:9, p. 1680, n. 3).

10. i. e., enjoined. &±y_ yU'azu = he is advised,

counselled, admonished, exhorted (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from wa'aza [wa'z/'izah], to

admonish, to exhort. See at 2:232, p. 115, n. 13).

11. & yattaqi(i) - he fears Allah, protects

himself, is on his guard, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

ittaqd, form VII 1 of waqd [waqyAviqdyah], to

guard, to protect. See at 24:52, p. 1 128, n. 1).

12. makhraj (s.; pi. makhdrij)= exit, way

out, outlet, escape (noun of time/place from

'akhraja, form IV of kharaja [khurftj], to go out.

See mukhrij at 9:64, p. 604, n. 9).
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in such a manner 1

he cannot anticipate.
2

And whoever relies
3on Allah

He siffices
4
him.

Verily Allah attains
5

His purpose.

inoeeu /\iian nas set

for everything a measure.

4. And those who have no

hope
6
of menstruation

7

of your women,

if you have doubts,
8

then their prescribed period
9

f
is three months,

and for those who

'
'

-
1 have not yet menstruated;

10

and the pregnant wemen,
11

m their term is

till they lay down 12

their burden.

And whoever fears Allah

He will set for him

1. <±~>- haythu ~ as, since, where ( place and

direction), min haythu - whence, wherefrom, in

such a manner. See at 7:27, p. 474, n. 1).

2. s—:~ yahtasibu = he anticipates, takes into

account, takes into consideration (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from ihtasaba, form VJH of fyasiba

[hisbdn/ mahsabah/ mahsibah], to consider, to

deem. See yahtasibdna at 25:44, p. 1151, n. 7).

3. yatawakkal(u) = he relies, depends, puts

his trust in, appoints as representative (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from tawakkata, form V of wakala

[waklAvukQl\ t to entrust). The final letter is

vowelless because the verb is in a conditional

clause preceded by man. See at 8:49, p. 565, n.

12).

4. ^

—

> hash = reckoning, calculation, hasbuhu

- he or it suffices him, is sufficient for him. See at

58:8, p. 1786, n. 12.

5. ^ bdligh = he who attains, reaches, major,

intense (active participle from balagah [bulugh],

to reach. See at 5:95, p. 377, n. 4).

6. ,j~k ya'isna = they despaired, had no hope,

gave up hope ( v. iii. f. pi. past from ya'isa

[ya's/ya'asah], to give up hope, to renounce. See

ya'isu at 60:13, p. 1813, n. 12).

7. jH>~ mahid - menstruation, monthly period.

See at 2:222, p. 109, n. 5.

8. i. e., about the rule in such a case. ^Vjl

irtabtum = you (all) doubted, were in doubt,

suspected, had misgivings (v. ii. m. pi. past from

irtaba (v^V irtiyab), form IV of rdba (rayb), to

doubt, to suspect. See at 57:14, p. 1773, n. 4).

9. Sjlp 'iddah = number; legally prescribed waiting

period. See at 33:49, p. 1355, n. 3.

10. o^**^ yahidna = they (f.) menstruate, have a

monthly period (v. iii. f. pi. impfct. from hadat

[fyayaVmahtd/maty&f] , to menstruate. See n. 7

above.

11. JU*-I 'ahmai (pi.; s. himl/hamt) = loads,

burdens, 'ulat al-'ahm&l - carrying women,

pregnant women. See hamildt at 51:2, p. 1696, n.

2.

12. i. e., deliver the babies. ycuja'na = they

put down, lay down, place (v. iii. f. pi. impfct.

from waaa'a [waa"], to place, to put down. See at

24:60, p. 1 132, n. 4).
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in his affair ease.

5. This is Allah's command

which He has sent down

to you.

And whoever fears
1

Allah

He will efface
2
from him

his sins and will enlarge
3

for him in reward.

6. Lodge4 them

in the manner you reside

according to your means,
5

and prejudice them not
6

for making it hard
7
on them;

and if they are pregnant

spend
8 on them

£

till they lay down

their burden.

Then if they suckle
9
for you

then pay them

^ x >
their remunerations.

And have consultations
10

1 & yattaqi(T) - he fears Allah, protects himself,

is on his guard, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from ittaqd,

form VIII of waqa [waqy/wiqdyah], to guard, to

protect. The final yd' is vowelless and hence

dropped because the verb is in a conditional

clause. See at 65:2, p. 1838, n. 12).

2. jj&i yukaffir(u) = he forgives, he pardons,

grants remission, covers, effaces, hides, makes

infidel (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from kaffara, form II

of kafara [kufr], to cover, to hide. See at 8:29, p.

556, n. 8).

3. jjajy yu'azzim («) = he enlarges, makes

big/hard, venerates, holds high in esteem (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from 'azzama, form II of 'azuma

['izam/'azdmah], to be big, large. The final letter

is vowelless for the reason stated in n. 3 above.

See at 22:30, p. 1056, n. 1).

you lodge, provide residence,

settle, make (someone) inhabit (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'askana, form IV of sakana

[sukfin], to be calm, still. See yuskin at 42:33, p.

1573, n. 8).

5. Jbrj wujd = means, material circumstances.

6. i. e., in the matter of residence. IjjU* V Id

tudarrti = do not harm, injure, damage, coerce,

prejudice (v. ii. m. pi. imperative {prohibition}

from ddrra, form 111 of darra [darr], to harm, to

prejudice. See yuddrru at 2:282, p. 149, n.10).

7. ly-^i tu4ayyiqik{na) = you make hard, narrow,

straiten, constrain (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

dayyaqa, form II of ddqa [dayq/tfq], to be

narrow. The terminal nun is dropped because of a

hidden 'an in //' of motivation coming before the

verb. See yadiqu at 26:97, p. 826, n. 8).

8. l^Ujf 'anfiqti = you (all) spend, expend,

disburse, lay out (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'anfaqa, form IV of nafaqa/nafiqa [nafaq], to be

used up, be spent. See at 64:16, p. 1836, n. 1).

9. i. e., suckle the baby. ,y^J 'arda'na = they

breastfed, gave suck, suckled (v. iii. f. pi. past

from 'arda'a
t

from IV of rada'a

[rad'/radd'ah/ri4d'), to breast-feed. See at 4:23,

p. 249, n. 1).

10. VtamirH - have consultations, confer,

deliberate, take counsel, plot (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from i'tamara, form VIII of 'amara

[amr], to order, command. See ya'tamiruna at

28:20, p. 1238, n. 6).
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between you
1

in the approved manner,
2

and if you mutually find hard
3

then there shall suckle
4
for

him another lady.

7. Let there expend
4

a person of affluence
5

out of his affluence;

and he on whom is limited
6

his provision,
7

he shall spend
8
out of what

Allah has given him.

Allah burdens
9
not anyone

except as He has given him.

Allah will set

after difficulty
10
ease.

11

Section (Ruku')2

8. And how many a habitat
12

hurled defiance
13

at the command of its Lord

and His Messengers;

1 . i.e., regarding the breast-feeeding of the baby.

2. L->jy»» ma'r&f = known, well-known,

recognized, conventional, appropriate, fairness,

equity, kindness, beneficence, good manner,

approved by sharVah, lawful (pass, participle

from 'arafa/ 'arifa [ma'rifah / 'irfan], to know,

to recognize. See at 65:2, p. 1838, n. 7).

3. ^j-l* ta'dsartum = you mutually find

hard/difficult (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from ta'dsara,

form VI of 'asura ['usr/'usur], to be difficult,

hard. See Wat 54:8, p. 1730, n. 12).

4. turdi'u = she suckles, breast-feeds, gives

suck (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from 'arda'a, from IV of

rada'a [rad'/rada'ah/rida'}, to breast-feed. See

'arda'na at*65:6, p. 1840, n. 9).

5. sa*ah = wtdeness, spaciousness,

profusion, abundance, plenitude, amplitude,

affluence. See at 2:247, p. 125, n. 3.

6. j-vi qudira = he or it was limited, measured

decreed, (v. iii. m. s. past passive from qadara

[qudrah/maqduruh/qadr], to have strength, to

ordain. See at 54:12, p. 1731, n. 11).

7. tijj rizq (pl.JVjj' arzdq) = provision, means of

livelihood, food, sustenance. See at 51:22, p.

1699, n.6).

8. jiJ liyunfiq = let him/he shall spend, expend,

disburse (v. iii. m. s. imperative from 'anfaqa,

form IV of nafaqa/nafiqa [nafaq], to be used up,

be spent. See 'anfiqu at 65:6, p. 1840, n. 8).

9. O&iyukallifu - he burdens, charges, entrusts,

commissions, assigns, bothers, imposes (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from kallafa, form II (tafclif) of katifa

[kalaf], to be fond of, to be bent. See at 2:286, p.

152, n. 6).

10. 'usr = hardship, difficulty, distress. See

at 18:74, p. 938, n. 2.

\\. s~i yusr = ease, facility. See at 51:3, p. 1696,

n. 5.

12. *o» qaryah (s.; pi. isj quran) = habitation,

habitat, town, village, hamlet. See at 47:13, p.

1651, n. 7.

13. c^p 'atat = she or it turned insolent, turned

defiant, hurled defiance (v. iii. f. s. past from 'ata

['utQw/'utiy/'itiy], to be insolent. See 'ataw at

51:44, p. 1703, n. 7).
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so We called it to account
1

in a strict accounting

and chastised them with a

Dunishment unorecedented
2

, - »l \I Q it taiteH 3 the evily. \D\J 11 luolvU tilt- V 11

consequence
4
of its affair;

and the end-result
5
of its affair

was loss.
6

10. Allah has made ready
7

for them a punishment

- y
very severe.

So beware
8
of Allah,

0 possessors of intelligence
9

who believe.

Allah has indeed sent down

to you a reminder.
10

1 1 . A Messenger reciting
1

1

to

you the signs of Allah

quite manifest,
12

that he may bring out
13

1. U~-U- h&sabnd = we called to account, held

responsible, made answerable (v. i. pi. past from

tyasaba, form 111 of fyasaba [hasb/ hisQb/ hisban/

husbdn], to count, to calculate. See yuhdsibu at

2:284, p. 1 151, n. 4).

2. £± nukr - denial, disavowal, disagreeable,

abominable, detestable, not recognized (i. e.,

unprecedented). See at 18:87, p. 942, n. 1 1.

3. cJli dh&qat = she tasted (v. iii. f. s. past from

dh&qa [dhawq/dhawdq/madhdq], to taste. See

dhdqu at 64:5, p. 1831, n. 10).

4. J^j wab&l = evil consequence, unhealthiness,

evil. See at 64:5, p. 1831, n. 11.

5. 4-*Ip 'dqibah (s.; pi. 'awdqib) ~ end,

ultimate outcome, upshot, consequence, effect,

end result. See at 59:16, p. 1802, n. 5.

6. j—^ khusr = loss, damage.

7. jjA 'a'adda - he prepared, made ready, got

ready (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of 'adda ['add],

to count. See at 58:15, p. 1790, n. 4).

8. IjJBi ittaqti - you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd ( waqy/wiqayah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 65:1, p. 1837, n. 4).

9. l-AJI 'albdb (pi.; sing. U lubb) = heart,

acumen, intelligence, understanding. See at 40:54,

p. 1528, n. 9).

10. i. e., the Qur'an ( see for instance 15:6, 15:9,

16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87,

41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52 and 81:27). f> dhikr =

citation, recollection, remembrance, mention,

reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. See at 63:9,

p. 1828, n. 9.

11. lji^ yatlti = he recites, reads (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from tala [iMwah], to recite, read. See at

62:2, p. 1820, n. 6).

12. i. e., explaining everything. oL-. mubayyindt

(pi.; s mubayyinah ) manifest, that which

makes clear (active participle from bayyana,

form II of bdna [ baydn], to be clear. See at 24:46,

p. 1 125, n. 10).

13. £^ yukhrija(u) = he expels, drives out,

brings out, ousts, produces, exposes (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'akhraja, form IV of kharaja

[khuruj], to go out. See at 57:9, p. 1770, n. 7.
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r ;>

y • ^ -

far'. - ,

'

or3
?.

those who believe

and do the good deeds
1

from the darkness
2

to the light.
3

And whoever believes

in Allah and acts rightly

He will admit
4him in gardens

flowing
5 below them

the rivers,
6

abiding
7
therein for ever.

Indeed Allah has perfected
8

for him a provision.
9

12. Allah is He Who created

seven heavens and of the

earth the equivalent
10

thereof.

The Command descends
11

between them

so that you may know

that Allah is over everything

Omnipotent and that Allah

indeed encompasses
12

everything in knowledge.

1. oUX* sdlihdt (f.; sing, sdlihah; m. salih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 48:29, p. 1675, n. 13.

2. i. e., of disbelief and ignorance. oUt

zulumdt s. zulmah) = darkness, layers of

darkness. See at 33:43, p. 1453, n. 7.

3. i. e., the light of 'im&n and Islam.

4. J^Jj yudkhil{u) = he admits, enters (in the

transitive sense), puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'adkhala, form IV of dakhala

[dukhul], to enter. The final letter is vowelless for

the verb is conclusion of a conditional clause. See

at 64:9, p. 1 833, n. 9).

5. tsy«J tajrt = she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jam \jary], to

flow. See at 61:12, p. 1818, n. 3).

6. jL^f 'anhdr (sing, nahr) = rivers, streams. See

at 58:22, p. 1792, n. 13.

7. ^jJU khalidin (pi.; acc./gen. of khalidun, s.

khdlid) = living for ever, abiding, abiding for

ever, everlasting, eternal, immortals (active

participle from khalada [khulftd], to live for ever.

See at 59:17, p. 1802,n.7.

8. jj~o-t 'ahsana = he made good, perfected, did

favours, acted rightfy, was charitable (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of hasuna [husn], to be good. See

at 64:3, p. 1831, n. 3).

9. Jjj rizq (pi. cJljj' arzaq) - sustenance,

subsistence, livelihood, means of livelihood,

provision, boon. See at 56:82, p. 1765, n. 1.

10. i. e., a similar number of earths. Ji* mithl (s.;

pi. Jii-l 'amthdl) = like, similar, equivalent. See at

60:1, p. 1812, n. 8.

1 1. i. e., for the running and management of all

affairs of the heavens and the earth. <J^

yatanazzalu = he decsends, gets down, lowers

herself, gives up (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

tanazzala, form V of nazala [nuzut], to come

down, get down. See taianazzalu at 41:30, p.

1550, n. 7).

12. i»l>-t 'ahdta = he or it encompassed,

surrounded, encircled, contained, comprehended

(v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of hdta

[hawt/hitah/hiyatah], to guard, to encircle. See at

18:29, p. 922, n.2).



66. SOratal-TahrIm (The Prohibition)

Madinan: 12 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. It relates to the household of the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be

on him, and his wives, the Mothers of the believers, may Allah be pleased with them. It refers to some

matters that cropped up in his relationship with his wives that are likely to crop up in any Muslim

household. The surah deals with these matters and thus provide guidance for the building up and

continuance of healthy and happy families. The surah is named al-Tahrim (The Prohibition) with

reference to its first 'ayah which alludes to the Prophet's having temporarily suspended his relationship

with one of his wives.

1. fj>c tuharrimu = you prohibit, forbid,

proscribe, make unlawful, make inviolate, declare

sacred, taboo, abstain, refrain (v. iii. m. s. past in

form II of karuma/ harima, to be prohibited. See

at 25:68, p.' 11 58, n. 10).

2. (ji^j tabtaghi = you seek, desire, strive for (v.

ii. m. s. impfct. from ibtaghd, form VIII of baghd

[bughd'], to seek. See tabtaghiya at 6:35, p. 404,

n. 12.

3. oL>y mardat - pleasure, satisfaction,

gratification. See at 2:265, p. 138, n. 12.

4. Jbj* farada = he made incumbent, imposed,

made obligatory, ordained, supposed, appointed

(v. iii. m. s. past from far(\, to decree, to appoint.

Seefaradna at 24:1, p. 1 105, n. 3.

5. 41»J tahillah = absolution, expiation,

atonement.

6. OLsT 'ayman (pi.; s. ^ yamin) = right hands,

oaths. See at 63:2, p. 1825, n. 5.

7. Jjj* mawld = Patron-Protector,

Guardian-Protector, Sovereign, companion,

friend. See at 57:15, p. 1773, n. 11.

8. i. e., of all events, words, deeds and thoughts of

His creatures, open or secret, and of what is good

and suitable for His creatures. ^ 'alirn (s.; pi.

'ulamd') ~ well informed, erudite, learned, more

knowing, All-Knowing, Omniscient. See at 5 1 :30,

p. 1701, n. 2.

9. i. e., in His acts and dispensation. hakim

(s.; pi. hukamd') = All-Wise, judicious, full of

wisdom (active participle in the scale offa'tl from

hakama [hukm], to pass judgement. See at 64: 1 8,

p. 1836, n. 10).

1 . O Prophet,

why do you abstain
1

from

what Allah has made lawful

for you, seeking
2

the pleasure
3
of your wives?

And Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful.

ill^a; 2.Allah has indeed ordained

24^3 for you the absolution
5
of

your oaths.
6

SfJ And Allah is

your Guardian-Protector,
7

and He is the All-Knowing,
8

1 the All-Wise.
9

1844
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3. And when the Prophet con-

fided
1

to someone

of his wives
2
a talk

and then she made it known4

a^iifr^tlj and Allah disclosed
5

it to him,

he specified
5
part of it

and evaded
6
part of it.

Then when he told her of it,

she said:

"Who informed
7
yoii of this?"

He said:

"There has informed me the

All-Knowing, the All-Aware."
8

as

0 jg$ZJ&

4. If you two turn in

repentance
9
to Allah—

and your hearts incline
10—

but if you help each other
11

against him,then verily Allah,

He is his Guardian-Protector,

and Jibnl and the righteous
12

of the believers,

and the angels,

1. j-A 'asarra = he hid, concealed, secreted,

suppressed, confided (v. iii. m. s. past in form TV

of sarra [surur / tasirrah/ masarrah], to make

happy. See at 13:10, p. 767, n. 10).

2. i. e., to Hafsah, may Allah be pleased with her.

3. *L^Jo~ hadith (s.; pi. 'ahadith) = speech,

talk, narrative, report, discourse, account. See at

53:59, p. 1727, n. 12.

4. i. e., to 'A'ishah, may Allah be pleased with

her. ob nabba'at = she made known, apprised,

informed, notified, advised (v. iii. s. impfct. from

nabbaa, form 11 of naba'a [nab'/nubd'], to be

prominent. See yunabbi'u at 62:8, p. 1823, n. 2).

5. i. e., to Hafsah, may Allah be pleased with her.

6. i. e., in consideration to her. J»^ 'a'rada = he

turned away, averted, evaded (v. ii. m. pi. past

from 'a'rada, form IV of 'aruda ['ard], to be

broad, wide, to appear, to show. See at 41:51, p.

1558, n. 12).

7. Lsf 'anba'a - he informed, notified, told, made

know, communicated (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV

of naba 'a. See n 3 above).

8. jit3*" khabtr = All-Aware, All-Conversant,

All-Acquainted (active participle in the scale of

fa'il from khabara [ khubr /khibrah] to be

acquainted). See at 64:8, p. 1833, n. 3).

9. l( tatfibd = you (two f.) turn in repentance,

seek forgiveness (v. ii. f. dual impfct. from tdba

[tawb/tawbah / matdb], to turn. See yatub at

49:11, p. 1681, n. 6).

10. i. e., to mutually suppress the matter.i^-i*»

saghat = she inclined, leaned to (v. iii. f. s. past

from saghd [saghw/ $ughQw], to incline, to lean

to. See'tasghd at 6:113, p. 439, n. 1).

11.1y*Uw tazdharci (originally tatazdhardni) = you

two (f.) support each other, assist each other, help

each other (v. ii. f. dual impfct. from tazdhara,

form VI of zahara [zuhfir], to be visible. See

zdhara at 60:9, p. 1810, n. 9).

12. jJL* sdlih = good, right, proper, righteous

(act. participle from salaha/salufia [saldh/ sulut]/

maslahah], to be good, right. See at 64:9, p.

1833, n.6).
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litaj^j furthermore,

are helpers.
1

y£j^ 5. Maybe his Lord,

c^alL^ if he divorces you all,

that He will give him instead
2

wives better than you

—

Muslim women, believers,

devoutly obedient,
3
contrite,

4

worshipping, oft-fasting,
5

s *
"

previously married women6

and virgins.
7

6. O you who believe,

save
8
yourselves

and your families from a fire

of which the fuel
9
is

men and stones,
10

over it are angels
11

stern
12 and strict.

13

They disobey
14
not Allah

in what He commands them

and they do

what they are commanded.

1 . jji* zahtr = helper, assistant, one who backs,

(act. participle in the scale of faV from zahara

[zuhftr], to appear, to overcome. See at 34:22,

p. 1376, n. 7).

2. Jjl^ yubdila(u) = he exchanges, replaces,

substitutes, give instead (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

abdala, form IV of badala [badal], to replace.

The final letter takes fat-hah because of the

particle 'an coming before the verb. See

yubaddilu at 50:29, p. 1651, n. 8 ).

3. oAJU qdniidt (f. pi.; s. qdnitah, m. qdnit) =

constant in obedience, devoutly dutiful (active

participle from qanata [qunQt], to be obedient).

See at 4:35, p. 255, n.9).

4. &\Jto td'ibdt (f. pi.; s. td'ibah; m. td'ib) =

repentant, penitent, contrite (act. participle from

tdba [tawb/ tawbah / matdb], to turn in

repentance/mercy. See td'ib&na at 9:1 12, p. 626,

n. 9).

5. ol>JL* s&'ihat (f. pi.; s. sd'ihah\ m. sd'ih) =

oft-fasting, itinerant, sticking to mosques (act.

participle from sdha [sayh Isayhdn/siydhah], to

flow, to travel. See sd'ihtn at 9:1 12, 626, n. 1 1).

6. oL' thayyibdi (pi.; s. thayyib ) = previously

married women, widows, divorcees.

7. j&J 'abkdr (pi.; s. bikr) = virgins,

first-borns, new. See at 56:36, p. 1758, n. 6.

8. ly qU =(you all) save, protect, guard (v. ii. m.

pi. imperative form waqd [waqy/wiqdyah], to

protect. See qi at 40:9, p. 1512, n. 6).

9. ijij waqdd = fuel, that which keeps fire

burning. See at 3:10, p. 158, n. 1.

10. ijUo- hijdrah (sing, hajar) = stones. See at

51:33, p. 1702, n. 7.

1 1 . i. e., put in charge of these are angels.

12. -k^p ghitftz (pi.; s. ghaliz) = sacred,

inviolable, solid, tough, harsh, severe, dire. See

g/w//zat41:50,p. 1558, n. 10.

13. shid&d (pi.; s. shadid) = strict, hard,

severe, stern, difficult. See shadid at 1 2:47, 740,

n. 12).

14. 0j-mj ya'stina - they disobey, rebel, defy (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'asd, [ 'isydn/ ma'siyah],

to disobey, defy. Sec ya'sina at 60:12, p. 1813, n.

7).
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i^c/il C^K 7. O you who disbelieved,
1

fj^l^J^Y make no excuses
2
today.

OjJfLJ] You are but requited for

^ ojLSiSU what you used to do.

8. O you who believe,

turn in repentance
4
to Allah

> ^ X/
repenting sincerely

5
.

•3 " Maybe that your Lord will

™ wT7 -
efface

6
from you

vour sins
7

r*
and will admit

8
you

into gardens flowing

below them the rivers.

On the day

illULiiN Allah will not disgrace
9

the Prophet and those who

believe with him.

Their light will run
10

in front of them

and by their right.
11

They will say: "Our Lord,

make full
12
for us our light

1. Jt will be said on the Day of Judgement.

2. ijjiaJ V Id ta'tadhirti = you (all) do not make

excuses, do not apologize (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition} from i'tadhara, from VIII of

adhara ['udhr/ ma'dhirah], to excuse, forgive.

See at 9:94, p. 618, n. 1).

3. ^3}^ tujzawna - you are recompensed,

requited, rewarded, repaid (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

passive from jazd {jazd'], to recompense. See at

52:16, p. 1709, n. 7).

4. tdbii = you (all) turn in repentance (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from tdba [tawb, tawbah], to

turn in repentance {when said of Allah it means

to turn in forgiveness}. See at 1 1:90, p. 710, n. 9).

5. ^j+ai nastih = sincere, loyal, faithful.

6. yukaffira(u) = he forgives, he pardons,

grants remission, covers, effaces, hides, makes

infidel (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from kaffara, form II

of kafara [kufr], to cover, to hide. The final letter

takes fat-hah because of the particle 'an coming

before the verb. See yukaffir at 65:5, p. 1840, n.

2).

7. cjIjl- sayyi'&t (pi.; s. sayyi'ah) = evils, evil

deeds, sins. See at 64:9, p. 1833, n. 8.

8. J^Oi yudkhilaiu) = he admits, enters (in the

transitive sense), puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'adkhala, form IV of dakhala

[dukhul], to enter. The final letter takes fat-hah

because the verb is conjunctive to the previous

verb governed by the particle 'an. See yudkhil at

64:9, p. 1833, n. 9).

9. isyt yukhzi - he disgraces, humiliates,

debases (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'akhzd, form IV

of khaziya [khizy/khazan], to be base, ashamed.

See at 39:40, p. 1495, n. 6).

10. i. e., proceeding and showing the way. t

yas'd = he runs, moves quickly, strives,

endeavours (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from sa'd [ sa'y],

to move quickly. See at 57:12, p. 1771, n. 11).

1 1. Olnf 'aymdn (pi.; s. yamin) = right hands,

right sides, oaths. See at 66:2, p. 1844, n. 6.

12. 'atmim ~ make full, complete ( v. ii. m. s.

imperative from 'atamma, form IV of tamma

[tamdm]
t to be completed. See mutimm at 61:8,

p. 1816, n. 12).
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T3jLi£5 and forgive
1

us.

Sk=^&*&\ Verily you are over everything

0^*4 Omnipotent.
2

9. O Prophet,

Sli^ssJl fight
3
the unbelievers

o£iQ\j and the hypocrites
4

jiyjfc and be strict
5
on them;

j^^&JZj and their abode
6
will be hell;

0 iwillijlij and evil is the destination.
7

us;

!''>'"'
l" »>

10. Allah strikes an instance

for those who disbelieve

of the wife of Nuh

and the wife of Lflt.

The two had been under

two of Our servants,
9

two righteous ones;
10

but they betrayed
11

the two;

so the two availed
12
them not

against Allah anything; and

it was said: "Enter you two

the fire with those entering."

L j£>\ ighfir = you forgive (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from ghafara [ghafr /ghufrdn /maghfirah], to

forgive. See at 28:17, p. 1236, n. 10).

2. j>Ji qadtr = Omnipotent, All-Powerful. See at

64:1, p. 1830, n. 4.

3. JUU jdhid = fight, wage war, struggle hard,

strive (v. ii. m. s. imperative from jdhada form

III of jahada [jahd\, to strive. See at 25:52, p.

1163, n. 12).

4. mundfiqin (m. pi. acc./gen. of

munafiqun, s. mundfiq) - hypocrites, dissemblers,

(active participle from n&faqa, form III of nqfaqa

[nafaq/ nufuq], to be used up, to perish. See at

48:6, p. 1663. n. 1).

5. -tUi ughluz - be stern, severe, strict, tough,

harsh, rough, rude (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

ghaluza / ghalaza [ghilaz/ ghilzahJ ghildzah], to

be rough, rude. See at 9:73, p. 609, n. 5).

6. ma'wan (s.; pi. ma'dwin) - habitation,

abode, dwelling, shelter (adverb of place from

'awd ['awiy], to seek shelter. See at 57:15, p.

1773, n. 5).

7. j~** masir = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 64:10, p. 1834, n. 4).

8. daraba = he struck, hit, beat (v. iii. m. s.

past from darb, to beat. See at 43:17, p. 1586, n.

3).

9. jU 'ib&d (sing, j^'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

44:18, p. 1609, n. 8).

10.
t
>-»JU» sdlifyayn (dual, acc./gen. of sdlif0n; s.

sdlih) - two righteous/ virtuous ones (act.

participle from salafya [saldh/ sul&h/ maslaftah],

to be good, right, proper. See sdlihtn at 63:10, p.

1829, n. 5).

11. i. e., they disbelieved and disobeyed Allah

and His Messengers, khdnatd = the two (f. )

betrayed, became disloyal/treacherous (v. iii. f.

dual past from khdna [khawn/khiydnah], to

betray. See Id takhunu at 8:26, p. 556, n. 1).

12. Uii yughniydini) = they two avail, suffice,

make free from want, enrich, help (v. iii. m, dual

impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya [ghinan

/ ghand' ], to be free from want, to be rich. The

terminal nun is dropped for the particle lam

coming before the verb. See yugnni at 53:6, p.

1832, n. 7).
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/—

.

11. And Allah strikes
1

an instance
2

for those who believe

of the wife of Fir'awn,

when she said: My Lord,

build
3
for me near You

a house in the garden

and save
4 me from Fir'awn

and his deed,

and save me from the people

that transgress.
5

12. And of Mryam, daughter

of 'Imran,

who guarded
6
her chastity;

and We breathed
7
into it

of Our spirit of life;
8

and she believed
9

in the Words of her Lord

and His Books;

and she was

of those devoutly obedient
10

1 . ^jj> daraba ~ he struck, hit, beat (v. iii. m. s.

past from darb, to beat. See at 66:10, p. 1848, n.

8).

2. matkal (pi. Jii*t 'amthal) - simile, likeness,

example, parable, instance, model, ideal. See at

43:56, p. 1597, n. 3.

3. ^1 ibni - build, construct, erect, set up (v. ii.

m. s. imperative from band [bind'/bunydn], to

build, to erect. See at 40:36, p. 1522, n. 10.

4. najji = you rescue, save, deliver (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from najjd, form II of najd

[najw/najdV najdh], to be saved, to escape. See

at 28:21, p. 1238, n. 10).

5. i. e., particularly the polytheists [note that at

31:13 shirk or setting partners with Allah is called

a grave zulm}.
1
>*JU» z&limin (acc./gen. of

zdlim&n, sing. zalim) - transgressors,

wrong-doers, unjust persons, those committing

wrongs, polytheists ( active participle from

zalama [zulm], to transgress, do wrong. See at

59:17, p. 1802, n. 9).

6. c-:.vfl.>-f 'ahsanat = he guarded, fortified (v. iii.

f. s. past from 'ahsana, form IV of hasuna

[hasdnah], to be inaccessible, chaste. See tuhsina

at 21:91, p. 1037, n. 13).

7. nafakhnd- we breathed, blew, inflated

(v. i. pi. past from nakfakha nafakha [nafkh], to

blow. See at 21:91, p. 1037, n. 14).

8. £jj r&h (s.; pi. 'arwdh) = breath of life, soul,

spirit, spirit of life, wahy, Jibril. See at 58:22, p.

1792, n. 9.

9. lijjl^ saddaqat = she believed, he proved true,

verified, substantiated, confirmed, accepted as

true (v. iii. m. f. past in from saddaqa, form II of

sadaqa [sadq/sidq], to speak the truth. See

saddaqa at 39:33, p. 1493, n. 2).

10. qdnitin (pi.; accusative/genitive of

qdnitun; s. qdnit) = devoutly dutiful/obedient,

submissive (active participle from qanata [qunut],

to be obedient, to be devout). See at 33:35, p.

1849, n. 10).



67. SOratal-Mulk (The Dominion)
Makkan: 30 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It deals with the fundamentals of the faith, mainly the Oneness, Power and

Glory of Allah and the theme of Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment in the hereafter. It

starts with an emphasis that Blessed is Allah in Whose Hand is the Dominion of the heavens and the

earth. Life and death are His creation and He is over everything Omnipotent. The surah is named after

this first 'ayah. Indeed the whole surah deals with Allah's Power and Dominion over everything, draws

attention to His wonderful creation and how He provides for everything and being, and stresses the

inevitability of the Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment.

1H r mm 1 SSI

4r?
1 lf^oc^H ^ ic 1—T^*
j . jjig^gu la nc

111 VY IIU&C rlallU Id

HnminiAn - ^
LUC UU1111111U11,

and He is over everything

Omnipotent.
3

2. He Who created

death and life

that He might test
4
you

as to who of you is the best
5

in deed.

And He is the All-Mighty,
6

the Most Forgiving.

3. He Who created

seven heavens,

1. djU tabdraka = he became blessed, praised,

exalted (v. iii. m. s. past in form VI of baraka, to

kneel down. See at 55: 78, p. 1752, n. 8).

2. i.e., His is the absolute ownership, possession,

sovereignty and power of governance and

dispensation. iilL> mulk = dominion, kingship,

monarchy, right of possession, ownership. See at

64:1, p. 1830, n. 2.

3. ji-ii qadir - Omnipotent, Ail-Powerful,

All-Capable (act. participle in the intensive scale

of fa'il from qadara [ qadr/ qadar/ qudrahJ

maqdurah/ maqdarah/ maqdirah], to ordain, to

measure, to have power. See at 66:8, p. 1848, n.

2).

4. jLi yabluwa{lu) = he tests, tries, (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from bald [balw / bald'], to test, to try.

The final letter takes fat-hah because of a hidden

'an in // (lam of motivation) coming before the

verb. See at 47:4, p. 1649, n. 1).

5. Allah gives life and death not without purpose,

but to test His creatures by their deeds, j-^-l

'afysan = better, fairer/fairest, more/most

handsome, more/most befitting, best. Elative of

hasan, good, beautiful. See at 17:53, p.889, n. 10.

6. jtjf- 'aztz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 62:3, p. 1821, n. 5.

1850
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tsQ, one above another.
1

t^li-v | You cannot see in the creation

of the All-Compassionate

o* any disharmony.
2

Then turn
3
the eye,

$L^u5<^)j* can you see any fissures?
4

Z$@$f 4. Then turn the eye

0j> again and again;
5

MljZjfa there will turn back
6
to you

iLiy^jl the eye enfeebled
7

Qj±~^y>j anc* ^ wiH t»e exhausted.
8

5. And We have indeed

Gill sE2J(eJ) adorned
9
the nearest

10
heaven

^.. :
.u»> with lamps

11

and have set them

t^M^yi as missiles
12

for Satans;

EjcZ-U and We have prepared
13

jSL for them the punishment

0j5*UI of the blazing furnace.
14

^^ij 6. And for those who

1 . JU<» fibdq ~ in conformity with, corresponding

to, one above another.

2. cjj\M lafdwut = disparity, dissimilarity,

disharmony (verbal noun in form VI of fata

[fawt/fawat], to pass away, to vanish. See fata at

60;] l,p. J812, n. 5.

3. irjV - you go back, return, send back, turn

(v. ii. m. s. imperative from raja'a (ruju'), to

return, go back. See at 32:12, p. 1327, n. 9).

4. jjh* futfir (pi.; s. fair) = fissures, cleavages,

ruptures.

5. karratayn (dual, acc./gen. of karratan; s.

karrah ) - twice, again and again, two

recurrences, two turns . See karrah at 26:102, p.

1120,n. 6.

6. »—Jii yanqalib(u) = he truns round, turns, turns

about, turn back (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

inqalaba inqalaba, form VII of qalaba [qalb], to

turn around. . The final letter is vowelless (sakin)

because the verb is conclusion of a conditional

clause. See at 3: 144, p. 21 1, n. 4).

7. kh&si* - feeble, enfeebled, weak,

languid, outcast, rejected, driven away (act.

participle from khasa'a [ khas'], to chase away.

See khdsi'in at 7:166, p. 530, n. 7).

8. j-~>- hasir - exhausted, weary, tired, fatigued

(act. participle in the scale of fa 7/ from husara

[husfir], to be tired. See yastahsiruna at 21:19, p.

1017, n. 5).

9. Ujj zayyannd = we adorned, embellished,

decorated, ornamented, beautified (v. i. pi. past

from zxiyyana, form II of zona [zayn], to decorate,

adorn. See at 50:6, p. 1686, n. 7).

10. WJ dunya (f.; m. 'adnd ) = nearer, nearest,

lower, lowest, this world, earth. See at 37:6, p.

1431, n. 3.

11. i. e., stars. ^Ui* masabih (pi.; s. mi$bah) -

lamps, lights. See at 4 1 : 1 2, p. 1 543, n. 1 2.

12. fyrj rujfim (pi. ; s. rajm) ~ missiles. See

ra/mat 18:22, p. 919, n. 1.

13. U-^f 'a'tadnti = we prepared, got ready (v. i.

pi. past in form IV of 'atada ['atdd\, to be ready.

See at 48:13, p. 1666, n. 6).

14. i. e., hell, sa'tr = burning blaze, blazing

furnace, inferno. See at 48:13, p. 1666, n. 7.
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disbelieve
1

in their Lord

is the punishment of hell;

and bad
2
is the destination.

3

feisty 7. When they will be flung
4

into it they will hear its sighs
5

and it will be flaring up;
6

8. Almost bursting
7

out of rage.
8

Every time there is flung

into it a band
9

its stewards
10

will ask them:

"Did there not come to you

anv warner*?"
11

Q Th^x/ \x/i11 cq\/' "f"^ \/**cy. i ncy win b<xy. vj yc;>,

there did come to us a warner

but we disbelieved
12
and said:

Allah has not sent down 13

anything;

von arp nano-hf hnr

in an error
14

quite enormous."

1. ijyiS* kafard = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[Jfcu/r], to cover. See at 64:6, p. 1832, n. 4).

2. ^ bVs = evil, wretched, bad. See at 40:76, p.

1536, n. 4.

3. js^a masir = destination, place at which one

arrives, destiny. See at 66:9, p. 1848, n. 7).

4. 'ulqti = they were thrown, cast, flung,

delivered, submitted (v. iii. m. pi. past passive

from 'alqd, form IV of laqiya [liqa" /luqyan /luqy

/luqyah /luqan], to meet. See at 25:13, p. 1141, n.

7).

5. shahiq = sobbing, sighing, inhalation,

braying (of a donkey). See at 11:106, p.7 15, n. 10.

6. jyz iaftiru = she flares up, boils, bubbles,

gushes forth, bursts (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from fara

[fawr/fawran] t
to flare up, to boil,. See fara at

23:27, p. 1082, n. 1).

7. >*J tammayzu (originally tatamayyazu) - she

bursts, becomes separated/distinguished (v. iii. f.

s. impfct. from tamayyaza, form V of mdza

[mayz], to separate. See imtazu at 36:59, p. 1423,

n. 2).

8. Ji-i- ghayz = rage, wrath, anger, fury. See at

33:25, p. 1344, n. 9.

9. fawj (s.; pi. ^lyf 'afwdj) = band, troop,

group, detachment, regiment. See at 38:59, p.

1473, n. 13.

10. Kyt- khazanah (pi.; s. khdzin) - treasurers,

stewards, keepers (act. participle from khazana

[khazn], to store. See at 40:49, p. 1527, n. 1).

1 1 . jiJil nadhtr (pi. nudhur) = warner, one or that

which gives warning, warning (active participle in

the scale of fa'il from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur],

to vow, to pledge). See at 53:56, p. 1727, n. 17).

12. bioS" kadhdhabnd = we disbelieved, cried lies

to, regarded as false (v. i. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See kadhdhabu at

57:19, p. 1775, n. 8).

13. J> nazzala = he sent down (v. iii. m. s. past

in form II of nazala (nuzul), to come down. See at

43:11, p. 1584, n. 6).

14. J}U> dalul = error, straying from the right

path. See at 62:2, p. 1821, n. 1.
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iu. Ana mey win say.

'
'T T j-I vita 1 ini'/mA/J ^

riaa we iistenea

ft we would not have been

among the inmates
3

it\ u -it Ul UlC UdlZrlllg lUIIldVC.

ii.i nus win mey corners

their sin.

oo away witn tne

inmaies 01 me Diazmg lire.

*j ill ".I 1Z,. VCIJiy lHUi>C WI1U lCd.1

their Lord in the unseen
7

they will have forgiveness
8

and a reward
9
very great.

10

f^Jj 1 3 . And whether you conceal
1

1

^!^V^3> y°ur saying or disclose
12

it,

f

Ji&%\ verily He is All-Knowing

^ jjiiiioli of the secrets of the hearts.
13

pZ 14. Should he not know

1. nasma'u = we hear, listen, pay attention

(v. i. pi. impfct. from sami'a [sam' /soma'

/samd'ah /masma'], to hear. See tasma' at 63:4,

p. 1826, n. 6).

2. Jiu na'qilu = we exercise reason, understand,

realize, comprehend (v. i. pi. impfct. from Vf</c//a

['aql\, to understand, to have intelligence. See

ta'qiluna at 57:17, p. 1774, n. 11).

3. vl*w»f 'a$-hab (pi.; sing, v^u, n2/t/£) =

inmates, inhabitants, companions, associates,

comrades, followers, owners. See at 64:10, p.

1834, n. 3).

4. i'tarafti = they admitted, confessed,

acknowledged, avowed, recognized (v. iii. m. pi.

past from i'tarafa, form VIII of 'arafa

[ma'rifcih/'irfdn], to know, to recognize. See at

9:102, p. 621, n. 14).

5. suhq = distance, remoteness, suhqan

lahu - away with him.

6. dj±*i yakhshawna = they fear, are afraid of,

apprehend, dread (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

khashiya [khashy/ khashyah], to fear, to dread).

See at 39:23, p. 1490, n. 3).

7. ghayb (s.; pi. ghuyub) = unseen, invisible,

hidden, divine secret. See at 53.35, p. 1724, n. 4.

8. iji* maghfirah = forgiveness, pardon,

remission. See at 35:7, p. 1391, n. 13.

9.j*\ 'ajr (pi. jyrf 'ujur) - reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 57:27, p. 1780, n. 4).

10. j?f kabir = big, great, enormous, grave thing,

All-Great. See at 35:7, p. 1391, n. 14.

11. 'asirrH - you conceal, secrete, hide,

keep confidential (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

'asarra, form IV of sarra [surur/ tasirrah/

masarrah], to make happy. See tusirruna at 64:4,

p. 1831, n. 6).

12. Ijy^l ijharH = you shout/ make loud/ public,

disclose (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from jahara
[

jahr /jihar], to declare publicly, to come out. See

laiajharu at 49:2, p. 1677, n. 2).

13. j>u> sudUr (pi.; sing. jX* sadr) = breasts,

chests, bosoms, hearts, front, beginning, dhdt

al-sudur = that which possesses the hearts,

secrets of the hearts. See at 64:4, p. 1 83 1 , n. 8.
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Who created,

and He is the All-Subtle,
1

$Ja£i the All-Aware?2

Section (Ruku ()2

15. He it is Who made for

you the earth docile.
3

So walk
4
through its flanks

5

and eat of His provision.
6

And to Him will be

the resurrection.
7

• V 16. Do you feel secure
8
of

the One in the Heaven

that He may sink
9
with you

the earth and then

it will quake? 10

17. Or do you feel secure

of the One in the Heaven

that He may send down 11

on you a hail-storm
12

so you shall know

^ how My warning is?
13

1. ,jukJ latif = All-Graceful, All-Subtle, Kind,

Gracious, fine, delicate, refined (active participle

in the scale of fa 'U from latafa/latufa

[lutf/latdfah], to be kind and friendly, to be fine,

delicate. See at 42:19, p. 1568, n. 3).

2. khablr = All-Aware, All-Conversant,

All-Acquainted (active participle in the scale of

fa'U from khabara [ khubr /khibrah] to be

acquainted). See at 66:3, p. 1845, n. 8).

3. JjJi dhalul (s.; pi. dhulat) = docile, tamed,

trained. See at 2:71, p. 33, n. 7.

4. Ij-i-l imshfi = you (all) go on, proceed, move

along, walk (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from masha
[

l_r^ mashy], to go on foot, to walk. See at 38:6,

p. 1460, n. 8).

5. v^-* manakib (pi.; s. mankib) - flanks,

shoulders, uplands, highlands (noun of place from

nakaba [nukQb], to deviate, to swerve. See

nakibun at 23:74, p. 1093, n. 9.)

6. Jjj rizq (pi. Jljj* arzdq) = sustenance,

subsistence, livelihood, means of livelihood,

provision, boon. See at 65:1 1, p. 1843, n. 9.

7. jj-iJ nushUr = resurrection, restoration to life.

See at 35:9, p. 1392, n. 13.

8. 'amintum - you (all) became safe,

were/felt secure (v. ii. m. pi. past from 'amina

['amn/amdn ], to be safe. See at 2:196, p. 94, n.

13).

9. i. e., He may cause the earth to collapse and

sink with you. «Jl-*s yakhsifaiu) = he sinks,

causes to sink, is eclipsed (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from khasafa [khasffkhusQJ], to sink, to be

eclipsed. See at 16:45, p. 842, n. 10).

10. jyj tamti.ru = she moves to and fro, moves

from side to side, quakes (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

mara [mawr], to move from side to side).

• 1 ^ yursilaiu) - he despatches, sends, lets

flow (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. The final

letter takes fat-hah for the particle 'an coming

before the verb. See at 30:46, p. 1305, n. 5).

12. v*" 1*- hdsib = hail-storm, violent tornado,

devastating cyclone. See at 54:34, p. 1736, n. I.

13. nadhtr (pi. nudhur) = warner, warning.

See at 67:9, p. 1852, n. 11.
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18. And disbelieved
1

indeed

those before them.

i ncn iiuw wda

My disapproval ?
2

19. Do they not see the birds
3

above them unfolding wings
4

E

and holding?
5

There retains
6 them none

but the All-Compassionate.

£-i Ail A\\ v erny ne is ui cvciyuiJiig

All-Seeing.
7

20. Or who is the one that is

an army 8
for you

that can help
9
you besides

the All-Compassionate?

The disbelievers are

in naught but delusion.
10

2 1 . Or who is the one that

can give you provision
11

if He withholds
12
His provision?

1 . <_j-tf* kadhdhaba = he cried lies to, regarded as

false, disbelieved (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kudhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 50:15, p. 1688, n. 4).

2. i. e., My retribution, nakiri (originally nakir+

t) : j& naktr = denial, disapproval, disavowal,

disapprobation, rejection. See at 67:18, p. 1855, n.

2.

3. jle tayr ( coll. n.; pi. jy±> tuyur) - bird, birds,

fowls. See at 56:21, p. 1756, n. 4.

4. cliUi saffat (f. pi.; s. saffah; m. Saff) those

ranged in ranks, those lined up, those unfodling

their wings (act. participle from saffa [saff], to

line up. to set in a row).

5. i. e.. folding the wings. j^Ju yaqbidna = they

(f) hold, grasp, grip (v. iii. f. pi. impfct. from

qabada [qabd], to seize. See qabadnd at 25:46, p.

1152,'n. J).

'

6. i. e., in the sky. ^—^ yumsiku ~ he retains,

holds, withholds, grasps (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'amsafca, form IV of masaka [mask], to hold, to

grab. See at 39:42, p. 1496, n. 7).

7. basir - one who sees/ observes, All-Seeing

(act. participle in the scale of fa'tl from

basura/basira [bajar], to see). See at 64:2, p.

1830, n.
6*

8. jl* jund (s.; pi. juntid/ajndd ) = army, host.

See at 44:24, p. 1610, n. 10.

9. j-suj yansuru = he helps, assists (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from nasara [nasr /nusur], to help. See

yansurdna at 59:8, p. 1798, n. 7).

10. jj> ghurtir = delusion, deception, deceit,

conceit, vanities. See at 57:20, p. 1776, n. 1 1.

1 1. Jjji yarzuqu = he provides, provides with

the means of subsistence, bestows (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from razaqa [razq], to provide, bestow.

See at 42:19, p. 1568, n. 4).

12. viJL^t 'amsaka = he retained, held, withheld,

grasped (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of masaka

[mask], to hold, to grab. See n. 6 above).
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^Ol^JJ^ Nay, they persist in insolence

f^jytj and aversion.
3

22. Is the one who walks
4

z^j<i$?y upside down5 on his face

5fl&1 the better guided
6
or

^r&ricA the one who walks upright
7

^gj^^y^fc on a way straight and right?'

xd$$ 23. Say: "He it is Who

ilLl brought you into being

j-Xj and set for you

>^V5 jJLIji the hearing and the sights

and the hearts.

USu Little is that

(^Oj^Cls you express gratitude.
IllO

dd£ji 24. Say; "He it is Who has

tg$4 (£15 scattered
11
you in the earth;

and to Him

($)3£ilc you shall all be gathered."
12

Sjl^ 25. And they say:

1. \yJ Iqjjfi = they persisted, became obstinate/

stubborn/ unyielding, insisted (v. iii. m. pi. past

from lajja [lajaj/lajdj/lajdjah], to persist, to be

stubborn. See at 23:75, p. 1093, n. 10).

2. 'utuw = recalcitrance, disobedience,

insolence, audacity. See at 25:21, p. 1 144, n. 2.

3. jyo nuftir - aversion, distaste, dislike,

estrangement, bolting away (of animals). See at

35:42, p. 1406, n. 5.

4. yamshi = he or it moves, walks, goes on

foot, proceeds (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from mashd

[ lm
^-* nuishy], to go on foot, to walk. See at 25:7,

p. 1139, n. 11).

5. mukibb = one who throws oneself down,

becomes upside down, bends down, leans (act.

participle from 'akabba, form IV of kabba

[kabb], to turn upside down, to prostrate. See

at 27:90, p. 1229, n. 5).

6. ci-uf 'ahdd - more in the right, better guided,

better guide (elative of hadin). See at 35:42, p.

1406, n. 2.

7. sawiy (s.; pi. 'aswiyd' ) = straight,

upright, correct, proper, sound, even. See at

20:135, p. 101 l,n. 9.

8.
f

mustaqim = straight, upright, erect,

correct, right, proper (active participle from

istaqdma, form X of qdma [qawmah/qiydm], to

stand up, to get up). See at 48:20, p. 1670, n. 3).

9. Lul 'ansha'a = he created, brought into being,

caused to rise (v. iii. s. past in form IV of nasha'a

[ nosh'/ nushu'/ nash'ah], to rise, to emerge. See

at 53:32, p. 1723, n. 10).

10. i. e., by obeying and worshipping Him Alone.

djj^ixj tashkurfina = you (all) express gratitude,

be thankful, be grateful (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

shakara [shukr/shukrdn], to thank, express

gratitude. See at 45: 12, p. 1621, n. 9).

11. Iji dhara'a = he created, scattered, grew (v.

iii. m. s. past from dhar', to create, scatter, grow.

See at 23:79, p. 1094, n. 12).

12. i. e., on the Day of Resurrection and

Judgement. <l>jj^>«" tuhshartina = you are

gathered, collected, assembled, mustered, herded,

rallied (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from hashura

[hashr], to gather. See at 58:9, p. 1787, n. 7).
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When will this promise be,

if you are truthful ?"
2

26. Say: "The knowledge3
is

but with Allah,

and I am but a warner
4

open and clear."
5

27. But when they will see it

approaching,
6

distressed
7
will be the faces

8

of those who disbelieve

and it will be said:

This is what you had been

clamouring
9
for."

28. Say: "Do you see, if

Allah destroys
10 me

and those with me,

or bestows mercy 11 on us,

then who is to protect
12

the disbelievers from a

punishment most painful?"
13

1. i. e., the promised thing, the Resurrection. JLpj

wa'd (s.; pi. wu'ud) = promise. See at 40:55, p.

1528, n. 11.

2. i. e., in what you say about the Resurrection.

^jU* sddiqtn (pi.; acc./gen. of sadiqun; s. sadiq)

= truthful, those who speak the truth (active

participle from sadaqa [sadq/ $idq], to speak the

truth. See at 62:6, p. 1822, n. 7).

3. i. e., the knowledge of its time of occurrence.

4. nadhir (pi. nudhur) - wamer, one or that

which gives warning, warning (active participle in

the scale of fall from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur],

to vow, to pledge). See at 67:9, p. 1 852, n. 11).

5. j-a mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bdna [baydn], to be

clear. See at 64:12, p. 1834, n. 11).

6. iiJj zulfah = near, approaching. See 'uzlifat at

50:31, p. 1178, n. 8.

7. sVat = she was distressed, worried,

saddened, made gloomy, (v. iii. f. s. past passive

from frU sd'a [ sQ'/saw'], to be bad. See si'a at

29:33, p. 1276, n. 9).

8. *yrj wujfih (sing, orj wajh) = faces,

countenances. See at 47:27, p. 1657, n. 3).

9. Ojpjj tadda'tina = you (all) ask for, claim,

maintain, allege, clamour for (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from idda'd, for VIII of da'a [du'd'], to call, to

summon. See at 4 1 :3 1 , p. 1551, n. 2).

10. *ill*f 'ahlaka = he destroyed, annihilated (v.

iii. m. s. past in from IV of halaka [halk/ hulk/

halak /tahlukah], to perish. See at 53:50, p. 1726,

n. 7).

11. rahima = he graced, had mercy on,

bestowed mercy, spared, let off (v. iii. m. s. from

rahmah/marhamah. See at 6: 16, p. 397, n. 5).

12. yujiru = he gives protection, protects,

shelters, grants asylum (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'ajdra, form IV of jdra \jawr] , to deviate, to

oppress. See at 23:88, p. 1096, n. 5).

13. f-Jl 'altm = most painful, very agonizing,

anguishing, excruciating (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fall from 'alima ['a/am], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 64:5, p. 1831, n. 12).
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jijg 29. Say:
M
Heis

£>Jjf the All-Compassionate,

^lul* we believe in Him

\&J*&) and on Him we rely.
1

o£Ccla So you shall know

J^jji^ who is in an error
2

(ft) quite obvious."

j2i*jfji 30. Say: "Do you see,

if your water becomes 3

deeply underground,
4

^tji then who will bring you

water in flowing spring?"
5

1 . Ufjj tawakkalnti = we relied, depended, put

our trust, appointed as representative (v. i. pi. past

from tawakkala, form V of wakala [wakU

wukiil], to entrust. See at 60:4, p. 1808, n. 12).

2. J^J9 daldl = error, straying from the right path.

See at 67:10, p. 1852, n. 14.

3. 'asbaha = he became, became in the

morning (v. ii. m. s. past in form IV of sabaha

[sabfy], to be in the morning. See at 28:18, p.

1237, n. 4).

4. i. e., if it goes deeply underground, jy- ghawr

(s.; pi. 'aghwdr)= deeply underground,

subterranean, bottom, depression. See at 18:41,

926, n. 5.

5. i. e., who will bring water to run withing your

easy reach? ma'in = spring, flowing spring,

source of water, running forth. See at 56:18, p.

1755, n. 14.



68. SOratal-Qalam (The Pen)
Makkan: 52 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah which brings home the theme of risdlah or Messengership of

Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and the truth of the Qur'an. It also deals with the

attitude of the unbelievers to these two matters and illustrates their position by the instance of the owners

of a garden which was destroyed because of their unbelief and disregard of Allah. It also points out that

punishment for the unbelievers will be more severe in the hereafter while the believers and the righteous

will be blessed with the paradise of bliss. The surah also asks the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him, to go on preaching the truth disregarding the opposition and ridicule of the unbelievers.

The surah is named al-Qalam (The Pen) with reference to its first 'ayah wherein Allah swears by

the pen to emphasize that the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, is not one gone off his

head as the unbelievers alleged.

IZ> \.Nun,
[

jSv> by the pen
2

and what they write.

o5C 2. You are not,

itJ^IL by the grace
4
of your Lord,

one gone off his head.
5

3. And verily for you

\J^i will be a reward

^yjLli^ without cessation.
6

jildU]^ 4. And indeed you are on

0^^^^ a character
7 most lofty.

8

1. Allah Alone knows the meaning and

significance of these disjointed letters. See 2:1, p.

4, n. 1.

2. Allah may swear by anything of His creation;

but His servants may swear only by Him.

3. i. e., men and angels write for various

purposes. >^jj*~~i yasturUna = they write, draw

lines (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from satara [satf\, to

draw lines. See mas(Hr at 52:2, p. 1607, n. 3).

4. nVmah (s.; pi. ni'am) = blessing, grace,

favour, benefaction. See at 39:49, p. 1499, n. 2.

5. This is a reply to the unbelievers' calling the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

mad on account of his giving out of the Qur'an.

Oyaw majntin (s.; pi. majanin) = possessed by

jinn, insane, mad, one gone off his head (pass,

participle from janna \junun], to cover, to hide.

See at 54:9, p. 1731, n. 1).

6. i. e., it will neither be exhausted nor stopped.

mamnun - cut off, ceased, obliged, grateful,

weak (pass, participle from manna [mann], to be

kind, to bestow favour, to cut off, to be weak. See

at 41:8, p. 1542, n. 6).

7. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. jl*- khuluq(s.\ pi.

'akhlaq) = character, nature, disposition, way. See

at 26:137, p. 1 186, n. 4.

8. f^a* 'azim = great, most lofty, magnificent,

splendid, stupendous, grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, enormous, grave. See at 62:5, p. 1 82 1,

n. 8.

1859
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5. So you will see
1

and they will see,

0ojj^\^l 6. Who of you is the insane/

•if

7. Verily your Lord,

He is the Best Aware 3

of who has gone astray

from His way4

and He is the Best Aware of

those in receipt of guidance.
5

8. So obey not
6

the disbelievers.

9. They wish
7
if you be

pliant
8
they will be pliant.

10. And obey not every oft-

swearer,
9
a despicable one;

10

1 1. A slanderer
11

going

round
12
with a calumny;

13

1 ljraJ tubsiru - you see, see through, understand,

(v. ii. m. s. impfct. from 'absara, form IV of

basura/basira [basar], to see. See tubsiruna at

56:85, p. 1765, n. 8).

2. 0>u^ maftun = one tempted, fascinated,

charmed, insane, maniac, mad (pass, participle

from fatana \fatn /fut&n], to put to trial, to tempt.

Seefatantum at 57:14, p. 1773, n. 2).

3. ,JpT 'a'lamu = better-knowing, best aware

(elative of 'dlim, active participle from 'alima

['/7m], to know. See at 50:45, p. 1695, n. 8).

4. i. e., His din — tawhtd and Islam.J^ sabtl

(pi. subul/asbilah) = way. path, road, means,

course. See at 63:2, p. 1825, n. 8.

5. ji-^ muhtadin (acc. /gen. of muhtadun,

sing, muhtadin) = those in receipt of guidance,

are guided aright, are led on the right way (active

participle from ihtadd, form VIJI of hadd

[hiddyah/hudan/hady], to lead, to guide. See at

28:57, p. 1252, n. I).

6. {Sai^ Id tuti' = do not obey, follow, abide by,

comply with (v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition]

from 'atd'a, form IV of td'a [taw'], to obey. See

at 33:48, p. 1354, n. 9).

7. Ijij waddti = they wished, desired, loved,

liked (v. iii. m. pi. past from wadda [wadd /wudd

Avidd], to love, like. See at 60:2, p. 1807, n. 8).

8. i. e., compromise in the matter of the din. ^jj

tudhinu = you oil, anoint, flatter, be pliant (v. ii.

m. s. impfct. from adhana, form IV of dahana

[dahn ], to oil, to anoint. See dihdn at 55:37, p.

174, n. 12.

9. <J>y>- haMf - oft-swearer, one who

habitually makes promises (act. participle in the

intensive scale offa ' 'dl from fialafa [half/fyilf], to

swear. See yahlifina at 58:18, p. 1791, n. 2).

10. mahin - despicable, weak, mean, paltry,

little. See at 43:52, p. 1596, n. 2.

11. jU> hammdz = slanderer, backbiter (act.

participle in the intensive scale of fa"dl from

hamaza [hamz ], to goad on).

1 2. mashshd' = one who goes round, walker

(act. participle in the scale offa"dl from mashd

[mashy], to walk, to go on foot).

13. namim (s.; pi. namd'im) = calumny,

slander, defamation.
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j£figfi 12. A hinderer
1

of the good,

jfj^jf a transgressor,
2
sinful.

3

j£ 13. Relentless,
4

^^j^Jb^ moreover a base-born.
5

olSol 14. Because he is

owner of wealth and sons.

Aj&ffii^ 15. When recited
6
to him

are Our signs he says:

<^JjT\j^1 "Legends
7
of the ancients."

16. We shall brand
8 him

on the nozzle.
9

17. We have indeed tried
10

them 11
as We tried

the owners of the garden

when they swore
12

that

they shall surely harvest
13

it

rising in the morning;

18. And they excepted not.
14

1. £^ mannft' = one who prevents, forbids,

defends, resists, bars, hinders (act. participle in

the scale of fa" til from mana'a [ man'], to

prevent. See at 50:25, p. 1690, n. 11).

2. J^x« mu'tadin (s.; pi. mu'tadun ) = aggressor,

transgressor, one who acts outrageously (act.

participle from i'tadd, form VIII of 'add [ 'adw/

'udfiw/ 'add'/ 'udwdn], to attack, to assail. See

'ddaytum at 60:8, p. 1 809, n. 9).

3. p-tf 'athim (s.
;

pi. 'uthamd') = sinful,

criminal, evil (active participle in the form offall

from 'athima ['ithm/'atham / ma'tham], to sin.

See at 45:7, p. 1619, n. 13).

4. ^y&'utull = cruel, relentless, stubborn.

5. The allusion is to Al-WalTd ibn Mughirah, one

of the Makkan unbelieving leaders (Tafsir

al-Jaldlayn). pjj zanim = base-born, bastard, of

reputed father.

6. (JbJ tutld = it (fern.) is recited, read out, read

aloud (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive from tald

[tildwah], to recite. See at 23:105, p. 1 100, n. 11).

7. 'asatir (pi.; s. 'usturah) - legends,

myths, fables, tales. See at 46:17, p. 1638, n. 4.

8. (i—* nasimu = we brand, stamp, mark (v. i. pi.

impfct. from wasama [wasm/simah], to brand.

See mutawassimfn at 15:75, p. 822, n. 13.

9. {j^j*- khuritim (s.; pi. kharatim) - trunk,

nozzle.

10. Ujij balawnd = we tried, put to test (v. i. pi.

past from bald [balw / bald'], to test, to try. See

at 7:168, p. 531, n. 3).

1 1. The allusion is to the unbelieving Makkans.

1 2. Ij-—it 'aqsamil = they swore, took an oath

(v. iii. m. pi. past from 'aqsama, form IV of

qasama [qasam], to divide, to apportion. See at

35:42, p. 1405, n. 10).

13. ^r-aJ la yasrimunna = they shall surely cut

off, sever, harvest (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. emphatic

from sarama [sarm/surm], to cut off, to sever.

14. i. e., they did not say in sha' Allah, if Allah

wills. dj£~* yastathntina - they make

exception, except, exclude (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from istathnd, form X of thand [thziny], to

double. See yathnuna at 1 1 :5, p. 678, n. 9).
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££JlLi 19. So there went round
1

it

itjo^TL an itinerant
2
from your Lord

0^j$>-> while they were asleep.

3^itX 20. Hence it became

Qgs^'f like a ground burnt black.
3

KlS 2 1 . Then they called one

($) Sw-^ another
4
rising in the morning.

5

$ 22. That: "You proceed
6
early

to your tilth
7

if you are to reap the fruits.

23. So they set out
9

(§J iyiili>j and they were whispering:
10

ti8

24. That: "Let there enter not

$>S^lil3ppJT today on you any poor man."
11

25. And they went early

with a resolve,
12

(§5^-CS having power.
13

1. <_>U» $/iz = he went round, circumambulated,

moved about (v. iii. m. s. past from tawf/ tawdf/

tawfcin, to go about, to run around. See yatufu at

56:17, p. 1755, n. 10).

2. i. e., a devastating hot wind. *J$±> td'if (s.; pi.

td'iffin) = an itinerant, a roving one, one making

circuit (act. participle from {dfa. See n. 1 above).

3.^ sarim = a field of which the fruits have

been cut off and reaped, a ground covered by

black sands, a ground burnt black.

4. IjjLJ tanadaw = they called one another, they

assembled (v. iii. m. pi. past from tanMd, form

VI of nada [nadw], to call, to assemble. See at

28:30, p. 1242, n. 6).

5. j musbihin (pi.; acc./gen. of musbihQn,

s. musbih) = those becoming/ rising in the

morning (act. participle from 'a$bat}a, form IV of

sabaha [sabh], to be in the morning. See at

37:137, p." 1451, n. 8).

6. Ij-ApI ughdH = you (all) proceed early, go early

in the morning (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

ghadd [ghuduw/ ghadw/ ghadwah], to go/ come/

be early in the morning).

7. <±>f fyarth = tillage, cultivation, tilth, crops.

See at 42:20, p. 1568, n. 8.

8. sarimin (pi.; acc./gen. of sdrimun, s.

sarim ) = those who cut off, cutters, those who

reap or harvest (act. participle from sarama

[sarm/surm], to cut off, to sever. See la

yasrimunna at 68: 17, p. 1861, n. 13).

9. i^ilUi intalaqft = they set out, departed, set

out, proceeded, burst out [shouting] (v. iii. m. pi.

past from intalaqa, form VII of talaqa/taluqa

[tulaq/taltiquh] to be free/divorced, to be happy.

See in\alaqium at 48:15, p. 1667, n. 2).

10. Offt*^. yatakhafaiUna = they become

inaudible, mutter, whisper (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from takhatafa, form VIII of khafatu [khufut], to

become inaudible, to mutter. See at 20:103, p.

1001, n. 12).

1 1 . i. e., to ask of the crops.

12. Jj>- hard - resolve, strong intention.

13. oojli qadirin (pi.; acc./gen. of qddirun; s.

qddir) = capable, those who have power, (act.

participle from qadara [qadr/ qadarf qudrahJ

maqdurah], to ordain, to measure, to have power.

See at 23:95, p. 1098, n. 7).
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lift fii 26. But when they saw it

they said: "Indeed we

have lost our way."
1

27. "Nay, we are deprived."
2

28. The best
3
of them said:

Did 1 not tell you,

why not glorify Allah?"
4

29. They said:

"Sacrosanct
5
is our Lord.

Indeed we have been

transgressors."
6

30. So they turned
7

one to another

blaming one another.
8

31. They said: Woe to us;

we indeed have been disloyal."
9

32. "Hopefully, our Lord will

1. i. e., they could not at first recognize their

garden by seeing its condition. OjJU* dattun

(sing, ju (/£//) = those gone astray, those that

have lost way, misguided ones, those who go

astray by abandoning monotheism and the

"straight path" enunciated by Allah (active

participle from dalla [daldl/g'aldUih], to go astray,

to stray, to err. See at 56:51:56, p. 81760, n. 4).

l.Oyjs** mahrumiin (pi.; s. nmhrum ) - those

deprived, precluded, excluded, divested, bereaved

(pass, participle from harama [hirm/hirmdn], to

deprive, to dispossess. See mahrum at 51:19, p.

1699, n. 3).

3. Ja-jt 'awsaf (s.; pi. 'awdsit) = middle, average,

central [i. e., best], (elative of wasit/wasat). See

at 5:89, p. 373, n. 12.

4. 0 tusabbiMna - you declare sanctity of

Allah, glorify Allah, declare immunity from

blemish (v. ii. m. pi. impfcL from sabbaha, form

II of sabaha [sabh/ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See

tusabbihU at 48:9, p. 1664, n. 4).

5. OL**^ Subfydn is derived from sabbaha, form

11 of sabaha [sabh/sibdhah], to swim. In its form

II the verb means to praise, to declare the sanctity,

to sing the glory. Subhdn is generally rendered as

"Glory be to Him"; but "Sacrosanct " conveys the

meaning better. See at 52:43, p. 1714, n. 12.

6. ^*-JUi zdlimin (acc./gen. of zdlimQn, sing.

zdlim) = transgressors, wrong-doers, polytheists

[note that at 31:13 shirk or setting partners with

Allah is called a grave zulm] ( active participle

from zalama [zulm], to transgress, do wrong. See

at 42:21, p. 1569, n. 4).

7. Jjt 'aqbala = he turned to, approached,

advanced (v. iii. m. s. past in from IV of qabila

[qabdl/qubul), to accept. See at 52:25, p. 1711,

n. 10).

8. tiyM yatal&wamUna = they blame one

another, mutually blame/censure/rebuke (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from taldwama. form VI of Idma

[lawm/ maldm/ maldmah], to blame, to censure.

See Id taldmu at 14:22, p. 795, n. 5).

9. tdghtn (pi.; acc./gen. of tdghun; s.

tdghin) = transgressors, oppressors, tyrants, those

exceeding the bounds, disloyal (act. participle

from taghd [taghan/ tughydn], to exceed all

bounds. See at 38:55, 1473, n. 2).
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give us in exchange
1

one better
2
than it.

Verily to our Lord

we turn in hope.

33. Such is the punishment;

and indeed the punishment

of the hereafter is graver;
4

if they are wont to know.

Section (Ruku <) 2

34. Verily for the righteous
5

are with their Lord

gardens of bliss.

35. Shall We make the

s _ *****

Muslims like the sinful?
9

36. What is the matter with

you, how do you judge?
10

v^yJ r
37. Or do you have a book

wherein you learn:
11

1. Jju. yubdila(u) = he exchanges, replaces,

substitutes, give instead (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

abdala, form IV of badala [badal], to replace.

The final letter takes jax-hah because of the

particle 'an coming before the verb. See at 66:5,

p. 1846, n. 2).

2. khayr = good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 62: 1 1 , p. 1 824, n. 6.

3. raghibtin (pi.; s. r&ghib) = desirous,

those desiring, hoping, turning in hope, wishing

(act. participle from raghaba [raghbah/raghab],

to desire, to wish. See at 9:59, p. 602, n. 6).

4. jS^ akbar - bigger, greater, graver, more

serious, more enormous. Also, the Greatest,

Sublime (elative of kabtr, big, great. See at 40:10,

p. 1512, n. 12).

5. muttaqin (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqin) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VI II of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

54:54, p. 1739, n. 13).

6. i. e., paradise. ol> janndi (sing, jannah),

orchards, gardens, paradise. See at 58:22, p. 1792,

n. 11.

7. na'im - bliss, felicity, comfort, happiness,

delight. See at 56:89, p. 1766, n. 2.

8. J«kJ naj'alu = we make, set, appoint (v. i. pi.

impfct. from ja'ala \ja'l], to make, to set. See

naj'ala at 45:21, p. 1624, n. 9).

9. This is in reply to the unbelievers' assertion

that they shall get the same position of wealth and

influence in the hereafter as they have in this life.

j^j^ mujrimin (pi.; acc./gen. of mujrimun; s.

mujrim) = those who commit sins, sinners,

culprits, sinful (act. participle from ajrama, form

IV of jarama [farm], to commit a crime. See at

43:74, p. 1601, n. 7).

10. oy£*J tahkumtina = you (all) judge,

adjudge, pass judgement, decide (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from hakama [£«Jfc/n], to pass judgement.

See at 37: 154, p. 1454, n. 2).

1 1 . Oj-jJb' tadrus&na - you (all) study, learn (v.

ii. m. pi. impfct. from darasa [dars], to study. See

at 3:79, p. 187, n. 3).
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38.That you indeed have in it

whatever you select?
1

39. Or do you have oaths
2

•'fc «» • -
against Us perfect

3
till

the Day of Resurrection

that you indeed will have

whatever you decide?
4

40. Ask them: Who of them

is for that a surety?
5

4 1 . Or do they have partners?
6

Then let them bring

their partners,

if they are truthful.
7

42. The day uncovered will

be
8 One Leg9and they will be

called to
10

prostrate themselves

but they shall not be able to.

43. Downcast 12
will be

their eyes;

1. takhayyardna (originally

tatakhayyarUna ) = you choose, select, elect, pick

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from iakhayyara , form V of

khdra [khayr], to choose, to prefer. See

yatakhayyariina at 56:20, p. 1756, n. 3).

2. OUji 'aymctn (pi.; s. ^ yamin) = right hands,

right sides, oaths. See at 66:8, p. 1847, n. 1 1.

3. iiJ^ balighah (f.; m. baligh) = mature, perfect,

major, intense, one who attains (active participle

from balagah [bulugh], to reach. See at 6:149, p.

456, n. 2).

4. tahkumtina - you (all) judge, adjudge,

pass judgement, decide (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

hakama [hukm], to pass judgement. See at 68:36,

p. 1864, n. 10).

5. p-t-j za'fm (s.; pi. zu 'amd') = leader, guarantor,

surety (act. participle in the scale of fa'tl from

za'ama [za'm], to allege, to maintain. See

za'amium at 62:6, p. 1822, n. 5).

6. i. e., their supposed gods and goddesses. 'jt>

shurakd' (pi.; s. sharik) partners, sharers,

associates (act. participle in the scale offa 7/ from

shariaka [shirk], to share, to be a partner. See at

42:21, p. 1568, n. 10).

7. i. e., in their claim that their gods and

goddesses will help them. <js*Au> s&diqtn (pi.;

acc./gen. of sddiqun; s. sddiq) = truthful, those

who speak the truth (active participle from sadaqa

\sadq/ sidq\, to speak the truth. See at 67:25, p.

1857, ii. 2).

8. yukshafu = he or it is uncovered,

disclosed, exposed, removed (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from kashafa [kashj], to remove. See yakshifu at

27:62, p. 1221, n. 6).

9. i. e., of Allah. Jl- s&q (s. ; pi. suq/siqdn) - leg,

side, thigh, trunk.

10. OyUj yud'awna = they are called, summoned,

invited (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive from da'd

[du'd']> to call. See at 3:23, p. 163, n. 10).

1 1 . 0j»>~ ' ">! yastati'fina = they are able to, are

capable of (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from istatd'a,

form X of (d'a {taw'], to obey. See at 36:75, p.

1427, n. 3).

12. kh&shi'ah - submissive, humble, dry

and barren, downcast (active participle from

khasha'a [khushQ% to be submissive, humble,

dry and barren. See at 4 1 :39, p. 1 553, n. 5).
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there will overtake
1 them

% ignominy.
2

And indeed they used to be

called to prostrate themselves

{$} while they were perfect.
3

jjii 44. Then let Me Alone
4

iiS^J and those that disbelive
5

tt-ffiti^ in this discourse.
6

^4»^ji^ We shall gradually deal with

them in such a manner

fydj&y they will not know.

45. And I respite
8
them.

Verily My plan
9
is firm.

10

M&Zfi 46. Or do you ask of them

a remuneration
11

so they are

/j»cjt out of an obligation
12

(|^Ojiii? weighed down? 13

jUi^l 47. Or is there with them

the unseen

®^?^(^ so they write down? 14

1 . j*j tarhaqu = she or it overtakes, comes over,

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from rahaqa [rahaq], to come

over, overtake. See at 10:27, p. 647, n. 9).

2. *Ji dhillah = disgrace, ignominy, debasement,

lowness, depravity. See at 10:26, p. 647, n. 3.

3. s&lim&n (pi.; s. s&lim ) = safe, unblemished,

flawless, safe and sound, healthy, perfect, regular

(act. participle from salima [saldmah/saldm ], to

be safe and sound).

4. > dhar = shun, leave, let alone (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from wadhara/yadharu, to leave. See

at 52:45, 1715, n. 6).

5. yukadhdhibu = he cries lies to,

disbelieves, thinks false (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah/kidhbah], to lie. See at 27:83, p. 1227,

n. 4).

6. i. e., the Qur'an . J^Jb- hadtth (s.; pi.

'ahadith) = speech, talk, narrative, report,

discourse, account. See at 66:3, p. 1845, n. 3.

7. £jJt-J nastadriju = we proceed or deal

gradually, promote by degrees (v. i. pi. impfct.

from istadraja, form X of daraja [duruj], to

move, to approach gradually. See at 7:1 82, p. 536,

n. 10).

8. J^l
yumli ~ I respite, give rein to, give

indulgence (v. i. s. impfct. from 'amid, form IV

of maid [malw], to race, to walk briskly. See at

7:183, p. 537, n. 2).

9. kayd = scheme, plot, plan, stratagem. See at

52:42, p. 1714, n. 9.

10. ^ matin = solid, firm (act. participle in the

scale of fa'fl from matana [matdnah], to be firm.

See at 51:58, p. 1706, n. 3).

1 1. i. e., for the work of calling them to the truth.

^ *o.jr (pi. 'uj&r) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 67:12, p. 1853, n. 9).

12.
fj** maghram (s.; pi. {jUu- magharim) - fine,

loss, damage, financial obligation. See at 52:40, p.

1714, n. 5.

13. OjUti muthqalun (pi.; s. muthqal) -

burdened, weighed down, laden (pass, participle

from 'aihqala {to burden} form IV of thaqula

(thiql/thaqdlah)
y to be heavy. See at 52:40, p.

1714, n. 6).

14. i. e., what is going to happen to men.
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48. So have patience
1

for the decree
2
of your Lord

and be not like the Companion

of the Fish
3 - when he cried

out and he was distressed.
4

i^iJ VjJ 49. Had not there reached
5

him grace from his Lord

he would have been cast
6

in the wilderness
7

being blamed.
8

50. Then his Lord selected
9

him and made him

of the righteous.

51. And well-nigh would

those who disbelieve

dislodge
10
you with their looks

when they hear the reminder
1

1

and say: "He is indeed insane."

52. But it is naught but

a reminder for all beings.

[. i. e., against the allegations, opposition and

enmity of the unbelievers, isbir = be patient,

have patience, bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from sabara [sabr], to be patient, to

bind. See at 52:48, p. 1716, n. 1).

2. hukm (pi.
r
i^I 'ahkam) - judgement,

order, decree, command, authority, rule, law,

decision. See at 52:48, p. 1716, n. 2.

3. i.e., Prophet YGnus, peace be on him, when he

cried out to his Lord impatiently asking for quick

punishment of the unbelievers (see 21:87). <^y~

h&t (s.; pi. hMn/ahwdt) = fish, whale, Pisces. See

at 18:61, p. 934, n. 10.

4. makztim - distressed, full of anger/grief

(pass, participle from kazama [kazm/kuzum], to

suppress or conceal [one's anger/feelings]. See

kazim at 43:17, p. 1586, n. 7).

5. iijU' taddraka = reached and seized one

another, went on incessantly, made amends (v. iii.

m. s. past in form VI of daraka \darakj dark], to

attain. See tudrika at 36:40, p. 1418, n. 8).

6. i. e., from the belly of the fish. nubidha =

he or it was thrown, hurled, cast (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from nabadha [nabdh], to hurl. See

nabadhna at 51:40, p. 1702, n. 12).

7. el
4ard' - bare tract , open space, wilderness,

nakedness. See at 37:145, p. 1452, n. 10.

8. madhm&m = censured, blamed,

disparaged (pass, participle from dhamma
[dhamm/ madhammah], to blame. See at 17:19, p.

879, n. 2).

9.. i. e., for Prophethood. Lf
^l ijtaba = he

selected, chose, picked (v. iii. m. s. past in form

VIII ofjabd [jibayah], to collect, to raise. See at

22:78, p. 1073, n. 12).

10. The address is to the Prophet Muhammad,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him. OjiJjj

yuzliquna - the dislodge, cause to slip (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from 'azlaqa, form IV of zaliqa/

zalaqa [zalaq/zalq], to slip, to glide. See zalaq at

18:40, p. 926, n. 4).

11. i. e., the Qur'an. ( see for instance 15:6, 15:9,

16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87,

41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52 and 81:27). f>dhikr =

citation, recollection, remembrance, mention,

reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. See at

65:10, p. 1842, n. 10.



69. SOratal-Haqqah (The Inevitable)

Makkan: 52 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which deals with the fundamentals of the faith. Its main emphasis is on three

things : the truth of the risdlah i. e., Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on

him, the truth of the Qur'an as a Book sent down by Allah and the inevitability of Resurrection,

Judgement, reward and punishment. These themes are brought home by drawing attention to the fate of

the previous nations like the
4

Ad, the Thamud and others who disbelieved their respective Messengers

and in the truth of Resurrection and Judgement and were destroyed on account of their unbelief and

disobedience to Allah. Mention is then made of the horrors and circumstances of the end of the world

and the Resurrection together with a reference to the sufferings and punishment of the sinful in the

hereafter and, in contrast, of the reward and blissful life of the faithful and the righteous. The surah ends

by once again emphasizing that the Qur'an is sent down by Allah, that it is neither a poet's composition

nor a soothsayer's utterance, as the unbelievers allege, and further that if the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him, had himself made up anything and given it out as the Qur'an, he would

have been severely punished by Allah and none could have saved him from His wrath.

The surah is named al-Haqqah (The Inevitable), i. e., the Resurrection, with reference to its first

'ayah which draws attention to it.

mm
1. The Inevitable.

1

2. What is the Inevitable.
2

3. And what will make you

know3
what the Inevitable is?

4. There did disbelieve
4

the Thamud and the 'Ad

in the calamity.
5

5. Then as for the Thamud,

1. i. e., the Resurrection and the Day of

Judgement, lib- h&qqah (f.; m. <JU hdqq)= the

inevitable, that which is sure to materialize, the

reality [ i. e., the Resurrection, because it is

inevitable] (act. participle from haqqa [haqq], to

be a fact, real, right. See haqqa at 50: 14, p. 1688,

n. 5).

2. The repetition is for emphasizing its importance

and to draw attention to it.

3. 'adrd = he informed, let know, notifird,

made {someone} know/understand (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of dard [ dirdyah], to know. See

at 10:16, p. 642, n. 2).

4. After drawing attention to the inevitable event

and before further describing it, mention is made,

by way of cautioning about it, of the fate of those

who disbelieved in it. The description of the

Resurrection is given at 'ayahs 13-16 below.

chAS" kadhdhabat - she disbelieved, cried lies to,

regarded as false (v. iii. f. s. past in form 11 of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 38: 12, p. 1462, n. 1).

5. i. e., the Day of Judgement apjtf qdri'ah (f. s. ;

pi. qawdri') = calamity, disaster, that which

knocks/shocks/hits, the Day of Judgement (act.

participle from qara'a [qar'}, to knock, hit. See

at 13:31, p. 778, n. 1).

1868
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& eg

0

> .^r>-

they were destroyed
1

by the thunderous blast.
2

6. And as for the 'Ad,

they were destroyed by

a wind
3
violent

4
and furious.

5

7. He employed
6

it on them

for seven nights and

eight days continuously;
7

so you could see the people

in there felled to the ground
8

as if they were stumps
9

of date palm devastated.
10

8. So do you see of them

any remnant?
11

9. And there committed

the Fir*awn and those before

him and the upturned cities
12

the sinful deed.

I. lj£Ut 'uhliku = they were destroyed,

annihilated (v. iii. m. pi. past passive from

'ahlaka, form IV of halaka [hulk/ hulk/ haldk

/tahlukah], to perish. See 'ahlaknd at 54:51, p.

1739, n. 8).

2'. fdghiyah (f. s.; m. tdghin) = she that

transgresses, exceeds the bounds, is disloyal,

[here, thunderous blast](act. participle from taghd

[taghan/ tughydn], to exceed all bounds. See at

38:55, 1473, n. 2).

3. £4j rih (s.; pi. riyah ) = wind, smell, odour.

See at 54:19, p. 1732, n. 8.

4. j*>j4> sarsar = violently noisy and cold,

furiously roaring. See at 54:19, p. 1732, n. 9.

5. 'atiyah (i. s.; m. 'dtin ) = defiant, insolent,

furious, (act. participle from 'atd ['utuw/ 'utiy/

'itiy], to be insolent. See 'atat at 65:7, p. 1841, n.

13).

6. j**~> sakhkhara = he brought to submission,

subjected, subdued, reduced to service/order,

employed (v. iii. m. s. past in form 11 of sakhira

[sukhr/ maskhar], to ridicule, deride. See at

45:12, p. 1621, n. 5).

7. husum = fatal, gruelling, continuous (for

days, months, years).

8. ifr* sar'd (pi.; s. sari') = felled to the

ground, insane, crazy (passive partciple in the

scale of fall from sara'a [sar'/sir'/masra'], to

throw down, fell).

9. jU*pf 'a'jaz (pi. s. 'ajuz ) = stumps, roots. See

at 54:20, p. 1733, n. 2).

10. ijjL^ khawiyah (f. s.; m. khawin) = empty,

desolate, completely devastated (act. participle

from khawd [khawd'fkhawan], to be empty,

hungry, desolate).

II. bdqiyyah (f. s.; pi. bdqiyydt; m. bdqin )

- remaining, remnant, lasting, enduring,

permanent (act. participle from baqiya [baqd'\, to

stay. See at 43:28, p. 1589, n. 6).

12. i. e., the lands of the people of Prophet LGt,

peace be on him. iu>\£jzy mu'tafikat (pi.; s.

mu'tafikah) = the lands overturned, capsized

(passive participle from i'tafaka, form VIII of

'afaka/afika [afk/ifk], to tell a lie, to overturn. See

at 9:70, p. 607, n. 9.
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10. And they disobeyed
1

}tj the Messenger of their Lord.

(JbjiE So He seized
2 them with a

^^JyaJU seizure exceedingly severe."

tffy 11. Verily We, when

£)fli£ the water had overflowed,
4

^C&^ISiEJ- carried
5 you in the ship.

6

0
£L£j 12. That We might make it

Xr£i£3 for you a reminder
7

and that there might retain
8

it

Q3-uc>jil the ears that remember.

y>\lj 13. So when blown 10
will be

jj^j the trumpet
11

0il?y^ in a single blow;

14. And carried away

j£f\ will be the earth

jlllfj and the mountains

GTii and the two will be crushed
12

(Qil^y<&> in a single crush;

1. ij^ap "flsaw = they rebelled, defied, disobeyed

(v. iii. m. pi. past from 'asd [ 'isydn/ ma'siyah], to

rebel, to oppose, to disobey, to defy. See at

26:216, p. 1199, n. 7).

2. i. e., punished them. i^-I 'akhadha = he took,

caught, got hold of, seized (v. iii. m. s. past from

'akhdh. See at 40:22, p. 1517, n. 5).

3. rdbiyah (f. s., pi. rawdbin) = increasing,

exceedingly severe, hill (act. participle from rabd

[rabd'/rubu'], to increase, to grow. See 'arba at

16:92, p. 858, n. 13).

4. {aghd = he transgressed, crossed all limits,

overflowed (v. iii. m. s. past from taghan/

tughydn, to exceed all bounds. See at 53: 17, p.

*1719,n. 8).

5. The reference is to Prophet Nflh, peace be on

him, and all those who were saved in the Ark

from the deluge. U-j- hamalnd - we carried,

bore, took the load (v. i. pi. past from hamala

[haml], to carry. See at 54: 13, p. 1731, n. 1 2).

6. i. e., the Ark. i^jU- jdriyah (f. s.; pi.

jaarin/jdriydt) - ship, that which moves on/flows

(act. participle from jard [jury], to flow. A ship is

called jdriyah because it flows on the surface of

the sea. See at 55:24, p. 1744, n. 8).

7. i. e., of Allah's punishment for disobedience,

ifjstadhkirah = reminder. See at 56:76, p. 1763,

n. 11.

8. ^ ta't - she retains in memory, remembers,

knows by heart, holds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

wa'd [ wa'y], to hold, to retain in memory. See

'aw'iyah at 12:76, p. 750, n. 2).

9. V-ij wd'iyah (f. s.; m. wd'in) = she that

remembers, the retaining one (act. participle from

wa'd. See n. 8 above).

10. This will be the first blowing of the trumpet.

£jU nujikha = it was blown, inflated, breathed (v.

iii. m. s. past passive from nafakha [najkh], to

blow. See at 50:20, p. 1689, n. 1 1).

11. jj*> stir = horn, bugle, trumpet. See at 50:20,

p. 1689, n. 12.

12. dukkaid = the two (f.) were crushed,

pressed down, flattened, devastated (v. iii. f. dual,

past passive from dakka [ dakk], to make flat, to

demolish. See dakka' at 18:98, p. 945, n. 12).
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jjji 15. Then on that day

0i^\^j shall take place
1

the Event.
2

16. And rent asunder
3
will be

the sky so it will be

C^\jjSy^ on that day tottering.
4

<i£j\j 17. And the angels will be

\^L$$> on its fringes
5

j>:J and there will carry
6

Ji> the Throne
7
of your Lord

ju^^y above them on that day

0 eight angels.

juSj; 18. On that day

Oji^S you will be put up
8

JjcV and hidden will not remain
9

($}tijlj£L. of you any secret.
10

o^fili 19. So as for him who

Ol>! will be given his book 11

J^a^I in his right hand
12
he will say:

<3J^!A??jS "Here it is, read
13 my book."

1. c-jJj waqa'at = she or it occurred, happened,

took place, came to pass, fell, fell down (v. iii. f.

s. past from wuqu ', to fall. See at 56: 1 , p. 1753, n.

1).

2. i. e., the Resurrection. J*ilj waqi'ah (f. s., pi.

wdqi'dt, m. wdqi') - occurrence, event,

happening, that which takes place/is going to take

place, i. e., inevitable (act. participle from

waqa 'a. See n. 1 . above).

3. cJLiJl inshaqqat = she or it was split, was

cleft/rent asunder (v. iii. m. f. past from inshaqqa,

form VII of shaqqa [
shaqq], to split, cleave. See

at 55:37, p. L746, n. 10).

4. wahiyah (f. s.; m. wdhin) = feeble,

tottering, brittle, fragile (act. participle from wahd

[wahy], to be weak, feeble).

5. tU-jt 'arjd' (pi.; s. raja') = sides, fringes,

directions, regions.

6. J*^ yahmilu = he bears, carries, takes the

load (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hamala [haml], to

carry. See at 20:1 11, p. 1003, n.' 11).

7. J-j* 'arsh = throne. See at 57:4, p. 1768, n. 7.

8. i. e., for judgement. 0 tu'radfina - you

(all) are displayed, exposed, submitted, placed/set

before, laid, put up (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from 'arada/'aruda ['ard], to become visible, to

be wide. See yu 'raduna at 42:45, p. 1577, n. 2).

9. <yb*; takhfd ~ she or it hides, remains unseen

or concealed (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from khafiya

[khafd' /khifyah /khufyah], to be hidden. See

yakhfa at 40: 16, p. 1515, n. 1).

10. UU kMfiyah ( f. s.; m. khdfin) - that which

remains hidden, concealed; secret, invisible (act.

participle from khafiya. See n. 9 above).

1 1 . i. e., the record of his deeds.

12. j^-h yamtn (s.; pi. 'ayman) = right, right

hand. See at 56:90, p. 1766, n. 4.

13. Ijjy 1 iqra'ii = you all read, study, recite (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from qara'a [ qird'ah], to read,

recite. See qara'a at 26:199, p. 1196, n. 10).
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20. "Indeed I believed
1

that

iS&^t I was going to encounter
2

{^D^ my account."

il^jjii 21 . So he will be in a life
3

(^ju^J most pleasant.
4

<3> j^i^j^j 22. In a garden quite lofty.
5

(JjJ ijULgir^ 23. Its pickings in easy reach.

24. Eat and drink at pleasure

for what you had advanced9

in days gone.
10

25. And as for him

who will be given his book

in his left hand
11
he will say:

"Oh, I wish was not given

my book!"

M 26. "Nor do I know 12

what will be my account."

1. ojjJ* zanantu = I thought, assumed,

conjectured, supposed, firmly believed (v. i. s.

past from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See zanantum at 59:2, p. 1794, n. 7).

2. J^O muldqin (s.; pi. muldqun) = one who

meets, is going to meet/encounter (active

participle from Idqd, form 111 of laqiya [liqdV

luqydn/ luqy/ luqyah/ luqan], to meet, to

encounter. See at 62:8, p. 822, n. 11).

3. 5J-p 'ishah = to live, to be alive, life (verbal

noun of 'dsha. See ma'ishah at 43:32, p. 1590,

n. 5)

4. r&4iyah ( f. s., m. rddin ) - satisfied.

pleasant, agrreeable (act. participle from radiya

[ridan/ ridwdn/ marddh], to be satisfied. See

yardd at 53:26, p. 1721, n. 8).

5. AJU 'aliyah (f. s.; m. 'dlin ) = high, tall,

outstanding, lofty, arrogant, self-exalting (act.

participle from 'aid [ 'uluw], to go up, rise. See

'fl///iat44:31,p. 161 l,n. 9).

6. qut&f (pi.; s. qatf) = pickings, fruits,

flowers.

7. iJb ddniyah{i.s.\ m.; ddnin ) = near, close,

within easy reach (act,, partciple from dand

[dunuw/ dandwah], to be near, to come close. See

dunyd at 67:5, p. 1851, n. 10).

8. hanV = ease, pleasure, well-being,. See at

52:19, p. 1710, n. I.

9. pil-t 'aslaftum - you advanced, made

(something) go before (v. ii. m. pi. past from

astafa, form IV of salafa [ salaf], to be over. See

'aslafta at 10:30, p.648, n. 12).

10. *JU khdliyah (f. s.; m. khdlin ) = that which

is past, passed away, over, gone, empty (act.

participle from khald [khulu'/khald'], to be

empty, to pass away. See khalat at 46:18, p.

1638, n. 9).

1 J . JUJ> shim&l = north, left hand, left side, left.

See at 56:41, p. 1758, n. 14.

12. jjt 'adri(i) = I know, am aware (v. i. s.

impfct. from dard [ dirdyah], to know. The final

yd' is dropped because of the particle lam coming

before the verb). See 'adri at 46:9, 1634, n. 3).
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V°T- - 27 "Oh would that it was

my end."
1

28 "Of no avail
2
has been

to me my wealth!"

29 "Gone3 from me is

my power!"
4

30. "Seize
5 him

and fetter
6
him."

- -if? 3 1 "Then in the blazing fire

broil
7
him."

32. "Then in a chain
8

of which the length
9
is

spventv cubits
1 **

insert
11
him."

33. Verily he used

not to believe in Allah

the All-Great.
12

1. i. e., the death that I died was the end. i^tf

qddiyah (f. s.; m. qddin ) = one or that which

concludes, terminates, ends, decrees, decides (act.

participle from qadd [ qadd'], to conclude. See

qadd at 41:12. p. 1543, n. 8).

2. 'aghnd = he or it availed, became of use,

enriched, sufficed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

ghaniya [ghinan / ghana' ], to be free from want,

to be rich. See at 53:48, p. 1726, n. 4).

3. dU> halaka - he died, perished, was

destroyed/gone (v. iii. m. s. past from halkJ hulk/

haldk/ tahlukah. See at 40:34, p. 1521, n. 11).

4. OlUU sultan = authority, power, mandate,

rule, sanction. See at 55:33, p. 1746, n. 3.

5. i. e., it will be said to the angel sentinels. ljJL^

khudhti = you all take, receive, seize (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from 'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See

at 44:47, p. 1614, n. 9).

6. i>Lp ghullti = insert, enter, put an iron collar,

fetter, shackle (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from ghalla

[ghall], to insert, to put an iron collar. See 'aghldl

at 40:71, p. 1534, n. 11).

7. 1^L» sattti = broil, put in the fire, heat (v. ii. m.

pi. imperative from salld, form II of \ald

[salon/ suliy/ sild'), to roast, to burn, to be

exposed to the blaze. See yajlawna at 58:8, p.

1587, n. 1).

8. iL-JL- silsilah (s.; pi. saldsil) = chain, series.

9. £jS dhar ( = length.

10. dhircl' (s.; pi. 'adhru'/dhur'dn) = cubit,

forearm, connecting rod. See dhird'uy at 18:18,

p. 916, n. 8.

11. i. e., insert him in the chain. i^JL-i uslukti =

you insert, enter {in the transitive sense}, follow,

behave, travel (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from salaka

[salk/suluk], to insert, to follow. See usluk at

28:32, p. 1243,n. 4).

12. j»Ji* 'aztm = great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave, All -Great. See at 42:4, p.

1561, n. 2).
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34. Nor did he urge
1

on

thp food^ of the ooor ^

35. So there is not for him

today here any close friend.
4

36. Nor any food except

nf wa<ih-wa<;tf* ^

37. None will eat of it

except the sinful.
6

Section (Ruku')2

38. But I swear
7

by what you see.
8

SO And hv what von not

40.That it is indeed a saying

of a messenger most noble.
9

4 1 . Ana it is not me saying

? -
of a poet.

10

Little is that you believe.

1 . j»>h yahuddu = he urges, encourages, incites,

spurs on (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hada[a [hadd],

to spur on, incite).

2. i. e., giving food to the poor. ta'dm (s.; pi.

uJ»l at'imah) = food, diet, meal. See at 25:7, p.

1139, n. 10.

3. miskin (pi. masdktn) - poor, indigent.

See at 58:4, p. 1784, n. 4.

4. hamim - hot water, close friend,

intimate friend, (act. participle in the scale offa'il

from hamnui [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at

56:93, p. 1766, n. 9.

5. j^JL-* ghisUn - body-secretion, wash-waste of

wounds.

6. Jjjl»U khd(i'un (pi.; s. khati') = those in error,

sinners, sinful, those that are mistaken, at fault

(act. participle from khati'a [khata'], to be

mistaken, to sin. See kh&li'tn at 28:8, p. 1233, n.

10).

7. let here is for emphasis; or to negative what the

unbelievers say (See AlBahr, X, pp. 90-91,

264), in which case the meaning is: "So no; I

swear..." j»~it 'uqsimu - \ swear, make an oath

(v. i. s. impfct. from 'aqsama, form IV of qasama

[qasam], to divide. See at 56:75, p. 1764, n. 1).

8. ojj^aJ tubsiruna = you see, see through,

understand, (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'absara,

form IV of basura/basira [basar], to see. See at

56:85, p. 1765,"n. 8).

9. i. e., this Qur'Sn is a saying of Allah delivered

by the most noble messenger Jibril. ^£ kaftm =

Most Noble, noble, kind, generous, munificent,

respectable, held in esteem, decent ( act.

participle in the scale of fa'il from karuma

[karam/ karamah/ kardmah], to be noble, to be

generous. See at 57:18, p. 1775, n. 4).

10. As the unbelievers say. f\± shd'ir (s. ; pi.

shu'ara' ) = poet. See at 37:36, p. 1436, n. 4.
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42. Nor the saying

of a sooth-sayer.
1

Little is that you take heed.
2

43. It is a sent-down irom

the Lord of all beings.
4

44. And if he fabricated
5

against us some sayings,
6

$
45. We would surely have

seized him by the right hand.

i

»

46.And then would have cut
7

of him the aorta.
8

4/. men mere win oe none

of you for him preventing.
9

4o. Ana it is indeed a

reminder
10
for the righteous.

11

49. And verily We know

1 . The Makkan unbelievers used to allege that the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

was a soothsayer, one possessed by jinn or a poet.

This and the previous 'Ayah give a reply to such

allegations. k&hin (s.; pi. kuhhan/ kahanah)

= soothsayer, diviner, fortune-teller (act. participle

from kahana [kafidnah], to foretell. See at 52:29,

p. 1712, n. 4).

2. OjjS'jj tadhakkartina (originally

tatadhukkaruna) - you bear in mind, receive

admonition, take heed (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

tadhakkara, form V of dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr],

to remember. See at 56:62, p. 1762, n. 1).

3. Ji>s tanzil = sending down, something sent

down (verbal noun in form II of nazala [nuzul], to

come down. See at 56:80, p. 1764, n. 9.

4. jt+ite 'dlamtn (acc./gen. of 'dlamun; sing.

pJu- 'Alam, i.e., any being or object that points to

its Creator; sing, 'dlam) - all beings, creatures.

See at 56:80, p. 1764, n. 10).

5. Jji; taqawwala = he fabricated a lie,

bargained, pretended, spread rumours (v. iii. m. s.

past in form V of qala [qawl], to speak, to say.

See at 52:33, p. 1713, n. 1).

6. 'aqdwil (pi.; s. qawl) = sayings,

utterances. See qawl at 46: 1 8, p. 1638, n. 7.

7. ^*Jai qata'nd = we cut, severed, carved (v. i.

pi. past from qala'a [ qat'], to cut. See qata'tum

at 59:5, p. 1796, n. 4).

8- o^j wa/&t(s.; pi. wutun/awtinah) = aorta, the

main arterial vessel that carries blood from the

heart.

9. i. e., the punishment of Allah, ^i* 1^ hdfizin

(pi.; acc./gen. of hajizun; s. hajiz ) = those that

prevent, resist, bar, hinder (act, participle from

hajaza [frajz], to hold back, to restrain, to prevent.

See hajiz at 27:61, p. 1221, n. 2).

10. i. e., of Allah's punishment . l^^tadhkirah

= reminder. See at 69: 1 2, p. 1 870, n. 7.

1 1. ^si> muttaqtn (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqin) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from itiaqa, form VI II of waqA

[waqy/ wiqayah], to guard, to protect. See at

68:34, p. 1864, n. 5).
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JCLj^l that some of you are

{^S\fi>3 disbelievers.
1

4S 50. And that it will be

SrlsJ a distress
2

S-ypJ^ for the disbelievers.

<>i2r; 51. And that it
3

is the truth

of certitude.
4

52. Therefore declare the

£\ sanctity
5
of the Name

of your Lord the All-Great.
6

1. mukadhdhibtn (acc./gen. of

mukadhdhib&n; sing, mukadhdhib) - those who
cry ties (to), disbelievers (active participle from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhiba [kidhb Aadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 56:92, p. 1766,

n. 6).

2. i. e., their disbelieving the Qur'an will be a

matter of regret and grief for the disbelievers in

the hereafter when they see the punishment. Sj_*-

hasrah (pi. hasardt) - regret, lamentation,

grief, sorrow, distress. See at 19:39, p. 960, n. 7).

3. i. e., this Qur'an is the truth from Allah. It is

His words about which there is no doubt.

4. jjij yaqin = certainty, certitude, conviction,

certain, sure. See at 56:95, p. 1766, n. 1 1.

5. sabbih = proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbaha, form II of sabaha

[sabh/ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See at 56:96, p.

1766, n. 12).

6. p-lip 'azim = great, magnificent, splendid, big,

stupendous, most grand, huge, immense,

monstrous, grave, All-Great. See at 69:33, p.

1873, n. 12).



70. SOrat al-Ma 'aru (The Ways of Ascent)

Makkan: 44 'ayahs

This is another Makkan surah . Its main theme is Resurrection, its horror and life in the hereafter,

together with a mention of the punishment of the unbelievers and the reward for the believers and the

righteous. In this connection reference is made also to the attitude of the unbelievers to the life in the

hereafter. The surah is named al~Ma 'drij (Ways of Ascent) with reference to its third 'ayah wherein

mention is made of Allah as the "Lord of the Ways of Ascent".

jfc 1 There asks an enquirer
1

yilo about the punishment

0j$j sure to fall
2

S^S3J 2. On the unbelievers.

There is no defender
3
of it

^1 3. Against Allah,

$)^LiUl^j Lord of the Ways of Ascent.
4

l^ufllJir^ 4. There ascend
5
the angels*

4l&% and Jibril
7
to Him

/j ^ in a day

"j\j5u$ the extent
8
of which is

fifty thousand years.

0

1. JJL-* sd'il (s.; pi. sd'ilun) = beggar, petitioner,

questioner, enquirer ( active participle from sa'ala

[su'dl/ mas'alah/tas'dt\, to ask. See at 51:19, p.

1699, n. 2).

2. wdqi* = that which falls/befalls, is about

to fall, is going to occur/take place (act. participle

from waqa'a [ £yj wuqu'], to fall. See at 52:7,

p. 1708, n. 1).

3. £ib d&fi* (s.; pi. daft'un) = one or that which

pushes, wards off, repels, defends, drives away,

repels; also one who pays, delivers, makes over

(act. participle from dqfa'a [daf'] t to push, push

away. See at 52:8, p. 1708, n. 2).

4. £ ma 'drij (pi.; s. mi'rdj) = means/

instruments/ways of ascent, ladders, stairs,

elevators (noun of instrument from 'araja ['uritj],

to ascend, to go up. See at 34:2, p. 1368, n. 1).

5. £yo ta'ruju = she or it goes up, ascends,

rises, mounts (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from 'araja

['uruj], to ascend. See n. 4 above and ya'ruju at

57:4, p. 1768, n. 11).

6. i. e., to receive Allah's commands and wahy.

l£r>U mald'ikah (sing, malak) - angels. See at

41:14, p. 1544, n. 8.

7. R&fy is another name for Jibril. He is mentioned

separately to emphasize his importance as the

carrier of wahy. £ jj r&fy (s.; pi. 'arwdh) - breath

of life, soul, spirit, spirit of life, wahy, Jibril. See

at 66:12, p. 1849, n. 8.

8. Here is a clear indication of the relativity of

time and space. jUi* miqddr (s.; pi. nuiqddir) ~

measure, amount, scale, extent in space and time.

See at 32:5, p. 1325, n. 10.

1877
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jP* 5. So be patient,
1

persevering decently.
2

6. Verily they see it remote.
3

7. But We see it near.
4

8. That day the sky shall be

like molten brass.
5

9. And the mountains shall

be like ruffled wool.
6

10. And there shall enquire
7

not any close friend
8

about a close friend.

1 1 .They will be made to see.
9

There will wish
10
the sinful

11

if he could ransom himself
12

from the punishment on that

day by his sons.

1 . i. e., over the opposition and ridiculing of the

unbelievers about the Resurrection. j^>\ isbir =

be patient, have patience, bear calmly, persevere,

(v. ii. m. s. imperative from sabara [sabr], to be

patient, to bind. See at 52:48,* p. 1716. n. 1).

2. J-**- jamtl = beautiful, handsome, comely,

good, decent. See at 33:49, p. 1355, n. 7.

3. i. e., they think that the Resurrection and

punishment are remote and unlikely, ba'td =

(s.; pi. bu'add' /bu'ud /bu'ddn /bi'dd) = far, far

away, far-reaching, distant, remote, unlikely. See

at 50:31, p. 1652, n. 5).

4. vo* qartb - near, proximate, not far away,

close by, shortly, Ever Near. See at 63:10, p.

1829, n. 3.

5. J** muhl - molten metal, molten brass. See at

44:45, p. 1514, n. 5.

6.^ Hhn = wool, puffed/rufled wool.

7. For everyone will be absorbed in one's affairs.

Jt—j yas'alu = he asks, enquires, implores,

demands, claims (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from sa'ala

[ su'dl/ mas'alah/tas'dl ], to ask. See at 55:29, p.

1745, n. 5).

8. p***- hamim - hot water, close friend,

intimate friend, (act. participle in the scale offa'tl

from hamma [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at

69:35, p. 1874,n.4.

9. i. e., the friends and relatives will all be made

to see one another, but none will be able to help

anyone. 0 yuba$sar&na = they are made to

see/ realize/ comprehend (v. iii. m. pi. impfct

passive from ba$sara, form II of basura/basjra

[j^n basar], to look, to see. See yubsiruna at

37:175, p. 157, n. 2).

10. Jj< yawaddu = he loves, likes, wishes (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from wadda [wadd/wuddAvidd], to

love, to like. See at 15:2, p. 807, n. 5.

11. Ojajxv mujrimtin (pi.; s. mujrim) = sinful,

those committing sins, culprits, evildoers (act.

participle from 'ajruma, form IV of jarama

[jarm], to commit a crime. See at 55:41, p. 1747,

n. 6).

1 2. cf yaftadi - he ransoms himself, redeems

himself, sacrifices (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

iftadd, form VIII of fadd [fidan/fidd'], to redeem,

ransom. See iftadaw at 39:47, p. 1498, n. 3).
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,4^£>j 12. And by his wife
1

and his brother;

<Ljij 13. And by his kinsmen
2

who shelter
3
him.

^Vl<4<yj 14. And by those in the earth

5*^Jrtiu£ one anc* all» save
4
him.

15. By no means.

£?l
Verily it will be a blazing fire.

6

^<^>£ 16 - Pulling off
7
the scalps.

8

5i i£c 17* Summonning9
all those

who turned backhand averted.
1

1

0&$fL*ri 18. And amassed and held.
12

c&f\ll$ 19. Verily man

^ has been created impatient.
13

Hlfy 20. If there afflicts him

1. a^-Lo sdhibah (f.; m. sahib) = companion,

comrade, wife, follower, owner (act. participle

from sahiba [suhbah/ sahdbah/ sihbah], to be a

companion. See at 6:101 p. 434, n. 3).

2. %L*ai fasilah (s.; pi. fasti' il) = genus, species,

group, detachment, kinsmen, blood relations.

3. i. e., in this world. <j_)$ tu'wi = she receives,

gives shelter, accommodates (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

from 'dwd, form IV of 'awd [awy], to seek

shelter. See 'dwaynd at 23:50, p. 1087, n. 11).

4. ^^iyunjt - he saves, rescues, brings to safety,

delivers (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'anjd, form IV

oinajad [najw/ najd'/ najdh], to be saved. See at

39:61, p. 1502, n. 10).

5. i. e., no ransoming will avail, nor will close

relations or anyone else come forward to help the

sinful. See 80:34-37.

6. i. e., the punishment will be a blazing a fire.,^

lazd = blazing fire, blaze, flame, a name for hell.

7. i. e., by its severe heat. nazzd'ah (f. s.; m.

nazzd') = one or that which pulls out, takes away,

extracts, removes, snatches, inclines (act.

participle in the intensive scale of fa"dl from

naza'a [naz], to take away, to extract. See

fanzi'tt at 54:20, p. 1733, n. 1).

8. tfj-i shawd (pi.; s. shawah) - scalps.

9. lyu; tad'fi = she calls, asks, invokes, invites,

summons (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from da'd [clu'd'],

to call, to summon. See at 47:35, p. 1659, n. 7).

10. i. e., form the truth. j>a\ 'adbara - he turned

back, fled, ran away (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV

of dabara [dubur], to turn one's back. See

mudbirtn at 40:33, p. 1521, n. 4).

11. tjy iawalld = he took over, undertook,

turned away, averted, took for a friend (v. iii. m. s.

past in form V of waliya [wald'/wildyah], to be

near, to be a friend. See at 53:33, p. 1724, n. 1).

12. i. e., amassed wealth and kept it without

paying zakdh and the rights of ohters in it.

'aw'fl = he retained, preserved, kept, held ( v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of wa'd [ wa'y], to hold, to

retain in memory. See to 7 at 69:12, p. 1870, n. 8).

13. Haiti' = impatient, restless, anxious,

uneasy, despaired (act. participle in the scale of

fa'ul from hali'a [fiala'], to be impatient, to

despair).
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^&j>y£M the evil he is worried.
1

21.And if there touches
2 him

^LS^^uLi affluence
3
he is niggardly.

4

22. Except those who pray:

j^(Uyr 23. Those who are on

iSji^^SLi their prayers constant.

X^j1/Mj 24. And those in whose wealth

{^^3^ is a right recognized
7

^L£i 25. For the beggar
8

and the deprived.
9

26. And those who believe
10

in the Day of Requital.
11

j^c/ii^ 27. And who are of

the punishment of their Lord

0dJ^J worried.
12

1. jazti' ~ restless, worried, apprehensive,

uneasy, concerned (act. participle in the scale of

fa'&l from jazi'a [jaza'/juzu'], to be worried,

concerned. See jazi'nA at 14:21, p. 794, n. 7).

2. ^ massa = he touched, affected, hit, afflicted

(v. iii. m. s. past from mass/ masts, to feel, to

touch. See at 50:38, p. 1693, n. 13).

3. j^- khayr = good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

properly, affluence. See at 68:32, p. 1864, n. 2.

4. man&' = niggardly, one who prevents,

prohibits (act. participle in the intensive scale of

fa'ul from mana'a [ man'], to prevent. See

mani'ah at 59:2, p. 1795, n. 2).

5. (jJLa* musallin (pi.; acc/gen. of musallun; s.

musallin) - those who perform salah [Islamic

prayer], those who pray (act. participle from salld,

to perform salah. See yusalluna at 33:56, p.

1360, n. 7).

6. 0^*Jb dd'imtin = constant, incessant, perennial,

perpetual, enduring, lasting, continual, eternal

(act. participle from ddma [dawm/dawam], to

last. Se&da'im at 13:35, p. 780, n. 3).

7. {jl** ma'ULm = known, determined, fixed,

specified, recognized (pass, participle from 'alima

['Urn], to know. See at 38:81, p. 1478, n. 2).

8. JJU s&'il (s.; pi. sailun) = beggar, questioner,

enquirer ( active participle from sa'ala [ su'aU

mas'alah/tas'al], to ask. See at 70:1, p.l877,n. 1).

9. i. e., deprived of the means of livelihood,

destitute, mahrUm (s.; pi. mahrumun) -

deprived, precluded, excluded, divested, bereaved

(pass, participle from haratna [hirm/hirman], to

deprive, to dispossess. See at 51 :19, p. 1699, n. 3).

10. OyJUfli yusaddiquna - they believe, confirm,

accept as true (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from saddaqa,

form II of sadaqa [sadq/ sidq], to speak the truth.

See tusaddiquna at 56:57, p. 1761, n. 3).

11. i. e., the Day of Judgement. ^ din =

religion, creed, faith, code, law, worship,

judgement, awarding of reward and punishment,

requital. See at 60:8, p. 810, n. 3.

12. djLLi^ mushfiqun (pi.; s. mushfiq) - those

who are apprehensive, anxious, worried,

concerned (act. participle from 'ashfaqa, form IV

of shafaqa [shafaq], to fear, to pity. See at 42:18,

p. 1567, n. 9).
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their Lord is not safe.
1

>cj% 29. And those who are

^j^J regarding their private parts
2

^ on guard.
3

j^Jjjf&\ 30. Except for their consorts
4

/;] or whom their right hands
5 own

7 1. i. e., none can feel safe against it. dj*t*

(+rJSlJ&S} 28. Verily the punishment Of I mdmurt = safe, trustworthy, safeguarded, ensured,

Iguaranteed (pass, participle from 'amina

' I'amd/'amdn], to be safe, to feel safe. See

'amintum at 67:16, p. 1854, n. 8).

2. This is a continuation of the exception started at

'ayah 22 above, saying that punishment will not

befall such people. £j> fur&j (pi.; s. farj) =

private parts, openings, apertures. See at 33:35, p.

1349, n. 12.

3. OjJiW*- hafiz&n (pi.; s. hafii) = keepers,

preservers, observers, upholders, those who take

care, are on guard, protectors (act. participle from

hafiifi [hif$], to preserve, to protect. See at 15:9,

p. 809, n. 4).

4. 'azwdj (sing. CJj zawj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, consorts, partners, pairs, kinds,

sorts . See at 64: 14, p. 1835, n. 2.

5. i. e., slave maids. OUj 'aymdn (pi.; s. ^
yamtn) - right hands, right sides, oaths. See at

68:38, p. 1865, n. 2.

6. {jz*^ maldmtn (pi.; acc./gen. of malfimun; s.

nuilum) = those blamed, who are to blame

censured, blameworthy, reproached, condemned

(pass, participle from lama [lawm/ maldm/

maldmah], to blame. See at 23:6, p. 1076, n. 7).

7. ^1 ibtaghd = he seeks, desires, wishes (v.

iii. s. m. past in form VIII of baghd [bughd'], to

seek. See at 23:7, p. 1076, n. 8).

8. frljj ward' = rear , after, beyond, back
,

behind, close on (one's) heels. See at 57:13, p.

1772, n. 9.

9. o>jIp 'ddtin (pi.; s. 'ddin) aggressors,

disobedient ones, inimical, transgressors (act.

participle from 'ada, form III of 'add ['adw], to

speed. See at 26:166, p. 1 191, n. 3).

10. olj>f 'amdndt (pi.; s. 'amdnah ) = trusts,

faithfulness, integrity. See 'amdnah at 2:283, p.

150, n. 8.

11. \*t> 'ahd (s.; pi. 'uhitd) = covenant,

pledge, pact, vow. See at 20:86, p. 996, n. 10.

12. djf-\j rd'&n (pi., s. rd'in) = keepers,

protectors, guardians, patrons, custodians, pastors

(act. participle from ra'd [ra'y/ ri'dyah/ mar 'an],

to graze, to end, to guard. See at 23:8, p. 1076, n.

12).

Then they are not to blame.'

jSTJj 3 1 . But whoever seeks
7

beyond
8
that, such people,

MojjtffjJ they are the transgressors.
9

32. And those who are of

fi+cj ^gpi their trusts
10 and covenants

11

E} d£j keepres.
12

fdftj 33. And those who are

Sjli^i^li in their testimony upright,

re

34. And who are on their

^ prayers constant.
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35. Such ones will be 1

in the gardens honouned.
1

Section (Ruku ') 2

ILi
si

*\f\ ^\c\ what iq rfip marrpr

with those who disbelieve

that towards
2 you they

nin nrntniHinQ thpir npplrc 9lull y)i \Jii uunig uiC/ii iit/^-ivo :

37. By the right
4

and by the left
5
in crowds?

6

DO. LJU U1C1C LlaVC

every person
8
of them

that he will be admitted
9
in

Lilt' galUCM \J1 UlJoo .

39. By no means.

Indeed We have created

them of what they know.

40. So I swear
11
by the Lord

1. mukramtin (pi.; s. mukrum) = those

honoured (passive participle from 'akrama, form

IV of karuma [karam/ karamah/ kardmah], to be

noble, generous. See at 51 :24, p. 1699, n. 13).

2. The 'ayah refers to what the Makkan

unbelievers used to do when they heard the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

reciting the Qur'an in order to scoff at him. JJ

qibala = before, in the presence of, towards, in the

direction of.

3. i>jJflLp muhtVin ( pi.; acc./gen. of muhtj'un;

s. muhti') = those who protrude their necks in

running, rushing, running in haste (act. participle

from 'ah{a'a, to protrude or outstretch the neck.

See at 54:8, p. 1730, n. 11).

4. ^yamin (s.; pi. 'aymdn) ~ right, right hand.

See at 69:19, p. 1871, n. 12.

5. JU-i shimal = north, left hand, left side, left.

See at 69:25, p. 1872,n. II.

6. jij* Hun (pi. acc./gen of 'izun, s. 'izzah) =

crowds, throngs, multitudes.

7. £~Aai yatma'u = he fervently hopes, covets,

desires, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from tama'a [tama'\,

to covet, to desire. See yatma'a at 33:32, p. 1347,

n. 8).

8. i. e., of those unbelievers who thus crowded

round the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be

on him, and boasted that they too would be in

paradise because of their social position in this

world. Tj*\ intra' = a person, a man, human being.

See at 19:28, p. 957, n. 9.

9. J>-Ji yudkhala(u) - he is admitted, entered (in

the transitive sense), put in, inserted (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. passive from 'adkhala, form IV of

dakhala [dukhut], to enter. The final letter takes

fat-hah because of the particle 'an coming before

the verb. See yudkhila at 66:8, p. 1847, n. 8).

10. na'im = bliss, felicity, comfort,

happiness, delight. See at 68:34, p. 1864, n. 7.

1 1 . The Id here is for emphasis; or to negative

what the unbelievers said (See Al-Bahr, X, pp.

90-91, 264), in which case the meaning is: "So no;

I swear..." (»—if 'uqsimu - I swear, make an oath

(v. i. s. impfct. from 'aqsama, form IV of qasama

[qasam], to divide. See at 69:38, p. 1874, n. 7).
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y^^ili' the easts
1

and the wests
2
that

^ci^xiJGI We indeed are Omnipotent.

&dj& 4 1 . That We may substitute
3

a better sort than they and

t^l^J^J^ We are not to be outsripped.
4

>J2 42. So leave them

be engrossed
5
and play

%$Jfi&» till they confront
6
their day

(3)ajj£jJ <s$\ which they are promised.
7

£ 43. The day

oj^JS they shall come out

4>Lw^ of the graves
8

in all haste as if they are

^oJ^yjJ^>^\ to an idol
9
rushing.

10

^Ciliiii 44. Their eyes lowered in

humility, there will overtake
11

ifc them ignominy.

^fp3Wfc That is the day which they

6 used to be threatened with.

I. Jjt^. mash&riq (pi.; s. mashriq) = the points

of sun-rise ( noun of place from sharaqa

[sharqlshuruq], to rise, to radiate. See at 37:5, p.

1431, n. I).

2. vjU* maghdrib (pi; s. maghrib) - times or

places of sunset, wests (noun of place and time

from gharaba [ghurfib], to set. See maghrib at

18:86, p. 942, n. 2.

3. J-u nubaddila(u) = we alter, change,

exchange, substitute (v. i. pi. impfct. from

baddala, form II of badala [badal], to replace.

The final letter takes fat-hah for the particle 'an

coming before the verb. See at 56:61, p. 1761, n.

9).

4. i. e., not to be frustrated. cj*sr~> masbfiqtn

(pi.; acc/gen. of masbuqun; s, masbuq) = those

outstripped, outdistanced, forestalled, left behind,

(pass, participle from sabaqa [sabq] to be or get

ahead/before. See at 56:60, p. 1761, n. 8).

5. i. e., in their pursuits. yakhudu(na) =

they go into, wade into, deal with, embark on,

rush into, be absorbed in, be engrossed in, take up

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from khdda [khawd/ khiydd],

to rush, dive into. The terminal nun is dropped for

a hidden 'an before the verb. See at 4:140, p.

307, n. 1).

6. yuldqu (na) = they confront, meet one

another (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from Idqd, form III

of laqiya [liqd'/luqydn/luqy/luqyah/luqan], to

meet, to encounter. The terminal n&n is dropped

because of an implied 'an in hatta coming before

the verb. See at 52:45, p. 1715, n. 7).

7. ojJLp^i yu'ad&na = they are promised,

assured, threatened, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from w'ada [wa'd], to make a promise. See at

51:60, p. 1706, n. 9).

8. Li>U*i 'ajd&th (pi.; s.jadath) = graves, tombs.

See at 54:7, p. 14730, n. 8.

9. As they use to do in this world, nusub

(pi. 'ansab) = idol, statue, image.

10. 0j-iijd ytifiMna = they dash forth, rush (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'awfada, form IV of wafada

[wafd], to run, to hurry).

1 1 . j*y tarhaqu = she or it overtakes, comes

over, (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from rahaqa [rahaq], to

come over, overtake. See at 68:43, p. 1866, n. 1).



71. SOratNOh (my)
Makkan: 28 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which, like the other Makkan surahs, deals with the fundamentals of the

faith. Its main themes are risdlah and tawhid (monotheism). It points out that Allah has communicated

the same message of tawfyid through all His Messengers, and this is illustrated by mentioning how He

has created everything and has provided for His creatures and how Prophet Nuh, peace be on him,

struggled to bring his people to the right path, how ultimately Allah's punishment befell his unbelieving

and disobedient people and how He saved the believers and His Messenger. The surah is named Nuh

after its first 'ayah and the story of this Prophet which is dealt with in greater detail in it.

CyGZffil 1. Verily We sent
1 Nuh

oU^ji to his people that

(iUyjjbl you warn
2
your people

before there comes to them

(^Lllilji a punishment most painful.

^JiTjli 2. He said: O my people

j&'SS
d,l I am to you a warner

3

0^ open and clear.
4

3. "That you worship Allah
5

and fear Him6
and obey

7
me."

" 0
4. "He will forgive you

^^yj'J^y^cA y°ur s*ns defer
8
you

1 . i. e., appointed as Messenger. UJUJ 'arsalna =

we sent out, sent, despatched, discharged (v. i. pi.

past from 'arsala, form IV of rasila [rasal], to be

long and flowing. See at 57:125, p. 1778, n. 1).

2. i. e., against the consequences of worshipping

many gods and goddesses in lieu of Allah,

'andhir = warn, caution (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr/nudhur], to dedicate, to make a vow. See

at 40:17, p. 1515, n. 7).

3. ji<x nadhir (pi. nudhur) = warner, one or that

which gives warning, warning (active participle in

the scale of fa 7/ from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur],

to vow, to pledge). See at 67:26, p. 1857, n. 4).

4. mubin = all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abana, form IV of bana [baydn], to be

clear. See at 67:26, p. 1857, n. 5).

5. i. e., Allah Alone.

6. UtaqU = you (all) beware, be on your

guard, fear, be afraid of (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

from ittaqd, form VIII of waqa ( waqy/wiqayah),

to guard, safeguard. See at 65: 1 0, p. ] 842, n. 8).

7. \yL±>\ 'a(V& - you (all) obey, be obedient (v. ii.

m. pi. imperative from 'aid 'a, form IV of td'a

[taw
1

], to obey. See at 58:8,'p. 1789, n. 8).

8. yu'akhkhir (u) = he delays, postpones,

puts off, defers (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'akhkhara, form II from the root 'akhr. The final

letter is vowelless because the verb is conclusion

of a conditional clause. See yu'akhkhira at

63:11, p. 1829, n. 6).

1884
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till a term
1

specified.
2

Indeed the term of Allah,

when it comes

it shall not be deferred,

if you are wont to know.

5. He said: "My Lord,

I have called
4 my people

day and night."

6. "But there increased
5 them

not my invitation

in aught but running away."
6

7. "And indeed whenever I

called them

that You might forgive
7 them

they put
8
their fingers

9

in their ears
10

and covered themselves
11

with their clothes,

and thpv tiirnpH nhstinfitp
1 ^

and boasted
13

in arrogance."

1. J*!
fajal (pi. 'Aj&l) = appointed time, term,

date. See at 63:1 0, p. 1829, n. 2.

2. musamman (s.; pi. musammaydt)=

specified, stipulated, named, designated, defined

(passive participle {m. s. } from sammd {to

name}, form II of samd [sumuw/ samd'] t to be

high. See at 46:3, p. 1631, n. 7).

3. y-ji yu'akhkharu = he or it is delayed,

postponed, put off, deferred (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

passive from 'akhkhara, form II from the root

'akhr. See yu'akhkhir at 71:4, p. 1884, n. 8).

4. o_jpj da'awtu = I called, invited, summoned

(v. i. s. past from da'd. [du'd'], to call. See tad'u at

70: 17, p. 1879, n. 9).

5. Jj* yazid (yaztdu) = he increases, augments,

adds to, gives more ( v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

zada [zayd/ziyddah], to be more. The final letter is

vowleless (and hence the medial yd ' is dropped)

because of the particle lam coming before the

verb. See yazidu See at 42:26, p. 1571, n. 8).

6. i. e., from the truth, jl/ firdr = to flee, fleeing,

flight, running away. See at 33: 1 3, p. 1 339, n. 1 3.

7. jkx taghfira(u) = you forgive, pardon (v. ii. m.

s. impfct. from ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah

ghufrdn], to forgive. The final letter takes fat-bah

for a hidden an in //' of motivation coming before

the verb. See taghfiru at 64: 14, p. 1835, n. 7).

8. i^l**- ja'alu = they set, appointed, placed, put,

made (v. iii. m. pi. past from ja'ala \ja'l\ to

make, to put. See at 27:34, p. 1212, n. 4).

9. qU>\ 'as&bi* (pi.; s. isha' = fingers.

10. i. e., they did not want to listen.

11. ijj^l istaghshaw = they wrapped

themselves, covered themselves (v. iii. m. pi. past

from istaghsha, form X of ghashiya [ghishdwah],

to cover. See yastaghshuna at 1 1:5, p. 678, n. 11).

12. ijj^f 'asarrfl - they persisted, insisted,

turned obstinate (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'asarra,

form IV of sarra [sarr/sarir], to creak, to tie up.

See yusjrriina at 56:46, p. 1759, n. 8).

13. ij^^- 1 istakbaru = they boasted, became

proud, turned arrogant, haughty (v. iii. m. pi. past

from istakbara, form X of kaburaJkabara [kubr/

kibarf kabarah/kabr], to become great, to be

older. See at 4 1 :38, p. 1 553, n. 1 ).



1886 Surah 71: Nuh [ Part (Juz') 29 ]

8. "Then indeed I called them

openly."
1

y. ivioreuvci i iiiuccu

publicised
2
to them

and I confided
3
to them

in confidence."

10. "And I said: Seek

forgiveness
4
of your Lord.

veniy tie is jviosi rorgiving.

11."He will let How6
the sky

7

on von in torrpntQ " ^

19 "And will hestow 9 on von

wealth and children and will

provide for you gardens

allU &CI 1UI yUU llVCIa.

13. "What is the matter with

you, you expect
H
not of Allah

$J3S Majesty and Dignity?
12

1. jlpr jihfa = publicity, publicness. jihdran-= in

public, openly. See tajhar at 20:7, p. 977, n. 5.

2. i. e., the message. 'a'lantu - I made

known, declared, disclosed, publicised, made

public (v. i. s. past from 'a'lana, form IV of

'alana/'aluna ['aldniyyah), to be known, evident.

See 'a'lantum at 60:1, p. 1807, n. 3).

3. i. e., I also preached to them confidentially.

oj^I 'asrartu = 1 hid, concealed, secreted,

suppressed, confided (v. iii. m. s. past from

'asarru, form IV of sarra [surur/ tasirrah/

masarrah], to make happy. See 'asarra at 66:3, p.

1845, n. 1).

4. istaghfirti = you all ask for

forgiveness, seek forgiveness (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from istaghfara, form X of ghafara

[ghafr fmaghfirah /ghufrdn], to forgive. See at

41:6, p. 1541, n. 11).

5. jUi gkaffdr = Most Forgiving, Intensely

Forgiving (act. participle in the intensive scale of

fa ' 'dl from ghafara {ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn],

to forgive. See at 40:42, p. 1524, n. 14).

6. yursila(u) = he despatches, sends, lets

flow (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'arsala, form IV of

rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. The final

letter is vowelless because the verb is conclusion

of a conditional clause. See yursila at 67:17, p.

1854, n. 11).

7. This is an idiomatic expression meaning :He

will send down rains. The word "sky" is

figuratively used for "rains".

8. j\jJu> midr&r = showering abundantly, pouring

forth, in torrents.

9. J-Ui yumdid (ju^ yumiddu) - he helps,

supplies, reinforces, extends, spreads, provides,

bestows (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'amadda, form

IV of madda [madd], to extend, to prolong. The

final letter is vowelless for the reason stated at n.

6 above. See 'amdadnd at 52:22, p. 1710, n. 15.

10. jlpf 'anhdr (sing, nahr) ~ rivers, streams. See

at 65: II, p. 1843, n.6.

11. oyy tarjuna - you (all) expect, hope for,

look forward, from raja [rajd'], to hope. See at

4:104, p. 291, n. 5).

12. i. e., you do not have proper regard for and

fear of Allah's Majesty and Dignity, waqar =

majesty, dignity, gravity.
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14. "While He has created
1

you in stages?"
2

15. "Do you not see how

^-iiijU Allah has created seven

J^JliCi, y£^« heavens one above another?"
3

jlilijiij 16. "And has set the moon

I^S^i therein as a light

£j^llijfjli.j and has made the sun a lamp?"
4

JS$Ji£ 17. And Allah has caused

(jfjVfSi you to grow5 from the earth

^JlsG in a growth.

jlij? 18. Then He will revert
6
you

into it and will bring you out
7

in a production.
8

>J Jii-iSj 1 9 And Allah has made for

^ttl^jJ^Vi you the earth an expanse.
9

f. 20. That you may travel
10

^C\^ytL therein by ways
11
and passes.

12

1 . khalaqa ~ he created, made, originated (v.

iii. m. s. past from khalq, to create. See at 64:2, p.

1830, n. 5).

2. i. e., in the mother's womb, 'atwdr (pi.; s.

tawr) = stages, phases, degrees, states, conditions.

3. dU*tibdq = in conformity with, corresponding

to, one above another. See at 67:3, p. 1 85 1 , n. 1

.

4. sirdj (s.; pi. suruj) = lamp, light,

incandescent light. See at 33:46, p. 1354, n.5.

5. c-jl -anbata = he caused to gorw/sprout,

germinated, grew (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

nabata [nabt], to grow, to sprout. See anbatnd

at 50:7, p. 1686, n. 9).

6. yu*idu = he repeats, causes to come back,

brings back, returns, reverts, recreates (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'a'dda, form IV of 'dda ['awaV

'awdah], to return. See at 34:49, p. 1386, n. 13).

7. £j*i yukhrija{u) - he brings out, produces,

expels, drives out (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'akhraja, form IV of kharaja [khurQj], to go out,

to leave. See at 40.67, p. 1533, n. 8).

8. 'ikhraj = = expulsion, ousting, ouster,

driving out, bringing out, production (verbal noun

in form IV of kharaja [khuruj], to go out, to come
out. See at 2:240, p. 121, n. 8).

9. -U-h bisdt (s.; pi. 'absitah/busut) = carpet,

rug, expanse, something spread out.

1 0. !jSX-i taslukti (na) = you insert, make enter,

travel, go through (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

salaka [salk/suluk], to enter upon a course, to

insert. The terminal nun is dropped because of a

hidden 'an in // of motivation coming before the

berb. See usluku at 69:32, p. 73, n. 1 1).

I J. Jr- subul (pi.; s. j,-* sabit) = ways, paths,

roads, routes, means. See at 20:53, p. 987, n. 2.

12. ^U*i fij&j (pi.; s. fajj ) mountain passes,

ravines, roads between mountains. See at 21:31, p.

1020, n. 8.



1888 Surah 7 Umh[ Part (Juz') 29]

Section (Ruku ()2

yj^Jli 21. Nuh said: "My Lord,

J^ii^l verily they have disobeyed
1

&\y£\j me and followed
2
such ones

as there increased
3 them not

tojJ^^U their wealth and children in

®&23?l aught but loss."
4

\J^Sj 22. "And they plotted
5

J$£uL»$S a plot quite big."

23. "And they said:

Cl>&3 You shall not abandon6

OjjiV) jj^J* your gods
7
nor shall abandon

%&P%V>j Wadd nor Suwa ' nor

SyvjS^jZ Yaghflth and Fa

andMur."8

$£1j5J
24."And they indeed misled

9

a good many;

and you increase not

Sullirf the trangressors
10

in aught

but error."

1. Ij**p 'asaw = they rebelled, defied, disobeyed

(v. iii. m. pi. past from 'asa [ 'isyan/ ma'siyah], to

rebel, to oppose, to disobey, to defy. See at 69: 10,

p. 1870, n. 1).

2. ittaba'fi - they pursued, went after,

followed, obeyed (v. iii. m. pi. past from ittaba'a,

form VIII of labia [taba'/tabd'ah], to follow. See

at 54:3, p. 1729, n. 5).

3. *ji yazid iyazidu) - he increases, augments,

adds to, gives more ( v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

z&da [zayd/ziyddah], to be more. The final letter is

vowlless (and hence the medial yd' is dropped)

because of the particle lam coming before the

verb. See at 71:6, p. 1885, n. 5).

4. i. e., they followed their leaders whose wealth

and children made them all the more haughty and

disobedient, and hence more deserving of the

punishment. khasdr = to incur loss, to lose.

See at 35:39, p. 1404, n. 8.

5. IjjCt makarfi = they schemed, plotted, planned,

had recourse to a ruse, devised (v. iii. m. pi. past

from makara [makr], to deceive, to delude. See at

40:45, p. 1525, n. 12).

6. djk y Id tadharunna = you shall not

abandon, must not leave (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition} emphatic from wadhara [wadhr].

See dharH at 62:9, p. 1823, n. 6).

7. l^Jif. 'dlihah (pi.; s. 'Hah) = gods, deities,

objects of worship. See at 43:58, p. 1597. n. 8.

8. These are names of their principal gods and

goddesses.

9. i.e., those leaders of the people of Nflh, peace

be on him., misled many. ^L>! 'adaflfi = they led

astray, misled, made go astray (v. iii. m. pi. past

from 'adalla, foTm IV of dalla [dalaUdalalah], to

loose one's way. See at 7:38, p. 479, n. 96).

10. i. e., the polytheists [note that at 31:13 shirk

or setting partners with Allah is called a grave

zulm]. ,>JUff zdlimtn (acc./gen. of zdlimun, sing.

zdlim) = transgressors, wrong-doers, unjust

persons, polytheists ( active participle from

zalama [zulm], to transgress, do wrong. See at

66:11, p. 1849, n. 5).
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£W_$

25. On account of their sins'

they were drowned
2
and

were then entered into a fire;

and they found
3
not for them

besides Allah any helpers.

26. And Nuh said: "My Lord,

leave not
4
on the earth of the

^GlSj J^jSKoj unbelievers a single one."
5

s

27. "Verily if you leave them

they will lead astray
6

Your servants
7

and shall not procreate
8

except a sinful
9
unbeliever."

JJLicfoj 28. "My Lord, forgive me

<ij]>Ji a°d rny parents

and such as enter my house

as a believer,

and the believing men

if v

and the believing women;

and You increase not
10
the

transgressors in aught

but ruin.
11

1 . oUja* khatVdt (pi. ; s. khati'ah) = sins, faults,

mistakes, blunders. See khati'ah at 26:82, p.

1177, n. 7).

2. iji^T 'ughriqH = they were drowned, sunk (v.

iii. m. pi. past from 'aghraqa, form IV of ghariqa

[gharaq], to be drowned. See 'aghraqnd at 43:55,

p. 1596, n. 12).

3. yajidtiina) = they find, get, come across

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from wajada [wujud], to

find. The terminal nun is dropped because of the

particle lam coming before the verb. See at

18:53, p. 931, n. 8).

4. jJJ V Id tadhar = do not leave, abandon,

forsake (v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition} from

wadhara/ yadharu [wadhr] to leave. See at

21:89, p. 1037. n. 2).

5.j^ dayydr = inhabitant, one.

6. ijUa* yudiM(na) - they lead astray, mislead,

misguide, make go astray (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'adalla, form IV of falla [daldl/daldlah], to

go astray. The terminal nun is dropped because

the verb is conclusion of a conditional clause.. See

at 10:88, p. 668, n. 7).

7. jU* 'ibdd (sing. ±*'abd) = servants (of Allah),

human beings, slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at

66:10, p. 1848, n. 9).

8. ij-dj yalidti(na) = they procreate, beget,

generate, give birth (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

walada [wilddah flidahJ mawlid], to give birth, to

beget. The terminal nun is dropped for the reason

stated at n. 6 above. See waladna at 58:2, p.

1783, n. 2).

9. Jajir (s.; pi. fujjdr) - immoral one,

depraved, libertine, licentious, sinful (act.

participle from fajara \fujur], to act immorally,

to commit adultery, sin. See fujjdr at 38:28, p.

1467, n. 4).

1 0. *y V Id tazid - do not increase, augment, give

more (v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition} from

zdda [zayd/ ziyddah], to be more. See yazid at

71:21, p. 1888, n. 3).

1 1 . jU tabdr = ruin, destruction. See tabbarnd at

25:39, p. 1149, n. 12.



72. SOratal-Jinn ( The Jinn)

Makkan: 28 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It deals with the fundamentals of the faith, namely, tawhid (monotheism),

risdlah, i. e., Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, Resurrection,

Judgement, reward and punishment. These themes are brought home by a reference to the incident,

mentioned in its first 'ayah, of a group ofjinn's listening to the recitation of the Qur'an by the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and their having believed and their preaching the message of

tawhid to the other jinn so some of them became Muslims while others did not. The surah is named

after this fact. In this connection mention is made of the folly of attributing a son or a wife to Allah. It is

also mentioned that the higher heavens are protected by Allah by means of stern guards and flaming

fires. It is further stressed that Allah does not have any partner, that He Alone is to be worshipped, that

the duty of the Messenger, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, is to convey the message and that

whoever disobeys Allah and His Messenger for him wil] be the fire of hell wherein he shall dwell for

ever.

iii. m. s. past passive from 'awhd, form IV of

waijd [wahy], to communicate. See at 43:43, p.

1593, n. 10). Technically wahy means Allah's

communication to His Prophets and Messengers

by various means. Some of these means are

mentioned at 2:92, 16:2, 16:102, 26:193 and

42:51. See also Bukhdri, nos. 2-4).

1- Lr"jf 'tihiya = he or it was communicated, (v.

J*
1. Say:

It has been communicated

a party
3
ofjinn and they said:

We indeed heard a Qur'an

to me that there listened
2

3. ji> nafar = band, party, troops, man-power.

See at 46:29, p. 1643, n. 2.

2. istarna 'a = he listened, heard, paid

attention (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of sami'a

[sam' /samd' /samd ah /masma'], to hear. See

istami' at 50:41, p. 1694, n. 9).

4. 'ajab (s.; pi. 'a'jdb) = wonder, surprise,

astonishment, marvel. See at 18:63, p. 935, n. 9.

5. Jiij rushd = right and sensible conduct, right

and we shall never associate
6

2."It guides to the right path.
5

So we have believed in it
6. ilyiJ nushrika(u) = we associate, set partner,

give a share (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'ashraka, form

IV of sharika [shirk / sharikah], to share. The

final letter takes fat-hah because of the particle

lan coming before the verb. See at 12:38, p. 736,

n. 3).

path, good sense, maturity of the mind, guidance.

See at 7: 146, p. 519, n. 9.

3."And that Exalted
7
is

7. JU; ta<m = He is High, Exalted, Sublime (v.

iii. m. s. past in form VI of 'aid ['uluw], to be

high. See at 30:40, p. 1303, n. 7).

1890
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the Majesty
1

of our Lord.

He takes
2
neither a wife

3

nor a son.

Dill*

4. "And that there use to say

the fool
4
of us against Allah

an atrocious lie
p.5

5. "And that we think
0

S*$jj$dd l^at t 'iere shall not say man

orjinn against Allah a lie."
7

6. "And that there are

individuals
8
of men

seeking refuge
9

*i£\Jt with individuals ofjinn

and they increase
10 them

in sin and ignorance."
11

7. "And that they think

as you think that

Allah shall not resurrect
12

vjljll anyone

1 . jadd - majesty, glory, sublimity, greatness,

fortune.

2. i^j'l iitakhadha = he took , took for him, took

up, assumed (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of

'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See at 45:23, p. 1625,

n. 4).

3. s&hibah (f.; m. sdhib) = companion,

comrade, wife, follower, owner (act. participle

from sahiba [suhbah/ sahabahJ sihbah], to be a

companion. See at 70: 12, p. 1879, n. 1).

4. *Ju* sqfth (pi. sufahd') = incompetent, foolish,

stupid, silly, insolent. See at 2:282, p. 148, n. 1).

5. Saying that He has taken a wife or son or that

He has partners. Jaki shatat - excessive,

outrageous, atrocious lie, inroard, infringement.

See at 18: 14, p. 914, n. 5.

6. zananna = we thought, assumed,

conjectured, supposed, firmly believed (v. i. pi.

past from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See zanantum at 59:2, p. 1794, n. 7).

7. *->i£ kadhib = lie, falsehood, untruth, deceit.

See at 61:7, p. 1816, n. 7.

8. JUj rij&l (pi.; s. rajut )

individuals, personalities.

men, persons,

9. 0jij»u ya'tidhtina - they seek refuge, shelter,

protection (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'ddha

['awdh/ 'iyddh/ ma'ddh], to take refuge, to seek

protection. See 'udhtu at 44:20, p. 1610, n. 1).

10. ijiij z&d& = they increased, augmented,

grew, became more, added (v. iii. m. pi. past from

zdda [ zayd/ ziyddah], to be more. See at 1 1:101,

p. 714, n. 5).

1 1. j rahaq = sin, ignorance, folly.

12. ci-jw yab'atha(u) - he raises, raises up,

resurrects, revives, sends out (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from ba'tha [ba'th], to send out, to raise. The

final letter takes fat-hah because of the particle

lan coming before the verb. See at 40:34, p.

1521, n. 12).
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lHjGlj 8. "And that we approached
1

^^itfjf the heaven and found it

xl^j^Slti filled
2
with guards

3
very strict

and blazing missiles."
4

iiiSlSfj 9. "And that we used to sit
5

at seats
6
of it

g^—41 for hearing;

otff^Ila ^ but whoever listens
8 now

,4Jo^ will find for him blazing

$liSt?fe missiles lying in wait.
9

cgjavdfj 10. "And that we know 10
not

ijljit whether evil is intended

df*$<ic>*i for those in the earth

r£*$J$ or tnere intetnds for them

their Lord guidance."
11

iLljtj 1 1. "And that from among us

liaS o£*j£tf are the righteous
12
and of us

are other than that.

^IS^T^I^ We are on ways 13
diverse."

14

1. L-J lamasnd = we touched, handled,

perceived, searched, sought, approached (v. iii. m.

pi. past from lamasa [lams], to touch. See Imasu

at 6:7, p. 394, n. 2).

2. cjU muWai - she or it was filled, occupied (v.

iii. f. s. past passive from mala
1

a [malV maVahJ

mil 'ah], to fill. See mdli'un at 56:53, p. 1760, n.

8).

3 wj*- haras (pi.; s. haris ) = guards, keepers,

sentinels (act. participle from Ijarasa [hars/

hirdsah], to guard, to watch).

4. v-f^ shuhub (pi.; s. shihdb) = flames, blazes,

blazing missiles, shooting stars. See shihab at

37:10, p. 1432, n. 3.

5. naq'udu = we sit, remain, abide, stay (v.

i. pi. impfct. from qaada [qu'ud], to sit down, to

remain. See taq'udu at 17:29, p. 882, n. 7).

6. opU» maqd'id (pi.; sing, maq'ad) = positions,

seats, places to settle down (adverb of place in the

scale of maf'al from qa'ada [qu'ud], to sit down.

See at 3:121, p. 204, n. 4).

7. i. e., hearing the news of the high heavens.

8. i. e., attempts to listen. yastami\u) = he

listens, hears, pays attention (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from istama'a, form VIII of sami'a [sam' /samd'

/samd'ah /masma'], to hear. The final letter is

vowel less for the verb is in a conditional clause.

See istama 'a at 72: 1 , p. 1 890, n. 2).

9. rasad = lying in wait, in ambush, spy,

watchdog. See 'irsdd at 9: 107, p. 624, n. 2.

10. ijj-x nadri = we know, arc aware (v. i. pi.

impfct. from dard [ dirdyah], to know. See at

45:32, 1628, n. 11).

1

1

. xi-j rushd = right and sensible conduct, right

path, good sense, maturity of the mind, guidance.

See at 72:2, p. 1890, n. 5.

12. 0,^JU» sdliMn (pi.; s. ^ sdlih) =

righteous, virtuous, good (active participle from

salaha [saldh/ sultih/ nuislatyih], to be good,

right, proper. See at 21 : 105, p. 1041, n. 11).

13. J» tard'iq (pi.; s. tariqah) - ways, means,

nethods, systems, procedures. See at 23:15, p.

1078, n. II.

14. i. e., various groups and factions. i-i> qidad

(pi.; s. qidah) = different, diverse, divergent.
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ILJ-Utj 12. "And that we believe
1

that we cannot baffle
2
Allah

ufj^ti in the earth

^j^Jj nor can we baffle Him

by running away."
3

13."And that when we heard
4

the guidance
5 we believed in it.

So whoever believes in his

Lord he will not fear
6

any reduction
7

nor any injustice."
8

14. "And that among us are

the Muslims

and of us are the deviants.
9

So those who have surrendered,

such ones have adopted
10

the right course."
11

15. "And as for the deviants,

they will be for hell

the fuel."
12

1. Uii zanannd = we thought, assumed,

conjectured, supposed, firmly believed (v. i. pi.

past from zanna [zann], to firmly believe, to

suppose. See at 72:5, p. 1891, n. 6).

2. i. e., escape Allah's punishment.y*M nu'jiza{u)

= we frustrate, baffle, disable, incapacitate (v. i.

pi. impfct. from 'a'jaza , form IV of 'ajaza/ajiza

I'ajz], to be weak, incapable. The final letter takes

fat-hah for the particle lan coming before the

verb. See yu'jiza at 35:44, p. 1407, n. 4).

3. harab = flight, ranning away, escape,

desertion (verbal noun of haraba, to flee, to run

away).

4. sami'nd = we listened, heard, paid

attention (v. i. pi. past from sami'a [sam' /sama"

/samd'ah /masma'], to hear. See at 24:51, p. 1 127,

n. 8).

5. i. e., the Qur'an. Note that at 2:2 (sural

al-Baqarah) the Qur'an has been described as

"guidance" (hudan) for the godfearing. c£-**

hudan - guidance. See at 45:1 1, p. 1621, n. 1.

6. yakh&fu = he fears, dreads, is afraid (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from khafa [khawf/ makhafah/

khifahh to fear. See at 50:45, p. 1695, n. 1 1).

7. i. e., in his good deeds and rewards. LrAj

bakhs = reduction, decrease, diminishing, too

little, very low. (verbal noun of bakhasa, to

decrease. See at 12:20, p. 728, n. 8.

8. <j*j rahaq - sin, ignorance, folly, overtaking,

injustice. See at 72:6, p. 1 89 1 , n. II.

9. o^Ja-li qdsitfin (pi.; s. qasit) - deviants, those

who act unjustly (act. participle from qasata

[qisfl, to act justly/unjustly, to deviate. See

muqsitin at 60:8, p. 1810, n. 8).

10. taharraw = they pursued, adopted,

sought, attended (v. iii. m. pi. past from taharra,

form V of hard [hary], to decrease, to be angry, to

proceed).

11. JLij rashad = right and proper

conduct/course, integrity of conduct. See at

18:24, p. 920, n. 2.

12. v-Jw- hatab (s.; pi. 'aht/ib) = firewood, fuel.
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lo. And tnat 11

they stood upright

on the way,
2

We would surely have given

them water
3
in abundance.

4

1 /. inat We mignt try tnem

therewith. And whoever

turns away6 from the

reminder
7
of his Lord

He will enter
8 him

in a punishment very severe.

18. And that the mosques

are for Allah. So invoke not
10

with Allan anyone.

19. And that when

the servant of Allah stood up

invoking Him

they were about to be

on him crowding.
11

1. i. e., if they believed and followed the guidance

given them. t^Ut-i istaqdmfi = they straightened

up, stood upright, became straight, were

right/proper (v. iii. m. pi. past from istaqdma,

form X of qanui [qawmah/qiydm], to get up, to

stand up. See at 46:13, p. 1635, n. 9).

2. Ui> tariqah (s.; p. turuq/tard'iq) = way,

mode, manner, conduct, method. See at 20.104,

1002, n. 2.

3. 'asqaynd = we gave to drink, gave water,

watered, irrigated (v. i. pi. past from 'asqd, form

IV of saqd [saqy], to give a drink. See at 15:22, p.

812, n. 3).

4. i. e., would have given them provision in

profusion. Jjlp ghadaq = abundance, profusion,

ample, extensive.

5.^ naftina (nu) = we try, test, put to test (v. i.

pi. impfct. from fatana \fatn/futun], to put to trial,

to tempt. The final letter takes fat-hah because of

a hidden 'an in // of motivation coming before

the verb. Seefatantum at 57: 14, p. 1773, n. 2).

6. yu'rid(u) = he turns away, averts, evades

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'a'rada, form IV of

'aruda ['ar<f], to be broad, wide, to appear, to

show. The final letter is vowelless because the

verb is in a conditional clause. See yu'ridu at

54:2, p.1729, n. 3).

7. i. e., the Qur'an ( see for instance 15:6, 15:9,

16:44, 21:50, 23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87,

41:41, 54:25, 68:51-52 and 81:27). dhikr =

citation, recollection, remembrance, mention,

reminder, also scripture, the Qur'an. See at

68:51, p. 1867, n. 11.

8. tiUu-i yasluk(u) = he enters, inserts, channels,

make enter, travel, go through (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from salaka [salk/suldk], to enter upon a course,

to insert. The final letter is vowelless because the

verb is conclusion of a conditional clause. See

tasluku at 7 1:20, p. 1887, n. 10).

9. sa'ad = very hard, very severe.

10. V Id tad'd = you (all) do not pray,

invoke, call, implore (v. ii. m. pi. imperative

{prohibition} from da'O, [du'd'], to call, to

summon. See at 47:35, p. 1659, n. 7).

1 1. i. e., the jinn were coming to him in crowds,

almost one on another. jJ libad = one upon

another, crowd.
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Section (Ruku^l

20. Say: "I but invoke
1 my

Lord and do not associate
2

with Him anyone."

21. Say: "Indeed I have no

power3
of doing you any harm

nor to get you go aright."
4

22. Say: "Indeed

- > 1 there shall not protect
5 me

against Allah anyone

nor shall I find besides Him

any asylum."
6

• 4

23. "Except to convey
7
from

£ -r s -if' *

Allah and His messages."
8

And whoever disobeys
9

K > "s*t Allah and His Messenger

>'* '

he shall indeed have

the fire of hell,

abiding
10

therein for ever.

1. lyol 'ad'Q = I pray, call, invoke, beseech,

invite (v. i. s. impfct. from da'd [du'd'] t to call, to

summon. See at 40:41, p. 1524, n. 10).

2. ilji>\ 'ushriku = I set a partner, associate, give

a share (v. i. s. impfct. from 'ashraka, form IV of

sharika [shirk / sharikah], to share. See 'ushriku

at 18:38, p. 925, n. 9).

3. 'amliku - I own, possess, have power

over (v. i. s. impfct. from malaka [malk /mulk

/milk], to take in possession. See at 60:4, p. 1808,

n. 11).

4. JLij rashad - right and proper conduct/course,

integrity of conduct. See at 18:24, p. 920, n. 2.

5. yujira(u) = he gives protection, protects,

shelters, grants asylum (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'ajdra, form IV of jdra \jawr] , to deviate, to

oppress. The final letter takes fat-hah because of

the particle lan coming before the verb. See at

23:88, p. 1096, n. 5).

6. Jb^dL. multahad - place or person to lean to,

refuge, asylum (pass, participle from iltahada,

form VIII of lahada [lafyd], to dig a grave, to

deviate from the right course. See at 18:27, p.

921, n. 1).

7. i. e., I have no power etc. except to convey the

messages from Allah,
fcy*

balagh (pi. baldghdt)

- to convey, communication, proclamation,

announcement, communique, information,

notification. See at 42:48, p. 1 578, n. 9.

8. o^L-j risaUti (pi.; s. risdlah) - messages,

missions. See at 33:39, p. 1352, n. 5.

9. ^—i ya'si(sT) = he disobeys, defies (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from 'asd ['asy /ma'siyah Z'isydn), to

disobey. The last letter yd' is vowelless and hence

dropped for the verb is in a conditional clause

preceded by man. See at 33:36, p. 1350, n. 7).

10. ji-ii^- khdlidin (pi.; acc./gen. of khdlidun, s.

khdlid) = living for ever, abiding, abiding for

ever, everlasting, eternal, immortals (active

participle from khalada [khulud], to live for ever.

See at 65:11, p. 1843, n. 7.
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24. Till when they see

what they are promised
1

they will know who is the

weaker2
in respect of helper

3

and fewer
4
in number.

> '
-

25. Say: "I know 5
not

whether close by
6
is

what you are promised

or there sets
7
for it my Lord

a span of time."
8

26. The All-Knowing

of the unseen;

and He discloses
9
not

His unseen to anyone.

27. Except to him whom He

is pleased
10
with

of a Messenger;

and then He sends
11

in front of him

and behind him sentinels.
12

1. i. e., of punishment. OjJLPji yfi'adfina = they

are promised, assured, threatened, (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. passive from w'ada [wa'd], to make a

promise. See at 70:42, p. 1883, n. 7).

2. Jufc^l 'ad'af = weaker, weakest ( elative of

da'tf. See at 19:75, p. 970, n. 12).

3. nasir = helper, assistant (act. participle

from nasra [nasrinusQr], to help, to assist]. See

'«ruarat61:14, 'p. 1818, n. 13).

4. Jit 'aqall - less, fewer, smaller (elative of

qalil, few, meagre, small. See at 18:39, p. 925, n.

11).

5. <jj*\ 'adri = 1 know, am aware (v. i. s. impfct.

from dara f dirdyah], to know. See at 46:9, p.

1634, n. 3).

6. qarib = near, proximate, not far away,

close by, shortly, Ever Near. See at 70:7, p. 1878,

n. 4.

7 J**«* yaj'alu = he sets, makes, places, puts,

appoints (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ja'ala [ja'l] to

make, to put. See at 19:96, p. 975, n. 2).

8. x.1 'amad (pi. 'dm&d) = span or stretch of

time, terminus. See at 57:16, p. 1774, n. 7.

9. yuzhiraiu) - he makes prevail, grants

victory, manifests, makes visible, exposes,

discloses (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'azhara, form

IV of zahara[zuhQr] t to be visible. See yuzhira

at 61:9, p. 1817, n. 4).

10. t^j* irtadd - he was pleased with, was

satisfied, approved (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII

of radiya [ ridan/ ridwan/ mardah] to be

satisfied. See at 24:55, p. 1 129, n. 5).

11. viM~j yasluku- he enters, inserts, channels,

makes/enter/travel/ go through, sends (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from salaka [salk/suluk], to enter upon a

course, to insert. See yasluk at 72:18, p. 1894, n.

8.

12. i. e., of angels to keep guard on him. -u»j

ra$ad - lying in wait, in ambush, spy, sentinel,

watchdog. See at 72:9, p. 1 892, n. 9.
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28. That He may know 1

that

jS they indeed have conveyed
2

p^jisfotj the messages of their Lord;

iCIj and He encompasses
3

^jJlL what is with them

and keeps an account
4

of everythinS by number.
5

1. i. e., He may make known; for He knows

everything, open and secret. ya'lamaiu) - he

knows, is aware of, is cognizant of (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'alima ['ilm], to know. The final

letter takes fat-hah because of a hidden 'an in li

of motivation coming before the verb. See at

26:197,p.ll96, n. 6).

2. ijiU 'ablagM = they delivered, conveyed,

informed, notified (v. iii. m. pi. past from

abiagha, form IV of balagha [bulugh], to reach.

See 'ablaghtu at 1 1 :57, p. 698, n. 7).

3. i. e., in knowledge. J»L>-1 'aMta = he or it

encompassed, surrounded, encircled, contained,

comprehended (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of hata

[hawt/hitah/hiydtah], to guard, to encircle. See at

65:12, p.'l843,n' 12).

4. (j**--! 'afysd ~ he calculated, counted, kept an

account (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV from the root

hasy/ha^an (pebbles, little stones). See at 58:6, p.

i785,'n. 3).

5. si* 'adad (s.; pi. 'a'dad) = number. See at

23:112, p. 1102, n. 9.



73. SOratal-Muzzammil [The Enwrapprd]
Makkan: 20 'ayahs

This is one of the earliest Makkan surahs. It is named al-Muzzammil with reference to its first 'ayah

wherein the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, is affectionately addressed as the one

enwrapped in clothes. The main themes of the surah are tawhtd (monotheism), risdlah (Messengership),

wahy and the Qur'an, and the Resurrection. The Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, is

asked to get up and to engage himself in prayers at night and to have patience over the unbelievers'

opposition and ridicule. It is emphasized that Allah is the Lord of the east and west, there is no deity

except He ('ayah 9); that on the day of Resurrection the earth and the mountains will be in violent

commotion and the sky will be cleft asunder ('ayahs 14 and 18), that a Messenger (i. e., Muhammad,
peace and blessings of Allah be on him) has been sent to be a witness over you ('ayah 15) and that if you

disbelieve you shall not be able to protect yourself on the day of which the horrors will make the

children grey-headed ('ayah 17) and that this Qur'an is a reminder ('ayah 19).

&>)ll£ts 1. O you the enwrapped.
1

jilj 2. Stand
2
up by night

&jurtj except for a little while.

T4JL>4SL>I 3. A half
3
of it

or make it less by a little.

4. Or increase
5
on it

0
and recite

6
the Qur'an

in distinct recitation.

5. Verily We shall cast
7

on you a word quite heavy.

1 . muzzammil (originally mutazammil) - he

who covers himself in garments, the enwrapped

(act. participle from tazammala, form V of

zamala [ zaml/zamldn], to raise and carry, to

follow. This is an affectionate address made by

Allah to His Messenger, peace an blessings of

Allah be on him, because, as the authentic report

has it, he had himself covered with garments out

of fear on coming back home from mount Hira'

after the receipt of the first wahy (see Bukhari,

no. 3). The address is appropriate also for one

who is in a relaxed state from his work.

2. i. e., stand up in saldh (prayer).

3. U^ai nisf (pi. nusuf) ~ half, middle. See at

4:176, p. 324, n. 6.

4. uaju\ unqus - make less, decrease, reduce,

diminish (v. ii. m. s. imperative from naqasa

[naqasa [naqsl nuqsdn], to decrease, diminish.

See tanqasu at 50:4, p. 1685, n. 9).

5. Aj zid = increase, augment, make more (v. ii.

pi. m. s. imperative from zdda \zaydJ ziyddah],

to increase. See 38:61, p. 1474, n. 4).

6.
Jj'j

rattil = recite, phrase (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from rattala, form II of ratila [ratal],

to be regular, well-ordered. See rattalnd at

25:32, p. 1147, n. II).

7. nulqi = We throw, cast, fling, plunge,

deliver (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'alqd , form IV

of laqiya [liqd' Auqydn/luqy/luqyah/luqan), to

meet. See at 3:151, p.213, n. 8).

8. i. e., the text and injunctions of the Qur'an.

1898
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jdlili^ 6. Verily the rising up 1

by

night is the more effective
2

0^Uf$j and the more proper
3
a say.

4

4<iilo[ 7. Verily you have in the day

0%J*fcl> a moving on
5
for long.

6

8. And remember

Jcj^ the Name of your Lord and

devote yourself
7
to Him

$^~v in true devotion.
8

^illij 9. Lord of the east

and the west.

jW[iliy There is no deity except He.

t!>4% So take
9 Him

as Guardian-Protector.
10

&j^j 10- And have patience
1

1

over

ojSyjli what they say
12

p£k\j and avoid
13 them

£^5Lf£jb in graceful avoidance.

1. i. e., the rising up for prayer at night. liiU

ndshi'ah (f. ; m. ndshi') = that which grows,

rises, rising one (act. partciple from nasha'a

[nashV nushu'/ nash'ah], to rise, to emerge. See

'ansha'tum at 56:72, p. 1763, n. 7)

2. jkj wat y - effect, insertion, to tread, to

trample. See /a/a 'u at 48:25, p. 1672, n. 2.

3. (yf 'aqwamu = rightest, most proper/

upright/ correct/ true/authentic (elative of qawtm,

act. participle in the scale of fa 7/ from qama

[qawmah/qiydm], to get up, to stand erect. See at

17:9, p. 875, n. 9).

4. i. e., prayer; for concentration is better and

devotion more intense at night. JJ qil = saying,

say, address. Se at 56:26, p. 1757, n. 1.

5. i. e., activities. sabh = swimming, to float,

to move on, to speed up. See sabbaha at 61 : 1, p.

1814, n. 1.

6. So the night time is more suitable for additional

prayer. Jj^1» tawil - long, tall, high (act. participle

in the sacale of fall from (dla[ tawl\, to be long.

See/d/£iat57:l6,p. 1774, n. 6).

"

7. Jii tabattal - devote yourself, retire (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from tabattala, form V of batala

[batl\, to cut off, to sever).

8. J~J tabtil - devotion, retirement (verbal noun

in form TI of batala. See n. 7 above).

9. JbiJl Utakhidh- take, , take for you, take up,

assume (v. ii. m. s. impertaive from ittakhadha,

form V1H of 'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See

ittakhadha at 72:3, p. 1891, n. 2).

10. J-S'j wakil (s.; pi. wukald') = an authorized

agent, deputy, care-taker, trustee, guardian,

custodian, Guardian-Protector (act. participle in

the scale of fa'il from wakala [wakl /wukut\, to

entrust. See at 42:6, p. 156 1 , n. 11).

1 1 . yr^i isbir = be patient, have patience, bear

calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

sabara [sabr], to be patient, to bind. See at

68:48, p.*l867, n. 1).

12. i. e., in derision and ridicule.

13. >*>l uhjur = emigrate, leave, abandon,

avoid, go away (v. ii. m. s. imperative from hajara

[hajar /hijrdn], to emigrate. See at 19:46, p. 962,

n. 9).
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11. And leave
1 Me

SoSffJ and the Disbelievers,
2

^cjyjf pssessors of affluence,

and respite
4 them

for a little while.

12. Verily We have with Us

0 \LJt$&\ fetters
5
and a blazing fire

6

*&\XX£j 13. And a food
7
that chokes

8

J^llJflljiJ and punishment very painful.

Jto^ji 14. On a day there will qake
9

jllitjJoVi the earth and the mountains;

jlifc^l§ and the mountains shall be a

a dune
10

adrift.
11

HtyUj 15. Verily We have sent
12

^y*J$4\ to you a Messenger

Ijl^S as a witness
13
over you

4^JjJ£yir as We had sent to Fir'awn

a Messenger.

1 . i.e., leave Me to deal with the disbelievers, ji

dhar = shun, leave, let alone (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from wadhara/yadharu, to leave. See

at 68:44, p. 1866, n. 4).

2. jti^ mukadhdhibin (acc./gen. of

mukadhdhib(tn\ sing, mukadhdhib) = those who
cry lies (to), disbelievers (active participle from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhiba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah /kidhbah], to lie. See at 69:49, p. 1876,

n. 1).

3. u*o na'mah = comfort, ease, life of ease,

prosperity, affluence, amenity. See at 44:27, p.

161 l,n. 2.

4. mahhil - respite, give time, delay,

proceed slowly and deliberately (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from mahhala, form II of mahaia

[mahUmuhiah], to be slow, to tarry).

5. Jl&f 'ankai (pi.; s. nikl) = fetters, shackles,

chains.

6. jafjim = hellfire, hell, blazing fire. See at

44:56, p. 1616, n. 10.

7. fUb ta'&m (s.; pi. at'imah) ~ food, diet,

meal. See at 69:34, p. 1874, n. 2.

8. ghu^ah (s.; pi. ghuss&t) = that which

chokes/ jams/congests, a lump in the throat,

mortal distress.

9. .Ji*-y tarjufu = she or it quakes, is shaken,

convulses, trembles, agitates (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

from rajafa [rajf/rajafdn], to be convulsed, to

quake. See murjifGn at 33:60, p. 1362, n. 5).

10. kathtb (s.; pi. 'akthibah) = sandhill,

dune.

11. Js^ mahil (originally mahyul) = shifting,

sliding, adrift, collapsing (pass, participle from

hala [hayl]
t to pour, to sprinkle).

12. UL-J 'arsalnd = we sent out, sent,

despatched, discharged (v. i. pi. past from 'arsala,

form IV of rasila [rami], to be long and flowing.

Seeat71:l,p. 1884, n. 1).

13. i. e., to testify that the message has been

delivered to you. .uLi sh&hid (s.; pi.

shuhud/'ashhdd/shawahid) = witness ( active

participle from shahida [shuhud/shahddah], to

witness, to testify). See at 48:8, p. 1663, n. 13.
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o>jS*y^ 16. But Fir'awn disobeyed
1

J^jf the Messenger;

% so We seized
2 him

^!>LjliLt a siezure very disastrous.

17. Then how will you

5^15 protect yourselves,
4

^jjSoi if you disbelieve,

on a day that will make5

the children grey-haired?
6

itUi 18. The sky shall

4£^Li split up7
thereby.

His promise
8
is bound to be

carried out.

19.Verily this is a reminder.
10

;Li^ So whoever wills,

he may take
11

($) towards his Lord a way.
12

Section (RukU ') 2

&&j%4lt 20. Verily your Lord knows

that you stand
13
for a little less

1. = he disobeyed, rebelled, defied (v.

iii. m. s. past from 'i$ydn/ ma 'siyah, to disobey,

to defy. See at 20: 121 , p. 1006, n. 1 1)

2. i. e., punished him and his followers by

drowning them in the sea. U.Ut 'akhadhnd - we

took, received, seized (v. i. pi. past Uom'akhadha

akhdh], to take. See at 54:42, p. 1737, n. 9).

3. J-ij wabil= disastrous, calamitious, of evil

consequences (act. participle in the intensive

scale of fall from wabala [wabal/ wabdl/

wabdlah], to be noxious, unhealthy. See wabdl at

65:9, p. 1842, n. 4).

4. dyes tattaq&na = you are on your guard,

protect yourselves, fear Allah, fear (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

37:124, p. 1449, n. 9).

5. J««s yaj'aiu = he sets, makes, places, puts,

appoints (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from ja'ala [ja'l] to

make, to put. See at 42:50, p. 1579, n. 8).

6. i. e., its horrors will make. <—-i shtb =

greyness or whiteness of the hair, old age. See

shaybat 19:4, p. 951,n. 1).

7. Jojua munfatir = that which splits up, breaks

into pieces, is rent asunder, is cleft (act. participle

from infatara, form VII of fatara \fatr\, to split,

to cleave. See fatara at 43:27, p. 1589, n. 3).

8. i. e., the promise of Resurrection and

Judgement. wa'd (s.; pi. wu'Qd) = promise.

See at 67:25, p. 1857, n. I.

9. JJ*** maf'iil = that which is done, acted upon,

performed, carried, object (passive participle from

fa'ala \fa'l/fi'I\, to do. See at 33:37, p. 1351, n.

10).

10. i/S: tadhkirah - reminder. See at 69:748, p.

1875, n. 10.

1 1 .
JbiJl iitakhadha = he took, took for him, took

up, assumed (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of

'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See at 72:3, p. 1891,

n. 2).

12. i. e., accept His din — tawhid and Islam.

sabtl (pi. subul/asbilah) = way, path, road, means,

course. See at 68:7, p. I860, n. 4.

13. i. e., stand in prayer.
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V

[.lit'

than two thirds
1

of the night,

and a half
2
of it and a third of it,

and a group
3
of those

with you

—

and Allah determines
4

the night and the day.

He knows that

you cannot calculate
5

it,

so He forgives
6
you.

Therefore recite
7

what becomes easy
8

of the Qur'an.

He knows that there will be

some of you sick,
9

and others will be

on travel
10

seeking
11

of the bounty of Allah,

and others will be fighting

in the way of Allah.

So recite

what becomes easy of it;

and perform regularly

1. ^iii thuluthyin) {dual, acc./gen/of thuluthan;

s. thuluth) = two thirds. The terminal nun is

dropped because of the genitive construction).

2. nisf (pi. nusuf) = half, middle. See at

73:3, p. 1898, n. 3.

3. USU» (d'ifah (pi. ja> tawd'if) - section of

people, sect, group. See at 9:123, , p. 632, n. 1).

4. yaqaddiru = he determines, decrees,

assesses, estimates (v. iii. pi. m. s. impfct. from

qaddara, form II of qadara [qadr\, to estimate, to

decree, to have power. See qaddamd at 56:60,

p. 1761, n. 7).

5. i. e., cannot be precise about the period of

prayer during the night. tufcti (na) = you

enumerate, compute, calculate (v. ii. m. pi. impfct.

from 'ahsd, form IV from the root hasy/hasan

(pebbles, little stones) to count. The terminal nun

is dropped because of the particle Ian coming

before the verb. See at 16:1 8, p. 832, n.9 ).

6. t&ba - returned, turned in repentance,

turned in forgiveness (v. iii. m. s. past from tawb/

tawbah / matab. Technically taba means, in

respect of Allah, to turn in forgiveness and

mercy; and in respect of man, to turn in

repentance and resolve to reform. See taba at

58: 13, p. 1789, n. 5).

7. i. e., recite the Qur'an in prayer. Ijjyl iqra'ti

= you all read, study, recite (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from qara'a [ qir&'ah], to read, recite.

See at 69:19, p. 1871, n. 13).

8. ^,--1 tayassara = he or it became easy, was

facilitated, was possible (v. iii. m. s. past in form

V of yasira [yasar], to be easy. See yassarna at

54:40, p. 1737, n. 4).

9. ^yi>j* mardd (pi.; s. jny marid) = unwell, ill,

sick, diseased, indisposed, patients. See at 9:91, p.

616, n. 7).

10. dyj^i yadribUna = they strike, beat, hit ( v.

iii. m. pi impfct. from daraba [darb], to beat.

daraba fi al-'ard is an idiom meaning "to travel".

See yadribuna at 47:27, p. 1657, n. 2.

1 1 . £>yc*i yabtaghUna = they seek, desire , wish

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ibtaghd, form VIII of

bagful [bughd'], to seek, desire. See at 48:29, p.

1674, n. 11).
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ijLSJf

> > i

.0

the prayer
1

and pay zakdh;
2

and lend
3
Allah

a handsome
4
loan.

And all that you advance
5

for yourselves of good
6

you shall find it with Allah,

it being better and greater
7

as a reward.
8

And seek forgiveness
9

of Allah.

Verily Allah is

Most Forgiving.

Most Merciful.

1. ijL* salah = Islamic prayer, prayer; blessings,

grace (of Allah); benedictions (of men). See

?alawat at 9:99, p. 620, n. 5.

2. SjSj zakdh - purity, growth. Technically it

means the prescribed charitable contributions for

specified purposes, of a certain percentage of

surplus wealth held for a full year. It is so called

because it purifies wealth and makes for its proper

growth. See at 58:13, p. 1789, n. 7.

3. i. e., spend in the cause of "fighting in the

way of Allah" and for all approved charitable

purposes. \yj> 'aqridii = you (all) lend, give a

loan (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'aqrada, form

IV of qarada [qard], to cut, to sever See 'aqradu

at 57:18, p.' 1775, n. 1).

4. i. e., a loan given without expecting any

worldly benefit from it and without stipulating

any date of repayment.
t
^~*- Hasan - handsome,

good, nice, beautiful. It is handsome or good

because it is given out of the goodness of heart.

see at 57:18, p. 1775, n. 2.

5. I^oi" tuqaddimfi (na) = you advance, send

forward, push forward (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

qaddama, form II of qadama [qudum], to

precede. The terminal nun is dropped because the

verb is in a conditional clause. See luqaddimu at

58:13, p. 1789, n. 3).

6. i. e., of good deeds and wealth spent in the way

of Allah.

7. |Jipf 'a'zamu = greater, greatest, bigger,

biggest, more/most splendid, grand, immense,

enormous, grave (elative of 'azim ). See 'azim at

57:10, p. I77I,n. 3.

8. j*\ 'ajr (pi. 'ujur) = reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 68:46, p. 1866, n. II).

9. istaghfirH = you all ask for

forgiveness, seek forgiveness (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from istaghfara, form X of ghafara

[ghafr /maghfirah /ghufran], to forgive. See at

71:10, p. 1886, n. 4).



74. SOratal-Muddaththir (The One Shrouded)
Makkan: 56 'ayahs

Like the previous one, this is also an early Makkan surah, and it similarly addresses the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him, with the affectionate term al-Muddaththir, i. e., the one

shrouded in garments. The surah is named after this first 'ayah. Its main themes are risdlah, i. e., the

Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, the Qur'an, tawhid

(monotheism) and the Resurrection and the Judgement. It asks the Prophet to get up and preach the

message of tawhid and warn about the Day of Resurrection and Judgement, disregarding the opposition

and ridicule of the unbelieving leaders of Makka to whom pointed allusions are made. It also emphasizes

the doctrine of individual accountability on the Day of Judgement: "Every individual is responsible for

what he earns" ('ayah 38); and mentions that the righteous will have a blissful life in paradise while the

unbelievers and sinful will suffer in hell. It ends by drawing attention to the life in the hereafter and by

once again stressing that this Qur'an is a reminder ('ayah 54).

1 . This is also an affectionate address made to the

Messenger, peace and blessings of Allah be on

him. y'x. muddaththir (originally mutadaththir)

= one who covers himself in clothes (act.

participle from tadaththara, form V of dathara

[duthur], to be forgotten, effaced, be dusty).

2. i. e., against the consequences of worshipping

3. And your Lord, glorify.
3

many gods and goddesses in lieu of Allah, jiil

'andhir = warn, caution (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr/nudhur], to dedicate, to make a vow. See

at 71:1, p. 1884, n. 2).

3. i. e., say: Allahu Akbar and that He has neither

any equal nor any partner.

4. j£> tahhir = purify, render pure, cleanse (v. ii.

m. s. imperative from tahhara, form N of tahara/

tahura [tuhr/taharah], to be clean, pure. See at

22:27, p. 1054, n. 19).

5. i. e., the filth of polytheism. rujz = dirt,

filth, polytheism, punishment. See at 34:5, p.

1369, n. 4.

6. And bestow no favour
6

j&iis seeking to get more.
7

6. jus ^ Id lamnun = do not bestow favour/ grace

(v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition} from manna

[mann], to be kind. See manna at 52:27, p. 1711,

n. 13.

7. tastakthir(u) - you seek to get more,

1904

desire to multiply (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from

istakthara, form X of kathura [kathrah], to be

much. See istakthariu at 7:188, p. 539, n. 2).
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* 1. t . 7 AnH fnr trip ^akp nf vnnr

Lord be patient.
1

" A' -

R HTfipn whpn hlnwn^ willO. 1 llC-ll W11C-11 U1U Wll Will

the trumpet,
3

Q That Hav thpn will hp7. A U&l U&Y Lll^ll Will \J\s

a day very hard,
4

10 On the unbeliever's

not easy.
5

11 T <=» q A/T^» onH tl~i r*n^
I 1 . i-*CaVC 1V1C allU 111C U11C

I created a lone figure;
7

10 Anrl c*»t^ frvr himiz. /\nu sei ior mm

0^ ft wealth quite extensive;
9

13. And sons in attendance.
10

14. And arranged
11
for him

all the arrangement.

15. Yet he covets
12
that

I give more.

1. i. e., over the opposition and enmity of the

unbelievers. isbir = be patient, have

patience, bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from sabara [sabr\, to be patient, to

bind. See at 73: 10, p. 1899,n. 11).

2. i. e., on the Day of Resurrection. j*> nuqira -

he or it was blown, sounded (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from naqara [naqr], to search, to sound,

to beat, to blow).

3. jyO n&qdr (s.; pi. nawaqir) = trumpet.

4. 'osfr = very difficult, hard, harsh, tough

(act. participle in the intensive scale of fa'Tl from

'asura/'asira [ 'usr/'usur/'asar], to be difficult,

hard. See at 25:26, p. 1146, n. 1).

5. j^yasir = easy, gentle, simple, insignificant.

See at 64:7, p. 1832, n. 12.

6. i. e., leave Me to deal with . dhar = shun,

leave, let alone (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

wadhara /yadharu, to leave. See at 73:1 1, 1900,

n. 1).

7. i. e., in the womb of his mother, without

followers and supporters. The immediate allusion

is to al-WalTd ibn al-Mughirah, an unbelieving

Makkan leader and an arch opponent of Islam
;

but it applies to any such person. ju»-j wahid =

alone, lone, singular, unique, sole, lonely, only.

8. i. e., granted to him. ci**- ja'altu = I made,

set, appointed, rendered (v. i. s. past from ja'ala

[ja'l], to make, to set See ja'alnd at 57:26, p.

1779, n. 2).

9. i. e., in abundance. jjJl^. mamdtid =

extended, outstretched, extensive, prolonged, great

(pass, participle from madda [ madd], to extend.

See at 56:30, p. 1757, n. 11).

10. sj+i shuhM (pi.; s. shdhid) = witnesses,

those who attend and see, are in attendance (act.

participle from shahida [shuhudl shah&dah], to

witness, to testify). See at 10:61, p. 659, n. 7.

11. cjX^a mahhadtu = 1 spread out, prepared,

arranged, faciltated, settled, set in order (v. i. s.

past from mahhada, form 11 of mahada [mahd],

to prepare a cradle, bed. See yamhad&na at 30:44,

p. 1304, n. 12).

12. yatma'u = he fervently hopes, covets,

desires, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from tama'a [tama'],

to covet, to desire. See at 70:38, p. 1882, n. 7).
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tf$0t 16. Never. Verily he is to

Our signs
1

obstinately hostile/

.AiAjtl 17. 1 shall inflict on
3 him

a crushing punishment.

jSX^ 18. Verily he contemplated
5

and formulated.
6

jsi 19. So woe to him,

how he formulated!

jji^ 20. Again, woe to him,

^Jjji<i^ how he formulated!

jj >f 21. Then he looked.

22. Then he frowned
8

and eyed malevolently.

jpf
23. Then he turned back

and became proud.
11

10

1. i. e., the texts of the Qur'an . otj 'dy&t (sing.

'ayah) = signs, miracles, revelations, statements of

the Qur'an, evidences. See at 64:10, p. 1834, n. 2.

2. Ju* 'antd = obstinate, stubborn, resisting

stubbornly, stubbornly defiant (act. participle in

the scale of fa 'il from 'anada ['unud], to deviate,

to resist stubbornly. See at 50:24, p. 1690, n. 10).

3. 'urhiqu = I inflict on, bring down on,

make suffer, bear down (v. i. s. impfct. from

arhaqa, form IV of rahaqa [rakaq], to come over,

overtake. See yurhiqa at 18:80, p. 940, n. 7).

4. iyu* sa'tid = steep hill, hardship, crusahing

punishment, rising, ascending. See yas'adu at

35:10, p. 1393, n. 4).

5. j£i fakkara ~ he thought, thought over,

contemplated (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

fakara [fakr], to reflect, to think over. See

yatafakkaruna at 59:21, p. 1803, p. 13).

6. i. e., prepared the forms and lines of

malpropaganda against the Qur'an and the

Prophet, peace and blessings fo Allah be on him.

j-tf qaddara = he determined, decreed, assessed,

estimated, evaluated, enabled, formulated (v. iii.

m. s. past in form II of qadara [qadr], to estimate,

to decree, to have power. See at 41 : 10, p. 1542 n.

12).

7. Jai nazara = he glanced, looked, viewed, saw

(v. iii. m. s. past from nazar. See at 37:88, p.

1444, n. 2).

8. u~* 'abasa - he frowned, looked sternly,

scowled (v. iii. m. s. past from 'abs/'ubus, to

frown, to scowl).

9. ^ basara = he eyed malevolently, frowned,

scowled (v. iii. m. s. past from bus fir, to scowl, to

frown).

10. i. e., form the truth. 'adbara = he turned

back, fled, ran away (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV

of dabara [dubur], to turn one's back. See at

70:17, p. 1879, n. 10).

1 1. ^r^ 1 istakbara = he turned arrogant, became

proud/ haughty, boasted, was puffed up ( v. iii. m.

s. past in form X of kabura [kubr/ kibar/ kabarah]

to become big, large, great. See at 38:74, p.

1476, n. 9).
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1
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jia 24. Then he said:

"This is naught but sorcery
1

related."
2

25. "This is naught but

the saying a human being."
3

26. 1 shall make him burn
4

in hell-fire.
5

27. And what will inform
6

you what hell-fire is?

28. It neither spares
7

nor leaves alone.
8

($J$%$ 29. Scorching
9
to the skin.

JSa^j££ 30. Over it are nineteen.
10

31. And We appoint
11
not

the sentinels
12
of the fire

anyone but angels;
13

1. sihr (pi. ashdr) = sorcery, magic. See at

43:30, p. 1589, n. 13.

2. i. e., from those of the olden times. J}>

yu'tharu ~ it is transmitted, related, preferred,

chosen, liked, adored (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'dthara, form IV of 'athara ['athr/'athdrah], to

transmit, report, relate. Seeyu'thirfina at 59:9, p.

1798, n. 14].

3. bashar - man, human being, skin. See at

64:6, p. 1832, n. 2.

4. JL»T 'usli = I fry, broil, roast, set on fire, make

[someone] burn (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'asld, form

IV of said [salon/ suliy/ sild'), to roast. See nusli

at 4:56, p. 265, n. 5).

5. saqar = hell, hell-fire.

6. ^ 'adrd = he informed, let know, notify (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of dard [ dirdyah], to

know. See at 10:16, 642, n. 2).

7. tubqt = she or it Jets stay, spares, retains,

leaves over (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'abqd, form

IV of baqiya [baqd'], to remain, to continue to be.

See 'abqd at 53:51, p. 1726, n. 9).

8. i. e., it will not finish one off by burning nor

will let anyone alone, jti tadharu - she or it

leaves, lets alone, abandons, forsakes (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from wadhara/ yadharu[wadhr] to leave.

See at 5 1:42, p. 1703, n. 8).

9. la-t^J lawwdhah (f.; m. lawwdty = parching,

scorching, withering (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa "dl from Idha [lah], to

appear, to loom, to parch, to scorch, to tan).

10. i. e., nineteen sentinels.

1 1 . lilw ja'alnd = we made, set, appointed,

rendered (v. i. pi. past from ja'ala \ja'l\, to make,

to set. See at 57:26, p. 1779, n. 2).

12. <-i\*~Ji 'as-hdb (pi.; sing, ^-u* sdhib) =

inmates, inhabitants, companions, associates,

comrades, followers, owners, sentinels See at

58:17, p. 1790, n. 13).

13. See 66:6. mald'ikah (sing, malak) =

angels. See at 70:4, p. 1877, n. 6.
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"AT - iT-'-'i'"' nor do We set their number 1

except as a trial
2

for those who disbelieve,

that sure may be
3
those who

were given the Book

and that there may increase
4

in faith those who believe,

and there doubt
5
not those

who were given the Book

and the believers;

and in order that there say

those in whose hearts

is a disease
6

and the disbelievers,

"What does Allah intend
7

by this as an instance?"
8

Suchwise Allah lets stray
9

whomsoever He will

and guides whom He will;

and none knows

the hosts
10
of your Lord

except He. And it is naught

but a reminder
11
for man.

1. S-ip 'iddah = number; legally prescribed

waiting period. See at 65:4, p. 1839, n. 9.

2. fca fitnah (pi. fitan) = trial, temptation,

enticement, discord, sedition, plea (on trial). See

at 64:15, p. 1835, n. 8.

3. yastayqina (u) = he becomes sure/

certain, convinced; ascertains, (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from istayqana, from X of yaqina

\yaqnfyaqan\ to be sure, to know for certain. The

final letter takes fat-hah because of a hidden 'an

in //' of motivation coming before the verb. See

mustayqimn at 45:32, p. 1628, n. 12).

4. d*y, yazdada (u) = he increases, grows,

compounds (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from izddda,

form VIII of zada [ziyddah], to increase. The final

letter takes fat-hah for the reason stated at n. 3

above. See yazdada at 3: 178, p. 225, n. 5).

5. v^ji yartdba («) = he entertains doubts,

doubts, is sceptical, suspects, has misgivings (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from irtdba (vW-V irtiydb), form

VIII of rdba (rayb), to doubt, to suspect. The final

letter takes fat-hah because the verb is

conjunctive to a previous verb governed by a

hidden 'an. See irtabtum at 65:4, p. 1839, n. 8).

6. i. e., the disease of doubt and hypocrisy. J*

y

marad (pi. 'amrdd) = disease, sickness, ailment,

illness, malady. See at 47:20, p. 1655, n. 2.

7. .sijf 'ardda - he intended, desired, had in

mind, willed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of rada

[rawd], to walk about. See at 36:82, p. 1429, n.

4).

8. Ji> mathal (pi. Ju-T 'amthal) = simile, likeness,

example, parable, instance, model, ideal. See at

66:11, p. 1849, n. 2.

9. i. e., because of his doubts and unbelief, ^y^^

yudillu - he makes go astray, misguides, deludes

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adalla, form IV of dalla

[daldl/ daldlah], to go astray. See at 40:34, 1522,

n. 1).

10. jun&d (pi.; sing, jund) = troops, soldiers,

army, hosts. See at 5 J :40, p. 1 702, n. 11).

11. tj^ dhikra = recollection, remembrance,

memory, reminder. See at 29:52, p. 1283, n. 6.
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Section (Ruku^l

# 32. Never.
1 By the moon.

gi£ 33. And by the night

$jSfll when it retreats.
2

34. And by the dawn

when it brightens up.
3

Q[ 35. Verily it is
4

($l^TcSJ^ °ne of the most calamitous.
5

$y2ij£jT 36. A warning
6
to mankind.

7

37. For anyone who wills

fSTjy^l* of you to go forward
8

(SiEjJ or to lag behind.
9

o^ii 38. Every individual
10

is

for what it earns
11
a pledge.

12

39. Except the companions

of the right.
13

1. i. e., the Qur'an and the affair of the

Resurrection and Judgement are never as the

unbelievers say and think.

2. jpT
1
adbara - he turned back, fled, ran away,

retreated (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of dabara

[dubdr], to turn one's back. See at 74:23, p. 1906,

n. 10).

3. yUf 'asfara ~ he or it brightens up, shines,

glows, unveils, discloses, results (v. iii. m. s. past

in form IV of safara [safr/suf&r], to shine, to

remove the veil).

4. i. e., the hell-fire, saqar.

5. j£ kubar = most calamitous, disastrous.

6. jjij nadh.tr (pi. nudhur) - wamer, one or that

which gives warning, warning (active participle in

the scale of fa'tl from nadhara [nadhr/ nudhur],

to vow, to pledge). See at 67:26, p. 1857, n. 4).

7. j^t bashar - man, human being, skin. See at

74:25, p. 1907, n. 3.

8. i. e., with belief and good deeds towards Allah.

yataqaddama(u) - he goes forward/

before/ahead, proceeds (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

taqaddama, form V of qadama [qadm/qudum], to

precede. The final letter takes fat-hah because of

the particle 'an coming before the verb. See

taqaddama at 48:2, p. 1661, n. 3).

9. jpA^ yata'akhkhara (u) = he delays, lags

behind , comes later, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

ta'akhkhara y form V from the root 'akhr. The

final letter takes fat-hah because verb is

conjunctive to a prevouis verb governed by 'an.

See ta'akhkhara at 48:2, p. 1661, n. 4).

10. This is an emphasis on individual

responsibility and accountability, nafs (s.; pi.

nufus/'anfus) = living being, person, individual,

nature, self, life, soul. See at 39:6, p. 1482, n. 8.

11. i. e., of merits and demerits, c .....^ kasabat =

she or it earned, acquired, gained (v. iii. f. s. past

from kasaba [kasb], to gain. See at 45:22, p.

1625, n. 3).

12. i. e., responsible and accountable.

rahtnah (f. s.; m. rahin ) = held in pledge,

pledge, mortgaged, responsible (pass, participle in

the scale of fa 'tl from rahana [rahn], to pawn, to

mortgage. See rahin at 52:21, p. 1710, n. 14)k

13. i. e., those who will be given their record of

deeds in their tight hands. See 17:71, 69:19 and

84:7.
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40. In gardens
1

0 they will ask one another
2

&&uQ\o* 41. About the sinful.

j^ULc; 42. "What has passed
3
you

0^4 into the hell-fire?"
4

fj)£ 43. They will say:

o^i "We were not of the

(^oiiiff performers of prayers.
t.5

44. "Nor were we

(Jcgi^jS feeding
6
the poor."

7

£4=>j 45. "And we used to

rush into idle talks
8

£T with the idle talkers."-

v-^olfj 46."And we used to disbelieve
1

1&o$£> in the Dav of Requital.""

47. "Till there came on us

the certitude.
12

1. i. e., in paradise. •zA^rjann&t (sing, jannah),

orchards, gardens, paradise. See at 68:34, p. 1864,

n. 6.

2. djifX~k yatasd'alfina = they ask one another,

enquire of one another, make queries, make

claims, demand (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

tasd'ala, form VI of sa'ala [ su'al], to ask. See at

52:25, p. 171 1, n. 11).

3. iU- salaka = he channelled, threaded, passed,

inserted, went the way (v. iii. m. s. past from

salk/sulQk to insert. See at 39:21, p. 1488, n. 10).

4. yi- saqar - hell, hell-fire. See at 74:26, p.

1907, n. 5.

5. {j^a* musallin (pi.; acc./gen. of msallun; s.

musallin) = those who perform salah [Islamic

prayer], those who pray (act. participle from salld,

to perform salah. See at 70:22, p. 1 880, n. 5).

6. nut'imu = we feed, give food, provide

sustenance (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'at'ama, form

IV of ta 'ima [ta 'm], to eat, to taste. See yut'imu at

36:47,'p- 1420,'n. 3).

7. miskin (pi. masdkin) = poor, indigent.

See at 69:34, p. 1874, n. 3.

8. i. e., used to talk about the vain and false

things. J»y^ nakhtidu = we wade into, embark

on, rush into, be absorbed in (idle talks), take up,

joke (v. i. m. pi. impfct. from khdda [khawqV

khiyad], to rush, dive into. See at 9:65, p. 605, n.

0-

9. kh&'uRn ( pi. acc./genitive of kha'idun;

s. khd'id ) = those who rush into idle talks (act.

participle from khdda. See n. 9 above).

10. nukadhdhibu = we disbelieve, regard

as false, cry lies to (v. i. pi. impfct. from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See mukadhdhibtn at

73:11, p. 1900, n. 2).

11. i. e., the Day of Judgement, ji* din =

religion, creed, faith, code, law, worship,

judgement, awarding of reward and punishment,

requital. See at 70:26, p. 1880, n. 11.

1 2. i. e., death, yagtn = certainty, certitude,

conviction, certain, sure. See at 69:51, p. 1876, n.

4.
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48. So there will not benefit
1

them the intercession
2

>cn*^iji of the intercessors.
3

pkQ 49. Then what is the matter

with them that from the

^CtyjZ reminder
4
they turn away?5

yiL^ffi 50. As if they are donkeys
6

t&&£ frightened,
7

^ f
v^Ii^i,ji 5 1 . Fleeing

8
from a lion.

9

ju^JJ 52. Nay. There desires

r^tsf^S every person of them

lliiijjj that he be given pages
11

spread out
12

^fcki&k 53. Never. Rather they fear
13

0;j^5t not the hereafter.

54. Not at all.

Verily it is a reminder.

1. £jLj* tanfa'u = she or it avails, benefits, is of use

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from nafa'a [naf], to be

useful, be of use. See at 5 1 :55, p. 1 705, n. 8).

2. UUi shafd'ah = intercession, advocacy,

pleading. See at 53:26, p. 1721, n. 6.

3. jt**Li sh&Ji'in (pi.; acc./gen. of shaft'dn; s.

j/w3/T ) = intercessors, advocates, mediators (act.

participle from shafa'a [shaf ], to double,

subjoin, add, enclose . See at 26:100, p. 1800, n.

3).

4. i. e., the Qur'an. 5£x tadhkirah = reminder.

See at 73:19, p. 1901, n. 10.

5. j~i>ju> mu'ridin (acc/gen. of mu'ridun; sing.

mu'rid ) = those turning away, averting, falling

back (active participle from 'a'rada, form IV of

'aruda [ J^s'tird], to be broad, wide, to appear.

See at 36:46, p. 1420, n. 1).

6. j*>- humur (pi. ; s. (lirndr ) = donkeys, asses.

See himdr at 62:5, p. 1821, n. 11.

7. Ijet** mustanfirah (s. f.; m. mustanfir ) =

frightened away, called out to go to war (act.

partciple from istanfara, form X of

nafara [nafar/ nufur], to flee, to run away, to

stampede. See nufur at 67:21, p. 1856, n. 3).

8. oy farrat = she fled, ran way, escaped (v. iii.

f. s. past from farm [firdr/mafarr], to flee, to run

away. See tafirruna at 62:8, p. 1822, n. 11).

9. o qaswarah ~ lion, band of hunters.

10- Mj. yuridu = he intends, desires (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. form 'arada, form IV of rada [rawd], to

walk about. See at 42:20, p. 1568, n. 7).

11. i. e , a book.^A^* suhuf (pi.; s. sahifah) =

pages, papers, books, scriptures. See at 53:36, p,

1724, n. 8.

12. munashsharah (s.f.; m. munashshar

)

= that which is spread out, unfolded (pass,

participle from nashshara, form H of nashara

[nashr], to spread out, to open. See muntashir at

54:7, p. 1730, n. 10).

13. 0>L»v yakh&funa = they fear, dread (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from khdfa [khawf/ makhajah/ khtfah],

to fear. See at 51:37, p. 1702, n. 4).
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ili^ 55. So whoever wills,

J«),ft£=»l let him bear it in mind.
1

bjffifcj 56. And they will not bear in

^utSotvi mind except that Allah wills.

He is Deserving of fear
2

j^sj^iiijilj and the Lord of forgiveness.
3

1. jTi dhakara = he bore in mind, remembered,

recalled, mentioned (v. iii. m. s. past from

dhikr/tadhkdr, to remember, to mention. See

yadhkuru at 21:60, p. 1028, n. 11).

2. i. e., He Alone is to be feared taqwd -

godliness, devoutness, piety, righteousness, fear of

Allah (verbal noun in form V/VI1I of waqd (

waqyAviqdyah), to guard, beware, be on one's

guard. See at 58:9, p. 1787, n. 5.

3. i. e.
f
He Alone may forgive sins of His

servants. •j** maghfirah = forgiveness, pardon,

remission. See at 67:12, p. 1853, n. 8.



75. StJRATAL-QlYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION)

Makkan: 40 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main themes are the Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment,

together with the theme of wafyy. Its first fifteen 'ayahs describe the inevitability of the Resurrection and

the circumstances and horrors that will attend its occurrence. Next in its 'ayahs 16-18 a reference is

made to the receipt of the Qur'anic wahy by the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and

how he used to move his tongue to repeat the recitation of the Qur'an made to him by the angel Jibril.

He is asked not to do so and is assured that Allah will enable him to remember what was delivered to

him. These 'ayahs very clearly show that what was communicated to the Prophet, peace and blessings

of Allah be on him, was in the form of texts, not thoughts or ideas. The remaining 'ayahs resume the

themes of death and Resurrection, pointing out that on the Day of Judgement the servants of Allah will

be divided into two groups, one fortunate and happy, having a view of their Lord, and the other

unfortunate and unhappy, awaiting the punishment for their deeds.

The surah is named al-Qiyamah (The Resurrection) with reference to its first 'ayah and its main

theme.

pjfv 1. 1 swear
1

$jiCaT^ by the Day of Resurrection:

2. And I swear

by the self that reproaches.
3

3. Does man think^

£*Jt that We shall not assemble

§£L his bones?
5

4. O yes; We are All-Capable

of putting in perfect order

§Z£ his fingertips.
7

1913

1 . The Id at the beginning of 'Ayahs 1 and 2 is

additional or is for emphasis or to negative what

the unbelievers said (See Al-Bahr, X, pp. 90-91,

264). p—*f 'uqsimu - I swear, make an oath (v. i.

s. impfct. from 'aqsama, form IV of qasama

[qasam], to divide. See at 70:40, p. 1882, n. 11).

2. IA£ qiyamah = Resurrection.

3. i. e., the self that reproaches its owner for

disobedience to Allah. lawwdmah (f. s.; m.

lawwam ) = one or that which reproaches,

rebukes, blames, censures (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa"al from lama \lawm/

maldm/maldnuih], to blame, to censure. See

yataldwamuna at 68:30, p. 1 863, n. 8).

4. s—*s yahsabu = he thinks, considers, deems,

regards, supposes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hasiba

[hisb&n/ mahsabah), to deem, to regard. See at

24:39, p. 1122, n. 8).

5. fOip Hz&m (pi.; sing, 'azm) = bones. See at

56:47, p. 1759, n. 12.

6. <_£ J nusawwiya(yt) - we perfectly shape,

make up, smoothe, level, equalize, put in order (v.

i. pi. impfct. from sawwfi, form II of sawiya , to

be equal. The final letter takes fat-hah because of

the particle 'an coming before the verb.

7. OLj ban&n (pi.; s. bandnah) = fingertips.

See at 8: 12, p. 551, n. 4.
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jj 5. Nay; but man desires
1

to

$^CfeiJ commit sin
2
onward.

3

6. He asks: "When will the

Day of Resurrection be?"

j^iiji 7. So, when dazzled
4
shall be

0 the eye;
5

Lj 8. And eclipsed
6
will be

0^jS\ the moon;

g$ 9. And merged7
will be

the sun and the moon;

j^^fi* 10- Man wil l say that day:

&taT;1 "Whither to flee?
n8

^ 11. Not at all.

{^JijV There will be no sanctuary.

dipdl 12. To your Lord will be

{gj^j^ that Day the abode.
10

1. Jbji yuridu = he intends, desires (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. form 'ardda, form IV of rdda [rawd], to

walk about. See at 74:52, p. 191 l,n. 10).

2. jxJn yafjura(u) - he commits sin, acts

immorally (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from fajara

\fujur], to act immorally, to commit adultery, sin.

The finaJ letter takes fat-hah because of a hidden

'an in //' of motivation coming before the verb.

See /#ir at 7 1:27, p. 1889, n. 9).

3. i. e., in continuance. ^ yam&m - in front of,

in the presence of, onward, forward, ahead.

4. This and the succeeding 'ayahs till 'ayah 13

give some indication of the horrors of the Day of

Resurrection. Jyy
bariqa ~ dazzled, dazzled by

lightning, perplexed, frightened, terrified (v. iii.

m. s. past from baraq, to be dazzled, frightened).

5. basar (s.; pi. 'absdr) = eye, eye-sight,

vision, glance, look, insight. See at 54:50, p,

1739, n. 7.

6. khasafa = he sunk, caused to sink,

eclipsed (v. iii. m. s. past from khasf/khusuf, to

sink, to be eclipsed. See at 28:82, p. 1262, n. 2).

7. jumi'a = he was collected, gathered,

assembled, joined, merged (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from jam', to gather. See yajma'u at 64:9,

1833, n. 4).

8. j*+ mafarr - flight, escape, to run away, place

to escape or flee to, refuge (verbal noun offarra,

to flee; and also noun of place from farra. See

farrat at 74:51, p. 1911, n. 8).

9. jjj wazar = sanctuary, refuge, shelter, place

of protection.

10. mustaqarr = time or place to settle,

appointed time, resting place, abode (adverb of

place/time from istaqarra, form X of qarra

[qardr], to settle down, to abide. See at 36:38, p.

1418, n. 2).
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Apprised
1

will be man

that day

^jil^ of what he had advanced
2

t^l'jij and left behind.
3

14. Nay; but man will be

®i^*4~Z$> against himself an evidence.
4

tfjfjg 15. Though he will offer
5

his excuses.
6

^^V 16. Move not with it

$z%£3J£Q your tongue to hasten
8
with it.

17. Verily upon Us is

JJ^'^j its collection and recitation.

ii^li^ 18. So when We recite it

follow
9
its recitation.

l!i£o!jr 19. Then verily upon Us is

its elucidation.

1. Lj yunabba' = he is informed, apprised,

notified, advised (v. iii. s. impfct. passive from

nabba'a, form II of naba'a [nab'/nubu'] y to be

prominent. See at 53:36, p. 1724, n. 6).

2. i. e., for himself of good or bad deeds and

merits. fJi qaddama = he sent ahead, forwarded,

advanced (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of qadama /

qadima [ qadm /qudum /qidman /maqdam] to

precede, to arrive. See yataqaddama at 74:37, p.

1909, n. 8).

3. Such as sadaqah jdriyah or a bad custom or

institution, 'akhkhara = he delayed,

deferred, put off, postponed, left behind (v. iii. m.

s. past in form II from the root 'akhr. See

'akhkharta at 63:10, p. 1829, n. 1).

4. Because his limbs will bear witness against him

(see 36:65). basirah(f. s.; pi. basd'ir,

bi$dr) = perception, insight, discernment,

understanding, evidence, watcher. See at 12:108,

p.761,n. 4.

5. (jiJt 'alqd = he cast, flung, threw, posed, set

forth, offered (v. iii. m. s. past, in from IV of

laqiya [liqd' /luqydn Auqy Auqyah/luqan], to

meet. See at 50:37, p. 1693, n. 1 1).

6. ma'&dhtr (pi.; s. ma'dhirah) - excuses.

See ma'dhirah at 40:52, p. 1528, n. 3).

7. The address is here to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him, asking him not to

move his tongue in order to hastily memorize

what was communicated to him. This is a positive

evidence that what was communicated to him of

the Qur'an was in the form of specific texts, iij»s

V Id tuharrik = do not move, set in motion (v. ii.

m. s. imperative {prohibition} from harraka,

from II of haraka [ hark], to move).

8. J*oo ta'jala(u) = you hurry/ make haste/

hasten (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from 'ajila ['ajaU

'ajalah], to hasten. The final letter takes fat-hah

because of a hidden 'an in li of motivation

coming before the verb. See Id tasta'jilQ at 51:59,

p. 1706, n. 7).

9. £jl iiiabi" ~ follow, obey (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from itttaba'a, form VIII of tabi'a

[tabaV tabd'ah], to follow. See at 45:18, p. 1623,

n. 9).
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20. Not at all;
1

rather you love
2

(JlSyjf the immediate life;
3

cwXj 21. And leave aside
4

O^ST the hereafter.

22. Faces
5
that day will be

$t^l?
resplendant,

6

^1 23. To their Lord

^t^f casting the glance.
7

jj^^jj 24.And faces that day will be

gloomy.
8

Jt^£ 25. Being convinced
9
that

t^jl? to them will be done some

spine-breaking calamity

26. No, by no means.
11

oilii When it will reach
12

{&l3$f the collarbones.
13

10

J. i. e., it is not at all what you think of the

Resurrection. The address is to the unbelievers,

2. 0^**; tuhibbtina = you (all) love, (v. ii. m. pi,

impfct. from habba [hubb], to love. See at 61:13,

p. 1818, n. 9).

3. lUU 'ajUah (f.; m. 'cljit) - life in this world,

the fleeting/transient thing, that which passes

quickly (act. participle from 'ajila ['ajal/

'ajalah], to harry. See at 17: 1 8, p. 878, n. 11).

4. OjjX iadharHna = you (all) leave, leave alone,

leave aside, abandon (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

wadhr. See at 37:125, p. 1450, n. 1).

5. tyrj wujtih (sing, orj wajh) = faces,

countenances. See at 67:27, p. 1857, n. 8).

6. S^U nddirah (f.; m. nadir) = radiant,

glowing, resplendant, brilliant, gleaming (act.

participle from nadaral nadiraf nadura [nadrah/

nudurf naddrah], to be fresh, brilliant, shining).

7. i^U ndzirah (f.; s, ndzir; pi. naziruri) = one

who sees, casts glance, looks, waits, waits and

sees (act. participle from nazara [nazr/ manzar],

to see, view, look at. See at 27:35, p. 1212, n. 8).

8. ij-Ai bdsirah (f. s.; m. basir ) = frowning,

scowling, sad, gloomy, dejected (act. participle

from basara [busur], to scowl, to frown. See

basara at 74:22, p. 1906, n. 9).

9. iazunnu - she thinks, supposes,

conjectures; also, firmly believes, is convinced,

deems, considers (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from zanna

[zann], to firmly believe, to suppose. See

nazunnu at :45, p. 1 628, n. 11).

10. IJM fdqirah (f. s.; m. faqir) = that which

bores, piercing, spine-breaking calamity (act.

participle from faqara [four], to bore, to pierce).

11. i. e., by no means be eneamourd of the

present life
,
leaving aside the hereafter.

12. i. e., when the breath of Jife of the dying

person reaches his throat. c-JJ^ balaghat = she

reached, attained, arrived at (v. iii. f. s. past from

balagaha [bulugh], to reach, to attain. See at

56:83, p. 1765, n. 4).

13. Jly tardqin (pi.; s. tarquwah) = collarbones.
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n r-i a i*,. • 1 1 1 * 1 1

27. And it will be said:
1

"Who can cure?"
2

>-V /-\ A 1* +111 1

28. And he will be sure

that it is the parting.
4

29. And interwined will be

the leg with the leg.

30. To your Lord that day

will be the driving.
6

Section (Ruku <)2

3 1 . So he did not believe
7

nor aid ne pray.

32. But he cried lies to*

and turned away.
9

33. Then he went to

his family self-exulting.
10

34. Woe to you,

then woe to you!

SQrah 75: Al-Qiyamah [ Part (Juz') 29 ]

1 . i. e., by those who will be near him.

1917

2. &\j rdqin = physician, one who cures (act.

participle from raqd [ruqiy/ruqyah], to acsend, to

charm. See li yartaqfi at 38:10, p. 1461, n. 7).

3. Jf zanna = he thought, supposed, believed,

presumed, firmly believed, was sure (v. iii. m. s.

past from J» zann, to think, to suppose. See at

38:24, p. 1465, n. 6).

4. i. e., from this worldly life. Jly firdq =

parting, separation, farewell, departure. S&Qfariq,

at 18:78, p. 939, n. 9.

5. i. e., because of the pangs of death, ojfcli iltaffat

- she got enwrapped, twisted, interwined, tangled,

gathered (v. iii. f. s. past from iltaffa, form VIII

of laffa [laff], to wrap up, to roll up. See la/if at

17:104, p. 907, n. 10).

6. masaq = driving, conveying,

transporting (verbal noun of sdqa, to drive, to

urge on. See siqa at 39:73, p. 1507, n. 4).

7. i. e. f
the disbeliever did not believe. Jju*

saddaqa = he proved true, verified, substantiated,

confirmed, accepted as true, believed (v. iii. m. s.

past in form II of sadaqa [sadq/sidq]
y
to speak

the truth. See at 39:33, p. 1493, n. 2).

8. i. e., to the Prophet, peace and blessings of

Allah be on him, and to the Qur'an. v-^

kadhdhaba - he cried lies to, regarded as false,

disbelieved (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 67: 18, p. 1855,n. 1).

9. ,Jf tawattd = he took over, undertook, turned

away, averted, took for a friend (v. iii. m. s. past

in form V of waliya [wald'Avildyah], to be near,

to be a friend. See at 70: 17, p. 1879, n. 1 1).

10. yatamattd - he walks, proudly,

becomes self-exulting (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

tamattfi, form V of maid [matw], to walk fast, to

hurry).

1 1 . Jj! 'awld = destruction, ruin, woe.
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<&Mf 35. Again woe to you

Jt^jli and woe to you

!

36. Does man think
1

that he will be left
2

(jjlciui, to no purpose?
3

37. Was he not a drop
4
of

O^i^Oi sperm5
emitted.

6

%&$jr 38.Then he was a sticky clot
7

^ and He created

0<sp and perfectly shaped.
8

*'tS& 39. Then he made of it

o&jtf the pair,
9

OtiteSi male 10 and female.
11

M^J^ 40 - Is He not All-Capable
12

of Siving l^
13

to the dead?

"I I. yahsabu = he thinks, considers, deems,

regards, supposes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hasiba

[hisbdn/ mahsabah], to deem, to regard. See at

75:3, p. 1913, n. 4).

2. yutraka(u) = he is left, left alone,

abandoned, forsaken (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive

from taraka [lark], to leave. The final letter takes

fat-hah because of the particle 'an coming before

the verb. See yutraku at 29:2, p. 1265, n. 3).

3. i. e., without accountability, judgement,

reward and punishment. <_£X> sudan - in vain,

useless, futile, to no purpose.

4. iiki nut/ah (s.; pi. nutaf) = drop, sperm. See

at 53:46, p. 1726, n. J.

5. ^ manty - sperm, semen.

6. yumnd = he or it is emitted, ejaculated,

shed (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive form 'amnd, form

IV of rnand [manw/ many], to put to test, tempt.

See tumrUi at 53:46, p. 1726, n. 2).

7. i. e., as the next stage in the development. UU

'alaqah = sticking clot. See at 40:67, p. 1533, n.

7.

8. tjj~> sawwd - he made up, made even,

smoothed down, equalized, put on the same level,

put in order, perfectly shaped (v. iii. m. s. past in

form II of sawiya [siwan], to be equal. See

nusawwiya at 75:4, p. 1913, n. 6).

9. o^JJ zawjayn (acc./gen/ of zawjdn; s. zawj)

= both of a pair, a pair, male and female, zawj

means one of a pair and is applicable to either the

husband or the wife. See at 53:45, p. 1725, n. 10.

10. f)> dhakar (s.; pi. dhuk&r/ dhukHrah/

dhukran) - male. See at 53:21, p. 1720, n. 3.

11. (jiif 'unthd (s.; pi. "m&th/'an&tha) = female,

feminine. See at 53:45, p. 1725, n. 12.

12. j-sli q&dir = capable, one who has power,

All-Capable (act. participle from qadara

[qadr/qadar], to ordain, to measure, to have

power. See at 36:81, p. 1428, n. 1 1).

13.
t
j>*i yuhyiya (yf)= he gives life, revivifies,

brings to life, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'ahya,

form IV of hayiya [hayah], to live. The final letter

takes fat-hah because of the particle 'an coming

before the verb. See yuhyi at 30:19, p. 1295, n.

9).



76. SOratal- 'Insan (Man)
Madinan: 31 'ayahs

i&%\&3S* 1 Has there come 1

over man

y^o-Ss* a period
2
of ages

3

lip he was not a thing

S^tjjoj; mentioned?
4

This is a Madinan surah. It deals with the life in the hereafter, particularly the rewards and blessings

that await for the righteous, and the Qur'an, emphasizing that Allah sent it down on the Prophet, peace

and blessings of Allah be on him {'ayah 23) and that it is a reminder, so whoever wills he may take

towards his Lord a way {'ayah 29). The surah is named al-Insdn (Man) with reference to its first 'ayah

which mentions that there was a long time {dahr) when he was non-existent. Is is also called sural

al-Dahr (Time) after the same 'ayah.

1. i. e., there has passed before the creation of

man.

2. ^ htn (s.; pi. 'ahyan) - time, period. See at

21:1 1 1, p. 1043, n. 6.

3. jjo dahr (s.p; pi. duhUr/adhur) = long time,

epoch, ages.

4. madhkdr ~ mentioned, remembered

(pass, participle from dhakara[dhikr/tadhkdr], to

remember, to mention. See tadhakkaruna at

69:42, p. 1875, n. 2).

5. Uiii nutfah (s.; pi. nutaf) - drop, sperm. See

at 75:37, p. 1918, n. 4.

6. 'amsh&j (pi.; s. mashij) = mixed,

mingled ( pass, participle in the scale of fall

from mashaja [ mashj], to mingle, to mix).

7. nabtalt- we put to test, try (v. i. pi.

impfct. from ibtald, form VIII of bald [balw /

bala'\ to try. See ubiuliya at 33:1 1, p. 1388, n.

12).

8. samV = one who hears, All-Hearing

(active participle in the scale offa 'tl from sami'a

[sam ' /sama ' /samd 'ah /masma '], to hear. See at

44:6, p. 1607, n. 4.

9. j-rfu bastr = one who sees/ observes, A 11-Seeing

(act. participle in the scale of fa 11 from

ba$ura/basira [basar], to see). See at 49: 18, p.

1684, n.
7."

10. i. e., the right way of life, the din of Islam.

J-~* sabil (pi. subul/asbilah) = way, path, road,

means, course. See at 53:30, p. 1722, n. 9.

11. Uoif-T 'a'tadnd = we prepared, got ready (v. i.

pi. past in form IV of 'atada ['atdd], to be ready.

See at 67:5, p. 1851, n. 13).

2. Verily We created man

from a drop
5
mingled

6

aj2? that We may put him to test.
7

t^i^^i So We made him hearing
8

and seeing.
9

3. Indeed We have shown

him the way;
10

whether he be grateful

or be ungrateful.

4. Verily We have prepared
11

1919
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^^ijS3 for the unbelievers

^^iSSLill chains
1

and fetters
2

and a blazing fire.
3

j\J$\ li 5. Verily the righteous
4

o%ot^£rk shall drink
5
of a cup

^^<1& of which the blend
6
will be

^ of camphor.
7

lli 6. A spring
8

itr^A whereat will drink

the servants of Allah,

-v

^-^i causing it to gush forth
9

0^ in an eruption
10

j£\c>j£ 7. They fulfil
11

their vows 12

and they fear
13
a day of which

^t^Ii^iir the evil will be widespread.
14

fiffi$JL£l 8. And they give food
15

^Lfc out of His love

foj to the poor and the orphan

and the captive.
16

1. J-^-* saldsil (pi.; s. silsilah) = chains. See

«fai7«A at 69:32, p. 1873, n. 7.

2. J^pT 'a#AW/ (pi.; s. ghull) = fetters, shackles,

manacles, iron collars. See at 13:5, p. 765, n. 1 1.

3. i. e.
f
hell. j*~> sa*tr = burning blaze, blazing

furnace, inferno. See at 67:5, p. 1851, n. 14.

4. jiy\ 'abrdr (pi.; s. barr/bdrr) ~ virtuous, pious,

righteous, upright, dutiful, kind, benevolent. See

at 3:198, p. 234, n. 6.

5. dy.j^i yashrabfina = they drink (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from shariba [shurb/mashrab], to drink.

See tashrabQna at 56:68, p. 1762, n. 1 1).

6. £\y mizdj = mixture, blend, temper.

7. jjilT k&f&r = camphor.; or the name of a

spring in paradise.

8. jj-p 'ayn (pi. 'uyiin, a'yun) ~ spring, fountain,

eye, source, scout. See at 34:12, p. 1371, n. 14.

9. yufajjirtina = they cause to gush forth,

burst, cause to break up, cause to flow, explode

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from fajjara, form II of

fajara \fajr], to cleave, break up. See fajjarnd at

54:12, p. 1731, n. 7).

10. j~*<£ tafjir - explosion, eruption, bursting

(verbal noun in form 11 of fajara. See n. 9 above).

11. Ojiji ytif&na = they fulfil, give in full (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'awfd, form IV of wafd

[wafd'], to fulfil. See at 13:20, p. 773, n. 4).

12. j-ii nadhr ( s. ;
nudh&r/nudhurai) = vow,

solemn pledge, offerings. See at 2:270, p. 141, n.

13.

13. Ojil^j yakh&f&na - they fear, dread (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from khdfa [khawf/ makhdfah/ khtfah],

to fear. See at 74:53, p. 1911, n. 13).

14. mustatir = scattered, widespread,

impending (act. participle from istatdra, form X
of tdra [tayrdn], to fly. See yatiru at 6:38, p.

415, n. 11).

15. j**i*E yut'im&na = they feed, give food (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from 'at'ama, form IV of ta'ima

[ta'm], to eat, to taste. See yut'imti at 51:57, p.

1706, n. 2).

16. 'asir (s.; pi. 'usard'/'asrd) = captive,

prisoner of war. See 'usard at 2:85, p. 40, n. 4.
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&M\ 9. "We but feed
1

you

iUf^i for the Countenance of Allah.

j&ffi We desire
2
not from you

$ any reward,
3
nor gratitude."'

10. "Indeed we fear
3

£j»£Joi from our L°rd a day

dismal
6
and distressful."

7

2*^> 1 1. So Allah saved
8 them

^j3Tj^i from the evil of that day

and granted
9 them

^jx^j'(^ radiance
10
and happiness.

1

1

ftjfj
12. And rewarded them

because they persevered
12

0 with a garden
13
and silk.

13. Reclining
14

therein

3jff/fje on couches.
15

feSj^J They will not see therein

till sun-heat

nor biting chill.
16

1. (^Jaj nut'imu = we feed, give food, provide

sustenance (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'a{'ama, form

IV of ta'ima [ta'm], to eat, to taste. See at 74:44,

p. 1910, n.6).
"

2. nuridu = we desire, intend (v. i. pi.

impfct. form 'ardda, form IV from rdda [rawd],

to walk about. See at 28:5, p. 1232, n. 7).

3. t\y* jazd' = retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 59:17, p.

1802, n. 8).

4. shuktir - thankfulness, gratefulness, to

be grateful, gratitude. See at 25:62, p. 1 157, n. 4).

5. «->UJ nakhafu = we fear, are afraid, dread,

apprehend, (v. i. pi. impfct. from kh&fa [khawj],

to fear. See at 20:45, p. 985, n. 1).

6. ^ys- (abUs = dismal, gloomy, stern , dreary,

severe (act. participle in the scale of fa'ul from

'abasa [ 'abs/Z'ubus], to frown, to look sternly. See

'abasa at 74:22, p. 1906, n. 8).

7. jijia** qamtarir - distressful, extremely trying.

8. waqd = he saved, protected, guarded (v. iii.

m. s. past from waqyZwiqtiyah, to guard, to

preserve. See at 44: 56, p. 1616, n. 9).

9. laqqd = he granted, caused to meet/receive,

allotted (v. iii. m. s. past in form 11 of laqiya

[liqd'Z luqydnZ luqy ZluqyahZ luqan] to meet. See

yulaqqa at 4 1 :35, p. 1552, n. 4).

10. ij^ai nadrah = splendour, resplendence,

radiance. See nadirah 75:22, p. 1916, n. 6.

1 1 .
jjj-t surfir = happiness, joy, delight.

12. i. e., bore with patience all the hardships and

sufferings for the sake of Islam. l
JjP-^ sabarti =

they bore with patience, persevered (v. iii. m. pi.

past from sabara [sabr], to be patient. See at

49:5, p. 1678, n. 1).

13. i. e., paradise and silken apparels.

14. muttaki'in (pi.; acc./gen. of

muttaki'&n; s. muttaki') = those reclining,

supporting, resting (act. participle from ittaka'a,

form VIII of waka 'a. See at 56: 1 6, p. 1 755, n. 8).

15. liAiljf
yar& 'ik (pi.; s. 'arikah) = raised

thrones, canopied couches, sofas. See at 36:56, p.

1422, n. 11.

16. jijVj zamhanr - biting chill, severe frost.
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^Zjfv 14. And close
1

over them

will be its shades;
2

l4^> and lowered3
will be

its pickings
4
in a lowering.

5

rf&ij&j 15. And taken round
6 them

>ib* ii£ will be vessels
7
of silver

and tumblers
8
crystal clear;

9

fJ^u*!^ 16. Crystals of silver,

lijji They will measure 10 them

(ftl^ui according to measure.

4J£^ 17. And they will be given to

drink
n
therein a cup

of which the blend
12

will be

ginger.

18. Of a spirng therein

0 SuiL named 13
Salsabtl.

19. And there will go round

them youths made eternal.
14

When you will see them

1. ddniyah (f. ; m. ddnin) = close, near,

proximate, close by (active participle from dand

[dunuw/ dandwah], to be near, to be close. See at

6:99, p. 433, n. 4.

2. J^ziM/ (pi.; s. zill) = shadows, shades. See at

36:56, p. 1422, n. 10.

3. cJJi dhullilat = she or it was lowered, brought

down, subdued, tamed (v. iii. f. s. past passive

from dhallala, form II of dhalla [dhalll dhull/

dhaldlah I dhillahl madhallah ], to be low,

humble. See dhallalna at 36:72, p. 1426 n. 6).

4. eijiii qutfif (#\.\ s. qatf) = pickings, fruits,

flowers. See at 69:23, p. 1872, n. 6.

5. JJX* tadhlil = lowering, bringing down (verbal

noun in form 11 of dhalla. See n. 3 above).

6. yJ^yutdfu = he or it is taken round (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. passive from tdfa [ tawf/ tawdf/

tawfan], to go about, to run around. See at 43:71,

p. 1600, n. 10).

7 V 1* 'dniyah (f. s.; pi. 'awdnin) - vessel,

container, dish.

8. ^->\j$l 'akwdb (pi.; s. kub) = tumblers, drinking

glasses, cups).

9. jijly qawdrir (pi.; s. qdrurah) = long-ncked

vessels, crystals.

10. ijj-tf qaddarU - they measured, estimated,

determined, evaluated, enabled, formulated (v. iii.

m. pi. past from qaddara, form II of qadara

[qadr], to estimate, to decree, to have power. See

qaddara 74: 18, p. 1906, n. 6).

1 1 . Oji-s yusqawna - they are given to drink,

watered, irrigated (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from saqd [saqy], to give a drink. See yusqd at

13:4, p. 765, n. 5).

12. g\y miz&j = mixture, blend, temper. See at

76:5, p. 1920, n. 6.

13. tJ
*~J tusammd = she is named, called (v. iii.

f. s. impfct. passive from sammd, form 11 of

sarna [sumuw/samd'], to be high. See yusammuna

at 53:27, p. 1721, n. 9).

14. OjoJU^ mukhalladtin (pi.; s. mukhallad) =

those made eternal, rendered perpetual/everlasting

(pass, participle from khallada, form 11 of

khalada [khulud], to remain for ever. See at

56:17, p. 1755, n. 12).
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p;vL you will think
1 them

0 fiiUijjjj pearls
2
scattered.

3

20. And when you look

i^c^Sf thereat you will see bliss
4

and a realm most grand.

^ 21. Over them
5
will be

^iiiC* garments of fine silk
6
green

7

<3/£^ and brocade;

tJ£J and they will be adorned
9

l^o^jj^ with bracelets
10
of silver;

11

'^j^j^j and their Lord will give them

^l^Jl j0 drink
12
a beverage most pure.

22. Verily this will be

for you a reward

Jv^ol^ and your effort
13

will be

fyjjZls appreciated.
14

Section (Ruku') 2

*2 \ 23. Verily We, We
Jif£u> have sent down 15

on you the

%%^b<:^\ Qur'an in a sending down.

1. o«~»- hasibta = thought, deemed, regarded,

supposed (v. ii. m. s. past from hasiba [hisbdn/

mahsabah], to deem, to regard. See at 18:9, p.

912, n. 9).

2. jJjJ lu' lu' (s.; pi. la'AW ) = pearls. See at

56:23, p. 1756, n. 8.

3. manthtir = scattered, cast abroad,

dispersed (passive participle from nathara

[nathr/nithdr], to scatter, disperse. See at 25:23,

p. 1145, n. 7).

4. p-w na'tm = bliss, felicity, comfort,

happiness, delight. See at 70:38, p. 1882, n. 10.

5. jLo faUn- lofty, high, that which is above/

over/ on top, tyrant, self-exalting (act. participle

from 'aid [ '«/«>], to go up, rise. See at 10:83,

p. 667, n. 4).

6. sundus = fine silk. See at 18:31, p. 923,

n. 4.

7. s**- khudr (f. pi.; s. khudrah) = green, green

vegetation. See at 55:76, p. 1752, n. 5.

8. J>^-l istabraq = brocade. See at 55:54, p.

1749, n. 6.

9. 1^*- hullU = they were adorned, ornamented

decorated (v. iii. m. pi. past from halld, form II of

haliya [haly/ hilyah], to be adorned. See

yuhallawna at 35:33, p. 1401, n. 13).

10. jj^t asdwir (pi.; s. siwdr) = bracelets,

bangles, armlets. See at 35:33, p. 1402, n. 1.

11. Uaifiddah = silver. See at 43:33, p. 1591, n.

4.

12. saqd = he gave to drink, watered, irrigated

(v. iii. m. s. past from saqy, to give a drink. See

yusqawna at 76:17, p. 1922, n. 11).

13. (j*^ sa'y = to move speedily, to run, to

proceed hurriedly, to strive/ endeavour/ attempt/

effort. See at 37: 102, p. 1446, n. 4).

14. i. e., duly recognized and rewarded.

mashkur = appreciated, thanked (pass, participle

from shakara [shukr/ shukrdn], to thank. See at

17:19, p. 879, n. 5).

15. Ui> nazzalnd = We sent down (v. i. pi. from

nazzxila, form II oinazala [nuzul], to come down.

See at 26:198, p. 1196,n. 8).
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j^i 24. So have patience
1

for

<dpjj& the decree of your Lord

p£j and obey
2
not of them

$)£>ySj1lijC any sinful
3
or infidel.

4

Jig 25. And call to mind

the Name of your Lord
5

at the break of day
6

^y^Jj and in the evening.
7

J^f<<3fj 26. And at part the night

,2liiu^i prostrate yourself to Him

a-^^-J and proclaim His sanctity
6

J^SLjlSd by night for long.
9

27. Verily these people

3^To4ji love
10
the present life"

^ ;L^«Sjj-^ and leave
12
behind them

0^=f?^i a day very heavy.
13

^ 28. We have created them

XlxLj and strengthened
14

their build;
15

1. i. e., over the unbelievers' opposition and

enmity. ^ isbir = be patient, have patience,

bear calmly, persevere, (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from sabara [sabr], to be patient, to bind. See at

73:10',p. 1899", n. 11).

2. p\aj ^ Id tup.' = do not obey, follow, abide by,

comply with (v. ii. m. s. imperative {prohibition}

from 'atd'a, form IV of td'a [taw'], to obey. See

at68:8,*p. I860, n. 7).

3. ,A 'atkim (pi. 'uthamd') = sinful, sinner,

criminal, wicked, evil (active participle from

'athima ['ithm/ma'tham], to sin. See at 2:283, p.

150, n. 10).

4. jjif kaf&r = extremely ungrateful, wantonly

unbelieving, arch infidel (act. participle in the

scale of fa'iil from kafara [kufr], to cover, to be

an infidel. See at 34:17, p. 1374, n. 8).

5. i.e., perform prayer, saldh.

6. i£n bukrah (s.; pi. bukar) = early morning,

tomorrow. See at 54:38, p. 1737, n. 1.

7. J~*t 'a$il (s.; pi. 'dsdl) = late afternoon,

evening. See at 33:42, p. 1353, n. 3.

8. sabbih = proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbaha, form II of sabaha

[sabh/ sibahah] to swim, to float. See at 69:52, p.

1876, n. 5).

9. Ji> tawil = long, tall, high . See at 73:7, p.

1899, n. 6.

10. 0 yuhibb&na = they love, adore, like (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from habba [hubb], to love, to

like. See at 59:9, p. 1798, n. 10).'

1 1. aJU-U 'ajilah (f.; m. 'djil) = life in this world,

the fleeting/transient thing, that which passes

quickly (act. participle from 'ajila ['ajal/

'ajalah], to harry. See at 75:20, p. 1916, n. 3).

1 2. OjjJb yadhartina = they leave , leave behind,

leave alone (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from wadhr. See

tadharuna at 75:21, p. 1916, n. 4).

13. i. e., the Day of Resurrection and Judgement.

14. Lo-xi shadadnd = we strengthened, made

firm (v. i. pl.past from shadda [shadd], to make

firm. See nashuddu at 28:35, p. 1244, n. 17).

1 5. 'asr = strap, binding, bond, build.
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L£i£]j and when We will

(iii^tji; We shall replace
1

their likes

in a replacement.
2

*y%i^p>c>l 29. Verily this is a reminder.
3

;T£Jj So whoever wills

niay take
4
towards his Lord

(§1^ away. 5

5j*l£sUj 30. And you cannot will

^uSot^i except that Allah wills.

Verily Allah is All-Knowing,

All-Wise.
6

Jti 31. He admits
7

*T2<y whomsoever He will

j in His mercy.
8

t%A0j And the transgressors,
9

He has made ready
,0
for them

a punishment most painful."

1. tJjb baddalna = we replaced, substituted,

changed, exchanged, gave in exchange (v. i. pi.

past from baddala, form II of badala [badl], to

replace. See at 34:17, p. 1374, n. 1).

2. JjJli tofotf/ = to vary, to change, exchange,

alteration, replacement (verbal noun in form II of

badala, to replace. See n. 1 above and at 48:23,

p. 1671, n. 1).

3. i. e., this Qur'an is a reminder. S tadhkirah

= reminder. See at 74:49, p. 191 1, n. 4.

4. JwJt ittakhadha = he took , took for him, took

up, assumed (v. Hi. m. s. past in form VIM of

'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See at 73:19, p. 1901,

n. 11).

5. i. e., accept His din — iawhid and Islam. J~*-

sabtl (pi. subul/asbilah) ~ way, path, road, means,

course. See at 73: 19, p. 1901, n. 12.

6. i. e., in His acts, decrees and dispensation.

p£j>- hakim (s.; pi. hukamd') = All -Wise,

judicious, full of wisdom (active participle in the

scale of fa 7/ from hakama [hukm], to pass

judgement. See at 66:2, p. 1844, n. 9).

7. J>-Jb yudkhtiu = he admits, makes enter,

enters, puts in, inserts (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'adkhala, form IV of dakhaia (dukhul), to enter,

to go in. See at 58:22, p. 1792, n. 10).

8. i. e., mercy of guidance to the right way, Islam,

and forgiveness and jannuh.

9. j-JU* zdlimin (acc./gen. of zalimun, sing.

zalim) = transgressors, wrong-doers, polytheists

[note that at 31:13 shirk or setting partners with

Allah is called a grave zulm] ( active participle

from zalama [zulm], to transgress, do wrong. See

at 68:29, p. 1863, n. 6).

10. JLp! 'a'adda = he prepared, made ready, got

ready (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of 'adda ['add],

to count. See at 65: 10, p. 1842, n. 7).

11. pJt 'attm = most painful, very agonizing,

anguishing, excruciating (act. participle in the

intensive scaJe of fa 'il from 'alima [ 'alam], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 67:28, p. 1857, n. 13).



77. SORATAL-MURSALAT (THOSE DESPATCHED)

Makkan: 50 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It main themes are the Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment. It

starts by Allah's swearing by five of His creations to emphasize that the Resurrection is bound to take

place. Then it mentions some of the circumstances that will attend its occurrence, followed by a mention

of Allah's power and creation by way of bring home the fact that He is All-Capable of recreating and

resurrecting. It ends by mentioning the punishment and rewards that await respectively the disbelievers

and the righteous.

The surah is named al-Mursalat (The Ones Despatched) with reference to its first 'ayah which

mentions them.

cJl^i\j 1. By those despatched'

0<£ iin succession/

;^-,flVtg 2. Then the tempests

blowing violently.

3. By the scatterers
4

&fe scattering abroad.

c&jffl 4. Then the distinguishes
5

$15^ making distinction.

^SjS£X 5. Then those that deliver
6

a reminder.
7

1 . Allah swears by the winds that He despatches in

succession, particularly the winds of punishment

and destruction. mursal&t (f. pi.; s.

mursalah; m. mursal) = those despatched, sent

out, released (pass, participle from 'arsala, from

IV of rasila [rasal], to be long and flowing. See

mursalin at 37: 133, p. 1452, n. 2).

2.
(
urf - custom, habit, tradition,

beneficence, one after another, in succession.

3. 'dsifah (s.; pi. 'awd$if) = that which

blows violently, violent wind, storm, gale,

tempest, hurricane (act. participle from 'asafa

['asf/'usGJ], to rage, to blow violently. See at

21:81, p. 1034, n. 10).

4. i. e., the angels scattering clouds and rains by

Allah's command. ol^U n&shirat (f. pi.; s.

nashirah; m. nashir) - those that scatter, spread,

unfold, publish ( act. participle from nashara

[nashr/nushur], to spread out, to resurrect. See

munashshrah at 74:52, p. 1911, n. 12).

5. i. e., angels who make distinction between the

lawful and the unlawful, otfjli fdriqdt (f. pi.; s.

fartqah\ m. fdriq) = distinguishes, separators,

dividers (act. participle from faraqa

[farq/furqdn], to separate, to divide. See yufraqu

at 44:4, p. 1606, n. 7).

6. i. e., the angels who deliver wahy by Allah's

command. oU*U mulqiy&t (f. pi.; s. mulqiyah,

m. mulqin) = those that hurl, deliver, cast, fling,

throwers (act. participle from 'alqd, form IV of

laqiya [liqa /luqyan /luqy /luqyah/ luqan], to

meet. See mulqin at 7:115, p. 508, n. 6.

7. i. e., the scripture, the Qur'an .

1926
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£j£ 6. By way of a plea
1

tyi^J' or by way of warning.

L2[ 7. Verily that which you are

^f^o/jiy promised
3
is inevitable.

4

8. So when the stars
5

0£L£ will be effaced,
6

9. And when the sky

will be cleft asunder;
7

jliiur; 10. And the mountains will

t$<lll be crushed and scattered;
8

tJi^SUiiJ 1 1 • And when the Messengers

jJliSi will be scheduled.
9

12. For which day

J^cil were they deferred?
10

13. For the Day

ffij
of Decision.

11

1 . i. e., that it may not be said that Allah has not

provided any guidance or given any warning (see

4:165, p. 318). jJlp 'udhr ( s.; pi. Vrf/idr,! =

excuse, plea, apology, reason. See at 18:76, p.

938, n. 12.

2. i. e., against the consequences of unbelief and

disobedience. jiJ nudhr = warning. See nudhur

at 54:39, p. 1737, n. 3.

3. i. e., of Resurrection and Judgement. Oj-xe-y

td 'adtina - you are promised, assured, threatened,

(v. ii. m. pi. impfct. passive from wa'ada {also

from 'aw'ada, form IV of wa'ada) [wa'd], to

promise. See at 51:22, p. 1699, n. 7).

4. w&qi' = that which falls/befalls, is about to

fall, is going to occur/take place, inevitable (act.

participle from waqa'a [ £ j»j wuqu'] y to fall. See

at 70:1, p. 1877, n. 2).

5. fy^nujtim (pi.; s. najm ) = stars. See at 56:75,

p. 1764, n. 3.

6. i. e., extinguished. tamasnd = we

obliterated, effaced, erased, wiped off, eradicated

(v. i. pi. past from tamasa [tams/tumus], to be

effaced, to efface. See at 36:66* p. 1424, n. 9).

7. oorji furijat = she or it was cleft, cleft

asunder, split, opened (v. iii. f. s. past passive

from faraja \farj], to open, to separate. See furuj

at 70:29, p. 1881, n. 2).

8. c * > nusifai = she or it was scattered,

demolished, crushed, blown away (v. iii. f. s. past

passive from nasafa [nasf], to scatter, spray,

blow up. See yansifu at 20:105, p. 1002, n. 4).

9. i. e., they will be brought in the set time for

bearing witnesses against their respective peoples

(see 5:109, p. 384). c^il 'uqqUai = she or it was

scheduled, assigned time, timed (v. iii. f. s. past

passive from waqqata, from II from waqata

[waqt], to set a time).

10. cJU-I 'ujjilat = she or it was delayed,

postponed, deferred (v. iii. f. s. past passive from

'ajjala, from II of 'ajala ['ajat], to tarry, to linger.

See 'ajjalta at 6: 1 28, p. 445, n. 9).

11. i. e., the Day of Judgement. J-^i fast =

parting, section, decision. See at 44:40, p. 1630,

n. 7.
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Cj 14. And what

ibjsl will make you realize
1

^s^'r^ w^at Day of Decision is?

15. Woe that day

to the disbelievers.
2

16. Did We not destroy
3

those of old?
4

17. Then We caused to

follow
5 them the others?

18. Suchwise shall We do

with the sinful.
6

19. Woe that day

to the disbelievers.

20. Did We not create
7
you

out of a water despicable?
8

21. Then We set
9

it

1. <jjJ 'adrd = he informed, let know, notify,

make {someone} know/understand (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of dara [ dirdyah], to know. See

at 69:3, p. 1868,n.3).

<j&> mukadhdhibin ofjsfjjv muKuununwin (accVgen

mukadhdhib&n; sing, mukadhdhib) - those who
cry lies (to), disbelievers (active participle from

kiidhdhaba, form II of kadhiba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah /kidhbah], to lie. See at 52: 1 1, p. 1708,

n. 6).

3. iiii^ nuhlik(u)= we destroy, annihilate (v. i. pi.

impfct. form 'ahlaka, form IV of halaka [halk/

hulk/ haUtk /tahlukah], to perish. The final letter is

vowelless because of the particle lam coming

before the verb. See nuhlika at 17:16, p. 877, n.

2).

4. i. e., because of their unbelief and disobedience.

^J_jT 'awwalin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'awwalun;

s.'awwaf) = first ones, foremost, those of old,

ancients. See at 46: 17, p. 1638, n. 5.

5. i. e., We made others of their successors go the

same way in retribution and destruction ebcause

of their persistent unbelief. ^ nuttbi'= we cause

to follow, pursue (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'atba'a,

form IV of tabi'a [tabaV tabd'ah], to follow. See

'atba'a at 37:10, p. 1432, n. 2).

6. j** mujrimin (pi.; acc./gen. of mujrimun;

s. mujrim) - those who commit sins, sinners,

culprits, sinful (act. participle from ajrama, form

IV of jaratna [farm] , to commit a crime. See at

54:47, p. 1738, n. 13).

7. i. e., originate. jlrfJ nakhluq(u) = we create,

make, originate (v. i. pi. impfct. from khalaqa

[khalq], to create. The final letter is vowelless

because of the particle lam coming before the

verb. See at 7:11, p. 468, n. 2).

8. mahtn - despicable, weak, mean, paltry,

little. See at 68: 10, p. 1860, n. 10.

9. i. e., in the mother's womb. ja'alnd - we

made, set, appointed, rendered (v. i. pi. past from

ja'ala \ja'l\, to make, to set. See at 74:31, p.

1907,n. II).
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in an abode
1

secure.
2

22. Till a measure3 known.

23. Then We determined;
4

and Best Determiners We are.

24. Woe that day
5

to the disbelievers.
6

25. Did We not make

the earth a receptacle
7

26. Of the living
8

and the dead?
9

27. And set therein

mountains
10
very high

11

and gave you to drink
12

water sweet and tasty?
13

28 Woe that dav
14

to the disbelievers.

1. j\J qarar = stability, steadiness, firmness,

solidity, to settle down, to rest, place of rest,

abode. See at 40:64, p. 1532, n. 1.

2. makin (s.; pi. mukand') = firmly

established, secure, distinguished, of rank,

influential (act. participle in the scale offa'U from

makuna [makdnah], to be strong. See makkannd

at 7:21, p. 729, n. 2).

3. i. e. measure of time and growth. jJi qadar -

measure, quantity, destiny. See at 54:49, p. 1739,

n. 5.

4. i. e., the shape, physical dimensions,

capabilities, destiny, etc. L;jjii qaddarnd =

destined, decreed, estimated, determined (v. i. pi.

past from qaddara, form 11 of qadara [qadr], to

estimate, to decree, to have power. See at 56:60,

p. 1761, n. 6).

5. i. e., the Day of Resurrection and Judgement.

6. ,>i-iSU mukadhdhibin (acc./gen. of

mukadhdhibGn, sing, mukadhdhib) = those who

cry lies (to), disbelievers (active participle from

kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhiba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 77:15, p. 1928,

n. 2).

7. oUT kifdt = container, holder, receptacle.

8. 'ahyd' (pi.; s. hayy) = living beings,

alive.

9. ol^t 'amwdt (pi.; sing, mayyif) = dead,

lifeless. See at 3:169, p. 222, n. 6.

10. ^Ijj rawasin (pi.; s. rdsin/rdsiyah ) = firm,

anchored, fixed, towering mountains. See at 50:7,

p. 1686, n. 8.

1 1. oL^ls. shdmikhai (f. pi.; s. shamikhah, m.

shamikh) = tall, towering, lofty, bery high, proud

(act. participle from shamkha [shamkh/shumukh)

, to be high, tall).

12. 'asqaynd = we gave to drink,, gave

water, watered, irrigated (v. i. pi. past from 'asqd,

form IV of saqd [saqy], to give a drink. See at

72:16, p. 1894, n. 3).

13. oly fur&t = tasty, sweet. See at 35:12, p.

1394, n. 6.

14. i. e., the Day of Resurrection and Judgement.
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29. "Proceed
1

to what

gJSjJaSj^^T you used to cry lies to."
2

j4? 30. "Proceed to a shadow3

of three prongs.
4

31. "Neither giving shade
5

v^S*t5^i nor availing
6
against flame."

7

"o
L5rJ5^ 32.Verily it will shoot

8

{^^?yJ^S sparks
9
like castles.

10

cj£t£& 33. As if it were camels
11

of yellow colour.
12

^•iS 34. Woe that day
13

nJSvJ&fi to the disbelievers.

f
jjlii 35. This is a day

they shall speak not.
14

36. Nor shall leave be given
15

to them

> so they can make excuses.
16

1. i. e., it will be said to the unbelievers. i^IUji

intaliqU = proceed, set out, depart, move off (v.

ii. m. pi. imperative from intalaqa, form VII of

talaqa/taluqa [taldq/taldqah] to be free/divorced,

to be happy. See intalaqd at 68:23, p. 1862, n. 9).

2. i. e., the punishment of hell. dy&
tukadhdhib&na = you (all) cry lies to, disbelieve,

think untrue (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from kadhdhaba,

form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah /

kidhbah], to lie. See at 56:82, p. 1765, n. 2).

3. i. e., to a three-prong smoke of hell. JJ» pit (s.;

pi. zildl/zultil/'azldl )- shade, shadow, shelter.

See at 56:30, p. 1757, n. 10.

4. s-*-1 shu'ab (pi., s. shu'bah) = branches,

shoots, off-shoots, prongs.

5. Jik zalil - shade-giving, ever-shading (act.

participle in the scale of faV from zalla

[zall/zulul], to be, to continue. See zallalna at

7:160, p. 527, n. 9 ).

6. yughni = he suffices, makes free from

want, enriches, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from 'aghna, form IV of ghaniya

[ghinan / ghand' ], to be free from want, to be

rich. See at 53:28, p. 1722, n. 2).

7. lahab - flame, blaze.

8. tarmt = she shoots, throws, hurls, accuses

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from rama [ramy/ rimdyah], to

throw. See yarmuna 24:23, p. 1 1 13, n. 7).

sharar = sparks.

10. s** qasr (s.; pi. qusQr) = palace, castle.

1 1 . o^U*jimaldt (f. pi.; s. jimalah) = camels.

12. ji^> sufr = yellow colour, yellow.

13. i. e., the Day of Resurrection and Judgement.

14. djjfej yantiqtina - they speak, talk,

pronounce, articulate (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

nataqa [nutq/nutuq/mantiq], to talk, speak,

articulate. See at 27:85, p. 1227, n. 10).

15. Oiji yu'dhanu = he is given leave/ permission

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from 'adhina [idhn],

to allow, to listen. See at 16:84, p. 855, n. 8).

16. Ojjiiu ya'tadhiruna = they make excuses,

apologize (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from i'tadhara,

form VIII of 'adhara ['udhr/ ma'dhirah], to

excuse. See Id ta'tadhiru at 9:66, p. 605, n. 5).
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ytfiJtj 37. Woe that day

(^5^S3^ to the disbelievers.
1

J^JI^IJCa 38.This is the Day of Decision.

We have assembled
2 you

&jfjfij and those of old.

3§fc SfcjS 39. So if you have any plot'

^pjjiS then plot against Me. 5

jyj&j 40. Woe that day

^JSjjS25 to the disbelievers.

Section {Ruku')2

cj^^I 4 1 . Verily the righteous
6
will

5y>^Jc^ be amidst shades
7 and springs;

Sgg 42. And fruits
9

gJ^jt^lL such as they will desire.
10

fy^i^ 43 • "Eat and drink
11

£ji at ease
12

for what you used to do.

1. ^-i^ mukadhdhibin (acc./gen. of

mukadhdhibun; sing, mukadhdhib) = those who
cry lies (to), disbelievers (active participle from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhiba [kidhb /kadhib

fkadhbah / kidhbah\ to lie. See at 77:24, p. 1929,

n. 6).

2. bu* jama'nd - we gathered, collected, got

together, assembled (v. i. pi. past from jama'

a

\Jam'], to gather. See at 18:99, p. 946, n. 5).

3. jjj 'awwatin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'awwalun;

s.'awwal) = first ones, foremost, those of old,

ancients. See at 77: 16, p. 1928, n. 4.

4. ±S kayd = scheme, plot, plan, stratagem. See

at 68:45, p. 1866, n. 9.

5. i. e., if you can escape the judgement and

punishment by any stratagem you can do; but you

cannot. ktdQni (originaJly kidu +ni) : Ijxf ktdU

= you (all) conspire, plot, contrive (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from kada [kayd], to contrive, to set a

strategy. See kayd at 1 1 :55, p. 697, n. 7).

6. muttaqin (accVgen. of muttaqUn\ sing.

muttaqin) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnah), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqd, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

69:48, p. 1875, n. 11).

7. J^l» zildl (pi.; s. zill) = shadows, shades. See at

76:14, p. 1922, n. 2.

8. i. e., in the gardens and springs of paradise.

dj^ (uyun (pi.; s. 'ayn) = springs, fountains, eyes.

See at 54:12, p. 1731, n. 8).

9. fa^dkih (pi.; s.fOkihah) = fruits. See at

43:73, p. 1601, n. 4.

10. O^iij yashtahUna = they desire, wish, covet,

crave, long for (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ishtahd,

form VIII of shah&f shahiya [shahw/ shahy/

shahwah], to desire, to wish. See at 56:21, p.

1556, n. 5).

11. Ijj^i ishrabd = you (all) drink (v. ii. m. pi.

imperative from shariba [shurb, mashrab ], to

drink, sip. See at 2:60, p. 28, n. 8).).

12. hanV = ease, pleasure, well-being. See

at 69:24, p. 1872, n. 8.
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44. Verily suchwise We do

pofe^jgi? reward
1

the righteous/

j^Jb 45. Woe that day
3

(^^jS2tf to the disbelievers.

^l^jl^ 46. Eat
4
and enjoy

5
a little.

You indeed are

(gJojV^ committing sins.
6

tehb 47. Woe that day

^<^j&4 to the Disbelievers.

Jjiljji 48. And when it is said to

(^;T them: "Bow in prayer",
7

i&^P&y ^ey bow not.

x^i % 49. Woe that day

tlooJisSiJ to the disbelievers.

d-ju-iU 50. So in what discousre*

after it
9
will they believe?

10

0

1 . tsy*u najzt = we reward, recompense, requite,

repay, punish ( v. i. pi. impfct. from jaza [jazd'],

to recompense. See at 46:25, p. 165
1 , n. 9).

2. muhsintn = (pi.; acc. /gen. of

muhsinun; sing, muhsin) = those who do good/

right things, righteous, virtuous, charitable,

generous (active participle from 'ahsana, form TV

of hasuna [husn], to be good. See at 51:16, p.

1698, n. 8).

"

3. i. e., the Day of Resurrection an Judgement.

4. The address is to the unbelievers. ijlT kulu =

you (all) eat (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from 'akala

['akll to eat. See at 23:51, p. 1088, n. 4).

5. iamaiia'U = you (all) enjoy, enjoy

yourselves (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from tamatta'a,

form V of mata'a [mat'/mut'ah], to carry away.

See at 5 1:43, p. 1703, n. 6).

6. tiyj*** mujrimun (pi.; s. mujrim) = sinful,

those committing sins, culprits, evildoers (act.

participle from 'ajrama, form IV of jarama

\jarm], to commit a crime. See at 70:1 1, p. 1878,

n. 11).

7. IjaS'jI irka'U = you (all) bow, bend the body [in

prayer] (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from raka'a

[wku '], to bow. See at 2:43, p. 22, n. 3).

8. ^Jb- hadith (s.; pi. j^uT 'ahadilh) - speech,

talk, narrative, report, discourse, account. See at

68:44, p. 1866, n. 6.

9. i. e., this Qur'an.

10. 0>^ji yu yminUna = they believe, have faith

(v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from 'amana ['imfin], from

IV of amina, to be safe. See at 28:3, p. 1231, n.

7).



78. SOratal-NabA'(TheNews)
Makkan: 40 'ayahs

It is an early Makkan surah. Its main themes are tawfaid (monotheism), Resurrection, Judgement,

reward and punishment in the hereafter. It starts by calling attention to the Qur'an and the Resurrection

which is termed "the Great News", al-Nabd' al-'Azim, because it appeared as a new and unheard-of thing

to the unbelievers who started asking one another about it and expressed their surprise and ridicule at it.

The surah is named after these initial 'ayahs and the main theme. It then draws attention to Allah's

power in creating the earth, the heaven, the sun, the moon, male and female, day and night, sleep and

wakefulness, clouds and rains, plants and corns and everything else by way of emphasizing His

Lordship (rububiyyah) and that He can recreate and resurrect at will. It then points out that the Day of

Judgement is an appointed time {miqat, 'ayah 17) when the trumpet will be blown and all will be

resurrected and gathered for Judgement. Then mention is made of the punishment that awaits the

unbelievers and transgressors and the rewards that will be given to the righteous and believers. The

surah ends by reminding all that on the Day of Judgement none will have power to speak out except the

one whom Allah will give permission to do so and that the unbelievers will wish that they had better

remained reduced into dust.

1. About what
1

$OjJiCi are they asking one another?
2

Q\£ 2. About the news
3

u^U\ very grave,

tjjksjfi 3. Which they are in

disagreement?
5

# 4. Not at all;
6

QtipZl, they shall know.
7

y£$ 5. Again, not at all;

Qdjfc* they shall know.

ma1 . 'amma 'an + i*

'ammo/ ammo) - about what?

2. CijiLsi yatasd'altina = they ask one another,

enquire of one another, make queries, make

claims, demand (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

tasa'ala, form VI of saaia [ su'al], to ask. See at

74:40, p. 1910, n. 2).

3. Li naba' (s.; p\.'anba') = news, information,

intelligence. See at 64:5, p. 1831, n. 9.

4. i. e., the Qur'an and what it gave out about the

Resurrection and Judgement which was quite

unheard of to the unbelievers who started

expressing surprise at it and divergent views

about it. f-W- 'aztm - great, magnificent,

splendid, big, slupendous, most grand, huge,

immense, monstrous, grave, All-Great. See at

69:52, p. 1877, n. 6).

5. mukhtaliftin (pi.; s. mukhtalif) = those

who hold different views, are in disagreement,

differ from one another (act. participle from

ikhtalafa, form VIII of khalafa [khalf], to come

after. See mukhtalifin at 11 : 1 1 8, p. 720, n. 2).

6. i. e., there is no need for doubting and

expressing different opinions about ihe

Resurrection and Judgement which is bound to

take place.

7. i. e., they shall know the certainty of it and

also the consequences of their unbelief and

disobedience.

1933
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^pyl 6. Have We not made 1

O^^Vi the earth a cradle?
2

7. And the mountains

(jjftsjl as pegs?
3

8. And We created you

in couples.
4

5^Gi^>-j 9. And We made your sleep

as rest.

J^lffiXj 10. And We set the night

as a covering.
6

jipfllCX; 1 1 . And We made the day

for living.

"^jb llilj 12. And We built
8
above you

($£ui£l seven strong ones.
9

tll^ 13. And We have set

(^liU^lil^, a lamp 10
incandescent.

11

1. This and the succeeding 'ayahs describe some

of Allah's power of wonderful creation by way of

pointing out that He can destroy and recreate at

any time at will. Jw naj'al(u) = we lay, make,

set, put, place, appoint, assign (v. i. pi. impfct.

from ja'ala \ja'l\, to make. The final letter is

vowelless because of the particle lam coming

before the verb. See naj'alu at 68:35, p. 1864, n.

8).

2. i. e., habitable by making the earth's crust solid

with plains. mihdd = bed, place of rest, fold

that holds something, cradle. See at 38:56, p.

1473, n. 7.

3. Modern scientists recognise the function of hills

and mountains in stabilizing the earth's crust. jUj!

'awtad (pi.; s. watad) = pegs, poles, stakes. See at

38:12, p. 1462, n. 2.

4. ^ijjt 'azwdj (sing, -jj zawj) = husbands,

wives, spouses, consorts, partners, pairs, couples,

kinds, sorts . See at 70:30, p. 1881, n. 4.

5. <^L- subat - lethargy, slumber, inactivity,

sleep, cessation, pause, rest. See at 25:47,, p.

1152, n. 7.

6. The night is called a clothing or covering

because its darkness covers all within its scope.

libds (pi. albisah) = clothing, apparel,

costume, garment, dress, covering. See at 35:33,

p. 1402, n. 3.

7. i. e., to be active as opposed to being asleep,

and to enjoy living and to earn the necessities of

life. ma'fish = to live, to be alive, living.

(verbal noun of 'dsha, to live. See ma'ishah at

43:32, p. 1590, n. 5.

8. banaynd = we built, set up, founded,

constructed (v. i. pi. past from band [bind'/

bunydn], to build. See at 51 :47, p. 1704, n. 2.

9. i. e., the seven heavens, skies. jU-i shid&d (pi.;

s. shadid) = strong, strict, hard, severe, stern,

difficult. See at 66:6, 1846, n. 13).

10. i. e., the sun. siraj (s.; pi. suruj) = lamp,

light, incandescent light. See at 7 J.-16, p. 1887, n.

4.

1 1. ^l-vj wahhdj = that which burns, is ablaze

(act. participle in the intensive scale of fa"dl

from wahaja [ wahj/wahjdn], to burn, to be

ablaze, to be incandescent).
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14. And We send down 1

from the rain-laden clouds
2

water flowing in profusion..
3

1 Til j IT T J 4
15. That We may produce

therewith grain
5
and plants.

6

/ /
I / A 1 1

16. And gardens

dense and luxuriant.
7

17. Verily the Day of Decision
8

is an appointed time.
9

18. That day blown will be
10

the trampet
11

and you will be coming

in groups.
12

19. And opened
n
will be

the sky and it will become

gateways.
14

20.And set in motion
15
will be

1. \Ay\ 'anzalna = we sent down (v. i. pi. past

from 'anzala, form IV of nazala [nuzul], to come
down. See at 64:8, p. 1 833, n. 2).

2. ol^^. mu'sirdt (pi.; s. mu'sirah) -

rain-laden clouds.

3. i. e., rains in torrents. ^UJ thajjdj = that which

flows in profusion, copiously, abundantly (act.

participle in the scale of fa"dl from thajju, to

flow in profusion.

4. nukhrija(u)= we bring out, produce,

drive out, expel (v. i. pi. impfct. from 'akhraja,

form IV of kaharaja [khuruj], to go out, to leave.

The Final letter takes fat-hah because of a hidden

'an in li of motivation coming before the verb.

See nukhriju at 32:27, p. 1332, n. 8).

5. habb (s.; pi. hub&b) = grain, corn, seed,

cereal. See at 36:33, p. 1416, n. 11.

6. oLi nabdt = vegetation, plants, vegetable

organism . See at 57:20, p. 1776, n. 6.

7. OUJf 'alfaf (pi.; s. liff) = densely growing trees,

of luxuriant growth, thicket.

8. i. e., the Day of Judgement. J«<ai fast (s.; pi.

fusfll,) = parting, discharge, decision, decree,

section, chapter. See at 42:21, p. 1569, n. 2.

9. oil* mtqdt (sing.; pi. mawdqlt ) = appointed

time/ term, meeting point, venue, deadline,

timetable. See at 56:50, p. 1760, n. 2.

10. £jb yunfakhu = he or it is blown, breathed,

inflated (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from nafakha

[najkh], to blow. See at 27:87, p. 1228, n. 5).

11. jf*stir = horn, bugle, trumpet. See at 69:13,

p. 1870, n. 11.

12. ^lyt 'afwdj (pi.; s. fuwj) = bands, troops,

groups. Seefawj at 67:9, p. 1852, n. 9.

13. futihat = she was opened, released,

unleashed, conquered (v. iii. f. past from fataha

[fath], to open. See 39:71, p. 1506, n. 3).

14. i. e., for the coming down of the angels,

'abwdb (sing, bdb) = doors, gates, gateways,

sections. See at 43:34, p. 1591, n. 7.

15. csjr* suyyirat = she or it was set in motion,

moved (v. iii. f. s. past passive from sayyara,

formll of sdra [sayr /sayrurah / masir

/masirah/tasydr] to move, to travel. See at 13: 31,

p. 777, n. 5).
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iCJLf the mountains,
1

0C£l^feo so they shall be a mirage.
2

21. Verily nell snail be

an ambush 3—

22. For the transgressors

a place of return.
5

23. They shall abide
6

therein for ages.
7

24. They shall not taste
8

therein coolness
9

nor any drink;
10

25. Except hot water

and body secretion.
12

26. As a recompense
13

in accord.
14

27. Verily they used

1- jib&l (pi.; s. jabal) = mountains,

mountain-like clouds. See at 56:5, p. 1754, n. 2.

2. s->lj- sardb= mirage, phantom. See at 24:39,

p. I 122, n. 5.

3. i. e., they will be in readiness and lying in wait

to engulf the sinful, mirsad = ambush,

observation post.

4. 0ghtn (pi.; acc./gen. of tdghun; s.

tdghin) - transgressors, oppressors, tyrants, those

exceeding the bounds, disloyal (act. participle

from tagha [laghan/ lughydn], to exceed all

bounds. See at 68:31, 1863, n. 9).

5. i. e., a destination and abode. ma'ab-

place to which one returns, return . See at 38:55,

p. 1473, n. 4.

6. Idbithtn (pi.; acc./gen. of labithun; s.

labith ) = those staying, abiding, living, tarrying,

lingering (act. participle from latbitha

[labth/lubih/lubdih], to remain. See labithaa\

37:144, p. 1452, n. 8).

7. ._jU>-f 'ahqdb (pi.; s. huqb) = ages, long

periods, epochs. See huqub at 18:60, p. 934, n. 9.

8. Ojij^i yadhuquna = they taste (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from dYidqa [dhawq/ dhawdq/madhdq], to

taste. See at 44:56, p. 1616, n. 7).

9. i. e., anything cool. *j bard = cold, coolness.

See at 21:69, p. 1030, n. 9.

10. shardb (s.; pi. 'ashribah)= drink,

beverage. See yashrabuna at 76:5, p. 1920, n. 5.

11. p-o- hamim = hot water, close friend,

intimate friend, (act. participle in the scale offall

from hamma [hamm], to heat, make hot. See at

70:10, p. 1878, n. 8.

12. t}\—p ghassQq = secretion of the body, pus.

See at 38:57, p. 1473, n. 10.

13. i\j*rjazd' = retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 76:9, p.

1921, n. 3).

14. i. e., in accord with their deeds in the worldly

life. Jlij wifdq = accordance, conformity,

agreement, concord. wifaqan= in conformity, in

accord, appropriate, befitting.
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** > ' <
not to look forward to

any accounting.
2

28. And they cried lies to

Our signs
4
in rejection.

29. And everything

We have computed5

in a book.

30. So have the taste;
6

and We shall increase
7
you not

but in punishment.

Section (Ruku')2

- c
31.Verily the righteous will

have a success.
9

32.0rchards
10
and vines;

11

33 And youthful wives
12

6@ of equal age;
13

1 . 0yrji yarjdna = they hope, expect, have hope

for, look forward to (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

raja [raja '/rajah/marjah], to hope, to expect. See

at 45:14, p. 1622, n. 2).

2. srA—a- hisdb (pi. obi—»- hisdbdt)= calculation,

reckoning, accounting, taking of account. See at

38:26, p. 1466, n. 9.

3. \y.i£ kadhdhabu = they cried lies, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 64:10, p.

1834, n. 1).

4. i. e., the texts of the Qur'an. o^T 'dydt (sing.

'ayah) = signs, miracles, revelations, statements of

the Qur'an, evidences. See at 74:16, p. 1906, n. 1

.

5. l^as-f 'ahsaynd - we computed, calculated,

counted, reckoned, took into account (v. i. pi.

past from 'ahsd, form IV from the root

hasy/hasan. See at 36:12, p. 141 1, n. 10).

6. i. e., of the punishment. \yji dhuqti = you (all)

taste, have the taste (v. ii. m. pi. imperative from

dhdqa [dhawq/ rnadhdq], to taste. See at 54:48, p.

1739, n. 1).

7. Juji naztda(u) = we increase, enhance, give

more (v. i. pi. impfct. from zdda [ziyudah], to

grow, to increase. The final letter takes fat-hah

because of the particle lan coming before the

verb. See nazidu at 7:161, p. 528, n. 5).

8. muttaqin (acc./gen. of muttaqun; sing.

muttaqin) = those who are on their guard, protect

themselves (i. e., by carrying out the injunctions

of the Qur'an and sunnafi), godfearing, righteous

(active participle from ittaqa, form VIII of waqd

[waqy/ wiqdyah], to guard, to protect. See at

77:41, p. 1931, n. 6).

9. JjU. mafazah = success, escape, to run away,

to slip away. See at 39:61, p. 1502, n. 12.

10. jJI-b- hada'iq (pi.; s. hadiqah) - gardens,

orchards, parks. See at 27:60, p. 1220, n. 7.

1 1. 'a'ndb (pi.; sing, 'inab) = grapes, vines.

See at 36:34, p. 1417, n. 4.

12. s-*'/" kawdi'b (pi.; s. kd'ib) = youthful

girls/maidens/wives.

1 3. 'atrdb($\.; s. tarb) = females of equal

age with those of their husbands. See at 56:37,

1758, n. 8.
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tiij 34. And a tumbler
1

full to the brim.
2

l
*«/sy 35. They shall hear

3
not

therein any vain talk
4

nor any lying.
5

^ 36. As a reward
6

**CJ«j* from your Lord—
a gift

7 on consideration.
8

v>^lillyj 37. The Lord of the heavens

^jjfji^j and the earth and all that is

in between the two,
9

ip£j\ the All-Compassionate.

They shall have no power10

i-* in His Presence

h of making an address.
11

j£ 38. That day

^112
^Sijtji there will stand up Jibril

iC'^SC^tj and the angels
13

in rows.
14

CL>jS&$ There shall speak
15
not

1. Jfca's (s.; pi. ku'us/ki'ds/ka'sdt) = cup,

tumbler, drinking glass. See at 37:45, p. 1437, n.

10.

2. i. e., with the most salutary drink. JL»j dihdq =

full to the brim.

3. a_yu—i yasma'tina - they listen, hear, pay

attention (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from sami'a [sum'

/samd' / samd'ah /masma'], to hear. See at 10:67,

p. 661, n. 10).

4. >J laghw = loose talk, thoughtless utterance,

vanity, nonsense, ineffectual. See at 56:25, p.

1756, n. 12.

5. v'-tf' kidhdhdb - denial, rejection, lying.

6. frlj*- jazd' - retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 78:26, p.

1936, n. 13).

7. (AW 'aid' (s.; pi. 'a'tiyah) = gift, present,

offer. See at 38:39, p. 1469, n. 11.

8. i. e., on consideration of the deeds and merits.

hisdb (pi. hisdbdt)= calculation,

reckoning, accounting, taking of account,

consideration. See at 38:26, p. 1466, n. 9.

9. This is an emphatic statement of monotheism,

particularly monotheism in respect of Allah as

the Sole Creator and Lord (twhid al-rububtyah).

10. Oj&h yamliktina = they possess, hold,

dominate, own, have power over (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from malaka [malk/tnulk/milk], to take in

possession. See at 35:13, p. 1376, n. 3).

11. vU** khUab (s.; pi. khitdbdt/'akhtibah ) =

speech, public address, oration, letter. See at

38:24, p. 1465, n. 1.

12. RUh is another name for Jibril. He is

mentioned specifically for his distinguished

poisition among the angels, ^jj rfih (s.; pi.

'arwdh) = breath of life, soul, spirit, spirit of life,

wahy, Jibril. See at 70:4, p. 1877, n. 7.

13. maid 'ikah (sing, malak) - angels. See

at 41: 14, p. 1544, n. 8.

14. <Ju* saff (s.; pi. sufuf) = row, rank, line,

file. See at 61:4, p. 1815, n. 3).

15. Oj*l&i yatakallamtina = they speak, talk,

discuss, converse (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

takallama form V of kalama (kalm), to wound.

See yatakallamu at 30:35, p. 1301 , n. 8)
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^1 anyone except the one

for whom there gives leave
1

the All-Compassionate;

and he shall speak

that which is right.
2

39. That is the Day

Most True.
3

So whoever wills may take
4

towards his Lord

a destination.
5

40. Verily We warn
6
you of

a punishment not far away.
7

That day a person will see
8

what have there advanced
9

his two hands;

and the unbeliever will say:

"Woe to me,

would that I were dust!"
10

1. i. e., not even the angels will speak and

intercede for anyone unless Allah gives leave to

do so (See also 2:255, 21:28, 34:22 and 53:26).

ji! 'adhina - he permitted, gave leave, allowed

(v. iii. m. s. past from 'idhn, to allow, to permit, to

listen. See at 34:22, p. 1376, n. 10).

2. sawdb = that which is right, correct,

proper.

3. i. e., there is no doubt about its occurrence.

4. JwjI ittakhadha - he took , took for him, took

up, assumed (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of

'akhadha ['akhdh], to take. See at 76:29, p. J 925,

n.4).

5. ma'&b- place to which one returns,

destination, return . See at 78:22, p. 1936, n. 5.

6. Ujiit 'andharnd = we warned, cautioned, (v. i.

pi. past from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara

[nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate, to vow. In its form

IV {'indhar) the verb means to warn with a

mention of the consequences of disregarding the

warning. See 'andhara at 54:36, p. 1736, n. 6).

7. i—^ qarib - near, proximate, not far away,

close by, shortly, Ever Near. See at 72:25, p.

1 896, n. 6.

8. Jaii yanzuru = he looks, sees, views, glances,

looks expectantly, awaits, waits for (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from nazara [nazara [nazr/manzar], to

see, view, look at. See at 38: 15, p. 1462, n. 9).

9. i. e., of good and bad deeds. e~»-i5 qaddamat =

she sent ahead, forwarded, advanced (v. iii. f. s.

past from qaddama, form 11 of qadama / qadima
[

qadm /qudum /qidman /maqdam] to precede, to

arrive. See at 62:7, p. 1822, n. 9).

10. i. e., not resurrected, and the death was the

end of everything (see 69:27, p. 1873). <^\y

tur&b (s.; pi. atribah/ tirbdn) = soil, dust, dirt,

earth. See at 56:47, p. 1759, n. 1 1

.



79. Suratal-Nazi
'

at (TheDivesters)

Makkan: 46 'ayahs

This is also an early Makkan surah and, like the previous surah, its main themes are monotheism

(tawhtd), the Messengership (risdlah) of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, the

Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment in the hereafter. It is named after its first 'ayah

wherein Allah swears by those agnels who take away the lives of Allah's creatures by Allah's command.

It then refers to the Reusrrection and the situation on that day of those who diebelieve in it and to their

doubts about it. Then it is pointed that there will be only a single blast and all will be resurrected. Next a

reference is made to how Fir'awn disbelieved and disobeyed the Messenger of Allah, Musa, peace be on

him, and how Allah punished him and his followers. This is done by way of reminding the unbelievers

of the consequences of disbeliving and rejecting the message and the guidance delivered by the

Messenger Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him. The surah ends by once again drawing

attention to the Day of Resurrection and the rewards and punishments that await respectively the

believers and the unbelievers.

mm
1. By those who divest

1

0ls> in a plunge.
2

v^-ft jj 2. By those who draw
3

$tL2 in a mild draw.

3. By those who swim across'

U £H in a swim.

4. Then the outstripped
5

(JjtiLl who go ahead.

sjltxh 5. And those who carry out

00i a command.

1. i. e., the angels who divesl lhe life-spirit (ruh)

of the unbelievers at death. Allah may swear by

anything or being of His creation, but His

servants may swear only by Him. oUjU nazVat

(f. pi.; s. naz'ah; m. nuzi' ) = those that take

with force, wrest, divest, remove, deprive (act.

participle from naza'a [nuz'\, to take away.

tanzi'u at 54:20, p. 1733, n. I).

2. 6j* gharq = drowning, sinking, immersion,

plunge. See mughraqun at 44:24, p. 1610, n. II.

3. i. e., the angels who take away mildly the ruh

of believers at death. olkiU ndshit&t (f. pi.; s.

nashitah, m. nashit) - those who draw/ pull

/attract gently(act. participle from nashata

[nasht], to draw/ attract mildly.).

4. i. e., for carrying out Allah's commands.

oLwjL- sabihat (f. pi.; s. sabihah; m. sdbih) =

swimmers, ihose who float (act. participle from

sabaha [sabfi/sibahah], to swim. See sabbih at

76:26, p. 1924, n. 8).

5. i. e. the angels. cASjL- s&biqat = those that go

ahead, outrstrippers (act. participle from

sabaqa [sabq], to be or get ahead or before.

See sabiq at 36:40, p. 1418, n. 9).

6. c->l^x. mudabbirdt (f. pi.; s. mudabbirah\ m.

tndabbir) - those that arrange, organize,

regulate, direct, conduct, carry out (act.

participle from dabbara, form II of dabara

[dubur], to turn one's back, to pass. See

yudabbiru at 32:5, p. 1325, n. 7)

1940
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6. On that day there will

convulse
1

the convulsion.
2

7. There shall follow it

the succeeding one.
4

8. Hearts shall that day be

in commotion.
5

9. Their eyes shall be

downcast.
6

10. They say:

lift! 11 • J 11 i l7

Shall we indeed be reverted

to the original state?"
8

1
1."Will that be when we are

bones
9
rotten to dust?"

10

ll^ijli 12. They say: 'That then

(Jj^-tfjf' will be a return
11

in loss."
12

13. But it will only be

1. The conclusion of the swearing is that the

Resurrection shall take place and that on that day

the first blowing of the trumpet will cause the

death of every living being and convulse the earth

and the mountains. <Jwry tarjufu = she or it

quakes, is shaken, convulses, trembles, agitates (v.

iii. f. s. impfct. from rajafa [rajf/mjafdn], to be

convulsed, to quake. See at 73: 14, p. 1900, n. 9).

2. i. e., the first blowing of the trumpet. j

r&jifah (f. s.; m. rajif) = that which convulses,

shakes, agitates (act. participle from rajafa. See n.

I above).

3. tatba'u = she or it follows, comes after (v.

iii. f. s. impfct. from tabi'a [taba'/tabd'ah], to

follow. See itiaba 'u at 7 1 :2 1 , p. 1 888, n. 2).

4. i. e., the second blowing of the trumpet for the

Resurrection. rddifah (f. s.; m. rddif) = that

which comes next, the succeeding one (act

participle from tjjj radifa [ radf], to come next.

See radifa at 27:72, p. 1224, n. 5).

5. wdjifah ( f. s.; m. wdjif) = agitated,

excited, in commotion (act. participle from wajafa

[wajf / wujuf I wajtf ], to be agitated. See

'awjaftum at 59:6, p. 1796, n. 11).

6. i*iL^ kh&shi'ah = submissive, humble, dry

and barren, downcast (active participle from

khasha'a [khushfi'], to be submissive, humble,

dry and barren. See at 68:43, p. 1865, n. 12).

7. i. e., the unbelievers say. Ojijiy mardudun

(pi.; s. mardud ) - those reverted, returned, sent

back, repulsed, resisted, warded off, repelled

(passive participle from radda [radd], to send

back. See mardQd at 1 1 :76, p. 705, n. 3).

8. *Jk- hafirah = original condition/state.

9. (Uip 'izdm (pi.; sing, 'azm) = bones. See at

75:3, p. 1913, n. 5.

10. nakhirah = rotten, rotten to dust,

worm-eaten, decayed.

11. \£ karrah (s.; pi. karrdt) = a return,

recurrence, comeback, once.

12. i. e., because they will be punished. S^L*

khdsirah((. s.; m. khasir ) - she or that which is

in loss, loser, is doomed to loss (active participle

from khasara [khusr/khasdr /khasarah /khusrdn]

to lose. See khdsirun at 63:9, p. 1828, n. 11).
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5jI"«-Uj s a blast for once.

|Jbl^ 14. And lo, they shall be

(^j^fclilL on the earth's surface!
2

JjLitji 15. Has there come to you

the account
3
of Mflsa?

%&>\>i\ 16.When his Lord called out
4

c^jSuyi to him in the valley
5
sanctified,

6

Tuwa?7

Sy^vij* 17. "Go to Fir
4

awn.

(^^4 Verily he has trangressed."
8

18. "And say to him:

> Are you willing to proceed

($><0o1 to purifying yourself?"
9

Aa3; 19. "And I guide
10
you

«a£><^ towards your Lord,

so you be afraid?"
11

1. zajrah = blast, piercing sound. See at

37:19, p. 1433, n. 6.

2. i. e., they shall all be resurrected. Sy»L- sdhirah

= surface of the earth (The Arabs call the open

space on the earth's surface sahirah because they

use to pass night over such a place.

3. The account of MQsa, peace be on him, is

recalled in order to remind the unbelievers of the

consequences of their unbelief and to encourage

the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on

him, in the face of the unbelief and opposition of

his people. <i^Jb- hadith (s.; pi. j^olJ 'ahMith) -

speech, talk, narrative, report, discourse, account.

See at 77:50, p. 1932, n. 8.

4. (j& ndda = he called out, called, summoned,

cried out (v. iii. m. s. past in form III of nadd

[nadw], to call. See at 43:51, p. 1595, n. 10).

5. iij wddin (s.; pi. 'awdiyah) = ravine, river bed,

valley, vale, gorge. See at 27:18, p. 1207, n. 8.

6.
l__r̂

i> muqaddas - sanctified, sacred, holy,

consecrated ( passive participle from qaddasa,

form II of qadusa [quds/qudus], to be holy, be

pure. See at 20:12, p. 978, n. 8.

7. The Tuwa valley on the Mount Sinai.

8. i. e., corssed all limits in unbelief and defiance

of Allah. ^ taghd = he transgressed, crossed

all limits, overflowed (v. iii. m. s. past from

XaghanJ tughydn, to exceed all bounds. See at

69:11, p.' 1870, n. 4).

9. i. e., from the filth of sin and unbelief. ^

y

tazakkd (originally tatazakkd) = he purifies

himself, gets purified (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

tazakka, form V of zakd [zakd'], to grow, be

pure, just. See tazakka (iii.m. s. past) at 35:18, p.

1397, n. 5).

10. 'ahdiya(dT) = 1 guide, show the way,

lead (v. i. s. impfct. from hadd [hady/ hudanj

hiddyah], to guide, to lead. The final letter takes

fat-hah because the verb is conclusion of the

conditional sentence of the previous 'ayah. See

ahdizi 40:29, p. 1520, n. 5).

1 1 . i. e., of Allah. {S
s^J takhsM - you be afraid,

fear, dread, apprehend (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from

khashiya [khashy/khashyah], to fear, to dread).

See at 33:37, p. 1351, n. 3).
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20. 1 hen he showed him

the sign
2
most great.

21. But he disbelieved

and defied.
4

"It
22. Then he turned back

making an effort.
6

V- / ^^
zJ. And assembled

and proclaimed:
8

24. 1 hen he said, 1 am the

Lord of you, the most high."

25. So Allah seized
9 him in

an exemplary punishment
10

of the herealter

and the first.
11

26. Verily in that is a

lesson
12

for anyone that fears.
13

1. cfjl
f
ard = He showed, made {someone} see

(v. iii. s. past in form IV of ra'a [ra'y /ru'yah], to

see, to see in dream. See 'arayna at 47:30, p,

1657, n. 12).

2. i. e., the miracle of his stick turning a serpent

and devouring the magic of Fir'awn's magicians.

'<ik 'ayah (pi. ou. 'ayat) - sign, text of the

Qur'Sn, miracle, evidence. See at 48:20, p. 1670,

n. 1.

3. s->-^ kadhdhaba = he cried lies to, regarded as

false, disbelieved (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 75:32, p. 1917, n. 8).

4. if** 'asd = he disobeyed, rebelled, defied (v.

iii. m. s. past from 'isyan/ ma'siyah, to disobey,

to defy. See at 73: 16, p. 1901, n. 1).

5. /.A 'adbara = he turned back, fled, ran away,

retreated (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of dabara

[dubur], to turn one's back. See at 74:33, p. 1909,

n. 2).

6. i. e., for opposing and counteracting Musa.

tf—jyas'ci = he runs, strives, endeavours, makes

an effort (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from sa'a [ sa'y], to

move quickly. See at 66:8, p. 1847, n. 10).

7. i. e., the people of his kingdom. j£*>- hashara

- he assembled, gathered, mustered, collected,

rallied, herded (v. iii. m. s. past from hashr, to

gather. See hushira at 46:6, p. 1632, n. 12).

8. <j n&da = he called out, called, summoned,

cried out, proclaimed (v. iii. m. s. past in fo m III

of nada [nadw], to call. See at 79:16, p. 1912, n.

4).

9. -U-t 'akhadha - he took, caught, got hold of,

seized (v. iii. m. s. past from 'akhdh. See at 69: 10,

p. 1870, n. 2).

J 0. nakal - exemplary punishment, warning

example. See tankil at 4:84, p. 278, n. 10.

1 1. i. e., life of this world.

12. ijj- Hbrah (pi. ^ 'ibar) - lesson, example,

warning, advice. See at 24:44, p. 1 125, n. 2.

13. i. e., fears Allah and the consequences of

disobeying Him and His Messenger. Lf
i^

yakhshd = he fears, is afraid of, apprehends,

dreads (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from khashiya

[khashy/khashyah], to fear, to dread). See at

35: 18, p. 1399, n. 16).
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Section (Ruku ') 2

27. Are you the harder

E. .

to create
1

or the sky?

He has built
2

it.

28. He has raised
3
its height

4

and has put it in order.
5

29. And He has made dark
6

its night

and produced
7

its day-time.
8

30. And the earth

besides that

He shaped like an egg.
9

IT O

3 1 . And produced out of it

its water and its pastures.
10

32. And the mountains"

{551^1 He firmly fixed.

33. As provision
13

for you

and for your livestock.
14

1. i. e., to recreate and resurrect, ji* khalq =

creation, to create, origination, making; also

creatures, shape, constitution. See at 35:1, p.

1389, n. 6.

2. ^ band = he made, built, set up, founded,

constructed (v. iii. m. s. past from bind'/ bunydn,

to build. See banynd at 78:12, p. 1934, n. 8).

3. £»j rafa'a = he raised, took up, lifted up,

elevated (v. iii. m. s. past from raf, to raise, to lift

up. See at 55:7, p. 1742, n. 1).

4. samk = height, elevation, roof.

5. sawwd = he straightened, duly shaped,

made equal, made good, put in order, smoothed

(v. iii. m. s. past in form II of sawiya [siwan], to

be equal. See at 32:9, p. 1326, n. 9).

6. jJa*\ 'aghtasha = he made dark, darkened (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of ghatasha [ghatsh], to

be dark).

7. £ 'akhraja = he ousted, drove out,

expelled, dislodged, brought out, produced (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of kharaja [khuriij], to go

out, to leave. See at 59:2, p. 1794, n. 4).

8. ^j*-* duhan ~ forenoon, day-time. See at

20:59, p. 988, n. 10.

9. ^> dahd = he shaped like an egg (v. iii. m. s.

past from dahiyah).

10. mar'an = pasture, grazing land,

grassland.

11. J 1^ jib&l (pi.; s. jabal) = mountains,

mountain-like clouds. See at 78:20, p. 1754, n. 2.

1 2. i. e., to make the earth's crust stable.^jt 'arsd

= he firmly fixed, made fast, anchored (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of rasa [rasw], to be firm, to

anchor. See rdsiydt at 34:13, p. 1372, n. 1 1).

13. i. e., all these He did for making provision for

your living, ^y* maid' (p\.'amti'ah) = goods,

wares, necessities of life, provision, chattel,

article of use, enjoyment. See at 57:20, p. 1776, n.

10.

14. fU;l 'an'dm (pi.; s. ^ na'am) = grazing

livestock (sheep, cattle, camels, goats), animals.

See at 47: 12, p. 1651, n. 5.
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34. So when there shall come

the disaster'most monstrous.
2

35.That day man shall recall
3

all that he strove for.
4

f A 1 | ^ "111 111
36.And exposed will be hell

for anyone that sees.

37. So as to those

that transgress
6

38. And prefer

the worldy life,

^\ 39. Verily hell,

that shall be the abode.
8

40. And as for those who fear
9

the Position
10
of their Lord,

and prevents
11
the self

from whims

I. i. e., the Resurrection. 3Wl» tdmmah

catastrophe, overwhelming calamity.

disaster,

2. <sj$ kubrd = biggest, most huge, gravest, most

monstrous ( f. of 'akbar, elative of kabtr, big).

3. ^-b yatadhakkaru = he takes heed, bears in

mind, remembers, recalls, receives admonition (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from tadhakkara, form V of

dhakara [dhikr/ tadhkdr], to remember. See at

40:13, p. 1514, n. 5).

4. i. e., what he did of good and bad deeds, ^yc-

sa'd = he ran, hurried, speeded, moved quickly,

strove (v. iii. m. s. past from sa'y, to run, to move
quickly. See at 53:39, p. 1725, n. 1).

5. ^jjjt burrizat = she or it was made visible,

brought to view, exposed (v. iii. f. s. past passive

from barraza, form II of baraza [buruz], to come
to view. See at 26:91, p. 1178, n. 10).

6. ^ taghd = he transgressed, crossed all limits,

overflowed (v. iii. m. s. past from taghun/

fughydn, to exceed all bounds. See at 79: 16, p.

1942, n. 8).

7. J\t. 'dthara = he preferred, chose, liked (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of 'athara ['athr/'atfidrah],

to transmit, report, relate. See at 12:91, p. 756. n.

1).

8. i. e., of theirs. ma'wan (s.; pi. ma'dwin)

= habitation, abode, dwelling, shelter (adverb of

place from 'awd ['awiy], to seek shelter. See at

66:9, p. 1848, n. 6).

9. i-ii*- khdfa = he feared, was afraid of (v. iii. m.

s. past from khawf. See at 55:46, p. 1748, n. 2).

10. i. e., the Court of his Lord, or standing before

Him on the Day of Judgement. fU* maq&m (s. ;

pi. maqdmdt) = place, position, standing, station,

location, spot, habitat (noun of place/time from

qdma [qawmah/ qiydm], to stand up, to get up, to

rise. See at 55:46, p. 1748, n. 3).

11. ^ nahd = he forbade, prohibited,

proscribed, prevented (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

nahd, [nahw/nahy], to forbid. See at 59:17, p.

1797, n. 11).

12. tjjM hawan (s.; pi. 'ahwd') = affection,

desire, craving, whims. See at 45:23, p. 1625, n.

5.
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41. Verily the garden,

that shall be the abode.
1

42. They ask
2
you

about the Hour:
3

"When will its arrival
4
be?"

43. About which you are not

in awareness
5
of

44. To your Lord is

its final destination.
6

45. You are but a warner
7

^K,^ *" ^

for anyone that fears
8

it.

46 As if thev will be

on the dav thev see it

that they had not tarried
9

but for an evening
10

or its forenoon.
11

1. i. e., of theirs. <sj^ ma'wan (s.; pi. ma'awin) =

habitation, abode, dwelling, shelter (adverb of

place from 'awa ['uwiy], to seek shelter. See at

79:39, p. 1945, n. 8).

2. O^JL-j yas'affina = the ask, enquire (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from su'ulu [ su'dl/ mas'alah/tas'dl],

to ask. See at 8:1, p. 546, n. I).

3. i. e., the Hour of Resurrection. a*L- sS'ah (s.;

pi. sd'dt) = hour, time, clock, the Hour of

Resurrection. See at 54:46, p. 1738, n. 9.

4- mursd = anchorage, arrival. See at 1 1 :4 1

,

p. 692, n. 10.

5. <s£* dhikrd = recollection, remembering,

memory, awareness, reminder. See at 47:18, p.

1645, n. 3.

6. i. e., its ultimate knowledge. muntahan =

terminated, finished, highest degree, utmost limit,

the point where everything ends, final destination

(pass, participle from inland, form VI 11 of nahd

[nahy/nahw], to forbid. See at 53:42, p. 1725, n.

5).

7. i. e., about it. mundhir - warner, one who

warns (act. participle from 'andhara, to warn,

form IV of nadhara, [nadhr /nudhur], to dedicate,

to make a vow. See at 50:2, p. 1685, n. 4).

8. yakhshd = he fears, is afraid of,

apprehends, dreads (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

khashiya [khashy/khashyah], to fear, to dread).

See at 79:26, p. 1943, n. 13).

9. \£k yalbathti (na) - they stayed, remained,

lingered, persisted, tarried (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from labithu [labthjubth/lubdth], to remain. The

terminal nun is dropped for the particle lam

coming before the verb. See at 46:35, p. 1645, n.

9).

10. 'ashiyah (s.; pi. 'ashdyd ) = (late)

evening, night. See at 19:1 1, p. 953, n. 6.

11. duhan - forenoon, day-time. See at

79:29, p. 1944, n. 8.



80. SOrat 'Abasa (He Frowned)
Makkan: 42 'ayahs

It is an early Makkan surah which deals with the themes of tawfytd (monotheism), risalah

(Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him), the Qur'an and the

Resurrection. It starts with Allah's affectionate reproof of His Messenger as he frowned at a blind man
('Abd Allah ibn 'Umm Maktum) who approached him for guidance when he was busy in speaking about

his mission to a number of leading men of Makka. The surah is named 'Abasa (He frowned) with

reference to this first 'ayah of it. The surah then points out that this Qur'an is noble and exalted and

that it has been delivered by a dutiful and upright angel messenger. Next the theme of Allah as the Sole

and Only Creator and Lord (tawhid al-rububiyah) is brought home by drawing attention to His having

created man and every being and thing and His having made all the provisions for His creatures'

livelihood and well-being. It is also pointed out that He causes them to die and that He will resurrect

them when He wills. The surah ends by once again drawing attention to the Resurrection and by

pointing out that on that day a man will be so engrossed in his own affair that he will flee even from his

sons, wife, parents and brothers.

I. See introductory note above, ^-s- 'abasa = he

frowned, looked sternly, scowled (v. iii. m. s.

past from 'abs/'ubus, to frown, to scowl. See at

74:22, p. 1906, n. 8).
1 . He frowned

2. ,Jy iawalld ~ he took over, undertook, turned

away, averted, took for a friend (v. iii. m. s. past

in form V of waliya [wald'Avildyah], to be near,

to be a friend. See at 75:32, p. 1917, n. 9).

2. That there came to him 3. Kj
»s\ 'a'md (s.; pi. 'umy) - blind, blind

person. See at 48:17, p. 1668, n. 8.

4 - ifj-** yudrt = he or it makes (someone) realize,

informs, lets know, notifies (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from 'adrd, form IV of dard [ dirdyah], to

know. See at 42: 17, p. 1 567, n. 6).

3. And what will make you

realize
4
that perhaps

yazzakkd (originally yatazakkd) = he purifies

himself, gets purified (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

tazakku, form V of zakd [zakd'], to grow, be

pure, just. See tazakkd at 79:18, p. 1942, n. 9).

6. jS'X yadhdhakkaru (originally jS'Jb

yatadhakkaru) - he bears in mind, learns a

lesson, takes heed (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

tadhakkara, form V of dhakara [dhikr/tadhkdf],

to remember. See yadhdhakkaru at 25:62, p.

1157, n. 37.

5. i. e., from the filth of polytheism,

and there will benefit
7 him

7. tanfa'u = she or it avails, benefits (v. iii. f.

s. impfct. from nafa'a [naf], to be useful, be of

use. See at 74:48, p. 1919, n. 1).

1947
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j*Q 5. As to the one who

Q&cL) thinks himself in no need,
1

^Isx^^cJk 6. To him you pay attention.
2

JifClij 7. And what is against you

$JS$ that he purifies himself
3
not?

^tfj 8. And as to the one who

Qj^iUU came to you striving;

9. And he fears.
5

X 10. From him you

turn away your attention.'

~y? II. Never.
7

(JjT^OlJi Verily it is a reminder.
8

12. So let anyone who wills

(^J,*^l keep it in mind.

13. In pages
9
venerated.

10

$f
*^>y^ 14. Exalted,

1

tendered pure.
12

1 . (J
^.\ istaghnd - he became in no need, had no

need, felt himself in no need, was able to do

without (v. iii. m. s. past in form X of ghaniya

[ghinan/ghana'], to be free from want. See at

64:6, p. 1832, n.6).

2. tfJL^aJ ta$add& (originally (ata^addd) = you

apply yourself, pay attention, undertake (v. ii. m.

s. impfct. from tusadda, form V of sadiya

[$adan], to be thirsty).

3. i. e., from the filth of polytheism and unbelief,

^y tazakka (originally tatazakkd) = he

purifies himself, gets purified (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from tazakkd, form V of zakd [zakd'], to grow,

be pure, just. See 79: 1 8, p. 1 942, n. 9).

4. i. e., to get the truth, ^^u-j yas'd = he runs,

moves quickly, strives, endeavours (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from sa'd [ sa'y], to move quickly. See at

79:22, p. 1943, n. 6).

5. i. e. (
fears Allah, ^y^i yakhsha = he fears, is

afraid of, apprehends, dreads (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from khashiya [khashy/khashyuh], to fear, to

dread). See at 79:45, p. 1946, n. 8).

6. talahhd (originally tatalahhd) = you are

distracted, turn away attention (v. ii. m. s. impfct.

from taluhhd, form V of lahd [lahw], to amuse,

to trifle away. See Id tulhi at 63:9, p. 1828, n. 6).

7. i. e., never do so.

8. i. e., this Qur'an is a reminder, i/'x tadhkirah

= reminder. See at 76:29, p. 1925, n. 3.

9. i. e. this Qur'an is in pages — is a book, with

Allah. >Jt**+e> suhuf (pi.; s. sahifah) ~ pages,

books, scriptures. See at 74:52, p. 191 1, n. 11.

10. mkanamah (f. s., m. mukarram) -

venerated, honoured, revered, treated with

deference (passive participle from karrama, form

II of karuma [karam/karamah/kardmah\
t

to be

noble. See mukarmun at 70:35, p. 1882, n. 1).

11. i*?s> marfti'ah (s. f.; m. marfu') = raised,

elevated, made high, exalted (pass, participle from

rafa'a [raf], to raise, to lift up. See at 56:34, p.

1758, n. 2).

1 2. 5^fk» mutahharah ( f., mas.^ mutahhar) -

rendered pure, pure, immaculate, unblemished

(passive participle from [ahhara, form 11 of

tahara /{ahura [tuhr/tahdrah], to be pure, clean.

See at 3:15, p. 160, n.7).
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Qjj^isJL 15. In the hands of scribes,
1

(Sfc^rfX 16. Noble
2
and dutiful.

3

<^!# 17. Woe to man!

How ungrateful
4
he is!

18. From what material

did He create him?

19. From a drop
5

He created him and

formulated him .

6

20. Then the way7

He made it easy
8
for him.

21. Then He makes him die
9

and causes him to be buried.
10

22. Then when He wills

He will resurrect
11
him.

1. i. e., angels who write out the texts from the

pages in al-Lawh al-Mahfuz. » safarah (pi.;

s. sdftr) = scribes, writers.

2. kirdm (pi.; s. karim ) = nobles, dignified

persons, distinguished ones. See 25:72, p. 1 160, n.

1.

3. ijji bararah (pi.; s. barr/barr ) = dutiful,

devoted, reverent, upright, righteous.

4. Because he does not believe in his

Creator-Lord, Who created him and provided for

his living and gave him guidance.ytfl ^ ma

'akfara is a verb of wonder (fi 7 al-ta 'ajjub )

meaning "how ungrateful!"

5. i. e. , of sperm. Uiai nutfah (s.; pi. nutaf) =

drop, sperm. See at 76:2, p. 1919, n. 5.

6. i. e., developed him through stages giving final

form and capabilities, joi = he determined,

decreed, assessed, estimated, evaluated, enabled,

formulated (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of qadara

[qadr], to estimate, to decree, to have power. See

at 74:18, p. 1906 n. 6).

7. i. e., the right way of life — tawhtd and Islam.

sabil (pi. subul/asbilah) — way, path, road,

means, course. See at 76:29, p. 1925, n. 5.

8. yassara = he eased, made easy,

smoothened, facilitated (v. iii. m. s. past in form

II of yasira [yasar], to be easy. See yassarnO, at

54:40, p. 1737, n. 4).

9. oL.f 'amdta = he caused to die, put to death

(v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of nulla [mam], to

die. See at 53:44, p. 1725, n. 8).

10. j*\ 'aqbara = he caused to be

buried/entombed (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

qabara [qabar/maqbar], to bury. See qub&r at

35:22, p. 1398, n. 3).

1 1 . The emphasis is on the fact that as Allah has

created and developed man and causes him to die,

so He can and will, when he intends, resurrect

him.yiif yanshara - he resurrected (v. iii. m. s.

past in form IV of nashara [nashr/nush&r], to

spread out, to unfold, to publish. See

munashsharah at 74:52, p. 191 1, n. 12.
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23. No indeed.

U He has not carried out
1

what He commanded him.

24. Let then man look
3

<$t*-&di at his food.
4

C£tt 25. We indeed do pour
5

($ li^;tjl water in a downpour.6

fcVfGsE? 26. Then We crack
7
the earth

(nj&- in cracks.

fefiSfc 27. Then We grow8
therein

corn.

28. And grapes
10
and

edible herbs.'
1

(s££ 29. And olives
12

(^^J and date palms.
13

^Tjulj 30. And orchards
14

0(& of luxuriant growth.
15

1. jjii* yaqdiit) = he spends, settles, concludes,

decides, decrees, carries out, performs (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from qa4d [qatfd'], to settle, to decide, to

carry out. The final yd' is dropped because of the

particle lam coming before the verb. See yaqdi at

45:17, p. 1623, n. 5).

2. i. e., to believe in Him, to obey His directives

and to worship Him Alone. jA 'amara = he

commanded, ordered, bid, asked (v. iii. m. s. past

from 'amr, order, command. See at 12:68, p.747,

n. 6).

3. i. e., think about how Allah provides his food.

jkJ li yanzur - let him look, see, consider, look

expectantly (v. iii. m. s. imperative from nazara

[nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at. See li tanzur

at 59:18, p. 1802, n. 11).

4. ^Ul» ta'&m (s.; pi. a{'imah) = food, diet,

meal. See at 69:34, p. 1874, n. 2.

5. sababnd - we poured, poured forth,

imposed (v. i. pi. impfct. past from sabba [sabb],

to pour, pour forth. See yusabbu at 22:19, p.

1052, n. 5).

6. i. e. rains in abundance.

7. i. e., for trees and plants to grow. Uiii

shaqaqnd - we cracked, split, ripped, cleft (v. i.

pi. past from shaqqa [shaqq], to split.. See shiqdq

at 41:52, p. 1559, n. 3).

8. Lsjjf 'anbatnd = we grew, germinated, caused to

sprout (v. i. pi. past from 'anbata, form IV of

nabata [nabt], to grow, to sprout. See at 50:7,

1686, n. 9).

9. «--»" babb (s.; pi. hubub) = grain, corn, seed,

cereal. See at 78: J 5, p. J 935, n. 5.

10. 'inab (s.; pi. 'a'nab) = grape. See at

17:91, p. 902, n. 8.

1 1 . i

—

ai qadb = edible herbs.

12. Ojij zaytun = olives, olive tree. See at 6:99,

p. 433, n. 7.

13. J^j nakhl = date palm. See at 55:68, p.

1751, n. 4.

14. jJIaj- hadd'iq (pi.; s. fyadtqah) = gardens,

orchards, parks. See at 78:32, 1937, n. 10.

15. i-J* ghulb (pi; s. ghalba') = dense frees,

trees of laxuriant growth.
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31. And fruits
1

and pasture.
2

r&flil; 32. As provision
3
for you

^'£Slti) and your grazing livestock.
4

v&ty 33. Then when there shall

t^ill^lf come the deafening blast.
5

#^7i 34 - That day shal1 flee6 a

t^^cn person from his brother,

35. And his mother

and his father;

.^ij 36. And his wife
7

and his children.
8

rri^^l ^7. Every person of them

that day shall have a state
y

!$4s* that will suffice
10
him.

x^yZyrj 38. Some faces
11

that day

iffijuJ shall be gleaming.
12

1. f&kihah (s.; pi. fawakih) = fruit. See at

55:568, p. 1751, n. 3,

2. »J 'abb = grass, plants, herbage, pasture.

3. mo/a' (pi. 'am// "aft) = goods, wares,

necessities of life, provision, chattel, article of

use, enjoyment. See at 79:33, p. 1944, n. 13.

4. flwl 'an
1am (pi.; s. ^ na'am) — grazing

livestock (sheep, cattle, camels, goats), animals.

See at 79:33, p. 1944, n. 14.

5. i. e., of the Resurrection. *>-Lo sakhkhah =

deafening blast/sound.

6. i. e., because he will be fully occupied with his

own situation and will not care for his near ones,

as stated clearly in 'ayah 37 below.jHyafirru = he

flees, escapes, runs away (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

farra [fircir/mafarr], to flee, to run away. See

farratat 74:51, p. 1911, n. 8).

7. v-U> sdhibah (f.; m. sahib) = companion,

comrade, wife, consort, follower, owner (act.

participle from sahiba [suhbah/ sahdbah/

sihbah], to be a companion. See at 72:3, p. 1891,

n. 3).

8. (O)^ bant(n) (pi.; accusative/genitive of

banun; s. ibri) = sons, descendants, offspring,

children (the final nun is dropped because of the

genitive construction). See bantn at 26:133, p.

1185, n. 9.

9. oli sha'n (s.; pi. shu'un) - situation,

condition, state, circumstances, affair, matter. See

at 55:29, p. 1745, n. 6.

10. i. e., he will be so preoccupied with his

position that he will have neither time nor any

inclination towards attending to any one else's

affair, even if that person is his near one.

yughni = he suffices, makes free from want,

enriches, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya [ghinan

/ ghand' ], to be free from want, to be rich. See at

53:28, p. 1722, n. 2).

1 1 . a^»rj wujuh (sing. <*j wajh) = faces,

countenances. See at 75:22, p. 1916, n. 5).

12. iji~j> musfirah = gleaming, shining,

beaming, radiant (act. participle from 'asfara,

form IV of safara [safr], to shine. See 'asfara at

74:34, p. 1909, n. 3).
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39. Smiling1 and rejoicing.

40. And some faces will

have that day

$t^££ on them dust.
3

41.There will overtake
4 them

0>jS gl<loom.

jiijl 42. Such ones,

o^Ji^i they are the unbelievers/

0tr?& the sinful.
7

1 . ddhikah (f.; m. dahik) = ^Ai'it =

one who laughs, laughing, smiling (act. participle

from tfahika [dahk/dihk/dahik], to laugh. See

dafyikm 27:19, p. 1207, n. 14).

2. 5jr^j-w mustabshirah (f.; m. mustabshir) -

rejoicing, happy (act. participle from isiubshara,

form X of bashara /bashira [bishr/ bushr], to be

happy. See yastabshiruna at 39:45, p. 1497, n. 6).

3. ijj-ghabarah = dust.

4. j*y tarhaqu = she or it overtakes, comes

over, (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from ruhaqa [rahaq], to

come over, overtake. See at 70:44, p. 1883, n. 11).

5. o>» qatarah - gloom, ignominy.

6. kafarah (p).; s. k&fir ) = unbelievers,

disbelievers, ungarteful, infidel (act, partciple

from kafara [ kufr], to disbelieve, to cover. See

/ttf/«rat76:24,p. 1924, n. 4).

1. Ijs^i fajarah (pi.; s. f&jir) - immoral one,

depraved, libertine, licentious, sinful (act.

participle from fajara [fujur], to act immorally, to

commit adultery, sin. See JajirzX 71:27, p. 1889,

n. 9).



81 . SOratal-TakwIr (The Rolling up)

Makkan: 29 'ayahs

This is also an early Makkan surah. Its main themes are the Resurrection, the risdlah

(Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him) and the Qur'an. It starts by

referring to some of the horrible events that will take place on the eve of the Resurrection, beginning

with the rolling up of the sun (al-Takwtr). The surah is named after this initial 'ayah. It then emphasizes

the risdlah and points out that the Qur'an was delivered by the noble angel messenger Jibril ('ayahs

19-21). Next it is pointed out that the Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, saw

the angel Jibril in his actual form appearing in the clear horizon. Finally it is emphasized that the Qur'an

is a reminder (dhikr) for all beings calling them to the straight path.

J^\\\ 1. When the sun

0^Sf shall be rolled up.
1

2. And when the stars shall

£pi>jj531 be dispersed.
3

Jlliilijj 3. And when the mountains
4

0^/^ shall be set in motion;
5

4. And when the ten-month

pregnant she-camels
6

^oiLi shall be neglected;
7

o" 5. And when the wild animals
8

ilii. shall be assembled;
9

1. i. e., extinguished and removed. This and the

succeeding 12 'ayahs describe some of the

dreadful events that will usher in the Resurrection

and the day of Judgement, oj£ kuwwirat = she

or it was rolled, rolled up, coiled, rolled into a

ball, made round, rounded (v. iii. f. s. past passive

from kawwara, form II of kdra [kawr], to hurry ).

2. f^*J nujtim (pi.; s. najm ) = stars. See at 77:8,

p. 1927, n. 5. See at 77:8, p. 1927, n. 5.

3. cjjO&i inkadarat = she became dispersed,

scattered (v. iii. f. s. past from inkadara, form

VII oikadura [kadar], to be turbid, dreary).

4. JW* jibdl (pi.; s. jabal) = mountains,

mountain-like clouds. See at 79:32, p. 1944, n. 1 1

.

5. Oj-* suyyirat = she or it was set in motion,

moved (v. iii. f. s. past passive from sayyara, form

II of stira [sayr /sayrurah / masir/ masirah/

tasydr] to move, to travel. See at 78: 20, p. 1955,

n. 15).

6. jLi^ (ishdr (pi.; s. 'ashrd') = ten-month

pregnant she camels.

7. c-LW *u$lat = she was abandoned, neglected,

deserted (passive participle from 'attala, form II

of 'atila ['atal], to be destitute, idle. See

mu'attalah at 22:45, p. 1062, n. 5).

8. Jy-} wuhtish (pi,; s. wahsh) = wild animals,

beasts.

9. o^JL*- ffushirat = she was assembled,

gathered, mustered, collected, rallied, herded (v.

iii. f. s. past passive from hashara [hashr], to

gather. See hushira at 27:17, p. 1207, n. 5).

1953
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jCJflSli 6. And when the seas
1

^i^i. shall be overflowed;
2

J^flSrJ 7. And when the souls"

0c*-j5 shall be coupled;
4

6jj 8. And when the

o^jlll female babes buried alive
5

^cLL shall be questioned
6

uiS<it 9. For what sin
7

were they killed?

Jw&iiyj 10. And when the pages
8

p ^ shall be spread out;
9

ilrtfiSiS 1 1 • And when the sky

shall be taken off,
10

12. And when the hell

^i^ii. shall be set ablaze;
11

^iu^ 13. And when the paradise

(Jji^Gf
shall be brought near;

12

1 . bihar (pi.; s. foz/ir) = seas,

2. i. e., because of the commotion of the earth and

the boiling of the water, oj*- sujjirat = she was

caused to overflow, overflowed (v. iii. f. s. past

passive from sajjara, form II of sajara, to fire

up, to heat. See masj&r at 52:6, p. 1707, n. 9.

3. tfjti nuf&s (pi.; s. nafs) - animate beings,

persons, human beings selves, spirit, souls. See

nafs at 74:38, p. 1909,, n. 10.

4. i. e., with their respective bodies.

zuwwijat ~ she was coupled, paired, given in

marriage (v. iii. f. s. past passive from zawwaja,

form II of zQja [zawj], to incite, to instigate. See

wwwajna at 52:20, p. 1710, n. 5.

5. This has reference to the pagan Arab's custom

of burying alive neborn female babes due to a

supersition. *>jt-y maw'udah = new-born female

baby buried alive (passive participle, from

wa'ada, to bury alive a newborn female baby).

6. oii^ su'ilat = she was asked, questioned,

imteggogated (v. iii. f. s. past passive from sa'ala

[ su'&l/ mas'alah/ tas'cit], to ask. See yas'aluna

at 79:42, p. 1946, n. 2).

7. dhanb (s.; pi. dhunub) - sin, offence,

crime, wrong. See at 55:39, p. 1747, n. 2.

8. i. e., of the books of deeds. $uffuf (pi.;

s. sahifah) = pages, books, scriptures. See at

80:12, p. 1948, n. 9.

9. o^ij nushirat = she was spread out, unfolded,

published (v. iii. f. s. past passive from nashara

[nashr], to spread out. See yanshuru at 42:28, p.

1572, n.7).

1 0. cjii^ kushitat = she or it was removed, taken

off, erased, scraped off (v. iii. f. s. past passive

from kashata [kasht], to take off).

1 1. o su"irat = she or it is set ablaze, ignited,

fired up, enkindled, kindled (v. iii. f. s. past

passive from sa"ara, form II of sa'ara [sa'r], to

kindle. See su'ur at 54:24, p. 1734, n. 2).

12. c-iJji 'uzlifat = she or it was brought near,

advanced (v. iii. f. s. past passive from 'azlafa,

form IV of zalafa [zalf/zalaf/zalif], to go near,

approach, advance. See at 50:3 1, p. 1692, n. 3).
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£Z*lJ? 14. Then shall know a person

0cC^JQ what it had brought.
1

fdffi 15. So I indeed swear
2

by the moving planets.
3

j£l 16. And the stars
4

($Ip23f that appear and dsiappear.
5

$j 17. And by the night

(^jXIify as it becomes dark;
6

g^jjtj 18. And by the dawn

^S-^H as it brightens.

7

19. Verily it is a saying

{^jj^j of a messenger
8
most noble.

9

»yef> 20. Possessing power,

oSj^kixc near the Lord of the Throne 10

($5^ in distinguished rank.
11

21. Obeyed,
12

(^Jjj* moreover trustworthy.
13

1. i. e., of good and bad deeds. 'ahdarat

= she brought, set, supplied (v. iii. f. s. past from

'aiyjara, form IV of hadara [hwfur], to be

present. See mufrdarun at 37: 158, p. 1454, n. 7).

2. Id is here for emphasis, if 'uqsimu = I

swear, make an oath (v. i. s. impfct.

from 'aqsama, form IV of qasama [qasam], to

divide. See at 75: 1, p. 1013, n. 1).

3. khunnas (pi.; s. khanis)= planets moving

and disappearing (act. participle from khanasa

[kahns/ khunus/ khins], to disappear, delay).

4. j\yrjawdr (f. pi.; s.jdriyah) = ships, those that

move on/flow, maids, planets (act. participle from

jard [jary], to flow. See at 55:24, p. 1744, n. 8).

5. ur
^' kunnas = stars that appear and disappear.

6. ^j-*-* 'as'asa = he or it became dark, receded

(v. iii. m. s. past).

7. u~xt tanaffasa = he or it breathed, sighed,

brightened (v. iii. m. s. past in form V of

nafusa/nafisa [nafas], to be precious, to be

sparing).

8. tSyj rasul (s.; pi. rusul) = messenger, envoy,

emissary, delegate . See at 12:50, p. 740, n. 9.

9. i. e. f
this Qur'an is a saying of Allah delivered

by the most noble messenger Jibril. ^J' karim =

Most Noble, noble, kind, generous, munificent,

respectable, held in esteem, decent ( act.

participle in the scale of fa'il from karuma

[karam/ karamah/ karamah], to be noble, to be

generous. See at 69:40, p. 1874, n. 9).

10. j>jf> 'arsh = throne. See at 69:17, p. 1871, n.

7.

11.
(̂

J>J maktn (s.; pi. mukand') = firmly

established, secure, distinguished, of rank,

influential (act. participle in the scale offa'il from

makuna [makdnah], to be strong. See makkannd

at 77:21, p. 1929, n. 2 ).

12. £^Ja> muta' - obeyed one (pass, participle

from 'td'a, form IV of td'a[taw'], to obey. See

yu/d* at 40:18, p. 1515, n. 12).

13. 'amin = faithful, trustworthy, loyal,

honest, trustee (active participle in the scale of

fa'il from 'amunu ['amdnah], to be faithful. See

at 7:68, p. 492, n. 3).
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22. And your companion 1

is

not one gone off his head.
2

23. And indeed he saw him3

in the horizon
4
most clear.

5

24. And he is not

of the unseen any niggardly.
6

25. Nor is it the saying of

Satan accursed.
7

$ 26. Then whither

shall you go?

27. It is naught but

a reminder
8
for all beings.

9

28. For whoever that wills

of you to be upright.
10

9Q AnH vnn mav tint willz>7. rii iu y \j\x 1 1 id y iivjt win

except that there wills Allah,
11

Lord of all beings.

1. i. e., the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him. sdkib (s.; pi. 'ashdb/ sahb/

sahabahJ $uhbdn/ suhbah)- companion, comrade,

friend. See at 54:29, p. 1735, n. 2.

2. This is a reply to the unbelievers' calling the

Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah be on him,

mad on account of his giving out of the Qur'an.

Of*** majntin (s.; pi. majdnin) = possessed by

jinn, insane, mad, one gone off his head (pass,

participle from janna [junun], to cover, to hide.

See at 68:2, p. 1859, n. 5).

3. i. e., the angel Jibnl in his real form.

4. jil 'ufaq (s.; pi. 'dfdq) = horizon, range of

vision. See at 53:7, p. 1718, n. 5.

5. mubin - all too clear, obvious, manifest,

patent, explicit, open and clear, conspicuous, he

who or that which makes clear (act. participle

from 'abdna, form IV of bana [baydn], to be

clear. See at 7 1 :2, p. 1 884, n. 4).

6. i. e., withholding anything. damn =

niggardly, stingy (act. participle in the scale of

fa'tl from danna [dann], to be niggardly, to keep

back).

7 p~>rj rajim = accursed, damned, stoned (pass.

participle in the scale offa'U from rajama [rajm],

to stone, to curse. See at 38:77, p. 1477, n. 7).

8. dhikr = citation, mention, recollection,

remembrance, reminder, also scripture, the

Qur'an (The Qur'an is repeatedly mentioned as

dhikr. See for instance 15:6, 15:9, 16:44, 21:50,

23:71, 25:29, 26:5, 38:49, 38:87, 41:41, 54:25,

68:5 1-52 and 81:27). See at 72:17, p. 1894, n. 7.

9. 'Alamin (acc./gen. of o^Ju 'dlamQn; sing.

,Ji* 'dlam, i.e., any being or object that points to

its Creator; sing, 'dlam) = all beings, creatures.

See at 69:44, p. 1875, n. 410. i. e., to take the

straight path of Islam. ^J&^-t yastaqima(u) = he

stands upright, straightens up, becomes straight/

right/ proper (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from istaqdma,

form X of qdma [qawmah/qiydm], to get up, to

stand up. The final letter takes fat-hah because of

the particle 'an coming before the verb. See

istaqdma at 72:16, p. 1894, n. 1).

1 1 . Guidance is bestowed only by Allah out of His

mercy.



82. Surat al-Infitar (The Cleaving Asunder)
Makkan: 19 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah and like its previous surah deals with the themes of the

Resurrection, Judgement, reward and punishment in the hereafter. It starts by drawing attention to the

terrible events that will herald the Day of Resurrection, mentioning first the cleaving asunder of the sky

(al-Infitar). The surah is named after this first 'ayah. Next it points out how man is deceived about Allah

in spite of the fact that He creates him and gives him form and shape. He is then reminded that he cannot

escape by disbelieving in the Day of Judgement; for over each individual are appointed angel watchers

to keep a record of his deeds and that the righteous shall in the hereafter be in a blissful life while the

sinful unbelievers will be in hell. It ends by reminding that on the Day of Judgement none will have any

power whatsoever and that the command will be Allah's Alone.

1. <zjJkJu\ infatarat = she or it became split up,

was cleft asunder, was broken into pieces (v. iii. f.

s. past in form VII of fatara [fair], to split, to

cleave. See munfatir at 73:218, p. 1901, n. 7).

2. nujum (pi.; s. najm ) = stars. See at 77:8,

p. 1927, n. 5. See at 81 :2, p. 1953, n. 2.

3. intatharat = she or it was scattered, cast

abroad, dispersed (v. iii. f. s. past in form VIII of

nathara [nathr/nithdr], to scatter, disperse. See

manthur at 25:23, p. 1 145, n. 7).

4. jUs bih&r (pi.; s. bahr) = seas. See at 81:6, p.

1954, n. 1.

5. oyhi fujjirat - she or it was burst, exploded

(v. iii. f. s. pasi passive from fajjara, form II of

fajara \fajr], to cleave, break up. See yufajjiruna

76:6, p. 1920, n. 9).

6. i. e., they will be torn and their contents

brought out. bu'thirat = she or it was

exposed, upturned (v. iii. f. s. past passive from

ba'thara [ba'tharah], to upturn and expose).

7. i. e , of good and bad deeds, Si qaddamat -

she sent ahead, forwarded, advanced (v. iii. f. s.

past from qaddama, form U of qadama /

qadima[qadm /qudQm /qidman /maqdam] to

precede, to arrive. See at 78:40, p. 1939, n. 9).

8. i. e., of continuous charity or good custom,

ojpt-\ 'akhkharat = she delayed, deferred, put

off, postponed, left behind (v. iii. f. s. past

from'akhkhara, form II from the root 'akhr.

Soe'akhkhara atl5:\3, p. 1915, n. 3).

1 . When the sky

shall be cleft asunder.
1

i$£jfls}j 2. And when the stars
2

shall scatter and disappear.

%S\'^ 3- And when the seas
4

0<^j>?> shall be exploded.
5

4. And when the graves shall

0 CjjL be upturned and exposed.
6

5. Then shall know a person

JA%\s what it had advanced
7

0c^pj and left behind.
8

1957



1958 Surah 82: Al-lnfi{ar [ Part (Juz') 30 ]

6. O man,

what has deluded
1

you

about your Lord

the Most Beneficent?
2

7. He Who created you,

then duly shaped
3
you

'Tit I"" ^ anu Daidnceu you

;

8. In whatever shape
5 He

willed He constituted
6
you.

9. Not at all. Nay,

you disbelieve
7

0^ in the Judgement.
8

10. But verily over you

are t?uards
9

11. Noble ones
10

writing down. 11

12. They know

all that you do.

1. i. c, deluded you from believing in the words,

of your Lord and in the Resurrection.> gharra -

he or it deceived, deluded, misled, beguiled (v. iii.

m. s. past from ghurur, to mislead, to deceive.

See at 8:49, p. 565, n. 10).

2. (H^T karim = Most Noble, Most Beneficent,

noble, kind, generous, munificent, respectable,

held in esteem, decent ( act. participle in the scale

oifa'U from karuma [karam/ karamah/ karamah],

to be noble, to be generous. See at 69:40, p. 1874,

n. 9).

3. <sy saww& = he straightened, duly shaped,

made equal, made good, put in order, smoothed

(v. iii. m. s. past in form 11 of sawiya [siwan], to

be equal. See at 79:28, p. 1944, n. 5).

4. Jop 'adala = he balanced, made equal, acted

justly, levelled (v. iii. m. s. past from'adl/'addlah,

to be just/equal. See at 'a'dila at 42:15, p. 1565,

n. 7).

5. Ijy* stirah = (f. s., pi. suwar) = shape, make,

form, figure, picture, statue, copy. See suwar at

40:64, p. 1532, n. 5.

6. v-fj rakkaba = he constituted, constructed,

built, assembled, mounted, set up (v. iii. m. s. past

in form 11 of rakiba [rukub], to mount, to ride.

See tarkabuna at 42: 1 2, p. 1585, n. I).

7. O^j^i tukadhdhibftna - you (all) cry lies to,

disbelieve, think untrue (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

kadhdhaba, form 11 of kadhaba [kidhb fkadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 77:29, p. 1939,

n. 2).

8. ji> din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 74:46, p. 1910, n. 12.

9. i. e., angel-guards.
l
>J*iL'" h&fizin (pi.; acc./gen/

of hafizun; s. fyajiz) = keepers, preservers,

observers, those who take care, guards, protectors

(act. participle from tyafiza [hifz], to preserve, to

protect. See hajizun at 70:29, p. 1881, n. 3).

10. fljT kirdm (pi.; s. karim ) = nobles,

dignified/ distinguished persons,. See 80:16, p.

1949, n. 2.

1 1. i. e., keeping a record of deeds. ^^S" kdtibin

(pi.; acc./gen. of katibun; s. katib) = writers,

scribes, recorders (act. participle from kataba [

kaib /kitabah], to write. See kataba at 59:3, p.

1795, n. 10).
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13. Verily the righteous
1

shall be in bliss.
2

' ' j. *> -j

14. And verily the sinful

shall be in hell.

15 They shall enter it

on the Day of Requital.
5

16. And they cannot

from it absent themselves.
6

17. And what will inform
7
you

what the day of Requital is?

18. Again, what will iform you

what the day of Rquital is?

19. That day there will not

have power 8anyone

for anyone whatsoever,
9

and the command 10
that dav

shall be Allah's.

\. j\j>S 'abr&r (pi.; s. barr/bdrr) - virtuous, pious,

righteous, upright, dutiful, kind, benevolent. See

at 76:5, p. 1920, n. 4.

2. i. e., in paradise. ^ na'im = bliss, felicity,

comfort, happiness, delight. See at 76:20, p.

1923, n. 4.

3. jUo fujjdr (pi.; s. fdjir) = immoral ones,

depraved, libertine, licentious, sinful (act.

participle from fajara [fujur], to act immorally,

to commit adultery, sin. See at 38:28, p. 1467, n.

4).

4. O^Jut. yaslawna = they burn, broil, be exposed

to fire, enter into fire (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

said [salan/ suliy/ sjld'), to roast, to burn, to be

exposed to fire. See at 58:8, p. 1587, n. I).

5. din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 82:9, p. 1958, n. 8.

6. i. e., they shall not be able to keep away from it.

jt&e ghd'ibin (pi.; acc./gen. of ghd'bun) = those

absenting themselves, absentees, unseen ones

(act. participle from ghdba [ ghayb /ghaybah

/ghiydb /ghaybubahJ nuighib] to be absent,

unseen. See at 27:20, p. 1208, n. 9).

7. <jjjl 'adrd = he informed, let know, notify (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of dara [ dirayah], to

know. See at 74:27, 1907, n. 6).

8. ^l\LJ tamliku = she possess, holds,

dominates, owns, has power (v. iii. f. s. impfct.

from malaka [malk/mulk/milk], to take in

possession. See yamlikUna at 78:37, p. 1938, n.

10).

9. i. e., in giving any help or in interceding for

anyone.

10. 'amr (s.; pi. W 'awdmir I jyA 'umur) -

order, command, decree / matter, issue, affair.

See at 51:4, p. 1969, n. 7.



83. StJRATAL-M(JTAFFIFfN (THE DEFRAUDERS)

Makkan: 36 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main emphasis is on honesty and fairness in business dealings, the

inevitability of the Day of Judgement and accountability for all our deeds, the truth of the Qur'an and the

messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, the attitude of the unbelievers to

these, and the rewards and punishments in the hereafter respectively for the believers and the righteous

on the one hand, and the unbelievers and the sinful on the other. The surah starts with a denunciation of

those who defraud others in the process of giving them by measure or by weight {al-Mutaffifun) and is

named after this initial 'ayah.

^ii^iSjJJ 1. Woe to the defrauders.

I^if 2. Who, when they

^CtfjpiJST receive by measure
2
from

(^3j£Li men take in full.
3

3. And when they give them

pbyjjj\p*$ by measure
4
or weigh

5
for them

they cause a loss.
6

4. Do there not believe
7

(£l JbJjl such people that they

0Sjyd shall be resurrected,
8

f^g^fol 5. For a day very grave?

1. The meaning is explained in the next two

'dyahs. mutaflifin (pi.; acc./gen. of

mutaffifun; s. mutaffif) - defrauders, small

cheaters (act. participle from taffafa, form 11 of

taffa, to make deficient, scanty).

2. \^~\ Uddlfi = they received by measure (v. iii.

m. pi. past from iktdla, form VIII of kdla

[kayl/makdl/makil], to measure, to weigh. See

naktalto 12:63, p. 745, n.4).

3. dj>y~4 yastawfuna = they take in full, receive

in full, give in full, complete (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from istawfa, form X of wafa [wafa'], to fulfil.

See yufuna at 76:7, p. 1920, n. 1 1).

4. I^JlT k&lft - they measure, give by measure (v.

iii. m. pi. past from kdla. See n. 2 above.

5. wazand - they weighed, (v. iii. m. pi.

past from wazana [wazn/zianh] t to weigh. See

zinu at 26:182, p. 1193, n. 7).

6. i. e., by giving less than due through some

device in the process of weighing. <^jj^i

yukhsir&na = they cause a loss, make less,

reduce, make deficient, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

'akhsara, form IV of khasira [khusr/ khasar

/khasdrah /khusrdn], to suffer loss. See Id

tukhsiru at 55:9, p. 1742, n. 8).

7. Jbi yazunnu = he thinks, supposes,

conjectures; also, firmly believes, deems,

considers (v. iii. s. impfct. from zanna [zjunn], to

firmly believe, to suppose. See at 22:15, p.

1050, n. 5).

I960
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6. The day

mankind shall stand before

po^l^l the Lord of all beings.
1

7. Never.
2
Verily the record

3

of the sinful shall be in sijjin.
4

8. And what will inform
5
you

what the sijjin is?

Qtfs 9. A book imprinted,

10. Woe on that day

to the disbelievers;
7

1 1. Who disbelieve

in the Day of Judgement.
8

12. And there disbelieves not

in it anyone but every

transgressor,
9

sinful.
10

13. When recited
11
are to him

1. i. e., for judgement, reward and punishment.

jsJi* 'dlamin (acc./gen. of o^Ji* 'alamun; sing.

,Ji* 'd/am, i.e., any being or object that points to

its Creator; sing, 'alum) = all beings, creatures.

See at 81:27, p. 1956, n. 8).

2. i. e., never defraud anyone in the process of

measuring or weighing and never think that you

shall not be accountable on the Day of Judgement.

3. i. e., the book of deeds, s-*^ kitab - writing,

writ, prescript, book, document, record, contract.

See at 39:69, p. 1505. n. 8.

4. jflSH— sijjin = a very narrow and tight place.

5. <_fj.sf 'adra - he informed, let know, notify (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of dara [ dirdyah], to

know. See at 82:17, p. 1969, n. 7).

6. So the writing shall not be faded or wiped off.

marqUm = imprinted, branded, provided

with points, striped, numbered (pass, participle

from raqama [raqm], to write, imprint, number.

See raqim at 18:9, p. 912, n. 10).

7. mukadhdhibin (acc./gen. of

mukadhdhibun\ sing, mukadhdhib) - those who
cry lies (to), disbelievers (active participle from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhiba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 73: 1
1 , p. 1900,

n. 2).

8. din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 82:15, p. 1959, n. 5.

9. asm muHadin (s.; pi. mu 'ladun ) - aggressor,

transgressor, one who acts outrageously (act.

participle from i'tada, form VIM of 'add. [ 'adw/

'uduw/ 'add'/ 'udwdn], to attack, to assail. See at

68:12, p. 1861, n. 2).

10. (*-Jt 'athim (s.
;

pi. 'uthama') = sinful,

criminal, evil (active participle in the form offa'il

from 'athitna ['ithm/'atham / ma'tham], to sin.

See at 68: 12, p. 1861, n. 3).

1 1 . Jb" tutld = it (fern.) is recited, read out, read

aloud (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive from told

[tildwah], to recite. See at 46:8, p. 1633, n. 2).



1962 Surah 83: Al-Mutaff\fun [ Part (Juz') 30
]

Our signs
1

he says:

"Legends
2
of the ancients."

3

14. Not at all. Nay,

soiled
4
on their hearts are

all that they use to acquire.
5

15. Not at all. Verily they

shall from their Lord

on that dav hp rppnpd ^

r*V 16. Then indeed they shall

pnfpr^ thp fi^llfirpdlLd lilt' 11&1111IC

17. Then it will be said:

"This is what

vnn iiqpH to HiQhplipvp^ in
"

18. Not at all.
9
Verily the

record
10
of the righteous

11

will be in 'illiyyun.
11

19. What will inform
13
you

1. i. e., the Qur'an. oil 'ftyat (sing, 'ayah) ~

signs, miracles, revelations, texts of the Qur'an,

evidences. See at 78:28, p. 1937, n. 4.

2. ja^l—i 'asatir (pi.; s. 'ustdrah) - legends, myths,

fables, tales. See at 68:15, p. 1861, n. 7.

3. 'awwalin (pi.; acc./gen. of 'awwalfin;

s.'awwal) = first ones, foremost, those of old,

ancients. See at 77:38, p. 1931, n. 3.

4. O'j r&na = he or it soiled, stained, encrusted,

covered, took possession, prevailed (v. iii. m. s.

past from rayn, to take possession, to overcome).

5. i. e., of sins. 0^— yaksibfina = they (all)

acquire, earn, gain, attain, achieve (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from kasaba [kasb], to gain, to acquire.

See at 45:814, p. 1622, n. 5).

5. i. e., secluded and not allowed to see their

Lord, dy.ym*** mahjfibtin (pi.; s. mahjub) =

screened, veiled, covered, secluded (pass,

participle from hajaba [hajb], to veil, to cover.

See hijdbat 42:51, p. 1580, n. 3.

7. (j>yL» $afti(n) ( pi.; s. sdlin) = those who

become exposed to the blaze, enter hellfire, are

broiled (act. participle from said [salan/ sultv/

sild'), to roast, to burn, to be exposed to the blaze.

The terminal nun is dropped because of the

genitive construction. See sdlin at 37:163, p.

1455, n. 3).

8. 0jfi& tukadhdhibfina = you (all) cry lies to,

disbelieve, think untrue (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 82:9, p. 1958,

n. 7).

9. i. e., the Qur'an is not at all legends of the

ancients.

10. i. e., the book of deeds.

11. jl^f 'abr&r (pi.; s. barr/bdrr) = virtuous,

pious, righteous, upright, dutiful, kind,

benevolent. See at 82: 1 3, p. 1 959, n. 1

.

12. A respectable place in paradise.

13. <jj^ 'adrd = he informed, let know, notify

(v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of dard [ dirdyah], to

know. See at 82: 1 7, p. 1 959, n. 7).
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] 1963

what 'illiyyun is?

20. A book imprinted.
1

21. There will witness
2

it

those placed near.
3

22. Verily the righteous
4

shall be in bliss.
5

\ riff 1"
23. upon trie coucnes

they will be viewing.
7

> ^
24. You will recognize

8

> *

in tneir countenances

the glow
10
of bliss.

25. They will be given to

drink
11
of a nectar

12

kept sealed.
13

26. The sealing thereof

is of musk;
14
and

for this let there compete
15

the competitors.

1. marqdm = imprinted, branded, provided

with points, striped, numbered (pass, participle

from raqama [raqm], to write, imprint, number.

See at 83:9, p. 1961, n. 6).

2. Jifr-ij yash-hadu = he bears witness, witnesses,

attests, testifies (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from shahida,

[shuhud], to witness. See at 59: 1 1, p. 1 800, n. 6).

3. i. e., the angels near the Throne of Allah.

by.jXa muqarrabtin = those placed near, brought

near (pass, participle from qarraba, form II of

qaruba [qurb/maqrabah], to be near. See at

56:11, p. 1763, n. 3.

4. 'abrar (pi.; s. barr/bdrr) - virtuous, pious,

righteous, upright, dutiful, kind, benevolent. See

at 83:18, p. 1962, n. 11.

5. i. e., paradise, na'im = bliss, felicity,

comfort, happiness, delight. See at 82:13, p.

1959, n. 2.

6. d^ljl 'ar&'ik (pi.; s. *£>jf 'artkah) - raised

thrones, canopied couches, sofas. See at 76:13, p.

1921, n. 15.

7. i. e., the blessings given them.

yanzuruna = they look, gaze, look expectantly,

wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from nazara

[nazr/tnanzar], to see, view, look at. See at 43:66,

p. 1599, n.'9).

8. ta'rifu = you know, recognize (v. ii. m. s.

impfct. from 'arifa [ma'rifah/'irfan], to know.

See at 22:72, p. 1071, n. 4).

9. wuj&h (sing. wajh) = faces,

countenances. See at 80:38, p. 195
1

, n. I I ).

10. '*s*i nadrah = splendour, resplendence,

radiance, glow. See at 76:11, p. 1921, n. 10.

11.0ji-j yusqawna = they are given to drink,

watered, irrigated (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. passive

from saqa [saqy], to give a drink. See at 76: 16, p.

1922, n. 11).

' 2. j rahtq - nectar.

13. {S** makhtum = seaJed, closed (passive

participle from khalama from
[
khatm/khitam], to

seal. See khatama at 45:23, p. 1625, n. 7).

14. iii— misk = musk.

15. li yaiandfas = let him compete,

contend, vie (v. iii. m. s. imperative from

tanafasa, form VI of nafisa [nafasah], to envy).
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>*Z-fcj 27. And its blend
1

is

J^^p^ of tasnim

Ifri^dLi 28. A spring, whereof do

drink those placed near.
4

ijijil >^itfo} 29. Verily those who sinned
5

had been at those who

^O^Jsuij^li believed laughing.
6

f*-ri?r*^ij 30.And when they passed by

{^5 oj^liS them, had been winking.
8

ij$buljj 3 1 . And when they returned
9

to their own people

{ft) t^A^SS^&l they returned in exultation.
10

^j\jYj>£ 32. And when they saw them

^j^oi$l5 they said: "Verily these

{^SjTUJ people have gone astray."
11

ijLjfcj 33. But they were not sent
12

^£ over them as wathchers!
13

1. g\y mizaj - mixture, blend, temper. See at

76:17, p. 1922, n. 12.

2. The name of a spring in paradise.

3. ^ f
ayn (pi. 'uy&n, a'yun) = spring, fountain,

eye, source, scout. See at 76:6, p. 1920, n. 8.

4. i. e., the angels near the Throne of Allah.

Ciy.ji^ muqarrab&n = those placed near, brought

near (pass, participle from qarraba, form 11 of

qaruba [qurb/maqrabah], to be near. See at

83:21. p. 1963, n. 3).

5. 'ajramti = they committed sins, crimes,

sinned (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'ajrama, form IV

of jarama [/arm], to commit a crime. See at

30:47, p. 1306, n. 2).

6. OjS^ii yad-hakuna = they laugh, smile (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from dahika [dahk/dihk/dafjik],

to laugh. See at 43:47, p. 1594, n. 10).

7. \}f marru - they passed by, walked (v. iii. m.

pi. past from marra [marr/murflr/mamrr], to pass,

to walk, march past).

8. djy^=i yatagh&mazuna = they wink at one

another, signal one another with eyes (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from taghamaza, form VI of ghamaza

[ghamz], to feel, to make a sign).

9. ijJii inqalabu = they (all) returned, turned

round, turned, retreated (v. iii. m. pi. past from

inqalaba, form VII of qalaba [qctlb], to turn, to

turn about. See at 12:62, p. 744, n. 14).

10. fakihin (pi.; acc./gen. of fakihun; s.

fakih) = cheerful, gay, in exultation.

11. ddllun (sing. ju» tfo7/)= those gone

astray, misguided ones, those who go astray by

abandoning monotheism and the "straight path"

enunciated by Allah (active participle from dalla

[4alul/daldlah\, to go astray, to stray, to err. See at

56:51, p. 1760, n. 4).

12. 'ursild = they were sent out,

despatched, discharged (v. iii. m. pi. past passive

from 'arsala, form IV of rasila [rasal], to be long

and flowing. See at 'ursilna at 51:32, p. 1702, n.

4).

13. j&A*- hdfizin (pi.; acc./gen/ of hafizun; s.

fyafiz) = keepers, preservers, observers, watchers,

those who take care, guards, protectors (act.

participle from hafizu [hifz], to preserve, to

protect. See at 82: 1*0,
p. 1958,*n. 9).
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34. So today,

those who believe will

at the unbelievers

be laughing;
1

Upon the couches'

3
viewing.

36.Have there been requited
4

the unbelievers

for what they had been

SJojUi doing?

5#e

1. d^^eti yad-haktina = they laugh, smile (v.

iii. m. pi. impfct. from dahika [dahk/difyk/dahik],

to laugh. See at 83:29, p. 1964, n. 6).

2. dliljt WtJfc (pi.; s. a&.jf 'arffca/i) = raised

thrones, canopied couches, sofas. See at 83:23, p.

1963, n. 6.

3. i. e., the blessings given them, djj^fanzuruna

= they look, gaze, look expectantly, wait for,

await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from nazara

[nazr/manzar], to see, view, look at. See at 83:23,

p. 1*963, n* 7).

4. «jjJ thuwwiba - he was requited, rewarded,

repaid (v. iii. m. s. past passive from thawwaba,

from II of lhaba [thawb], to come back.

See'athaba at 48:18, p. 1669, n. 5).



84. SOrat al-Inshiqaq (The Splitting)

Makkan: 25 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah. Its main themes are the Resurrection, the inevitability of the

Judgement, reward and punishment, the truth of the Qur'an and the attitude of the unbelievers to it. It

refers to some of the terrible events that will signal the coming of the Resurrection, beginning with the

splitting (inshiqaq) of the sky. The surah is named after this initial 'ayah. The positions respectively of

the righteous and the sinful on the Day of Judgement are mentioned. The surah ends by emphasizing

that all will have to meet the Judgement and that the believers and the unbelievers shall be duly

rewarded and punished respectively.

1. 'ayahs 1-5 describe some of the horrible events

on the eve of the Day of Resurrection. cJLiJl

inshaqqat = she or it was split, was* cleft/ rent

asunder (v. iii. m. f. past from inshaqqa, form VII

of shaqqa [ shaqq], to split, cleave. See at 69: 16,

p. 1871, n. 3).

2. i. e., it shall listen to the commands of Allah

and shall abide by them. cJif 'adhinat - she

listened, allowed, permitted (v. iii. f. s. past from

'adhina , lo listen, to allow. Seeya'dhan at 53:26,

p. 1721, n. 7.

3. cui*- huqqat = she or it was obliged, made

incumbent, confirmed (v. iii. f. s past passive from

haqqa, to be true, right, necessary. See haqqa at

50:14, p. 1688, n. 5).

4. oJu« muddat = she or it was extended,

flattened, laid out, stretched, spread out,

lengthened, prolonged (v. iii. f. s. past passive

from madd, to extend. See madda at 25:45, p.

1151, n. 11).

5. o-flJl 'alqai - she cast, flung, threw, posed, set

forth, offered (v. iii. f. s. past, from 'alqd t from

IV of laqiya [Uqa /luqydn Auqy /luqyah/luqan],

to meet. See 'alqd at 75: 15, p. 1915, n. 5).

6. takhallat - she or it gave up, abandoned,

laid down, became empty (v. iii. f. s. past from

takhalld, from V of khala [khuluw/khald'l to be

empty, vacant. See khalat at 46: 18, p. 1638, n. 9).

0c^i&\\i\ 1 . When the sky shall be split.
1

2. And it shall listen
2
to its

Lord, and will be obliged.
3

3. And when the earth

P) shall be flattened.
4

ijtfj 4. And it shall throw up
5
all

that is in it and get emptied.
6

5. And it shall listen to its

^cli-jlp Lord, and will be obliged.

&l&^C$k 6. O mankind, verily you are

Qjdiy^
exert ^nS

7
towafds your Lord

7. i. e., doing good or bad deeds only to meet

Allah for judgement. kddiff ~ one who toils,

labours, exerts (act. participle from kadufya

[kadh], to exert, to toil).

1966
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in an exertion, and

you shall encounter
1

Him.

7. Then as for the one who

•lit * i*i i 9
will be given his book

in his right hand,
3

8. He will be called to account
4

in an easy accounting.

9. And he will return to

his family
7
delighted.

8

10. And as for the one who

will be given his book

behind
9
his back,

10

1-1 H" * 1 1 ill

11. He will call
11
for

destruction.
12

12. And will enter

a blazing fire.
14

13. Indeed he had been

1. muldqin (s.; pi. muldqtin) = one who

meets, is going to meet/encounter (active

participle from Idqd, form 111 of laqiya [liqd'/

luqydn/ luqy/ luqyah/ luqan), to meet, to

encounter. See at 69:20, p. 1872, n. 2).

2. i. e., the book of deeds.

3. ^.yamin (s.; pi. 'aymdn) = right, right hand.

See at 70:37, p. 1882, n. 4.

4. v—^i yuhdsabu = he is called to account, held

responsible, made answerable (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

passive from \\asaba, form 111 of hasaba [hasb/

fyisdb/hisbdn/fyusbdn), to count, to calculate. See

yuhdsibu at 2:284, p. 151, n. 4).

5. j~-iyastr = easy, gentle, simple, insignificant.

See at 74:10, p. 1905, n. 5.

6. «~Jij yanqalibu = he turns round, turns about,

returns (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from inqalaba, form

VI 1 of qalaba [qalb], to turn around. See

yanqaliba at 48: 12, p. 1665, n. 12).

7. J*! 'ahl (s.; pi. o>1 'ahlun/^\
y

ahdlin) =

family, wife, relatives, kinsfolk, inhabitants,

followers, inmates, owner, author, worthy. See at

48:25, p. 1673, n. 4.

8. j)s~* masrflr ~ delighted, happy, gladdened,

pleased (pass, participle from surra [surur/

tasirrah masrrah), to be happy. See surur at

76:11, p. 1921, n. 11).

9. frijj ward' = rear, after, beyond, back,

behind, close on (one's) heels. See at 70:31, p.

1881, n. 8.

10. j& zahr(s.\ pi. zuhur) = back, rear, loin,

spine, surface. See at 42:33, p. 1573, n. 11).

1 1 . jpjli yad'ft = he calls, calls upon, invites,

invokes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from da'd [du'd'), to

call. See at 57:9, p. 1770, n. 1).

12. i. e., he will ask for being destroyed and

annihilated rather than suffering the intolerable

punishment, jy? thubtir = destruction, ruin. See

at 25:13, p. 1141, n. 11.

13. JUa; yasld = he burns, broils, enters fire (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from said [salan/ suliy/ sild'), to

roast, to burn, to be exposed to the blaze. See at

17:19, p. 879, n. 1).

14. i. e., hell. sa'ir = burning blaze, blazing

furnace, inferno. See at 76:4, p. 1920, n. 3.
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among his people happy.
1

14. Indeed he thought
2
that

he will never return.
3

0^

15. Yes indeed!

Verily his Lord is of him

All-Seeing.
4

16. So I indeed swear
5

by the sunset-glow;
6

17. And by the night and all

that it engulfs.
7

18. And by the moon

when it attains fullness.
8

19. You shall surely embark9

on stage
10

after stage.

j^AQ 20. So what is the matter with

0<S^j^ them that they believe not?

1 masriir = delighted, happy, gladdened,

pleased (pass, participle from sarra [surur/

tasirrah masrrah], to be happy. See at 84:9, p.

1967, n. 8).

2. Ji> zanna = he thought, supposed, believed,

presumed, firmly believed, was sure (v. iii. m. s.

past from J* zann, to think, to suppose. See at

75:28, p. 1916, n. 3).

3. jy~ yahura (a) - he returns, recedes,

diminishes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hdra [hawr],

to return. The final letter takes fat-hah ebcause of

the particle Idn coming before the verb. See

tahawur at 58: 1 , p. 1782, n. 5).

4. bastr = one who sees/ observes, All-Seeing

(act. participle in the scale of fa'tl from

bajura/basira [basar], to see). See at 76:2, p.

1919, n. lj.

5. Id at the beginning of the 'ayah is for

emphasis, p—ii 'uqsimu = 1 swear, make an oath

(v. i. s. impfct. from 'aqsama, form IV of qasama

[qasam], to divide. See at 81:14, p. 1955, n. 2).

6. jii shafaq = sun-set glow in the sky.

7. i. e., in darkness, j^-j wasaqa = he or it

engulfs, gathers and takes in its fold, takes the

load (v. iii. m. s. past from wasq, to engulf, to

take the laod).

8. j«Jl ittasaqa = it becomes well-ordered, attains

fullness (v. iii. m. s. past in form VI of wasaqa.

See n. 7 above).

9. i. e., different stages of life from conception in

the mother's womb till the resurrection. jS

'

latarkabunna = you shall surely ride, mount,

board, climb, pursue, travel, embark (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. emptaic from rakiba [rukub], to ride,

mount. See iarkabuna at 42: 13, p. 1585, n. 1).

10. jJ» tabaq (s.; pi. 'a{bdq) = layer, tier,

stratum, stage, tray, dish, cover.
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tefyj 21. And when recited
1

to

uCj^^ them is the Qur'an, they

^Wbjj^Cly prostrate themselves^ not.*

SjilJ? 22. Nay, but those who

i&lj^ disbelieve cry lies to.
3

J&falj 23. And Allah is Best Aware

i of what they harbour.

24. So give them the good

news5
of a punishment

$>>Jl very painful.
6

SoJNi 25. But not those who

believe

^ i .< t-fM ^ ii.i ii i 7
c-^^ii^LiJ and do the good deeds.

J^jiii They shall have a reward
8

without cessation.
9

1. quri'a = it was read, recited, studied (v.

iii. m. s. past from qara'a [ qird'ah], to read,

recite. See iqra'u at 73:20, p. 1902, n. 7).

2. OjOjk-s yasjuduna = they prostrate themselves,

bow respectfully, pay obeisance (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from sajada [sujud], to prostrate oneself.

See at 27:24, p. 1209, n. 9).

One should prostrate oneself to Allah on

reading this 'ayah.

3. i. e., to the Qur'an. oyj£> yukadhdhibtina =

they cry lies, disbelieve, think as false (v. iii. m.

pi. impfct. from kadhdhaba, form II of kadhaba

[kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at

28:34, p. 1244, n. 5).

4. i.e., in their hearts of obstinacy and opposition,

oy-ji yu'una = they retain in memory, harbour/

hold in mind, remember (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

'aw 'a, form IV of wa'd [wa'y], to retain in

memory, to hold in mind. See 'aw'd at 70:18, p.

1879, n. 12.

5. j±> bashshir - give glad tidings, announce

good news (v. ii. m. s. imperative from bashshara,

form II of bashara /bashira [bishr /bushr], to

rejoice, be happy. See at 61 : 13, p. 1818, n. 12).

6. pJf 'allm = most painful, very agonizing,

anguishing, excruciating (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa 'il from 'alima [ 'alum], to be

in pain, to feel pain). See at 76:31, p. 1925, n. 11).

7. ol>JU» salihat (f.; sing, sdlifyah; m. salih) -

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'Sn and sunnah). See at 65: 1 1 , p. 1 843, n. 1

.

8. j*\ *ajr (pi. J3*\ 'ujur) - reward, recompense,

remuneration, due. See at 68:46, p. 1866, n. 11).

9. i. e., it will neither be exhausted nor stopped.

0>— mamndn - cut off, ceased, obliged,

grateful, weak (pass, participle from manna

[manri], to be kind, to bestow favour, to cut off,

to be weak. See at 68:3, p. 1859, n. 6).



85. SOrat al-BurOj (The Constellations)

Makkan: 23 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main themes are the Qur'an, the risalah (Messengership of Muhammad,
peace and blessings of Allah be on him), Judgement, rewards and punishment, and the opposition and

enmity of the unbelievers to these. It refers to an instance of persecution upon the believers by their

unbelieving tyrants in the past. Those believers were thrown into a trench filled with fire and were thus

killed because they refused to recant and return to unbelief. This is cited as an encouragement to the

Muslims to bear with patience the opposition and enmity of the unbelievers, and as a threat to the latter

of Allah's due punishment for them, recalling the instances of punishment of the unbelieving Thamud

people and the hosts of Fir'awn. It also mentions the ultimate rewards and punishments in the hereafter

respectively for the righteous and the sinful. The surah ends by emphasizing that the Qur'an is a

guidance given by Allah and that it is preserved in al-Lawh al-Mahfuz.

The surah is named after its first 'ayah wherein Allah swears by the sky possessing constellations

(al-buruz).

IS8SBIl_ ©wife* Jmmsi

l.By the sky
1

possessing constellations.
2

2. By the Day Promised.
3

3. And by the witness
4

and the witnessed.
5

J* 4. Damned are the

owners
6
of the trench

7—

5. The fire, having the fuel.
8

1. Allah may swear by anything of His creation,

but His servants may swear only by Him.

2. £jj> burfij (pi.; s. c> bur}) - towers, castles,

signs of zodiac, constellations. See at 25:61, p.

1156, n. 8.

3. i. e., the Day of Resurrection, maw'fid =

that which is promised, assured, threatened (pass,

participle from wa'ada [wa'd], to make a

promise. See yu'aduna at 72:24, p. 1 896, n. 1).

4. JL*Li shdhid (s.; pi. shuhud/'ashhad/shawdhid)

= witness ( active participle from shahida

[shuhud/shahddah], to witness, to testify). See at

73:15, p. 1900, n. 13.

5. i. e., the witness and the witnessed on the day

of Judgement. mash-kUd = witnessed,

attended by witnesses or spectators (pass,

participle from shahida [shuhGd], to witness. See

at 17:78, p. 899, n. 1).

6. The reference is to some tyrannical rulers or

leaders in the past who persecuted to death the

believers of their people by fire in a trench.

'a$-hdb (pi.; sing. ^\^> sdfyib) = inmates,

inhabitants, companions, associates, comrades,

followers, owners, sentinels See at 74:31, p. 1907,

n. 12).

7. .>jJb4 'ukhdtid (s., pi. 'akhddtd) ~ trench.

8. >J>jwaqtid= fuel See at 3:10, p. 158, n. I.

1970
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6. As they were over it

0?

'

>j*3 sitting.

£$>p*j 7. And they were over what

Ojili they were doing

to the believers witnessing.
2

I^liUj 8.And they took not revenge
3

on them for aught but

^IhSoI that they believed in Allah,

f-R the All-Mighty,
4

the All-Praiseworthy.
5

&*jSf 9. He to Whom belongs

oyiDl the dominion
6
of the heavens

and the earth;

and Allah is over everything

All-Witnessing.0^

10. Verily those who

persecute
7
the believing men

and the believing women and

then do not turn in repentance,
8

1. i. e., they were sitting on a high place beside it.

qu'Ad (pi.; s. qd'id) = those sitting, seated

(act. participle from q'ada [qu'ud], to sit down,

to stay. See at 9:83, p. 613, n. II).

2. j shuhud (pi.; s. shdhid) = witnesses, those

who attend and see, are in attendance (act.

participle from shahida [shuhud/ shahddah], to

witness, to testify). See at 74: 1 3, p. 1 905, n. 1 0).

3. naqamU = they retaliated, avenged

themselves, took revenge (v. iii. m. pi. past from

naqama [nuqm], to take revenge. See at 9:74, p.

609, n. 2).

4. 'aziz = All-Mighty, Invincibly Powerful

before Whom everyone else is powerless; mighty,

overwhelming; also respected, distinguished,

dear, beloved, strong, mighty, difficult, hard. See

at 67:2, p. 1850, n. 6.

5. hamid = praiseworthy, laudable,

All-Praiseworthy, All-Laudable. See at 64:6, p.

1832, n. 8.

6. i. e., His is the absolute ownership, possession,

sovereignty and power of governance and

dispensation. mulk = dominion, kingship,

monarchy, right of possession, ownership. See at

67:1, p. 1850, n. 2.

7. lya fatanU = they tried, put to test, persecuted

(v. iii. m. pi. past from fatana [fatn/futun], to

turn away, to put to trial, to persecute. See

yuftanana at 51:13, p.1697, n. 10).

8. i. e., repent and seek forgiveness of Allah, iy.jj

yattibti (na) = they turn in repentance, seek

forgiveness. Technically tdba means, in respect of

Allah, to turn in forgiveness and mercy; and in

respect of man, to turn in repentance and resolve

to reform, (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from tdba

[tawb/tawbah / matdb], to turn. The final nun is

dropped because of the particle lam coming before

the verb. See tabd at 73:20, p. 1902, n. 5).
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they shall have the punishment

of hell and they shall have

the punishment

of the blazing fire.
1

11. Verily those who believe

and do the good deeds
2

they shall have gardens
3

flowing
4 below5 them

c

the rivers.
6

That is the success
7
most great.

12. Verily the strike
8

of your Lord is very severe.
9

13. Verily He it is Who

originates
10
and He will repeat.

11

14. And He is

the Most Forgiving,

the Most Affectionate.
12

1 5. The Lord of the Thone,
13

1. Jo*" baity (s.; pi. jV- hard'iq)= fire,

conflagration, blazing fire, burning ( active

participle in the scale offail from haraqa [harq],

to bum. See at 22:9, p. 1048, n. 7).

2. oUJL* sdlihdt (f.; sing, salihah; m. sdlih) -

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunrmh). See at 84:25, p. 1969, n. 7.

3. i. e., in paradise. oU jannat (sing, jannah),

orchards, gardens, paradise. See at 74:40, p. 1910,

n. I.

4. <sj** tajrt = she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jara [jury], to

flow. See at 65: 1 1, p. 1843, n. 5).

5. taht = under, below, beneath, underneath.

See at 48:5, p. 1662, n. 9.

6. 'anhdr (sing, nahr) = rivers, streams. See

at 71:12, p. 1886, n.10.

7. jy fawz = success, triumph, victory,

achievement. See at 64:9, p. 1833, nil.

8. i. e., retribution and punishment. u^ batsh =

power, might, strength, force, valour, to hit, to

strike, to bear down on. See at 50:36, p. 1693, n.

9. JO-Li shadid (pi. .u^l 'ashidda'h^ shidad) =

severe, most severe, stern, rigorous, hard, harsh,

strong. See at 59:7, p. 1797, n. 14).

10. i. e., the creation. yubdi'u = he

originates, brings forth for the first time, begins,

starts (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'abda'a, form IV

of bada'a [bad'] to start. See at 34:49, p. 1386,

n. 12).

11. i. e., He will resurrect. JUj yu'idu = he

repeats, causes to come back, brings back, returns,

reverts, recreates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'a'ada, form IV of 'ada ['awd/ 'awdah], to

return. See at 71:18, p. 1887, n. 16).

12. ijjj wad&d = Most Loving, Most

Affectionate . See at J 1 :90, p. 710, n. 10.

13. j-jf- <arsh = throne. See at 81:20, p. 1955, n.

10.
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the All-Glorious.
1

i ^" mi i ii a 1' 1 " 2
16. The All-Accomplishing

of whatever He wills.
3

17. Has there come to you

the account
4
of the hosts

5 -

18. Fir'awn and the Thamfld.

19. Nay, but those who

disbelieve are in

the habit of crying lies to.
6

20. And Allah is

'X"
close on their heels

7

All-Encompassing.
8

> <>
21. Nay; it is the Qur an

most glorious.

22. In a Tablet
9
Protected.

10

1. majtd = glorious, illustrious, splendid,

exalted, All-Glorious (act. participle in the

intensive scale of fa'il from majada/majudu

[majd/majadah], to be glorious, illustrious. See at

11:73, p. 704, n. 5).

2. JU> fa"al = AM -Accomplishing, one who

definitely does ( intensive form of fa'il, active

participle from fa'ala [fa'l/fi'l], to do. See at

11:107, p. 716, n. 1).

3. -hj. yuridu = he intends, desires, wills (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. form 'ardda, form IV of rdda

[rawd], to walk about. See at 75:5, p. 1914, n. 1).

4. Li*jJi>- hadith (s.; pi. 'ahddith) - speech,

talk, narrative, report, discourse, account. See at

79:15, p. 1942, n. 3.

5. 3y*r juntid (pi.; sing, jund) = troops, soldiers,

army, hosts. See at 74:31, p. 1908, n. 10).

6. ^-iJ^J takdhib - to cry lies to, to disbelieve, to

think as untrue (verbal noun in form II of [kidhb

/kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See

tukadhdhibuna at 83: 17, p. 1962, n. 8).

7. tljj ward' = rear, after, beyond, back,

behind, close on (one's) heels. See at 84:10, p.

1967, n. 9.

8. i. e., in knowledge, ia-^ muhti = one who or

that which closes in on all sides, surrounds,

encompasses, comprehensive, All-Encompassing

(active participle from 'ahata, form IV of Mta
[hawi/hitah/hiydiah], to encircle, enclose, guard.

See at 4 1:54, p. 1559, n. 13).

9. lawh (s. ; pi. 'aldh) = board, tablet, plank.

See 'alwah at 54:13, p. 1731, n. 12.

10. by**A mahfuz ~ protected, preserved, safe,

guarded, secured (passive participle from hafizu

[hifz], to preserve, to protect. See at 21:32, p.

1021, n. 2).



86. SOratal-Tariq (The Nocturnal Visitor)

Makkan: 17 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main themes are tawhtd (monotheism), the Resurrection, Judgement,

individual responsibility and the truth of the Qur'an. It emphasizes that Allah is the Sole Lord and

Creator, that as He is the Creator, He will recreate and resurrect, that very person has over him an

angel-watcher to keep a record of his deeds, that on the Day of Judgement all secrets will be exposed and

that none shall have any power to defend himself nor any helper against any wrong he commits, that the

Qur'an is the true guidance distinguishing between the right and the wrong and that the machinations of

the unbelievers will be of no avail against Allah's justice.

The surah is named after its first 'ayah in which Allah swears by the Nocturnal Visitor (al-Tariq) to

stress that everyone has over him a watcher.

1. By the sky
1

ijl£lfj and the nocturnal visitor.
2

ifcJsTCj 2. And what will inform
3
you

$JjiyfU what the nocturnal visitor is?

3.The star
4
of piercing lustre.

5

^ jfoj 4. There is not a person that

^%£[£&\1 has not over him a guard.
6

yisi\JS 5. Let then man see
7

of what he is created.

1. Allah may swear by whatever He likes of His

creation; but His creature may swear only by Him.

2. The object meant by "the nocturnal visitor" is

explained in 'ayah 3 below. JjQ» tdriq = that

which knocks, bangs, nocturnal visitor (act.

participle from \araqa [tarq] t to knock).

3. ^ 'adr& = he informed, let know, notify (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of dara [ dirdyah], to

know. See at 83:19, 1962, n. 13).

4. |»JhJ najm (s. ;
pi. nujurn/anjurn) - star,

celestial body, constellation. See at 55:1, p. 1741,

n. 6.

5. ^Stf thdqib - piercing, piercing lustre,

penetrating, sharp (act. participle from thaqaba

[thaqb], to bore, to drill. See at 37: 10, p. 1432, n.

4).

6. i. e., to keep a record of his deeds. This is the

conclusion of the swearing of the previous 'ayahs

( see also 82:10-1 1, p. 1958). iiU Mfiz ( s ; p.

hdfizun ) = guard, watcher, keeper, preserver,

observer, those who take care, protector (act.

participle from hafiza [hifz], to preserve, to

protect. See Mfizin at 83:33, p. 1964, n. 13).

7. i. e., think about how Allah has created him.

Then he will realize that Allah is All-Capable of

resurrecting him and bringing him to account, his

food. J*~i U yan^ur = let him look, see, consider,

look expectantly (v. iii. m. s. imperative from

nazara \nazr/manzar\ y
to see, view, look at. See //

tanzur at 59: 18, p. 1802, n. II).

1974



Surah 86: Al-Tdriq [ Part (Juz) 30 ] 1975

6. He is created

of a water gushing forth;
1

7.Coming out
2
from between

the backbone
3 and the ribs.

4

8, Verily He is over his

bringing back
5
All-Capable.

6

9. On that day

examined
7
will be all secrets.

8

iu. Ana ne snan nave no

power nor any helper.
9

1 1. By the sky

full of recurrence.
10

12. And by the earth

full of fissures.
11

* "
13. Verily it is the word

most decisive.
12

1 . jib ddfiq ~ he or that which gushes forth, flows

with force, spouts (act. participle from dafaqa

[dafq], to pour out, yo gush forth).

2. yakhruju = he or it comes out, goes out,

emerges (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from kharaja

[khur&j], to come out, to go out. See at 57:4, p.

1768, n. 9).

3. v_JL» sulb (s.; pi. 'aslub/'asldb) = spinal

column, backbone, loins.

4. i_JV tard'ib (pi.; s. taribah) = ribs.

5. i. e., recreation and resurrection. £*j raj* -

return, coming back, bringing back. See yurja'una

at 45:15, p. 1622, n. 8.

6. j^li qadir = capable, one who has power,

All-Capable (act. participle from qadara

[qadr/qadar], to ordain, to measure, to have

power. See at 36:81, p. 1428, n. 11).

7. i. e., all secrets will be exposed and judged.JLj

tubla - she or it is assayed, tested, examined, put

to test (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive from bald [balw

/bald'], to test, to try. See balawnd at 68:17, p.

1861, n. 10).

8. sard'ir (pi.; s. sarirah ) = secrets, secret

thoughts. See 'asrartu at 71:9, p. 1886, n. 3.

9. i.e., man shall have no power or helper against

Allah's justice. ndsir = helper, assistant (act.

participle from nasra [ruqr/nusur], to help, to

assist]. See at 72:24, p. 1896, n. 3).

10. i. e., productive of recurring rains.

11. i. e., for trees and plants to sprout and grow.

^ju* sad' (s.; pi. sudu ') = fissure, cracks, rift.

12. i. e., this Qur'an is the most decisive,

distinguishing between the right and the wrong.

J~ai fa$l (s.; pi. fu^ul) = parting, discharge,

decision, final decision, decree, section, chapter.

See at 78: 17, p. 1935, n. 8.



1976 Surah 86: Al-Tariq [ Part {Juz') 30 ]

I^It^C 14. And it is not a fun.
1

Pl 15. Verily they plot
2
a plot.

3

16. And I plot a plot.
4

17. So respite
5
the

unbelievers

and proceed slowly
6
with

them for a while.
7

1. i. e., there is nothing in the Qur'an which is

vain and to be taken lightly. J;* hazl = fun,

joking.

2. i. e., the unbelievers and enemies of Islam plot

to frustrate Islam and the Qur'an. 0 yakiduna

= they hatch a plot, plot, conspire, contrive (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from kdda [kayd], to contrive, to set

a strategy. Seeyakiydu at 12:5, p. 723, n. 7).

3. kayd = scheme, plot, plan, stratagem. See

at 77:39, p. 1931, n. 4.

4. i. e., Allah has His Own Plan to deal with His

creatures.

5. This is a directive to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him, and the Muslims,

and also a threat that Allah will deal properly with

the unbelievers. mahhil = respite, give time,

delay, proceed slowly and deliberately (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from nuihhala, form II of muhala

[muhU muhlah], to be slow, to tarry. See at 73:1 1,

p. 1900, n. 4).

6. Jpf 'amhil - give time, delay, proceed slowly

(v. ii. m. s. imperative from 'amhala, form IV of

muhala. See n. 5 above.

7. U^j ruwaydan - gently, at Ieasure, for a

while.



87. Surat al- 'A 'la ( The Most Exalted)

Makkan: 19 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which deals in a nutshell with the themes of tawhid (monotheism), wahy and

the Qur'an, risdlah, i. e., messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him, and

assures him that the Qur'an would be made easy for him and asks him to propagate it. It also speaks

about the hereafter, reward for the believers and punishment for the unbelievers; and it ends by

emphasizing that Islam and the message of the Qur'an is the same message which has been

communicated through all the previous Messengers of Allah like Ibrahim and Musa, peace be on them.

The surah is named after its first 'ayah wherein mention is made of one of the Beautiful Names of

Allah, al- 'A 'Id, the Most Exalted.

1. Proclaim the sanctity
1

>
or me jxiame or your i^ora,

the Most Exalted.
2

z. rie wno creates

and perfects the make.
3

3. And He Who

formulates
4
and guides.

4. And He Who

produces
5
the pasture.

6

5. And makes it dry,
7

0^ dark brown.
8

1. sabbih = proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbaha, form II of sabaha

[sabh/ sibdhah] to swim, to float. See at 76:26, p.

1924, n. 8).'

2. 'a'M (s.; pi. 'a'lawna) = higher one,

superior, victor, Most High, Most Exalted (elative

of 'aliy). See at 20:68, p. 990, n. 1 3.

3. <sy sawwd = he straightened, duly shaped,

made equal, made good, put in order, smoothed,

perfected the make (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

sawiya [siwan\, to be equal. See at 82:7, p. 1958,

n. 3).

4. i. e., develops through stages giving final form

and capabilities. jUi qaddara = he determined,

decreed, assessed, estimated, evaluated, enabled,

formulated (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of qadara

{qadr], to estimate, to decree, to have power. See

at 80:19, p. 1949, n. 6).

5. £/A 'akhraja = he ousted, drove out,

expelled, dislodged, brought out, produced (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of kharaja [khuruj], to go

out, to leave. See at 79:29, p. 1944, n. 7).

6. mar*an = pasture, pasturage, grazing land,

grassland. See at 79:31, p. 1949, n. 10.

7. ftU* ghuthd' = dry, scum, froth. See at 23:41,

p. 1085, n. 12.

8. tjy-\ 'ahwd = dark, dark brown because of

ripeness.

1977



1978 S&rah 87: Al- 'A 'Id [ Part (Juz') 30 ]

6. We shall make you recite;
1

0£^yt so you shall not froget.
2

7. Except what Allah wills.

%**>\ Verily He knows

overt
3

an(j that remains hidden.
4

8. And we shall make easy
5

for you the easy way.
6

j& 9. So remind.
7

y^oi If there benefits

®<$3rf the reminding.

Jill 10. There will take heed
9

0£*Cs those that fear;
10

t^ZZj 1 1 And there will avoid
11

it

J&Vf the most wretched,
12

12. Who will enter the fire

(§J&J§3i most gigantic.

I. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. njju nuqrVu = we

make (someone) read/recite, teach how to read (v.

1. pi. impfct. from 'aqra'a, form IV of qaru'a [

qird'ah], to read, recite. See iqra'u at 73:20, p.

1902, n. 7).

2.^ tansd = you forget, become oblivious (v.

ii. m. s. impfct. from nasiya [nosy/ nisydn], to

forget. See nasitum at 45:34, p. 1629, n. 6).

3. jt* jahr - open, public, overt, explicit. See at

21:1 10, p. 1043, n. 1.

4.
i
JutHyakhf& = he or it hides, remains hidden or

concealed (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from khafiya

[khafd' /khifyah /khufyah], to be hidden. See at

40:16, p. 1515, n. 1).

5. nuyassiru - we make easy,, ease,

facilitate (v. i. pi. impfct. from yassara, form II of

yasira [yasar], to be easy. See yassarnd at 54:40,

p. 1737, n. 4).

6. i. e., the risdlah and Qur'an. iSr~* yusrd =

easiness, easy way, left hand.

7. f> dhakkir - remind, call to attention (v. m. s.

imperative from dhakkara, form II of dhakara

[dhikr/ladhkdr], to remember. See at 52:29, p.

1712, n. 3).

8. nafa'at = she benefited, profited, availed

(v. iii. f. s. past from nafa'a [naf], to be useful,

be of use. See tanfa'u at 80:4, p. 1947, n. 7).

9. jSU* yadhdhakkaru [originally yatadhakkaru]

= he remembers, bears in mind, takes heed (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. tadhakkara, form V of dhakara

[dhikr /tadhkdr], to remember, to mention. See

yadhdhakkara at 80:4, p. 1947, n. 6).

10. i. e., fears Allah, ^j^sj yakhshd = he fears, is

afraid of, apprehends, dreads (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from khashiya [khashy/khashyah], to fear, to

dread). See at 80:9, p. 1948, n. 5).

II. i. e., avoid the Qur'an and its teachings,

IslSm. i.-^ yatajannabu - he avoids, shuns,

remains aloof (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

tajannaba, form V of janaba \janb], to avert.

See at 53:32, p. 1723, n. 5).

12. ,jiiT 'ashad = the most wretched, miserable,

unlucky ( elative of shaqiy, act. participle in the

scale offall from shaqd/shaqiya, to be unhappy,

miserable. See shaqiy at 19:49, p. 963, n. 3).



Surah 87: Al-'A 'Id [ Part (Juz') 30
] 1979

ij^Vf 13. Therefater he will not die

®tsfyj& therein nor live.
1

^£(2 14. Successful indeed shall

a* be
2
the one

(uJt0 that purifies oneself.
3

j^j 15. And remembers
4
the

Name of his Lord and prays.
5

Oj^jjj: 16. Nay, you perfer
6

0Q%'^\ the life of this world.

sJ^Sfij 17. While the hereafter is

i^iJr the best
7
and most enduring.

i

u^&i !>! 18. Verily this is in

^eijVLkiJji the scriptures
9
of old,

19. The scriptures of Ibrahim

§&J>j andMusa. 10

1 ^s^yahyft = he gives lives (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from hayiya [fyayah], to live. See yuhyiya at

75:40, p. 1918, n. 13).

2. i. e., in the hereafter. ^JiT 'aflaha = he

succeeded, became successful, prospered (v. iii.

m. s. past in form JV of falaha [ falh), to split.

See at 23:1, p. 1075, n. I).

3. i. e., from the filth of polytheism and unbelief.

u/'y tazakkd - he purified himself, got purified

(v. iii. m. s. past in form V of zakd [zakd'), to

grow, to be pure, just. See at 80:7, p. 1948, n. 3).

4. i. e., bears in mind that Allah Alone is

deserving of worship, dhakara = he

remembered, bore in mind, mentioned (v. iii. m. s.

past from dhikr/ tadhkdr, to remember, to

mention. See tadhakkaruna at 56:62, p. 1762, n.

1).

5. JLo salld - he performed $alah (Islamic

worship), prayed, worshipped, bestowed blessings,

sought blessings (v. iii. m. s. past from saldh, to

pray, to worship. See yasalli at 33:43, p. 1353, n.

4).

6. djjy: tu'thirfina = you give precedence, prefer,

choose, like (v. ii. pi. impfct. from 'dthara, form

IV of 'athara ['athr/'athdrah\, to transmit, report,

relate. See yu'thiruna at 59:9, p. 1798, n. 14.

7. khayr - good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 70:21, p. 1880, n. 3.

8. tj*) 'abqd = more lasting, everlasting, more

enduring, more permanent (elative of bdqin, act.

participle from baqiya [baqd'], to remain, to

continue to be. See at 42:36, p. 1574, n. 9).

9. <J*»»*» suhuf (pi.; s. sahifah) = pages, books,

scriptures. See at 81:10, p. 1954, n. 8.

10. The emphasis is on the fact that tawfyid and

Isl&m, with belief in the Resurrection, Judgement

and life in the hereafter, are the same message

which Allah has communicated through all His

Prophets.



88. Surat al-Ghashiyah ( The Overwhelming Event)

Makkan: 26 'ayahs

This Makkan surah deaJs with a number of important themes. It first mentions the Resurrection

and the overwhelming events that will usher it in. Then it highlights the fact of the Judgement, rewards

and punishments for the believers and unbelievers respectively. Then it stresses tawhid (monotheism),

i. e., the fact of Allah being the Sole Creator and Lord, by drawing attention to some of His wonderful

creations. Then it refers to risdlah, i. e., the messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of

Allah be on him, and asks him to propagate the message, reminding him that he is only to admonish.

Finally, the surah ends by reminding that everyone will have to return to Allah and to render an

account of one's deeds.

The surah is named after its first 'ayah which caharacterizes the Resurrection as the

"Overwhelming Event" (al-Ghashiyah).

<k3\ji 1 . Has there come to you

<i-.w the account of

the Overwhelming Event?
1

2. Some faces that day shall

£p*JLi^ be downcast in humility.
2

t$Z~Jk~4*\c< 3. Labouring, exhausted.

4. Entering
5
in a fire

$lX extremely hot.
6

jlfa 5. They will be given to drink
7

i^JS^i of a fountain fully boiling.
8

1. i-JiLp ghashiyah (f. s.; pi. ghawdsh) = that

which covers/overwhelms, overwhelming event,

stupor (act. participle from ghashiya

[ghishdwah/ ghashydn/ ghishydn], to cover, to

overwhelm. See at 12:107, p.760, n. 10).

2. khashi'ah = submissive, humble, dry

and barren, downcast (active participle from

khasha'a [khushu
1

], to be submissive, humble,

dry and barren. See at 79:9, p. 1941, n. 6).

3. *!"tp 'dmilah (f. s., m. 'amiI) = worker,

labourer, labouring, active (act. participle from

'amila ['amal], to do, to act. See tu'maluna at

63:11, 1829, n. 8).

4. JL*u n&sibah (f. s.; m. ndsib) = fatigued,

exhausted, tired, tiring (act. participle from

nasaba [nasb], to exhaust, fatigue, wear out).

5. Juflj tasld = she burns, broils, enters fire (v.

iii. f. s. impfct. from said [salan/ suliy/ sjld'),

to roast, to burn, to be exposed to the blaze. See

at 17:19, p. 879, n. 1).

6. *^l>- hdmiyah (f. s.; m. hdmin) ~ extremely

hot, most scorching (act. participle from hamiya

[hamy/ harnw], to be hot).

7. ,yL-i tusqd = she or it is watered, given to

drink (v. iii. f. s. impfct. passive from saqd

[saqy], to give a drink. See yusqd at 1 2:4 1 , p.

737, n. 6).

8. 'dniyah (f. s.; m. 'dnin ) = extremely hot,

fully boiling (act. participle from 'and ['ind'], to

be mature. See 'dnin at 55:44, p. 1747, n. 13).

1980
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fli^jy 6. They shall have no food
1

Ofe^^i except of thorny plants.
2

iy^i 7. It will neither nourish
3

0£^<^£ nor avail
4
against hunger.

5

XSy^j 8. Some faces that day

0i>S will be delighted;
7

l^J 9. For their efforts
8

well pleased.
9

jft 10. In a paradise quite lofty,

1 1 . They will not hear
11

^AjJl^j therein any vain talk.
12

uvXt* 12. Therein will be a spring

in continuous flow.

12. Therein will be couches
13

elevated;
14

1. ta'^m (s.; pi. u*U at'imah) = food, diet,

meal. See at 80:24, p. 1950, n. 4.

2. (N^h* rfarf ' = a kind of thomy plant in hell.

3. yusminu = he or it fattens, nourishes (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from 'asmana, form IV of

samina [siman/samdnah], to be fat, to put on

weight).

4. ^ yughni = he suffices, makes free from

want, enriches, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya

[ghinan / ghand' ], to be free from want, to be

rich. See at 80:37, p. 1951, n. 10).

5 • £j* - hunger, starvation. See at 16:1 12,

p. 866, n. 6.

6. o^-j wujtih (sing. wajh) = faces,

countenances. See at 83:24, p. 1963, n. 9).

7. Uf-U n&'mah - youthful, cheerful, delighted

(act. participle from na'ima [na'mah/man'am],

to be in luxury, delighted. See na'mah at 73: 1 1

,

p. 1900, n. 3).

8. i. e., deeds.
l
j>^ sa'y - to move speedily, to

run, to proceed hurriedly, to strive/ endeavour/

attempt/ effort. See at 76:22, p. 1923, n. 13).

9. '<^\j r&diyah (f. s.; m. rddin) = pleased,

satisfied, happy, pleasant (act. participle from

radiya [ridan/ ridwdn/ marddh], to be satisfied.

See at 69:22, p. 1872, n. 4).

10. *JU 'ffliyah (f. s.; m. 'dlin ) = high, tall,

outstanding, lofty (act. participle from 'aid

['uluw], to go up. See at 69:22, p. 1872, n. 5).

11. tasma'u = she listens, hears, pays

attention (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from sami'a [sam'

/sama' /sama'ah /masma'], to hear. See

yastami'una at 52:38, p. 1713, n. 11).

12. l&ghiyah = vain talk, thoughtless

utterance. See laghw at 78:35, p. 1938, n. 4.

13. js* surur (pi.; s. y.j^ sarir) = bedsteads,

thrones, couches. See at 56:15, p. 1755, n. 6.

14. marf&'ah (s. f.; m. marfti') = raised,

elevated, made high, exalted (pass, participle

from rafa'a [raf% to raise, to lift up. See at

80:13, p. 1948, n. 11).



1982 Surah 88: Al-Gh&hiyah [ Part (Juz') 30 ]

^a^iyiijlj 14. And cups
1

set ready.
2

ijUj 15. And cushions
3

04iji^ arranged in rows.
4

^ijjj 16. And decorated carpets
5

1^)4^ spread out.

b/j±Ly$\ 17. Do they not look
7

JtflJl at the camels,
8

{^c1uJl2== how they are created?

^Ulj 18. And at the sky,

^ how it is made high.
9

19. And at the mountains,

how they are pitched.'
1

jfiftfy 20. And at the earth,

>
how it is surfaced?

12

£5 21. So remind,
13

^x.oi1LiJ you are but one to remind.

10

1 . a&H^d (pi.; s. Jfcu& ) = cups, tumblers.

2. i. e, with drink, if-j^y mawdu'ah (f. s.; m.

nutwdu ' ) = that which is set, set ready, placed,

laid down (pass, participle from wada'a

[wada'a [wad'], to place, to put down. See

yada'na 65:4,' 1839, n. 12).

3. (jjL»J namdriqu (pi.; s, numruq/nuruqah) =

cushions, pillows.

4. masf&fah (f.) = arranged in rows, lined

up, set in ranks (pass, participle from saffa

[saff], to set up in a row, to line up, classify,

compose. See at 52:20, p. 1710, n. 4).

5- efi'jj zardbiy (pi.; s. zarbiyah ) = decorated

carpets.

6. XjZ** mabth&thah (f. s., m. mabthuth) -

spread, spread out, unfolded, laid out, scattered,

disseminated (pass, participle from baththa

[baththa], to spread, to unroll, to scatter. See

munbathth at 56:6, p. 1754, n. 5).

7. yanzurfina = they look, gaze, look

expectantly, wait for, await (v. iii. m. pi. impfct.

from nazara [nazr/manzar], to see, view, look

at. See at 83:35, p. 1965, n. 3).

8. Jii 'ibil - camels.

9. o-*ij rufi'at = she or it was raised, made

high, lifted, elevated (v. iii. f. s. past passive

from rafa'a [raf], to raise, to lift up. See

marfu at 52:5, p. 1707, n. 8).

10. JL* jibdl (pi.; s. jabal) = mountains,

mountain-like clouds. See at 81:3, p. 1953, n. 4.

1 1 . c--* nusibat = she or it was pitched,

erected, set up, put up, planted, installed (v. iii.

f. s past passive from nasaba [nasb], to raise, to

erect, to pitch).

12. Do they not see all these wonderful creations

of Allah's and be convinced that He can recreate

and resurrect? c*»1ju- sutihat = she or it was

surfaced, planed, made smooth, spread out (v.

iii. f. s. past from sataha [stah], to surface, to

plane, to spread out).

13. i. e., remind about the life in the hereafter

and the need to abide by Allah's directives,

dhakkir = remind, call to attention (v. m. s.

imperative from dhakkara, form II of dhakara

[dhikr/tadhkar], to remember. See at 87:9, p.

1973, n. 7).
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j^^lll 22. You are not over them

^jLl^JL a controller.
1

23. Except the one who

turns away2 and disbelieves.
3

24.Then him Allah will punish
4

vijjl with the punishment

^^Vf most enormous.
5

£^>i
25. Verily to Us

J^^Ci shall be their return.

1 . J*~** musaytir ( s.; pi. musaytirun ) = ruler,

overlord, controller, sovereign (act. participle

from saytara, to dominate, to control. See

musaytirun at 52:37, p. 1713, n. 9).

2. tawalld = he took over, undertook,

turned away, averted, took for a friend (v. iii. m.

s. past in form V of waliya [wald'/wildyah], to

be near, to be a friend. See at 80:1, p. 1947, n.

2).

3. y£ kafara = he disbelieved, denied, turned

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. s. past from kufr,

to disbelieve, to cover. See at 35:39, p. 1404, n.

4).

4. <->i*i yu'adhdhibu = he punishes, chastises,

torments (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'adhdhaba,

form II [ta'dhib] of 'adhaba ['adhb] r to impede,

to obstruct. See at 58:8, p. 1786, n. 11).

5. i. e., in hell.

6. 'iy&b = return, to return.

7. These two 'aytihas are very clear warnings

that there shall be Resurrection and Judgment.

^L-*- hisdb (pi. ^iA-^ fjisdbdt)- calculation,

reckoning, accounting, taking of account,

consideration. See at 78:36, p. 1938, n. 8.

11^ 26
'
Then UP0n Us Wil1 be the

jrpp^tl^ bringing them to account.
7



89. SOratal-Fajr (The Daybreak)
Makkan: 30 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah which deals with three matters. It first alludes to the risala (Messengership

of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him) and the opposition and enmity of the

unbelievers by mentioning the fate of the three powerful peoples of the past, the 'Ad, the Thamud and

Fir'awn and his hosts, all of whom were signally punished for their rejection of the trutth and the

Messengers sent respectively to them. Then the surah speaks about man's engrossment with wealth and

property, given by Allah to test him, and his neglect of his duty to the orphan and the poor and his

unlawful arrogation to himself of the shares of his co-inheritors. Finally it reminds man of his ultimate

accountability to Allah on the Day of Resurrection and Judgement and the reward or punishment that

awaits him.

The surah is named al-Fajr (The Daybreak) with reference to its first 'ayah wherein Allah swears

by it.

1 . Allah may swear by anything of His creation;

but a creature may swear only by Him. s»i fajr =

daybreak, dawn, morning twilight, beginning,

outset.

1 . By the daybreak.

2. By the ten nights.
2 2. i. e., the first ten night of the month of Dhu

al-Hijjah.

3. £ti shap = even, even number, eithet part of a

pair. See shafci'ah at 74:48, p. 191 1, n. 2.

and the odd.
4 4. y_j watar- odd, uneven (number). See yatira

at 47:35, p. 1659, n. 10.

4. And by the night

when it departs.
5

5. y-i yasri = he or it travels by night, sets out,

departs (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from sard

[suran/suryah], to travel by night. See 'asri at

44:23, p. 1610, n. 6).

5. Is there in these an oath*

6. i. e., an oath to convince. p~i qasam (s.; pi.

'aqsam) = oath.

6. Do you not see how

for the one having acumen?7

7. The conclusion of the oaths is kept silent. It is

that Allah shall duly punish the unbelievers and

opponents of the Messengers sent to them. This is

clear from the next 'ayah which draws attention to

how Allah punished the powerful Ad and the

ThamGd people and Fir'awn because of their

unbelief and disobedience to the Messengers sent

to them, j***- hijr = intelligence, acumen.

1984
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your Lord did with the 'Ad?

r4
7 Hf Trcim 1

/ . \J\ lldJIl,

owners of the columns?
2

8.Which there was not made 3

me nice or mem

in all the lands.
4

9. And the Thamud who

I1CWCU U1C I UCIvo

in the valley?
7

10 AnH Pir'^iwn

the owner of stakes?
8

11 All \i;fir\ tron c frve* ccprl^
1 1. rtil WIIU UalloglCooCU

in the lands;

UP « iz. rtnu maae excessive

therein the mischief.
11

13. So there poured
12
on them

1. The name of the ancestor of the A'd people

which was given to the locality where they lived

in southern Arabia.

2. i. e., tall buildings with columns. Hm&d (s.;

pi. 'amad/'umud ) = column, pole, pillar, post,

support.

3. ji^i yukhlaq («) = he or it is created, made,

originated (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

khalaqa [khalq], to create. The final letter is

vowelless because of the particle lam coming

before the verb. See nakhluq at 77:20, p. 1928, n.

7).

4. bil&d (pi.; s. baldah) = countries, lands,

cities, towns, townships. See baldah at 25:49, p.

1152, n. 17.

5. They made their dwelling places by hewing the

hills of which the remains are still visible at wadi

al-Qura in northern Arabia. I^U- jdbH = they cut,

pierced, bored, hewed, travelled (v. iii. m. pi. past

from jdba \jawb], to travel, to explore, to pierce.

See 'ajibu at 46:31, p. 1643, n. 10).

6. sakhr (s.; pi. sukhQr) = rocks, boulders.

See sakhrah at 31:16, p. 1316, n. 7.

7. Jij w&din (s.; pi. 'awdiyah) = ravine, river bed,

valley, vale, gorge. See at 79: 16, p. 1942, n. 5.

8. i. e., a large army who pitched tents with

numerous stakes. ^Vjjt 'awtdd (pi.; s. watad) =

pegs, poles, stakes. See at 78:17, p. 1934, n. 3.

9. i. e., by disbelieving in Allah, oppressing the

people and committing sins. 1>J» taghaw = they

transgressed, crossed all limits, overflowed (v. iii.

m. pi. past from tagha [taghan/ tughyan], to

exceed all bounds. See laghd. at 79:16, p. 1942,

n. 8).

10. aktharu they increased, made much,

made excessive, did frequently (v. iii. m. pi. past

from 'akthara, form IV of kathura [kathrah], to

be much, to be numerous).

1 1 . jL-i fasdd = mischief-making, mischief,

decay, corruption, depravity. See at 28:83, p.

1262, n. 8.

12. sabba = he poured, poured forth,

imposed (v. iii. m. s. past from sabb, to pour,

pour forth. See sababnd at 80:25, p. 1950, n. 5).
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your Lord

J^ylj^ip the scourge
1

of punishment.

&jU 14. Verily your Lord is

^jCJJU ever on the watch.
2

\ 15. So as for man,

!&j4&\£\\ when his Lord tries
3 him

and is generous
4
to him

£3>j and makes life easy
5
for him

,

<4j>Jy5 he says: "My Lord

p o*p\ has been generous to me."

&\C\ffij 16. But when He tries him

g&jjj* and restricts
6
on him

Jjii^jj his provision he says:

, 0^Z*j "My Lord has disgraced
8
me."

17. Not at all. Nay,

o^2v you are not generous
9

to the orphan.

s^ix^Hj 1 8. Nor urge one another
10

^JT-etiC^ on feeding
n

the poor.

1 . jawf (s.; pi. 'aswdt) = scourge, whip, flog,

2. jU»^ mirs&d = ambush, observation post, on

the watch. See at 78:21, p. 1936, n. 3.

3. Js>\ ibtald = he tested, put to test, tried,

afflicted (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of bald

[balw / bald'], to test, to try. See at 2:124, p. 58,

n. 12).

4. 'akrama = he honoured, gives honour, is

generous to (v. iii. m. s. past in from IV of karuma

[karam / karamah / kardmah], to be noble, to be

generous. See mukramun at 70:35, p. 1882, n. 1).

5. ^ na"ama - made life easy, made smooth,

softened (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

na'atrialna'ima[ [ na'mah/man'am], to be happy,

to be in ease. See 'an'ama at 33:37, p. 1350, n.

10.

6. j-tf qadara = he measured, restricted, decreed,

(v. iii. m. s. past from qadr, to decree, to

measure, to have power. See qaddara 87:3, p.

1977, n. 4).

7. Jjj rizq (pi- J'jji cirzdq) = sustenance,

subsistence, livelihood, means of livelihood,

provision, boon. See at 65:1 1, p. 1843, n. 9.

8. ol>t 'ah&na = he disgraced, humiliated,

debased (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of hdna

[hawn], to be of little importance. See muhin at

58:16, p. I790,n. 11).

9. dy£s tukrim&na= you are generous, give

honour (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'akrama. See n.

4 above).

10. 0j^»L*J tah&4dHna - you urge one another,

encourage one another (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

hadda, form 111 of hadda [hadd], to spur on,

incite. See yahuddu at 69:34, p. 1874, n. 1).

1 1. ta'dm (s.; pi. i-U at'imah) = food, diet,

meal. See at 88:6, p. J 981, n. 1,
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*^L>$ksJ&> 19. And you consume 1

d>\)l\ the inheritance
2

^CJ4^=1 a consumption in toto.

20. And love
4
wealth

in a love all abosrbing.
5

21. Never indeed.
6

When crushed
7
shall be

the earth in total devastation.

^j^rj 22. And your Lord will come8

while the angels
9
shall be

in row
10
after row.

X^ju^j 23. And brought up that day
c

will be hell.

That day

there will remember 11
man;

but of what avail to him will

be the remebrance?
12

£hoy> 24. He will say: "Alas to me!

1 . i. e., arrogate to yoursellves the rights of other

sharers in the inheritance. OjlSl; ta'kultina = you

(all) eat, consume (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'akala

[ 'akl/ma'kat], to eat. See at 51:27, p. 1700, n. 7).

2. ^\y turath - inheritance, legacy; also to

inherit, to be heir. See 'awrathnd at 44:28, p.

1611,n.4).

3. (J lamm = in toto, total, whole.

4. dj^s tuhibbOna = you (all) love, (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. from habba [hubb], to love. See at 75:20,

p. 1916 n. 2).

5. jamm - all absorbing.

6. i. e., never be so absorbed in the love of wealth

forgetting Allah.

7. c~f-> dukkat = she or it was crushed, pressed

down, flattened, devastated (v. iii. f. s. past

passive from dakka [ dakk], to make flat, to

demolish. See dukkata at 69: 14, p. 1870, n. 12).

8. i. e., Allah will appear to judge and take

account of the deeds of His servants.

9. dUU malak (s.; pi. mala'ikah) - angel. See at

54:26, p. 1721, n. 4).

10. Ju» sajf (s.; pi. sufuf) = row, rank., line,

file. See at 78:38, p. 1938, n. 14).

1 1 . i. e., man will remember his deeds and will

wish to repent and seek forgiveness. jTaa

yatadhakkaru - he takes heed, bears in mind,

remembers, recalls, receives admonition (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from tadhakkara, form V of dhakara

[dhikr/ tadhk&r], to remember. See at 40:13, p.

1514, n. 5).

12. For no repentance or redemption will be

accepted at that time. cSj> '± dhikrd =

recollection, remembrance, memory, reminder.

See at 50:37, p. 1693, n. 9.
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cJoa had I sent in advance

t^^CL for the sake of my life!"
2

jjji 25. So on that day,

44*Sf there will punish
3
not

like His punishing anyone.

26. Nor will there bind
4

JgJ-UitfBj like His binding anyone.

J&\\$£ 27. "O you the the person
5

0 iLICilt in complete contentment",
6

^ 28."Come back
7
to your Lord

l^ll^^j well pleased
8
and pleasing."

9

4i}r'& 29. "Then enter among

t^JJU; My servants."
10

30. "And enter

J*- into My Paradise."

1. i. e., sent good deeds. c^*oi qaddamlu = I sent

ahead, forwarded, advanced, given in advance (v,

1. s. past from qaddama, form II of qadama /

qadima
[
qadm /qudum /qidmdn /maqdurri] to

precede, to arrive. See at 50:28, p. 1691, n. 7).

2. i. e., for the eternal life in the hereafter.

3. i. e, the sinful, <-r>i*i yu'adhdhibu = he

punishes, chastises, torments (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from 'adhdhaba, form II [ta'dhib] of 'adhaba

['adhb], to impede, to obstruct. See at 88:24, p.

1983, n. 4).

4. i. e., the sinful. jIjj yHthiqu = he binds,

fastens, ties up, fetters (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

'awthaqa, form IV of wathuqa [wathaqah], to be

firm, solid, sure).

5. This will be said to the righteous. nafs (s.;

pi. nufus/'anfus) = living being, person,

individual, nature, self, life, soul. See at 74:38, p.

1909, n. 10.

6. i. e., completely contented with the rewards

given by Allah, fcjuk* mutma'innah (f., m.

muttna'inn) = content, contented, at rest (act.

participle from itma'anna. See at 16:112, p.

866, n. 1).

7. irji'i - you (f.) go back, come back,

return, send back, turn (v. ii. f. s. imperative from

raja
1

a (ruju"), to return, go back. See irji' at

67:3, p. 1851, n. 3).

8. r&diyah ( f. s., m. radin ) = satisfied,

pleased, pleasant, agreeable (act. participle from

radiya [ridan/ ritjwdn/ nuirddh], to be satisfied.

See at 69:21, p. 1872, n. 4).

'

9. *~j>j» mardiyyah (f. s.; m. mardiyy) =

pleasing, approved (pass, participle from radiya.

See n. 8 above).

10. i. e., My righteous servants. jLp Hb&d (sing.

x*'abd) ~ servants (of Allah), human beings,

slaves, serfs, worshippers. See at 71:27, p. 1889,

n. 7).



90. SOratal-Balad (The City)

Makkan: 20 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main themes are risdlah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him), Judgement, reward and punishment. It alludes to the opposition and

enmity of the unbelievers to the message, their spending of wealth for honour, glory and for opposing

the truth. They are reminded that they shall have to face Allah's Judgement and that they cannot cross the

hurdle unless they believe, spend their wealth in setting slaves free and feeding the poor and orphan

relatives, and advise one another for patience and kindness. Such ones shall be dwellers of paradise in

the hereafter while the unbelievers will abide in the fire of hell. The surah is named after its first 'ayah

wherein Allah swears by the city {al-Balad), i. e. Makka.

mm

0
1 . Indeed swear

1

JQ&%1 by this city.
2

J^cilj 2. And you are a resident

in this city.

0
jj£ 3. And by the porgenitor^

and what he begot.
5

LiU-jO) 4. We have indeed created

{pj3^<S^Y' man *n hardship.
6

jlllit 5. Does he think
7
that

jSa>J there cannot have power

Jjloll over him anyone?

oSoulj^b 6. He says; "I have destroyed^

1. la at the beginning of the 'dyah is for

emphasis. AJlah may swear by anything of His

creation, but His creatures may swear only by

Him. if 'uqsimu = 1 swear, make an oath (v. i.

s. impfct. from 'aqsama, form IV of qasama

[qasam], to divide. See at 84:16, p. 1968, n. 5).

2. i. e., Makka. balad (s.; pi. bildd) - country,

town, city, place, land. See at 35:9, p. 1392, n. 1 1

.

3. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings fo Allah be on him. J>- hill = lawful,

permissible, free, resident. See at 5:5, p. 329, n.7.

4. i. e., 'Adam, peace be on him. jJIj walid =

progenitor, procreator, father, parent (act.

participle from walada [wilddah /lidah/ mawlid],

to give birth, to beget. See yalidd at 71:27, p.

J889,n. 8).

5. i. e., the children of 'Adam, mankind.

6. i. e., the hardships of worldly life. xS* kabad =

hardship, difficulty.

7. s—^ yahsabu = he thinks, considers, deems,

regards, supposes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hasiba

[hisban/ mahsabah], to deem, to regard. See at

7*5:36, p. 1918, n. 1).

8. j^i yaqdiraiu) = he measures out, ordains, is

able to, has power (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

qadara [ qadr/qadar], to ordain, to measure, to

have power. See at 39:52, p. 1500, n. 3).

9. i. e., spent. o£i*f 'ahlaktu = I destroyed,

annihilated (v. i. s. past from 'ahlaka, form IV of

halaka \halkJ hulk/ haldk /tahlukah], to perish.

See 'ahlakna at 54:51, p. 1739, n. 8).

1989
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wealth in plenty."
1

7. Does he think that

there sees him none?

8. Have We not made
2
for

him two eyes?
3

9. And a tongue
4

and two lips?
5

10. And shown6 him

the two broad ways?
7

1 1 . But he has not defied
8

the difficult track.
9

12. And what will inform
10

you what the difficult track is?

13. It is to set free
n
a slave.

12

14. Or to feed
13
on a day

1. The reference is to the person who is puffed up

with his wealth and power, denies the

Resurrection and Judgement, opposes the truth of

the Qur'an and spends his wealth in an attempt to

frustrate its message. lubad = immense

wealth, plenty of wealth.

2. J**J naj'al{u) - we lay, make, set, put, place,

appoint, assign (v. i. pi. impfct. from ja'ala \ja'f],

to make. The final letter is vowel less because of

the particle lam coming before the verb. See at

78:6, p. 1934, n. I).

3. j^f- 'aynayn (dual; acc./gen. of 'aynan; s.

'ayru 'uy&n/'a 'yun) = two eyes, two springs, two

fountains. See 'ayndn at 55:66, p. 1750, n. 9).

4. 0U lis&n ( s.; m. & f.; pi. fc-i/o-Jl

'alsinah/'alsun) = tongue, language. See at

26: 195, p. 1196, n. 1.

5. shafatayn (dual; acc/gen. of shafatdn; s.

shafah; pi. shifdh/shafawdt ) = two lips, rims,

edges.

6. Ui-i* hadaynd = we showed, guided, gave

guidance (v. i. pi. past from hadd [hady/hiddyah],

to guide. See at 37 : 1 1 8, p. 1 449, n. 1 ).

7. i. e., good and evil. najdayn (dual;

acc./gen. of najddn; s. najd; pi. nijdd/nujud ) =

two high lands, broad ways.

8. iqtahama = he stormed, rushed, broke

into, embarked on, defied (v. iii. m. s. past in form

Vlll of qahama [ quhum], to throw oneself, to

come near. See muqtahim at 38:59, p. 1473, n.

13).

9. **** 'aqabah (s.; pi. 'iqdb) = steep road,

difficult track, mountain road, pass.

10. ^ 'adrd ~ he informed, let know, notify (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of dard [ dirdyah], to

know. See at 86:2, p. 1974, n. 3).

1 1. iii fakk = to separate, disjoin, tear, unbind,

untie, redeem, liberate, emancipate, release, set

free.

1 2. JL*j raqabah(s.\ pi. riqdb) = neck, slave. See

at 58:3, p. 1783, n. 10.

13. 'it'am = to feed, feeding, to give food

(verbal noun in form IV of ta'ima [ta'm] 7 to eat,

to taste. See at 58:3, p. 1784, n. 3).
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of scarcity
1

1 5 An nrnhan near of kin
2

16. Or a poor
3
in misery.

4

'e
17. Moreover he is of those

who believe

and mutually counsel
5
patience

6

and mutually counsel

kindness.
7

18. Such ones shall be the

companions
8
of the right.

9

19. And those who

disbelieve
10

in Our signs,
11

they shall be the companions

of the left.
12

20. Over them shall be fire

pIhqpH nil all qiHp^ ^
LlUdCU \J\\ till olUt/d.

1. xj^a masghabah = scarcity, hunger, famine.

2. iijk* maqrabah - nearness, proximity,

closeness, dhd maqrabah: near of kin, near

relation.

3. misktn (pi. mas&kiri) = poor, indigent.

See at 74:44, p. 1910, n. 8.

4. itj* matrabah = poverty, misery, destitution.

5. taw&saw - they made a bequest/behest,

enjoined one another, mutually counselled (v. iii.

m. pi. past from lawdsd, form VI of wasd [wasy],

to be joined, lightened, degraded. See at 51:53, p.

1705, n. 3).

6. jr* sabr = patience, forbearance, perseverance,

endurance. See at 2:45, p. p. 22, n. 1 1

.

7. 3Uj-j» marhamah - mercy, kindness,

compassion, to be kind, to have mercy (vrebal

noun of rahima, to have mercy. See turhamuna

at 49:10, p. 1680, n. 8).

8. 'as-hdb (pi.; sing, sdhib) =

inmates, inhabitants, companions, associates,

comrades, followers, owners, sentinels See at

85:4, p. 1970, n. 6).

9. i. e., they will have their book of deeds in their

right hands and their accounting will be easy(see

84:7-8, p. 1967). W maymanah (f. s.; pi.

maydmin ) = right, right side, right wing. See at

56:8, p. 1754, n. 8.

10. ^yS" kafaru = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 67:7, p. 1852, n. 1).

11. i. e., the Qur'an . o>L.f 'dydt (sing, 'dyah) =

signs, miracles, revelations, texts of the Qur'an,

evidences. See at 83: 13, p. 1962, n. 1

.

12. i. e., they will be given their books of deeds in

their left hands and will be the inmates of

hell.i-»jLis» mash 1amah = misfortune, calamity, ill

luck, left.

13. ix*y mu'sadah (f. s., m. mu 'sad ) = closed

all round, closed on all sides (pass, participle from

'dsada, form IV of 'asada , to close, to shut).



91 . SOratal-Shams (The Sun)

Makkan: 15 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah which calls attention to tawhid (monotheism) and risalah

(Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him). It stresses that whoever

abandons shirk and purifies himself by adhering to tawhid will have the ultimate success, and whoever

corrupts himself with shirk will be a failure. It also points out that Allah gives guidance through His

Messengers and warns about the consequence of unbelief and disobedience by citing the instance of the

Thamud people who were duly punished for their unbelief and disobedience. The surah is named after

its first 'ayah wherein Allah swears by the sun (al-Shams).

1. Allah may swear by anyihing of His creation,

but His creatures may swear only by Him.

1. By the sun
2.

{
j>*-i> duhan = forenoon, day-time, brightness

of the sun. See at 79:46, p. 1975, nil.

2. By the moon

2>.^tau% = he followed, succeeded (v. iii. m. s. past

from talw, to follow, to succeed).

4. Note that it is the day which brings the sun lo

view, not that the sun moves and comes into view.

JU- jalla = brought to light, disclosed, revealed

(v. iii. m. s. past in form II of jald [ jalw/jaly], to

throw light, to make clear. See tajalld at 7: 143, p.

518, n. 2.

3. By the day

5.
t_rii* yaghshd = he covers, overcomes,

4. By the night

when it covers
5
her.

overwhelms (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from ghashiyu

[ghashy/ghishdwah], to cover. See at 29:55, p.

1285, n. 1).

5. By the sky

and Him Who built
6

it.

6. ^ band - he made, built, set up, founded,

constructed (v. iii. m. s. past from bind'/ bunyan,

to build. See at 79:27, p. 1944, n. 2).

6. By the earth and Him

1992
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0^ Who threw it as as ball.
1

7. By the living self

and Him Who

perfected its make.
2

8. Then He enlightened
3

it

of its immorality
4

and its righteousness.
5

9. Successful
6
indeed will be

he who purifies
7

it.

10. And a failure
8
indeed will

be he who corrupts
9

it.

1 1 . There did disbelieve

the Thamud

by their transgression.
10

12. When delegated
11 was

men iiiuai wicidicu ulic

1. tahd = he threw like a ball, removed,

spread, spread out (v. iii. m. s. past from^ tahw,

to throw as a ball, to remove).

2. iSr* sawwd = he straightened, duly shaped,

made equal, made good, put in order, perfected the

make, smoothed, levelled (v. iii. m. s. past in form

II of sawiya [siwan], to be equal. See at 82:7, p.

1958, n. 3).

3. 'alhama = he enlightened, inspired, made

(someone) swallow (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

lahima [lahm/laham], to swallow, to consume).

4. fujfir = to act immorally, immorality,

dissolute life, adultery (verbal noun of fajara , to

act immorally. Seefujjdr at 82: 14, p. 1959, n. 3).

5. i. e, has given guidance about the good and bad

ways of life. c£y£ taqwd = godliness, devoutness,

piety, righteousness, fear of Allah (verbal noun in

form V/VIII of waqd ( waqyAviqdyah), to guard,

be on one's guard. See at 74:55, p. 1912, n. 2.

6. i. e., on the Day of Judgement. ^Ui 'aflaha =

he succeeded, became successful, prospered (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of falaha [ falh), to split.

See at 87:14, p. 1973, n. 2).

7. i. e., from the filth of polytheism . Jjzakkd -

he purified, cleansed, vindicated, declared just,

increased (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of zakd

[zakd'], to grow, be pure, just. See yazzakkd at

80:3, p. 1947, n. 5).

8. kh&ba = he failed, became unsuccessful,

became disappointed, was frustrated (v. iii. m. s.

past from khaybah, to fail, to be disappointed. See

at 20:1 11, p. 1003, n. 10).

9. dassd (originally dassasa. The final sin is

changed into 'alif) = he buried, inserted, infused,

interpolated, corrupted (v. iii. m. s. past in form 11

of dasasa, to bury, to corrupt).

10. iSj^> taghwan = transgression, crossing the

limit. See taghaw at 89:1 1, p. 1985, n. 9.

11. i. e., was sent out to kill the she-camel which

Allah had given as a miracle to the Messenger

Salih, peace be on him. ^juii inba'atha = he was

delegated, despatched, sent out, provoked (v. iii.

m. s. past in form VII of ba'atha [ba'th], to

send, to resurrect. See mab'&thuna at 83:4, p.

1969, n. 8).



1994 Surah 91 : Al-Shams [ Part (Juz') 30 ]

jlii 13. So the Messenger of

AjuijjiJ Allah said to them:

dfifiili "The she-camel of Allah

J^l^illij and her drinking water."
1

«3?I$j 14.But they disbelieved
2
him

L-Ajyi^ and hamstrung- her.

fi-JjL^ So there inflicted punishment"

^4^j>-4^ on ^em their Lord

j^il for their sin
5

and levelled
6
them.

1 5. And He feared
7
not

the consequences
8
thereof

.

1. Li- suqyd = drinking water, drink. See

yusqawna at 76:17, p. 1992, n. 11.

2. i^Jtf" kadhdhabti = they cried lies, thought

untrue, disbelieved (v. iii. m. pi. past from

kadhdfuiba, form 11 of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 78:28, p.

1937, n. 3).

3. i. e., they slaughtered her. ijyif- 'aqard - they

wounded, crippled by cutting the tendons at the

back of the knees, hamstrung, {figuratively,

slaughtered, for they used to hamstring the camel

for slaughtering it} (v. iii. m. pi. past from 'aqara

['uqr/'aqr/'aqdrah], to be barren. See at 26:157,

p. 1189, n. 7).

4. damdama = he inflicted punishment,

punished, destroyed, muttered (v. iii. m. s. past).

5. dhanb (s.; pi. dhunub) = sin, offence,

crime, wrong. See at 8 1 :9, p. 1 954, n. 7.

6. i. e., completely destroyed them irrespective of

the high and low, rich and poor. >sy* sawwd -

he straightened, duly shaped, made equal, made

good, put in order, perfected the make, smoothed,

levelled (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of sawiya

[siwan], to be equal. See at 91 :7, p. 1993, n 1).

7. <J>\*j yakh&fu - he fears, dreads, is afraid (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from kh&fa [khawf/ makhafah/

khifah], to fear. See at 72: 13, p. 1 893, n. 6).

8. {S**
(uqbd = end, outcome, result,

consequences, ultimate, the hereafter or return to

Allah, reward. See at 13:42, p. 783, n. 1.



92. Surat al-Layl ( The Night)

Makkan: 21 'ayahs

0

jtf; 1. By the night
1

when it covers.
2

2. By the day

when it shines forth.
3

This is an early Makkan surah. It is named after the first 'ayah wherein Allah swears by the night

{al-Layl). It deals with the themes of risdlah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of

Allah be on himO, the Qur'an and reward and punishment respectively for the believers and unbelievers

in the hereafter. . The surah states that Allah provides guidance through the Qur'an and that those who

disbelieve and turn away from it will have the punishment of hellfire in the hereafter but those who

believe and spend their wealth in charity and for the pleasure of Allah shall be saved from it and will

have a happy life in paradise.

1. Allah may swear by anything of His creation;

but a creature may swear only by Him.

2. j. e., with darkness, ^^tyaghshd = he covers,

overcomes, overwhelms (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

ghashiya [ghashy/ghishdwah], to cover. See at

29:55, p. 1285, n. 1).

3. JUj tajalld - he cast his light, revealed

himself, shone forth (v. iii. m. s. past in form V of

jald [jalw/jaly], to throw light, to make clear. See

at 7: 143, p.518,n. 2).

4. dhakar (s.; pi. dhukur/ dhukurah/

dhukrdn) = male. See at 75:39, p. 1 9 1 8, n. 10.

5. 'unthd (s.; pi. 'indth/'andthd) - female,

feminine. See at 75:39, p. 1918, n. 11.

6. ,_,*-< sa*y = to move speedily, to run, to

proceed hurriedly, to strive/ endeavour/ attempt,

effort. See at 88:9, p. 1981, n. 8).

7. i. e., your deeds are diverse : some making

efforts to attain prosperity and happiness in this

world, and some doing so for happiness and

prosperity in the hereafter. ^ shattd (pi.; s.

shatit) = diverse, different, manifold, various, in

variety. See at 20:54, 987, n. 5.

8. i. e., gives his wealth in approved charity and in

the way of Allah. 'a'td = he gave, offered,

granted, accorded, bestowed (v. iii. m. s. past in

form IV of 'atd
[ 'atw], to give).

9. i. e., against sin and disobedience to Allah. ^
ittaqd = he was on his guard, protected himself,

feared Allah (v. iii. m. s. past in form VIII of

waqd [waqy/wiqdyah], to guard. See at 53:32, p.

1723, n. 13).

10. i. e., the Qur'an and tawhid.

3. And by Him Who creates

®1s%JjI\ the male
4
and the female.

5

4. Verily your efforts
6

are diverse.
7

5. So as for him who

0$>Ji* gives
8
and is on his guard,'

Itji^J 6 And believes in the Best,
10

1995
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7. We shall make easy
1

for

him the easy thing.
2

eft 8. But as for the one who

is niggardly
3
and

deems himself in no need;
4

9. And disbelieves

in the Best.

10. We shall make easy for

him the slip into difficulty.
5

1 1 . And there shall not avail
6

him his wealth

when he gets the fall.
7

12. Verily upon Us is

to give guidance.
8

13. And to Us belong

the hereafter
9
and the first.

10

14. So I have warned 11

you

of a fire burning ablaze.
12

I . j~j nnyassiru - we make easy, facilitate (v.

1. pi. impfct. from yassara, form II of yasira

[yasar], to be easy. See at 87:8, p. 1978, n. 5).

2. i. e., the doing of good deeds and carrying out

the injunctions of the Qur'an. <js~> yusrd =

easiness, easy way, left hand. See at 87:8, p. 1978,

n. 6.

3. bakhila = he became niggardly, stingy (v.

iii. m. s. past from bakhal /bukhl, to be niggardly.

See yabkhal&na at 57:24, p. 1778, n. 1).

4. (^is-l istagfind = he became in no need, had

no need, deemed himself in no need, was able to

do without (v. iii. m. s. past in form X of ghaniya

[ghinan/ghand'], to be free from want. See at

64:6, p. 1832, n.6).

5. i. e., he will be made easily amenable to

disobedience and the consequent punishment.

lSj~* 'usrd = difficulty, hard situation.

6. ^ yughni = he suffices, makes free from

want, enriches, makes rich, avails, helps (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from 'aghnd, form IV of ghaniya

[ghinan / ghand' ], to be free from want, to be

rich. See at 88:7, p. 1981, n. 4).

7. i. e., into the punishment of hell. <s>J tarddd

- he fell, got the fall, tumbled, deteriorated,

clothed himself (v. iii. m. s. past in form V of

radiya radan], to perish, be destroyed. See

maiaraddiyah at 5:3, p. 327, n. 6).

8. tjJ* hudan = to guide, to give guidance,

guidance, right way, true religion. See at 61:9, p.

1817, n. 2.

9. ij*-^ al-'dkhirah = the hereafter, the

after-life. See at 16:30, p. 836, n. 10.

10. i. e., this first life in the present world. Jf$\

al-'tild (f.; m. 'awwal) = the first, the foremost.

See at 53:50, p. 1726, n. 8).

II. cvjJuf 'andhartu = 1 warned, cautioned (v. i.

s. past from 'andhara, form IV of nadhara [nadhr

/nudhur], to dedicate, to vow. In its form IV

{'indhdr) the verb means to warn with a mention

of the consequences of disregarding the warning.

See at 41: 13, p. 1544, n. 2).

12. Jak talazzd (originally tatalazzd. One id' is

omitted) = she bums, is ablaze, gets enkindled (v.

iii. f. s. impfct. from taiazza, form V of lazd

[lazan ], to burn, to flare, to blaze).
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15. There will enter
1

it none

but the most wretched,
2

vJ^jJi 16. Who disbelieves
3

and turns back.
4

17- And ^ere will be spared
5

Jl>Vi it the most rihgteous
6

^J>^if 18. Who gives his wealth

$5 JSh purifying himself.
7

19. And none has

il£ to him any favour

!p&>f to be recompensed.

20. Except the seeking
9
of

*±>*>rj the Countenance of his Lord

the Most Exalted.

J£jJ 21 . And surely he shall

be satisfied.
10

1. ^^Loj vas/a = he burns, broils, enters fire (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from said [salon/ sulty/ sild'), to

roast, to bum, to be exposed to the blaze. See at

84: 12, p. 1967, n. 13).

2. 'ashqd = the most wretched, miserable,

unlucky ( elative of shaqiy; act. participle in the

scale offaV from shaqd/shaqiya, to be unhappy,

miserable. See at 91:12, p. 1993, n. 11).

3. i. e, disbelieves in the Messengership of

Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on

him, and the Qur'an. kadhdhaba - he cried

lies to, regarded as false, disbelieved (v. iii. m. s.

past in form II of kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib

/kadhbah / kidhbah], to lie. See at 38:14, p.

1462, n. 6).

4. i. e., from the truth, Jy tawalla - he took

over, undertook, turned away, averted, took for a

friend (v. iii. m. s. past in form V of waliya

[wald'Avildyah], to be near, to be a friend. See at

88:23, p. 1983, n. 2).

5. ^j^, yujannabu - he is spared, kept away,

averted, (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

jannaba, form II of janaba [janb], to avert. See

yatajannabu at 87:1 1, p. 1978, n. II).

6. ,^1 'atqd = more/most righteous, godfearing,

pious (elative of taqiy). See at 49:13, p. 1682, n.

9.

t/> yatazakkd = he purifies himself, gets

purified (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from tazukkd, form

V of zakd [zukd'], to grow, be pure, just. See

yazzakkd at 80:3, p. 1947, n. 5).

8. i. e., he gives his wealth not to return a favour

done to him. iSj*J tujzd = she is requited,

rewarded, recompensed, rewarded, repaid (v. iii. f.

s. impfct. passive from jazA [jazd'], to

recompense. See at 45:22, p. 1625, n. 2).

9. i. e., he spends his wealth only for the pleasure

of Allah. tUal ibtigha* = to seek, desire, for the

purpose of (verbal noun in form VIII of baghd

[bugha'l to desire. See at 13:17, p. 771, n. 11).

10. i. e., with the reward given him by Allah.

Lf^> yardd = he is happy, is satisfied, is pleased,

agrees, approves, likes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

ra4'iya [ri^on /riq'wdn /marddh], to agree, to be

satisfied. See at 53:26, p. 172 1 , n. 8).



93. SOratal-DuhA (The Forenoon)
Makkan: 11 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah. Its main theme is risalah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him) and the Qur'anic wahy. It negatives the supposition of the unbelievers

who, in view of a temporary pause in the coming of wahy to him, started taunting him that his Lord had

forsaken him. It is stated that this was not at all so. He is also reminded of Allah's past favours on him

and is encouraged to carry on his mission and work and is assured of ultimate success and happiness.

The surah is named after the first 'ayah in which Allah swears by the forenoon (al-Duha) and the

night.

1. By the forenoon.
1

j^fj 2. And by the night

^t^tlill when it becomes tranquil.
2

slljC 3. There has not taken leave'

&j of you your Lord

H$$£> nor is He displeased.
4

v*5Uj 4. And indeed the after-life^

dtij^. shall be better for you

ijVl^ than the first.
6

J£jJ 5. And surely there will

^j^LxX^ give
7
you your Lord

&^ so you will be pleased.

1. Allah may swear by anything of His creation;

but the creatures may swear only by Him.
i
j>^»

duhan = forenoon, day-time, brightness of the

sun. See at 91:1, p. 1992, n. 1.

2. i. e., it is dense and tranquil.^ sajd = he or

it became tranquil, calm (v. iii. m. s. past from

sajw, to be quiet, tranquil).

3. The address is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. It negatives the

supposition of the unbelievers about him because

of a temporary pause in the coming of wahy. ^j

wadda'a = he took leave, bade farewell, saw off

(v. iii. m. s. past in form II of wada'a [wad'}, to

put down, to leave off)

4. qald = he became displeased, detested (v.

iii. m. s. past from qalw/qaly, to roast, to detest).

5. i^Vl aW&khirah = the hereafter, the

after-life. See at 92:12, p. 1996, n. 9.

6. i. e., this first life in the present world.

7. i. e., success, merits and rewards. The address

is to the Prophet, peace and blessings fo Allah be

on him. Jwy yu'ti = he gives, bestows, grants (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from 'a'td, TV of 'ata ['atw], to

give. See 'a'ta at 92:6, p. 1995, n. 8).

8. tardft = you like, are pleased, are satisfied,

agree, approve (v. ii. m. s. impfct. from radiya

[ridan/ridwan/mardah], to be satisfied. See at

46:15, p. 'l637,n. I).
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6. Did He not find
1

you an

^^Jfili_-i orphan
2
then gave shelter?

3

^^jj 7. And He found you

VL^ away from the way4

0 then showed you the way? 5

y^^j^jj 8. And He found you poor
6

and made you rich?
7

^J\C% 9. So as for the orphan

p j-fiy* do not treat harshly.

j-GJlffij 1°- And as for the beggar/

do not drive away.
10

iliXIJ 1 1 And as for the grace

^<L£Z££ of your Lord, relate.
1

1

1. Jj*jyajid(u) = he finds, gets, comes across (v.

iii. m. s. past from wajada [wujud], to find. The

last letter is vowelless because of the particle lam

coming before the verb. See at 24:39, p. 1122, n.

9).

2. yattm (s. ; pi. 'aytarn/ yatdmd) = orphan.

See yatdma at 59:7, p. 1797, n. 5.

3. cfjf 'awd = he gave shelter, lodged,

accommodated ( v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of

'awd ['awy], to seek shelter. See at 12:99, p. 758,

n. 2).

4. JU» dall (s.; pi. dallun ) gone astray, away

from the way, erring (active participle from dalla

[daldl/daldlah], to go astray, to err. See ddllu at

83:32, p. 1964, n. II).

5. cs-^* had& = he guided, gave guidance, showed

the way (v. iii. m. s. past from hady/ hudari/

hiddyah, to guide, to lead. See at 49:17, p. 1684,

n. 4).

6. JJU '£'i7 = poor, needy, indigent (act.

participle from 'dlu ['aylah], to be poor. See

'aylah at 9:28, p. 588, n. 6.

7. ^ 'aghnd = he or it availed, became of use,

enriched, made rich, sufficed (v. iii. m. s. past in

form IV of ghaniya [ghinan / ghand' ], to be free

from want, to be rich. See at 69:28, p. 1873, n. 2).

8. j+m ^ Id taqhar - do not treat harshly,

persecute, ooverpower, subdue (v. ii. m. s.

imperative {prohibition
J

from qahara to

overpower, subjugate, vanquish. See qahhdr at

40:16, p. 1515, n. 3).

9. JJL- sd'il (s.; pi. sd'iluri) = beggar, questioner,

enquirer ( active participle from sa'ala [ su'dU

mas'alah/tas'dl], to ask. See at 70:25, p. 1880, n.

8).

10. N Id tanhar = do not drive away/turn

away with angry words/ scold/ reproach (v, ii. m.

s. imperative {prohibition} from nahara [nahr],

to flow, to scold, to drive away. See at 17:23, p.

880, n. 9).

H i. e., remeber, mention and express gratitude.

haddith = speak, report, relate (v. ii. m. s.

imperative from haddatha, form [1 of hadatha/

hadutha [huduth/ haddthah], to happen, to be

new. See hadith at 88: 1, p. 1980, n. 1).



94. SOratal-Sharh (The Exposition)

Makkan: 8 'ayahs

This is another early Makkan surah which refers to risdlah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace

and blessings of Allah be on him, mentioning Allah's special favour of opening his heart to the truth and

removing from him the burden of faults. He is also reminded that Allah has raised high his reputation

and that with every difficulty is ease, so he should not be discouarged by the temporary difficulties that

come in the way of his mission.

It is named after its first 'ayah wherein Allah refers to His having opened (al-sharh) his heart.

1. i. e., opened for the light of Islam (see 6:125,

p. 444). £si-i nashrah(u) = we open, cut to

slices, explain, expose, elucidate (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from sharaha [shark], to cut, to open.

The final letter is vowelless because of the

particle lam coming before the verb. See yashrah

at 6: 125. p. 444, n. 2).

2. sadr (s.; pi. sudur) - breast, chest,

bosom, heart, front. See at 39:22, p. 1489, n. 6.

1 . Have We not opened
1

Jtf for you your heart?
2

2. And put down 3 from you

4I5j your burden
4

Xs$\ 3. Which weighed down5

02^ your back?
6

Jtf&jj 4. And raised high
7
for you

your reputation?
8

j^^hi 5. So indeed with difficulty'

$52 is ease.
10

J^$£ ol 6. Indeed with difficulty

ylr-j is ease.

3. U»w>j wada'nd = we laid, laid down, placed,

set, set up, put down, erected, delivered (v. i. pi.

past from wada'a [wad'], to lay, to put down. See

wada'a at 55:7, p. 1752 n. 2).

4. i. e., the burden of faults and sins, thus making

him free from those (see Al-Bahr, X, 500). jjj

wizr (s.; pi. 'awzar) = burden, load, encumbrance,

sin. See at 53:38, p. 1724, n. 12.

5. Jaj^i 'anqada = he or it weighed down (v. iii.

m. s. past in form IV of naqada [naqd], to break,

to violate. See naqadat at 16:92, p.858, n. 9).

6. j£» zahr (s.; pi. zuhur) - back, rear, loin,

spine, surface. See at 84: 10, p. 1967, n. 10).

7. Luij rafa'nd ~ we raised, raised high, lifted

up, elevated, (v. i. pi. past from rafa'a [raf], to

raise, to lift up. See at 43:32, p. 1590, n. 6).

8. dhikr = citation, recollection,

remembrance, mention, reminder, reputation,

renown, also scripture, the Qur'an. See at 81 :27,

p. 1956, n. 7.

9. 'usr - hardship, difficulty, distress. See at

65:7, p. 1841, n. 10.

10. j~h yusr = ease, facility. See at 65:7, p. 1841,

n. 11.
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clj\i^ 7. So when you be off your

work,
1

get ready.
2

&j££y> 8. And to your Lord

turn in hope.
3

1. c-i-y faraghta = you became empty/ vacant/

unoccupied, be off work, finished work, (v. ii. m.

s. past from faragha [furugh/faragh], to be

empty, vacant. See nafrughu at 55:31, p. 1745, n.

7).

2. i. e., for prayers and devotion, v-^ 1 insab =

erect, set up, pitch, raise, hoist, get ready, prepare

(v. ii. m. s. imperative from nasaba [nasb], yo

erect, to get ready. See nusibat at 88:19, p. 1982,

n. 11).

3. i. e, wish for the graces of your Lord.

irghab = turn in hope, be desirous, wish (v. ii. m.

s. imperative from raghaba [raghbah/ raghab],

to desire, to wish. See rdghibun at 68:32, p. 1 864,

n. 3).



95. SCjratal-TIn (The Fig)

Makkan: 8 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah. It is named after its first 'ayah in which Allah swears by the fig (Tin),

the olive and the Mount Sinai and Makka and reminds man that He is his Creator and Lord (tawhid) and

that obedience to Him and doing the good deeds will determine his real position. It is further reminded

that he has to face judgement on the Day of Judgement and that Allah is the Justest of Judges.

1. Allah may swear by anything of His creation;

but the creatures may swear only by Him. ^tin =

fig-

2. 0>jj zayttin = olives, olive tree. See at 80:29,

p. 1950, n. 12.

3. i. e., the Mount Sinai. j> i&r = mountain,

Mount Sinai. See at 52:1, p. 1707, n. 1.

4. ^ stntn - blessed.

5. i. e.
f
Makka. balad (s.; pi. bilad) =

P-

1 - By the Fig
1

and the olive.
2

& 2. By the Mount3
Blessed.'

jjjfijij 3. And by this city
5

$)w^Vt most secure and peaceful.
6

LiU-ji 4. We have indeed created

Qf>p£3q man in the best of shape.
7

5. Then We revert
8 him

StU^JilS to the lowest
9
of the low.

>*uL>ull^ 6. Except those who believe

c^lillijJL^ and do the good deeds.
10

Then they will have a reward

0y><£ without cessation.

country, town, city, place, land. See at 90:

1989, n. 2.

6. jaA *amln = faithful, trustworthy, trusted,

trustee, loyal, safe, secure (active participle in the

scale of fa'il from 'amuna ['amdnah], to be

faithful. See at 44:51, p. 1615, n. 7).

7. ptjju taqwtm - setting up, raising, reformation,

reorganization, reshaping, modification,

assessment, to shape, to form, to set upright

(verbal noun in form 11 of qdma
[qawmah/qiyam], to get up, to stand up. See

yastaqim at 81:28, p. 1956, n. 10).

8. i. e.
t
because of his unbelief and sins. Ujjj

radadnct = we returned, gave back, put back,

reverted, restored, resisted, replied (v. i. pi. past

from radda [radd], to return, to put back. See at

28:13, p. 1235, n. 3).

9. i. e., in rank and punishment. Ji-^l 'asfal =

lowest, at the bottom, deepest; also (as

preposition) below, under. Elative of sclfil

(low/base/mean. See at 4:145, p. 309, n. 9).

10. cjLJU* sdtihdt (f.; sing, salihah; m. salih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'Sn and sunnah). See at 85: 1 2, p. 1 972, n. J

.

11. i. e., it will neither be exhausted nor stopped.

0>^- mamntin = cut off, ceased, obliged,

grateful, weak (pass, participle from manna
[mann], to be kind, to bestow favour, to cut off,

to be weak. See at 84:25, p. 1969, n. 9).
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C 7. Then what

makes you disbelieve
1

still

0i*3j> in the Judgement?2

XfjJ 8. Is not Allah

0 ^S^Jli the Justest
3
of Judges?

4

1. >->j£t yukadhdhibu = he cries lies to,

disbelieves, thinks false, causes to disbelieve (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from kadhdhaba, form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 68:44, p. 1866, n. 5).

2. i. e., after the Resurrection and on the Day of

Judgement. ^ din = religion, creed, faith, code,

law, worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 83:1 1, p. 1961, n. 8.

3. p£>-\ 'ahkamu = justest, the best judge, better

judge (elative of hdkim, act. partticiple of hakama

[hukrn], to pass judgement. See at 60: 10, p. 1812,

n.' 4).

4. js?£\»- hdkimin (pi. acc./gen. of hdkimun,; s.

hdkim. See n. 3 above).



96. SOratal- 'Alaq (The sticking clot)

Makkan: 19 'ayahs

The first five 'ayahs of this surah was the passage of the Qur'an which was delivered to the Prophet,

peace and blessings of Allah be on him, at the cave of the mount yira' by the angel Jibril, thus marking

the beginning of his risalah and the coming down of the Qur'an. The surah is named after the second
7

ayah which mentions Allah's creation of man from a sticking clot (al-'alaq). These first five 'ayahs also

mention Allah's most important grace on man, i. e., imparting him knowledge and teaching him what he

did not know. The rest of the surah was sent down a little later. It refers to the beginning of the

preaching of the truth and the opposition to it by the Makkan leaders, particularly by 'Abu Jahl. He and

all such persons are reminded of Allah's retribution and that all shall have to return to Him. The

Messenger of Allah is asked to pay no heed to such opposition and to continue preaching and

worshipping Allah.

1 . Read,
1

in the name

Q&j&Qj of your Lord Who created.

jl^VJL 2. Created man

O^i? fr°m a sticking clot.
2

3. Read. And your Lord

Of^Vl is the Most Beneficent.
3

Q$\fe<si\ 4. Who taught
4
by the pen.

S^Tje 5. Taught man

J^jfejC what knew not.
5

1. i. e., of the Qur'an which is sent down. This

and the following four 'ayahs were the passage of

the Qur'an which was delivered first to the

Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him, by the angel Jibnl on mount HirS'.
\
J\

iqrd
1 = read, recite, study (v. ii. m. s. imperative

from qara'a [ qird'ah], to read, recite. See

iqra'u at 73:20, p. 1902, n. 7).

2. jIp 'alaq = medicinal leech, blood clot,

sticking . See 'alaqah at 75:38, p. 1918, n. 7).

'akram = more/most honourable,

noble, generous, Most Beneficent

3- f/1

esteemed,

(elative of karim, ( act. participle in the scale of

fa'U from karuma [karam/ karamah/ kardmah], to

be noble, to be generous. See at 49: 13, p. 1682, n.

8).

4. i. e., taught writing by the pen and acquiring

knowledge thereby, ^ 'allama = he taught,

instructed, informed (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

'alima [ 'Urn], to know. See at 55:2, p. 1741 , n. 2).

5. Knowledge is the most important and

distinguishing grace of Allah on man. ^
ya'lam(u) = he knows, is aware of, is cognizant of

(v. iii. m. s. impfct. from 'alima ['Urn], to know.

The final letter is vowel less because of the particle

lam coming before the verb. See at 8:72, p. 573,

n. 2).
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6. Not at all. Indeed

man does transgress.
1

7. Because he thinks he

is in no need.
2

8. Verily to your Lord

shall be the return.
3

9. Do you see the one who

forbids
4

10. A servant
5 when he prays?

6

1 1 . Do you see, if he is

on the right path?
7

s ' s

12. Or he enjoins

righteousness?
8

13. Do you see,

if h*=» HicH^lip»\/^c^it iic uiouciicves

03% and truns away?
11

1. i. e., in disobedience to AJIah. This and the

remaining 'dyahs of the surah relate to the

opposition to the risdlah by the leading men of

Makka, of whom 'AbO Jahl was the most

prominent. yatghd = he transgresses,

exceeds all bounds, becomes tyrannical (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from taghd [taghan/ tughydn], to

exceed all bounds. See at 20:45, p. 985, n. 3).

2. i. e., of Allah and His grace. ^fSc~A istaghnd =

he became in no need, had no need, deemed

himself in no need, was able lo do without (v. iii.

m. s. past in form X of ghaniya [ghinan/ghand%

to be free from want. See at 92:10, p. 1996, n.6).

3. But everyone should remember that he shall

have to return to Allah for judgement and requital.

l_(
wrj ruj'd - return, reply, reaction. See raj' at

86:8, p. 1975, n. 5.

4. The immediate allusion is to 'Abu Jahl who

used to prevent the Messenger of Allah from

performing saldh (Islamic form of worship) at

the Ka'ba. {J& yanha ~ he forbids, prohibits,

interdicts, proscribes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from

naM [nahy/nahw], to forbid. See at 60:8, p. 1810,

n. 1).

5. i. e., the Messenger of Allah, peace and

blessings fof Allah be on him.

6. Ju» solid - he performed saldh (Islamic

worship) prayed, worshipped, bestowed blessings,

sought blessings (v. iii. m. s. past from saldh, to

pray, to worship. See at 87: 15, p. 1979, n. 5).

7. i. e., how could he be prevented from praying

while he is on the right path? tf-u hudan -

guidance, right path. See at 72: 13, p. 1893, n. 5.

8. (jy: taqwd = godliness, devoutness, piety,

righteousness, fear of Allah (verbal noun in form

V/VIII of waqd ( waqy/wiqdyah), to guard, be on

one's guard. See at 91:8, p. 1993, n. 4.

9. i. e., the one who disbelieves in the risdlah and

prevents worshipping Allah at the Ka'ba. ^JS"

kadhdhaba - he cried lies to, regarded as false,

disbelieved (v. iii. m. s. past in form II of

kadhaba {kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 79:21, p. 1943, n. 3).

10. i. e., from the truth, tawalia - he took

over, undertook, turned away, averted, took for a

friend (v. iii. m. s. past in form V of waliya

[wald'/wildyah], to be near, to be a friend. See at

92:16, p. 1997, n. 4).
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"0\ 14. Does he not know

J$>a£3£l that Allah sees?
1

15. No, never.

i4 If he desists
2
not,

We will seize and drag
3 him

by the forelock.
4

i&~J> 16. A forelock lying,
5

®At sinful.
6

^xjS 17. So let him summon7

his council.
8

£JH 1 8. We will summon

the sentinels of hell.
9

# 19. Not at all
10

Never obey
11
him;

and prostrate yourself
1

2

^tl^iiij and come near.
13**

1 . i. e.. He sees all that His creatures do.

2. yantahi{t)~ he desists, ceases, refrains,

terminates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from intahd, form

VIII oinahd [nahy/nahw], to forbid, prohibit. The

final yd' is dropped for the particle lam coming

before the verb. See at 33:60, p. 1362, n. 2).

3.
l
>-i~J la nasfa'an = we will seize and drag (v.

i. pi. impfct. emphatic from safa'a [ saf ], to

seize and drag).

4. nasiyah (s.; pi. naw&sin) = forelock, fore

part of the head. See at 1 1 :56, p. 698, n. 3).

5. i. e., forelock of a lying and sinful person, ^itf"

Udhibah (f. s ; pi. kadhibdt; m. kddhib) = liar,

lying, untruthful, deceptive( act. participle from

kadhaba [kidhb/ kadhib/ kadhbah/ kidhbah], to

lie. See at 56:2, p. 1753, n. 3).

6. *iU*- kh&ti'ah (f. s.; m. khdti') = sinful, erring,

mistaken, at fault (act. participle from khati'a

[khata'] t to be mistaken, to sin. See khdti'un at

69:37, p. 1874, n. 6).

7. £JJ liyad'u (tf) = Jet him call/ pray, invoke,

invite, summon (v. iii. m. s. imperative from da
l

d

[du 'a '], to call. See at 40: 1 26, p. 1 5 1 8, n. 7).

8. i. e., the Makkan council of elders. nadin

(s.; pi. 'andiyah/nawddin) = club, council,

clubhouse, circle, assembly, association. See at

29:29, p. 1275. n. 5.

9. zabaniyah = angels in charge of thrusting

the sinful in hell, sentinels of hell.

10. i. e, the matter is not at all like what 'Abu

JahI and his sort think.

1 1. The instruction is to the Prophet, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him, with the implied

assurance that 'Abu Jahl cannot do him any harm

and that he should continue to carry out his

mission. tuti' = do not obey, follow,

abide by, comply with (v. ii. m. s. imperative

(prohibition) from 'atd'u, form IV of td'a [taw'],

to obey. See at 76:24, p. 1924, n. 11).

12. i. e., continue praying.

13. i. e., near to Allah in prayer, devotion and

obedience. <^j^\ iqtarib = come near, place

yourself near (v. ii. m. s. imperative from

iqtaraba, formVIII of qaruba [qurb/ maqrabah],

to be near. See iqtaraba at 2 1 : 1 , p. 1 0 1 2, n. 1 ).

** One should prostrate oneself to Allah on

reading this 'ayah.



97. SOratal-Qadr ( Decree)

Makkan: 5 'ayahs

This Makkan surah speaks about Allah's sending down of the Qur'an in the Night of Decree {Qadr)

and it is named after this first 'aayh. The merit of this night is more than that of a thousand months. The

angels and Jibnl come down during this night by Allah's leave with every one of His command.

Mm
^y\\ 1 .Verily We have sent it down

0 in the Night of Decree.
2

2. And what will inform
3
you

(^jj^uyii what the Night of Decree is?

3. The Night of Decree is

better
4
than

0^J& a thousand months.
5

iSC^t3j£ 4. There descend
6
the angels

^ q& and Jibnl
7
in it

rf^k by the leave
8
of their Lord,

for every command.

% 5. Peace;
10

^£<S^u£ that is till the emergence
11

of the daybreak.
12

J. i. e., sent down the Qur'Sn (see 44:3-4). Ujif

'anzalna - we sent down (v. i. pi. past from

'anzala, form IV of nazala [nuzul], to come down.

See at 78:14, p. 1935, n. 1).

2. jO* qadr = measure, quantity, extent, amount,

worth, degree, grade, rank, divine decree.

3. tfjJ 'adrd = he informed, let know, notify (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of darn [ dirayah], to

know. See at 90: 12, 1990, n. 10).

4. i. e., better in merits for good deeds done during

it. J* khayr - good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 87: 17, p. 1979, n. 7.

5. shahr (s.; pi. ash-hur/shuhur )
- month.

See ash-hur<A 2:226, p. 1 1 1, n. 4.

6. J>J to/iozza/«(originally tatanuzzalu) = she

comes down, descends (v. iii. f. s. impfct

(romtanazzala, form V of nazala [nuzul], to

come down, get down. See at 26:221, p. 1200, n.

2).

7. R&h is another name for Jibril. He is

mentioned specifically for his distinguished

poisition among the angels., r^jj rUh (s.; pi.

'arwah) = breath of life, soul, spirit, spirit of life,

wahy, Jibril. See at 78:38, p. 1938, n. 12.

8. Oil 'idhn (pi. Oji' 'udhun /oUjjl "udhundt) -

leave, permission. See at 42:51, p. 1580, n. 6).

9. j»\ 'amr (s.; pi. ^ji 'awdmir I jy\ 'umur) =

order, command, decree / matter, issue, affair.

See at 82: 18, p. 1959, n. 10.

10. i. e., peace and blessings of Allah throughout

that night.

1 1. ^JQa* matin' = to rise, appear, come into view,

emerge (verbal noun of \ala'a, to rise, to appear.

Seema///' at 18:90, p. 943, n. 5.

12. y»j fajr = daybreak, dawn, morning twilight,

beginning, outset. See at 89: 1 , p. 1 984, n. 1

.
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98. SOratal-Bayyinah (The Clear Evidence)

Madinan: 8 'ayahs

This is a Madinan surah. It describes the attitude of the People of the Book and the polytheists to the

Qur'an and the risdlah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him. It also

deals with tawhid (monotheism ) and the absolute need to devote our worship and prayers exclusively

and sincerely to Allah, the Judgement and reward and punishment for the believers and unbelievers

respectively in the hereafter. The surah is named after its first 'ayah which makes mention of the "Clear

Evidence" (al-bayyinah), i. e., the Qur'an.

1 . There were not those who

disbelieve
1

of

the People ot the Book

and the polytheists
2

to break off
3

till mere came 10 mem

the clear evidence.
4

2. A Messenger from Allah
5

reciting
6
pages made pure.

7

3. Therein are edicts

right and precious.
8

4. And divided
9
were not those

who were given the Book

2008

1. kafarti = they disbelieved, became

ungrateful, covered (v. iii. m. pi. past from kafara

[kufr], to cover. See at 90:19, p. 1991, n. 10).

2. ±jfjZ~> mushriktn (pi.; accusative /genitive of

mushrikftn, sing, mushrik) = polytheists, those

who set partners with Allah (active participle from

'ashraka, form IV of sharika [shirk/ shirkah/

sharikah], to share. See at 30:31, p. 1300, n. 4).

3. i. e., from their unbelief and old habits and

practices. ^jS^ munfakktn (pi.; acc./gen. of

munfakk&n; s. muhfakk) = those that disjoin/

separate/ unfasten/ untie/ disengage/ detach/ rid

themselves, break off (act. participle from

infakka, form VI 1 of fakka [fakk], to separate, to

open. Seefakk at 90: 13, 1990, n. 1 1).

4. i. e., A messenger from Allah, as mentioned in

the next 'dyah. fc* bayyinah ( f. s.; pi. bayyinat\

= clear, clear proof, clear evidence, obvious,

manifest. See at 47: 1 4, p. 1 65 1 , n. 13.

5. i. e., Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him.

6. yatlti. = he recites, reads (v. iii. m. s. impfct.

from laid [tildwah], to recite, read. See at 65:1 1,

p. 1842, n. 11).

7. i. e., the Qur'an. 5 mutahharah ( f, mas.

jfr* mutahhar) - rendered pure, pure,

immaculate, unblemished (passive participle from

tahfiara, form II of tahara /tahura [tuhr/tahdrah],

to be pure, clean. See at 80:13, p. 1948, n. 12).

8. a*J qayyimah(i.\ m. qayyim) = right, straight,

precious. See qayyim at 30:30, p. 1299, n. 13.

9. J>i tafarraqa = he became separated,

divided, disunited (v. iii. m. s. past in from V of

faraqa [farq/furqdn], to separate, divide. See Id

tatafarraqu at 42: 13, p. 1564, n. 9).
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except after

that there had come to them

the clear evidence.
1

5. And they were not enjoined
2

for aught but

that they worship Allah

making exclusive
3
for Him

the worship,
4

as true monotheists,
5

and perform
6
the prayer

and pay zakdh,
1

and this is

the religion of the upright.
8

6. Verily those who disbelieve

of the People of the Book

and the polytheists

shall be in the fire of hell

abiding for ever
9
therein.

Such ones are

the worst
10
of creatures.

11

1. i. e., the Qur'an. This refers to those of the

People of the Book who started disbelieving in

the risdlah of Muhammad, peace and blessings of

Allah be on him, although previously they had

been sure about his coming according to what is

written in their scripture.

2. Ijy*! 'umirfi = they were ordered, commanded,

bidden, enjoined (v. iii. m. pi. past passive from

'amara ['amr], to order. See at 9: 31, p. 589, n.

13).

3. i. e., not associating any other being with Allah

in their worship. mukhlisin (pi.; acc./gen.

of mukhlisun; sing, mukhlis) = those who make

(something) exclusive and pure, sincere, loyal,

faithful (act. participle from 'akhlasa, form IV of

khalasa [khulus], to be pure. See at 39:2, p. 1480,

n. 5).'

4. din - religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 95:7, p. 2003, n. 2.

5. hunafd'a (pi.; s. hamf ) = those who

shun the false religions and follow the true

religion, true, sincere and absolute monotheists.

See hanifal 22:31 , p. 1056, n. 9).

6. yuqimA(na) = they set up, straighten out,

perform correctly and properly ( v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. from 'aqama, form IV of qama [qiydm

/qawmah], to get up, to stand up, to be erect. See

yuqimuna at 9:7
1 , p. 608, n. 6).

7. i^j zak&h - purity, growth. Technically it

means the prescribed charitable contributions for

specified purposes, of a certain percentage of

surplus wealth held for a full year. It is so called

because it purifies wealth and makes for its proper

growth. See at 73:20, p. 1902, n. 2.

8. qayyimah{i.\ m. qayyim) = right, straight,

upright, precious. See at 98:3, p. 2008, n. 8.

9. khdlidin (pi.; acc/gen. of kMlidun, s.

khalid) = living for ever, abiding, abiding for

ever, everlasting, eternal, immortals (active

participle from khalada [khulud], to live for ever.

See at 72:23, p. 1895, n. 10.

10. j± sharr (pi. ashr&r) = bad, worse,

worst, evil, wicked. See at 38:55, p. 1473, n. 3.

U. bariyyah (s.; pi. barclyd) = creation,

creature.



2010 Surah 98 Al-Bayyinah [ Part (Juz') 30 ]

/. verny tnose wno Deneve

and do the good deeds,
1

such ones, they are

the best
2
of creatures

R Their reward3

with their Lord will be

Gardens of Eternity,
4

flowing5 below6 them

the rivers
7

^^^^^^ they abiding therein for ever.

Allah will be oleased
8

with thpmWilli 11 It'll!

i

"
and thpv will he nlpased9

with Him.

Such will be for the one

who fears
10
his Lord.

1. v^UJU* s&lih&t (f.; sing, sdlihah; m. .wi/iTi) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 95:6, p. 2002, n. 10.

2. khayr = good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 97:3, p. 2007, n. 4.

3. ftij* jazd' = retribution, penalty, repayment,

recompense, requital, reward. See at 78:36, p.

1938, n. 6).

4. Oop 'adn = Eden, eternity, paradise, o-ap oU
janndt 4adn is explained by lbn Kathir as jannat

where the inmates will abide for ever (lbn Kathir,

IV, 372). See at 61:12, p. 1818, n. 6.

5. iss-j iajrX = she runs, goes on, flows, streams,

proceeds (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from jarti \jary], to

flow. See at 85:12, p. 1972, n. 3).

6. <z^> taht - under, below, beneath, underneath.

See at 85: 1 2, p. 1972,n. 4.

7. jL^T 'anhdr (sing, nahr) ~ rivers, streams. See

at 85: 1 2, p. 1972, n.5.

8. j radiya = he was pleased, became happy

(v. iii. m. s. past [from ridan/ ridwdn/ mardah, to

be satisfied]. See at 58:22, p. 1793, n. 2).

9. radii - they were pleased, became

satisfied, happy, content (v. iii. m. pi. past from

radiya [ ria'an/ ridwdn/ marddh] to be satisfied.

See at 9: 1 00, p. 621, n. 3).

10. khashiya - he feared, was afraid of,

apprehended (v. iii. m. s. past from khashy

/khashyah, to fear. See at 50:33, p. 1692, n. 9).



99. SOratal-Zilzal (The Earthquake)
Makkan: 8 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It describes some of the terrible events that will mark the coming of the

Resurrection and the Day of Judgement; and it very clearly points out that whoever does an atom-weight

of good or evil shall be accountable for it. The surah is named after its first 'ayah which mentions about

the Earthquake (zizdl)6f the Resurrection.

nut mm imm
1. When convulsed

1

will be

the earth by its convulsion.

2. And there will throw out
2

the earth its loads.
3

3. And man will say:

"What has happened to it?"

* -'i

.

4. That day she will relate
4

ner stones.

5. For your Lord

will give her the orders.
6

6. That day

man will come out
7

1. cJ^j zukzilat = she was convulsed, shaken,

trembled, rocked, quaked (v. iii. m. s. past passive

from zalzfila [zalzalah/zilzdf], to shake, to

convulse. See zulzilu at 33:11, p. 1339, n. 1).

2. See 84:3-4 (p. 1966). 'akhrajat = she

drove out, expelled, dislodged, brought out,

ousted, threw out, produced (v. iii. f. s. past

from'akhraja, form IV of kharaja [khur&j], to go

out, to leave. See at 47:13, p. 1561, n. 10).

3. Jtfit 'athq&l (pi.; s. J* thaqal) loads, baggage,

burdens. See at 29:13, p. 1269, n. 5.

4. ojw tuhaddithu - she relates, reports,

narrates, speaks (v. iii. f. s. impfct. from

haddatha, form II of hadatha/hadutha [huduth/

hadfithah), to happen, to be new. See haddith at

93:11, p. 1992, n. 11).

5. i. e., all that happened on her surface of the

deeds and events of the creatures. jU*t 'akhb&r

(pi.; s. khabar) = news, information, stories,

facts.

6. i. e., Allah will give her speaking power and ask

her to speak out. 'awh& = he communicated,

ordered (v. iii. m. s. past, in form IV of wahd

[wahy], to communicate. See at 53:10, p. 1718, n.

10).'

7. i. e., they will be resurrected and they will

come out of their last resting places. jX^yusduru

~ he goes out, comes out, proceeds (v. iii. m. s.

impfct. from sadara [sudur] to go out, to

proceed. See yusdira at 28:23, p. 1239, n. 9).

2011



2012 Surah 99: Al-Zilzdl [ Part {Juz') 30 ]

(ftLit in different groups
1

in order to be shown2

QfiLZ3 their deeds.
3

7. So whoever does
4

the weight
5
of an atom6

in good7
shall see

8
it.

;(>-5 8. And whoever does

/jjjl^ii the weight of an atom

in evil
9
will see it.

1. i. e., according to their deeds and resords (see

17:71). olsit 'os/i/a/ (pi.; s. i/wH) = separate,

scattered, diverse, different groups. See at 24:61,

p. 1133, n. 11.

2. yuraw(na) = they are shown (v. iii. m. pi.

impfct. passive from 'ard; form IV of ra'd

[ra 'y/ru'yuh], to see. The terminal nun is dropped

because of a hidden 'an in // of motivation

coming before the verb. See yurd at 53:40, p.

1725, n. 2).

3. i. e., the record of their deeds and will be

requite them accordingly. JU^I 'a'mdl (pi.; s.

'amal ) = deeds, works, acts, actions. See n. 4

below.

4. J**< ya'mal(u) = he does, acts, works (v. iii.

m. s. impfct. from 'amila [ 'amat], to do, to act.

The final letter is vowelless because the verb is in

a conditinal clause preceded by man. See

ta 'maluna at 63: 11 , p. J 829, n. 8).

5. JUi- mithqdl (s.; pl.j-»ii- mathaqtl) - weight.

See at 34:22, p. 1376, n. 4.

6. Sji dharrah (s.; pi. oiji dharrdt) = atom, tiny

particle, dust speck, the measure of a small ant.

See 34:22, p. 1 376, n. 5.

7. khayr = good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 98:3, p. 2010, n. 2.

8. i. e., everyone shall be requited for the minutest

of good or evil he does.

9. j-i sharr (pi. jijA\ ashrdr) - bad, worse, worst,

evil, wicked. See at 98:7, p. 2009, n. 10.



100. SOratal- 'Adiyat (The Galloping Studs)

Makkan: 11 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It emphasizes man's ingratitude to Allah and his engrossment with wealth

and property, reminding him of the inevitability of the Resurrection and the Judgement. It is named after

its first 'ayah wherein Allah swears by the running studs {'adiyat).

cixJfj 1.By the galloping studs
1

snorting,
2

^4j^Si 2. And causing sparks
3

0£ji by hoop-strikes.
4

csJXi 3. And by the raiding

steeds
5
in the early dawn.

4. Raising
6
thereby

dust-clouds.
7

5. And penetrating
8

D therewith in the crowd .

9

I ji 6. Verily man is to his

Lord ungrateful.
10

1. ^jIp 'Adiyat (pi.; s. 'Miyah) - galloping studs,

speedily running horses (specially used for fighting]

(act. participle from 'add [ 'adw], to run, to speed, to

dash, to overstep. See mu'tadin at 83:13, p. 1961, n. 9).

2. dabh - snorting (of horse).

3. m&riyat (f. pi.; s.mftriyah; m. mtiriri) - those

that kindle fire, strike fire, cause sparks (act. participle

from 'awrd
t
form IV of ward [wary], to kindle, to

strike fire. See turuna at 56:7 1 , p. 1763, n6).

4. qadh = to bore, to pierce, to kindle fire by

striking stone (here , horse's hoop-strikes).

5. ^ mughirdt (f. pi.; s. mughtrah; m. mughtr) -

raiding horses/studs, female raiders/ invaders (act.

participle from 'aghdra, form IV of ghdra [ghawr], to

penetrate deeply, to ooze away, to dry up. See magh&rdt

at 9:57, p. 601, n. 9).

6. C)Jt 'atharna = they (f.) agitated, excited,

stimulated, aroused, stirred up, awakened, raised (v. iii.

f. pi. past from 'athdra, form IV of thdra [thawr], to be

stirred, roused. See tuthfru at 2:71, p. 33, n. 8).

7. i. e., by the galloping of the raiding cavalry. ^ naq*

(s.; pi. niqd'/niuqu') = dust, dust clouds.

8. Jb^j wasaina - they (f.) penetrated, thrust inside (v.

iii. f. pi. past from wasata [wojr], to be inside, in the

middle. See 'awsa{ at 68:28, p. 1863, n. 3.

9. jam' = amassment, accumulation, gathering,

collection, aggregation, multitude, crowd. See at 54:45,

p. 1738, n. 6.

10. Because, in spite of Allah's countless graces on man

he sets partners with Him, worships other gods and

goddesses, disbelives in His Messengers and messages

and disobeys His injunctions. kantid - ungrateful

(act. participle in the scale of fa'Ul from kanada

[kunud], to be ungrateful, to deny).

2013
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]

7. And indeed he is on that

a witness.
1

8. And indeed he is

in the love of wealth
2

0 most intense.
3

9. Does he then not know

when upturned
4
will be

all that is the graves,
5

J^-J 10. And exposed
6
will be

all that is in the hearts.
7

t *
1 1 . Verily their Lord will be

about them on that day

0^5 All-Aware.
8

1. i. e., because he will not be able to deny his

ingratitude. shahtd (s.; pi. shuhadd') -

on-looker, spectator, witness, martyr,

All-Witnessing (act. participle in the scale offa'tl

from shahida [shuhtid], to see, to witness. See at

46:9, p. 1633, n. 11).

2. khayr = good/better/ best, charity, wealth,

property, affluence. See at 99:7, p. 2012, n. 7.

3. So he accumulates it and dislikes to spend it in

the way of Allah. shadid (pi.

'ashidda'h^ shiddd) = severe, most severe, stern,

rigorous, hard, harsh, strong, intense. See at

85:13, p. 1972, n. 7).

4. i. e., when the dead will be resurrected and

brought out.j*4 buHhira = he or it was exposed,

upturned (v. iii. m. s. past passive from ba'thara

[ba'tharah], to upturn and expose. See bu'thirat

at 82:4, p. 1957, n. 6).

5. qubUr (pi.; s. qabr) = graves, tombs. See at

35:22, p. 1398, n. 2.

6. J-*>- hussila = he or it was made known,

exposed, attained, obtained (v. iii. m. s. past

passive from hussala, form II of hasala [husul],

to set in, to happen).

7. i. e., the secrets in the hearts, jjx* sudtir (pi.;

sing. jx+ sadr) - breasts, chests, bosoms, hearts,

front, beginning. See at 64:4, p. 1831, n. 8.

8. i. e., On that day they will realize that Allah is

All-Aware of their deeds, open and secret; for they

will be brought to account for all their deeds.

khabir = All-Aware, All-Acquainted (active

participle in the scale of fa'tl from khabara

[khubr /khibrah] to be acquainted). See at 67:14,

p. 1854, n. 2).



101. Sural al-QarVah (The Calamity)

Makkan: 1 1 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah. It mentions some of the terrible events that will mark the

Resurrection and the coming of the Day of Judgement. It ends by calling attention to the Judgement and

to the fact that the one whose scale of merit will be heavy shall have a life of happiness and the one

whose scale of merit will be light shall have a life in hell. The surah is named after its first 'ayah.

mm*

1. The Calamity!
1

*Zj\J$\C 2. What is the Calamity?

ibjlttj 3. And what will inform
2
you

p^&"£ what the Calamity is?

4. On that day

jidrfoj^ mankind will be

like moths
3

scattered.
4

jl^>jiiJoj 5. And the mountains
5
shall

j4JliL=» become like wool
6

ruffled.
7

Ui 6. So as to the one of whom

jjy.cjSi' heavy will be
8
the scales,

90» .

^

1. i. e., the Day of Resurrection and Judgement,

ipjli qari'ah (f.; s. ; pi. qawdri') = calamity,

disaster, that which knocks/shocks/hits, the Day

of Judgement (act. participle from qara'a [qar'],

to knock, hit. See at 69:4, p. 1868, n. 5).

2. The repetition is for emphasis and drawing

attention. & 'adra = he informed, let know,

notified (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of dard
[

dirdyah], to know. See at 97:2, p. 2007, n. 3).

3. J^j fardsh = moths, butterflies.

4. <i>jV mabthCth = scattered, spread abroad,

disseminated (pass, participle from baththa

[bathth], to scatter. See munbathth at 56:6, p.

1754, n. 5).

5. jLsr jib&l (pi.; s. jabal) = mountains,

mountain-like clouds. See at 88:19, p. 1982, n. 10.

6. 'ihn — wool, coloured wool.

7. J'jx* manfttsh = ruffled, puffed up,

dishevelled (pass, participle from nafashu

[nafsh], to tease, to ruffle).

8. c-lii ihaqulal = she or it became heavy,

weighed heavy (v. iii. f. s. past from thaqula

[thiql/thaqdlah], to be heavy. See at 23:102, p.

llOO.n. 1).

9. i. e. f the scales of good deeds outweigh that of

bad deeds, mawdztn (pi.; s. mimn) =

balances, scales. See at 23:102, p. 1 100, n. 2.
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7. He will be in a life
1

£^5 very pleasant.
2

o-ttj 8. And as to the one of

SSL whom light will become3

^iL-gy his scales,
4

iitj 9. His abode
5
will be

0 ^l^S the Abyss.
6

d&j'faj 10. And what will inform'

you what it is?

j£ 11. It is a fire

^rl^C extremely scorching.
8

1. i. e., in paradise. *-1-p 'tshah = to live, to be

alive, life (verbal noun of 'dsha. See at 69:21, p.

1872, n. 3)

2. rddiyah ( f. s., m. rddin ) = satisfied.

pleasant, agreeable (act. participle from radiya

[ridan/ ridwdn/ marddh], to be satisfied. See at

89:28, p. 1988, n. 8).'

3. c-jbs- khaffat ~ she or it became light,

insignificant (v. iii. f. s. past from khaffa. See at

23:102, p. 1100, n. 4).

4. i. e., the scales of bad deeds overweigh the

scales of his good deeds, jijiy mawdzin (pi.; s.

mizdn) = balances, scales. See at 101:6, p. 2015,

n. 9.

5. The word 'umm (mother) is used to mean

abode and destination because a child turns to his

mother for abode and shelter.
f(

'umm (pi.

'ummahdt) - mother, source, basis, essence. See

at 3:7, p. 156, n. 4).

6. hdwiyah (f. s.; m. hdwin ) = chasm, abyss.

7. iS 'adrd = he informed, let know, notify (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of dara [ dirdyah], to

know. See at 101 :3, p. 2015, n. 2).

8. M>- hdmiyah (f. s.; m. hdmin) = extremely

hot, most scorching (act. participle from hamiya

[homy/ fiamw], to be hot. See at 88:4, p. 1980, n.

6).



SQrah 1 02: Al-TaMthur [ Part ( Juz ') 30 ] 20 1

7

102: SOratal-Takathur (The Vying for More)
Makkan: 8 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah. It warns man agaunst beguilement with vying with one another for

accquiring more of the worldly things till death negelcting the life in the hereafter and reminds him of

the inevitable Resurrection and his accountability on the Day of Judgement. The surah is named after its

first 'ayah.

mm la

jSL^jl 1 . There beguiles
1

you

the vying for more,
2

fS>&» 2 - Till you meet
3
the graves.

4

0
c£&Jj£& 3. Never.

5 You shall know. 6

ytp 4. Again, never,

p dySZS^ You shall know.

dp^^yt 5. Never. If you had known

0 0>ilrfjJ^ the knowing of certitude.
7

X>j>i 6. You will surely see

"J the hellfire.
8

LJaj^J^j 7. Again, you shall surely see it

1 . i. e., from the remembrance of and obedience to

Allah and from the reality of the hereafter. ^
'athd = he or it beguiled, diverted, distracted,

deflected (v. iii. m. s. past in form IV of lahd

[lahw], to amuse, to trifle away. See Id tulhi at

63:9, p. 1828, n. 6).

2. i. e., for more of wealth, children, influence

and power. tak&thur - to compete for more,

vying for more/ in quantity, to outnumber (verbal

noun in form 111 of kathura [kathrah], to be

much, to be more. See at 57:20, p. 1776, n. 2).

3. fJjj zurtum = you visited, you met (v. ii. m.

pi. past from z&ra [ziydrah], to pay a visit, to

meet).

4. ^U. maqdbir (pi.; s. /maqbarmaqbarah) =

graveyards, byrying places, tombs, graves (noun

of place from qabara [qabr/maqbar], to bury.

See qubur at 1000:9, p. 2014, n. 5).

5. i. e., never be engrossed in the vying for

wordly possessions neglecting obedience to

Allah.

6. i. e., the consequences of your engrossment in

the wordly things to the neglect of your duty to

Allah. dfJ*s taHamUna = you (all) know, are

aware of (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from 'alima ['/7m],

to know. See at 23:84, p. 1095, n. 12).

7. The conclusion of the condition is kept silent

for more emphasis and effect. The conlusion is:

"You would surely have not engrossed yourselves

in vying for more of the worldly things". ^
yaqtn = certainty, certitude, conviction, certain,

sure. See at 74:47, p. 1 9 1 0, n. 12.

8. f*** jahim - hellfire, hell, blazing fire. See at

73:12, p. 1900, n. 6.



2018 Surah 102: Al-Takathur [ Part ( Juz') 30 ]

JuuJl with the eye of certitude.

j3 8. Then

you shall surely be asked
1

JlJ^ on that day

0 about the blessings.
2

1 . ^Ld fa tus'alunna = you will surely be asked/

questioned/interrogated/ enquired (v. ii. m. pi.

impfct. emphatic from sa'ala [su'dl/ mas'alah],

to ask, to enquire, to implore. See at 16:93, p. 859,

n. 6).

2. i. e., all types of blessings of Allah on you. ^
na'Xm - blessings, bliss, felicity, comfort,

happiness, delight. See at 83:22, p. 1963, n. 5.



Surah 103: Al-'Asr [ Part (Juz') 30 ] 2019

Jp^Jfj 1. By the time.
1

'^o^i}o\ 2. Verily man is in loss/

103. Surat al- 'Asr (The Time)
Makkan: 3'ayahs

This is a Makkan wa/i which very tersely points out that life is time and that he who does not make

use of it by believing and doing the good deeds is in total loss.

1 . Allah may swear by anything of His creation;

but the creatures may swear only by Him. j**
(a$r (s.; pi. 'usur/'a'sur/'a'sdr) = time, period,

age, era, epoch.

2. For life is but for a specified time; and every

moment passed is a diminishing of that time and

if not utilised in belief and in accordance with the

guidance and directives of Allah it is a sheer loss.

s-* khusr = loss, damage. See at 65:9, p. 1842,

n. 6.

3. 'amiia = they did, performed, acted, ( v.

iii. m. pi. past from 'amila ['amal], to do. See

ta'malunaat 63:11, p. 1829, n. 8).

4. oUJU» s&lihat (f.; sing, salihah; m. salih) =

good ones, good deeds/things ( approved by the

Qur'an and sunnah). See at 98:7, p. 2010, n. 1.

5. l^iy tawdsaw = they made a bequest/behest,

enjoined one another, counselled one another (v.

iii. m. pi. past from tawdsd, form VI of wasd

[wasy], to be joined, lightened, degraded. See at

90:17, p. 1991, n. 5).

6. i. e., for the truth, right and just cause and for

obedience to Allah. j>- haqq - right, truth,

liability, justice, just cause. See at 64:3, p. 1831,

n. 1.

7. i. e., in the matter of doing the right thing and

in weal and woe. sabr = patience,

forbearance, perseverance, endurance. See at

90:17, p. 1991, n. 6).

i^Cofjjl VI 3. Except those who believe

o^^U^Lij and do
3
the good deeds;

4

and counsel
5
one another

for the truth
6

and counsel one another

for patience.
7



2020 Surah 104: Al-Humazah [ Part (Juz) 30 ]

104. Suratal-Humazah (The Slanderer)

Makkan: 9 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It condemns and prohibits slandering and backbiting. Further, it warns

against being a slave to materialism, devoting solely to the accumulation of worldly wealth forgetting the

life in the hereafter and punishment of hell. The emphasis is on the Resurrection, Judgement, reward and

punishment.

}^ iy^]^J 1 . Woe to every slanderer,

calumniator.

£-*t£j5f 2. He who accumulates

wealth and enumerates
3

it.

^Uotlli 3. He thinks
4
that his wealth

^J^jjll will make him live for ever.
5

4. Never, he shall surely

be hurled
6
into the devourer.

7

5. And what will inform
8
you

0 XS&sC what the devourer is?

6. The fire of Allah

enkindled.
9

1. humazah = sladerer, backbiter (act.

participle in the scale of fu'alah {indicative of

habit) from hamaza [hamz ]> to goad on. See

hammaz at 68: 1 I, p. 1 860, n. 1 2).

2. ijJ lumazah = calumniator, defamer,

slanderer, vilifier (act. participle in the scale of

fu'alah from lamaza [lamz], to vilify, slander.

See la talmizu at 49: 1 I
, p. 1681, n. J ).

3. jj^ 'addada = he enumerated, made numerous,

multiplied, compounded (v. iii. m. s. past in form

II of 'adda ['add], to count, to number. See

at 76:3 1, p. 1925, n. 10).

4. —>^ yahsabu = he thinks, considers, deems,

regards, supposes (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hasiba

[hisbdn/ mahsabah], to deem, to regard. See at

90:5, p. 1989, n. 7).

5. oUi 'akhlada - he perpetuated, eternalized,

made (someone) live for ever, made immortal (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of khalada [khulud], to

remain for ever. See khalidin at 7:20, p. 471, n.

3).

6. i. e., he shall surely die and will then be

resurrected and punished. oxJ la yunbadhanna

= he shall surely be hurled, thrown, cast (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. emphatic from nabadha [nabdh], to

hurl. See nubidha at 68:49, p. 1867, n. 6).

7. <*k<- hutamah = devourer, eater who is

never satisfied, hell (figuratively).

8. <jjjl 'adra = he informed, let know, notify (v.

iii. m. s. past in form IV of dara [ dirdyah], to

know. See at 101:11, p. 2016, n. 7).

9. iJiy muqadah (f. s.; m muqad ) = that which

is enkindled, kindled, ignited, fired (pass,

participle from 'awqada, from IV of waaada

[waqd,/ waqad/ wuqud], to take fire, to burn. See

tuqiduna at 36:80, p. 1428, n. 10).



Surah 104: Al-Humazah [ Part (Juz') 30
] 2021

jiL'j5i 7. Which will leap
1

Di^ft? up to the hearts.
2

^ 8. Verily it shall be

on them tightly closed.
3

{p^ijjL^cj 9. In pillars
4
stretched out:

1. ^Ua; tattali'u = she ascends, rises, is on

(something), leaps, is acquainted (v. iii. f. s.

impfct. from ittala'a, form VIII of tala'a [tal'],

to rise. See at 5:13, p. 335, n. 7 ).

2. JJUii 'afidah (pi.; s. /u'<2</) = hearts.

3. Sju>j^ mu'sadah(L s.; m. mu'sad) = closed,

firmly closed, shut (pass, participle from 'awsada,

form IV of wasada [wasad], to be firm. See

wasidat 18:8, p. 916, n. 9).

4. -u* 'amad (pi.; s. 7m^£/) = pillars, posts,

support, props. See at 3 1 : 1 0, p. 1 3 1 3, n. 6.

5. SiJu-. mumaddodah (f. s.; m. mumaddad ) =

reinforced, supported, extended, stretched (pass,

participle from 'amadda, from IV of madda

[madd], to extend, to prolong. See yumdid at

71:12, p. 1886, n. 9).



2022 Sarah 105: Al-FTl [ Part (Juz') 30 ]

105. SOratal-F1l (The Elephant)

Makkan: 5 'ayahs

1. Do you not see
1

itj^cS how did your Lord do with

vi^t the owners
2
of the elephant?

30

jl^fi 2. Did He not make4

j >jjf their plot
5
go astray?

6

This is an early Makkan surah. It refers to the invasion of the Ka'ba by the Christian ruler of

Yaman, Abrahah al-Ashram, who, with a huge army of infantry and riding on an elephant came for the

purpose of destroying it. Allah foiled the attempt and annihilated the invading army by sending

successive flights of birds throwing sijjil stones on them. Incidentally, that very year Muhammad, peace

and blessings of Allah be on him, was born. The emphasis is on the duty to worship Allah Alone.

J . i. e., do you not know and reflect over?

2. The allusion is to the YamanT ruler Abrahah

al-Ashram's invading army. .->U**»T 'as-hdb (pi.;

sing. s-^u. sdhib) = inmates, inhabitants,

companions, associates, comrades, followers,

owners. See at 74:31, p. 1907, n. 12).

3. Jj/F/(s.; pi. JilahJfuyul/afya\) = elephant.

4. J«hj yaj'al(u) - he sets, makes, places, puts,

appoints (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from ja'ala \ja'l] to

make, to put. The final letter is vowelless because

of the particle lam coming before the verb. See at

24:40, p. 1123,n. 7).

5. i. e., of destroying the Ka'ba. jS kayd -

scheme, plot, plan, stratagem. See at 86:15, p.

1996, n. 3.

6. JJLai tadtil = misleading, delusion, deception,

to lead astray, to make go astray (verbal noun in

form II of dalla [daldl/daldlah], to go astray. See

dalla at 68:7, p. I860, n.' 4).

7. J» tayr ( coll. n.; pi. ^ tuyHr) = bird, birds,

fowls. See at 67: 19, p. 1855, n. 3.

8. J-Aif 'abdbil = successive groups, flights.

9. tarmi - she shoots, throws, hurls, accuses

(v. iii. f. s. impfct. from ramd [ramy/ rim/iyah], to

throw. See at 77:32, p. 1930, n. 5).

10. SjUo- hijarah (pi.; sing, hajar) = stones. See

at 66:6, p. 1846, n. 10.

1 1 . sijjil = stones of baked clay, brimstone.

See at 15:74, p. 822, n. 12.

12. iJuop 4

asf = stalks and leaves of grain,

storming, blowing. See at 55:12, p. 1742, n. 12.

13. J>^L. ma'ktil = eaten, devoured, consumed

(pass, participle from 'akala [ 'akl/ma'kat\, to eat.

Sceta'kuliina at 89: 19, p. 1987, n. 1).

3. And He sent against them

birds in successive flights

^j-i 4. Shooting
9 them

ly^J*)J\^c with stones
10
of baked clay.

11

^Ui 5. And He thus made them

fc.j* ll<" like stalks
12
devoured?

13



Surah 106: Quraysh [ Part (Juz') 30 ] 2023

106. Surat Quraysh (Quraysh)

Makkan: 4 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main theme is tawhid (monotheism). It refers to the blessings bestowed

by Allah on the Quraysh inhabitants of Makka in making the city, by virtue of the Ka'ba, a centre of

trade and a place of peace and security enabling them to make two yearly trade journeys, one to Yaman
during the winter and the other to Syria during the summer, and calls upon them to worship Allah Alone,

Lord of the Ka'ba, giving up the imaginary gods and goddesses.

, 1. For accustoming
1

Quraysh.
2

[̂

iLi 2. Accustoming them to

tlLirfyi> the journey
3
of the winter

4

(5 and of the summer. 5

3. So let them worship
6

}\\jj>l>j the Lord of this House,
7

looji 4. Who gives them food
8

jzsrJ* against hunger
9

pi^j and makes them secure
10

O^S^S? against fear.
11

l 'Udf = to habituate, to accustom, to tame,

to domesticate (verbaJ noun in form IV of 'alifa

[ 'alf\, to be acquainted, familiar).

2. The Quraysh tribe who inhabited Makka, and to

whom the Prophet, peace and blessings of Allah

be on him, belonged.

3. i. e., their trade journeys, one during the winter

to Yaman, and other during the summer to Syria.

The emphasis is on the special favour of Allah

upon Quraysh in enabling them to carry on a

profitable international trade leading two yearly

trade caravans for the purpose. *!>j rihlah -

travel, journey. See rihdl at 12:62, p. 744, n. 12.

4. frUi shitd' - winter, winter season.

5. <Ji~* sayf= summer.

6. Ij-vJ li ya'budA = let them worship, they must

worship (v. iii. m. pi. imperative from 'abada

['ibddah /'ubudah /'ubfidiyah], to worship. See

ta'buduna at 60:4, p. 1808, n. 3).

7. i. e., to the exclusion of all imaginary gods and

goddesses.

8. i. e., provides all the facilities for trade and

commerce and for earning livelihhod.

'at/ama = he fed, gave food (v. iii. m. s. past in

form IV of ta'ima [ta'm], to eat to taste. See at

36:47, p. 1420, n. 4).*

9. ^j*- ju'= hunger, starvation.

10. 'dmana = he made safe, secure (v. iii. m.

s. past in from IV of 'amino ['atnn/'amdn], to be

safe. See ma'mun at 70:28, p. 1881, n. I ).

1 1. i. e., in their trade travels and against foreign

invaders. This grace was granted in response to

the prayers of their ancestor Ibrfihim, peace be on

him (see 2: 126, p. 60). *J>y* khawf = fear, dread,

threat, apprehension. See at 33:4, p. 2023, n. 10.



2024 Sarah 107: Al-Ma 'un [ Part (Juz) 30
]

107. SOrat al-Ma
(

0n (Petty Things)

Makkan: 7 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its emphasis is on the Day of Judgement and it refers to the characteristics

of those who do not believe in it and who are insincere in their worship and unhelpful to neighbours.

The surah is named after its last 'ayah wherein mention is made of the petty articles of use (al-Ma 'un)

in respect of which people often become unhelpful to their neighbours.

tfjilc-O' 1- Do you see the one

4jj53 who disbelievs
1

in the

*0 S-^k Judgement and Requital?
2

.j:\\\^\\f\\
2. And that is the one who

£p jL-iJI£ju drives away3
the orphan.

J**% 3. And encourages not

(^IiJl^uL^ on feeding
5
the poor.

34*5 4. Then woe to

p s^I-iilj those performers of prayers
6

(i^oyli 5. Who are

^li^^o* of their prayers unmindful.
7

^J>p*lA\ ^- Those that make a show.
8

El

0>Ctf 7 - And refuse
9
petty things.

0
10

1. yukadhdhibu = he cries lies to,

disbelieves, thinks false, causes to disbelieve (v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from kadhdhaba, form II of

kadhaba [kidhb /kadhib /kadhbah / kidhbah], to

lie. See at 95:7, p. 2003, n. 1).

2. i. e., in the Resurrection, Judgement and

requital, ji* din = religion, creed, faith, code,

law, worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 98:5, p. 2009, n. 4,

3. i. e., such a person is not kind to the orphan and

the poor. ^ yadu"u = he rebuffs, pushes away,

drives away (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from da"a, to

rebuff, to turn down).

4. Ja^yahuddu = he urges, encourages, incites,

spurs on (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from hadda [hadd],

to spur on, incite. See at 69:34, p. 1874, n. 1 j.

5. fUk ta'dm (s.; pi. *—U at'imah) = food, diet,

meal. See at 89:18, p. 1986, n. 1 1.

6. ^L** musallin (pi.; acc./gen. of musallun; s.

musallin) = those who perform saldh [Islamic

prayer], those who pray (act. participle from saM,
to perform saMh. See at 74:43, p. 1910, n. 5).

7. 0y»l- sdh&n (pi.; s. stihin) = unmindful,

forgetful, oblivious, inattentive, absent-minded,

negligent (act. participle from sah& [sahw/

suhuw], to be inattentive, absent-minded).

8. Ojtl^ yur&'tina = they show off, make a

show, act ostentatiously (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

ra'a, form III of ra'd [ra'y/ru'yah], to see, notice.

See 'araka at 4:105, p. 291, n. 10).

9. by*i~i yamna'Una = they refuse, prevent,

forbid, bar, obstruct (v. iii. m. pi. impfct. from

mana'a [man'], to prevent. See tamna'G. at 21:43,

p. 1024, n. 4).

10. 0y^L» m&'tin (s.; pi. mawii'iri) = utensil,

implement, instrument, vessel, small things).



Surah 108: Al-Kawthar [ Part (Juz') 30 ] 2025

108. SOratal-Kawthar (Abundance)

Makkan: 3 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main theme is risalah, i. e., the Messengership of Muhammad, peace

and blessings of Allah be on him, pointing out the abundant graces of Allah on him, including the

bestowa] of the special spring in paradise, al-Kawthar, and asking him to continue making prayers and

sacrifices to Allah. The surah is named after its first 'ayah.

ctG] 1 . Verily We have given you

al-Kawthar}

J^3 2. So perform saldh
2

<Kj to your Lord

and sacrifice.
3

I 3. Verily your ill-wisher
4

is

DiyVfji the one clipped of all good.
5

1. i. e., abundant good in this world and in the

hereafter. al-Kawthar = a spring in

paradise, abundant good, plenty, many.

2. salli = perform saldh (Islamic form of

worship), pray, worship, bestow blessings, seek

blessings (v. ii. m. s. imperative from saJia

[saldh], to pray, to worship. See salld at 96: 10, p.

2005, n. 6).

3. i. e., worship Allah Alone and offer sacrifices to

Him Alone. ^ inhar = slaughter, sacrifice (v.

ii. m. s. imperative from nafuira [nahr], to

slaughter, to sacrifice).

4. t^Li- shdni' = hater, adversary, ill-wisher (act.

participle from shana'a [shan'dn/shana'dn], to

hate. See shan'an at 5:8, p. 326, n. 10).

5. abtar (s.; pi. butur)= cut off/ trimmed/

clipped of all good, without offspring.



2026 Surah 109: Al-Kafirun [ Part (Juz') 30 ]

109. SOratal-Kafirun (The Unbelievers)

Makkan: 6 ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. Its main theme is tawhtd (monotheism) and refusal to compromise with

polytheism and the untruth. It unequivocally rejects the offer made by the unbelievers to be relenting in

their opposition and enmity if some consideration was shown to their gods and goddesses and to their

way of life.

jj l.Say:

^y^==JlQti "O you the unbelievers."
1

0
jlILIV 2. 1 worship

2
not

^b/xS^C what you worship.
3

" > <s -> tT

> jVYJ 3. Nor are you worshipping
4

^juc-lU what I worship.

iCGl^j 4. Nor shall I be worshipping

Qf£& what you worship.
5

5. Nor are you going to

xotCojliS worship what I worship.

0
6. For you is your religion;

and for me is my religion.

1. OjyW k&firun - unbelievers, disbelievers,

infidels, ungrateful (active participle from kafara

[kufr /kufrdn / kufur], to disbelieve, to cover. See

at 43:24, p. 1588, n. 7).

2. jlpI 'a'budu = I worship, serve, adore (v. i. s.

impfct. from 'abada ['ibddah /'ubudah

Z'ubudiyah], to worship, serve. See at 10:104, p.

674, n. 4).

3. i. e., of all that you worship of gods and

goddesses besides Allah. OjJUJ ta'bud&na = you

(all) worship, serve (v. ii. m. pi. impfct. from

'abada ['ibddah /'ubfidah /'ub&diyah], to

worship. See at 60:4, p. 1808, n. 3).

4. jj-bU 'dbidtin (sing, 'dbid) = worshippers,

adorers, those who are worshipping (act. participle

from 'abada . See n. 3 above and at 9:112, p.

626, n. 9.

5. i. e , of gods and goddesses besides Allah, ^'jlp

'abadtum = you worshipped, adored, served (v. ii.

m. pi. past from 'abada. See n. 3 above).

6. ji* din = religion, creed, faith, code, law,

worship, judgement, awarding of reward and

punishment, requital. See at 107: 1, 2024, n. 2).



Surah 1 10: Al-Nasr [ Part {Juz') 30 ] 2027

1 10. SCjratal-Nasr (The Help)

Madinan: 3 'ayahs

This Madinan surah was the last whole surah to be sent down to the Messenger of Allah, peace and

blessings of Allah be on him. It alludes to the impending "conquest of Makka" and the completion of his

mission with Allah's help. It is named after the its first 'ayah wherein mention is made of Allah's help

(nasr) and victory.

0

1 . When there comes

^TjLi the help
1

of Allah

^LUtj and victory;
2

J-lllLlj^jS 2. And you see
3
people

<<>$LZ entering
4

<i in the religion of Allah
5

in crowds.
6

^pt 3.Then proclaim the sanctity
7

^jjli with the praise
8
of your Lord

\"JajcJ3() and seek His forgiveness.
9

<Sl^.,£j| Verily He ever is

$Oj> Most Forgiving.
10

1. j**> nasr = help, to help, support, victory,

triumph. See at 30:47, p. 1306, n. 3.

2. i. e. (
the conquest of Makka. ^» fat/} (s., pi.

c>a fuluh/cj^y* futuhat) - decision, opening,

victory, final decree. See at 57:10, p. 1771, n. 1.

3. ^jra'ayta - you saw, noticed, observed (v. ii.

m. s. past from ra'd [ra'y /ru'yah], to see. See at

4:61, p. 268, n. 3).

4. OjJL^Jiji yadkhuluna - they enter, go in (v. iii.

m. pi. impfct. from dakhala [dukhul], to enter. See

at 40:40, p. 1524, n. 7).

5. i. e., Islam.

6. £-lyf 'afwaj (pi.; s. fuwj) = bands, troops,

groups, crowds. See at 78: 18, p. 1935, n. 12.

7. ^ sabbih = proclaim the sanctity, glorify,

declare immunity from blemish (v. ii. s.

imperative from sabbaha, form II of sabaha

[sabh/ sibahah] to swim, to float. See at 87:1, p.

1977, n. 1).

8. JU>- hamd - praise with reverence and love.

hamd for Allah, i. e., praising Him by a creature

means expressing gratitude to Him and

worshipping Him. It is used generally in respect of

Allah. See at 64:1, p. 1830, n. 3.

9. yi*=^l istaghfir = ask/seek forgiveness, pray

for pardon (v. ii. m. s. imperative from istaghfara,

form X of ghafara [ghafr /maghfirah /ghufrdn],

to forgive. See at 48: 1 1, p. 1665, n. 4).

10. v'y tawwdb = Most Forgiving, Ever

Pardoning (act. participle in the intensive form of

fa "dl from tuba [tawb, lawbah / matab], to turn.

Technically tdba means, in respect of man, to turn

to Allah in penitence and with resolve to reform,

and in respect of Allah, to turn in forgiveness. See

at 4:64, p. 269, n. 7).



2028 Surah III: Al-Masad [ Part (Juz') 30
]

111. SOratal-Masad (The Palm Fibres)

Makkan: 5 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah which refers to the opposition and enmity of 'Abu Lahab and his wife

to the risdlah (Messengership of Muhammad, peace and blessings of Allah be on him) and forebodes

their doom in the hereafter. It is generally named al-Masad (palm fibres) which is mentioned in last

'ayah. It is also called Sural al-Lahab or Surat Tabbat.

1. Doomed 1

are the

y-*Jq» Iju two hands of 'Abu Lahab,

£l C^j and he is doomed.

2. There shall avail
2
him

1^2£ not his wealth and all that

^ "l— he has acquired.
3

\%^XJL 3. He shall enter
4
a fire

of blazing flame;
5

4. And his wife
6
shall be

L_J^U)ll^ carrying
7
the fire-wood.

8

0
liju*.j 5. In her neck

9
shall be

0^^J^34*- a rope
10
of palm fibres.

11

1. c-J tabbat = she perished, was doomed, ruined,

destroyed ( v. iii. f. s. past from tabba [tabb/tabdb],

to be destroyed, to perish. See tabab at 40:37, p.

1523, n. 8).

2. ^ 'aghnd = he or it availed, became of use,

enriched, made rich, sufficed (v. iii. m. s. past in

form IV of ghaniya [ghinan / ghana' ], to be free

from want, to be rich. See at 93:8, p. 1999, n. 7).

3. s

—

Z kasaba = he or it earned, acquired, gained

(v. iii. m. s. past from kasb, to gain. See kasabat at

52:21, p. 1710, n. 13).

4. JLai yasld ~ he burns, broils, enters fire (v. iii. m.

s. impfct. from said [salan/ sulty/ sila), to roast, to

bum, to be exposed to the blaze. See at 92:15, p.

1997, n. 1).

5. lahab = flame, blaze. See at 77:31, p. 1930,

n. 7.

6. of^i 'imra'ah = wife, woman. See at 29:32, p.

1276, n. 7.

7. aJl*j- hamm&lah (f. s.; m. hammal) - she that

carries, carrier, bearer, porter (act. participle in the

scale of fa ' 'al from hamala [haml], to carry, to bear.

See yahmilu al 69:17. p. 1871, n. 6).

8. .-J"- hafab = firewood, fuel. See at 72:14, p.

1893, n. 12.

9. -L*. jid (s.; pi. 'ajy&d/juyud) = neck.

10. J-^ habl (pi. hibal/'ahbul/'ahbal/hubul) = rope,

cord, string, vein, sinew. See at 50:16, p. 1688, n.

13).

1 1. i. e. she will be tied with that, jl— masad (s.; pi.

misdd/amsdd ) = palm fibres.



Surat al-Ikhlas [ Part (Juz') 30 ] 2029

112. SOratal-Ikhlas (Sincerity)

Makkan: 4 'ayahs

This is a Makkan surah. It is a short but succinct statement of taw^id (monotheism) rebutting the

assumptions of all those who set partners with Allah or with His Attributes or assumes for Him a son or

daughter. There is no equal to Him, neither in self, nor in names and attributes.

iitybji 1. Say: He is Allah,

^ the One Alone.
1

1ST 2. Allah,

the Universally Besought.

Jk^p 3. He begets
3
not

x3J>^Jj nor is He begotten.
4

^J^-e^j 4. Nor is there to Him

y^=» comparable
5
anyone.

1 . Jb-i 'ahad = one, alone.

2. .w samad = eternal, absolute, the Universally

Besought (epithet of Allah).

3. A yalidiu) = he begets, procreates, gives birth ,

generates (v. iii. m. s. impfct. from walada

[wilddah /lidah/ mawlid], to give birth, to beget.

The Final letter is vowel less because of the

particle lam coming before the verb. See yalidti

at 7 1:27, p. 1889, n. 8).

4. jJjj yHlad{u) = he is begotten, procreated,

generated (v. iii. m. s. impfct. passive from

walada. See n. 3 above. The final letter is

vowelless for the reason stated at n. 3 above).

5. ty£ kufu' = equal, comparable.



2030 SQrh 113: Al-Falaq { Part {Juz') 30
]

113. Suratal-Falaq (The Daybreak)
Makkan: 5 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah. It inculcates tawhid (monotheism) and teaches man to take Allah as

the Only Protector and to seek refuge with Him against the power, evil and harm of any of His creations.

It is named after its first 'ayah wherein mention is made of al-falaq (the daybreak).

mm
J;

1. Say: I seek refuge
1

with

p the Lord of the daybreak.
2

(*"J^ot 2. From the evil
3
of all that

D He has created.
4

~Jz> 3. And from the evil of

night
5
as it becomes dark.

6

jL^^j 4. And from the evil of

the witches blowing
7

p aJ&" in the knots.
8

5. And from the evil of

the envious
9

juXui as he envies.

I. 'a'udhu - I take refuge, seek protection (v.

1. s. impfct. from ['awdh/ "\yadhf ma'Mh],

to take refuge, to seek protection. See at 23:97, p.

1098, n. 10).

2. jJi falaq = daybreak, dawn. See infalaqa at

26:63, p. 1174, n. 6.

3. j£ sharr (pi. jl^ ashrar) - bad, worse, worst,

evil, wicked. See at 99:8, p. 2012, n. 9.

4. ji^ khalaqa = he created, made, originated (v.

iii. m. s. past from khalq, to create. See at 71:14,

p. 1887, n. 1).

5. ghasiq = darkness, that which covers

with darkness, night (act. participle from ghasaqa

[ghasq], to be dark. See ghasaq at 17:78, p. 898,

n. 12).

6. v*j waqaba = he or it became dark, gloomy,

sunken (v. iii. m. s. past from waqb, to be

dark/gloomy).

7. otXu naff&thdt (f. pi.; s. naffathah ) =

witches, women spitting/exhaling/blowing (act.

participle in the scale of fa"til from nafatha

[nafth], to spit, to exhale).

8. i. e., in exercise of witchcraft. -Up 'uqad (pi.; s.

'uqdah) = knots, joints. See 'uqdah at 20:27, p.

981, n. 6.

9. hasid (s.; pi. hussdd/hasadah) = envious

(act. participle from hasada [hasad], to envy. See

tahsuduna at 48:15, p. 1667, n. 8).
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] 2031

1 14. SOratal-Nas (Mankind)
Makkan: 6 'ayahs

This is an early Makkan surah . It also inculcates lawhid (monotheism) and teaches man that Allah is

his Only Lord and God (ilah)\ and asks him to seek refuge with Him against the evil of the instigation of

any evil man or jinn. It is named al-nas (Man) with reference to its first 'ayah wherein Allah is

mentioned as the Lord (rabb) of mankind (al-nas).

iyjji 1. Say: I seek refuge
1

with the Lord of mankind:

0u»&'\>u)& 2. The King
3
of mankind.

h *£\ 3. The God4
of mankind.

4. From the evil
5
of

the evil one
6

MJuiJJ who withdraws.

^jjl 5. Who instigates evil*

in the hearts
9

'Ujjt of men;

1>J1^ 6. Ofjinn 1

cc^^j and men,

1. iy^f 'a'Cdhu = I take refuge, seek protection (v.

1. s. impfct. from 'ddha ['awdh/ 'iyddh/ ma'adh],

to take refuge, to seek protection. See at 1 13:1, p.

2030, n. 1).

2. ^ nas (s.; pi. 'unds) - people, man,

mankind.

3. tiJULi malik (s.; pi. muluk) = king, monarch,

sovereign. See at 62: 1 , p. 1 820, n. 2.

4. i.e., the Only One worthy to be worshipped.

<Ji 'il&h (pi. 'dlihah) = deity, god, particularly one

deserving of worship. Sec at 64:13, p. 1834, n. 12.

5. sharr (pi. jl^\ ashrdr) = bad, worse, worst,

evil, wicked. See at 1 13:2, p. 2030, n. 3.

6. (j-l^j waswds = tempter, evil one, Satan.

7. i. e., when Allah is remembered. khannds

= one who withdraws, falls back [epithet of

Satan](act. participle in the scale of fa"dl from

khanasa [khans/khun&s/khinds], to delay, to fall

back).

8. yuwaswisu — he whispers, tempts with

wicked suggestions, instigates evil thoughts ( v.

iii. m. s. impfct. from waswasa [waswds], to

whisper, to tempt with evil suggestions. See

tuwaswisu at 50:16, p. 1688, n. 11).

9. jjx* sudtir (pi.; sing, j-u, sadr) - breasts,

chests, bosoms, hearts, front, beginning. See at

100:10, p. 2014, n. 7.

10. l^t- jinnah - jinn.
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(The First two numbers refer to the surah and its 'ayah respectively;

the numbers in square brackests refer to the page

)

'Abd Allah ibn 'Umm Maktum, allusion to, 80:1-2

[1947].

Ablution, see Wadu.

Abrahah al-Ashram, Allah's foiling of the invasion of the

Ka'ba (q.v.) by, 105:1-5 [2022]. See also 'As-Mb

al-Ftl.

Abrogation, of previous revelations by Allah, 2:106

[50]; 13:39 [781]; 16:101 [861-862].

'AbQ Bakr (al-$iddiq), allusion to his accompanying the

Messenger (q.v.) in the hijrah (q.v.), 9:40 [594-595],

'Abfi Jahl, reference to the opposition of, to the

Messenger (q.v.), 96:1-13 [2005]; Allah's threat of

punishment for, 96:14-18 [2006]; command not to

obey, 96:19 [2006].

'Abu Lahab, hellfire for, and for the wife of, 111:1-5

[2028].

Abyssinia, allusion to the Negus of, 5:83 [371].

Account, Allah is Prompt in taking, 2:202 [98]; 3:19

[162]; 3:199 [234]; 5:4 [329]; 6:62 [416]; 13:41

[782]; 14:51 [804]; 24:39 [1122]; 40:17 [1515].

Accountability, for both open and secret deeds, 2:284

[151]; 16:93 [859]; 102:3-5 [2017]; 102:8 [2018];

emphasis on, 88:26 [1983]; 99:6 [2012]; 21:23

[1018]; emphasis on individual, 2:134 [63]; 2:139

[65]; 2:141 [66]; 2:281 [146-146]; 3:30 [167]; 3:161

[219]; 4:111 [293]; 6:164 [463]; 10:30 [648]; 10:41

[652]; 10:108 [675-676]; 14:51 [804]; 17:15 [877];

19:95 [974]; 24:11 [1109]; 27:92 [1230]; 30:44-45

[1304-1305]; 31:33 [1322-1323]; 34:25 [1377]; 34:50

[1387]; 35:18 [1396-1397]; 35:39 [1404]; 39:7

[1483]; 39:41 [1495-1496]; 41:46 [1556]; 42:15

[1566]; of all, 1593]; 45:15 [1622]; 45:25 [1625];

52:21 [1710]; 53:38-39 [1724-1725]; 74:38 [1909];

78:40 [1939]; 81:14 [1955]; 82:5 [1957]; of both man

(q.v.) and jinn (q.v.), 55:31 [1745]; 58:6 [1785];

59:18 [1802]; 62:8 [1823]; 75:13-15 [1915]; 90:5

[1989]; 90:7 [1990].

Accounting, men are indifferent to their, 21:1 [1012];

the transgressors (q.v.) do not look forward to, 78:27

[1936-1937].

Accusation, legal punishment for making false, against

chaste women (q.v.), 24:4 [1106-1107]; legal

proceedings regarding false, against wives (q.v.) by

husbands, 24:6-9 [1 107-1 108].

'Ad, the people of, Hud's (q.v.) preaching of tawhid

(q.v.) to, 7:65-70 [491-492]; II: 50-52 [695-696];

26:124-135 [1184-1185]; 41:14 [1544]; 46:21

[1639-1640]; rejection of the message of Hfid by,

11:53-57 [697-698]; 26:136-138 [1186]; 41:14

[1544]; 46:22-23 [1640]; disbelieved before, 22:42

[1061]; 38:12 [1462]; 54:18 [1732]; 69:4 [1868;

punishment and destruction of, 7:71-72 [493-494];

9:70 [607]; 11:58-60 [698-699]; 14:9-15 [787-791];

25:38-39 [1149]; 26:139 [1186]; 29:38 [1278]; 40:31

[1520]; 41:13-16 [1544-1545]; 46:24-26 [1640-

1642]; 51:41-42 [1702-1703]; 53:50 [1726]; 54:19-21

[1732-1733]; 69:6-8 [1868-1869]; 89:6-8

[1984-1985].

Adam, creation of, 2:30 [16-17]; 38:71 [1476]; Allah's

teaching him names of everything; 2:31-33 [17-18];

Allah's asking the angels to prostrate themselves to,

2:34 [18]; 7:11 [468]; 1761 [892]; 18:50 [929];

20:116 [1005];38:72-73 [1476]; eating of the

forbidden tree by, 20:115-121 [1004-1006]; Satan's

deception of, 7:20-22 [470-471]; 20:120 [1006];

ousting of, from jannah (q.v.) 2:35-36 [18-19]; 7:24

[472]; 20:123 [1006-1007]; forgiving of, by Allah,

2:37 [19]; 7:23 [472]; 20:122 [1006]; Allah's selction

of, as a Prophet, 3:33 [168]; 20:122 [1006]; creation

of 'Isa (q.v.) is comparaed with the creation of, 3:59

[178-179]; about the two sons of, 5:27-29 [341-343];

covenant about tawhid (q.v.) taken from the Children

of, 7:172-173 [532-533]; Allah has honoured and

favoured the children of, 17:70 [896]; Prophets from

the progeny of, 19:58]; Allah's swearing by, and his

progeny, 90:3 [1989].

'Adhan, ridiculed by some of the 'Ahl al-Kitab (q.v.),

5:58 [359].

Adjudication, command to do, with justice (q.v.) and

impartiality (q.v.), 4:58 [266]; 5:42 [350]; command
to do, according to the Qur'an (q.v.) and the sunnah

(q.v.), 4:59 [266-267]; 4:65 [269-70]; 4:105 [291];

5:48,49 [353, 554]; 42:10 [1563].

Adopted sons, are not to be regarded as sons, 33:4-5

[1335-1336]; no restriction on marrying the ex-wives

of, 33:37 [1350-1351].

Adulterer, shall not marry except an aduntress, and vice

versa, 24:3.

Adultery (see also f&hishahhWz deed, fornication),

prohibition to commit, 6:151 [457]; 7:33 [476]; 16:90

[857]; 25:68 [1158]; 42:37 [1574]; 53:32 [1723];

60:12 [1813]; prohibition to apporach, 17:32 [883]; a

believer (q.v.)/Muslim (q.v.)/servant of Allah (q.v.)

does not commit, 25:68 [1 158]; 42:37 [1574]; reward

for refraining from, 53:31-32 [1723]; legal

punishment for, 4:15 [244-245]; 4:25 [251]; 24:2-3

[1105-1106].
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Advocacy, merit for good and demerit for bad, 4:85

[279].

Affairs, to Allah are returned all, 22:76 [1073]; 42:53

[1581]; 57:5 [1769].

Age, Allah reverts some to the most despicable of, 16:70

[849]; is not prolonged or reduced except it is written

in a book (al-Lawh al-Mahfuz), 35:1 1 [1393-1394].

Aggressors, prohibition to be, 2:190 [91].

Ahl al-Kitab (see also Banu Israil, Jews, Christians);

disbelief of a group of, in the Messenger of Allah

Muhammad (q.v.), 2:101 [47]; 3:23 [163-164];

Muahmmad (q.v.) meant as Messenger to, 5:19

[338-339]; attitude of, towards the Messenger of

Allah, 2:105 [50]; 4:54 [264]; desire of, to bring back

Muslims to unbelief, 2:109 [51-52]; 3:69 [182]; 3:44

[260]; manoeuvre of, to mislead the believers; 3:72-73

[183-184]; attribution of a son to Allah by, 2:116

[55]; 4:171 [321]; belief in the Qur'an (q.v.) and the

Messenger by some of, 2:121 [57]; 2:253 [129]; 3:110

[199]; 3:113-114 [200-201]; 3:199 [234]; 4:55

[264-265]; 13:36 [780]; 17:107-108 [908-909];

28:52-53 [1250-1251]; 29:47 [1282]; would not

follow the Muslims' qiblah (q.v.), 2:144-145 [69];

concealment of the truth/part of the Book by a section

of, 2:146 [70]; 3:70-71 [182-183]; 3:187-188

[229-230]; 5:15 [336]; differed about the truth after

the coming of evidences/knowledge to, 2:213 [102];

2:253 [129]; 3:19 [161-162]; 3:105 [197]; 10:93

[670]; 45:17 [1623]; 98:1 [2008]; 98:4 [2008-2009];

ignominy and poverty were struck on, 3:112-113

[199-200]; invitation to Islam (q.v.) made to, 3:20

[162]; 4:47 [262]; 5:65 [362]; killing of the Prophets

by, 2:61 [29]; 2:87 [41]; 2:91 [43-44]; 3:21 [163];

3:112 [199-200]; 4:155 [314]; claim of, that hellfire

shall not touch them except for a number of days, 3:24

[164]; called upon to agree on a common formula of

tawhtd (q.v.), 3:64 [180]; 29:46 [1281]; untenability

of the claim of affinity with Ibrahim (q.v.) by, 3:65-67

[181]; trustworthiness of some and untrustworthiness

of some of, 3:75 [184; the 'ummiyyun (q.v.)

considered to be without any legal right by, 3:75

[184-185]; disbelief in Allah's revelations and

deterring others from the way of Allah by, 3:98-99

[194-195]; 4:55 [265]; believers (q.v.) not to obey the

unbelieving group of, 3:100 [195]; covenant taken

from, not to conceal anything of the Book, 3:187

[229]; 4:154 [3I3];7:169 [531]; breach of the

covenant by, 4:155 [314]; belief in the false god by

some of, 4:51 [263]; vain desires of. 4:123 [298];

commanded to beware of Allah, 4:131 [302];

commanded to worship Allah Alone, 98:5 [2009];

demand of, to bring down a book on them, 4:153

[312]; demand of, to see Allah, 4:153 [312] , worship

of the calf by, 4:153 [313]; forbidden to transgress the

Sabbath (q.v.); calumny against Maryam (q.v.) by,

4:156 [314]; claim to have killed
(

fsa (q.v.) made by,

4:157 [314]; on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.) '!sS

(q.v.) will be a witness against, 4:159 [316];

commanded to believe in the Messengership of 'lsa

(q.v.), 4:171 [320-321]; comanded not to believe in

the Trinity (q.v.), 4:171 [321]; permission to marry

the chaste women of, 5:5 [329]; the call to prayer

ridiculed by, 5:58 [359]; Allah's curse and anger upon

some of, 5:60 [359-360]; rushing into sinning and

hostility by, 5:61-63 [360-361]; called on to act

according to the Tawrdh (q.v.) and the Injil (q.v.),

5:66 [362-363]; 5:68 [363-364]; forbidden to overdo

in the matter of religion, 5:77 [368]; that the Qur'an

(q.v.) is sent down by Allah is known to, 6:1 14 [439];

command to argue with, with what is the best, 29:46

[1281]; defiantly sinful (q.v.) are many of, 57:16

[1774]; 57:26 [1779]; 57:27 [1780]; have no power

over Allah's bounty of Prophethood, 57:29

[1780-1781]; false promises of the munafiqun (q.v.) to

the disbelievers of {Banu al-Nadir (q.v.)}, 59:11-12

[1799-1800]; were commanded to worship Allah

Alone, 98:8 [2009].

Ahmad, prophecy of 'lsa (q.v.) about the coming of the

Messenger, 61:6 [1815-1816].

'Ahzab, al- (the Parties), surat, [1334-1366]; the

disbelieving, 38:11,13 [1461-1462]; 40:5 [1510];

40:30-31 [1520]; the disagreement among, after 'isa

(q.v.), 43:65 [1599].

Al-'Ahqaf (The Winding Sandy Tracts), surat,

[1631-1646]; as the habitat of the 'Ad (q.v.), 46:21

[1639].

Al-'A'raf, men of, greeting the inmates of jannah (q.v.)

by, 7:46 [482-483]; address to the inmates of hell by,

7:47-48 [483-484].

'A'ishah, 'Umm al-Mu'minin, reference to the calumny

(q.v.) against, 24:1 1-20 [1 108-1 1 12].

Allah, all the praise is for, 1:2 [1]; 6:1 [391]; 6:45

[408]; 14:39 [800]; 16:75 [851]; 17:111 [909]; 18:1

[910]; 23:28 [1082]; 27:15 [1206]; 27:59 [1219];

27:93 [1230]; 28:70 [1256]; 29:63 [1287]; 30:18

[1295]; 34:1 [13647]; 35:1 [q389]; 35:34 [1402];

37:182 [1458]; 39:29 [1492]; 39:74 [1507]; 39:75

[1508]; 40:65 [1532]; 45:36 [1629-1630]; 64:1

[1830]; is the Lord of all beings, 1:2 [1]; 10:10

[639];6:45 [408]; 26:77 [1176]; 26:98 [1179]; 26:127

[1 184]; 26:145 [1 187]; 26:164 [1 190]; 26:180 [1 193];

26:8 [1204]; 27:44 [1216]; 37:67 [1444]; 37:182

[1458]; 39:75 [1508]; 40:64 [1532]; 40:65 [1532];

40:66 [1533]; 41:9 [1542]; 45:36 [1630]; 69:43

[1875]; 83:6 [1961]; is Lord of the heavens and the

earth, 6:3 [392]; 13:16 [770]; 18:14 [914]; 19:65

[967]; 20:6 [977]; 21:56 [1027-1028]; 23:86-87

[1096]; 26:24 [1167]; 37:5 [1430-1431]; 38:27
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[1466]; 38:66 [1475]; 43:82 [1603]; 44:7 [1607];

44:38 [1613]; 45:36 [1630]; 78:37 [1938]; is the

Lord of two rising places and two setting places,

55:17 [1743]; is the Lord of the Ways of Ascent, 70:3

[1877]; is Lord of the east and the west, 73:9

[1899]; Sacrosanct is, 2:32 [17]; 2:116 [55]; 3:119

[231]; 4:171 [321]; 5:116 [388]; 6:100 [433]; 7:143

[518]; 9:31 [590]; 10:10 [639]; 10:68 [661]; 10:80

[643]; 12:108 [761]; 16:1 [827]; 16:57 [845]; 17:1

[872]; 17:43 [886]; 17:93 [903]; 17:108 [908]; 19:35

[959]; 21:22 [1018]; 21:26 [1019]; 21:87 [1036];

23:91 [1097]; 24:16 [1111]; 25:18 [1143]; 27:8

[1204]; 28:68 [1256]; 30:17 [1295]; 30:40 [1303];

34:41 [1383]; 36:36 [1417]; 36:83 [1429]; 37:159

[1454]; 37:180 [1457]; 39:4 [1481]; 39:67 [1504];

43:13 [1585]; 43:82 [1603]; 52:43 [1714]; 59:23

[1804]; 68:29 [1863]; All-Exalted is, 6:100 [433];

7:190 [540]; 10:18 [643]; 16:1 [827]; 16:3 [828];

17:43 [886]; 20:114 [1004]; 23:92 [1097]; 23:116

[1103]; 27:63 [1222]; 28:68 [1256]; 30:40 [1303];

39:67 [1504]; 72:3 [1890-1891]; Blessed is, 23:14

[1078]; 25:1 [1137]; 25:10 [1140]; 40:64 [1532];

43:85 [1603]; dies not, 25:58 [1155]; 25:61 [1156];

27:63 [1222]; 67:1 [1850]; His is the Majesty, 45:37

[J 630]; 55:78 [1752]; Everlasting is the

Countenance of, 55:27 [1744-1745]; Everyday He is

in State, 55:29 [1745]; the seven heavens and the

earth and all those in them glorify, 17:44 [886];

24:41 [1 123]; all those in the heavens and the earth

implores/ prostrate themeslves/are obedient to,

13:15 [770]; 15:49 [843]; 22:18 [1051]; 30:26 [1298];

55:29 [1745]; all those in the heavens and the earth

are servants to, 19:93 [974]; all that is/all those

who are in the heavens and the earth renders

obeisance/ surrenders/ belongs to/declare the

sanctity of, 59:1 [1794];, 2:1 16 [55]; 3:83 [188]; 14:2

[784]; 20:6 [977]; 21:19 [1017]; 22:64 [1068];

23:84-85 [1095-1096]; 34:1 [1367]; 59:24 [1805];

61:1 [1814]; 62:1 [1820]; 64:1 [1830]; creations of,

6:1 [391]; 6:73 [420-421]; 6:95-99 [431-433];

6:141-144 [451-453]; 7:54 [486-487]; 7:57-58

[487-488]; 7:185 [537]; 10:3 [636]; 10:5-6 [637-638];

11:7 [679]; 13:2-4 [763-765]; 13:12 [768]; 14:19

[792]; 16:3-5 [828]; 16:48 [843]; 20:4 [976];

21:30-33 [1020-1021]; 22:5 [1045-1047]; 23:12-22

[1077-1080]; 23:78-80 [1094-1095]; 24:45 [1125];

25:2 [1138]; 25:45-54 [1151-1154]; 27:60-61

[1220-1221]; 28:71-73 [1257-1258]; 30:8

[1291-1292]; 30:20-26 [1295-1297]; 30:54 [1308];

31:10-11 [1313-1314]; 32:4-9 [1325-1326]; 35:1

[1389]; 35:27-28 [1399-1400]; 36:77 [1427];

36:80-81 [1428]; 39:5-6 [1482-1483]; 40:61-62

[1531; 40:64 [1531-532]; 41:9-12 [1542-1543]; 41:37

[1552]; 42:1 1 [1563]; 43:9-12 [1583-1584]; 44:38-39

[1613]; 46:33 [1644]; 51:47-49 [1704]; 54:49 [1739];

55:10-12 [1742]; 56:57-73 [1761-1763]; 57:4 [1768];

64:2-3 [11830-1831]; 67:2-5 [1850-1851]; 67:15

[1854]; 67:23-24 [1856]; 71:14-20 [1887]; 77:20-27

[1928-1929]; 78:6-16 [1934-1935]; 79:27-33 [1944];

87:2-5 [1977]; 88:17-20 [1982]; 90:8-9 [1990]; there

is no disharmony or fissures in the creation of,

67:3-4 [1851]; initiates the creation and will repeat

it, 10:4 [636]; 10:34 [650]; 21:104 [1041]; 22:66

[1069]; 27:64 [1222]; 29:19-20 [1271]; 30:11 [1293];

30:27 [1298]; 36:79,81 [141428-1429]; 85:13 [1972];

creates whatever He will, 24:45 [1125]; 28:68

[1256]; 30:54 [1308]; 35:1 [1389]; 42:49 [1579];

when He decrees a matter He but says "Be" and it

becomes, 19:35 [959]; 36:82 [1429]; 40:68 [1534];

54:50 [1739]; does what He will, 22:14 [1050];

22:18 [1052]; 85:16 [1973]; thunder sings the

praises of, 13:13 [768]; command to worship Him
Alone, 2:21 [11]; 6:102 [434]; 15:99 [826]; 19:36

[959]; 19:65 [967]; 20:14 [978]; 21:92 [1038]; 22:77

[1073]; 23:23 [1080]; 2332 [1083]; 27:91 [1229];

29:16,17 [1270]; 29:56 [1285]; 36:61 [1423]; 39:2

[1480]; 39:11 [1485]; 39:14 [I486]; 39:64 [1503];

39:66 [1504]; 40:14 [1514]; 98:5 [2009]; 106:3-4

[2023]; emphasis on the rububiyah of, 2:21-22

[11-12] ; 2:28-29 [1-16]; 4:36 [256]; 10:3 [636];

11:123 [721]; 12:40 [737]; 13:36 [780]; 16:65-72

[847-850]; 16:78-81 [853-854]; 19:36 [959]; 19:65

[967]; 22:63-66 [1068-1069]; 23:12-22 [1077-1080];

23:84-89 [1095-1096]; 24:43-44 [1124-1125]; 24:64

[1136]; 25:45-54 [1151-1154]; 26:24,28 [1167];

26:77-82 [1176-1177]; 27:62-64 [1221-1222];

29:61-63 [1286-1287]; 30:20-27 [1295-1298]; 30:46

[1305]; 30:48-50 [1306-1307]; 32:5 [1325]; 32:27

[1332]; 35:1-3 [1389-1390]; 35:9 [1392]; 35:27

[1399]; 35:39-41 [1404-1405]; 36:33-44

[1416-1418]; 36:71-73 [1426]; 37:5 [1430-1431];

39:5-6 [1482-1483]; 40:61-68 [1531-1534]; 40:79-80

[1537]; 42:11 [1463]; 42:15 [1566]; 43:9-13

[1584-1585]; 43:82 [1603]; 44:7-8 [1607]; 45:12-13

[1621]; 50:6-11 [1686-1687]; 67:30 [1858]; 71:11-13

[ 1 886] ;77: 20-27 [1928-1929]; 78:6-16 [1934-1935];

79:27-33 [1944]; 80:24-32 [1950-1951]; 87:2-5

[1977]; there is not the like of Him anything, 42:11

[1563]; there is none comparable to, 112:4 [2029];

dominion/reins of the heavens and earth

belongs/belong to, 2:107 [51]; 2:255 [131]; 2:284

[151]; 3:26 [165]; 3:109 [198]; 3:129 [206]; 3:189

[230]; 4:126 [299]; 4:131-132 [302-303]; 4:170-171

[320-321]; 5:17 [337]; 5:18 [338]; 5:120 [390]; 6:12

[395]; 7:158 [526]; 9:116 [628];10:55 [657]; 10:66

[660]; 23:84-85 [1095-1096]; 24:42 [1124]; 24:64

[1136]; 25:2 [1 137]; 35:13 [1395]; 36:83 [1429]; 39:6

[1483]; 39:44 [1497]; 39:63 [1503]; 42:49 [1579];
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43:85 [1604]; 45:27 [1626]; 48:14 [1666]; 57:2

[1767]; 57:5 [1769]; 67:1 [1850]; 85:9 [1971];

everything belongs to, 27:91 [1229]; 53:25 [1721];

all that is in the heavens and the earth (q.v.)

belongs to, 22:64 [1068]; 23:84-85 [1095-1096];

24:64 [1136]; 31:26 [1319-1320]; 34:1 [1367]; 42:4

[1560]; 42:53 [1581]; 53:31 [1722]; His is the
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Ark, the, saving of Nuh (q.v.) and his followers in, 7:64

[490]; 11:37-41 [691-692]; 11:44-48 [693-695];

23:26-29 [1081-1083]; 26:119 [1183]; 29:15

[1269-1270]; 36:41 [1418]; 54:13-14 [1731];

69:1 1-12 [1870].

Arrogance, prohibition to walk with, 17:37 [884];

31:18-19 [1317]; the abode of the hereafter will be

assigned to those who do not have, 28:83 [1262];

those who dispute about Allah's signs have in their

hearts, 40:56 [1529]; the unbelievers', 46:9 [1634].

Arrogant, the, Allah does not like, 4:36 [257]; 16:23

[834]; 31:18 [1317]; 57:23 [1777]; those who do not

believe in the hereafter (q.v.) are, 16:22 [833];

believers do not turn, 32:15 [1328]; hell will be the

abode of, 39:60 [1502]; 40:60 [1530]; bad will be the

abode of, 39:72 [1507]; 40:76 [1536]; Allah puts a

seal on the heart of, 40:35 [1522]; the
4Ad (q.v.)

turned, 41:15 [1544-1545].

'Arsh, al-, Allah is the Lord of, 9:129 [634]; 21:22

[1018]; 23:86-87 [1096]; 23:116 [1103]; 40:15

[1514]; 43:82 [1603]; Allah took position on, 10:3

[636]; 13:2 [763]; 20:5 [977]; 25:59 [1155-1156];

27:26 [1210]; 32:4 [1325]; 57:4 [1768]; 85:15 [1972];

was initially over water, 11:7 [679]; on the day of

Judgement (q.v.) angels (q.v.) will throng around,

39:75 [1508]; angels (q.v.) bear, 40:7 [1511]; on the

Day pf Judgement eight angels (q.v.) will bear, 69:17

[1871].

As-hab al-'Aykah, preaching of Shu'ayb (q.v.) to,

177-184 [1192-1194]; rejection of the message by,

26:185-188 [1194]; there disbelieved, 38:13 [1462];

50:14 [1688]; destruction of, 15:78-79 [822]; 26:189

[1194-1195].

'As-hab al-Fil (Owners of the Elephant), Allah's foiling

of the invasion of the Ka'ba (q.v.) by, 105:1-5 [2022].

See also Abrahah al-Ashram.

As-hab al-Kahf\ see People of the Cave.

As-hab al-Rass. the, destruction of, 25:38-39 [ 1 1 49]

;

there disbelieved before, 50:12 [1687].

'Asr prayer (see also Salah); command to be particular

about, 2:238 [1201.

Assemblies, rules of etiquette (q.v.) for, 58: 1 1 [1788].

Astral religion, exposure of the fallacy of, by Ibrahim

(q.v.), 6:78 [422-423].

'Ayat al-Kursiyy, 2:255 [130-131].

'Ayyub, Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163 [318]; removal of

distress from and mercy to, 21:83-84 [1035]; 38:41-44

[1470-1471].

'Azar, preaching of monotheism by Ibrahim (q.v.) to,

6:74 [421];

Babylon (Babel), HarQt and Marut (q.v.) at, 2:102 [48];

argument of the King of, with Ibrahim (q.v.), 2:258

[133-134].

Backbiting, prohibition of, 49:12 [1681].

Bad, the, there equalise not the good (q.v.) and, 41:34

[1551].

Bad deeds, requital for, 28:84 [1262-1264],

Bad word, a similie for, 14:26 [796].
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Badr, the Battle of, allusion to, 3:12- J 3 [158-159];

3:165 [220]; 8:5-8 [548-549]; Allah's help at,

3:123-126 [204-205]; 8:9-12 [549-551]; 8:17-19

[552-553]; 8:42-44 [861-863]; 8:50 [566]; allusion to

the Makkan unbelievers' mentality while marching to,

8:47-48 [564-565]; attitude of the Munafiqun (q.v.)

regarding, 8:49 [565].

Bahirah (a pagan practice), 5: 103 [380];

Bahrayn, al- (see Seas, the two).

Ba'l, worship of, by the people of Prophet Ilyas (q.v ),

37:125 [1449-1450].

Balance, the, Allah has set, 55:7 [1742]; prohibition to

transgress, 55:8 [1742].

Banana Trees, in jannah (q.v.), 56:29 [1757].

Band al-Nadir, reference to the expulsion of, 59:2-5

[1794-1796]; animosity and disunity among, 59:14

[1801]; punishment of hellfire in the hereafter for,

59:3 [1795]; cutting down of the date-palms of, was

by Allah's leave, 59:5 [1796]; false promises of the

munafiqun (q.v.) to, 59-11-12 [1799-1800];

distribution of the booty (q.v.) from, and from

townships (gained without fighting}, 59:6-8

[1796-1798].

BanO Isra'Tl (see also 'AM al-Kildb, Jews), reminded of

Allah's graces on, 2:40, [20]; 2:47 [23]; 2:122 [58];

called upon to believe in the Qur'an and not to

conceal the truth, 2:4-42 [21-22]; persecution of, by

Fir'awn (q.v.), 2:49 [23-24]; 7:123-129 [510-512];

7:141 [516-517]; 14:6 [786-787]; 28:3-4

[1231-1232]; Allah's sending of Musa (q.v.) and

Harfln (q.v.) to rescue, 20:47 [985]; 26:10-17

[1164-1165]; 44:17-22 [1609-1610]; Allah's rescuing

of, from Fir'awn (q.v.), 2:49-50 [23-24];

7:134-138,141 [514-515, 516-517]; 10:89-92

[669-670]; 14 :6 [786]; 20:77-80 [993-994]; 26:52-66

[1172-1174]; 44:23-31 [1610-1611]; worship of the

calf by, 2:51 [24]; 2:92-93 [44]; 7:138 [516]; 7:148

[520]; 7:152 [522]; 20:85-91 [996-998]; HSrun (q.v.)

in charge of, 7: 142 [5 17]; 20:92-94 [998-999]; Musa's

(q.v.) anger with, 20:86 [996]; Allah's forgiving of,

2:52 [24]; 2:54 [25]; 5:71 [365]; demand of, to see

Allah openly, 2:55 [25-26]; making of mischief in the

land by, 17.3 [873]; punishment and regeneration of,

2:55-56 [26];17:5-8 [873-875]; entry of, into Bayt

al-Maqdis (q.v.), 2:58 [26-27]; 5:20-25 [339-341];

7:161 [527-528; trasgression and changing of Allah's

word by, 2:59 [27]; 2:75 [35]; 5:13 [335]; 7:162

[528]; twelve springs given to, 2:60 [27-28]; 7:160

[527]; demand for various kinds of food made by,

2:61 [28-29; Allah's wrath on, 2:61 [29]; 290 [43];

killing of the Prophets by, 2:61 [291; 2:87 [41]; 2:91

[43-44]; 3:21 [163]; 5:70 [365]; covenant taken from,

2:63 [30]; 2:83-84 [38-39]; 2:93 [44]; 5:12 [333-334];

5:70 [364]; 7:169 [531]; 20:80 [994]; violations of the

covenant by. 2:85 [39-40]; 2:100 [4 7]; 5:13 [334];

violation of the Sabbath (q.v.) by some of, 2:65 [31];

7:163-166 [528-530]; killing of a person by, 2:72

[34]; asked to slaughter a cow (q.v.) to identify the

killer of the person, 2:67 [32] ; insistence of, on Musa
(q.v.) to specify the cow to be slaughtered, 2:68-71

[32-34]; altering of the word of Allah by, 'ummiiy

(q.v.) people among, 2:78 [36]; Allah gave Musa
(q.v.) the Book for the guidance of, 32:23 [1331];

40:53-54 [1528]; writing of the Book with their hands

by, and then giving it out as Allah's, 2:79 [37]; claim

by, that hellfire shall not touch them except for some
days, 2:80 [37]; 3:24 [164]; the claim negatived,

2:81-82 [38]; disbelief of, in the Qur'an (q.v.) inspite

of knowledge of its truth, 2:89-90 [42-43];

supposition of, that paradise will be exclusively for,

2:97 [45]; the greediest of men for living are, 2:96

[45]; as enemy of Jibril (q.v.), 2:97-98 [46];

misconception of, about Sulayman (q.v.), 2:102 [48];

the twelve tribes (q.v.) of, 2:136 [64]; signs (miracles)

given to, 2:21 1 [101]; unwillingness of, to fight in the

way of Allah, 2:246 [124]; 5:23 [340-341]; and Talut

(q.v.), 2:247-249 [124-127]; Isa (q.v.) was sent as

Messenger to, 3:49 [174]; 43:59 [1597]; 61:6 [1815];

worship of Allah enjoined by 'isa (q.v.) on, 5:72

[366]; all food except what they themselves tabooded

was lawful for, 3:93 [192]; twelve chiefs raised from,

5:12 [333]; murder (q.v.) pohibited on, 5:32

[343-344]; cursed by the tongue of Da'ud (q.v.) and

'isa (q.v.) were those who disbelieved of, 5:78 [368];

disbelievers taken as friends by many of, 5:80-81

[369-370]; miracles advanced by 'Isa (q.v.) rejected

by, 5:110 [385-386]; righteous and not so among the

nations of, 7:168 [531]; lifting of the Mount Sinai

(q.v.) above the, 2:63 [30]; 2:93 [44] 4:154 [313];

7:171 [532]; a domicile of dignity and good

provisions given to, 10:93 [670]; 17:104 [907];

Messengership of Musa (q.v.) to, 17:2-3 [873]; 17:101

[906]; coming of the Qur'an (q.v.) and of the

Messenger (q.v.) was known to the scholars of, 26: 197

[1196]; the Qur'an (q.v.) relates most of that which

there differ in, 27:76 [1225]; Allah's raising of leaders

[Prophets] from among, 32:24 [1331];44:32 [1612];

Allah's giving of the Book and Prophethood to, 45:16

[1622]; disagreed after knowledge had come to the,

45:17 [1623]; on the Day of Resurrection/Judgement

(q.v.) Allah will judge about the disagreement among,

32:25 [1331]; 45:17 [1623]; believing in the

Messenger and the Qur'an by a, 46:10 [1634]; there

believed a group of, 6 1 : 1 4 [ 1 8 1 9]

.

Band Qayniqa', allusion to the expulsion of, 59:15

[1801].

Barren, Allah makes, whomsoever He wills, 42:50

[1579].
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Barzakh (bar/barrier), for the dead there is a, 23:100

[1099].

Bath, injunction to take full, after being in a state of

impurity (q.v.), 4:43 [259].

Battle, believers (q.v.) advised to stand firm in, 8:45

[563].

Bay 'ah, of the believing women, 60: 1 2 [ 1 8 1 2- 1 8 1 3]

;

Bay 'at al-Ridwdn, allusion to, at Hudaybiyah (q.v.),

48:10 [1664]; 48:18 [1669].

Bayt al-'Atiq, al-, see Ka'ba,

Bayt al- Haram, al-, see Masjid al-Haram, AI-.

Bayt al-Ma'mur, al-, Allah's oath by, 52:4 [1707].

Bayt al-Maqdis, entry of Banu Isra'Tl (q.v.) into, 2:58

[26-27]; 5:20-25 [339-341]; 7:161 [527-528];

reference to Bukhtnasr's (q.v.) destruction of, 2:259

[134-135]; forbidden for forty years to Banu Isra'Tl

(q.v.), 5:26 [341].

Beasts, the, prostrate themselves to Allah, 22:18 [1051];

Allah makes, of diverse colours, 35:28 [1399].

Bedouins, the, apology of, for not joining the jihad

(q.v.) , 9:90 [616]; 48:11-12 [1665-1666]; the more

obstinate in unbelief and hypocrisy are, 9:9798 [619];

the believers among, 9:99 [620]; the hypocrites

among, 9:101 [621], no valid reason for, in not joining

jihad, 9:120 [630-631]; notification to, for figting a

people possessing intrepedity, 48:16 [1667-1668];

lack of 'iman (q.v.) among, 49:14 [1682].

Bees, the, sural concerning, [827-871]; are Allah's

special creation, 16:68 [848]; Allah's provision of

honey (q.v.) as cure for man from, 16:68-69

[848-849].

Beggars, alms to, enjoined, 2:177 [83]; the muttaqun

(q.v.) pay up the right of the deprived and, 51:19

[1698-1699]; jannah (q.v.) for those who recognize in

their wealth the rights of the depprived and,

70:24-25,35 [1880,1882]; command not to drive

away, 93: 10 [1999].

Belief, see 'Iman.

Believers, the, characteristics of, 8:2-4 [547]; 8:74

[575]; 9:71 [608]; 22:41 [1060-1061]; 23:1-9

[1075-1077]; 24:37 [1121]; 24:62 [1134]; 27:3

[1203]; 42:36-39 [1574-1575]; good news for, 2:25

[13; 2:82 [38]; 2:97 [46]; 2:223 [110]; 9:112 [627];

10:64 [660]; 17:9 [875]; 18:2 [911]; 24:51 [1127];

24:55 [1129]; 25:63-74 [1157-1160]; 28:55 [1251];

30:15 [1294]; 32:15-16 [1328-1329]; 36:11 [1411];

48:29 [1674-1675]; 49:15 [1683]; Allah endeared the

faith and adorned it to, 49:7-9 [1678-1679]; advised

about the manner of addressing the Messenger of

Allah, 2:104 [49]; rules of etiquette (q.v.) for, in

visiting the houses of the Messenger of Allah (q.v.),

33:53 [1358-1359]; enjoined to take halal food (q.v.),

2:172 [80-81]; 5:87-88 [372-373]; 6:118-119

[440-441]; 16:114 [866-967]; asked to express

gratitude to Allah, 16:114 [867]; commanded to

remember Allah, 33:41 [1352-1353]; enjoined not to

be beguiled by their peopertries and children, 63:9

[1828]; commanded to beware of/fear Allah, 39:10

[1485]; 57:28 [1780]; 59: 1 8 [1802]; enjoined to spend

in the way of Allah before death, 63:10 [1828-1829];

forbidden to eat that on which Allah's name has not

been uttered, 6:121 [442]; Allah is the

Guardian-Protector of, 2:257 [132]; 3:149 [213]; 4:45

[260]; 5:55 [357]; 9:51 [599]; 22:38 [1059]; 47:11

[1650]; 66:2 [1844]; Allah's promise to, 24:55 [1 129];

on the Day of Resurrection Allah will have love and

affection for, 19:96 [974-975]; forbidden to take

unbelievers as friends/helpers, 2:28 [166]; 3:118

[202]; 4:89 [280-281]; 4:144 [309]; 5:57 [558];

commanded not to obey the unbelievers, 68:9-16

[1860-1861]; forbidden to take Jews (q.v.) and

Christians (q.v.) as friends; 5:51 [355]; 5:57 [558];

forbidden to take as friends the opponents of Allah

and His Messenger (q.v.) even if they be sons,

relatives or kinsmen, 58:22 [1792]; forbidden to take

as friends the enemies of Allah and His din (q.v.),

60:1-2 [1806-1807]; 60:9 [1810]; forbidden to take as

friends those on whom is Allah's wrath, 60:13 [1813];

have an excellent model in lbram (q.v.) and his

followers, 60:4 [1808]; 60:6 [1809]; asked not to

follow the footsteps of Satan (q.v.); 24:21 [1112];

rewards for, 3:57 [178]; 4:57 [265-266]; 4:122

[298]; 4:146 [310]; 4:152 [312]; 4:162 [317]; 4:173

[322]; 4:175 [323]; 5:9 [332]; 7:43 [481]; 7:49 [484;

7:4 [548]; 8:28-29 [556]; 8:74 [575]; 9:72 [608-609];

10:9-10 [638-639]; 11:23 [686]; 12:57 [743];

13:23-24 [774]; J 3:29 [776]; 14:23 [794-795]; 17:9

[875]; 18:30-31 [922-923]; 18:107-108 [948]; 22:14

[1040-1050]; 22:23-24 [1053]; 22:50 [1063]; 22:56

[1065]; 23:10-11 [1077]; 23:107 [1101]; 24:38

[1122]; 25:75-76 [1160-1161]; 28:54 [1251]; 28:80

[1261]; 29:7 [1266-1267]; 29:9 [1267]; 29:58

[1285-1286]; 31:8-9 [1313]; 32:17,19 [1329]; 33:35

[1349-1350]; 33:44 [1353]; 33:47 [1354]; 33:73

[1366]; 34:4 [1368-1369]; 34:37 [1381-1382]; 35:7

[1391]; 35:33-35 [1401-1402]; 37:40-49

[1437-1438]; 37:58-60 [1439-1440]; 40:40 [1524];

41:8 [1542]; 42:22 [1569]; 43:68-73 [1600-1601];

45:30 [1627-1628]; 47:12 1650-1651]; 47:36 [1659];

48:5 [1662]; 48:29 [1675]; 52:21-28 [1710-1712];

56:10-40 [1754-1758]; 56:88-91 [1755-1766]; 57:7

[1769]; 57:12 [1771-1772]; 57:19 [1775]; 57:21

[1776-1777]; 57:28 [1780]; 58:22 [1792-1993]; 64:9

[1833]; 65:11 [1843]; 66:8 [1847]; 84:25 [1969];

85:1 1 [1972]; 95:6 [2002]; 98:7-8 [2010]; on the Day

of Judgement their light will run in front and by the

right of, 66:8 [1847-1848]; Allah's promise of victory

(q.v.) for, 61:13-14 [1818-1819]; the unbelieving
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group of AM al-Kitab (q.v.) not to be obeyed by,

3:100 [195]; not to die except as Muslims (q.v.),

3:102 [195-196]; commanded not to obey/follow the

disbelievers (q.v.)/munafiqun (q.v.), 3:149 [213];

25:52 [1 153]; 29:12 [1268-1269]; 33:1 [1334]; 33:48

[1354]; 42:15 [1566]; 45:18 [1623]; asked not to

follow the majority in disregard of the guidance given

by Allah, 6:1 16 [440]; asked to hold fast to the "rope"

of Allah and not to be divided, 3:103, 105 [196, 197];

on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) white will turn the

faces of, 3:107 [198]; attitude of the munafiqun (q.v.)

towards, 3:1 19-120 [203-204]; Allah is Full of Grace

to, 3:152 [214]; asked to rely on Allah (q.v),

3:159-160 [218-219]; 5:1 1 [333]; 14:11 [790]; 64:13

[1835]; the Messenger (q.v.) is a grace of Allah to,

3:164 [220]; the Messenger of Allah is closer to, than

their selves, 33:6 [1336]; the wives of the Messnger of

Allah are mothers of, 33:6 [1336]; forbidden to marry

the wives of the Messenger (q.v.) after him, 33:53

[1359]; will be tried in their properties and lives,

3:186 [229]; will be put to test, 29:2 [1265]; tested

were before, 29:3 [1265-1266]; asked to be patient

(q.v.), 3:200 [235]; forbidden to eat up properties

illegitimately, 4:29-30 [253]; prohibition to kill, 4:92

[282]; 494 [284-285]; advised not to ask about certain

things, 5:101 [379-80]; on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.) no fear and grief will be for, 6:48 [409]; 7:35

[477]; 7:49 [484]; 10:62-63 [659-660]; 20:112

[1003]; advised to shun those who take their religion

for sport, 6:70 [418]; the Qur'an (q.v.) is a

reminder/mercy for, 7:1 [465]; 29:51 [1283]; the

Qur'an is guidance and mercy for, 7:52 [485]; 27:2

[1202]; 45:20 [1624]; the Qur'an is a healing and

mercy for, 17:82 [900]; adornment and good things

are meant for, 7:32 [475-476]; command not to turn

back in the face of attack, 8:15 [551-552]; 8:45 [563];

commanded to obey Allah and the Messenger (q.v.),

8:20 [553]; 47:33 [1658-1659]; when Allah and His

Messenger decree a matter, there is no option for,

33:36 [1350]; Allah's graces upon, 8:26 [555];

8:62-63 [570]; commanded not to betray the

Messenger (q.v.), 8:27 [555-556]; encouragement to,

for figting in the way of Allah (q.v.), 8:65-66

[570-571]; 22:40 [1060]; 47:7 [1649]; are

patron- friends of one another, 8:72 [573-574]; 9:71

[608]; forbidden to take unbelieving fathers and

brothers as patrons, 9:23 [585]; Allah and His

Messenger and fighting in His way should be dearer

than all relations and worldly possessions to, 9:24

[586]; are called upon to spend in the way of Allah

(q.v.), 47:38 [1660]; the munafiqun 's (q.v.) riches and

children should not impress, 9:55-57 [600-601]; 9:85

[614]; Allah and His Messenger will see the deeds of,

9:105 [623]; it is not necessary to go to jihad (q.v.)

for all, 9:122 [631-632]; the Messenger (q.v.) is most

affectionate and kind to, 9:128 [634]; Allah's promise

to deliver the Messengers (q.v.) and, 10:103

[673-674]; Allah delivered the Messengers (q.v.) and,

41:18 [1546]; simile of the unbelievers (q.v.) and,

11:24 [686]; the tidings of the Messengers are given

as admonition and reminder for, 11:120 [720]; Allah

makes firm the, 14:27 [796]; command to, not to say

anything except with: "Allah willing", 18:23-24

[919-920]; commanded not to admire/ stretch eyes to

what some of the unbelievers (q.v.) are furnished with,

15:88 [824]; 20:131 [1009-1010]; on the Day of

Judgement (q.v.) Allah will judge between the Jews

(q.v.), Sabians (q.v.), Majus (q.v.), the polytheists

(q.v.) and, 22:17 [1050-1051; Allah guides, 22:54

[1064-1065]; the unbelievers' ridiculing of,

23:109-110 [1101-1102]; commanded to guard their

private parts and lower their glances from women
(q.v.), 24:30 [1116]; victory of, foretold, 30:4-5

[1291]; it is due on Allah to help, 30:40 [1306];

prostrate themselves when reminded of the signs of

Allah, 32:15 [1328]; the angels' (q.v.) greetings of

peace on, 33:43-44 [1353]; the angels (q.v.) seek

Allah's forgiveness (q.v.) for, 40:7-9 [151 1-1512]; the

angels (q.v.) will give good tidings ofjannah (q.v.) to,

41:30-32 [1550-151]; commanded to offer greetings

of peace on the Messenger of Allah (q.v ), 33:56

[1360]; sin of those who hurt, 33:58 [1361]; are asked

not to be like those who gave trouble to Musa (q.v.),

33:69 [1364]; commanded not be divided about the

din (q.v.), 42:13 [1564]; are apprehensive of the

Resurrection (q.v.), 42: 18 [1567]; what lies with Allah

is better than the enjoyment of worldly life for, 42:36

[1574]; the unbelievers (q.v.) will not be of avail

against Allah for, 45:19 [1623]; the unbelievers'

ridiculing of, 83:29-32 [1964]; there equalise not the

doers of evil deeds (q.v.) and, 45:21 [1624]; there

equalise not the disbelievers and, 47:14 [1651-1652];

are forbodden to push forward in the presence of the

Messenger (q.v.) 49:1 [1676]; are forbidden to raise

their voices above the voice of the Messenger (q.v.),

49:2-3 [1676-1677]; are forbidden to call the

Messenger (q.v.) from behind his chambers, 49:4-5

[1677-1678]; are enjoined to make peace (q.v.) and

reconciliation (q.v.) between their two fighting groups,

49:9-10 [1669-1680]; are brethren (q.v.), 49:190

[1680]; 59:10 [1799; enjoyment of jannah (q.v.) for

the foremost (q.v.) of, 56:10-26 [1754-1757];

submissiveness enjoined upon, 57:16 [1773-1774];

enjoined not send back to their unbelieving husbands

the believing women (q.v.) coming as emigrants

(q.v ), 60:10 [1811]; enjoined not to hold on to the

marital bonds with unbelieving women (q.v.), 60:10

[1811-1812]; among their spouses and children are
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enemies for, 64:14 [1835]; children and properties are

a trial for, 64:15 [1835]; are the helpers of the

Messenger (q.v.), 66:4 [1845-1846]; commanded to

svave themselves and their families from hell-fire,

66:6 [1846]; punishment of hell for those who

persecute, 85: 10 [1971-1972].

Benevolent/right-doers, the, Allah loves, 5:13 [335];

Allah's mercy is close by, 7:56 [487].

Bequest, the making of, 2:180 [85]; changing the

provisions of, by a successor, 2:181-182 [85-86]; to

take testimony at the time of making, 5:106-108

[382-384].

Birds, the, Allah holds in the sky, 16:79 [853]; 67:19

[1855]; glorify Allah, 24:41 [1123]; Sulayman (q.v.)

was taught the speech of, 27:16 [1206-1207]; the

inmates of jannah (q.v.) will be entertained with the

meat of fowls and, 56:2 1 [ 1756].

Blessed Night, the, see Laylat al-Qadr.

Blind, the, you cannot guide, 27:81 [1226]; 30:53

[1307]; there equalize not the seeing one and, 35:19

[1397]; 40:58 [1530]; there is no sin for, in not

joining jihad (q.v.), 48: 1 7 [ 1 668]

.

Blood Money, injunction to pay, for killing (q.v.) a

believer, 4:92 [283].

Blood relations, are closer to one another in respect of

inheritance (q.v.), 33:6 [1336-1337].

Book, the (see also Ixtwf} al-Mahfuz. al-), everything is

recorded in, 22:70 [1070].

Book/books of deed, on the Day of Judgement no wrong

will befall him who will be given in his right hand his,

17:71 [896]; everything they do is recorded in their,

54:52-53 [1739]; on the Day of Resurrection

/Judgement every person will encounter his, 17:13-14

[877]; 18:49 [929]; 50:23 [1690]; on the Day of

Judgement spread out will be the pages of, 81:10

[1954]; will speak of the truth, 23:62 [1090]; 45:29

[1627]; on the Day of Judgement every people will be

called to their, 45:28 [1627]; on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.) some persosn will be given in the right hands

and some persons in their left hands their, 56:8-9

[1754]; rewards of those given in their right hands

their, 56:27-40 [1757-1758]; 56:90-91 [1766];

69:19-24 [1871-1872]; 84:7-9 [1967]; punishment in

hell of those given in their left hands/behind his back

their, 56:41-44 [1758-1759]; 56:51-56 [1760-1761];

56:92-95 [1766]; 69:25-37 [1872-1874]; 84:10-12

[1967].

Books, (sent down by Allah), command to believe in all

previous, 2:285 [151]; 4: 136 [305].

Booty, the, it is not for a Prophet to pinch, 3: J61 [219];

with Allah lies an abundance of, 4:94 [284]; rules

regarding the distribution of, 8:1 [546]; 8:41 [561];

8:69 [572]; the munafiqun's (q.v.) attitude regarding

the distribution of, 9:58-59 [601-602]; role of the

mundfiqun (q.v.) regarding the, of Khaybar (q.v.),

48:15 [1667]; Allah's promise regarding, of Khaybar

(q.v.), 48:19-20 [1669]; Allah's promise for the

believers of other victory and, 48:21-22 [1670];

distribution of, from BanQ al-Nadir (q.v.), 59:6-8

[1796-1798].

Bounds, set by Allah, see Hudud.

Bounties, you cannot deny any of Allah's, 53:55 [1727];

55:13 [1742-1743]; 55:16,18 [1743]; 55:21, 23, 25

[1744]; 55:28, 30, 32 [1745]; 55:34, 36, 38 [1746];

55:40, 42, 45 [1747-1748]; 55:47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57

[1748-1749]; 55:59, 61, 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, 73,75, 77

[1750-1752]; Allah is the Lord of immense, 57:21

[1777]; 57:29 [1781]; 62:4 [1821]; permission to seek

Allah's, after the conclusion of the Jumu'ah (q.v.)

prayer, 62:10 [1823]; command to, express gratitude

for Allah's, 93:11 [1999]; on the day of Judgement

(q.v.) you shall be asked about Allah's, 102:8 [2018].

Brother, share of, in the inheritance (q.v.), 4:12 [243],

Brethren, the believers are, 49:9-10 [1679-1680]; 59:10

[1799].

Butchl, see Stinginess.

Bukhtnasr [Nebuchadnezzar], allusion to the destruction

of Bayt al-Maqdis (q.v.) by , 2:259 [134-135].

Buying and Selling, agreement regarding, to be written

down and witnessed, 2:282 [149].

Calamity, there is written in al-Lawh al-Mahfuz (q.v.)

every, 57:22 [1777]; there befalls not any, except by

Allah's leave, 64:11 [1834].

Calumniator, woe to every, 45:7 [1619]; 104:1 [2020];

his wealth will not avail him and he will be hurled into

hellfire (q.v.), 104:2-9 [2020-2021].

Calumny (see also slander), is an offence and sin, 4: 1 12

[293-294]; gravity of the offence of, 24:15 [1110];

reference to the, made against 'Umm al-Mu'minm

'AMshah (q.v.), 24: 1 1-20 [1 108-1 1 12].

Camel, the she, given as a sign to the Thamud (q.v ),

7:73 [494]; slaughtering of, by the Thamud, 7:77

[496]; rules of sacrificing, 22:36-37 [1058-1059]; is

Allah's wonderful creation, 88:17 [1982].

Captive, the, the righteous feed, 76:8-9 [1920-1921],

Cattle, see Livestock.

Celestial sphere, the, the sun (q.v.), the moon (q.v.) and

all are swimming in, 21:33 [1021].

Charitable, the, Allah rewards, 12.88 [755]; Allah's

forgiveness and reward for, 33:35 [1349-1350].

Charity, the objects of, 2:215 [104]; 2:273 [143]; the

part of wealth to be spent in, 2:219 [107]; not to be

followed by a flaunt of favour, 2:263-264 [137-138];

Satan (q.v.) discourages giving in, 2:268 [140-141];

Allah gives more to the person who gives in, 2:276

[145]; rewards for those who spend in, 35:29-30

[l400];92;5-7 [1995-1996].
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Chaste, the, Allah's forgiveness and reward for, 33:35

[1349-1350].

Chastity (see also Private parts), rules for, 24:30-31

[11 16-1 118]; 24:33 [118-119];

Children (see also Female babes), prohibition to kill,

6:151 [457];60:12 [1813]. prohibition to kill, fearing

poverty (q.v.), 17:31 [882-883].

Christians, the, 2:62 [30]; supposition that Paradise will

be exclusively for, 2:111 [53]; denunciation of the

Jews (q.v.) by, 2:113 [53-54]; will never be happy

unless they follow their religion, 2:120 [56-57];

covenant (q.v.) taken from, 5:14 [335-335]; saying of,

that they are sons of Allah, 5:18 [338]; called upon to

adjudicate by the Injil (q.v.), 5:47 [353]; and Jews

(q.v.) are friends of each other, 5:51 [355]; no fear for

those who believe of, 5:69 [364]; friendship of, for the

believers, 5:82 [370]; Isa (q.v.) called son of Allah

by, 9:30 [589]; rabbis and monks taken as lords by,

9:3 1 [589] ; are in doubt about the din, 42: 1 4 [ 1 565]

.

Churches, the, if Allah holds not some by others

demolished would be, 22:40 [1060].

Cleanliness, Allah loves those who practise, 2:222 [109].

Clouds, Allah produces the heavy, 13:12 [768]; Allah

drives the, 24:43 [1124]; 30:48 [1306]; 35:9 [1392];

on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.) mountains (q.v.) will

pass by like the passing of, 27:88 [1228]; Allah sends

down water (q.v.) from, 1768-70 [1762-1763]; 78:14

[1935].

Colours, Allah has created all that is in the earth of

different, 16:13 [831]; there are signs in the diversity

of man's tongues and, 30:22 [1296].

Commandments, the ten, of Allah (q.v.), 6:151-153

[456-568].

Community (see also 'ummah), all Prophets (q.v.) and

Messengers (q.v.) bclopng to the same, 21 :92 [1038].

Communities, animals and birds are, 6:38 [405].

Companion, duty to be good to the, 4:36 [257], Satan

(q.v.) is an evil, 4:38 [258].

Companions of the Left, the, 56:9 [1754]; punishment

and sufferings of, 56:41-44 [1758-1759]; 56:51-56

[1760-1761]; 56:92-95 [1766]; 69:25-37

[1872-1874]; 90:20 [1991]; those who disbelieve in

the Qur'an (q.v.) shall be, 90: 19 [1991].

Companions of the Right, the, 56:8 [1754]; rewards and

enjoyment injannah (q.v.) for, 56:27-40 [1757-1758];

56:90-91 [1766]; 69:19-24 [1871-1872]; 74:39-40

[1909-1910]; 84:7-9 [1967]; those who believe,

mutually counsel patience (q.v.) and kindness (q.v.)

and feed the orphan (q.v.) and the poor (q.v.) shall be,

90:14-19 [1990-1991].

Compensation ('adl), not to be accepted for sin on the

Day of Judgement (q.v.), 2:123 [58].

Conciliation, between men enjoined, 4:114 [295];

between husband and wife preferred, 4:128 [300-301];

Confederates, the, see Khandaq, the battle of.

Conference, rules of etiquette (q.v.) for, 24:62

[1134-1135].

Conjecture (see also Surmise), the polytheists follow

nought but, 6:148 [455]; 10:36 [650-651]; 10:66

[661]; 53:23 [1720]; 53:28 [1721-1722]; avails not

against the truth (q.v.) 53:28 [1722].

Conspicuous Victory, the, see Hudaybiyah, the treaty of.

Constellations, Allah has set in the sky (q.v ), 25:61

[1156]; sural named after, 85 [1970-1973]; Allah

swears by the sky (q.v.) having, 85: 1 [1970].

Consultation, surah named, [1560-1581]; believers

conduct their affair by mutual, 42:38 [1575].

Contracts, command to fulfil, 5:1 [325]; 6:152 [458];

61:2 [1814]; men of understanding do not violate,

13:20 [773].

Corals, there come out of the two seas (q.v.) pearls (q.v.)

and, 55:22 [1744].

Corn, is Allah's creation, 80:27 [1950];

Corn-fields, Allah causes to grow, of diverse hue, 39:21

[1488].

Courtship, rules regarding, 2:235 [118-119).

Cow, Banu Isra'Tl asked to slaughter a, 2:67-71 [32-34];

Covenant, of man (q.v.) with Allah, 2:27 [14]; 57:8

[1770); taken from BanQ Isra'il (q.v.), 2:63, 2:83-84

[30, 38-39]; 2:93 [44]; 5:12 [333-334); violations of,

by Banu Israil, 2:85 [39-40]; taken from Ahl al-Kitab

(q.v.), 3:187 [229]; 4:154 [313]; there reaches not the

trangressors Allah's, 2:124 [59]; fulfilment of,

enjoined, 2:177 [83]; 5:7 [331-332]; 6:152 [458];

16:91-92 [858]; 17:34 [883-884]; rewards for

fulfilling a, 48: 10 [1664]; jannah (q.v.) for those who
fulfil their, 70:33,35 [1881,1882]; the consequence of

violating a, 48:10 [1664]; believers (q.v.) keep their,

23:8 [1076]; prohibition to violate, 16:95 [860]; men
of understanding do not violate, 13:20 [773];

punishment for those who violate the, 3:77 [185-186);

evil of abode will be for those who violate, 13:25

[774-775]; taken by Allah from the Prophets to

believe in the Last Messenger, 2:81-82 [187-188];

taken from the Christians (q.v.), 5:14 [335];

prohibition to give help against a people with whom
there is a, 8:72 [574].

Creature, Allah has spread in the earth (q.v.) every

moving, 31:10 [1313]; there is a sign (q.v.) in Allah's

spreading of the moving, 42:29 [1572]; 45:4 [1619];

Crops, Allah produces all types of, 14:32 [798]; 16:11

[830]; 16:67 [848]; 56:63-65 [1762].

Cultivation, Allah grows plants and crops (q.v.) out of,

56:63-65 [1762].

Darkness, there equalize not light and, 35:20 [1397].

Date-palm, the, is Allah's creation, 6:99 [433]; 16:67

[848]; 23:19 [1079]; 36:34 [1417]; 50:10 [1687];
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55:11 [1742]; 80:29 [1950]; there will be in jannah

(q.v.), 55:68 [1751].

Dates and crops, are Allah's creation, 6:141 [451]; 23:19

[1079];36:33 [1416]; 50:9 [1687].

Daud, killing of Goliath (q.v.) by, 2:251 [128]; Zabur

(q.v.) given to, 4:163 [318]; 17:55 [890]; was ever

penitent, 38:17 [1463]; mountains and birds made

subservient along with, 38:18-19 [1463]; given

kingdom and wisdom, 38:20 [1463]; those who

disbelieved of Banu Isra'il (q.v.) were cursed by the

tongue of, 5:78 [368]; was a Prophet, 6:84 [425];

27:15 [1206]; adjudication about the tillage by, and

other graces to, 21:78-80 [1033-1034]; 34:10-11

[1371]; adjudication bteween two litigants by,

38:21-26 [1464-1466]; Allah's gift of Sulayman (q.v.)

to, 38:30 [1467].

Daughters (see also Female babes), the polytheists'

attribution of, to Allah (q.v.), 17:40 [885]; the

polytheists' dislike of, 43:16-18 [1585-1586]; the

polytheisits' burying alive of newly born, 6: 137 [449];

6:140 [450-451]; 16:59 [846];16:59 [846]; Allah

bestows on whomsoever He wills, 42:49-50 [1579].

Dawn, the, Allah's oath by, 74:34 [1909]; 81:18 [1955];

Day, the, Allah has made the night (q.v.) and, 21:33

[1021]; 79:29-30 [1944]; is a sign (q.v.) of Allah,

41 :37 [1552]; there are sure signs in the alternation of

the night (q.v.) and, 3:190 [230-231; 10:6 [638];

10:67 [661]; 17:12 [876]; 24:44 [1 125]; 27:86 [1228];

45:5 [1619]; Allah causes the alternation of the night

and, 23:80 [1095]; Allah makes the night (q.v.) enter

into, 3:27 [165]; 22:61 [1067]; 31:29 [1320-1321];

35:13 [1394-1395]; 57:6 [1769]; Allah makes the

night wrap/roll over, 13:3 [764]; 24:44 [1125]; 39:5

[1482]; Allah has set in succession the night (q.v.)

and, 25:62 [1157]; Allah strips, off the night (q.v.),

36:37 [1417]; Allah determines the night (q.v.) and,

73:20 [1902]; Allah has made serviceable, 14:33

[798]; 16:12 [830]; it is Allah's mercy that He has set

night and, 28:71-73 [1257-1258]; Allah has made, a

restoration to life, 25:47 [1152]; Allah has made, to

give visibility, 27:86 [1228]; Allah has made, for

living, 78:1 1 [1934]; and night are meant for seeking

Allah's grace and for reckoning years, 17:12 [876];

28:73 [1257-1258]; with Allah a thousand years of

our counting is the span of a, 22:47 [1062]; 32:5

[1325]; fifty thousand years is the extent of a, in

which angels and Jibril (q.v.) ascend to Allah, 70:4

[1877]; the night (q.v.) is not to outstrip, 36:40

[1418]; Allah's swearing by, 91:3 [1992]; 92:2 [1995].

Day of Judgement, the, 1:4 [1]; is called the Day of

Requital ( Yawm al-Din), 1:4 [1]; 70:26 [1880]; 74:46

[1910]; 82:17-18 [1959]; 83:11 [1961]; is called the

Day of Meeting, 40:15 [1514]; is called the Day of

Reckoning, 40:27 [1518]; is called the Day of Mutual

Calling, 40:32 [1521]; is called the Day of Gathering,

42:7 [1562]; 64:9 [1833]; is called the Day of

Decision, 44:40 [1613]; 77:13-14 [1927-1928]; 77:38

[1931]; 78:17 [1935]; is called the Day of Mutual

Gain and Loss, 64:9 [1833]; is the appointed time for

all, 44:40 [1613]; none will be of avail to anyone on,

2:48 [23]; 2:123 [58]; 31:33 [1322-1323]; 82:19

[1959]; none will have any power or helper on, 86:10

[1975]; the Command shall be Allah's Alone on,

82:19 [1959]; no friend will be of any avail to any

friend on, 44:41 [1613]; 69:35 [1874]; no friend will

enquire about a friend on, 70:10-11 [1878]; wealth

and power will not be of any avail on, 69:28-29

[1873]; leaders of unbelief will disavow their

followers on, 2:166 [78]; 34:31-33 [1379-1380];

simile of, 2:171 [80]; leaders of unbelief will be of no

avail to the unbelievers on, 14:21 [793]; 40:47-48

[1526]; Satan (q.v.) will disavow reponsibility for the

unbelievers (q.v.) on, 14:22 [793-794]; inevitability

of, 2:202 [98]; 6:15-16 [397]; 6:134 [447-448];

19:38-40 [959-960]; 21:1 [1012]; 29:5 [1266];

37:18-21 [1433]; 45:26 [1626]; 50:22 [1690]; 51:23

[1699]; 51:60 [1706]; 56:49-50 [1760]; 64:9 [1833];

78:4-5 [1933; 78:17 [1935]; 78:39 [1939]; 81:14

[1955]; 83:5-6 [1960-1961]; is the Day Most True,

78:39 [1939]; there is no repulsion for, 30:43 [1304];

42:47 [1578]; there is no doubt about, 3:9 [157]; 3:25

[164]; 6:12 [396]; 40:59 [1530]; 41:40 [1554]; 42:7

[1562]; none can advance or delay, 34:30 [1378]; the

earth (q.v.) will radiate with the Light of its Lord on,

39:69 [1505], the Book (q.v.) will be brought up on,

39:69 [15050]; Prophets (q.v.) will be brought up on,

39:69 [1505]; Messengers (q.v.) will be asked about

their missions on, 5:109 [384]; Messengers (q.v.) will

be scheduled on, 77:11 [1927]; Allah's will be the

dominion on, 40: 16 [1515]; fully paid/requited will be

every individual on,16:l 1 1 [865]; 24:25 [II 14]; 39:70

[1505]; 40:17 [1515]; 99:7-8 [2012]; everybody will

be exposed on, 40:16 [1514-1515]; 69:18 [1871]; all

secrets of the hearts (q.v.) will be exposed on, 100:10

[2014]; all secrets will be examined on, 86:9 [1975];

position of the angels (q.v.) on, 2:210 [101]; 39:69

[1505]; 69:17 [1871]; the angels (q.v.) shall be in

rows on, 89:22 [1987]; no intercession without Allah's

permission on, 2:254 [130]; 2:255 [131]; 20:109

[1003]; inevitable return of all to Allah on, 2:281

[146]; 5:105 [381]; 6:12 [395]; 6:36 [405]; 10:46

[654]; 10:56 [657]; 19:38-40 [959-960]; 36:53

[1421-1422]; 41:21 [1547]; 75:12 [1914]; 83:6

[1961]; voices will be faded on, 20:108 [1002]; some

faces will be humbled on, 20:111 [1003]; 88:2-3

[1980]; somme faces will be delighted and pleased on,

88:8-9 [1981]; hearts will be by the throats on, 40:18

[1515]; hearts and eyes shall be overturned on, 24:37
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[1121]; white and black will turn the faces

respectively of the believers (q.v.) and disbelievers

(q.v.) on, 3:106-107 [197-198]; 39:60 [1502]; a group

will be in jantiah (q.v.) and a group will be in the

bazing fire on, 42:7 [1562]; 88:2-4 [1980]; 88:8-10

[1981]; every Prophet will be a witness against his

people on, 4:41 [258-259]; state of the disbelievers

(q.v.) on, 4:42 [259]; 25:27-29 [1146]; the

disbelievers' (q.v.) unbelief in, 83:11 [1961]; position

of the polytheists (q.v.) /unbelievers (q.v.) on, 6:22-24

[399-400]; 6:27-28 [401J; 6:30 [402]; 7:38-39

[478-479]; 14:42-43 [801-802]; 40:10-11

[1512-1513]; 78:40 [1939]; 83:29-36 [1964-1965];

their ears, eyes and skins will testify against the

disbelievers/polytheists on, 41:20-22 [1546-1547];

there will testify everyone's tongues, hands and legs

on, 24:24 [1113-114]; the disbelievers (q.v.)

/polytheists (q.v.) will not be allowed to appease on,

41:24 [1548]; the disbelievers will confess their sins

on, 40:11 [1513]; 74:41-47 [1910]; the disbelievers

(q.v.) will be conducted in groups towards hell (q.v.)

on, 39:71-72 [1506-1507]; no ransom will be

accepted from disbelievers on, 5:36 [346]; the

disbelievers will not be allowed to speak or make

excuses on, 77:35-36 [1930]; 78:37 [1938]; there shall

not speak anyone except with Allah's leave on, 78:38

[1938-1939]; woe to the disbelievers (q.v.) on, 77:15,

19 [1928]; 77:24, 28 [1929]; 77:34 [1930]; 77:37, 40

[1931]; 77:45, 47, 49 [1932]; 83:10 [1961];

transgressors (q.v.)/ polytheists (q.v.) /sinful will be

ready to redeem themselves with sons, wife, brother

and all that is in the earth on, 10:54 [656-657];

39:47-48 [1498]; 70:1 1-14 [1878-1879]; transgressors

/polytheists (q.v.) shall have neither any friend nor any

intercessor on, 40:18 [1515]; there will not benefit the

intercession of intercessors on, 74:48 [1911]; their

excuse will be of no avail to the disbelievers/

transgressors/polytheists on, 40:52 [1528]; 66:7

[1847]; repentance and redemption will not be

accepted on, 89:23-24 [1987-1988]; the unbelievers

(q.v.)/ polytheists (q.v.) will be asked about their

replies to the Messengers (q.v.) on, 28:65-66 [1255];

reward of the truthful (q.v.) on, 5:1 19 [390]; warning

given to mankind (q.v.) of, 14:44 [802]; their

supposed deities will disavow the polytheists (q.v.) on,

16:86 [856]; 28:62-64 [1254-1255]; the supposed

deities will not be of any avail to the polytheists (q.v.)

on, 6:94 [430]; 16:87 [856]; 28:74-75 [1258];

disbelievers (q.v.) will testify against themselves on,

6:130 [446]; 7:37 [478]; weighing (q.v.) on, 7:8-9

[467]; 23:103-104 [1 100]; a pleasant life will be for

the one whose scales (q.v.) become heavy on, 101:6-7

[2015-2016]; hell will be the abode for the one whose

scales (q.v.) become light on, 101:8-11 [2016];

warning against the torment of, 11:3 [678]; 39:13

[I486]; all mankind (q.v.) will be mustered on, 1 1 : 103

[714-715]; 45:26 [1626]; none will speak out except

by Allah's leave on, 11:105 [715]; the miserable and

happy ones on, 1 1:105-108 [715-716]; neither trading

nor friendship will be on, 14:31 [797]; friends will be

enemies to one another on, 43:67 [1600]; the sinners

(q.v.) will be yoked together and fire will wrap up

their faces on, 14:49-50 [804]; a witness will be

rasised from every nation on, 16:84 [855]; the

disbelievers will not be given any leave on, 16:84

[855]; woe to those who disbelieve in, 19:37

[959-960]; punishment for the disbelievers in, 32:14

[1328]; 74:46 [1910]; the unbelievers' asking about

the time of, 32:28 [ 1 332] ; 5 1 : 1 2 [ 1 697] ; there will not

avail the disbelievers' (q.v.) believing on, 32:29

[1332-1333]; 34:52-54 [1387-1388]; suddenness of,

21:40 [1023]; 22:55 [1065]; 43:66 [1599]; the

righteous (q.v.) shall be kept away from the terror of,

21:101-103 [1040-1041]; Allah will judge about your

disagreement on, 22:69 [1070]; Allah will judge

between the believers (q.v.), the Jews (q.v.), the Majus

(q.v.) the polytheists (q.v.) and the Sabians (q.v.) on,

22:17 [1050-1051]; 22:56 [1065]; Allah will decide

about the disagreement among the Ahl al-Kitdb (q.v.)

/Banu lsra'Tl (q.v.) on, 45:17 [1623]; every matter will

be settled on, 54:3 [1729]; those who do the good

deeds (q.v.) will be safe and secure from the horror of,

27:89 [1229]; believers (q.v.) and Muslims (q.v.) will

have no fear on, 43:68 [1600]; the believers will be

separated from the unbelievers on, 30:14 [1294]; the

sinful (q.v.) will wish to be sent back to the worldly

life (q.v.) on, 32:12 [1327]; no injustice will be done

to any person on, 36:54 [1422]; 40:17 [1515]; state of

the sinful (q.v.) on, 36:59-67 [1423-1425]; man (q.v.)

will quarrel before his Lord on, 39:31 [1492]; the

muttaqun (q.v.) will be conducted in groups into

jannah (q.v.) on, 39:73 [1507]; jannah (q.v.) for those

who believe in, 70:26,35 [1880,1882]; the unbelievers

will have no defenders against Allah on, 40:33 [1521];

42:46 [1577]; losers will be the transgressors

(q.v.)/followers of falsehood (q.v.) on, 42:45 [1577];

45:27 [1627]; down on their kness will be every

'ummah (q.v.) on, 45:28 [1627]; the inbelievers/sinful

will think on, that they had not lived but for an

evening or a forernoon of a day, 78:46 [1946]; every

person will be accompanied by an angel driver and an

angel witness on, 50:21 [1689]; a flame of fire and

molten brass will be discharged on man (q.v.) and

jinn (q.v.) on, 55:35 [1746]; hell will be brought up

on, 89:23 [1987]; no man (q.v.) or jinn (q.v.) will be

interrogated on, 55:39 [1747]; the sinful (q.v.) will be

recognized by their marks on, 55:41 [1747]; people

will be divided into three sorts on, 56:7-10 [1754];
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56:88-85 [1765-1766]; punishment of the

Companions of the Left (q.v.) on, 56:41-44

[1758-1759; 56:52-56 [1760-1761]; accountability

(q.v.) of man on, 75:13-15 [1915]; some faces will be

resplendant and casting glance to their Lord on,

75:22-23 [1916]; 80:38-39 [1951-1952]; some faces

will be gloomy and convinced of the punishment on,

75:24-25 [1916]; the righteous (q.v.) fear, 76:7

[1921]; 80:40-42 [1952]; the unbelievers are careless

about, 27 [1924]; a person will not care for his

brothers, parents, wife and children on, 80:34-37

[1951]; the disbelievers (q.v.) will be screened from

Allah on, 83:15 [1962]; Allah's swearing by the

witness and witnessed on, 85:3 [1970].

Day of Resurrection (see also Resurrection) the, belief

in, an element of Piety (q.v.), 2:177 [83]; position of

the muttaqtin on , 2:212 [102]; punishment for

stinginess on, 3:180 [226]; everyone will be given full

recompense on, 3:185 [228]; 10:4 [637]; 45:22

[1625]; individual acountability (q.v.) on, 3:161

[219]; 58:6 [1785]; 58:7 [1786]; 64:7 [1832];

everyone will come to Allah individually on, 19:95

[974]; there is no doubt about/inevitability of, 4:87

[279-280]; 22:5 [1045]; 22:7 [1047]; 23:16 [1078];

29:5 [1266]; 30:19 [1295]; 36:49-53 [1420-1422];

40:59 [1530]; 50:20 [1689]; 50:42 [1694]; 51:23

[1699]; 56:49-50 [1760]; 58:6 [1785]; 64:9 [1933];

69:1-3 [1868]; 75:3-4 [1913];78:4-5 [1933]; 79:1-6

[1040-1941]; 79:13-14 [1941-1942]; 100:9-10

[2014]; there is no averting of, 53:58 [1727]; 56:1-3

[1753]; 64:7 [1832]; is a promise on the part of Allah,

21:104 [1041]; 30:25 [1297]; 51:60 [1706]; 70:42

[1883; 80:33 [1951]; is called "the Day Promised",

85:2 [1970]; is called "the Calamity", 101 : 1-2 [2015];

is called "the Day of Coming out", 50:42 [1694];

Allah's swearing by, 75:1 [1913]; 85:2 [1970]; there

has drawn near, 53:57 [1727]; 54:1 [1729]; none can

plead with Allah on, 4:109 [293]; Isa (q.v.) will be a

witness against 'Ahl al-Kitab (q.v.) on, 4:159 [314];

Allah will make clear your disagreement on, 16:92

[858-859]; Allah will judge about the Jews'

disagreement about Sabbath (q.v.) on, 16:124 [870];

Allah will judge about the disagreement of Banfi

Isra'il (q.v.) on, 32:25 [1331]; every man will

encounter his book of deeds on, 17:17:13-14 [877];

the terrible events/horrors of, 18:47-49 [928-929];

20:105-109 [1002-1003]; 22:2 [1044-45]; 52:6

[1707]; 52:9-10 [1708]; 56:4-6 [1753-1754];

69:13-16 [1870-1871]; 70:8-9 [1878]; 73:14 [1900];

73:17-18 [1901]; 75:7-10 [1914]; 77:8-10 [1927];

79:6-9 [1941]; 81:1-13 [1953-1954]; 82:1-4 [1957];

84:1-5 [1966]; 89:21 [1987]; 99:1-6 [2011-1012];

100:9-10 [2014]; 101:4-5 [2015]; the eye shall be

dazzled on, 75:7 [1914]; mankind will be like moths

scattered on, 101:4 [2015]; the children shall turn

grey-haird on, 73:17 [1901]; the earthquake of, 22:1

[1044]; 56:4 [1753]; 73:14 [1900]; 79:6 [1941]; 99:1

[2011]; the earth (q.v.) will throw out its loads on,

99:2 [2011]; the earth will speak out its stories on,

99:4-5 [2011]; the sky (q.v.) shall be rolled up on,

21:104 [1041]; the heavens (q.v.) shall be folded up

on, 39:1504]; the sky shall be rent asunder on, 25:25

[1 145]; 55:37 [1746]; 73:18 [1901]; 77:9 [1927]; the

sky shall be gateways on, 78:19 [1935]; the moon
(q.v.) shall be eclipsed on, 75:8 [1914]; the sun and

the moon shall be merged on, 75:9 [1914]; the stars

(q.v.) will be effaced on, 77:8 [1927]; the mountains

(q.v.) will pass by like the passing of clouds (q.v.) on,

27:88 [1228]; the mountains (q.v.) shall be a dune

adrift on, 73:14 [1900]; the mountains (q.v.) will be

scattered/set in motion on, 77:10 [1927]; 78:20

[1935-1936]; the mountains (q.v.) will be like wool

ruffled on, 101:5 [2015]; the earth (q.v.) will be

entirely in Allah's grasp on, 39:67 [1504]; the earth

(q.v.) will be rent asunder on, 50:44 [1695]; the earth

will be crushed on, 89:21 [1987]; those who turn away

from the Qur'an (q.v.) shall bear a burden on,

20:100-101 [1001]; those who turn away from the

Qur'an (q.v.) will be raised blind on, 20:124-127

[1007-1008]; blowing of the trumpet (q.v.) on,

20:102 [1001]; 23:101 [1099]; 36:51 [1421]; 50:20

[1689]; 69:13 [1870]; 74:8 [1905]; 78:18 [1935];

79:13 [1941-1942]; 80:33 [1951]; the first and second

blowing of the trumpet on, 39:68 [1505]; 79:6-7

[1941]; the scales of justice will be set up on, 21:47

[1025]; the muttaqUn (q.v.)/ believers (q.v.) are

apprehensive of, 21:49 [1026]; 42:18 [i567];

approach of, and the condition of the disbelievers

(q.v.) on, 21:97 [1039]; 70:43-44 [1883]; the

disbelievers (q.v.) will continue to be in doubt till,

22:55 [1065]; for the dead there is a barmkh (q.v.)

till, 23:100 [1099]; hellfire for the disbelievers on,

25:11-14 [1140-1141]; accountability of the

disbelievers (q.v.) on, 29:13 [1269]; difficult for the

unbeliever will be, 25:26 [1146]; the unbelievers'

(q.v.) disbelief in, 6.29 [402]; 11:7 [679-680];

17:49-51 [888-889]; 23:82-83 [1095]; 25:40 [1150];

27:67-68 [1223]; 36:48 [1420]; 45:14 [1622];

56:47-48 H759]; 64:7 [1832]; 79:10-12 [1941];

neither wealth nor sons, but an unblemished heart will

avail on, 26:87-89 [1178]; blood relations and

children will not be of avail on, 60:3 [1807]; a sign of

the approach of, 27:82 [1226]; punishment for

Fir'awn (q.v.) and his followers on, 28:41-42 [1246];

the polytheists (q.v.) will disown one another on,

29:25 [1273]; dumbstruck will be the sinful (q.v.) on,

30:12 [1293]; the sinful (q.v.) will swear on, that they

had lived only for an hour, 30:55 [1308]; neither
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excuse nor amends will avail the transgressors (q.v.)

on, 30:57 [1309]; the unbelievers ask about the time

of, 75:6 [1914]; with Allah lies the knowledge of,

31:34 [1323]; 33:63 [1363]; 43:1604]; their supposed

deities will disclaim the polytheists (q.v.) on, 35:14

[1395]; losers will be the polytheists (q.v.) on, 39:15

[I486]; the coming of
l

Isa (q.v.) will be an indication

of the approach of, 53:61 [1598]; suddenness of,16:77

[852]; 12:107 [761]; 43:66 [1599]; woe to the

disbelievers (q.v.) on, 52:1 1-12 [1708]; all will come

out of their graves like locusts on, 54:7 [1730]; for the

unbelievers (q.v) more calamitious will be, 54:46

[1738]; hard on the unbelievers (q.v.) will be, 74:9-10

[1905]; man will come out in different groups on, 99:6

[2011-2012].

Daybreak, the, Allah's oath by, 89: 1 [1984]; Allah is the

Lord of, 113:1 [2030].

Dead, the, you cannot make listen, 27:80 [1226]; 30:52

[1307]; as Allah enlivens the earth (q.v.) with

vegetation so will He bring to life, 30:50 [1307];

there equalize not the living and, 35:22 [1397]; Allah

is All-Capable of giving life to, 46:33 [1 644].

Deaf, the, you cannot make listen, 27:80 [1226]; 30:52

[1307]; 43:40 [1592].

Death, every living being is to taste, 3:185 [228]; 21:35

[1021]; 29:57 [1285]; 50:19 [1689]; 56:60 [1761];

56:83-87 [1765]; will catch you wherever you be, 4:78

[275]; there is no fleeing from, 62:8 [1822]; Allah

causes, 2:28 [15]; 3:156 [217]; 7:158 [526]; 9:116

[628]; 10:56 [657]; 10:104 [674]; 15:23 [811]; 16:70

[849]; 22:66 [1069]; 23:80 [1095]; 33:16 [1340];

Allah takes lives at, 39:42 [1496]; there is no coming

back to worldly life after, 23:99-100 [1099]; man uses

to turn away from, 50:19 [1689]; in jannah (q.v.)

there will be no, 44:56 [1616]; Allah created life and,

to test you, 67:2 [1850]; pangs of, 75:26-29

[1916-1917].

Debtor, to give respite to the, 2:280 [146]; zakah (q.v.)

may be given to a, 9:60 [602].

Defamation, prohibition of, by one another, 49:11

[1681].

Deity/god, good news for those who abstain from

worshipping false, 39:17 [1487].

Destitute, the, zakah (q.v.) should be given to, 9:60

[602].

Devout, the, Allah's forgiveness and reward for, 33:35

[1349-1350].

Dhuu al-Hijjah, Allah's oath by the first ten nights of,

89:2 [1984];

DhQ al-Kifl, was persevering and righteous, 21(85-86

[1035-1036]; 38:48 [1471].

Dhu al-NQn, see YOnus.

DhQ al-Qarnayn, story of, 18:83-99 [941-946].

Difficulty, with ease (q.v.) is, 94:5-6 [2000].

Din (worship), to fight till there becomes for Allah

Alone, 2:193 [92]; 8:39 [560]; command to make
exclusive for Allah the, 7:29 [474]; 40:14 [1514];

40:65 [1532].

Dm (Judgement/requital), 95:7 [2003]; 107:1 [2024];

(see also Yawm al-Din).

Din (Religion), Islam is the, to Allah, 3:19 [161];

nothing will be acceptable to Allah except Islam (q.v.)

as, 3:85 [189]; Islam (q.v.) is the perfected and

approved, 5:3 [328]; prohibition to create divisions in,

6:159 [461]; Allah will make prevail the, 9:33 [590];

Allah sent the Messenger Muhammad (q.v.) to make
the religion of the truth (Islam) prevail over all, 48:28

[1674]; 61:9 [1817]; there is no compulsion in the

matter of, 2:256 [132]; Allah has not set any difficulty

in the matter of, 22:78 [1073]; Allah has

communicated through all the Messengers (q.v.) the

same, 42: 1 3 [1564]; the Jews and the Christians (q.v.)

are in doubt about, 42:14 [1565]; command to call to,

42:15 [1566]; invalid will be the plea of those who
dispute about Allah's, 42:16 [1566-1567]; the

supposed deities did not enact for the polytheists (q.v.)

any, 42:21 [1568]; Allah does not need to be

informed of your, 49:16 [1683]; prohibition to take as

friends the enemies of Allah and His, 60:1-2

[1806-1807]; 60:9 [1810]; Allah does not prohibit to

be kind to those who fought not the believers in the

matter of, 60:8 [1810].

Disbelief, Allah forgives not those who repeatedly

relapse into, 4:137 [305].

Disbelievers, the (see also Kafir), Allah puts a seal/veils

on the hearts and ears/sights of, 2:6 [6]; 16:108

[864]; 18:57 [933]; 30:59 [1310]; 45:23 [1625];

punishment/hellfire for, 2:39 [20]; 2:90 [43];

3:176-178 [224-225]; 3:196-197 [233]; 4:56 [265];

4:140 [307]; 4:169 [320]; 4:173 [322; 5:10 [333];

5:73 [366]; 5:86 [372]; 6:49 [409-410]; 6:70 [419];

7:36 [477]; 7:40-41 [480]; 11:17 [684]; 13:34 [779];

16:29 [835]; 16:106 [863-864]; 17:97 [905];

18:100-106 [946-948]; 19:68-71 [968-969]; 22:8-10

[1047-1048]; 22:19-22 [1052]; 24:57 [1130];

25:11-14 [1140-1141]; 27:85 [1227]; 29:23

[1272-1273]; 29:68 [1289]; 30:16 [1294]; 33:8

[1337]; 33:64-66 [1363-1364]; 35:7 [1391]; 35:36-37

[1402-1403]; 40:46 [1526]; 40:70-76 [1534-1536];

41:19 [1546]; 41:27-28 [1549];4I:50 [1558]; 42:16

[1567]; 43:29 [1589]; 45:33-34 [1629]; 46:20 [1639];

48:13 [1666]; 51:13-14 [1697-1698]; 52:13-16

[1708-1709]; 56:41-44 [1758-1759]; 56:51-56

[1760-1761]; 56:92-95 [1766]; 58:4-5 [1784]; 65:10

[1842]; 67:10-11 [1853]; 70:15-18 [1679]; 77:29-33

[1930]; 83:16-17 [1962]; 92:14-16 [1996-1997]; 98:6

[2009]; respite given by Allah to, 16:47 [842-843];

19:75 [970]; 20:129 [1009]; 20:135 [1011]; 22:44
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[1061]; 22:48 [1063]; 31:24 [1319]; 41:45 [1556];

68:44-45 [1866]; there is an appointed time for the

punishment of, 18:58-59 [933-934]; in the hereafter

(q.v.) no help against Allah's punishment will be

available to, 41:16 [1545]; 45:34 [1629]; on the Day

of Judgement (q.v.) conducted in groups towards hell

(q.v.) will be, 39:71-72 [1506-1507]; woe to, on the

Day of Judgement (q.v.), 77:15, 19 [ 1928]; 77:24, 28

[1929]; 77:34 [1930]; 77:37,40 [1931]; 77:45, 47, 49

[1932]; 83:10 [1961]; unbelief of, in the Day of

Judgment (q.v.), 83:11-12 [1961]; 84:14 [1967];

unbelief of, in resurrection, [see Resuurection]; on the

Day of Judgement (q.v.) there will disavow their

followers the leaders of, 2:166 [78]; 34:31-33

[1379-1380]; 37:27-32 [1434-1435]; will be partners

with their leaders in the punishment, 43:38-39 [1592];

simile of, 2:171 [80] ; simile of the deeds of, 24:39-40

[1122-1123; worldly life deceived/ was embellished

to, 2:212 [101]; 41:25 [1548]; 45:35 [1529]; their

wealth and children/power will not avail them against

Allah, 3:10 [157-158]; 3:116-17 [201-202]; 69:28-29

[1873]; on the day of Judgement (q.v.) no ransom will

be accepted of, 3:91 [191-192]; 5:36 [346]; 6:70

[419]; will not be allowed to appease on the Day of

Judgement (q.v.), 41:24 [1548]; will not be allowed to

speak or make excuses on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.), 77:35-36 [1930]; 78:37 [1938]; state of, on the

Day of Judgement (q.v.), 3:106 [197-198]; 4:42 [259];

25:27-29 [1146]; 33:67-68 [1364]; 34:51-54

[1387-1388]; 40:10-11 [1512-1513]; 54:6-8 [1730];

will confess their sins on the Day of Judgement (q.v.),

40:11 [1513]; 67:9-11 [1852-1853]; state of, on the

Day of Resurrection (q.v.) 21:97 [1030]; 70:43-44

[1883]; believers (q.v.) are commanded not to

obey/follow, 3:149 [213]; 29:12 [1268-1269]; 33:48

[1354]; 68:7-16 [1860-1861]; desire compromise in

the dtn, 68:9 [I860]; will carry the loads of their sins

and of the sin of misleading others, 29:13 [1269];

believers (q.v.) forbidden to take as friends, 4:144

[309]; those who believe in part and disbelieve in part

are indeed, 4:150-151 [311-312]; will testify against

themselves on the Day of Judgement (q.v ), 6:130

[446]; 7:37 [478]; on the Day of Judgement there will

testify against them the ears, eyes and skins of,

41:20-22 [1546-1547]; are patron-friends of one

another, 8:73 [574-575]; signs and warnings avail not,

10:101 [673]; 54:2 [1729]; 54:5 [1730]; their

believing in the face of death will not avail, 16:28

[835-836]; their believing on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.) will not avail, 32:29 [1332-1333]; 34:52-54

[1387-1388]; will think on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.) that they had not lived but for an evening or a

forernoon of a day, 79:46 [1946]; losers in the

hereafter (q.v.) will be, 16:109 [864-865]; seek to

refute the truth (q.v.) by falsehood, 18:56 [932];

ridiculing of the believers by, 19:73 [969]; attitude of,

to the Qur'an (q.v.) and the Messenger (q.v.), 21:2-3,5

[1012-1013]; 41:26 [1549]; 45:31 [1628]; allegations

against the Messenger by, 25:5-6 [1 138-1 139]; 46:7-8

[1633]; 61:6 [1816]; divergent opinions expressed

about the Qur'an (q.v.) and the Messenger (q.v.) by,

51:8-9 [1697]; ridiculing of the Messenger (q.v.) by,

25:41-42 [1 150-1 151]; demand of miracles from the

Messenger made by, 25:8 [1 140]; will continue to be

in doubt, 22:55 [1065]; are inacapable of frustrating

Allah's plans, 24:57 [1130]; 46:32 [1644]; there

equalise not the believers (q.v.) and, 47:14

[1651-1652]; will be caught in their own trick, 52:42

[1714]; follow their whims (q.v.), 54:3 [1729]; wish to

make you disbelieve, 60:2 [1807]; intend to

extinguish the light of Allah with their mouths, 9:32

[590]; 61:8 [1816]; are in delusion, 67:20 [1855]; will

be screened from Allah on the day of Judgement (q.v.)

83:15 [1962].

Disciples, the, of 'Isa (q.v.), were Muslims (q.v.),

3:52-53, [176]; 5:111 [386]; were helpers (q.v.) of

Allah, 61:14 [1819]; demand of, for a table from

heaven, 5:1 12-1 13 [386-387].

Disjointed letters, the, 2:1 [4]; 3: 1 [154]; 7: 1 [465]; 10:1

[635]; 11:1 [677]; 12:1 [722]; 13:1 [763]; 14:1 [784];

15:1 [806]; 19:1 [950]; 20:1 [976]; 26:1 [1162]; 27:1

[1202]; 28:1 [1231]; 29:1 [1265]; 30:1 [1290]; 31:1

[1311]; 32:1 [1324]; 36:1 [1409]; 38:1 [1459]; 40:1

[1509]; 41:1 [1540]; 42: 1-2 [1560]; 43:1 [1582]; 44:1

[1606]; 45:1 [1618]; 50:1 [1685]; 68:1 [1859].

Disobedience, to Allah and His Messenger, prohibition

against, 60:12 [1813].

Ditch, the battle of, See Khandaq.

Divining by arrows, prohibition of, 5:90-91 [374-375],

Divorce, rules regarding, 2:229-232 [112-116];

2:2360237 [119-120]; 65:1-2 [1837-1838]; rules

regarding the suckling of babies in case of, 2:233

[116-117]; zJhdr (q.v.) does not coinstitiute, 33:4

[1335].

Divorced women, prescribed period of waiting for,

2:228 [111-112]; 33:49 [1354-1355]; waiting period

for those, who have not menstruated/have no hope of

menstruation, 65:4 [1839; waiting period for the

pregnant, 65:4 [1839]; rules of providing residence

and maintenance for, 2:241 [121]; 65:65:6-7

[18340-1841]; rules of suckling babies by, 65:6

[1840].

Du'a, see Prayer.

Donkey, the, is Allah's grace for man's benefit, 16:8

[829].

Dowry, see Mahr.

Dwellers of the Wood/ Forests, see 'As-hab al- 'Aykah.
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Ears, Allah has given you, 16:78 [853]; 23:78 [1094];

32:9 [1326]; questioned shall be about, 17:36 [884];

will testify agaisnt the disbelievers/polytheists (q.v.)

their, 41:20-22 [1546-1547].

Earth, the, punishment for making mischief in, 5:33

[344-345]; command not to cause trouble/mischief in,

7:56 [487]; 7:85 [499]; initially clogged were the

heavens (q.v.) and, 21:30 [1020]; stands by Allah's

command, 30:25 [1297]; Allah holds the sky (q.v.)

and, 35:41 [1405]; Allah made, in two days, 41:9

[1542]; Allah has set mountains and rivers in, 13:3

[764]; 15:19 [810]; 21:31 [1020]; 27:61 [1220]; 31:10

[1313]; 41:10 [1542]; 50:7 [1686]; 77:27 [1929]; 78:7

[1934]; 79:32 [1944]; Allah assigned in four days the

nutriments of, 41:10 [1542]; Allah has set mountain

passes in, 21:31 [1020]; Allah has made all that is on

it for the decoration of, 18:7 [912]; Allah has made

serviceable all that is in, 22:65 [1068]; Allah has

made, as a resting place, 40:64 [1531-1532]; Allah

has made, a cradle, 43[1584]; 78:6 [1934]; Allah has

made, a receptacle, 77:25-26, [1919]; Allah has

spread out, 50:7 [1686]; 51:48 [1704]; Allah has

made, an expanse, 71:19 [1887]; Allah has surfaced,

88:20 [1982]; Allah has shaped, like an egg, 79:30

[1944]; Allah threw, as a ball, 91:6 [1992-1993];

Allah has set routes (q.v.) in, 43:10 [1584]; 71:20

[1887]; Allah has produced the water and pastures of,

79:31 [1944]; for the creatures (q.v.) Allah has laid,

55:10 [1742]; Allah diminishes the extremities of,

13:41 [782]; 21:44 [1024]; is full of fissures, 86:12

[1975]; Allah has made of, the equivalent of seven

heavens (q.v.), 65:12 [1843]; Allah knows what of the

dead bodies are diminished by, 50:4 [1685-1686];

Allah knows whatever goes into and comes out of,

34:2 [1367]; 57:4 [1768]; on the Day of Judgement

changed will be, into another, 14:48 [803]; on the Day

of Resurrection (q.v.) exposed will be, 18:47 [928]; on

the Day of Resurrection plane and desolate will be,

20:106-107 [1002]; on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.)

flattened and emptied will be, 84:3-4 [1966]; on the

Day of Resurrection entirely in Allah's grasp will be,

39:67 [1504]; on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.) rent

asunder will be, 50:44 [1695]; on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.) carried away and crushed will be,

69:14 [1870]; on the Day of Resurrection there will

quake, 73:14 [1900]; 99:1 [2011]; will throw out its

loads on the day of Resurrection (q.v.), 99:2 [2011];

will speak out its stories on the Day of Resurrection

(q.v.) 99:4-5 [2011]; will radiate with the Light of its

Lord on the Day of Judgemenmt (q.v ), 39:69 [1505];

the righteous (q.v.) shall inherit, 21:105 [1041]; Allah

sends down water and gives life/greenness to, 22:63

[1068]; 29:63 [1287]; 30:24 [1297]; 30:50 [1307];

35:9 [1392]; 41:39 [1553]; 43:12 [1584]; 50:11

[1687]; 57L17 [1774]; there are Allah's signs (q.v.) in,

51:20 [1699]; there are signs in Allah's giving life to,

45:5 [1619]; Allah creates trees, plants and fruits in,

22:5 [1046-1047]; 26:7 [1163]; 31:10 [1313]; 50:7

[1686]; 55:11 [1742]; 80:26-32 [1950-1951]; Allah

has scattered man in, 23:79 [1094]; Allah has made
man (q.v.) from, 53:32 [1723]; Allah has caused man
to grow from, 71:17 [1887]; Allah reverts man into,

71:18 [1887]; Allah has made man (q.v.) successors

in, 35:39 [1404]; Allah has spread every moving

creature in, 31:10 [1313]; 45:4 [1619]; Allah has

scattered man in, 67:24 [1856]; Allah creates pairs in

what there produces, 36:36 [1417]; if Allah willed He
could have made angels (q.v.) as successors in, 43:60

[1598]; disbelievers (q.v.) cannot frustrate Allah's

plans/punishment in, 46:32 [1644]; there shall perish

everyone of those on, 55:26 [1744]; Allah's swearing

by, 86:12 [1975]; 91:6 [1992-1993].

Earthquake, the, of the day of Resurrection (q.v ), 22:

1

[1044]; 56:4 [1753]; 73:14 [1900]; 79:6 [1941]; 99:1

[2011].

Ease, with difficulty (q.v.) is, 94:506 [2000].

East, the, and west, the, Allah is the Lord of, 26:28

[1167].

Elisa, was a Prophet, 6:86 [426].

Emigrants, the, (see also hijruh), reward for, 3:195

[233]; Allah is pleased with the foremost and first

ones of, 9:100 [620-621]; command not to swear for

personal reason against giving sadaqah (q.v.) to,

24:22 [1113]; blood relations are closer to one another

than, in respect of inheritance (q.v.), 33:6

[1336-1337]; distribution of the booty from Banu

al-Nadir (q.v.) to, 59:8 [1798]; believers (q.v.)

enjoined not to send back to their unbelieving

husbands believing women coming as, 60:10 [1811].

Enormities of sin, believers (q.b.) abstain from, 42 :37

[1574].

Envious, the, command to seek refuge with Allah from

the evil of, 113:1,5 [2030].

Equity, believers (q.v.) are enjoined to deal with justice

(q.v.) and, 49:9 [1680].

Etiquette, rules of, 24:27-29 [1115-1116]; for servants,

children and minors, 24:58-59 [1 130-1 131]; rules of,

for eating from the houses of relatives and friends,

24:61 [1132-1134]; rules of, for meetings (q.v.) and

conferences (q.v.)/assemblies, 24:62 [1134-1135];

58: 1 1 [1788]; rules of, in calling the Messenger (q.v.),

24:63 [1135]; rules of, in the presence of the

Messenger, 49:1-3 [1676-1677]; rules of, in visiting

the houses of the Messenger (q.v.), 33:53

[1358-1359].

Even and the odd, the, Allah's oath by, 89:3 [1984].

Evidence (see also Testimony); concealing of,

prohibited, 2:283 [150]; command to give, even aginst
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yourselves, parents and relatives, 4:135 [304]; 5:8

[332]; believers (q.v.)/Muslims (q.v.)/servants of

Allah (q.v.) do not give false, 25:72 [1 159].

Evil/evils, command to ward off with that which is

better the, 23:96 [1098]; those who do, cannot forestal

Allah, 29:4 [1266]; the end of those who do, is more,

30:10 [1293]; the unbelievers' plotting of, 35:43

[1406]; there equalise not those who believe and do

good deeds and those who do, 40:58 [1530]; 45:21

[1624]; command to repel with what is better the,

41:34 [1551-1552]; whoever does an, shall be

accountable for it, 45:15 [1622]; requited will be those

who do, 53:3 1 [1723].

Evil deeds, the, recompense for doing, 10:27 [647]; very

severe punishment for those who plot, 35: 10 [1393].

Extravagance, prohibition of, 7:31 [475]; 17:26-29

[881-882].

Extravagant, the, Allah does not like, 6:141 [451]; 7:31

[475].

Eyes, the, Allah has created for you, 23:78 [1094]; 32:9

[1326]; 90:8 [1990]; will testify against the

disbelievers/polytheists (q.v.) their, 41:20-22

[1546-1547]; on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.)

dazzled shaJl be, 75:7 [1914]; on the Day of

Resurrection downcast will be, 79:9 [1941].

Fact, believers are enjoined to acsertain the, before

acting upon an information, 49:6 [1678],

Fdfyishah/Fahshd', adultery (q.v.) is ,17:32 [883]; Allah

forbids, 6:151 [457]; 7:33 [476]; 16:90 [857]; 42:37

[1574]; 53:32 [1723]; Satan (q.v.) bids to commit,

2:169 [79]; 2:268 [140]; 24:21 [1112]; LQt's (q.v.)

people committed, 7:80 [497]; 27:54 [1218];

punishment for, 33:30 [1346]; punishment for

spreading, 24:19 [1 111].

Fairness (see also Justice), Allah enjoins, 7:29 [474].

Faith, see 'Iman.

False accusation, is an offence and sin, 4:112 [293-294];

Falsehood, neither originates nor recreates, 34.49

[1386]; Allah establishes the truth (q.v.) and effaces,

42:24 [1570-1571]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

losers will be the followers of, 45:27 [1627]; those

who disbelieve follow, 47:3 [1648].

Fdsiq/Fasiqun (the defiant/wantonly sinful), those who

do not adjudicate by what Allah has sent down are,

5:47 [353]; believers do not equalize with, 32:18

[1329; punishment of hellfire for, 32:20 [1330];

believers are enjoined to ascertain the fact (q.v.)

before acting upon an information given by a, 49:6

[1678].

Fasting, made incumbent, 2:183-185 [86-88]; going in

to wives made lawful during the night of, 2:187 [89];

for inability to make sacrifice in Hajj (q.v.), 2:196

[95]; as atonement for killing (q.v.) a believer by

mistake, 4:92 [283]; as atonement for breach of oath

(q.v.), 5:89 [374]; as expiation for hunting (q.v.) in

the state of 'Ihrdm (q.v.),5:95 [377]; Allah's

forgiveness and reward for, 33:35 [1349-1350];

expiation for the sin of zihdr (q.v.) is two months'

consecutive, 58:4 [1784].

Fdlihah, al- (the Opening/Opener), sural, [1-2]; called

the "seven oft-repeted", 15:87 [824].

Fa{ir (see also Allah, names and atributes of), sural,

[1389-1408].

Favours (see also graces, ni'mah), you cannot count

Allah's, 14:34 [798-799]; prohibition to bestow,

seeking to get more, 74:6 [1904].

Female, the, Allah knows what there carries and gives

birth to, 35:11 [1393]; 41:47 [1556-1557]; mankind

are created from male and, 49: 13 [1682]; Allah creates

the pair (q.v.) of male (q.v.) and, 53:45 [1725]; 92:3

[1995].

Female babes, prohibition to kill, 6:151 [457]; the

polytheisits' burying alive of, 6:137 [449]; 6:140

[450-451]; 16:59 [846]; 16:59 [846]; the polytheists'

dislike of, 16-18 [1585-1586]; Allah bestows on

whomsoever He wills, 42:49-50 [1579]; on the Day of

Judgement(q.v.) questioned will be the, buried alive,

81:8-9 [1954].

Fig, the, Allah's swearing by, 95:1 [202];

Fight, in the Way of Allah (q.v.), command to, (see also

Jihad) , 2:190-191 [91-92]; 2:216 [104]; 4:71-76

[271-274]; 4:84 [278]; 5:35 [346]; 22:78 [1073];

those who are wronged are given permission to,

22:39-40 [1059-1060]; attitude of the mundfiq&n

(q.v.) and some Muslims to the command to, 4:77

[274-275]; 47:20-22 [1654-1655]; prohibition to, by

the Sacred Mosque (q.v.), 2:191 [92]; command to

spend in, 2:194 [93]; rule regarding, in the Sacred

Month (q.v.), 2:194 [93]; 2:217 [105]; encouragement

to, 3:145-148 [21 1-212]; command to, til! the worship

becomes entirely for Allah, 8:39 [560]; rules of

prparation for, 8:60 [569]; command to, against those

who violate a treaty (q.v.), 9:5 [578]; 9:12-15

[581-582]; greater status and reward for those who,

9:20-22 [584-584]; rules regarding, 47:4 [1648];

merits and rewards for those who are killed in, 47:4-6

[ 1648-1 649] ;the saving trade is to, 61:10-1 1 [1817];

rewards for those who do,, 61:12-13 [1818]; believers

are enjoined not to feel small when confronting the

enemy in, 47:37 [1659]; believers do, with their

wealth and persons, 49:15 [1683]; Allah loves those

who do, 61:4 [1814-1815].

Fir'awn, persecution of Banu Isra'il (q.v.) by, 2:49

[23-24]; 14:6 [786-787]; 28:3-5 [1231-1232]; rearing

of MGsfi (q.v.) at the household of, 20:37-40

[982-983]; Allah's rescuing of Banu Isra'il (q.v.) from,

2:49 [23-24]; 20:77-80 [993-994]; 37:115 [1448];

44:23-31 [1610-1611]; punishment/drowning of, by
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Allah, 2:50 [24]; 8:54 [567]; 17:103 [907]; 44:24

[1610]; 69:9-10 [1869-1870]; 89:10-13 [1985-1986];

the people of, punished for their unbelief, 3: 11 [158];

8:52-54 [566-567]; 40:45 [1525]; Allah sent His

Messenger to, 73:15 [1900]; Messengership of Musa
(q.v.) and his showing of miracles to, 7:103-108

[505-507]; 10:75-77 [664-665]; 11:96-97 [712];

17:101-102 [906-907]; 20:42-57 [984-988]; 23:45-46

[1086-1087]; 26:10-17 [1164-1165]; 27:12-14

[1205-1206]; 28:32-37 [1243-1245]; 29:1278-1279];

43:46-48 [1594-1595]; 54:41 [1737]; disbelief of,

38:12 [1462]; 40:23-27 [1517-1518]; 44:17-22

[1609-1610]; 50:13 [1688]; 51:38 [1702]; 54:42

[1737]; 79:17-20 [1942-1943]; rejection of the

miracles and gathering of the sorcerers by, 7:109-1 14

[507-508]; 10:78-82 [665-666]; 20:58-69 [988-991];

23:46-48 [1087]; 26:18-45 [1165-1171]; 28:38-39

[1245-1246]; 43:49-54, 1595-1596]; 51:39 [1702];

79:21-24 [1943]; plan of, to ascend into the heavens,

40:36-37 [1522-1523]; defeat of and believing by the

sorcerers of, 7:115-122 [508-509]; 20:70-73

[991-992]; 26:46-51 [1171-1172]; believing by a

progeny of the people of, 10:83 [666-667]; instnace of

the wife of, who believed, 66:11 [1849]; persecution

upon his believing people by, 7:123-127 [510-511];

40:25-26 [1518]; a believer among the people of, and

his advice to his people, 40:28-33 [1519-1521];

40:38-45 [1523-1525]; trials, punishment and

drowning of the people of, 2:50 [24] 7:130-137

[512-515]; 8:54 [567]; 10:89-92 [669-670]; 17:103

[907]; 23:48 [1087]; 28:40 [1246]; 29:40 [1279];

43:55-56 [1595-1596]; 51:40 [1702]; 54:42 [1737];

73:16 [1901]; 79:25 [1943]; 85:18 [1973];89: 10-13

[1985-1986]; puinishment for, and his followers on

the Day of Resurrection (q.v.) 28:41-42 [1246]; 40:46

[1526]; will conduct his people to hell on the Day

Resurrection (q.v ), 1 1:98-99 [713].

Firdaws (jannah), believers will inherit the, 23:11

[1077].

Fire, Allah has made trees for enkindling, 56:71-72

[1763]; Allah has made, as a reminder of the fire of

hell, 56:73 [1763].

Fitnah (see also Persecution), worse than killing, 2: 191

[92]; 2:217 [105].

Forbearance (see also Patience/Patient), beleivers are

advised of, 64:14 [1835].

Foremost, of the believers (q.v.), enjoyment of jannah

(q.v.) for, 56:10-26 [1754-1757]; 56:88-89

[1765-1766]; Allah is pleased with, and they are

pleased with Allah, 58:22 [1793]; 98:8 [2010].

Forenoon, Allah's swearing by the, 93:1 [1998].

Forgiveness, command to seek Allah's, 3:133 [207];

11:3 [678]; 23:118 [1104]; 24:31 [1117-11 18]; 40:55

[1528]; 47:19 [1654]; 73:20 [1903]; 110:3 [2027];

command to vie with one another for Allah's, 57:21

[1776]; reward for the seekers of Allah's, 3:135-136

[208]; conditions for the grant of, 4:17-18 [245-246];

for the believers and doers of good deeds (q.v.) is

Allah's, 33:73 [1366]; 34:4 [1368-1369]; 35:7 [1391];

36:11 [1411]; Allah promises for the believers a

magnificent reward and His, 48:29 [1675]; angels

(q.v.) seek for the believers (q.v.) Allah's, 40:7-9

[1511-1512]; angels seek for those on the earth

Allah's, 42:5 [1561]; Allah is the Owner of, 41:43

[1555]; 74:56 [1912]; Allah is All-Abounding in,

53:32 [1723]; the munafiqun (q.v.) turn away when
asked to seek Allah's, 63:5 [1826-1827]; for those

who fear Allah in the unseen is His, 67:12 [1853].

Fornication (see also adultery), prohibition of, 5:5 [330].

Fornicator/fornicatress (see also adultery/adulterer), legal

punishment for,4:15 [244-245]; 4:25 [251]; 24:2-3

[1105-1106].

Friday, see Jumu 'ah.

Fruits, are Allah's creation, 6:99 [433]; 23:19 [1079];

55:11 [1742]; 80:31 [1951]; Allah has made pairs in

twos of every, 13:3 [764]; Allah makes, of diverse

colours, 35:27 [1399]; with Allah's knowledge come

out from their covers the, 41:47 [1556]; in jannah

(q.v.) there will be, 55:52 [1748]; 55:68 [1751]; 56:20

[1756]; 56:32-33 [1757].

Furqdn, given to Musa (q.v.), sQrat aU, [1137-1161];

2:53 [25]; 21:48 [1026]; the Qur'an (q.v.) is called,

2:185 [87]; 3:3 [155]; 25:1 [1137].

Gambling, grave sin in, 2:219 [107]; prohibition of,

5:90-91 [374-375].

Gardens, Allah grows, 50:9 [1687].

Gardens of Bliss, see Jannat al-Na'im.

Garments (clothes), command to purify, 74:4 [1904];

Generous, the (see also Muhsin), Allah loves, 2:194

[94].

Ghayb, belief in, a characteristic of the muttaqun (q.v.),

2:3 [5]; Allah Alone knows, 27:65 [1222]; Allah

knows the, of the heavens and the earth (q.v.), 49:18

[1684]; Allah is All-Knowing of, 72:26 [1896]; Allah

may communicate to His chosen Messenger some of,

72:27 [1896].

Ginger, the inmates of jannah will be given a drink

blended with, 76:17 [1922].

Gog and Magog, building of a barrier by Dhu

al-Qamayn (q.v.) against, 18:94-99 [944-946];

unleashing of, 21:96 [1039].

Gold and silver, very painful punishment for those who
hoard and do not pay zakdh (q.v.) on, 9:34-35

[591-592].

Goliath, fight of Talut (q.v.) with, 2:249-250 [127-128].

Good, the, there equalise not the bad and, 41:34 [1551].

Good deeds, the, reward for those who believe and do,

10:26 [646-647]; 11:11 [681]; 14:23 [794-795]; 16:97
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[860-861]; 18:2 [911]; 18:46 [928]; 18:107-108

[948]; 19:76 [970]; 22:14 [1049-1050]; 22:50 [1063];

22:56 [1065]; 28:80 [1261]; 28:84 [1262];29:7

[1266-1267]; 29:9 [1267]; 29:58 [1285-1286]; 30:15

[1294]; 31:8-9 [1313]; 34:4 [1368-1369]; 39:10

[1485]; 40:40 [1524]; 41:8 [1542]; 42:22-23 [1569];

46:13-14 [1635-1636]; 48:29 [1675]; 84:25 [1969];

85:11 [1972]; 98:7-8 [2010]; Allah enjoins, 16:90

[857]; 35:7 [1391]; there will be no covering up of,

21:94 [1038]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) safe and

secure will be those who do, 27:89 [1229]; good word

(q.v.) raises to Allah, 35:10 [1393]; there equalise not

those who do evil (q.v) and those who believe and do,

40:58 [1530]; 45:21 [1624]; Allah responds to those

who believe and do, 42:26 [157 1]; whoever does, shall

get the merit thereof, 45:15 [1622]; 53:31-32 [1723];

Allah obliterates the sins of those who believe and do,

47:2 [1647]; good is the reward for, 55:60 [1750];

those who believe and gives in charity Allah makes

easy for them the doing of, 92:6-7 [1995-1996].

Good word, the, (Kalimah (ayyibah), a simile for,

14:24-25 [795]; raises good deed (q.v.) to Allah,

35:10 [1393].

Gospel, the, sending down of, by Allah, 3:2 [154].

Graces, you cannot count Allah's, 14:34 [798-799],

Grapes, orchards of, are Allah's creation, 6:99 [433];

16:11 [830]; 16:67 [848]; 23:1079]; 36:34 [1417];

80:28,30 (1950].

Grateful, the, Allah will reward, 3:144, 145 [21 I].

Graves, the, you cannot make hear those who are in,

35:22 [1398]; on the Day of Resurrection upturned

will be, 82:4 [1957]; 100:9 [2014]; on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.) people will issue forth from their,

36:51 [1421].

Greetings, the, command to return, 4:86 [279].

Guidance {hudan)\ Allah (q.v.) gives guidance to man

(q.v.), 2:38 [20]; 48:20 [1670]; 53:23 [1720]; 76:3

[1919]; 90:10 [1990]; 91:91:8 [1993]; Allah's

guidance is the only real, 2:120 [57]; 3:73 [183]; 6:71

[420]; is given by Allah Alone, 2:272 [142]; 16:9

[829-830]; 16:37 [839-840]; 39:36-37 [1494]; 45:23

[1625]; 81:29 [1956]; 92:12 [1996]; all the Prophets

(q.v.) were given the same, 6:83-90 [425-427];

whoever receives, he recives it for himself, 27:92

[1230]; Allah increases in guidance for those who
receive, 47:17 [1653]; Allah knows best those who
receive, 53:30 [1722]; 68:7 [I860].

Habil, (see also 'Adam, the two sons of), killing of, by

Qabil (q.v.), 5:27-31 [341-343].

Habitation/habitations, instance of a, that turned

ungrateful, 16:112 [865-866]; punishment of the

desbelieving people of the, 16:1 13 [866]; 18:59 [934];

22:45 [1061-1062; 22:48 [1063]; 46:27 [1642];

Allah's destruction of many an ungrateful, 28:58

[1252-1253]; Allah punishes a, when its affluent ones

turn disobedient, 17:16 [878]; before the Resurrection

Allah will punish or destroy every, 17:58 [891]; if

Allah willed Allah could have sent a warner to every,

25:51 [1 153]; Allah destroys not any, before sending a

warner/Messenger, 26:208 -209 [1 198]; 28:59 [1253];

the instance of an unbelieving, to whom were sent

Messengers, 36:13-29 [1411-1415]; distribution of

booty (q.v.) gained without fighting from some,

59:7-8 [1797-1798].

Hady, see Sacrifice.

Hail, Allah strikes whom He will with, 24:43 [1 124].

Hail-storm, Allah had sent against the people of Lut

(q.v.), 54:34 [1736].

Hajar, settling of, at Makka (q.v.), 14:37 [799-800].

Hajj, sQrat al-, [1044-1074]; tawaf (q.v.) for, 2:158

[74]; new moons (q.v.) for, 2:189 [91]; command to

perform/perform fully, 2:196 [94]; 22:27

[1054-1055]; rules of performing, 197-203 [95-98];

22:30 [1055-1056]; made incumbent to the Ka'ba

(q.v.), 3:97 [194]; to sacrifice livestock during,

22:33-34 [1057]; 22:36-37 [1058-1059].

Halal food, man (q.v.) enjoined to take, 2:168 [79];

believers (q.v.) enjoined to take, 2:172 [80-81];

5:87-88 [372-373]; 6:118-119 [440-441];

specification of, 5:1 [325]; 5:4-5 [328-329]; 6:145

[453-454; game of the sea is, 5:96 [377];

Halal meat, see Haldl food.

Haman, as collaborator with Fir'awn (q.v.), 28:6

[1232]; 28:8 [1233]; 40:24 [1517]; 40:36 [1521];

arrogance and destruction of, 29:39040 [1278-1279];

Hamin (a pagan practice), 5:103 [380].

Hanif (true monotheist), IbrShTm (q.v.) was a, 2:135
'

[64]; 3:95 [193]; 6:78 [423]; 6:161 [462]; command
to be, 10:105 [674]; 22:31 [1056]; 30:30:30-31

[1299-1230]; command to follow the millah of

Ibrahim (q.v.) as a, 16:123 [870]; Ahl aUKMb (q.b.)

commanded to be, 98:5 [2009].

Happiness and sorrow. Allah gives, 53:43 [1725]; 53:48

[1726].

Haram food, 2:173 [81]; 5:3 [327-328]; 6:119 [441];
*

16:115 [867].

Harun, relic of the progeny of, 2:248 [126]; Allah's wahy
(q.v.) to, 4:163 [318]; was a Prophet, 6:84 [425];

19:53 [964]; 37:114-122 [1448-1449]; appointed an

assistant to MusS (q.v.), 20:25-36 [981-982]; 23:45

[1086]; 25:35 [1 148]; 26:13 [1 164]; 28:34-35 [1244];

at the court of Fir'awn (q.v.), 7:122 [509]; 10:75

[664]; 20:42-70 [984-991]; 23:47 [1087]; 26:16

[1165]; left in charge of BanQ Isra'il (q.v.), 7:142

[517]; anger of Mflsa (q.v.) with, 7:150-151

[521-522]; 20:92-94 [998-999]; Maryam (q.v.)

descended from the family of, 19:28 [957]; along with
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Mflsa (q.v.) the Furqan (q.v.) was given to, 21:48

[1026].

Harflt and Marfit (two angels), at Babylon (q.v.), 2:102

[48].

Hashr, (see also Day of Resurrection/ Judgement),
'

inevitability of, 2:202 [98]; 3:25 [164]; 3:158 [218];

4:87 [4:77 [279-280]; 4:172 [322]; 5:96 [378]; 6:22

[399]; 6:38 [406]; 6:51 [410]; 6:72 [420]; 6:128

[445]; 10:28 [648]; 10:45 [653]; 15:25 [811]; 18:47

[928]; 19:68 [968]; 23:79 [1094]; 25:17 [1 142]; 27:87

[1228]; 34:26 [1377]; 41:19 [1546]; 42:15 [1566];

42:29 [1572]; 45:26 [1626]; 46:6 [1632]; 50:44

[1695]; 58:9 [1787]; 67:24 [1856]; 77:38 [1931].

Hawdriyyun, see Disciples.

Hawiyah (abyss of hell), 101:9-11 [2016].

Hearing, Allah gives, 32:9 [1326]; 67:23 [1856]; 76:2

[1919].

Hearts, the, Allah is All-Knowing of the secrets of,

31:23 [13I9];39:7 [1483]; 40:19 [1516]; 57:6 [1769];

64:4 [1831]; 67:13 [1853]; Allah creates/gives, 16:78

[853]; 23:78 [1094]; 32:9 [1326]; 67:23 [1856]; sin is

incurred not by mistake but by what there purpose,

33:5 [1336]; questioned shall be about, 17:36 [884];

those who dispute about Allah's signs (q.v.) have

arrogance (q.v.) in their, 40:56 [1529]; on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.) in commotion will be the, 79:8

[1941]; on the Day of Resurrection/Judgement (q.v.)

exposed will be all that is in, 100: 10 [2014].

Heavenly bodies, all the, are each floating in an orbit,

36:40 [1418].

Heaven/heavens, Allah has raised/created without

pillars, 13:2 [763]; 31:10 [1313]; on the Day of

Judgement changed will be, into other, 14:48 [803];

on the day of Resurrection (q.v.) folded will be, 39:67

[1504]; are created as seven ways, 23:17 [1078];

Allah has beautified and set towers in, 15:6 [809];

Allah has created seven, 65:1843]; 78:12 [1934];

Allah has created seven, one above another, 67:3

[1850-1851]; 71:15 [1887}; are filled with strict

guards/ blazing missiles, 72:8-9 [1892].

Heavens, the, and Earth, the, there are clear signs about

tawhid (q.v.) in the creation of, 3: 1 90- 1 9 1 [23 1 ]; 10:6

[638]; 30:22 [1296]; 42:29 [1572]; are the creations

of Allah (q.v.), 6:1 [391]; 6:73 [420]; 14:19 [792];

14:32 [797]; 17:99 [905]; 20:4 [976]; 27:60 [1220];

29:44 [1280]; 29:61 [1286]; 31:25 [1319]; 39:5

[1482]; 39:46 [1497]; 40:57 [1529]; 42:11 [1563];

43:9 [1584]; Allah has not created for fun/in vain,

21:16-17 [1016]; 38:27 [1466]; Allah is the Lord of,

6:3 [392]; 13:16 [770]; 18:14 [914]; 19:65 [967];

20:6 [977]; 21:56 [1027-1028]; 23:86-87 [1096];

26:24 [1167]; 37:5 [1430-1431]; 38:27 [1466]; 38:66

[1475]; 43:82 [1603]; 44:7 [1607]; 44:38 [1613];

45:36 [1630]; 78:37 [1938]; to Allah belongs the

dominion of, 25:2 [1137]; 39:44 [1497]; 42:49

[1579]; 43:85 [1604]; 48:14 [1666]; 57:2 [1767]; 85:9

[1971]; to Allah belongs all that is/those are in, 22:64

[1068]; 23:84-85 [1095-1096]; 24:64 [1136]; 30:26

[1298]; 31:26 [1319-1320]; 34:1 [1367]; 42:4 [1560];

43:85 [1604]; 53:31 [1722]; to Allah belong the

treasuries of, 63:7 [1817]; Allah created, and all that is

between them, in "six" days, 7:54 [486-487]; 10:3

[636]; 11:7 [679]; 25:59 [1155]; 32:4 [1325]; 50:38

[1693]; 57:4 [1768]; there touched not Allah any

weariness because of the creation of, and all that is

between them, 50:38 [1693-1694]; are created for just

cause/in truth, 15:85 [823]; 16:3 [828];30:8

[1291-1292]; 44:39 [1613]; 45:22 [1624-1625]; 46:3

[1631]; 64:3 [1831]; Allah has reduced to service all

that is in, 45:13 [1621]; are created for a term

specified, 45:3 [1631]; initially clogged were, 21:30

[1020]; there prostrate themselves to Allah whoever

are there in, 13:15 [770]; there glorify Allah all those

in, 17:44 [886]; 16:49 [843]; there proclaim the

sanctity of Allah all that is in, 57:1 [1767]; 59:1

[1794]; 59:24 [1805]; 62:1 [1820]; there implore

Allah all those in, 55:29 [1745]; Allah is Best Aware

of those who are in, 17:55 [890]; Allah knows all that

is in, 22:70 [1070]; 34:3 [1368]; 49:16 [1683];64:4

[1831]; there hides not from Allah anything in, 14:38

[800]; to Allah belongs/Allah knows the unseen of,

16:77 [852]; 35:38 [1403-1404]; 49:18 [1684], to

Allah belong the keys of, 42:12 [1564]; Allah has

reduced to service for man all that is in, 31:20 [1317];

there cannot baffle Allah anything in, 35:44 [1407];

Allah will bring forth all that is in, 31:16 [1316; Allah

has secured against Satan (q.v.), 15:17 [809]; the

imaginary deities are incapable of giving any

provision from, 16:73 [850-851]; Allah is the Nur
(q.v.) of, 24:35 [1120-1121]; on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.) terrified will be all those in, 27:87

[1228]; declined the trust offered by Allah, 33:72

[1365]; there are signs (q.v.) for the believers in the

creation of, 45:3 [1618]; to Allah belong the hosts of,

48:4 [1662]; 48:7 [1663]; without Allah's sanction

man (q.v.) and jinn (q.v.) cannot pass through the

zones of, 55:33 [1745-1746].

Hell, many of men and jinn are created for, 7: 179 [535];

Allah will fill with men and jinn, I 1:119 [720]; 72:15

[1893]; has seven gates, 15:44 [815]; the abode of the

disbelievers (q.v.) will be, 17:97 [905]; the abode of

the arrogant will be, 39:60 [1502]; is the abode of

those who turn away arrogantly from worshipping

Allah, 40:60 [1530]; evil as an abode is, 25:66 [1 158];

on the Day of Judgement exposed to the view of the

misguided ones will be, 26:91 [1178]; 79:36 [1945];

the punishment of the sinful (q.v.) will be, 36:63-64

[1424]; 43:74-77 [1601-1602]; punishment of Satans
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(q.v.) will be, 67:5 [1851]; punishment of the

disbelievers/unbelievers will be, 77:29-33 [1930];

83:16-17 [1962]; the abode of the transgressors (q.v.)

will be, 78:21-26 [1936]; those who disobey the

Messenger (q.v.) shall have, 72:23-24 [1895-1896];

dreadfulness of, 67:7-8 [1852] mutual recrimination

of the inmates of, 38:60-64 [1474]; 40:47-48 [1526];

there equalize not the inmates ofjannah (q.v.) and the

inmates of, 39:24 [1490]; 59:20 [1803]; on the Day of

Judgement (q.v.) the disbelievers (q.v.) will be

conducted in groups towards, 39:71-72 [1506-1507];

the inmates of, will pray for lightening of the

punishment for a day, 40:49-50 [1527]; those who

take the Qur'an (q.v.) in jest shall have the

punishment of, 45:9-10 [1620]; for the mundfiqun

(q.v.) will be the punishment of, 48:6 [1662-1663];

will be the destination of the Jewish conspirators

against the Messenger (q.v.), 58:8 [1786-1787]; on the

Day of Judgement more inmates will be wanted by,

50:30 [1691-1692]; is bad as the destination, 64:10

[1834]; angels in charge of, 66:6 [1846]; angels as

sentinels over, 74:30-31 [1907-1908]; man and

stones will be fuel of, 2:24 [12-13]; 66:6 [1846]; some

description of, 74:27-29 [1907]; 74:35 [1909]; 88:5-7

[1980-1981]; shall be the abode of those that

transgress and prefer the worldly life (q.v), 79:36-39

[1945]; on the Day of Resurrection set ablaze will be,

81:12 [1954]; those who avoid the Qur'an (q.v.) shall

enter, 87:11-13 [1978-1979]; will be the abode for

those whose scales (q.v.) become light on the Day of

Judgement (q.v.), 101:8-11]; man will certainly see,

102:6 [2017].

Hellfire, men and stones as fuel for, 2:24 [12-13]; 66:6

[1846]; punishment of the sinful in, 44:43-50

[1614-1615]; the calumniator (q.v.) and the slanderer

(q.v.) shall be hurled into, 104:2-9 [2020-2021].

Helpers, Allah is pleased with the foremost and first

ones of, 9:100 [620-621]; love and selflessness of, in

respect of the emigrants (q.v.), 59:9 [1798-1799];

believers enjoined to be, of Allah, 61:14 [1818-1819].

Hereafter, the, a characteristic of the muttaqun

(q.v.)/believers/righteous (q.v.) is belief in, 2:4 [5];

27:3 [1203]; 31:4 [1311]; reflection about, advised,

2:219-220 [107]; is better for the muttaqun (q.v.),

4:77 [275]; 7:169-170 [531-532]; 43:35 [1591]; best

will be the abode for the muttaqun (q.v.) in, 16:30-32

[836-837]; those who believe not in, set partners with

Allah, 6:150 [455]; the polytheists /unbelievers' (q.v.)

disbelief in, 36:45-46 [1419-1420]; 41:7 [1542];

45:24-25 [1625-1626]; 74:53 [1911]; those who
believe not in, refuse to acknowledge tawhid (q.v.),

16:22 [833]; those who believe not in, stray away

from the way, 23:74 [1093]; the transgressors (q.v.)

are unbelievers in, 7:45 [482]; their deeds will be in

vain who do not believe in, 7:147 [520]; Allah

increases the tilth for him who is wont to desire the

tilth of, 42:20 [1568]; those who desire only the

worldly life (q.v.) shall have nothing for them in,

11:15-16 [682-683]; 42:20 [1568]; there is a sign in

the destruction of the previous unbelieving nations for

those who fear the retribution in, 1 1:103 [714]; for the

believers the best is the reward of, 12:57 [743];

severer/more disgraceful for the disbelievers (q.v.) will

be the punishment of, 13:34 [779]; 20:127 [1008];

39:26 [1491]; 41:16 [1545]; 68:33 [1864]; the

unbelievers (q.v.) prefer wordly life (q.v.) to, 14:3

[785]; 16:107 [864]; the unbelievers' neglect of,

75:21 [1916]; evil will be for those who do not believe

in, 16:60 [846]; painful punishment for those who do

not believe in, 17:10 [875-876]; 27:4-5 [1203]; losers

will be the disbelievers (q.v.) in, 16:109 [864-865];

their srtiving will be appreciated who desire, 17:19

[879]; greater in ranks is, 17:21 [879], is the life,

29:64 [1288]; whoever is blind (to Allah's guidance)

in this world will be blind in, 17:72 [896-897]; man's

knowledge fails to comprehend, 27:66 [1223]; man
(q.v.) is heedless about, 30:7 [1291]; is the abode of

stability, 40:39 [1523]; angels (q.v.) are friends of the

believers (q.v.) in, 41:31 [1550-1551]; is better than

the enjoyment and ornament of the worldly life (q.v.)

43:35 [1591]; is the best and most enduring, 87:17

[1979]; there is punishment and Allah's forgiveness

in, 57:20 [1776]; to Allah belong the wordly life and,

92:13 [1996].

Hijr, al- (see also §51ih and Thamud), sural, [806-826];

disbelief in the Messengers by the people of, 15:80-82

[822-823]; destruction of the people of, 15.83-84

[823].

Hijdb, waiver of the restriction of, in respect of the
'

blind (q.v.), 24:61 [1132]; injunction about, 33:53

[1359]; 33:59 [1361-1362]; rules of, 33:55

[1359-1360];

Hijrah. hope for Allah's mercy for those who make,

2:218 [106]; reward for those who make, 3:195 [233];

4:100 [287-288]; 16:41 [841]; rewards for those who
make, and die or are killed in the way, 22:58-59

[1066]; punishment for wilful defaulters in making,

4:97 [286-287]; exception for those who are unable to

make, 4:98-99 [287]; those who make, are

patron- friends of one another, 8:72 [573-574]; greater

status of those who make, in the way of Allah (q.v.),

9:20 [584-585]; command given to the Messenger of

Allah (q.v.) for, 17:80 [899]; reference to the

Messenger's (q.v.) stay in the cave of Thawr mountain

during the, 9:40 [594-595]; Allah's forgiveness for

those who made, 16:1 10 [865]; to make, if prevented

from worshipping Allah, 29:56 [1285],

encouragement for, 29:60 [1286].
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Hikmah, the Messenger (q.v.) taught, 62:2 [1820];

Homes, prohibition of the pre-lslamic practice of

entering by the back-doors of, 2:189 [9J].

Homosexuality, indulgence of the people of Lflt (q.v.) in,

26:165-167]; 27:54-55]; 1218]; 29:28-29 [1274-

1275].

Honey, is Allah's provision of cure for man from bees

(q.v.), 16:68-69 [848-849]; in the jannah (q.v.) there

will be rvers of, 47:15 [1652].

Horse, the, is Allah's grace for man's benefit, 16:8 [829];

Hosts, the, account of, 85:17-18 [1973].

Hour, the, see Resurrection.

House, prohibition to enter without permission other's,

24:27-28 [1115].

Hfld, sural, [677-721]; messengership of, to the 'Ad

(q.v.) people, 7:65-72 [491-493]; preaching of tawhid

by, 11:50-52 [695-696]; 26:124-135 [1184-1185];

46:21 [1639-1640]; rescuing of, and his followers,

7:72 [493-494]; 11:58 [698; punishment and

destruction of the people of, 7:71-72 [493-494]; 9:70

[607]; 11:58-60 [698-699]; 26:136-139 [1186]; the

Madyan (q.v.) people reminded of the fate of the

people of, 1 1:89 [710].

Hudaybiyah, allusion to the Covenant (q.v.) made at, 5:7
'

[331-332]; reference to the treaty of, 48: 1 [1661]; 48:4

[1662]; 48:25-26 [1671-1673]; reference to the bay'at

al-Ridwdn (q.v.) at, 48:10 [1664]; the bedouin (q.v.)

Arabs' plea for not joining the campaign to, 48: 1

1

[1665].

Hudud, of Allah, not to trangress, 2:187 [90]; 2:229-230

[113-114]; a characteristic of the believers is to

uphold, 9:112 [526-627]; he wrongs himself who

transgresses, 65:1 [1837],

Hudud (legal punishment); for adultery (q.v.), 4:15

'[244-245]; 4:25 [251]; 24:2-4 [1105-1106]; for

making false accusation (q.v.) against chaste women
(q.v.), 24:4 [1106-1107]; for titer (q.v.), 58:3-4

[1783-1784].

Humble, the, Allah's forgiveness and reward for, 33:35

[1349-1350].

Hunayn, Allah's help at the battle of, 9:25-26 [586-587];

Hunting, forbibben in the state of 'Ihrdm (q.v.), 5:1

[325-326]; 5:96 [378]; expiation for, in the state of

'Ihrdm, 5:95 [376-377]; of sea animals permitted,

5:96 [377].

H&r, in jannah (q.v.) the mullaqun (q.v.) will be

paired/married with, 44:55 [1616]; 52:20 [1710];

55:72, 74 [175 1- 1752]; 56:22-23 [1756].

Huruf, al-, al-muqatja'ah, see Disjointed letters.

Husband, shares of, in the inheritance (q.v.), 4:12 [242];

reconciliation between wife (q.v.) and, 4:35 [256];

4:128 [300-301]; prohibited to keep a wife (q.v.)

suspended, 4:129 [301].

Hutamah ( a special hell), the calumniator (q.v.) and the

slanderer (q.v.) shall be hurled into the, 104:2-9

[2020-2021].

Hypocrites, the, see Munafiqun.
Iblis, declines to prostrate himself to Adam (q.v.yman

(q.v.), 2:34 [18]; 7:1-12 [468]; 15:31-33 [813]; 17:61

[893]; 18:50 [930]; 20: 1 J 6 [1005]; 38:74 [1476];

banishment from heaven of, 7:13 [468-469], 7:18

[470]; 15:34-35 [813-814]; 38:75-78 [1477];

promises to lead astray man, 7:14-17 [469-470];

15:36-40 [814]; 17:62 [893]; 38:79-83 [1477-1478];

is an enemy of man, 18:50 [930]; 20:1 17 [1005]; hell

will be the appointed place for those who follow,

15:42-43 [815]; 17:63 [893]; 26:95 [1179]; 38:84-85

[1478]; the people of Saba* (q.v.) were deluded by,

34:20 [1375].

Ibrahim, sural, [784-805]; fulfilment of Allah's words

by, 2:124 [58-59]; given commission to purify the

Ka'ba (q.v.), 2:125 [59]; 22:26 [1054]; raising of the

foundations of the Ka'ba (q.v.) by, 2:127 [60]; prayer

of, to be a Muslim (q.v.), 2:128 [61]; prayer of, to

raise a Messenger from among his progeny at Makka
(q.v.), 2:128 [61]; Prophets from the progeny of,

19:58 [965]; 57:26 [1779]; Allah's raising of Prophets

from among the family of, 3:33 [168]; 4:54 [264];

6:84-90 [425-427]; 19:49-50 [963]; 29:27 [1274];

millah (religion) of, 2:130 [62]; 2:135 [64]; 6:161

[462]; Islam is the millah/din (q.v.) of, 22:78 [1073];

42: 13 (1564]; command to follow the millah of, 2: 130

[62]; 3:95 [193]; 4:125 [299]; 16:123 [870]; is a

friend of Allah, 4:125 [299]; was a Muslim (q.v.),

2:131 [62], 2:133 [63]; 2;136 [64]; 3:67 [181]; was a

hanif (q.v.), 2:135 [64]; 3:95 [193]; 6:78 [423]; 6:161

[462]; 16:120 [869]; was a model leader, 16:120

[869]; is an excellent model for the believers, 60:4

[1808]; 60:6 [1809]; was a Messenger, 16:121-122

[869]; 21:51 { 1026]; 37:83 [1443]; 38:45-47 [1471];

57:26 [1779]; enjoining of Islam (q.v.) to his sons by,

2:132 [62-63]; was neither a Jew nor a Christian,

2:140 [66]; 3:67 [182]; was most forbearing, most

submissive, 11:75 [704]; argument of the king

[Namrudh] about Allah with, 2:258 [133-134]; shown

how Allah gives life to the dead, 2:260 [135-136];

untenability of the claim by Ahl al-Kiidb (q.v.) of

affinity with, 3:65-67 [181]; those who are closest to,

3:68 [182]; Muslims must believe in what was sent

down to, 3:84 [188-189; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163

[317]; preaching of lawhid (q.v.) to his father 'Azar

(q.v.)/people by, 6:74 [421]; 19:41-45 [960-962];

29:16-17 [1270-1271]; 37:85-87 [1443-1444];

43:26-27 [1588-1589]; prayers of, 26:83-87

[1 177-1 178]; 21:52-56 [1027-1028]; 26:77-82

[1176-1177]; 60:4 [1808]; severance of relationship

with his people by, for their polytheism, 60:4 [1808];
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exposure of the fallacy of idol worship by, 21:57-64

[1028-1029]; 26:69-77 [1175-1176]; 29:25

[1273-1274]; 37:91-96 [1444-1445]; rejection of the

message by the father/people of, 19:46 [962];

exposure of the fallacy of Astral religion (q.v.) by,

6:76-78 [422-423]; 37:88-89 [1444]; disputation of

his people about Allah with, 6:79-83 [423-425];

attempt of his people to burn, 21:65-68 [1029-1030;

29:24 [1273]; 37:97-98 [1445]; Allah's saving of,

from fire, 21:69-71 [1030-1031]; 29:24 [1273];

disbelieved the people of, 22:43 [1061]; punishment

of the people of, 9:70 [607]; asking of forgiveness for

his father by, 9:1 14 [627]; 19:47 [962]; 26:86 [1 178];

60:4 [1808]; good tidings of Ishaq (q.v.) and Ya'qub

(q.v.) to be born given to, 1 1:69-73 [702-704]; 37: 1 12

[1447]; Allah's gift of Ishaq and Ya'qub to, 21:72

[1031]; 29:27 [1274]; Allah's gift of Ismail (q.v.) and

Ishaq (q.v.) to, 14:39 [800-801]; good tidings of a son

to be born given to, 15:51-56 [816-818; 37:100-101

[1445-1446]; 51:28-30 [1700-1701]; sacrificing of his

son by, 37:102-109 [1446-1447]; story/argument of,

with the angel messengers sent to the people of Lut

(q.v.), 11:11:74-76 [704-705]; 29:31-32 [1275-1276];

51:24-36 [1699-1702]; a forefather of Yusuf (q.v.);

12:6 [724]; Yusuf (q.v.) followed the millah of, 12:38

[736]; prayer for Makka made by, 14:35 [799]; 14:37

[799-800]; settlement of his progeny at Makka (q.v.)

by, 14:37 [799-800]; attention drawn to the scriptures

given to Musa (q.v.) and, 53:36 [1724]; the message

of Islam (q.v.) is in the scripture of, 87:18-19 [1 979]

;

'Iddah (see also Divorced women), prescribed period of,

for divorced women (q.v.), 2:228 [J 11-112]; for

widow, 2:234 [117-118]; for those who have not

menstruated/have no hope of menstruation, 65:4

[1839]; for pregnant women, 65:4 [1839].

Idols, prohibition of the worship of, 5:90 [374];

Ibrahim's prayer to Allah to keep him and his sons

away from, 14:35 [799]; have been the cause of

misleading many, 14:36 [799]; command to avoid the

filth of the, 22:30 [1056].

Idris, was a Prophet, 19:56-57 [965]; was persevering

and righteous, 21:85-86 [1035-1036];

'Ihrdm, hunting (q.v.) forebidden in the state of, 5:1

[325]; 5.96 [378]; expiation for hunting in the state of,

5:95 [376-377];

'Ijk, see Calumny/'
A

'ishah.

'IkhlQs, al- (Sincerity), sural, 1 12 [2029];

ila, see Oath.

Illiterate, the, see 'ummiy.

'llliyyun, 83:18-19 [1962-1963].

llyas, was a Prophet/Messenger, 6:85 [425]; 37:123

[1449]; preaching of tawhid (q.v.) by, 37:124-132

[1449-1451].

Images, see Idols.

'imdn, Allah endeared and adorned, to the believers

(q.v.), 49:7-8 [1678-1679]; bad is fisq after, 49:11

[1681]; lack of, among the bedouins (q.v.), 49:14

[1682]; is Allah's favour and ni'mah (q.v.), 49:8

[1679]; 49:17 [1684]; emphasis on, 90:17 [1991].

Impartiality, command to adjudicate with, 4:58 [266].

Impurity, injunction to take full bath [q.v.] on being in a

state of, 4:43 [259].

'Imran, Allah's selection of Prophets from among the

family of, 3:33 [168]; prayer of the wife of, 3:35-36

[168-169].

Individual, creation and resurrection (q.v.) is as one,

31:28 [1320].

Individual accountability, see Accountability.

Inheritance, rules of, 4:7-12 [239-244]; 4:176

[323-324]; blood relations are closer to one another in

respect of, 33:6 [1336-1337]; not to arrogate to

oneself the rights of others in, 89:19 [1987].

Injtl, sending down of, by Allah, 3:2 [154]; knowledge

given to 'lsa (q.v.) of, 3:48 [174]; given to
l

lsa (q.v.),

57:27 [1779]; confirmed what was before it of the

Tawrah (q.v.), 5:46 [352]; Christians (q.v.) asked to

ajudicate by what is in, 5:47 [353]; Ahl al-Kitcib (q.v.)

called upon to act according to, 5:66 [362];

Prophethood of Muhammad (q.v.) foretold in, 7:157

[525]; reward for jihad (q.v.) in, 9:111 [625-626];

model of the believers in, 48:29 [1775].

Injunctions of Allah, the, see Hudud.

Insult, prohibition to, by calling nicknames (q.v.), 49:1

1

[1681].

Intelligence, there but take heed the possessors of, 39:9

[1485]; those who follow the Qur'an (q,v.) and

sunnah have, 39: 18 [1487]; there is in the withering of

the corn-fields a reminder for those who have, 39:21

[1489].

Intercession, on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) there shall

not avail anyone's, 2:123 [58]; 74:48 [1911]; on the

Day of Judgement there shall not avail anyone's,

except with Allah's leave, 20:109 [1003]; 53:26

[1721]; to Allah belongs altogether, 39:44 [1497];

53:25 [1721]; the imaginary deities have no power of,

43:86 [1604]; 53:24 [1721].

Intercessor, there can be no, except with Allah's

permission, 10:3 [636]; 19:87 [973]; 21:28 [1019];

26:100 [1180]; 34:23 [1376]; the polytheists' (q.v.)

supposed deities shall not/cannot be, 30:13

[1293-1294]; 36:23 [1414]; 39:43 [1496]; there is no,

besides Allah, 32:4 [1325];

Intoxication, prohibition to approach salah (q.v.) in a

state of, 4:43 [259];

Iron, Allah has sent down, for the uses of mankind,

57:25 [1778];

isa (ibn Maryam); giving of clear signs to, 2:87 [41];

2:253 [129]; was a Muslim, 2:136 [64]; 3:52 [176];
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Islam is the din (q.v.) of, 42:13 [1564]; aided with

Ruh al-Quds (q.v.), 2:87 [41]; 2:253 [129]; 5:110

[384-385]; good tidings given to Mryam (q.v.) of,

3:45-46 [173-174]; 19:16-21 [954-955]; birth of,

19:22-28 [956-957]; speaking while in the cradle by,

19:29-33, [957-958]; knowledge of the Tawrah (q.v.)

and Injil given to, 3:48 [174]; 5:46 [352]; 5:110

[385]; was given the Book, 19:30 [958] was but a

Messenger/Prophet, 5:75 [367]; 6:85 [425]; 19:30

[958]; 43:63 [1598-1599]; 57:27 [1779]; 61:6 [1815];

covenant taken by Allah from, 33:7 1337]; was a

servant of Allah, 19:30 [958]; 43:57 [1597]; was a

sign for all beings, 21:91 [1037]; 23:50 [1087-1088];

salah and zakah enjoined on, 19:3 1 [958]; was sent as

Messenger to Banu Isra'il (q.v.), 3:49 [174];

4:171-172 [321-322]; 43:59 [1597]; miracles caused

to happen at the hands of, 3:49 [174-175]; 5:110

[385]; confirmation of the previous Books by, 3:50

[175]; 61:6 [1815]; preaching of tawhid (q.v.) and

worship of Allah Alone by, 3:51 [176]; 5:72 [366];

9:31 [589-590]; 43:64 [1599]; conspiracy against,

3:54 [177]; falsity of the claim of Ahl al-Kitab (q.v.)

to have killed, 4:155 [315]; raising of, to the heaven,

3:55 [177]; 4:156 [315]; 5:117 [389]; the creation of,

is like the creation of 'Adam (q.v.); 3:59 [178-179];

Muslims must belive in what was sent down to, 3:84

[188-189]; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163 [318]; they

are kafirs (q.v.) who deify, 5:17 [337]; 5:72 [365];

cursed were those who disbelieved of Banu Isra'il

(q.v.) by the tongue of, 5:78 [368]; prayer of, for a

table from heaven (q.v.), 5:114 [387]; denial of, to

have asked anyone to take him and his mother as two

gods, 5:116-117 [388-389]; the Christian's (q.v.)

calling him son of Allah, 9:30 [589]; the Makkan

unbelievers' disputation with the Messenger of Allah

(q.v.) about, 43:57-58 [1597]; is an indication of the

Hour of Resurrection (q.v.), 43:63 [1598];

monasticism (q.v.) was an innovation made by the

followers of, 57:27 [1779]; prophecy of, about the

coming of the Messenger Ahmad (q.v.), 61:6

[1815-1816].

Ishaq, was a Muslim, 2:133 [63]; 2:136 [64]; was

neither a Jew nor a Christian, 2:140 [66]; Muslims

must belive in what was sent down to, 3:84 [188-189];

Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163 [318]; was a Prophet,

6:84 [425]; 19:49 [963]; 21:73 [1031]; 37:113

[1448]; 38:45-47 [1471]; good tidings given to

Ibrahim (q.v.) of, 11:69-73 [702-704]; was a

forefather of Yusuf (q.v.) 12:6 [724]; YQsuf (q.v.)

followed the millah of, 12:38 [736]; Allah's gift of, to

Ibrahim (q.v.) inspite of his old age, 14:39 [800-801];

29:27 [1274]; 21:1031].

Islam, of Ibrahim (q.v.), 2:131 [62]; is the dm (q.v.) of

NQh (q.v.), Ibrahim (q.v.), MOsS (q.v.) and Isa (q.v.),

42:13 [1564]; 87:19-19 [1979]; enjoining of, by

Ibrahim and Ya'ub (q.v) to their sons, 2:132 [62-63];

the religion of all the Prophets was, 2:136 [64]; 4:26

[252]; is the continuation and completion of the

messages delivered to all previous Prophets, 4:26

[252]; paternal religion as plea for not accepting,

2:170 [80]; 5:104 [381]; 7:70 [492-493]; 31:21

[1318]; 43:20-24 [15877-1588]; fear of the

unbelievers of Makka (q.v.) for not accepting, 28:57

[1252]; command to enter in toto into, 2:208 [1000];

is the din (q.v.) to Allah, 3:19 [161]; 3:83 [188]; is the

best din (religion), 4:125 [299]; is the perfected and

approved din , 5:3 [328]; is the din (q.v.) of the truth,

61:9 [1817]; he who accepts, gets hold of the most

reliable support, 3 1 :22 [ 1 3 1 8] ; Ahl al-KMb (q.v.) and

'ummiyyun (q.v.) invited to, 3:20 [162]; 4:47 [262];

no religion will be accepted by Allah other than, 3:85

[189]; Allah opens the heart of whomsoever He wills

for, 6:125 [444]; he whose heart is opened to, is on a

light from his Lord, 39:22 [1489]; command to adopt

and follow, 6:153 [458]; 39:54 [1500]; 40:66 [1533];

is the millah of Ibrahim (q.v.), 6:161 [462]; worst

trangressor (q.v.) is he who forges a lie against Allah

when called to, 61:7 [1816]; the unbelievers' plot

against, 86:15 [1976],

[sm5'TI, commission to purify the Ka'ba (q.v.) given to,

2:125 [59]; raising of the foundations of the Ka'ba

(q.v.) by, 2:127 [60]; prayer of, to raise a Messenger

from among his progeny at Makka (q.v.), 2:128 [61];

was a Muslim (q.v.), 2:133 [63]; 2:136 [64]; was

neither a Jew nor a Christian, 2:140 [66]; Muslims

must belive in what was sent down to, 3:84 [188-189];

Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163 [317]; was a Messenger

/Prophet, 6:86 [426]; 19:54-55 [964]; 38:48 [1471];

settling of, at Makka, 14:37 [799-800]; Allah's gift of,

to Ibrahim (q.v.) inspite of his old age, 14:39

[800-801]; was persevering and righteous, 21:85-86

[1035-1036]; Ibrahim's (q.v.) sacrificing of,

37:100-1 10 [1446-1447].

Isra', al-, sural, [872-909]; of the Messenger (q.v.), 17:1

[872].

Isra'il, Children of, See Band Isra'il.

I'tikaf, going in to wives not lawful while in the state of,

2:187 [90].

Jdhiliyah, the custom of setting apart crops for Allah

and the imaginary deities during, 6:135 [448-449];

killing of female children during, 6:137 [449]; 6:140

[450-451]; tabooing of certain livestock (q.v.) during,

5:103 [380]; 6:138-139 [449-450]; 6:143-144

[452-453]; allusion to the heat of, in connection with

the treaty of Hudaybiyah (q.v.), 48:26 [1672].

Jalut, see Goliath.

Jannah (see also, believers, rewrads for), good news of,

for the believers (q.v), 2:25 [13]; 41:30-32
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[1550-1551]; 42:23 [1570]; ousting of Adam (q.v.)

from, 2:35-36 [18-19]; struggles and sacrifices

required to attain, 2:214 [103]; inmates of hell will be

asked about their position by the inmates of, 7:44

[482]; 74:40-42 [1910]; the men of al-'a'raf (q.v.)

will greet the inmates of, 7:46 [482-483]; prayer for

food and drink made by the inmates of hell to the

inmates of, 7:50-51 [484-485]; description of, 19:62

[966-967]; 29:58 [1285-1286]; 35:35 [1402]; 47:15

[1652]; 55:46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, [1748-1749];

55:62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76 [1750-1752];

88:11-16 [1981-1982]; best in abode will be the

inmates of, 25:24 [1145]; on the Day of Judgement

brought near for the muttaqun (q.v.) will be, 26:90

[ I 1 78] ; 81:13 [J 954] ; rewards and enjoyment for the

muttaqun (q.v.)/those who fear their Lord in, 44:51-57

[1615-1616]; 50:31-35 [1692-1693]; 51:15-16

[1698]; 52:17-20 [1709-1710]; 54:54-55

[1739-1740]; 55:46, 48, 50, 52,54, 56, 58

[1748-1749];55:62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76

[1750-1752]; 77:41-44 [1931-1932]; 78:31-36

[1937-1938]; rewards and enjoyment for the foremost

(q.v.) of the believers (q.v.) in, 56:10-26

[1754-1757]; 56:88-89 [1765-1766]; rewards and

enjoyment for the Companions of the Right (q.v.) in,

56:27-40 [1757-1758]; 56:90-91 [1766]; 69:19-24

[1871- 1872]; rewards and enjoyment of the righteous

(q.v.) in, 76:5-6 [1920]; 76:11-18 [1921-1922];

89:27-30 [1988]; rewards of, for those who participate

in jihad (q.v.), 61:12-13 [1818]; those who are killed

in jihad (q.v.) in the way of Allah shall have, 47:4-6

[1649]; those who believe and do the good deeds

(q.v.) shall have, 29:58 [1285-1286]; 40:40 [1524];

42:22 [1569]; 43:69-70 [1600]; 46:13-14

[1635-1636]; 47:12 [1650-1651]; 48:5 [1662]; 98:7-8

[2010]; enjoyment of the believers/ inmates of,

36:55-58 [1422-1423]; 37:40-50 [1437-1438];

38:49-54 [1472-1473]; 43:71-73 [1600-1601];

52:21-28 [1710-1712]; 57:12 [1771-1772]; 64:9

[1833]; 65:11 [1843]; those who are constant in their

saldh (q.v.) shall have, 70:20-23,34,35 [1880,1882];

those who recognize in their wealth the right of the

baggar(q.v.) and the deprived shall have, 70:24-25,35

[1880,1882]; those who believe in the Day of

Judgement (q.v.) and fear Allah's punishment shall

have, 70:26-27, 35 [1880,1882]; those who guard

their private parts shall have, 70:29-30, 35

[1881,1882]; those who fulfil their trusts (q.v.) and

covenant (q.v.) shall have, 70:32, 35 [1881,1882];

those who are upright in their testimony (q.v.) shall

have, 70:33,35 [1881-1882]; there equalize not the

inmates of hell (q.v.) and the inmates of, 39:24

[1490]; 59:20 [1803]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

the muttaqun (q.v.) will be conducted in groups into,

39:73 [1507]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) a group

will be in the blazing fire and a group will be in, 42:7

[1562]; command to vie with one another for, 57:21

[1776]; shall be the abode of those who fear the day of

Judgement and prevent their selves from whims,

79:40-41 [1945-1946].

Janndt 'Adn (Gardens of Eternity), for those who are

fearful of Allah and are repentant (q.v.), 19:6-63

[966-967]; for those who participate in jihad (q.v.),

61:12 [1818]; for those who believe and do the good

deeds (q.v.), 98:7-8 [2010].

Janndt al-Na"im (the Gardens of Bliss), the foremost

(q.v.) of the believers (q.v.) will be in, 56:10-26

[1754-1757]; 56:88-89 [1765-1766]; for the Muttaqun

(q.v.) will be, 68:34 [1864].

Jews, the (see also 'Ahl al-Kitdb, Banu Isra'il), 2:62

[30]; supposition of, that Paradise will be exclusively

for, 2:97 [45]; 2: 1 1 I [53]; saying of, that they are sons

of Allah, 5:18 [338]; wrong assumption of, that they

are the friends of Allah, 62:6-7 [1822]; disrespectful

address to the Messenger of Allah by, 2: 104 [49]; 4:46

[261]; denunciation of the Christians (q.v.) by, 2:1 13

[53-54]; will never be happy unless their religion is

followed, 2:120 [56-57]; a trial for, 2:243 [122];

tampering with the Book of Allah by some of, 3:78

[186]; 4:46 [261];5:41,43 [348,350]; improper

remarks about Allah made by, 3:181 [227]; 5:64

[361]; killing of the Prophets (q.v.) by, 2:61 [29]; 2:87

[41]; 2:91 [43-44]; 3:21 [163]; 3:112 [199-200];

3: 181,183 [227,228]; the curse of Allah is on some of,

4:46 [261]; 4:52 [264]; self-vindication by, 4:49-50

[263]; belief in the false god by some, 4:51 [263];

preventing others from the way of Allah by, 4:160

[316]; taking of usury (q.v.) by, 4:161 [316]; rules of

qisds (q.v.) in the Tawrdh (q.v.) for, 5:45 [351-352];

and Christians (q.v.) are friends of one another, 5:51

[355]; making mischief in the land by, 5:64 [362]; no

fear for those who believe of, 5:69 [364]; fiercest in

hostility to the believers are, 5:82 [370]; foods

unlawful for, 6:146 [454]; 16:1 18 [868]; 'Uzayr (q.v.)

called son of Allah by, 9:30 [589]; rabbis and monks

taken as lords by, 9:31 [589]; disagreement about the

Sabbath (q.v.) among, 16:124 [870]; on the day of

Judgement Allah will judge between the believers,

(q.v.), the Sabians (q.v.), the Majus (q.v.), the

polytheists (q.v.) and, 22: 17 [J 050- 1 05 1 ; are in doubt

about the din, 42:14 [1565]; relationship of the

Mundfiqun (q.v.) with, 47:26 [1656]; secret conferring

and enmity against the Messenger (q.v.) by the

Madinan, 58:8 [1786-1787]; breach of covenant and

treachery by the Madinan, 8:57-58 [568].

Jibril, antipathy of BanQ Isra'il (q.v.) towards, 2:97-98

[46]; comes down by Allah's command, 19:64 [967];

wahy (q.b.) to the Messenger (q.v.) was brought by,
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53:3-5,10 [1717-1718]; the Qur'an was

taught/brought by, 53:5-6 [1718]; 69:40 [1874];

81:19-21 [1955]; was seen in his actual form by the

Messenger (q.v.). 53:6-13 [1718-1719]; 81:23 [1956];

was seen in his actual form for a second lime near

sidral al-muntaha (q.v.), 53:13-18 [1719]; is the

helper of the Messenger (q.v.), 66:4 [1845]; acsends to

Allah in a day (q.v.) equivalent to fifty thousand years,

70:4 [1877]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) there will

stand up in rows the angels (q.v.) and, 78:38 [1938];

descent of, by Allah's command in the Night of

Decree (q.v.), 97:4 [2007].

Jihad, command for, against aggressors/in the way of

Allah (q.v.) 2:190-191 [91-92]; 2:247 [122]; 4:71-76

[271-274]; 4:84 [278]; 5:35 [346]; 9:73 [609]; 9:123

[632]; 22:78 [1073]; permission given for those who

are wronged to wage, 22:39-40 [1059-1060]; hope for

Allah's mercy for the participants in, 2:218 [106];

16:1 10 [865]; spending in the cause of, 2:245 [123];

believers (q.v.) are called upon to spend in, 47:38

[1660]; different ranks for participants and

non-participants in, 4:95-96 [285-286]; those who

make, are patron-friends of one another, 8:72

[573-574]; encouragement to go forth in, 9:38-39

[593-594]; 47:7 [ 1 649] ; 6 1 : 1 4 1 8 1 8- 1 8 1 9] ; the saving

trade is, 61: 10-1 1 [ [$\7]; jannah (q.v.) for those who

are killed in, 47:4-6 [1649]; the evaders of, 9:90

[616], those exempt from participating in, 9:91-92

[616-617]; 48:17 [1668]; rewards for participating in,

9:88-89 [615]; 9:111 [625-626]; 61:12-13 [1818]; not

neccessary for all believers (q.v.) to go for, 9:122

[631-632]; rules for confronting the enemy in, 47:4

[1648]; attitude of the Mun&fiqun (q.v.) to the

command for, 47:20-22 [1654-1655]; Allah loves

those who take part in, as a structure solidified, 61:4

[1814-1815]; command to wage, against unbelievers

and mundfiqun (q.v.) 66:9 [1848].

Jinn, sural al-, [1890-1897]; are Allah's creation, 6:100

[433]; Satans (q.v.) of, 6:112 [438]; hellfire will be

the punishment for the polytheists of men and,

7:38-39 [478-479]; 32:13 [1328]; many of, are created

for hell, 7:179 [535]; the deviants of, will be fuel for

hell, 72:15 [1893]; there are the righteous and the

unrighteous among, 72:11 [1892]; there are Muslims

(q.v.) and deviants among, 72:14 [1893]; are created

of fire of hot wind, 15:27 [812]; are created from

smokeless flame of fire, 55:15 [1743]; the polytheists'

worship of, 34:40-41 [1383]; the polytheists' (q.v.)

setting of, as partners of Allah, 37:158 [1454]; many

of men seek refuge with, 72:6 [1891]; punishment

became due on may who passed before of, 41:25

[1548]; 46:18 [1638]; there led astray many of, 41:29

[1550]; 72:6 [1891]; listening to the Qur'an (q.v.),

believing and preaching to their people by a group of,

46:29-32 [1643-44]; 72:1-11 [1890-1893]; 72:13-14

[1893]; Allah created not, but to worship Him,

51:56-7 [1705-1706]; are accountable to Allah, 55:31

[1745]; without Allah's sanction cannot pass through

the zones of the heavens and the earth (q.v.), 55:33

[1745-1746]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) a flame

of fire and molten brass will be discharged on, 5:35

[1746]; on the Day of Judgement interrogated will not

be any man or, 55:39 [1747]; can neither baffle nor

run away from Allah, 72:12 [1893]; command to seek

refuge with Allah from the evil of, 1 14:1,6 [2031].

Jizyah, command to Fight the unbelievers till they pay,

9:29 [588].

Judges, prohibition to offer illegal gratification to, 2:188

[90].

Judgement, (see also Day of Judgement), inevitability of,

39:46 [1497]; 39:69 [1505]; 39:75 [1508]; 51:6

[1697]; 51:23 [1699].

Judtyy, the, settling of Nun's Ark (q.v.) on, 1 1 :44 [693];

Jumu'ah, al- (Friday), sural, [1820-1824]; believers are

commanded to hurry to the congregational prayer of,

62:9 [1823]; trade and business transactions

prohibited after the call to the prayer of, and until its

conclusion, 62:9-10 [1823]; allusion to someone's

leaving the prayer of, 62: 1 1 [1824].

Just, Allah loves the, 60:8 [1810].

Justice, command to adjudicate with, 4:58 [266]; 5:42

[349-350]; 7:181 [536]; 38:26 [1466]; 42:15 [1566];

49:9 [1680]; command to do, even against yourselves,

parents and relatives, 4:135 [304]; 5:8 [332];

command to speak with, 6:152 [458]; 33:70 [1365]; a

similitude for the one who enjoins, 16:76 [851-852];

Allah enjoins, 16:90 [857]; 57:25 [1778]; Allah

decrees with, 40:20 [1516]; Allah will judge with,

39:69 [1505]; 39:75 [1508]; 40:78 [1537].

Ka'ba, the, injustice of preventing people from

worshipping Allah at, 2:1 14 [54]; painful punishment

for preventing from, 22:25 [1053-1054]; Ibrahim

(q.v.) and Isma'Tl (q.v.) given commission to purify,

2:125, 59; 22:26 [1054]; Ibrahim's (q.v.) and Isma'il's

(q.v.) raising of the foundations of, 2:27 [60];

refixing of the qiblah (q.v) towards, 2:142-145,

148-150 [67-71]; fighting (q.v.) prohibited by, 2:191

[92]; different rule of sacrifice for the dwellers near,

2:196 [95]; the first house (of worship) for mankind,

3:96 [193]; Maqam Ibrahim (q.v.) at, 2:125 [59]; 3:97

[193]; pilgrimage (hajj) made incumbent to, 3:97

[194]; to sacrifice livestock during hajj (q.v.) near,

22:33-34 [1057]; command to circumambulate,

during fyajj (q.v.), 22:28 [1055]; is made
inviolate/secure and a prop for mankind, 5:97 [378];

106:4 [2023]; nature of the prayers of the unbelievers

near, 8:35 [558-559]; polytheists (q.v.) are prohibited

from attending to, 9:17 [583]; polytheists are not
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entitled to maintain, 9:19 [584]; Allah's foiling of the

invasion of, by 'As-hdb al-Hl (q.v.), 105:1-5 [2022];

command to worship the Lord of, 106:3-4 [2023],

Kdfir (see also Disbelievers/Unbelievers), the, Allah puts

a seal/coverings on the hearts and ears of, 2:6 [6];

17:46 [887]; 18:57 [933]; punishment of hellfire for,

2:39 [20]; 2:162 [76]; 3:10 [158]; 3:196-197 [233];

4:169 [320]; 5:10 [333]; 5:37 [346]; 5:86 [372]; 7:36

[477]; 8:14 [551]; 13:5 [766]; 13:35 [780]; 14:17

[791-792]; 16:29 [836]; 17:8 [875]; 17:97 [905];

18:29 [922]; 18:100-106 [946-948]; 22:51 [1063];

22:72 [1071]; 24:57 [1130]; 29:54 [1284]; 29:68

[1289]; 30:16 [1294]; 35:36 [1402-1403]; 38:27

[1466]; 38:27 [1466]; 39:32 [1493]; 40:6 [1511];

41:28 [1549]; 45:33-34 [1629]; 46:20 [1639]; 46:34

[1645]; 47:12 [ J 65 J ] ; 48:13 [1666]; 51:13-14

[1697-J698]; 57:19 [1775]; 64:10 [1833-1834]; 66:9

[1848]; 67:6-9 [1851-8152]; 76:4 [1919-1920]; 98:6

[2009]; agonizing/ severe/ debasing punishment for,

2:104 [49]; 3:4 [155]; 3:21 [163]; 3:56 [178]; 3:91

[191-192]; 4:37 [257]; 4:102 [290]; 4:151 [312];

4:161 [316]; 4:173 [322]; 5:36 [346]; 5:73 [366];

6:70 [419]; 9:3 [577]; 10:4 [637]; 13:34 [779]; 14:2

[785]; 16:85 [855]; 16:88 [856-857]; 19:79 [971];

22:57 [1066]; 29:23 [1272-1273]; 33:8 [1337];

33:64-66 [1363-1364]; 35:7 [1391]; 37:67-68 [1441];

41:27 [1549]; 41:50 [1558]; 42:26 [157 1];56:4 1-44

[1758-1759]; 56:51-56 [1760-1761]; 58:4 [1784];

58:5 [1784]; 67:28 [1857]; on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.) conducted in groups towards hell (q.v.) will be,

39:71-72 [1506-1507]; Allah's curse is on those who

die as, 2:161 [75-76]; simile of, 2:171 [80]; 14:18

[792]; simile of the deeds of, 24:39-40 [1122-1 123];

25:23 [1 145]; worldly life deceived/was embellished

to, 2:212 [101]; 45:35 [1629]; embellished is their

wiliness to, 13:33 [779]; state of, on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.), 70:43-44 [1883]; the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.) will be hard on, 74:9-10 [1905];

state of, on the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 3:106

[197-198]; 4:42 [259]; 29:55 [1285]; 33:67-68

[1364]; 34:31-33 [1379-1380]; 83:29-36

[1964-1965]; their wealth and children/friends will

not avail them against Allah, 3:10 [157-158];

3:116-117 [201-202]; 7:48 [483-484]; 69:28-29

[1873]; 69:35 [1874]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

no ransom will be accepted of, 3:91 [191-192]; 5:36

[346]; 13:18 [772]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

their excuses will not be of avail to, 66:7 [1847]; will

not be allowed to make any amends, 45:35 [1629];

will not get any help against Allah's punishment in the

herefater (q.v.), 41:16 [1545]; 45:34 [1629]; 67:20

[1855]; 67:28 [1857]; 70:2-3 [1877]; will wish to be

dust on the day of Judgement (q.v.), 78:40 [1939]; he

who believes in part and disbelieves in part is indeed

a, 4:150-151 [311-312]; those who deify 'Isa (q.v.)

are, 5:17 [337]; 5:72 [365]; those who do not judge

according to what Allah has sent down are, 5:44

[351]; those who believe in the Trinity (q.v.) are, 5:73

[366]; will testify against themselves on the Day of

Judgement (q.v ), 6:130 [446]; 7:37 [478]; ridiculing

of the Messenger (q.v.) by, 21:36 [1022]; allegations

against the Messenger (q.v.) made by, 25:4-5

[1138-1 139]; 34:43 [1384]; 46:7-8 [1633]; conduct

of, towards the Messenger (q.v.), 70:36-38 [1882];

demand for a miracle/ miracles (q.v.) from the

Messenger made by, 25:8 [1140]; 13:27 [775-776];no

miracle will convince, 15:14-15 [809]; 30:58

[1309-1310]; 54:2 [1729]; conspiracy of, to kill or

expel the Messenger (q.v.), 8:30 [557]; demand of, for

immediate/ hastening punishment, 8:32 [557-558];

22:47 [1062]; 29:53-54 [1284]; 46:22 [1640]; 51:14

[1698]; 51:59 [1706]; nature of the prayers of, near

the Ka'ba (q.v.), 8:35 [558-559]; spending of wealth

by, for preventing others from the Way of Allah (q.v.)

8:36 [559]; prevents others from the way of Allah,

14:3 [785]; command to Fight the treaty violating

leaders of, 9:12-15 [581-582]; command to fight, 66:9

[1848]; respite given by Allah to, 16:47 [842-843];

19:75 [970]; 20:129 [1009]; 20:135 [1011]; 22:44

[1061]; 22:48 [1063; 31:24 [1319]; 41:45 [1556];

43:29 [1589]; 70:42 [1883]; 86:17 [1976]; there is an

appointed time for the punishment of, 18:58-59

[933-934]; 20:129 [1009]; disbelief in the

Resurrection (q.v.) by, 17:49-51 [888-889]; 18:36

[924]; 23:33-38 [1083-1085]; 34:3 [1368]; 34:7

[1369-1370]; 34:29 [1378]; 37:16-17 [1433];

45:24-25 [1625-1626]; 45:31-32 [1628]; 64:7 [1832];

67:25 [1856-1857]; arrogance of, 19:77-78 [971];

34:35 [1381]; 35:43 [1406]; 38:2 [1459]; 39:59

[1502]; 46:10 [1634]; 46:20 [1639]; 56:47-48 [1759];

attitude of, to the recitation of the Qur'an (q.v.), 22:72

[1071]; 41:26 [1 549] ; 45:31 [1 628] ; disblief of, in the

Qur'an (q.v.) and other scriptures, 34:31 [1379]; 38:2

[1459]; allegations of, against the Qur'an (q.v.), 46: 1

1

[ 1 635] ; 69:4 1 -47 [ 1 874- 1 875] ; disbelief in the Qur'an

(q.v.) will be a distress for, 69:50 [1876]; successful

shall not be, 23:117 [1103]; losers will be, 29:52

[1284]; cannot frustrate/oustrip Allah's plans/

punishment (q.v.), 24:57 [I 130]; 42:31 [1573]; 42:35

[1574]; 46:32 [1644]; 70:41 [1883]; command not to

obey, 25:52 [1 153]; those who reject the Book/Qur'an

(q.v.) are, 29:47 [1282]; there will not avail, their

believing on the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 32:29

[1332-1333]; 34:52-54 [1387-1388]; on the day of

Judgement (q.v.) overtaken with gloom will be the

faces of, 80:40-42 [1952]; their unbelief increases

them in naught but loss, 35:39 [1404]; Allah makes go

in vain the deeds of, 47:8-9 [1649-1650]; disputing
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about Allah's signs (q.v.) by, 40:4 [1510]; 40:35

[1522]; will desire on the Day of Judgement to punish

those who led them astray, 41:29 [1550]; turn away

from what they are warned of, 45:3 [1631]; when they

see the punishment it will seem to them that they had

not lived except an hour of a day/for an evening or

forenoon of a day, 46:35 [1645]; 79:46 [1946]; their

believing on the day of resurrection will not avail,

47:18 [1654]; will be caught in their own trick, 52:42

[1714]; prophecy about the defeat and routing of the

Makkan, 54:43-45 [1738]; intend to extinguish the

light of Allah with their mouths, :32 [590]; 61:8

[1816]; are in delusion, 67:20 [1855]; persist in

insolence, 67:21 [1856]; ridiculing of the believers

(q.v.) by, 83:20-32 [1964]; are in the habit of

disbelieving, 85: 19 [1973];

KaJif, al-, sural, [910-949].

Khandaq, the battle of, reference to, 33:9-20

[1338-1342]; Allah' sending of wind and troops

during, 33:9 [1338]; the role of the munafiqun during,

33:12-20 [1339-1342]; attitude and role of the

believers during, 33:22-23 [1343-1344]; repulsion of

the confederates at, 33:25 [1344]

Khawlah bint Tha'labah, allusion to the case of, see

Arguing Lady.

Khaybar, foretelling of the conquest of, 33:27 [1345];

role of the munafiqun (q.v.) to the expedition to and

regarding the booties of, 48:15 [1667]; 48:20 [1669];

conquest and capture of the booty (q.v.) of, 48:18-20

[1669-1670].

KhigY, story of the journey of Musa (q.v.) with, 1 8:60-82

[934-941].

Killing, (see also murder), atonement for, a believer by

mistake, 4:92 [282-283]; punishment for deliberate, of

a believer, 4:93 [284]; the sin of killing a man without

just cause, 5:32 [343-344].

Kindness, mutual counselling of, enjoined, 90:17

[1991].

Kinship, command not to sever the ties of, 2:27 [14-15];

4:1 [236]; men of understanding keep the ties of,

13:21 [773]; evil of abode will be for those who sever

the ties of, 13:25 [774-775]; on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.) there shall avail not the ties of,

23:101 [1099].

Kinsmen, Allah enjoins giving in charity to, 16:90

[857]; command to give their due to, 17:26 [881].

Kiiab (Book of Deed), every deeds and events in the

heavens and the earth is recorded in a, 10:61 [659];

11:6 [679]; 27:75 [1225]; 34:3 [1368]; 36:12 [1411];

50:4 [1686]; 78:29 [1937].

Kitaby al-, (See also Qur'an), no doubt is there in, 2:2

[3]; 32:2 [1324]; is guidance for the muttaqun

(q.v.)/believers, 2:2 [3]; 3:138 [209]; 7:52 [485];

16:64 [847]; is most distinguished, 41:41 [1554]; is

guidance and mercy for the righteous (q.v.) 31:3

[1311]; is good news for the righteous (q.v.) 46:12

[1635]; sending down of, by Allah, 5:15-16

[336-337]; 6:9 1-92[427-428]; 6:114 [439]; 6:156

[459]; 7:1 [465]; 7:52 [485]; 7:196 [542]; 10:94

[671]; 13:1 [763]; 14:1 [784]; 16:64 [847]; 18:1

[910]; 29:47 [1282]; 29:51 [1873]; 32:2 [1324]; 38:29

[1467]; 39:1-2 [1480]; 39:41 [1495]; 40:2 [1509];

40:70 [1534]; 41:2 [1540]; 41:42 [1554]; 42:15

[1566]; 42:17 [1567]; 45:2 [1618]; 46:2 [1631]; 56:80

[1764]; 57:25 [1778]; sending down of, by Allah in a

blessed night, 44:43 [1606]; 97:1 [2007]; was

communicated by wahy (q.v.), 35:31 [1400];

falsehood cannot approach, 41:42 [1554]; has been

sent down with the truth, 42:17 [1567]; challenge to

produce a surah like that of, 2:23 [12]; confirms what

is before it, 2:89 [42]; 3:3 [154]; 5:48 [353]; 6:92

[428]; 35:31 [1401]; 46: 12 [1635]; Allah's curse is on

those who conceal, 2:159 [75]; punishment for those

who conceal part of, 2:174-175 [81-82]; the

Messenger of Allah (q.v.) taught, 3:164 [220]; 62:2

[1820]; command to believe in, 4:136 [305];

command to shun the company of those who scoff at,

4:140 [306]; the hereafter (q.v.) is better for those who
hold fast by, 7:170 [532]; is full of wisdom, 10:1

[635]; 31:2 [1311]; perfect and set in detail are the

'ayahs of, 11:1 [677]; open and clear is, 15:1 [806];

26:3 [1162]; 28:8 [1231]; 43:2 [1582]; 44:2 [1606];

elucidated are the 'ayahs of, 41:3 [1540]; there is no

crookedness in, 18:1 [910]; is in Arabic, 46:12

[1635]; Allah has sent down, as the best of speech,

39:23 [1489]; the Messenger of Allah (q.v.) did not

expect to receive, 28:86 [1263]; the Messenger of

Allah (q.v.) commanded to read out, 29:45 [1281];

96:1 [2004]; the unbelievers' (q.v.) allegation of the

Messenger's (q.v.) having fabricated, 32:3 [1324];

reward for those who recite, 35:29 [1400]; is a great

grace of Allah to the Muslims (q.v.), 35:32 [1401];

Allah swears by, 43:2 [1582]; 44:2 [1606].

Lame, waiver of the requirement of hijab (q.v.) in

respect of, 24:61 [1132]; there is no sin for, in not

joining jihad (q.v.), 48:17 [1668].

Land and sea, mischief appears in the, because of man's

deeds, 30:42 [1303-1304].

Landmarks, Allah has set, for man's guidance, 16:16

[832].

Last Day (see also Day of Resurrection) the, belief

incumbent in, 2:126 [60]; 2:177 [83]; 2:228 [112];

2:232 [115]; 2:264 [138]; 3:114 [200]; 4:38-39

[257-258]; 4:59 [267]; 4:136 [305]; 9:18 [583]; 9:19

[584]; 9:44 [596]; 9:45 [597]; 24:2 [1106]; 29:36

[1277]; 33:21 [1343]; 58:22 [1792]; 60:6 [1809]; 65:2

[1838]; command to fight thgose who do not believe

in Allah and, 9:29 [588]; the munafiquns' (q.v.)
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assertion of belief in, 2:8 [6]; reward for the believers

in, 2:62 [30];4:162 [317]; 5:69 [364]; 9:99 [620].

Lat,al-;53:19 [1720].

Lawk al-Mahfuz, al-, everything is recorded in, 22:70

[1070]; no prolongation or reduction is made in the

age (q.v.) of anyone except it is recorded in, 35:11

[1393-1394]; the Qur'an (q.v.) is/is preserved in, 43:4

[1583]; 56:78 [1764]; 85:21-22 [1973]; every

calamity (q.v.) is written in, 57:22 [1777].

Lawful food, see Haldl food.

Laylat al-Qadr (see also Night of Decree), Allah's

sending down of the Book/Qur'an (q.v.) in, 44:3

[1606]; every matter of wisdom is decreed in, 44:4-5

[1606-1607].

Leaders of unbelief, will disavow their followers on the

Day of Judgement (q.v.), 2:166 [78].

Learned, the, fear Allah, 35:28 [1399].

Lies, prohibition to tell, 22:30 [1056].

Life, Allah gives, 2:28 [15]; 3:156 [217]; 7:158 [526];

9:116 [628]; 10:56 [657]; 10:104 [674]; 15:23 [811];

16:70 [849]; 22:66 [1069]; 23:80 [1095].

Light, Allah created darkness and, 6:1 [391]; there

equalize not the darkness and,13:16 [770]; 35:20

[1397]; Allah is the, of the heavens and the earth

(q.v.), 24:35 [1120-1121]; Allah brings out the

believers from darkness to, 2:257 [132]; 5:16 [336];

33:43 [1353]; 57:9 [1770]; anyone for whom Allah

sets not, cannot have any, 24:40 [1 123]; the Qur'an is

the, 5:15 [336]; 7:57 [525]; 42:52 [1580]; 64:8

[1833]; the Messenger (q.v.) was sent to bring

mankind out of darkness to, 14:1 [782]; 65:11 [1842].

Lightning, Allah shows you the, 13:12 [768]; 30:24

[1297]; Allah causes, 24:43 [1 124].

Lips, Allah has created, 90:9 [1990].

Livestock, Allah's creation of, 6:142 [452]; 16:5 [828];

23:21 [1079-1080]; 36:71 [1426]; 39:6 [1482]; 40:79

[1537]; 43:12 [1584]; Allah makes, of diverse colours,

35:28 [1399]; benefits of, 16:5-8 [828-829]; 16:66

[847-848]; 16:80 [853-854]; 23:21-22 [1079-1080];

36:72-73 [1426]; 40:79-80 [1537]; 43:12-13

[1584-1585]; the polytheists' (q.v.) tabooing of

certain, 6:138-139 [449-450]; 6:143-144 [452-453];

Allah has made lawful the, 22:30 [1056]; to sacrifice

during hajj (q.v.) the, 22:33-34 [1057; Allah has

created pairs (q.v.) of, 42:11 [1563]; Allah produces

water and pastures for the, 79:31-33 [1944]; 80:27-32

[1950-1951].

Loan, contract of, to be written down and witnessed,

2:282 [147-150].

Lot Tree, the, at the utmost limit, 53:13 [1719]; 53:16

[1719].

Lot trees, thorn-less, in jannah (q.v.), 56:28 [1757.

Luqman, sural [131 1-1323]; given wisdom and asked to

be grateful to Allah, 31 : 12 [1314]; exhortations to his

son about tawhid (q.v.) and obedience to parents (q.v.)

by, 31:13-19 [1314-1317].

Lut, was a Prophet, 6:86 [426]; believing in Ibrahim

(q.v.) by, 29:26 [1274]; preaching to his people by,

7:80-81 [497]; 26:161-166 [1190-1191]; 27:54-55

[1218]; 29:28-29 [1274-1275]; rejection of his

message by the people of, 7:82 [497]; 26:167 [1 191];

27:27:56 [1219]; 29:29 [1275]; disbelieved the people

of, 22:43 [1061]; 38:13 [1462]; 50:13 [1688]; 54:33

[1735]; 69:9 [1869]; instance of the disbelief of the

wife of, 66:10 [1848]; indulgence in homosexuality by

the people of, 26:165-167]; 27:54-55]; 1218];

29:28-29 [1274-1275]; rescuing of, 7:83 [498]; 21:71

[1031]; 21:74-75 [1032]; 26:169-170 [1191];

29:32-33 [1276-1277]; angel-messengers of

destruction sent to the people of, 1 1 :69-70, [702-703],

15:57-66 [818-820].; 29:31 [1275-1276]; 51:24-34

[1699-1701]; 54:37 [1736]; argument of Ibrahim

(q.v.) with the angel-messengers sent to, 1 1 :74-76

[704-705]; 29:32 [1276]; insistence on the evil deed

by the people of, 15:67-72 [820-821]; destruction of

the people of, 7:84 [498]; 9:70 [607]; 11:74-83

[704-707]; 15:73-77 [821-822]; 26:171-173

[1191-1192]; 27:57 [1219]; 29:33-34 [1276-1277];

51:35-37 [1701-1702]; 53:53-54 [1727]; 54:34-39

[1736-1737]; 69:10 [1870]; the Madyan (q.v.) people

reminded of the fate of the peoples of, 1 1 :89 [710].

Madina, allusion to the munafiqun (q.v.) of, 9:101-102

[621-622].

Madyan, Shu'ayb's (q.v.) messengership and preaching

of tawhid (q.v.) and other reforms to the people of,

7:85-87 [498-500]; 11:84-90 [707-710]; 29:36

[1277]; Allah's signs recited on the people of, 28:45

[1247]; rejection of the message by the leaders of,

7:88-90 [500-501]; 11:91-95 [710-712]; disbelieved

the people of, 22:44 [1061]; destruction of the

unbelieving people of, 7:91-93 [50J-502]; 9:70 [607];

29:37 [1278]; stay of Musa (q.v.) in, 20:40 [984];

28:20-28 [1238-1241].

Majus, the, on the day of Judgement Allah will judge

between the believers (q.v.), the Jews (q.v.), the

Sabians (q.v.), the polytheists (q.v.) and, 22:17

[1050-1051].

Mahr, command to give, 4:4 [238]; 4:24 [250]; 4:25

[251]; 5:5 [330]; 33:50 [1355]; 60:10 [1811];

prohibition to take back anything of, in case of

divorce (q.v.), 2:229 [112-113]; 4:20-21 [247-248];

rules regarding, in case of divorce [q.v.] before

consummation; 2:236-237 [119-120]; rule regarding

retrieval of, in respect of wives going over to the

unbelievers, 60:1 1 [1812].

Makka, Ibrahim's (q.v.) prayer for, 2 : 1 26, 128 [60-61];

14:35 [799]; 14:37 [800]; Ibrahim's setdement of his

progeny ( Isma'il and Hajar) at, 14:37 [799-800]; the
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first house (of worship) set up for mankind at, 3:96

[193]; Allah has made inviolate/secure, 27:91 [1229];

29:67 [1288-1289]; 95:3 [2002]; fear of the

unbrelievers of, in not accepting Islam (q.v.), 28:57

[1252]; reference to the conquest of, 48:24-25

[1671-1672]; dream of the Messenger of Allah (q.v.)

about the conquest of, 48:27 [1673-1674]; gretaer

staus of those who fought and spent in the way of

Allah (q.v.) before the conquest of, 57:10

[1770-1771]; Allah's swearing by, 90:1-2 [1989]; 95:3

[2002].

Male/male babes, Allah bestows on whomsoever He

wills, 42:49-50 [1579]; mankind (q.v.) are created

from female and, 49:13 [1682]; Allah has created the

female and the, 92:3 [1995].

Malik, the angel in chare of hell, 43:77 [1602].

Man, there passed ages before the creation of, 76:

1

[1919]; covenant of, with Allah (q.v.), 2:27 [14];

inevitable return to Allah (q.v.) of; 2:28 [15]; 2:46

[22]; 2:148 [70]; 2:156 [73-74]; 2:223 [110]; 2:245

[123]; 2:281 [146]; 2:285 [152]; 3:9 [157]; 3:83

[188]; 5:48 [354]; 5:105 [381]; 6:12 [395]; 6:60

[415]; 6:62 [415-16]; 6:108 [436]; 6:164 [463]; 7:29

[474-475]; 10:4 [636]; 10:23 [645]; 10:46 [654];

10:56 [657]; 10:70 [662]; 11:4 [678]; 19:68 [968];

21:35 [1021]; 21:93 [1038]; 23:79 [1094]; 23:115

[1103]; 24:64 [1136]; 28:88 [1264]; 30:11 [1293];

31:23 [1319]; 32:11 [1327]; 35:18 [1397]; 36:32

[1416]; 36:83 [1429]; 39:7 [1483]; 39:44 [1497]; 40:3

[1510]; 40:43 [1525]; 40:77 [1536]; 41:21 [1547];

42:15 [1566]; 43:14 [1585]; 50:43 [1695]; 53:42

[1725]; 60:4 [1808]; 62:8 [1822-1823]; 64:3 [1831];

67:24 [1856]; 75:12 [1914]; 75:30 [1917]; 84:6

[1966-1967]; 86:8 [1975]; 88:25 [1983]; 96:8 [2005];

has to return to Allah singly, 6:94 [430]; 19:80 [970];

19:95 [974]; is not immortal, 21:35 [1021]; death

shall come to, 50:19 [1689]; shall perish 55:26

[1744]; Allah has created, 50: 16 [1688]; 55:3 [1741];

56:57 [1761]; 64:2 [1830]; 67:23 [1856]; 76:2 [1919];

76:28 [1924]; 82:7 [1958]; Allah has given shape to,

64:3 [1831]; 82:7-8 [1958]; Allah has perfected the

make of, 40:64 [1532]; 95:4 [2002]; Allah has taught

him speech, 55:4 [1741]; is created of clay/dust/earth,

6:2 [391]; 15:26,28 [812]; 22:5 [1045]; 23:12 [1077];

32:7 [1326]; 35:11 [1393]; 37:11 [1432]; 38:71

[1476]; 40:67 [1533]; 53:32 [1723]; 55:14 [1743];

71:17 [1887]; is created of a drop, 16:4 [828]; 18:37

[925]; 22:5 [1046]; 23:13 [1077]; 30:20 [1295];

35:11 [1393]; 36:77 [1427]; 40:67 [1533]; 53:46

[1726]; 56:58-59 [1761]; 75:37 [1918]; 76:2 [1919];

80:19 [1949]; is created of a despicable water, 77:20

[1928]; Allah creates the progeny of, out of a

despicable fluid, 32:8 [1326]; 56:58-59 [1761]; is

created of water gushing forth, 86:5-7 [1974-1975]; is

created from a sticking clot, 22:5 [1046]; 23:14

[1077]; 40:67 [1533]; 75:38 [1918]; 96:2 [2004]; is

created from water (q.v.), 25:54 [1 154]; stages in the

creation of, 22:5 [1046]; 23:12-14 [1077-1078]; 32:9

[1326]; 39:6 [1482- 1483] ;40:67 [1533]; 53:32

[1723]; 71:14 [1887]; 75:37-39 [1918]; 77:20-23

[1928-1929]; 80:19-20 [1949]; is created weak, 4:28

[253]; is created impatient, 70:19-20, [1879-1880]; is

created of haste, 21:37 [1022]; is created in hardship,

90:4 [1989]; is niggardly, 70:21 [1880]; is created

from a single individual, 39:6 [1482]; Allah reverts,

to the lowest of the low, 95:5 [2002]; guidance given

by Allah (q.v.) to, 2:38, [20]; 2:185 [87]; 3:4 [154];

80:20 [1949]; piety (q.v.) is the best attire of, 7:26

[473]; is tested by Allah with fear, hunger and loss of

lives and properties, 2: 155 [73]; is tested by weal and

woe, 21:35 [1021]; 89:15-16 [1986]; if adversity

afflicts him despondent becomes, 41:49 [1557]; 89:16

[1986]; enjoined to take halal food (q.v.), 2:168 [79];

the story of a, who was made to die for one hundred

years, 2:259 [134-135]; is not created in vain, 23:1 15

[1103]; accountability (q.v.) of, 21:23 [1018]; 41:50

[1558]; 55:31 [1745]; 58:6 [1785]; 58:7 [1786]; 59:18

[1802]; 62:8 [1823]; 75:13-15 [1915]; 75:36 [1918];

88:26 [1983]; 90:5 [1989]; 90:7 [1990]; 99:6 [2012];

102:3-5 [2017]; 102:8 [2018]; is accountable for both

open and secret deeds, 2:284 [151]; will be an

evidence against himself, 75: 14 [1915]; not a word is

uttered by, but there is an overseer by, 50:18 [1689];

82:10 [1958]; angels (q.v.) keep a record of the deeds

of, 82:1 1-12 [1958]; angels (q.v.) as custodians over,

6:61 [415]; 13:11 [768]; 43:80 [1602]; 50:17-18

[1689]; there is a guard over every, 86:4 [1974]; Allah

knows what there prompts the self of, 50:16 [1688]; is

not burdened except to his capacity, 2:286 [152];

23:62 [1090]; love of passions, women, offspring and

wealth embellished for, 3:14 [159-160]; shall have

reward for his deed, 4:32 [254]; is custodian over

woman, 4:34 [255]; commanded to beware of Allah,

4:131 [302]; 22:1 [1044]; from the wombs of mothers

Allah brings out, 16:78 [853]; Allah has created

spouses/pairs for,16:72 [850]; 30:21 [1296]; 35:11

[1393]; 36:36 [1417]; 39:6 [1482]; 42:11 [1563];

75:39 [1918]; 78:8 [1934]; Allah has made sleep

(q.v.) as rest for, 78:9 [1934]; Allah makes, of diverse

colours, 35:28 [1399]; Allah has made, successors in

the eath (q.v.), 35:39 [1404]; a term is set for, 6:2

[392]; 7:34 [476-477]; 6:60 [414-415]; 7:34 [476];

10:19 [643]; 17:99 [905]; 18:37 [925]; 35:45 [1407];

39:42 [1496]; 40:67 [1533]; is to die, 23:15 [1078;

39:30 [1492]; 56:60 [1761]; 56:83-87 [1765]; Satans

(q.v.) of, 6:1 12 [438]; Satan (q.v.) is an arch betrayer

for, 25:29 [1146]; forbidden to worship Satan (q.v.),

36:1423]; Allah has raised some of, above the others,
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6:165 [464]; 16:71 [849-850]; 17:21 [879]; 43:32

[1590]; Allah gives warning against Satan (q.v.) to,

7:27 [473-474]; Allah hastens not evil as He hastenes

the good for, 10:1 1 [639]; ingratitude of, 10:12 [640];

10:21-23 [844-645]; 10:59-60 [658]; 11:10

[680-681]; 14:34 [799]; 16:54-55 [844-845]; 17:67

[895]; 17:83 [900]; 22:66 [1069]; 23:78 [1094]; 23:

78 [1094]; 27:73 [1224]; 30:33-34,36 [1300-1301];

31:20 [1317-1318]; 39:8 [1484]; 39:49 [1498-1499];

40:61 [1531]; 41:50 [1558]; 41:51 [1558]; 42:48

[1578-1579]; 43:15 [1585]; 56:81-82 [1764-1765];

67:23 [1856]; 80:17 [1949]; 80:23 [1950]; 89:16

[1986]; 100:6-7 [2013-2014]; is engrossed in the love

of wealth (q.v.), 89:20 [1987]; 100:8 [2014]; deluded

about Allah is, 82:6 [1958]; is beguiled by the vying

for more (q.v.), 102:1-2 [2017]; disbelieves in

Judgement, 82:9 [1858]; persistence of, in

transgression/ insolence, 23:75-77 [1093-1094]; 67:21

[1856]; miserliness of, 17:100 [906]; is most

contentious, 18:54 [931]; many of, seek refuge with

jinn (q.v.), 72:6 [1891]; Allah's ordering the angels

(q.v.) to prostrate themselves to, 15:28-30 [812];

Allah's graces on, 31:20 [1317]; 40:61 [1531]; is rash,

17:11 [876]; shall be resurrected, 23:16 [1078]; will

encounter his book of deeds on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.), 17:13-14 [877]; 18:49 [929];

killing of, prohibited except by way of justice, 17:33

[883]; given precedence over many living beings,

17:70 [896]; is disbeliever in the Resurrection (q.v.),

19:66 [968]; 41:50 [1558]; is heedless about the

hereafter (q.v.), 30:7 [1291]; is in doubt about

meeting his Lord, 41:54 [1559]; loser is the, who

worships Allah being on the fench, 22:11

[1048-1049]; punishment becomes due on many of,

22:18 [1051]; punishment became due on many who
passed before of, 41:25 [1548]; Allah selects

Messengers from among, 22:75 [1072]; Allah has

scattered, in the earth (q.v.), 23:79 [1094]; good

woman for good, and bad woman for bad, 24:26

[1114]; knows not what he will earn tomorrow or

where he will die,31:34 [1323]; Allah has not set two

hearts for any, 33:4 [1335]; is utterly ignorant and

unjust to himself, 33:72 [1365]; Allah retracts in the

constitution of whoever He prolongs the life of, 36:68

[1425]; Allah has given every kind of instance in the

Qur'an (q.v.) for, 39:27 [1491]; will quarrel before

their Lord on the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 39:31

[1492]; Allah is sufficient for, 39:36 [1493-1494]; the

creation of the heavens and the earth is greater than

the creation of, 40:57 [1529]; Allah responds to the

prayer of, 40:60 [1530]; Allah created not, but to

worship Him, 51:56-57 [1705-1706]; without Allah's

sanction cannot pass through the zones of the heavens

and the earth (q.v.), 55:33 [1745-1746]; on the Day of

Judgement a flame of fire and molten brass will be

discharged on, 55:35 [1746]; on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.) interrogated will not be any jinn or, 55:39

[1747]; desires to commit sin, 75:5 [1914]; shall recall

on the Day of Resurrection all that he strove for, 79:35

[1945]; will come out in different groups on the Day
of Resurrection (q.v.), 99:6 [2011-2012]; diverse are

the efforts of, 92:4 [1995]; is prone to trangress,

96:6-7 [2005]; is in loss, except those who believe and

do the good deeds (q.v.), 103:2-3 [2019]; command to

seek refuge with Allah from evil ones of, 114:1-6

[2031].

Manat, 53:20 [1720].

Mankind, Allah is the Lord of, 114:1 [2031]; created

from one individual, 4:1 [236]; 6:98 [432]; 7:189

[539]; Allah may eliminate, and produce others, 4:133

[303]; whoever killed a man without just cause is as if

he killed the whole, 5:32 [343-344]; Muhammad
(q.v.) was Messenger to all, 7:158 [526]; 34:28

[1378]; many of, are created for hell, 7: 179 [535]; was

originally a single community, 10:10 [643]; the

Qur'Sn (q.v.) is for all, 10:57 [657]; 14:1 [784]; the

Qur'an (q.v.) is a communique to, 14:52 [804-805];

the Qur'an is elightenment for, 45:20 [1624]; Allah

has given every kind of example in the Qur'an (q.v.)

for, 30:58 [1309]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

mustered will be all, 11:103 [714-715]; 18:47-48

[928]; command to, to fear Allah and the Day of

Judgement (q.v.), 31:33 [31:33 [1322-1323]; if Allah

willed He would have made one 'ummah (q.v.) of
,

11:118 [719]; 16:93 [859]; 42:8 [1562]; warning of

the Day of Judgement (q.v.) given to, 14:44 [802];

Muslims (q.v.) will be witnesses against, 22:78

[1074]; warned against the deception of the worldly

life (q.v.) 35:5 [1390-1391]; are poor unto Allah,

35:15 [1396]; 47:38 [1660]; if Allah wils He may

destroy, and bring a new creation, 35:16 [1396]; 47:38

[1660]; are created from male and female, 49:13

[1682]; are made into peoples (q.v.) and tribes (q.v.)

for knowing one another, 49:13 [1682]; Allah has sent

down iron (q.v.) for the uses of, 57:25 [1778];

inevitable return to Allah of, 84:6 [1966-1967]; will

be like moths scattered on the day of Resurrection

(q.v.), 101:4 [2015].

Mann, the, and Salwa, the, bestowed on BanQ lsra'il

(q.v.), 2:57 [26]; 7:160 [527]; 20:80-81 [994-995].

Manumission of slaves, is an element of piety (q.v.),

2:177 [83].

Maqam Ibrahim, to take up as a prayer place, 2:125

[59]; at the Ka'ba (q.v.), 3:97 [193].

Maqam mahmud, given to the Messenger of Allah (q.v.),

17:79 [899].

Male, Allah creates the pair (q.v.) of female (q.v.) and,

53:45 [1725].
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Marriage, with polytheist (q.v.) men and women
prohibited, 2:221 [108]; rules regarding courtship

(q.v.) before, 2:235 [118-1 19]; prohibited persons for,

4:22-24 [248-250]; lawful women (q.v.) for, 4:25

[250-252]; 5:5 [329-330]; 24:32 [1 1 18].

Martyrs, not to be considered dead, 2:154 [73];

3:169-171 [222-223]; rewards for, 3:195 [233];

47:4-6 [1649]; 57:19 [1775].

Ma'ruf, al- (the approved), command to enjoin, 3:104

[196-197]; 3:110 [199]; 4:114 [295]; 7:199 [542];

31:17 [1316]; some of the Ahl al-Kitab (q.v.)

enjoined, 3:114 [200]; a characteristic of the believers

(q.v.) is to enjoin, 9:71 [608]; 9: 1 12 [626-627]; 22:41

[1061].

Marwah, tawdf between Safa (q.v.) and, 2:158 [74].

Mary, see Maryam.

Maryam (mother of Isa), 2:87 [41]; 5: 17 [337]; birth of,

3:36 [168]; under the care of Zakariyya (q.v.), 3:37

[169-170]; Allah's special favour and purification of,

3:42-43 [172]; 21:91 [1037]; 66:12 [1849]; the

casting of lots for taking charge of, 3:44 [172-173;

good tidings of 'Isa (q.v.) given to, 3:45-46 [173-174];

19:16-21 [954-955]; birth of 'Is5 to, 4:171 [321];

19:22-28 [956-957]; was righteous, 5:75 [367]; was

made a sign, 23:50 [ 1 087- 1 088].

Mash'ar al-Haram, al-, to remember Allah at, 2:198

[96]

Masih, al-, see 'lsa.

Masjid al-Aqsd, al-, the Messenger's (q.v.) Night

Journey (q.v") to, 17:1 [872].

Masjid al-Hardm, al- (see also Ka'ba, Sacred Mosque,

the), refixing of the qiblah (q.v.) towards,

2:142-145,148-150 [67-71]; different rule regarding

sacrifice by the dwellers near, 2:196 [95]; sin of

preventing people from, 2:217 [105]; painful

punishment for preventing from, 22:25 [1053-1054];

prohibition to violate, 5:2 [326]; nature of the

unbelievers' (q.v.) prayers at, 8:35 [558-559];

polytheists (q.v.) are not entitled to maintain, 9:19

[584]; polytheists prohibited from approaching, 9:28

[588]; the Messenger's (q.v.) Night Journey (q.v.)

from, 17:1 [872]; the Makkan unbelievers' preventing

the Muslims from, in the year Hudaybiyah (q.v.),

48:25 [1671]; dream of the Messenger of Allah (q.v.)

about entering safely, 48:27 [1673-1574];

Masjid Dirar, see Mosque in detriment.

Means of living, Allah has set in the earth (q.v.), 15:20

[810];

Measure, see Weight and measure,

Meetings (see also conference), rules of etiquette (q.v.)

for, 24:62 [I 134- 1 135];
v

Men of the elevations, the (see Al- 'A 'rdf).

Menstruation, rule regarding women in, 2:222 [109];

Mercy, those who disbelieve do despair of Allah's, 29:23

[1272-1273]; there is none to withold or release

Allah's, 35:2 [1389-1390]; 39:38 [1494-1495];

command not to be despaired of Allah's, 39:53 [1500];

Allah admits whom He wills to His, 42:8 [1562];

Allah's, is better than the worldly wealth, 43:32

[1590]; the sending of Messengers and scriptures is

Allah's, 44:6 [1607];

Messenger of Allah, see Muhammad, the Messemger of

Allah.

Messengers of Allah, the, some above others in ranks,

2:253 [129]; some are mentioned and some are not,

4:164 [318]; 40:78 [1536]; not to differentiate

between, 2:285 [151-152]; command to believe in,

4:136 [305]; never claimed to be worshipped, 3:79

[186-187]; there passed away many, before the

coming of the last Messenger, 3:144 [210-211];

disbelieved before were, 3:184 [228]; 6:34 [404];

26:105 [1181]; 26:123 [1 184]; 26:141 [1186]; 26:160

[1190]; 26:176 [1192]; 34:34 [1381]; 34:45 [1385];

35:25 [1398]; 40:5 [1510]; ridiculed before were,

21:41 [1023]; 35:4 [1390]; 36:14-19 [1411-1412];

36:30 [1416]; 38:14 [1462]; 40:22 [1517]; 50:14

[1688]; 51:52 [1705]; 69:10 [1870]; mocked were the

previous, 6:10 [395]; 13:32 [778]; 15:11 [808]; 64:5-6

[1831-1832]; 65:8 [1841]; abused were the previous,

41:43 [1554]; there were wives and offspring for the

previous, 13:38 [781]; sending of, by Allah, 2:87

[41]; 4:163-165 [317-319]; 5:46 [352]; 6:42 [407];

6:48 [409]; 6:130 [446-447]; 7:35 [477]; 7:43 [481];

7:53 [485-486]; 7:59 [489]; 7:65-67 [491]; 7:73,75

[494,495]; 7:101 [505]; 9:33 [590]; 9:70 [607]; 9:128

[634]; 10:13 [640]; 10:74 [664]; 11:25 [686]; 11:50

[695-696]; 14:9-12 [787-790]; 15:10 [808]; 16:36

[839]; 16:63 [847]; 16:113 [866]; 17:77 [898]; 20:134

[1010-1011]; 23:23 [1080]; 23:32 [1083]; 23:44

[1086]; 28:59 [1253]; 30:9 [1292]; 30:47 [1305];

35:24,25 [1398]; 36:13-16 [1411-1412], 37:72

[1441]; 40:22 [1517]; 40:50 [1527]; 40:70 [1534];

40:78 [1536];4I:14 [1544]; 41:42 [1554]; 43:45

[1594]; 44:5 [1607]; 46:21 [1639]; 57:8 [1770]; 57:25

[1778]; 57:26-27 [1779]; 64:6 [1831-1832]; 65:8

[1841]; 67:9-10 [1852]; 69:10 [1870]; 73:15 [1900];

91:13 [1994]; sent to Banu Isra'Tl (q.v.), 5:70 [365];

covenant taken from BanO Israel (q.v.) to believe in,

5:12 [333-334]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

questioned about their missions will be, 5:109 [384];

7:6-7 [466-467]; on the Day of Judgement scheduled

will be, 77:1 1 [1927]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

the unbelievers (q.v.)/polytheists (q.v.) will be asked

about their replies to, 28:65-66 [1255]; for every

'ummah (q.v.) there was a, 10:47 [654]; were sent

with clear evidences and scriptures, 16:44 [842]; were

sent as conveyers of good tidings and as warners,
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18:56 [932]; the message of tawhid (q.v.)/Isl5m (q.v.)

was preached by all, 16:36 [839]; 21:25 [1018]; 23:32

[1083]; 87:18-19 [1979]; all, belong to the same

community, 21:92 [1038; 23:51-52 [1088]; Allah's

promise to deliver/help the believers and, 10:103

[673-674]; 37:171-173 [1456]; 40:51 [1527]; 58:21

[1791-1792]; Allah rescued all, 21:9 [1014]; men

were all, 12:109 [761]; 13:38 [781]; 14:11 [789];

16:43 [841]; 21:7-8 [1014]; 25:20 [1 143-1 144]; 41:18

[1546]; there is a lesson for intelligent persons in the

narratives of, 12:111 [762]; no Messenger was sent

except with the tongue of his own people, 14:4 [785];

Allah breaks not His promise to, 14:47 [803]; Allah

does not punish until He has sent a, 17:15 [877];

Satan (q.v.) attempted to interfere with and divert the

propagation of all, 22:52-53 [1063-1064]; peace be

on, 37:181 [1457]; Allah has communicated the same

din (q.v.) through all the, 42:13 [1564]; patient and

persevering were all, 46:35 [1645].

Migration, see Hijrah.

Mikfil, 2:98 [46].

Milk, is Allah's special creation, 16:66 [848]; in the

jannah (q.v.) there will be rivers of, 47:15 [1652].

Millah (Dm/Religion), command to follow Ibrahim's

(q.v.), 3:95 [193].

Minors, the, command to take care of the properties of,

4:5 [238].

Miracle/miracles, demand of the unbelievers (q.v.) for,

2:118 [56]; 6:35,37 [404, 405]; 6:109 [437]; 7:106

[506]; 7:203 [543]; 10:20 [643]; 13:7 [706]; 13:27

[775]; 20:133 [1010]; 21:5 [1013]; 25:8 [1140]; 26:4

[1162-1163]; 26:154 [1188]; 29:50 [1283]; no

Messenger can cause, except by Allah's leave, 13:38

[781]; 40:78 [1536-1537]; Allah is All-Capable of

sending a, 6:37 [405]; unbelievers will not believe

even if they see all, 6:25 [400]; 6:124 [443]; Allah

sends not any but by way of frightening, 17:59

[891-892]; of the splitting of the moon (q.v.), 54:1

[1729].

Mi'rdj (see also 'Isra, al-), 17:60 [892]; reference to,

53:13-18 [1719].

Miserliness, effect of, 47:38 [1660]; deprecation of,

57:24 [1778].

Mischief, because of man's deeds there appear in the

land and sea (q.v.), 30:42 [1303-1304].

Mischief-makers, the, Allah does not like, 28:77 [1259];

Misfortune, is due to what your hands acquire, 42:30

[1572-1573].

Mocking, prohibition of, by one people at another, 49: 1

1

[1680].

Modesty, a characteristic of Muslims (q.v.)/believers

(q.v.)/servants of Allah (q.v.) is, 25:63 [1157].

Monasticism, was an innovation made by the followers

of 'fsa (q.v.), 57:27 [1779].

Moon, the, Allah has made the sun (q.v.) and, 21:33

[1021]; is set for reckoning, 6:96 [431]; 10:5 [637]; is

made subservient by Allah, 7:54 [487]; 13:2 [764];

14:33 [798]; 16:12 [830]; 29:61 [1286]; 31:29

[1320-1321]; 35:13 [1395]; 39:5 [1482]; is made a

light, 1 0: 5 [637] ; 25 :6 1 [ 1 1 56] ; 7 1 : 1 6 [ 1 887] ; runs for

a term specified, 13:2 [764]; 31:29 [1320-1321];

35:13 [1395]; 39:5 [1482]; is floating in the celestial

sphere (q.v.), 21:33 [1021]; Allah has ordained stages

for, 36:39 [1418]; is floating in an orbit, 36:40 [1418];

is on computation, 55:5 [1741]; prostrates itself to

Allah, 22:18 [1051]; prohibition to make prostration

to, 41:37 [1552]; miracle (q.v.) of the splitting of,

54:1 [1729]; Alla's swearing by, 74:32 [1909];84:I8

[1968]; 91:2 [1992]; on the day of Resurrection (q.v.)

eclipsed shall be, 75:8 [1914]; on the Day of

Resurrection (q.b.) merged shall be the sun (q.v.) and,

75:9 [1914].

Mosque in detriment, the case of those who took a,

9:107-108 [623-624]; 9:1 10 [625].

Mosques (see also Ka'ba], injustice of preventing people

from worshipping Allah at, 2:114 [54]; i'tikaf (q.v.)

in, 2:187 [90]; command to take adornment to, 7:31

[475]; polytheists (q.v.) are prohibited from attending

to and practising polytheism in, 9:17 [583]; if Allah

holds not some by others demolished would be, 22:40

[1060]; Allah's nur (q.v.) prevails in, 24:36-37

[1121]; are for the worship of Allah Alone, 72:18

[1894].

Mother of Book, see Lawh al-Mahfuz, al-.

Mount Sinai, raised high over Banu Isra'TlM/i/ al-Kitdb

(q.v.), 2:63 [30]; 2:93 [44]; 4:154 [313];7: 171 [532];

covenant taken from Banu Isra'il (q.v.) at the right

side of, 20:80 [994]; Allah's creation of olive tree out

of, 23:20 [1079]; Allah's calling out to MGsa (q.v.) at,

28:46 [1248];7:143 [517-518]; 19:52 [964]; 20:9-18

[977-980]; 27:7-12 [1203-5]; 28:28-30 [1241-1242];

Allah's swearing by, 52:1 [1707]; 95:2 [2002].

Mountain passes, Allah has set in the earth, 21:31

[1020].

Mountains, the, Allah has set in the earth firm/high, 13:3

[764]; 15:19 [810]; 16:15 [832]; 21:31 [1020]; 27:61

[1220]; 31:1313]; 41:10 [1542]; 50:7 [1686]; 77:27

[1929]; 88:19 [1982]; Allah makes, of diverse colours,

35:27 [1399]; Allah provides shelters out of, 16:81

[854]; on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.) set in

motion/scattered will be the, 18:47 [928]; 20:105

[1002]; 56:5-6 [1754]; 77:10 [1927]; 81:3 [1953]; on

the Day of Resurrection (q.v.) carried away and

crushed will be, 69:14 [1870]; on the day of

Resurrection a dune adrift will be, 73:14 [1900]; will

be like wool ruffled on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.),

101:5 [2015]; prostrate themselves to Allah, 22:18

[1051]; will pass by like the clouds (q.v.) on the Day
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of Resurrection (q.v.), 27:88 [1228]; declined the trust

offered by Allah, 33:72 [1365]; would have been cleft

asunder out of the dread of Allah if the Qur'an (q.v.)

was sent down on, 59:21 [1803]; Allah drives in the

sea (q.v.) ships (q.v.) like, 42:32 [1573].

Muhujirs, see Emigrants.

Muhammad, is the Messenger of Allah (peace and

blessings of Allah be on him), 3:114 [ 210]; 33:40

[1532]; 48:29 [1674]; sural [1647-1660]; disbelief of

a group of Ahal al-Kitab (q.v.) in , 2:101 [47];

Messengership of, 2:119 [56], 2:151 [72]; 2:252

[128]; 3:101 [195]; 3:144 [210-211]; 3:193

[231-232]; 4:79 [276]; 5:19 [338-339]; 7:158 [526];

13:30 [776]; 16:123 [870]; 17:93 [903]; 23:72-73

[1093]; 36:3 [1409]; 43:29 [1589]; 44:13 [1608]; 48:8

[1663]; 48:28-29 [1674]; 57:8 [1770]; 61:9 [1817];

62:2 [1820]; 63:1 [1825]; 65:11 [1842-1843]; 73:15

[1900]; 98:2-3 [2008]; was addressed as "the

Enwrapped" (al-Muzzammil }, 73:1 [1898]; was

addressed as "the One Shrouded" [al-Muddaththir],

74:1 [1904]; was no novelty of the Messengers, 46:9

[1634]; Allah and the angels bear witness about the

Messengership of, 4:166 [319]; commanded to convey

the message, 5:67 [363]; 5:92 [375]; 5:99 [379];

13:40 [782]; 16:35 [839]; 42:48 [1578]; 72:23 [1895];

commanded to warn, 6:51 [410]; 74:2 [1904];

commanded to stand up in nightly prayer, 73:2-4

[1898]; Allah kiiows of the nightly prayer of, and a

group of those with him, 73:20 [1901-1902];

commanded to warn against the Day of Judgement

(q.v.) 19:39 [960]; 40:18 [1515]; 42:7 [1562];

commanded to warn his near relatives, 26:214 [1199];

commanded to remind, 51:55 [1705]; 52:29 [1712];

88:88:21 [1982]; Allah's communication of the

Qur'an (q.v.) to, 42:7 [1561-1562]; 73:5 [1898];

96:1-6 [2004]; the Qur'an (q.v.) was communicated

by wahy (q.v.) to, 35:31 [1400]; 42:52 [1580];

53:4-5,10 [1717-1718]; the QufanJKitdb (q.v.) was

sent down on, 39:41 [1495]; 57:9 [1770]; 76:23

[1923]; was enabled to receive the Qur'an (q.v.), 27:6

[1203]; was taught the Qur'an (q.v.) by JibrTI (q.v.),

53:5 [1718]; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163 [317];

28:45-46 [1247-1248]; 34:50 [1387]; 41:6 [1541];

42:3 [1560]; 53:3-5 [1717-1718]; 72:1 [1890]; saw

JibrTI (q.v.) in his actual form, 53:6-12 [1718-1719];

81:23 [1956]; commanded not to hasten with the

Qur'an (q.v.) before the conclusion of its

communication, 20:114 [1004]; commanded not to

move his tongue to hasten with the communication of

the Qur'an to, 75:16-19 [1915]; Allah made,

remember the Qur'an (q.v.), 87:6 [1978]; Allah made

the Qur'an (q.v.) easy for, 87:8 [1978]; commanded to

follow what was communicated to him, 6:106 [435];

33:2 [1334]; command to hold fast to what was

communicated to, 43:43 [1593]; followed what was

communicated to him, 6:50 [410]; 7:203 [543-544];

10:15 [641]; 46:9 [1634]; commanded to

preach/convey openly, 15:94 [825]; 10:109

[676];16:82 [854-855]; 24:54 [1128]; 29:18 [1271];

64:12 [1834]; commanded to read out what was
communicated to, 18:27 [920]; 27:92 [1230]; 29:45

[1281]; commanded to remind, 87:9 [1978]; is sent as

a witness, 33:45 [1353]; 48:8 [1663]; will be an

witness against his ummah, 2:143 [67]; 16:89 [857];

4:41 [159]; 22:78 [1074]; 73:15 [1900]; will be a

witness against all nations, 16:89 [857]; 2:143 [67];

4:41 [258-259]; 22:78 [1074]; command given for

hijrah (q.v.) to, 17:80 [899]; Ahl al-Kitab (q.v.) know,

as they know their sons, 2:146 [70]; 6:20 [398];

command to believe in, 4:136 [304-305]; 4:170 [320];

57:7 [1769]; 57:28 [1780]; 64:8 [1832-1833];

command to love and obey, 3:31-32 [167-168]; 3:132

[207]; 4:59 [266]; 4:64 [269]; 4:80 [276]; 5:92 [375];

7:1 [547]; 8:20-24 [553-555]; 8:46 [564]; 24:54

[1128]; 24:56 [1130]; 43:61 [1598]; 47:33

[2658-1659]; 64:12 [1834]; the believers (q.v.) have

no option when a matter is decreed by Allah and,

33:36 [1350]; command to take whatever there gives,

and to give up whatever there prohibits, 59:7 [1797];

believers are forbidden to take as friends the

opponents of Allah and, 58:22 [1792]; reward for

those who obey Allah and, 4:69 [271]; 48:17 [1668];

successful will be those who obey Allah and His,

24:52 [1 127-1 128]; Allah will not discount from your

deeds if you obey Allah and, 49:14 [1682-1683];

punishment/disgrace for those who oppose/disobey,

4:115 [295]; 9:63 [604]; 48:17 [1668]; 58:5 [1784];

58:8 [1786-1787]; 58:20 [1791]; 72:23-24

[1895-1896]; punishment for those who hurt, 33:57

[1360-1361]; reward for obedience and punishment

for disobedience to Allah and, 4:13-14 [244]; Allah

makes go in vain the deeds of those who oppose,

47:32 [1658]; knowledge of some of the unseen

communicated to, 3:44 [172-173]; 3:179 [225-226];

covenant taken by Allah from, 33:7 [1337], covenant

taken by Allah from the Prophets (q.v.) to believe in,

3:81-82 [187-188]; Allah guides not those who
disbelieve after having known the truth of the

Messengership of, 3:86 [189-190]; at the battle of

'Uhud (q.v.), 3:154 [214-215]; moderation of, towards

the archers at 'Uhud (q.v.), 3:159 [218; is a

grace/mercy of Allah to the believers (q.v.), 3:164

[220]; 9:61 [603]; is a mercy for all beings, 21:108

[1042]; guided to the straight way, 42:52-53

[1580-1581]; is on the most conspicuous truth, 27:79

[1225]; Allah gave guidance to, 93:7 [1999]; was a

lamp spreading light, 33:46 [1354]; was on a guidance

straight and proper, 22:67 [1069]; was on a way
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straight and right, 36:4 [1409]; 43:43 [1593]; 48:2

[1661]; was sent with guidance and the religion of the

truth, 48:28 [1674]; 61:9 [1817]; Allah made him

rich, 93:8 [1999]; Allah opened his heart to the truth,

94: 1 [2000]; Allah made him free from faults and sins,

94:2-3 [2000]; Allah raised high the reputation of,

94:4 [2000]; neither staryed nor erred nor spoke out

of fancy, 52:2-3 [1717]; was on the most lofty

character, 68:4 [1859]; assured of a reward without

cessation, 68:3 [1859]; commanded not to obey any

sinful or infidel, 76:24 [1924]; 73:10 [1899]; 74:7

[1905]; 76:24 [1924]; consolation to, 3:184 [228];

20:2 [976]; 25:10 [1140]; 25: 43-44 [1151]; 27:70

[1223-1224]; 27:80-81 [1226]; 28:44-46

[1247-1248]; 35:8 [1392]; 35:25 [1398]; 36:76

[1427]; 38:17 [1463]; 40:4-5 [1510]; 41:13 [1544];

41:43 [1554]; 43:6-8 [1583]; 43:41-42 [1593];

43:88-89 [1605]; 44:59 [1617]; 50:39 [1694]; 50:45

[1695]; 51:52-54 [1705]; 52:29-31 [1712]; 68:5-7

[I860]; 68:48 [1867]; 73:10-13 [1899-1900];

86:15-17 [1976]; Allah's consolation and promise of

help to, 6:33-35 [403-404]; 20:2 [976]; 35:4 [1390];

37:171-173 [1456]; 40:55 [1528]; 40:77 [1536];

47:13 [1651]; 48:2-3 [1661]; 58:5 [1784]; 58:21

[1791-1792]; 61:8-9 [1816-1817]; 67:29 [1858];

68:44-45 [1866]; 74:11-17 [1905-1906]; 93:3-5

[1998]; was under Allah's constant observation and

care, 52:48 [1716]; commanded to have patience

(q.v.), 3:186 [229]; 10:109 [676]; 11:49 [695]; 16:127

[871]; 18:28 [921]; 20:130 [1009]; 30:60 [1310];

38:17 [1463]; 40:55 [1528]; 40:77 [1536]; 46:35

[1645]; 50:39 [1694]; 52:48 [1716]; 68:48 [1867];

70:5 [1878] 73: 18 [1899]; 76:24 [1924]; Allah did not

forsake, 93:3 [1998]; Allah's assurance of return to

Makka given to, 28:85 [1263]; 48:27 [1673]; success

for whoever obeys Allah and His, 33:71 [1365];

sharVah (q.v.) given to, 45:18 [1623]; command to

refer cases for judgement to, 4:65 [269-270]; sunnah

(q.v.) of, communicated by Allah, 2:269 [144]; 3:164

[220]; 4:113 [294]; punishment for those who war

against, 5:33 [344-345]; mocked/disbelieved were the

Messengers (q.v.) before, 6:10 [395]; 13:32 [778];

15:11 [808]; 35:25 [1398]; Allah is the greatest

witness for, 6:19 [398]; 46:9 [1633]; Allah is a

sufficient witness between the unbelievers and, 13:43

[783]; 29:53 [1283]; 46:8 [1633]; Allah suffices him

against the ridiculers (q.v.) 15:95 [825]; illiteracy of,

6:3 [392]; 7:157 [525]; 7:158 [526]; 13:16 [770];

18:14 [914]; 19:65 [967]; 20:6 [977]; 21:56

[1027-1028]; 23:86-87 [1096]; 26:24 [1167]; 29:48

[1282]; 37:5 [1430-1431]; 38:27 [1466]; 38:66

[1475]; 42:52 [1580]; 43:82 [1603]; 44:7 [1607];

44:38 [1613]; mistaken is he who thinks that Allah

will not help, 22:15 [1050]; asked not to banish poor

believers from his company, 6:52-54 [411-412]; 18:28

[921]; commanded to be kind and caring to his

believing followers, 26:215 [1199]; was to warn

'Umm al-Qura (q.v.) and those around it, 6:92 [428];

was not a guard over his people, 6:104 [435]; 6:107

[436]; 42:48 [1578]; was not a guardian-trustee over

his people, 10:108 [676]; 17:54 [890]; 39:41 [1496];

42:6 [1561]; was not a compeller, 50:45 [1695]; 88:22

[1983]; the unbelievers' allegations against, 6:105

[435]; 7:184 [537]; 10:2 [636]; 11:35 [690]; 15:6

[807]; 16:101 [862]; 16:103 [862-863]; 21:3-5

[1013]; 23:70 [1092]; 25:4-5 [1138-1139]; 32:3

[1324]; 34:8 [1370]; 34:43 [1384]; 34:46 [1386];

37:36 [1436]; 38:4 [1460]; 42:24 [1570]; 43:30-31

[1589-1590]; 44:14 [1608]; 46:7-8 [1633]; 51:52-53

[1705]; 52:29-31 [1712]; 61:6 [1816]; 68:2 [1859];

68:51 [1867]; 69:41-48 [1874-1875]; the unbelievers'

denial of the Messengership of, 13:43 [783]; 25:7

[1139]; the Makkan unbelievers' attitude to, 50:2

[1685]; 68:51 [1867]; 75:31-33 [1917]; a Makkan
unbeliever's opposition and enmity to, 68:9-16

[1860-1861]; 74:11-25 [1905-1907]; 96:1-13 [2005];

the Makkan unbelievers' crowding on, when he stood

up to pray, 72:19 [1894]; the Makkan unbelievers

conspired to confine or to kill or to drive out, 8:30

[557]; 17:76 [898]; the Makkan unbelievers drove

out, 2:191 [92]; 3:195 [233]; 22:40 [1060]; 47:13

[1651]; 59:8 [1798]; 60:1 [1806]; the attitude of the

munafiqun (q.v.) to, 63:5-8 [1826-1828]; divergent

opinions of the unbelievers/disbelievers (q.v.) about,

51:8-9 [1697]; did not expect to receive the Book

(q.v.), 28:86 [1263]; the unbelievers' demand of

miracles from, [ see Miracles]; 29:50 [1283]; the

unbelievers' (q.v.) ridiculing of, 21:36 [1022];

25:41-42 [1 150]; mentioned in the Tawrdh (q.v.) and

the Injil (q.v.), 7:157 [525]; prophecy of 'Isa (q.v.)

about the coming of, 61:6 [1815-1816]; metioned in

the previous scriptures, 26:196 [1196]; was no more

than a human being, 7:188 [538-539]; 10:2 [635];

17:93 [903]; 18:110 [949]; 41:6 [1541]; was not

taught poetry nor was it meet for, 36:69 [1425]; was

neither a soothsayer, nor one possessed, nor a poet,

52:29-31 [1712]; 68:2 [1859]; 81:22 [1956]; believers

(q.v.) commanded not to betray, 8:27 [555-556];

conspiracy of the unbelievers (q.v.) to kill or expel,

8:30 [557]; reference to the hijrah (q.v.) of, 9:40

[594-595]; unseemly behaviour and remarks of the

mundjlqun (q.v.) in respect of, 9:61-66 [603-605]; is

most affectionate and kind to the believers (q.v.),

9: 128 [634]; is an excellent model for believers, 33:21

[1343]; conduct of the unvbelievers (q.v.) towards,

10:42-43 [653]; 23:69-70 [1092]; 28:47-48

[1248-1249]; worshipped not what the polytheists

worship, 10:104 [674]; 109:1-4 [2026]; refusal of, to
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make compromise with the polytheists, 109:5-6

[2026]; was a warner and harbinger of good tidings,

11:2 [677]; 13:7 [766]; 15:89 [824]; 17:105 [908];

21:45 [1025]; 22:49 [1063]; 25:1 [1137]; 25:56

[1155]; 26:194 [1195]; 27:92 [1230]; 28:46 [1248];

29:50 [1283]; 33:45 [1354]; 34:28 [1378]; 34:46

[1386]; 35:23-24 [1398]; 36:6 [1410]; 36:70

[1425-1426]; 38:4 [1560]; 38:65 [1475]; 38:70

[1475-1476]; 46:9 [1634]; 46:12 [1635]; 48:8

[1663-1664]; 50:2 [1685]; 51:51-52 [1704-1705];

53:56 [1727]; 67:26 [1857]; 79:45 [1946]; did not

know the hour of the Resurrection (q.v.), 79:43

[1946]; power and prestige belong to Allah and, 63:8

[1828]; did not ask any remuneration, 25:57 [1155];

34:47 [1386]; 38:86 [1478-1479]; 42:23 [1570];

52:40 [1714]; 68:46 [1866]; al-Isrd' (Night Journey)

of, 17:1 [872]; Mi 'raj (q.v.) of, 17:60 [892]; made

firm against the unbelievers' (q.v.) efforts to tempt,

J 7:74 [897]; maqam mahmud (q.v.) given to, 17:79

[899]; Allah's grace is immense on, 17:87 [901]; grief

of, for the Makkans' unbelief, 18:6 [912]; 35:8 [1392],

asked not to be sad over people's disbelief, 31:23

[1319]; the Qur'an (q.v.) was not sent down as a cause

of distress to, 20:2-3 [976]; was not aware of the

unseen, 38:69 [1475]; had no power to do any harm,

72:21 [1895]; rule of etiquette (q.v.) for calling, 24:63

[1135]; wives of, are mothers of the believers (q.v ),

33:6 [1336]; allusion to the the relationship of, with

his wives, 33:30-33 [1345-147]; temporary

suspension of his relationship with his wives by,

66:1-5 [1844-1846]; reproof of, for his having

frowned at a blind man who approached him for

guidance, 80:1-10 [1947-1948]; marraige of, with the

ex-wife of Zayd (q.v.) was by Allah's command,

33:37-38 [1350-1352]; Allah's instructions to, about

his wives, 33:49-50 [1355-1358]; is the Seal of the

Prophets, 33:40 [1352]; was Messenger to all

mankind (q.v.), 7:158 [526]; 34:28 [1378]; was

Messenger to Arabs and non-Arabs, 62:3 [1821]; is to

be called Messenger of Allah and not Father of

so-and-so, 33:40 [1352]; rules of etiquette (q.v.) for

visiting the houses of, 33:53 [1358-1359]; rules of

etiquette (q.v.) in the presence of, 49:1-5 [1676-1678];

Allah and the angels offer blessings on, 33:56 [1360];

delivered the same din (q.v.) as was delivered by the

previous Messengers (q.v.), 42:13 [1564]; Allah made

the Qur'an (q.v.) easy in the tongue of, 44:58 [1616];

Allah's signs were recited to, 45:6 [1619]; Allah

completed His favour on, 48:2 [1661]; dream of,

about the conquest of Makka (q.v.), 48:27

[1673-1674]; secret conferring and enmity of the

Madinan Jews (q.v.) against, 58:8 [1786-1787];

prohibition of secret conferring (q.v.) for sinning and

enmity to, 58:9 [1787]; making a charitable gift

enjoined before private consultation with, 58:12-13

[1788-1789]; Allah is the Guardian-Protector of, 66:4

[1845]; JibbrTI (q.v.), the angels (q.v.) and the

believers are the helpers of, 66:4 [1845-1846];

reference to the orphanhood of, 93:6 [1999]; reference

to 'Abu Jahl's (q.v.) opposition to, 96:9-13 [2005];

commanded not to obey 'Abu Jahl (q.v.), 96:19

[2006]; Allah gave al-Kawthar (q.v.) to, 108:1

[2025]; Allah's help and victory to, 1 10:1-2 [2027].

Muhsin ( See also Generous); Allah loves the, 2:195

[94]; good tidings for, 22:37 [1059].

Mule, the, is Allah's grace for man's benefit, 16:8 [829].

Mu'minun, al- (see also Believers), surat, [[1 075- J 104].

Munctfiq&n, al- (the hypocrites), sural [1825-1829];

characteristics of, 2:8-16 [6-9]; 2:204-206 [99];

4:60-64 [267-269]; 4:81 [276-277]; 4:139-140 [306];

4:141-143 [307-309]; 5:41-42 [348-349]; 5:52-53

[356-357]; 9:75-77 [610-611]; 24:47-50 [1 125-1 126];

29:10 [1268]; 47:16 [1653]; 59:13 [1800-1801];

63:1-5 [1825-1827]; take their oaths as a shield, 58:16

[1790]; 63:2 [1825]; are liars, 58:18 [1791]; 59:11

[1800]; Allah testifies that they are liars, 63:1 [1825];

a seal has been set on the hearts of, 63:3 [1826];

impressive appearances and talks of, 63:4 [1826]; they

think that every shout is against them, 63:4 [1826];

turn away when asked to seek Allah's forgiveness,

63:5 [1826-1827]; Allah will not forgive, 63:6 [1827];

they are the enemy, 63:4 [1826]; ask not to give

financial support to the Messenger (q.v.) and the

believers, 63:7 [1827]; are the party of Satan (q.v.),

58:19 [1791]; Allah knows, 29:11 [1268]; similies

about, 2:17-20 [9-11]; attitude of, towards the

believers (q.v.), 3: 1 19-120 [203-204]; role of, relating

to the battle of 'Uhud (q.v.), 3:122 [204]; 3:154-156

[215-217]; 3:156 [217]; 3:167-168 [221-222]; the

Muslims' attitude towards, on the eve of the Battle of

'Uhud (q.v.), 4:88 [280]; command not to obey, 33:1

[1334]; 33:48 [1354]; command to fight, 4:89

[280-281]; 4:91 [282]; 66:9 [1848]; attitude of, to the

command to jihad (q.v.)/ fighting in the Way of Allah

(q.v.), 477 [274-175]; 47:20-22 [1654-1655];

punishment for, 4:138,140 [306,307]; 4:145 [309];

33:73 [1366]; 58:15 [1790]; Allah's promise of

hellfire for, 9:68-69 [606-607]; punishment of hellfire

for, 48:6 [1662-1663]; 57:15 [1773]; 58:17 [1790];

their wealth and children shall not avail them against

Allah, 58:17 [1790]; attitude of, regarding the Battle

of Badr (q.v.), 8:49 [565]; role of, regarding the

expedition to Tabuk (q.v.), 9:42-54 [595-600];

9:81-87 [612-615]; 9:93-96 [617-619; attitude of,

regarding the distribution of booty (q.v.) and zakah

(q.v.), 5:58-59 [601-602]; role of, regarding the

expedition to and booties (q.v.) of Khaybar (q.v.),

48:15 [1667]; 48:20 [1669]; unseemly behaviour and
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remarks of, in respect of the Messenger (q.v.), 9:61-66

[603-605]; 9:74 [609-6 JO]; turning away of, from

spending in the way of Allah (q.v.), 9:75-76 [610];

9:79 [61 1]; prohibition to pray over the dead of, 9:84

[613-614]; among the bedouins (q.v.) are, 9:101

[621]; confessing of their sins by some of, 9:102

[621-622]; attitude of, to the Qur'an (q.v.), 9_ 125- 127

[633-634]; the machination of Satan (q.v.) is a test

for, 22:53 [1064]; role of, during the battle of

Khandaq (q.v.), 33:12-20 [1339-1342]; 33:24 [1344];

warnings against, 33:60-62 [1362-1363]; relationship

of, with the Jews (q.v.), 47:26 [1656]; friendship of,

with the Jews, 58:14 [1789-1790]; Allah nullifies the

deeds of, 47:28 [1657]; conceal their rancour, 47:29

[1757]; are known by the tone of their talks, 47:30

[1657]; on the Day of Judgement some light from the

believers will be sought by., 57:13 [1772]; on the Day

of Judgement a wall will be struck between the

believers and, 57:13-14 [1772-1773]; are deluded by

Satan (q.v.), 57:14 [1773]; on the Day of Judgement

no redemption will be taken from, 57:15 [1773]; false

promises to BanQ al-Nadir (q.v.) by, 59:11-12

[1799-1800]; the false promises of Satan (q.v.)

comaperd with the false promises of, 59:16 [1802].

Munkar, al- (the disapproved), command to prohibit,

3:104 [196-197]; 3:110 [199]; 31:17 [1316]; some of

the Ahl al-Kitab prohibited, 3: J 14 [200]; a

characteristic of the believers (q.v.) is to forbid, 9:71

[608]; 9:112 [626-627]; 22:41 [1061]; Allah forbids,

16:90 [857]; salah (q.v.) holds back from, 29:45

[1281].

Murder, the sin of, 5:32 [343-344]; prohibition to

commit, 6:151 [457]; 17:33 [883]; a believer

(q.v.)/Muslim (q.v.)/servant of Allah (q.v.) does not

commit, 25:68 [1 158].

Musa, the account of, 20:9-99 [977-100]; 28:20-40

[1231-1246]; thrown into the river and reared in the

house of Fir'awn (q.v.), 20:37-40 [982-983]; 28:7-13

[1233-1235]; slaying of a person by. 20:40 [984];

26:14 [1164-1165]; 28:15 [1235-1236]; Allah

forgave, 28:16-19 [1236-1238]; staying for years in

Madyan (q.v.) by, 20:40 [984]; 28:20-28

[1238-1241]; Allah's appointment of forty nights for;

2:51 [24]; 7:142 [517]; was a Messenger/a Prophet,

19:51 [963]; 37:114-122 [1448-1449]; 61:5 [1815];

covenant taken by Allah from, 33:7 [1337]; giving of

the Book (q.v.) and Furqdn(q.v.) to, 2:53 [25]; 2:87

[41]; 6.91 [428]; 6:154 [459]; 7:144-146 [518-520];

11:17 [683]; 11:110 [717]; 17:2 [873]; 23:49 [1087];

25:35 [1148]; 28:43 [1247]; 32:23 [1331]; 37:117

[1448]; 40:53-54 [1528]; 46:12 [1635]; attention

drawn to the scriptures given to Ibrahim (q.v.) and,

53:36 [1724]; disagreement arose about the Book

given to, 41:45 [1555-1556]; the tablets given to,

7:145 [518-519]; 7:154 [523]; miracles caused to

happen at the hands of, 20:18-23 [979-980]; 27:10-12

[1204-1205]; 28:31-32 [1242-1243]; 44:33 [1612];

nine signs given to, 17:101 [906]; taking of the calf

for worship by the people of, 7:148-149 [520-521];

anger of, with his brother and people, 7:150

[521-522]; censure of BanQ Isra'il (q.v.) by, for their

worshipping the calf, 2:54 [25]; 7:150 [521]; 20:86-97

[996-1000]; demand to see Allah made by Banu

Isra'il/People of the Book to, 2:55 [25-26]; 2:108

[51]; 4:153 [312-313]; striking of the rock by, and the

bursting out of Twelve Springs (q.v.) for the people of,

2:60 [27-28]; 7:160 [527]; demand of Banu Isra'il

(q.v.) for various kinds of food made to, 2:61 [28-29];

specification of the cow (q.v.) to be slaughtered

demanded of, 2:68-71 [32-324]; was a Muslim (q.v.),

2:136 [64]; was a Prophet, 6:84 [425]; conduct of

Banu Isra'il (q.v.) after, 2:246 [123], relic of the

progeny of, 2:248 [126]; conversation of Allah with,

4:164 [318]; 7:143 [517-518]; 19:52 [964]; 20:9-18

[977-980]; 27:7-12 [1203-5]; 28:28-30 [1241-1242];

28:44 [1247]; 28:46 [1248]; 79:16 [1942]; entery into

Bayt al-Maqdis (q.v.) with BanQ Isra'il (q.v.) by,

5:20-25 [339-341]; sent as Messenger and showing of

miracles to Fir'awn (q.v.), 7:103-108 [505-507];

10:75-77 [664-665], 11:96-97 [712]; 17:101-102

[906-7]; 20:24-36 [981-982]; 20:42-57 [984-988];

23:45-46 [1086-1087]; 25:36 [1148]; 26:10-35

[1164-1169]; 27:12 [1205]; 28:32-37 [1242-1245];

40:23-27 [1517-1518]; 43:46-48 [1594-1595];

51:38-40 [1702]; 79:17-20 [1942-1943]; encounter

of, with the sorcerers of Fir'awn, 7:109-122

[507-508]; 10:82 [665-667]; 20:58-73 [988-992];

26:36-51 [1169-1172]; 79:21-24 [1943]; Allah's

rescuing of the people of, 2:49 [23-24]; 20:77-80

[993-994]; 37:1 15 [1448]; 37:1 15 [1448]; advice of,

to his people, 7:128-129 [511-512]; 10:84 [667];

14:5-8 [786-787]; Allah's wahy to his brother and to,

10:87 [668]; prayer of, against Fir'awn (q.v ), 10 88

[668]; disbelieved the people of, 22:44 [1061]; prayer

for forgiveness for his people made by, 7:151-156

[522-524]; just community among the people of,

7:159 [526]; tweleve tribes of the people of, 7:160

[527]; story of the journey with a knowledgeable

servant of Allah (KhioV) by, 18:60-82 [934-941],

Qarun (q.v.) was of the people of, 28:76 [1259]; was

sent with evidences to QarOn (q.v.), Fir'awn (q.v.) and

Haman (q.v.), 29:39 [1278]; believers (q.v.) are asked

not to be like those who gave trouble to, 33:69 [1364];

Islam is the din (q.v.) of, 42:13 [1564]; the same

message of Islam (q.v.) is in the scripture of, 87:18-19

[1979].

Mushrik, see Polytheist.
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Muslim/Muslims, (see also Believers), Allah designated

you, 22:78 [1073-1074]; Ibrahim (q.v.) and Ya'qflb

(q.v.) designated themselves as, 2:132-133 [62-63]; all

the Prophets were, 2:136 [64]; are an equitable

ummah (q.v.), 2:143 [67]; are the best ummah, 3:1 10

[198-199]; 2:28 [166]; 3:1 18 [202]; rewards for, 3:57

[178]; 33:35 [1349-1350]; qiblah (q.v.) of, 2:143-144

[67-68]; 43:68-73 [1600-1601]; worshippers of Allah

Alone are, 3:64 [180]; belief in all the Prophets and

Books sent by Allah incumbent on, 3:84 [188-189];

believers to die as, 3:102 [195-196]; believers are,

29:46 [1282]; are forbidden to take non-Muslims and

hypocrites as friends, 2:28 [166]; 3:118 [202];

command to be, 6:71 [420]; 27:91 [1229-1230]; 39: 12

[I486]; Nun (q.v.) was a, 10:72 [663]; on the Day of

Judgement the unbelievers will wish they were, 15:2

[806]; the Qur'an (q.v.) is a guidance and mercy/good

tidings for, 16:89 [857]; 16:102 [862]; 22:34 [1057];

characteristics of, 22:35 [1058]; 25:63-74 [1157-

1160]; will be witnesses against mankind, 22:78

[1074]; Allah is the Friend-Protector of, 22:78 [1074];

are amenable to listening to Allah's words, 27:81

[1226]; 30:53 [1307-1308]; some of the 'Ahl al-Kitab

(q.v.) became, 28:53 [1250-1251]; the Qur' hn/Kitab

(q.v.) is a great grace of Allah to, 35:32 [1401]; the

best in speech (q.v.) is the one who calls to Allah and

says he is a, 41:33 [1551]; jannah (q.v.) for the one

who turns in repentance and is a, 46:15-16 [1637];

among the people of Lut (q.v.) there was a household

of, 51:36 [1702]; do not equate with the sinful (q.v.),

68:35-36 [1864]; among jinn (q.v.) there are deviants

and, 72:14 [1893].

Mu'tafikah, al-, (the upturned lands), see Lut.

Mutawakkilun, see Relying ones, the.

Muttaqtin, [3]; description of, 2:3-5 [5]; characteristics

of, 2:177 [83-84]; 3:16-17 [160-161]; 3:134 [134

[207-208]; 21:49 [1026]; 23:57-61 [1089-1090];

39:33 [1493]; 51:16-19 [1698-1699]; Allah is with

the, 2:194 [93]; 9:36 [592]; 9:123 [632]; 16:128

[871]; position of, on the day of Resurrection (q.v.),

2:212 [102]; 19:85 [972]; rewards for, 3:15 [160];

3:198 [234]; 13:34 [779-780]; 15:45-48 [815-816];

25:15-16 [1141-1142]; 39:20 [1488]; 39:34-35

[1493]; 43:67 [1600]; 44:51-57 [1615-1616]; 47:36

[1659]; 50:31-35 [1692-1693]; 51:15-16 [1698];

68:34 [1864]; Allah loves the, 3:76 [185];9:4 [578];

9:7 [579]; 38:49-54 [1472-1473]; 52:17-20

[1709-1710]; 54:54-55 [1739-1740]; 77:41-44

[1931-1932]; 78:31-36 [1937-1938]; Allah is the

Guardian-Protector of, 45:19 [1624]; Allah is

All-Aware/Best Aware of, 3:115 [201]; 9:44 [596];

53:32 [1723]; the width of the paradise prepared for,

3:133 [207]; description of the jannah (q.v.) promised

for, 47:15 [1652]; the Hereafter (q.v.) will be

better/best for, 4:77 [275]; 7:169-170 [531-532];

16:30-32 [836-837]; 43:35 [1591]; are not

accountable for the unbelievers, 6:67 [418]; the

end/ultimate outcome will be in favour of, 11:49

[695]; 28:83 [1262]; the abode of the Hereafter (q.v.)

is the best for, 12:109 [761-762]; Allah will save the,

19:72 [969J; 39:61 [ 1502-1503]; 44:56 [1616]; 52:18

[1709]; 92:17 [1997]; the Qur'an (q.v.) is good news

for, 19:97 [975]; the Qur'an is an admonition for,

24:34 [1119-1120]; the Qur'an (q.v.) is a reminder

for, 69:48 [1875]; on the Day of Judgement the

jannah (q.v.) will be brought near for, 26:90 [1 178];

50:31 [1692]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

conducted in groups into jannah (q.v.) will be, 39:73

[1507]; will praise Allah for the truth of His promise,

39:74 [1507]; are not like the immoral ones, 38:28

[1467].

Nakhlah, allusion to the expedition to, 2:217 [105].

Namrfldh, King, argument of, with Ibrahim (q.v.) about

Allah, 2:258 [133-134].

Nasr ( name of an imaginary god of Nuh's people),

71:23 [1888].

Near relatioin (see also Kinsmen), command to give his

due to, 17:26 [881].

Neighbours, duty to be good to, 4:36 [256-257].

Neutral, prohibition to fight against a people remaining,

4:90 [281].

New Moons, the, for time-tables and for Hajj (q.v.),

2:189 [91].

Nicknames, prohibition to insult by calling, 49:11

[1681].

Niggardliness, disapproval of, 70:21 [1880]; 92:8

[1996].

Night, the, Allah has made the day and, 21:33 [1021]; is

set/ made for repose/ rest therein, 6:96 [431];

27:1228]; 28:73 [1257-1258]; 28:73 [1257-1258];

40:61 [1531]; Allah causes the alternation of the day

and, 23:80 [1095]; is a sign (q.v.) of Allah, 41:37

[1552]; there are sure signs in the alternation of the

day (q.v.) and, 3:190 [230-231]; 10:6 [638]; 10:67

[661]; 17:12 [876]; 24:44 [1 125]; 27:86 [1228]; Allah

makes the day (q.v.) enter into/roll over, 3:27 [165];

22:61 [1067]; 24:44 [1125]; 31:29 [1320-1321];

35:13 [1394-1395]; 39:5 [1482]; 57:6 [1769]; Allah

has set in succession the day and, 25:62 [1 157]; Allah

strips the day (q.v.) off, 36:37 [1417]; Allah

determines the day (q.v.) and, 73:20 [1902]; Allah has

made serviceable, 14:33 [798]; 16:12 [830]; it is

Allah's mercy that He has set the day and, 28:71-73

[1257-1258]; Allah has made, as a covering,

25:1152]; 78:10 [1934]; Allah has made dark, 79:29

[1944]; and day are meant for seeking Allah's grace

and for reckoning years, 17:12 [876]; is not to outstrip

the day (q.v.) 36:40 [1418]; Allah's swearing by,
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74:33 [1909]; 81:17 [1955]; 84:17 [1968]; 89:4

[1984]; 91:4 [1992]; 92:1 [1995]; 93:2 [1998];

command to seek refuge with Allah from the evil of,

1 13:3 [2030].

Night Journey, the (see Isrd', al-).

Night of Decree, the, sending down of the Qur'an (q.v.)

in, 97:1 [2007]; position of, 2-3 [2007]; descending of

the angels (q.v.) and Jibril (q.v.) by Allah's command
in, 97:4-5 [2007].

Nightly prayers, the (see also Tahajjud), a characteristic

of the believers (q.v.)/Muslims (q.v.)/servants of Allah

(q.v.) is, 25:64-66 [1157-1158].

Ni'mah, you cannot count Allah's, 14:34 [798-799];

16:18 [832]; Allah makes full on you His, 16:80-81

[853-854]; the unbelievers (q.v.) knowingly disavow

Allah's, 16:83 [855]; Iman (q.v.) is Allah's, 49:8

[1679]; 49:17 [1684].

Nuh, sural, 71 [1884-1889]; Allah's selection of, as a

Prophet/Messenger, 3:33 [168]; 6:84 [425]; 57:26

[1779]; 71:1 [1884]; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163

[317]; covenant taken by Allah from, 33:7 [1337];

preaching of lawhid (q.v.) to his people by, 7:59-63

[489-490]; 10:71-72, [662-663]; 11:26-34 [686-690];

23:23 [1080]; 26:106-110 [1181]; 71:2-20

[1884-1887]; stayed among his people for nine

hundred and fifty years, 29: 14 [J 269]; rejection of the

meassage by the chiefs of the people of, 23:24-25

[1080-1081]; 71:21-24 [1888]; 26:111-116

[1181-1182]; there disbelieved the people of, 22:42

[1061]; 26:105 [1180-1181]; 38:12 [1462]; 40:5

[1510]; 50:12 [1687]; 54:9 [1730-1731]; instance of

the disbelief of the wife of, 66:10 [1848]; punishment

and drowning of the disbelieving people of, 7:64

[490]; 9:70 [607]; 10:73 [663-664]; 11:36 [690];

11:42-43 [692-693]; 14:9-15 [787-791]; 21:77

[1032-1033]; 23:27 [1082]; 25:37 [1149]; 26:117-120

[1182-1183]; 29:14 [1269]; 37:82 [1443]; 51:46

[1704]; 53:52 [1726]; 54:10-12 [1731]; 71:25 [1889];

prayers of, 71:26-28 [1889]; saving in the Ark (q.v.)

of, and his followers, 11:37-41 [691-692]; 11:44-48

[693-695]; 17:3 [873]; 21:76 [1032]; 23:26-29

[1081-1083]; 26:119 [1183; 29:15 [1269-1270];

37:75-81 [1442-1443]; 40:31 [1520]; 54:13-14

[1731]; 69:11-12 [1870]; the 'Ad (q.v.) were

successors to the people of, 7:69 [492]; the people of

Madyan (q.v) reminded of the fate of the people of,

1 1:89 [710]; many unbelieving generations destroyed

by Allah after, 17:17 [878]; Prophets from the progeny

of, 19:58 [965]; 57:27 [1779], Islam is the din (q.v.)

of, 42:13 [1564].

Nur, al- (Light); sural, [1 105-1 136]; Allah is the, of the

heavens and the earth (q.v.), 24:35 [1 120-1 121]; none

can have, unless Allah sets for him, 24:40 [1 123].

Oath, prohibition of making of, by AHah for not doing a

good deed, 2:224-225 [J 10-11 I]; rule regarding, to

abstain from wife (q.v.), 2:226 [Ml]; punishment for

the violators of, 3:77 [185-186]; expiation for the

breach of, 5:89 [373-374]; counter-oaths in reply to

an, 5:108 [384]; Allah prohibits the break of an,

16:91-92 [858]; Allah prohibits making deception of

an, 16:94 [859]; Allah makes, by Himself, 51:23

[1699]; 70:40 [1882-1883]; 91:5-7 [1992-1993]; 92:3

[1 995]; Allah makes, by the living self, 91:7 [1993];

Allah ordains for the absolution of, 66:2 [1844].

Obedience, to parents (q.v.) enjoined, 2:81 [38];

17:23-24 [880-881]; 29:8 [1267]; to those in

authority, 4:59 [266]; reward for, to Allah and His

Messenger (q.v.), 4:69 [271].

Obscenities, believers (q.v.) abstain from the, 42:37

[1574].

Olives, are Allah's creation, 6:99 [433]; 6:141 [451];

16:11 [830]; 23:20 [1079]; 80:29 [1950]; Allah's

swearing by, 95:1 [2002].

Oppression, Allah forbids, 16[857].

Orphans, duty to be good to, 2:83 [39]; 2:177 [83]; 4:36

[256]; charity to be bestowed on, 2:215 [104];

enjoined to improve and take care of the property of,

2:220 [107-108]; 4:6 [238-239]; 17:34 [883];

prohibition to eat up the properties of, 4:2 [237]; 4:10

[240]; 4:127 [300]; 6:152 [457]; 17:34 [833];

distribution of the booty from BanQ al-NadTr (q.v.) to,

59:7 [1797]; the righteous (q.v.) feed the, 76:8-9

[1920-1921]; emphasis on generosity to, 89:17

[1986]; emphasis on feeding, 90:14-15 [1990-1991];

command not to treat harshly, 93:9 [1999]; those who
disbelieve in the Resurrection and Judgement drive

away, 107:1-2 [2024].

Outraged/wronged, Allah helps the, 22:60 [1066-1067];

Pact, see Treaty.

Pagan Arabs (see also Polytheists); dislike of female

child by, 16:58 [845-846]; burying alive of female

child by, 16:59 [846].

Pairs, the, Allah creates, 36:36 [1417]; 42:11 [1563];

43:12 [1584]; 63:45 [1725]; Allah has created of

everything, 51:49 [1704].

Palms, are Allah's creation, 16:11 [830].

Paradise, see jannah.

Paramours, prohibition to take, 4:25 [252]; 5:5 [330];

Parents, command to be obedient and good to, 2:81

[38]; 4:36 [256]; 6:151 [457]; 17:23-24 [880-881];

29:8 [1267]; 31:14 [1315]; 46:46:15 [1636-1637];

punishment and loss for those who disbelieve in the

resurrection (q.v.) and hurt their, 46:17-18

[1637-1638]; not to obey, in committing shirk. 29:8

[1267]; 31:15 [1315]; charity to, 2:215 [104]; share

of, in the inheriatnce (q.v.), 4:7 [239]; 4:1 1 [241-242];

Yahya (q.v.) was dutiful to, 1 9: 14 [953].
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Parties, the, see Ahzab, al-.

Party of Allah, successful will be the, 58:22 [1793];

Pasture, is Allah's creation, 80:3 1 [1951]; 87:4-5 [ 1 977]

;

Paternal religion, the unbelievers' plea of, for not

accepting Islam (q.v.), 2:170 [80]; 31:21 [1318]; 34

:43 [1384].

Patience (see also Patient), command to seek Allah's

help with, 2:45 [22]; 2: 152 [72]; is an element of piety

(q.v.), 2:177 [84]; 3:17 [160]; command to have,

3:200 [235]; 3:186 [229]; 7:87 [500]; 7:128 [511];

8:46 [564]; 10:109 [676]; 11:49 [695]; 11:115 [718];

16:126-127 [871]; 20:130 [1009]; 38:7 [1463]; 40:55

[1528]; 40:77 [1536]; 50:39 [1694]; 68:48 [1867];

76:24 [1924]; reward for those who have/bear with,

3:17 [160-161]; 8:66 [571]; 11:11 [681]; 12:90 [755];

13:24 [774];16:42 [841]; 16:96 [860]; 16:110 [865];

23:111 1102]; 25:75 [1160];[ 28:54 [1251]; 28:80

[1261]; 29:58-59 [1285-1286]; 32:24 [1331]; 33:35

[1349]; 39:10 [1485]; 41:35 [1552]; 76:12 [1921]; the

previous messengers bore with, 6:34 [404; 46:35

[1645]; mutual counselling of. enjoined, 90:17

[1991]; 103:3 [2019].

Patient/ Persevering, the, Allah is with, 2:153 [73];

2:249 [127]; 8:46 [564]; 8:66 [571]; good tidings for,

2:155-157 [73-74]; 22:35 [1058]; Allah loves the,

3:146 [212]; command to be, 3:200 [235]; 4:25 [252];

30:60 [1310]; 31:17 [1316]; 46:35 [1645]; 52:48

[1716]; 70:5 [1878]; 73:10 [1899]; 74:7 [1905]; the

Messengers (q.v.) were, 21:85 [1935]; 46:35 [1645];

men of understanding be, 13:22 [773]; reward for,

28:80 [1261]; 33:35 [1349-1350]; 39:10 [1485];

41:35 [1552].

Peace, instructions regarding the making of, 8:61-62

[569-570]; 47:35 [1659]; believers are enjoined to

make, between themselves, 49-9-10 [1679-1680].

Pearls, there come out of the two seas (q.v.) corals and,

55:22 [1744].

Pen, the, Allah's oath by, 68:1 [1859]; Allah taught man

by, 96:4 [2004].

Penitence, Allah accepts, 40:3 [1509].

Penitents, the, Allah is Most Forgiving to, 17:25 [881];

Allah guides towards Him, 42:13 [1565],

People/peoples (see also qawm, 'ummah), duty to speak

what is good to, 2:83 [39]; Allah does not change His

grace upon a, unless they change what is with

themselves, 8:53 [567]; no Messenger was sent except

with the tongue of his own, 14:4 [785]; Allah guides

not the disbelieving, 16:107 [864]; Allah gudes not

the trangressing, 28:50 [1249-1250]; Allah punishes

not any, before sending a Messenger, 20:134

[1010-1011]; Allah has set a ceremony/ritual for

every, 22:34 [1057]; 22:67 [1069]; there cannot

advance or delay its appointed term (q.v.) any, 23:43

[1086]; prohibition of mocking (q.v.) by one people at

another, 49:11 [1680]; mankind are made into tribes

(q.v.) and, for identification, 49: 1 3 [1682].

People of the Book, see 'AM al-Kitab.

People of the Cave, the, story of, 18:9-26 [912-920]; the

number of, 18:22 [918-919]; period in the cave spent

by, 18:25 [920].

Persecution (see also Fitnah), worse than killing, 2:191

[92]; 2:217 [105].

Petty things (of necessity), woe to those who refuse,

107:4,7 [2024].

Pharaoh, the, see Fir'awn.

Piety, constituent elements of, 2:177 [83-84]; cannot be

attained by one unless one spends in the way of Allah

(q.v.) what one loves, 3:92 [192]; command to

cooperate in, 5:2 [326]; the best attire of man (q.v.) is,

7:26 [473].

Planets, the, Allah's oath by, 81:15 [1955],

Plants and tress, see vegetation.

Poet/poets, the, say what they do not do, 26:223-226

[1200]; the unbelievers' (q.v.) allegation of the

Messenger of Allah (q.v.) being a, 37:36 [1436].

Polytheism, unreasonableness of, 7:190-195 [540-541];

7:197-198 [542]; 16:72-73 [850-851]; 21:24 [1018];

34:27 [1377-1378]; command to abandon the filth of,

74:5 [1904]; successful shall be he who purifies

himself from unbelief and, 87:14 [1979]; 91:9 [1993];

failure will be he who corrupts himself with, 91:10

[1993].

Polytheist, the instance of a poor believer and an

affluent, 18:32-43 [923-928].

Polytheists, the, prohibition of marriage with, 2:221

[108]; fiercest in hostility to the believers are, 5:82

[370]; command not to be, 6:14 [396]; 30:31 [1300];

position of, on the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 6:22-23

[399]; 28:65-66 [1255]; 68:42-43 [1865-1866]; on the

Day of Judgement frustrated will be, 20:111 [1003];

command not to rely on, 11:113 [718]; 7:38-39

[478-479]; 11:109 [716]; attitude of, to the truth and

the Qur'an, 6:25-26 [400-401]; on the Day of

Judgement (q.v.) their supposed deities will not be of

any avail/will turn hostile to/ will disavow, 6:94 [430];

7:37 [478]; 7:53 [486]; 10:28-29 [648]; 16:86-87

[856] 18:52 [930-931]; 19:81-82 [971-972]; 25: 17-18

[1142-1143]; 26:92-93 [1178-1179]; 28:62-64

[1254-1255]; 28:74-75 [1258]; 45:10 [1620]; 46:6

[1532-1633]; 68:41 [1865]; on the day of

Resurrection/ Judgement there will disown, one

another, 29:25 [1273]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

their ears, eyes and skins will testify against, 41:20-22

[1546-1547]; on the Day of Judgement there shall not

avail their plotting, 52:46]; names of some supposed

goddesses of, 53:19-20 [1720]; impotence of the

deities worshipped by, 10:34-35 [650]; 13:16

[770-771]; 16:17 [832]; 16:20-21 [833]; 16:72-73
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[850-851]; 17:56-57 [890-891]; 21:21 [1017];

21:21:43 [1024]; 21:66-67 [1030]; 22:12-13 [1049];

22:73 [1071-1072]; 25:3 [1138]; 25:55 [1154]; 29:17

[1270]; 29:41 [1279-1280]; 30:40 [1303]; 31:11

[1314]; 34:22 [376]; 34:49 [1386]; 35:13 [1395];

35:40 [1404-1405]; 36:23 [1414]; 36:74-75

[1426-1427]; 39:38 [1494-1495]; 39:43 [1496]; 40:20

[1516]; 46:4 [1632]; 46:28 [1642]; 68:41 [1865];

false are the deities worshipped by, 22:62 [1067];

31:30 [1321]; 46:28 [1642]; there respond not the

deities invoked by, 13:14 [769]; 17:67 [894-895];

35:14 [1395]; 46:5 [1632]; on the Day of Resurrection

(q.v.) their supposed deities will disclaim, 35:14

[1395]; have no authority to worship the imaginary

deities, 22:71 [1070]; 23:117 [1103]; 30:35 [1301];

35:40 1405]; 37:156-157 [1454]; 43:21 [1587]; 46:4

[1532]; 52:38 [1713-1714]; 53:23 [1720]; 68:37-40

[1864-1865]; unreasonableness of, 7:190-195

[540-541]; 7:197-198 [542]; 16:72-73 [850-851];

21:24 [1018]; 52:32-41 [1712-1714]; 68:37-40

[1864-1865]; 68:47 [1866]; paternal religion as plea

advanced by, 2:170 [80]; 5:104 [381]; 7:70

[492-493]; 31:21 [1318]; 43:20-24 [15877-1588];

plea in support of polytheism advanced by, 6:148

[455]; 7:70 [492-493]; 10:18 [642]; 16:35 [838-839];

31:21 [1318]; 39:39:3 [1481]; 46:28 [1642]; their

deeds embellished to them by the associates of, 41:25

[1548]; no power of intercession (q.v.) have the

imaginary deities worshipped by, 43:86 [1604]; on

the Day of Judgement questioned about their replies to

the Messengers (q.v.) will be, 28:65-66 [1255]; on the

Day of Judgement (q.v.) neither any friend/helper nor

any intercessor wll there be for, 40:18 [1515]; 42:46

[1577]; 52:46 [1715]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

no excuse will be of avail to, 40:52 [1528]; on the Day

of Resurrection thunderstruck will be, 52:45 [1715];

will disbelieve in/disavow their deities on the Day of

Judgement, 30:13 [1293-1294]; 41:47 [1557]; setting

of jinns (q.v.) as partners of Allah by, 6:100 [433];

34:40-41 [1383]; 37:158 [1454]; setting of angels

(q.v.) as Allah's daughters by, 17:40 [885];

37:149-150 [1454]; attribution of sons and daughters

to Allah by, 6:100 [433]; 16:57 [845]; 18:4-5 [911];

19:88-91 [973-974]; 21:26 [1019]; 37:149-158

[1453-1454]; 43:15 [1585]; 52:39 [1714]; 53:21

[1720]; recognition of the Allah's rububiyyah by,

10:31 [649]; 29:61 [1286-1287]; 29:63 [1287]; 31:25

[1319]; 39:38 [1494]; 43:9 [1584]; 43:81 [1603];

43:87 [1604]; setting apart of crops for Allah and the

imaginary deities by, 6:135 [448-449]; setting apart a

portion of their wealth for their deities by, 16:56

[845]; follow naught but conjecture, 6:148 [455];

10:36 [650-651]; 10:66 [661]; 53:23 [1720]; 53:28

[1721-22]; dislike of female child/daughters by, 16:58

[845-846]; 52:39 [1714]; 53:21-22 [1720]; killing/

burying alive of female babes (q.v.) by, 6:137 [449];

6:140 [450-451]; 16:59 [846]; 16:59 [846]; tabooing

of certain livestock (q.v.) by, 6:138-139 [449-450];

6:143-144 [452-453]; 6: 148 [455]; 10:59 [658]; 16:35

[838-839; duty to observe the treaty (q.v.) with, 9:4

[577-578]; 9:7 [579]; command to give shelter to

anyone seeking shelter from among, 9:6 [578-579];

command to fight those who violate a treaty from

amomg, 9:5 [576]; 9:12-15 [581-582]; are prohibited

from attending to and practising polytheism in

mosques (q.v), 9:17 [583]; not entitled to maintain

al-Masjid al-Hurum (q.v.), 9:19 [584]; are prohibited

from approaching ul-Musjid al-Haram, 9:28 [588];

Allah will make prevail the Din (q.v.)/His light even

though there detest, 9:33 [590]; 61:8-9 [1816-1817];

the Messenger is not to seek forgiveness for, 9:113

[627]; the Messenger (q.v.) worships not what is

worshipped by, 10:104 [674]; hellfire is the

destination of, 14:30 [797]; 16:62 [846-847]; 17:39

[885]; 21:29 [1019-1020]; 29:25 [J274]; 41:24

[1548]; 42:45 [1577]; 48:6 [1662-1663]; 50:24-26

[1690-1691]; intense disbelief and disobedience of,

52:44 [1715]; hellfire for, and for the deities

worshipped by. 21:98-100 [1039-1040; 26:92-99

[1178-1180]; 36:75 [1427]; 37:22-26 [1434]; 39:8

[1484]; 39:16 [1486-1487]; 39:24 [1490]; 40:43

[1525]; 98:6 [2009]; punishment for, 33:73 [1366];

34:42 [1383-1384]; 37:38-39 [1436-1437]; 37:67-68

[1441]; 41:6 [1541]; 42:21 [1569]; 51:59-60 [1706];

52:47 [1715]; 76:31 [1925]; on the Day of

Resurrection losers will be, 39:15 [I486]; on the Day

of Judgement (q.v.) will wish to ransom themselves

with all that is in the heavens and the earth together

with its equivalent, 39:47-48 [1498]; on the Day of

Judgement will wish for a return to worldly life, 42:44

[1576-1577]; on the Day of Judgement their supposed

deities will be lost to, 40:74 [1535]; 41:48 [1557]; on

the Day of Judgement their Satan will quarrel with and

disclaim responsibility for, 50:27 [1691]; their

believing on seeng the punishment will be of no

benefit to, 40:84-i85 [1539]; will not be allowed to

appease on the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 4 1 :24 [ 1548];

the Messenger (q.v.) commanded to turn away from,

15:94 [825]; 17:40 [885]; respite given by Allah to,

16:61 [846]; 42:14 [1565]; 42:21 [1569]; 43:83

[1603]; 68:44-45 [1866]; turn away/turn arrogant

when called to worship Allah Alone, 17:46 [887];

37:35-36 [1436]; 39:45 [1497]; on the Day of

Judgement (q.v.) Allah will judge between the

believers (q.v.), the Jews (q.v.), the Majus (q.v.), the

Sabians (q.v.) and, 22:17 [1050-1051]; shall have no

protector/helper, 22:71 [1070]; 26:100-101]; 1180;

42:8 [1562]; do not appraise Allah His due
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appraisement, 22:74 [J 072]; 39:67 [1504];

ungratefulness of, 29:65-68 [1288-1289]; worst

trangressors (q.v.) are, 29:68 [1289]; 39:32 [1492];

are in obvious error, 31:11 [1314]; an instance for,

30:28-29 [1298-1299]; 39:29 [1491-1492]; most of

the previously destroyed nations were, 30:42 [1304];

inconsistent conduct of the Makkan, 35:42

[1405-1406]; 37:168-170 [1455-1456]; cannot

frustrate/escape Allah's punishment, 39:51 [1499];

41:48 [1557]; believe in Allah while setting partners

with Him, 40:12 [1513]; Allah is guard over, 42:6

[1561]; tawhid (q.v.) is heavy on, 42:13 [1565]; were

divided after knowledge/evidence had come to them,

42:14 [1565]; 98:1 [2008]; 98:4 [2008-2009]; were

ommanded to worship Allah Alone and pay zakah

(q.v.), 98:5 [2009]; their supposed deities did not

enact any din for, 42:21 [1568]; are friends one to

another, 45:19 [1624]; refusal of the Messenger (q.v.)

to make any compromise with, 109: 1-6 [2026].

Pomegranates, are Allah's creation, 6:99 [433]; 6:141

[451]; there will be in jannah (q.v.), 55:68 [1751];

Poor, the, duty to do good to, 2:83 [39]; 2:177 [83]; 4:36

[256]; 17:26 [881]; charity to be bestowed on, 2:215

[104]; the righteous (q.v.) feed, 76:8-9 [1920-1921];

emphasis on feeding, 89:18 [1986]; 90:16 [J 99 1];

feeding of, as expiation for breach of an oath (q.v.),

5:89 [373]; feeding of, as expiation for hunting(q.v.)

in the state of 'Ihram (q.v.), 5:95 [377]; zakah (q.v.)

to be given to, 9:60 [602]; command not to swear for

personal reason against giving sadaqah (q.v.) to,

24:22 [1113]; command to give their due to, 30:38

[1302]; expiation for the sin of zihar (q.v.) is to feed

sixty of, 58:4 [1784]; distribution of the booty of

Banu al-Nadir (q.v.) to, 59:7 [1797]; punishment for

not feeding, 74:44 [1910], those who disbelieve in the

Resurrection and Judgement do not encourage the

feeding of, 107:1,3 [2024].

Poverty, prohibition to kill children (q.v.) for fear of,

17:31 [882-883].

Prayer, (see also Saldh), Allah (q.v.) responds to His

servants', 2:186 [88].

Privacy, hours of, 24:58 [ 1 130-1 13 1];

Private consultation, believers enjoined to make a

charitable gift before having a, with the Messenger

(q.v.), 58:12-13 [1788-1789].

Private parts, command to guard one's, 24:30-31 [1116];

70:31 [1881]; the believers (q.v.) guard thier, 23:5-7

[1076]; jannah (q.v.) for those who guard their,

70:29-30,35 [1881,1882].

Prohibited food, see Hardm food.

Prohibited meat, 5:3 [327-328].

Promise, fulfilment of, enjoined, 61:2 [1814]; gravely

odious to Allah is the breach of, 61:3 [1814].

Prophet, the, See Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah.

Prophets, the, Muslims (q.v.) must not differentiate

between, 2:136 [64]; 3:84 [188-189]. belief in, a

condition of piety (q.v.), 2:177 [83]; sending of, by

Allah, 2:213 [102]; covenant taken by Allah from, to

believe in the Last Messenger, 3:81-82 [187-188];

killing of, by the Ahl al-Kitab/Jews (q.v.), 2:61 [29];

2:87 [41]; 2:91 [43-44]; 3:21 [163]; 3:112 [199-200];

3:181,183 [227,228]; 4:155 [314]; 5:5:70 [365; will

be witnesses against their respective peoples, 4:41

[258]; will be brought up on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.), 39:69 [1505]; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163

[317]; were Muslims, 5:44 [350]; the same message

and guidance to all, 6:83-90 [425-427]; 21:92 [1038];

differences and sects were made by the followers of,

23:53 [1088]; enemies of Satans (q.v.) from among
men and jinn (q.v.) set for every, 6:112-113

[438-439]; some above others in ranks, 17:55 [890];

Satan (q.v.) attempted to interfere with and divert the

propagation of all, 22:52-53 [1063-1064]; Allah sent

many, 43:6 [1583]; mocked were before, 43:7 [1583].

Prophethood, is a special grace of Allah (q.v.), 3:73-74

[183-184].

Prostration, 'ayahs of, 7:206 [545]; 13:15 [770]; 16:50

[843]; 19:58 [965]; 22:18 [1052]; 22:77 [1073]; 25:60

[1156]; 27:26 [1210]; 32:15 [1328]; 38:24 [1465];

41:38 [1553]; 53:62 [1728]; 84:21 [1969]; 96:19

[2006].

Provision, Allah gives, 15:20-21 [810]; 16:72 [850];

30:40 [1303]; 50:11 [1687]; Allah stretches out, and

measures out, for whom He will, 13:26 [775]; 3:37

[170]; 17:30 [882]; 28:82 [1261]; 29:62 [1287]; 30:37

[1302]; on Allah is every creature's, 11:6 [679];

15:20-21 [810]; Allah sends down from the sky (q.v.),

40:13 [1514]; 51:22 [1699].

Punishment/retribution, command to follow the Qur'an

before the sudden coming of Allah's, 39:55-58

[1501-1502]; there is no escape from/defence against

Allah's, 42:31 [1573]; 42:35 [1574]; 52:8 [1708];

67:20 [1855]; 67:28 [1857]; 70:2-3 [1877]; shall take

place, 52:7 [1707-1708]; 70:1 [1877]; Allah can at

any time send down, 67:16-17 [1854]; Allah Alone

knows the time of, 72:25-26 [1896]; Allah gives

warning of a, not far away, 78:40 [1939]; on the Day
of Judgement Allah's punishment will be unlike

anyone else's, 89:25-26 [1988]; wealth shall not avail

the unbeliever against Allah's, 92:11 [1996]; Allah is

the Owner of, 4 1 :43 [1555]; Allah is severe in, 2: 165

[78]; 2:196 [95]; 2:21 1 [101]; 3:11 [158]; 5:2 [326];

5:98 [379]; 8:13 [550]; 8:25 [555]; 8:48 [565]; 8:52

[566]; 13:6 [766]; 40:3 [1509]; 40:22 [1517]; 59:4

[1796]; 59:7 [1797]; Allah is quick in, 6:165 [464];

7:167 [530]; (See also under Disbelievers, Kafir.

Munaafiqun, Unbelievers).

Pursuit, of the enemy after battle, 4:104 [291].
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Qabll, (see also 'Adam, the two sons of), killing of HabTI

(q.v.) by, 5:27-31 [341-343].

Qadr, al-, sural, 97 [2007].

Qadar (measure/specification), Allah has created

everything according to, 54:49 [1739].

Qarun, arrogance and destruction of, 28:76-82

[1258-1262]; 29:39-40 [1278-1279]; as collaborator

ofFir'awn(q.v.), 40:24 [1517].

Qaryah, see Habitation.

Qawm (see also 'ummah), there was a guide (Messenger)

for every, 13:7 [767]; Allah changes not what is with

a, unless they change what is with themselves, 13:1

1

[768].

Qiblah, the, refixing of, towards the Ka'ba (q.v),

2: 1 42- 1 45, 1 48- 1 50 [67-7 1 ] ; prayers made towards the

previous, will not go in vain, 2:143 [68]; ahl al-Kitab

will not follow your, even if given all miracles (q.v.),

2:145 [69].

Qisas, prescribed in respect of the murdered, 2:178-179

[84-85]; fighting back agreessors in the Sacred

Month (q.v) is a kind of, 2:194 [93]; the rules in the

Tawrdh (q.v.) about, 5:45 [351-352].

Qiyamah, al- ( see also the Resurrection), surat,

[1913-1918].

Quba' Mosque, was founded on piety, 9:108-109

[624-625].

Qur'an, the, no doubt is there in, 2:2 [3]; 10:37 [65 1]; is

guidance/mercy for the muttaqun (q.v.)/believers

(q.v.), 2:2 [3]; 3:138 [209]; 7:52 [485]; 10:57

[657];7:52 [485]; 7:203 [544]; 12:111 [762]; 16:64

[847]; 16:89 [857]; 16:102 [862]; 27:2 [1202]; 27:77

[1225]; 41:44 [1555]; 45:11 [1621]; 45:20 [1624]; is

good news for the righteous (q.v.), 46:12 [1635]; is a

healing and mercy to the believers (q.v.) 17:82 [900];

41:44 [1555]; guides to that which is the rightest/to

the right path, 17:9 [875]; 72:2 [1890]; is full of

wisdom, 36:1 [1409]; 43:4 [1583]; 54:5 [1730]; is

exalted, 43:4 [1583]; 80:13 [1948]; is glorious, 85:21

[1973]; is in the Mother of Book (q.v.), 43:4 [1583];

is in the hands of noble and dutiful scribes, 80:15-16

[1949]; is full of reminding, 38:2 [1459]; is a

reminder for all beings/people, 38:87 [1479]; 43:44

[1593]; 68:52 [1867]; 73:19 [1901]; 74:31 [1908];

74:54 [1911]; 76:29 [1025]; 80:11-12 [1948]; 81:27

[1956]; command to remind by, 50:45 [1695]; is a

momentous/great intelligence, 38:67 [1475]; 78:2

[1933]; is most distinguished, 41:41 [1554]; is

glorious, 50:1 [1685]; is most noble, 56:77 [1764]; is

called Ruh (q.v.), 42:52 [1580]; is called dhikr, 3:58

[178]; 15:6 [807]; 15:9 [808]; 16:44 [842; 21:50

[1926]; 23:71 [1092]; 25:29 [1146]; 26:5 [1163],

38:49 [1472]; 38:87 [1479]; 41:41 [1554]; 43:5

[1583]; 43:36 [1591]; 53:29 [1722]; 54:25 [1374];

57:16 [1774]; 58:19 [1791]; 65:10 [1842]; 68:51-52

[1867]; 72:17 [1894]; 77:5 [1926]; 81:27; is called

hadith, 77:50 [1932]; is the word most decisive, 96: 13

[1975]; is called Light, 4:174 [323]; 5:15 [336];

42:52 [1580]; 64:8 [1833]; is called Allah's

Signs {'ayahs), 2:99 [47]; 2:151 [72]; 2:252 [128];

3:58 [178]; 6:33 [403]; 8:31 [557]; 10:15 [641]; 13:1

[763]; 15:1 [806]; 16:104,105 [863]; 19:58 [965];

19:73 [969]; 20:126 [1008]; 22;16 [1050]; 22:72

[1071]; 24:34 [1 1 19]; 24:46 [1 125]; 26:2 [1 162]; 27:

1

[1202]; 28:2 [1231]; 28:87 [1264]; 31:7 [1312]; 33:34

[1348]; 34:43 [1384]; 45:6 [1619]; 45:8 [1620]; 45:31

[1628]; 45:35 [1629]; 46:7 [1633]; 57:9 [1770]; 62:5

[1821-1822]; 65:11 [1842]; 68:15 [ 1 86
1 ] ; 74:16

[1905]; 78:28 [1937]; 83:13 [1961-1962]; is

preserved in al-Ltiwh al-Mahfuz (q.v.), 56:78, 56:78

[1764]; 85:22 [1973]; none but the one who be clean

should touch, 56:79 [1764]; Allah's oath by, 50:1

[1685]; 52:2 [1707]; conveys good tidings and gives

warning, 41:4 [1541]; sending down of, by Allah,

2:23 [12]; 2:90-91 [43]; 2:97 [46]; 2:99 [47]; 2:213

[102]; 2:231 [115]; 3:3-4 [154-155]; 3:7 [156]; 4:82

[277]; 4:105 [291]; 4:113 [294]; 4:136 [305]; 4:166

[319]; 4:174 [323]; 5:15-16 [336-337]; 6:19 [398];

6:91 [427-428]; 6:114 [439]; 6:155-157 [459-460];

7:1 [465]; 10:37 [651]; 10:94 [671]; 11:14 [682];

12:2 [722]; 15:9 [808]; 15:87 [824]; 16:44 [842];

16:64 [847]; 16:89 [857]; 16:102 [862]; 20:2-4 [976];

20:99 [1000]; 21:10 [1015]; 21:50 [1026]; 25:1

[1137]; 25:6 [1139]; 26:192 [-194 [1195]; 28:51

[1250]; 28:85 [1263]; 28:87 [1264]; 29:47 [1282];

29:51 [1283]; 32:2 [1324]; 36:6 [1409]; 41:42 [1554];

47:2 [1647]; 57:9 [1770]; 69 :43 [1875]; 75:16-19

[1915]; 76:23 [1923]; sending down of, during the

month of Ramadan (q.v.), 2:185 [87]; sending down
of, in a Blessed night (q.v.), 44:3 [1606]; 97:1 [2007];

Allah's communication of, 42:7 [1561-1562]; 53:3-4

[1717]; Jibril (q.v.) taught the Messenger (q.v.),

53:5-6 [1718]; 69:40 [1874]; Jibril brought down,

81:19-21 [1955]; command to read/recite,73:20

[1902]; 96:1,3 [2004]; was sent down/communicated

in Arabic, 12:2 [722]; 19:97 [975]; 20:113 [1004];

26:195 [1196]; 41:2 [1540]; 42:7 [1561-1562]; 42:52

[1580]; was sent down as a law in Arabic, 13:37

[780-781]; is in Arabic, 39:28 [1491]; 41:3 [1540];

46:12 [1635]; Allah has made it/made it easy in

Arabic, 43:3 [1582]; 44:58 [1616]; Allah has made it

easy for remembrance, 54:17 [1732]; 54:22 [1733];

54:32 [1735]; 54:40 [1737]; 87:8 [1978]; Allah

taught, 55:2 [1741]; 97:6-7 [1978]; the reason for its

having been sent down in Arabic, 41:44 [1555]; was

sent down with the truth (q.v.), 17:105 [907]; 35:31

[1400]; is called "the truth", 34:43 [1384]; 46:7

[1633]; is the truth (q.v.), 35:31 [1400]; 41:53 [1559];

47:2 [1747]; 69:51 [1876]; was sent down as clear
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signs, 22:16 [1050]; 24:34 [1119]; 24:46 [1 125]; 27:1

[1202]; there is no crookedness in, 39:28 [1491]; open

and clear is the, 15:1 [806]; 28:2 [1231]; 36:69

[1425]; 18:54 [931]; 44:2 [1606]; 46:8 [1633];

everything set out in detail in, 17:41 [885]; 17:89

[902]; 41:3 [1540]; was sent down at intervals, 17:106

[908]; 25:32 [1147]; falsehood cannot approach,

41:42 [1554]; was communicated by wahy (q.v.),

35:31 [1400]; is not the saying of a poet or of a

sooth-sayer, 69:41-42 [1874-1875]; the Messenger

(q.v.) was enabled by Allah to receive, 27:6 [1203];

the previois scriptures fortell the coming down of,

26:196-197 [1 196]; the Messenger (q.v.) asked not to

hasten with, before the conclusion of its

communication, 20:114 [1004]; 75:16-19 [1915];

reciting of, by the Messenger (q.v.), 98:2-3 [2008]; the

allegation of the Messenger's having fabricated, 1 1:35

[690]; 16:101 [862]; 16:103 [862-863]; 21:5 [ 1 0 J 3];

25:4-5 [1138-1139]; 32:3 [1324]; 34:43 [J384]; 38:7

[1460]; 42:24 [1570]; 46:8 [1633]; 46:11 [1635];

52:33 [1713]; 68:15 [1861]; 69:41-43 [1874-1875];

74:24-25 [1907]; rebuttal of the allegation of the

fabrication of, 16:103-105 [862-863]; 25:6 [1139];

46:9 [1633]; 69:44-48 [1875]; the unbelievers/

disbelievers express divergent opinions about, 51:8-9

[1697]; challenge to produce a surah like that of, 2:23

[12]; 10:37 [651]; challenge to produce ten surahs

like those of, 11:13 [682]; challenge to the unbelievers

to come up with a discourse like, 52:34 [1713]; men

and jinn combinedly cannot produce the like of, 17:88

[901-902]; Banu Isra'il (q.v.yAW al-Kitab (q.v.)

called upon to believe in, 2:41 [21]; 4:47 [262;

disbelief of Banu Isra'tl in, inspite of knowledge of its

truth and out of envy 2:89-90 [42-43]; confirms what

is before it, 2:89 [42]; 2:91 [43]; 2:97 [46]; 3:3 [154];

5:48 [353]; 6:92 [428; 10:37 [651]; 12:111 [762];

35:31 [1401]; 46:12 [1635]; overrides what is before

it of the Book (q.v.), 5:48 [353]; some of Ahl al-Kitab

(q.v.) believed in, 2:121 [57]; 17:107-108 [908-909];

command to adjudicate according to, 4:59

[266-267];4:65 [269-70]; 4:105 [291]; 5:48,49 [353,

554]; command to shun the company of those who
scoff at, 4:140 [306]; 6:68 [417-418]; command to

follow, 7:2 [466]; 39:55 [1501]; command to listen

with attention when recited is, 7:204 [544]; the

unbelievers' (q.v.) allegations against, 8:31 [557];

16:24 [834]; 21:3 [1013]; 43:30 [1589]; 46:1 1 [1635];

68:15 [1861]; 74:24-25 [1907]; 81:25 [1956]; 83:13

[1962]; the unbelievers ask why it was not sent down

on a great man of the two habitations, 43:31 [1590];

attitude of the mundfiqun (q.v.) to, 9:125-127

[633-634]; attitude of the Jews and Christians to,

15:91 [824]; demand of the unbelievers (q.v.) for a

different, 10:15 [641]; demand of the unbelievers to

cause miracles by, 13:31 [777]; demand of the

unbelievers to bring down in one instalment the

whole, 25:32 [1 147]; kdfir's/ unbelievers' attitude to/

to the recitation of, 22:72 [1071]; 23:66-68 [1091];

23:105 [1100]; 25:30 [1146-1147]; 26:5-6 [1163];

41:4-5 [1541]; 41:26 [1549]; 45:7-9 [1619-1620];

53:59-61 [1727-1728]; 68:15 [1861]; 68:51 [1867];

74:49-52 [1911]; 75:31-33 [1917]; 83:13

[1961-1962]; 84:20-21 [1968-1969]; the unbelievers'

disbelief in, and other scriptures, 34:31 [1379]; 78:28

[1937]; the unbelievers' plot against, 86:15 [1976]; is

a great grace of Allah to the Muslims (q.v.), 35:32

[1401]; is a communique" to mankind (q.v.), 14:52

[804-805]; 28:47-48 [1248-1249]; Allah has given

every kind of example for mankind (q.v.) in, 30:58

[ 1 309]; 39:27 [ 149 1]; some of the threats spelt out in,

20:113 [1004]; command to seek refuge with Allah

against Satan (q.v.) while reciting, 16:98 [861];

inability of the unbelievers(q.v.) to understand,

17:45-46 [887]; there shall bear a burden on the Day
of Resurrection (q.v.) those who turn away from,

20:100-101 [1001]; the unbelievers turn away from,

21:42 [1024]; 21:45 [1025]; 23:71 [1092]; 41:4

[1541]; command to avoid those who turn away from,

53:29 [1722]; Satan (q.v.) becomes the comrade of the

one who becomes blind to, 43:36-37 [1591-1592]; on

the Day of Resurrection raised as blind will be those

who turn away from, 20:124-127 [1007-1008]; most

painful punishment for those who arrogantly turn

away from the recitation of/disbelieve in, 31:7

[1312-1313; 45:8-10 [1620]; 45:11 [1621]; worst

astray is the one who disbelieves in, 41:52 [1559];

relates most of what Band Isra'tl (q.v.) differ in,

27:756 [1225]; intelligent are those who follow, 39:18

[1487]; they are in error whose hearts are hard to,

39:22 [1489]; those who fear their Lord shiver at,

39:23 [1490]; a group of jinn's (q.v.) listening to,

46:29-30 [1643]; those whose herats are locked do not

reflect about, 47:24 [1656]; a mountain would have

been cleft asunder if sent down on it was, 59:21

[1803]; very severe punishment for the one who turns

away from, 72:17 [1894]; those who fear Allah take

heed of, 87:10 [1978]; the most wretched avoid, 87:1

1

[1978]; Allah makes easy the doing of goods deeds

(q.v.) for those who believe in, 92:6-7 [1995-1996];

difficulty for those who are niggardly and disbelieve

in, 92:8-10 [1996].

Quraysh, the winter and summer trade journeys of,

106:1-2 [2023].

Qurayfah, Banu, reference to the defeat and expulsion

of, 33:26-27 [1345].

Rabbis and monks, taken as lords by Christian (q.v.) and

Jews (q.v.), 9:31 [589]; devouring of men's properties

falsely by, 9:34 [591].
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Rains, the (see also Water), Allah sends down, 6:99

[432]; 7:57 [487-488]; 15:22 [811]; 16:10 [830];

16:65 [847]; 22:63 [1068]; 24:43 [1124]; 25:48-49

[1152-1153]; 30:48 [1306]; 31:34 [1323]; 42:28

[1572]; 78:14 [1935].

Ramadan, the month of, fasting (q.v.) made incumbent

for, *2: 183- 185 [86-88]; the Qur'an (q.v.) sent down

during, 2:185 [87];

Reconciliation, believers are enjoined to make between

their two fighting groups peace and, 49:9-10

[1679-1680].

Relatives, near, duty to do good to, 2:83 [38]; 2:177

[83]; 4:36 [256]; charity to be bestowed on, 2:215

[104]; command not to swear for personal reason

against giving sadaqah (q.v.) to, 24:22 [I 113];

command to give their due to, 30:38 [1302];

distribution of the booty from Banu al-Nadlr (q.v.) to,

59:7 [1797].

Religion {Din), no compulsion in the matter of, 2:256

[132]; 10:99 [672]; nothing will be acceptable to

Allah other than lsl3m (q.v.) as, 3:85 [189]; command
not to be of those who split their, 30:32 [1300];

command to set your face for the straight, 30:43

[1304].

Rely on Allah, command to, 4:81, [277]; 58:10 [1787];

believers (q.v.) do, 42:36 [1574].

Relying ones (mutawakkilun), the, Allah loves, 3:159

[218]; on Allah should rely, 12:67 [747]; 14:12 [790];

reward for, 16:42 [841]; 29:58-59 [1285-1286]; Satan

(q.v.) has no authoirty over, 16:99 [861]; Allah

suffices for, 65:3 [1839].

Repentance, see tawbah.

Repentant, the, Allah loves the, 2:222 [109]; Allah is

Most Forgiving to, 17:25 [881]; 20:82 [995]; Gardens

of Eternity for those who are fearful of Allah and,

19:60-63 [966-967].

Reprisal, see Qisas.

Requital, every individual will have his, 45:22 [1625;

45:28 [1627]; 46:19 [1638]; 53:39-41 [1724-1725];

Resurrection, the, the unbelievers' denial of/disbelief

in, 6:29 [402]; 11:7 [679-680; 16:38 [840]; 17:49-51

[888-889]; 17:98 [905]; 23:82-83 [1095]; 25:40

[1150]; 27:67-68 [1223]; 32:10 [1326-1327]; 34:3

[1368]; 34:7 [1369-1370]; 34:29 [1378]; 36:77-78

[1427-1428]; 37:16-17 [1433]; 37:52-53

[1438-1439]; 41:50 [1558]; 42 :J8 [1567]; 44:34-36

[1612]; 45:24-25 [1625-1626]; 45:32 [1628]; 50:2-3

[1685]; 56:47-48]; 64:7 [1832]; 67:25 [1856-1858];

79:10-12 [1941]; 84:14 [1968]; the unbelievers'

demand to have their forefathers brought back to life

if true is, 44:36:1612]; 45:25 [1626]; the unbelievers/

disbelievers think remote is, 70:6 [1878]; the

unbelievers' (q.v.) demand to hasten, 42:17 [1567];

the unbelievers' (q.v.) demand to know the time of,

10:48 [654-655]; 17:51 [888-889]; 21:38 [1022];

27:71 [1224]; 34:29 [1378]; 36:48 [1420]; 67:25

[1856-1857]; 75:6 [1914]; 79:42 [1946]; the

Messenger of Allah is not aware of the time of, 79:43

[1946]; the disbelievers are in confusion about, 50:15

[1688]; amazing is the unbelievers' disbelief in, 13:3

[765]; many of jinn's (q.v.) disbelief in, 72:7 [1891];

inevitability/ certainty of, 6:36 [405]; 7:24

[472];6:134 [447-447]; 16:1 [827]; 17:50-51

[888-889]; 18:21 [918]; 19:68 [968]; 20:15-16 [979];

30:25 [1297]; 30:40 [1303]; 30:50 [1307]; 32:11

[1327]; 34:3 [1368]; 42:18 [1567]; 43:61 [1598];

45:26 [1626]; 51:5 [1696]; 51:23 [1699]; 56:1-6

[1753-1754]; 56:49-50 [1760]; 58:6 [1785]; 58:7

[1786]; 58:18 [1791]; 64:7 [1832]; 67:15 [1854];

69:1-3 [1868]; 69:1-3 [1868]; 69:15 [1871]; 75:3-4

[1913]; 75:40 [1918]; 78:4-5 [1933]; 79:1-9

[1940-1941]; 83:4 [I960]; 84:19 [1968]; 100:9-10

[2014]; is called the Inevitable Event, 56:1 [1753];

69:1 [1868]; 69:15 [1871]; 77:7 [1927]; is called " the

Most Monstrous Disaster", 79:34 [1945]; is called "the

Overwhelming Event", 88:1 [1980]; the believers

(q.v.) are apprehensive of, 42:18 [1567]; the first and

second blowing of the trumpet (q.v.) for, 39:68

[1505]; 79:6-7 [1941]; 79:13 [1941-1942]; as Allah

grows plants out of the earth, so will He cause, 35:9

[1392]; 41:39 [1553]; 43:11 [1584]; 50:11 [1687];

71:18 [1887]; is a promise on Allah's part in truth,

16:38-39 [840]; Allah is All-Capable of causing,

46:33 [1644]; 53:47 [1726]; 86:8 [1975]; Allah will

cause, 80:22 [1949]; suddenness of, 16:77

[852];12:107 [761]; 43:66 [1599]; 46:17 [1638];

47:18 [1653]; there have already come some of the

portents of, 47:18 [1654]; as Allah initiated the

creation, so He will cause, 10:4 [636]; 15:85 [823];

17:51-52 [889]; 17:99 [905]; 36:79,81 [1428-1429];

everyone shall have to invoke Allah on, 6:49-41

[406-407]; there shall not avail anyone his believing

on, 6:158 [461]; 47:18 [1654]; adornment and good

things will be exclusively for the believers (q.v.) on,

7:32 [476]; Allah Alone has the knowledge of the

Hour of, 7:186 [538]; 16:21 [833]; 41:47 [1556];

67:26 [1857]; 79:44 [1946]; distressed will be the

unbelievers when they see the approach of, 67:27

[1857]; Allah will decide about the differences among
Banu Isra'tl (q.v.) on, 10:93 [670]; Fir'awn (q.v.) will

conduct his followers to hell on, 1 1:98-99 [713]; the

unbelievers will bear their loads and of those whom
they mislead on, 16:25 [834]; the unbelievers will be

mustered on their faces, dumb and blind on, 17.97

[904-905]; creation and, is as one individual (q.v.),

3 1 :28 [1 320] ; punishment and loss for those who hurt

their parents (q.v.) and disbelieve in, 46:17-18

[1637-1638],
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Retaliation, should be commensurate with the wrong

suffered, 16:126 [871]; 22:60 [1066-1067]; 42:40

[1575]; in case of murder (q.v.) the next-of- kin has

the right of, 17:33 [883].

Retribution, see Punishment.

Reward, fully paid will be everyone his, 39:70 [1505];

how excellent will be the practising ones', 39:74

[1507]; those who believe and spend in the way of

Allah shall have a magnificent, 57:7 [1769]; (See also

believers, muttaqun, righteous, good deeds).

Riches, Allah gives, 53:48 [1726].

Ridiculres, the, Allah suffices the Messenger (q.v.)

against, 15:95 [825].

Righteous (see also muttaqun), the, Allah loves, 3:148

[212]; 5:93 [376]; Allah is with, 16:128 [871]; 29:69

[1289]; Allah rewards, 28:14 [1235]; rewards for,

5:84 [372]; 39:34-35 [1493]; 76:5-6 [1920; 76:11-18

[1921-1922]; 78:31-36 [1937-1938]; 82:13 [1959];

83:18-28 [1962-1964]; 89:27-30 [1988]; Allah is the

Guardian-Friend of, 7:196 [542]; Allah does not

frustrate the reward of, 9:120-121 [631]; 11:115

[718-719; 12:56 [743]; 12:90 [755]; the terror of the

Resurrection (q.v.) shall not grieve, 21:101-103

[1040-1041]; the earth (q.v.) shall be inherited by,

21:105 [1041]; Allah will admit those who believe

and do good deeds (q.v.) among, 29:9 [1267]; the

Kitdb/Qur'an (q.v.) is guidance and merrcy for, 31:3

[1311]; the Kitabf Qur'an is good news for, 46:12

[1635] characteristics of, 31:4-5 [1312]; successful

will be, 31:5 [1312]; the most honourable in the sight

of Allah is the most, 49:13 [1682]; fear the Day of

Judgement (q.v.), 76:7 [1920]; 76:10 [1922]; feed the

poor (q.v), the orphan (q.v.) and the captive (q.v.),

76:8-9 [1921-1922].

Risdlah (Messengership/Prophethood), Allah bestows on

whomsoever He likes, 3:73:74 [183-184]; 14:11

[789]; 16:2 [827-828]; 40:15 [1514J;43:32 [1590];

57:21 [1777]; 57:29 [1781]; 62:4 [1821].

Rivers, the, Allah has set in the earth, 132:3 [764];

16:15 [832]; 27:61 [1220]; 71:12 [1886]; Allah has

made serviceable, 14:32 [798].

Rizq, See provision.

Romans, the, defeat of, 30:2 [1290]; victory of, foretold,

30:3-4 [1290-1291].

Routes, Allah has set in the earth (q.v.), 43:10 [1584].

Ruh (breath/spirit of life), 66:12 [1849]; Allah blows

into man (q.v.), 32:9 [1326].

Ruh (wahy/Qur'dn), is by the command of Allah, 17:85

[900-901]; 42:52 [1580]; Allah casts, on whomsoever

He wills, 40:15 [1514].

Ruh (help and guidance), Allah strengthens the believers

with His, 58:22 [1792].

Ruh/Ruh al-'Amin, al~ (see also Jibril), bringinging

down of the Qur'an (q.v.) by, 1195]; on the day of

Judgement there will stand up in rows the angels (q.v.)

and, 78:38 [1938]; descent of, by Allah's command in

the Night of Decree (q.v.), 97:4 [2007].

Ruh al-Quds (see also Jibril), aiding of
l

isa (q.v.) with,

2:87 [41]; 2:253 [129]; 5:1 10 [385]; bringing down of

the Qur'an (q.v.) by, 16:102 [862].

Rumour, believers are enjoined to ascertain the fact

before acting upon a, 49:6 [1678].

Sabbath, the, violation of, by some of Banfl Jsra'Tl (q.v.),

2:65 [31]; 4:47 [262]; 7:163-166 [528-530]; 'AM
al-Kitdb (q.v.) forbidden to transgress, 4:154 [313];

disagreement of the Jews (q.v.) about, 15:124 [870].

Saba', sural, [1367-1388]; encounter of the Queen of,

with Sulayman (q.v.) and her acceptance of Islam,

27:20-44 [12008-1216]; sun-worship by the people

of, 27:24 [1209]; prosperity given by Allah to the

people of, 34:15 [1373]; 34:18 [1374]; bursting of the

dam of, 34:16-17 [1373-1374]; destruction of the

people of, 34:19-21 [1375].

Sabians, the, 2:62 [30]; no fear for those who believe of,

5:69 [364]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) Allah will

judge between the believers (q.v.), the Jews (q.v.), the

Majfls (q.v.), the polytheists (q.v.) and, 22:17

[1050-1051].

Sacred House/ Mosque, the, see al-Masjid ai-Haram

and Ka'ba..

Sacred months, the, pemission to fight back aggresors

in, 2:194 [93]; about fighting (q.v.) in, 2:217 [105];

prohibition to violate, 5:2 [326]; 5:97 [378]; 9:36

[592]; prohibition to fight during, 9:5 [578]; four

months are, 9:36 [592]; it is an excess in unbelief to

postpone, 9:37 [592-593].

Sacrifice, rules of, in connection with fjajj (q.v.), 2:196

[94-95]; 22:33-34 [1057]; 22:36 [1058]; 22:36-37

[1058-1059]; different rule of, for the dwellers near

the Ka'ba (q.v.), 2:196 [95]; as expiation for hunting

(q.v.) in the state of 'Ihrdm (q.v.), 5:95 [377];

command to offer, to Allah Alone, 108:2 [2025].

Sacrificial animal, the, prohibition to violate, 5:2 [326];

5:97 [378].

Sacrifice, of his son by Ibrahim (q.v.), 37:100-110

[1446-1447].

Sadqah, (see also Charity), not to be followed by insult

or flaunt of favour, 2:263-264 [137-138]; to give good

things in, 2:267 [140]; Satan (q.v.) threatens poverty

to prevent giving in, 2:268 [140-141]; better to give

secretly in, 2:271 [142]; Allah gives more to the one

who gives in, 2:276 [145]; command not to swear for

personal reason against giving, 24:22 [1113]; rewards

for giving in, 28:54 [1251].

Safa, tawaf (q.v.) between Marwah (q.v.) and, 2:158

[74].

'

Sd'ibah (a pagan practice); 5:103 [380].
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Sa'?r (blazing fire), on the day of Judegement (q.v.) a

group will be in jannah (q.v.) and a group will be in,

42:7 [1562].

Salah (Islamic prayer), performance ofr a characteristic

of muttaqun (q.v.), 2:3 [5]; 2:177 [83]; a characteristic

of believers (q.v.)/righteous (q.v.) is to perform, 5:55

[358]; 13:22 [773]; 22:41 [1060]; 24:37 [1121]; 27:3

[1203]; 31:4 [131 1]; 42:38 [1575]; believers (q.v.) are

submissive in, 23:2 [1075]; believers are constant in

their, 23:9 [1076-1077]; command to perform, 2:43

[22]; 2:83 [39]; 2:110 [52]; 2:238 [120]; 4:77 [274];

4:103 [290]; 6:72 [420]; 10:87 [668]; 11:114 [718];

14:31 [797]; 17:78 [898]; 19:31 [958]; 19:55 [964];

20:14 [979]; 20:132 [1010]; 21:73 [103J]; 22:78

[1074]; 24:56 [1129]; 29:45 [1281]; 30:31 [1300];

31:17 [1316]; 33:33 [1348]; 58:13 [1789]; 73:20

[1902-1903]; 76:25 [1924]; 98:5 [2009]; 108:2

[2025]; to seek Allah's help with, 2:45 [22]; 2:153

[73]; command to keep up, 2:238 [120]; 2:277 [277];

command to perform, in time, 4:102 [290]; command

not to make too loud the voice in, 17:1 10 [909]; the

times of, 7:205 [544]; 11:114 [718]; 17:78 [898];

20:130 [1009]; 30:17-18 [1295]; 40:55 [1529];

50:39-40 [1694]; 52:48-49 [1716]; 76:25-26 [1924];

rules for, in times of fear, 2:239 [120-121]; 4:102

[289-290]; shortening of, during travel (q.v.), 4:101

[288]; nature of the munafiqun's (q.v.), 9:54 [600]; the

munafiqun's performance of, for showing off (q.v.),

4:142 [308]; command to make wadu (q.v.) or

Tayammum (q.v.) for, 5:6 [330-331]; covenant taken

from BanQ lsra'il (q.v.) to perform, 5:12 [333-334];

the hereafter (q.v.) will be better for those who

properly perform, 7:170 [532]; reward for those who

perform, 35:29-30 [1400]; successful shall be he who
performs, 87:15 [1979]; punisment for those who do

not perform, 74:43 [1910]; prayer of Ibrahim (q.v.) to

Allah for making him and his progeny performers of,

14:37 [800; 14:40 [801];
l

Isa (q.v.) was enjoined to

perform, 19:31 [958]; Isma'il (q.v.) enjoined the

performance of, 19:55 [964]; good tidings for the

performers of, 22:35 [1058]; jannah (q.v.) for those

who are constant in their, 70:22-23, 34

[ 1 880, 1 88 1 , 1 882]; woe to those who are unmindful of

and make a show of their, 107:4-7 [2024].

Sale, agreement regarding, to be written down and

witnessed, 2:282 [149].

Salih (see also al-Hijr), messengership of and preching

of tuwhid (q.v.) to the Thamud (q.v.) by, 7:73-79

[494-497];ll: 61,63-64 [699-701; 26:142-152

[1187-1188]; 27:45-47 [1216-1217]; rejection of the

message by the people of, 11:62 [700]; 26:153-157

[1188-1189]; 27:48-50 [1217]; rescuing of, 11:66

[70l-702];27:53 [1218]; punishment and destruction

of the unbelieving people of, 7:78 [496]; 9:70 [607];

11:66-68 [701-702]; 26:158 [1189]; 27:51-52

[1217- 121 8]; the Madyan (q.v.) people reminded of

the fate of the people of, 1 1:89 [710].

Salsabil, a spring in jannah (q.v.) named, 76:18 [1922].

Salwd, the, see Mann, the, and —

.

Saminy, al-, misleading of Banu lsra'il (q.v.) by,

20:85-88 [996-997], Musa's (q.v.) anger with,

20:95-97 [999-1000].

Saqar (hell), the sinful (q.v.) will be in, 54:48-49

[1738-1739].

Satan/Satans (see also lblis, Shayatiri), deceiving of

Adam (q.v.) by, 2:36 [19]; 7:20-22 [470-471]; is

patent enemy of man, 2: 1 68- 1 69 [79-80] ; 2:208 [ 1 00]

;

6:142 [452]; 7:22 [472]; 17:53 [889]; 35:6 [1391];

36:60 [1423]; 43:62 [1598]; is an arch betrayer, 25:29

[1146]; discourages charity by threatening poverty,

2:268 [140-141]; discouraged pursuit of the Makkans

after the battle of 'Uhud (q.v.), 3:175 [224]; is an evil

companion (q.v.), 4:38 [258]; the munafiqun (q.v.)

deluded by, 4:60 [267]; 57:14 [1773]; 58:19 [1791];

Allah's curse is on, 4:118 [296]; promise of, to

mislead man, 4:118-120 [296-297]; 7:14-17 [469];

hell for those who follow, 4:121 [297]; 22:3-4
[ 1045];

hellfire for, and the followers of, 59:17 [1802]; 67:5

[1851]; evil intentions of, 5:91 [374-375]; bids to the

vile deeds, 24:21 [1112]; evil deeds are made
charming by, 6:43 [407]; Allah warns man (q.v.)

against, 7:27 [473-474] ;35:5 [1391]; command to

seek refuge with Allah from, 7:200-202 [543];

command to seek refuge with Allah against the

prompting of, 41:36 [1552]; deceptioin of, to the

Makkan unbleievers on the eve of the Battle of Badr

(q.v.), 8:48 [564-565]; will disavow any responsibilty

for the unbelievers (q.v.) on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.), 14:22 [793-794]; Allah has secured the heavens

(q.v.) against, 15:17 [809]; 37:7-10 [1431-1432];

embellished to the unbelievers were made their deeds

by, 16:63 [847]; 29:38 [1278]; command to seek

refuge with Allah while reciting the Qur'an (q.v.)

against, 16:98 [861]; has authority over those who set

partners with Allah, 16:100 [861]; promises naught

but deceit, 17:64 [894]; is defiantly disobedient to

Allah, 19:44 [961]; attempted to interfere with and

divert the propagation of all Prophets (q.v.) and

Messengers (q.v.), 22:52-53 [1063-1064]; man (q.v.)

forbidden to worship, 36:1423]; misleads many, 36:62

[1423]; becomes the comrade of the one who is blind

to the Qur'an (q.v.), 43:38 [1591-1592]; Allah has set

the stars (q.v.) as missiles against, 67:5 [1851]; those

who relapse into unbelief (q.v.) are enticed and

dictated by, 47:25 [1656]; secret conferring (q.v.) for

sinning and disobedience is from, 58:10 [1787]; losers

will be the party of, 58:19 [1791]; false promises of
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the munafiqun (q.v.) compared with the promises of,

59:16 [1802].

Scales, the, successful will be those of whom heavy

become, 23:102 [1100]; in hell will abide those of

whom light become, 23:103-104 [1 100]; 101 :8-l J

[2016] pleasant life for those of whom heavy become,

on the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 101:6-7 [2015-2016],

Scandal, the, most painful punishment for the one who

spreads, 24:19 [till].

Scriptures, see Books.

Sea, the, cleaving of, by Allah to rescue Banu lsra'ii

(q.v.), 2:50 [24]; 26:63 [1174]; Allah has made

serviceable, 16:14 [831]; 45: 12 [1621]; Allah drives

the ships in, 17:66 [894]; 35:12 [1394]; there are

signs in Allah's driving of ships (q.v.) in, 42:32-33

[1573]; Allah shows the way in the darkness of the

land and, 27:63 [1221]; Allah provides flesh for food

and ornaments out of, 35:12 [1394]; Allah's oath by

the fired up, 52:6 [1707]; will be fired up on the Day

of Resurrection (q.v.), 52:6 [1707]; on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.) overflowed will be, 81:6 [1954];

on the Day of Resurrection exploded will be, 82:3

[1957].

Seas, the two, Allah has set a barrier bteween, 25:53

[ 11 54] ; 27:6 1 [ 1 22 1 ]; 55 : 1 9-20 [ 1 743-44] ;
pearls and

corals come out of, 55:22 [1744].

Secret conversation/conferring, Allah knows all, 58:7

[1785-1786]; prohibition against, for sinning and

disobedience, 58:9 [1787]; is from Satan (q.v.), 58:10

[1787].

Sects, disapproval of falling into, 6:159 [461]; the

followers of the Prophets (q.v.) made, 23:53 [1088];

command not to be of those who formed, 30:32

[1300].

Selling/trading, believers (q.v.) are not distracted from

salah (q.v.) by, 24:37 [1121].

Servants of Allah, characteristics of the true, 25:63-74

[1157-1 160]; peace be on the chosen, 27:59 [1219].

Shades, Allah provides, 16:81 [854]; Allah stretches the,

25:45 [1151-1152]; there equalize not the sun-heat

and, 35:21 [1397];

Shahid, see Martyrs.

Shari'ah, Allah makes light the rules of, 4:28 [252];

given to the Messenger (q.v.) 45: 18 [1623];

Shayatin, of the munafiqun (q.v.), 2:14 [8];

ill-conception of, against Sulayman (q.v.), 2:102 [48];

of jinn and men, 6:112 [438]; prompt their friends,

6:121 [442]; are friend-patrons of the unbelievers

(q.v.), 7:27 [474J; instigate the unbelievers, 19:83

[972]; are brethren of the extravagant, 17:26 [881];

will be musterd on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.),

19:68 [968]; command to seek refuge with Allah

against, 23:97-98 [1098-1099]; the Qur'an could not

have been brought down by, 26:2 1 0-2 1 2 [ 1 1 98]

;

Ships, the, Allah makes serviceable, 14:32 [798]; 40:80

[1537]; 43:12 [1584]; traverse the sea by Alah's

grace/command, 16:14 [831]; 23:22 [1080]; 30:46

[1305]; 31:31 [1321-1322]; 36:43-44 [1419]; 45:12

[1621]; 55:24 [1744]; Allah drives in the sea, 17:66

[894]; 22:65 [1068]; 35:12 [1394]; there are signs

(q.v.) in Allah's driving of, in the sea (q.v.), 42:32-33

[1573]; Allah's oath by, 51:2-3 [1696].

Shirk (setting partners with Allah), prohibition against

committing, 4:36 [256]; 5:72 [366]; 60:12 [1813];

Allah forgives not the sin of, 4:48 [262]; 4:1 16 [296];

26:213 [1 198]; 28:87-88 [1264]; gravity of the sin of,

22:31 [1056]; is a grave transgression, 31:13 [1315]; a

believer (q.v.)/Muslim (q.v.)/servant of Allah (q.v.)

does not commit, 25:68 [1 158]; good news for those

who abstain from, 39:17 [1487]; futile will be the

deeds of those who commit, 65:65 [1504]; the skies

(q.v.) are about to be rent asunder for the sin of, 42:5

[1561]; worst astray is the one who commits, 46:5

[1632].

Showing off, the likeness of the one who gives in charity

(q.v.) for, 2:264 [138]; 2:266 [139-140]; punishment

for those who spend wealth for, 4:38 [257]; the

munafiqun (q.v.) perform salah (q.v.) for, 4:142

[308]; woe to those who perform salah for, 107:406

[2024].

Shu'ard', al- (see also Poets, the), sural, [1 162-1201].

Shu'ayb, messengership and preaching of, to the people

of Madyan (q.v.), 7:85-87 [498-500]; 11:84-90

[707-710]; 29:36 [1277]; the Madyan leaders'

rejection of the message delivered by, 7:88-90

[500-501]; 11: 91-93 [710-711]; punishment and

destruction of the unbelieving people of, 7:91-93

[501-502]; 11:94-95 [712]; 29:37 [1278];

messengership and preaching of, to 'Ashab al-'Aykah

(q.v.), 26:177-184 [1192-1 194];

Sick, waiver of the restriction of hijab (q.v.) in respect

of the, 24:61 [1 132]; there is no sin for, in not joining

jihad (q.v.), 48:17 [1668];

Sidrat al-munlaMa, see Lot Tree, the.

Sights, Allah gives, 16:78 [853]; 67:23 [1856]; 76:2

[1919]; questioned shall be about, 17:36 [884];

Sign/signs, Allah makes firm His, 22:52 [1064]; there is

in Allah's growing of the vegetation (q.v.) a, 26:7-8

(1 163]; there is in Allah's giving life to the earth and

producing corn a, 36:33 [1416]; 41:39 [1553]; there is

in the drowning of Fir'awn (q.v.) and his people a,

26:67 [1 175]; there is in the drowning of Nflh's (q.v.)

disbelieving people a, 26:121 [1183]; 29:15 [1270];

54:15 [1732]; there is in Allah's carrying the progeny

of men in the Ark (q.v.) a, 36:41 [1418]; the 'Ad's

(q.v.) rejection of Allah's, 41:15 [1545]; punishment

of the Ad (q.v.) for rejecting Allah's, 46:26 [1642];

there is in the destruction of the 'Ad (q.v.) people a,
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26:139 [1186]; there is in the destruction of the

Thamud (q.v.) people a, 26: 1 58 [ 1 1 89]; there is in the

destruction of the people of Lut (q.v.) a, 174 [1 192];

29:35 [1277]; 51:37 [1702]; there is in the destruction

of 'Ashab al-'Aykah (q.v.) a, 26:190 [1195]; there

are, in Allah's saving of Ibrahim (q.v.) from fire, 29:24

[1273]; Allah will show His, 27:93 [1230]; 41:53

[1559]; Allah shows His, 40:81 [1538]; Allah has

elucidated His, 57:17 [1774]; there is in the creation

of the heavens and the earth (q.v.) a, 29:44 [1280];

34:9 [1370]; 42:29 [1572]; 45:3 [1618]; in the earth

(q.v.) there are Allah's, 51:20 [1699]; in yourselves

there are Allah's, 51:21 [1699]; in the creation of

man, of spouses, of the heavens and the earth, of the

diversity of tongues and colours, of sleep by night and

day, and in lightning and the sending down of water

from the sky, etc., there are, 30:20-25 [1295-1297];

40:13 [1514;45:3-5 [1618-1619]; there are, in Allah's

stretching out/measuring out provision (q.v.) 30:37

[1302]; 39:52 [1500]; there are, in Allah's sending of

winds (q.v.) and driving the ships (q.v.), 30:46 [ 1 305];

31:31 [1321-1322]; 42:32-33 [1573]; 45:12-13

[1621]; there are, in Allah's reducing to servive all that

is in the heavens and the earth (q.v.), 45:13 [1621];

there is in Allah's stripping the day (q.v.) off the the

night (q.v.) a, 36:37 [1417]; the day, the night, the

sun and the moon are Allah's, 41:37 [1552]; the

deceitful and the infidel deny Allah's, 31:32 [1322];

the unbelievers (q.v.) turn away from/ridicule Allah's,

36:46 [1419-1420]; 37:12-15 [1432]; the disbelievers

dispute about Allah's, 40:4 [1510]; those who have

arrogance (q.v.) in their hearts (q.v.) dispute about

Allah's, 40:56 [1529]; punishment for those who

strive to frustrate Allah's, 34:5 [1369]; 34:38 [1382];

punishment of hellfire for those who distort Allah's,

41:40 [1553]; losers will be those who disbelieve in

Allah's, 39:63 [1503]; gravity of the sin of disputing

about Allah's, 40:35 [1522]; deluded are those who
reject Allah's, 40:63 [1531]; deluded are those who

dispute about Allah's, 40:69 [1534]; hellfire for those

who deny Allah's, 41:28 [1549]; the Messenger (q.v.)

saw during the mi'rdj (q.v.) Allah's greatest, 53:18

[1719]; bad is the instance of the people who cry lies

to Allah's, 62:5 [1821-1822]; the Messenger (q.v.)

recited Allah's, 65:11 [1842].

Sijjtl (stones of baked clay), Allah's raining of, upon the

people of LQt (q.v.), 11:82 [707]; Allah's destruction

of the 'As-habal-FU (q.v.) by, 105:3-5 [2022].

Sijjin, 83:7-9 [1961].

Sin, command not to cooperate in, 5:2 [326]; command
to shun the overt and covert of , 6:120 [441]; best

reward for those who refrain from the enormities of,

53:32 [1723].

Sinful/Sinneres, the, on the Day of Judgement (q.v.)

yoked together will be, 14:49 [804]; fire will wrap up

the faces of, 14:50 [804]; on the Day of Resurrection

driven as a thirsty herd will be, 19:86 [973]; on the

Day of Resurrection (q.v.) mustered will be, 20: 102

[1001]; on the Day of Resurrection worldly life will

seem to be of a day/an hour or so to, 20:103-104

[1001-1002]; 30:55-56 [1308-1309]; 46:35 [1645];

79:46 [1946]; on the Day of Resurrection dumbstruck

will be, 30:12 [1293]; Satans come down on,

26:221-223 [1200]; on the Day of Judgement neither

excuse nor any amends will be accepted of , 30:57

[1309]; on the Day of Judgement there will pray, to be

sent back to the worldly life, 32:12 [1327]; Allah will

inflict retribution on, 32:22 [1331]; punishment of

hell for, 43:74-6 [1601]; 44:43-50 [1614-1615];

54:47-48 [1738-1739]; 55:43-44 [1747]; 74:42

[1910]; 82:14-16 [1959]; will ask the angel in charge

of hell for death, 43:77 [1602]; state of, on the Day of

Judgement (q.v.), 36:59-64 [1423-1425]; 83:29-36

[1964-1965]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) Allah

will put a seal on the mouths of, and their hands and

feet will testify against, 36:65 [1425]; destroyed will

be the defiantly, 46:35 [1646]; on the Day of

Judgement recognized will be by their marks, 55:41

[1747]; on the Day of Judgement overtaken with dust

and gloom will be the faces of, 80:40-42 [1952]; many

of the 'Ahl al-Kilab (q.v.) were defiantly, 57:16

[1774]; 57:26 [1779]; 57:27 [1780]; Allah guides not

the defiantly, 61:5 [1815]; 63:6 [1827]; Muslims

(q.v.) do not equate with, 68:35-36 [1864]; will

confess their sins, 74:43-47 [1910]; Allah's threat of

destruction of, 77: 18 [1928]; in sijjin (q.v.) will be the

record of, 83:7-9 [1961], disbelief in the Day of

Judgement (q.v.) by, 83: 1 1-12 [1961].

Sirius (star), the, Allah is the Lord of, 1726].

Sister, share of, in the inheritance (q.v.), 4:12 [243].

Skins, will testify against the disbelievers/polytheists

(q.v.) their, 4 1 :20-22 [ 1 546- 1 547].

Sky/skies, the, Allah has made, as a roof protected,

21:32 [1020-1021]; was initially smoke, 41:11

[1543]; Allah has made, as a setup, 40:64 [1532];

Allah has set up, 50:6 [1686]; Allah has set up, with

power, 51:47 [1704]; Allah has raised, 55:7 [1742];

79:27-28 [1944]; 88:18 [1982]; Allah is expanding,

51:47 [1704]; Allah decreed in two days the seven,

41:12 [1543]; Allah has made seven strong, 78:12

[1934]; Allah decreed its affair in every, 41:12 [1543];

stands by Allah's command, 30:25 [1297]; is full of

routes, 51:7 [1697]; is full of "recurrence", 86:11

[1975]; is called the "the roof elevated", 52:5 [1707];

on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.) rolled up shall be,

21:104 [1041]; on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.) will

flow in a motion, 52:9 [1708]; on the Day of
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Resurrection (q.v.) rent asunder will be, 69:16 [1871];

77:9 [1927]; 82:1 [1957]; 84:1-2 [1966]; on the Day

of Resurrection (q.v.) taken off will be, 81:11 [1954];

on the Day of Resdurrection (q.v.) gateways will be,

78:19 [1935]; Allah sends down water (q.v.)/rains

(q.v.) from, 22:63 [1068]; 25:48 [1152]; 29:63

[1287]; 30:24 [1297]; 31:10 [1313]; 35:27 [1399];

39:21 [1488]; 43:11 [1584]; 50 :9 [1687]; 71:11

[1886]; Allah sends down provision (q.v.) from, 40:13

[1514]; 45:5 [1619]; 51:22 [1699]; there are signs in

Allah's sending down provision/water (q.v.) from,

45:5 [1619]; Allah holds, 22:65 [1068]; 35:41 [1405];

Allah has set constellations (q.v.) in, 25:1156]; Allah

has adorned the nearset, with the stars (q.v.), 37:6

[1431]; 41:12 [1543]; 50:5 [1686]; Allah has

protected against Satan (q.v.), 37:7-10 [1431-1432];

67:5 1851]; Allah knows what comes down from and

ascends into, 34:2 [1367-1368]; 57:4 [1768]; are

about to be rent asunder for enormity of the sin of

shirk (q.v.), 42:5 [1561]; Allah's swearing by, 51:7

[1697]; 52:5 [1707]; 85:1 [1970]; 86:1 [1974]; 86:11

[1975]; 91:5 [1992]; Allah has made dark the night of

and has produced the day-time of, 79:29-30 [1944].

Slander (see also calumny); Allah's curse on and grave

punishment for those who do, against chaste women
(q.v.), 24:23 [1113]; prohibition against, 60:12

[1813].

Slanderer, woe to every, 104:1 [2020]; his wealth will

not avail him and he will be hurled into hellfire (q.v.),

104:2-9 [2020-2021]

Slave-maids, lawful to marry, 24:32 [1 1 18]; prohibition

to compel into prostitution the, 24:33 [1 1 19].

Slave/slaves, piety (q.v.) consists in manumission of,

2:177 [83]; manumission of, enjoined, 90:11-13

[1990]; duty to be good to, 4:36 [257]; injunction to

manumit a, as atonement for killing (q.v.) a believer

by mistake, 4:92 [283]; manumission of a, as

expiation for breach of an oath (q.v.), 5:89 [373-374];

manumission of a, as expiation for the sin of zihar

(q.v.), 58:3 [1783]; zakah (q.v.) to be given for

manumitting, 9:60 [602]; a deed for emancipation to

be given, if sought by the, 24:33 [1 1 18-1 1 19].

Sleep; Allah has made, as a pause/rest, 25:47 [1142];

78:9 [1934]; Allah takes lives at, 39:42 [1496]; there

are signs in man's, 30:23 [1296-1297]; 39:42 [1496].

Sons and descendants, Allah gives, 16:72 [850].

Speech, exhortation to lower the voice in, 31:19 [1317];

Allah will give, to ears, eyes and skins on the Day of

Judgement (q.v.), 41:21 [1547]; he who calls to Allah

and says he is a Muslim (q.v.) is the best in, 41:33

[1551]; Allah has taught man (q.v.), 55:4 [1741].

Speaking ill, of others, Allah likes not, 4:148 [310].

Spending, a Muslim(q.v.)/believer (q.v.)/servant of Allah

(q.v. is balanced in, 25:67 [1 158].

Spider, the, the polythists' (q.v.) taking of imaginary

dieties as protectors is like the taking of its house for

protection by , 29:41 [1279-1280].

Spoils of war, the, see Booty.

Spying, prohibition to do, by some of you on the others,

49:12 [1681].

Star/stars, the, Ibrahim's (q.v.) denunciation of the

worship of, 6:78 [422-423]; are made helpful to find

the way, 6:97 [43 1-432]; 1 6: 16 [832]; are made
subservient by Allah, 7:54 [486-487]; 1 6: 12 [831]; are

floating in the celestial sphere (q.v.), 21:33 [1021];

prostrate themselves to Allah, 22:18 [1051; 55:6

[1741]; Allah has adorned the sky (q.v.) with, 37:6

[1431]; 67:5 [1851]; Allah's oath by, 53:1 [1717];

81:16 [1955]; 86:1-3 [1974]; Allah's oath by the

positions of, 56:75-76 [1764]; on the Day of

Resurrection effaced/dispersed will be, 77:8 [1927];

81:2 [1953]; 82:2 [1957].

Stealing, see Thefit.

Stinginess, punishment for, 3:180 [226]; 4:37 [257];

prohibition against, 17:29 [881].

Straight and right way, the, see Way, straight and right.

Striving, whoever strives, he strives for himself, 29:6

[1266]; Allah shows His ways to him who strives in

His cause, 29:69 [1289].

Studs, Allah's swearing by the galloping and raiding,

100:1-5 [2013].

Submissive ones, the (see also Muslim), good tidings

for, 22:34 [1057]; characteristics of, 22:35 [1058]; are

not equal with the infidel, 39:9 [1484-1485].

Submissiveness, enjoined upon the believers (q.v.),

57:16 [1773-1774].

Success, to be saved and forgiven by Allah is the most

magnificent, 40:9 [1512].

Suckling, of babies in case of divorce (q.v.); 2:233

[J 16-117].

Suhayb ibn Sinan (r.a.), allusion to, 2:207 [100].

Suit, there lies not any, for acts of self defence against a

wrong, 42:41 [1575-1576]; there lies a, aginst a wrong

done without right, 42:42 [1576].

Su layman (Solomon), misconception of Ahl al-Kitdb

(q.v.) about, 2:102 [48]; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163

[318]; was a Prophet, 6:84 [425]; adjudication about

the tillage by, and authorities given to, 21:78-79

[1033-1034]; 21:81-82 [1034-1035]; inherited from

DSud (q.v), 27:16 [1206]; was taught the speech of

birds and was given troops of jinn, men and birds,

27:16-17 [1206-1207]; 34:12-13 [1371-1372];

experience of, at the valley of ants (q.v.); 27:18-19

[1207-1208]; and the story of the Queen of Saba'

(q.v.), 27:20-44 [1208-1216]; incident of the death of,

34:14 [1372-1373]; was ever penitent, 38:30 [1467];

and the display of his horses, 38:31-33 [1467-1468]; a
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test for, 38:34 [1468]; subjection of the wind and the

devils and other graces to, 38:35-40 1468-1469],

Sun, the, Allah has created the moon and, 21:33 [1021];

is set for reckoning, 6:96 [431]; 10:5 [637]; is made

subservient by Allah, 7:54 [486-487]; 13:2 [764];

14:33 [798]; 16:12 [830]; 29:61 [1286]; 31:29

[1320-1321]; 35:13 [1395]; 39:5 [1482] prostrates

itself to Allah, 22: 1 8 [ 1 05 1 ]; is a sign (q. v.) of Allah,

41:37 [1552]; prohibition to make prostration to,

41:37 [1552]; is made as an incandescent light/lamp,

10:5 [637]; 25:61 [1 156]; 71: 16 11887]; 78:13 [1934];

runs for a term specified, 13:2 [764]; 31:29

[1320-1321]; 35:1395]; 39:5 [1482]; is floating in the

celestial sphere (q.v.), 21:33 [1021]; runs on to a

resting place,. 36:38 [1418]; is floating in an orbit,

36:40 [1418]; is on computation, 55:5 [1741]; on the

Day of Resurrection (q.v.) merged shall be the moon

(q.v.) and, 75:9 [1914]; on the Day of Resurrection

rolled up will be, 81:1 [1953]; Allah's swearing by the

glow of the setting, 84:16 [1968]; Allah's swearing by,

91:1 [1992].

Sunnah (of the Prophet), the, rules of, communicated by

Allah to His Messenger (q.v.), 2:269 [144]; 3:164

[220]; 4:113 [294]; command to adjudicate

according to, 4:59 [266-267]; 4:65 [269-270];

intelligent are those who follow the Qur'an (q.v.) and,

39:18 [1487]; there is no alteration in Allah's, 48:23

[1670-1671].

Surmising, command to refrain from, 49: 12 [1681];

Sustenance, see Rizq.

Table from heaven, a, grant of, to the Disciples (q.v.),

5:112-1 15 [386-388].

Tabuk, allusion to the expedition to, 9:38 [593]; 9:41

[595]; role of the mundfiqun (q.v.) regarding the

expedition to, 9:42-54 [595-60O];9:8I-87 [612-615];

9:93-96 [617-619; the case of those Muslims who held

back from going on the expedition to, 9:106 [623];

9: 1 18 [629-630]; Allah forgave those who participated

in the expedition to, 9: 1 17 [628-629].

TabQt, al-, as a sign to King TfilGt (q.v.), 2:248

[125-126].

Td-Hd, sural, [976-1011].

Tahajjud prayer, is superarogatory, 17:79 [899]; merits

of, 73:6 [1899].

Taldq, al- (Divorce), sural, 1837-1843]; See Divorce.

TalGt, King, and BanG Isra'il (q.v.), 2:246-249

[123-127]; fight of, with Goliath (q.v.), 2:249-250

[127-128].

Taqwd, manumission of slaves (q.v.) is an element of,

2:177 [83-84]; the ultimate outcome is for, 20:132

[1010]; veneration of the rites of Allah is of, 22:32

[1057]; there reaches not Allah the blood and flesh of

the animals of sacrifice (q.v.) but, 22:37 [1059].

Tasnim, 83:27 [1964].

Tawdf, between Saf5 (q.v.) and Marwah (q.v.), 2:158

[74].

Tawbah (see also Forgiveness), sural al-, [576-634];

conditions for the acceptance of, 4:16-17 [245-246];

Allah acceptes His servant's, 9:104 [622]; 40:3

[1509]; 42:25 [L57J]; Allah is Forgioving and

Merciful to those who make, 16:1 19 (868-869]; 20;82

[995]; Allah will exchange their sins for good things

for those who make, 25:70-71 [1159]; jannah (q.v.)

for the one who is a Muslim (q.v.) and makes,

46: 15-16 [1637]; transgressors (q.v.) are those who do

not perform, after committing prohibited acts, 49: 1

1

[1681]; believers are enjoined to make, 66:88 [1847].

Tawhid, emphasis on, 2:21-22 [11-12]; 2:107 [51];

2:163-164 [76-7]; 3:2 [154]; 3:6 [155]; 3:18 [161];

3:62 [179-180; 4:36 [256]; 4:87 [279]; 4:171 [321];

5:73 [366]; 5:76 [367]; 6:14 [396]; 6:19 [398];

6:40-41 [406-407]; 6:46 [408-409]; 6:51 [410-411];

6:63-64 [416]; 6:71 [419-420]; 6:102 [434]; 6:106

[435]; 6:162-164 [462-463]; 7:54 [486-487]; 7:158

[526]; 9:31 [589-590]; 9:129 [634]; 10:3 [636];

10:10:18 [643]; 10:104-105 [674]; 11:14 [682];

13:30 [777]; 13:36 [780]; 14:52 [805];16:2 [828];

16:22 [833]; 16:36 [839]; 16:51-53 [844]; 17:42

[886]; 18.14-15 [914]; 18:26 [920]; 18:38 [925];

18:44 [927]; 18:110 [949]; 20:8 [977]; 20:14 [978];

20:98 [1000]; 21:22 [1017-1018]; 21:87 [1036;

21:108 [1042]; 22:34 [1057]; 23:91-92 [1097];

23:116-117 [1103J; 27:26 [1210]; 27:60-65

[1220-1222]; 27:91 [1229]; 28:70-73 [1256-1258];

28:88 [1264]; 29:46 [1281-1282]; 30:27 [1298];

34:22 [1376]; 35:3 [1390]; 35:1395]; 36:22-25

[1414-1415]; 36:22-25 [1414-1415]; 37:4-5

[1430-1431]; 37:35 [1436]; 38:65-66 [1475]; 39:3-4

[1481]; 39:6 [1483]; 39:11 [1485]; 39:17 [1487];

39:45-46 [1497]; 39:64-66 [1503-1504]; 40.3 [1509];

40:42-43 [1524-1525]; 40:40:62 [1531]; 40:65

[1532]; 41:6 [1541]; 41:37 [1552]; 42:4-5

[1560-1561]; 42:9 [1562-1563]; 42:11 [1563]; 42:15

[1566]; 43:84 [1603]; 44:8 [1607]; 47:19 [1654];

51:51 [1705]; 51.56-57 [1705-1706]; 52:43

[1714-1715]; 59:22-23 [1804]; 64:13 [1834]; 72:18

[1894]; 72:20 [1895]; 73:9 [1899]; 98:5 [2009];

106:3-4 [2023]; 112:1-4 [2029]; covenant of, taken

from Banu Isra'il (q.v.), 2:83 [38]; death-bed

enjoining by Ya'qGb (q.v.) to his sons about, 2:133

[63]; invitation to Ahl al-Kildb (q.v.) to agree on a

common formula of, 3:64 [180]; there are clear signs

in the creation of the heavens and the earth (q.v.)

about, 3: 190-19 1 [230-231]; Isa's (q.v.) preaching of,

5:72 [366]; 43:64 [1599]; NGh's (q.v.) preaching of,

7:59-63 [489-490]; 11:25-31 [686-689]; 23:23

[1080]; 26:106-110 [1181]; 71:2-20 [1884-1887];

Ibrahim's (q.v.) preaching of, 19:45 [960-962];
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26:69-82 [1175-1177]; 29:16-17 [1270-1271];

43:26-28 [1588-1589]; 60:4 [1808]; Hud's (q.v.)

preaching of, 7:65-70 [491-493]; 1 1:50-52 [695-696];

26:124-135 [1184-1185]; 37:85-87 [1443-1444];

41:14 [1544]; 46:21 [1639-1640]; §alih's (q.v.)

preaching of, 7:73 [494]; 26:142-150 [1187-1188];

27:45 [1216]; Shu'ayb's (q.v.) preaching of, 7:85

[498]; 26:177-179 [1192-1193]; 29:36 [1277]; LGt's

(q.v.) preaching of, 26:160-164 [1 190]; YGsufs (q.v.)

preaching of, 12:37-40 [735-737]; MGsa's (q.v.)

preaching of, 17:2 [873]; 26:23-24 [1166-1167];

llyas's (q.v.) preching of, 37:124-126 [1449-1450]; all

the Messengers preached, 16:36 [839]; 21:25 [1018];

23:32 [1083]; 43:45 [1594]; covenant taken from the

Children of 'Adam (q.v.) on, 7:172-173 [532-533]; is

heavy on the polytheists, 42: 1 3 [ 1 565].

Tawrdh, sending down of, by Allah, 3:2 [154]; 3:93

[192]; 5:44 [350]; knowledge given to 'Isa (q.v.) of,

3:48 [174]; confirmation of, by 'Isa (q.v.), 61:6

[1815]; rules of qisus (q.v.) in, 5:45 [351-352];

confirmed by the Injil (q.v.), 5:46 [352]; Ahl al-Kitab

(q.v.) called upon to act according to, 5:66 [362-363];

Prophethood of Muhammad (q.v.) mentioned in,

7:157]; reward for jihad (q.v.) in, 9:111 [625-626];

given to Musa (q.v.), 17:2 [873]; given to Banfi Israeli

(q.v.), 45:16 [1622]; model of the believers in, 48:29

[1675]; the instance of those who were given, but did

not act accordinbg to, 62:5 [1821-1822].

Taymmum, conditions of and procedure for, 4:43 [260];

5:6 [330-331].

Term (See also Appointed term), Allah has created the

heavens and the earth and all that is between them for

a specified, 30:8 [1292]; 45:3 [1631].

Testimony (see also Evidence), injustice and sin of

concealing a, 2:140 [66]; forbidden to conceal, 2:159

[75]; 2:283 [150]; command to bear, with justice

(q.v.), 5:8 [332]; 5:108 [383-384]; taking of, at the

time of making a will (q.v.), 5:106-7 [382-383;

believers (q.v./Muslims (q.v.)/servants of Allah (q.v.)

do not give false, 25:72 [1 159]; junnah (q.v.) for those

who are upright in their, 70:33, 35 [1881,1882].

Thamud, the people of, Salih's (q.v.) Messengership and

preaching of tawhid (q.v.) and the giving of she

camel as a sign to, 7:73 [494]; 1 1: 61,63-64 [699-701;

17:59 [891-892]; 26:142-156 [1187-1189]; 27:45-47

[1216-1217]; 54:26-28 [1734]; rejection/disbelieving

of the message by, 11:62 [700]; 26:153-154 [1188];

27:48-49 [1217]; 51:43-44 [1703]; 54:23-25

[1733-1734]; 91:11 [1993]; were successors to the

'Ad (q.v.); 7:74 [495]; the believers among, 7:75

[495]; slaughtering of the she camel (q.v.) by, 7:77

[496]; 11;65 [701]; 17:59 [892]; 26:157 [1189];

54:29 [1735]; 91:12-14 [1993-1994]; disbelieved

before, 22:42 [1061]; 38:13 [1462]; 50:12 [1687];

69:4 [1868]; punishment and destruction of, 7:78

[496]; 9:70 [607]; 11:66-68 [701-702]; 14:9-15

[787-791]; 25:38-39 [1149]; 26:158 [1189]; 27:50-53

[1217-1218]; 29:38 [1278]; 40:31 [1520]; 41:17

[1545-1546]; 51:44-45 [1703]; 53:50 [1726];

54:30-31 [1735]; 69:5 [1868-1869]; 85:18 [1973];

89:9 [1985]; 91:14-15 [1994]; destruction of the

Madyan (q.v.) people was like the destruction of,

11:95 [712].

Thawr mountain, allusion to the Messenger's (q.v.) stay

during hijrak (q.v.) in the cave of, 9:40 [594-595].

Throne, the, see 'Arsh, al-.

Theft, prohibition of, 60:12 [1813]; punishment for,

5:38 [347].

Thunder, the praise of Allah is sung by, 13: 13 [768].

Thunderbolts, Allah sends the, 13:13 [769]; Allah sent

against the 'Ad (q.v.) and the Thamfld (q.v.) the,

41:13 [1544]; 41:17 [1546]; 51:44 [1703].

Time, Allah's swearing by, 103:1 [2019].

Tongue (organ), Allah has created, 90:9 [1990].

Tongues (languages), there are signs in the diversity of

man's colours (q.v.) and, 30:22 [1296].

Torah, the, see Tawrdh.

Trade/business, allusion to the Makkans', 40:4 [1510];

73:20 [1902]; what is with Allah is better than, 62:1

1

[1824]; the winter and summer journeys of Quraysh

(q.v.) for, 106:1-2 [2023].

Traitor, prohibition to advocate for a, 4:105-109

[291-293].

Transgressors/ wrong-doers (zdlimun/ mu'tadun), the,

Allah loves not, 3:57 [178]; 3:140 [210]; 7:55 [487];

42:40 [1575]; Allah guides not, 3:85 [190]; 5:51

[356]; 6:144 [453]; 46:10 [1634]; 61:7 [1816]; 62:5

[1822]; fabricators/speakers of a lie against Allah are,

3:94 [192-193]; 6:21[399]; 6:93 [429-430]; 7:37

[477-478]; 11:18 [684]; 18:18 [914]; 29:68 [1289];

39:32 [1492]; 61:7 [1816]; those who turn away from

the signs of Allah are, 32:22 [1330]; hellfire will be

the habitation of, 3:151 [213]; 7:41 [480]; 18:29

[922]; 19:72 [969]; 21:29 [1020]; 38:55-59 [1473];

39:24 [1490]; 40:43 [1525]; 42:45 [1577]; 78:21-26

[1936]; shall have punishment/ a very painful

punishment, 42:21-22
[ 1569]; 43:65 [1 599]; 5 1 :59-60

[1706]; 52:47 [1715]; 76:31 [1925]; shall have no

helper, 35:37 [1403]; 42:46 [1577]; 52:46 [1715];

those who judge not by what Allah has sent down are,

5:45 [352]; Allah likes not, 5:87 [373]; the curse of

Allah is on, 7:44 [482]; 11:18 [684]; are unbelievers

in the hereafter (q.v.), 7:45 [482]; will be ready to

redeem theselves with all that is in the earth, 10:54

[656]; on the Day of Resurrection/Judgement (q.v.)

neither excuse nor amends will avail, 30:57 [1309];

40:52 [1528]; Allah lets go astray, 14:27 [796]; Allah

is not unmindful of the deeds of, 14:42 [801]; are in a



discord far away from the truth, 22:53 [1064]; state of,

on the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 25:27-29 [1146]; on

the Day of Judgement (q.v.) neither any friend nor any

intercessor will there be for, 40:18 [1515]; will soon

know their destiny, 26:227 [1201]; successful shall

not be, 28:37 [1245]; are in obvious error, 31:11

[1314]; promise one another only deception, 35:40

[1405]; on the Day of Judgement will wish for a return

to the worldly life, 42:44 [1576-1577]; are friends one

to another, 45:19 [1624]; those who do not perform

tawbah (q.v.) after doing prohibited deeds are, 49:1

1

[1681]; Allah is All-Knowing of, 62:7 [1822]; do not

look forward to accounting (q.v.), 78:27 [1936-1937];

cry lies to the Qur'an (q.v.) 78:28 [1937]; disbelief in

the Day of Judgement (q.v.) by, 83:1 1-12 [1961];

Travel, shortening of salah (q.v.) during, 4:101 [288];

Traveller, see wayfarer.

Treaty, prohibition to fight against a people with whom
there is a, 4:90 [281]; 9:4 [577]; prohibition to give

help against a people with whom there is a, 8:72

[574]; discharge for those who violate a, 9:1-3

[576-577]; command to fulfil a, 9:4 [578]; 9:7 [579];

16:91-92 [858]; 17:34 [883-884]; men of

undertsanding do not violate a, 13:20 [773]; evil of

abode will be for those who violate a, 13:25

[774-775]; command to fight those of the polytheists

(q.v.) who violate a, 9:5 [578]; 9: 12- 15 [581-582]

Trees, the, prostrate themselves to Allah, 22:18 [1051];

55:6 [1741].

Trench, the, account of the owners of, 85:4-9

[J970-1971];

Tribes, mankind are made into peoples (q.v.) and, for

indentification, 49:13 [1682].

Tribes, the twelve, of Banfl Isra'Tl (q.v.) were Muslims

(q.v.), 2:136 [64]; 3:84 [189]; were neither Jews nor

Christians, 2:140 [66]; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163

[318].

Trinity, the, command to the Ahlal-Kitab (q.v.) not to

believe in, 4:171 [321]; they are kafirs (q.v.) who
believe in, 5:73 [366].

Trumpet, the, blowing of, 6:73 [421]; 38:15 [1462];

blowing of, on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.), 20:102

[1001]; 23:101 [1099]; 27:87 [1228]; 50:20 [1689];

50:41-42 [1694]; 78:18 [1935]; 79:13 [1941-1942];

the first and second blowing of, on the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.); 39:68 [1505]; 79:6-7 [1941].

Trusts, command to discharge fully the, 2:283 [150];

4:58 [266]; the believers keep their, 23:8 [1076];

jannah (q.v.) for those who keep their, 70:32,35

[1881,1882].

Truth, the, a similie of falsehood and, 13:17 [771-772];

command to speak, 17:53 [889]; command not to

conceal, 2:42 [21]; shall prevail, 17:81 [899]; is from

Allah, 18:29 [921]; 28:48 [1249]; 28:53 [1250]; 34:6

[1369]; 34:48-49 [1386]; 47:3 [1648]; 50:5 [1686];

57:16 [1774]; the disbelievers are confused about,

50:5 [1686]; the Qur'an (q.v.) is, 35:31 [1400]; 41:53

[1559]; 43:78 [1602]; 47:2 [1647]; 69:51 [1876]; the

Qur'Sn is sent down with, 39:2 [1480]; to Allah

belongs, 28:75 [1258]; the disbelievers seek to refute

with falsehood, 18:56 [932]; 40:5 [1510]; Allah

nullifies the untruth by, 21:18 [1016-1017]; Allah

effaces falsehood and establishes, 42:24 [1570]; a

transgressor (q.v.) is he who disbelieves in, 39:32

[1492]; the sinful are disdainful of, 43:78 [1602]; the

believers follow, 47:3 [1648]; conjecture avails not

against, 53:28 [1722]; Islam (q.v.) is the din (q.v.) of,

61:9 [1817]; mutual conselling for, enjoined, 103 :3

[2019].

Truthful, the, command to be, 9:1 19 [630]; reward for,

3.17 [160-161]; 5:119 [390]; 33:24 [1344]; 33:35

[1349-1350].

Tubba', the people of, Allah's destruction of, 44:37

[1612-1613]; there disbelieved before, 50: 1 4 [ 1 688]

.

Twelve Springs, the, given to Banu Isra'il (q.v ), 2:60

[27-28]; 7:160 [527].

Two gods, prohibition to take, 16:51 [844],

fur, the, see Mount Sinai.

Tuwa velley, Musa (q.v.) at, 20:12-13 [978]; 79:16

[1942].

'Uhud, the battle of, reference to, 3:121-122 [204];

8:36-38 [559-560]; allusion to the discomfiture of the

Muslims at, 3:140-143 [209-210]; 3:152-152

[214-215]; 3:165-166 [220-221]; moderation of the

Prophet towards the archers at, 3:159 [218]; pursuit

of the Makkans after, 3:172-175 [223-224]; 4:104

[291].

'Umm al-Qura, the Messenger of Allah (q.v.) was to

warn, and those around it, 6:92 [428]; the Qur'an

(q.v.) was sent down to warn, and those around it,

42:7 [1561-1562].

Ummah, Muslims are made an equitable, 2:143 [67];

Muslims are the best, 3:1 10 [198-199]; mankind (q.v.)

was originally one, 10:10 [643]; there was a

Messenger (q.v.) for every, 10:47 [654]; 13:7 [767];

16:36 [839]; 35:24 [1398]; there is an appointed time

for every, 10:49 [655]; there cannot forestal/delay its

appointed term (q.v.) any. 1 5:5 [807]; 23:43 [1086]; if

Allah willed Allah would have made mankind (q.v.)

one, 11:118 [719]; 16:93 [859]; 42:8 [1562]; on the

Day of Judgement (q.v.) a witness will be raised from

every, 16:84 [855]; 16:89 [857]; 28:75 [1258]; on the

Day of Judgement (q.v.) Allah will muster a band of

disbelievers from every, 27:83-85 [1227]; on the Day

of Judgement there will be down on their knees every,

45:28 [1627]; all Prophets (q.v.) and Messengers

(q.v.) belong to the same, 21:92 [1038]; Allah has set

a ceremony for every, 22:34 [1057].
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Ummahat al-Mu'mimn, the, the wives of the Messnger

of Allah are. 33:6 [1336]; reference to the temporary

suspension of the Messenger's (q.v.) relationship with,

66:1-5 [1844-1846].

'Ummiy/'Unvniyun, among Band lsraTl (q.v.), 2:78 [36];

call to Islam (q.v.) made to, 3: 20 [162]; considered to

be without legal right by 'AM al-Kitab (q.v.), 3:75

I J 84- 186]; the Messenger (q.v.) was an, 7:157 [525];

7:158 [526]; the Messenger (q.v.) was among the,

62:2 [1820].

'Umrah, 2:158 [74]; till Hajj (q.v.), 2:196 [94-95].

Unbelief, Satan (q.v.) entices and dictates to those who

relapse into, 47:25 [1656].

Unbelievers, the, (see also Disbelievers, Kdfir) , demand

for a miracle (q.v.) or Allah's speaking to them made

by, 2:118 [56]; 6:35,37 [404,405]; 6:109 [437]; 6:124

[443]; 6:158 [561]; 7:203 [543]; 10:20 [643]; 13:7

[766]; 13:27 [775-776]; 13:31 [777]; 17:90-93

[902-903]; 20:133 [1010]; 21:5 [1013]; 25:21 [1144];

26:4 [1162-1163]; 40:82-85 [1538-1539]; wonder

how a human being could be Allah's Messenger, 17:94

[903]; 21:3 [1013];25:7 [1139]; demand for angels

being sent to them or the dead speaking to them made

by, 6:8-9 [394]; 6:111 [437-438]; 6: 158 [461]; 11:12

[681]; 15:7-8 [807-808]; 17:92 [903]; 17:94-95

[903-904]; 25:21-22 [1144-1145]; no miracle will

convince, 15:14-15 [809]; 30:58 [1309-1310]; Allah's

curse is on those who die as, 2:161 [75-76]; Allah's

way of dealing with, 3:137 [208-209]; 17:76-77

[898]; 35:43 [1406]; Allah guides not, 5:67 [363];

attitude of, to the Qur'an (q.v.) and the truth/the

Messenger, 6:4-5 [392-393]; 6:25 [400-401]; 21:2-5

[10I2-J013]; 25:30 [1146-1147]; 26:5-6 [1163];

28:47-48 [1248-1249]; 32:3 [1324]; 34:8 [1370];

34:43 [1384]; 38:4-8 [1560-1561]; 41:4-5 [1541];

41:26 [1549]; 45:7-9 [1619-1620]; 46:8 [1633];46:9

[1634]; 46:11 [1634-1635]; 74:49-51 [191 1]; demand

of, for a book in parchment to be sent down, 6:7

[393-394]; 17:93 [902]; demand of, for each to be

given pages (a scripture) spread out, 74:52 [1911];

demand for a different Qur'an (q.v.) made by, 10:15

[641]; position of, on the Day of Judgement (q.v.),

6:27-28 [401]; 6:30-31 [402-403]; 7:53 [485-486];

14:42-43 [801-802]; 19:68-71 [968-969]; 23:105-108

[1100-1101]; 25:34 [1148]; 34:31-33 [1379-1380];

34:51-54 [1387- 1388]; 40:10-11 [1512-1513];

83:29-36 [1964-1965]; on the Day of Judgement

questioned about their replies to the Messengers (q.v.)

will be, 28:65-66 [1255]; denial of/disbelief in the

Resurrection (q.v.) by, [see Resurrection]; think

Resurrection (q.v.) to be remote, 70:6 [1878]; demand

of, for hastening the Resurrection (q.v.), 42:18 [1567];

demand to know the time of the Resurrection (q.v.)

made by, [see Resurrection]; the Day of Resurrection

(q.v.) will be hard on, 74:9-10 [1905]; allegations of,

against the Messenger of Allah (q.v.), 6:105 [435];

7:184 [537]; J0:2 [636]; 15:6 [807]; 17:47 [887-888];

23:70 [1092]; 34:8 [1370]; 34:43 [1384]; 61:6 [1816];

conduct of, towards the Messenger (q.v.), 10:42-43

[653]; 23:69-70 [1092]; allegations of, against the

Qur'an (q.v.), 8:31 [557]; 16:24 [834]; 32:3 1324];

34:43 [1384]; 46:7-8 [1633]; 46:11 [1634-1635];

attempts to tempt away the Messenger (q.v.) of Allah

made by, 17:73 [897]; the simile of, 6:122 [442]; the

leaders of, trick not but themselves, 6:123 [443]; the

leaders of, will disavow responsibility on the Day of

Judgement, 34:31-33 [1379-1380]; forefathers'

practice as plea for committing vile deeds (q.v.)

advanced by, 7:28 [474]; Satans (q.v.) are

friend-patrons of, 7:29-30 [474-475]; conspiracy of, to

kill or expel the Messenger (q.v.), 8:30 [557]; demand

for immediate/hastening punishment made by,

8:32-34 [557-558]; 11:8 [680]; 11:32 [689]; 13:6

[766]; 18:55 [931-932]; 21:37-38 [1022]; 22:47

[1062]; 26:31 [1168]; 26:187 [1194]; 26:204 [1197];

27:71-72 [1224]; 29:29 [1275]; 37:176 [1457]; 38:16

[1463]; 46:22 [1640]; 51:14 [1698]; 51:59 [1706];

reply to the demand for immediate punishment made

by, 6:57-58 [413-414]; 10:50-52 [655-656]; 37:177

[1457]; nature of the prayers of, near the Ka'ba (q.v.),

8:35 [558-559]; spending of wealth by, for preventing

others from the way of Allah, 8:36 [559]; 90:6

[1989-1990]; intention of, to put out the Light of

Allah with their mouths, 9:32 [590]; 61:8 [1816];

tabooing of certain livestock (q.v.) by, 6:138-139

[449-450]; 6:143-144 [452-453]; 6:148 [455]; 10:59

[658]; simile of the believers (q.v.) and, 11:24 [686];

on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) no ransom will be

accepted of, , 3:91 [191-192]; 5:36 [346]; 13:18

[772]; on the Day of Judgement no help or defence

from punishment will be available to, 21:39-40

[1022-1023]; 34:51 [1387]; 41:16 [1545]; 44:41

[1613]; 45:34 [1529]; punishment of hell (q.v.) for,

77:29-33 [1930]; denial of the Messengership of

Muahammad (q.v.) by, 13:43 [783]; preference to

wordly life (q.v.) given by, 14:3 [785]; 16:107 [864;

35:37 [1403]; 75:20 [1916]; 76:27 [1924]; on the Day
of Judgement (q.v.) their leaders will be of no avail to,

14:21 [793]; Satan will disavow any responsibility for,

14:22 [793-794]; believers are asked not to admire

what was given to some of, 15:88 [824]; 20:131

[1009-1010]; on the Day of Resurrection (q.v.)

disgraced will be, 16:27 [835]; their believing in the

face of death will not avail, 16:28 [835-836]; their

believing on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) will not

avail, 34:52-54 [1387-1388]; Allah may punish, at

any time, 16:45-47 [842-843]; 34:9 [1370]; wealth

and manpower/friend shall not avail, against Allah's
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punishment, 26:205-207 [1197]; 69:28-29 [1873];

69:35 [1 874]; 92: 11 [1996]; will be partners with their

leaders in punishment, 43:38-39 [1592]; most of those

who knowingly disavow Allah's graces are, 16:83

[855]; inability to undertsand the Qur'an (q.v.) on the

part of, 17:45-46 [887]; there is an appointed time for

the punishment of, 18:58-59 [933-934]; the Day of

Judgment is the appointed time for all, 44:40 [1613];

78:17 [1935]; respite given by Allah to, 16:47

[842-843]; 19:75 [970]; 20:129 [1009]; 20:135

[1011]; 22:44 [1061]; 22:48 [1063; 31:24 [1319];

41:45 [1556]; 43:29 [1589]; 43:83 [1603]; Satans

(q.v.) instigate, 19:83 [972]; the machination of Satan

(q.v.) is a test for, 22:53 [1064]; recognition of Allah's

rububiyyah by, 23:84-89 [1095-1096]; successful

shall not be, 23:117 [1103]; 28:72 [1262]; command
not to obey, 25:52 [1 153]; 33:1 [1334]; challenged to

bring a book better than the Qur'an and the Tawrah,

28:49 [1249]; inconsistent conduct of the Makkan,

35:42 [1405-1406]; 37:167-170 [1455-1456]; state of

the Makkan, 36:7-9 [1410-1411]; turning away

from/ridiculing of Allah's signs (q.v.) by, 36:46

[1419-1420]; 37:12-15 [1432]; 45:31 [1628];

prophecy about the defeat of the Makkan, 38:11

[1461]; 54:43-45 [1738]; will confess their sins on the

Day of Judgement, 40:11 [1513]; allusion to the

punishment of draught and smoke on the Makkan,

44:10-13 [1607-1608]; threat of punishment for the

Makkan, 44:16 [1609]; will not avail the believers

(q.v.) against Allah, 45:19 [1623]; the Day of

Resurrection (q.v.) will be more calamitious for, 54:46

[1738]; comparison of the Makkan, with the

unbelieving owners of a garden, 68:17-32

[1861-1864]; will think on the Day of Judgement

(q.v.) that they had not lived but for an evening or a

forenoon of a day, 79:46 [1946]; Satan (q.v.)

embellished their deeds to, 16:63 [847],

Unbelieving nations (see also 'Ad, Thamud, Fir'awn,

Madyan) the, punishment and destruction of the

previous, 3:137 [208-209]; 6:6 [393]; 6:11 [395];

6:43-45 [407-408]; 7:4-5 [466]; 9:70 [607]; 10:13

[640-641]; 10:39 [652]; 11:100-102 [713-714]; 16:26

[834-835]; 16:33-34 [837-838]; 16:36 [839]; 17:17

[878]; 18:59 [934]; 19:74 [970]; 19:98 [975]; 20:128

[1008]; 21:6 [1013-1014]; 21:11-15 [1015-1016];

21:95 [1038]; 22:44-46 [1061-1062]; 22:48 [1043];

22:48 [1063]; 23:39-41 [1085]; 23:44 [1086];

25:35-40 [1148-1150]; 28:58 [1252-1253]; 28:78

[1260]; 29:49 [1279]; 30:9 [1292-1293]; 30:42

[1304]; 30:47 [1306]; 32:26 [1332]; 34:45 [1385J;

35:26 [1399]; 35:44 [1407]; 36:28-31 [1415-1416];

39:25-26 [1490-1491]; 39:50-51 [1499]; 40:5

[1510-1511]; 40:21-22 [1516-1517]; 41:13-18

[1544-1546]; 41:25 [1548]; 43:8 [1583]; 43:25

[1588]; 46:18 [1638]; 46:27 [1642]; 47:10 [1650];

47:13 [1651]; 50:36-37 [1693]; 54:51 [1739]; 65:8-9

[1841-1842]; 67:18 [1855]; 77:16 [1928]; Allah's

way of dealing with the past, 7:94-99 [502-504];

35:43 [1406]; 37:73 [1442]; 40:85 [1539]; 48:23

[1670]; Allah's warning to, 7:100-102 [504-505];

there are sure signs in the destruction of, 20:128

[1008]; 32:26 [1332].

Unseen, the, see ghayb.

Untruth, the, shall vanish, 17:81 [899].

Upturned lands, the, see Lut.

Usury, prohibition of, 2:275-276, 278 [144-146]; 3:130

[206-207]; 4:161 [316]; what is given in, does not

augment in Allah's sight, 30:39 [1302].
l

Uzayr, the Jews' (q.v.) calling him son of Allah, 9:30

[589].

'Uzza, al-, 53: 19 [1720].

Vain deeds/vanity, the believers (q.v.) turn away from,

23:3 [1075]

Vain talks, believers (q.v.) turn away from, 28:55

[1251]; debasing punishment for those who buy, 31:6

[1312]; in the jannah (q.v.) there will be no, 56:25

[1756]; 78:35 [1938]; 88:11 [1981]; punishment for

those who rush into, 74:45 [1910].

Vegetation, Allah causes to grow, 6:99 [431]; 7:57-58

[487-488]; 16:10 [830]; 22:63 [1068]; 22:5

[1046-1047]; 23: 18-20 [1079]; 25:48-49 [1 152]; 26:7

[1163]; 27:60 [1220]; 31:10 [1313]; 32:27 [1332];

39:21 [1488]; 78:15 [1935].

Victory, Allah's promise of, for the believers (q.v.)

61:13-14 [1818-1819].

Vile deeds (see also Adulteruy, fahishah. Fornication),

forefathers' practice as plea for committing, 7:28

[474]; Allah forbids, 7:33 [476]; 16:90 [857]; salah

(q.v.) holds back from, 29:45 [1281].

Voice, exhortation to speak in low, 3 1 : 1 9 [ 1 3 1 7]

.

Vows, the righteous fulfil their, 76:1 [1920].

Vying for more, man (q.v.) is beguiled by the, 102:1-2

[2017].

Wadu, obligation of and procedure for, 5:6 [330],

Wahy, to the Prophets (q.v.), 4:163 [317]; 42:3 [1560];

to the Messenger of Allah, 4:163 [317]; 6:50 [410];

28:45-46 [1247-1248]; 34:50 [1387]; 42:3 [1560];

533-5,10 [1717-1718]; the Kitdb (q.v.) /Qur'an (q.v.)

was communicated by, 35:31 [1400]; angels (q.v.) are

sent down with, 16:2 [827-828]; the Messenger (q.v.)

warned in accordnace with , 21:1025]; some methods

of, 42:51 [1579-1580].

Waiting period, for divorced/widowed women, see

'/dtfa/i/Divorced women.

Walid ibn MughTrah, al-, allusion to his opposition to

the Messnger (q.v.), 68:9-15 [1860-1861]; 74:11-25

[ 1 905-1 907] ; indication about his punishment, 68:16

[1861]; 74:17 [1906]; 74:26-27 [1907].
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War, rules of, 8:57 [568]; 8:60 [569]; instructions

regarding the captives of, 8:67 [572]; 8:70-71 [573].

Warner/Warners, Allah sent, 67:9-10 [1852].

Wasilah (a pagan practice), 5: 103 [380].

Wasiyyah, see Bequest and Will.

Wasteful (see also Extravagant), a believer (q.v.)/

Muslim (q.v.)/ servant of Allah (q.v.) is not, 25:67

[1158].

Water, every living being was created out of, 21:30

[1020]; 24:45 [1 125]; Allah created the human being

from, 25:54 [1 154]; Allah sends down from the sky

(q.v.), 22:63 [1068]; 23:18 [1079]; 25:48 [1152];

27:60 [1220]; 30:24 [1297]; 31:10 [1313]; 39:21

[1488]; 43:11 [1584]; 56:68-70 [1762-1763]; 80:25

[1950]; there are signs (q.v.) in Allah's sending down

from the sky, 45:5 [ 16 19]; Allah brings the flowing

spring of, 67:30 [1858]; Allah gives drinking, 77:27

[1929]; Allah sends down from the clouds, 78:14

[1935]; Allah produces out of the earth (q.v.), 79:31

[1944].

Way, the straight and right (al-sirdt al-muslaqbn),

prayer to be guided to, 1:6 [2]; to believe in the

Resurrection and to follow the Messenger (q.v.) is,

43:61 [1598]; to worship Allah Alone and to follow

His Messenger is, 3:51 [176]; 19:36 [959]; 36:61

[1423]; 43:64 [1599]; Islam is, 6:126 [444]; 6:153

[458]; the Messenger called to, 23:73 [1093]; 42:52

[1580]; 43:61 [1598]; Allah guided the Messenger to,

6:161 [462]; 48:2 [1661]; the Messenger (q.v.) was,

22:67 [1069]; 36:4 [1409]; 43:43 [1593]; Allah

guided the Messengers to, 6:87 [426]; 16:121 [869];

37:118 [1449]; Allah guides to, 2:142 [67]; 2:213

[103]; 4:68 [271]; 4:175 [323]; 5:16 [336-337];6:39

[406]; 10:25 [646]; 22:54 [1065]; 24:46 [1125]; 48:20

[1670]; the Qur'an shows, 46:30 [1643].

Ways, he who strives in Allah's cause is shown Allah's,

29:69 [1289].

Way of Allah, the, (see also Jihad), 42:53 [1581];

spending enjoined in, 2:254 [130]; 2:195 [93]; 2:265

[138-139]; 4:39 [258]; 47:38 [1660]; 57:7 [1769];

57:10 [1770]; 64:16 [1836]; 73:20 [1903]; the

likeness of those who spend in, 2:261 [136]; 2:265

[138-139; reward for spending in, 2:262 [137]; 2:272

[142-143]; 2:274 [143-144]; redoubled will be reward

for spending in, 57:11 [1771]; 57:18 [1774-1775];

64:17 [1836]; Allah compensates for whatever is spent

in, 34:39 [1382-1383]; painful punishment for those

who do not spend in, 9:34 [591]; to spend good things

in, 2:267 [140]; piety (q.v.) cannot be attained unless

one spends what one loves in, 3:92 [192]; deterring by

Ahl al-Kitab/Jzws (q.v.) from, 3:99 [194]; 4:160

[316]; command to fight (q.v.) in, 2:190-191 [91-92];

2:216 [104]; 4:71-76 [271-274]; 4:84 [278]; 5:35

[346]; 9:41 [595]; reference to the Muslims' fighting

in, 73:20 [1903]; the saving trade is jihad/to fight in,

61:10-11 [1817]; encouragemnent to fight in, 5:54

[357]; 9:38-39 [593-594]; 47:7 [1649]; reward for

y/'/wM/fighting in, 61:12-13 [1718]; attitude of the

mundfiqun (q.v.) and some Muslims to the command
to fighting in, 4:77 [274-275]; command to follow,

6: 153 [458]; the unbelievers' (q.v.) spending of wealth

to prevent others from, 8:36 [559]; 90:6 [1989-1990];

the unbelievers prevent others from, 14:3 [785]; in

vain are the deeds of those who disbelieve and prevent

from, 47:1 [1647]; they are patron -friends of one

another who believe, migrate and fight in, 8:72

[573-574]; they are the true believers (q.v.) who
believe, migrate and fight in, 8:74 [575]; greater status

of and reward for those who fight and migrate in,

9:20-22 [584-585]; 9:1 1 1 [625-626]; greater status of

those who fought and spent, before the conquest of

Makka (q.v.), 57:10 [1770-1771]; Allah loves those

who fight in, 61:4 [1814-1815]; rewards for those who
migrate and die in, 22:58-59 [1066]; zakah (q.v.) may
be spent in, 9:60 [603]; the munafiqun's (q.v.) turning

away from spending in, 9:75-76 [610]; 9:79-80

[611-612]; worst in loss in the hereafter will be those

who prevent from, 1 1:19-22 [684-685; a similitude for

the one who spends in, 16:75 [851]; punishment for

preventing from, 16:94 [859]; 22:25 [1053-1054];

Allah makes go in vain the deeds of those who
disbelieve, oppose the Messenger (q.v.) and prevent

from, 47:32 [1658]; Allah will not forgive those who
disbelieve and prevent from, 47:34 [1659]; debasing

punishment for those who lead astray from, 31:6

[1312]; command to call with wisdom, good

exhortation and argument to, 16:125 [870];

punishment for those who go astray from, 38:26

[1466]; a characteristic of the believers is that they

fight with their wealth and persons in, 49:15 [1683];

Allah knows best those who strays away from, 53:30

[1722]; the mundfiqun (q.v.) prevent from, 58:16

[1790]; 63:2 [1825].

Wayfareres, alms to, enjoined, 2:177 [83]; 2:215 [104];

17:26 [881]; 30:38 [1302]; duty to be good to, 4:36

[257]; distribution of the booty from BanQ al-Nadir

(q.v.) to the stranded, 59:7 [1797].

Wealth, prohibition to devour unlawfully, 2:188 [90];

4:29 [253]; the part of, which is to be spent in charity

(q.v.), 2:219 [107]; man is absorbed in the love of,

89:20 [1987]; J00:8 [2014]; reward for those who
gives his, exclusively for the sake of Allah, 92:18-21

[1997].

Wealth and children, Allah bestows, 7 1 : 1 2 [ 1 886]

.

Weariness, the creation of the heavens and the earth

(q.v.) and all that is between them did not cause to

Allah any, 50:38 (1693-1694].
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Weighing, the, oh the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 7:8-9

[467]; 21:47 [1025]; 23:102-103 [1100]; 101:6-11

[2015-2016].

Weight and measure, the, command to make full. 6:152

[458]; 7:85 [498-499]; 17:35 [884]; 55:9 [1742]; the

Madyan q.v.) people advised to give full, 11:84-85

[707-708]; 'Ashdb al-'Aykah (q.v.) advised to give

full, 26:181-183 [1193]; woe to the defrauders in,

83:1-3 [I960].

Whims, worst astray are those who follow their, 28:50

[1249-1250]; disbelievers follow their, 54:3 [1729];

Widow, waiting period for, 2:234 [117-118].

Wife, rule regarding oath (q.v.) to abstain from, 2:226

[ 1 1 1 ]; reconciliation between husband (q.v.) and, 4:35

[256]; 4:128 [300-301]; prohibition to keep

suspended a, 4:129 [301].

Will (see also Bequest), the making of, 2:180 [85];

changing the provision of, by a successor, 2:181-182

[85-85; for wives, 2:240 [121]; to have witnesses at

the time of making, 5: 105-108 [382-384].

Wind/winds, Allah despatches the, 7:57 [487-488];

15:22 [811]; 25:48 [1152]; 27:63 [1221-1222]; 30:40

[1305]; 30:48 [1306]; 35:9 [1392]; there are signs

(q.v.) in Allah's despatching of, 45:5 [1619]; Allah

may make still the, 42:33 [1573]; subjection of, to

Sulayman (q.v.), 38:36 [1469]; Allah had sent against

the 'Ad (q.v.) a very cold and furious/barren, 41:16

[I545];46:24-25 [1640-1641]; 51:41-42 [1702-1703];

54:19-20 [1732-1733]; Allah's oath by the

scattering/destroying, 51:1 [1696]; 77: 1-2 [1926].

Wine, grave sin in the drinking of, 2:219 [107];

prohibition of the drinking of, 5:90-91 [374-375]; in

the jannah (q.v.) there will be rivers/springs of, 47:15

[1652]; neither headache nor intoxication will be

caused by drinking from the springs of, in jannah

(q.v.), 56:19 [1756].

Witches, command to seek refuge with Allah from the

evil of, 113:1,4 [2030].

Wives, the, restriction on the number of, 4:3 [237]; to

marry only one, if unable to treat equally, 4:3 [237];

command to give mahr (q.v.) to, 4:4 [238]; shares of,

in the inheritance (q.v.), 4:12 [242-243]; prohibition

to make false accusation against, 4:20-21 [247-248];

legal proceedings regarding false accusation (q.v.) by

husbands against, 24:6-9 [ I 107-1 108]; the Messenger

of Allah's, are mothers of the believers (q.v.) 33:6

[1336]; believers forbidden to marry the the

Messenger's (q.v.), after him, 33:53 [1359];

exhortations to the Messenger's (q.v.), 33:28-34

[1345-1348].

Womb, Allah knows what carries and shrinks the, 13:8

[767]; 31:34 [1323]; 35:11 [1393]; Allah brings out

man (q.v.) from mother's, 16:78 [853]; Allah is Best

Aware of you when you were in your mothers', 53:32

[1723].

Women, abolition of the pre-Islamic practice of

inheriting, as chattels, 4:19 [246-247]; lawful, for

marriage (q.v.), 4:25 [250-252]; 5:5 [329-330]; 24:32

[1 118]; 33:50 [1355-1356]; shall have reward for their

deeds, 4:32 [254]; men are custodians over, 4:34

[255]; given the right of inheritance (q.v.), 4:127

[300]; legal punishmenl for making false accusation

(q.v.) against chatste, 24:4 [1 106-1 107]; Allah's curse

on and grave punishment for those who slander (q.v.)

chaste, 24:23 [1113]; bad men are for bad, and good

men are for good, 24:26 [I I 14]; lawful are not for

unbelieving men believing, 60: 1 0 [ 1 8 1 J ]; commanded
to guard their private parts and to lower their glances

from men, 24:31 [1116-1118]; rules of fyijab (q.v.)

for, 33:53,55 [1358-1360]; injunction about hijdb

(q.v.) for, 33:59 [1361-1362]; no sin in putting down
their apparels by those who are past child-bearing age

of, 24:60 [1131]; prohibition to display their beauties

by, 33:33 [1347-1348]; prohibition of mocking (q.v.)

at one another by, 49:11 [1680-1681]; believers

enjoined not to return to their unbelieving husbands

believing, 60:10 [181 1]; believers enjoined not to hold

on to the marital bonds with unbelieving, 60:10

[181 1-1812]; conditions of the bay 'ah (q.v.) made by

the believing, 60: 12 [1812-1813].

Words of Allah, oceans as ink would be exhausted

before that exhausted would be the. 18:109 [948-949];

oceans as ink and trees as pens would be exhausted

before that exhausted would be, 3 1 :27 [1320],

Worldly life, the, is but a delight of delusion, 3:185

[229]; enjoyment of, is insignificant, 4:77 [275]; is a

game and a fun, 6:32 [403]; 47:36 [1659]; is an

enjoyment, 13:26 [775]; 40:39 [1523]; is a diversion

and play/delusion, 29:64 [1287-1288]; 57:20

[1775-1776]; let there not deceive you, 35:5 [1391];

the simile of, 10:24 [645-646]; 18:45 [927]; 57:20

[1776]; wealth and offspring are the adornment of,

18:46 [928]; Allah bestows the enjoyment and

ornament of, 43:35 [1590-1591]; those who do not

look forward to meeting Allah are happy with, 10:7

[638]; the disbelievers take away their good things in

their, 46:20 [1639]; they shall have nothing for them

in the hereafter (q.v.) who desire only, 11:15-16

[682-683]; 42:20 [1568]; command to avoid those

who desire only, 53:29 [1722]; the unbelievers prefer,

14:3 [785]; 16:107 [864]; 75:20 [1916]; Kafir/

unbelievers deceived by, 45:35 [1629]; hell will be for

those who desire only, 17:18 [878]; is of very short

duration, 23:112-114 [1102-1103]; what is with

Alllah is better than the chattel/enjoyment of,

28:60-61 [1253-1254]; 42:36 [1574J; 43:35 [1591];

seek the abode of the hereafter but do not forget your
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share of, 28:77 [1259]; man (q.v.) knows the

ostensible of, 30:7 [1291]; let there not deceive you,

31:33 [1323]; on the Day of Judgement (q.v.) the

sinful (q.v.) will pray to be sent back to, 32:12 [1327];

angels (q.v.) are friends of the believers (q.v.) in,

41:31 [1550-1551]; hell (q.v.) shall be the abode of

those that transgress and prefer, 79:36-39 [1945]; man

prefers, 87:16 [1979].

Wrong, great merit for forgiveness of, 42:43 [1576].

Yaghuth (name of an imaginary goddess of Nuh's

people), 71:23 [1888].

Yahya, birth and Prophethood of, 3:39-41 [170-172];

6:84 [425]; Zakanyya (q.v.) given the good tidings of

the birth of, 19:7-9 [951-952]; gift to Zakanyya (q.v.)

of, 21:90 [1037]; discernment, purity and piety given

to, 19:12-15 [953-954].

Ya'qub (see also Yusuf), enjoining of Islam (q.v.) upon

his sons by, 2:132 [62-63]; death-time enjoining of

tawhid (q.v.) to his sons by, 2:133 [63]; was a

Muslim, 2: 1 36 [64] ; was neither a Jew nor a Christian,

2:140 [66]; Muslims must belive in what was sent

down to, 3:84 [188-189]; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163

[318]; was a Prophet, 6:84 [425]; 19:49 [963]; 21:73

[1031]; 38:45-47 [1471]; good tidings given to

Ibrahim (q.v.) of, 11:69-73 [702-704]; Allah's gift to

Ibrahim (q.b.) of, 21:72 [1031]; 29:27 [1274]; was

father of YQsuf (q.v.), 12:6 [724]; Yusuf (q.v.)

followed the millah of, 12:38 [736]; reunion with

Yusuf of, 12:68-101 [748-759]; Yahya (q.v.) was

meant to inherit from the family of, 19:6 [951].

Yasa'.al-, 38:48 [1471].

Ya'uq (name of an imaginary goddess of Nuh's people),

71:23 [1888].

YQnus, sural, [635-676]; Allah's wahy (q.v.) to, 4:163

[318]; was a Prophet/Messenger, 6:86 [426]; 37:139

[1451]; the story of, 37:140-148 [1452-1453];

68:48-50 [1867]; believing by and removal of

punishment from the people of, 10:98 [672]; saving

of, from the trials, 21:87-88 [1036].

Yusuf, sural, [722-762]; was a Prophet, 6:84 [425];

40:34 [1521]; the story of, 12:4-101 [723-759]; the

dream seen by, 12:4-6 [723-724]; conspiracy of his

borthers against, 12:8-10 [724-725]; taken by his

brothers to play and thrown into the depth of a well,

12: 11-15 [725-726]; false report of his having been

eaten by an wolf given to the father of, 12:18 [727];

found and taken by a trade caravan to Egypt and sold

there, 12:19-21 [728-729]; and there sought to lure

him she (Aziz's wife) in whose house he was,

12:23-29 [729-732]; reaction of the women of the city

to the deed of Aziz's wife, 12:30-32 [732-733]; thrown

into prison, 12:33-35 [734]; dream seen by the two

prison-mates of, 12:36 [734-735; preaching of tawhtd

to the two prison-mates by, 12:37-40 [735-737];

interpretation of the dreams of the two prison-mates

by, 12:41-42 [737-738]; interpretation of the King's

dream by, 12:43-49 [738-740]; confession of her guilt

by 'Aziz's wife and vindication of the innocence of,

12:50-53 [740-742]; released from prison and

appointed the King's trusted minister, 12:54-56

[742-743]; renioun of, with his father and brothers,

12:101 [743-759].

Yawm al-Din, see Day of Judgement.

Zabur, the, given to Daud (q.v.), 4:163 [318]; 17:55

[890]; inheritance of the earth (q.v.) according to,

21:105 [1041].

Zakah, command to pay, 2:43 [22]; 2:83 [39]; 2:1 10

[52]; 2:277 [145]; 4:77 [274]; 14:31 [797]; 19:31

[958]; 19:55 [964]; 21:73 [1031]; 22:78 [1074]; 24:56

[1129]; 30:31 [1300]; 57:7 [1769]; 58:13 [1789];

73:20 [1903]; 98:5 [2009]; a characteristic of

al-Muttaqun (q.v.)/ believers (q.v.)/righteous (q.v.) is

the payment of, 2:177 [83-84]; 5:55 [358]; 13:22

[773]; 22:35 [1058]; 22:41 [1060]; 23:4 [1075-1076];

24:37 [1 121]; 27:3 [1203]; 31:4 [1311]; 42:38 [1575];

51:19 [1698-1699]; reward for the givers of, 4:162

[317]; 28:54 [1251]; 35:29-30 [1400]; 92:18-21

[1997]; covenant taken from Banu lsra'il (q.v.) to pay,

5:12 [333-334]; Allah's mercy for those who pay,

7:156 [525]; jannah (q.v.) for those who pay,

70:24-25,35 [1880,1882]; very painful punishment/

hellfire for those who do not pay, 9:34-35 [591-592];

70:15-18 [1879]; the munafiqun's attitude regarding

the distribution of, 9:58-59 [601-602]; objects of, 9:60

[601-602]; enjoined on isa (q.v.), 19:31 [958];

Isma'Tl (q.v.) enjoined the payment of, 19:55 [964];

what is given in, augments in Allah's sight, 30:39

[1302-1303]; polytheists (q.v.) /unbelievers (q.v.) do

not pay, 41:7 [1542].

Zakanyya, rearing up of Maryam (q.v.) by, 3:37

[169-170]; prayer for offspring made by, 3:38 [170];

19:2-6 [950-951]; 21:89 [1037]; good tidings of

Yahya (q.v.) given to, 19:7-9 [951-952; a sign given

to, 19:10 [952]; birth/gift of Yahya (q.v.) to, 3:39-41

[170-172]; 21:90 [1037]; was a Prophet, 6:85 [425].

Zaqqum, Tree of, description of the, 37:62-65 [1440];

the polytheists/sinful shall eat of, 37:66 [1440-1441];

44:43-46 [1614]; 56:52-53 [1760].

Zayd, reference to the marriage of the Messenger (q.v.)

with the ex-wife of, 33:38 [1350-1352].

Zihdr, nullification of the pre-lslamic custom of

divorcing by, 33:4 [1335]; 58:2 [1782-1783];

atonement for the sin of, 58:3-4 [1783-1784].

Zinan (al-zina), see Adultery.

Zubur (previous scriptures), the, coming of the

Messenger and the Qur'an foretold in, 26:196-197

[1 196]; given to the previous Messengers (q.v.), 35:25

[1398].



Zulm, setting partners with Allah is a grave, 31:13

[1315]; command not to commit, 2:279 [146]; Allah

does not intend any, to the creatures/His servants,

3:108 [198]; 40:3 [1520]; Allah does not do any, 4:40

[258]; 10:44 [653]; 18:49 [929]; there will be no, on

the Day of Judgement (q.v.), 2:281 [147]; 3:161

[219]; 4:49 [263]; 4:77 [275]; 4:124 [299]; 6:160

[462]; 8:60 [569]; 10:47 [654]; 10:54 [657]; 16:111

[856]; 17:71 [896]; 19:60 [966]; 23:62 [1090]; 39:69

[1505]; 40:17 [1515]; 45:22 [1625]; 46:19 [1638];

Allah is All-Aware of those who commit, 2:95 [45];

2:246 [124]; 6:58 [414]; 9:47 [598]; 62:7 [1822];

Allah does not like those who commit, 3:57 [178];

3:140 [210]; 42:40 [1575]; Allah does not guide a

people committing, 2:258 [134]; 3:86 [190]; 5:51

[356]; 6:144 [453]; 9:19 [584]; 9:109 [625]; 28:50

[1250]; 46:10 [1634]; 61:7 [1816]; 62:5 [1822];

punishment for those who commit, 3:151 [213]; 5:29

[343]; 7:41 [480]; 14:22 [794]; 18:29 [922]; 21:29

[1020]; 25:19 [1143]; 25:37 [1149]; 39:24 [1490];

40:52 [1528]; 42:21 [1569]; 42:45 [1577]; 59:17

[1802]; 76:31 [1925]; Allah's curse is on the people

committing, 7:44 [482]; 11:18 [684]; 40:52 [1528].
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